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Communist Resolution for Tripuri 

UNITY AND STRUGGLE 

R. D. Bllaradwaj, Bankim Mukherji, Somnath Lahiri, 
N. Dutt Mazumdar, S. G ... Vardesai, V. D. Chitale and other 
Communist members of the A/CC ha11e sort the/ollowing draft 
rnolution: 

Thr-C:"owess reiterates the mahcnable nght of the lndtan people 
to complete national mdepcmk.'llce The Congress declares that no 
const1tut1on except one framed b~ the frecl} elected Constituent 
Assembly shall be accepted b~ the nation 

In spite of the unequivocal oppos1t1on of the nation. the Slave 
Constitution. as embodied m the Government of India Act \\as 
maugurated m April t 936 lmpcnahsm 1s DO\\o prepanng to impose 
on the nation the blackest part of the Act-the Fcd~ral Scheme 
That national oppos1t1on to the Fcd..:ration has not made lmpenahsm 
abandon the scheme 1s cvtdent from the recent ~l"'tcmcnts of the 
Viceroy and other responsible Bnt1sh statesmen 

At the s~me time. because of the rapidly de\'elopmg cnsas m 
the mtematlonal arena and because of the gro\\mg pO\\er of the 
Congress. British lmpenahsm fears to prec1p1tate conft1ct wtth. the 
umted national forces Its prc:scnt pohcy is therefore of 
(I) consobdatlng 1ts international position b} athance with Fascist 
PO\\crs, (2) makmg conc1hatory gestures m order to \~tn over a 
section of the national forces. spbt the Congress and \\cWn at 
(3) cxtc.'lldlng the hfe of the present Central Legtslaturc andefimtel~. 
(4) encouraging communal and od1. r dasruptl\'C forces 

Expenencc of the last t\\o years has pro"cd that \\1thout po\\er 
at the Centre. without replacing the wstmg 1rresponsive and 
irresponsible Central Government by a Oo\·cmmcnt elected by the 
people and responsible to them, it 1s not possible to fully unplemcnt 
the Congress Election programme Repress1\·e laws. ltke that agamst 
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sedition. continue on the Statute Book and arc frequcntl~ bcmg 
used in Non-CongNss Pro\'inccs. the notonous Prances Protcctmn 
Act ts used to suppress agitation in British India against Pnncel) 
misrule : the Anny 1s rcquis1t1oncd to suppress the States· p<..'Oplc":
movemcnt : trade and industry are crippled by the contmuation of 
the ruinou! l 8d ratio . an excessn cly large portion of the state 
income 1s spent for an expcnsi\ e Army. thcr~by stan·mg the 
Pro,·inces and preventing them from undertaking amchorat1ve 
measures and nation-budding activities 

Even in the Provinces the bureaucracy. the Ch·il Services and 
the Police remam irremovable and outside effcct1\'C control of the 
Mmistries. The la\\s of the C<..-ntral Government mvcst them \\1th 
extraordinary powers as regards prohib1t1on of political 
demonstrations and meetings, arrests. etc Governor ·s assent to 
Progressive social measun .. -s is not given. sometimes for months . 
(Orissa Tcmancy Bill. Frontier Ten 8111. etc) the Upper Houses 
packed w1th repres~tativcs of r~ct1onary vested interests. can 
delay the promulgation of all progressive la\\S 

National reSt.'lltment against the sham const1tut1on \\ luch transfors 
no real po\\ er to the Indian people is mcrcasmg The C ongrl.}ss has 
grown more powerful than c..'\'cr. \\Orkcrs and peasants. even tl1c 
most back\\ard sections of them. ha\'c entered the poht1cal arena. 
have developed PO\\erful orgamsataons and have ralhcd an ever 
increasmg numbers round the Congress. 

In the States the tremendous a\\-akc:mng of the people has 
evoked the \\Tath of the Princes and their ally 1mpcnahsm. and the 
popular movement for Responsible Go\'cmmcnt 1s bc111J sought to 
be dro\\ ncd 1n blood. lmpcnahst intervention againstc the States 
people and in fa\·our of the Prances 1s mcreasmg Jn f p1t~ of the 
ruthless repression the popular movement 1s gainink strength. 
artificial barriers are breaking down The Stat<..-s · Jtoplc ha\'c 
entered the political arena as a mighty force. a detachment of the 
national Army. 

In view of the tremendous strength that the popular forces ha\·c 
attained. in view of the present international situation and in \icw 
of the continued defiance oftbe popular will by British Imperialism. 
The congress feels that the time is ripe for passmg on to the 
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offensive. The imperialist policy of preparing the ground for 
federation can be defeated only by uniting the entire national 
forces-workers, peasants. states· people and all freedom loving 
Indians for a fom·ard move for an all-round attack on the slave 
constitution as a whole. 

The Congress. therefore, reitcr.itcs the national demands for 
complete independence, immediate withdrawal of the Army of 
Occupation, complete control over Def1.."11ce, Foreign Affairs and 
Finance by the Indian people. The Congress calls upon the British 
Government to concede these demands inunediatcly and in their 
entirety. 

In case of non-acceptance of these demands within six months 
the Worklr-a <"ommittee shall review the situation as it <..-xists then 
and shall take whatever steps are necessary to i:nforcc the pcople"s 
will. 

With the object of preparing the country for mass struggle on 
a national scale and for mobilising the entire people for active 
participation in the battle for independence the Congress adopts 
the following Plan of Actions :-

(a) Intensive campaign throughout the country against the Federal 
Sch1..-mc, against the existing autocratic C1..-ntral Government. against 
the limitations imposed on Provincial Go\'ernments under the 
Government of India Act, against the entire slave C,1':1stitution. 

(b) Extensive popularisation of the demand for the Constituent 
Assembly as expressing the sovereign right of the Indian people 
to self-detcnnination. 

(c) Incorporation of the basic demands of the toiling masses in 
concrete and specific form in the Congress programme. 

(d) Elimination of corruption from Congress ranks by strict 
supervision of membership rolls. by vigorous fimctioning of tile 
Congress Committees and by ensuring active participation of the 
rank and file in the work of the Cont.. :ss. 

(c) Creation of an All-India Volunteer Corps of at least a million 
members as the nucleus of the national militia: arrangement for 
political and technical training of the Congress workers. 

(t) Rapid implementation of the Election Programme by the 
Congress Ministr 1c:s with regard to social legislation and 
establishment of democratic liberties. 
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(g) Establishment of close United Front relations between the 
Congress and the workers and peasants organisations : active support 
by the Congress to workers and peasants in their struggle for 
economic and democratic demands. 

(h) Unity with communal minorities cspcciall~ Muslims and 
untouchables through appeal for joint stmgglcs. through negotiations 
with their organisations and through direct work among the masses 
of the minority communities. granting of all minority demands 
consistent \\ith basic principles of national unity. 

(i) Formation of Coalition Ministries whcrc\'cr possible on the 
basis of the Congress Election programme. 

(i) Co-ordination of the States people ·s struggles and d<.'\'eloping 
them as an integral part of the national liberation movement. 
through a Committee appointed by the Congress. Formation of 
Congress Committees, in the States to conduct the States people ·s 
movement for Responsible Government and Civil Liberties. 
Adoption of a Charter of Demands of the States people defining 
Responsible Government and mobilisation o.- mass support 
throughout the copntry in its favour. Solidarity demonstrations and 
orP.nisation of relief for the States (>\.">Opie in British India. 



INDIAN WORKERS' GREAT 
ONE-DAY STRIKE 

Ben Bradley 

The most important event in India of recent times was the tremendous 
one-day strike against the Bombay Trades Dispute Bill. In Bombay 
alone, on Jess than two hundred thousand workers of all trades 
came out .on the streets in strike action, in order to demonstrate 
their emphatic opposition to a measure which is calculated to 
severely curtail their liberty of action. 

The original text of the Bill as brought forward by the Bombay 
Congress Ministry early in March last, opened by stating that it 
was to aid in the ··prevention of strikes and lock-outs and to 
promote amicable settlement of Trades Disputes in factories and 
other industrial establishments.·· Even a glance at the original text 
of the Bill shows that its mam purpose and trend was to restrict 
the fr~-dom of trade union movem'-'llt. and render din:ct action of 
the \vorkers almost impossible. The main title of the Bdl disclosed 
its purpose, to prevent strikes and lock-outs. 

As soon as the original text of the Bill was maJe public, the 
Trade Union leaders in India expressed their unanimous 
condemnation, and at a mass meeting of workers held on Kamgar 
Maidan, Bombay. on March 7. Subhas Chandra Bose, President 
of the Indian National Congress, also expressed his dissatisfaction 
with the measure. 

It was recognised on all sides that the pressing through of such 
a measure could only have extremely serious repercussions in 
relation to the United National Front in India. The Ministries of 
the seven Provinces where there are Congress majorities, are bound 
by the pledges which outline the National Congress policy towards 
working-class legislation. The Election Manifesto of the Congress 
fully understood the democratic character of the economic strugle 
of the masses. It assured the workers the risht to strike and 
organise, it promised fteedom for the Trade \Jnion Movement, and 
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also declared that the Congress \\Ould establish conciliation 
machinery for sc:ttlemcnt of industrial disputes. 

The Legislative Assemblies with Congress Mimstrics has 
acquired an important significance for the \\orking·class. The 
Congn."Ss Ministries are under mandate to pass measures extending 
democratic rights and liberties. to remove bureaucratic restrictions, 
thus enabling the workers and peasants to organise and struggle 
for better economic conditions. It is with th"'-sc facts in mind that 
we consider the Bill \\hich rousi.:d the opposition of the Indian 
\\Orking-class moV\.."lllent. 

One of the most objectionable features of the original text runs 
as follows · 

Ill. Any Union may apply to the Registrar for registration as 
a recognised Union. On receipt of such application for reg1strat1on. 
the Registrar shall fom·ard a copy of the applicataon to the employer 
or employers concerned. and on receipt of a communication from 
such '-'nlployi.:r or employers to the effect that the Union has 
receh•cd recogmtion from them the Registrar shalJ proceed to 
register such union as a recognised Union 

This clause ·would mean that no union would be registered 
unless the said Union satisfied the employ<..'t's 

We will not go into ch.-tail in coMcction \\ith the onganal text, 
because when the Draft Bill was published in the Government 
Gazette and presented to the Bombay Provincial Legislative 
Assembly six months later. on July 30. 1t had been considerably 
amended Presumably. the vigorous opposition created as a result 
of the publication of the original t~1 caused the sponsors of the 
Bill to make these alk.-rations. · 

For example. it is very sigmficant that the 18 statement 
was altered from .. aid in the prevention of strikes. . •· to ··make 
provision for the promotion of peaceful and ami le settlement 
of industrial disputes by conciliation and arbitration tnd for certain 
other purposes .• , Further. the clause rderred to earlief in connection 
with submitting an application for regis&ration to the employers 
first. does not appear in the published Draft of the Bill. 

Even with the dras:ic alterations made in the wording between 
the first and second DnitU of the Bil~ still the Bill as submitted 
ranained most objectionable. Ignoring the protests of the Bombay 
Provincial Trade Union Congress, the new Draft embodied the 
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same principles which had evoked the protests. The most vicious 
aspect of the Bill was that it would take away from the worker 
the only effective weapon he has-the right to strike. 

111e Trades Disputes Act (1929) of the Government of lndia. 
which evoked so much protest, prevents lightning strike by 
prescribing a month ·s notice in public utility service. The present 
Bill not only demands a notice of strike, but makes every strikes 
which takes place before the conciliatory proceedings are over 
illegal, but the notice provision, together with the conciliatory 
proceedings. would make strikes impossible for a period of between 
three to five months-thus strike action would be }IQl'alysed under 
this Bill. 

Thr -. •'"i!!inal draft blatantly announced its preference for 
arbitration and company Unions. The new proposals arc intended 
to do the same v.ith equal effecth·cness. Militant unions, disfavoured 
by the O\mers. arc effectively shut off from representing the workers, 
or entering into collective agreements before the Conciliation Court. 
Under Section 7 of the Bill any recognised Union with not less than 
five p~r cent. membership of the total number of employees will 
be d<..-clarcd a Registered Union under the Act. A Registered Union 
secures the right of representing the workers under certain conditions 
in the Conciliation Court. The Bill doe~ not lay down any provision 
regarding recognition. There is no obligation on t'l<.: owners to 
recognise a genuinely representative union. The question is left to 
the swt.-ct will of the O\\ncrs \\ho are notorious for their hostility 
to any independent union. The provision. therefore, is a direct 
incitement to start company unions or recognise anti-working-class 
ones and secure them the right of representation before the 
Conciliation Court. 

The same section provides that where a Union is not recognised 
it must show 50 per cent membership of the total emplo~"ed before 
it is registered, i.e.. before it can cla!m to recognise the workers 
in a Court of Conciliation. Anyone conversant with the Trade 
Union Movement knows that vmy few Unions can boast of consistent 
50 per cent membership. This provision therefore threatens the 
existence of free Trade Unions. 

The Bi11 provides for the establishment of a permanent tribunal 
for Arbitration-the Industrial Court-and contemplates making 
arbitration more and more the dominant method of settling disputes. 
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The Conciliation procccdmgs are to last for a period of three to 
five months-no strikes can take pl3ce dunng this period. 

The owners. howe\.·er have been allowed a number of exceptions. 
They can lock-out their employ"-cs in a period of industrial 
depression. No notice is necessary. The workers cannot take the 
dispute to the Conciliation Court. Notice is required only for lock
out ansing out of a trade dispute. Schedule II of the Bill allows 
the owners to reduce the number of employees on the plea ·•that 
the character or volume of production has chang'--d. •• Thus under 
the plea of temporary dcpn.-ssion the owner can dismiss any number 
without notice. \\ithout conciliation proceedings. The change will 
become operatil'C immediately. The workers~ not allowed to give 
an immediate reply to this sudden change. Section 62 (b) (a) (c) 
makes it illegal to strike before the conciliation proceedings arc 
over. that is. for a period of three to five months. In the meanwhile 
the change will contanuc to be in operation. This 1s nothmg but 
a legal provision to break the solidarity of the workers. The Bill 
makes conciliatory proceedings absolutely bindin&,_on the workers 
but not on the owners. 

This same attempt to load the workers with heavy rcstnctions 
is soen in other provisions. Owners may lock-out their factom.-s 
without notice by pleading industrial depression. But workers 
cannot strike for the whole period of concdiataon. when pnces are 
rising. World conditions exempt owners from the operation of the 
Act. but not the workers. 

This partiality for the owners is notoriously seen in Section 28. 
1bat Section makes it incumbent on workers to give notice of every 
change that is desired. But the clause binding the owpcrs to give 
notice conveniendy omits the question of wages. One ·~· apt to treat 
this as an oversight. But the precise way in which workers· 
responsibilities are mentioned, makes one believe that he omission 
is deliberate. Anyway, the 8111 as it stands does natl require any 
notice or conciliatson proceedings when the owners want to reduce 
waaes. At the same time it compels workers to resort to conciliation 
whenever a change is desired. No comment is necessary on this 
provisian which so shamelessly favoun the owners. lbere are a 
number of such provisions which directly or indirectly allow the 
ownen to make cbanaes and simultaneously deprive the workers 
of the right to resist immediaioly. 
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Under Section 62. every strike, whether before or after conciliation 
proceedings. against the standing orders of the management is 
rendered illegal for a period of one year. So far as the standing 
orders are concerned the right to strike is abolished for a year. So 
far as other matters are concerned no strike can be declared or 
commenced till after the conciliation proceedings are over. Workers 
cannot declare a strike only for the reason that the employer has 
not carried out provision of any standing order and has made an 
illegal change. The provision here is absolute. This is followed by 
another provision which restricts the right still further. After 
conciliation proceedings a strike to be legal must be commenced 
within ~vo months after the expiry of the conciliation proceedings. 
Thus ln vanous \\ays the right to direct action is so narrowed dO\\n 
that the fn."Cdom to strike is given only for two months after expiry 
of conciliation proceedings. 

Tht: :icw Bill enhances the penalties for illegal strikes The 
original draft prescribed a fine equal tu one day's wage for e\'ery 
day of the illegal strike. The present proposals prescribe a penalty 
of six month"s imprisonment or fine, or both. The same penalties 
arc prescribed for instigation. The Trade Disputes Act of tl~c 
Central Go\'emment prescribes three month ·s imprisonment for 
illegal strikes. The Bomba) Ministry mtends to outbid the Central 
Government in legislative tyranny. 

Strike is the only effective weapon of struggle in the last resort. 
In the final stage it is the normal form of industrial unrest, the most 
common form of worker ·s resistance. On the other hand, the 
owner's counter offcnsi\'c does not nonnally take the form oflock
out. It takes the form of strike-breaking. Lock-ou~ as a method 
of intimidating the workers, is rarely used. In the nature of things 
it cannot be used as a normal weapon of counter-offensive. By 
putting strikes and lock-outs in the same category the Bill penalises 
the only wea~n of the worlcers. 

The Bombay Provincial Trade union Congress made every 
effi>rt to meet tbl: Congress Ministers in order to discuss their 
objections.to the Bill and to endeavour to get them to retrace their 
steps. The Bill was opposed in the Legislative Assembly by 
representatives of the Trade Union Movement, but the Congress 
Govemmc:nt persisted in pressing through this measure. 
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At huge worker ·s ralhes all over India. workers \'oiced their protests 
against this reactionary Bill. 

On October 16 the Bombay workers. under the lcndcrship of 
the Bombay Provincial Trade Union Congress. decided to organise 
a one-day Protest Strike to demonstrate agamst this un\\ant"'-d Bill, 
and to demand its wid1dmwal. The Congress Soc1ahst Party opposed 
this plan of the B.P.T.U.C. to rally the \\Orkcrs agamst this measure 
and in defunce of their trade union rights. 

As November 7 drew near the Maharashtra Pro\'mc1al Congress 
Committee mobilised aU its resources m an endeavour to counter 
the call of the B.P.T.U.C. for the one-day Protest Strike. Motor 
lornes titted \\ith loud speakers \\'\.'"llt around the working-class 
areas calling upon the workers not to stnkc ~ rm."\."tmgs \\Crc 
arranged for front-rank Congn."Ss leaders. but the poor attendances 
at these meetings showed. as the Bombay Sentinel. a Nationalist 
evening dally, stated on November 2, that even all this ·· has not 
cut much ice among the mill workers. The strike \\ill come off as 
planned by the Labour leaders and the demonstration promises to 
be a very imposing one.·· 

A last-minute effort was made by Labour leaders to prc\'ail 
upon ~ Congress Ministry to postpone the further consideration 
of the Bill and discuss its pro\·isions at a Joint Conference '' ith 
labour representatives. This \\as rejected. 

November 7. 1938. came, and 1t will go dO\\n m the history 
of the Indian \\Orking-class movement as one of the greatest 
demonstrations of the working-class in defence of trade union 
rights. No less than 200.000 workers of all trades came out on 
the stn:t.1s of Bombay alone. Only 6 out of a total of 6f) textile 
mills of Bombay worked partially during the day shift. ~· not one 
Mill did the night shift workers tum up. The Municipal Wi rkshops 
closed down. The scavengers joined the protest strike. Kurla. 
a suburb of Bombay. 3.000 workers downed tools. Five sand 
tannery workers of Dharal·i joined up. The ovenvhclming tnajority 
of the building workcn, S,000 domestic servants. compositors and 
machinHnen of many presses in Girgaum, including those anployed 
at the press of Patil (The Secretary of the Bomba)· Congress 
Committee), all the goJd, silwr and brass \\'Ork~rs in Bhulshwar 
and Mandvi participated in die strike. 

"For the tint time in the history of this great industrial city 
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which has backed the Congress to its utmost power and strength 
in all its trials and vicissitudes, the word of the Congress failed 
in a most dismal manner.·· (Bombay Sentinel. November 7. 1938). 

Never had Bombay seen such a complete and spontaneous 
strike. Never had the unity of the working-class been demonstrated 
in such a striking manner. It was the most important mass 
demonstration of workers since the great strike movements of 
1928-29. 

The rally at the Kamgar Maidan was attended by over one 
hundred thousand strikers. Thi.~ vast gathering passed the resolution 
''ondemning the Labour Bill without a single dissent1ent voice. 

It was not in Bombay alone that the proletariat struck. At 
Ahmedabad, the fortress of Mr. Gulzarilal Nanda, 10.000 workers 
of 12 mills came out on strike. llns in spite of the utmost efforts 
made by the Majoor Mahajan (Ahmcdabad Labour Association), 
in spite of the orders issued by the police practically prohibiting 
processions. 

At Sholapur. the Juni Mill workers were the first to do\\n tools. 
The workers came out en bloc and fonned a procession of 8.000 
led by Meenakshi Sardcsai. This was the signal for the workers 
of other mills. By noon. 80 per cent. of the workC'l'S were out on 
the streets. All the women workers m Bidi factori~ joined the 
strike. 

At Amalner. Dhulia and Chalisgaon, the strikP was a complete 
success. Scores of presses had to close do"n at Poona. 

Tiic working-class. as far a·way as Calcutta. Ca\\npore and 
Madras also demonstrated their solidarity and support to the 
magnificent stand the Bombay workers were making. 

In Bombay City early in the morning of No\'elllber 7. lorry 
loads of annC<I police invaded the working-class locality. Trade 
Union leaders toured the locality in a lorry with a loud speaker 
calling the workers to strike action. Despite all Congress efforts 
to frustrate the strike, it was a tremendous success. An eye witnes~ 
writing in National Front. describes a scene as follows : 

Deafening noise was coming through the window. I looked out 
of the wiJidow and found tram-cars packed with working class 
youth and children. They had hoisted up the red flag on the cars 
or waved them through the windows, lustily singing revolutionary 
songs and shouting slogans of triumph. We had only one lorry to 
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do propaganda for the strike. but the boys managed to celebrate 
the victory from ever) tramcar or bus that passed through Parcl. 
Not one passenger was hurt or molested. Tram conductors let them 
in without hindrance The broad grin of the po bee constables sho\\ cd 
that the thrill of a most successful struggle has seized them too. 

I went round among the knots of elderly "orkcrs The hohda) 
mood of the moming was no more there. The~ look"'-d gnm and 
thoughtful Uppcm1ost m their mmd was ··A Black Bill . . the 
same lath1s ..... Bullets too ..... all this under a Congress Mm1stry. 
''hat to make of the Congress now .... ·· 

The police had opcm .. -d fire on three occasions and there had 
b~n lathi charges. A number of \\Orkcrs \\ere shot. t\\o \\orkcrs 
died as a result of the shooting-Bhairoo Cha\ an and BhagaJ• 
Waghmarc add their names to the long bst of \\Orkcrs \\ho have 
made the greatest sacrifice m defence of \\Orkmg-class nghts. 

Interested elements who ''ere desirous of sphttmg the umted 
front of the Indian pt.-oplc tried to utihse the stnk~ to dn\e a \\cdg~ 
ben\cen the working-crass and the Indian National Congress The -Times of India. the mouthpiece of the Brmsh Go' ~mmcnt. stated 
on the eve of the st"kc · .. It 1s a trial of strength b"'"''~cn the 
Congress and the labour kadcrs. ·· Thts. hO\\C\'Cr \\as far from 
being the case. the working-class of Bomba) ha\'C a long record 
of struggle under the leadership of the Indian National Congress. 
the strike was not under the leadership of anti-Congress clements 

In order to show that \\orkc:rs understood what the~ \\ere 
struggling for. '""c will quote the most mfluent1al workmg-class 
paper in Bombay, National Front : 

The smashing victory of the stnkc 1s not a \'ICtory ag•mst the 
Congress. It is a victory for workmg class umty. a v1ctoi· of the 
same pnnciples fighting for \\htch the Congress has gr n. and 
therefore a victory for the Congress m the truest sense of c word 
The fact that Dr. Ambedkar supported the strike. the fac thut Sjt. 
Jamnadas Mehta is the President of the B.PT.U.C. cannOt detract 
from the essential character of the protest strike. It was a victory 
over those who in the interest of enemies of the people seek to 
divide the popular forces, who disrupt the unity of the Congress 
by their attacks on the worrjng class. 

The 7th November strike was the greatest independent pohucal 
action by the proletariat of this ccuntry. lt shall prepare the proletariat 
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for future actions on an even 'aster scale The umt) of the workmg 
class mo\.cmcnt achtc\.i..'CI at Nagpur , ... n be further cemented and 
strcngthcn"'-d b) this first great umtcd action under th~ leadership 
of the umtcd T U C for the defence of dcmocrattc rights of 
orgamsat1on and action 

The stnkc ts of national s1gmficance The \\Orkers dO\\Ded tools 
m protest against a measure uuttatcd by th~ Congress Mmtst~ 

The blood of \\Orkcrs flowed on the streets of Bombay on 
November 7th bt-causc the Congress Muustry remained deaf to all 
appeals. refused to hstcn to the demand made by the A IT.UC. 
representing over three hundred thousand orgamscd \\orkers 

The stnkc must act as the umficr of the national forces The 
suic1cl,1~ ~tmstcnal pohcy of concessions to vested mtcrests and 
upholding police finng m the name of non-\ 1olcnC\! must be fC\'crsed 
Adherence to Truth demands adm1ss1on of the O\oCC\\ hclmmg success 
of the stnkc The Blad .. Btll \\hosc condcmnatton the \\orkmg class 
has \\nttcn \\Ith its blood must be \\1thdra\\n The um~ of the 
people \\ luch has been .ichh~\ cd under the: banner of the Congrc:ss 
must not be allo\\cd to be disrupted 

Dr Surcsh Bancr11. President of the A I T U C has. according 
to latest mfonnatton. b<..-cn d1scussmg the proposal for a Conference 
bet\\ CCI\ the Bomb.i~ prO\ metal TraJ" Limon Congress and the 
C'ongrcss M1mstncs. \\tth J;maharlal Nehru and othc.:r leaders of 
the Congress The \\Orkcrs arc conccm<..'Cl \\Ith the umty of the 
nation as a \\hole . the~ si..-ck to rchab1htatc the cordial relations 
that must exist bct\\ccn the Indian National Congress and the Trade 
Umon Congress if India ·s battle for freedom 1s to succeed 

Ja\\aharlal Nchm can pla) an important role m co11ni.:ct1on \\1th 
tlus situation While 111 England he \\as conscious of the gro\\mg 
rift bct\\~n the M1mstcr1al conc1hators on d1c one hand and the 
growing force of the labour and k1san struggle on the other He 
mdtcatcd this m an article he \\rote n the Labour Monthl} 1n 
August last )car All left Congressmen. labour and kisan \\Orkcrs. 
Socialists and Commumsts. w1ll lool to J•maharlal Nehru to give 
a lead to stop the drift to\\ ants compromise The most etfectl\'e 
\\3\' to do this and to sa\c umt\ \\Ollld be first to consolidate all 
d1~e forces m the: fom1 of a ·determined bloc as the basis for 
achieving the broader unity of the Indian people for the struggle: 
against the Fcdc:ration. 
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Chinese C1mununi..;t P11rlJ' 

SALUTES PEOPLE OF INDIA 
Tiie fi1/lmt'ing letter 1!{ greetings was reaiveJ/rmn the Chinese 

Communist Party and read out in the Open Se.Ysion of the 
Congress at Tripuri : 

The Conununist Party of China through its Central Committt.-c 
sends brotherly greetings to lndi311 National Congress \\ h1ch meets 
on March 10. 1939 Indians and Chinese arc the two great peoples 
of Asia Both are oppressed b) lmpcnahsm The pt.-oplc of India 
for more than half a century ha\'c been carrying on a struggle to 
gain national mdc..-pcndcncc and to emancipate a population of three 
hundred nulhons. 

We firml} behC\c in ~our final success as \\C bdic\'em our 0\\11 

\ 1ctory over the JaP31JCSe aggressors The umty expressed m your 
Nationa~ Congress 1s the onl} way \\htch you can achtt."Vc vactol) 
over lmpenalism. 

Your National Congress 1s rallymg the forces of all sOC1al 
classes and of all the poht1cal parties of Jndaa to form an All India 
National United Front which 1s the most important stepping stone. 
1be Chinese are united in their war against the savagery of Japanese 
Imperialism in the name of the entire people of China We thank 
you for all your sympathy and assistance. The first mcdJcal unit 

sent by your Ccmgress is now wilh lhe 81h Route At•• is 
the concrete proof that the people of India are deeply in s mpathy 
\\ith the Chinese National Revolutionary \aguard S s to 
your National Congress and long live the people of I • 

P,,6/isMd in : "NATIONAL FRON1 ", 19.J.1939, Pap . .., 



GREET INDIAN 
NATIONAL CONGRESS 

The H:mpura Session of the Indian National Congress met under 
the shado" of a const1tut1onal cns1s. as a result of the. um\arranted 
mtcrfcn.'llcc of the Go\ cmors m the functions of the Congress 
Mantst~rs.~fBchar and the Umtt.-d Pro\ mccs It \\as the united stand 
of the lndaan People at this tune under the leadership of the Indian 
Nat1orud Congress. '' h1ch forced the GO\ cmor General to recogmse 
th.it the Congress Mmastcrs \\ould brook on mt~rferencc m their 
duties under the (' onstitutmn 

~II-round development 

Smee the Hanpura Sc!isaon there has been a dcc1sl\c gro\\1h m 
the mo\emcnt of mass struggle among the pcasantl') Also dunng 
the past t\\cl\e month!i the "-conom1c struggle of the mdustnal 
Y.orkcrs reached one of 1t' highest pomts s1Dce l 9~"-19 1 Im 
devt'lopment ot tht• ''"'KJ!/e of" orkcr\ and pea1ant!J prowdef the 
"""ran/c.•c: of \llTIH{t/J fm tht! CongrcH m Ill fignt againll the 
J.c:dere1t1on and 1m· /11dum fn:,•clom What 1s perhaps most 1mportclllt 
IS the general mO\ cmcnt Jmong the people 111 the Indian states 
d"mandang democratic nghts :ind c1\ 11 hbcrt1es We ar~ glad to sec 
that the Congress 1s gl\ mg 1b \\hole-hearted support to this 
mo\cmcnt The mo\cmcnt for democratic nghts an the 1nd1an Statc.-s 
as closcl) bound up \\Ith the fight against the Federation 

Fascist menace 
During recent )ears the lndtan National Congress has made 

great stndes We feel an orgamsat1on \\1th 5.000.000 members. 
leading the fight of the great lnd1an people for ltberanon has 
an unportant role to play not only tn India but also in relation 
to the present \\orld s1tuauon The: Natmnal Congress has 

l'ubll'lhed "' '.V.A/IONAJ. FHOVf \l11nh 19 1939 
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taken its stand clearly on the issues of Spain and C'hina. against 
fascism and in defence of democracy and peace. This is most 
important. it has realised that the struggle for liberation of the 
Indian people is intimately linked up with the forcc.-s of progress 
and den10eracy. in their fight to stem the advance of reaction and 
Fascism. 

The 1hrea1 ~f Fast:ism doe.v no/ only menace the pec>ple in 
democratic ccnmlrics h11t also provides a ~al menace ji>r pe'>ple 
in subject counlric.v. Hitlcr·s and Mussolini·s demands for colonies 
are accompanioo by serious attempts to take advantage of the 
feelings of the colonial peoples resulting from years of oppression 
and their hatred of imperialism. Agents of Fascism arc: active in 
all the colonial countries. Palestine and the Arab countries. South, 
North and West Africa. South America. etc. Centres arc St.1 up in 
the fascist countries in order to train colonial Jh."Oplc to c~UI)' the 
teachings of Fascism back to their countries. 

Fascism thus poses as the friend of hberty m order to cxt"8d 
its murderous s\\ay over peoplc.-s and lands now engaged in struggles 
for National independence and liberty. But the r"-cord of Fascism 
itself, Its racial theories. its mass murders in Abyssinia, Spain and 
China, and its imperialist ambitions and alliances exposes this 
pretence as a sham and should leave our comrades in colonial and 
semi-colonial countries in no doubt as to its real motives and 
character. 

In India. the Cong1e.ts ha.v 11neq111vocally declared its oppo.rlti<m 
to Fascism and its firm rr:sr1lve to ctJ-operate with the progre
ssive fnrces of the world for peace and demncraq: The .ongress 
has also dissociated the Indian people-from the t1 cist and 
pro-fascist policies and actions of the British National G cmmcnt. 
The struggle of the Indian people against Imperialist pression 
has begun to be increasingly and consciously recognis*I as part 
of the common struggle of the peoples of the world for democracy 
and peace and against imperialism, Fascism and war, which must 
be waged by all of us unremittingly, with determination and \\ith 
unity. 
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Call for Unity 

In thi.f sihtalion, the greate.ft need nbvio11.rly, t~· umty of all 
the forces making for national liberation. The Indian National 
Congress today carries the tremendous responsibility to lead this 
struggle. Recognising the fact that this is bound up with 1he workmidc 
movement against reaction, we clearly appreciate the tremend
ously important role that the Indian people can play freed 
from British Imperialism, alongside the democratic and progre
ssive people throughout the world. to bring victory over the black 
forces of reaction which are bringing us to the verge of a mM world 
war. 

As \VO :n this country, call for the unity of all labour and 
democratic forces, so at this urgent moment. the question 
of paramount importance in India in our view JS the unity of 
all national forces under the leadership of the Indian National 
Congress. 

In sending our greetings. we once agam pledge our support 
to the Indian National Congress in its fight against lmperzalism 
and for the complete independen'-e of India. 

yours fratemall~. 
Harry Pollitt 

For the Central Committee 
Communist Party or Britain 
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TRIPURI MUST SOlJND 

THE WAR DRUM 

The re-efoction of Subhash Chandra Bose as the president of the 
National Congress has created a grave and cntical situation. Never 
before in the history of the National Congress was the Presidential 
election fought round burning political issues. The controversy 
which raged just on the eve of the election revealed sharp differences 
inside the Working Committee which were expressed with a 
considerable amount of bitterness. Immediately aft"'-r Subhash ·s 
\ictory came the sensational news of the resignation of the sc,·en 
leading members of the Working Conmittee. who had 1ssuc:d a 
statement opposing Bose's re-election. This was promptly 
contradicted. But on the heels of this dcmal came GandhJ• 's article 
'' hich mterpn.-wd Bose ·s election as a defeat for his pr111c1plcs 311d 
polacy and fon."Shadowcd the rcs1gnat1on of the p~cmt Workmg 
Committee membe~ b~ askmg Bose to choose a ·· HomogCJU.'<>US 
Cabinet ·• Political speculation 1s rife in the dail~ pn.."Ss Ho\\ "111 
this oonfhct between the Right and Left develop., Who "Ill \\IR 

at Tripuri '! Will there be a split 'l This is how the question is posc..-d 
Impenahst press is of course gloating over the proSJX."Ct ··A 
compromise is regarded as a remote possibd1ty... says the Tames 
of India. ··unless somethmg unexpected happens dunng the next 
four \\eeks and preparations arc going on for a straight tight'' (4· 
2-39). 

All this is happening against the background of a s rious and 
menacing mternational situation. If the rapid advance f Franco 
leads to the coJlapsc of Republican Spam. Europe woul be in the 
throes of an acute war crisis m two months· time. BritJsh I 1absm. 
in spite of its successive ··appeasing·· surrenders to fascist 
powers. is being driven mto a position an which it is mer*1ced more 
than ever Today more than ever British Jmpcriabsm as wlnerablc. 
If we hit n111 now, we win. A.n all rrmnd peoples o.{fen.flve ,,,. the 
need of the hour. Bui tMs deman~ 11n1ty. unity nf Natrona/ 
leaderrh1p, umty of the Cr•ngre.Ts, rmlly nf the entire JA~flple .far 

Publulwd in. "THE NF.WAGE' f.",bnuuy /9J9 
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a dec11lve struggle. To achieve this rmtty at Tnp11r1 Is the .rupreme 
task he/ore us. Our enemies expect hattle royal at 1'npun. It ts 
wfa·hfal thin/cing. Tht:y want the Congress to crack through the 
pres.vure of inner conflict. It will fac1/1tate thezr ta.rk of /01st1ng 
the Federation on India. The Jicen1y has recently told us how 
urgent II is in view of the advance of the totailtanan attack I We 
have to foil this game. We have to evolve unity out of tht.f very 
conflict which hal' anscn. This necesl·1tate.v an analy.Yls of issues 
around which the controversy raged. 

Issues in the Presidential Controveny 

Two issues came up 1n the controversy. One was political and 
the other 011.anisational. The political issue was about the struggle 
against the Federation. Haripura had decided to combat the Federal 
scheme with all the means at the disposa~ of the nation. The line 
of the Working Committee in implementing' this resolution has been 
to wait and drift till Federation was actually on the point of being 
enforced. In the meanwhile the •· expcrimcm of office acceptance., 
was to go on. The Right wing visualised a sort of a constitutional 
crisis at the time of the Federal elections leading towards a settlement 
resulting in modifications in the Federal scheme which would make 
it worthwhile trying the .. experiment of office acceptance·· at the 
centre as well. For instance Babu Rajcndra Prasad who charged 
Subhash Bose of cooking .. imaginary differences·· on the issue of 
Federation visualises the fight against the Fcderatior. thus :-

"'What steps this non-co-operation (against Federation) would 
take, whether there \\oould be non-co-operation even at the stage 
of Federal elections or at the stage of acceptance of office after 
election. was a matter of detail and tactics whjch would he decided 
on the exigencies of the situation then e.xisting.•· 

(Bombay Chronicle ; 28-1-39) 
Subhash Babu on the other hand. in a series of statements which 

he published in December last, had clearl~ 1Rdicated an alternative 
course. The most effective way of fighting the Federation according 
to him was to take initiative now, to give an ultimatum to Imperialism 
at Tri.purl and launch an oflensive without waiting for the Federation. 

Bose and tbe Seven 
thus, while there IS a general agreement on the issue ef tightina 

the Federation on the basis of the Haripura resolution there is 
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difl'erence in tactics to be employed to implement it. This divergence 
in tactics however makes all the difference. The policy of wait and 
drift, when read in conjunction with the outspoken statements of 
Satyamurti and Bhulabhai can only mean compromise and th.: 
acceptance of the Federation. Subhash Babu warned against this 
tendency and made a fight against it, an issue in the controversy 
which preceded his election He stated :-

·•ft is widely believed that there is a prospect of a compromise 
on the Federal scheme between the Right wing of the Congress and 
the Bntish Government during the coming year. Consequ~'Dtly the 
Right wing do not want a leftist President who may be a thorn in 
the way of a compromise and may put obstacles m the path of 
negotiation ........ It is imperative in these circumstances to have a 
President who will be an anti-Federationist to the core of his heart.·· 

While Sjt. Bose took bis stand on the anti-federation struggle 
and on his pJan of action the seven Right wing leaders who opposed 
Bose tried to make out as if there y,-ere no differences at an on that 
political issue The): opposed has election on fonnaljl'ounds-.. Re
election '"as only resorted to, in exceptional carcumstances 
Presidential electJbn should be unanimous.·· Bose was accused of 
setting up neY. precedents by forcing a contest They did not ·want 
the presidential election to be made the issue of a pohtlcal vote 
The).· wanted the president to be like the ··speaker·· in the parliament 
who is supposed to be above party-politics. Tins raised an 
oqanisational issue, Subhash protested against the efforts of the 
seven members of the Working Committee in bnnging pressure 
upon Dr. Pattabhi not to withdraw from the contest. He protested 
against their attempts to influence the democratic yote of the 
delegates. 

Vote for S.se-A Vote for Struale 

l:f 36 f 'fhus there were two issues before the delegates "'hdi the)· went 
~ ,_.1t€°the polls on the 29th January: (1) A militant plan br action to 

tbe Federation, and (2) the bureaucratic manil>wation of 
•' bers of the Working Committee who \\'anted to pm=t rt the of a leftist President. 'The majority vote for Subhash 

t. a both these points. Penonal as \\'Cl\ as \)rovincial 
\~ m~ Da\18 swayed a c:cnain iocticm ol t>ie voters . 

~· ,. if tC WU &poliriaal vote. ft WU a vatc 1bf I ...... 
.,f! _,.,.,. ~. ltS'cl 
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policy in fighting the Federation. It was a rank and file vote against 
bureaucratic manipulation of certain Working Committee members. 
It was a vote for a democratic functioning of the Congress. The 
majority vote cast m favour of Subhash gets added significance 
because of the following factors · (I) Seven leading members of 
the Working Committee had deprecated Subhash's candidature and 
the raising of political issues in the presidential election (2) RaJendra 
Babu had criticised Subhash's views on Federation stating that they 
were ""not crystallised enough··. (3) Jawaharlal Nehru ~ in a 
sense supported the contention of the Right wingers that the issue 
of the Federation was irrelcvent as there was no difference among 
Congressmen on that score. (4) Gandhiji had not spoken. but the 
fact that f1.:. had not prevailed upon Dr. Pattabhi to withdraw in 
favour of Subhash and thus avoid a contest was a pointer in itsel{ 
That the delegates voted for Subhash in spite of these factors shows 
clearly that the vote is a defimtc indication of a swing towards the 
left. It reflects the militant mood of the Congress rank and file 
whom the delegates represent and consequently the growing will 
of the people to fight. Masses are on the move fighting against every 
form of opprc5sion in the States and in the British provinces. The 
realisation of the weakness of Imperialism is dawning upon the 
people. l11e cbssatisfaction with the Congress Ministries ·~ growing. 
These factors have swayed the vote. 

Gandhiji's Warnin& Fin1er 
Can we therefore say that 1t was a l 00% left vote ? Can we 

celebrate 1t as a left Victory '? We cannot and must not. It is not 
a vote against the present leadership; nor can it be interpreted as 
a vote for an alternative leadership. They have voted for militant 
action and a democratic functioning. They want the present 
leadership to implement their verdict. Gandhiji knows the v.-eakness 
of this majority. A considerable section of it bas implicit faith in 
Oandhiji. His sensational statement after Subhash's victory is aimed 
at them:-

"Since I was instrumental in inducing Dr. Pattabhi·.1\0' .to .. : 
withdraw his name as a candidate when Maulana Sahib hadiitired, · 
the defeat is more mine than his. I am nothing if I do net=~ 
definite principles aad policy. Therefore it is plain to ~ dlU-thc 
delegates do not approve of the principles and policy \\t which l 
stand,'' 
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Gandhiji points his warning finger to the rank and file delegate who 
has voted for Subhash and says-In voting for Subhash you have 
voted against me. To Subhash he says, you have won. Fonn your 
own "'homogc..'lleous Cabinet"" and carry out your programme. You 
think yours is ··the mmt fomrard and boldest policy and programme.·· 
Carry it out. You have my blessings. But I am afraid 'lhe minority 
if it cannot keep pace with it must come out of the Congress·· and 
the ministries too may have to resign if you make .. changes in the 
parliamentary programme as fi.xcd by the erstwhile majority . ., 

Subhash's Plea for Unity 
Gandhiji ·s statement opens up a disastrous perspective. It is a 

chall~nge to unity as well as democracy within the Congress. If 
every time a minority whose views arc rejected were to take the 
course of non-co-operation no united and democratic functioning 
would ever be possible. It is an open encourgemcnt to the right wing 
leaders of the working committee, to non-co-operate with Subhash 
it is a pro\'ocatioil to the Left to accept the challenge of an all
left Working Committee. A left conference has j'Ust concluded its 
infonnal deliberations at Calcutta. It is rumoured that confen.-ncc 
of the Right-wing leaders IS to mc.."'-"l in Wardha. Is it a preparation 
for a battle royal at Tripun and a spht '!Only a splittert an enemy 
of the people. can wish for such a culmination. It is the duty of 
the Left-especially of the Socialists and C ommurusts to rise equal 
to the occasion and find out of this situation the path for unity in 
common fight. Sjt. Subhash Bose in his reply to Gandhiji has taken 
the correct line :-

.. Assuming for argument ·s sake thm the result imp9ics a victory 
of the left, we should stop to consider what the Leftist' progranune 
is. For the immediate future the leftists stand for N tionaJ unity 
and on unrelenting opposition to the Federal Schc . In addition 
to this, they stand for democratic principles. The · sts will not 
take the responsibility of creating a split within the ongress ; if 
a split does come it will come about not because of them but in 
spite of them.•• (Tames of India 4-2-39). 

Wanted a United War Council 
How do we proceed to implement this line concretely 1 The issue 

before the COUntJy is not whether we bavo a ·~right" or a left 
"Cabinet". The Congress is not a parliament. The nation has more 
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urgent tasks to face dWl play the game of the Cabinet and the 
Opposition-however b«."llcvolent. The Congress has been and is 
a fighting organisation. It has to be far more so in the future. Each 
one of its decisions is a decision for the fight for freedom. It needs 
a united leadership and a United Congress to lead a united people. 
We have to talk not in tenns of a Cabinet but of a war council 
and a general staff. Decisions democratically arrived at have to be 
carried out with a military discipline by all in equal measure. There 
cannot be any standing aside in this grave hour Jn order to achieve 
unity of action and leadership we have to concentrate on achieving 
an all-round agreement on the plan of action which we have to adopt 
at Tripqri. Let the left v.ith Subhash and Jawahar at the head take 
the anitJ.at1vc in drafting the main omrubus resolution for Tripuri. 
Let it be placed before the country for discussion. Let it be deliberated 
upon by the Working Committee. Let there be a ma"<imum give and 
tlke so that a united resolution laying down a concrete plan of fight 
against the Federation results. Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhash 
Bose have to take joint initiative in this matter. They alone can 
perform the task. in the present situation. of achieving unity between 
tbe Right \\ing of the Congress on the one hand and the Left. the 
Jabour and Kisan forces on the other. on the basis nf a common 
plan of fight. This has to be achiC\1ed before Tripun so that the 
president elect and the Working Committee arc able to come before 
the A.l.C.C. with an agreed and a fighting resol.Jtion. 

Agreed Plan of Action Possible 

The central question therefore is whether an agreed plan of fight 
is possible. As pointed mrt in the begiming of the article we have 
to deal with two opposing lines. 

The line of the present working committee has been '"Wait and 
watch till the Federation comes and drift in the meanwhile. On the 
issue of ministries the guiding princi!•le has been, follow the line 
of least resistance. no embarrassing demonstrations, and minimum 
violence 'to ..Wntain • non-violent atmosphere"' On the issue of the 
States the line in practice has come to individual aggressive and 
to an actual struggle of the States people. 

The alternative tine of Sjt. Bose and the Left may be summed 
up thus. Ultimatum at Tripuri to Imperialism, immediate preparation 
for strugle. More militant policy to be followed by the ministries, 
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better understanding between the Ministries and the labour and 
Kisan organisation and avoiding of conflict in the camp of the 
National Front. further widening of civil liberties with counter 
guarantees ensured by the joint agreement between Congress and 
the Labour and Kisan organisations. On the issue of States
centralised and co-ordinated guidance and help to the states peoples' 
struggle through the Indian National Congress. 

As pointed out in our last month's Editorial, the one is a line 
which leads inevitably to compromise and conciliation, through the 
avoidance of struggle, while the other is a line of a people ·s 
offimsive which is dictated by the national as well as intemational 
situation. Is it possible to achieve a common line of action in view 
of these differences ? We say yes. Our reasons are as follows. The 
line of the Right is understood by its rank and file as also a line 
of struggle. It is understood as a tactic of "hasten slowly! •t With 
the rapidly developing situation the need for an offensive is dawning 
upon this rank and file also. The majority vote for Subhash is a 
clear indication of this change. 

The British Offensive 

Let us examine this point more in detail. British Imperialism 
has been playing a ·loosing game throughout the last year against 
the Fascist Dictators ; consequently it is being driven to an increasing 
attack agai~ the subject peoples of its Empire. It must defend its 
imperial possessions with all its might. The continued exploitation 
is its main source of strength in the coming war. That is why the 
British Government is taking an increasingly aggressive attitude 
towards the Indian people as a whole and against the Congress. 
lnspitc of the repeated resolutions of the Congress Assembly Party, 
the Viceroy has continued to extend the lease of life of 4ie Central 
Assembly. The Central Government is being used as a I to serve 
the purpose of tlle autocratic cmtra1 federal authority. Vi demands 
of Indian Trade and Industry such as ratio, reservati of coastal 
shipping, discrimination against foreign capital ente · into new 
industries etc. are being turned down. The Britis Central 
Government is conspiring wida the Princes to smash the States 
people's struggle for responsible govemment by staging "Organised 
goondaism" and incitina conarmmal riots. As Gandhiji RCently 
remarked, the States people's struggle is becoming an issue between 
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the Congress on the one hand and the Central Government on the 
other. Lastly as the Viceroy recently announced the Federation is 
not far off. Revised draft of the instruments of instruction have been 
issued to the Princes and their replies arc to be obtained within six 
months. 

Our Reply-Ultimatum 
The rising militancy and magnitude of the mass struggle in the 

British provinces and the Indian states as well as rejection of the 
Federation by all parties undoubtedly delayed the offensive. But 
it has not been stopped entirely. With the worsening international 
situation it is being intensified. Conflict between the Congress and 
the Government is already developing on the issut of the Central 
Government of the states and of the Federation. That is why the 
time il; tifr for grasping the initiative for an offensive for giving 
an ultimatum of 6 months to the British Government demanding 
complete independence, all power to the people, through the 
Constituent Assembly. The draft resolution must lay down that if 
the National Demand is not granted within six months the Congress 
decides to launch a direct all India struggle, the form of which will 
be determined by the A.l.C.C. 

Six Months' Preparation 
This draft resolution must also include the following points 

which lay down the policy and programme of action to be followed 
during the intervening 6 months. 

(1) Agitation for the dissolution of the present Central Assembly. 
(2) A unifonn programme for the States. Co-ordinated and 

Centralised guidance and help to the States people's struggle through 
an A.I. States Committee directly under the Working Committee. 
All India demonstrations, organisation of relief etc. organised by 
the National Congress in solidarity with the States people's cause. 

(3) A 6-month programme of preparation for struggle. A unified 
All-India ~nteer Cmps, as nucleus of the National Army. Creation 
of politically and technically trained ~ for the continuation of 
struggle and oipnisation under the conditicm of rrpression. Actively 
Functioning Congress Committee, annpaign for the purification of 
Congress OJpllisation without prejudice to its broad basis and 
democratic functioning. 

(4) An essential condition for the preparation of the struggle is 
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the liquidation of all conflict between the ministries and the labour 
and Kisan organisations. Special efforts have to be made to achieve 
an understanding between the ministries and these organisntions on 
the issues of ugrariilll and labour legislations and on the issue of 
Civil Liberties. 

(S) Similarly the state of tension between the Congress 
Conunittees and the Trade Unions and the K.isan Sabhas must be 
replaced by fraternal relations. 

(6) Unity with conununal minorities, especially the Muslim and 
the untouchables, through appeal for joint struggle against the 
Federation. Coalition Ministries wherever nect."Ssary and possible 
on the basis of the Congress programme of struggle. granting of 
all minority demands and the working out of a radical agrarian 
programme. 

Tripuri's Battle Call 

We have outlined the main points of a draft omnibus resolution 
on the basis of which we want Subhash Bose and Jawaharlal Nehru 
to achieve unity between the Right and the Left. We arc of the 
opinion that a serious and patient effort must be m.,!<fc to achieve 
agreement in an enlarged meeting of the Working Committee on 
such a draft resolution. The right-wingers must agree to accept the 
plan (!f the ultimatum and the interim preparation. The Left. the 
labour and Kisan oiganisations will be willing to come to a reasonable 
agreement with the issue of civil liberties. The Left will ever be 
willing to make sacrifices in the interest of national unity and for 
joint national struggle. If such an agreement results in an agreed 
resolution the Working Committee in the next few days then Tripuri 
would be an unprecedented demonstration of nation ·s unity and 
militant strength. The people ·s ultimatum would be *iven, the 
nation's clarion call for battle will call millions to attenti;~~puri 
will tum a new leaf in the history of our nation ·s s for 
emancipation. 



TRIPURl-A REVIEW 

Tripuri reflected all the ~eaknesses and defects of the national 
movement at the present stage. The Congress wu faced with an 
unprecedented crisis. It met at a time when both the national and 
international situation demanded bold decisions. But it \\U the 
organisational crisis which overshadowed all and dominated the 
entire session. 

The Back1round 
Since after the withdrawal of the Civil Disobedience Movement. 

Congrei;!' organisation, its influence and populanty have grown at 
a tremendous pace. The National Congress has increasmgly come 
to represent the consciousness of the Indian people, and bas 
embodied their urge for freedom and independence. This immense 
growth of tru, mass influence of the Congress bu not been fully 
reflected in the leaderslup of the Congress. While the muses are 
incrcasmgly on the move and mass struggles are bursting out on 
all sides. the leadership continues to follow a pohcy of drift and 
compromise As expressed by Gandhtji at the time of Office 
Acceptance, the policy dominating the Congress has been one of 
using the Ministnes to avoid revolution on the one hmtd and a mass 
civil disobedience on an unheard of scale. on the other. The working 
of Ministries has, if anything. intensified the tmdency of drift. 

The failure of the Congress leadership to reflect the new urge 
and consciousness of the masses has resulted in the increasing 
disillusiorunent of the Congress ranks in the policy of drift. Subhash 
Babu ·s re-election in the face of the opposition of the dominant 
leadership of the Congress was an indication of this radicalisation 
in the Congress ranks, of the dissatisfaction with this policy dictated 
from the top. 

Subbash's election by the del~es was a vote for a militant 
policy on the part of the Congress. Gandhiji and the right wing 
members of the Working Committee, however, too it as a vote of 
noconfidence in themselves and the latter resigned ftom the Working 
Committee precipitating a crisis in the national organisation. 

Publialaed in: "THB NBW AGE" April, l9J9 
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Subhash ·s victory in the election did not imply lack of confidence 
in the old leadership of the Congress. It was a mandate to the same 
leadership for the new policy of preparation and struggle. This 
mandate the old leadership refused to accept and came fonvard with 
the theory of "homogeneous Cabinet"" as if the mandate of the 
dalegates was not for the Congress as a whole but for Subhash 
Babu alone. 

Issues Confused 
Events moved fast after Subhash Babu ·s election. The resignation 

of the old guards of the Working Committee threw the entire 
countJy into confusion. The political consideration which had decided 
the voting in favour of Subhash had been thro\w into the background. 

The solution of the orgamsational crisis which had been 
precipitated by the Right had come to occupy the foremost place. 
Tripuri met at this juncture with the heart of every Congressman 
throbbing with anxiety. The fate of the Congress and the entire 
national movement was in the balance. Will Tripuri me:in a split'' 
Will it be able to overcome the crisis ? These were the questions 
dominating the minds of all at the eve of Tripun Congress. 

The right wing leaders had propounded the-theory of a 
homogeneous cabinet. This meant complt..1e withdrawal of the co
operation of the right and ultimately forcing Bose to resign his 
presideiitship. Homogeneity plea only meant that the Right \\ing 
was propounding the view of incompatibility of the two \\ings of 
the Congress. Mahatma Gandhi had written in this strain just after 
the Delhi. A. I. C. C. walk-out and it seemed as if the theory was 
going to be put in practice and the Dcmocles' Sword which had 
been hanging over the Congress was going to fall and have its 
victim. 

While the Right was thus taking its stand on the bpsis of a 
disruptive policy, there was a section of the left which w'f equally 
going to the other extreme and threatened disruption froir4the Left. 

The Swin1 to the Left-Its Limitations 
and Shortcominp 

During the course of the last three or four years, the Left has 
gained increasing strength. Dissatisfied with the policy of drift 
followed by the leadership, more and more ranks have turned 
towards the Left which was showing the way out of the difficulties. 
The Leftward swing has bcett rapid and swift. But the parties of 
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the Left were not so swift in absorbing the new elements which. 
were groping their way towards them. The Conununists and Socialists 
were not able to give these new Left element the education and 
training Ylhich would make them conscious lefts, and enable them 
to play their proper role in the national struggle. OrganisationalJy, 
the place of most of them was within the C.S.P., but the C.S.P. 
was not expanding: it has been marking time for a long period. 
These new left elements fell an easy prey to certain adventurist 
leaders in the Congress who, due to their old factional past were 
not so much concerned with the Congress accepting the new policy 
of struggle, as with getting control of the Congress organisation. 
Congress Working Committee to them was a pawn in the game and 
it had somehow to be brought under control. These elements also 
support~ the homogeneous cabinet proposal, only from the other 
side. ·r he}r y.,anted a Working Committee entirely of the Left and 
of themselves in which the old leadership was to find no place. The 
most consistent ex-ponent of this theory was Roy who in the course 
of a manifesto distributed at Tripuri said .. Irrespective of the 
attitude of the older leaders, re-constitution of the Supreme Executive 
of the Congress must take place as a logical consequence of the 
result of the presidential election.·· For, according to him. .. otherwise 
the Congress will not be given an alternative leadership and the 
historic necessity of a consciously revolutionary leadership will not 
be fulfilled .. , 

Between these die-hards from the Right and the Left Congress 
seemed to be facing disunity and disruption. Theil tug-of-war bad 
already diverted the whole issue before Tripuri away from the 
political plane. The problem of the Change of pobcy, of the adoption 
of a policy of struggle and conscious direction had already been 
relegated to the rear. 

The Possibilities 
Tripuri Congress presented inunense possibilities. The majority 

of the Congress delegates bad voted in tawur of a new policy when 
British Imperialism was faced with a grave crisis in international 
arena. Its policy of appeasement. instead of succeeding in its end 
has whetted the appetite of the fascist powers. When the stocks of 
British Imperialism stood so low, it was exactly the time when the 
National forces were maturing in their revolutionary strength. 
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Workers, peasants. students, all section of the population have been 
rising to a new awakening and consciousness. The people in the 
States were rising ftom their slumbers of centuries and were on 
their march. This was the opportunity to launch an offensive on 
the part of the Congress against the proposed Federal Scheme. 
against the Imperialist danination itself and achieve the independence 
of the country. As a corollary to this new policy of the Congress, 
there was the need for a united leadership which would properly 
reflect the desires and aspirations of the Congress. The united 
leadership in which both the Left and the Right could eo-<>peratc 
and enable the Congress to make the advance that national and 
international situation demanded. With the election of Bose the 
possibilities of such as advance opened before the Congress and 
a historic step forward, by which the Congress was to make a 
breach \\ith the past policy of drift and prepare for launching an 
offensive, and have a leadership which would unify and head the 
entire forces of the Congress and the Nation to participate in this 
struggle, was on the order of the day. 

The Communists and Socialists realised the possibilities of the 
situation and consciously worked in the direction 0£.inaking this 
advance. They formulated the tasks facing Tripun Congress sho11ld 
emerge as a Congre9$ of unity and struggle, .Ytruggle through unity 
for stn1ggle. They moved for getting the Congress to accept a 
programme of struggle which would be the best guarantee of 
revolutionary unity. 

Unity and Struale 
A draft of the National Demand resolution agreed between the 

Socialists and Communists was prepared which after reviewing the 
increasing strength of the forces of struggle declared ~ '•taking 
into account the situation in the country and outside. th;ongress 
feels that the time has come to lead all this rising tide, int a nation
wide attack at the very existence of imperialist domi ·on and 
secure for the people of India a Constitution of their owa making. 
To this clarion call for an immediate offensive was attached a 
concrete programme of action for the Congress "to put the 
organisation on a fighting basis", to eliminate factors making 
communal dissensions and mruption, to build a much stronger 
front agaimt imperialism by drawing closer the organisations of 
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the workers and peasants. to develop the fighting capacity of the 
people, by the Ministries utilismg the opportunity of offices more 
fully. to co-ordinate and develop the struggles of the peoples of the 
various states as an integral part of the national movement, the 
creation of a national volunteer corps. so that by the time the 
Congress met again a fit situation may be created for the enforcement 
of the national demand for Independence. 

The resolution if passed would have been a charter of struggle 
and would have given the lead to the nation for the final struggle 
for mdependence. 

The Communists and Socialists not only agreed among 
themselves. but also approached the Left nationalists with the 
agreed draft and got their consent for the same. The entire Left 
stood united for pressing this programme of struggle upon the 
Congress- ar1\l 11l•tting the Congress on different rails. The first 
condition of success in getting this programme accepted was the 
unity of the left itself which had been fulfilled. It was now possible 
to press it upon other sections of the Congress. so as to make it 
the programme of the Congress as a \\hole. J~waharwas approached 
and he agreed in substance with the draft. Jawahar ·s agreement was 
of great importance. for with him in favour there was a fair chance 
of the resolution being passed by the Congress itself. But while the 
programme was accepted by the entire Left. its implications were 
not grasped. Programme of struggle necessitates united Congress 
and only unity m the cnttre national ranks could enable this 
programme to be carried through. While there was a section of the 
right which neither liked this programme nor wanted a really united 
Congress. there \\tas a section of the left as well which accepted 
this :fighting programme but would not accept its necessary 
implication of fighting for maintaining the unity of the congress. 
and of working for a united Working Committee which would have 
the co-operation of both wings of the Congress. They were thinking 
in tenns of a Left Working Committee and working for the same. 
It wa.Y nec:essary for the United Left ll take the initiative .for 
proposing a united Working Committee as well, in owler to 
mpplement their proposal for the united fighting programms. 
Here the left failed and allowed Tripurt to be turned into a 
Congress which shirked real issues of the movement and carried 
on fight on non-po/111,-al personal plane. 
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The Communists and Socialists put their entire weight in favour 
of a united Working Committee. They attempted to win the support 
of the right as well as the lefts in favour of this. But they met with 
concerted opposition from both the quarter. With Bose as the 
president, the left was in a position to seize the initiative and put 
forward the proposal of a united Working Conunittee. Such a 
proposal on Bose's part would have rallied the Congress except 
the disruptive elements of extreme Right. It would have enabled 
us to act as the unifiers of the Congress. Those who would have 
opposed the proposals would have exposed themselves as disruptors. 
Under the united pressure of the left, centre and the reasonable 
elements of the Right, Congress unity would have been forged on 
the basis of united Working Committee and a sound basis for a 
militant fighting progranune of the Congress would have been 
prepared. 

The President's failure 

11us was not to be. The proposal of the Communists and 
Socialists for making a move in this direction \tras not liked by the 
Rashtrapati probably under pressure from the nationalist Left 
elements who wanted an exclusive Left WorkinJ Committee or at 
least a Working Committee with a clear majority for the Left. The 
~\ute of Bose to take the initiative left the field free to the right 
and they were not slow to take advantage of the situation. 

Ript Seizes the Initiative 

With signatures of more than 100 A.l.C.C members they 
sponsored a resolution in the A.l.C.C. wherein they proposed the 
unity of the Congress but a unity which was on tenns advantageous 
to the Right 

Pant's resolution embodied the Right wing's metbod of bringing 
about unity in the Congress. It attempted to restoret. e domination 
of 1he Right wing in the supreme organ of the C ress. It was 
not a move for a united Working Committee in ich the Right 
and Left would co-operate; it was for installing a kight Working 
Committee with which the Left J11Ust co-operate unconditionally. 
The resolution even administered a rebuke to the President who as 
the representative of the Left had got elected to the Presidential 
chair. Thus the molution restored unity in the Congress by 
demanding complete sa.rrmder of the Left. 
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The failure of the left to take the initiative in favour of unity. 
enabled the Right to capitalise all the sentiments for unity in favour 
of this resolution. The mover made a fervt."llt appeal for unity in 
the Congress ranks and asked all those who wanted unity to support 
the resolution. The left was put on the defensive. Instead of coming 
out as unifiers. they had to plead and argue that they also stood 
for unity but on tenns fair to both the wings. The Left was put 
to the necessity of moving amendments to get those portions deleted, 
which militated against real unity, and which in effect were meant 
to squeeze the Left. 

While the entire Left could not be united in favour of a positive 
lead for a united Working Committee, it was possible, after some 
differences, to unite all the left clements except iM small group 
round Roy in favour of the amendments to Pant· s resolution. 

Illl.. pu;,,1lion taken by the Left was clear. Unity in the Congress 
ranks was absolutely indispensable. for only a united Congress 
could lead the country against imperialism. At the present, when 
we give a can to the nation for a nationwide struggle against 
imperialist domination. it is not the time tfl emphasise our ideological 
differen~s with Gandhiji and his followers. We have differences 
with Gandhiji, we \.\'ill never give up our right to speak about them, 
but right now Gandhiji ·s co-operation and guidance is essential we 
therefore~ accept that under Gandhiji ·s leadership a united Working 
Committee must be given the msk w prepare th...• country for 
launching the offensive against Imperialism. 

There were voices in the Left which were against the acceptence 
of Gandhiji's leadership. They would emphasise the necessity of 
over-throwing the same. It appeared opportunistic to them to consent 
to Gandhian leadership. Little do they realise. however. that they 
are taking an abstract point of \'iew. The task at Tripuri was not 
to popularise our critique of Gandhism. with a view to ultimately
sometimes in future-bring the Congress under our leadership. The 
task was now and here to commit the whole Congress to that 
forward step which would enable us . .> launch a struggle against 
imperialism. Those who would care for the immediate advance and 
who would see that this advance alone could be the stepping stone 
for more advance in future had no hesitation in considering Gandhian 
leadership as inevitable for the present stage. It is only the infantile 
babblers who Wl'Uld think that their principles are so weak as to 

l'ol·i~ 3 
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be in danger of being lost sight of, unless they protested m season 
and out of season, who thank that their revolutional)' purism would 
be lost if they accept Gandhian leadership even though it be for 
lawiching the struggle against imperialism, in short only those who 
value words more than struggle, could protest agamst the stand 
taken by the left. The Left unequivocally came forward to point 
out the undesirable features of the resolution. They protested agamst 
the positions wluch implied lack of confidence in the democratacally 
elected President, against the attempt made in the resolution to 
reconstitute the donunation of the Right and made an appeal for 
modifying the resolution so as to transfom1 it in favour of a unitt."CI 
Congress and a united Work.mg Conunittec. 

A Moral Victory 

In fighting for the .amendments to the rcsolut10n. the left ''as 
really fighting for genuine unity in the national ranks TI1c entire 
strength of the left ~as being put in favour of the polic~ of forging 
a united Congress. the fittest instrument for national stmggle The 
left was therefore able to mobilise many centre clements It could 
\\in the sympathi~ of a large mass of delegates. Even \\hen the 
Right refused to modify the resolution, and prcsSld it to vote. the 
Left went to vote with the sympathisers of the C"-'lltre and of many 
of those also who voted in favour of the resolution The left 
mustered 135 against 218 ofthe Right the htgh<.-st votes that the 
left has yet got in the history of the Congress. It was clcotr that 
though defeated in votes, the moral victory was of the Left. the 
moral sympathies were with them and the delegates would record 
a hight.,- voting strength in favour of the Left 

The Landslide 

But the lessons of the entire developments seem ~o have been 
lost upon a section of the Left. They did not rcahse it tht."Y could 
win and make any advance only to the extent that t y fought .fiJ,. 
additional umty, that the task of the left 1s not to \\Or for S'-'Cttonal 
gains, but to strive their best for national advance. an4 to the ext'-'llt 
that they do that, they advance their own strength and the strength 
of the nation. The extreme left section failing to sec this obvious 
truth reinforced by the experience at Tripuri. eas11Jy got provoked 
and staged the rowdy 'iemonstration m the open session. The 
Communists and Soci~lists had forestalled some such ugly 
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developments and prepared their ranks to fight against any such 
move. But a small element who style themselves as ' left· alienated 
the sympathies of the centre and prepared for the landslide of the 
votes on the following day. 

Sarat Babu ·s stand on the National Demand resolution still 
further exposed the left nationalists as opportunists. The National 
Demand resolution certainly did not embody all that the left wanted 
but it marked a great step fonva.rd and enabled us to take the 
Congress as a whole in the direction of a fighting programme. Sarat 
Babu ·s opposition to the resolution as a whole made it impossible 
for the Left to stand united and further alienated the sympathies 
of those who stood for a militant programme, on the basis of a 
umted Congress. 

A Sessio11 of Lost Opportunities . . 
Next day ·s debacle was a foregone conclusion. The moral victory 

of the Left in the Subjects Committee had been transfonned into 
a moral victory of the Right by the ad~turist acts of the irresponsible 
·Left·. The great opportunity of making a historic advance in the 
development of the united Congress was thus lost. For this the 
extreme right clement was certainly responsible to a great extent. 
But the advcnturist left was also responsible to a greater extent. 
first by refusing to allow the united left to take the initiative for 
a united Working Committee and then by creating tht. scene in the 
open session and thus preventing all chances of utilising du: pressure 
of the mass of delegates to force the right to modify the resolution. 
Tripurz is a session of lo.vi opporhmitie.v for the left because of 
the irrespcm.'iib/e anti-united .front and ultrasectarian attit11de of 
a section ~f the left. 

This failure of a section of the left enabled the right wing to 
concentrate the attention of th'-= entire Congress on Panfs resolution 
to the extent of pushing the real issues of struggle to the rear. 
Nonetheless, the Tripuri Congress has marked a real advance in 
its political decisions. 

The original draft of Jawabarlal was partially based upon the 
agreed draft of the felt. It declared that "the time has come for the 
full application of the principle of self-determination to Jndia. so 
that the people of India might establish an independent democratic 
state by means of a Constituent Assembly'. It. however, still lacked 
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the operative part and did not indicate what the Congress decides 
to do in order to achieve this goal. The joint amendment of the 
Communists and Socialists attempted to remove this deficiency 
But Jawabarlal himself came fonvard to accept the ct.-ntral idea of 
the amendment and incorporated in the resolution that •with a viC\\t 
to prepare the country for a nation-wide struggle. this Congress 
calls upon all parts of the Congress organisations. Congress 
Provincial Governments and the pcopJc generally· to eliminate 
communal disruption, co-ordinate the work of Provincial 
Governments with work outside the legislatures and to strengthen 
the Congress organisation, 'so as to make it a still more effective 
organ of the People's will.' 

For Nation-wide Struagle 

The National Demand resolution marks a definite step forward 
For the first time, it calls upon the Congress •to prepare for a 
nation-wide struggle·. The Haripura resolution on Federation simply 
reiterated the Congress opposition to the Federation. and declared 
that the Congress would combat it whenever it was 1mpos1..-d. thus 
leaving the initiative to imperialism to choose its o\\n time and 
opportunity to inaugurate the Federation. It 1mpheCI that the Congress 
would not seize.the initiative on its own. But the National Demand 
re~olution makes an estimation of the national and mtcmallonal 
situation and declares that the time has come for preparing the 
country to lunch a nation-wide struggle. it calls upon the Congress 
and the people to prepare for such struggle. The resolution thus. 
while not calling upon for an immediate offensive. gives us the basis 
for moving the entire Congress, for preparing for a mighty national 
struggle in the 1mmed1ate future and thus take the Congress on the 
road of mass ~ovement and away from the present 'olicy of ~nft 

The resolution on the States Peoples struggles ·also registers 
some advance over the Haripura resolution. The .iolicy of non
intervention in the States has been given up. But Ifie advance in 
the resolution only reflects what already constitutdf the practice 
towards the movement in the States. The initiative tC> organise and 
co-ordinate the States· Struggles is still lacking in the decision over 
States problem. But as in the case of the National Demand 
resolution, the resolution does provide a bnsis for an increasmg 
identification of the Ctlllgl'OSS with the struggles of the Statt.-s • 
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Peoples And the imtiative and work of the Left can force the 
Congress to co-ordinate and unify these struggles to a greater extent 
and thus prepare both the British Indian and the States people for 
the coming nation-wide offensive 

Tripuri Congress places a great responsibility on the left. United 
Left can capitalise the political advance made in the Tnpuri resolution 
and lead the united congress on to the path of struggle and offensive 
against imperialis~ objective which we have chenshed for years 
and which is now almost within our grasp. For this, we need the 
strength of the entire left directed towards the sole purpose of 
popularising the National Demand resolution. of politically and 
organisationally preparing the country for the call "1ven in the 
resolution, always bearing in mind that the National Demand can 
only be .ao.h.i<"ved through unity and struggle. Energetic work for 
both will enable us to repair the damage done at Tripuri, to recapture 
the opportunity lost there and to take the country nearer to its goal 
of independence. 

We must ho\\ ever. sound a note of warning against the disruptive 
tendencies already at work There is a section of the right which 
"ants to go back upon the repeated assurance that Pant ·s resolution 
did not mean a vote of censure upon the president. ·wl11ch is trying 
to worsen matters and which seems to think that the passing of the 
resolution is a blank card to them to launch an otfen!ive against 
the left. thus giving free rein to disruption in the Cong.yss. There 
is also a section of the left which would refuse to accept the verdict 
ofTripuri and think of going behind it by devious means. Both will 
have disastrous consequences. The duty of the genuine Jeft. of every 
Congressman is clear to prevent disruption from either side and to 
seriously set about the task of preparing for the coming struggle 
which both the national and international situation is beckoning us 
to start 



0 
JOINT STATEMENT OF P. C. JOSHI 

AND JOIPRAKASH NARAYAN 
On Formation of Con1ress Workin1 Committee 

With the meeting of the A.l.C.C. fast approaching. the fact that 
the Working Committee of the Congress has not yet been fonncd. 
is causing concern to all Congressmen and the country generally. 
We feel certain that 1f the A.l.C.C. meets without the Working 
Committee there will be utter confusion and renewed bitterness and 
conflict. It is imperative, therefore, that the Working Committee 
is funned before the A.l.C.C. The delay, whatever its cause may 
be and certainly be President's illness and Mahatma Oandhiji"s 
preoccupation with Rajkot affairs are among the main. has already 
been regrettable. particularly in view of the critical state of affairs 
in Europe 

They Must Meet 

Discussion ·n.-garding the formation of Working Committee has 
been proceeding for some time now between the President and 
Mahatma Gandhi. We feel strongly this is a matter that cannot be 
settled satisfactorily through correspondence. In our humble opinion 
it is necessary that the President and Mahatma Gandhi should meet. 
If due to Rajkot tangle such meeting is not possible before 28th 
April, the A.l.C.C. should be postponed for a wc.-ek or two as found 
necessary. The issue of such a mementous questioll should not be 
left to the hazardous chai.ccs of correspondence. 

No Irrelevant Issues 
We further feel that in the fonnation of the Warling Committee 

no irrelevant considerations should be allowed to ~de. Questions 
such as were raised by an • 'ultravires' • issue and the question of 

This nlai.., to the .sllualion created in J11dim1 Nalional Ct111gn.r.• /nlluwing 
Yiclo'Y of Subhas Cl1aPJdra Brue tU Pre.ddent in Tripuri Congress and Pant 
Ruolullon adopted In tl1e .came Congl'fl.u. Pant &solulir111 curbed the authority 
and jiwdom of the Pre11id•t t/Congn# to form the War/ting Conunitln.. ThL' 
joint Statement wa.r Publuktl in "NA710NAL FR.ONT'', April 3, 1939. 
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the programme for the year. etc .. should not be allowed to cloud 
the issue. We arc glad that the "ultravires" matter had been cleard 
up. and as we understand. it was settled to Gandhiji · s satisfaction. 
As .f<Jr the programme .for the year. the issue i.r irrelevant to the 
formation of the Commll/ee. The latter cannot lay down new 
programmes; it can only <..-xccute those bud down by the annual 
session of the Congress and the A.l.C.C. 

For United Leadership 

Regarding the constitution of the Working Committee, while, 
according to the Congress resolution the latter must be formed in 
accordance \vith Gandhiji·s wishes. and \\bile it must consist of 
men of proved integrity, ability and standing, it ~hould, in our 
opinion be a Composite Committee S}mbolising united leadership. 
In vkh.,. uf Lhe national and international situation, this becomes 
doubly imperative. We hope that Gandhiji will not overlook the 
necessity. 

Against Disruption and Side-tracking 
Finally. \\C hope that nothing \\ill be allowed to happen that 

may put any obstacle in the way of Gandhiji · s giving his advice 
in this matter and of the Tnpun resolution being implemented. Any 
such eventualtiy would recreate a crisis at the A I C.C .. which can 
only damage further the unity and pr~ige of the Congress and 
deflect the country's attention from the main tasks '\•1d problems 
facmg it. 

The Main Task 

These problems clearly arc how the Congress and the country 
arc to meet the war crisis that is fast overtaking Europe and Asia. 
That already extends from Shanghai to Gibraltar and how to 
prepare in accordanC'c with the resolve of the Tripuri Congress to 
strike at the roots of Imperialism in India illld to prepare for a 
nation-wide struggle. 

Nation Waits for Lead 

The nation looks to the forthcoming sitting of the A.l.C.C .• to 
give a concrete lead in this regard and devise means of strengthening 
the Congress and maintaining and extending the National unity that 
it already represents and expresses. Let us endeavour so that the 
A.I.C.C, fulfils the hopes of the Nation. 



INDIAN NATIONALISM 
AFTER TRIPURI 

Ben Bradley 

TRIPURI, A VILLAGE in Central Provinces, sprang into fame 
Y."hen the Indian National Congress decided to hold its 52nd Session 
th.ere in March last. Despite the fact that certain issues and serious 
conflicts overshadowed the eve of this Congress session. the delegates 
who attended were able to overcome these conflicts and register 
very remarkable and important decisions. The Resolution on the 
··National Demand'· must be considered a definite political advance. 
This resolution calls for a ··nation-wide struggle,·· and demands 
that the Congress organisations and also the Congress Govcmm\."lltS 
should take steps t9 prepare for this. 

The possibilities of carrying this resolution inte eftt'Ct can be 
better understood when we measure the struggle of the Congress. 
Within three year$ the Indian National Congress has increased its 
membership from six hundred thousand to a figure which stands 
now at over four millions. This Phenomenal growth of the Congress 
membership has reflected the increasingly strong and representative 
character of the Congress as the united organisation of the national 
movement with the overwhelming election victories of 1937, the 
achievements of the Congress Ministries in the Provinces and the 
accompanying mass awakening. The growth of Congress 
membership has helped to transform the character of · Congress, 
raising to a high level the popular struggle against Im rialism, and 
is one of the most important features in the situatio in India. 

Coupled with this there has been the unprecedented evelopment 
of the struggle of the workers and peasants. On the deers' side 
the most signi&ant event was die achieYCmmt ofunityd'tbe Trade 
U.Dion movement at Naapur 1ut year wlaich was quiddy followed 
by the fusion of a number of parallel unions. In the strike struggles 
the workers have shown ranarkablc determination. The textile 
workers of Cawnpore, after a long struggle, won a victory forcina 
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the millowners to implement the recommendations of the Congress 
Inquiry Committee, and while cementing Congress-Labour unity. 
have built a powerful union of 18,000 strong. 

Powerful strike movements were also conducted m places as far 
apart as Kandesh, Sholapur. Calcutta, Madras and Bihar; while 
one of the most important events of the year was the great one
day Protest Strike of the Bombay \\orkers on November 7 against 
the Trades Dispute Bill. 

At the same time there has been a tremendous development of 
peasant struggle and organisation. By huge demonstrations and 
marches and datly struggle against the Zamindars, they are 
developing their movement against oppression and teFrorism. The 
third Session of the All-India Kisan Sabha which met at Camilla 
represented the organised strength of 550.000 paying members. 
The fourth ;css1on which has just concluded at Gaya records a 
membership of over 8.00.000. 

In unity with the gro\\1h of the mass movement m what is known 
as British India. the people of the Indian States, forced hitherto to 
exist under the despotic rule of the Rajahas and Princes. have 
moved into action demanding democratic rights and civil liberties. 
Throughout the States, in Orissa, Rajpula.Jla, Rajkot, GuJerat and 
Deccan, people have been drawn into this struggle. Extreme terror 
and the shooting down of people has characterised the struggle in 
Mysore, Travancore, Dhenkanal, Talchcr, Ranpur and otbe1 States. 
The people in the States organised themselves into Pra.Ja Mandals 
(States' People's party) in order to achieve democratic rights and 
relief from their economic burdens. 

These mighty mass struggle of the workers, peasants and States 
people during 1938, the building of their independent working-class 
organisations. and the rapid increase in the membership of the 
Indian national Congress indicated a political awakening of vast 
new sections of the Indian people. These newly-awakened sections 
provided a dynamic force within the National movement, demanding 
the fulfilment of the Congress election pledges and the development 
of Congress activity towards the utilisation of the mass force as 
a weapon to challenge Imperialism. 

The Congress has been functioning in office as Ministries for 
two years in nine Provinces out of the eleven in British India. We 
must recognise the restricted possibilities imposed by financial 
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limitations under the Constitution. for carrying through legislation. 
Despite this the Congress Ministries in these Provinces have gone 
some way towards n.-decming their election pledges in the face of 
these e.'\.1reme difficulties. 

While the workers have been pressing their demands for decent 
wages and conditions and for factory legislation. and the peasants 
have been demanding relief from indebtedness. reduction of rent. 
revision of Tenancy Laws and more expenditure for social and 
cultural amenities, there has been a growing feeling that the Congress 
Ministries have not moved quickly enough. 

Jawaharlal Nehru has indicated this in his statement. ··where 
Are We? .. as follows : 

1be machinery of Government was working in much the same 
way as of old. although various refonns had been introduced In 
Madras especially the Congress Government .functioned m some 
ways perilously like the old Government. 

This tremendous mass awakening \\as no\\ merely expressing 
itself in the demand that the Congress Ministries fulfil their election 
pledges more speedily. but that the Congress organisation be adapted 
to methods of struggle more fitted to the conditions o"fa mass party. 
they demanded that !}te struggle against the Federation be conducted. 
not only within the Parliamentary sphere. but also outside 

ThC question of Federation became the centre-point of these 
gathering issues within the movement. The Congress stood committed 
to a policy of resisting and preventing the introduction of the 
Federal Constitution. which would represent. not in any sense even 
a limited constitut1onal ad\'ance. but a strengthening of reaction and 
of the grip of imperialism in India. The acceptance of office in the 
Provinces was clearly understood and stated in all official documents 
to represent not a acceptance of constitutionalism. buf a stage of 
preparation for future mass struggle to win compl~1c i1*fependencc 
on the basis of a Constitution framed by a freely elected ~onstituent 
Assembly. 

I 

Imperialism, on the other hand was detennincd to:impose the 
Federal plan at as early a date as possible, saw in the formation 
of the Provincial Ministries a step to a policy of collaboration. and 
openly expressed the hope that: despite the official decisions to the 
contraty, in practice it would be able to secure, whc.."ll the time came. 
the co-operation of moderate elements in the leadership of the 
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Congress. Various conversations took place between prominent 
representatives of imperialism and individual Congress leaders. and 
rumours began to be spread that a compromise was in prospect. 
There was no basis many official declarations for such rumours. 
It was true. however, that individual moderate leaders bad made 
statements which implied a possible compromise on the basis of 
a modified Federal Constitution; and many left wing elements, 
already alarmed at the ''drift to constitutionahsm. •• and knowing 
that the right wing was dominant in the '"High Command," feared 
that, despite brave words. a surrender would follow. 

In reality the deeper issue behind these controversies lay in the 
question of the mass basis of the Congress and its ttlation to the 
developing mass struggle of the workers and peasants. Only in 
proporti9n. ~~ the Congress deepened and strengthened its mass 
basis and its organic relation to the mass struggle could it develop 
the strength to be capable of defeating Federation and imposing its 
O\\n terms on impenalism. The fears t.-xpresscd by the moderate 
elements of the foadership \\ ith regard to the rapid advance of the 
workers· and peasants· movement. the deprecation of class struggle 
as a violation of · ·non-v1olencc, · · and mcreasmg readiness to use 
or defend pohce coercive measures against strikes and unrest. 
meant inevitably that, whatever their subjective intentions, objectively 
they were travelling along a path which led to increasinl? ~ompromise 
with impenalism. Tius danger. however. was not to be met by 
shrilly reiterated negative declarations or denunciations of the right 
wing, but only by a positive constructive programme. and work for 
strengthening the mass basis of the Congress, increasing its 
responsiveness to mass denmnds. building up workers' and peasants· 
organisation, enlightening the membership on the issues and working 
to influence the policy of the Ministries accordingly. Tnis was the 
task which the Socialists and Communists, who were wining 
increasing influence within the left wing, tried to accomplish. 

It was in this situation that Subhash Chandra Bose, who had 
been nominated President the previous year without a contest. 
decided to contest the Congress Presidential election this year for 
re-election, on the basis of posing the political issue of launching 
a nation-wide.struggle against Federation and resisting the tendencies, 
which he described as existing in the right wing leadership, towards 
compromise. For the first time the presidential election was contested. 
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The key importance of the contest lay in the fact that the Working 
Committee, or ruling organ of the Congress. is not elected. but 
nominated by the President: thus the election of the President is 
the constitutional opportunity for the voice of the membership to 
be expressed with regard to the character of the leadership of the 
Congress. The opposing candidate to Bose was supported by Gandhi 
and the majority of the members of the old working Committee 
Bose was supported by the Communists, Socialists and Left 
Nationalists. In the event Bose was elected by 1575 to 1376 votes. 

The election of Bose, in the face of the opposition of the official 
machine, led to a sharp inner crisis. In fact the result of the personal 
election of a President, while having its importance as a barometer 
of feelings among the rank and file, could by no means be regarded 
as a definitive political judgment or indication of a left ma1ority 
in the membership. The subsequent proceedings at Tripuri were to 
prove this. But the interpretations that were at first placed on the 
result. both among many of the right and on the left. were such 
as to raise dangers of sharp division imperilling the unity of the 
Congress. · 

M. K. Gandhi, in a public statement. interpn..1cd the result as 
a personal defeat for himself and his policies. and threatened the 
possibility of a secession of right wing from the Congress. Twelve 
of the fifteen members of the Working Committee resigned. in 
order. as they explained, to leave a free field for Bose. and also 
on the grounds that they felt that in his election campaign he had 
cast aspersions on their bona tides. Jawaharlal Nehru also resigned 
from the Working Committee, though with a separate statement 
explaining his special viewpoint (this will be fou'*1 more fuUy 
explained in the booklet issued by him in connection ~ith the crisis. 
entitled "Where Are We? .. ) The imperialist press lou ly announced 
a "split" ofthe Congress. The controversy. as it velopcd was 
in danger of moving from a political to a persona plane. 

While the Right Wing viewed with alann the re~lcction of S. 
C. Bose and the consolidation of Left forces around him as being 
a challenge to their leadership, certain disruptive elements on the 
left began pressing for the ''seizure of power·· and the fonnation 
of an entirely new Worlang Conunittee around S. C. Bose. Since 
the left wing is still a minority in the Congress, as the results of 
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Tripuri showed, this would have meant an attempt to impose a 
minority leadership on the Congress and thus invite a split. 

When the Tripun Congress met. there \\las thus a dangerous 
cnsis requiring to be solved. Both on the nght and on the left there 
were tendencies which were ready to press forward the issue to a 
split. Those sections, mcluding the Socialists and Communists, who 
were concerned to maintain a united leadership reprcscnttng and 
balancing the relation of forces in the National Front so as to 
preserve a united front for the coming fight against imperialism 
were faced ''1th an extremely ddlicult task. Nevertheless. it can 
be stated with confidence that the results of the Tripuri Session. 
even though not fully satisfactory in all respects, show that all 
efforts at disrupting the United National Front and the Congress 
from whatever quarters. were frustrated for the time betng and that 
the final ~i!i1,ms mark and an advance m the national struggle 
for India· s freedom. 

Our task now is to examine the decisions of Tripuri and to find 
out how they can be cffcct1vely used as weapons to further strengthen 
the Congress. mcreasmg its mass basis. and carrying forward the 
struggle 

It \\as clear that the first task facing the delegates at Tripuri. 
before policy or programme could be considered. was the need to 
clear the atmosphere. In this connectlon 1t was the Right which took 
the initiative by moving a resolution of confident\: m Mahatma 
Gandhi. The resolution was a bid to restore the status quo in 
leadership around the personality of M. K. Gandhi, but at the same 
time draggmg in a question of alleged aspersions cast against 
former members of the Working Conunittcc and laymg do\\n that 
the new Working Committee must be nominated in accordance with 
the wishes of Gandhi. There was considerable opposition to the 
later part of this resolution. The Communists and Soc1al1sts stressed 
the need for a united leadership including members of the old 
Working C onnnittee. at the same time calling for a policy of 
advance. While this resolution was pa: r,r,d (by 218 to 13j an the 
Subjects Committee) it left a considerable amount of heartburn 
among the delegates. 

The main resolution of the Session was on the '"National 
Demand.·' The resolution stated that the Congress bas for more 
then half-a-century Jtriven for the advancement of the people of 
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India and that it had carried the Nation a long way towards 
Independence. The resolution traces the steps in pursuance of its 
objective and reiterates the Congress declaration of uncompromising 
opposition to the Federal part of the Government of India Act. and 
detennination to resist its imposition. We will quote the rest of the 
resolution : 

The Congress declares afresh its solemn resolve to achieve 
independence for the nation, and to have a Constitution framed for 
a free India through a Constituent Assembly elected by the people 
and without any interference by a foreign authority. No other 
Constitution or attempted solutions of the problem can be accepted 
by the Indian people. The Congress is of the opinion that. in view 
of the situation in India, the organised strength of the National 
Movement. the remarkable growth of the consciousness of the 
masses. the new awakening among the people of the Indian States. 
as well as the rapid development of the world situation, the time 
has come for full application of the principle of self-determination 
to India. so that the people of India might estabhsh an independent 
democratic State by means of a Constituent Assembly. Not only 
the inherent rights' and the dignity of the pcoplc.,demand this full 
freedom. but also the economic and other problems which press 
i11$istently on the masses cannot find a solution. nor can India get 
rid of her poverty and keep pace with modem progress unless the 
people have full opportunities of self-government and growth. which 
Independence alone can give. Provincial Autonomy affords no such 
scope for development, and its capacity for good is being rapidly 
exhausted; the proposed Federation strangles India still further. and 
will not be accepted. The Congress therefore is Sff<>ngly of the 
opinion that the whole of the Government of India A.ct must give 
place to the Constitution for a free India made tiy the people 
themselves. 

An independent and Democratic India will face tfie solution of 
our great problems rapidly and effectively, and will li•e herself with 
the progressive peoples of the world, and thus aid the cause of 
Democracy and freedom. · 

With a view to the speedy realisation of the Congress objective 
and in order to face effectively the national and international crises 
that loom ahead, this Congress cnlls upon all parts of the congress 
organisations as well as 1he Congress Provincial Governments and 
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the people generally to prepare themselves to this end. to promote 
unit) and in pru"ttcular to strengthen. purify and discipline the 
organisation. removing weakness and corrupt=:-g mfluences so as 
to make it an effective organ of the people's wdl. 

On the question of the Indian States the congress resolution 
welcomes the a\\•akening of the people in the States. The resolution 
registered Congress support to the demand for responsible 
government and Civil Liberties. and declared that the movement 
for freedom and self-expression in the States was an integral part 
of the larger struggle for freedom of the ·whole country. It is also 
important to note that the resolution states : 

The great awakening that is taking place among the J>f'Ople may 
lead to a relaxation or to a complete removal of the restramt which 
the C ongrcss. has imposed upon itself. thus resulting in the ever
incrcasmg '1dt...1tttication of the Congress with the States peoples 
The Working Committee is authonsed to issue mstructions in this 
behalf from time to time as the occasion arises 

Th~ congress desires to reiterate that its objective. complete 
indepc.·ndcncc. 1s for the whole of India. mc.lusivc of the States. 
''h1ch must have the same measure of political. social. economic 
and rchg1ous fr'°'-cdom as a part of rnd10 

This \\as the first occasion that the W. A F. D. Party of Egypt 
sent o delegation to attend a Congress Session. The visit ,,fthc W. 
A. f D delegation symbolised the sohdarity of the move'lts:nt for 
freedom in India and Egypt 

The resolution of grnctings to china reads : 
The Congress sends its greetings to the people of China and its 

dcc.-pcst S} mpathy in their trails and privations in their struggle 
agamst ruthless and inhuman Imperialism. It congratulates them 
on their heroic resistance 

The Congress e'-presscd its approval of the sending of a Medical 
Mission on its behalf to the people of China and trusts that this 
Mission will continue to receive full suppf'"'f'. so that it may carry 
on its work of succour effectively and be a" orthl· symbol of Indian 
solidarity with China. 

The resolution on the ·'National Demand"' and that on the 
Indian States both mark a political advance of the Congress on the 
previous session held at Haripura. The ""National Demand"" 
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resolution lays the basis for the development of a nation-wide 
struggle. 1be whole of the Government of India Act must go, giving 
place to a Constitution for a free India framed by a Constituent 
Assembly full representative of the people of India. It must be the 
immediate task of sections of the national movement, united within 
the ranks of the Congress in India, to translate into action the last 
paragraph of the resolution-the Tripuri Congress calls upon ··a11 
parts of the congress organisation as well as the Congress Provincial 
Governments and the people generally to prepare themselves to this 
end, to promote unity and in particular to strengthen. purify and 
discipline the organistion, removing weakness ahd corrupting 
influences so as to make it an effective organ of the people's will.'' 

The rapidly-moving international situation leaves no time to be 
lost. Tripuri is over-our task must be how to make the Tnpuri 
resolutions decisions for action. The plan of action put fonvard by 
the Communists was not accepted-there is no doubt that it would 
have strengthened the resolution-but the task now is to stt.'llgthen 
the execution of the resolution. The resolution gives a call to the 
people of India,. to the Congress organisations and to the Congress 
Governments to prepare for a nation-wide s~ggle. 

There are tremendous possibilities taking the resolutions as it 
stands. The eXtent to which the resolution becomt.-s one of action 
will depend upon bow the Congress organisation and Congress 
membership as a whole develop their local plan of action which 
will prepare the country for the nation-wide struggle. Each step 
must be carefully considered. We put forward the slogans at 
Tripuri-Unity and Struggle-these must still be our slogans. No 
steps should be consciously taken which would impair the unity 
of the Congress. The degree to which we are abte to prepare and 
strengthen the Congress organisations, the type of questions on 
which the Congress organisations will be act~· vis must inevitable 
be reflected in the policy which the congress Mini ries pursue. The 
task now falls upon the shoulders of all Congressmen to 
make the Tripuri National Demand resolution d live resolution. 

The resolution on States people has shown what can be 
accomplished-the tremendous advance made by the Indian States 
peoples between Haripura and Tripuri. By the steady activity and 
struggle of the States' people themselves, they compelled the 
Congress to recognise the relationship of the struggle in the States 
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as integral parts of the larger struggle for freedom of the whole 
country. 

A number of lessons are provided by Tripuri. We can certainly 
regard Tripuri Session of the Congress as an advance. The 
Communists and Socialists as a whole seriously endeavoured to 
meet in a responsible fashion a difficult situation and greatly helped 
in the constructive result which was finally achieved. 

We should beware of false friends-those who gave the lead 
for a disruptionist "Revolutionary" Working Committee-and 
thus did their utmost to wreck the unity of the National Front. 

The Socialist and communist unity achieved at Tripuri must 
be carried to a wider field. A united Socialist Party would be 
capable of obviating the weaknesses that showed themselves at 
Tripuri and will be the surest guarantee that the political decision 
of that Sen10n of the Congress will be implemented 

(Published m ''THE LABOUR MONTHLY''. 
May 1939, London.) 
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ROY EXPOSED : 

RUPTURE WITH 
MARXISM OPENLY SEEN 

B. T. Ranadive 

In one of our articles we demolished the tall claims made by 
M. N. Roy about his ·'consistent and revolutionary .. stand at 
Tripun. We undertook the painful task of disillusioning Roy and 
his follo\\-ers about their '•ideological battle·· and proved that they 
were indulging in day dreams wht.'D they announced themselves as 
uncompromising revolutionaries. We traced these dishonest claims 
to pobtical adventurism and we based our case entirely on the 
speeches and writings of M. N. Roy hunself. The charge of d1stortmn 
levelled by his followers, therefore. is baseless and hardly merits 
attention. 

In the present article we \\ish to show ho\\ the advocatL.-s of 
.. alternative leadership.. have taken an oppOitumst attitude on 
fundamental questions. and how they resorted to abJ~ surrender 
to the Right whenever the struggle agamrt drift a.\·sumed a co1K·rete: 
form. 

One of the major problems on which the present da) 
constitutionalist leadership adopts an opportunist and disruptive 
attitude is the question of the working class. 

Ri&ht Wing and Working Class 
The task of building up all-embracing unity under the banner 

of the Congress. the task of winnmg over the wctking-class. has 
been hampered and obstructed by the Rightist lcalership all these 
\'ears. 
• The adoption of the economic demands of the tvorking-class in 
the Congress Election Manifesto did not alter the atittudc and policy 
of the Right Wing towards this vital question It ftowned upon the 
growing struggles of the workers, and often took a hostile attitude 
The logical culmination of this attitude was to be found in the firing 

Publ111hed m "NATIONAL FRONT" .lune 11. 1939. 
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on Bombay workers on 7th of November. The firing at Chirala and 
a number of other places, the barming of stay-in strikes, the 
application of the Criminal Law Amendment Act agaanst Abmedabad 
strikers, the incarceration of the Sholapur leaders, and the repeated 
application of Section 144 to strike struggles. 

The inclined plane of Gandhism was leading to disintegration 
and disruption. Gandhian constitutionalism was manifesting itself 
in a concrete and ugly form. A warning against disruption was 
necessary. 

Roy's Stand 

How did the advocates of alternative leadership struggle against 
this dangerous tendency ? Through his organ, Independent India, 
Roy no doubt protests agamst the growmg attacks on the liberties 
and rightc: •.;J"the workers. And yet m a speech delivered in January 
1938 Roy made the followmg contnbution towards a resolution of 
the problem. ''Under the given conditions of our country the 
industrial working cla.v.v 1s a negllg1ble factor If for some reason 
or other, they stay out of the anh-1mpenal1st struggle. this will 
not be very much weakened. Therefore, the Congress may not be 
much concemed with the att1t1.1de of the industrial workers · '. (Ot1r 
Problems. Appendix I J p. XXl/Y) 

A confirmed Rightist could not have misrepresented the case 
more effectively. That the workers repre~ a 'minute minority' 
and that therefore they can be neglected with impunil) has been 
the stock-in-trade of the Gandhian argument for more than a decade. 
Like the Gandhites, Roy poses the problems of the peasantry in 
opposition to the workers and asks the Congress to continue the 
reactionary tradition of neglecting the workers and sphtting national 
unity. Splitting the workers from the peasants is an old strategy 
and Roy pla)s the Rightist game when he says that the ··congress 
may not be much concerned with the attitude of 1he industrial 
workers.'' 

The utter opportunism and surrelb •. ·r to Rightist disruption 
involved in this fonnulation can be realised in the background of 
what was happening on the ~orking class front. Lathi charges. 
firing, section 144-in short every kind of repression followed in the 
close wake of the wage-increase, it was just on the working class 
front that national unity was being disrupted by the Right 
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constitutionalism. that the civil liberties of the people were being 
daily attacked. 

By his opportunist formulation Roy not only failed to fight 
against this concrete manifestation of present-day Gandhi• but 
actually justified it. If the people are told that the industrial working 
class could be neglected they are not likely to portest effectively 
against the repression directed against it. What concerns the people 
is the effectiveness of the national struggle. They are not concerned 
with abstract ideas about civil liberties. The Royist formulation, 
therefore, objectively justified the attacks on the workers and 
sanctioned the Rightist practice in relation to the proletariat. The 
man who thundered against the constitutionalist tendencies in the 
Congress, became its theoretical exponent on the working-class 
front. 

A Somenault 

In Roy·s message to the Bombay Labour Conference, Roy has 
to say the following about the working class ·"Thu bemg the ca~·e. 
no other section of the Indian people zs more concerned with the 
problem of political mdependenG·e than the wurlang class. That 
indeed is the real problem of the labour movemcnr.' · (Independent 
India. 17th October 193 7). Nearly four months after this Roy made 
the .second fonnulation which asked the Congress not to bother 
about the industrial workers. Roy asked the Congress not to concern 
itself with a section which, according to Roy himself, is more 
interested in the political struggle than any other section. Can 
opportunism and inconsistency go further ? Can an effective national 
front be built in the country by excluding the section most vitally 
interested in the emancipation struggle ? Let it be remembered that 
the policy of excluding the working class from the ~tional Front 
is the policy of the Indian bourgeoisie and its spo~ are the 
Right Wing. Roy. the Marxist, openly accepts this oneLaption of 
the National Front and yet has the hardihood to p himself as 
a revolutionary. Hea\'en save all Indians from such : ~lutionaries. 

Rupture with Manism 

Roy"s rupture \vtth Marxism as openly seen here. Roy fails to 
make a class approach, fails to see in the working class the most 
modem class with a specific role to play in the Indian struggle 
To him the problem is just a problem of minute minority vs 
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overwhelming majority. A 'marxist' who totally rejects the role of 
the working class in the struggle for emancipation. a ·marxist · ''ho 
fails to see that the working class must take the initiative in unitmg 
the forces of national resistance, a "marxist • who is prepared to 
keep the working class away from the national struggle, that is ''hat 
M. N. Roy is. By denying this role Roy pleads against national 
unity and helps the growing disruption at the hands of the Right. 
For national unity will always be in danger so long as the working 
class does not come out as its powerful defender. 

By denying this role Roy seeks to deprive the Indian strogglc 
of its striking power. Occupying the most strategic positions in the 
sphere of production, the working class has got a stnKing power 
totalJy out of proportion to its numerical strength. The general 
strike of'•;:d1i.:ng class is the most effective weapon in the National 
Armoury The compromising leadership will not utilise it ; they arc 
afraid of it. It therefore seeks to keep the working class out of the 
path of national politics. But what has Roy to fear from it if he 
is a Marxist? Our Marxist regards the general strike as an ·utopia· 
and seeks to banish the entire working class from the national 
struggle in order to do away with this communist ··dream·· 

Royists and The November Strike 

It is this complete abandonment of Marxism the drh c~ Roy and 
Royists into opportunist practice. They have always talk~ about 
extra-parliamentary struggle. They indulge in loud and heroic resolve 
to fight the constitutional tendency in the Congress. And yet when 
they are put to the test. they run away from the field like cowards, 
surrendering before the onslaught of the Right. 

Take for instance the 7th November strike against the Black Bill 
in Bombay. The Bill was an attack against the democratic rights 
of the working class. It was and attack against the militant Trade 
Union movement. It was a national calamity because by attacking 
the working class movement the Bill sougJot to weaken the striking 
power of the nation. Roy and his followers supported the move for 
a strike, protested against the attack and were loud in their 
declamations aganis\ the Right Wing. This is what Roy wrote in 
his message to the worker·s rally on the 7th November : '"No lover 
of Civil Liberty can dispute the propriety of the decision (to strike) 
which we shall confirm today ..... .I am confident that the decision. 
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will be acted upon and a magnificient example of working class 
solidarity ¥.ill be given." (Independent India, 6th November.) 

The working class was not in need of any such exhortation. It 
acted under the leadership of the Conununists and faced the bullets 
and the wrath of the Right Wing. But where were the Royists
who pretend to carry out an uncompromising struggle against 
Gandhism. They were not with the workers. They were not be seen 
anywhere when the workers blood was flowing on the streets of 
Bombay, as a result of Gandhian Constitutionalism which they had 
condemned. After wordy exhortations for solidarity, they themselves 
retired from the field and resigned ftom the Council of Action and 
left the communists and the workers to face the lathi charges. And 
all because the Right Wing threatened to take disciplinary action. 
against those associated with the stnke. Four days before the 
strike, Com. Kamik sent in his resignation and justified his step 
in the following unconvincing words: ''But I think I will be able 
to serve the working class more effectively by remaining within the 
Congress, with the object of making it more and more amenable 
to working class.'· And therefore this lieutenat of Roy denied 
himself ''The pleasure and privilege of helping in the organisation 
of. protest strike.'' It almost looks like a Gandhian self-denial! 

Royists from Maharashtra also ran away from the conflict 
pompously announcing that they do not want to play into the hands 
of those how seek to drive the radicals out of the Congress. That 
is how Royists with all their tall talk about overthrowing Gandhian 
leadership, fail to resist its onslaught in practice. They run away 
from the battle before it st.arts ; when present-day Gandhism. mani
fests itself in a concrete form, they tum their t4ils, leaving the 
COllllllUllists and lhcworkers"' fisllllhedrift andE 
rights. Y ~ in their blind opportunism they direct their fire on 
the communists and blatantly parade themsplves as · · 
revolutionaries. 

The same opportunism was sem in~ with the protest 
strike of the Sbolapur werbts in Fcbruaiy 1931. The Sho1apur 
workers decidacl to organise a protest strike to clemaostrate their 
anger at the callous treatment meted out to Harendranath Munshi 
and to demand the release of all political prisoners. They stnack 
work the same day when the Bihar and U.P. Ministries tendered 
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their resignations. The Royists together with the Rightists propagated 
against the strike, propagated against the cornmumst leaders and 
tried to sabotage the extra-parliamentry actton of the workers. 

On the Kisan front 

This is how Royists acted in spite of thier loud protestations in 
favour of extra parliamentary movement, in spite of their 
declamations against the constitutional tendency. That is bow they 
always surrender to the Right Wing when put to test. The surrender 
of Roy to Rightism on the peasant front is equally glaring. Roy 
is not tried of remindmg his readers that the agrarian revolution 
1s the the crux of the Incban revolution And yet he askes. an ultra
Rightist stand on the question ofKisan Sabhas which are mobilismg 
peasant di,col]tcnt on an unprecendented scale The Rightists 
opposition to Ktsan Sabhas is v1tellknown. The rise of Kisan 
Sabhas is challenging the monopolist right of the Right Wing to 
be the interpreter of the peasant discontent. Led by radicals they 
arc attacking national refonnism at its sorest pomt. The Rightists. 
therefore. denounced the Kisan Sabhas as anti-Congress and anti
national They sought to ban the Kisan Sabhas at Haripura but were 
forced to agn.-e to a compromise resolution Their opposition to 
Kisan Sabhas became more active just because they have become 
the greatest stumbhng block in the way Clf a ·constttutional 
functioning· of the Mtmstrics. The opposition to the Sabhd5 was 
part of the constitutional game. 

Our 'Marx1St' leader fell into the trap and sang the Rightist 
tune on the que.~twn of the peasant orgamsatmns He became a 
violent ant1-Kisan Sahhaitc and even criticises the Right Wmgfor 
the concession made at Hanpura. 

His 'Marxist' contribution to the problem was made in the 
follwing words :- "As regards the organisers of the Kisan Sabhas. 
they are mistaken to think that their activities "ill ever strengthen 
lite Congress or do any good to the peasants · \.,emselves. Independent 
JC,isan Sabhas cannot be organised without weakening the 
Congress ....... Therefore, any propaganda or organisational activities 
~hich will pursuade the peasants to leave or sta)' out of the 
Congress, must be characterised as counter-revolutionary.'. c· 'Our 
Problems" Appendix II pp. XXVI-XXVllI.) 

Roy pleads for transfonning the Congress Committess into 
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peasant organisations and having made this appeal he thinks that 
the problem is solved. He then chastises the Kisan Organisers, and 
upraids them for mobilising the peasants, shakes his head at the 
growing strength of the Kisan Sabhas and forecasts that all this 
is bound to weaken the Congress. 

Wiiy Kisan Sabhas Grew 
Here Roy completely forgets the history of peasants struggles 

of the past. Before the national stniggle developed into a country 
wide movement, peasants unrest expressed itself outside the 
framework of national politics. In the non-co-operation movement 
there appeared to be a fusion; the peasants marched under the 
banner of the Congress and yet the National struggle has not yet 
learnt to taJk the lanpage of the peasantry. The 1930 struggle also 
failed to fuse with the peasant masses, and onJy a few demands 
of the peasantry figured on the national programme. For the time 
being the peasantry was led by the capitulation leadership, but it 
practically broke through it when its no-rent campaign upset the 
Gandhi-Irwin Pact. Though led by a number of Congressmen, the 
discontent of the peasant masses broke through the narrow'1iamework 
of compromising policy. 

Thej, ~prepared for the subsequent developments. A number 
of Congressmen turned to the peasant masses to organise them and 
enrich the National struggle. They knew that only a strong peasant 
movement would prevent the collapse of the Congress and of the 
National struggle in the future. The rise of the Kisan Sabbas. 
therefore, was historically determined by the failure of the 
capitulatory leadership to lead the peasant discontent. The Kisan 
Sabhas to-day constitute the main guarantee that the ational 
strugle will have the imprint of the peasant disconteat it. 

Roy forgets all this and denounces the Kisan Sabhas anti-
Congress organisations. He fails to see that under present · · ons 
the IC.isan Sabhas coasti1ute the only guarantee against the di1-.a~ 
between the national and the peasant struggles. On the , 
he imagines that they must necessarily come into conftict with the 
Cmgress and thereby create national disruption. 

Thanks to the Kisan Sabbas the danands of agrarian revolution 
have been popularised. 1bc agrarian \1D1'eSt is being more and more 
centralimaonthecrestof~devel~~disa1atent~Kisans 
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are more and more turning towards the Congress. Moreover, it is 
through these peasant organisations that a consistent resistance was 
put up against the policy of drift. Had it not been for these independent 
organisations the Congress M inistrics in some provinces at any rate 
would have degraded themselves to the level of the anti-Congress 
Ministries in Bengal and the Punjab. 

Coming into existence as a result of the compromising tendencies 
of the national leaders tile Kisan Sabhas have become the continuous 
target of attack at the hands of the Right. The Right Wmg is getting 
incensed at seeing its main mass basis being tom away from under 
itself. For the Kisan Sabhas led by radicals are storming the very 
basis of National Reformism. 

But RO)! as a 'Marxist' joins bands with the Rightists even on 
this question and supports the policy of attacking the Kisan Sabhas. 
Thus once more we find that on another vital question Royism 
surrenders to Gandhism in practice. In spite of Roy's declared war 
against Gandhism he takes an identical stand both on the Working 
Class and the Kisan Fronts. Whatever may be bis reasons, in 
practice it amounts to nothing but abject surrender before the 
present day practice of Gandhism. 

How Communists Fipt Reformism 
The communists whom Roy maligns ha\·e continuously defended 

the independent Kisan organisations because they saw that in them 
today lies the guarantee of activising the peasant masses. They have 
defended the freedom of the Trade Union movement. entered upon 
protest strikes in defence of working class liberties because they 
refused to believe~ the Congress coul~ neglect the working class 
with impunity. Unlike Roy they refused to prostrate themselves 
before the Gandhian conception of that National unity and never 
forgot that for Marxists the working class is the most vital class 
for the regeneration of the Nation. Instead of waging imaainary 
battles on the basis of abstract principles th4: Communists challenged 
the disruptive tendency concretely in every fiClcl and attempted to 
arrest the growth of1he c:onstitutiona1 tmdencies inside tbe Congress. 
They never remained content with expressing their verbal sympathy 
for extra-parliamcatmy struggle but actually conducted them in the 
most vigorous manner. Concret.ely attempting to cbeclc compromise 
the Communists only gave such slogans as could be implemented 
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without creating disruption. Their aim has been to bring about such 
a change in the correlation of forces inside the Congress and the 
National struggle as would check more and more the vacillations 
of the Right Wing till they are finally overcome. That is why while 
fighting the disruptil-e trend most militantly on the mass front the 
Communists fought doggedly for united leadership, inside the 
Congress. Roy and his followers who have run away from every 
battle denounce this slogan as an opportunist one. They suddenly 
became heroic and \\1lllted to spirit away the Right Wing leadership 
·without any change in the correlation of forces and only on the 
strenght of the fact that Roy had declared the Right Wing to be 
antiquated. The Communists on the other hand gave the slogan just 
because it expressed a new shift to a new change over. It meant 
and end to the monopolist claims of the Right to lead: it meant the 
emergence of the Left as co-sharer in the task of National leadership. 
The Royists would not have been Royists had they understood this 
simple thing. 

To conclude, Royism wrth all its tall talk about the Jehad against 
Gandhism succumbs to it ori every vital question. It rejects J;be class 
role of the Working Class and thereby severs itself from Marxism. 
It adopts the liberal bourgeois outlook towards the Working Class 
when it saYs that the Congress need not bother itself about the 
Working Class. 

It loudly protests its loyalty to extra-parliamentary struggle and 
runs away at the mere mention of disciplinary action. On the Kisan 
Front it joins with the Right Wing in denouncing the pcasJlllt 
organisations and thereby defers the task of organising the peasa'nts 
in the immediate future. It fails to recognise that the Independent 
Kisan Sabhas are a source of strength to the Congress and t 
they are effectively sapping the main basis ofNational Rcfonn' m. 
Refusing to fight concretely, running away from evety ba e, 
adopting the Gandhian standpoint on the most vital questions Roy 
believes that it is engaged in a life and death conflict with 
Gandhian leadership. In practice it all amounts to wordy wa"'1e 
essentially helping the disruptive tendency. 



WHERE DOES UNITY OF 
THE LEYf STAND ? 

P. C. Joshi 

The actual breaking out of a world war is drawing nearer and 
nearer. In such a critical period nothing would suit Imperialism 
better than passivity and division in the national ranks. This alone 
would enable Imperialism to successfully yoke India to its war
chariot. Our-National leadership, instead of preparing the country 
for the impending struggle, instead of forging greater unity in our 
own ranks. continues to sit with folded bands and instead of 
preparing for an offensive against Imperialism in carrying through 
an offensive against the Left, i.e., splitting the unity of the National 
Front and suppressing the forces of stmggle. This suicidal policy 
can only lead to the strengthening of Imperialism and our collapse 
before it even without a struggle. This is the supreme danger facing 
our national movement. 

Conflict within the Front 

The discontent against the Right is growing by leaps and bounds. 
Laqe sections of the rank and file, not only of the Left. but even 
those who the other day were under the influence of the Right, are 
going "Left". lbeir resentment against the disruptive policy of the 
Right is assuming the character of an elemental revolt which can 
be characterised as -the Right ts fighting us instead of Imperialism, 
let us struggle to throw out the Right then, that will clear the path 
for struggle against Imperialism. In short, we are being faced with 
the prospect of fratricidal struggle within the National Front rather 
than ftatemal unity of the Front against Imperialism. 

The Left parties and groups stand divided and, therefore, 
politically weak and ineftective and unable to give a positive 
direction to the discontent of the rank and file. Unable to unite 
themselves they arc far awa)· from being able to unify the forces 
of the nation. Thus the offensive from the Right coupled with the 
inability of the Left to successfully overcome it has created a 
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situation which the opportunist and factious elements are able to 
exploit under slogan of struggle again.YI the Right. 

Unify the Left 

We communists saw what was coming and as early as September 
1938 at the time of Delhi A.l.C.C. gave the call for the unity of 
the Left, through a Left Bloc, to unitedly check the policy of dnft 
and disruption by positively implementing the fighting programme 
of the Congress and thus generating a movement which \Vould be 
able to maintain the unity of the Congress and also lead it onward 
to struggle. 

At that time and subsequently several leading comrades of the 
C.S.P. took the stand that oiganisation of the Left itself wns 
disruptive, it would evoke greater offensive from the Right and 
would inevitably become an anti-Right combination. We argued 
with them long and patiently that if we had pleaded for the unity 
of the Left against the Right that would be disruptive of national 
unity-Left disruption as a blind reaction to Right disruption. On 
the other hand, we were pleading for the unity of the Lett as unity 
of those Congressmen \)'ho stood consistently for the policy of 
unity and struggle. We argued, refasal 10 unite the left meant 
refasal to resist Right disruptive policy. to fight for the umty of 
the Congress, to strengthen the forces of struggle. which would 
lead ultimately to cap1tulatton before Bntish Imperialism and 
growing disintegration and wholesale demoralisation in the 
national ranks. 

Subsequent events bore us out. The events at Tripuri and 
Calcutta A.l.C.C. disclosed the ruthlessness of the Right anf the 
inabilit) of a disunited Left to move the majority of Coogressinen. 

Emeraence of the rorward Bloc 
The inability of the socialists and communists to agree ;pon 

the .necessity of uniting the whole Left led to the emergence cif the 
Forward Bb; a coming together of the Left nationalists to organise 
fhemselves and along with the socialists and communists. We 
welcomed the Forward Bloc as expressing the u11e of the Left 
aationalists to unite themselves. But we pointed out that by itself 
it cauld not be the expression or Left unity for which a Left 
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conference representing all Leftists, and not only the Left nationalists, 
was necessary where the form of unity of the, various Left elements 
could be hammered out. We asked the leaders of the Forward Bloc 
to clarify their aims and political platform. The published platfonn 
of the forward Bloc was unexceptionable and in fact such as alone 
could be the aim of any genuine Left group. But the speeches and 
statements of some of its foremost leaders disclosed departures 
from the policy of United National Front. 

Political Buis of left Unity 

There was -light or loose talk about split in the congress. We 
understood the need for the unity of the Left to struggle for 
maintaining the unity of the Congre~·s itself. To-day, Congress 
alone can bt. tie orpn of people's struggle against Imperialism. 
To split the congress is like butchering ourselves and giving up 
the struggle against Imperialism. It is the Right that is seeking to 
divide the Congress and squeezing out the Left. If the Left follows 
a similar course we will have struggle w1thin the National Front 
and its final disruption. 

Some leaders of the Forward Bloc talked about 'Fascism of the 
High Command', 'need of an alternative leadership', etc. Such 
statements express blind negative anti-Rightism. This at best is 
only reflecting the discontent of the rank and file with the present 
leadership. But doing this alone is not the task of a political 
leadership. It bas to show the way out. The present stalemate 
within the congress cannot be ended by C>rganising an anti-Right 
~·truggle but by ourselves positively and concretely implementing 
the policy of unity and struggle and uniting the mass of 
Congressmen behind it. The offensive from the Right has to be 
resisted but this can not be done by launching a counter-offensive 

. to throw out the Rtght but by the I.eft mobilising not only ttse~( 
hut a majority of Congressmen to defeat cn.·e·ry manifestation of 
the policy of disFuption and capitulation. 

To.oday, the majority of Congressmen want a policy of struggle 
but they also have faith in the existing leadership. To advance the 
slogan of altemative leadership in such a position is only to help 
perpetuate the hold of the Right Wing over their own following 
and isolate the majority of Congressmen from the Left, i.e., the 
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fighters for the policy of unity and struggle. To initiate an anti
Right struggle, therefore. does not check the Right but strengthens 
it. 

A national leadership reflects the correlation of forces within 
the national front. When it does not, it becomes a drag and a 
disruptive force. What the situation demands to-day Is a united 
leadership and not an exclusive homogeneous leadership as we 
have at present nor an alternative leadership as some Leftists 
desire. A homogeneous leadership is acting as a brake and proving 
disruptive. An alternative leadership could only be established 
through disruption or remain an empty slogan. A truly representative 
national leadership to-day could only be a united leadership. This 
is what the Left has to fight for. An alternative leadership of the 
national movement and the overthrow of the old leadership only 
emerges when the masses, during the course of a nation-wide 
struggle. Through their own experience, get convinced of the 
necessity of the change by seeing the old leadership sabotaging or 
opposing the struggle. Before the struggle, to advance the slogan 
of a new leadership is not to draw the masses towanls struggle 
but keep them away from it. 

These. are the questions that polit1cally divide the Left and 
there can he no organisational umty unle.'ls the political basis of 
Left unity is clearly defined and understood alike by all Leftists. 
We commumsts cannot unite with those to whom the struggle to 
maintain the unity of the Congress is not the first consideration, 
and which must necessanly lead to accepting and worlang for a 
united leadership, neither the present exclusive leadership nor a 
new alternahve one. 

Organisational Form of Left Unity 

As regards the oiganisational fonn of Left unity, it cojdd only 
be a Bloc and not a party. What is the difference betweefi a bloc 
and a party ? A bloc is a union of parties and groups "'1we the 
basis of a party is individual membership. A bloc works on the 
basis of agreement while a party functions through majority voting. 
The Forward Bloc is attracting to itself Left Nationalists, and the 
only fonn in which they c!luld unite with the Socialists and 
Communists was inside a Bl~ and not as individuals inside a 
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Party. If the Forward Bloc was sought to be organised as a party 
they should not expect the Socialists and Communists to join it 
and thus in practice liquidate their own Party. A Socialist and 
Communist could not join the Forward Bloc as an individual if 
it was sought to be organised as a party for that would be going 
back from Socialism to Le.ft Nationalism. There were points of 
unity and yet fundamental differences between the Left Nationalists, 
socialists and C011Ununists and they could. therefore. be only 
united on the basis of a Bloc and not a Party. 

C. S. P. Comes in 

So far an important section of the C. S. P. leadership was. 
bitterly oppqscd to the Forward Bloc. The C. S. P. now agreed 
to a Left CuD.ll:rmcc to discuss the platform of Left consolidation 
and to the setting up of a Left coordinating committee. The C.S.P. 
through a joint statement of Com. Jaiprakash and myself has taken 
a big step towards Left unity. We. communists. approached the 
Forward Bloc leadership to discuss the joint Socialist offer but it 
has unfortunately not accepted it. 

We argued on the basis of what had transpired during our 
discussions, that they did not see the difference between a Bloc 
and a party when they were thinking of dcci5ions by majority and 
membership on an individual basis and that while we felt the need 
for a Left Bloc, we should not be expected to join a new Left Party 
and thus surrender our political and organisational independence. 
Further, even if they agreed to have a Bloc, would the Communists 
alone by joining it without the Socialists make it a Left Bloc? That 
"ould only be the unity of a section of the Left and not th~ w~ole 
Left. This would be calamitous in the interests of Left unity itself. 

Meanina of Joint Socialist Offer 

We argued in vain that the proposal was much more than merely 
informal contact between Left Parties. For the first time we \\ill 
have ajoint Left fraction in the A.l.C.C. headed by the joint co
ordinating committee which will also plan and lead the mass 
campaigns in the country and thus act in practice as the united 
Executive of the Left. 'Ibis was a tremendous advance on the 
present position and held out the prospects of much closer unity 
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in the near future. Socialists, Communists and Leftists represent 
the forces of struggle to-day. Their coming together wall strengthen 
the existing local and partial struggles. National political campaigns 
joindy initiated by them will be effective preparations for the 
comins nation-wide struggle and win growing numbers of 
Congressmen for participation in activities which will quicken the 
tempo of our movement so that a nation-wide struggle becomes 
possible. The prospect was struggle or submiSSton. If the elanents 
of struggle could be put together and made to participate in and 
prepare for strugle all together, the pressure of circumstance 
would itself drive them closer and closer together, when on the 
basis of their own experience, in the interest of the common 
struggle, they will seek and realise higher fonns of unity. We, 
therefore, said let us start from an elementary stage of Left 
consolidation which can be commonly agreed upon by all and 
through the coaunon work we will live down the present mutual 
suspiaans and elimmate bostihtie5-and thus render possible greater 
and closer unity. 

Disuaity Contiaues 

The Forward Bloc leadership Mil etther have complete umty 
within the Fornard Bloc but no nnmed.ulte steps towards unity and 
no even a Left coordmation committee No Party can have unity 
oa its own terms and to demand this is to perpetuate disunity. Left 
disunity to-day would only intensify the Right offensive. This 
together with its consequent "Left" reaction wall only please British 
lmpenalism. 

We regret that the Forward Bloc leadership has also·tumed 
down to-day the proposal of an all-embrac1ng Left Conf. of 
Socialists, Communists and Left Nationalists and has to 
go ahead with the Conference of the Forward Bloc al . 

Thus just when it seemed that chances of Left un· were 
brishtest and when the demand for unity has become the loudest 
we remain disunited. 

WUt Nut? 

We, Communists, would ewn now seek 1111/ty o/ thl whole I.A/I 
and aep contact both with 1116 Forwawl Bloc and the C. S. P. 
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~ hope there will not be mutual sniping and no efforts will be 
made to force unity, on one's own terms and thereby disrupt 
Instead of unl};lng the Left. we would be willing to co-operate 
with the forwalfl Bloc in every locality and province for joint 
work. In view of Left disunity it becomes doubly imperative that 
So,'ialist-Communist unity be speeded up so that the united 
Socialists may more effectively forge Left rmity to prepare our 
people for the coming battle through the National Congress. 

The Forward Bloc in its Bombay Conference will no doubt 
discuss the whole problem thoroughly and we hope it will 
authoritatively adopt a political platform on the basis of which it 
may be possiNe for Socialists and Communists to co-operate with 
it and will mt tum down, without further reconsideration, the offer 
of unity made by the Socialists and Communists. 

11me is a vital factor. The situation demands some sort of Left 
consolidation RIGHT NOW. The offensive from the Right is 
directed against us all, no Party of the Left can prepare 011r nation 
for the comi11g battle single-handed or by working in isolation 
from each other or at cross-purposes; the imperialist war drom 
is .)'Ounding louder and louder. Ifwe fail to unite even now are 
we going forward or will 1t not be going down the abyss? 



A.I.C.C. MUST DECLARE 
SUPPORT FOR WORKERS 

B. T. Ranadive 

Among the problems facing the A.l.C.C. meeting in Bombay will 
be the question of the Textile situation created by the steadily 
increasing offensive of the owners. Detenmncd to force down 
wages under one excuse or another the Te.xtile magnates have taken 
a lead in openmg an all-round offensive on the ameliorative 
programme of the Congress Ministries. They arc dctermmed to take 
back the wage increase granted to the workers immediately after 
the Congress Ministries assumed power. 

They are grumbling against New Provincial taxation. llu.-y 
protest against the anti-national lndo-Brit1sh Pact and the duty on 
raw cotton. They plead depression in the Cotton trade. Armed \\ ith 
all these excuses they express their firm resolve to attaak the meagre 
wages of the workers, the 12 ! per cent tncrcase granted to them 
after 12 years strenuous struggae, poverty and starvation. 

The.situation is so senous that in Bomba} alone nearly 50.000 
night-shift workers arc on the streets. Lock-outs and closing of 
night shifts follow each other. In Ahmedabad also hundreds have 
already been thrown on the streets. Sholapur. Cawnporc. Jubbulporc 
and other Industrial Centres show the same offensive though m 
somewhat different form-Victimisation of active "orkcrs. 
Surreptitious wage cuts form the method m Cawnporc together with 
intensification of work. The same method more or less js bemg 
copied in Sholapur 

The offi.-nsilre is an All-India one and there is no doudt that it 
is being planned deliberately in a concerted manner ufdcr the 
leadership of the Bombay and Ahmedabad Millowncrs. 

Aaainst Those Who Fed Them 

Thus a body of people who have made crores out of the nation ·s 
resolve for Swadcshi now threatens to throw thousands of their 
countrymen and their familiea to starvation and degradation. For 
it must be remembered that if there is any section which materially 
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benefitted by the boycott of British goods rt was the Textile magnates 
of India alone. Who does not know of their fabulous profits in tunes 
of war. Who does not know that they went on makmg crores when 
the Nation was courting Jail. arrests and impnsonment during two 
Civil Disobedience movements and now they want to tum against 
those that fed and nursed them in order to guard their extra profits 
That 1s the way conunon to all vested mtcrcsts Even ~hen they 
were making fabulous profits they never cared to share their 
prosperity with the toiling workers m their factones Even when 
profits bad reached as high as 300 per cent dunng war time the 
workers could not secure the wage mcrcase without continuous 
struggle. On the other hand, they have always been cager to pass 
on the burdtn of every temporary crisis to the shoulders of the 
workers and m th1S they unscrupulously ut1hse the repressive 
machtnCJ'} of the state to help them fatten themselves on the national 
discontent but UO\~ilhng to share the burden of the nation· s progress
such has been their poht1cs. their morab~ and their ethics 

Unanimous WiU To Resist 
But the owners are counting "1thout their host The \\Orkers 

are not in a mood to take the challenge lymg down Steaddy and 
surely the anger and mdignation of the '"od..ers ts n\mg . the 
detennmation to resist the offensive at all costs 1s incrca~ang The 
call given by the Gimt Kamgar Union m Bombay m its rally of 
the 14th May 1s el-"Ok1ng tremendous response TCXt.ale Unions 
everywhere are enthusiastically supporting the proposal for an All 
India Textile Workers Conference to take concerted measures. 
against the new dnve lmmcd1ately after the Gim1 Kamgar Union 
rally the Cawnpore Mu.door Sabha responded to the call and 
declared its readmess both for a conference and for immediate 
preparations for a General Strike On the 8th ot June the 
representative council of the Nagpur Texttt~ Labour Union ptsed 
a resolution warning the owners against their offensive, asking the 
workers to be p1q1ared for any eventuabty and demamling legislation 
to curb the offensive of the owners. On the 17th of June the Gimi 
Kamgar Union of Sholapur passed a resolution in its Managing 
committee demanding an immediate All lndia Textile Workers 
Conference and announcing a programme of preparationst meeting 
and danonstratioas warning the owners that the ·workers would not 
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tail to launch a strong and successful counter-offensive. The same 
week the Mill Kamdar Union of Ahmedabad passed a similar 
resolution and announced to the world that even in the City of class 
collaboration the workers counter-offensive would not fail to 
materialise. And finally, N. M. Joshi the veteran labour leader and 
the President of the last Textile Conference has announced his 
intention to call an All India Textile Delegates Conference to 
consider the crisis in the Textile Industry and the situation created 
by closing of night shifts and increasing lock outs. 

Labour has spoken unanimously. Communists, radicals, and the 
moderate T. U. leaders all see the necessity of meeting the offensive 
and setting afoot immediate preparations. Never was Labour more 
unanimous, never were its ranks more united and solid. never did 
it speak with more confidence and realisation of its strength. 

Popular Interests At Stake 
But this time Labour is not fighting a lonely battle. Its voice 

is being heard in the Congress Committees for coming out as 
defenders of the just interests of labour and breaking pn the old 
traditions ofisolation. On the 20th of May the Provincial Committee 
of the United Provinces passed a resolution noting with concern 
that the .employers in some places have launched a fresh offensave 
against Labour in the shape of wage cuts, rationalisation and 
widespread dismissals of workers. The Committee pleaded for 
legislation guaraDteelJJ8 recognition of Labour Unions. nght of 
collective bargaining, minimum wages and social insurance. public 
labour exchange in unportant industrial ttmns and providing against 
arbitrary dismissals. 

On the 20th of June the F and G Ward Congress COfMlittces 
of Bombay passed a unanimous resolution on the same lin; asking 
the Congress Ministries to intervene in time before major 
conflict becomes unawidable. The Committ=s noted tha the anti· 
national fndo.Britisb Pact and the duty on raw cotton hav• to some 
extent impaired the competitive capacity of the Indian lftdustries 
and, therefore, requested the A.l.C.C. to organise a complete boycott 
of British goods in the interests of Indian Industry and Labour. 

Thus steadily the consciousness in rising that Labour is not 
fialatina its sectional battle b".-t a battle in which the interests of 
the people as a whole are at stake. 
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But the consciousness is not universal. All Congress Committees 
and Congressmen have not yet realised the grave issues at stake. 
What is involved in the Textile Crisis is not merely the standard 
of living of workers but the political future of the Congress Ministries. 
The attack on wnges is an offensive against the entire programme 
of the Congress Ministries, is and a part of the General revolt of 
the vested interests against the democratic progranune. It constitutes 
a bid for turning the Congress Ministries into an instrument of the 
anti-mass policy of the Capitalists and Zamindars. Its politi~I 
implications arc. therefore. VCI)' great. 

Challenge To Congress 
It directly thallenges the Congress Ministries because they were 

instrumentai in· granting the wage increase after a thoroughgoing 
and searching examination made by the Textile Inquiry conunittees. 
It is. therefore. an offensive against the mature decision of the 
democratic ministries. It is economically unjustifiable because the 
wage increase has not led to the present detc1ioration. During the 
entire penod between 1938 and 1939 when the increase was in 
operation Industry was prosperous as never before. This was admitted 
by no less a person than the president of the Bombay MillO\\ners 
Association. 

Mr J. C. Setalvad the President of the Indian Merchants' 
Chamber himself described the situation as follows: ''~ total 
reduction in production in cloth amounted to 14 p.c., 4 ;>.c. being 
the effect of the Raw Cotton duty. S p.c. the effect of additions to 
wages and property ta.-x. and 5 p. c. as a result of the Inda-British 
Trade Agreement.·· Wage-increase and provincial ta.ution account 
for 5 p. c. reduction only and the measures of the Central Oownu.nent 
account for 9 p.c. The real grievance, therefore, is against the Indo
British Pact. and its incidence cannot be removed by attacking 
wages. 

The attack 1s further indefensible because tlk. Enquiry Committees 
suggested only a very moderate increase which could be financed 
out of half the extra profits made in 1937, since it constitutes only 
an attempt to secure extra profits over and above normal trading 
profits. 

The temporary deprussion of which so much is being made 
cannot be put forward as an excuse for forcing down the wages. 
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Workers cannot be made the victims of every passing depression, 
the millO\\oners cannot be allowed to cut the wages for the sake of 
extra profits. Mol\.-o\·er. the e.xtent of depression is deliberately 
being exaggerated to make out a case for lowering the standard of 
living. 

The real aim of the Millo\Wers is to escape the burden of the 
ameliorati\tc: progranunc and keep the industry safe for their own 
profits. They do not want to share any burden for improving the 
condition of '"orkers whose toil makes it possible for them to roll 
in luxury. They do not want to share the burden of the prohibition 
programme-they would not allow their profits to be cut for the 
sake of the nation at all. It is a revolt to escape the burden for 
national progress and amelioration. 

The Real Villain 
Besides. it is a revolt provoked by the autocratic Central 

Government which al\\lays conspires to transform the Congress 
Ministries into defenders of Imperialist Law and Order The anti
national ludo-British pact and the duty on raw cotton have no doubt 
placed disabilities on the Indian Industry. The vested lfttcrests want 
to gd over these by.passing on the burden to the shoulders of the 
'"orkers. and thus torpedoeing the Labour progranune of th\! 
Congn."Ss lmpenalism would be delighted wath such a dc..-vclopmcnt 
smce thereby the Mimstncs would forfeit their last claim to the 
confidence and support of Labour. In short, it is a treacherous 
attempt to make the workers pay for encouraging British Industry: 
a sinister Jmperialist attempt to blow up tbe Congtess ptogtammt 
for the sake or Lanca.•hirc \\lhat the Central Government could 
not do ~y drn.'"Ct pressure is DO\\ bc:ing done through an•·national 
economic measures. 

Tho offensive i~ a double challenge both trom impodalism as 
well 81 the vested tnten:sts. 

Ceepas MiaUtries WJ'Olllly Attack Worken 
.. ~ hCcmaroaam and OfJJlllilations have realised•. 1'he 

---...••.:;: ,'!!:6 hand are ~~ fiallins iato dlis 
pae of the Manastries has uttered a grave F-hc Central Government. 

~ be nibbled at bit by 
uatron and disunity. 
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Having lost their bearings they arc talking of taking an offimsive 
agamst the workers themselves Pnvatc circulars of the U. P. 
Government asked for taking drastic steps against the Communists 
who arc in the forefront of the Trade Union struggle. A letter 
recently addressed to the Mu.door Sabha of Cawnpore held the 
Cawnporc workers responsible for the developing unrest. though 
the Government fully knew that the owners had broken their plighted 
word more often than once. The U. P. Government further intends 
to introduce a trades Disputes Bill on the lines of the Bombay Act 
and curtail the liberties of the Trade Umon movement. The Hon. 
Mr. Gin in Madras voices the same opinion Instead of warning 

the Millowners he chastises the workers for their militancy and 
preparedness to lead the offensive. 

In Bombcty ·I.he Congress Ministry has banned stay-m-strikes 
recently. It allowed the Chabsgaon Millowncrs to break an agreement 
arrived at with the Maharashtra Provincial congress officials. ordered 
lathi charges on the workers and permitted the mwers to break the 
strike under the specious plea of defending Liw and order 

In Bombay itself the Ministry has refused to intervene in 
the Phoenix Mill dispute and refused to bring pressure on the 
MillO\\ ners to open negotiations with the Gimi Kamgar Union. On 
the other hand. workers were threatened with tear gas and armed 
police 



@] 
Railway Worken Rally 

20,000 STRONG ! 

FIRST VICTORIES: GREATER EFFORTS 

The Railway Workers of Bombay have set an example which must 
be followed by other Railway Workers throughout India with a 
view to secure their various demands. At Madras, on the first of 
May, the All India Railwaymen's Federation decided to place 
before the Railway Board some of the important demands for final 
decision. Accordingly those demands were placed before the Railway 
Board at Simla on the 19th May. Due to some difficulties the 
Railway board decided to meet the Railwaymen"s Federation in 
Bombay at a special meeting. This meeting was fixed to be held 
on the 20th July. N. this meeting the Railway Board was to give 
its fillal reply to the various, demands placed before the Board by 
the R8ilwaymcn·s Federation. 

United Effort 
On the Eve of the meeting the Railway Workers of Bombay 

decided to demonstrate their solidarity and support to the demands. 
In accordance with the resolution of the A.I. R. F. at Madms the 
Railway Workers of Bombay had Formed a Co-otdinating 
Commitee, •This Committee' included in it all the Railw y unions 
of Bombay, Viz the G.l.P. Railwaymm 's Union, the B.PiRailway 
Worken Union, The 8.8.C.I. Railwaymen's Union, B.B.C.I. 
Railway Employees' Union, and tbe G.l.P. Accounts S Union. 
This Commitee is conducting joint activites on agreed programme. 
Accontinglythey fixed the 19tbjuly as the day for the Deanomuatim. 

Under the auspices of this committee a vigorous campaign was 
carried on. Hundreds of meetings on all the railways were held. 
Several handbilJs wen: iaued. Vigorous propapnda thnJugla 1hc 
public and Union papers was carried on. Most efFective use was 
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made of a lorry fitted with loud-speakers All the active workers 
on 8.8.C.I, G.I P. and other ratlways met several times and 
conducted a very systematic campaign to make the 19th July a 
success. 

Gretat Susserss 

Every Railway worker began talking of 19th July. In the 
workshops, at stations, at railway quarters, the only important topic 
among the Railway workers was the 19th JUiy, 7 demands put 
forward by the Railwaymen's Federation. and the meeting between 
the Railway Board and the Federation. 

From .3 p.m. on the 19th July batches of Railway workers from 
vanous parrs began to appear on the scene Several workers who 
were not bn auiy at the tlme enrolled their services voluntarily 
to make the demonstration a success. 

At 5-30 p.m the tune scheduled for people to assemble at 
Kamagar Maidan. Parel, the workers began to assemble in large 
numbers. First came the procession of 4000 Railway Workers 
from 0.1.P Railway Parel Work Shops Then came the power
ful procession of brave fighters of Matunga Workshop of 
G I.P Railway which numbered 3000 Then came the batch of 100 
B.B.C.I. workmen from V1rar. a place nearly 35 miles away from 
Bombay. ThencamctheproccsS1onof 8 8 CI. Railway\\'orkshop. 
From Bombay Central, Kurla, Kalyan and various other places 
batches of workers assembled in large numbers at t.'1e Kamgar 
Maiclan. 

A huge meeting of 15,000 Railway Workers was held. At this 
meeting, Messrs. Khedgdw, M.A. Khan, 8. T. Ranadiw, Jogalekar, 
and others spoke. After the meeting the procession started. Hundreds 
of Red Flags. with several slogmis, and hundred torch-lights, the 
procession began to march. 

Thundering shouts of 'LONG LIVE THE UNITY OF RAll. W It. Y 
WORKERS' roused the whole population. 1 u.e spectacle was Rally 
inspiring. lS,000 Railway Workers all of whom had worked that 
day of not less than 8 to 10 hours and who bad not tabn their 
meal and thafore hungry, were marching unmindful of personal 
inconvenience and sufferings. 

They walked 8 milca through the crowded localities of Bombay 
reachina ADd Maidan at Bori Bandar at 8-30 p.m. Already a huge 
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audience of nearJv 5000 RaiJwa\• workers had nsscmblt.'d. there. 
Added to this t~c 15.000 a h~ge meeting of 20.000 Rail\\ay 
workers was held. 

The meeting was addressed by Messrs. N.M Joshi. J.M. Mehta. 
R.A. Khedg1kar. S S M1rajkar. M.A. Khan and other leaders who 
had come from outside Bombay. All the speakers wcrrned the 
Railway Boartl that if their demancl'i were nt>I granted the united 
railwaymen shall prepare for a general .vtrike on all railways The 
railway workers gave their assent to this dec/amt1on of the \'{X•akers 
hJ' thunder014.f applause. 

This was the first demonstration of its kind in the history of the 
railway workers movement 1be Bombay railway workers and the 
Coordination Committee consisting of different Raih\ay Umons in 
Bombay deserve congratulations for the powerful dt..'11lonstrat1on 
they organised. 

For 21st Aupst 
The RD1lway Board agreed to con,·ede certain dcmando; th<J11gh 

on mam que.vtion they are sill/ he.\·1tatmg The GenB11C1/ cmmnl 
of the All India Railwaymen·.\' Fedrat10n hal' dec:1ded '" C1h\·erve 
2/st of August as an "all Indra Provident fimd Day Alm 11 Im" 
warned the Railway Board that the demand of provident fimd mu.\/ 
he granted 

Already the Railway Workers of Bombay have started to hold 
their propaganda meetings to make this day a success The G.1. P. 
Rail~aymen' s Umon has resolved to enrol thousands of more 
members before 2 lst of August to indicate their determination to 
consolidate the new enthusiasm among the workers and to .inform 
the Board of the determination of the railway workers tof secure 
their demands. 



@] 
KISAN MOVEMENT IN BENGAL 

M.A. Rasul 
If in Bengal one popular movement can cla.tm to have a brighter 
future than others it is the Kisan movement. Today it bas been 
elevated to a position of strength and responsibility which lm 
hardly ever marked a movement of three years' standing. No other 
movement has secured the widespread and enthusiastic support 
which the peasants have given to the Bengal Kisan Sabha. 

With an \lumble beginning in 1936 the Kisan Sabha movement 
has to-day rciK.hcd a stage which has become a nightmare to the 
present ministry~ the peasant votes on which it will have to depend 
in the next general election for the retention of its present office 
wdl in all probability slip away from its control and be cast in 
favour of people none too friendly with it. 

Government Illusion 
The mimstry however sometimes pretends to think that the 

Kasan Sabha movc..-mcnt is the handiwork of 'a handful of outside 
agitators' or a mere child"s play into which ignorant peasants have 
been lured by hollow and high-sounding words of hope 

It is utter stupidity to think that you can raise a popular agitation 
and develop and expand it at your will while there are no genuine 
grievances behind it to back you up with popular support. If the 
Kisan movement in Bengal is marching from strength to strength 
it is because the Kisan homes are full of distress and destitution 
and the Government and vested interests hardly pay heed to this 
fact. 

200 Crores Indebtedness 
The two most important factors for our \AlllSidcration in Bengal 

are the credit and the land system. The question of agricultural 
credit vitally touches the interest of the peasantry. Roughly calculated 
the agricultural indebtedness of Bengal \\ill amount to Rs. 20 
crores. Then add to it all the arrear rent and interest on it and you 
have the total indebtedness of about 200 crores. The official bill 

Pub"611Ml in : "NATIONAL FRONT" 6tlt A.11,..., 1939. 
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now befi>rc the legislature for controlling the credit and money
lending system is a mockery. 

The peasants would hkc the \\hole amount to be written off so 
that they might begin their life afresh. OtheJWisc how could they 
expect to live with the landlords' and money-lenders' men constantly 
knocking at their doors ? The Kisan Sabha has its natural sympathy 
for this chum. 

But not so the Zamindars and the 'mahajans ·nor the Government. 
1bey arc of course for maintaining vested interests The former 
think that they will be the losers if the peasants· claim as accepted. 
The Gol-emment is afraid of another claim, namely. the supply of 
cheap credit by Government. 

Decrepit Land-system 
Then there is the land-system under the Permanent St.1tlement 

This is at the root of all the evils that have degl.'JlCratcd and 
demoralised the entire social hfe of Bengal, the worst sufferer being 
the peasantry who wants abolition of the system lock. stock. and 
barrel. Instead of accepting this demand the Go~mmcnt has 
appointed a Land Revenue Commission. popularly knO\\n as the 
Floud Commission, "obviously with a view to concede some small 
relief to the impoverished and oppressed peasantry. It may be nott.-d 
here that the recent amendment to the Bengal Tenancy Act has been 
of little benefit to the poorest tenants who are the most numerous 

Circumstanced as above the peasant of Bengal arc realu·mg 
more and more that nothing .rhort of a prolonged fight against 
their class enemies, the vested interests like the landlord.rr and 
money-lenders. as well as the Govemment which .mpoort:r them. 
can bring them real and permanent relief 

Kisan Sabha as Or1aniser 
Here the K1san Sabha play.1 Its part to fulfil the ~ss1on o.f 

organising the peasant.r on the ba.fls of their needs and g evan,·es. 
of leading them In their struggles and of finding tempo ry relief 
for them wherever possible, so long as permanent relief Is not 
11cured 

The importance of the movement lies in the struggles that the 
peasants of various localities launch and canyon under the leadership 
of the Kisan Sabha. Acute grievances of the peasantry against the 
Zamindars (landlords) and money-lenders are never wanting in 
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&"Dgal. The Government is not benevolent either~ its short-sighted 
J?Olicy is guided by little consideration of the deplorable conditions 
of the peasantry. 

These grievances lead the peasants to fight for redress, 
spontaneously, but since the Kisan Sabha came into existence the 
initiative has often been taken by it. 

Struggles have been started and conducted either with complete 
or partial .n1cceJ'S. Rarely there ha.Y been an occa.fion when a 
struggle ha.f met with total failure. Marches and demonstrations 
with K1san Sabha .rlogans form parts of such struggles. besides 
passive resistance and 1ail-Komg. 

Repression . 
Scores of Peasants and peasant-workers are at present rotting 

m jail bacausc they participated in a fight against a most unjust 
irrigation ta.~. And these unfortunate comrades have not only not 
been classified, they have not been allowed by the 'popular' 
mimstry to use mosquito-nets in jails which are infested with 
millions of these extremely injurious vermins. nor to enjoy other 
rights usually conceded to political prisoners. (Consequently a 
hunger strike has been just resoncd to). 

Lately important Kisan Sabha workers h:tve been rrcsecuted 
under Sections 124A and 153A. I wonder if this is the bct?,inning 
of a wider campaign of repression. The policy of repression has 
been pursued by the Government wherever an agitation-not 
necessarily directed against the Government-reached an 
embarrassing stage. Different provisions of law-IPC, CPC, 
BCLA-have been made use of as so many weapons of suppression 
and promulgated in districts like Burdwan, Birbhum. 24 Parganas, 
Huoghly, Mymensingh and Bakerganj. 

Has thfa· policy been able tt> stop the growing discontent so 
palpable in many of the district.v? Surely not Is has at most served 
as a temporary check. While the ultimate effect has often been 
only to deepen the hostility of the people towards an administration 
which takes recourse to measures of repression rather than relief. 

Stock-Takina 
The Maida session of the Provincial Kisan Conference held in 

May offered us an opportunity to take stock of the movement of 
the entire province. Fonnal and infonnaJ discussions led us to the 
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definite conclusion that we arc now passing through a stage which 
more than ever calls for intensive organisational as distinct from 
agitational work. This requires planned and coordinated activity on 
the part of the district and local units of the Sabha. 

Partial Strugles 
At this stage local or partial struggles count most. These we 

have had in a number of places but so far we have not been able 
to pool all our provincial strength and energy for conductmg any 
one of these. We hope in near future to incresc the strength of our 
movement and intensifly these struggles so that the conditions of 
each specific issue may be surveyed and studied and proper action 
taken on a provincial scale when necessary 

Kisan Volunteen 
The real organisational work, on the basis of local struggles. 

needs the organisation of a strong and regular volunteer corps for 
the province. We have already taken a dec1s1on that in each district 
committee a portfolio shall be provided for a volunteer organiser. -He will help the union committees. the lowest units in the h1erachy. 
eacfl to organase a·volunteer unit of at least 25 recruited mostly 
1f not.entirely from among the peasantry. The Provincial Sabha's 
Volunteer Secretary and his assistants will render all possible help 
to the subordinate bodies in this din."Ction. 

Our recent experience of a volunteer corps, of about 300 peasant 
youths, recruited and tramed on the occasion of the last Provincial 
Conference, has been so successful and encouraging that its example 
is expected to be followed everywhere. The work has been already 
started in several districts. to the dismay of the present ministry. 

In spite of all the propaganda that 1s being carrietf on in the 
province agamsl the Kisan movement by furce.Y of reu11on which 
support Government and.find favour w11h 11, the discon nt among 
peasantry, b"th Muslim and Hindu '·" vi.rihly mcreas1 ig. Th11 '·" 
due, to the fact that the present ministry ha.v fa1/ed to ;edeem the 
election pledges. given to the peasants by parties ''' which most 
of its members he long, in regard to the tenancy and money-lending 
legislation. 



[ill 
SUMMER SCHOOLS IN ANDHRA 

J>urmg the month\ of May and lune 1939 ten Summer Schoolr 
of Pol1t1e \'and Econom1'\ were cond11aed m the Andhra mcludmg 
the N1dubrolu Kisan School under the Pnnc1palsrup of Com Ranga 
These Schools were spread m 6 D1stncts namely North V1zag. East 
Godavan. K1stna. Guntur Kumool and Anantapur, and attended 
h\ about 400 young men and \\omen 

Thi~ Ill n<Jt. die first time for the Andhra to orgaruse Summer 
Schools Smee 1934 Com R:mga has been conductmg every \ear 
the K1san School at N1dubrolu It \\as m 1937 that the Summer 
School \\as conducted at Kottapattam. m Ma). under the JOIDt 
au~p1ccs of the Andhra C S P the PrO\ 1m .. 1al Youth League and 
the Students· Federation But 1t \\as banncxl b}' the lntenmMIDlst[}. 
and about 80 students. mcludmg girls defied the order for \\htch 
thcy \\ere brutall) assaulted b) the police In Ma) 1938. nearl) 
250 students rallied to the Mantcna\anpalcm School ''h1ch "as 
orgamscd under the au!.p1ces of the Pro\ mc1al C S P Tht• ~.:hool 
lasted for full one month. dunng \\h1ch time famous Indian Soc1ahsts 
and C ommumsts and K.isan S.ibha1tes came to teach th~ students 

Character Of These Schools 
This \.ear. the Provincial C S P had passed a resolution to 

the effect that Summer Schools should be organised on Tal11k and 
JJ1strrct 'Scale::. and that more stress should be laid on pract1'al 
pmhlem-, facing the Socialist. K1San and Student orgamsers than 
on theorc..11.cal questions A s~ llabus \\as also prepared for the 
gu1den.ce of organisers Accorcbngly. th~ ~ hools \\ere orgamsed 
at Nadubrolu. Pallckona and Amara\'ab m the Guntur D1stnct • one 
at Itchapuram 1n the North Vazag Dastnct • t\\o at Pamarru and 
Turukapadu m the Kistna D1stnct • one at Mypad m the Nellore 
D1str1ct • one :it Kal\abugga m Kumool D1stnct . one at Hindupur 
in Anantapur District • and one at Antal'Vedlpalem m the East 
Godavan Dtstnct All the Schools were Ol8amsed by the D1stnct 

,.,.,,,,. Notmnal 1'ronr 13th Augu~l l9JO 
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and Taluk Congress Socialist Parties, Kisan Sabhas and Students' 
Otpnisations, exceptmg the one at Kalvabugga which was organised 
by the District Congress Committee, controlled by the Right-wing 
Congn:ssmen. 

The D1~·tnct Congre.<rs Commlltees of North Jizag. C,untur, 
Ne/lore, Chittoor. Cudappah and A.nantttpur 1omed hand.r with the 
Socialists and K1san Sabha workers and contnbuted much for the 
success of the Schools. It 1s only in the Kzstna District, which rs 
dominated by an ultra-Right wing Congress Committee, that neither 
help nor sympathy was extended 

The Schools at Jtchapuram, Mypad. Kalvabugga and Hrndupur 
ran for a month each. while the remaining six ran for a fortnight 
each. A.bout 80 per cent. of the 400 students were actnnst~·. working 
on various mass Fronts. The Tumlapad School attracted near(v 
JO youngmen from the neighbouring Hyderabad state 

Syllabus 

Coming to the syUabus. it covered various subjects like the 
History ofthe Indian Nationalist Movement begim11ng from 1857, 
the Federal Scheme.as adumbrated in the Government of India 
Act Of 1935. the Indian Kisan Movement. the Labour Movement, 
the States' Peoples· Struggles, the International Situation, 
Fundamental Principles of Socialism, the History of the Russian 
Revolution. In almost all the Schools the necessity and meaning 
of the United Front was emphasised. It was explained how the 
Congress has been fast becoming a United Front oiganisation but 
bow the Right-wing leaders have been preventing it to develop m 
that direction. 

Whereas at Kottapattam and Mantenavaripalem ~· lessons 
on Politics, Polrtacal Economy and Philosophy were gi , these 
subjects have bem given up this year m all the school Debates 
and Study C1tCles were conducted in almost all the , and 
students participated in them enthusiastically Public mettlng1, too 
were held to celebrate the vanous Days, such as the May Day, the 
Lahore Kisan Satyagraha Day (4th June 1939), the Munagala 
Satyagraha Day (11th June 1939), etc. 

In all the Schools 1111M11ts took active 1nte1e1t 1n ga•1, sports 
etc. In each School an Instructor was giving "'dlments of Mtlitary 
tl'ft/ntng to the rnmatei. 
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Self-Criticism 

But how far the purpose of the C. S. P. resolution was fulfilled 
is doubtful. Except at Mypad (Neltore District), ltchapuram and 
Pallekona, care was not taken to go to the neighbouring villages 
and give political education to the villagers. Of these it was onJy 
at Mypad that each local problem was discussed in a detailed way 
and decision taken. Organisational problems facing the Leftists in 
each District or Taluk were also discussed, except at Mypad. An 
important drawback of the Schools was that lcilowledge of the 
various rights and privileges which the peasants and labollrers are 
entitled to under the existing Statutes was not given. 

Speaking g~ly, the Schools attracted a good number of 
students, actiVe as well as otherwise, to one place, and gave them 
training in collective life and comradeship. Those C. S. P. members 
who knew rudiments of Socialism and Communism learnt about 
the ~tics and strategy of Revolutions, arid the tasks of the Indian 
Socialists in the coming National Democratic Revolution. Some 
could get the benefit of extending their knowledge about various 
subjects, and of comparing how far the tactics they bad been 
following were correct. 

Vol-iv-6 



[ill 
BAN ON BOSE MUST GO ! 

Communists Call to Con1ressmen 

The Working Committee by hitting out mercilessly and ruthlessly 
at Sjt. Subhas Clwldra Bose has delivered a senous blow to the 
unity of our people. 

It is not the victimisation of an individual Congress leader but 
a bureaucratic attack against a whole section of the Nabonal 
Congress, a section representing revolutionary and vmle forces of 
our Nation. 

The National leadership is grievously mistaken 1f 1t thanks it has 
strengthened the Congress by this decasion, by this effort to crush 
'"indiscipline and revolt against the Congress •· 

On the other hand. by talang this step at a cntwal moment 
when the world u· on the bnnk of war and when our natwn itself 
will have to come to grips m a final co'!fl1ct with lmpenallsm. 
the Working Committee has only encouraged the dunqJJ1veforces 
within and without the Congresl", K'ho pm their faith on the 
sabotage of.rtn1ggle and on compromise with Imperialism on th"· 
issues of Federation and War. 

The Workmg Committee has taken a mechanically formal and 
disciplinarian view of the ·whole question and in domg so 1t has 
missed the political kernel of the matter 

The Crux of the Matter 

True. the resolutions in question were passed by a iruvoraty at 
the A. I. C. C. session. But 1s 1t not also true that thev IJlet \\1th 

a determined and united opposition from a cons1derabiei' monty 
of the house '! And why ? Because these resolutions did t stand 
by themselves. They represented a link in a whole line f policy 
which was meeting with a growing opposition in the Con ess and 
the country. · 

That line is the one which is being persistently populanscd 
during the last 3 years by Gandhij1 in his Hanjan It is the hne 
of a division of labour between the ministers and the masses. The 
From: Nallonal Fro11t. Vol 21, 20df A.MBllJI 1939 
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ministries were to perform the alchcmistic e:q>ea iJnent of transfonning 
the dross of the British Constitution into the gold of Indian freedom, 
and the masses of Congressmen were to restrict themselves to the 
constructive programme and to create a non-violent atmosphere 
suitable to the success of the experiment. 

It was a line of curbing the fighting power of the working class 
and peasant masses, of refusing to unify those forces with the 
Congress, of refusing to weld the Congress into a weapon of United 
Front struggle as the Congress presidential addresses of 1936 and 
1937 visualised. 

It was a line which repudiated the unity of parliamentary and 
extra-parliamentary struggle as the Congress Election Manifesto 
visualised it, and refused to prepare the nation for a country-wide 
offensive by unifying the fight of the people in the States and in 
the British JSrovmce:s against Federation and War and for the calling 
of a victorious Constituent Assembly of free India. 

Conflict of Policies 
The conflict in the A. I. C. C. on ~e resolutions was in reality 

a conflict between two distinct pol1t1cal lines, between the line 
of constitutionalism. of avoiding struggle, of seeking for a 
compromise on the strength of sheer constitutional pressure and the 
line of revolutionary unity of all forces of struggle, especially, those 
of the organised workers and peasants un-kr the banner af the 
Congress and of launching a decisive all-round fight at this critical 
juncture. 

It is well known that since Sjt. Subhas Chandra Bose stood as 
a candidate for the presidential election in the beginning of this year 
against the wishes of the national leadership he has associated 
himself with the alternative political line of all-round unity ruid all
round struggle. He took a decisive stand against coostitutionalism 
and allied himself with the forces of workers' and peasants' struggles, 
with Socialists and Comnmnists and stood for uniting these forces 
with those of Left Nationalism in an endl...ivour to achieve the 
broader unity of the people under the Congress for a decisive fight? 

The blow against Bose, therefore, can only be interpreted as 
the determination of the Working Committee to completely suppress 
the considerable minority in the Congress which represents new 
forces of mass organi."1tion and struggle. 
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Oandhiji himself recognised that the bulk of Congressmen were 
losing faith in his constructive progranune. Gandhiji knows well 
that the bulk of Congressmen disagree with his dictum that an 
allround struggle should not be launched for fear of violence. 
Recently he suggested in Harijan that this central issue be thrashed 
out in a special session of the A. I. C. C. 

G~dhiji admits that the choice between the cont11eting lines 
which are being posed before the Nation must be made by the 
A. I. C. C. We say it must be made by the entire membership of 
the Congress. Let the issues be fonnulated, let them be discussed 
by the conferences of primary members, by primary committees 
and district committees. Let the coming delegates' elections be 
fought round this issue and then let the full session of the Congress 
take the decision on it. 

A Bureaucratic Blud1eoa 
A mighty democratic organisation like the Congress could not 

function in any other way. But our Working Committee thinks 
otherwise. It wants to suppress the minority view by using the 
bludgeon of disciplinarY action. It has given the broad hint to the -Provincial Executives to follow its lead and debar the minority 
leaders )Vho participated in the 9th July meetings from being delegates 
for the Gongress for 3 years. What we are faced with is not a 
democrahc decision over the vttal pollhca/ issue of the conflict 
which 1~· raging within the Congress but a bureaucratic steam
rol/enng of the minority view. They got a .. homogeneous·· Working 
Committee at Calcutta-now their heart is set on getting a completely 
homogeneous Congress at the coming annual session. 

It is Imperialism-our enemy who will be pleased with this 
decision. The Working Committee has taken other 1~rtant 
decisions. We are going to resist imperialist war preparati . Our 
Ministries have been ordered to resign instead of carrying t war 
measures shows our displeasure at the preparations to impose 
Federation by refusing to allow our members to attend thd present 
extended central legislature. 

But side by side with this fighting gesture you have launched 
an attack, a coercive measure against a part of the Congress. You 
have shown your willingness to suppress those forces of struggle 
with which you swore united front in 1936-37. 
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An Invitation To Compromise 
We have bared our teeth towards the enemy-but at the same 

time weakened the amt of unity with which to smite him. Will not 
the enemy laugh'l "Congress will not bite perhaps it will beg"
Will not the enemy draw this insulting inference? 

By accompanying a fighting gesture against Imperialism by a 
vicious attack against the Left, the Working Committee appears as 
if it is tendering its bona fides to the enemy. '"We arc detennined 
to resist War and Federation, but we can equally firmly hold in 
check forces of revolutionary struggle."' This is an invitation to 
compromise. What it will lead to is further aggression by 
imperialism and di.vruption of our own forces. 

Reverse The Disruptive Decision . 
There ·are· senous implications of the action against Sjt. Bose. 

But the Leftists, Socialists and Communists will not be provoked. 
They are not going to play the game of the splitters. It is their task 
to achieve unity of the people and of the Congress for a decisive 
struggle. We arc confident of our growing power and influence. It 
is based on the growing political consciousness of the masses
bori, in the innumerable working class and peasant struggles which 
arc taking place throughout India including the States. 

We call upon all Left Congressmen, Socialists and C'ommunists, 
to re-double their efforts in enrolling Congress members, in 
conducting a mass campaign among the primary members of the 
Congress for uniting the entire Congress behind the policy of 
launching a nation-wide struggle against Federation and War as 
indicated in the Tripuri resolution on National Demands. 

The primary Congress members must assert them.felve.'l. They 
must send such delegates to the next Congress as will reverse this 
disruptive decision and achieve unity of the Congres.f, of the 
leadership and of the people for a final decisive fight. 

P.C. Joshi 
Ajoy Ghosh 

G. Adhikari 
R.D.Bharadwaj 

12th August, 1939. 



~ 
MOBILISE FOR RELEASE OF ALL 

POLITICAL PRISONERS 
Sharai Athar Ali 

From the 7th of July to the .3rd of Augi1st . for full 28 days. 89 
pol1n,·al prtsoners in the Dum Dum and Alipore Central Jails 
of Bengal were forced to wage a desperate battle against immense 
odds for the1r liberty. 

For two whole years. the fate of thousands of political pnsoners 
bas been in the forcftont of our people's fight agamst the suppression 
of democratic and civil liberties. Two years ago, millions of our 
people were stirred to their depths when our valiant comrades m 
the remote Andamans undertook their historic hunger-strike. Smee 
then upto the present moment. the issue of the release of all political 
prisoners has deeply agitated the country. So vast and .&remendous 
was the volume of the nation·s protest on the occassion of the 
Andmnans hunger-strike that the Central Government and ats 
provinciat henchmen were forced to repatriate them. 

But that eplSOde only marked the first step in the movement for 
the unconditional release of thousands of political prisoners who 
were rotting in imperialist dungeons, for the sole crime of having 
served in the country's cause of freedom. 

Following upon the repatriation of the Andamans prisoners, the 
insistent pressure of the people's extra-parliamentary mowment 
enabled the popular Mimstries in the Congress provinces€' fulfil 
their pledges in the matter of the release of all political p · rs ~ 
but not so in those provinces which were dominated anti-
Congress Ministries This was particularly the case in I, 
which bad fallen a prey to a rabidly communal and reaationary 
Ministry. The Huq Ministry, which relied for its strcDgtb not on 
the democratic masses of the people but on the landlords and the 
foreign bowgeoisie, was dead set against the release of political 
prisoners or the extension of civil liberties. Neither the sufferings 
of the prisoners, nor the countl)-wide agitation for their release and 
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for the widening of civil liberties, nor its own election promises 
would move it. Thus it came about that Bengal, with thousands 
of detenus and political prisoners convicted by special tribunals in 
earlier circumstances, became the stonn centre of democratic struggle 
for civil liberties. 

The Andamans hunger-strike and the vast campaign which 
accompanied it, the success of the people's agitation in the Congress 
provinces. the resignation of the U.P. and Behar Ministries on the 
eve of the Haripura Session of the Congres.r gm;e a tremendous 
fillip to the Campaign for the release of political prisoners generally. 
and in Bengal, in particular. The whole province was swept by 
vast demonstrations and an avalaache o.f protest meetings. added 
to hy a wave of hunger-strikes in the several jails-one such 
himger-.i;tr.:J,.~ z1:,1ding to the martyrdom of Harendranath Munshi 
m the Dacca .Ja1l on the 30th January 1938. 

The movement then attained such heights that Mahatma Gandhi 
was induced to put himself at its head. In consonance with his 
wishes and on his assurance that he would be able to secure the 
release of all prisoners by the 13th of April 1939~ the mass movement 
and the hunger-strikes were made to cease. 

During March-April 1938. he opened negotiations with the 
Govenunent. twice personally visiting the Governor, and c-onferring 
several times with the Bengal Ministers. Subsequently. lh· carried 
on the negotiations through correspondence and later still deputed 
Sjt. Subhas Bose who was then the Rashtrapati, to '"erve as his 
intennediary. Some detenus were released in this manner. But after 
6 or 7 months the negotiations broke down completely because the 
Bengal Government would not commit itself to the release of some 
hundreds of political prisoners still remaining. 

Meanwhile in accordance with Gandhiji's wishes there had 
been no agitation, no mass movement and it soon became clear 
that it was precisely this factor which had emboldened the Huq 
Ministry to eventually decide on keeping the remaining batch 
behind the bars for tts own purposes of curtailing the civil liberties 
of the democratic masses. On the contrary, it continued to increase 
represstve mea.fJlres against the rising Congress, Kisan, Mar.door 
and Student movemenfl. 

Once again agitation flared up. November 20th, 1938, was 
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observed as the All-Bengal Political Prisoners' Day all over the 
province demanding the release of the remaining politicals and 
condemning the Ministry. Each day the conditions of the prisoners 

. who bad been sentenced to long tenns of imprisonment, several for 
life, were getting worse. Disease played havoc causing deaths and 
suicides. 1be prisoners were constantly subjected to petty tyrannies 
at the bands of the jail authorities; they were kept isolated ftom 
their friends and relatives whose letters to them more often than 
not remained undelivered. In early November 250 politicals in the 
Alipore Central and Dum Dum jails resorted to a 3 days hunger
strike as a protest against a number of grievances. 

In January 1939, after further shillyshallying the Bengal 
Government set up an Advisory Committee to examine and 
recommend cases to the Provincial Govermnent for release. But so 
slow and dubious was the procedure of this Committee that Sjts. 
Sarat Bose and Lalit Chandra Das were forced to resign on May 
3 lst last because they felt that the majority of the Committee were 
merely serving as tools of the Ministry. "It was clear to us, " said 
Messrs. Bose and Das, · "that Government we1Y not ~palYd to 
releale all prisoners no matter how favourable the atmosphere 
was." 

It now became evident that Gandbiji's technique of trying to 
change the heart of the Ministry, his eschewing of mass struggle 
had proved quite useless. His time-limit providing upto the 13th 
April 1939 had expired long ago; but Gandbiji in the light of his 
method retUsed to give the call for mass struggle, a struggle of the 
whole people, as the only remaining alternative. On the contrary, 
he repeated his appeal to the Bengal Govemment to keep alive their 
·'conciliatory'' spirit and to re-invite the two Congressmen fo serve 
OD the Committee; he also counselled the prisoners not tP go on 
hunger-strilce. 

[ Receady in an article in the Hartjan he has made af vicious 
attack on the use of the hullger-strib weapon and has .._. the 
daDprous sugcstion to the Working Committee to include steps 
apinst irs use in itl arseaal of disciplinary action. Thus he leads 
the anti-sttugle attack cvm to the individual sphere of action of 
Ccmgrcssmen.] 

TM 1iblation, however. had al1eady become too galling/or the 
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prlsoner.r to bear, It was clear to them that Gandhijl's method had 
failed and ii was necessary to draw afresh directly the co11ntry's 
att,ntion to themselves and to the entire question of civil liberties. 
Thus after appealing for the people's support and for the support 
of the nation's leaders they launched on their determined struggle 
to the death. 

The response to their appeal was immediate. Simultaneously 
with the start of the hunger-strike the sympathy of the entire people 
w.as aroused Congress organisations, workers, /cisans, students 
and women came out on the streets and squares in their tens of 
thousands to demand the immediate and unconditional release of 
the prisoners, condemning the Huq Mints try. Scores of meetings 
were held daily in Calcutta and the Mo.fussil areas. The Bengal 
Conglfls,,,(\"""""'ittee and its district and town and other committees 
whole-heartedly conducted a raging and tearing campaign from 
day to day, observmg the 15th of July as a province-wide Polihc:al 
Prisoners ' Release Day. Thousand of students of every grade, as 
the most fervent and enthusiastic elements conducted a vigorous 
campaign. they also observed the 19th of July as a Day for all 
the Students of Bengal under the auspices of the Bengal Sh1dents 
Federation. There were several mass rallies of the workers and 
/cisans In Calcutta and in the rural areas. All glory to the thousands 
of the women of Bengal and the girl students who participated 
actively in the campaign I Di1ring the whole period oj the strike 
every sec'lion of the democratic masses came out in its thousands 
to condemn the Bengal Ministry. and to support the demand for 
uncondt'lional and immediate release of the prisoners. 

While thus the tremendous tempo of popular feeling afforded 
a splendind opportunity for achieving its object, the national 
leadership under the inspiration of Mahatma Gandhi and in 
accordance with its own policy of drift and compromise and of anti· 
struggle, ~'bile paradoxically enough rec-0pising the justice and 
urgency of the political prisoners cause. copdemned the hunger· 
strike and refused to raise the question to its proper political plane. 
Thus they proved themselves of no use in this hour of need of a 
first class politi.cal struggle against the henchmen of Imperialism; 
and for liberating a band of gallant warriors at a juncture critical 
both for the prisoners and for the country on the verge of a life 
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and death struggle agamst the menace of 1mpcuahst \\ar and the: 
1mpos1t1on of the hat1.-d fodc1 auon 
In the nudst of those ru1,1uus da~ s. C\ en though the p11'ionc1., \\ere 
bcmg rcmo\ cd d..111~ to hospital. m p1 l!C.morn. .. ~ond1tmn. the mf.unou!\ 
Bengal Mm1stn through its spokcsm.111. Klm.11a Sn f'ia1.mmddm. 
mamtamcd It~ c.1llou~ and adamant attitude At the same time no 
appeal could make the p11soncrs change the1r nnnds Ra1cmli.i 
Babu and Sjt \lahadco Desai. the latter an cm1ssan from Gandh111. 
fJJlcJ to persuade the prisoner~ to ch.:mgc their course hecau..::c 
nt:1thcr of them could suggest an .1ltcm.1tl\c plan of .ictmn "luch 
could secure their rdcasc m the 1111mcd1atc tutmc 

It lH1\ dt·"r that the old leadc:r\/11p had ah,mdoned them 
ThctT hungcr-StllkC \\,\S 111 the fomth \\<.."Ck illlU DO\\ It !)CCrtlCd 

that .i major calam1t) \\Ould soon mcrtalc a number of them The 
nation \\ a1tcd t~nscl) 

At tlm 1zmct11re the Bt·n~al l'm\·muttl < 'ong1t \ \ ( "omn1111t'l' 
came'" the ll'H lll' luth a de/mitt phm ol ac,tw11 .\//\ S11hhm ll11H' 

and .\~m1/ HU\1.. '11the1mtanc.e o/ t/1<. B PC· C ' 111/111rrtul1111,,.·1\'ll11 \ 

H 1th the \tnli.en prt:\m1dcd thun to \ll\f'c.11LI till. h1111~u...,,.1r1/i., /m 
a pt!nocl of n1 o mcmth' on tile m wrtlllt (' that tin JJcngltl l'rcw11u wl 
Con~rt \ \ C 'mmmttu: had unc.IL"1 tali.t·n full ,., \f'011\1h1/11.\ for 
c.onduamg a 1..amp,11>:11for1Ju:1r 1\•h.mE. // 1111/1111 tu o mo111Ji, tlw1r 
relemc: Hm not <.ffec.f(.'d the B /'C (' ncmld laumh lltn!U m.11011 

on a mLH \ \c.ale preparcmom to that effect hm·m~ alrl'ad; ~ot 

under ""-' 
On this ~1ssurancc the XlJ \ahant pn .. oncrc; broke th~ir fast on 

the 3rd of August 
But th1c; b) no means end~ the m.1tt.:r. thi.: r~.1' fight 1s ~till ahead 

With the record of the r..:act1onal") I luq l\hm~t~ '"·'for..: u~ there 
can b..: no CilS) outcome SJt Subhas Bose ha!- appc.ilcd for I 0.000 
'\Oluntcers and I 0.000 rupees for the commg fight fa..:~ orgam~tmn 

m Bengal. Congress. K1san. Mazdoor. Student and C'ultur.11 must 
supply its ma'\1mum quota The ag1tat1on. too. m the mtcn emng 
period must be one of ceaseless C'\plammg to the massc" and 
mobdismg the \\ 1dcst ~upport 

Onl} by dmt of orgamc,cd mass pressure \\Ill tlus la~t h&ttch of 
h<..-ro1c fighters of freedom be seL frc1: The people arc pl~gcd to 
secure their release here and nm\ The hunger-strike has sho\\11 a 
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splendid C'\amplc of the courage of our natmn The mdhons outMdc 
arc mm mmalh bound not to rest ttll the~ a1c free 
Nor c.m or must the campaign be confim.-J to Bengal All pohtacal 
pn~oncrs mu'3l be ~ct fn.~ m c\ CI) part ot the countl) 

The most alarmmg factor \\ hach dtrcctl~ retards the struggle for 
cn1l ltbert1cs m the non-Congrcs~ Pro\lmc..cs 1s the gro\\IDg attack 
on the Kasan and Labour mo\cmcnt m the Congrcsi, Provmccs
thc UP uo\cmmcnt Circular. the arre~t of the entm~ lcadcr~h1p 
of the G1rn1 Kamgdr Uruon (Commumst) m Bomba\ and the cruel 
treatment of the K1s.m Sat~agrah1o; m Behar 

·n1c da~ s of N.ittl'nal strugrlc ahead demand the restoration to 
us of our comrades mcarccratcd m the Punjab. m Behar n Bomba) 
The release of these pn~oncr~ as a part of the general question C'f 
Cl\ 11 hbcrt1t·~· ruar.mt"'cd to the people m the Congress Elect10n 
Mamk~to a \lilt.' qua mm of the progre">"> of the struggle for 
freedom The BengJI Congrc::.s must get the unqualified support 
of the \\'orkmg ( omm1ttcc .md of the Congre~\ M1m~1ncs In th~ 
\\Ords of the n:c1.-nt Calcutt.1 r\!solutmn of the A r (' ( . to mah.
th< ll'/l!ll\L' Of /hC\C f>rl\0111!Y\ '1 \'/ltt/ I\ ~11£' lll1U dll"t:tf f/1£ ronS:ft.'H 

( 'on11111t11?<'' to ht 1!111 a l'l):OrtJll\ af,!11L1tw11 for tlw 1111mul10te and 
1mto11d11umal It lwH' of thl polwwl 11r1w11t•n 

Fmall). let the "'-nkmg Cornmattec .ii; th\! supreme C'\.ccutne of 
the Cong•~~!-. taki: up the sugge4it1on of the Poht1c:.! Prisoners 
Release Sub-Comnutt~~ of the B p(' r .ind hdp COO\Ch. and all
lnd1a Poht1cal P11soncrs Release Conforcncc JS a step m launchmg 
a nat1on-\\ tdc campaign 

Comrades' Send )Ullr ma'\.1111um of \ohmtecr~ to Bengal. 
contnbutc ~\Cl) pie that \OU can For this once th~ Bengal Mm1str) 
and its foreign fncnds must f...110\\ that our comrad~s must be 
muncd1ateh anJ uncond1t1on.ill) set free Tins 1s th~ unm~atc task 
before all Commumsts. Socmhsts. Trade llmomsts.1' •san Sabha1tes 
and Students 

Al.I. SlJPPOR I I() 1 JU B pc(.' I rOR 1 Ill '1MI DIA Il R1 LUt.."ltJ or 

ALI. POLI fJCAI PRLl\ONI RS' l OR MASS At'TJON ' 



WllAT LED TO THE WAR 
Rajani Palme Dutt 

This is the Second imperialist war. The first 1mpcm1hst \\ar llf 

ll)l4 \\as the \\ar bch\ccn the then lcadmg rnals of \\Orld 
1mpcnahsm. bct\u.-cn the British and Gcnnan lmpcnahsm for th\! 
re-d1\ 1s1on of the \\ orld The \\ ar of 1914 gave nse to the 
beginning of thi; \\orld Soc1ahst re\olut10n. \\1th the \tctof) of the 
socli1hst re\'olution m Russia, tht.• m1t1al \1ctor} of the rc\olut1011 
m Gennan} and c~ntral Europe and the spread of a re\ olutionar~ 
"ave through the \\ orld 

The Basic Cause 
From tlus pomt the \\Orld s1tuat10n has bc~n transformed Th..: 
central issue of \\Orld socaahsm. and \\orld cap1tah~m dommatc' 
all other issues The 1mpcnahst cont11cts. \\h1ch contmuc to de..·\ clop 
m sharpcmcd fonns out of the conscqu~nc~s of the \\ar of I lJ 14 
henceforth on.::ntate themselves and dc\clop m rdatum to 1111~ 
C(..'lltral antagomsm This 1s the dcc1s1\ c factor'' h1ch rn.:idc pos!:tlbl..: 
the rapid TC\ n al and tcnc\\ ~d m1htal') threat of the cm~hcd ,md 
defeated German tmpcnahsm of 191 K In the nonn.il cour~e the 
next stage of 1mpenahst antagonism. after the crushmg of German 
1mpenahsm . \\ould haYc passed to the Anglo-Amcncan antagom~m 
reprcsentmg the l\\O major giants of unpcnahsm. and md<Xd this 
began to flare up rapidly m the first phase 1918-20 But this dt..-cp 
undcrl} mg antagonism rcmamcd beneath the surfaci:. slo\\ h 
matunng. 1t ''as overlaid b} the 1mmcdtatc sh.irper central 
antagonism of cap1tal1sm and soc1ah!lm. b~ the fear of the soc1ahst 
revolution. and the repercussions of tlus s1tuat1on, m Europe b1stead. 
the defeated German 1mpcnahsm "h1ch 1t had been mtcndcd b~ 
Versa.tiles to hold crushed and bound and unable to nsc ant:\\. \\US 

able in a short space to chmb back to power on the basis of this 
central capitalist-socialist or Anglo-Soviet antagomsm llus tactical 
process underlaid the successive stages of Ra.pal1o. of Strcscmann ·" 
mancx.."Uvres. of Hitler ·s commg to power as the champion of the 
West against Bolshevism. and of the case \.\1th \\h1ch Hitler \\as 

"11/E C:OMMl 'NIST' Of l>rcemh,•r 1939, orga11 oj '"I! 
Cr.nnmun1.\I /'arty of lmda 
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pcrnuttcd to re-arm. to receive fim:mc1al ass1stanc1:. to tear the 
bonds of Versa1 Iles as 1 f they \\ere made of paper. and to terrorise 
curopc Bnt"·h 11npt:rw/l\m. which from /<JO./ to /<JJ8 ,·pent all 
If\' rcwm rc:C\ to l>FLll M< 'flll! K\ ()('A. (){ I I>/ <)II I() W!'R.\l IX 

l\/l'HU 1/,JS\I NW\/ /'>13 JO 19>8 S/'h\'1 .111 ff) HFS()[IJU'F.S 10 

U.EIWlll> .IX/l UHSJORL (iJ~R\11.\ /\f/'MU.ll /S\I UX .I\ J~l'HA' \JORE 

/'' JllRRH /,BIS/SI Ill\' Hl·HJUE.IS /Ill~ Sl Pi'OSJ-:1> WHAi'<>.\' .l<iAl\'S7 

UOISllE.'llS.\l 11/FRHm II NJRW!.I> 1/IH ll'f_IJ'O,V lfll/('/l /llS BEEV 

]('H\'/{/J .ffi.ll\S1 JISU,F T/flS /') !FIE. /USJ<' CH Sf. OJ· 711H TJ.IR 

Predatory Treaty of Versailles 

The Alhcds Po\\crs at Vcrsmlkc; pursued contrad1cto11 aims 
On the one hand. thi:y sought to stnki: do\\ n Jcc1sn cl~ one~ and 
for all Gcnmm 11npcnahsm. ahke m the cconom1c. m the poht1cal 
.rnd m thc nuhtal') field Rccogmsmg that th1..· \Wtght of numbers 
of the Gcnnan µcupk 'm the ccntn.: of Europ1.... cq_u.il to the umtcd 
popul.:it10ns of Bnt • .un and France. and combmcd \\tth the highest 
techmcal mdustn.il de\ dopmcnt of .iny European people. must 
me' 1tabl). unJc1 the condthon~ of m1pcnahsm. lead to Gcnnan 
dommatmn of Emupl'. unk~s violent!\. rc!!ilt.tnu·d. the} sought b} 
.1 Pumc peace to hold the Genn,m nation forc1bl) d1\ tdcd. lopping 
off \\hole sections of the German people and handing them out to 
satellite State~. to shatter German commercial and mdustnal 
development h) the sc1zun; 0f shtppmg and colomes anct the load 
of reparations and to destro\ Gcm1an na\ .ii and m1ht.u po\\ Cr 
b\ enforced d1sannamcnt The\ understood \'Cf\o \\tdl that tall!\ \\ere .. .. ,. . 
thL·rcb) SO\\ mg the si:cds for a future \\ ar of re\ engc 1ust as the 
ucmmns thcmsd\CS had done b) their Treat) of Frankfurt Ill 1871 
But the) c.1lculatcd that they held such O\en\hclmmg po\\Cr . 
.ind had nnpoc;cd such stnngcnt prov1s1on of disarmament and 
control. that German) could not bcgm to attempt to reann ~nd bmld 
its po\\cr a ne\\ \\tthout bcmg struck d0\\11 agam before it had 
reached the carhcst stage All the} had fa1ll.!d to cak1•latc \\as ho\\ 
rapidly d1alcct1cs can crumple up and tum mside out the most 
unbrcat...ablc iron bonds Foremost amo1a~. the rank and tile of 
Bntish Conscn at1sm. among the 200 M P s who stormed and 
blustered for a supcr-Carthagiaman peace agamst Germany 111 the 
bhndn1:ss of nnpcnahst greed. and thus laid the seeds for Hitler ·s 
coming to power and for the present \\ar. \\as on Mr. Neville 
Chambcrlam 
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Other side of the Picture 
But then came the other side of the picture I Ill• If t IJ• l > /'t m rns 

II J'"F.RS.111./,J.S llERF Fl"/<:\' \JORI· 1/•R lll> O/• HO/.SllFl1S\/ OR .I 

UE\'f"/\'f" POl'l l.IR H.HOll 110\' /\' (iFU\1.1\'1 I/fl\ 11/rJ fllll•/J 

mm.\1.1 \' .\llll llJUS\J 1\1> J,\JJ'FRl.U JS.\J Bcl\\ccn thc~c t\\o 
confhctmg aims the) signed then o\\n dcath-\\arrant Onl) a gcnumc 
popular revolution 111 German~. \\ h1ch dcstro) s the m1htaf) and 
bureaucratic c.lStc. \\h1ch stnkes do\\D the po\\cr and posscssaons 
of the Junk.er large l:mdo\\ ncrs and of the big mdustnahsts. and 
thus cstabhshe~ the basis for t cal dcmocmc) 111 place the sham 
dcmocrnc) of Weimar. can end the menace of Gcm1::m m1htansm 
and tmpenahsm for the peoples of Europe This the Getman people 
sought to accomphsh m l 9 I 8-23 This the Al hes \\ould not aJlo\\ 
them to accomplish Under the fig-leaf of German Social D<..inocrac). 
\\htch acted a!!! the docile agent of the alhc!i the Gcm1an Spartac1st 
rc\olut1011 \\.ls crushed 111 blood. the l\fal"\.1st leaders of the \\Orkcr~ 
\\ere murdered. the Soldiers. and Worker·o;; Councds \\Crl! d1ssohed 
and m ordc1 to accomphsh th1o;. the old m1ht.:it') caste \\as re
t.'Sklbhshed m pO\\ er and armed a~'' With the b<..'11<.."\ oknt conm\ ancc 
of the Alhcs. Mihtal) \\as rc-cstabhshcd m German) m order to 
fight Bolsh~\ ism The mtcr-Alhed Military l\11~s1on~ for the cuntrnl 
of d1sannarnent had befprc them !.heaves of rcportc; and documents 
on the tllcgal re-amung and the urcgular military fonnat1ons \\htch 
"ere .illo\\Cd to be formed to combat the \\orkers. but the high 
authonties turned a blmd e)c to these reports The Orgcsch. the.· 
Black Rc1ch~\\chr. the Orgamsatton Consul. the Ehrhardt Brigade 
and hke fotmcd the nucleus of the future fascist corps All these 
\\Cn! built up \\tth the connt\ance of the Bnt1sh and French rulmg 
class The Weimar R<.."J)ubhc \\as a facade bchmd \\h1ch the old 
regime held po\\cr. until the \\orJ... ot counter-re\ olut1on \\as 
completoo. the facade could be throm1 aside and the.· open terronst 
d1ctatorsh1p proclaimed of the most n:act1onal) and cha.uv1mst 
sectionc; of tinancc:·cap1tal 

14'rom Versailles to Munich 

In this \\ay the Bnttsh and French ruhng class threw a\\a) m 
a few years the outcome of all the sacrifices they had exacted durmg 
1914-18 from their peoples. \\ho had fought. as they bchc~cd. to 
free the world from the m<..'tlac<.. of German m1htan!,m On the one 
side. they so\.\cd the sc..-cds of future \\ar through the Treaty of 
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Vcrsadlcs b) c:stahhshmg the opprc~ston of the German people On 
the other ~1dc. h~ strangling the Gennan popuhu rc\oluuon and 
cncou1agmg the rc-c~tabhshmcnl of the nuhta~ ca~t1.·. they created 
the fom.· \\ h1ch could ut1ltsc the national gnc\ anccs m order to 
h:bu1ld the fightmg pcm er of lk1m.m 1111pc11ahsm \\Ith a b.i~1s of 
support m the p1.·opli.: The nat1onJ.I oppre~Mon alone could not 
have produced the po\\cr to thrcatcn the mcmhclmmg nnhta~ 
supcrnml\ of Brttam and Fr.mcc The dbcrcd1tcd m1htaf) and 
1eact1onJC) forces £1/onc· could nc\cr have found a bast~ of support. 
m the pcopk \\ 1thout the gcnume n..tt1onal gm!\ ancc to pla) on 
Hut the combmatmn of the l\\O produced thi.: explosive compound
NAl.1-ISM From tlus mom1.·nt the i-.hort-s1ghtcd cup1d1t) and 
bmtahr) ot the Br ltlsh and French rcactlonam:s turned to su1c1dal 
l'rcn?\ \V1th their O\\ n hand~ th"'' tor1.· dll\\11 the bonds of \'crs .. ullc~ 
Arms. finance tcmtones Jll thJt had thi.:) pour1..-d mto the lap of 
the ~Jl'I" '"· .' .,. hl'art\ ideal of the nublr \\amors ofcl\1hs .. mon 
;,1g .. unst Bolshc\ ism . rhc~ \\ 111 cheat \OU \CL thl1'r.! Junk\!I s:· the 
Da1h l\1a1I had brJ\\led \\Ith 1l1(1Ul1tonou:-. m'i1st'-11cy m the da)S 
nf the Ver,!,atllcc; m.1dncs:-. The p11.:d1cuon \\U!- com:ct. hut 1t \\as 
DJ.th !\f.ul th .. 11 \\J~ .. chc.1t"·d·· Th.1t l.1Udcd Hitler to high hca\t:ll 
tore do\\ll \cr-,aillcs and h.1mkd .ill to the Nazi-Junker alliance 
I ht kr 1~ the dm:ct .md "1~1blc mccndtar\ of the prc:sent \\ a1 But 
Hitler '' the product of BntJm J.nd F1ench nnpcnahsm /J· lll II FR 
II/'/ II fl J Ill \II I ( ·11 /(I I /II ( .r \1'011 J>rI< II If. IS 1111: wm IS/I I\'/) 

I R/"\'1 '/{ lU / /\'1' ( I '·'·' I II IT l Ill> I/{/ I k Ill I,,. 11/l• l1l \}'()II /\Fl~ 

1\/1 I'! I• I.'·////· \/lf•'fl /\ f/J,, 111\l> And once a: 11r. the 
i:mhodum·nt of both ~tagl's. of the Versailles stage and of the 
Mumch st.1~c. the p~rso111fic.1t1011 of a decrepit ruhll\' oligarch~ 
i.:Jught and tom of the 'P'kc~ of 1ts O\\ n impotent lu-.ts .• 1ppcars 
the figure of Nc\Jllc Chamberlain the J.rch1tcct of the nusfortunc<;; 
of the Bnhsh people 

How Thl" \Var De,·eloped 
l11e sccond unpcrmh~l \\ar did not bcgm m Scptcmbl'r. l 93lJ 

Jt al re.id) began years ca1 her Its preparation 1113) b~ uaccd Oh!r 

the past eight ~cars Char.ictcr \\as dcscnhcd m the Hrsto~ <'• the 
(' p s u Ill }l)3~ 

A second unpcnahst \\ar has actually begun It began stealthtl~ 
\\tthout am dcclaratmn of \\ar States and nattons h:l\c almost 
1mpcrccpt1bl~ shppcd mto the orbit of a second 1mp~nahst \\ar It 
was the three aggressor States. the fascist ruhng c1rcles of German~. 
ltah mld Japan. that bee.an the \\arm \anous partc; of the \\orld In 
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the final analysis it is being waged against the capitalist interests 
of Great Bntain. France and th~ U. S. A .. since its object is a re
division of the world and of the spheres of influence in fu\'our of 
the aggressor countries nnd at the expense of the so-calkd d~"lllocratic 
states. 
A distinguishing feature of the second imperialist war is that so 
far it is being waged and extcnd~-d by the aggressor pO\\ers. while 
the other powers, th~ ·· Dt..mocratic ·· powers. against ''horn in fact 
the war is directed. pretend that it docs not concern them. wash 
their hands off it. boast of their love of peace. scold the fascist 
aggressors. and ..... surrender their positions to the aggressors bit by 
bit, at the same time asserting that they arc preparing to resist. 
Similarly we have the descnption of Stalin in his spt.-cch in March. 
1939: 
It is a distinguishing feature of the new imperialist war that 1t has 
not yet become universal, a world war. the war 1s bcmg waged by 
aggressor States, who in every way infringe the interests of the non
aggressivc States. pnmarily England. France and d1c U.S.A .. \\hilc 
the latter draw back and retreat. making concession after concession 
to the aggressors. 
The new fact since September l 939 is that. following the German 
aggression on Poland on September 1. Britain and FPllllcc. after 
previously refusing a general peace front which could have checked 
the aggression. have declared war on Germany. 

Warnings Ignored 
What is the significance of this new step? Where docs it lead, 

and what must be the conclusions for action to be drawn by the 
workmg class and the anti-fascist forces'! We arc dealing here with 
a situatmn which is not simple but complex. which is characterised 
b~ many contradictory clements, and m which it is evident that the 
forces have got out of control of the actors and that many sharp 
turns and changes may be expected. Up to the last stages British 
and Fr~nch reaction undoubtedly counted on reaching a settlement 
with Germany. Poland and the Polish Treaty were originallr a pawn 
in the game: that there was no serious consideration of the problem 
of military resistance at the time the Treaty was dra~n up by the 
British Government and by Colonel Beck was sho\\n by the placid 
rejection of the only help which could have saved Poland, Soviet 
military help, and by the complt.-te absence of any plan of combined 
action and the terrible outcome when it came to practice. The 
warnings of Lloyd George and of Churchill at the time were explicit : 
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If \\e an: gomg m (to help Poland) "1thout the help of Russia. \\C 

.m.: walkmg into a trap I ask th1.· Go\cmmcnt to take m1mcd1atc 
steps to secure the adhcston of Russia au alliance an agreement. 
a pact - 1t docs not matta \\hat 1t 1s called. ~o long as 1t is an 
undcr'ltandmg to stand together agamst the .U!:gtcssor Apart from 
that \\C ha\e undertaken a fnghtful gamble. a \'Cf\ nsk) gamble 
(Ll~lld George in the House of Commom•. Apnl 3. 19~9) 
I Ii.: (Chamberlain) guaranteed Polanu. Russia and Greece agamst 
the huge anny of German) I \\as the first to call attcntmn to that 
ob\ IOU!-. fact m the House of Commons I denomict.-d ll a~ ~hccr 
madness to gi\ e such a pledge m the absence of m1hta~ support 
from Russia . Rus'\1:m troopi, alone could reach the battlefield m 
tune to save the Pohsh Arm~ tiom bemg crushed (Lil ·,J Oeorgc 
m the Sunday c'ptc~s Jul~ 27. l lH<I) 

··There I" no mean~ of m.tmt.unmg an Eastern hont agamst 
Na/'1 aggrc3"ilOU \\Jthout the .ict1\ e ,ud ot Rlh~1.1 ·· (Churdull m 
the Dail~ Telegraph. Ma) 4. 1 o;ll) TI1e"e \\:m11n~s nf the Sprmg 
of I 939. \\Inch became tcrnble n:.tht~ m the .\utumn. \\ere not a 
~ecrct. the~ \\ere spoken from the housctupi, The fad that the::-,e 
\\ammgs \\Crc ignored 1s C'\1dcncc that 1:1l·rc \\as no scnous 
C'\pcctallon of .t conflict. the gu.ir:mtl'l..'S \\ere a fonn of d1plomat1c 
press me on U1.·mmn~. the ccrtamt) of a deal \\1th Gc1 man). mcludmg 
a Gcrman-Pohsh settlement. \\,\S assumed Hence also the placid 
accc-ptancc of th"· N:M1 m1hta~ ciccupatmn of Dm1z1!' and the 
prcssur1.· on Poland to make.: no oppol'1t1011 1l 1Jl·came C\ 1d • .t. ''hen 
the Bnt1sh M1htary Mission rc•u::hc.:d l\foscO\\. that the pr'-'bJcm of 
nuhtary resistance \\as not hcmg cons1dcr1.·d a~ a prncticc 

Who \\en: cons1dcrmg. 1t a:. .;l't IOU'i :-tr.1teg1c ptoblem. and the 
British authont1cs pract1c.tl probh:m. and that bct\H'(.'n the So\let 
.iutho11t1cs there \\as no common ground TI1c fin;uu:ial ohgardm.!s 
\\ere only pla) mg as they thought ''1th d1plomati..: p.m ns But the 
diplomatic pa\\ns \\ere h\c n.1t1uns 

Big and Dangerous Game 
The same situation •md cal:llht1011s- -· or m1scakulat1ons- '"ere 
clcarl~ shm\ n in the character 1...:· 1 t1e ncgnLtattnns \\1th the So\'tet 
lJmon There \\as neither <lll) conccptum of urgency nor an~ 
scnous mtcntion to reach a Peace Front Had there b~\!n ~1ther. th\! 
offer of th1.· Soviet Umon for a tinn and hmdmg reciprocal Peace 
Pact \\ ould have b~cn nunk!dtatcly clusc<l "1th. ;tS it "as made. 
mstcad of hcmg tint ignored. then repud11tcd on prmc1plc 

I o/-n ,• 
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(Chamberlain m Apn)}. and then pla)-cd \\1th through c\cf) d~Hcc 
mgenu1t) could m\ ent for delay It 1s evident that the mtent10n here 
also \\aS to use the ncgotmt1011s as a d1plomat1c bluff. m order to 
exercise pressure on Gennan) to reach an agreement b} the threat 
of possible alternat1\c Mcan\\h1le the serious appro.ichcs and 
negotiations \\1th German) \\ent fon\ard (Hudson-\Vohll.1t. 
Kcmslev-Hitler. etc) until the s1tuat1on \\as considered npi:: for thr 
concept~on of the Ft\C po\\ er Conforcncc. excludmg thl! SO\ 1ct 
Umon. tn be pubhcl) launched m the Bntish press Dnrmg all this 
pcnod the Nazi m1htaf) preparations \\cnt opcnl) fon\ard It \\ao; 
kno\\ that mid-August \\ould sec the complct1on of the N.iz1 
mob1hsat1on. Yet this kno\\ledgc produced no sense of urgenc)- m 
Bnt1sh ruhng circles for the necessity of budding an 1111mcdmtc 
front to meet the menace of aggression On the count!"\. as late .is 
August 3. the Bnt1llh Mm1ster of Defence plac1dl\' declared th.1t 
··war 1s unhkcl) -and the Go\'cmment has vef\ good reason') ti.)1 

saymg that"' The) \\ere \Cf) confident of then plan for the second 
Mumch The) \\Cre \Cf) confidt..'llt that the Nazi mob1hsatmn \\Ould 
be directed dllC\\herc The~ \\Cre \t.:I"\ confident th.it the\ h.1d thi: 
poor So' 1et simpletons on a strmg. L'nfonunatd) for them~ch cs 
the) dtd not rcahsc that the~ \\CIC not dcalmg "1th Hlums and 
Attlces. but \\1th men "ho undc1 i,,tocxi e\ en mo\ c of th"· · big .Utd 
dangerous game the Mumch1tes \\ere pla~ mg .. .ind the .. llc11ou' 
fiasco· to \\ h1ch 1t \\ ou Id lead 

Chamberlain's Plans Smashed 

With massive paucncc. the So\lct l.Jmon \\~uteJ till the 'c1) 
extr"'"Ille edge of nsk and dang~r. till thl! second h.1lf of Augui,,t. not 
because they failed to understand the manocu\ 1c~ uf Chamhcrl.1111 
(the sucessne \\ammg~ of Moloto\ and ZhJanm \\ere sharp .1nd 
open) but to gi\c the utmost chance to the force!\ m B11taU1 \\h1ch 
wished for the Pact to a\\ali.en from their da\drcams to the real 
menace and to compel the conclus1on of thi: Pc.ice F1011t \\luch 
could alone sa\c ocacc But the official oppo!i11t1on forces 1n Bntam 
remamcd fatuously complacent and p.isc;1vc. n01s1I~ pruchunung. 
every fe\\i da)S that the Peace Pact was Just about to he rcJchcd 
(\\h1ch \\~ cxactl) ''hat Chamberlain \\J.ntcd them to do). tm~tmg 
Chamberlain. refusing to hft a finger agamst Chamberlain. rcfosmg 
to umtc, claboratcl) discussing the tcnns of a deal \\1th Hitler 
.. after·· the Peace Front mst•;ad of fightmg for the Peace .Frn11t 
When the Bnt1sh M1htary M1rs1on to Mosco\\ at the \cry moment 
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of Hitler ·s full mob1hsat1on. made clear that the\ had not the 
~hghtcst mtcntion of even d1scussmg an) common .1ct1011. the Sm 1et 
Umon drew the ncccssal) conclu~mns and took 1mmcdmtc ~tcps 
to meet the s1tuat1on It \\ClS no longer possible to sa\c genl!ial peace 
bv a Peace Front. when the Peace Front \\as refused b\ th.: 
Govcmmcnts of the West. the Wco;tcm peoples prm ed mcajmblc 
of chcckmg the sabotage of their Go1'emmcnts It \\a~ not possible 
to save the doomed and passr\.c peoples of th1; West agamst their 
\\Ill It \\as necessal) to find an altematt\e path to break the 
counter-rcvoluttonal)' front On August 23 the Soviet Limon ~1gncd 
the Non-Aggression Pact with German~ The rcachonal) plans of 
C'hamberlam \\ere smashed \\Ith a ~mgk blo\\ 

The Blood Guilt 

From tlw :-ini11t the fiasco of Ch.unbc·rl.un \\.ts mamfcst to the 
\\Ord The refusal of the Peace Front recoded on th" he.id:, of the 
non-intervcnt1omsts From thl! moment that Httkr \\3~ clear that 
<'h.1mbcrlam had finall~ rduscd the P..:ace Front. he knc'' th.it he 
could stnke his him' Th~ Munichttl''S. the Bnt1sh n.accmnancs "ho 
refused the Pcac~ Front and let loose catastrophe upon th!.! \\orld. 
nowt~ to hide their guilt and to clann that the Sm 1ct-G~nmm Non
Aggrcsston Pact let loose H1tler"s attack Tlus 1s hkc cl.tumng that 
b\X'ausc the thunder folio\\ s the hghtnmg. the flash 1s the cau~c l'f 
the thunder lhtlcr·s mob1hsat1on \\as rcachmg its hcuT'h, alrcad~ 

by Mid-August 'Ille blow \\as \'1s1bl~ pn.·pa11ng Onl~ the ll'h u:dmtc 
conclusmn of the Peace Front could have checked it T11c So\ t\'.'t 
nulitary authontlcs put fornard the most urgent anJ concrct~ 
proposals for action to d11!ck 1t These propo~als \\ere refused 
From the moment of that refusal the fate of Wcc;tcm and C'~ntral 
Europe \\as scaled 1 he refusal of tlze /'c:ace /<i·mu hy Chamhtrlam 
lt!d equal{v to the Sov1c:t-Ciermcm Non-Aggre."1011 I'm .. cmd to 
Hitler l' attack The two c:omequenc:e~ .follc>H c:cl from a \117)!lt: 

came The blood-guilt L.annot be cc;capcd 111e rcsp11n!.1b1ht~ for 
this war hes not only \\Ith Hitler. the dm:~·t •tggr~ssor •md laum her 
of the war. but with Bnttsh and French n. :t1011 ''ho could h:n c 
checked the aggression \\1thout \\ar and \\ho refused. thereby 
choosing the path of war 

Chamberlain's War AIMS 
Now that the \\rar 1s here. under the cond1t1ons of Chambcrl.un ·s 

choosing. not of our choosmg. \\hat course must the Bnttsh and 
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French pi:oplcs. \\hat course must the "orkmg class fighter., ag:uno;t 
fascism. pur:,uc'' Though it is a "·lf agamst I htlcr. the spearhead 
of mtemat1onal n:act1on and the de.uJl~ encm~ of the mtcmatmnal 
labour movement. the.· .f1.1a mmt be.· Im t!d that 11 I\ an 1111pcrw/l\t 
war Thi,· '"" J.\ not the uar of tht• Jh1u l·ronl agam.\I fa\1,,1\/ 
aggre.\ \Wl1 • for th~ P~cc Front "as ne\ l.!r r..:ahscd. thl! n.·ahsJtmn 
ofthi: Peace front \\Ould have meant not \\.u but peaCL' The Bntish 
and French rcact1onancs arc not fight mg fot democracy .1gamst 
fascism. or the~ \\ould ha\.c stood by Spam and C.zcckoslm .:ik1a 
The~ arc not tightmg for freedom of small nations or for the 
sancttt) of treaties. or for the maintenance of peace against 
aggression They ha\c: trampled .ill thl.!sc prmc1pl1.!s under foot and 
shom1 m a practice that they hm e no care for them The) ail! 
fighting for their O\\n 1mpcnahst mtcrcsL.., and for nothmg d:-.1.! 
They arc tightmg because the furthe1 aJ\ ancc of H1tlt..:r-fasc1~m 
to the dommatmn of Europe, to the south-cast and to the Muldh.: 
Eastern Emptrc. and to the demand for colon11.:~. thrc.itcn:,, the \ 1t.ll 
mterests ofBnt1sh unpcnahsm The) arc fightmg for the: m.untcnance 
of the Bnt1sh Emptre agamst a 'it.ii 1mpc11Jhsm .\nd c\ en .1flcr 
the) ha\c fonnally declared \\ar. the~ stdl scl.!k for J \\.l\ out. for 
a b.i:,1'\ of settlement that could dt\ at the 1111pl!r1.ihst \\ a1. \\ hollc 
dcadl\ menace to thtt1r \\hole S)Stem the~ \\di undc1~t.md. 11110 the 
chann:ls of countcr-re\olut10n.i11 \\ar The~ usl.! the ,JogJn~ l't 
ant1-fa:,,c1sm for thctr own dtrt) am1s The~ \\Ill puro;ue thl.! \\a1 for 
thctr impcnah"it aim:,, to reach an m1pc11.1hst pc.1~c On all the'!! 
har:,,h n .. aht1cs. there 1s no room for 11lu:-.1on' 

The Historic Signal 

The pmhl\!m\ bcfori.: the \\orkmg cla'~ mo\cml.!nt .uc sh.up .md 
urgent But the dilemmas of the impi.:nahM"i .m: a hundred t1111~' 
great1.:r The~ can neither find theu ~olut1on m peace nor m \\,11 

The SO\ 1ct Umon gro\\ ~ 1mme~111 abl\ '\lrcmgcr 1 hL· ba&1~ of the 
fascist dictator ~hips l"i bcmg undcnnml.!d E\.plos1\ c situation~ 
develop m all the bdhgcrcnt countm.:~ The colonial peoples stu 
agamst their bonds and sec before th~m nc\\ puss1b1httc~ of athancmg 
their struggle for hb~ratton 'I III SLU 1\ID IMl'l Rll\I !S'I WAR IS 1111 

lllSIORICAL smNAI H>R MASS AW.\KI NINO IN 1111. ( tHINIRll ~ (l( 

LUROPI· AND IN Al I. mr ('OJ ONIAI ('()I IN1 IHI s ANI> J OR NI \\' 

ADVANCI. H> 1 IU. GOAL OJ· WCJH.J l> SO('(AI ISM 
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The Background 
Frum the da' the "iCcond 1mpcnahst \Vorld \\at began. \\e ''ere 
,1lhcl') concerned Not to sa\ that the machmahon~ of('hambcrlam 
and h1~ gang h.1d cmnc,hcd us m their ghb t.ilk abc•Jt ··dcfcncc 
of democ1ac\ ·· \Vhat \\orncd the t'ommumsts. lcade1c; and rank 
.md file. \\J~ ho\\ to cffcct1\ cl\ harn1..•,c; the opportum~. and create 
confidcuv.: m ~n .. lndmn 1'i.1t1onal C'ongrcs~ that the \\01kmg class 
\\ould not foll bchmd m the fight agamst 1mpcnah~m and for 
mdcpcndcncc 

It \\US mcrc,1~nu~l\ C\ 1dcnt th.it thcwp ica<lcl"\lup m the Congrcs!t 
\\.ts hc~1tant .md \\,l\crmg It \\as adopti.ag dilator~ tactics. and 
!!:lllllg 111 tor ncgot1attons \\1th the \'1ccro~ 

Thc count~ \\as !,CCthmg \\Ith discontent The Defonce of India 
Ordmancc ,,,1, dcmo1 ahc;mg quite .i lot of p,lht1cal \\orkcrs m the 
Congrc.,~ fold through 1rs ruthless pro\ 1s1ons .. It 1s '10 more a 
question uf gomg to 1a1I a"i m the C D <l..t~ s. this t1rn ~ \nu face 
th"' gallll\\~ I Ld u~ not be r.i,h. let uc; mo\ c "1th cucumsp1. .. t1on ··
this \\as the ad\ ICl' frcd) gl\ en b\ n::spons1ble .. lc~'dcrs · 

The Connnumsts \\ere faced \\1th the task of bn:akmg the spdl 
of the Ordmance. and crcatmg confidence m the massi:s \Ve. 111 

Bomba\. dctcmuncd to gl\c thi: kad. and naturall~ our first task 
"as to orgamsc a one-da~ poht1c.il stnk~ "1th the domm·111t scct1on 
of the local \',orkmg-cJ,1ss. th~ textile \\Orkcrs. shouldcrmg thc 
burdi:n 

The Handicap~ 

We \\CTC faced \\Ith trcmct\dous obst..tcles 
TI1c local nanonahst nc\'vspapcrs \\ere cro\\mg the 1mpenabst 

tune under the direct gaze of the Press C cnsor The) refused to give 
us even a fc\\ odd lmcs m a remote comer of their JOumals for 
the purpose of g1vmg the ca II Legal lcaffots and handbills could 

1'11bll,/11•d 111 \~1710\:1/ VRO\'f" Rtli Octn/>,·1 JO.~IJ 
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not be issued. as the owners of printing presses refused to risk 
··confiscation·· by publishing our manifesto or appeal. Even the 
··Kranti'·. our Marathi weekly, and the ··National Front•• had been 
forced to close down because no press was prepared to print 
··communist'" newspapers. 

The police made bando-bast to prevent processions by enforcing 
the requisite of a '·pass·· to be previously obtained fonn the local 
police station. 

Our most popular comrades on the textile ftont, the office 
bearers of the Gimi Kamgar Union, were bound down by ''bail
conditions · •. They were prohibited from addressing meetings, or 
otherwise taking part. directly or indirectly, in the furtherance of 
any strike. Thus. Comrades Dange, Mirajkar. Mrs. Dange. Patkar, 
Bhise and Bhogle were not available to us. 

The C. S. P. was not ready to co-operate. 
The Trade Unions would have to be left out of count in order 

not to depnve the workers of their legal organisations in these days 
of economic hardship entailed by the War. 

Besides all this, the issue would be a straight political one. not 
pt:rmitting the use of economic grievances for rallyif1R support. A 
clear anti-war call \\Ould be given, the Ordinance would be defied 
in action and not in mere words, and WC Were to be ready for the 
full coris~-quenccs of the action 

The Preparations 

A mci..'ting of all Conununists unanimously decided for the strike 
to be called on 2nd October. The die was cast. 

Our campaign immcdia1':ly started with barely three weeks in 
hand. With hurricane speed met.-tings of contacts were convened. 
areas divided up, and details chalked out. From the first day, the 
streetcorner meetings were organised. All our speakers, .rpxl, bad 
and indifferent were posted in different localities. Undcr!the Rcd
Flag gathered toiling men and women to listen to the cleal analysis 
of the war, the repudiation of any and every comprotlise, the 
exposure of· ·neutrality'', the reasons why the working class was 
forced to take the lead and point the way to the rest of the nation, 
a call to immediate action. 

From all comers came d1e demand for handbills and leaflets. 
With great difficulty the Manifesto was printed anyhow and 
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circulated. The Congress Ministry had distributed thirteen lacs 
handbills. and the B.P T.U. C. had printed I lac 20 thousand bcfor~ 
the general strike on 7th November Only ten thousand copies of 
the Manifesto could be printed for the strike on 2nd October. 
Further handbills were not possible to get 

Everyday. after the mills closed. the working class area hummed 
With activity. Cyclists with red-flags went shouting by. In the night 
men with burning torches appeared at strategic comers and harangued 
the crowd A new cadre which had not touched the textile workers 
before, took street-comer and chaw] meetings, and gave convincing 
proof of the ramifications of Communists m the city They argued 
and carried con\'iction. patiently explaining the difficulties that 
loomed large before the workers. In the morning as the workers 
went to liacir r.nHs and factories. they were greeted by handwritten 
posters in their cha\\ ls. on the walls of buildings, on the stairs they 
mounted. at the gates they entered. even on the road on which they 
walked. Group meetings of·· contacts· . the gatherings of promising 
\vorkers selected for their mettle in previous local strike struggles, 
were organised by the hundred Everywhere the effort was to 
dearly understand the pohtical implications of the strike. These 
contacts emerging form these .. study circles .. widened the net of 
organisation. and proved to be the pivot of the strike Tb~ brought 
home the lesson that effcctm~ Trade Uruon work is ind.~pcnsable 
for a party professing Marxism. because that alone can supply the 
necessary links with the working masses and permit you to test and 
choose the nght men. The patient work of our comrades for the 
last su many years m the Guni Kamgar Union ~as }ielding the 
result. 

Four days previous to the strike the first blow was received. 
Com. Sawant was arrested with a bundle of anti-war posters and 
taken to the lock-up. The comrades resolved ... We shall be more 
careful. We cannot afford to lose comrades "lee this··. The campaign 
was further intensified on the last days but no arrest of a similar 
kind could be effected by the police. 

Rally on Sunday 
The rally of worker~ at Delisle Road mustered only ten tl-aousand 

nten and a sprinkling of women workers. 
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·"This means that the strike to-morrow will be a flop'• said an 
interested press reporter in the hearing of our comrades . 

.. 1 beg your pardon"'. came the prompt reply. ··what you do 
not sec is the character of the gathering. We arc working on a 
different basis this time. We are not relying on agitation and mass 
enthusiasm so much as on effective organisation. Herc in this 
meeting there are representatives from every centre and area. The 
picked men. the contacts arc here. And we arc confidt.'Dt about 
success to-morrow.·· 

But the prc..-ss representative went away unconvinced. He had 
witn..:sscd the rally that prcccdc..-d the 7th November gc..'Dcral strike. 
It had reached the colossal figure of nearly a lac. This rally could 
not impress him. 

Com. Joglckar presided at the rally. In his characteristic style. 
he brought the grimness of the occasion to bear on the workers 
Com. Parulckar. Joint S"'-crc.."tary of the All-India Trade Union 
Congress and a member of the Servants of India Society, spoke 
next. In burning words. he tore the veil that covers the propaganda 
by the Government •"Why should you offer your li\'es at the altar 
of this British Empire'! This is a \'var bct\\ecn t\\O daclJtts. Let them 
fight betwei.:n themse!ves. Why should \\C. the toilers. their victims. 
h~lp them"!'· Comrade Ranadive made the best spc..-cch of the day 
In quiet argumentative style. he posed one problem after another 
and demolished the bogt..·y held up before the \\orkcrs against the 
strike on tht: 2nd October. 

We arc told we shall lose a wcck·s wages by gomg on a day's 
stnkc. But \\ho can deny that if we do not strike on this political 
issue. if \\~ do not give the call for action so that national 
independence may be achien.-d. we shall lose not a week· s \\ages 
but the wages of a \\hole life-time. the wages of freedom from 
slavery. t'1c wages of happiness from misery, the wage$ of relief 
from stark exploitation that is our misfortune to-day, ahd harder 
chains to-morrow'! ......... We arc not stealing the initi;d:ive form 
anybody. Through the strike, we assure the Congress. die Indian 
nation, that the working class will be solidly behind every struggle 
for attairung freedom, whatever the cost. however big the sacrifice 
demanded ...... We give our assurance by deeds and not only by 
words ...... To-day the British lion has fallen into a pit which he 
dug himself He had meant 1t for Soviet Russia, the land where 
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Workers and Peasants rule. It is not our good fortune to claim that 
we have pushed him i11to the pit. But it is certainly our good fortune 
that he is in it We arc not going to help him to come out. 111c 
lion is telling us : ·Pull me out by my tail. dear lamb. and \\C shall 
be eternal friends.· But we know full well that the lion will cat us 
up if he is once extricated. So all we arc ready to do is to push 
him deeper down. to cover the pit. along with him. with dust and 
sand. and give this vicious exploiting Empire a decent burial.. ..... ·· 

There was loud and long applause. ··victory to the Red Flag'' . 
.. DO\\TI with Imperialist War"· ... Long live Indian Independence .. 
burst forth from every comer 

The mcctmg transformed itself into a procession. heaJed by the 
women with torch-hghts. Till late in the night. these men and 
womtm mardr.~·I through streets and by-lanes carrying the message 
for the next day. 

All night there \\3S feverish activit}. The finishing touches to 
the arrangements were completed by 2 a.m. And by 4 a.m .. the 
pickets \\ith Red Flags had already reached cv~ry mill-gate. Over 
and above these. there \\t.:re pickets posted at strategic comers and 
chawl-gates. Then with baited breath we \\aited. I turned to Com. 
Bukhari and asked : .. \Vhat is your estimate of success·>.. A 
mysterious jumble of lines gathcn.-d on his forehead and with the 
left '-'Ye half-clos<.,-d. he haltingly said : ··~11cccss-l am certain 
about. But numbers- I fear it may not reach even 50 p.~'"ccnt of 
7th November. You see. the odds arc too great.,. 

I asked Com. Vaidya the same qnesllon. He said : · ·1 nc Bombay 
working class has nt..-ver failed us. But I agn.-e the odds arc \'cry 
great. No press. no handbills. on cffccti\•e opposition to give 
momentum. no effective aid from others. They are trying to kill 
us by isolation. by putting us in cold-storage ...... Y cs. Yes. I believe 
we can draw easily about thirty thousands or so-because the issue 
is a straight politically prepared strike and the terror of the Defence 
of India Act are prevalent in the city. 

I asked a young worker lad : ·'What arc the workers feeling '? 
Will there be a striker' He was visibly annoyed. ''Have you doubts 
about it'? Come to my chawl and speak to the workers themselves. 
The worker is quite confident about the strike. We have done it 
before, we shall do it again.'· And then the momentous day arrived. 
All our sober calculations were smashed up by the militant working 
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cJass. The Bombay textile proletariat rose to the occasion and gave 
a bigger and a better demonstration then 7th November. 

The Red Letter Day 
We had only one motor-lorry to give the call on the day of tht 

strike. The loud-speaker was not available. Nor were Coms. Dange 
or Mirajkar available. 

Police arrangements were thorough. In front of cvel".) mdl-gatc. 
at cvCI".)· street-comer, the Pohcc with their lathis strutted about 
under the direct supervision of a sergeant or a sub-inspc.:ctor. Jn 
three or four places. anned policemen with nfles were present in 
batches of twelve and more. Four loaded police vans continuously 
patrolled the labour areas, going round and round, stopping bcforc 
each mill-gate, ex.changing greetings and going ahead. 

But where were the workers'! 
The slogan given was : · · You need not star out of your houses 

Do not throng near mill-gates. or the Police may take the excuse 
for a lathicharge or more.·· And the order \\as being obeyed Th.: 
streets remained empty, especially m front of mill-gates 

·'Bombay workers are orgcmzsmg a protest vHlzke on 2nd 
October against war and m order to declare that Inciw c:an hdp 
the world democrac1 and the caus~ ofpeac:e only hy establl.\·lunx 
democracy and freedom /or her-;e(l Th1.\· polu:y zs m /me wuh tht· 
declared policy of the ( ·ongre.vs. 

l greet the action of the Bombay workmg c:lass a.v g1vmx c1 leczci 
to other c:lasses for ac:tzon m this hour o.f c:rms. 

1 take the strike as proof that our people are prepared to bad 
up the Congress Working Commltlee m any ce11l for ~truggle. 

The workers ure strzkmg for a clc1y. let the entire natwn 
simultaneously declare for freedom und against 1mper1altsm 

-SUBHM BOSE. 
Picketing wa.~ hardly needed. 
At the Morarjce Mills I got mixed up with some Bhaiya workers. 

One of them was saying : '"Bhaiya. this time we must not be 
disgraced like Jast time, We are not going in at all-nowhere near 
the gates. They blanu.-d us as strike-breakers. Don't you remember 
the rebuke of Swamiji when he came here the other day?'' And 
the others-to a man- concurred. 

In Madanpura, the Muslim workers seemed equally dt.1ermined. 
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·'This 1s our strike too. The Britisher is no friend of Islam. And 
we know the Red Flag stands equally for everybody.·· 

I asked : ··What is the position in your area'?"' 
The prompt reply came :"More than fifty per cent of Muslim 

workers have obeyed the Red Flag consciously. At Worli, a dozen 
women workers were arguing strenuously. I overheard: '"Who is 
going to stop me'! Come, I shall lead you m •· 

""No, No, you are foolish-What wdl you gam by going in'!'· 
.. Are you going to lose wages for these good-for-nothing?"· 
'·Don't say that-I am not coming. I am a follower of these 

Red Flaggers. Have you never heard Usha-tai speaking at a 
meeting'? .. 

In the end all went home. They said the children at home were 
better company than the inhuman machmcs. 

Police Truculence 

We almost ran into two volunteers with Rc..-d Flags being pursued 
by a dozen lathi-wiclding policemen under the valiant lead of an 
Anglo-Indian Sergeant at Foras Rood 

The volunteers complained that they had been assaulted, the flag 
tom, and now they were being bodily hustled away fonn the area 

We asked the sergeant why he was behaving in this fashion. ··1 
don "t want anybody lurking about here Thev tried to hold d meeting 
in the garden next door to the Mill. Supposing they throw stones 
from there. I shall not pcnnit it ., 

We had to sternly tell him that he was over-stepping the bounds 
of his duties that he could not stop meetings like this in anticipation 
of stone-throwing. 

''I do not care. I am the master here.·· And he started strutting 
about the place. brandishing his "'stick.·· 

A crowd had collected. We decided to report him to higher 
authorities. We got our volunteers to resume their meeting as well 
as picket-posts with the flags. As we \W'"C moving away to the 
Police Station. the sergeant walked up. "Look here. mister. I did 
not mean any harm. The flag was accidentally tom. Honest truth. 
Let us treat the whole incident as closed." 

And when we told him that his explanation was unsatisfactory. 
he said: ""But I am an Indian, I was born in India, I wish to live 
in India. We are all brothers.,. 
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This was something nc\\ from an Anglo-Indian sergeant. 
But the police trk"Cf to k~p a neutral attitude in most cases They 

did not take sides as on 7th November 

Some Incidents 

At WorJi. the manager and higher staff of a mill came out and 
started using undue pressure on their men to get in. actually husthng 
some ofth~m inside. The volunteer at the gate gave an cxtempon: 
speech. In order to silence him a stone was pelted at him from inside 
the mill gate It caught him in the back The result was at once 
'isible. Even the dozen or so who had weakened and \\ere about 
to be dragged m. walked •tway disgusted with the mill authorities 
The manager made a piteous appeal saying he \'\as a .. lahour
wallah··. but to no avail In half an hour. the ft~ \\ho had 
previously gone in also came out and Jomcd the stnke. The mill 
completely closed do\\n for the day by 9 a m 

At Kohinoor Mills men were brought into the Mills. from 
3 a. m Nearly a thousand and five-hundred -nearly half the 
compfomcnt-\\as in by 8 a m. But by 11-30 a. m the \\hole mill 
came out en ma.ne and join"'<! the strike 

Nearly 40 mills r.cmained completely closed fonn the bcginnmg. 
not a ~ingfo \\ orker crossing the gate 

Another 15 tried to work with dcplctoo complements. but most 
of them had to give up the ghost by 12 noon. 

In the north of Bombay, where the labour areas arc situated. 
all the colleges and the most important schools also closed do\\n. 
Nearly ten thousand students came on the streets. llm:c meetings 
of students took place and fiery speeches against War. and d~elaring 
sohdarity \\Ith the workers. were made. It is intcrestmg to note in 
this connection that these students attt."ndcd the evening Kamgar 
Maidan mectmg, and the workers greeted them \\ith ·~Vidyarthi
Kamgaranch1 Jai. ·' 

At Girgaon, a group of hotel workers went from restaurant to 
restaurant with two demands : ( l) one hotel-worker to join the 
group in propaganda~ (2) the restaurant to shut down in sympathy 
with the strike. 

The Dharavi leather workers had joined the strike. So also a 
majority of the Ambamath nwtch factory workers. The seamen held 
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a demonstration and meeting in sympathy. Sections of building 
workers laid down their tools. 

Com. Taber \\as first arrested for .. obstruction to traffic·· and 
released Once again he was arrested for ··stone-throwing·· and 
bailed out for Rs. IO 

TY.o volunt~rs were also arrested for· 'obstruction··. and bailed 
out for \'arying amounts. 

But the whole day passed without a single affray or 'incident··. 
TI1c workers behaved \\ ith great restraint. and earned the un
stinted unanimous compliment even from the hostile local press 
that the stnkc ''as absolutely peaceful and no force was used at 
any stage 

By 9 a.m. the strike was pract1cally complete. I totalled 89.000 
\\orkcrs \\h•·:f v . .- approached the desk of Corns. Deshpande and 
Bhandarkar at the .. Kranti" office for reports from the various 
centres. The comrades had \\orkcd with iron discipline The 
orgamsation timctioncd through the: nl!\\' contacts and had \\Orkcd 
\.\onderfully The Phocmx Mills \\Orkers. n'\!11 and women. on 
stnk~ for the last six months. had done yeoman service. After the 
success of 7th No\'cmbcr interested parties had maintained that the 
success of the g~neral strike \\as due to the unholy alliance made 
by th!! Communists \\Ith Ambl.-dkar Ambedkar and his party ha\'c 
no\\ declared for co-operation with Britain And yet the call of the 
Commumsts had found a bigger response from workers than 7th 
November. and ma sober and qmctcr mood. The strike had made 
a record in numbers and in the peaceful way in \\hich it was 
accomphshcd. 

"Arm in Arm, We March to Victory" 

As we \\Cllt along to the historic Kamg.'lr Maidall. Com. Ranadi\'c 
remarked.: .. For the next ~trike. we need only only one public rally. 
one meeting of contacts and one handbill. and the task would be 
accomplished.·· Nobody contradicted him a.na ,)o well was ever) 'body 
impressed by the cool. silent and yet effective strength displayt..'Cl 
by the workers. There was no foss. no excitement. but with quiet. 
dctcm1incd. grim faces they had forgt..-d a huge political weapon for 
themselves and evolved tl1c technique of its use. 

We reached the Kamgar Maidan and a sea of heads greeted us. 
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The maidan was decked in huge Red Flags. Com. Shahid. with his 
stentorian voice and wide sweeping gestures. was casting a spell 
on the audience .. 

··Lal Jhanda hai hamare hathmain! 

Jantc hain ek lashkar ayaga, 
Top dikhla ker hamain dhamkayaga. 
Per yahi janda bhi yuhin lahrayaga! 

Such hain ke hum bhuksc bejan hain. 
lss buri halat main bhi toofan hain. 
Lal Jhanda hai hamare hathmain!" 

Com. Guran retailed in song. in a beautifully worded Marathi 
povada. the history of the Russian Workt:r before. during and after 
the Revolution. Every phrase was eagerly taken in. and as he 
stretched the pitch of the last words, thundering applause greeted 
him. Com. Tambitkar sang : 

··uthav jhanda eki cha, 
Jhanda amch&i rakta cha, 
Kamkari S\vatantriyachal 

Ladha Challa potacha, 
Pastis-koti janatecha, 
Uthav Jhanda eki cha!·· 

and the huge multitude, transformed into a militant mood. sang with 
him, rocking to the tune. 

Com. Joglekar once again presided at the meeting and gave a 
stirring call to action ... We, the workers of Bombay. have proved 
to-day that we shall never be found wanting in the struggle for 
independence .... : .... English statesmen shall no more fix who is our 
friend ...... This Hitler whom they called a friend yesterday is now 
the worst cnminal on earth ..... We have nothing to do with their 
quarrels. We stand for a free India and are determined to achieve 
our independence.•' 

Com. Ranadive moved the main resolution of the day. In a 
speech which went directly to the heart of the workers he explained 
how the war had come about, who was involved in it and why. 
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He said : ·•If Gandhiji stands pledged to non-violence, it is un
undcrstandable why he wants India to support Britain which has 
resorted to violcnce .... We had a peaceful exhibition of our strength 
to-day, and we pledge that till the last worker is alive, we shal1 
fight for the cause so dear to the Indian nation.·· He gave the history 
of the workers struggle in Bombay and India, and asked, ·"With 
what face can imperiahsts and foreign capitalists ask us to-day to 
help them? Have they forgotten their own misdeeds? And what is 
the guarantee that the shootings on workers, the JalJian wallas, will 
no be repeated in the future? We are not hkely to give milk to the 
Sl."l'J>Cnt ''ho has bitten us before and whose teeth have not been 
drawn by us ......... lf the Russian worker could effect a revolution 
during the last World War. the Indian worker can also rise to the 
same heights r.~w 

He ended up amidst cheers when he declared : ·"They say the 
war will last for three years. We have sworn to day to resist 
1mpcnalism, and within the three years. we arc sure of bringing 
it down to dust.·· 

The resolution was read out :-
.. This meeting declares its solidanty with the international 

\\Orking class and the peoples of the world. who are being dragged 
into the most destructive war. by the Imperialist Powers. The 
meeting regards the present war as a challt.-ngc to the inh:rnational 
solidanty of the working-class, and declares that it is the common 
task of d1e workers and people of different countries to defeat this 
imperialist conspiracy against humamty. so that peace and goodwill 
is restored among the nations of the world.·· 

This meeting condemns the Nazi aggri:ssion against Poland. and 
expresses its deep sympathy with the Pohsh people. who ha\~ been 
the victims of barbarous atrocities. 

This meeting is further of opinion that the war bct\\tcen Nazi 
· Germany and British Imperialism is born out ofhnperialist rivalry. 

and that British Imperialism m neither defending democracy nor 
the Independence of nations. 

TI1is meeting. therefore. is of opinion that loyalty to Indian 
freedom demands resistance to war on the part of the Indian 
people. 

This meeting strongl) protests against the attempts of the 
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Government to explmt Indian resources and man-power and 
impose the war on India in spite of India· s declared opposition to 
it. 

This nu .. -eting strongly condemns the Viceregal Ordinances which 
virtually place the country under martial law regime and demands 
their immooiatc repeal. 

This meeting is of opinion that the full n .. -sourccs of the country 
should be utilised at this critical stage for forcing the pace of Indian 
democracy. This m"-cting. therefore. requests the coming meeting 
of the A.l.C.C. to give a bold lead to the country. by throwing 
overboard all compromise proposals and starting a nation-\\ idc 
war-resistance movement. 

This meeting pledges itself to \\ar resistance and declares that 
any other path at this cntical junctu1~ would be a crime against 
Indian freedom and mdcpendcncc.·· 

Comrad~ Bukhari in his simple and forccfol Urdu. seconded the 
resolution. He explamoo the task of the working class m the present 
epoch. dilated on the foreign pohcy of Soviet Russia. and appealed 
to the Congress to launch a country-wide struggle from which \\C 

must emerge victorious. 
Com. Parulckac was grt."-'tcd by the workers ns he ad\anced to 

the mJcrophonc. He said ... To-day your success has created a stir 
m the Assembly Chambers. Pnmc Mimster Kher acknO\\lcdgcd to 
me that the strike has been a phenomenal success I greet you on 
your strength and unity.·· 

Com. lndulal Yagmk, Jt. Secretary ofthe All India Kisan Sabha 
then ros~ to give fraternal greetings on behalf of the A.l.K S and 
the Forward Bloc. 

· · 1 am rctummg from my tour of GuJcrat and I bring you the 
adrmration and affection of the peasants. You know how to do 
things in a big way. We. the poor peasants live in sniall isolatcJ 
villages. but we too arc copymg your example. We havl.lalso started 
resistance against war. 

The resolution was adopted amidst loud slogans of ·•oown with 
Imperialist War .. , ··tong live Indian freedom ... 

The meeting adopted a resolution supporting the demand of 
workers for wage adjustment to prices. 

·"This meeting is fim&ty of opinion that the rise in prices. 
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pemutted under Government authonty 1s extortmnate and exccss1\·e 
It has cntatlcd severe hardship on poor and middle sections of the 
population 

This meetmg therefore demands 1mmed1atc leg1slat1on 
guaranteemg mcrcasl· m \\ages with the nsc m pnccs This mcctmg 
further calls upon the workers of Bomba~ to orgamsc a conference 
to create sanctions bclund the above demand '· 

The mcctmg then adopted a resolution dcmandmg from the 
Congress Government a fair settlement to the Phocmx Mtlls Stnkc 
Com LalJce Pendse c~plamcd m detatl the need of bmldmg up the 
G1rm Kamgar Umon mto a mass umon and how a sound trade 
umon can be the basis of a sound poht1cal party Com f amb1tkar 
made an 1mpass1onc..-d appeal for the redress of the gnc\'ances of 
the Phoenr~ ~111:~ •\orkers. n.1a1led their m1scnes and sho\\t.-d ho\\ 
firmly they had borne the brunt of a long stnke to save the Bomba) 
\\ orkmg class from rt."lrcnchmcnt and unemplo) mcnt 

The Marathi \Cr~1on of the lntemat10nal \\a~ chcxred to an echo 
and the meeting dispersed 

We \\ere all tired out after a stn..-nuous da) But the '·Krant1·· 
office earned on d1scuss1ons for another t\\O hours. evaluatmg the 
gams. measuring the nc'\.t ad\ ancc. "011dcnng "hat the morro" 
would bnng us The fateful mectmg of the V1ccro~ and the Congress 
War C'abmct has been scheduled for the 3rd October 

I n/-n .~ 



COMMlTNIST DRAFT 
RESOLlfTIO~ 

India and the War 

The A I C C has carcfull~· comudercd the st.ltcmcnts of tlu.· 
Bnt1sh Pr'-"Il'llcr on Bntam's \\ar '11ms and has taken note of the 
attitude adopted by the Sccretar) of State for India and the V1ccro\ 
on the last statement of the Workmg Committee la\ mg do\\ n lmha's 
position \1s-a-v1s the present \\ar 

The A I C C deplores that the Bnt1sh Government both m England 
and m India. not\\1thstandmg their democratic protcstat1on!:i h,1\c 
promulgated emergency \\ ar measures '' h1ch ha' c m'htutcd .1 

fascist reg1mcntat1on of pubhc hfc suppressing freedom of pre,~. 
speech and assoc1at10n 

The Bnt1sh Government na\ c promulgated Ordn~ilDCcs p.i!:i.;cd 
the Go\cmmcnt of India Act ..\memlmcnt Bill and t.ikcn other far
rcacbmg measures ·wtuch affect the ln<lian people 'ttall} and 
cJrcumscnbc and hm1t the P°'' crs and act1\ 1t1cs of the prm mc1.tl 
gO\ ernmcnts 

The Go\cmmcnt hm.e u~cd the Ordmancc to complctd) ~upprc!:i" 
a11 nonna1 poht1cal act1'*1t) and the pre.,~ c~pc\:1alh m the Pun1.ib 
and m Bengal. to make numerous arrests of poht1c.il \\orkcr!:i and 
m one case to ruthlcssh suppress the JUst ccouonuc !:itrug!!IC of the 
\\OTkcrs (.1t D1gbo1) 

The Go\crnmcnt ha\c DO\\ placed on the St.itute Hook 
the Defence of India Act cmbod} mg all the pro\1s1c>n!\ of th!.! 
Ordinances m lhc face of the knO\\D d14'.ippro\',d of thCJ C'ongrcs~ 
M LA sand the prote!tl of the other elected members of the f'l.!ntral 
Asscmbl~ 

The GO\crnmcnt through its tla}-to-da~ \\ar ml.!a!:iurcs rcgardmg 

( 'r.1mrade\ R l> Rl1ar11clwa1. S<nmmd1 I .al11r1 B.u1J..m1 \ /11J..111•r1~1· 1111J S (; St1rdt'\cll 
l1avl! f(l\'ell 110/"e of tlie followmg "'o/uhmr "" /11dm m1J the ff 11r /111 tile· 

-I /(' (' Sernm1 lo be hrld GI U(,..J/1,1 "" th~ 01/1 Oaohrr cmd fr1/1111rn11: 1/ 1\ \ 
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the appropriation of Indian resources for war ends. the transfer of 
Indian troops abroad etc. 1s committmg India to a policy to which 
she is not a party and of which. she disapproves. 

In view of these de\·clopmcnts and in vtc\\ of the attitude 
adopted by the British Government on the Jast Working Committee 
statemL"llt on war the Indian National Congress declares:-

l11at the Indian pL'Ople \\ill not participate in the present war 
which they are convinced 1s bemg fought by Britain to defend the 
lrnpcnalist statU.\' quo and to consolidate Imperialism in India and 
els~where. 

That while Congress abhors both fascism and imp"'nalism and 
supports the fight for World Democracy it is the free Indian Nation 
that a]om• r ·' • ~::tcnninc \\hat our pohcy m a \\ar shall be. When 
fn..-edom is achieved the Congress \\ill place its O\\n point of view 
before the free Nation but till then it cannot support the war in 
anyway. 

That nothing can convince the Indian peorlc that the present \\ar 
is being fought for democrac) as long as Ordinances and Defence 
of India Act and other war measures contmue to strangle the normal 
political life and civil liberties of the Indian people. as long as her 
right to self-determination and complete independcnn· is not 
conceded. as long as immediate steps arc not taken to cn1< '"C~ that 
right through measures \\hich ensure full popular control by the 
Indian people of their Army. the industrial and c.."COnomic d-.:vclopment 
of the country and foreign pohcy. 

The A.l.C.C. therefore adopts the follo\\ing programme of 
action:-

1. The Ministries must refuse to submit to the restriction impost.-d 
by the Ordinances and b\" the Defence of India Art. must refuse 
to assist in war measures and actively non-co-operate in \\·ar 
preparations and face dismissal 

2. The campaign of mass resistance against war measures would 
be inaugurated by an All-India Day of Protest (strike and hartal) 
against Imperialist War: against Ordinance and other imposed \\ ar 
measures. On this da,. we declare our sympathy with the Polish 
people condemn Chamberlain's and Hitler's policy which led to war 
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and appeal to the British and French peoples to convert this impcriali:,1 
war into a war to end both imperialism and fascism. 

3. Boycott of British goods. 

4. Resistance to the curtailment of the fr~edom of press. 
organisation and association . through the Ordinances and the 
Defence of India Act. 

5. Resumption of struggle for democracy in the States. 

6. Mass campaign to stop transfer of men. money and material 
for the imperialist war. 

The A.I.C.C. authorises the Working Committee to appoint a 
broad Council of Action which would be fully representative of the 
Committee and whose task would be to take all measures to 
inaugurate, organise and carry through the campaign. to guide and 
lead the provincial committees and Councils of Action and to take 
all precautions ensuring the fullest unity and discipline within the 
organisation and enlisting the support and cooperation of l.abour 
and Kisan organisations. · 



THE BOMBAY STRIKE 
S. S. Batliwala 

From the day the second imperialist world war began. we were 
all very concerned. Not to say that the machinations of Chamberlain 
and his gang had enmeshed us in their ghb talk about '"defence 
of democracy'· What \\Orried the Communists. leaders and rank 
and file. was how to effectively harness the opportunity :md create 
confidence m the Indian National Congress that the working class 
would not fa.I I behind in the fight against imperialism and for 
indepcndcnct;. 

It was increasingly t..-vident that the top leadership m the Congress 
was hesitant and wavering. It was adopting dilatory tactics. and 
gomg m for negotiations \\ ith the Viceroy. 

The country was scetlung with discontent. fhc Defence oflndia 
Ordmancl.! \\as demoralising quite a lot of political workers in the 
Congress fold through its ruthless provisions ... It is no more a 
question of going to Jatl as in the Civil Disobedience days; this time 
you face the gallows! Let us not be rash. let us move with 
cJrcumspcction. '· -this was the advice freely given by responsible 
· · foadcrs. '· 

TI1e Communists were faced \\ith the task of breaking the spell 
of Ordinance, and creating confidence in the mass~s. We. in Bombay. 
~c\c.tm\n.cQ. \o '&'-"c \'\\e. \e.aQ.. at\.Q. n.a\uta\\~· out fus\ \as'Y.. '"as \o 
organise a one-da)' '\)o\\t\ca\ str\kc \v\th the dom\nant scc.t\on of the 
local working c\ass, the textile workers. shouldering the burden. 

We were faced with tremendous obstacles. 
The local nationalist newspapers were crowing the impcriahst 

tune under the direct gaze of the Pn .. -ss Ccm:o"'r. They refused to give 
us even a few odd lines in a remote comer of their journals for 
the purpose of giving the call. Legal leaflets and handbills could 
not be issued, as the owners of printing presses refused to risk 
... confiscation .. by publishing our manifesto or appeal. Even the 

P11blish~d ;,, "TllE l..11BOUR MONTHf,Y" December 1939, Lmrdmr. 
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Kranti. our Marathi W"'-ckl). and d1c National Front had been 
forced to close down bcc:msc 110 press was prepared to print 
.. C'ommunisC 11~\\spapcrs. 

The police made bando-bast to prc\lent procession by enforcing 
the requisite of a "pass" to be previously obtained from the local 
police station. 

Our most popular comrades on the textile front. the office 
bearers of the Girni Kamgar Union. were bound down by "bail
conditions.11 They were prohibited from addressing meetings. or 
othcn\'isc taking part. directly or indirectly, in the furtherance of 
any strike Thus. Comrades Dange. Mirajkar. Mrs Dangc. Patkar, 
Bhisc and Bhogle were not available to us. 

The Congress Socialist Party was not ready to co-operate. 
The Trade Unions would have to be left out of count in order 

not to deprive the workers of their legal organizations in these days 
of economic hardship entaik.-d by the War. 

Besides all this. the issue would be a straight pohtical one. not 
permitting the use of economic grievances for rallying support. A 
clear anti-war call would be given, the Ordinance would be defied 
in action and not in mere words. and we "ere to be ready Far the 
full consequenct.'S of the ac;tion. 

A meeting of all Communists unanimously decided for the strike 
to be called on October 2. The die \\as cast. 

Our campaign immediately started with hardy tlm.-c \\"-'Cks in 
hand. With hurricane sp<..'l."Ci meetings of contacts were convened. 
areas divided up. and details chalked out. From the first day. the 
street-comer meetings were organised. All our speakers. good. bad 
and indifferent. were posted in different localities. Under the Red 
Flag gathered toiling men and women to listen to the clear analysis 
of the war. the repudiation of any illld every compromise, the 
exposure of ""neutrality,., the reasons why the working class was 
forced to take the lead and point the way to the rest of the natie>n, 
a call to immediate action. 

From all corners came the demand for handbills and leaflets. 
With great difficulty the Manifesto was printed anyhow and 
circulated. The Congress Ministry had distributed 1.300,000 
handbills. and the Bombay Provincial Trades Union Congress had 
printed 120.000 before the general nrike on November 7. Only ten 
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thousand copies of the Manifesto could be printed for the strike 
on October 2 Further handbiJls were not possible to get. 

Every day. after the mills closed. the working-class area hummed 
with activity. Cyclists v.1th red flags went shouting by. In the night 
men "ith buming torches appeared at strategic comers and harangued 
the crowd. A new cadre. which had not touched the textile \\orkers 
before. took street-comer and chawl m"'-ctings and gave convincing 
proof of the ramifications of Communists in the city. l11ey argued 
and carried conviction. patiently explaining the difficultfos that 
loomed large before the \\orkcrs. In the morning as the workers 
\\ent to their mills and factories. they were greeted by hand-written 
posters m their chawls. on the walls of buildings. on the stairs they 
mounted. at the gates they entered. even on the road on which they 
\\alkcd Grour •r1.::tinl!s of "contacts." the gatherings of promising 
\\orkcrs selected for their mettle in previous local stnke struggles 
\\ere organised by tht' hundred. Everywhere the effort \\as to 
clearly understand the pohtical implications of the strike. These 
contacts emcrgmg from these .. study circles"" '''tdcned the m.1: of 
orgamsallon. and proved to be the pivot of the strike They brought 
home the lesson that effective Trade Union work is indispensable 
for a. party profcssmg Marxism. because that alone can supply the 
necessal)' links v.1th the working masses and permit you to test and 
choose the right men Th~ pati~nt work of our comrades t0r the 
last so many years in the Gimi Kamgar Union \\as yiddin~ its 
result. 

Four days previous to the strike the first blow was recei\ ~d. 
Com. Sawant was arrested with a bundle of anti-war posters and 
taken to the lock-up. The comrades resolved. ""we shall be more 
careful. We cannot afford to lose comrades like this.·· 111e cam!''lign 
was further intensified on the last days but no arrest of a similar 
kind could be effected by the police. 
. The rally of workers at Delisle Road nmstercd only ten thousand 
men and a sprinkling of women workers. 

"This means that the strike to-morrow will be a flop" said an 
interested press reporter in the hearing of our comrades. 

"I beg you; pardon." came the prompt reply. "what you do not 
sec is the character of the gathering. We :ire working on a diffierent 
basis this time. We are not r~ lying on agitation and mass enthusiasm 
so much as on effective org:misation. Here in this meeting there 
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are representatives from e\'CI}' centre and area. The picked men. 
the contacts. arc here. And we arc confident about success to
morrow." 

But the press representative went a\\ay unconvmced. He had 
\\Itnessed the rally that preceded the November 7. general strike. 
It had reached the colossal figure or nearly a lac. This rally could 
not impress him. 

Com Joglekar presided at the rally. ln his characteristic style. 
he brought the grinmess of the occasion to bear on the workers. 
Com. Parulckar, Joint Secretary of the All-India Trade Union 
Congress and a member of the Servants of India Society. spoke 
next. In burning words, he tore the veil that covers the propaganda 
by the Government. ··Why should you offer your lives at the altar 
of this Bnttsh Empire '? This is a war between two dacoits Let them 
fight berneen themselves. Why should we. the toilers. their victims, 
help them'!" Comrade Ranadive made the best spt..-cch of the day 
In quiet argumentative style. he posed one problem after another 
and demolished the bogey held up before the \\orkers agamst the 
strike on October 2 . 

.. We are told we shall lose a \\Cck's \\ages by gomg orta day's 
strike But who can deny. that if \\e do not stnke on this political 
issue. if \\ e do not give the call for action so that national 
independence may be achieved, we shall lose not a week's nagcs 
but the \\ages of a whole life-time the wages of freedom from 
slavery. the wages of happiness from misery. the wages of relief 
from stark exploitation that is our misfortune to-day. and harder 
chams to-morrO\\ ? .. We are not stealing the mitaativc from anybody 
Through the strike. we assure the Congress, the Indian nation, that 
the workmg class \\Ill be sohdly behmd every struggle for attaining 
freedom. \\hatc\'cr the cost. howe\'cr big the sacrifice dcmandcd. .. Wc 
give our assurance by deeds and not only by words ... T~ the 
British lion has fallen into a pit which he dug himself. He had riteant 
it for Soviet Russia, the land where Workers and Peasants' rule. 
It is not our good fortune to claim that we have pushed him into 
the pit. But it is certainly our good fortune that he is in it. We are 
not going to help him to come out. The lion is telling us : '"PuJI 
me out by my tail. dear lamb, and we shall be eternal friends.·' 
But we know full well that the lion will eat us up if he is once 
extricated. So all we are ready to do is to push him deeper down, 
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to cover the pit. along with him, with dust and sand, and give this 
vicious exploiting Empire a decent burial ... " 

There was loud and long applause. "Victory to the Red Flag." 
"Down with Imperialist War." "Long Live Indian Independence," 
burst forth from every comer. 

The meeting transformed itself into a procession. headed by the 
women with torchlights. Till fate in the night. these men and women 
marched through streets and by-lanes carrying the message for the 
next day. 

All night there was feverish activity. The finishing touches to 
the arrangements were completed by 2 a.m. And by 4 a.m. the 
pickets with Red Flags had already reached every mdl-g.rte. Over 
and above these there w~re pickets posted at strategic comers and 
chawl-gatcs TI··"' '' ith baited breath \\C waited. I turned to Comrade 
Bukhari and asked : "What is your estimate of success ?" A 
mysterious jumble of lines gathen.'Cl on his forehead and with the 
left eye half-closL'Cl. he haltingly said : "Success-I am certain 
about. But numbers-I fear it may not reach rven 50 per cent. of 
November 7. You sec. the odds are too great." 

I asked Comrade Vaidya the same question. He said : "The 
Bombay \\Orking class has never failed us. But I agree the odds 
are very great. No press. no handbills. no effective opposition to 
give momentum. no effective aid from othe~ They are &.-ving to 
kill us by isolation, by putting us in cold storage .... Yes, yes, I 
believe we can draw easily about thirty thousand or so-because 
the issue is a straight political general strike. and the terror of the 
Defence of India Act is so widespread in the city." 

I asked a young worker lad : "What are the ·workers feeling '? 
Will there be a strike '?" He was visibly annoyed. "Have you doubts 
about it '?Come to my chawl and speak to the workers themselves." 
And then the momentous day arrived. All our sober calculations 
were smashed up by the militant working class. 

The Bombay textile proletariat rose to I'~ occasion and gave 
a bigger and a better domonstration than November 7. 

We had only motor-lorry to give the call on the day of the strike. 
The loud-speaker was not available. Nor were Comrades Dange 
or Mirajkar available. 

Police arrangements ,,.~re thorough. In front of every mill-gate. 
at every street-comer, the police with their lathts strutted about 
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under the dm.-ct supcrv1s1on of a sergeant or a sub-mspt.-ctor In 
three or four places. armed pohccmcn \\Ith nflcs \\ere present m 
batches of t\\elve and more Four loaded police \ruts contmuou~l~ 
patrolled the labour area~. gomg round and round. stooppmg before 
each mdl-gate. exchangmg grcctmgs and gomg ahead 

But \\here \\ere the \\orkcrs ' 
The slogan given \\as "You n~ not stir out of ) our houses 

Do not throng neaa mall-gates. or the pohcc may take the e'\.cu~c 
for a lath1-chargc or more" And the order \\as bemg obc~cd The 
streets remained empty. cspcc1a1l) m front of mill-gates 

P1ck.etmg was hardly needed 
At the Morar.Jee Mills I got rru'\.cd up \\1th some Bha} a'' ork.ers 

One of them was sa}'mg "Bhai}a. this time \\C must not be 
disgraced hke last time We arc not gomg mat all-nowhere near 
the gates They blamed us as stnke-breakcrs Don't \OU remcmbe1 
the rebuke of Swam1J1 \\hen he came here the other da~ '>" And the 
others-to a man-concurred 

In Madanpura. the Mushm \\Orkcrs seemed equall~ determined 
"This is our stnke. too The BntJshcr 1s no fnend of Jsl.im And 
we know the Red Flag stands equally for eve~ bod) " 

I asked ''What 1s the gos1t1on m \our area '" 
The prompt reply came "More than fifty per cent of Muo;lnn 

\\orkcrs ha\e obe)ed the Red Flag consc1ously" At Worh . .i do1cn 
\\omen workers \\ere arguing strenuous)} I ovcrh~ard "Who 1s 
going to stop me ., Come. I shall lead ~ ou m · 

··No. no. }Ou arc foohsh-~hat \\Ill )OU gain b~ going m .,. . 
.. Arc ~ou going to lose \\ages for these good-for-nothings .,. 
··oon't say that-I am not commg I am a follo\\cr of these Red 

Flaggcrs Have you never heard Usha-ta1 speak.mg at a mcctmg ·r· 
In the end all '"cnt home They said the children at home \\drc 

better company than the inhuman machines 
We almost ran into two volunteers\\ 1th Red Flags bcmg pursued 

by a dozen latht-wieldmg pohccml."11 under the vahant lead of tin 
Anglo-Indian Sergeant at Foras Road 

The volunteers complamcd that they had been assaultl.-d. the flag 
was snatched a\\ay We asked the sergeant why he ~as bch:l\mg 
1n this fasluon "I don't \\art.t any~· lurking about here They tncd 
to hold a meeting m the garden next door to the Mill Supposmg 
they throw stones from there I shall not permit 1t " 
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We had to sternly tell him that he wa.s o\·er-stcpping the bounds 
of his duties. that he could not stop meetmgs like this in anticipation 
of stone-throwing. 

"I do not care. I am the mast~r here." And he started strutting 
a.bout the place. brandishing his 11stick.11 

A cro\\d had collected. We decided to report him to higher 
authorities. We got our volunteers to resume their meeting as well 
as pickL1posts with the flags. As we were moving away to the police 
station. the sergeant walked up. "Look here. mister, I did not mean 
any hann. The flag \\as accidentally tom. Honest truth. Let us treat 
the whole incident as closed. 11 

And when we told him that his explanation was unsatisl.actory, 
he said : "But I am an Indian. I was born in India. I wish to Jive 
in India. We arr.all brothers." 

This was something m .. ·w from an Anglo-Indian sergeant. 
But the police tried to keep a neutral attitude in most cases. They 

did not take sides as on November 7. 
At Worli the manager and higher staff of a mill came out and 

started using undue pressure on their men to get in. actually hustling 
some of them inside. The \'oluntecr at the gate gave an extempore 
speech. In order to sil\..'ltcc him a stone was pelted at him from inside 
the mill gate. It caught him in the back. The result was at once 
visible. Even the dozen or so \\ho had wcakcnC'd and werr .. 'lbout 
to be dragged in walked away disgusted with the mill autho:1ties. 
The manager made a piteous appeal. saying he was a 11labour
wallah,'1 butto no avail. In half an hour. the fifty who had previously 
gone in also came out and joined the strike. The tnill completely 
closed down for the day by 9 a.m. 

At Kohinoor Mills men were brought into the mills from 3 a.m. 
Nearly one thousand five hundred-nearly half the complemcnt
were in by 8 a.m. But by l l .30 a.m. the whole mill came out ·en 
rnassc · and joined the strike. 
· Nearly 40 mills renmined completely clos~ *'rom the beginning. 
not a single worker crossing the gate. Another 15 tried to work with 
depleted complemt.'ltts: but most of them had to give up the ghost 
b~· 12 noon. 

In the north of Bombay, where the labour areas arc situated. 
all the colleges and the mo41t important schools also closed down. 
Nearly then thousand students came on the streets. Three meetings 
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of students took place. and ficn speeches agamst War ru1d dcclarmg 
sohdanty with the worl~crs were made It 1s mtcrcstmg to note 111 

this connection that these students attended the C\ cmng Kamgar 
Mauian meetmg. and the workers greeted them '~1th "V1d\ .utlu
Kamgaranch1 Ja1 11 

At Gtrgaon. a group of hotel \\.orkcrs \\cnt from restaur&Int to 
restaurant \\Ith t\\O demands (1) One hotcl-\\orkcr to JOID the 
group m propaganda. (2) the restaurant to shut do\\n ID s\mpath) 
\'\11th the stnke 

The Dharav1 leather \\Orkers had Jomed the c;,tnlc So al~o a 
ma.Jorit) ofthe Ambamathmatch factory\\orkers The sc&Imen held 
a demonstration and meeting ID s~ mpath) Sectaons of buddmg 
workers laid down their tools 

Comrade Taher \\as first arrested for "obstruction to tr.iffic" and 
released Once agam he \\as arrested for 11~tonc-thro,,mg11 and 
haded out for Rs I 0 

T\\o volunteers \\ere also am:stcd for "ob~tmct1on 11 and b.ulcd 
out for \a~ mg amounts 

But the \\hole da) passed \\ 1thout a single affra\ or 11 mc1dcnt " 
The workers behaved \\Ith great rcstramt .ind Camcd the llfl~tmtcd 
unanimous comphment c.."\cn from the hostile local press th.it the 
strike"'~ absolutel) peaceful and no force \\as used at an\ 5.t.igc 

8) 9 am the stnk.e w~ practJcall) complete It tot.died K9 000 
\\orkcrs when we approached the desk of C omr .ides Deshpande and 
Bhandarkar at the Krantl office for reports from the "anous centres 
The comrades had V\orked '\'\11th iron d1sc1plmc The orgamsat1on 
functioned through the DC\\ contacts and had \\orkcd \\Ondcrfull) 
The phoemx Mills workers. men and women. on stnkc for the la5.t 
SIX months, had done yeomen service After the succes5. of November 
7 interested pames had mamtamed that the success of the general 
stnke \\'as due to the unholy albance made by the Commumc;ts n1th 
Ambedkar Ambcdkar and his part~ have now declared for co
operation with Bntaln And yc..1 the call of the Commurusb had 
found a bagger response from workers than No'\tember 7, and m 
a sober and quieter mood The stnke had made a record m numbers 
and m the peaceful \\oay m which 1t \\las accomplished 

As we \\cnt along to the lustonc Kam.gar Ma1dan. Comrade 
Ranadtve remarked 11For the next strike, we need only one pubhc 
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rally. one meetings of contacts and on handbill. and the task would 
be accomplished." Nobody contradicted him. so well was everybod)' 
imprcss~d by the cool. silent and yet effective strength displayed 
by the \\orkers. There was no fuss. no excitement. but with quiet. 
dl.1ermmed. grim faces they had forged a huge political weapon for 
themselves and evolved the tcchmquc of 1ts use. 

Wr! reached the Kamgar Maidan and a sea of heads greeted us. 
The maidan was decked in huge Red Flags. Comrade Shahid. with 
lus stentorian v01cc and \\ide. S\\Cl."J>mg gestures, was casting a 
spell on the audience. 

Comrade Guran rc..tulcd in song. in a beautifully-worded Marathi 
povada. the history of the Russian worker before. during and after 
the Re\'olution .. Every phrase was eagerly taken in. and as he 
stretched the pitch uf the last words. thundenng applause gret..'ted 
him Comrade Tambitkar sang. and the huge multitude. transformed 
mto a militant mood. sang \\1th him. rock mg to the tune 

Comrade: Joglekar uncc again presided at the meeting and gave 
a sttrnng call to action. "We. the \\orkcrs of Bombay. have proved 
to-day that \\C shall ne'Ver be found \\antmg in the struggle for 
mdcpcndencc. English statesmen shall no more fix who is our 
fncnd. . .. This Hitler whom the~ called a friend yesterday is no\\ 
the worst cnmmal on earth ... We have nothinr to do mth their 
quarrels. Wi:. stand for a free India and arc dctcnnined to ac1ucvc 
our independence." 

Comrade Ranadive movi..'Cl the mam resolution of the day. In a 
speech \\hich went directly to the heart of the \\"Orkcrs he explaim .. 'Cl 
how the \\ar had come about. \\ho was involved in it and why He 
said · "If Gandhiji stands pledged to non-violence. it is not 
understandable wh~· he \\ants India to support Britain which has 
resorted to violence ... We have had a peaceful exhibition of our 
$trcngth tu-day. mtd we pledge that till the last worker is alive. wt• 

shall fight for the cause so dear to the Indian . ·.1tion." He gave the 
h1stury of \\orkcrs' struggle in Bombay and India. and asked. "With 
what face can imperialists and foreign capitoilist ask us to-day to 
hdp them? Have they forgotten their O\\TI misdeeds '? And what 
is the guarantee that the shootings on workers. the fallian-wallas. 
will not be repeated in the future'? We are not likely to give milk 
to the serpent who has bitn..'11 us before and whose teeth have not 
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been drawn by us .. .If the Russian worker could effect a revolution 
during the last World War. the lndian worker can also rise to the 
same heights now." 

He ended up amidst cht.-ers when he declared · "They say the 
war \.\ill last for tlm.-c years. We have S\\Om to-day to resist 
imperialism and within the three years. \\C arc sure of bringing it 
down to dust." 

The resolution was read out :-
''lbis meeting declares its solidanty with the mtcmat1onal working 

class and the peoples of the world. \\ho arc being dragged into the 
most destructive war by the Imperialist Powers 111~ ma..1ing regards 
the present war as a challenge to the mtemat1onal sohdarity of the 
working-class, and dec1ares that it is th~ common task of the 
workers and people of different countries to defeat this impenalist 
conspiracy against humanity. so that peace and goodwill is restoroo 
among the nations of the \\orld 

"This meeting condemns the Nazi aggression agamst Poland. 
and expresses its deep sympathy \\Ith the Polish people. who have 
been the victims of barbarous atrocities 

"This meeting 1s further of opinion that the war between Nazi 
Germany and British lmperi:tlism is born out oflmpenalist rivalry. 
and that British Impenal1sm is neither defendmg democracy nor the 
Independence of nations. 

"This mcetmg. therefore. is of opimon that loyalty to Indian 
freedom demands resistance to war on the part of the Indian people. 

"This meeting strongly protests against the attempts of the 
Government to exploit Indian resources and man-power and impose 
the \\ar on India in spite of India's declared oppos1t1on to it. 

'"This meetmg strongly condemns the Vtccrcgal Ordinances which 
virtually place the country under martial law regime and dcmaods 
their immediate repeal. 

"11us meeting is of opinion that the full resources of the country 
should be utilised at this crrt1cal stage for forcing the pace of Indian 
democracy This meeting, therefore, requests the coming ma..1:ing 
of the All-India Congress Committee to give a bold lead to the 
country. by throwing overboard all compromise proposals and 
starting a nation-wide war-resistance mov"-"lllent. 

''This meeting pledges itself to war resistance and declares that 
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any other path at tlus critical Jlmcturc \\Ould be a crime agamst 
Indian freedom and mdcpendcncc." 

Comrade Bukhari in his sm1plc and forccfol Urdu. seconded the 
resolution. He explained the task of the working class in the present 
epoch. dilated on the foreign policy of Soviet Russia. and appealed 
tu the Congr~ss to launch a country-wide struggle from which \\c 
must emerge victonous. 

Comrade Parulekar was greeted by the \\'Orkers as he advanced 
to the microphone. He smd : "To-day your succ..:ss has created a 
stir in the Assemble Chambers. Pnme Mimstcr Kher acknowledged 
to me that the stnke has b~cn a phenomenal success. I greet you 
on your strength and unity." 

Comrade lndulal Yagnik. Jomt Secretary of the All-India Kisan 
Sabha. then ro"····. r·! .. ~ fraternal greetings on behalf oftheA.I.K.S 
and the Forward Bloc 

"I am rcturnmg from my tour of Gu3erat and I bring you the 
admiration and affection of the peasants. You kno\\ how to do 
things in a big \\a)" We. the poor peasants. liv\.. in small isolatl."Ci 
\ill ages. hut'' c too an: copymg your example. We have also started 
resistance agamst \\ar." 

The resolution \\US adopted mmdst loud slogans of "Do\\D with 
Imperialist War." "Long L1vt: Indian Frc..:dom." 

The mcctmg adopt..:d a resolution supportmg the dema11u of 
\\Orkers for \\age ad3ustment to prices. 

TI1c meeting is finnly of opinion that the nse in pnccs. pl.amittcd 
under Government authority. is extortionate and excessive. It has 
entailed screvc hardship on poor and middle sections of the 
population. 

"This meeting. therefore. demands immediate lcg1slation 
guaranteeing mcr..:asc in wages \\ith the rise in pnccs. This meeting 
further calls upon the \\ork~rs of Bombay to organise a conferl."ltcc 
to create sanctions behmd the above demand." 

The meeting then adopted a resolution demanding from th~ 

Congress Government a fair settlement to the Phoenix Mills Strike. 
Coruradc Laljcc Pcndsc explained in detail the need of building up 
the Girni Kamgar Union into a mass union and how a sound trade 
union can be the basis of a sound political party. Comrade Tambitkar 
made an impassioned appeal for the redress of the g1 icva.nces of 
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the Phoemx Mills "orkcrs. rc..tulcd their m1senes and showed ho\~ 
finnl} they had borne the brunt of a long stnkc to save the Bomba\ 
working class from retrenchment and uncmplovment 

The Marathi version of the lntcmat1onal was cheered to an echo 
and the meeting dtSpersed 

We were all t1red out after a strenuous da\ But the Krnnt1 office 
earned on d1SC\1ss1ons for another two hours ~aluatmg the gams 
measunng the next advance, \\ondermg \\hat the morro\\ \\ould 
bnng us 

NOTE: 
1 he article Nat10n ~ J "an guard m Aaum 100 00 to th£ 

F'ore (Vide page 101-113) crl\o deal\ with I he Bomba} Stnke 
But the Former artu.le publnhed m NATIONAi ..} RON I 
<>f Q,/oher 8 1939 'OVCT\ \Ome add1t10na/ potnh than thl\ 
art1des (publnhed m 7 HE LABOUR MON1 HI.Y of Deumh£ r 
1939) So K-e are publnhmg both the arlldel (Item No 18 and 
Item No 20) 



MANIFESTO OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA 

In the midst of the darkening shadows of imperialists war. the 
Congress is holding the most momentous session of its history. The 
eyes of the people of India. of the whole world are on Ramgarh. 

The war has entered into a critical phase. Realising that its 
efforts have borne no fruits, realising that its chances of victory 
are daily receding the mad dog of British Imperialism is planning 
new crimes against humanity. It is striving to light conflagration 
in every land. Jt .; "'triving to create a V\orld front for war against 
the Soviet Union. 

Why this hatred agamst the Sovzf!I Unum ? 
The Empire that holds one fourth of humamt) in bondage secs 

in the Soviet Union of free peoples its most mortal enc..·my. It s~ 
in the Soviet Union the mighty friend of the Chinese people and 
of the whole colonial \\orld. It secs in the Soviet Union the one 
country that stood by Spain and Abyssinia. by Czechoslovakia and 
Albania, to the bitter <.."lld. That is why at wants to destroy the Soviet 
Union. It anned Hitler with that sole purpoc;e But the Srl\ict
Genrum pact smashed its plans. 

It created in Finland a base for criminal war against the So\'iet 
Union. But the Soviet Union by its finn and timely action ~mashed 
that plan too. thus inflicting on Britain the most severe defeats she 
has ever suffer<..-d in her history. Maddened by these defeats th~ 
British rulers arc hatching new conspiracies. 

Jt is the rulers of Britain who are today th~ main aggr1..-ssors. 
the chief enemy of mankind. It is they who want to continue the 
war at all costs. It is they \"fho pour arms. m<.."11 and money into 
'Finland while thL"Y did not lift a finger to saw Poland because the~ 
had hopes that the Gennans after conquering l'oland would invade 
Soviet Union. It is the British rulers who are determined to reject 
C''Cry peace offer. It is they who arc trying to s~ll the Chinese people 
to the Japanese fascists in order to cn.:ate an etfectiv~ anti-So,·iet 

Publi.,J1ed ;,, "THE C:OMA/VN'ST" 1'11·::? No 7. A/1.1rc.·/1, 19./(J 
Orga11 of die Cnnrnmnist Party of India 
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front in the Far East. It is they who are conspiring with the 
monarchists and junkers of Germany against the Gennan revolution 
It is they who want to replace Hitler not by a people Republic but 
by the Kaiser or a reactionary military dictatorship, thus puttmg 
back the clock by twenty years. It is their ally Daladior who has 
destroyed all democracy in France and flung tens of thousands of 
Communists and anti-fascists m prison. What Tsarism was in the 
19th century. the bulwark of world reaction. so is British imperialism 
to-day. They are fighting tins war not for democracy but for 
eliminating Germany as an imperialist nval. for creating a world 
front against the Soviet Union. Maddened by the set-backs they 
have received, they arc striving to break the stalemate provokmg 
neutrals. by dragging every nation into war, by setting the whole 
world aflame. "After me the deluge" is their desperate motto 

Shall they succeed'? Shall they succeed in destroying that is 
noble in human civilisation, in inflicting untold distress on humamty. 
in drawing the world into blood bath '! 

More than ever before, the answer rests \\ ith the Congress. with 
every Congress man, with tfle Indian people, TIIE CONGRf~S CAN 
SMASH BRITAIN'S MONSTROUS CONSPIRACY AGAINST 

HUMANITY For the decision that "e take at Ramgarh \\e shall 
have to answer before history, before humanity. 

What is the reply of the Congress'? What reply must the Indian 
people give? The Congress demanded clanficat1on of British war
aims. Those aims have been clarified by every deed and every 
words of the British Government 

The Congress declared that Indian resources must not be used 
for imperialist war. The British reply 1s seen in the new budget 
in the excess profits' Tax, in the increased Railway fares and 
freights. 

The Congress declared that Indian blood must not be sh~ for 
Britain's y;ar. Indian troops arc bcmg killed in France. 

The Congress declared that it will not permit attack on the 
limited powers that the people won. The country groans under 
Ordinance Regime. 

In words. full of insolence, the British rulers have heaped 
humiliation on the Congress everytune they have spoken on the 
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Congress demand. Less than a month ago the Viceroy had the 
audacity to ask us to work the Federal Scheme. 

What is our reply ? 

Six months have passed since the outbreak of war. Civil Liberties 
are fast disappearing. The press has been gagged. The economic 
burden grows heavier everyday crushing our people. Fire has been 
concentrated against workers and students because they have been 
the first to act. Working class, kisan and student leaders are being 
thrown in prison in every province. THE (',OVERNMENT IS TRl1.Wi 

TO CRUSll THE REVOLUT/ONARJ' FORCES IN ISOLATION. 
Y ct the national leadership refuses to move. They dream 

of "honourable settlement'' with the enemy. They pin their faith 
in negotiations. ll?ev seem to hug the hope that when the war 
enters into a serious phase, the British Government will be 
prepared to make more concessions for securing Congress co
operation. 

Stagnation is spreadmg demoralisation in Congress ranks. Internal 
conflicts are becoming sharper. Cornmunialist reactionaries are 
gathering strength in every part of the country. These are the 
disastrous results of the policy of "wait and see." The national 
movement is going to pieces. The leadership sees all this. It acts 
not against imperialism but against the Congress itself, agaiibt the 
forces of struggle, against those who demand action. By its disrupt1ve 
attacks against the Bengal Congress, it throws one whole province 
out of the organised national movement. By all these measure it 
strives to reduce the Congress into a docile instrument of compromise. 
As a reaction to this the disruptive slogan of two Congresses rears 
its ugly head. Opportunists and careerists are utilising this discorrtent 
of the rank and file for their aggrandisement for disrupting the 
Congress, for factional fight against the present leadership. While 
claiming to be radicals they enter into alliance Yti.th communalists. 
with anti-Congress reactionaries, thus s1>a·eading further 
demoralisation. 

THUS, JN TllE MIDST OF A JfVRW llISTORJC CONFUCT, AT A 

PERIOD WHEN WE STAND ON Tl/E l'ERY THRESHOLD OF FREEDOM, 

WHEN WE CAN SMASH THE CHAINS OFSLA.J'F..RY ANDPLAJ"A GLORIOUS 
ROLE IN BUILDING THE NEW WORLD ORDER. THE GREAT 



ORG.JNllATION JJ71/Cll 111E PEOPLE 11 .. ·H"E BU/1.1' Hr J>.E<:WHS <JI' 

S.-lCRIHCH STANDS IN J>.m<rER 01'" UTl"/fR C'O/./A~PSH 

Is there any reason for this inaction? NEVER WAS THE HRITJSI [ 

FMPIRE IN SUCH A CRISIS AS IT IS 10-0AY. AH the bluffs and 
blustcrings of the British ndcrs cannot conceal their panic British 
sh1ps ar~ being sunk ewry day. Despite the vaunted blockade 
Germany is mor~ powerful today than she ''as at the outbreak of 
war. Without spreading the war, \\ithout winning new allies. Britain 
cannot hope to "in. The gangster tactics \\hich she has no\\ 
adopt~ sho\\s the utter desperation of her rulers. 

While such is th~ situation. while fac"-d with her imperialist rival 
.on the one hand and frustrated by the moves of the SO'\t'ict Union 
on the other. Britain is in a dc..-speratc position. Our national-leaders 
arc thinking in terms of "honourable s~1.tlcmcnt" 

Can th~rc be any honourable settlement short of the demand put 
fomard by the Congress .. the demand for const1tucnt Assembl~ 
and Complete Independence '? No. Ne\ er 

Will imperialism grant' these demands. Can the Constituent 
Ass~mbly be an~thing but a glorified edition of the Rou;d Table 
Conference as long as imperialism holds a\\ay'1 Will imperialism 
surrender \\Orld domination to maintam \\thich it unlcashl.'<i the 
war'! No 1\~ver SJ-:ITU:\IE,\'1' JJ77// Tiii·: HUJ71Sl/ (i()J'ER.\"\IE\'f 

n1u. I HAD .\VT TO Slf:lR.LI RUT TO HO<"KHUJ rw S1J:IRA.J 

What is the maximum \\C will get by settlement ., Assurance 
of Dominion Status and some sort of Responsibality at the centre 
The Bntish ann~ of occupation would remain The Civil service 
would remain. The imperialist pohcc \\tould remain. The ,;oc1al 
structure \\Ould remain mtact. Landlords, Moncy-kndcrs. princes 
would continue to suck the life-blood of the people. The str.nglc
hold of British capital would contmuc. Workers \\ould conti.uc to 

live on starvation wages. 
Such would be "Swaraj" that the Congress \\-Ould get b~ 

negotiations, by the policy of \\oait and sec. A leadership that 
expects more shows utter ignorance and bankruptcy or dcliberatcl~ 
ch.-ceivcs the people. 

Is that the Swaraj for ·which Ccngrcssmcn have lived and died '! 
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Is that the vision which has inspired them to face fa.this. prison and 
bullets'! 

lflf().\ I Jr()('/,/) Sl'l .,, "Slf: IR .. 1.1" m~NEF/1" 11'//0 JI"()( 'll> n: I YT 1111!' 

('(},\'(iRESS TO }•()/./ow I /f/S ['()/,/('}' ' rm;. l.\'/Jl 'STIY.11/STS Jr//() 

lf:l.\7' TO JU::.Jl' JJ:IR PROH1S 71/H Rf(; .\/HH.Cll·IV'/:'\ .l\'D T/11': \///,/. 

( JWVJ..'RS NOT 1 lll~ lf'(}H.Kims .. \'( JT THE l'I!~ IS.1 \"T~. \'OT 11/H 1'1:-XJJ>/.P 

rw 1.vr>IA 

Y ct the Congress leadership that claims to represent the nation 
follows this policy. a policy that serves the interest not of the nation 
but of a handful of exploiters. 

What do the people demand '! What would correspond to their 
needs'! 

I l>FM<X'R...1.1/(" RRPl U/J(' lfTf II. I PHOPLJ-.:'\ . llt\tr 

r:tVCHUA710\' <W .11.1. nmns. 
AHOIJflO.\' OJ• /~ \'Ll/.OR/JIS.\I 

EJWrr TIOlJU I>. Ir. I.\'/) (i( ~IR.IN'J EE!> A/J,\'l.\IC\/ rr:1GH 

These demands. wJuch arc the dt.'lllands of the people cannot 
be satisfied "1thm the framework of imperialism. by negotiations 
\\ith the British Go\'cmmcnt. 

1/ll•:m·:H>RH 7/l17 NU \JI' 11'1 JUK /I.IS 70 m~S.\LtS/llW 11/B um:· t"H 

l ;m ·1~R.VAff:.\'7 II. IS ff) IW f >I 1~'RTllROTJ'\' .1.V/1 O.\' JrS Rl 'INS .'11 ST m~· 

U,IJSH/J 1lf'f.' J-.l>J"1<"F (If' I /IF /IJ:\J()CRA.7/r RET'l"BLJC OF TUE I.\'nl.LV 

l'LWPl.H /i'OR SC 'C'/f. l STRl 'C iGIE TllR CO.\'GRESS /llS TO PREPARE. 

'l11c peoph.: arl! read) On the Independence day 30.000 workers 
of Ca\\nporl! went on stnkc. Mills in Bombay closed do\\n. LJ.cs 
of Kisans rallioo to celebrate the day. tens of thousands of stud~ts 
in every part of the country came out on the streets. DO\~n \\ith 
\\=ar. down with imperialism and down with rompromise. these 
slogans rent the air. lbat day revealed the depth of popular feeling. 
the eagerness of the people for struggle. THAT DAI' SHOJfi'ED THE 

Nb:::· WEAPONS THAT THE i\l-1.SSES ll4VE FORGED, THE WEA.PO.VS OF 

A/ASS S7'RIKR HJ' WORKEI~ AND ~TC/DENTS, THE WEAPON OF A/ASS 

ACT/UN Hl' TllE PEASANTS. 111.r. WEAPONS WITH WHICll IAIPERLJUSAJ 

MUST BE FOUGHT TO-DA l: 
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The nation is ready. The .nation will fight for freedom with the 
weapon of mass actions. Such was the meaning of 26th January. 

This is our final battle. WHAT THE NATION DEMANDS IS TllE 

IM.\IEDIATE AND UNCONDITIONAL LAUNCHING OF MASS CIJ'IL 
DISOBEDIENCE BACKED BY NATION-WIDE STRIKES AND NO TAX AND 

NO-RE!'IT CAMPAIGNS. NOT A RESTRICTED UMn"ED SA.TYAGRA/IA 
STRUGGLE AS INDICATED BY GANDH/Jl IN HIS STATEMENTS, a struggle 
which selected bands of Satyagrahis fight, while, masses play the 
role of on-lookers. Such struggle can only end in defeat or 
compromise. The entire fighting resources of the country, of our 
nation, of eveiy class will have to be hurled against the enemy in 
this final battle. The most powerful weapons forged by the masses 
in their numerous battles will have to be used. Workers to go on 
general strike. Peasants to withhold rents and taxes. Students and 
citizens to denounce imperialist terror by hartals, strikes and mass 
demonstrations. Peoples to refuse to pay a pie to the Gbvernment. 
Mass Volunteer Corps of the Congress to defend the people against 
imperialist terror. Anny to revolt against the British rulers. Such 
must be the weapons of to-day. 

Such struggle alone. will lead to freedom. 
THE WORKING CLASS IS ON THE MOVE. On 2nd October 90.000 

workers of Bombay struck against the war. Gigantic strikes on a 
scale, the like of which India has never seen are maturing in every 
Industrial centre. These struggles will draw lacs in active conflict 
with the Government. Against the terroristic regime of Hug, the 
heroic students and Congressmen of Bengal have begun the fight. 
In defiance of bans they are coming out holding demonstrations. 

FIRE IS SMOULDERING IN THE STATES AGAIN. The heroic 
struggle of the Mysore people has failed. But despite the attest of 
over 3000, the people are not down-hearted. The celebration of 
Independence Day in the States, the strike struggles that are bitaking 
out in Gwalior and other States. All these indicate that a new wave 
of States Peoples movement is abOut to rise, a wave far more 
powerful than the last one. 

THE ARMY IS SEETHING Wl1H DISCONTENT. Within a month of 
the war 35 soldiers and 3 Indian officers deserted from the Sikh 
Infantry Regiment at Jhansi. 500 soldiers with their guns deserted 
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from different regiments in the Punjab and took shelter in the 
jungles. If a nation-wide movement is launched such incidents will 
multiply. Soldiers will desert not to take shelter 1n jungles but to 
join the ranks of the people. The Government will find it mcreasingly 
difficult to use the Anny against the people. The soldiers wdl begin 
to tum their guns against the British rulers. 

What more do we need '! The Congress today is in a position 
to UNITE AU, THESE ACTIONS AND ON THEIR BASIS DEVEWP A 

\f()J'EMENT OF IRRESISTIRLE STRF.NGTll, A A/Ol-'EMENT WHOSE 

SMASHING IMPACT H1U SHA1TER THE BR117SH EMPIRE. 

Shall the Congress dare and act'! 

Ramgarh ha~ to give the reply on that reply shall depend the 
fate of the Congress, of India, of humanity. 

RAAIGARll MUST DEMAND TllAT AU NEGOTIATIONS lf1TH THE 

BRITISH GO'VERNMHNT. NEGOTIATIONS TllAT ONLY llUAOUATE THE 

NATIONS. Ml!S1" STOP RfMGAR/I MUST DECLARE THAT BY RAISING A 

MASS VOLUNTEER CORPS. BY LAUNCHING S1RllGGLE AGAINST 

IAIPERIAUST TERROR. BY ACTIJ'ELY SUPPORTING EJ'ERf .JCT/ON OF 

THE PEOPLE AGAINST THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE J+::4R. Br 
FORGING THE WF-4.PON OF.\IASS STRIKE. MASS NO-RENT, MASS ACTION 

OF EVERY 1J'PE, THE CONGRESS SHAU PREPARE FOR THE 1•1NAL 

BAITLE. This and not the fulfilment of the constructive programme, 
will be real preparation for battle, battle for smashing Bri..ish rule, 
for convening the Constituent Assembly. for raising on the ruins 
of the Empire the edifice of the Peoples· Democralic Republic. 

History has placed before the Congress the task of freeing the 
people of India bondage. History has placed before the Congress 
the task of freeing the world from strangle-hold of the monster of 

· British imperialism. History has created for the rest an opportunity 
that comes once in centuries. 

If the Congress seizes the opportunity, if it fulfills its tasks, if 
11. launches mass struggle against British rule, it will aid the world 
forces of revolution, It will aid the British people in their fight 
against Chamberlain. It will aid the Chinese people, whom 
Chamberlain is trying to sell to Japan. It Will aid the peoples of 
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France and Gcnnany who arc fighting against their imperialist 
rulers. IT 1J1U UGHT REIVUJTJON.·tRr CO.V1'U.C1RATION IN h.TERJ" 

('f)f!NTRJ" llEl.lJ IN BOND.WI!.'. 1"h'&\l/N.-l1"E' 1'1/E IV.IR rtND TllllS S..IJ1i 

S.1.\"ITY FRO.\/ DESTRf '('110.V. 

This is what the world expects of us. This is what history 
demands of us. 

/,\'D/.f HELD IN BOXDAGF. Br BRITAl.V, INDIA RlWnh.'l> 

.1.\'D RID/Cl'l.EIJ 8}" BRITISHERS SHALL CO.\tf." 1"0RJJ:-tRI> AS 

7 Hh" SA I 10UR OF lll!Mrt.\'rfJ' . ..JS 1'HE HARBING!"R OF A 1\'Ell" ERA. Tl/E 

CRF..ffORS OF .J NEW JJVRLD ORDER. 

And the Congress. the great and glorious organisation of our 
people. shall lead India to this path. 

THIS Alf :'\T RE RA.\/GARl/~'i J"BRDICT 



WE WARN 
Poona Session of A.l.C.C 

We Warn 

At this session on the A I. C. C. which has been convened at one 
of the most cntical moments m our history. "e Communists deem 
it our duty to speak without the shghtest hesitation or cqu1vc cation 
and state plainly what \\'C think of the pohcy that is being pursued 
by the Working ('ommittcc 

When are we meeting and what for ? 

The British Empire is tottcrmg Arc we meeting to deliver it the 
decisive blo\I\ and win fra..-dom '! No. 

3.000 Congressman arc in prison or internment. News of fresh 
arrests pour in every \l\ay The Press has been gagged Terror 
stalks the land. 20 crores of rupees of new \\ar-burdens have been 
imposed. Indian soldiers have been killed in France in Britam's war 
Perhaps more arc being killed m Africa. Arc we meeting tt • give 
our answer to these outrages '? No. 

30.000 Congressmen t.-nrolloo themselves as Satyagrahis because 
of the solemn assurances given at Ramgarh Are we meeting to give 
them the marching order'? No. 

What then are we meeting here for ? 

We have been called together just to make a fresh offi;r to 
the British Government and then again wait for its repl). We 
have been called to endorsi.. the n~w policy of the Working 
Committee. the policy cmbodted in the resolution adopted by it on 
July 8th. 

The offer that has bt."Cn made on behalf of the Congress to the 
B•itish Government is there in that resolution. The British 

Statement of The Communist Member» of the A.I C.C 
l'flblislrrd by the Cmtral Cnn1n1i1t~e rif tire 
r nmniunut l'arl)I of llidia "' Atarc-11 1940 
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Government must make a declaration acknowledging the freedom 
of India. It must also agree to form a provisional government at 
the Centre commanding the confidence of the elected members of 
the Legislature. If that is done, the Congress will rt.>tum to office 
in provinces, participate in the new Central Government and "throw 
its full weight in the organisation of the defence of the country". 
This, the Congress President himself has made clear. means that 
the Congress will co-operate with the British Government in its war 
efforts. 

Whether or not the British Govennnent will fulfil these conditions 
is not the issue before the A.I.C.C. What the A.l.C.C. has to 
consider is whether the offer itself is in conformity with the ideal, 
goal and declared programme of the Congress. 

We say it is not. We say that if the A.I.C.C. sets its seal of 
approval on this policy, it will be guilty of the most heinous crime 
against the national movement. It will be guilty of national betrayal. 
We say this not because we love to indulge in strong words or want 
to insult the Working Conlmittee leaders but because wcr.,claim to 
realise what this policy means and where it will lead to. This is 
not the time for platitudes, euphemisms and equivocations. The 
situation is ·too serious. The fate of the Congress is at stake. The 
truth must be told, the plain truth, the harsh truth. 

1'his resolution repudiates the goal of independence and the 
slogan of constituent assembly. It repudiates the policy of opposition 
to imperialist war and .fubstitutes for it the policy of support to 
the war. It repudiates the anti-imperialist struggle itself. It 
repudiates everything that the congress has stood for during the 
last 20 years. 

If carried out, the policy it embodies will destroy the achie
vements of twenty tear of struggle. It will destroy the Coqgress 
itself. · 

This is no phantasy. We are not conjuring up a spectre to 
frighten Congressmen. It is the stark reality, the true meaning of 
this resolution. 

What price must we pay ? 

Whether in the provinces or at the Centre, Ministries to-day will 
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not have even that power which they had in the past. They would 
be, first and foremost, Ministries. for the prosecution of war. 
Ministries for the maintenance of Law and Order. With loyalists 
and communalist reactionaries, Congressmen wiJI have to join hand 
to carry out these measures. 

They will not have the power to repeal the Defence of India Act 
which has already claimed 3, 000 Congressmen as victims but will 
have, on the contrary, to operate that Act ruthlessly and rigidly. 
They will have to ban meetings and demonstrations against the war 
and suppress the anti-war movement. They will have to throw 
Congressmen in jail for daring to oppose war me.uures. They will 
have to act as 'recruiting agents of Imperialism and enrol Indians 
for being butc}\ered in Britain's war. They will have to enrol Indians 
in order to shooi Indians in defence of Britam's imperial interests 
here. They will have to impose fresh burdens on the people and 
bleed them for keeping Britain's war machine going. And when 
unable to bear that burden and because of the effects of the agrarian 
cnsis that is deepening every day, the Kisan nses in revolt, they 
will have to drown that revolt in blood. They will have to bolster 
up British prestige which has suffered death blow in this war and 
create confidence in the stability of the British Government. They 
will have to strengthen the Anny and thus fortze weapons that will 
be used to crush our national movement itself. They will have to 
forge the chains of national slavery. 

All these things they must do or they will not remain in office 
even for a day, for that is what "defence oflndia" means. Therefore, 
we call it the policy of national betrayal. 

Assurances may be given to us that these things will not be done 
but we say without any hesitation that we can have no faith in such 
assurances. Every policy has its-implications and no matter how 
well-meaning our leaders are, they cannot escape the implicati(>tlS 
of the policy that they are pursuing. That 1:-• licy itself will dnve 
them to take these measures. 

This policy, if carried out, will mean the alliance of Congress 
with counter-revolution. It will mean destruction of the unity of the 
people that has been forged by twenty years of struggle, the unity 
cemented by the blood of our martyrs. It will inean the death of 
the Congress. 
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And for what? 

For what is the Congress being asked to pa~ this frightful 
price '> For an assurance-a declaration - by the British 
Government ., 

Even if the British Government were to make that declaration 
and "acknowledge" the freedom of India. what is that declaration 
worth '?Will lnda.i be permitted to ASSERT her freedom by declaring 
that she has nothing to do with this predatory war '! l\o 

The dictatorial powers of the Viceroy and the Governors \\Ould 
remain, the British Anny of Occupation would remain. th~ Ci\'il 
Service and the police would remain. the princes and landlords who 
fonn the pillars of Imperialism would remain. To imagine that the 
British Government would make-whether now or in future -any 
concession that would enable the Congress to destroy these props 
and pillars of British rule. is to indulge m day-dreams. We ma~ 
have a Congressman as Defence Minister but does that mean that 
the British-Indian Army will cease to be a \\capon to hold us d0\\11 
in bondage and bl.-come ail army of National Defence ·~Durmg 
years of Provincial Autonom~·- Congress Mmistcrs had far greater 
control over the police department than \\hat any Defence Mimster 
to-day can have over the Anny. Did that mean any change m the 
CHARACTER of the Indian Police Force '! It did not and it could 
not. Created by the British Government. officered by Bntash and 
pro-British pt.-rsons. completely free from any real control b) popular 
Ministries, the Army. the Police and the Services \\ould remam 
what they arc to-day-instruments of impcnahst rufo and /1' IS J\' 

7IIE.\l .J..\'l.J .\'OT I.\' 11/E l.JiGISU1l'Rf."S that real po\\cr rests. Only 
their dissolution and disbursement and the creation of a People's 
Militia would mean real freedom Only such freedom \\ ould cf!ablc 
the Congress to destroy the power and position of pnn~s. lan"ords 
and other reactionary vested interests and lay the foundataon of a 
new social order based 011 democracy and well being of the people 
That is the kind of freedop'I that the masses want. Everything else 
is a mockery, that may bring a few crumbs to the big industrialists 
and businessm""" but would bring no relief to the people. 

ff that is the freedom that were visualised by our leaders. if 
that is the freedom that they had demanded, th~-y would not 
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have waited for Bnt1sh Government's rcpl). for the)' know full \\ell 
that such freedom can never be conceded The very fact. despite 
the rebuffs that the British Government has given. a I RLSH OH I R 

has been made. the vc1 )' fact that the) arc WAI rINO 

for the rcpl~. sho\\s that the1r demand falls far short of fn.x..-dom 
l'Hl:. y HA vi: J>LMANDrD AN ASSURANCI ANI> Rl SPONSIBLI. 

Cl·N rRL The) have demanded mess of pottage and in return for 
that. arc read) to support the \\ar Ho\\ could dungs come to 
this tragic pass '1 Ho\\ could such a shameless pohcy be 
pursued "1th impumt) and be sought to be unposed on the cnttre 
Congress '1 

It did not h.ipix-n m one da) Tim pollcy I\ the logu.a/ wlmmatwn 
of tht• pollly of wmt1t11t10nall\m and c.ompromHe whu:h hm 
alway\ hi:en l11t·i·i: ... m: l1 l11c.h entrl'nc.hed llH. If /mil~\ 111 the penod 
,~; mmHtrte\· 

RaJaJ1 1s the framer of tlus 1csolut10n. but no member of the 
Workmg Comnuttcc. no k.:idc1 of the Congre">s \\ho had a hand 
m shapmg the pohc) of the last three ~cars. e1thcr GandhtJt nor 
Nehru. can l.!!icape rcsponsib1ht) for \\hat has happened to-da). for 
a ~hamc and disgrace that m ~1 o;cssion of the AU-India Congress 
Comnuttce one has to argue agamst the hnc of alhancc of the 
Congress \\Ith rca.cttonal) leaders of the l\.lui;hm League. Hmdu 
Mahasabha anJ confirmed toadies for the prosecution of 1mpc11.ihst 
\\ar 

Hopes and Fears 

There nc\ er" J.s an) .wb1gmty about the pohc)' that the Congress 
MUST pursue m an lmpcnahst War That pohc). l.:itd do\\n at 
Hanpura and reiterated at C\tel) Congress Session. \\as clear and 
uncqmvocal /\/)/.1 1171.l B/< ,\(} J>.IRJ} 70 L\JJ'ERI.llJ~T 11:1R .l\'D 

1111.I NO I J'/.'R\ JI/ lll!U. \ lL\'POJfEIU.\'I > RHSOl.iRC:ES 7 UBE E.\l'l tJJTF./1 

IN 1111· 1\1/FU/~.'ilS 01· RRllJS/11\IPERLtUS.\I I.• rHE hf1~.Vf OF A1\' 

II ll~\11'/ HEl\'<i \l.ll>E 70 /,\'l'Ol l"I! /.\'DI.I /\ Jl:IR JI/IS IJ"/l.l HF. 
l~HS/Sl/:."fJ 

What happened to that declaration when the war broke out ? 

Standmg here at the s~~SIOD of the Al.Cc. as \\C put this 
question. our nund goes back to d1osc da) s ''hen the nc\\S of the 
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outbreak of war arrived. What \\'ave of enthusiasm swept over the 
country. What tremendous urge for action animated masses of 
Congressmen'. What hopes were kindled in every breast ! Mass 
meetings against the war in every part of the country, mass 
demonstrations in every city, millions ready to respond to the call 
of the Congress and strike for freedom! Faith in the leaders, 
Congressmen had, confidence in victory they had, do or die spirit 
they had. Whc:n we remember all that and contrast the situation 
that existed then with the situation as it exists to-<lay, when we 
contrast the spirit, the enthusiasm and the confidence of those days 
with the panic, lifelessness and demoralisation of to-day, then only 
we realise the difference between what could have been done had 
what was done, then only we realise the full extent of the crime 
that was committed against the nation. 

Even when on his way to Simla at the call of the Viceroy. 
Gandhij was getting into the train at Delhi. crowds greeted him with 
the slogan: ''We do not want any understanding.•· (See Harijan. 
Sept., 9th) 

If. therefore, the Working Committee \\'Cre to be guided by 
the resolutions of the congress and by the voice of the lJeople, its 
line was clear - UN~'ONDIT/ONAL OPPOSITION TO THE WAR, 

L\,{},,lf.'TJIATE LAUNCHING OF NATIONAL STRUGGLE. 

That did not happen. All that was done was to issue a long
winded statement full of vague phrases and sickening platitudes 
about the coming "new order". The British Government was asked 
to declare its war aims as though the whole world did not know 
what those aims were "IF TllE WAR IS TO DEFEND THE STATUS QUO, 

IMPER/AUST POSSESSIONS AND COWNIES AND VESTF.D 1Nn1mSTS, 

THEN IND/A CAN HAVE NOTHING TO DO wrr11 "" What steps the 
Congress would take were made conditional upon declara,oos of 
the British Government. The door was kept open for barpining, 
for compromise. A1ld in order to exert pressure on the Gov0rnment 
and to satisfy Congressmen, the declaration was made that "decision 
cannot long be delayed.'' 

Thus, within two weeks of the outbreak of the War, the 
Haripura policy oj UNCONDITIONAL OPPOSITION to War 
had been repudiated and the new policy of CONDrrlONAL 

CO-OPERATION had been adopted. What was the basis of 
the new policy ? IUUSJON ANu FF.AR. Rluston that fa~ed with 
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war di.fficult1es. the British Government would make major 
concessions. Fear that a mass movement launched in the period of 
war, in the period of growing mass distress and increasingly explosive 
situation, would break all restrictions and develop into revolutionary 
movement. 

We make these statements with full consciousness of our 
responsibilities as A.l.C.C. members. We do not at all subscribe 
to the view that the stalemate which has worked havoc and reduced 
the Congn.-ss to its present plight was just an accident, just an 
indication that our leaders were waiting for a better time to strike 
or that they had no policy. We have st&ted and we repeat. that hope 
and fear-hope of concession and fear of revolution-life at the 
root on the polir~ ·~-;at tlk.-y have pursued even since the outbreak 
of\Var. Scores of statements and articles could be quoted to prove 
this but only one will suffice. When the Viceroy made his now
famous speech at the Orient Club which "India's goal was defined 
to be Dominion Status. GandhiJi greeted that pro.louncement and 
declared that he saw in it "GERMS OF A SF.T ILEMENT HONOURABLE 

TO ROTH NATIONS" (Harijan. Jan 20. '40). In the course of the same 
statement. he said : "IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED TO ME BY A 

CONGRRS.'i.\JA.N W/EIJDING GREAT INF1.UENCF. THAT AS SOON ~S 1 

IJECLARECinL DJSOBEVIEJ\'CE, I wouw F1NDSTAGOEIUNG RESPo.~ .. '.E. 

Tll/S TIME. TllE WHOLE LABOUR WORID AND THE KISANS IN MANY 

PARTS Will, /IE ASSURES AIE. DECLARE A SIMULTANEOUS STk/KE. I 

TOW HIMTllAT WTHAT HAPPENED. I SHOUWBEMOST MIBARRASSED . 
AND ALL MY PLfNS WOULD BR UPSET." 

Here is the most tragic spectacle - the supn.."llle leader of the 
Congress waiting for crumb from imperialism, seeking in every 
gesture of the Government the "genns of honourable settlement", 
afraid not that masses will not respond but that there will be 
"staggering response" and his "plans would be uiiset". Since, due 
to imperialist intransigeance the "genns of honourable settlement•' 
could not be found and since, due to fear that there would be 
"staggmng response", struggle could not be launched. stalemate 
was the only policy that could be pursued. That became the ''new 
technique" of compromise. 
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Assurances Broken 

'·Decision cannot long be delayed" was the assurance given in 
September 1939. and yet nothing was done till Ramgarh. i.e .. for 
full six months. Mass opposition to the War rose higher and high'-'"1'. 
90.000 work~rs of Bombay went on one-day strike to record protest 
against the War. Mass meetings and demonstrations against the 
War. against the ordinance. against repressive measures were held 
throughout the country. The lndependenec: Da)' 1940 \\itnesscd 
scenes the hkc of which hOO not been Sct.."11 since the Civil Disobedfoncc 
da)S. Despite the bans issued by Gandhiji and the Congress President. 
mass strikes became the chief feature of the day. mass strikes 
of workers. mass strik~s of stud<..-nts. gigantic peasant dt..~nstrations 
in rural areas. IT BEt:l..\tE .·I /J.ff OF ·'~·l.TIO.\~l/J OPNJSl710.V TO 

TllE n:m. 
Simultaneously d~velopcd actions against the effects ofd1~ war. 

against economic distress and suppression of ci\"il liberties. The 
great \\ar allowance strike of the Bombay workers. the gigantic 
student strikes in Calcutta against the Ordinance regime. the rising 
strikes wave in Behar-all these indicated the depth m the crisis 
and the gro\\·ing militrptcy of the people. 

Restlc~sness grc\\ in Congress ranks. \Vhy this stalcmatc'!
W as the question they raised everywhere. They demanded struggle. 
tht..•y dL-mandoo action. Unlike the Congress. the Government was 
not sitting quiet. It was striking hard against the workers. peasants 
and students movements Militant Congrcssm"-'11. Communists and 
Socialists were being thrown in jail by hundreds. 

In this background Ramgarh m<.."t. "Decision cannot long be 
dclayed"--this assurance should no longer satisfy Congressmen. 
Hence a resolution was placed before the session \\hich definitely 
described the \\ar as an imperialist war. stated that "the cxJtoitation 
of Indian resources in this war is an Affront to them which no self
respecting and freedom-loving nation can tolerate" an• finally 
declared that the \\ithdrawal of Ministries was a "preliminary step" 
\11hich would "naturally be followed by civil disobedience."' 

Masses of CongrcssmL'll and Congress Socialists hailed it as a 
resolution of struggle. We had no such illusions. We saw the real 
meaning of the resolution and its real purpose-threat to tbe 
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Government and assurance to Congressmen We realised that 
stalemate would be continued. Therefore. \\C voted agamst the 
resolution. and appealed to all delegates to do hke\\ ise Our 
spokesmen exposed the real nature of the resolution and warned 
Congressmen against the dca..-pt1on that was being practised on 
them. 

But the CJVerwhelmmg ma1or11y of delegctte.\· thought otherwise 
When CiV1l D1sobeclien,·e was declared to he the \'H.\7' STEP they 
believed that 1t WO.\ IMM/Nf.,'NT A.\ regard\· our warnmg that the 
leaders were not even clrcammg <~f MASS c.1V1I I >l:mhechence, that 
warmng fell on deaf ears he"austt Ra}'mdra Bcrhu who movfJ the 
re.\·olutwn and Panelli Jawuharlal who mpported 11, hath gave the 
as:mran,·e that lf would he.• SllU'<i<il HO\' 1 \t ISS SCll.E" and 
would "Sl 'RP.tS.\ AIJ r 1Sl M<WH\Jli\'lS I\' Rl~SPN I 01' 11'S E.\7Ei\"T 

tAV ALIGrV/11.l>f: " The.'ie were their vet:.\' Kordo; 

lf any doubts remained after that. these \\~re dispelled by 
the words of Gandh1J1 htmself. ''ho accordmg to the report of 
his speech that appeared m the Harijan of March 30th. said · 

"O.VH OF 1111-: .4/i IEND.\IEN1 s Jj: IS ro TllH fl•'FEC 1 Ill 11 1/IE rJrJRlJ 

'J.LISS' HE lNSl!.'RTED Bh1•VRE C1l 1L f>ISOBEJ)JH\'C'E WELi,, ff 17 IS WJT 

uiss (/J7L IJISOBEDJRNCE. IS 11 1'0 Ill·: ('Jr7/. Jl/SOHf:J)[E.\'CE 11} A 

lfA.Vl>FUJ.> IN THAT C.JSH, l S//Ol 'lD NOT H.trr.· l O.\IE 10 JOl 

Yet. within less than two \\eeks atlcr Ramgarh. appeared 
the well-known article of Gandh1J1 . "Every Congrel·s Con.m1t1e1..• 
a Satyagrah Committee" m which he made 1t clear that 
Civil Disobedience. "IF IT MUST COME" \\ould be C1vtl Disobedience 
not by masses but b} registered Sat~agrahis There must be no 
struggles in States, no strikes. not even mass defiance of Go\'emment 
orders. ·1 SHALi. BE ABLE TO HOIIl WITH .I l"ERJ S.\l~U • • LR.Hr 01-' 

HONEST S.tTYAGRAlflS" was the declaration made by the "General" 
who thirteen days ago had told the Congre.\. lelegatcs . "IS II 

TO BH CIJ1L DISOBEl>lENCE Br .I /l.t.\'lJf.VL IN Tll.lT CjSE, I SHOULD 

NOT HATE COME TO }'Ol l " And the iron} is that these t\\ 0 statements 
appear in the same issue of the Harijan, the Issue of 30th March. 

It was not a plan of struggle. It was. at best, a plan for bringing 
pressure on the Government It was a plan to sccuri: "honourable 

Vnl·I\' I 0 
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settlement" and avert "red ruin". It was a plan which 1f earned out. 
would mean a "struggle" of the most restricted kind. a sham struggle 
that could only lead to compromise or surrender 

This was mnde still more clear by GandhiJi in lus statement of 
27th April : SO FAR AS I CAN SEE .lT PRESENT. MASS C/17/, 

DISOBEDIENCE JS MOST UNLIKELY THE CHOICE UES REflJEHN 

INDIVIDUAL CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE ON A VER!" J ... tR(;E SC:U..E, l'HRY 

RESTR/l7ED OR CONF1.VED ONLY TO AJE " 
Can anyone accuse us of discourtesy. if we say that a 

most shameful deception was practised on Congressmen at 
Ramgarh? Can anyone accuse us of being impolite if we say that 
the whole thing was a gigantic hoax the like of which the "orld 
has never seen before '? 

A Shameful Spectacle 

But even worse was to come and that came when the storm burst 
on the Western Front and the Bnt1sh ruler who brag so much about 
their prowess and who arc brave only when they ha\'c to shoot 
unarmed Indians, ran bke rabbits to save their lives Thro\\ mg 
overboard every resolution of the Congress. forgettntB that the 
Congress had always pJaced Nazism and impenahsm m the same 
categoty, Rajendra Babu hastened to declare that Bntam was better 
than Hitler and he wished for Bntish victory in the war These 
followed the sickening spectacle of Satyamurthi praying for the 
success of the British: Rajaji. Mrs Naidu. Mr Asaf Ali and a host 
of others urging Britain '"m her own interests·• and m order to 

ensure her own victory" to do ·'justice·· to India The words of 
the Congress president at Ramgarh : "We do not want to sec Bnt1sh 
Imperialism tnumphant" were forgotten Statements \\ere issued 
and speeches were made, editonals were wntten 1n leading Cbngrcss 
papers like National Herald and Bombay Chronicle and'othcrs. 
that seemed to come from lackeys of British impenalism and 
that made every honest Congressman bum with shame and 
indignation. 

Time and again m the past. when we Communists and left 
Congressmen raised our voice against the policy of compromise. 
we were threatened with discipJjnary action but where these leaders 
were trampling underfoot every Congress resolution and bringing 
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shame and disgrace upon the nation. the Working Committee took 
no notice. Gandhiji issued a ban against Anti-Repression Day 
which was to be organised by Kerala Congressmen on 26th May 
but he said not a word against Satyamurthi who on the same day 
prayed for the success of Britain 

While this miserable drama was being played. while Congress 
ICciders were vying with confirmed toadies in w1shmg success to 
"British democracy", Nehru's voice was heard : No struggle now. 
rr IS .\'OT THE w •. ff 01' SA1'Y.1GRAHIS TO STRIKE wm;;,v 1 HE ENEMr 
IS IN Ph"RJL. (16th May). And Gandhiji closed the whofo chapter 
by saying : Hff.'E Ml TST WAJT TIU Till•.' I/EAT 01''BA1TLE IN TllE TIJ.:.IRT 

OF AL/JED COUNTRIES SUBSIDES" (Jsl June) 30.000 Ccmgrt -~·\·men 
M-ho on the basis of tht: 'iOlcmn as.vurance.v given at Ramgarh had 
enrolled them.w:f,.,,,. a.v Satyagr£Jhn were mked to abandon all 
thoughts of sln,gxle. 

Playing with nation's fate 

In this way the Congress pohcy of resistance to \\ar was 
sabotaged. in this \>tay solemn assurances were b10ken, in this \\'ay 
dl.'llloralisation was sown in Congress ranks and the great ardour. 
enthusiasm and do-or-die spirit that prevailed m the early days of 
the war were slowly killed. Wtth the destiny of a great nation. "~ith 
the honour of a great organisation. they played the sordid ~ame 
of bargain and compronuse. Instead of steeling the heart ot the 
people for the final and dcc1s1ve battle. mstead of cr~atmg in 
Congressmen spirrt and confidence. they spread demora~i.sation 
and despair. "You are not ready, you are not sufficiently non
violent, you must not embarrass Britain. "-Such messages \\cm: 
broadcast by Gandhi.Ji weak after week. Even a nation of heroes 
would have been reduced to being demoralised creatures after one 
year of such brokl.'D promise:,. such equivocations and lies. such 
··messages'·. 
· Did the developments in the war situation justifv the abandonment 
of struggle'? British had suffered defeat after defeat but that had 
only exposed the rottenness. cowardice and treachery of the British 
ru•ers, treachery to their Allies. treachery to their own people. "If 
the war is to defend the status quo, imperialist possessions and 
colonies .... " This ran the Working Committee's statement of 
September '39, the statcm~nt drafted by Pandit Nehru. Can Pt. 
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Nehru deny that even to-day the warm bcmg \\aged by Bntam 
to defend the status quo, 1mpenahst possessions and colonies''" 
And to \\hat length the~ have gone' Tymg EIDpt to their \\ar
chanot and exposmg the Egyptian people to th~ horrors of mvas1on 
and bombmg raids. betra}1ng the hc:r01c people of Chma m order 
to save their o\\n possessions from Japan's attack-such are the 
acts m the carrymg out of which Bntam must not be "embarrassed" 
b}' "true Sat}agralns" That "as the verdict of Gandhtjt, that \\US 

the 'erd1ct of Nehru 
No Thrs moral mask. this mask of non-violence cannot conceal 

the real truth. the sordid truth that the developments m the 
war situation once agam kindled the hope that NOW Bntam 
\\ould make concessions and no struggle of an} sort \\Ould Ix: 
needed 

Gandhi11 and perhaps Nehru too. \\ould ha\ e hkt.'Cl to stop here 
C onsc1ous of the diastrous unphcat1ons of total surrender and gomg 
back to Mimstnes. 1mpbcat1ons \\hich Gandh1J1 himself has pointed 
out (Harijan. Jul~ 6). they \\ould have preferred the stalemate to 
contmuc but that could no longer be done The pohc~ of stalemate 
had 1ts O\\R logic and that logic \\as "orkmg itself 'l7Ut The 
floodgate of opportu~ had been opened wide If 'talemalc ""' 
not broken by struggle, 11 would break the oth,•r ~"'Q' - by \Urrencler 
If the Go\emment refuses to chmb do\\n. THE CONGRESS must 
chmb do\\<D The extreme nght-\\Jngcrs led b~ RaJaJi got gnp ov~r 
the working Comnuttee and thetr hnc b~c::une THE hne 

Gandh111 ma} dislike the l~gth to \\h1ch thmgs have gone. 
others ma~ moan but can they deny that 1t is thC) who. by their 
whole pobc}. have brought thmgs to this pa.~s·' They cannot do that 
and therefore, they cannot put up any resistance to RaJaJi's hnc 
That hne 1s a logical contmuatton of their own hnc 

The Defence lie 

In tlus way through bluoffs and assurances, through hes and 
eqwvocat1ons. through broken promises, the ground was prepared 
for the final betrayal, for compromise "1th lmpenabsm Dreannng 
m tenns of "honourable settlement". fondly hopmg with each Bnt1sh 
defeat that NOW concessions would be made. fcarmg "staggenng 
response" and "red rutn" 1f struggle 1s launched, the) gave up one 
stand after another, moved farther away from the declared Congress 
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policy and sank deeper and deeper into the stinking mire of 
opportunism 

Yet. the RAPIDITY with which the "about-tum" during the last 
two months was made. may appear to many to be inexplicable. 
From neutrality to co-operation. from talks of struggle to "National 
Uovemnu .. 'llt"-how could this happen'! 

TlJJ,\' JV.IS A-L1DE P0.\:\1RJ .. E BY TllE .\JOST ATROC10US UE 
El 1'."R TOLD - TllE DEFENCE UE! 

Congress Ministries will "orgamse defence", \\C arc told. Defence 
OF \'1111\T and AGAINSl WHOM ) It crut be nothing, as \\C have 
already shown, except defence of Indian slavery against acnon by 
the Indian people. defence of British imperialist rule. No matter 
what our lcadt.rs ~U) .111d \\ant. this is ALL th~ CAN defend to
day 

Yet. defence of India. the slogan of British Imperialism. became 
the slogan of every leaJer from Rajaj1 to Subhas Bose. disgusting 
statements \\ere issued th:lt \\C arc hke ··domestic pets.. left in 
the Jungle. panic was created that India would fall helpless 
victim to foreign mvasion and that there were dangers of "internal 
disorder". every impcnahst lie was repeated and by responsible 
Congress leaders and thus the slogans of nati"nal strugsl.· and 
Constituent Assembly \\ere replaced by the slogans of .. NaLmnal 
Defence'· and '"National Government"·. In order to do that and thus 
create the basis of compromise. they threw away the mask of non
violence. 

We Communists do not believe in the creed of non-violence. We 
declare boldly and proudly that we consider it to be the sacred right 
of a nation to resort to arms in order to win freedom and in order 
to defend freedom. If the Working Committee leaders had the 
courage to make the revolutionary declaration that they cons1de1 
the ideology and creed of non-violence to be an vbstacle in the path 
of development of national struggle, we would have acclaimed that 
declaration. But when they express readiness to resort to arms in 
order to "defend India" as it IS to-day, i.e. to defend BRITISH RULE 
IN INDIA, and in order to "maintain order", i.e. IMPERIALL~T ORDliR 
and at the same time denounce mass actions on the plea of non
violence, we have no hesitation in saying that non-violence with 
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them is only a mask. a cloak to conceal cowardice and inaction 
and fear of mass struggle. 

Non-violence was a handy weapon to restrict and restrain struggle. 
to sabotage mass action. to apply the new technique of restric
ted Satyagraha. Now that weapon is inconvenient and hence 
is given up in "the sphere of <..-xternal aggression and internal 
disorder." 

Nehru's Dream 
We know full \\ell what hopes arc driving many of them to\\ards 

compromise. They believe that Britain is going to lose the war and 
if Congress Ministries are in office then. they would be able to "take 
over" power. No illusion could be more dangerous. The Viceroy 
and Governors would remain. the Anny and Police would remain. 
the Princes and landlords on whom Imperialism relics for support 
would remain. If defeated in this war. Bntain will have to renounce 
her hegemony over Europe and parts of her colonial empire and 
that loss she will strive tQ make up by tightening her gnp over India. 
by exploiting India all the more. And if by any chance Britam wins. 
then too the colossal expenditure that the war would involve, she 
\\ill stnvc to make up by blcediqg India ''h1tc. 

Too often one hears Pi111dit Nehru speakmg about the .. fading 
away·· of Empires, of the "inevitability" of the coming "new order". 
Empires never FADE AWAY, they have to be SMASHED by the 
action of the people themselves, and the "new order" that will come 
to India after the war may be - or rather WILL BE if stalemate 
is continued or surrender 1s made - "new order" of a type very 
different from what Nehru is dreaming. It will be the "new order" 
of naked terrorist dictatorship. The chains of slavery nCVCf fall off. 
They have to be broken and slaves who do not seize the optortunity 
to break them and dream of "new order" remain slaves a.tld desire 
to remain slaves. 

When did we stand a year ago and where have we come to-day'? 
The Congress inspired fear in the British Government, it inspired 
respect in the masses. To-day the British Government treats the 
Congress with contempt and does not even reply to its piteous 
appeals for co-operation. To-day Congress prestige and Congress 
influence have sunk lower thaa at any time in the last twenty years. 
Is there any wonder? An organisation that fails to take definite stand 
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on the most momentous event of the era - the Imperialist War 
- even after full eleven months. an organisation that utters threats 
and gives assurances and then fails to stand by its words, an 
organisation whose leaders defy with inpusity its solemn resolutions 
- such an orgamsation can inspire neither fear nor respect. In a 
province like U .P. winch 1s the most powerful fortress of the 
Congress in the country. Government agents to-day dare to collect 
funds for the war by the unposition of forcible levies on Kisans. 
People everywhere show no enthusiasm to jam the Congress and 
the total membership of the Congress may fall steeply this year 
W1thm the ranks of Congressmen disintegration has started Onssa 
1s an ommous potntcr. Congress M L.A.'s Joming toadies and 
reactionaries to Form Coalition Mm1stry - could one dream of 1t 
a yea1 back'' 

Thus the great organisation which people have built with deca
des of sacnficc. to which th~ look for lead. \\hich had become 
the symbol of umty and struggle. stands m danger of going to 
pieces 

Those \\ho do not take note of all these and continue to cherish 
allusions and dream of "nC\\ order" commit the gravest crime 
agamst the freedom movement 

Our Final Words 
We have httlc more to say It is a supreme tragedy that at a 

moment when 3000 Congressmen have been thrown in p:ison or 
arc in internment, at a moment when 20 crores of rupees of fresh 
war burdens have been imposed and war levies are being forcibly 
collected. at a moment when Ordinance regime is crushing the 
very life of the nation at such a moment. we have met hen; not 
to give the long-delayed marching order but to put our seal of 
approval on a policy which would perpetuate all these ho,.rors with 
·the sanct10n and approval of the congress. It is a supreme traged' 
that at a moment when this rotten empire is couapsing and cannot 
withstand one detennined blow. not only are we being prevented 
from delivering that blow but are being asked to bolster up that 
empire. The prison walls are crumbling but the slaves are being 
asked to wait and watch. 

What show are we putung up before the whole world? What 
lead are we giving to enslaved nations'? 
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Herc in this Jand of ours. ra\·aged by two centuries of British rule, 
here \"ith millions and millions ready to respond to our calJ and 
strike the final blow to end this shame and degradation for once 
and all. here faced with an opportunity the like of which comes 
once in centuries. \Ve stand paralysed - awaiting g"'-stures of 
goodwill, dreaming in terms of assurances and "honourable 
settlement". Before this crime which is being committed after two 
decades of national struggle. pales into insignificance even the 
terrible crime that was committed by Indian leaders in the last war 
- the crime of Indians being enrolled to lay down their lives in 
order to add to the number of Britain's slaves. That crime was 
rewarded \\ith Jallianwallabagh massacres. mass shootings. outrages 
on women and crawling orders. Similar rewards will come once 
this war is over - no matter with whose victo~- and Britain 
has her hands free. Then our leaders will repent but it \\ill be too 
late. 

This is one of the most tragic hours in the history of the 
Congress but 1t can be made one of the most glonous Never was 
the British Government in such crisis Its prestige has been shatten.-d. 
its credit has gone. it .is completely at our mercy It cannot even 
rely on its soldiers and police. Like magic will work the call of 
the Congress at this historic moment. Once the Congress gives the 
caJI and summons the pc..-ople to re\"olt. all the despair and defeatism 
we sec all around \\ iJI varush. a wa\'e will rise before which no 
obstacles can stand. Millions and millions of arms will be raised 
and this despotic rule. now guarded by the bayonets of mercenaries. 
will be smashed to bits. 

This is no dream. This can be made a rcaJity. The nation 
demands of the Congress to make it a reality. . 

We do not kn9w to what extent we shall be able to fitluencc 
the A.l.C.C. Ours may be a cry in the wilderness here but We know 
that this represents the urge of the people and we deem it our duty 
to declare that if this policy is carried out and the Congress tied 
to the war-chariot of British Imperialism, no considerations of 
discipline will pn.-vent us from doing all we can to defeat that 
policy. We shall not split away from the Congress nor fonn another 
Congress but with all our might, we shall strive to rally masses 
of Congressmen and masses of people to save the Congress from 
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the sham~ and degradation which \\di be its lot 1fthc compromisers 
succeed We Ii.now \\hat that means We k.no\\ that man\ of us \\Ill 

be e~pclled from the Congress We know that as to-da~ - or ma~ 
be more than to-da) - the Government. the "National Government" 
of RaJa.Ji's dream, will concentrate fire agamst us Communists 
Such measures shall not S\\rervc us from our path Confident of the 
correctness of our pobcy. confident that the pobc} alone 1s m 
confomuty with the ideal. goal and trad1t10ns of the Congress and 
1s m the best mtcrest of the nation. we shall face untlmchmg]~ 
\\hatcvcr might come H1stol) \\rill Judge us 

APPENDIX 

Resolution you are asked to repudiate 

Haripura 

"India can be no part) to such an 1mpenahst \\ar and \\Ill not 
pcmut her man-power and resources to be C'\.plo1tcd m the mterests 
of Bnt1i;h lmpenahsm Nor can India 10111 an~ \\ar \\tthout the 
c'\.press consent of her people The Congrc~s. therefore entuel~ 

disapproved of \\'ar preparation~ bcmg made tn India a11rl largc
scale man\ouvrc and a1r-ra1d p1ccaut1ons b) nh1ch 1t ha. been 
sought to spread an atmosphere of approachmg \\ar m India In 
the event of an attempt bemg made to tn\ olve India m a \\ar. this 
wdl be resisted" 

Tripuri 

From the resolution on War and 
Foreign pohc} - Februa~ 1938 

"The Congress 1s opposed to 1mpenahsm and fascism able nnd 
is convmccd that world peace and progress • -quired the endmg uf 
both of these In the opllllon of the Congress. it 1s urgcntl) necessal) 
for Ind.ta to direct her own foreign pobcy as an independent nation . 
.hereby keeping aloof from both 1mpenahsm and fascism. and 
pursuing her path of peace and freedom " 

From the Resolution on Foreign Policy 
-March 1939 
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Ramgarh 
·· ... the Congress cannot in any \\il}' directly or indirectly be a 

party to the '"ar which means continuance and perpetuation of this 
exploitation. The Congress therefore strongly disapproves of Indian 
troops bemg made to fight for Great Bntain and of the drain from 
India of llli.'11 and material for the purpose of the war. Neither the 
recruiting nor the money raised in India can be considered to be 
voluntary contributions from India. Congressmen and those under 
the Congress influence. cannot help in the prosecution of the \\ar 
with men. money or material." 

From Ramgarh Resolution 
-March 1940 



THE IMPENDING AGRARIAN 
CRISIS AND OUR TASKS 

@] 

The war has entered into a new phase. The phase of world 
conflagration, of decisive and gnm battles has begun The senes 
of military disasters and defeats \\hich th~ Gennan Anny has 
inflicted on Britil\h imperialism has made 1ts position e'\.tremely 
prccanous. France has collapsed. Britain has lost all pomts of 
vantage in N!'r.l. '"' Europe Now \'1th the entry of Italy further 
set-backs in the Mediterranean arc in store for it. Bnt1sb impcnahsm 
is fighting with its back to the wall. It 1s straining every nerve to 
drag US.A. into the war It is mobihsmg ev~I)' ounce of resources 
under its control m Britam. in the dominions. c'llonies and in India 
for the conflict. For it is a hfe and death struggle \\hich it 1s \\agmg 
This means rapidly mounting economic and political pressure on 
the toiling masses of England and France. on the people of India 
and the colonies. 

Perspective at the Outbreak of War 

WHAT WOULD HR TllE EF'J•"'ECT OF Tlf/S NEW PllA.SF OF TllE 

WAR ON THE AGRARIAN ECONO.\Jf AND ON TJIE .\lllUONS OF 

THE PEASANI' MASSES ? IS IT NECESSARY TO MOD/Fr TllE SLOGANS 

WHICI/ WE ISSUED FOR 111E KISAN FRON'/ AT fHE OUTBREAK OF THE 

IYAR' 

What was the perspective we visualised when the war broke 
out ? lt was expected that the prices of the agrarian conunoditi~ 
would rise, but that the speculator. the middlunan would not allow 
the benefit of this rise of prices to reach the kisan. On the other 
Jiand the kisan would have to pay higher prices for industrial goods 
e.g., tools, salt, oil, matches, cloth etc. Hence our main slogans 
were (I) fix the MINIMUM prices which the kisan must get for 
Takai from : Party Circular N" 59 of die Comm1111iJSI Party of India and 
published in th.- "PARTY l..EITF.R'' dated 20th A.ugu.11 1940. 
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his produce (2) check speculation. profiteering and violent fluctuation 
of prices (3) control prices of industrial goods. 

Imperialist Policy and Fall of Prices 

It very soon became clear that it was the policy of the nnpenalist 
Government to rigorously control the prices of the agricultural 
commodities while allowing a controlled rise for the prices of 
industrial goods. The purpose was to obtain a cheap supply of r:m 
materials it wanted. As the war entered into the new phase. 
imperialism promulgated a series of ordinances imposing export 
restrictions on a series of agricultural commodities (seeds. oilcakes. 
\\heat etc.). As one after another the countries of Europe \\hich 
entered the war disappeared from the export list, the possibilities 
of t..-xport narrowed down still further. The difficulties of transport 
made countries like America go in for substitutes for jute. All these 
factors worked together and have resulted in a compk."te collapse 
of the price structure o(the agrarian commodities It is stated that 
at present the prices of the chief commercial crops of1ndia ''hich 
are money crops of the Indian kisan arc below the world mark~t 
prices These conditions would worsen in the coming months and 
one may· expect a severe slump in agrarian prices after the next 
crop season. 

Some idea of the precipitous fall of the chief commercial crops 
and their by-products can be got from the following table. The 
figures are from the market page of the TIMES OF JNDIA of the 
corresponding dates. 

Openin& & Closin& Rates in Bombay Market per unit 
I 

Name of the °' 20-12-39 On 20-4-40 On 13-6-40 •. tleclinc 
commodity in 6 months 

Ground-nut. Rs 44-2-0 Rs 38-13-0 Rs 34-2-0 294!0 
Rs 43-8-0 Rs 38-14-0 Rs 34-8-0 .. 

Ground-nut oil 
Cake (expcllas) Rs S7-0-0 Rs 46-0.0 Rs 29-0-0 491!-o 

Linseed Rs 9-10-3 Rs 7-4-9 Rs 6-1·0 
Rs 9-7-6 Ps. 7-3-6 Rs 6-1-3 37°0 
Rs 4.9.3 lb 4-1-3 Rs .l-12-0 
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Nome ot the On 20-12-~IJ Un :0-4-40 On J i-6-40 0 o dee.hoc 
'"ommod1t\ m 6 mm1tlh 

Whc:c1t k. .. 4 .. 7 .. 1) }{, 4-0-l 17°0 

Lotton Rro.ich R' 280-8 0 R., 168-4-0 4ll0 o 
R., (on (i I 2-l'J) 

C. otton Seed R' 28-5-0 R' 2-; .. )) .() R' 24-12-0 9 .;~. 
R~ 29--1-11 R' 25-8 () 1(, 24-14-6 

Jule R' HK 0..() R' tiS-0-0 26°0 

The Coming Agrarian Crisi'i 

The agrarian cns1s that •~ nnmment \\Ill be far more de\astallng 
than the one of 1932-34 Its poht1cal and soc1.i.I effects '' 111 l: .. more 
far reaching This c11s1s 1s takmg place m the penod of the ~ccond 
nnpenahst \\ar ~rirl 1-; causi..-d b' 1t The rc.i:,on<; \\h~ 1t \\ould be 
mtensc are as follows -

(a) The K1san 1s so compktl'h denuded of his sa\ mgo;. m the 
last cns1s that he h.i.s far less stamina to "1thstand a fresh 
pnce-cns1s 

(b) 1111!, cns1s \\Ill be accompan100 b~ a RISE 111 the pnces 
of lndustnal goods he needs and 1t \\ould mean greater 
load, 

(c) The dm.c for \\ar-loan \\.J.r r<..-cnutmi..nt and the ar 
gcncrall)' \\ould enable the ltsan to lmk up the cns1s not 
\\11th a natural calaim~ but with WAR 1mposoo up.>n him 
bv the foreign GO\ ernment. 

( d) The collapse of the prestige of the Government. m 'IC\\ 
of the defeats 1t 1s sustammg m the '"ar \\ould embolden 
the k1san to re\olut1onal) action 

Political Effects 

It 1s on the agranan front that the Bntish impena1·q structure \\ould 
crack up u11dcr the rapidly mcrcasmg pohttcal and economic strams 
and stresses of the war The 1mpendmg agranan cns1s would be 
a <!x1s1vc factor m detcrmmmg the pohtical development m our 
country The approach ofth1s cns1s and the probable storm 1t \\ould 
bnng ID ltS trail may be a r•JWerful factor ID forcmg lmpertabsm 
to make the fow concessions which the national bourgco1s1e is 
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demanding for a settlement. Imperialism would certainly want the 
··national ministries·· to face the agrarian storm :ind save a situation 
which might easily develop into a rm·olutionary crisis. If· "National 
Ministries'' came into being after •·a settlement" they would be 
tools of imperialist policy. They would not be able to change an 
iota of the policy which led to the crisis. The inevitable logic of 
their treacherous policy of compromise would drive them to use 
the only means of allaying the storm namely bullets against the 
kisan masses. Thus counter-revolution. complete disruption of the 
national movement rank reaction, such is the prospect which faces 
the nation in the event of a compromise. of a st.1tlcment. We have 
to wage a bitter struggle to prcn.-nt this disaster. We have to use 
every means of carrying on agitation among the congressmen. 
among the masses denouncing as traitors all those who talk of 
supportmg the Allies. who talk of co-operating \\ith the Government 
for Defence. who talk of forming national ministries. But the most 
important front on \\ hich \~e have to intensify our efforts in order 
to prevent a compromise or to smash it if comes carfo.:r. is the kisan -front. We have to forestall and prepare for the storm which is 
brewing on that front: 

Our A&itational Slo1ans 

What must be our agitational slogan in the countryside '! First thing 
we must do is to warn the peasant against the terrific agrarian crisis 
that is ahead. This as we said would be far more terrible than the 
cnsis of 1932-34. Since that time he has lost a lot of gold. Today 
he has nothing. The t.-ntire load of the fall of prices of money crops 
would fall upon his rickct} shoulders. The merchant, the money 
lender \\on"t suffer. They will get their commission and their 
interest Tht."Y wouJd have to lock up less money in the itocks of 
agricultural commodities and the money thus set free thty would 
invest in some other undertaking and cam all the same. It is the 
kisan who would suffer, under the load of ta.xes, high prices, rent 
and interest. 

We have to explain that this crisis is coming as a result of the 
imperialist war. We have to txplain that the British launched the 
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war to protect their empire. to perpetuate our slavery. explo1tat1on 
and oppression. Now they arc bemg beaten So they arc looting 
c\.el)thmg they can from India: cheap raw matenals and gold. to 
cover the gigantic cost of the war. They have caused this fall in 
prices. But the British imperialism is doomed This is its final cnsis. 
But this oppressor of the Indian people would not die a natural 
death. The millions of kisans of India hand in hand with workers 
of the cities have to deal it the death blow And they wiU do it this 
time. They have learned to budd their organisations as never before. 
They can influence the National Congress as never before. HENCE 

NO PANIC. The time is on our side but only if we prepare for 
the coming struggle head Kisan must wake up and orgamsc m the 
kisan sabhas. 

Main Demands 

What arc the concrete demand \\e put fon\ard and agitate for ·1 

1. Do not part \.\ith your gold or silver. Do not pay a single 
rup~ to the WAR LOAN. No co-operation with War Committees 
\\h1ch the collectors and the Sub-Divisional Officers are settmg up 
cvcl')'\.\here Not a man for the Army. 

2 Start agitation for the remission of rents and revenues. for 
total suspension of all dues and for moratorium for debts and 
interest. These slogans must be popularised now in accordance \\ ith 
the needs of the situation in the various localities. These slogans 
arc preparatory to the partial struggles which will have to be 
launched as the crisis deepens and it becomes impossible for the 
kisans to pay their dues. 

3. The slogan for the next step is '"Hold the crop:· On the basis 
Qf this slogan partial struggles of the kis:m must be organised in 
localities. These struggles could be organised ou th\! Gujcrat Kisan 
Struggle model (Lavet, vide N.F.). Kisans declare their INABILITY 
to pay but secure the crop for themselves and not allow it to be 
confiscated. 

4. The next step is of course organised NO TA.\" AND NO RE.\T 

struggle led by PEASANT CUMMmf."l!S and PEASAN1 <.iUARDS 
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Specific Slogans for Provinces 

These are general slogans. In each province and district slogans 
will have to be worked out in accordance with the local conditions. 
For instance U.P. has worked out the following ones :-

1. lmmt."Cliate introduction of Arrears of Rent Bill passed by 
the Congress Ministry~ 

2. lmmoo1ate introduction of Agricultural Indebtedness Act 
on the lines of the Congress Bill; 

3. Reduction of Rents: 

4. No special war levies, No war loans. No co-operation \\ith 
War Committt.-es. No man for the Anny: 

5. No Zrunmdar or Police Zulum. 

In Bengal apart from the general slogans there is the specific 
issue of th~ Permanent Settlement system which has bl.-cn brought 
forward by the recently published report of the Floud Commission. 
There is also the question of the new Jute restriction ordinance 
which has fixed not only the minimum but also the maxi.Thum price 
of Jute and the question of the fall of the price of Jute. 

To the Kisan Masses 

It is urgl."lltly necessary that all provincial units immediately take 
stock of the work done on the kisan front and of the situation there, 
work out agitational slogans on the line indicated above. The aim 
is to intensif'.y work on that front, to send new cadres to it and with 
instruction to dig themselves in the rural areas before the agrarian 
crisis actually breaks out. In most of the provinces the main difficulty 
would be paucity of cadres because of the unending series of arrest 
of an our open caf.fres. The underground comrades would ~vc to 
run short intensive training school for the new cadres seltcted to . 
work on the kisan front. These will have to be selected from the 
second rank comrades already working on that front. This course 
should consist of following points :-

( 1) The basic slogans of the All-India tisan Sabha programme. 
Their relation to the programme of National democratic 
revolution; 
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(2) War and our tasks. war and the k1sans-thc slogans to be 
put across now. 

(3) Instructions on the special methods of orgamsat1on and 
agitation to be used under the present cond1t1ons. 

(4) Struggle for partial demands How to \\m O\cr Congress 
\\orkcrs for k1san work and the struggle 

Outline Plan of Kisan Work 

It as 1mposs1ble to lay down a detailed plan of k1san \\Ork m this 
cucular C'ertam general gu1dmg Imes may be md1catoo The) arc 
as follows ·-

(a) All OPEN ag1tat1on. agamst \\ar. agamst recruitment and 
even a.gamst loan has to be avmdcd \\hen ~ou bcgm \\or!... ma rural 
area All such ag1tat1on must be condu~tcd through \\h1spcr 
campaigns. and m cJos~ door group mcctmgs It must be e'\plamcd 
to the k1sans \\hy we conduct the ag1tat1on m this manner not out 
of fear but out of nccessrt} to prescn·c our fighting force 

(b) Aim of our ag1tat1on 1s not to spread pamc among ktsans. 
but to ( 'RRA1 f<: J.1'.ARI 1'.:'iS\'M;s and self-confidence Harnmc1 home 
\\Ith every bit of war nc\\s the \\eakness. 1mb1c1ht} co\\.ud1ce .md 
complete bankruptcy of the Bnt1sh rulmg class 

(c) Do not run away ''1th the idea that no\\ ever} thmg ts to be 
done secretly and underground This 1s a most dangerous 11lusmn 
It would kill all mass work The fight for partial demands 1s to be 
conducted openly, open mcetmgs dcmandmg rcm1ss1on. protestmg 
agamst the Pohcc Zulum. mass pct1t1ons to authont1cs. all these 
t~ings must go on. no they must mcrcasc There is no opl-'11 antJ

war propaganda in them. But there 1s a stead,:. puttmg across of 
the Congress resolution in our ,,a,_. lkmand fm freedom. for 
Constituent Assembly. for National Struggle. Learn to combine this 
legal" ork with a barrage of underground propaganda and ag1tat1on 
This alone would incr~ the fearlessness among the peasants and 
will enable them to see the need for illegal \\Ork and teach them 
to protect w1derground workers and spread illegal hterature 

r·,,1-1v-11 
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(d) In every kisan centre pick out and train up young kisan 
cadres as prospective party members. establish auxiliary part) 
units in connection with doing the underground work of arranging 
closed door meetings. keeping watch over spies and lick-spittles of 
Patwari (Patil) and Zamindars, circulating illegal leaflets and so 
on. Establish a kisan committee of influential and fearless kisans 
and a nucleus of PARTISANS of the Party in every centre ofk1san 
work. 

(e) While doing kisan work. our comrades must pay the greatest 
attention to Congress workers, to leading cadres of the District and 
Taluka Congress committees. The continued stalemate. the polic) 
of Gandh1ji and the Working Committee of sliding back to the 
position ·'No Struggle During War Time·· has bewildcroo large 
sections of leading cadres in the countryside. This be\\ lldcrmcnt 
and confusion is leading to demoralisation. The Congress \\'orkers. 
especially drawn from Ute class of poor and middle peasants and 
petty shop-keepers do not understand this policy of suwendcr. but 
they see no other way .and get demoralised. The constructt\'C \\Ork 
of the ~ian t}pe they do and enrol passive or activ~ satyagrah1s 
but there is no heart in it. We must approach this section and try 
to win over the best among them for the k1san \\Ork. We must win 
them over for the constructive work among the kisans, the 
constructive work of the new type. We must impress '"upon them 
that national struggle must come and that the kisan has to play a 
great part 10 it. Our job as Congressmen is to stand by the side 
of the kisan as the war crisis deepens. organise his partial struggles 
and organise the kisans through them. implement the dongrcss 
policy of non-cooperation with war. sec that peasants and yillagers 
have nothing to do with war loan, war committees. and n.-cruitmcnt. 
This is how we must build the strength of the people for tbc great 
struggle ahead. This is how we would make surrender and betrayal 
on the part of leaders impossible. If we make such an approach 
to the Congress cadres we would win the best of them for cooperation 
\\ith us. This practical work will save them from demoralisation 
and make them our allies in the struggle against the compromisers. 
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Discuss this circular m ) our P f and m } our extended k1san 
fraction and work out on this basis a provmc1al k1san cncular and 
a plan of work Send us a copy of 1t and send ) our cnt1c1sm of 
these suggestions 

Poht Bureau 

CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

Commumst Party of India 

25th June 19~') 



MAY DAY MANIFESTO 1940 
014· THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA 

Brothers. 
This ycar·s May Day da\\ns amidst the \\orld-\\tde slaughter 

of another imperialist war. Once again the capitalist masters of the 
\\Orld have plunged humanity into another blood-bath in order that 
their profits may rise. in order that the~ may settle their quarrel 
o\·er the division of the world. Once again the worker and the 
peasant in the countries at war arc being forced into uniform and 
arc takc.!n to the shambles. Once again it 1s a fight for · · dcmocrac~ · ·. 
for the ··defcncl;! and sclf-detcrmmation of small nations ·· Oncl.! 
again \\C. the enslave Indian people, arc called upon to bear the 
burdens of this ··war for Democracy"- '"hde democrnc:t•s trampl~d 
underfoot in our country and the brutal law of lathi and \\ar 
ordinance reigns supreme. 

A Warning Unheeded 

It '"as t\\elve months ago, on th\! last May Day. that the X 
Communist International warned the \\orking class agamst the 
coming catastrophe in unmistakable terms. ··Begun by the fascist 
aggressor states··. declared Comrade Dimitrov. ·"the new imperial 1st 
war which has flared up with the down-right toleratlon of the 
reactionary bourgeoisie of Bntain and France threatens to bt..-comc 
transfonncd mto a general world war.·• It \\as the Comintcm and 
its parties alone which Ylcre strenuously fighting to unite tlic toilers 
and the peoples of the world together with the Soviet Union against 
fascist aggression and against the policy of the ruling cucll.-s of the 
British and French bourgeoisie who for tht..-ir own ends were tolcrati11g 
this brigandage on a world scale. The Communists persistently 
pointed out that if the democratic people of England, France and 
other capitalist countries could defeat their pro-fascist rulers and 

TaLm form : Conmnmbt News Letter No 6, dated 27.4 1940. uf tire 
Communist Party of IHdia 
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secure a real peace front \\Ith the Soviet Umon. fa~c1st aggression 
could be checked and the danger of \\ar averuxl 

Who helped war makers ? 

Wh) did this umt) not come about., Wh~ did \\e not ~uccl.-cd m 
smashmg the plans of the fascist 10cend1anc!i of \\·ar', Wh) did \\C 

fall to defeat the consptrac1cs of the 1mpcnahst m~t1gators of \\ar'' 
Wh) wa~ the powerful umt) of the toders and the peopJcs of the 
capttahst countncs \\Ith the Soviet Umon not achieved > 

Because there \\ere splitters of umt) m the ranks of the \\orkmg 
class itself It \\as the d1srupt1vc pohc~ of the Soc1al-Dcmocrat1c 
and Labour Parties. the pohc) of cap1tulat1on to the bourgco1s1c. 
of sphttmg the workmg class. of slandenng the Commumsts and 
the Soviet l 11uu11. \\h1ch has led to th1~ terrible ~ctback The leaders 
of these parties refused to JOtn hands ''1th the Commumsts m 
\\agmg an uncomprom1smg fight against the react1onar\ \\ar
mongcrmg pohc~ of Chamberlam and Dalad1~r \\ hich led to the 
disastrous deal of Mumch Th~ refused to JOID hands \\Ith the 
Comrnumsts m fightmg Mumch. m defcndmg the Spam!ih people. 
m gl\ mg consistent support to the peace efforts of the So\i 1ct Umon 
In 1ts Manifesto on the last Ma) Da). the Commumst l11tcrnat1onal 
\\ilmcd the \\Ork.mg cJass agamst this tr~acherous pohc) amt called 
upon the soc1ahst \\Orkcrs to "break the 1cs1stancc of their kadcrs 
to umtcd acbon of the \\Ork.mg class and strengthen umt) togc..1hcr 
\\itth their class brothers the Commumsts · 

"Socialist" Splitters of the Working Class 

This was not achtc\ cd The leadership of the Second lntcmatmnal 
dchbcratcl) sabotaged eve~ attempt at umtcd action Th~ r.;fuscd 
the last-mmute cail of the Commumst lntcmat1onal for a \\orld 
conference of labour organ1sat1ons to forge 1mmcdiat~ umt~ to 

. prevent the impending disaster Once again the reactionary leadersluµ 
of the Soc1ahst and Labour Parties betra) "..! the cause of the 
working class as m the last war and brought about a situation m 
which the workmg class stood d1v1ded m the face of another 
1mpenabst war Tius contemptible gang has DO\\ openly jomcd the 
camp of the 1mpcnalist war-makers It 1s the loudest m support of 
the pohcy of contmU1ng anJ spreadmg the "ar It 1s they who tnke 
the lead in black-guardmg the Soviet. m actmg as the pace-makers 
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of anti-Soviet war. It is they who arc inciting the impenalists (if 
that were at all needed!) m their brutal n..,,ressivc campaign against 
Communists. against alt the heroic fighters against imperialist war. 
It is they \\'ho have abetted the barbarous suppression of the French 
Communist Party and encouraged the unheard of crimes of Daladior 
against the French working class. And finally. let us not forget that 
it is these self-same gentlemen who give us, the Indian people. the 
unsolicited advice that we give up our struggle for independence. 
that ''c surrender to imperialism and aid in its predatory war. while 
they have not a word to say against the brutal ordinance regime 
which has been clamped on us. They have sold their '·own·· 
working class to the Imperialists and now they arc busily gilding 
the chains of slavery which bind the colonial people too 

Greet Heroic Fichters Aaainst War 

Undaunted by imperialist terror, unmoved by the treachery of the 
Socialist and Labour leaders. the Communist Parties in every 
country are in the fore-front. patiently mobilising the resistance of 
The toiling masses to the burdens or war. exposing thQ. imperialist 
nature of the war. winning the toilers and the people in every 
country for the revolutionary fight to put an end to this \\ar and 
with it to the rule of the imperialist and fascist war-makers In every 
country today it is the Communists who are bearing the brunt of 
brutal ruling-class terror. In France. in Czechoslovakia. in Germany. 
in Scandinavia and in India, 1t is the Communists who are the 
victims of martial law tribunals. and of war-emergency laws. 

On this May Day, we pay our homage to the hundreds of 
proletarian anti-war fighters m all countnes who have bcc..'11 done 
to death by the imperialist friends. We send our revolutionary 
greetings to the thousands of brave men and women. who l)ave been 
imprisoned in India and in other countries because they, dared to 
mobilise the people for the tight against war, for the !tight for 
freedom. Their cause is the invincible cause of the toiling millions 
of every land. Tiieir cause is the invincible cause of the freedom 
and happiness of world humanity. 

On this May Day, we shall raise our defiant voice in mighty 
demonstrations, against this worJd-wide repression of the 
Communists, and especially against the brutal ordinance regime in 
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our own countl). \\h1ch has alread\ taken toll of hundreds of our 
best ant1-1mpen.d1,1• lighters 

Hail Soviet Union-Liberator of Peoples 

On this Ma} Da). \\C greet the Soc1ahst So\ 1ct Umon and the 
\1ctonous Red Armv \\h1ch has cffect1vch mtcnened m the \\ar 
from the very start It has not onl) guaranteed 1t~ oY.n secunt) 
but has so far secured peace for its neighbours. by hberatmg the 
peoples of Eastern Pol.md and b~ defeating the \\ar-mongcrs' 
conspirac} m Fmland The 1mpenahsts arc gnashmg their teeth al 
the fiasco m which their plans to make German' fight the SO\·lc.'1 
ha'\lc ended The) arc no\\ makmg nc\\ plans. and hatching nc'' 
consp1rac1cs to launch a war agamst the Soviet Umon Th~ are 
tT\ mg to dra'' t1'r Mushm p~oples of the Middle and Near East 
mto thcar ncfanous designs But the oppressed people~ of the East. 
'' hcthcr Arabs. Persians. Ind1J.11s or Chmesc. kn°'' b} their O\\ n 
c'\.pcncnce of the la~t 20 \c.ITS \\ho 1s their fncnd and \\ho ts theu 
foe The' kno\\ that the Soc1ahst Soviet Umon 1s the ID\eterate foe 
of 1mpcnahsm and the helper and hberator of the oppressed peoples 
The\ knO\\ the part 1t has pla\ ed 111 the ant1-1mpenahst struggle 
of the Chmcsc people. m the hbcr .it1on of the Asiatic races "1thm 
the So\ 1ct Umon itself 

On this Ma~ Da). \\C proclaim our support to the So,1et Union 
.ind the Red Amt} which 1s the h'\lmg guarantee of the suc<..css of 
the re\oluhon~ that arc ahe.id We condemn and oppose all 
conspirac1cs of Bntash lmpcnahsm to tum the \\ar against the 
So\-11..'1 Umon 

The First International Blow Against War 

On this h1stonc Ma} Da~. the dcmonstr.it1ons throughout the \\Orld 
\\tll be a stem \\ammg to the 1mpcnahst and fascist \\ar-makcrs 
and their soc1ahst lackeys The '"orkmg class m the cap1tahi:;t 
countnes will yet heal the breach m their rai1• s. \\Ill ~et Join their 
forces with the maturmg revolutionary struggles m the oppressed 
colomaJ countnes and with the SoVlct people The slogan issued 
uy the Commumst International at the outbreak of the war- THE 
WORKING Cl...1SS IS DEIER..\JINED TO I'lll. IN EVD TO THIS "':!R AFU.R 
ns OWN FASHION mll ung out from every Ma' Da} platform 
throughout the \\torld The to1hng masses and the oppressed peoples 
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will demonstrate their determipation to smash th~ efforts of the 
imperialists to spread the \\tar, to ducct against the Soviet Union. 
They will demonstrate their determination to convert is imperialist 
war into a series of proletarian re\•olutions in capitalist countries. 
to wars of national liberation in colonial countries. TllE CL.lSllES 

AND Tiff: s11u~1~1· B..l 17'l1'.:S ON 711/S ,\J...tr D..l.r 111U BE THI!" FIRST 
SKJR.\JISHHS /IEH..JLl>JN<i TllE GRl<:.IT JIVR/.J)-111/Jh" H..l.77U~ Tl/AT JS 

.4/lEAl> 

Our Part in India 

In that battle the Indian \\lorking class has a decisive part to play. 
Tremendous have been the fights that the Indian working class have 
waged during the last eight months Strike struggles, both political 
and economic, more gigantic and powerful than waged by the 
working class of any other country since the outbreak of war. have 
brought the lnidan working class to the very forefront of the world 
working-class movement. Fire has ba.'11 concentrated against it. Its 
Party. the Communist Party.of India. has borne the main brunt of 
imperialist attack. But far greater arc the ordeals that \ie--ah.ead. 
far more heroic and decisive the role that it has yet to play. Faced 
with the historic task of smashing British lmpenalism. the main 
enemy of humanity. the chief war-incendiary. the pillar of world 
reaction and the arch-instigator of counter revolutionary war against 
the Soviet. the national movement under the cowardly Gandhian 
leadership stands paralysed while imperialism rains blow on the 
vanguard and the masses groan under war-burdens. The glorious 
heritage of the Congress, its fighting unity built by decades of 
sacrifice. the honour of the national tri-colour sanctified by the 
blood of martyrs. stand menaced. The national army stands in 
danger of defeat even before t.he battle has begun. 

Fi1ht Aaainst Repression and War Burdens 

From this calamity the proletariat has to save the national 
movement. It has to save the heritage of the Congress, its fighting 
unity, its honour, the honour of the national tri-colour. 

The whole country has to be engulfed in a wave of war-allowance 
strikes. The message of mass action against war-burdens and war
levies has to be carried to kisans in every village, in every hamlet. 
Fighting unity has to be forged with students, whose movement. 
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imperialism is striving to suppress. The nation has to be won for 
the policy of mass struggle. for mass c1v1l disobedience movcnu.'llt. 
for political general stnkc. for country-wide no-rent actions. 

Such are the tasks that May Day summons the Jnd1an working 
class to fulfil. 

DOWN 1J1Tfl IlllPliRJAJJST ir:.uv 
FORWARD TO <'ONS'/1TUE.W1' A.\~Wi..'v/HLl: TO 11/H C:ll'TURE 

OF POWfiR.1 
DOWN 11'/TII ORD/N,J.VC/£ RI.JI 
FORJJ:-IRO TO .1 JJ1-:AJOC'R.111r REPUBIJC .JSD PEOPLE'S 

.JRAffl 
DOWN IVJTII Ia4NDlOR!>J.\:\/ .IND Dl~1ff SlaH"J-:R}'f 
FOR l:.1<iH1'-l/OUR D.lr .ll\'D Llr7N(1 11~1<11~· 1 

LONG Lll'L l:rr .\'0171;;'/' UNION JND Tl/F Cil.OR/Ol'S RED 
. lRA/J"I 

Let these slogans ring out from every part of the country on 
May Day. Let the vision of free and happy India. the glorious vision 
which has inspired thousands of our countrymen to lay down their 
lives, likewise inspire every Indian. every Congressman. on the eve 
of the coming final battle Let the ch..1ermination to do or die steel 
every heart for the ordeals that lie ahead. Let the Indian proletariat 
imbue the entire nation with this spirit. the spirit of fulfilling the 
great task which history has to-day assigned to our people: the task 
of achieving the overthrow of British Imperialism. the pillar of 
world reaction and the arch-mccndiary of \\ orld war. 

WNGI.JVEMAYD...Il' TllEMll.lTANTDAl'OFIN1'ER.V.ITIONAL 
PROTJETARIAN SOLTDAIUn· ' 

DOWN WITH THE IAIPERIAL/.\T WAR! 
DOWN WITH JMPERIAL/SJiJI 
LONG LIVE 1HE COA/.\/UN/Sf INTERNATIONAL/ 



~ 
ON THE STRIKE STRATEG\"' IN 

THE PRESENT PERIOD 

1. With the outbreak of the second imperialist war. the strik~ 
struggle of the Indian working class assumes a new significance 
for the toiling masses and for the Indian people as a \\hole. It is 
working class \\hich has stepped fon\ard as the first to register 
its mass protest against imperialist war. and to resist the war
burdcn \\hich imperialism is thro\\ing on the Indian people. The 
anti-war strike of 2nd October in Bombay. the one-day strike of 
workers all over India on the lndt."J>Cndencc day (Cawnpore-Dchn). 
and the \\ave of war-allo\\ance strikes which began "ith the Jute 
workers strike (Nov. 1939) and has culminated 111 the Bombay 
Textile strike. The Municipal workers strike of Calcutta and the 
coal-miners strike at Jharia.-These tremendous actions indicate 
that the Indian working class is well on the way to attainiqa that 
matunty. and political consciousness and organisation which would 
enable it to play its historic role of ··the vanguard of the majority 
of the people·~ in the coming national struggle. 

2. Lenin taught us ·"the primary importance·· of mass political 
strikes in the revolutionary mobilisation of the masses. He showed 
the tremendous revolutionary significance of the wave of workers' 
political strikes which stirred Czarist Russia in the year 1905. It 
is ··a new and an important weapon hitherto unknown in the 
practice of the Marxist parties and one that has subsequently gained 
recognition:' (History of the C. P. S. U. (B), p.711. Mass pohtical 
strikes arc of great importance in the bcgmning of a revolutiona11 
period. They enable the \\orking class to rouse and mobilise ~he 
toiling masses and the people to action against the main enemy. 
This was the role which the political strikes played in the early 
period of the 1905 Revolution in Russia. They .. stirred up the 
whole country.·· They became a prelude to the wave of mass 

Published by tlle Central Committee of 'he Commrmist Party of India mr 
Circ11/ar NrJ. 35 dated l 2tli April 1940 
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peasant and soldier revolts \~hich were to folio\\. India is entering 
into a revolutionary period Indian working class is taking its first 
lessons in wielding this weapon. The role which political mass 
strikes have to play in India in paving the \.\.a)' for the commg 
Nation-wide struggle and later on in raising it to the level of a mass 
revolutionary struggle has been cxplamcd m the · · Prolctirian Path··. 
Their ''great importance at the beginning and in the process of the 
insurrection'· (Lenin) has been shown there in the context of the 
revolutionary developments as we visualise them in our own countl) 
in the present penod 

Here we arc in the main concerned in bringmg out firstly the 
political significance of the wave of war-allowance strikes. \\h1ch 
is sweeping the country at present and secondly in bnefly outJining 
the strategy we have to adopt and the preparations we have to make 
to face the in"f". ,;,list repression against th~se strikes 

3. The working class is the first to put fon\ard active mass 
resistance to the lowering of the standard of living \\hich \\ar 
mongering 1mperiahsm imposes upon the people The vast mass 
peasants in vdlagcs and the employees 111 the cities-all suffer from 
the rise of pnces \\hich \\ar bongs about. But it 1s the working 
class which shows the way to hit out and resist this onslought 
Workmg class thus wins the admiration of the tolling masses. the 
peasantry and the employees m the city. The heroic struggle of the 
working class against the common enemy agamst 1..ommon 
worsening conditions inspire the peasantry and the toiling niasscs 
to action. The wave of war allowance strikes spreading with rapidity 
over the country and fought with tenacity and vigour in the face 
of imperialist and police repression opens great revolutionary 
possibilities. They infect the poverty striken peasant masses already 
suffering under war burdens with the spirit of revolt. They open 
the possibility of hastening the advent of the National struggle of 
raising it to a revolutionary plane. 

4. Here again we may draw upon the lessons of the revolutionary 
struggle of the Russian working class. The revolutionary stnkes 
of the Russian working class against the war-burdens of 1904-5 
period (Russo-Japanese war) became the prelude to the revolutionary 
rising of the people against C:zarism which foJJowed. Lenin summed 
up the significance of these strike struggles in the following words:-

5. ''The broad mass~ of the Russian exploited could not have 
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been drawn into the revolutionary movement had thl..·y not seen 
examples of how the wage workers in various branches of industry 
compelled the capitalists to improve their conditions. The stmggle 
imbued the masses of Russian people with a n<.."\V spirit. Only then 
did the old serf-ridden. backward, partriarchial. pious and obedient 
Russia cast off the old Adam. only then did the Russian people 
obtain a democratic and really revolutionary education.·· (quoted 
i11 National Front Vol. JI No. 35. See article Mahagai Conference). 

6. It is this great political significance of the war-allowance 
strik~s. which determines the attitude of imperialism tO\\ards it. 
Similarly our strategy in this strike struggle is also detcnnincd by 
the importance of this strike struggle for bringing the proletariat 
forward as a decisive force in the coming national struggle. What 
is the attitude of imperialism towards the strike wave? In the 
beginning imperialism wanted to forestall the strike wave by 
hastening to settle the first strikes by giving small wage increases. 
When in November and December 1939 the rise in food prices was 
somewhere between 25 and 33% the Government and the employers 
were trying to check the spread of the war-allowance strikes by 
granting \\age increases somewhere between 7 and 15%. Jute lords 
who were the first to profit by the war and who had received 
colossal Government orders for sand bags paid I 0% increase to 
settle the Jute strike of November 1939. The Cawnpore employers 
paid 6 picc to 2 annas in the Rupee in January to all Textile 
workers. Dalmia paid 18% war bonus on the scale of \\ages current 
before 1st November 1939 (Dehri strike). In Bombay the Labour 
Commissioner was settling a number of strikes in small industries 
b} granting a flat rise of2 annas in the Rupee war-allowance. This 
for a time created the impression that war-allowance strikes would 
win easy victories. There was a danger of launching strikes without 
proper preparations. But very soon it became clear that the 
Government was fully conscious of the political implicatioris of 
successful strikes in the war period. It would not like strikes to 'talcc 
place and for that reason would even bring pressure on ownets to 
make some concessions (as in Cawnpore and in the case of minor 
industries in Bombay). But once strike takes place in well organised 
industries-and workers launch struggle to win adequate wage 
increase, its whole effort is to crush them. Because it does not want 
genuine working class organisations to grow and become strong-
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as they would inevitably do so through successful strikes. The 
Government realises that if m one centre or one industry a big strike 
succeeds it will affect other centres. and industnes and a "ave of 
mass strikes will sweep over the country. That development ta.king 
place in a period like this and on the eve of national struggle has 
most dangerous revolutionary poss1biht1es. That is \\hy the 
Government once strike breaks out. \\ould do everything in its 
power to crush it and \\ould adopt measures far more repressive 
than any it adopted in the past. 

The Bombay stnkc is a pointl.-r. Processions. meetings except 
m a fc\\ maidans. mass pickctmg. even shouting of slogans and 
smgmg of songs, have been made impossible Stnke leaders arc 
arrested and interned under the Deft..'tlce of hJdta Act. Despite the 
fact that the strikr. developed pl.-acefull~ Scores of \\orkers and 
militanb arc being arrested every day. Pohce resort to md1scrimmatc 
beatings. No press dares to pnnt strike h1:mdbllls Propaganda by 
motor lorries and loudspeakers is banned In brief all the methods 
by \\htch the stnke is ordinanly mamtamcd and intensified arc 
banned. 

This indicates \\hat we have to face m this period. 
7. In the face of this attitude of the owners and of imperialism. 

what should be strike strategy that the \\orking class has to adopt'> 
Imperialism knows that in the majority of cases the \\ar-allo\\ance 
stnkes and agitation is lead by the Communists The more the 
strikes succeed in gaining ad1.·q11ate wage increase. the more they 
spread. The political consciousness of the working c1ass. their 
organisational strength grows. Communist party becomes stronger. 
The possibility of the working class acting as a dccist\'C force m 
the coming National struggle through political strikes grows. Its 
capacity to do so increases. That is \\hy imperialism ts detennined 
to cmsh the strike wave m isolation. It is determinded to take the 
opportunity of these strikes to round up the Communists and 
imprison all their militant \\torking class supportL·rs. This is the real 
meaning of the drive against the Communists. of the extensive use 
of the Defence of lndia Act against them. 

Does this mean that we should avoid a contest with the repressive 
forces of the police and imperialism now'! Should we accept the 
wage rise they give and consolidate our forces now so that we 
would be able to act at the time when the National struggle is 
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launched? No. this would not be the correct proletarian policy. The 
\\"age increase which is being offered is entirely inadequate and it 
is the job of the proletarian party to lead the workers in their fight 
for not only defondmg their standard of livmg but for bettering it. 
These econonuc struggles in this revolutionary period arc in the 
nature of vanguard actions. They will have to be carefully prepared 
for these. anticipating the brutal and ruthless police repression 
which will be hu1 led against it. Unless the working class is able 
to pass on to the offensive. unless it is able to tight back and defeat 
the stnkc-brcaking attacks of the police. it can neither gain its 
demands nor can it play its role as ·"the vanguard of the majority 
of the people··. In other \\ ords. if the war-allowance strikes have 
to succeed as economic stnkcs and if they have to act as the 
unleasher of people's struggles. raising the pohtical consciousness 
of the workmg class and steeling it for playing 1ts role in the 
National struggles ahead, then they must develop into successful 
mass battles against police repression. The illusion that \\ar
allowance strikes. \\ould succeed merely through peaceful 
demonstration of mass strength must be given up The mere ability 
to bring about a stoppage of work and to hold on for sonw time 
is not enough. Impenahsm is going to use the whole machinery of 
war time repressions to break it. NOT 10 BE PRF.PAREV 1 u DEFEND 
THE STRIKE AND Jt/.V IT IN Tl/E TEETH OF PUUCF. REPRHSSJON IS NOT 
ONLY TO l~OSE THE STRIKE BUT TO EXPOSE 17/E PARTY TO TllE DANGE."R 

Oft" Bb1.VG ( ·oAJPLEfELr inPED om: On the other hand, not to launch 
the strike at all. to accept the wage rise offcr~-d. to defend inaction, 
to sabotage real pn.'µarations for strike by the slogan-.. strengthen 
organisation fi~1 and then fight""- would be sheer economism. 
It would be repudiation of the defence of the interests of the working 
class. It would be the demal of the political significance of the war
allowance strikes. the denial of their role as vanguard actions for 
the unleashing of National struggle. 

8 These considerations enable us to lay down the main guiding 
lines for the strike strategy during this period. (a) We may accept 
temporarily inadequate wage increases. in places where we are 
weak and where the preparations for fighting out a successful strike 
are not complete. But 1t must be realised that it is only a respite 
for preparation. For the struggle is postponed-not avoided 
altogether. (b) Our preparations for launching war-allowance strikes 
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must \..'llSUre ( l) the preservation and continuity of party leadership 
(2) that the units of the party function as the real leaders and 
organisers of militant rank and file mill and locality committees 
(3) that they secure the "idest mobilisation and activity of the 
masses in the fight against the police. (c) War-allO\-.ance strikes 
,-.tll have to be developed into mass clashes with the police. Police 
repression, bans. strike-breaking. terrorisations ,-.ill have to be 
defeated by defiant mass actions. 

9. Experience of the strike struggle for the last ten years shows 
that the first blow of imperialism against a mass stnkc is ah\ays 
aimed at th~ party. It was so in 1929. in 1934 and so 1t is to-day 
in I 940. Our first job while preparing for the stnke is to make 
perfect arrangement for the underground FUNCTIONING of the 
party centre. This. has to be achieved by a minimum number of 
leading Comrades going underground. Perfect technical arrangements 
must be made for the U G. Party centre to be in direct touch \Vi th 
the cells. to be able to mov~ them and guide them daily. The U.G. 
Party centre must be in a position to guide the open mass leadership 
of the Party in the Union. Technical arrangements for the meeting 
of the whole pa~ committee and fraction-requiring the presence 
of open as \\Cll as U G. comrades must be there. Technical 
arrangements for the prmting of posters. handbills must be there 
Experience of Bombay should be a lesson In Bombay the great 
war allowance strike was launched without these preparations 
being made. The result wa." that the sudden arrest of leadership for 
a time completely paralysed the party machinery. There \\as no 
U.G. centre. No arrangements for U.G. functioning of Party 
lcadership--No arrangement whatsoever for illegal printing. All 
this had to be made after the first blows \Vere alrcad~ stmck at 
the Party leadership 

10. BEFORE the strike is launched the Party as a \.\hole must 
b<: made ready for action. It must be placed on a war footing. Each 
party unit in the strike locality has to becor.1·~ the leader and 
organiser of all the militant workers in the mills in that localitv. 
The job of the party units is to organise thesl.': militants into cha\~·l 
and mohalla committees-to make arrangements for picketing in 
chawls-to organise a workers volunteer corps in each locality. All 
these preparations have to be made he.fore the strike nctually begins. 
The party unit in each locality must build round it an auxiliary 
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group consisting of the most active and politically conscious militants. 
These picked men must be given short intensive political training 
as prospective party members. These men must be picked for their 
initiative in organising and leading chawl committees. for organising 
picketing and volunteer corps. Our local Technical cadre. for the 
distribution of illegal leaflets. posters, for organisation of infonnation 
service. for the making of bandobast of blacklegs-must also be 
dra\\n from th..:m. Thus the party unit in each locality must be 
directly linked to the masses-must act as the live win.'-through 
the help of this auxiliary group of these militants. There is no 
question of our being able to raise the tempo of the strike, of our 
fighting police repression, of our politicalising the strike-unless 
we have ensured the leading role of the PARTY or as a functioning 
organisation in the leadership of the strike. Party centre-party 
cell-militant auxiliary group-chawl committees. volunteer units
masses.-This functioning chain must be established before the 
strike is launched. The strikes in the present period. \\hen they have 
to be fought in the face of police repression. when they have to 
play the political role as vanguard actions cannot be fought in the 
old way. A handfull of Union leaders-leading obt..'Cfient ana passive 
workers. and the tempo of the strike kept up through mass meetings 
and through actions agailfst BI.ACKLEGS arranged through ·contacts· 
known to leaders.-This pattern of conducting the strike cannot 
serve the purpose to-day. Police repression cannot be fought without 
organised mass actions-without rank and file initiative-without 
the organised militant committees in mills and chawls lead by the 
party units. In other words unless party machinery is abJc to act 
as the motor of the rank and file strike organisation, there is no 
question of winning the strike-of defeating police repression of 
strengthening the Party. and of preparing the pro]etariat for. future 
political actions. 

11. Rank and fil; participation in the Central as well ~ in the 
local leading organs of the strike is the ABC of the revolutionary 
strike strategy. Reformists run the strike through a bureaucratic 
union leadership. They do not create organs of rank and file 
leadership. They are not interested in calling forth the revolutionary 
activity and the initiative of the working class masses. In the period 
when we were fighting the reformist leadership and fighting for the 
unity of the Trade Union movermnt we laid the greatest stress on 
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rank and file leadership. It was because of our initiative to evolve 
rank and file leadership in the Bombay Textile general strike of 
1934 ~t we succeeded in counteracting the influence of the 
reformists. In spite of the severe repression which our party faced 
in that strike, in spite of the failure of the strike. we succeeded 
within one year in driving the reformist from the field of Textile 
labour The rank and file heroism which we developed and displayed 
in the 1934 strike won for us the admiration and the support of 
the majority of the working class. But our mistake then was that 
we failed to preserve the leadership and the continuity of the Party. 
We failed to fimction the Party as an organisation leading and 
guiding the rank and file organs of strike leadership. The result was 
we were unable to take advantage of the swing of the working class 
towards our party We were unable to build the Party. This time 
on the eve of the present strike our party had once agin rebuilt the 
old G.K. U. of 1928-29 days. The Union enjoyed the support of the 
overwhelming majority of the Textile workers. The strike was 
almost complete on the very first day at the call of the Union. This 
easy success made us neglect the task of building the rank and file 
organs of strike leadership. There was no Central strike committee 
with rank and file representatives from the mills The local organs 
of chawl committees were built up during the strike and not before 
the strike. There was no wen organised volunteer corp m the 
localities. The result of this lacunae became at once visible as soon 
as the arrest of leaders and police repression began. We began 
correcting our error when we found that we could not organise 
effective resistance to the growing repression of the police. 
·Enlargement of the managing committee of the Union t'irough 
the co-option of the elected rank and tile representatives of the 
various mills, the organisation of chawl committees and of volunteer 
units was taken in hand. There was an immediate improvement in 
the capacity of the strikers to resist police repression. The lesson 
We have to learn from this experience of th~ Bombay strike is 
this:-

Rank and file organs of strike leadership. central as well as in 
th.: localities have to be brought into existence right from dte very 
beginning of the strike. Failure to do this is to repudiate the struggle 
against polico repression, is to lapse back into reformist bureaucratic 
ways of conducting the strike. is to betray the cause of ~e workers. 

Vol-iv-12 
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JUNK AND fi1LE LEADERS11JP ALONE ENA.HU: rvu TO SE<'l!RE TllH 
WIDEST MOBIUSATJON AND THE AC'TIJ1Tf OF THE .\L~SSES IN 7HE: 
FJGJ« AGAINST POLICE REPRESSION. 

12. Such are the preparatory steps we have to take m order to 
make a revolutionary strategy in the war-allowance strikes possible. 
That strategy is the strategy of offensive-of not bending before 
police repression, but of hitting back, of rendering inoperative the 
police bans on meetings and processions of breaking them. But bans 
cannot be successfully broken, police-the strike-breaker No. 1 
cannot be defeated by a handful of militant workers. That would 
not save the strike. That would mean the vanguard being wiped 
out. Masses of workers have to actively defy the police. But that 
is not possible unless we ha'\-e created a rank and file leadership 
of the strike-a rank and file organisation of the militants. That 
is not possible unless we have a functioning party machin~ry to 
guide this leadership and this organisation. That is not possible 
unless we prepare for the strike by an intense POLITICAL 
agitation-showing the relation of the strike with the fight agamst 
imperialist war and with the impending struggle for National freedom. 
That is not possible unless we raise the tempo of the masseuhrough 
our speeches, our entire agitation. our handbills and posters and 
bring home to them the filct that strike cannot be won without the 
masses stonning at the police restrictions-\\ithout fighting back 
police repression. The essential feature of our strike strategy in this 
period is that war-allowance strikes in this revolutionary period 
cannot be won by passive with holding of work. What is essential 
is organisational and political preparation of the working class to 
enable it to make mass assault against the strike-breaking repression 
of the Government and the police. Failure or inability to q:velop 
successful offensive against the repressive attack of impetialism 
would mean ·a wipe out' for the party, would condemn it J>Vlitical 
impotence in the CQIJling period of National struggle. 1 

Rapid development of mass offensive against the polic~ bans. 
restriction is the only line of defence open for the working class 
in the present period of strike struggle. That is the line of defending 
its own interests and of coming forward as the vanguard of the 
people fighting back war-burden-fighting back police repression. 
That is the line which would enable the Indian working class to 
play its political role in the coming National struggle. 
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13. To a far greater extent than before. popular support and 
sympathy is needed for the victory of the strikes. Agitation both 
before and during the strike among non-prolt.1arian masses. among 
Congressmen must be carried most intensively. Significance of 
strikes political as well as economic in the new period must be 
explained to the Congress masses and their active support and 
sympathy won. Congress committees mu:,t be made to organise 
meetings and demonstrations in support of the workers demands. 
Really sympathetic Congressmen should be made to speak in strike 
meetings, etc. The need for Congress to win working class support 
in view of impending struggle, the tremendous effectiveness of the 
weapon of political strikes, the danger of Congress waiting and 
watching while workers struggles are crushed-all these points 
must be popularlv and convincingly explained. 

These arc the saitt:nl features of the stnke strategy in the present 
period. War-allowance strikes and industrial strikes generally have 
assumed a tremendous significance and political impotence. To 
fight them successfully, to defeat police efforts to crush them
to pass to an aggressive strike strategy-for the realisation of its 
basic dcmands.-These are the tasks which the proletariat has to 
fulfil in order that it becomes a force-in order that it is able to 
play its lustoric role in the impending National struggle. 



WAR AND OUR TASKS 

I. International 

l. lmperialfa·t Charac:tero/War: Like the War of 1914-19181 

the present war is an Imperialist War. The main antagonism is the 
same as in the last war-the antagonism between British and Gennan 
Imperialisms. The immediate issue of the conflict is also the same 
: mastery over the Balkans and Middle East. This is a war for 
colonies, for sources of raw materials. for European hegemony 
which is the key to world hegemony. This war is thus a direct 
continuation of the conflict that led to the last war and developed. 
though at first in a subdued fonn. throughout the post-war period 

2. The New Background: This war, however, 1s talcing place 
in an entirely different background. 

(a) The last war ended with the defeat of Gennan Imperialism 
But a year before that. 'all event of world histonc importance had 
taken place-the victory of proletarian revolution in Russia. That 
event marked the beginning of a new phase in the world history. 
From that date, confronting each other. stood two worlds : the 
world of Socialism and the world of Captialism. The conflict 
between these two worlds became the basic conflict The very 
existence of the Soviet Union, its increasing might and prosperity 
in the midst of the Capitalist world which entered into a phase of 
chronic crisis at the end of the last war, exercised profound revol
utionary influence over the working class movements in capitalist 
countries and ove1 the colonial revolutionary movements. It 
sharpened and intensified the conflict between the bourgeoisie and 
the proletariat in every country, between the imperialist powers and 
the colonies. Therefore, the destruction of the Soviet Union became 
the chief aim of the world bourgeoisie at whose head stood British 
Imperialism. The central" conflict that determined the whole history 

Pwbli.V.ed by tlre Crntral Committee of the CommNni.sl Party ()/ /11d1a 111 Apnl 
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of the years between 1918 and 1939, was this conflict b~een the 
Soviet Union beading the world revolutionary forces and British 
Imperialism heading the forces of world reaction. 

(b) It was because of this conflict that Gennan Imperialism was 
able to re-emerge as a world military power. It was because of this 
conflict that Britain armed Hitler, sacrificed one country after 
another and retreated before Fascist advance. rejected the plan for 
collective security, destroyed the League ofNations. It was because 
of this conflict that Britain persistently intrigued for and incited a 
war between Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union hoped for the 
mutual weakening of both the powers and for the consolidation of 
her own hegemony over Europe. But German Imperialism 
recognising the political and military might of the Soviet Union 
dared not move against it. It had to enter into Pact with the Soviet 
Union, which it ·had ... \\om to destroy thereby breaking the Anti
Comintcm Axis to bits. The Soviet-German Pact smashed British 
plans. The pact completely altered the balance of power and 
threatened British hegemony of Europe with utter destnu.t1on It 
\\'as the biggest defeat that British diplomacy haJ e\ er suffered 
It "Was against this Pact that Britain launched the present war. It 
1s in order to undo this pact to eliminate Gennany as an imperialist 
nval. to eliminate the menace of Gcnnan advance into the Balkans 
and Middle East and to recover hegemony of Europe that Britain 
went to war with GermanY. 

( c) This war is taking' place m the midst of the chronic crisis 
into which the capitalist world entered at the c..'lld of the last war. 
This \\'ar is taking place m the Jllldst of a world revolutionary 
movement, immeasurably stronger and more developed than m 
1914-1918. The national movements in the colonies and the 
revolutionary working class movements in the capitalist countnes 
are both immensely stronger today. This war is taking place when 
the Conununist International with its sections in every major country 
has become a tremendously powerful rcvolutionarv force. This war 
is taking place in the midst of a world in which victorious Socialism 
confronts decadent Capitalism. All these factors determine the 
depth of the new revolutionary crisis into which the world has 
entered with the outbreak of the war. They shape the course of the 
war. They determine the fate of world capitalism itself. 

3. Leninist strategy ofCommunt~·t Parties : The conflict between 
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Socialism and Capitalism, between revolution and reaction, between 
freedom and slavery. the conflict that was the dominating feature 
of the last twenty years. is intensified a thousandfold by the outbreak 
of the war. This war being an Imperialist war, the Leninist strategy 
of transforming it into Civil War, is the only correct strategy. It 
is this strategy that is being worked out by the Communist Parties 
of all countries. In sharp opposition to all bourgeois parties and 
to Social Democratic Parties that counsel ·'Peace" with the war
mongering Governments and advocate the continuation of the war. 
the Communist Parties are calling upon the masses of Britain, 
Gennany and France to overthrow their ''own'' Governments, to 
demand the termination of the war, to resist every attack on their 
political rights and standard of life. This is being prepared on the 
basis for the new round of world revolutions. In the advanced 
capitalist countries of Europe, the war has placed Socialist Revolution 
as the immediate task. The carrfeig out of the full progranune of 
national democratic revolution has become the immediate and 
practical task in colonies. 

4. Victorious Socialism Intervenes : Brllam the Mam 
Aggres.vor : The central and most powerful conflict. ~conflict 
between the Soviet Union and British Imperialism that determined 
the history of the entire post-war period, continues to dominate the 
scene and decisively influence the course of this war. Victorious 
working class of he Soviet Union intervened in the war from the 
very start. It localised the war by the Soviet-German Pact and the 
pacts with Baltic States and thus checked its flames from spreading; 
it liberated the peoples of Byelo-Russia and Western Ukraine and 
blocked Hitler's way into the Balkans. It disanned the Nazis and 
fundamentally altered the roles of the belligerent countries. Nazi 
Germany, realising that it could gain nothing by continuation of 
the war, began to seek peace. Britain, on the other hand, 1V81lts to 
continue the war in 9rder to recover European hegemony "Which the 
Pact destroyed. It wants to continue the war in order to 4ecimate 
the forces of working class revolution in Britain and France and 
establish in both countries under cover of war-measures, ruthless 
Fascist dictatorships. It wants to continue the war in order to 
ddtroy Germany as a rival power and replace her by a Germany 
that would be subservient to Brita.in and would pursue the policy 
of war against the Soviet Union. 
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More and more. this basic conflict, the clash between the world 
of Socialism and the world of Capitalism. the clash between the 
two opposing forces-the forces of Democracy. Peace and Socialism 
on the one hand and Imperialism, Fascism and War on the other. 
is coming to the forefront. The Soviet Union frustrated the plans 
of Britain by the Pact. It frustrated the plans of Nazi Gennany by 
the march into Poland. Thus defeating both sets of war-mongers. 
the Soviet Union gave the call for peace. Bntish Imepriabsm, which 
1s today the main aggressor, however, does not want peace. Finding 
that hopes of clash betwet..'11 the Soviet Union and Germany did not 
materialise. the British rulers ought to create m F mland a base for 
war, a base for dominating the Baltic and effectively blockading 
Gennany, a base for spreading the war in the Scandinavian countries. 
and above all a base for war of intervention agamst the Soviet 
Union. But firm uuJ dctennined action by the Soviet Union mppcd 
British plan in the bud. The Mannerhcim regime. bolstered up by 
British Imperialism was forced to sue for peace. Soviet victory in 
Finland was a smashing blow at British Impcnalism. the most 
severe defeat it has ever suffered. 

5. Bntam ':;New Strategy Spread the War: Maddened by these 
defeats, with everyone of its plans frustrated by the moves of the 
Soviet Union, British lmpenalism is using the desperate means of 
spreading the war, to draw neutrals in by direct provocation, 
intensifying blockade in the North Sea etc. to mvolve the Mu~lim 
countries in the Middle East in a war with the Soviet Uniora, to 
light the conflagrat1on in the Balkans and by all these me~ures. 
secure that preponderance in military power that would enable it 
to defeat and destroy both Germany and the Soviet Umon. It 1s 
raising colossal sums for intensifying the war by attacking the 
standard of life of the people and especially the working class m 
Britain. by intensifying the exploitation of colonies. It is raising an 
army of 2t millions in Britain itself. Thus, by spreading the war, 
by drawing in neutrals, by intensive exploitation of the people at 
home and the colonies abroad, by intensifyiiag its war efforts. 
British Imperialism is striving to pass over FROM THE PHASE OF 
STALEMATE TO THE PHASE OF OFFENSIVE In its desperate efforts 
to preserve its world domination, British Imperialism is striving to 
convert this war into a worldwide slaughter of an unprecedented 
magnitude. 
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6. International Significance qf our struggle for Freedom : 
Such is the character of the present war. Such is the state to which 
it has reached at present. Bntish Imperialism has declared India 
a belligerent country. Indian resources in men and money are being 
utilised for Britain· s war of world domination. Entire Indian economy 
is being squeezed to serve Britain"s plan for spreading the war. 
Democratic rights and civil liberties. freedom of press, speech and 
association are being suppressed in the interest of war-regimentation. 
The demand for self-determination, for independence and democracy 
put forward by the National Congress has been spumed by 
Imperialism. The humiliating offer has been made to the Indian 
national leaders to join the Viceregal Council and be parties to their 
predatory war, the war to consolidate Imperialist hold on India. 

The attitude of the Indian people towards the war must be based 
on the clear recognition that this is an imperialist war in which 
British Imperialism is the chief war-monger. Indian people have 
everything to lose by participating in this war or by remaining 
neutral, which is the same thing under the present circumstances. 
They have everything to gain if they throw in th~ir weight against 
the monstrous conspiracy of British Imperialism to spread tJ.iis war, 
to convert it into an anti-Soviet war. The Indian people can play 
a decisive role in bringing.this ~ar to a speedy end, and in building 
a new world order in collaboration with the Soviet Union and 
international forces of the working class. if they launch a nationwide 
struggle against British Imperialism at this juncture. By utilising 
the present revolutionary crisis the Indian people will not only win 
their freedom but will deal a death blow to British Imperialism, 
the leader of world reaction. India's struggle for freedom at this 
juncture is thus of the greatest significance in the world revolutionary 
struggle for the overthrow of capitalism for the victory of socialism 
which history has placed on the order of the day. 

II. National Political Tasks 

1. Two main feature.v of the new Revolutionary period : 1be 
central task which faces the Indian people, its proletarian vanguard 
and the Party, in this period is the launching of a new round of 
national struggle for the revolutionary overthrow of the rule of 
British Imperialism and achievement of freedom. The nature and 
the depth of war crisis nationally as well as internationally makes 
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the realisation of this task a practical possibility. OUR POUC'r, 

STRATEGl" AND 1'ACTICS IN THIS A/UST BJ.: GOf'ERNl!:D BY THE 

CI.EA.Rl!."ST UNDER.C,7'ANDING OF THE Rl!:J 'O/,lt//ONARl' CITAH.tCTER 

OF THE PRESHN1' PERIOD TWO MAIN FEATl 'RES Cl/.t.RACTERISE 

TH/<.' PRESENT PERIOD TH Er ARE (I) TllE ALL-ROUND 

SHARPENING OF THE RAST(' <"ONJ.UC1' OF INDIAN LIFE. 1'HE 

<'ONFLICT BETWEEN EXPLOITING AND THF OPPRESSn"E RfTJ.E OF 

BRITISH IMPERIAUSM AND ITS Al,f,fh~'t ON THE ONE HAND AND 

TllE POI.IT/CAI .. AND ECONOMIC' INTERES1 S OF THE ENTIRE 

IND/AN PEOPLE ON THE OTHER (2) RAPllJ GROJJTH OF TllE 

EXTENSIVE MASS ACTIONS OF THE T()JLIN<i AltSSES AGAINST TllE 

EFFECTS OF WAR THE RAPID GROllTH OF THE Rh.TOLrTf/(lVARr 

POLITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS OF 7'l/R TOil.i.VG .\/ASSES AN/J ITS 

VANGUARD THE Pf!Ol..ETARIA.1' It is these two new features of the 
present situation which in the main determine the new specific \UY 

in which we have to adapt and to carry forward our basic line of 
United National Front- the hnc of uniting the overwhelming 
majority of the people. with the National Congress as the main 
basis, of neutralising the influence of the bourgeoisie in the National 
Front, of isolating the compromisers. of progressively making the 
prolt..1:a.nat a decisive political force. of realismg its hegemony in 
the National struggle. 

8. War sharpens the basic conj11ct : lmperiallsm vs Jnt11an 
oeople : Since the outbreak of the war. the British Government has 
tightened its political and economic stranglehold over India. in 
order to use India's resources for the war and to forestall the danger 
to it from the new wave of mass discontent and revolt. By its war 
amendments to the Constitution, it has made the Government at the 
Centre morcautocratic. It has reduced Provincial Autonomy to a 
farce. It has promulgated war ordinances and the Defence of India 
~ct over the head of the Provincial Governments, suppressed what 
civil liberties existed before, under the pica of·· Defence of India'·. 
It has severely curtailed freedom of press, speech, person instituted 
a reign of repression and is seeking to make normal political life 
more and more impossible. In the economic field, British Imperialism 
is throwing its war-burden on to the shoulders of India. The raising 
of war funds, war loans, the increase in defence budget and in the 
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taxation. the manipulation through price control as well as through 
other means (Excess Profits Tax. Export Restrictions. Excise 
Duty on Sugar and on Petrol etc.) aimed at securing cheap raw 
material for export and at hindering the Indian industries from 
growing during the war period-these are some of the economic 
measures through which British Imperialism seeks to finance 
its war. AS ,.J RESULT OF THES/<: WAR MEASURES ()ff /AIPERIAUSAI. 
THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE BRIT/Sil GOl"liRNAIENT A.NJJ 
ALL SECTIONS UF THE IND/AN PEOPLE GROWS EJ"f-:R SHARPER. 

The bourgeoisie is discontented because it is unable to utilise the 
war boom to make profit by expanding Indian industries. The 
peasant gets ground down because he has to pay more for 
manufactured goods while he does not get a correspondingly 
increased price for his product. The worker and the employee has 
to face a fall in real wages and an all-round rise in prices. The 
people as a whole have to face curtailment of civil liberties. War 
sharpens a thousandfold. the exploitation. oppressions and 
humiliations which the Indian people ordinarily suffer under the 
Bntish rule. 

9. New round ~{mass stn1ggle.v: the revolut10nary per_.specllve 
of the perzod : This growing attack by imperialism is resulting in 
the rismg discontent of tbe masses in the spontaneous as well as 
organised stJ"Uggles of workers and peasants against the economic 
effects of war, in the protest actions of workers and students against 
war and repression. The demand for a new round of natJ.onal 
struggle against the British Government led by the Congress is 
growing among all the sections of the people. The main features 
of the mass actions with which the various sections of the people 
are resisting so far the imperialist attacks are : ( 1) the vanguard 
actions of workers against war, protest strikes (2nd October Strike 
in Bombay); (2) food riots by the Town poor in various pla~cs (as 
in December 1939); (3) the mighty wave of war-allowanc~ strike 
which is sweeping the whole of the industrial working class in 
India; (4) the actions of the students against war an repression; (S) 
national demonstrations like the Independence Day being trasfonned 
into a countrywide protest action through workers' and students' 
strikes taking place in opposition to the instructions of national 
leadership. The peasants have not as yet begun to move on an 
extensive scale, but the discontem in the countryside is rising fast. 
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This rising tempo of the mass struggle opens the perspective of the 
most rapid mobilisation. embracing the widest strata of the people 
agamst the Government. THIS OPENS THI!" PBRSPECT/1.E OF 

DEVEWPING THE NATIONAl.STRUrrGLE TAKING PI.ACF.JN TllB PERJOD 
OF WAR INTO A 1'111.l.-FLEIXiED POPULAR RISING LF..AD!NG TO THE 
ACHIEVEMENT OF TllF. N1l110NAL DEA/(X,~ff/C REffJL.llT/ON IN A 

SINGI.E LEAP 

It is this revolutionary perspective which determines the policy 
of imperialism towards the national leadership (bourgeois) and 
which in tum determines the policy of the national leadership 
towards the national struggle. It is this perspective which must also 
determine the main slogans and the strategy and tactics of the 
Proletariat and its Party. 

10. Polley o.( Jmperialtsm m the perwd of war · While British 
Imperialism dnven by the war. pursues a policy of economic and 
political aggression against the Indian people including the 
bourgeoisie. it certainly wants to prevent a revolutionary upheaval 
in India. especially while the war is on As the war goes over into 
the phase of a world conflagration and develops into an anti Soviet 
war. British Imperialism is all the more interested in keeping 
internal peace in India and in ··pacifying·· the Afridis in the 
Frontier Tribal Area. It wanted the Congress Mimstries to continue. 
It wanted to arrive at a ·'settlement .. with the national lcadc1ship 
It offered to suspend the Federal Scheme. repeated its old declar:ition 
of Dominion Status being the natural goal for Indian constitutional 
progress, with the addition of the magic phrase '·Westminster 
Statute''. It offered to extend the Viceregal Council and wanted 
to give the national leadership the privilege of associating in this 
·'just war for democracy·'. In short it wanted the national leadership 
to preserve internal peace. to police the country. while it offered 
no concessions at all to the bourgeoisie. It demanded surrender from 

· the natioruil leadership without offering any tangible concessions 
to any class. To push through this policy, impi:-rialism relies on the 
reactionary forces which have always been its allies. It rebes upon 
the Princes, to bludgeon any new rise of the States peoples· 
movement, to prevent its unity with the national movement in 
British India. It relics upon leaders of communal reaction who 
playing upon the religious sentiments of the backward masses seek 
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to disrupt national unity and struggle. ITS PRESENT STRATEGJ 11S- • 

r1-J7S THE .VATIONAL LEADERSl/11' JS TO FORCE £f INTO SURRBNDJ<:R 

ON ITS OWN TERMS IT PL~U~') ON THE NA.110NAL LEADERSHIP'S FEAR 

OF A/ASSES AVD A/ASS STRUGGLE IT BRINGS ECONOMIC AND 

POUf/Crl.L PRESSURE ON THE BOURGEOISIE (MEASURES IJKE EXCESS 

PROFITS 1:.4X, SUGAR EXCISE BILL. REFUSAL TO l.\IAK.E rl.Nl' 

CONCl!."SSIONS AT TllE Cb'NTRE ETC.). In the meanwhile, it launches 
vicious attack against the Communists and Socialists. agamst the 
workers and kisan movements and agamst political movements 
generally. THE POLICY WHICI/ IMPERIAL/SM IS HJLl.OJJIJN(i IS 

TO REJECT EVEN THE MODERATE DEMANDS OF TllE NATIONAL 

LEADERSHIP- RESPONSJBJLJT}' AT T//E CENTRE AND A DECI..ARA TJON 

.•!BOUT IND/A'S RIG/IT TO FRAME HER OWN CONSTITUTION 

AFTER THE END OF THE f.f'AR-TO DECIMATE Tl/E FORCES OF 

STRUGGI.E AND TO FORCE UPUN THE BOURGEOISIE .!ND THE 

NATIONAL LEADERS//IP, THUS WEAKBNED. A SEm..EAIENT D/CT.lTEL> 

BY IT 
11. The policy of the National Leadership : The policy of the 

national leadership is determined on the one hand by the explosive 
possibilities of the war situation. by the existence of the arorkcrs · 
and peasants· movements which may influence the national struggle 
in a revolutionary way, and on the other hand by the intransigence 
of imperialism. The obduracy of imperialism forced the Congress 
Ministries to resign. The withdrawal of Ministries was declared to 
be the first step towards non-co-operation with the Government but 
actually it was meant to be pressure for a settlement. Gandhiji 
openly declared that he "as for compromise, for ''honourable 
settlement'' and he vigorously discounterumced the idea of struggle. 
The policy of sitting tight, of refusing to give any active support 
to the struggles of the toiling masses against the effects of war is 
pursued by the national leadership as a strategy. THIS ST~TEGY 

OF STALEMATE JS TJ/E CARRYING OUT OF THE COMPRO/ff/SING 

AND OPPOSITIONAL ROLE OF THE INDIAN BOURGEOISIE IN 

THE NEW PERIOD AND IN A NEW WAY. In 1930, the national 
leadership could launch a mass movement (Civil Disobedience) 
to fight back imperialist offensive and gain further concessions 
and to retain the leadership of the movement as against the 
new rising force of the working class. The danger of that 
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movement being immediately taken out of its hands and developed 
into a rewlution was not there. On the other hand. the technique 
of the movement enabled the leadership to disorgamsc and control 
mass struggle and use the same as a weapon of bargaining. In 1940. 
the national leadership \\ith Gandhiji at the head. does not think 
m terms of mass civil disobedience. The explosive nature of the 
situation created by war crisis and mcrcased political maturity and 
organisational strength of the proletariat its increasing influence 
m the national movement, and the nse of the new ktsan movement. 
using proletarian methods of orgamzation and struggle. and firmly 
relying upon the alliance with the proh .. 1:ariat opens the possibility. 
nay certainty of the national struggle being developed mto a 
revolutionary outbreak. That is why mactivity and stalemate have 
become the main strategy of the bourgeois leadership today. It is 
a strategy of allowing the forces of national struggle to be decimated 
by imperialism. Even whc.."11 the struggle becomes unavoidable. 
because of imperialist repression and because of the pressure of 
the masses. that struggle 1s not to be of the type of 1930-32 but 
of a much restricted one carried out by trained Satyagrahis. who 
can observe perfect non-violence (GandhtJI • s speech at Ramgarh • 
and HariJan Article 30 3.40) 

Thus with the outbreak of the war. and with the maturing of 
a revolutionary situation, Gandhism enters mto ih Jast and dc"Jdent 
phase. At a time when the enemy 1s the most wlnerable. \\hen 
hatred and discontent against impenalst rule is rismg in all sections. 
when the possibility of uniting the people on the widest possible 
scale for a decisive struggle is the greatest when the Congress 
has become a mighty organisat1oa, when the organ1sat1on and 
the consciousness of working class and peasantry has become a 
powerful factor in the national struggle-at such a time the national 
leadership postpones struggle. refuses to make any preparations for 
~t. allows the most militant sections of the national front to be 
decimated, keeps the workers' and peasants' !!'ruggles away from 
the national movement. and seeks to disunite the Congress itself 
by insisting on the complete faith in the Gandhian constructive 
Pl\J~. 

12. Basic Line of the Proletariat : TN ORDER TO ACHIEVE 
n'S MAIN TASK IN rms WAR PERIOD, TllE PROLET.IRJAT AND ITS 
PARTY WIU HAVE TO CONDUCT A PERSISTENT FIG/ff TO EXPOSE 
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AND COUNTERACT THE A.NTl-STRUG<TlE .IND COMPROMISING 

INFLUENCE OF THE NAUON.IL LEADERSHIP, TO I'ROGRF.SSIVl!.1~r 

ISOLA.1'B 1'/IE COMPROMISERS. AND A.Dr...f.NCE TOWARDS THE 

REAU&ITION 01.- THE PROLETARIAN HEG&\10.Vl" IN THE NATIONAL 

STRUGGLES Al/HAD The bourgeois policy aims at compromise. a 
settlement either through avoiding struggle altogether of after a 
sham and short-lived struggle. The realisation otthis aim will mean 
the disruption of the forces of national unity and struggle which 
have been built through the last 20 years. It will mean strengthening 
of communal reaction, and co-operation with the British in their 
war which they are trying to tum against the Soviet. The policy 
of the proletariat on the other hand is to carry forward the 
achievements of national unity and struggle to develop an 
uncompromising struggle against imperialism through the Congress, 
to lead it forward to the pitch of a full-fledged national democratic 
revolution, and thus deal a mortal blow at British imperialism and 
war. WHETHER THE PROLETARIAT SUCCEEDS TN AC/llEV/NG rrs TASK 

OR NOT DEPENDS HOW RAPIDLY IT IS ABLE TO COUNTERACT AND 
DEFEAT THE BOURGEOTS POLTCY. HOW RAl'TDLY rr IS AHLE TO COME 
FORWARD AS THI!.' LEADER AND UNIFIER OF TIIE PF.OPlk. AS TllE 

INITIATOR OF POLITICAL MASS AC'TIONS .IGAINST llv!PF.RIAUST 
REPRESSJQN. AS THE ORGANISER OF THE PEASANTRY, AS A DEC'IS/VE 

l<'ORCE 

13. Stn1ggle against Compromise: United National Front in 
Action : The task of isolating the compromisers and of advancing 
towards proletarian hegemony has to be performed within the four 
comers of the United National Front-the main base for it is the 
National Congress, the broadest possible mobilisation of the Indian 
people. In fact the fight against compromise is the fight to win the 
majority of the Congressmen and the broadest section oftllC people 
for struggle, to wip them for developing the struggle in whatever 
form it comes into a revolutionary struggle for indeptndence. 
Hence our struggle against compromisers must be accompanied 
simultaneously with the resolute effort to build the Congress as 
organ of people's struggle, as an organ of the United National 
Front. During the last six years the National Congress has registered 
a phenomenal growth, and has extended its influence among the 
middle class as weU as among the toiling masses. The idea has taken 
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shape and found wide support t..-specially smcc the Lucknow and 
Faizpur Congresses that Congress must d"-v~lop as the united organ 
of the will of the people. and that 1t must de\ clop closer ties with 
workers' and peasants· organisations. (This 1mphcd the adoption 
or at least recognition by the Congress of the characteristic method 
of struggle of the working class.) Since the Ant1-Const1tution Stnkc 
of April 1, 193 7, the political strike led by C ommumsts has become 
a regular feature of great national cclcbratmn da) s fixed by the 
Congress. A point has reached when th~ giant numcncal strength 
of the National Congress can be transfonncd into pohtical and 
organisational strength, only if it adopts a correct attitude to the 
basic demands of the workers and peasants. if it develops friendly 
relations with their organisations and if it recognises their technique 
of struggle as a part of the national struggle. For thus only could 
the Congress ~C"\ ~lop further and grow mto an organ of 
uncompromising revolutionary struggle of the Umted Nanon. For 
1t 1s only when the nationwide mass civil disobedience movement 
can be enriched and sharpened through the simultaneous unleashing 
of political general strike. and No-Tax, No-Rent i;;truggles led by 
K1san Committees (class organs). would it be possible to raise it 
to the level of a mass upnsing. bringmg over the anny and the police 
to the popular side. Without such a development. the nationwide 
struggle launched by the National Congress must al\\a)s end m 
defeat and compromise. 

14. Gandh1sm 's New I.me: As agamst this durmgthe Iastthr~ 
years. the years of Congress Ministnes, Gandhism has consistently 
put forward its new line-the line of the indefimte working of 
Ministries. of winning independence through gradual constitutional 
progress. This had its count~rpart in the policy of surrendering the 
workers· and peasants· demands at the pressure of anti-national 
vested interests. of alienating the workers· ud peasants, 
organisations from the Congress (drive against Kisan Sabhai;). of 
hil;Dlling and discountenancing political strike on national celebration 
days, of tightening the Congress organisation in • 'rder to eliminate 
Socialists and Communists from the Congress. Gandhism's 
disruptive fight for a homogeneous Working Committee and for a 
hoir.ogeneous Congress and for the strict imposition of ·'the 
constructive programme'· on the Congress. its refusal to launch 
national disobedience movement, all these are the logical continuation 
ofGandhiji's new line-of its third and decadent phase. Gandhism's 
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new line is the negationing of the line of United National Front
a line which corresponds to the growth of the national fora.-s of 
struggle during the last six years-.. line·· which alone can develop 
the national struggle forward to victorious revolution. Gandhism 
in its last phase disrupts and destroys the Congress and seeks to 
bend it down to a teclmique of struggle which must "-nd in compromise 
and disaster. at time when all factors are ripe for its being developed 
into a victorious revolution. Hence our struggle against Gandhism, 
is not only exposure of the logic of its political line at every stage 
and tum; it is also the concrete fight for building the Congress units 
from"below as unit~ of organs of struggle. 

National struggle through Congress : Hence in this period 
while carrying out an independent action by the class organisations. 
we must intensify the effort to build up the Congress as the organ 
of peoplc"s movement. Without waiting for ''call for struggle'' 
from above, we shall wherever we influence the Congress 
organisations. undertake the fonnation of Congress Volunteer Corps, 
and place the Congress units on fighbng basis with cadres of tramed 
organisers. apparatus for production and distribution of literature 
etc. The local Congress units must initiate strugsle against 
suppression of civil liberties etc. The almost Congress whole 
heartedly support IN ACTION the struggle of workers and peasants 
for war .allowance and against every economic distress. By thus 
identifying themselves with the existing and developing struggles. 
will the Congress units grow and draw strength from the masses 
and be able to move the whole Congress towards struggle. Thus 
our struggle for Gandhism is at the same time the concrete struggle 
to build the Congress from below into an organ of struggle, to 
convert the national struggle into a revolutionary struggle 

15. Political exposure ~f the compromisers and Gandhism : 
Political exposure of the compromisers. ofGandhism. its technique 
and leadership, is such a part of struggle against com;romise as 
the popularisation of the programme of the national revolution. 
Every move to delay or restrict the struggle, every attempt to 
vulgarise the basic slogans of the Congress must be sharply criticised. 
Every effort to put across the lie that the present war is a just war 
must be exposed In exposing Gandhism, we do not focus attention 
of criticising its economic and philosophical absurdities. What we 
have to concentrate on is the oolitical significance of the insistence 
on the constructive programme and non-violence. This insistence 
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has become the technique of side-tracking the issue of struggle. of 
dividing the national forces of compromise Today the slogan of 
the leadership of Gandhi is not raised m the contt.'Xt of the unity 
of the Congress, but in order to postpone and delay struggle. to 
restrict it. It is necessary to expose Gandhism · s last and reactionary 
phase. in which it repudiates its own achiev1..ments, gives up mass 
civil disobedience, disrupts the Congress and its unity. 

The exposure of Gandhism, the opposition to Gandhi.Ji's 
leadership in so far it opposes and restricts struggle. sharp criticism 
of the compromisers, does not mean giving up the line of United 
National Front. Or repudiating the slogan of the unity of the 
Congress. On the other hand in this period when a national struggle 
is the urgent need of the hour, the failure to bring out tht. anti
struggle character of Gandhism before the people. the failure to 
unmask compromct.,...,. would itself mean the rejection of the line 
of united national front. The exposure ofGandhisrn and the criticism 
of the compromisers is in fact the defence of the Congress as an 
organ of struggle, the defence ofits unity. ofits heritage. Our policy 
of opposing Gandhism and Gandhian leadership has nothing in 
common with the slogan of •·attcmativ~ leadership of Roy or with 
the slogan of Two Congresses raised by Bose. Roy's opposition 
to Gandhism is formal and mechanical. It is coupled with the denial 
of the imperialist nature of the war, with the denial of the need for 
launching national struggle now. Change of leadership th1011gh 
organisational coup first-struggle afterwards. this is Ru) 's 
disruptive line. Bose's opposition to Gandhism and the compromisers 
is factional and opportunist. This refusal to develop struggle against 
the suppression of civil liberties in Bengal. his attempted pact with 
the Hindu Mahasabha and then with the Muslim League, his rival 
B.P.C.C.- all these unmask him as a disruptor of the Congress. 
as one who objectively helps the compromisers. Our struggle against 

. Gandhism is political. It aims at winning over the majority of 
Congressmen to the path of struggle through cart)ing political 
c0nviction not merely by words but by deeds of p. oletarian initiative 
against war. against the effects of war, and against imperialist 
repression. Our struggle against Gandhism is coupled with actively 
mC'ving the Congress Committees to prepare for national struggle, 
and to support campaigns against the effects of war to support 
action against repression. It builds the United National Front and 
strengthens the Congress as an organ of struggle. 
Vol-iv--/ 3 
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16. Demarcatwnfrom ·'Left·· Nat10nalist and Petty-bourgeois 
Socialist Tactics : The policy of Party in this period is demarcated 
sharply from the policy of all petty-bourgeois parties and groups 
(C.S.P. leadership, Forward Bloc and the Royists) by the recognition 
that compromise is not inevitable, by the finn faith in the power, 
and the political action and the role of the proletariat. by the 
dc=termination to develop the same and to realise hegemony of 
the proletariat. THE LEFl' NATIONAUST AND l'ETfY-BOl!RGE()JS 
SOCIALIST GROUPS DENY THE INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT ROLh.' 
WHICH THE PROLETARIAT TS GOING TO PLAY IN Till!.' PRESENT JJ;tR 

PERIOD Their denial of the only effective force which could prCV'-'llt 
compromise, leads their "opposition .. into not only futile and 
factional but disruptive channels. Bose's thunder against compromise 
leads to his refusal to launch struggle for civil liberties in e~ngal 
in alliance with Communists. It develops into a factional struggle 
against the Working Committee and leads to the disruptive slogan 
of · '1WO Congresses··. It ends in alliance with communahst 
reactionaries (pact with Hindu Mahasabha). Roy's denial of the 
proletariat and its role finds expression, in his t'1king the Gandhian 
stand that the country is not prepared, in his rejection of the national 
struggle, in his veiled support to imperialist war. His ··opposition·· 
to Gandhiji is disruptive and opportunist. What he puts forward 
is in reality by an alternative constitutionalist line. He is a masked 
compromiser. The C.S.P. leadership's complete divorce from the 
proletariat leads them into violent vacillations. At Wardha, they 
wanted to launch a symbolic Satyagraha all on their own to 
express their opposition to compromise. Now at Ramgarh. they 
have relapst.-d into a complete subservience to Gandhism. Thcu 
denial of the role of the proletariat. their repudiation of 
Marxism leads them back to the protective shell of Gandh1sm 
which they have not yet outgrown. As the struggle and crisis 
develops, it becomes clear that every ·•Jeft" or .. Socialist•·. trend 
has either to line itself finnly with the proletariat or to become a 
variant of bourgeoiS line of compromise and disruption. nus in 
this period, no vague left unity, based on the mere acceptao.ce of 
a left programme can serve any purpose. A clear demarcation from 
all left nationalist and petty-bourgeois Socialist groups and parties, 
the unity in action, all elements who firmly implement in practice 
the proletarian line of developing uncompromising struggle against 
the main enemy-the broadening and strengthening of the Communist 
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Party. the Party of the proletariat. -that becomes the principal 
task. 

l 7. Independent Actwn <>/the proletanat : The main and the 
charactenstic weapon of the proletariat and its party, for the 
prevention of compromise, for the unleashing of national struggle 
and for raising it to the pitch of a revolution is independent mass 
action in the fonn of political mass strike. The most urgent task 
of the Party in this period is to utilise the situation created by the 
war to rapidly raise the political consciousness and political activity 
of the proletariat. The events of the first six months of the war. 
the 2nd October Strike of Bombay Textile workers against War, 
the lndcpt.'ltdence Day Strike of 30.000 Cawnpore workers. the 
stnkc at Dehri. the orgamscd participation of the working class of 
Calcutta. Coimbatore, Sholapur and other centres in the Independence 
Day demonstratk.ri: conclusively prove that the Indian proletariat 
1s emergmg as an independent political force on a national scale. 
These achievements have to be carried forward. In the present 
period. the proletariat must be able to act swiftly with a political 
stnke at every attack against the national movC111M1t, at every blow 
at the liberties of the people It must be in a position to support 
the national struggle launch&..-d by the Congress. with a political 
general strike mall i~ustries including Railways and Transport. 
It must be able to finnly guide the Kisans so that they develop the 
No-Tax and No-Rent campaigns under the leadership ofthc1r own 
committees. The political consciousness and activity of the wo1 ling 
class ripens and matures through its experience in the economic 
battles. In the peirod of war. this maturing takes place very rapidly 
through the economic battles against the effects of war. The tide 
of war-allowance .vtr1kes which is rising everywhere and of which 
the glorious strike of 1,60,000 Textile workers in Bombay was the 
most important has tremendous importance. The significance of 
the war-allowance strike movement lies in this that, firstly. it unites 
the entire working class because the demand for a wage rise to 
neutralise the rise in prices, is a demand whicl1 lf'fects workers in 
all industries. Secondly, it ~fur the working class the admiration 
and sympathy of the other classes in the country who are equally 
suffering from the rise in prices. It heartens the peasant an gives 
him a lead. Thirdly, the experience of the war-allowance strike, 
focusses the attention of the worker on the fundamental antagonism 
between war-mongering imperialism and the Indian people. It 
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becomes a school for political consciousness for the backward 
workers. To prepare for war-allowance strikes throughout the country 
to develop tlu.'111 into general strikes supported by all workers in 
the locality. to win sympathy for it among the other sections of the 
city poor and peasantry, to carry on intensive political propaganda 
and training during the strike. to defeat police measures against the 
strikes, to make the workers conscious of their role in the national 
struggle-these are the main urgent tasks in regard to the war
allowance stnkes. Intensive political propaganda during all strikes. 
in the war period stressing how the proletariat has to act in the 
defence of the nation. how it has to play the role of the champion 
of people's liberties. becomes a task of utmost importance. 

18. Political Strzkes against repression : Political protest strikes 
on the national celebration days fixed by the Congress is a powerful 
method of isolating the compromisers and of winrung the majonty 
of the Congressmen for struggle. This was strikingly demonstrated 
by the country-wide strikes which took place on the Independence 
Day and by the participation of the working class in the Independence 
Day processions. Though these strikes were banned by the Working 
Committee and Gandhiji. they were appreciated by the rank and 
file Congressmen and the local Congress leadership. That p.vc a 
proletarian impress to the Independence Day slogans agamst 
compromise., slogans demanding struggle caught on m the whole 
procession. We have, therefore, to develop the political protest 
strike movement and raise to higher level when political general 
strikes against repression would become possible. In the measure 
this movement grows, in that measure we would be able to hasten 
the national struggle and when it is actually launched, we would 
be able to transform it into a revolutionary struggle. 

19. Revolritionary alliance between workers and peasants : 
Prot<.."St strikes or even political general strikes of the workers by 
themselves cannot succeed in breaking the stalemate. m transfo1'11ling 
a restricted Satyagraha. struggle into a revolutionary struggle. !fhe 
decisive factor in our country is the peasantry. One of the m.ost 
crucial question of our revolution is. who moves the peasantry, the 
bourgeoisie or the proletariat? Agrarian revolution is the axis of 
national revolution and the revolutionary alliance of workers and 
peasants is the only weapon of realising it. Hence the most important 
task before the proletariat and its party today is to make a decisive 
bid for the leadership of the proletariat. In the first six months of 
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the war, the Kisan movement Jagged behind. This was due to the 
neglect of the Kisan work on our part in this period. This must 
be corrected. The Kisan has now begun to feel the effects of the 
war. Kisan demands that he must get the advantage of the raised 
prict't$ of his produce. He demands the control of profiteering made 
on the prices of manufactured goods. Fixation of minimum prices 
to be paid to him and fixation of maximum prices for manufactured 
goods are his demands. On this basis Kisan agitation must be 
begun. Resistance to forcible recruitment, resistance to forcible war 
levies shall have to be organised and the whole movement directed 
towards developing a countrywide No-Rent movc..ment. The character 
of such struggle today would be different from what it was in 1930. 
It wou1d be fought under the leadership of the class organs of the 
Kisans. the Kisan Sabhas and Kisan Committees, organs of the 
prolt:tarian type. 'i ; ..... .: c:"an play their revolutionary role in the 
period only if they are led by a pro1etarian core. by Communists. 
Hence the main task\' on the Kl.\'an Front are : (i) building up mass 
Kisan Sabhas and Kisa11 Committees on the basis of price agitation. 
(ii) frequent fraternisation between war-allowance strikes and Kisan 
in neighbouring vil1ages by joint conference, (iii) enrolment of 
Kisan Volunteers. (iv) strengthening of the party in the villages and 
(v) popularisation of the main slogans of national revolution among 
the Kisans. 

20. Anti-War agitation : part of the fight for unleashing mau 
struggle : As a party of the proletariat and a section of the 
International Communist movement. we are pledged to carrv on a 
persistent fight against Imperialist War. We have laid bare the 
imperialist character of the war. exposed the role of British 
Imperialism as the main aggressor which is interested in continuing 
and spreading the war and developing it further into a war against 
the Soviet Union, in our agitation and propaganda. From the 

·preliminary stage of anti-war agitation and actions, we passed on 
to ,the stage of countrywide strikes of workers for war-allowance. 
This movement is drawing in a 1argc mass of l•.1ckward workers 
and giving them new political consciousness. The Kisan movement 
against the effects of war has begun to develop. This second stage 
of mass economic battles against the effects of war is the prelude 
to the third phase, the nationwide struggle led by the Congress for 
freedom and democracy in the country. This is the highest form 
which our struggle against war can take. For if we succeed in 
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making such a struggle possible. if we succeed in developing it into 
revolutionary channels. we would have struck a mortal blow against 
the cbief war-mongcr-Britam. Defeat of Britain in India is victory 
to the cause of the forces of peace and democracy headed by the 
Soviet Union. In the present phase. our struggle against war is not 
apart from the workers· and peasants· struggle against the effects 
of war. from the independent political actions of workers and 
students against n:pression. It is not apart from the national struggle 
which we arc striving to bring about. The struggle against recruitment 
and war levies must be conducted not through individual picketing 
and courting arrests. In fact the entire preparatory anJ:i-war agitation 
must be carried on secretly and without exposing our cadres for 
arrest. The cadres and resources must be preserved for moving the 
masses against war effects, against repression and thus towards 
national struggle. The original error made in certain provinces must 
be corrected. 

21. Basic slogans of the Natwnal Revolution : The popularisation 
of the basic slogans of the National Democratic Revolution has 
special significance in this period. These slogans are as follows 

1. Complete overthrow of the Imperialist rule. withdrawal of 
the British Anny of occupation: 

2. CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY elected on adult franchise to 
meet after the. defeat of Imperialism, as the organ of power and 
to frame the constitution of the country: 

3. DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC guaranteeing to the recognised 
minorities, the right of protection of their separate religion, culture 
and language; 

4. Anning of the people. National Pcople"s Army; 
5. Abolition of all fonns of landlordism, serfdom and illegal 

cesses. cancellation of debts; 
6. 8-hour day guaranteed living ~age for the wage workers 

and the employee; . 
7. Confiscation of foreign capital and nationalisation qf all 

basic industries. natural resources, banks, shipping and transport. 
We popularise these slogans to bring concretely before the 

people what complete independence and Constitutent Assembly 
would mean to the various sections. ]he meaning of Independence 
and Constituent Assembly must be placed in three simple slogans 
before the people. 
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To all the people. it would mean the achievement of full democratic 
freedom, in a democratic republic with a people· s army: 

To the Kisans. it would mean abolition oflandlordism. serfdom. 
illegal cesses and cancellation of debts: 

To the "orkers and employees, it would mean 8-hour day and 
a guaranteed Jiving wage. 

It must. however. be clearly understood that we do not pitch 
this programme as an alternative to the programme of the Congress. 
More popularisation of a more radical programme would not bring 
revolution any nearer National Congress is entering the new round 
of national struggles with the two slogans: Complete Independence 
outside the orbit of Imperialism and Constituent Assembly based 
on adult suffrage. Our central task today is to make the 
REVOLUTIONARY implementing of these basic slogans possible. 
Our main task ;~ :w tr:msfonn the civil disobedience movement 
launched by the Congress to the pitch of a revolutionary mass 
struggle. Democratic Republic and People ·s Anny would be achieved 
only by making REVOLlITIONARY struggle fo1· Independence 
and Constituent Assembly possible. Abolition of tandlordism, the 
realisation of the basic demands of the working class and 
nationalisation of key industries : all this would become possible 
by achieving the revolutionary participation of the working class 
and peasantry in the national struggle. Our day-to-day agitation 
and work among the workers and kisans among the bmad 
masses rings out with the basic slogans of the Natfonal 
Democratic Revolution. BECAUSE WE WANT TO PLACE THE 

REVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE OF THE IMPENDING NATIONAL 

STRUGGLE BEFORE THE PEOPLE. BECAUSE WE WAN! TO PREPARE 

T1/E GROUND FOR TTIE REVOLUTIONARY REALISATION OF THE 

CONGRESS PROGRAMME 

The popularisation of these slogans is a part of our struggle 
against the compromisers. The compromisers are seeking to avoid 
the national struggle or to strangle it within the four comers of 
a' restricted Satyagraha. They want to prevent •he participation of 
the masses in the struggle. This can only lead to a compromise 
with impcnalism and not its overthrow and to the achievement of 
i.nd.;pendence. In fact the compromisers persist in vulgarising the 
conception of Constituent Assembly in continually suggesting that 
the Constituent Assembly may even decide upon something less 
than independence. They are preparing the ground for an ignoble 
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surrender to imperialism. As against the Gandhian programme of 
Constituent Assembly to be granted by imperialism. we will 
popularise the Constituent Assembly as the organ of power, meeting 
as the culmination of triumphant revolution. As against the Gandhian 
dream of "independence" equal to Dominion Status of the 
Westminster variety, we shall place before the people the goal of 
People's Republic, People ·s Army, Elected Officials. As against 
the Gandhian concept of Swaraj in which the social structure 
undergoes no fundamental change and the system of rack-renting 
and debt-slavery remain intact, we shall put forward the slogan 
of abolition of landlordism and cancellation of indebtedness. As 
against the Gandhian ideal of "trusteeship" of the factory owner. 
we shall fight for a social system in which the right of the worker 
to an 8-hour day, living wage etc. is guaranteed and the basic key 
industries nationalised. 

Popularising these slogans of the national revolution on the most 
extensive scale in every meeting, in every procession and in every 
conflict with the Government. every strike every demonstration of 
workers, students, kisans and Congressmen etc., we shall strive to make 
these slogans-TIIE SLOGAN& OF TIIE NATIONAL MOVEMENT. 

22. Organised fanchoning of the party : elementary need~ We 
have entered into a period of the greatest revolutionary possibilities, 
of great revolutionary experie'h.ces. In such a period the tasks which 
ordinarily require years are achieved in months. New revolutionary 
experience creates new power and consciousness in the masses. 
This consciousness has to be used to build and strengthen the party. 
On the other hand a strong Party, i.e. a party which knows how 
to function as a BOLSHEVIK ORGANISATAION - a Bolshevik 
Party is needed to harness the new consciousness, new power of 
the masses to achieve the political tasks outlined above. In this period 
both these tasks have to be achieved simultaneously. The Party bas 
to grow, organise itself while at the same time it is called upo~ to 
perfonn such varied political tasks which an organised party alone 
can cope with. Hence 1t is of the utmost importance for each party 
unit first and foremost to function as an ORGANISED UNIT~ to 
root out all individualism and chaotic ways of functioning to tighten 
up the entire organisation to convert each unit into a machine that 
gets things done, is the urgent need. This precaution is indispensable 
if our PAR1Y is to GROW with the naw revolutionary possibilities 
and become equal to the political tasks of the new period. 
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Michael Carritt 

Since the outbreak of war the political crisis in India has matured 
with extreme rapidity. AU the difficulties of British Imperialism in 
India and its fundamental conflict with the interests and welfare 
of the Indian people have been increased a hundredfold by the war 
situation. All the sunshine talk of the propagandists and the feverish 
scurrying around of the apostles of ~·negotiation·· and '·honourable 
compromise" have failed to hide the fact that the deadlock between 
imperialism aµd ihe 'national movement still remains unresolved. 
On the contrary the Ramgarh Session of the Congress, though still 
leaving the main issues hanging in the air. has done nothing to make 
things easier for those (by no means only confined to the Viceroy ·s 
.side) who hoped for a compromise. 

To understand the real nature of the political crisis in India it 
is necessary to consider three aspects of the present situation, all 
of which arc, of course, fundaml.-ntally inter-connected; firstly, the 
international significance of the weakening of British Imperialism's 
hold over its main strategic and economic stronghold; secondly. the 
historic stage of development of the national struggle; and thirdly, 
the growing tensions within the national movt."111ent itself which 
reflect the growth of new forces and the re-alignment of classes. 

The significan~ for the whole world of the Indian challenge to 
British imperialism is tremendous. Within the first few months of 
the war, British Imperialism, the leading world imperialist power, 
is being seriously attacked in its most vital spot. Before the war 
has fully developed, before the masses in the belligerent countries 
are fully awake to the extent of suffering they \\~11 have to endure, 
the Indian people, and in particular the Indian working class, have 
thrown down a clear challenge and are mobilising their forces for 
struggle. The effect of this challenge upon the subject people in 
other parts of the Empire has been far-reaching. 

Published in : "The Labt1111' Monthly. May 1940, London. 
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The strategic and economic importanct! of India to British 
Imperiabsm is such that the present Indian crisis is having a 
profound effect upon the \\hole war effort of the British and French 
imperialists. British military writers recognise India as Britain's 
strategic base in the Far East, as well as providing almost unlimited 
man-power. This \\as so in the last war. It will be even more so 
in this war. as was emphasised in advance by the Chatfield Report 
on the reorganisation of the Army in India A strong. and more or 
less self-supporting. force is required in the East not only for 
preserving internal order and for the protection of such strategic 
outposts as Aden and Singapore; but also as a stnking force against 
the Soviet Union. In the last war troops from India \\ere used for 
the invasion of Iraq (Mesopotamia) and Iran (Persia). Since it is 
clearly part of the British strategic plan to spread the war against 
the Soviet Union through those two countries. it is clear that India 
has to be considered as a .. jumpmg-off ground.. of the greatest 
importance in the event of the Allied \\ar plans against the Soviet 
Union coming to maturity. 

Not only strategically. but also economically. India is the pivot 
of the Empire. Some two-and-a-half times as much British capital 
is invested in India. according to Sir Robert Kmdersley. as""'in all 
the rest of the colonial Empire put together. The exploitation of 
India. with its wealth of natural resources. has been developed to 
a far higher degree than elsewhere in the Empire and in the depth 
of the world economic crisis India '\\"aS a valuable source of strength 
to British capitalism. In the period of four or five years some £250 
million in gold was drained out of India. representing the savings 
of the middle peasantry who were unable to pay their ta.-xes and 
meet their other commitments by the sale of their produce at world 
pnces 

Strategically and economically, therefore. India is the keystone 
of the British Empire, the basis of a ruling class whose forcign
political aim is to develop the \\ar against the Soviet Union 'and 
whose economic power rests on its super-profits reaped from the 
exploitation of the colonial peoples. 

That it is at this very point that the edifice shows signs of 
cracking and that the people are already in active revolt against 
the war, is of tremendous significance for the forces of world 
socialism in their struggle against monopoly capitalism and in 
defence of the Soviet Union. 
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In the last world war. lmha \\as made to cal1) enormous 
burdens and 1mpenahsm revealed its naked aggressiveness But the 
movements for liberation \\ere ID an early and undeveloped stage 
The Indian National Congress was still a small bourgc..-ois part} 
petttlonmg the Vicero} for more adequate representation for Indians 
ID the services and for preferential tanffs for Indian mdustry. from 
1906 its most m1htant sect:Jon turned to acts of1Dd1"idual terronsm, 
the workmg class \\.JS unorgamscd and m general unacquamted 
with the stnkc weapon. the peasantry though dnvcn b) starvation 
to sporadic outbreaks of revolt. was unorgamscd and poht1call} 
unconscious 

The pohticallv conscious middle class behcvcd the pronus<'S and 
the slogans presented to them b\ the 1mpenahsts. and they faithfully 
followed the lead of those \\horn 1mpenah~m had bought O'\lcr with 
mmor concessious ot a ~onst1tut1onal or commci cia] nature It was 
on]) at the end of the war that discontent began to find open 
expression Infected by the world rcvolut1onani movement. the first 
wave of big stnkcs. the first real attack upon the foundations of 
B11t1sh lmpenahsm m India. took place m the \'cars 1918-1921 
In those years. m the course of bitter struggle and m1htal) terror. 
the 11at1onahst movement Y.as born and the ground prepared for its 
development to the po\\crful stnkmg force that 1t 1s toda}' 

The record of 1mpenahsm dunng the post-\\.ir penod 1s a record 
ofmtens1ficd aggression agamst evcl'\ &cctlon of the Indian pC<lple 
Its urgent necessity to preserve its e'\.clus1ve control over the colomal 
markets without mtcrference either from nv.1l 1mpenahsts o& from 
the nsmg colomal bourgeo1sie, 1s reflected m the Otta\\a Agreements. 
Tariff and Currency pobc1cs and so 011 As the contradictions of 
cap1tahsm develop this aggressiveness of nnpenahst rule sharpens 
and ts seen m an 1Dcreasmgly uncomprom1smg attitude tO\\'ards the 
Indian bourgc01s1e. a deeperung of the alread) advanced agrarian 
cns1s and a savage attack upon \\orkmg-class cond1t1ons and 
oigamsatlons 

The 1935 Constitution sums up. with a clanty that const1tut1onal 
verbosity 1s urulble to obscure. both the d1fficult1es and the aims 
of Bntish Impenahsm ID India Whilst g1vmg some mmor and 
unreal concessions m the provincial sphere, 1t securely planted real 
pohttcal power m the hands of the Viceroy and meticulously hedged 
it m with mnumerable safeguards At the same time 1t revealed the 
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vital necessity of completely removing economic. financial and 
military power from the sphere in which .. responsible·· ministers 
were to operate: and it perfected. with apt imperialist cunning. a 
plan for the constitutional enslavement of the people of India to 
the reactionary princes in alliance with vested interests and 
communalists. The alliance with reaction was consolidated: the new 
democratic forces were to be effectually stifled. 

Thus, with the outbreak of war an already critical situation was 
brought to a head. It was inevitable that the negotiations conducted 
with the Viceroy. after the outbreak of the war, should fa.ti to find 
a suitable way out for those who hoped for a compromise and. with 
pathetic innocence, regarded India ·s challenging opposition to the 
war simply as a bargaining counter in a verbal debate with 
imperialism. The whole history of the last twenty-five years has 
shown a progressively narrowing basis for compromise. The Viceroy 
saw no alternative but to give an ··insolent"' and uncompromising 
reply to the Indian demand: and the growing pressure of the masses 
from below made it impossible for the Congress leaders to suggest 
a compromise that would bl'. acceptable. 

Today, with the outbreak of the second imperialist war, the 
demand, first fonnulated in l 930. is for clear-cut independence and 
an end to the British conn~ion. From the outset of the war the 
conflict has been sharp and undisguised. The tendency to 
compromise. still strong in some quarters, is hampered by the whole 
history and experience of 25 years; and the political experience of 
the masses during those years has strengthened them against their 
being again misled by deceptive slogans. 

Accompanying the growing tension between imperialism and the 
Congress, tension within the national movement itself grows 
increasingly acute. The class struggle is maturing, and this maturity 
is sharply reflected in the course the Congress takes. The ~cent 
Bombay strike on October 2, the wave of strikes sweeping across 
India-Allahabad, Cawnpore, Calcutta, etc.-the decision m the 
Bombay T.U.C. to declare general strike in support of the demand 
for a 40 per cent. war bonus, culminating in the present strike of 
150,000 Bombay Textile workers, and the mass meetings 
demonstrations and resolutions taking place in every locality and 
industry (including railways)-all these events present overwhelming 
evidence that the Indian masses are a!readly on the path of struggle. 
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This activity sharpens the conflict between Left and Right within 
the Congress, and makes the mass pressure irresistible. 

The growth of the strong left-wing movement m India dates from 
the big stnke movement m 1928. the subsequent nation-\\1dc struggle 
m 1930. and the disillusionmt.'llt of the masses with Gandhi's 
betrayals in the following years This disillusionment. strongly felt 
b~ the younger elements withm the Congress who were turning 
towards socialism. resulted not in weakening the Congress but in 
broadening its basis amongst the masses Under the first provincial 
elections (February. 1937) Congress was swept into office in eight 
provinces with big majorities on a programme of .. Wreck the 
Constitution., and radical labour and peasant refom1s. 

In two and a half years Congress membership leapt from 600.000 
to five nullion. 

The left wins, u1"'1uding Nehru. opposed acceptance of office 
in the provina."S. fearing that the growing mass movement would 
be abandoned in favour of orthodox parhamcntary methods and 
that imperialism would succeed in enticing the Congress ministers 
mto constitutional co-operation 

The achievements of the Congress Mmistries were not very 
remarkable~ the bare f nnge of the social problem was touched and 
the ministers tended to function bureaucratically. The ministries, 
restrained on the one hand by their financial impott..'llce and bv the 
power in the hands of the civil service were. on the other hand. 
more and more clearly anxious to conciliate vested interests who 
were opposed to radical land and labour reforms. Notably. in Behar 
the Congress Ministers sided with the landlords against the peasants. 
and in Bombay they mtroduccd reactionary anti-working-class trade 
union legislation. 

In this situation conflict between the orgamscd \\orkcrs and 
.Peasants and the Congress governments was inevitable and became 
increasingly frequent. Mass activities were carried on to bring 
pressure to bear upon the Congress Ministries; criticism was not 
hidden and became more sharp~ big demonstrations were staged and 
independent class actions for the remedy of pressing grievances 
incTPased in frequency and militancy. The Congress Ministers, 
unwilling to comply with the demands, complamcd that they were 
being embarrassed, tried to restrain the masses and finally resorted 
to police orders to suppress these activities. 
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Whilst it was the working class and peasant leaders, communists 
and socialists. who led the masses in these .. embarrassing·· activities, 
there was simultaneously developing within the Congress a strong 
movement of radical discontent amongst the petty-bourgeoisie and 
unemployt.."<i youth who sa\\ no hope of progress from '·working 
the Const1tut1on ·• under the supervision of British Viceroy. 

The crisis developing within the Congress as a result of this 
growing dissatisfaction and the increased mass activities came to 
a head \\Ith the re-election in 1939 of Subhas Bose as Congress 
President in opposition to the nominee of Gandhi and the Congress 
WorJ<ing Committee. The left wing voted solidly for Bose and were 
followed by the large mass of Congress delegates who. on this 
straightfomard issue of ··struggle·· or ··no struggle··. unhesitatingly 
stood for a positive step fonvard 

Bose ·s r~lection was m1mcdiately rocognised by the imperialists 
and ~ Gandhists alike as a significant mdication of the temper 
of the country and the growing influence of the left wing in the 
national movement. The subscqu<..-nt re-establishment of Gandhi's 
authority and the old leadership simply revealed the organisational 
weakness of the left and its inability to give a practical lead that 
was capable of steering the people clear of the personalities and 
the side issues which were µtdiscd to obscure the major political 
issue. Bose himself lacked either the political qualities or the soltd 
mass support io give this lead, and the way was left open for a 
disciplinary drive within the Congress. At this critical moment 
Nehru stood aloof and faded to give a lead; by condemning the 
activities of the Left he gave the appearance of lining up with the 
Right wing and facilitating their attempts to take disciplinary action 
against the Left clements. 

The kt.)' to the present rising tide of national struggle is to be 
found in the new vigour of the Trade Union movement and· its 
proven abd1ty to initiate a mass struggle. The movement achietred 
unity in 1938 and, though its membership still is only reckonecl to 
be 380.000 the last few years have witnessed tremendous activities 
which have drawn into action thousands of unorganised workers. 
1938 saw the highest number yet of workers involved in strikes 
(over 650,000) ; but already in the first six months of the war it 
is reckoned that over 400,000 have been involved. mainly in the 
big industrial centres of Bombay, Ccolcutta, Cawnpore, Allahabad 
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and Ahmcdabad And tlus 1s m spite of mcrcascd repression. the 
\\holesale arrest of leaders and the use of the Defence of India Act 
to e'\.tem trade umon orgarusers and to proh1b1t mcctmgs and the 
d1stnbut1on of leaflets Of particular importance 1s the unparalleled 
spread of the strike movement to small. out-of-the-way and 
unorgamsed mdustnes The close assoc1at1on of the \\orkers 10 

these isolated factones with the peasclJltl) 1s an important factor 
tn the development of peasant organisations clJld their gro\' mg 
polrtJ.Ccll consciousness 

Smee the war we have the news of the magmficcnt stnke of 
90.000 workers m Bombay agamst the \\ar (about v~h1ch the 
n.ittonahst press rcmamed absolutel~ sdent) the succcs!tful stnke 
of 30,000 m Ca\\npore. successful stnkc of 36.000 m Calcutta, 
.:;tnke m Ahmedabad for war bouns. stnke m D1gbo1 odfields. the 
')UCcessful stnke nf 1 ~ noo Calcutta SC.l\ cngers and the present 
~toppagc of 150.000 m Bomba" on the demand for 25 per cent 
\\<at bouns On Independence Dav more than 50 factories stopped 
\.\Ork for the da} 

The peasant movement. onlv organised on an all-India basis for 
three or four }'cars. is one of the most s1gmficant devclopmL'llts of 
recent years and one winch. becau!,e of 1ts ideology and 1ts class
con!tc1ousncss. must necessanly give an entirely new complexion 
to all}' national struggle m the future It has a membership of nearly 
one mdbon and 1s partlcularl}' strong m Behar, Umtcd Provmcc' 
.ind Madras 

Amongst the peasantry there 1s a very keen mterest ID the 
achievement of the Soviet Umon m freemg the pe~ants from their 
age-old bondage to the landlords, and ID recent }ears the amount 
of soc1ahst bteraturc c1rculatmg m the vernacular l.u1guages has 
mcreased enonnously 

Thu~. whilst Congress 1s stdl callmg for d1sc1plme and rcstramt, 
a movement 1s dcvelopmg from below on a popular basis \\h1ch 
1s dmwmg tnto action workers. peasants, students and large sections 
of the petty-bourgeoisie It is clear that such a mo\ement has the 
mgarusat1onal task. of umtmg all the active ant1-1mpenabst forces, 
basmg itself .upon the feelmg of the masses and bemg prepared to 
sweep forward the Congress mto actl.on on a national scale It will 
be necessary to overcome sectional differences on the Left and give 
an tncreasmgly clearly defined pobttcal leadcrslup that will represent 
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the rising movement of workers and peasants without whom no 
national movement is possible. The other left groups arc 
disintegrating; only the Communists have a record of persistent 
day-to-day work in the different sectors of the national movement, 
and they have a responsible role to play in continuing to give this 
political lead, to give it clearly as the most active and advanced 
section of the anti-imperialist front, and to strengthen support in 
the working class and peasant organisations. 

In the pn.-sent situation it is clear that the vast majority of the 
politically conscious people are prepared for struggle: and that the 
brunt of the struggle must fall on just those sections of the people 
over whom the influence of the Communists has extended most 
during the la.st three years-the workers. the peasants and the 
radical bourgeoisie. This fact completely alters the complexion of 
any future struggle. 

It is against this background of rising mass struggle that the 
moves of imperialism and of the upper national leadership acquire 
significance. It is clear that the basis for negotiations between the 
Congress and the Viceroy has necessarily been narrowed dO\\n by 
the growing acuteness of imperialist contradictions: the contradictions 
within the Congress are also extremely sharp. The prospect of a 
mass struggle fills Mr. Gan$lhi with feelings of horror and foreboding. 
He writes in his paper Hanjafl : "It has been suggested to me 
that as soon as I declare civil disobedience, I shall find a staggering 
response. The whole labour world and kisans (peasants) in many 
parts of India will declare a simultaneous strike. If that happened 
I should be most embarrassed and all my plans would be upset. 
I must confess that I have no plan.in front of me. Let me say that 
God wiU send the plan.·• He says : ., I have not lost faith in Britain 
I like the pronoucement of the Viceroy. I believe in his sincority." 
Or again •• .. .If I cannot discover a method of non-violent action 
or inaction .... nothing on earth can prevent an outbreak of violence 
resulting in anarchy and red ruin." · 

Gandhi still wields great influence over the Indian people. He 
also speaks for that very powerful, though numerically small. 
section of the national movement whose interests, while still basically 
opposed to imperialism are also fundamentally threatened by the 
prospect of a mass struggle which cannot but differ radically from 
the previous civil disobedience movements. These people are 
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fovcnshl) trymg to persuade them~elves that a ·compromise with 
honour·· 1s still possible They pretend to b.mg the door on 
negotiations with each succccdmg decl.irat1on of their detcnnmed 
oppos1t1011 to impenahsm. the \.\Ord) challenge 1s thro\\n do\\n 
agam and agam m the hope that the Viceroy \\ 111 scuttle lus ship 
But always the door miraculousl) rcmams open for further 
ncgotiat1on 

The Viceroy. b} no means innocent at this game, hopes to use 
this sectmn of the Congress as a means of d1srnpt1ng and smashing 
the national umt). the} themselves hope to use the mass discontent 
as a means of screwmg some small conces~1ons out of the Viceroy 

The All-lndta Congress Committee mectmg at Wardha reflected 
the mcrcascd tension bet"ecn the protagomsts On the one h.md 
batter resentment at the V1ce1 O) 's app.uent msolcncc · and refusal 
to plav ball, on t'1L ·'ther. bare!) concealed pamc at the thought 
of havmg to apply mass sanctions agam!it unpc11ah~m Plent) of 
strong statements \.\ere made. but the me\ 1t.1ble door was left a.Jar 
Nehru himself hesitatmgl} profes~cd to bche\e th.11 1t \\as yet 
possible for unpenahsm. b) a noble gesture, to trnnsfcr po\\e1 to 
India and thcrcb} to convert the tmpenahst \\ar mto a 1ui;;f' war 

In this tense atmosphere and agamst the background of the 
Bombay Textile stnke, the Congrl'ss annual session took place at 
Ramgarh on March 19 The arrest of hundreds oi communists all 
over India, mcludmg Comrades Dange. Ghate. M11a1kar. Lahm and 
Ranadtve, of the popular socialists Ja1 Pr.ikash Naram and ~ 
Zaheer. of the TU C officials such as R S N 1mbkar and Parulekar. 
both \\'ell-known m th1s count!}. as '"ell as hundreds of active 
Congessmen and students. hung hkc shado\\ O\er the meetmg and 
impressed the delegates \.\Jth the cnt1c..tl Mtuat1on bcfotc them 

Jawaharlal Nchrn moved the m.im resolution of the met.1mg. 
declanng agam India's firm dctermmat1on not to lend an~ support 
to the impenahst war. demandmg complete mdcpendence and the 
ngilt to call a Constituent Asscmbl} 111 ot dcr to frame her O\\ n 
const1tut1on The resolution \•,aci oas~ed almost .. nammousl~. but 
only after several speakers from the Left had d1so\\ ned the present 
pohcy of maction and had declared that the people \\ere umtcd 
behmd the C ongrcss demands, but wanted those demands to be 
supported by 1mmed1ate action 

Thus. whilst the out\\'ard appearance of the Congress after 

f'11l-1v /.I 
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Tnpun m one of ummpmrcd and absolute dctermmatmn to oppose 
the impcnahst "ar and to lead the struggle for mdepcndcnce. 1l 1s 
dear that discontent ms1de the party with the present leadership 1s 
strong and that the umt) desired 1s umt) for 'itruggle Th\} C'\ch1s1on 
of Bose from p.:irt1c1pat1on m the proceedings nakened th~ Left and 
once more rai~oo irrelevant personal issues 

/Ju: llme' JO) full) leap~ to the conclus1on that Ramgarh 
n.:prcscnts a crushmg victor) for Gandhi and the moderates O\ c1 
the ··c'\.trem1~ts' the communists and soc1ahsts Gandhi. 1t 1s tmc. 
1 etams control as a virtual dictator. and he demands mphc1t obcd1cnc\.' 
to lus generalship and his mterpn.,'tat1on of Congress pohc) The 
Right wmg retams undisputed leadership and. despite all thctr bra\-c 
'"ords. ha\ e not ) et taken the pos1t1\ c step fon\ard to a.ct1\-e 
stmggle \\h1ch 1s demanded b) the ma1ontv of Congressmen 

1 he vital dcc1s1on for the Indian people 1s left hangmg m the 
:nr. and. so fat as offictal resolution 1s concerned. 1t rests \\1th 
U.wdh1 to ds.:c1d~ how. when and tf struggle \\Ill be launched-
" hcthcr 1t shall be active non-\ 1olencc or non-\ 1olcnt mactmn 

But e\cn 111e lime\ has soberly to adnut that as )Lt no '.tolut1on 
1s 111 sight and \\111 not be so long as the Congress \\ 111 not · Sl'C 

rc.u-011 ·· mother \\ords. the Right wmg retam:, po\\c1. but. in ~p1tt.: 
of obvious t<.mdcnc1cs to throttle d0\\11 the ma~s movement. onl\ 
at the cost of a declaration which lea\ cs no obv1ou'l opcnmg ra"r 
a compronuse The task \\Inch the Commumst~ imposed upon 
themselves at lnpun one ) c.ir ago to make the umt\ of C'ongrc:,s 
not an absttact umt) but umt}' for struggle-\\ali the gmdmg 
prmc1plc of all ad\ anccd sections of the Congrc~s at Rnmgarh 
fhc) bchc\c that 1t is possible. on the ba~1s of Congress resolutions. 
to lc.1d the people forward mto Q. dcc1:i.1\'e struggle -with 1mpcn • .d11im . 
.ind th.it the tune has no\\- come. dc:,p1tc the fears and hcs1tat1on\ 
of Mr Gancl111. to gn e a practical expression to the man) verbal 
declarations mad!! b) the leadl'rs 

Undcrlymg all the procccdmgs at Ramgarh. and apparent in the 
~am speeches. '' .. lS a -=1..11ous sense of respons1h1hty coupled wtth 
deep bitterness at the ht111rlrcds of arrests of militant Congressmen 
tnkmg place daily T\}nsmn \\as near to breakmg pomt. m tront of 
the ddegatcs even Mr Gandhi dared not speak of compromise The 
dctcrmmatlon of the people acts with relentless pressure upon the 
vacillating leadership. 
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Hm\ does the Labour Party leadership m tins countf') react to 
the critical situation m India ., The\ ha\ c. along "1th the rest of 
the propagandists 111 the unpcnahst Prl.!ss. cons1!:ltcntl~ ignored the 
gro\\mg revolutionary formcnt m India. the gtcat strike'\ and the 
nat10nw1de oppos1t1on to \\ar The\ have not uttcrl.!d a word of 
protest agamst the arrest of prommcnt ofticials m the Indian T lJ (' 
or the imprisonment of Congre~smcn me) have hned thcmscl\'CS 
up bchmd the Viceroy m refimng the demand of thl.! lndmn pt.'Oplc 
for mdcpcndence. and m offcrmg an •mJcfincd and l!\hadm\' 
Domuuon Status. hedged 111 bv safoguarc.Js 111 the undefined :ind 
shadO\\ y foturc 

They smgl) rebuke the V1ccro\ for his clumsy mah1hty to dJcss 
the proposal for Dmmmon Status up m a l.hsgm\c that "ill 11.>01 
the lndtan people and enable thc1r lcaclcr~ to find ~• basis f 01 

l'ompro1msc with honour ·· And m tins the~ arc cnn1;1stcnt. not 
onlv \\1th their past record of govcmmg the Empnc on behalf of 
the ruhng class. but also \\tth their p1c~ent support of the unpenahst 
\\.:tr Quite fr.mkl) Mr Wcdg\\ood Benn dcclan.·d m the Hou'~ of 
C'ommom; on October 26 m the debate on lndm that · the ovl.!r
ndmg cons1dcrataon m the mmd of c.' Ct) honour.1blc mcmbcr 1~ hn\\ 
th~) c.an contnbutc to the sucl.csstul 1s5-.m: of the \\ar · India h.,, 
to be drawn. \\hcthcr b) mmm cnncc~smn.., or b' force. mto full 
!:lupport of the mtpenahst \\.lr \\llh all her 1csourccs Tit.it 1s the 

ovcr-ndmg cons1derat1on ·· for the I .ahour Part) leaders 
But for the Indian pl.-oplc the ··o,cr-ndmg conMdcratmn 1s then 

mdcpcndcncc Bet\\ecn these t\\ o 'IC\\ pomts there rs an unbndg\,.,1bk 
gulf On the one srdc stand the 1mpcn.ihl!\t:. mcludmg the Labour 
Part) leaders. on the other side stand tho~c n·ho desire to frc~· 
tht.>msclvcs. and all men. from the bondage of nnpcnJhst c"plrntat1on 
.md who arc already movmg aloni~ thl.! path of opcn stmggk 

The obJcct1on of the Labour Part\ lcarlcrl!\ to dra\\ the lncl1an 
people mto the \\ar must be seen m relation to the ahgmm.'Jtt of 
forces w1thm India itself Purcl) verbal support 1s given to the 
( ongrcss at the same time as ::mnplcti: support 1s gt\ en to th1...· 
measun .. ~ of 1mpea iahst repression Under no ct rcumstanccs 1s there 
any ~·hare m this hne of pohc) 1•nepl on the m.rnmptwn that the: 
l.ahour leaders believe that a ,·omprom1se can be found whu·h lt 11/ 
mll.~fy both the Viceroy and the < 'ongre.\' Right l1 mg 

Their whole att'-"DtIOn 1s nn·ted on JUSt that section of tht...' 
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Congress which wants to protract negotiations. They desire to use 
Nehru to bridge the gulf between the people of India and the 
Congress Right wing in precisely the same way as they are being 
used by nnpenahsm to bridge the gulf between itself and the 
Congress 

But the crisis m India is not a crisis of pohtical differences 
between leaders: it is not a crisis that can be solved m Viceregal 
reception rooms. It is the deep and fundamental cns1s of impenahsm. 
which war has brought to a head in a pcnod when the revolutionary 
anti-imperiahst forces in India have acquired a new and 
unconquerable consciousness of their own strength It 1s too late 
now to bandy about the phrases and constitutional fut1ht1es of 1919 
and 1935. The cancer of British lmpenalism in India has to be 
drastically cut away The people. not individuals. are gathering 
their strength for the operation. 

For the world and for the future of civ1hsat1on what is happening 
in India is of vital importance and full of hope 



DIARY OF THE STRIKE 

March 3, 19./0 
Red Sunday-Women Workers Take The Lead 
If b} midnight to-day the millowners do not agree to give a 15% 
nse in wages as war-allowance the stnke will begin tomorrO\\ 
During the day comes news that workers have already gone on 
stnke. 14 mills had to close at two o'clock. In the evening. a meeting 
at Kamgar Maidan. The maidan was packed and the overflow from 
the maidan as ten deep on the road surrounding at. 40.000 \\Orkcrs 
went on stnke at 1 p.m., very much ahead of the scheduled time 
and date. Women .Jic:uly began their glorious role. They had heard 
that the managements had made preparations to Jock the night-shift 
workers in the mills, and to compel them to work in the miUs the 
next day. The women countered. they came out at 1 p m. and never 
\\cot mside again. They squatted outside the milJ. waiting for hours 
in the hot sun. They were waitmg for the night-shift workers to 
arrive at the mill-gates. so as to warn them of the mi11owners · 
ncfanous plan. Police tried to threatt..-n them and make them go 
a\\ay. A batch of women who were ordered to move away left the 
mall gate and sat in a cloth shop close by waiting for the night
shiftwallas. Police officer goes up to them and orders them to mov1.• 
away. One of the women replies: ··vou bloody corpse. we are here 
to buv cloth·· and she shows a vard of cloth and ··Who the hell 
arc you anyway to ask us to go away'!"· Outraged dignity hit 
femminity. The officer hit one of the women on the head \\1th has 
lathi, whereupon aU the women together woman-handled him so 
vigorously that he had to tum tail and fly. 

In the evening at Kamgar Maidan nearby. a lac: the men grim 
and detennincd with an air of quiet strength: the women more 
volq.tile, more vocal and if anything. more determmed. The speeches 
emphasised the day's events, as signifying the r .·adiness of the 
workers to fight unitedly for their just demands. The orders issued 
by the Commissioner of Police prohibiting assemblies and 
processions, shouting of slogans. is to come into effect tomorrow. 
So the \\torkers march in processions to the Kamgar Maidan : 

Report nf the Strike Struggles i11 Bombay J11d11stru1I arra i11 J 9./0 p11bli~lied 
by t/1r Ce111ra/ Committee of thr Cumnumi~t Party nf India in Jrmr J 9./0 
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ASALIV l//U.l II.JI Jc> CJ l 17E //.l/V lll'AI Pohce Comm1s~1oncr·s 
orders condemned amidst thundc1ous shouts of ~logans. 1.l lltll 

A..UADA H·JNC',\ l'.W.l . as an attack b}' Bnt1sh lmpcnahsm on the 
"orkers · nghts. agamst mo\.cment for national hbcmt1on. thunderous 
shouts of ·DOU N 1111 /f IAll'FRJ.AlJ.v.1 Tomorro\\ the battle royal 
bcgm~ Not\\.1th::itandmg Go\emmcnt support for mdlowners· 
recalcitrance. notw1thstandmg proh1b1tor} orders of the 
Comm1ss1oncr and all the engines of oppression. a lac clnd &l'-t} 
thousand '"orker::i S\\Orc not to }'Ield to any kmd of \\cakness 01 
to an~ kmd of oppression ttll their Just demands \\ere secured 

March -I 1940 
The Fight is On : 
The Lac and Sixty Thousand Strong Proletarian Army 
The Red-Letter Oa} From B}culla Bndgc to\.\ ards the North roads 
and stn."Cts tecmmg \\Ith humamt}, humming with the talk of 
thousands of workers. people mgroups talkmg. discuss mg. opposite 
the Sassoon Mill on the island bet\\~'11 the tram Imes t"' o thousand 
\\Oikers are gathered Half the n•imber watchmg the Sassoon gate~ 
the other half the MorarJt->e Mill Will all} mother-defiled son dare 
to enter'' Not a soul casts a longing glance at the mdl gates At 
the Sas~oon gates. the managemcr.t stand \\onder&truck. most of 
them \\h1t~ men lnex.phc4blcl Fust time m workmg class h1stol') 
m Bombay that not a soul seeks to enter No ptcketmg nccessa11 
to-da~ The MoraTJ1 Mill silent as a tomb At the Umon Office 
com icrs come one after the other, shoutmg the glonous t1dmgs that 
thl! Morbag Mtll (Sprmg Mill) \\orkers have come out The mill 
1s closed Glorv be the grandest bit of news The mo~t difficult mdl 
to close. ts clo!ied voluntanly but all the workers who 1omed their 
brothers on the street The Bastille of d1sumt) has been stormed 
Umt) has been forged No more will the ProletanJ.t of Bomba.) b\! 
d1v1dcd m then struggles I The urut) "h1ch \\ 111 carry forwtrd the 
\\orkcrs· struggle for bread and wages mto the people"s s1ruggle 
for freedom and peaee 

The Kohmoor and Spnng Mills a1e deserted At the cotncr of 
the lane. a pohce officer wanting to run with the hare and hunt with 
the hound says '·you people have succeeded very well m tins 
locabty · · At the Rachel Sassoon Mill, forty women are squattmg 
A few clerks who were attemptmg to go m look at the women, tum 
shame faced and go away The l11alllager 1s funous, he abuses the 
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\\Omen The "omen thrCcltt.'Il to ~quccz:c lus vcn hfc out of him 
He appeals to the pohcc but management and pohcc arc both 
helpless the C'orrumssaoncr of Pohcc Mr \Vrong or Right Go 
Smith <WR G Smith) passes along . \v1tncsscoi; the d1sg1accful 
~ccnc of author 1t\ helpless somctlung mui,t he done He pass~'\ 
and rcpassc~. the s1tuat1on continues official prc~trge mu\t he 
'md1cated He order~ the police to .i.rrc~t the mo~t mthtant \\omen 
fen women arrested. two of them }Oung Chn\tmn gnl .. \\omen 
keep on, nothmg daunted 

At the Kala Cho\"k1 pohcc station bad of fifh mpe"'' <...toi;h 111; 

demanded, t;pecaal orders of the C'omn11-;,10ner of Pohcc \\C ... l\ 

R1d1culou~ ~ou can keep the '"omen m custod} as long as \nu 
hle The) \\OD "t mmd' Jn the Mah1m Sector. an old Inspec.tor ot 
Pohce guilty of t;UndI) provoc.i.tt\c acts agam<;t \\Omen stnkur, 
dig~ m the ribs \\.Ith pvh"'.: l.i.th1s Poh~ tre.itmg them a' 1f the\ 
\\Cle not \\Omen at all Too much to hear I A blo\\ \\tth a pohcc 
1.itlu roui,cs the women to frcn.l)' I The) sunound the pohce officc1 
.md gl\e bun the Jcsoi;on ofh1s hfctime Hts buttons \\fenchcd a\\a\ 
he ti) mg to keep hrs balance as \\CH as hts p.ints. eight \\Omln 
.urc<;tcd The} have been s1ttmg at the mdl g.ite for eighteen hou1' 
Tite\ \\ere s1ttmg m the pohcc station for f\I'\ more hours TI1c\ 
rduse to dnnk or c.i.tl The\ don ·t fed hkc 1t The\ \\ant to kmm 
hO\v thmgs an: gomg on oubide The) don't \\OI f) about b.itl Thi.:' 
~~nd a message ··oon·t \\Ori) about us We .ire cheerful! If \I\.: 
\\ant to come out, ifs only because we \\ant to fight L"-t thor,<.. 
outside cafl) on the struggle more mtensd" That· s th1.• onh ''a' 
the} can sho'" their affection for us ·, 

Evening At Kamgar Maidan 
More than a lac of people. the conqucrmg heroes of th1.: firoi;t 
day '\It do\\n, cool debbcrat1ons .i.s to their \\Olk of the da' no 
fault to find an) '"here. glorious role of \\omen emphas1i,eJ. 
thunderous applause from thousands of mascuhnc throats the 
Women. S message reaches the ma.l<fan, It puts hf<.' md St'lflt tntO 
cvel)bod}. for a moment or two the grnnness of the stru~glc 1s 
forgotten, general a.tr of sat1sfact1on ac; to the ach1e\ cments of the 
first day 

At the Maratha Hospital It 1s I 0 p m An olJ man s1ttmg 
outside the gate, pcermg mto the darkness "1th half-closed myopic 
eyes A ~oman rcstlessl) pacmg up a11d down. die father and 
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mother waitmg for their daughter who 1s unusually late They are 
Chnstians. We go up and ask : ··Are you wmtmg for your daughter·''? 
They eagerly say: ··Yes·· ··Does your daughter work in a mm···! 
·'Yes .. again We tell them : Your daughter Santan is quite safe 
She has been arrested and 1s m the police lock-up. The mother 
bursts into tears. We are in a fix; up seeks a young girl of 12 or 
13. Santan · s sister; she draws herself up, stands on her toes. shakes 
her head vigorously and bursts out m Hmdustani : ·"What matters 
it'? We are fighting for our bread, and ifwc want it, we must suffer 
for 1t! ·• The indomitable spirit of the youthful proletarian. 

March 5. J 940 
Women Strikers Vigil : Silk Workers' Solidarity 

The second day of the historic strike Day-break finds the brave 
women at the mill gates huddling together to keep warm. It is a 
chdl morning. But the hearts and spirits arc warm. No bastard 
stnke-brcaker "ill be allowed to break the phenomenal unity of the 
strike. Hindus. Mussalmans. Harijans. Christians. non-members 
and members of the Union. had all responded to the call for strike. 
And -was thing going to be broken by a handful of traitors and 
goondas'' No!! And for this the women have come forward te brave 
the police lathi, the noon-day sun and the morning cold With 
parched throats, worn-out frames and tired eyes. they sit and keep 
their v1gd. Late m the morning. a volunteer comes and bnngs them 
all some tea. Refreshed they arc at 1t again, never yielding. never 
flmching. never grumbling. 

The day passes off without any serious incident. A volunteer 
is arrested for shouting ··Lat Bavta ki Jai". Just that the nothing 
else Thus docs foreign imperialism bolster up native capitalism. 

The Evening At Jamboori Maidan 

A real Jamboon, verily an ocean of heads. A lac and, thirty 
thousand on the Maidan. A grand and inspiring sight. The strike 
is brought to the depressed classes of Worli. The strcnftb of 
the proletariat is brought home to everyone that secs. Speeches 
emphasise the role of imperialism, and its oppressive machinery. 
Emphasis is laid upon the unity of the struggle. How Hindu, 
Mussalman. Obed, Chamar, Ghati, everybody has joined in this 
struggle. Dr. Ambedkar has also supported the strike. Com. Ranadive 
n."Views the day's events, extols the women for their glorious part 
and warns the workers of the attem{lts that are being made to break 
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the stnke A thousand faces fro\\n at the mention of stnke-brcakers 
Bodes no good for such rascals · Thev will onh i:,ucc\..-ed m brcakmg 
their own heads, not the strike Com T amb1tkar gives the slogan 
.. Lal Bavta kl Jai Hundred thousand \to1ces take 1t up and the 
\taulted dome above reverberates \\Ith the thunderous Jail The 
might) voice of the proletanat Mcs~agcs of S}mpath} and support 
are read out at the meeting The Amalncr \\nrkcrs \\ho have been 
locked out forget their o\\n troubles and hasten to send fraternal 
grecbngs to the workers of Bomba} The Bombay \\Orkers arc 
fightmg for the rights of the workers of India, for the nght of the 
lnd1an people. the nght of the Indian people to cast a\\ av the burden 
of the unpenahst \\ar. the nght of the nat10n to mdcpendcnce After 
the speeches. the meetmg termmatcs amidst a dcafenmg roar of 
l U HAY/A Kl l ll LONG lll f I Ill• C W/All'NIM P lRH 01' IJ.l>IA Ten 
mmutes after not a .Mui on the mmdan Where has the mammoth 
cro\\d vamshcd' They arc the soldiers of the Red Mag The 
Proletanan Arm) D1sc1plmc 1s 111 theu vcn blood No ddh
dallymg on the maidan. gettmg mto the \\.l.} of oth~r people No 
mad rush111g to and fro The mcctmg over the man \Ult \\thde the 
women leave and then they follow A toddhng mfant 1s perfect!\ 
safe m a huge concourse hke that Prolet.inan d1sc1phne The Ann} 
that will liberate this countn from the foreign \oke and soc1ct\ 
from classes 

In the evening. the Managmg Committee of the BG KU (Red 
Flag) decides to appl} for reg1strat1on under the Black lndustrMI 
Disputes Act Checkmate agam for Mr Munshi and his ilk The} 
fondly believed that by placmg 25% as the m1rumum membership. 
the Communists could be dnven out of the mass-front Poor bhnd 
bats I Ideologies do not get a mass base unless they correspond to 
the htstonc needs of the class Class-collaborat1on mdcedl 

The Kurla mills are like the grave The men are all on the streets 
Madanpura 1s a sobd block of granite The workers· uruty 
magrnficentl Their methods superb I The prospective ~tnke-breaker 
1s appealed to through his better half If S\\L'Ct words won't do, 
a little firm handbng and the track 1s done Stnke-breakmg m 
Madanpura? Com Bukhan will go red in the face 1fhe heard such 
blasphemy And Com Shahid will srrule JUst one of those tired 
smiles of Ins to hear such mcredlb1bt1es 

Can the leopard change Jts spots'' The Pohce are gettmg POLICE 
agam Com Bhoglc the Secretary and Com Kandalgaonkar, the 
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Vice-President of the G.K.U. were arrcstc...-d today. They were JUSt 
supervising the arrangements Pin-pncks by the pohcc. They arc 
angling for au opportumty to use their rust) \\capons 

The men \\Orkcrs an= men all over. A lac and sixty thousand 
on strike. Why bother about pickctmg'! And who then is gomg to 
the mill any\\ay'! So they sit in groups. play cards. smoke bid1cs 
and Jedi time. The brave women to the rescue They r~onstratc 
\\ith thc...'lr husbands. Plucky! Deaf mascuhmty They complam to 
the Umon. Th'-"Y are hereby empowered in the name of the Umon 
to seize playing cards wherever and whcne\'cr found in the hands 
of the mere male and to produce them at the mass mcctmgs No 
sooner said than don~. 

To-day the great strike has spread. About 15.000 silk m11l 
workers are on strike for Dear Food Allowance 

Com. Dange writes to the Sultan of Bombay, the Pohcc 
Commissioner, reminding him that the strike is legal and ptckctmg 
is a legal right vested in the Trade Umons. But Mr. Smith \\Ill 
go on Wrong or Right. 

To-day ends. The memory of the inspmng Worli mcctmg and 
the Mighty Army of the Prolotanat lingers We tum 111 to bed full 
of a live hope. 

March 6. 1940 
Police Zulum Begins : The Railwaymen's Rally 
To-day, the third day, has been very busy. The p1ckctmg went 
on as usual. The pickets take their places m the darkness before 
the dawn. But for this and the ubiquitous Lathi Police the mill area 
presents a holiday appearance. People in groups d1scuss111g men 
and things. Standing carelessly, rather rakishly, as 1fto say : "'Who 
said we arc afraid of this hare pack ofblood-suckers the mdl-owers! 
We will teach them yet. .. Just now no need to worry." In the 
evcnmg, a women· s rally at the maidan. At 4 o'clock about 19 to 
15 thousand women eolI.rcted. They had imphc1tly obeyed the fled 
Flag orders. They brought a huge basketful of playing cards. Cpm 
Ranadive speaks and extols them on the glorious role they "ere 
playing, warns them to be ever vigilant, never to relax, because 
those vampires, the maliks, would soon start their diabolical game 
of strike-breaking. Meanwhile, there is a huge rush of men on to 
the maidan. Thousands of people running on to the maidan, stopped 
as if by mechanism 20 yards from tlv. women. They had come all 
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the way from DeLtsle Road The men· s meeting \\as scheduled to 
be held at Delude Road Matdan but the Sultan of Bomba) h.id 
prohtbtted the use of a loud-speaker on that matdan. so the thousands 
that repaired to that ma1dan had to be deflected to the Kamgar 
Matdan And when thousands \\alk m the same direction they make 
ci procession. whether they mean 1t or not Thafs \\holt the Pech 
Pagdl said when he arrested about 11 men. 011 a charge of fonnmg 
a procession If the} \\alkcd 111 the same d1rect1on. 1t t!» ..t procession 
1f m opposite dlrcct1on stdl 1t \\ould look hke an asscmbl} and that 
1c; also proh1b1tcd Ohl for the day when the proletariat \\tll pa' 
thts backl 

After the speeches the bag heap of playing cardi:. 1s g1\tcn a 
proper Hmdu cremation Man} of the \\orker~ \\ere ob\loMh 
mspued by the darmg and resoluteness of the \\Omen Some among 
the men frowned fir .. ~ loc;t thctr pla}'mg cards Abo the silent 
uncomplammg. c\er-}teldmg wife The Lal Bavta L-ducal~s 

After the Jomt Mectmg of about 80,000. the Ratlwa\men meet 
on the same ma1dan About 15 001) Raih .. a}' v.orker!» C'\.prcss their 
~)mpathy and support for the Tc'\ttle Stnke The-. condt."llln thi: 
Pohce Comn11ss1oncr · s .. Firman·· and threaten direct action 1f the 
question of Provident Fund and Wa1-Allo\\ancc of 25% is not 
am1cabl) settled 

NL'V\.S comes that the Mdlo\\ners reject Congri.:ss med1at10n 
Sadoba Patil in an mterv1cw ''1th a Press Reprcscntat1\ c sa) s U1,1t 
he congratulates the \\Orkers for carl}mg on the stnkc m such .1 
peaceful manner and 1f they contmue m the same peaceful wa) 
there 1s bound to be a settlement These arc all a prey to a fanciful 
notion. a deliberate distortion The \\orkers arc violent \\Ithout a 
reason Communists clrc behc\ ers m violence and so they teach 
~orkers (I) to indulge m v10lcnce 

1111s strike will go down m H1stol) It demonstrates that the 
\\torkers onl} retahate violence fot v1olcncc 

Marc.h 7, J 940 
Madanpura Workers Answer Jinnah : The Rl.d Flag Unites 
Notices have been put up in vanous mtlls that wages for February 
will 1>c paid and should be taken Withm tl'o days 

The G K. U 1Ssues a leaflet wanung the ~orkers not to go into 
the nulls to receive the wages It appeals to the jobbers not to assist 
the owners m braktng the strike 
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David Sassoon Mill declares a lock-out. Much good that will do. 
Closing the stable door after the horse is gone. They had to lock 
up the mill anY''ay. The G.K.U. replies to S. K. Patti to the effect 
that workers arc always prepared for a settlement. 

There is a huge meeting of Muslim workers at Madanpura. The~ 
welcome Congress mediation. Poor Jinnah! Hts is a cry in the 
wilderness. Th• class-conscious Muslims know what is what. The 
Dehverance Day notwithstanding. 

Chawl Committees are appointed for makmg proper bandobust. 
The North Bombay Students arc heroes The G.S. Medical 

College Students passed a resolution unammously to go out on a 
strike on the 11th to signify their support to the worker"s stnke. 

To-day the Millowners' Association appeals to the Governor to 
intervene. Blind faith. The day passes off peacefully. The owners 
are adamant. So are the workers. 

The B.P.C.C. will intervene if both parties desire it. 

March 8. 19-10 
Resume Work or Face Eviction: A Challenge and the Answer 

Today the owners have started a ne\\ offensive In those mill 
chawls the workers have been ordered to resume \\ork m face 
eviction Fools to think that such tactics \\Ill break the impregnable 
front. -

Com. Dange issues a stak.'Illcnt pointing out that their complaint 
before the Textile Inquiry Committee of the likelihood of such an 
offensive by owners is amply proved now. Such tactics show the 
panic of the owners despite all their bluster. 

A volunteer of the G.K.U. was set upon and assulted at Sa1tan 
Chowky. Presumably by some hireling of the O\\ltcrs. Workers 
never forget. When the time comes. the account will be settled. 

Two volunteers are arrested near Khatau MakanJi for sho'Qting 
slogans. : 

In the evening again p. monster meeting at Worli. Com. R.arnpivc 
moves a resolution against the arrest of Jaiprakash under the 
Defence of India Act. It is passed unanimously by 90, 000 workers. 

The Spinning mills have given wage cards to workers with a 
view to tempt them with a lump sum. Com. B.T. warns the workers 
not to fall for the bait. It is unnecessary. About four meetings are 
held during the morning at Kamgar Maidan, Shivaji Park. Lalbag 
and Madanpura. 
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About 200 hands had been workmg m the Turke\ Rod Miiis. 
Mah1m About a hundred of them come out to-dav The Ak."\.andra 
Mills make a pretence of workmg A totdl" mMgmficant contmgent 
of fowish workers arc taken m to-da) Such thmg~ ma\ deceive 
theres. not the workers ThC) know 

Manh 9, 19-10 
Murder At Koria : Students Pledge Support 
Very bad news to-day At Kurla a striker v-ho \\as c'\hortmg people 
not to break the stnke \\as stabbed b) t\\O hirelmg"I Terrific tension 
m Kurla He 1s m the Hospital 

At Ambcmath the \\Orkcrs decide to part1c1patc m the General 
Stnkc whencalli..-d The North Bombay Students Umon congratul.ues 
the \\Orkers on thear brave and umtcd stand and prom1ses support 

A worker carf\ mg a Red Flag was arrested to-day for 
contravenmg the Pohce fin .. "lllan p1ol11b1tmg c.ir() mg of sticks A 
stick. 1t seems, rcmams a sick "'"en though a flag be attached So 
he 1s fined Rs I 0 or a week m Jatl 

Nem Ranchhoddas Mills 6 \\Ork.ers have been arrested At the 
Morbag Mill the pohce indulged m a lathi charge They \\ere 
fcehng cramped and gettmg a wee-bit bored with \\a1tmg for hours 
ThC\ brc.U... the stafomatc bv brCclkmg the bones of mnoccnt 
\\orkcrs 

Three \\orkers arrested The Pobce Corrumssioner e~tcnds his 
orders for a month 

At a mcX..1:mg of the Hotel Workers held at H1ra Baug, the} havt: 
resolved to go on stnke tomorrow to sigmf\ their ~upport for the 
~tnke 

A few people have gone and accepted wages m spite of the 
Umon' s appeal They must be taught a lesson The Commiss10ne1 • s 
order prohibits carI)tng sucks A bnlhant ideal The \\Orke~ 
dc\elop a sudden love for sugarcane 1u1cc and each one of them 
buys a good sohd sugarcane There's great mcmmcnt Non let the 
Pagarwallas come out We will give them a bit of sweet 
argumentation That shouJd teach them 

March I 0, 1940 
Hotel Workers' Solidarity Strike : Citizens Form Strike 
Relief Committee 
The end of the first week of the stnkc The Govemor of Bomba} 
has addressed a very apologebc question to the millowners. whether 
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they would be willing to consider the question of givmg to the 
workers a share in such war profits as might be made m the future 

The Hotel Work(!rs · Strike is a complete success m Mandv1. 
Tamba Kanta etc. In Girgaum. hotels are working with reduced 
hands. 

In the evcmng. a meeting at Kamgar Maidan It 1s a Citizens· 
M<..-eting but the venue is such that the oveiwhclming maJonty arc 
\\Orkers N. M. Joshi presides. No less than three Muslim speakers 
support the strike and exhort the citizens of Bombay to generous)~ 
aid the Bombay Citizen's Strike Committee which has just bt.-en 
formed. Mr. N. M. Joshi exhorts the workers to carry on the stnke 
m the same united, peaceful and dctennincd manner It is the hope 
that the Bombay Municipal Corporation will donate at least a lac 
for strike relief as it did in 1928 Mr. Brclvi hopes that since the 
Congress has the majority m the Coq10ration. they would assign 
2 lakhs at least for relief. Com Nimbkar who has been too busy 
to attend meetings hereto speaks a few words. calling upon the 
\\Orkcrs to assemble in their thousands on Wednesday at the Azad 
Maidan On Wednesday. the question of the strike is to be discussed 
111 the Corporation. Let the voice of the workers be heard m the 
Corporation Hall. 

Mqrc:h J J. 19.JO 
I mperialisnt Strikes : Arrest of Dange, Ranadive and 
Mirajkar · 

Imperialism has struck. To-day at 2 a.m. Comrad'-'S Dangc, Ranadi\ c 
and Mirajkar are arrested under the Defence of India Act. Police 
came hkc thieves in the night and took them away. Action bas been 
taken under Rule 26. They are suspected of being concerned in 
activities which are likely to impede the efficient prosecubon of the 
\\<ar or the Defence of India. Pompous nonsense to hide th~ 
dictatorship of British finance-capital. Com. Dange and Mimjkar 
had never made a single speech since August. long befort the 
Chamberlain Daladier6overnments declared war on Nazi Genhany. 
They were prohibited from doing so by the conditions of their bail 
in the Phoenix Mill case, initiated by the Congress Minister: Mr 
Munshi. These comrades are removed under cover of darkness. Our 
comrades who had been to the C .I. D. Office foJlowed the Police 
Van and saw it leave Bombay. They must have been taken to 
Yerrownda or Thana. Com. Vimal Ranadive and Ushabai Dange 
&ire told that their spouses have bren removed to Yerrowada. 
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'lbe gossip m the tO\rn m mtcrcstmg .. Sir Giibert Wiles 1s a fnend 
of Malone\·· sa\ s one Another ~a\ s "Tht.."\ are out to break the . - -
~tnke and tht.1 \\Ill do 1t ·· Savs the \\orler .. Leadc1s may go 
but our stnke contmues ·· 

Public opuuon condcmnc; the am:s~ The North Bornbav Students 
responded 1mmediate1} b) gomg on stnkc About 3.000 students 
\\ere on the strc~ts as a protest against the arre~ts 

The Bomba} Mumc1pa1 Corporation ad1oumcd \\Ithout 
tmnsactmg busmcss as a prot<.·st agamst the arrests Onf\ four 
person-; hrrehngs of the O\\ncrs and adventurers rcframed from 
\Otmg for a.n adjournment 

In the evening. a mcctmg a Delisle Road Ma1da11 It 1s .1 c;mnll 
ma1dan but 50,000 \\Orkeri:i are packed hke sardmc'1i lhere 1s tor 
the first time after man} cla}s tcnc;ene~s m the .itmospherc, a 
gnmncsi:; on the fac"'::i a In: .lrrec;ts shall not be .1110\\ed to 111le1fcre 
"1th the ctlic1cnt prosecution of the st11kc 

More b.id new~ Com Shrcepat Jagtap the \\Ork.er \\ho \\as 
... t.ibbed at Kurl.i. <\uccumbcd A glorious .idd1t1on to the h!)t of 
Prolet.1nan mart} r~ Babu Marutl Paprun1\a P.irashurnm J.idha\a 
Cha\\an and Jagtap. the} have cemented the \\orkmg cl.1ss b\ their 
blood Fomard to the Da)' of Reckomng Their de.1thi:i ~hall be 
.ncnged 

Com Jhambekar e'\.plams the s1gmficance of the arrests The~~ 
people ha\e been eon~1stcntly C:\.posmg the fraudu1cnt protestatlor 
of lmpenabsm .. A fight for Democrac~" ag.unst Hitler 'Sclf
dctenmnation of small nations··. agamst Soviet Rus~ta lmpenah;)m 
\\ants to kill two bards \\1th one stone Rad 1bc1f of th~sc thomc; 
m 1ts side and also break the stnke 1f 1t be pos~1bfo But the fight 
\\Ill go on \\tth redoubled \1gonr The \\Orkerc; will not .1lk"" their 
lu\e for their leade1s to abate the fight by one JOt 50.000 \'Otces 
shout the dcafonmg dcath-kne11 of Bnt1sh lmpenabsm Mtss GolJtale 
1cmmds the \\Orkers that when the nme and day come. the~ have 
suffiClcnt strength to tear do\\ n the fad gates anti rescue their 
beloved leaders 

At rught, the Council of Action of the B P T lJ C met c.ondcmncd 
the arre~ts of the comrad~s and decided to call for a General Stnke 
for one day as a protest agamst these arrests 

The B P C C sends a Jetter to the G K Union suggestmg 
Jrb1tratton as the on}\ wa}' out of the impasse 
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To-day the Millowners met m the Annual General Meeting of 
their Association. Their meeting was bcaut1fullytimed. Mr. Baddcly. 
the chairman. conscious of the changed conditions spoke out his 
mind. He thundered agamst the leaders of the Red Flag Union 
that their malign influence has reduced the Textile In<tustry to a 
miserable plight. He pointed out how the Millowners have been 
consistently shouldering the burden of losses year after year. 
If they were running the mills at all. it was purely out of human
itarian considerations. He said that the l 0% Dear Food Allowance 
was the last straw and they would not be prepared to pay a pie 
more. 

His spt.-cch failed to convince the people. Too selfless to be true. 
Nimbkar gave the answer. He said ·'that there is no question 

of workers agreeing to resume \\ ork till every pie demanded by 
them is given by the employers.·· 

Mr. Baddely is seeing stars. 

Mal'C:h 12. 19.JO 
Raising The Tempo : Bhayyas Rally Under Red Flag 

There is too much lazing and very little of the strike tension in 
the mill area. This is dangerous, defimtcly so. This strike has been 
born out of conciliation proceedings and it seems to carry with 
it the tamt of birth. There is no tempo, no militancy. A great 
unity no doubt but rather colourless. The tempo must be raised. 
The Millowners issue a statement that 10,000 workers have taken 
their wages for February. No grain of salt here, you want a ton. 
A more blatant falsehood you have nevL-r heard. It is true that some 
workers, not more than a thousand, received their wages. but they 
came out after doing so. And some of them repented for their 
rashness. for disregard of discipline. A stick though swet..1: hurts. 

In the evening a meeting of Bhayya Textile workers .• Com. 
Nimbkar, Bukhari, Zulmiram speak : ''The Bhayyas have al' along 
been called strike-breakers. You have not co-operated with the 
other workers in previous strikes. This time you have demonttrated 
your desire for unity. Keep the flag flying. Do not yield to beautiful 
promises of the owner or his hireling. This unity carried forward 
means success in the strike, means winning the first step to national 
independence. 

Late in the evening a new Strike Committee of the G.K.U. is 
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formed Com N1mbkar as Secretar}. (om Deshpande and 
Nagarkar Three more arc added Com Vaid\ a. Bakshi and 
Godavan Gokhalc 

Manh 13 1940 
The Corporation Rally : Soviet Raj Zindabad 

The SoVJct-Finmsh Pact 1s signed Another kick m the pants for 
Chamberlmn, Dalad1er & Co The strike situabon as usual P1ckctmg 
at mtll gates Res1dent1.1.I quarters bustling \\1th hfe After all 1t 1s 
once ma long while one gets an opportumt} for rcc;tmg ones tired 
hmbs And they rest, \\-1th them the stnke spmt rests too Too bad 

In the evcmng, Corporation Mcetmg and close b} about 60.000 
workers have budged a long distance and assembled They \\ant 
to know what the City Fathers have to sav to their starvmg children 
The Congress resolution suggcstmg that the Ma} or should impress 
upon both partles the urgent need for some s"'-ttlement After Baddely's 
speech. this was futtle Sttll that 1s all the fathers had to Sa\ Com 
Deshpande m his speech emphasised the mt"'-gral connection between 
this struggle for bread and the larger stmggle for freedom He 
warns the Government and the O\\ners that the workers have strength 
enough to give a fittmg reply to their repression ''hen the time 
comes He referred to the Sov1et-Fmmsh Pact and pointed out ho\\ 
the foreign pohcy of the Soviet Umon 1s checkmatmg the Alhed 
lmpenahst gangsters Tem:fic roar of· Victory to Soviet Russia·· 
Who says the workers do not know anything m poht1csl The 
Millowners' Association issues a statement dad} To-da} they 
claim 17 ,600 workers received their wages The report of the 
M11lowners' gams is on a par with the report of Russian losses on 
the Fmmsh Front 

March 14 1940 
Kisan Greetings : Women Bolsheviks at Kamgar Maidan : 
Anest of Comrade Oak 

Swann SahaJanand sends greetings to the Bomba} workers and 
congratulates them on the excellent courage. SJJmt. gnt and 
orgamsattonal capacity d1spla}ed not onl} b} the \\ orkers but also 
by the leaders 

In the evenmg a mass meetmg of women at Kamgar Matdan 
They assemble to address a monster petition to the Go\.emment 
demandmg the tnnnediatc release of their beloved leaders 

Vol-rv 15 
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They have given the slogan : ··Our Beloved Leaders. Release 
them!·• And they want to carry it through. The women are marvellous. 
So charming cv&..-n in their militancy. A woman worker gives the 
slogan in a high tremolo: ··Lal Bavta Ki Jai ... All the women take 
it up. Their voices ring out clear and gentle like silver bells. When 
they clap, how delicate and picturesque! They raise both their hands 
o'·er their heads and clap. It is an exquisite sight. Thousands of 
hands going up in perfect unison. A thousand sopranos shouting 
revolutionary slogans. 

An old woman worker Sundaribai exhorts them to carry forward 
the struggle. "Do not hesitate"' she says. ··1 am old. I have not 
many days to live but I go with you. Let us detenninc not to allow 
anybody to make a breach in the strike front. Resolve to get our 
leaders released". Terrific enthusiasm all round. She is a born 
agitator. Before the audience knows how, they find themselves 
answering her questions. "'Do you want your Mahagai Bhattar· 
Yes. they answer. "'Do you want your beloved leadcrs'1" Yes. of 
course. they shout. "Then carry on the struggle and don't worry 
about anything else.·· 

The women have come out with their own slogans. They have 
braved the Police Lathis, the prison-cell. the separation fromJhcir 
dear little babies. But they go without a regret, THE VANGUARD 
OF THE STRIKE. 

The men m~ at Sewri. We go to Sewri. The venue of the 
meeting is a small plot of open space bounded by the road on one 
side. On either side of the road are two fuir-sized hillocks. The 
loudspeaker is a blessing. The workers have gone up the hills and 
are sitting all along the sides and top. It is a grand skyhne. Hundreds 
of workers silhoutted against the setting sun. Com. Deshpande in 
his speech again refers to the Soviet-Finnish Pact. the policy of the 
allied imperialists, British Imperialist repression. its attcmpt1 to 
stem the rising force of revolution. Witness the arrests of leadors. 
··But the mighty giant is a.wake now. It won"t be long beforcihe 
shatters White Imperiatism and its prop and support Br~ 
capitalism''. In the evening after this meeting. the Bombay Cavil 
Liberties Union meets and passes a resolution condemning the 
prohibitory orders of the Commissioner, the arrests of Com. 
Ranadivc, Dange and Mirajkar and demands tht.ir immediate release. 

Late at night Com. Oak is arrested under the Defence of India 
Act in respect of a speech delivered by him on the 26th January, 
the Independence Day. 
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March 15. J 940 
Mahacai Demand Spreads : Class Front Widens : Arrest of 
Com. Deshpande 

Com. Oak is put up before the Presidency Magistrate Mr. Brown. 
Chari, our Defence Lawyer makes an application for bad. The 
Magistrate asks him to have a glance at th~ C"<tracts from the 
speech. The speech is a usual one saying that British Imperialism 
has kept India in slavery for nearly a hundred and fifty years. That 
there is no hope for this country to progress unless imperialism is 
overthrown. Chari tells the magistrate that there is nothing unusual 
in the speech. That it is what every Indian feels and has said for 
the last fifty years at least. ·'But in time of war'·, says the Magistrate . 
.. this kind of speech should not be pennittcd. ••The Lawyer rephcs: 
··There is no reaso11· ~h) in time of "ar patriotism should be 
extolled in an Englishman and condemned in an Indian'·. Bail is 
allowed on condition Com. Oak docs not make speeches pending 
his trial. does not attend meetings where such speeches arc likely 
to be made. 

The Millowners have spumed the Congress offer of mediation 
Arrogantly they say : There can be no question of our agreeing to 
pay a pie more than we have already offered for peace·'. The reply 
to this was given by a woman worker. Asked how long she thought 
the workers would be able to hold out, she said : '"We have to suffer 
very much during a strike. But \\"C have to suffer even when there 
1s no strike. Only it is more now. The swine of a Malak loses a 
hundred times more than we do. We shall see who yields first.'' 

In the afternoon, middle-class women hold a m<X.1ing in the 
Jinnah Hall compound. About two thousand women workers trudge 
a distance of six miles to attend. A resolution is passed expressing 
S}'ll)pathy and support for the strike. The old woman worker 
Sundarabi is extremely diplomatic. Speaking in the Congress House 
compoUnd, she took the opportunity of thanking the Congress for 
introducing prohibition. 

The strike has caught on. The workers in the silk and woollen 
mills arc on strike for War Allowance. Godrej Soap workers are 
also on strike and they pass a resolution condemning Com. Oak's 
arrest. The soap wo.dcers in their rally at Madanpura and the 
Tramwaymen at Shivaji Park decide to observe the 18th as a 
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Protest Stnke against the arrests of Labour Leaders. Timber a11d 
Saw-mill workers and those in various other mdustrics arc following 
the lead given by the Textile workers and arc demanding Dearness 
Allowance. Even the Teachers of the Secondary Schools of Bombay 
mustered strength to demand 25% War Allowance 

In the evening at the Servants of India Society. the Strike Relief 
Committee meets. Mr. Brelvi and Mr. Ashok Mehta say that the 
Committee should adjourn sine die till the negotiations by the 
Mayor tenninate. More delay and dilatory tactics. The motion is 
opposed veiK.-mently. There is enough misery as it is. Why wait till 
that uncertain day'? People want to know what the Committee is 
doing. In fact many of them send in money. even though the 
committee has not started functioning. On the 11th cvenmg. a 
young man, a clerk. is very disturbed by the arrests of the labour 
leaders. He is worried as to its effect on the strike. He is assured 
by comrades that the working class can and wilt produce any 
number ofleaders to fill the breach. He hands over ten rupees. for 
any purpose in furtherance of the strike THE STRIKE HAS 
TOUCHED ALL CLASSES. 

The Executive Committee 6fthe BB.&. C. I Railway \\tQUccrs 
Union and the workers' meeting at Worb both condemn the arrest 
of Com. Oak. A worker is arrested for carrying a flag. 

The imperialist offensive goes on. Com. Deshpande is arrested 
at the G.K.U. Office under the Defence of India Act and removed 
The K.E M. Hospital Employees' Union at its General Body Meeting 
passes a resolution condemning the arrest of Comrades Ranadive, 
Dangc. Mirajkar and Deshpande. 

Mrs. Deshpande makes frantic pilgimages to all the police 
stations to hand over clothes and bedding to her husband. No trace. 
Police refuse information. Returns home at 2 a.m. 

March 16, J 940 
Imperialist Offensive Continues : Arrest of Parulekar 

Mr. S. V. Parulekar of the Servants of India Society and a 
member of the Council of Action is arrested under the Defence of 
India Act. Com. Deshpande has already been removed to Y erawada. 
The clothes and bedding can't be given after all. The strike situation 
is much as usual, with women to ttae fore. 
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Marth 1 7, I 9-10 
Workers are the Vanguard of National Army ! Communist 
Party Zindabad ! 

Tomorro\\ as the General Stnke About thn..-c lacs \\orkcrs are 
c'\.pccted to down tools as a protest against the arrests of labour 
leaders All the shops arc to be closed S\l\1ft preparation!!. arc gomg 
on Chaw) Committees and workers· groups aie bus) gomg round 
rall) mg support and makmg bandobust for tomorro\\ 

The Madanpura workers say ··oon"t \\or~ about t111s end. 
there has not been a smgle stnke-breaker among us. Mussalmans 
nor wdl be Tomorrow 1t \l\tll be a complete hartal Wait and sec·· 

From about 2 pm groups of \l\orkers. \\omen and men wcnJ 
their wa) towards Chowpatty There 1s a mcctmg there timed to 
begm at 6 p m Thev arr already there Trudgmg six miles weanlv 
to make the c1t1zens ofth1s area ahvc to tomorrow·s protest hartal 

At 6 pm an assembl} of 80.000 people on Chowpatt~ 
Resolutions condemning the arrests and c'\.hortlng the c1t1zens to 
co-operate with the workers m tomorrow·s protest hartal Com 
Jhambekar makes the best speech of the da\ He dra\\s attention 
to the fact that the Ramgarh Congress 1s mL-ctmg He sa~s · · Bntlsh 
Impenahsm. we \\ere told. 1s a fierce hon It is a \Cl) old and 
weak hon. eaten up and rottl.-n with mtemal dtseasc It has fallen 
mto the pit of \\ar It asks us to pull it out Our national leaders 
stand round the pit and say the} are prepared to do it. provided 
the hon gives an assurance that 1t will give up 1ts taste for human 
flesh and leave them unharmed Ridiculous The onl~ thmg for 
them to do IS to thrO\\ huge boulders on the hon and bury it deep 
And mstead they are dallying. vacdlatmg. domg evel) thmg but the 
nght thing lmpcnahsm finds itself ma quandary It attacks the 
people of Indra. the \\Orkers of Bomba) It arrests the labour 
leaders. it wants to break the stnke and demorahse the people But 
shall that happen'1 Never. a lakh and 60 thousand workers of 
Bombay have given the lead The \\orkers of Ca\l\npurc, Calcutta, 
Sholapur. Amalner. Madras and Coimbatore '"di follow The 
proletariat will give the answer to the 1mpcnahst offensive·· For 
the first tame 10 so many days. the tempo 1s nuscd to great heights 
A deafening roar of· 'Victory to worktng class urutyl • •• ··Long bve 
the Communist Partyoflndial'' and "'Long bvcthe Soviet Uruon•·· 
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Com. Jambhckar proceeds : ·'The Soviet-Finnish Treaty has 
prevented an extension of the war front. Chamberlain and Daladier. 
the Imperialist brigands, will have now to fight Hitler without allies 
They are quaking in their shoes. They feel that the Indian people 
are likely to give trouble, so they strike first so as to decimate 
the forces of struggle. But the workers of Bombay who are fighting 
for 2S% war allowance will also be in the forefront of the struggle 
for the overthrow of British hnperialism. Let us make this declaration, 
for the benefit of our national leaders at Ramgarb. ''Down with 
Imperialism!" Com. Bukhari thunders against Imperialism. 
Tomorrow's hartal must demonstrate the unity of the people. It is 
preparation for the impending national struggle. Every citizen must 
discharge his duty and make tomorrow's strike a complete success. 

After the meeting, the women workers proceed towards Gowalia 
Tanlc. They are in a procession. They are stopped by the Police. 
The women are not daunted. '"Give us but the word". they cry, 
''and we shall break through this wall of corpses. We shall not 
yield. We shall not tum back." Terrific militancy. They are the 
same women who seeing Mrs. Dange with tear-laden eyes said: 
"Sister, give us but the word. We shall do anything. We shall foot 
to Yerawada and batter down the gates and bring you bacR" your 
husband.'' They are not of mere flesh and blood. They are of steel 
and wrought-iron. The JeadCrs are anxious, there might be a clash 
and in the mood in which the women are, it is bound to be a serious 
clash. They warn the police that unless these women are allowed 
to proceed in a procession to Prarthana Samaj, there will be trouble; 
the Police look at the women and agree. The women don't. They 
insist on going forward. Entreaties finally prevail and they go in 
procession to Prarthana Samaj from whence to Lal Baug by tram, 
shouting slogans at the top of their voices all along the route. If 
all the men on strike were equally vigilant and militant! lias 
not Com. Nimbkar every day been talking about negotiadons 
for settlement by the [ongress, by the Mayor and others? !rhe 
millowners are adamant. In such circumstances, this persulent 
emphasis will only demoralise, weaken and in the end disru~ the 
strike. The atmosphere is much too optimistic about a settlement. 
One ceases to be vigilant. One does not realise that this strike will 
have to be fought to the bitter end. Herein lies the danger. The 
men are as yet taking it easy. It is the strike-breakers' paradise. 



Dwrv nj the St11A.e C 2~ I 

Marth I 8 I 9./0 
The Great Protest Hartal in Bombay : More Than Three 
Lacs Out on the Streets 
The Day of the General Stnke Radway workers have come out 
partta.lly The L1tho presses m the middle distncts of Khcn' ad1 
G1rgaum, Mandvi Market and Tardco are all closed The Bomba' 
Soap, Tata Od, Swast1k Od. Persian Soap factones are t."111pty Jn 
the GIP Radwa}' Workshop nearly a thousand workers are on 
Hartal SIAty per cent of the workers m the Loco shed of the 
B B & C I have remained away as a ck."111onstratJon of protest 
agamst the arrests of labour leaders All the silk factones m the 
C1tv are closed down The protest stnke 1s a grand success even 
m Kurla and Thana All the factoncs, woollen and nee, arc clo,)cd 
All the grocers and other shop-keepers have voluntanly closed their 
shops. except the pny1legcd Iranec More than three lakhs of people 
aic out on the streets In Madanpura. all the Hotel-keepers have 
closed their 4ihops A police officer goes up and gets hold of an 
owner of a hotel by the scruff ofh1s neck and says .. Is \our father 
dead' Wh} have you closed your shop ' Go and open it forthwith , · 
The owner say, • • 1 am not fechng well. m' bovs are all on stnke · · 
Pohcc fury is let loose to terronse the \vorkcrs A group of 
tm) tots between the ages of five and nme stud\ mg m the 
Muruc1pal School at Delisle Road are on stnke too The brave 
gang walks the streets proudl} shouting at the top of their voices 

·Lal Bavte K1 Jai"' ... Sarvatnk Sampacha V11ay Asal". ··v1ctoT\ 
to the General Stnkc"' Tlus mfunates a Pobce officer-a \\httc 
man He rushes fomard assaults the bttle kids. and disperses them 
Some of the clnldren arc badly m1ured North Bombay, the streets 
look deserted, except for the pohce who are swarmmg about the 
place Lorry-loads of anned pohce patrolling, huge parties of lath1 
pohce stationed at every fift} yards The people have responded 
magruficently Students. children, shop-keepers. hotel workers. soap 
wqrkers. everybody had demonstrated Ins protest agamst the arrests 
of labour leaders lmpenahsm has lost the fir .t round It had 
thought 1t could isolate the Communists by trying to fnghten the 
people with its pompous declaration of pohcy , the people replied. 
they rallied round the Communists Impenahst repression 1s let 
loose F1ftyeight persons are arrested, dunng the course of the day 
In the everung. a meeting of mnety thousand at the Kamgar Maidan 
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reviews the successful hartal and condemns the Police zoolum 
Strong speeches arc made against the police and a threat is held 
out that the workers· patience is getting wcll-mgh exhausted. When 
the meeting disperses, hundreds of people cross the junction at Poi
Bawdi wending their way homewards. Never the ghost of an idea 
of forming a 'procession·. The Police lathi-charge. They say it is 
a procession. Several persons are severely injured. At Elphinstone 
Bridge. workers going homewards find their way blocked by a 
police party. A small passage sufficient to allow just two abreast 
is kept open. As each worker goes through, he is severely assaulted 
Those who bleed profusely arc arrested. lest they complain. Charge 
against them is that they shouted slogans They never shouted. 

At Poibawdi again Mr. N. V. Phadke. a member of the Council 
of Action appointed by the T. U C. and the Managing Committee 
of the G.K.U. while on his way to the Damodar Hall is collared 
b}' Inspector Paul. He is asked to go in the opposite direction He 
refuses to do anything of the kind and says he is going to the Hall 
He is arrested and taken to the Bhoiwada Police Station. Charge 
against him is that he caused obstruction to the traffic. A ndiculous 
and false charge. At Lal Baug, workers returning home arc beaten 
severely by the Police. The havaldar gives the reason. He sa)'9 . 
··Sala. for your sake we hav~ been on duty from 4 o ·clock this 
morning. Take tlus!" And he hits hard and long The workers 
collapse Hundreds of mstances like this to-day. Is this provocation 
to rouse retahation'l Will the workers do it'1 

Nevertheless, a magnificent hartal, and a fitting reply to the 
challenge of Imperialism. 

Picketing has been maintained at the mill gates as usual. At 
Apollo Mill 20 women pickets have been sitting for nearly 8 hours 
It is I p.m. A woman worker feels tired and hungry. She complains 
loudly that she cannot get her cheap Hindu tea. The hotels arc 
closed. Only the lrancc is open and his tea costs an anna. Mucfi. 
too much. An Indian Police Officer guarding the mill-gate cl<>Se 
by listens. He pulls out a two-anna bit, gives it to the woman atd 
says: ·'Go and have some tea at the lranee". The worker woman 
treasures the nickel bit. The tea can wait. Meanwhile the nickel 
is a souvenir. It is an unspoken promise for the future. In the 
evening, this woman goes round at the meeting gladly and proudly 
showing the nickel bit to everybody. She did not have her tea 
after all. 



INDIA TO-DAY 
R. Page Arnot 

THE VICEROY. on August 8th. once more offered to sdl a pig 
in a poke to the people of India. There were no buyers. The Indian 
National Congress. which. at the 1937 elections. despite the restricted 
electorate and heavily-rigged arrangements for privileged 
constituencies, nevertheless obtained an oven\hclming majority. is 
not so easily to be duped. Indeed, the British Government. which 
authorised the Viceroy to make his statement. can hardly have 
expected to get fr0tu · h1dia any response, apart from the ready 
applause of its own clients and confidants Nor can they have been 
altogether surprised when the Muslim president of the Indian National 
Congress. Maulana Kalam Asad. coldly declined1o enter the game. 
From the impudent opening claim that ··India's anxiety at this 
moment of critical importance in the world struggle against tyranny 
and aggression to contribute to the full to the common cause and 
to the triumph of our common ideas is manifest··. to the flowery 
statement of ··the intentions of His Majesty's Government··. the 
device was altogether too transparent. These intentions tum out to 
be a reiteration of the ·'full weight'' which British Imperialism will 
lend to any minority to thwart the decisions of the majority of the 
Indian people; the ''revision'' (\\hich may mean on the precedent 
of the Simon Commission, either extension or restriction) of the 
present ''constitution'' by some third and presumably hand-picked 
Round Table-provided always that safeguards are maintained for 
and by the British Imperialists; and that in any case this must all 
be put off till after the war. Negatively, this means the rejection 
of the Congress demands for unequivocal recogniti~n of national 
independence, for self-determination, for the future of India to be 
decided by a democratically elected Constituent Assembly, and for 
immediate setting up of a National Government with ministers 
responsible to elected bodies. The Indian National Congress in the 

Publisllf!tl in : "The Labour "Monthly", Septanber 1940, Lt»1dm1. 
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last ten months had asked the British Government to define its 
intentions towards India: in order that the Indians might judge of 
the claim that this war was being waged for democracy and 
freedom. Through the mouth of the Viceroy the reply is hcreb) 
given and the Congress leaders are now invited to behave like their 
predecessors in the war of 1914-18, in return for which th~·y arc 
informed that the principle of ··divide and rule·· will continue to 
be operated, that they had better drop their present programme, and 
that they would do well to accept a post-dated cheque for a new 
constitutional scheme, '·after the war··. 

In these circumstances. the reason for the Viceroy's statement. 
followed by the parliamentary debate of August 15th. must be 
looked upon as the preparation of public opinion at home and m 
the U.S.A. for the further steps the Government will talce to deal 
with the Congress and the whole liberation movement of the Indian 
people. Already there have been many arrests, especially of leaders 
of the Indian working class: and new repressive ordinances (c.g 
against defence volunteers) have been issued. Moreover. as 
Jawaharlal Nehru stated in a recent telegram, the closing of the 
Bunna Road to China (with other steps for the appeasement of 
Japanese Imperialism). is directly opposed to the interests of the 
Indian people, who have expressed their solidarity with the poople 
of China. Talk of •·common ideals"' cannot hide this conflict of 
interests; and 'in it there lies a threat for the future But British 
public opinion, as voiced in the press, as well as the debate in 
Parliament, appeared to accept without question the Government 
statements. The press telegrams to India will say that there is 
·'unanimity'' behind the Govenment and the possibility of friendship 
between the peoples of Britain and India that could develop lrom 
an acceptance of the Congress programme will be made more 
remote. This is a prospect full of peril for the people of this couttry: 
and the sooner there is an awakening to this danger and a widespi'ead 
understanding of India to-day, the sooner the working class~and 
the people of this country will br in a position to solve their O\\n 

problems. 
Precisely at this time the publication of R. Palme Dutt's book 

on India gives everyone the opportunity of acquiring a full 
understanding, a criterion by which to judge vice-regal statements 
and an equipment for participating in the struggle for Colonial 
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hberat1on, as part of the real ··common cause'' of the \\orking class 
and the oppressed peoples against Impcnahsm 

India To-da}' 1s the most important book about 1t since the tune 
the peoples of India first became subject to the dommat1on of the 
Bntish cap1tahsts 

It 1s the best book wnttcn m this country on the Colonial 
Question It 1s a profound Mal"'\1st study that lays bear the working 
of Impenabsm 

So far, its reception at the hands of reviewers in the Cap1tabst 
press has been m mverse proportion to its importance Handed out 
to the readers of the Left Book Club on a pair of tongs b} Professor 
Laski, the 1deolog1st of the Labour Party Executive Committee (odd 
resemblance between the churchmen who "edited" Gibbon to 
mm1m1se the damage his history might do to their altars and Lask1's 
careful attempt at "ril"r"Ontammat1on·• m the Left News) 1t has 
smce-apart from one or two hosttlc not1ces-rece1ved sl.arcely a 
smgle senous review Under the circumstances of the present war 
threatemng to mvolve the whole of mankmd. 1t 1s noteworthy that 
the best Marust work m Western Europe for manv a year should 
be met by a conspiracy of stlcnce All the more then the workmg 
class of the Enghsh-speakmg countnes should make up their mmds 
to get this book and equip themselves from 1t 

The book falls mto five mam parts, together with a prehmmary 
chapter on India in the War and a Stl\.th part dra\\tng conclu~wnc; 
as to the future In Part I, India a\ 11 fl and a~ 11 Might Be, the•..: 
1s presented the problem of India the 370.000.000 human beings. 
hvmg m extreme poverty, under a foreign rule which mamtams b} 
force the social system. and struggling for the means of hfe. for 
elementary freedom The facts are those admitted by lmpenahsts 
that "after two centunes of 1mpenahst rule. lncha presents a spectacle 
of squalid poverty and misery of the mass of the people without 
equal m the world'' Nor 1s 1t deficiency of resources that e-xplruns 
this, nor long-lasting histonc backwardness (for up till the Bntish 
cap1tahsts came, India was relatively advanced 1r the world scale 
of techmcal development), nor any other specious reason Citations 
from unpenabst apologists themselves lead to the conclusion that 
''1t IS this failure to develop the producbve resources of India that 
finally sounds the death-knell of 11npenahsm m India to-day'·. and 
the necessary transformation, depending on the national movement, 
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on the workmg masses and especially on the young working class. 
\\bile having as its first objective the liberation from Imperialism. 
has then the further issue of the ending of poverty. Before this can 
be set forth in full. there are ncc~ssary sections dcahng '"ith the 
·'Silent censorship·· over India and the mythologies (··White Man· s 
burden·· in all keys) conjured up b)' the imperialists and spread 
by them m this country through every agency of propaganda. In 
Chapter 3 the terrible paradox of the wealth of India and the 
poverty of India is followed by a complete exposure of the over
population fallacies. the fantastic nonsense solemnly put forward 
about the ··devastating torrent of Indian babies.. in a country 
whose population increase lags behind Britain. In Chapter 4 there 
is squarely given the contrast between t\\ o worlds. socialism in the 
U.S.S.R. and imperialism in India over t\vo decades. together with 
a particular contrast of the Central Asian Republics. where almost 
everything in the past conditions under the Tsar·s viceroy v.as 
strictly comparable with Hindustan a few hundred miles to the 
south. and where their present position gives a glimpse of India 
as it might be. 

The need of this first part may be illustrated by the British r~er 
from his own experience. To every school-child the story of the 
··Black Hole of Calcutta'' as-the Origin and Justification of British 
rule in India. is ,nearly as familiar as the Norman Conquest. while 
it is not one in ten thousand who would know of the Moplilh death 
train of 1921. But the ''Black Hole'' never occurred. It is a myth, 
an invented war-atrocity, a lie which does not take on any aspect 
of truth by its repetition for over a century and half or by being 
taught to little children. 

The atrocious suffocation of the Moplah prisoners of British 
Imperialism, on the other hand. is something that did take plaec. 
and less than 20 years ago: but it finds no mention in the schotl
books. Even when Holwell's monument commemorating tlie 
imaginary "Black Hole" was removed two months ago by the 
Bengal Government from a main thoroughfare of Calcutta becatise 
it "offended the susceptibilities" of the inhabitants. The Times left 
it to be inferred that the people of Bengal were unduly sensitive 
about an episode in their own history and no hint was given that 
British rule in India came with a Ii~ CJr that it was the British who 
should have felt shame. 
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In Part 11. Hrlfl~h Rule m Indra an histoncal anal\s1s reveals 
the secret of Indian povert~ . and there" Ith discusses th~ reason for 
the eightt.-enth- and nmctcenth-ccntu~ prnnacy of Bntish cap1tahsm 
.md the course of ruhng class poht1cs An exammat1on of the fertile 
thoughts of Marx on India 1s follo\\cd by a statement of the stages 
of explo1tatJ.on from the pohcy of plunder under Jolm Comp.my to 
the exploitation of a market for goods \\1th the mdustnal de\ astation 
of Hmdustan and from that to the prest..'Ilt stage of finance capital. 
whose stranglehold is expressed m constitutional fonn m the 
Government of India Act of I 935 A hundred facts refute the 
· · mdustnahsatlon' · fallacy The argument goes deep and the reader 
may understand from 1t not only the complex that 1s India-England 
but the whole question of 1mpenahsm and the subject peoples. can 
i,cc "1dcr horizons and come to grasp the last century and a half 
of '~orld h1stol) hri11~11 Rule m lndw confinns the Communist 
International thesis on the Nat10nal and Colomal question 

Of particular importance for the Bnt1sh reader ts the exposition 
m Part lII of the Ba\lG Prohlem of Indra the Agranan Problem 
Herc 1s not only a clear statement of the process of growmg agrarian 
cns1s. the over-pressure of the population on agriculture. due to 
the contmumg ··de-mdustnahsahon .. of the Indian colon:!-. the 
stagnation and detenoration of agnculture. the land-hunger of the 
pca~ant11. with d\\arfish. fragmented and ever-smaller holdmJJ1.o 
the whole fallmg more and more mto the maw of absentee landlord~ 
the crushmg burden of debt. the expropnat1on of the pcasantl) 
These developments which have gone on with the rcmorsel~ss 
movement of a natural process. which the impenahst ruk.rs oflndta 
cannot end without cndmg their own rule. arc 110\\ shm~n to ha\c 
increased their speed m recent }Cars Twenty years ago the landlc~s 
peasants were reckoned at one-fifth of the "hole to-da) at onc
ha/f Out of this ab}SS there 1s no rescue save m the shape of 
Agrqnan Revolution. and Chapter 9 (·'The Burdens on the 
Peasantry'") m its closmg sentences sounds the prcl·1~c to Agranan 
Revolution 

•'Carlyle descnbed the situation of the French peasantry on the 
eve of the Great Revolution m a famous passage 

The widow 1s gatherrng nettles for her children 'v dmner a 
perfumed seigneur. delicately lunging m the Oezl de Baeuf. has 
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an alchemy whereby he will extract from her the third nettle, and 
name it Rent and lAw. 

A more mysterious alchemy has been achieved to-day in British 
India. ··one nettle is left for the peasant: two nettles arc gathered 
for the seigneur·'. 

Parts 0 and Ill, showing the two a.'Ccs of change in India. the 
national struggle for liberation from British rule and the oncoming 
of Agrarian Revolution, give the basis for Part IV, The Indian 
People in Movement (the rise of Indian Nationalism. the three 
stages of national struggle. and the rise of Labour and Socialism) 
and Part V, The Battleground in India To-day. To discuss these 
two parts together with the conclusions in Part VI would require 
a full treatment in relation to the new developments in India, and 
the present world situation. Enough has been said to indicate the 
scope of "India To-day", which becomes the indispensable 
equipment of every revolutionary. For no one who sees the need 
of a social transformation can afford to neglect the study of this 
book or fail to gain from its passion of revolutionary thought an 
understanding and a stimulus for action. 



THE CRISIS IN INDIA 
Michael Carritt 

WHAT IS HAPPENING IN INDIA? The most elaborate smoke 
,cr<..-cn of confusion is bemg put up m Fleet Street With e'\.aggerated 
contortions the e'\.pcrts on India create theu O\\ n picture of the 

Indian Problem" and then proceed either to apply their own 
home-made remedies or to declare the problem msolublc Mr 
Amery. nsmg from his scat at one of his frequent official lunch 
parties, proclauns the slogan of India F1rsf'and himself as the 
saviour of India. he claim& th.Lt he alone can sec what 1s good for 
India at a time when all her leaders have been found wantmg 

Confusion ID the mmds of the Bntish people as to the real nature 
of issues m India ts understandable m the hght of the contradictory 
nonsense spok<..-n and wntten about India m bourgeois cITc)es Great 
Brttam and the East, an '·authontdt1vc ··Journal on Empire affairs. 
declares on one page through the mouthpiece of Miss Comcha 
SorabJee (an energetic propagandist of Sir John Andc..'I'son · s regime 
m Bengal). that India remains steadfast m her Joyal!} to the Empire 
s,.ive for a few Commurusts terronsts and other pobt1cal cnmmals 
A few pages later Sir Alfred Watson. at one tune editor of the 
Calcutta Statesman. discovers that after all lnc:ba &o not uruteU 
behind the war effort. that the vanous commumtles are all at st\.es 
and sevens, and that \\hatcver the Bntish Government may mean 
by rts offer to form a National Go\lernmcnt m India, 1t ''ould be 
impossible for the Viceroy to tlke mto his Cabmet ··men who were 
pledged to sabotage·· India's war effort-that 1s representatives of 
the Inc:ban National Congress He adnuts that 1f India got a real 
Natton&l Government, democrat1cally elected, she ""''lid •·go out 
of the war tomorrow ·' 

In s1nular velD, whilst Mr Amery 1s boasting ID the House of 
CommOI.tS that India 15 morally m support of the BntJsh war effort. 
his own Governor m Madras 1s forced to issue a strong warning 
to those who are •'sneenng at war funds and poison.mg the minds 
of the people'· And 1t ts reported from the Umted Provmces that 
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"the volume of anti-war speeches continues unabated'· (Calcutta 
State.Yman. September 27th). 

In suits the imperialists to run this double line of propaganda~ 
on the one hand to create an impression of 380 million frcedom
lovmg people supporting Brita.ins's war against Gennany. and on 
the other an India so disunited. disorderly and generally intractable 
that at the present time the people are incapable of managing their 
own affairs even if they were given the chance to do so. 

With the prospect of a long and exhausting war ahead. British 
imperialism is faced with the urgent necessity of mobilizing the vast 
material and human resources of India for its war effort. This was 
apparent from the day war broke out; it is a hundred times more 
clearly so today ~hen the Near East is already ablaze and when 
the Gcnnan sea and air blockade is making a dispersal of war 
industries imperative. 

In a world where all could be foreseen (declares the Calcutta 
statesman). -India would be able to relieve Britain of much of 
her responsibility for the Mediterranean front. She is the great 
reservoir of man-power and raw materials for Asia, Africa and the 
Southern hemisphere. But India is quite unprepared for the taking 
over of such responsibilities.' 

Echoing these imperialist sentiments. Mr. Vernon Bartlett says 
in the House of Commons:· 

Wherea.v Great Britain must he the centre from which we .fight 
the war West of Gibraltar. India would be the centre from whu:h 
"Mre fight the war East of Suez. We cannot afford a breakdown m 
India. 

Lord Strabolgi, speaking for the Labour Party in the House of 
Lords, also agrees with the imperialists: 

If India's man-power can be mobilised we need have no fear 
of threats to the Straits Settlements and Burma, and m certain 
circumstances great help could be sent to lndo-Chma. 

Thus Tories, •·pro~sive•· and Labour Party get togethcf in 
agreement to mobilise Indian resources for the purpose of protecting 
the vested interests of Empire in the Mediterranean. Africa and the 
Far East. And, of course, they are all perfectly clear that this Indian 
mobilisation for the protection of the Empire is incompatible with 
Indian independence. The Tories are at least frank about it: 
Independence in any real meaning of the '\YOrd is ruled out by world 
conditions. (Great Bntain and the East, Nov. 28, 1940.) 
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The Labour Party propagandists art. a httle less frank The\' sav 
that it 1s necessa111 to ··sat1sf) India .. _ but some idea of \\hat the} 
mean by satisfaction can be gathered from vanous proposals. such 
as those outlmed tn The New StateTman ofDcccmbet 14th It \\ould 
appear that 1t 1s unpcnahsm rather than ·nJian demands that arc 
to be satisfied. for we find ( l) the mediation of the Moderates. 
Sapru and Jayakar. 1s welcomed, (2) that a nc\\ Constitution 1s 
promised after the wal', and (3) that Domm1on Status. not 
tndepcndence. 1s assumed to be the goal of Ind1.m ambitions 

Further cvtdence is forthcommg of Just ho\\ httle the Labour 
leaders ddfer from the Tory lmpenahsts and JUSt how httlc scnous 
they are when they talk about India prcscntmg a ·"test·• of their 
soc1ahst smcenty In December mne members of Parliament signed 
an appeal to lncba-an appeal directed to\\ards \\tnmng lnd1.m co
operabon m the Emvnc ~ ~' ar effort In this appcal.t\\o prominent 
Labour members. as ~en as Mr Vernon Bartlett. \\ere associated 
with six Tones Sir John Wardla,~-Mdne \\a~ one of the Toi) 
s1gnatones He 1s a D1rccto1 of the Bomba}. Baroda and Central 
Indian Railway and a Director of the Bank ofBomb.i_. Before the 
war he \\as a supporter of the Anglo-German Revww the oflic1al 
org.Ul of · '1 he Lmk ' 

The message sent by this m1'\.oo bag of parhamcntanans 1s a 
masterpiece ofcbplomat1c obscunf.}'-1t declares the ··w1l:th .. of the 
Bnttsh people to see Inc.ha ·•free·'. but 1t rcmmds the Indian pcopl" 
that Bntam has certam obhgat1ons (namely to the Prmccs and to 
such vested interests as Sir John Wardlaw-Milne h1msclfreprcscnt..) 
Fmally. as a quid pro quo. it calls for uncond1t1onal l:!Upport for 
the war effort "Dl.mocracy'" and ··FrC'-"Clom··. crucfully left as 
undefined Wishes, are held up as the ghttcrmg rewards to be cnJO} ed 
after the war in return for co-operation m the fight to preserve the 
Emprre now 

B\lt there 1s no need to argue the pomt further The Labour 
Party's comphc1ty m the refusal of freedom and dell" •cracy to India 
ts clearly exposed ma letter from Transport House to Mr. Krishna 
Menon. Secretary of the India League and one-time Labour candidate 
for Dundee in which 1t is stated that the Labour leaders are sure 

' 
that 
you (1 e Mr Menon) would not claun. that, owmg to your natural 

J"nl-1v-l6 
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allegiance to India. you can give full support to Labour Party 
policy. 

The all-Party drive towards the mob1hzation of India's \\ar 
potential has encouraged in recent months a spate of· ·suggestions,· 
from imperialist quarters to the effect that Mr. Amery and the 
Viceroy would do well to cut out any further waste of time m trying 
to negotiate with the Congress "irreconcilables .. and get down to 
the business of mobiliz.ation by means of all the special powers that 
rest m the hands of the bureaucracy. In actual fact this advice 1s 
hardly necessary; the Viceroy has been no laggard, since the days 
preceding the outbreak of the war, in talcing the steps necessary 
to mobilize Indian war effort even against the will of the people 
The speed with which action was taken is an indication that 
Imperialism was well aware of the deep gulf separating it from the 
people. 

1. The Viceroy was given special executive powers, overr1dmg 
the Provincial Legislatures, in the event of an '·emergency .. 

2. A Defence of India Act and Regulations were placed on the 
Statute Book without even the formality of discussion With the 
Provincial Governments who would be responsible for admimstcnng 
them 

3. Indian troops were seqt abroad agrunst the expressed wishes 
of the Indian people, and India was declared belligerent without 
any consultation. 

4. On the resignation of the Congress Ministries in protest 
against these actions, no attempt was made to form alternative 
Governments from the elected representatives, but the administration 
was taken over by the bureaucracy 

S. Leading Trade Unionists, Peasant Leaders, Congress 
Socialists and Radical Moslems were arrested and shut away with 
or without trial. In an official communique the Government declared 
its intention of interning all Communists it could lay hands up"1 
Sixty per cent of the afrests were of working class and peas'1t 
workers. Students were given savage sentences of 18 months i>r 
possession of Communist literature. And now. in recent months. 
we have the arrest of Nehru and other leading Congressmen including 
the President, Abul Kalam Azad. 

6. Up to July, 1940, 93 newspapers had been penalized 
and about £10,000 demanded as security for "good behaviour•· 
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without any 1ud1c1al proceedings In the words of the Indian C1v1l 
L1bert1cs Umon New mterprctations. calculated further to abmlgc 
the rights of the people. arc bemg given to obscure sections of the 
Indian Press Act Pnntmg presses have become terror-r,trickcn 
and they have often refused to pnnt even notices for convenmg 
public mectmgs. let alone the most umocuous documents 

7 A Body of Civic Guards has bet..'11 formul. over 5.000 strong 
m Calcutta alone, one of whose main duties accordmg to official 
mstructlons is to preserve order m cases of communal or mdustnal 
trouble Its first unportant activity \\as to help break the stnke of 
Calcutta mu01c1pal sca"engers and to protect the blacklegs 

S Towards the end of 1940 a measure of mdustnal co11-
scnpt1on was introduced b} Viceregal Ordinance imposing 
compulsoT} national service upon ccrtam categones of skilled 
tcch01c1ans 

But these methods of repression, fam1har m the Pohcc State. 
and essential for the mobd1~at1on of a people that 1s opposed 
to the war. are negative m character fhl.'Y amount to a progrc
r,s1ve repudiation of democrac}' m India. a repud1atmn which 1t 
might have been thought would have been cmbarr.issmg to those 
who sttll professed to bcheve that the \\ar \\as bcmg fought for 
democratic ideals But they are of no avrul to overcome difficulties 
of another type that stand m the \\ay of the Bntlsh plnn to mob1h~" 
India 

For India to become the spearhead of Bntam's m1htary power 
1n the East, it 1s necessary to expand the Indian Arm} to a force 
between l and l Y.. million strong The equipment of a modem arm} 
rcqwres the manufacture of some 40.000 articles some simple and 
others of an extremely comple:\. clDd delicate nature At present 
India docs not produce more than half of these rcqwred items of 
equipment-and, 1t may be assumed. the less comphcated half It 
1s out of the question for equipment to be provided from England 
under' existing conchtlons, on the contrary, the i. .pe has been 
expressed that lndla will m tune h,~ able to equip other than Indian 
forces m the Middle East 

But .,var mdustnes cannot be butlt up m a day-and all the less 
so when 1t happens to be m a country mamtamcd for 180 years 
m a state of poverty and Illiteracy by an 1mpenalism winch regards 
ln<ha as a huge raw-matenal producmg appendage of its own 
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industrial system. Heavy industry is in its infancy in India: 
engineering hardly exists outside a f~ Government Ordnance 
factories: less than 1 per et..'llt of the population is employed in 
industry proper: capital investm<..-nt is for the most part foreign. 
machinery for industry has been imported from England up to the 
outbreak of the war, after which it has fallen off. 

The Delhi Conference of the Far Eastern Groups of th\! Empire 
was called to overcome these difficulties. The Indian 
'·representatives'', unlike those from the Dominions. were a purely 
official panel selected by the imperialist power. It is fairly clear 
that none of the other countries represented will be in a position 
to supply the technical and material assistance required for devcloptng 
war production in India. The only solution is for America to supply 
the machinery and the capital, and, in fact, a start has already been 
made in this direction. The Government of India has announced 
that it is .. actively interested in a scheme for cstabhshing an aircraft 
factory in India with American assistance'· (Great Brllam and the 
East, January 2nd, 194 l ). At the same tJme 1t 1s n .. -ported that the 
assembly of automobile parts. and later perhaps their manufacture 
may be started by an American firm in India Havmg thus actfUired 
a foothold. the American capitalists will endeavour to widen the 
breach. confident in the kno\vledge that for the time bcmg only they 
can deliver the goods. 

This poaching by Dollar Imperialism within its rival's preserves 
sharply accentuates the contradictions that arc tnherent in the pohcy. 
born of dire necessity. of building up war industries in India It 
would be a mistake to speak of the '•industrialisation of India" as 
is being glibly done by the 101periahsts; what is happening is no 
more than the lunited development of war industries-a very different 
thing from the planned industnalisation of a country on the basis 
of its natiiral resources and for the satisfaction of its social n~s 
Moreover: according to Great Britam and the East. we learn ~at 
the Government has discovered ·•certain peculiar difficulties 
connected with the release of the dollar excliange and the availability 
of machinery··. Further ....... • ·Tue Government would only feel 
iustified in giving support to the scheme [for automobile manufucture, 
M. C.) If it could be shown that its operation would constitute a 
direct and immediate measure of assistance to India's war effort. 
After careful examination of the position the Government has been 
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forced to the conclusion that this \,111 not be the case·· (January 
2nd) 

If mdustncs cannot be built up m a da). equall) an anny of 
skilled workers cannot come 111to bcmg to-morrow The arnval of 
50 Indian workers m England (to be follo\\cd b) a few hundred 
more) a11d the despatch of the same number of Enghsh \\ orkcrs to 
India as highly paid mstructors, arc tnflmg fut1ht1cs 

Officially the war is supposed to be brmgmg India unbounded 
pros pent} O\\ mg to the golden opportumtles for rapid 
mdustnahsation In actual fact, India. hkc other colorues. 1s 
1..-xpenencmg a senous and developmg economic cms1s which 
Bntam • s war pohcy onl) serves to accentuate The effect of reducing 
the sd\ler content of the mpee from eleven-t\\elfths to s1~·t\\lelfths 
\\11l have a disastrous effect on alrcad}' unstable mtemal pnccs 
And. whllst the Jute industry manage~ to flounsh on an appar
ently me~aust1blc demand for sandbags. 1ute itself 1s bemg so 
enormously ovcrp1 educed that the c.ult1vator 1s gcttmg the record 
low pnce of Rs 2 \ per maund and the Bengal Government has 
taken the drastic step of reducing the acreage under cult1vat1on by 
one-third m 1941 

So much for the technical and economic d1fficult1es There 
rcmams the fact that the countf) \\h1ch lmpcnahsm proposes to 
mob1hsc for 1ts war effort 1s sobdl} opposed to the ''ar Wherc~.n
and m \\hatcver way the people arc organised th<..-y have almo:.-t 
unammously adopted a hostalc attitude to\\ards the Government's 
pohc~ The Congress. \\hom C\Cn the lmpcnabsts ID their saner 
mom<..-nts admit to be the most powerful poht1cal orgamsat1ons m 
India. and which has a pa) mg memberslup of several mllbon. 
demands compk.1:e independence from Bntam and the calling of a 
Constituent Assembly to frame a democratic constitution These 
demands are supported by the Peasant Movement. by the Student 
Federation. b}' the Red Shirts (Frontier Moslems). by the Moslem 
Ahrars. by the Moslem College of D1vmes . by tli ... Azad Moslem 
Conference • b) the Indian Chnstian community which has declared 
that ··the moral contradictions of 1mpenahsm have landed Bnwn 
ID the present cns1s She has sought to JUstlf} her O\W 1mpenalist 
enslavement of India in sonorous phrases and has sought to stand 
as the Palladium of Liberty m Europe.. And finally, the all-India 
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T.U.C has unitedly proclaimed that ··participation in a war which 
will not result in the establishment of freedom and democracy in 
India. will not benefit India, much less will it benefit the workmg 
class of India··. 

In face of the strength of the popular movement and its support 
for the national demand for independence, the Imperialists rcahse 
the enonnous difficulties that lie in the way of carrying out their 
plans. A Special Correspondent in the Calcutta Statel·man has no 
illusions He writes: 

Britain can get a certam amount of raw material. and a certain 
amount of recruits from India, while the big political parties remain 
non-co-operating. But defence to-day cannot be based upon that 
sort of mdifferent support. 

The stress and the intensity of the present situation m India 
arc reflected in the fact that lmperiahsm has completely failed to 
find any basis for an agreed compromise with any considerable 
section of the Indian bourgeosie despite the fact that the Right 
Wing within the Congress was certamly ready for it. In spite of 
high hopes no basis for co-operation was found with the result that 
negot1ations broke down and die Congress leaderslup had to CQ;Lbark 
upon some form of camprugn. Gandhi quite frankly stated that any 
other line of action would have meant the "'break-up of the 
Congress··. In these words he admitted the strength of the popular 
mass pressure that is driving forward the Congress leadership from 
below 

The complete breakdown of the negotiations with the Viceroy 
compelled the latter to widen the scope of arrests to leading 
Congressmen-including those with whom it had been hoped to 
reach a compromise. Gandhi opened his campaign of "'individual 
civil disobedience'' and drew up a hst of ··victims.'' And in the 
past two months Nehru. along with a number of other well-kn~ 
leaders, including the President of the Congress, have been arrested 
and either imprisoned *or interned. '. 

But the policy of repression and arrests has to be accompaiaed 
b}' "constructive" propos:ds for India's future as a background to 
Mr. Amery's slogan of "India First". What new proposals has 
Mr. Amery to make? At two of his customary midday feasts, one 
a hFoyle Luncheon·· and the other at the English Speaking Union, 

~.~~~~~~\~~. 
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In the first place. he suggests that 1t is necessary. if the deadlock 
as to be resolved. for lncba to find new leaders. the old men. 
representing the Congress and other parties. arc too hardened in 
sm Mr Amery did not suggest. as perhaps ~ill done by Indians. 
that the Bnt1sh people also should get nd of the ·'old gang'' before 
any fnutful talks can take place, nor did he suggest that the people 
m the Indian States nught well hke to get nd of their Maharajahs I 

Whdst Mr Amery is making these conuc suggestions, the desrred 
··new leaders'' appear on the scene as if by a nuracle But they 
are disappointing Mr Jayakar and Sar T B Sapru. those old war
horses of appeasement to Impcnahsm, come forward with a ·'let's
all-gt-1.-together-m-a-uruted-effort" plan But Sapru tned it befure 
m 1929. and faded 

Another rabbit p11t of the hat of Impenahsm 1s M N Roy. 
dcscnbcd as the ·'great anti-fasc1sC. the · ·fnend and coadjutor of 
Lenin··. the much boosted ·'member of the Comnuttee of the Tlurd 
International·· But this practised renegade. slung out of the 
C'ommumst International m 1929 and slung out of the Congress 
m 1940. 1s a poor tool in the hands oflmpenahsm, hardly deserving 
of the decorations which. no doubt. will be his for the askmg 

Havmg .. solved'' the question of leaderslup, '·Incba F1rsf' 
Amery e~pounds his new hne of thought for India's constitutional 
future. 1t 1s remarkable m its s1mdanty to the fascist <.orporate state 
Instead of the usual democratic forms ( .. unsuited to Indian 
conditions'') functlonal representation 1s proposed. together, perhaps. 
with an Executive authonty mdependent of the Legislature for the 
pcnod of its office 

Functional representation 1s not unknown 1n India at present 
The Lower House of the Federal Government, as planned 10 1935. 
consists of 3 75 seats, only 86 of which are open to general elecbon 
Of the remamder a proportion are reserved to special commumt1es. 
whilst about 162 are reserved for special classes or '·functions" 
Smularly, m Bengal the Assembly has four seats reserved for 
hundreds of thousands of workers. five for a few score of landlords. 
whd~t the European conunerctal mterests can muster 26 seats 
Applied as a general pnnciple.1t ts clear that functional representation 
would pennanently provide the vested mterests With a parlwnentary 
ma1onty Mr Amery calls tlus a new fonn of democracy! Perhaps 
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the Labour Party calls it Democratic Imperialism. But Mussolini 
thought of if first. 

But there is no easy possibility of a settlcm(..'Jlt between 
Imperialism and the Indian bourgeoisie. Imperialism has made 
overtures to this class in the past and will continue to make them 
in the future in the hope of winning them away from the struggle 
for freatom and playing upon their special "vacillating compromising 
tendency··. But the position of deadlock reached to-day. resulting 
in veritable regime of tsarist repression. has in great part been the 
effect of the mass movement in forcing the Congress to break off 
negotiations. Gandhi himself, and those whom he reprt.-scnts. does 
not like· any fonn of mass struggle. but nevertheless he has been 
forced to sanction some limited form of campaign. All attempts to 
find some alternative to struggle only have the effect of sharpening 
the conflict and g1vmg added mom(..'J1tum to the very forces which 
Gandhi desires to hold in check. Thus. as the mass movement 
develops. 1t gives rise to problc..-ms of growing sharpness. and the 
militant workers and peasants. by their mass pressure and agitation. 
arc able to influence the direction of the movement as a whole. For 
behind and beneath the present .. controlled"" campaign of '?ivil 
disobedience is the fact that the big industrial areas and the whole 
countryside arc already at grlps with the bureaucratic machinery 
of lmperiahsm. · 

Ten years ago, at the Lahore meeting of the Congress. it was 
the rising militancy of the workers and peasants in strikes, 
demonstrations and pitched battles. which decided the outcome of 
that historic meeting and forced the wavering leadership to fall in 
line with the temper of the masses. And it was the Bombay workers 
who, on October 2nd. 1939, gave a lead to the whole of India by 
their dcclaqltion of a one-day general strike against the war: it was 
the villagers in the Malabar district who faced police rifles k> 
demonstrate against the u5c of the Defence of India Act to suppnJSs 
their democratic rights; it is the peasants in innumerable villages 
who arc boycotting the war-fund collections and organising hunger 
marches; and it is the workers again, throughout industry, who are 
pressing forward relentlessly with the demand for '·No compromise 
with Imperialism''. 

The strike figures for 1939 and 1940 show with what courage 
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the orgamscd workmg class IS fighting back agamst the lowenng 
of the standa1d of h\tmg and agamst the whole \\ar pohcv of 
Impcnahsm Although 1939' sho\\S a record number of str;kes. 
nevertheless m the first three months of 1940. in spite of the most 
violent pohce repression and the arrest of all leaders. there were 
128 strikes. mvolving 273.990 workers. and the loss of over 4 
mdhon days-the approximate eqmvalent of the total number of 
days Loo;t m the whole of 1939 

The leadership and direction of this great mass movement rests 
pnmanly with the illegal and persecuted Communist Part} 
Increasing numbers of Congress members arc tummg towards the 
workers' and peasants' organisations and C!;pousmg their caitse 
both w1thm the Congress and m their class battles And at the same 
time the mfluence nf the Commumst Part~ grows W1thm the 
Congress they support unhes1tatmgly the ··National Demands·· and 
through the consistency and energ~ of their \\ork (accordmg to 
alarmed pohce reports) they have come to occupy numerous positions 
of trust and respons1b1hty m the Congress orgamsat1on 

But at the same time the Communists cnt1c1se all signs of 
vac1llat1on and compromise m the Congress leadership. condcmmng 
the refusal of the Congress to support the Ant1-~ar Stnkc and 
opposmg the appomtrncnt ofGandht as darector of Congress pohcy 
without any programme of actmn bcmg mandated to hw At lhc
rccent Bombay meetmg of the Congress the .. Left'· vigorous)\ 
demanded, and won considerable support for. a pohcy of greater 
trust m the masses 

Testimony of the strength and the courage with which the 
revolutionary workmg class leadership 1s placmg itself m the forefront 
of the ant1-1mpenahst struggle 1s contained m the records of the 
Government itself The Pobce Report for Calcutta contains an 
analysis of Cornmurust literature and pubhcataons seized. Yt hich 
shows that the c1rculat1on of such literature 1s twice as widespread 
as 10 the previous year 

Swtlarly the Police Report for the rural areas of Bengal states . -
The revolutionary parties have been engaged m stirnng up 

agranan unrest throughout the Provmcc Information m the 
possession of Government shows beyond a shadow of doubt that 
dunng the year all the revolutionary parties were bemg organised 
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under the cloak of the Congress ..... There has been a marked increase 
of Communist activity among the peasantry. 

In the light of the great mass movements that are stirring in 
India. Mr. Amery's constitutional proposals for a government by 
functional representation reveal their futility even if they arc backed 
up with the might of British bayonets. It begins to look a little 
foolish, too, for the Labour Party experts to be so free with their 
promises of everything or anything except what India dcmands
nmnely complete independence from British domination. The real 
voice of the British people is heard in the message which goes out 
to the Indian people from the People's Convention. Indian nationalists 
and the workers and peasants who are fighting in the front ranks 
of the struggle for independence, will receive tremendous 
encouragement from the knowledge that the people of Britain too 
are on the move. And we in this country. as the world cnsis 
develops and the rival Great Powers are locked in their dcathgnp. 
will begin to see that the Indian masses are coming into the forefront 
of the great class struggle out of which a new social order will 
arise and the domination of one nation by another ''ill be ended. 



INDIA-A CALL TO THE 
BRITISH PEOPLE 

Hai ry Pollitt 

In no Aspect of its policy docs the Churchill Government reveal 
such downright incompetence and stupidity. even from the point 
of view of its own imperialist mterests. as m its handling of the 
Indian question. The recent speech of Mr. Amery has quite nghrly 
set Indian public opinion aflame with indignation that such crude 
Brummagem Brase; mMhnds should be thought good enough to try 
out once again on the Indian people. For centuries the historic 
policy in foreign affairs. particularly of British Imperialism. has 
been that of ''Divide and Ruic·· The diehard Tories especially 
thought they had brought this pohcy to such a fine 111 that no one 
would ever be able to see through their supposed cleverness But 
this time Amery has overdone it. 3rld sections of opinion of the most 
moderate character in India have been shocked out of their illusions 
by the blatant pursuit of this pohcy at the present time. 

It is clear to everyone that British Impenalism i,:, in a desperak· 
situation in the conduct of the war against its trade rival, NaL1 

Gennany. One might have thought that this would have promoted 
a more discreet and delicate handling of the Indian situation. But 
the Tories learn nothing and forget nothing when it comes to dealing 
with what they still look upon as a subject people. Incidentally they 
bring the same mentality to bear on their outlook on the Soviet 
Vnion, with all the consequences that this too has brought in its 
train. So we get the spectacle of the most notorious Imperialist in 
the·Tory Party being placed in charge of India on behalf of the 
Churchill Government. Naturally such an appointruent did not tend 
to create in India any impression that this war was in any way 
different from previous imperialist struggles. 

The Indian people know only too well that the claim to fight 
for freedom and democracy is all very well as a means of deceiving 
peoples as to the real motives of war. But it cannot deceive them ; 
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because. strange as it may appear. the Indians believe that the test 
of this is how far you arc prepared to apply it in those countries 
where you have the power to do so immediately. The Indian People 
have not been blind to the propaganda. which declares ·"that when 
Britain has won the war. then freedom will be restored to Belgium. 
Holland. Poland. Austna, Czccho-Slovakia. t..'lc . · · nor arc they 
bbnd to the fact that the Churchill Government \\hich sp9nsors this 
type of propaganda and uses the B.B.C. and the R.A.F. for the 
purpose of appeals to the people of those countries to rc\iolt against 
Nazism, itself suppresses with an iron hand any attempt on the part 
of Indians to try and realise their aims of independence and their 
right to govern their O\\'n country in the way they conceive best 
in the interests of the Indian people. Such hypocrisy .\·tmks to the 
heavens. It expose~· the shamele\',\' character ofBntuh 1mper1allst 
propaganda. 

The Indian people have not forgotten the promises made to them 
in the last war. nor how shamefully these same promises \\'ere 
betrayed when the war was over. Th"Y do not intend to be deceived 
again. They arc fighting now for their right of independence Because 
of this the flower of the Congress Nat1onahst leaders and of1he 
working class and peasant leaders arc ruthlessly placed m 
concentration camps. We arc proud to note that all these methods 
of intimidation completely fail to damp down the struggle of the 
Indian people. Indeed, we would be happy to see in Bntam as great 
a struggle on the part of the British people in defence of their own 
democratic rights as the Indian people arc making for theirs. 

I write these few lines on the evening of May 11th. This morning 
I walked from Old Street Tube station to a poplar Shipyard after 
the great blitz. Everywhere great fires, destro}cd buildings. homeless 
people, for miles walked on glass. I could not help thinking ofhotv 
the Amerys are always declaring the people of India arc not y't 
fit to be trusted with the government of their own country-whcit 
this is the state of affairs in London and Berlin after centuries of 
so-called government by the cultured Christian capitalist ruling 
classes. 

I say to those who read this. As the days pass, more and more 
the British people>'ill find out how heavy is the price they are going 
to pay for our betrayal of the heroic struggle of the Spanish people 
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from 1936 to 1939 Be on guard no\\. lest we arc call1..'Cl upon to 
pa~ an even bitterer pncc for out bctra\ al of the struggle of the 
lndmn people m their JUSt fight for their mdependcnce 

More and more as this '\'\ar extends \\Ill we find how isolated 
Bntam becomes as the result of this pohcv of bctraval of dcmocrac\ 
and freedom. and the policy of 1mpcn~hst dom;nation We ca~. 
ho\'\ ever. fight against this 1f we will E'\'el) day bnngs new ev1d1..'Jlcc 
of the bankruptcy of the Churchill Government Just as the chaos 
and sabotage of production b~ the big monopol) interests m Bntam 
itself cry aloud for redress. so do the fiascos of Eden and Amery 
m the realm of foreign pohC} Now as never before the Bnt1sh 
people must be told the truth of ho\\ desperate 1s the situation that 
the Tory-Labour Coahtton Government has placed them m Th~) 
must fight agamst 1t And m so domg the) must see that the demand 
for the nght of the lnd1au people to their mdepeudcnce fonns as 
much an integral part of their struggles as for example their own 
demands m regard to wage~ and food 

For 1t 1s a common struggle \\C arc all engaged m. agamst a 
common encm). and we should be proud to find OUI!ielves fighting 
alongside such gallant and courageous fighters as the Indl.3.l1 people 
The demand that Amery be "\ackcd should find expression throughout 
Bntam This Toi) die-hard. this Brummagcm Impenahst. this old 
crusted representative of C\ crythmg that 1s decadent and repressive 
m Bnttsh politics 1s a positive menace. not only to the people ,,f 
Bntam. but to the people of India as well Do not let it be said 
that 1t was only a stonn m lndm that led to his removal le~ the 
Bnt1sh people also help fan the stonn waves that will s~nd ham mto 
the same sort of retirement as Bald\\ m and his bke 

We salute the Indian people. we hope the mighty wave of revolt 
that is now swe<..-pmg that great country '"all succeed m finding the 
road to the complete v1ctof) over Bnttsh 1mpenahsm, and that the 
Indian people will not be fobbed off by an)' m thetr own ranks who 
may grow afraid as the struggle reaches a high:r stage For the 
wmmng of freedom for India means the wmnmg of freedom too 
for the people of Bntam 



THE STATUTES OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA 

These Statutes were framed and approved of by the Communist 
International in 1934. after the reorganisation of the Party and the 
formation of the Provisional Central Committee in December. 1933. 
They were published in International Press Correspondence in the 
latter part of 1934. A cyclostyled edition of this was issued by the 
Central Committee as well as by the Calcutta Committee of our 
Party in 1935 and has been in circulation since. A new edition is 
now being issued as copies of the old are no more available. Every 
Provincial Committee must prepare a translation of this basic 
document in the language of its province and make it available to 
its District Committees, Town Committees and Cells. It should be 
noted that this 1s not a document for free circulation and sale. It 
is only for the use of party Members. One copy with the secretary 
of each cell or each Party organisation quite enough. 

The Communist Party of India, being a section of .&he 
Communist International, is the most advanced organised section 
of the proletariat of India, the highest form of its class organisation. 

The Communist Party of India carries out the leadership of 
the proletariat, the toiling peasants and all the toiling masses. 
organising them in the struggle for the victorious anti-imperialist 
and agrarian revolution, for complete national independence. for 
the formation of a workers ·and peasants' government on the basis 
of the Soviet power and for a further struggle for the dictatorship 
of the proletariat and the full triumph of Socialism according to 
the programme of the Commumst International. The Communist 
Party oflndia is a united fightmg organisation cemented by consciOUJ 
proletarian discipline. The Party is strong in its unity, unity ofwil 
and unity of action, which are incompatible with any deviation fro1' 
the programme, any vioiation of l>arty discipline and factional 
grouping inside the Party. 

These stallltrs were framed m l 934 after reorgarrisaticm of the Comn111nut Party 
of India in I>ecembir 1933 arrd tire formatirm of the PmviJ.iorral Central 
CommiUee. lt was approved by the Communist lntenrational in 1934 and 
published in lNPRECORR. v,,1 14, No. 29 dated 11 5.19.U. lt wa.r again 
circulated in 'PARTY LE1TER' No. 39 datrd 17.6.1941. Tins is a reproduction 
of thr tat of the stallltu published in th' 'P""ty L'tln'' datrd 17.6.1941 
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The Communist Party of India demands from its members active 
and self-sacnficmg work for call)'mg out the programme of the C 
I and the draft platfonn of action of the C P I It dL"ltlands also 
the carrying out of the statutes of the party and fulfillmg all the 
dec1s10ns of the party and its organs. the guarantee of the umty 
of the ranks of the pam and the strcngthLiung of the fraternal 
mtemat1onal relations both bet\\ ecn the toilers of the vanous 
nat1onabt1es of India and with the proletanat of all countries of the 
world The party works m all the ~s orgamsat1ans of the toilers. 
mcludmg the most reactionary orgamsatlons. seeking to ~in over 
the toihng masses of member of these orgamsations to its side and 
to isolate the refomust. the national refomnst, and soc1ahst refomu~t 
leaders 

I. Party Members and Their Duties 

I) A Member of the Part~ 1s any pe1son \\ho accepts the 
programme of the C I the draft platform of the Commumst Party. 
and ~ho \\torks m one of the part\ organisations. obt.-ys the decisions 
of the Party and the Commumst International. and regularly pays 
the membership dues 

2) A Member of the Party must -
a) Observe the stnctest d1sc1phne and mamta.m reticence with 

regard to secret matters. actively part1c1pate m the pohttcal hfc of 
the Party and the country. carry on m pra.cttce the dec1s1ons of th"· 
Communist International and the Party organs 

b) Tirelessly work to r31se Ins ideological attamments, to master 
the fundamentals of Marx1sm-Lenm1sm and the chief poht1cal and 
orgamsat1onal dec1S1ons of the Party and e'\.plam them to the non
party masses 

c) Be a member of the mass organisation (Trade Umon~ etc ) 
and carry on tireless work there under the leadership of the Party 
Connruttee for strengtherung the pobtlca.l and 01garusational anflucncc 
of the Party 

d) Join mass organ1sat1on to toilers (Trade Ur&1 ,ns etc) which 
are under the influence and the leadership of the refomust and the 
national refonmst and other opponents, and carry on there a tireless 
every-day 1dcolog1cal and orgamsattonal struggle for hberatmg the 
toihng masses from the mfluence of the class enemies, wmrung 
these masses to the side of the Communist Party and thus isolating 
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the refonnist and the national refonnist opponents from the tolling 
masses. 

c) Besides participating. organising and leading everyday 
struggles of workers and peasants for practical demands. to carry 
on tireless agitation and propaganda among the workers and other 
toilers and spreading the ideas of the anti-imperialist and agrarian 
r'-"Volutaon and the ideas of Communism. 

3) Members arc accepted into the Party only as individuals and 
through the Party c~lls. Newly recruited Party members must be 
confirmed by the city committee or local committee. 

4) If whole groups from other political organisations join the 
Communist Party. or if whole political organisations '~ant to JOlll 

the C P., a proper decision of the Central Committee is required 
for their acceptance. 

NOTE : If leading members from other political parties come 
over to the Party, in add.lb.on to the sanction of the town conumttcc 
or Jocal committee, it is necessary to have the sanctJ.on of the 
Central Committee. 

5) When acccptmg a new Party member. he must be vouched 
for by at least two members of the Party who know him well both 
at his place of work and his· place of residence. The coma;;.uics 
recommending him are responsible for him, and in case of improper 
recommendations, will be subject to Party disciplinary measures, 
to the point of. exclusion from the Party. When a member of a 
Communist Youth Organisation is accepted, a recommendation is 
required from the corresponding committee of this organisation of 
which he was a member before joining the Party. 

6) Member of the Party can go from one district to another only 
according to the rules laid down by the Central Committee for the 
purpose. The consent of the Central Committee of the Party is 
required to go to another country. 

7) Every member of the Party who works in some loeal 
organisation and is going to work in the area of another total 
organisation, will be regi"'stered by the latter as one of its mcmbdrs. 

8) The question of the expulsion of anyone from the Party is 
decided by a General Meeting of the cell of which the given person 
is a member, and is confirmed by the town or local committee. 
Pending the decision of the town committee, the person in question 
can be removed from party work. 

9) The following are expelled from the Party : 
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1) open or concealed supporters of Gandh1sm. of the Roy group 
and other poht1cal trends condemned by the C I as enemies of 
Commumsm and as d1sorgan1sers and betra)CIS of the struggle for 
national mdependence, 

2) open or concealed violators of the aron d1sc1phne of the Party. 
3) those who betray ID any way secret part}' affairs (1t must be 

remembered that this leads to a pos1t1on that the Part} can be 
d1sorgan1sed and Party workers arrested). 

4) provocateurs. careensts. traitors, morall} degenerate people 
and those who, by their improper conduct. harm the good name 
and sod the banner of the Party , 

5) clas!!i-ahen and hostile clements. who have crept mto the Party 
by deception. concealing their counter-revolut10nary or cnlTIUlaI 
past or their previous connections with the pohce 

II. The OrganisPtiunal Structure of the Party 
I 0) The party 1s conductai as a stnctl} underground orgamsat1on 

The underground orgamsat1ons of the Party m their '"ork make rt 
thc1r central task to devc\01> most \~1dc\) mass v-ork to csta\>\1cs\\ 
its lcadcrsh1p m the m.lSS rcvolut10nary movements and \\Ith this 
rum combmc the method of underground \\Ork and senu-underground 
work and open work 

I I) The leadmg pnnc1plc of the orgamsattonal structure of the 
Party 1s democratic ccntrahsm. '" h1ch means -

a) all the leadmg organs of the Party. from top to bottom. arc 
elected 

b) the Part} organs penod1cally report on thcar '"ork to their 
Party organ1sations 

c) the stnctest Party dtsc1phne and the subordmat1on of the 
mmonty to the ma1onty 

d) dec1s1ons of the Comintem and higher Part} organs ar~ 
unquesttonabJy obligatory for Jower organs and for all members 
of the Party 

12) The Party ts built on the foundatmns of democratic centrahsm 
accordmg to the tcmtonal-mdustnal prmctplc Or8"msat1ons which 
embrace any distnct as a whole are considered as higher than 
orgamsatlons which embrace part of the given d1stnct 

13) All the Party organisations a.re autonomous m dec1dtng local 
qucstions. provided that these dec1s1ons do not conflict With the 
d.ectSJons of the Party and th" Com1ntem 

ral-•v-17 
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14) The highest leading organ of every organisation is the 
general meetmg. conference or congress. 

15) The general meeting, conference or congress elects a 
committee, which is their executive organ and guides all the current 
work of the organisation. 

NOTE : 1) For reasons of underground work, in accordance 
with the decisions of higher Party committees. the lower Party 
committee can be funned without election at the corresponding 
Party conference, but by appoinbnent or also by combining election 
with co-options, i.e .. only a part of the Party committee is elected 
at the Party conference and the other part of the Party committee 
is co-opted, 2) For reasons of underground work, it is also pennissiblc 
for the elections to take place not at the Party conference. but by 
selecting persons from among the best activists who have been 
selected in advance by the higher Party committee from the cells 
and fractions in mass organisations, trade unions. etc. 

16) The organisational scheme of the Party is as follo\\s -
a) Territory of India: All-India Party Congress. which 

elects the Central Committee of the C. P. of India 
b) Province: Provincial. Party Conference and Provmcial 

Party Committee. 
c) Town (or Locality): Town (local) Conference. Town 

(local) Committee • 
d) Factory, Chawl (Basti) or Village. General Meeting of 

cell, bureau or organiser of cells. 
17) Order of subordination of Party organs : All-India Party 

Congress, C. C. of the C. P. of India Provincial Party Conference. 
Provincial Party Committee: To~n (local) Party Committee~ General 
Meeting of Cell, Bureau or Organiser of Cell. 

NOTE . In respect to provinces where a provincial committee 
has not yet been organised, the C. C. directly leads the local Party 
organisations. and in places where there arc no local organisatio's 
it directly leads the variou' cells. The same applies to the provinc•I 
committee in provinces where local and district committees have 
not yet been organised everywhere. In such cases, the provinciill 
committee directly leads the work of the various cells and local 
Party organisations. 

III. The Central Organisations of the Party 

18) The highest organ of the Party is the Congress. Congresses 
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arc called 1f possible once a ) ear E'\.1raordmal'} Congresses are 
called by the Central Conun1ttee on its O\\ n 1mt1atl\ e or at the 
demand of not less than one-third of the total number of members 
represented at the last Party Congn.:ass E'\.traouhna~ Congresses 
are called at the exp1rat1on of two months 

The Congress 1s to be considered as havmg full pO\\ers 1f 1t has 
representatives from not less than half the members of the Party 
represented at the last regular Congress Representation quotas at 
the Congress and the method of elcct1on arc decided b' the C C 

NOTE If 1t 1s 1mposs1ble to call a Congress of the Party. the 
C C will call an enlarged session of the Plenum of the C C with 
the part1c1pat1on of representatives of the provmc1al committees 
Such an enlarged plenum of the C C has the nght b~ arrangement 
With the (' I to change the composition of the c r 

19) The Congre~c:: •'·' d1o;cusses ~1nd confinns the report of the 
(' cntral Comnuttee. b) revises and changes the programm~ and 
statutes of the Party, c) decid"'-s on the tactical hne of the Pctrty 
on the basic questions of current poht1cs. d) el~cts the Central 
Committee Dunng the stttmgs of the Part\ Congress a small 
auditmg comm1ss1on has to be elected. which looks through the 
financtal affiurs of the past penod. and at the end of the ( ongress 
rt..i>orts the results of its work. and 1s then d1ssol\L'Cl 

20) The Central Comnuttce 1s elected b~ the Congress In case 
a member of the Central Committee leaves 1t he \\Ill be rcplact-d 
by one of the candidates m the order th.cd b\ the Cong1ess 

NOTE The Central Committee has a nght to co-opt members 
to the Central Committee 

21) The Central Cornrruttec organises the Pohtburcau for current 
work The Pobtburcau appomts a Secrctal'} "hose task 1s to gmdc 
the proper dtstnbution of the Party funct1onanes and control the 
fulfilment of the d1rcct1ves of the C I . the dcc1s1ons of the Pa~ 
Congress and the Central Committee 

22) The members of the Central Comnuttcc arc attached as 
instructors and representatives of the Central Committee to dcfirute 
provmc1al organisations and also divide among thcmsch cs the 
vanous fields of actJvity of the Central Committee -

a) Cditor of the Central Party organ 
b) A manager of the Central tcchmcal apparatus and of 

d1Stnbut1on of hterature 
c) Treasurer 
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d) Head of the work of Party fractions in the mass organisations 
e) Head of the special apparatus 
t) Head of the Party educational department. 
NOTE : According to the concrete conditions of work, the 

Central Committee can combine some of these functions and give 
to one person, or set up new departments etc. 

Special \\Ork must be entirely separated from the general party 
work. 

23) The Central Committee leads the whole work of the Party 
in the interval bt.'t\veen the congresses, represents the Party in its 
relations with other organisations, organises various Party institutions 
and guides their activity. appoints the editor of the Central Part} 
organ, confinns the secretaries and editors of Party organs of 
Provincial Party Committees, distributes the forces and funds of 
the Party and is in charge of the Central Funds. 

24) With the aim of strengthening the Bolshevik leadership over 
the work of local party organisations, the Central Committee has 
the right to create in some parts of the country Regional Bureau.x 
of the Central Committee which would mcludc several provinces. 
to send representatives and instru~rs to the localities. The Regional 
Bureaux of the Central Committee. representatives and instrucmrs 
of the Central Committee must work on the basts of special 
instructions laid down every tiine by the C. C. or the Politbureau 

25) The Central Committee regularly informs the Party 
organisations of its general work by sending out special information 
bulletins and also by sending members and representatives of the 
Central Conunittee to the localities to give reports on its work 

IV. The Provincial Organisation of the Party 
26) The highest organ of the Provincial Party organisation is 

the Provincial Party Conference, and in the intervals between 
Conferences, the highest organ is the Provincial Party Committ~. 
In its actions , it must be guided by the dicisions of the Congress 
of the Communist Party of India and its leading organs. . 

NOTE : The Provincial Committee works on the territory included 
in the administrative boundaries of the province. It might be formed 
from the to\\n organisation of the main city of the province. When 
the town organisation of the provincial centre gets strong enough. 
the town committee, while maintaining the functions of the leading 
organ for the town Party organisation~ takes on for a time, till a 
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proper Provincial Committee is built, the rights and duties of the 
Provincial Committee and develops its work in the administrative 
limits of the province. beginning '1.ith the chief industrial a."lltres. 

27) The regular Provincial Conference is called by the Provincial 
Party Committee if possible one in six months. Extraordinary 
Conferences arc called at the decision of the Provmcial Committt..-e 
or on the decision of one-third of the total number of members of 
the Provincial organisation. provided that consent of the Central 
Committee is given 

Quotas of representation and the manner of eJcction to the 
provincial conference arc fixed every time by the Provincial 
Committee 

The Provmcial Party Conference discusses and confirms the 
report of the work of the Provincial Committee and elects the 
committee of five mcmhrrs and two candidates and delegates to 
the AU-India Communist Party Congress. 

28) The Provincial Committee appoints a Secretary and an 
assistant. The Secretary of the Provincial Committee directs the 
proper distnbut1on of Party workers and ensures the fulfilment of 
the decisions of the Provincial Party Conference. the Provincial 
Committee. and the directives of the Central Committee of the 
Party The Secrctancs of each Provincial Committee arc confirmed 
b} the Central Committee of the Party The Provincial Committee 
gives regular reports on its work to the Central Committee on the 
date and i11 forms as established by the Central Committee. 

29) In order better to carry out the tasks winch face the Provincial 
Committee and to ensure the proper leadership of the \\Ork of the 
local Party organisations, the members of the Provincial Party 
Committee are attached to definite districts of the provmce and 
divide among themselves the functions of the Provincial Committee. 
such as. 

·a) Editor of the Provincial organ (confinned by the C. C. of 
the Party) 

b j A manager of the Provincial technical apparatus and the 
organiser of the distribution of literature 

c) Treasurer 
d) I lead of the work of the fractions in mass organisations 
e) Head of the special apparatus 
f) Head of the Party educational department. 
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NOTE : According to the concrete conditions of the work. the 
Provincial Committee may combine several of these functions in 
one comrade. fonn m.-w functions etc., or appoint comrades outside 
of the Committee members to carry on such work as of technical 
apparatus, subordinating him directly to the Secretary. 

30) The Provincial Committee leads all the work of the provmcial 
orgamsations in the intervals between provincial conferences. 
rt."J>resents the provincial organisation of the Party in relation with 
other orgamsations and institutions, organises various provincial 
Party institutions and guides their activity, appoints the editors of 
the provincial newspapers, confinns the secretaries and editors of 
district organs. distributes the forces and funds of the provincial 
organisations and bas charge of the Provincial Treasury. 

31) With the aim of strengthening the proper leadership of the 
local organisations and ensuring a more thorough check-up on the 
fulfilment of decisions. the Provincial Committee has the right to 
send representatives and instructors to the localities. 

V. The Town and Local Organisations 
32) In the town and talukas or firkas, town (or local) organisations 

are fonncd. with the confirmation of the Provincial Committee. Die 
highest organ of the town (or local) Party organisation is the town 
(or local) conference. The to\\n.(or local) Party conference is called 
by the town (or. local) Party Committee, if possible every six 
months. Extraordinary Conferences are called on the dicision of the 
town (or local) Committee, or at the demand of one-third of the 
total number of members in· the town (or local) organisation. 

The town (or local) conference discusses and confinns the report 
ofthcto\\n (or local) committee. elects the town (or local) committee. 

33) The town (or local) committee elects a Secretary (to be 
confirmed by the Provincial Committee), organises and confinns 
cells and fractions in mass organisations, organises the collectiOll 
of membership dues, organises various Party institutions ancl 
commissions within the lirtlits of the town (or locality) and guidek 
their activity, appoints the editor of the town (or locality) Part)' 
organ (to be confinned by the provincial Committee), guides the 
work of the cells and the fractions in the lower ranks of the mass 
organisations, distributes the forces and funds of the Party within 
the limits of the town (or locality) and bas charge of the town 
(or local) funds. 
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34) In order better to carry out the tasks which face the tO\\rn (or 
local) committee. the members of the town (or local) committee arc 
attached to defimte cells and fractions m mass orgamsat1ons as 
representatives or instructors of the comnuttee. and also d1str1bute 
among themselves the cluef functions of the apparatus of the town 
(or locnl) conumttce -

.i) The Editor of the tO\\rn (or local) organ 
b) 1 he leader of the town (or local) technical apparatus and the 

dtstnbut10n of hterature 
c) The Treasurer 
d) The Head of the work of the fractions m mass orgamsat1ons 
c) The Head of the special work 
NOTE Accorchng to the concrete condtt1ons of the work. the 

to\\n (or local) corrumttec may combme several of these functions 
m one person. form new functions. etc The special work has to 
be ent1rcl} separated from the general Party work 

f) The town (or local) committee wdl give regular reports on 
1ts \\ ork to the Provmcial Comnuttee on the dates and m the forms 
\\ h1ch arc fh.cd by the Provmcial Comnutn.-e 

VI. The Section Committees in The Big Cities 

35) In the big towns with the pcrm1ss1on of the Central Committee 
section organisations are formed under the control of the town 
committee, and work under its dtrcctlon The section organ1sat1ons 
of big towns will \\Ork according to the rules of the town 
organisations 

VII.CELLS 
36) The basts of the Party 1s the factory cell These cells arc 

formed m factones. mills, big farms. umts. mstitutlons. etc . if there 
are not less than three Party members Besides the factory cells m 
the mtlls. chawl (bastJ) and street cells arc organised from among 
the Party members 'Who cannot be m factory cells hire small 
han<ltcraftsmen and traders, housewives etc In the village, village 
cells are orgamsed Special cells act on the baslS of special 
instructions of the Central Committee The cells arc confirmed by 
the town (or local) comnuttce 

NOTE Each group of class-conscious workers, poor peasants, 
and other totlers can, on their own m1ttatJve, organ1Se a party cell 
and begm commumst work among the masses Such party cells 
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which are organised on the initiative of non-party class-conscious 
workers can be accepted into the Party by the town (or local) party 
committee, according to the statutes after a ca.rend and personal 
investigation of the membership both in respect to political views 
and in respect to honesty and loyalty to the cause of the revolution. 

37) In big fuctorics. in order to adapt to conditions of underground 
existence. separate department cells are organised, and , through 
cell organisers. form a joint unit. 

38) The cell links up the workers, peasants and others with the 
leading organs of the Party. Its tasks are · 

a) Agitational and organisational work among the masses for 
the Party slogans and decisions; 

b) The attraction of sympathisers and new members and their 
political education : 

c) The publication of a factory paper or wall-paper ; 
d) Assistance to the town (or local) committee in its every-day 

organisational and agitational work ~ 
e) Active participation as a Party unit in the economic and 

political life of their factory and city, and also of the whole country, 
active participation in the discussion and solution and carrying out 
of all general Party decisions. 

39) In order to carry out the current work. the cell elects a 
secretary, who is to be contimied by the town (or local) committee. 
The members of the cell distribute among themselves various duties 
in the factory: I) Collection of membership dues. 2) publication 
and distribution of the factory party paper; 3) leadership of the 
fractions of the factory mass organisations (Trade Union, sport, 
cultural, educational, etc.) : 4) active work among the toiling 
mnsses and recruiting new members; 5) actively carry out the 
decisions of the cell and higher Party organisations. 

VIII. Fractions in Mass Organisations 
40) At all congresses, meetings, and in the elected organs of tI1e 

mass _organisations out;~de .the Party-tra~e uni~n~, facto~ 
comrmttees, peasant organisations, co-operative societies, sporls 
clubs, youth organisations, etc.- where there are not less than three 
Party members, Party fractions are organised which must function 
in an organised way, strengthen Party discipline, work to increase 
the influence of the Party, carry Party policy among non-party 
masses. For current work the traction elects a secretary. 
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41) The fraction is completely controlled by the corrcspondmg 
Party committee. (C. C .. Provincial Committee. To'Yfn (or local) 
Committee or nucleus) and on all questions must strictly and 
without vacillation. carry out the decisions of the Party organisations 
which lead them. 

The fractions of the higher bodies of mass organisations. by 
agreement with the corresponding Party Committee. may send 
directives to the fractions of the lower bodies of the same mass 
organisations, and the latter must carry them out without fail as 
directives from a higher Party organ. 

IX. Inner-Party Democracy and Party Discipline 
42) The free and busmesshkc discussion of Party policy in the 

various organisations or in the Party as a whole is the indefeasible 
nght of every me~brr of the Party, arising from inner-Party 
democracy. Only on the basis of mner-Party democracy can 
Bolshevik self-criticism be developed and Party discipline 
strengthened. as the latter should be conscious and not mechanical. 
But a discussion on questions of Party policy must be developed 
in such a way that it should not lead to Party organisations or Party 
workers being exposed to the police terror or to attempts on the 
part of an insignificant minority to force their views on the vast 
majority of the Party members and to attempt to fonn factional 
groups which will break the unity of the Party. which will lead to 
splitting the working class. Therefore, a w1de inner-Party discussion 
can be recognised as necessary. only if : 

a) this necessity is recognised by at least several big provincial 
organisations ; 

b) inside the Central Committee, there is not a sufficiently finn 
majority on the chief questions of Party policy ; 

c) despite the existence of a finn majority in the C. C. for a 
certain point of view, the C. C. nevertheless considers it necessary 
to verify the correctness of its policy by discussion in the Party. 

Only if these conditions are carried out and secrecy is msured, 
can the Party be guaranteed against the misuse of inner-Party 
democracy by anti-Party elements. Only on these conditions can 
we reckon on inner-Party democracy being useful for the cause and 
not being utilised to damage the Party and the working class. 
Discussion must take place under the strong leadership of the 
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Cc..'lltral Committee and 10 the locaht1es under the leadership of the 
Provincial. To"-11 or Local C omnuttce!'I 

43) The prcsenatJon of the umt) of the Pam. a merciless 
struggle against the shghtest attempt at factional struggle and sphts. 
the stnctcst Party d1sc1phne are the first duties of all members of 
the Part} and all Pa~ organ1!'»at1ons 

In order to bnng about the stnctest cbsc1phnc mside the P~ 
and secure the greatest uruty. ''hdc removmg all factions. the 
Central Cormmttee hcis the nght to apply all Part} penalties to the 
pomt of e'\.pulsion from the Part} m case~ of v1olat10n of d1sc1pl10e 
or the e\.1stence of factions 

44) The decisions of the leadmg Part} organs must be earned 
out exactly and rapidly, failure to carry out the decisions of higher 
orgamsattons and other actions wluch arc recognised as cnmes 
agamst the Party will be dealt with as follows -

l 1or a Local Organnat1on Censure and a general re-organisation 
(disbanding the orgarusatJ.on), 

Jior Jnd1v1dual Part} Member\ Vanous forms of ce~urc 
(pubhc rebuke. rcpnmand, etc ). public censure temporal) remo\al 
from responsible vi.ork. e'\.pulsion from the Party 

All Party orgamsations flom cells up\\ards ha\e the nght-to 
111fl1ct Party penalties In order to carry on a prehmtrull) mvcstlgation 
of the actr\'tty of Party membets, Part} conumttecs ma} set up m 
md1\'1dual cases, 1f it be necessa(}. a temporal) investigation 
committee. whose conclusions later must be confirmed b}' the Party 
Comnnttee 

X. The Financial Resources of the Party 
45) The financial resources of the Party and its orgamsabons 

arc compnscd of membership dues, mcome from Part} undertakings. 
and other incomes 

46) The monthly membership dues for Part} Members arc as 
follows Unemployed members of the Party are exempt from th~ 
payment of membership db.es 

47) On entenng the Party an entrance fee of Re 1/- must ht 
paid 

48) The Central Conuruttee decides what proportion of the 
membership dues wtll remain at the disposal of the cell and how 
much will be put at the disposal of the town or local committees. 
provmcial committees and the C C 



FREEDOM'S BATTLE 
V. K. Krishna Menon 

What is the role of the Indian and other colonial peoples m the 
titanic struggle that now rages '? 

The embattled ranks of the free Soviet people. their formidable 
\\capons. their impenetrable armour of steel and will. hold in deadly 
combat the ruthless and aggressive might of Nazi imperialism. That 
eighteen hundred mdc battle-front witnesses not only the most 
gigantic engagements in human history and great feats of daring 
and strategy, but the mim determination of a united people. \\ho 
give battle or scorch their earth to destroy Fascism so that 1t may . . 
n"-ver nse again. 

The attack on the Soviet Union aroused the spontaneous sol1<larity 
of vast sections of people in every country 111 the world. not 
excluding those now part of the greater Reich Germans and Finns. 
goaded into battle by their Nazi masters, have deserted and sought 
their liberation in the ranks of the ··enemy·• Not Quislings. not 
traitors or hirelings. but pronounced anti-Fascists and democrats 
lead this response. 

Nowhere has this response been more spontaneous, more 
cx1ensive or more decp~prung than among the colonial peoples. 
Subject : they yearn and strive passionately for freedom which to 
them is the greatest of all realities. To them the victory of the Soviet 
Union 1s not merely the hope of freedom, but the guarantee of its 
achievement. They realise that the Soviet people have unfailingly 
recognised the common interests of the peoples of the world. The 
pa.ssions of deadly war have not shaken the Soviet people in this 
basic knowledge and belief ; their leaders have proclaimed that the 
Sovitt Union has faithful allies among the peoples of the world. 
not excluding the German people. The subject people know that 
the U.S.S.R. has no imperialist interests. she wages no war on any 
people. and covets no territories. Where rulers and exploiters have 
led people into war against the Soviet Union. she has brought the 
conflict to a victorious c0nclusion not only for herself, but for the 
people of the other country, whom she has often liberated. 
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The Soviet Umon has cons1stentl} championed the struggles for 
nab.onal mdepcndence and the autonomy of nat1onaht1es Her °'"n 
bberat1on from Tsnnst fyranny and the dawn of a fuller hfc for 
180 mtlbon people. not ··welded"' mto a .. nation"'. but members 
of a free and po\\erful fratem1t}. has gi\icn great msp1rat1on to the 
colorual peoples. and stJm .. 'Ci the masses m these oppressed lands 
to new hopes and sustained endeavour It has also msp1rcd and 
enabled national movements of hberatlon to recogmse their role and 
seek to pla} their part ma freer world and m the \\orld struggle 
for people's freedom 

In India. the national movement has reached a high stage of 
poht1cal development It commands the allegiance of the 
ovcrwhehmng maJonty of the Indian people It offers fearless and 
unrem1ttmg resIStance to 1mpenal dommat1on It has Y.ell defined 
obJ"'"Cb.ves It has tna.J.ntamed and advanced national umt}' m India 
m the face of all attacks and subterfuges b}' mterestcd parties 

11us alone would not, however. entitle 1t to claim poht1cal 
matunty m the present-day world The clear rccogn1t1on that the 
national struggle is part of the struggle for a freer world. that India 
and her people. "'-ven though po\\erless to commit or to control.their 
government. must declare themselves m relation to \\Orld affairs 
is mtegral to the pobc1es and progranuncs of the Indian national 
movement 

The nse of Fascism m Europe and Asia. its depredattons and 
1ts allies. its mcreasmg threat. actual and potential. to the peoples 
of the world, aroused deep concern m India Soon - and sooner 
than an most countnes of the West- it resulted m dec1S1ve ahgnments 
and prodigious mass acttv1ty The parllc1patlon m the world ant1-
Fasc1st front became tntegral to pobcy. \\'h1ch attamcd mcreasmg 
clanty m formulation as the world struggle developed Their h~t1l1t} 
to FascISm has been endunng and mtense The support of the 
peoples· struggle m Chma and Spam and the mass sohdanty with 
those peoples 1s one of die major chapters of recent Indian hIStotry 
Equally, the Indian people have declared their detemnnataort to 
resist 1mpenal1st war or comnutments unposed on them without 
their consent and free co-operation 

In September, 1939. the Bntash Government declared India a 
belbgerent country without consent or consultation. thus deliberately 
floutmg pubhc opuuon Leg1slatton m Parhament and Onhnances 
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m India further restnctcd the narrow sphere and compL-tcncc of 
the provincial governments and substantially mcrcascd the cnonnous 
pO\\ers of the Viceroy The numerous Ordmances promulgated 
affoct every aspect of Indian hfe and provide for extreme penalties 
ln a few weeks. thousands of men and \~omen of the: National 
peasant and workmg class movement were rounded and put mto 
prison. although no general resistance had been declared 

The Congress asked the British government. on the 14th 
Scpten1ber. l 9l9. to declare its purposes and to apply to India and 
to the colonial peoples the pnnc1pJes of hberty and national 
Independence to vmdicate which 1t claimed to be \\agmg \\ar 
.ig.imst the Nazis There is no section of Indian opm1on that is not 
ant1-Naz1. and none more passionately so than the popula• 
movements E'en the British Government and other detractors have 
repeatedly adnutted th t: the Indian people .ire pass1onatel} ant1-
Fa!ic1st 

Nazi-propaganda has found Indian sod barren The Fuhrer
Non-Ind1an, now m an mtcmment camp, stumped the country, 
thanks to official benevolence Sir Regmald Maw-ell, of the Indian 
Government. considers even no\\ that the Nazis arc better people 
th.in the brave Indian ann-Fasc1sts whom 1t hru. put mto concentration 
camps The pro-Fascist clements m India arc to be found among 
the ~oung bloods of the European Associations and mother high 
places It 1~ they \\ho have been anncd-VIrtually cl pnvatc anny 
ot a class 

The Bntish Government ho\\t..-ver, rode roughshod over Indian 
op1mon. refused every reasonable request, imposed more Ordmaces 
and behaved as though this war was its e"\.clus1ve concern I There 
\~as no pretence m India that 1t \\as a people's warl Indeed, Bnt1sh 
Statesmen spoke of the ··freedom of Europe ·• 

In the ~elve months winch followed the declaration of India· s 
belhgcrency. the Indian national movement strove patiently and 
tenaciously to obtam the release of the forces of freedom ID Iru:ba 
Yet the Government ignored the vital claim of the Indian people 
that they were entitled to play their part as a free people ID world 
affairs It chose to rely on the time-honoured weapons. coercion. 
""diVIde and rule'' misrepresentation, and on its Qmshngs 

Havmg rejected the proposals of the Indian National Congress. 
the Government fell back on its d1scrcd1ted devices. and offered a 
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plan for enlargmg the V1cero:y 's Executive Council b) the appomtmcnt 
of representatives of the .. great poht1cal parties'· to 1t It also 
proposed an advisory committee of a larger size to enable India to 
assist m the \\ar effort The Congress ignored the Bntlsh proposal. 
other poht1cal parties e\.pressed d1sappomtment and anger Months 
passed. the scheme had no sponsors or supporters m Indra Autocracy. 
which had obtamed now over the larger part of India. increased 
coercion for war purposes. more 1mpnsonments and suppression 
contmued 

The final break between the Congress and the Government could 
not be postponed In October. l 940. Congress embarked on c1vd 
d1sobecbence. sevcrly restricted at first. and later C\.tended. but onl} 
by selectl.'"<i md1v1duals Nehru was arrested and sentenced to four 
} ears· 1D1pnsonment for speeches made to the peasantiy at Gorakhpur. 
"llhtcrate villagers and therefore highl} mflammable matenal. 
said. the Magistrate Others followed. almost all leaders of the 
Congress former Congress Mimstcrs and the ma1onty of Congress 
members of legislatures In a few months the number swelled 
though resistance was stdl stnctly controlled by Mr Ghand1. and 
at the end of May there were twenty thousand men and woiwm m 
prison for their advocacy of the Congress cause In add1tlon there 
are over 800 m concentratton camps, among them \\ell-known 
Socialists and Commumsts. Hmdus. Moslems. men and women. 
students. peasants. workers. leaders, followers, and every one of 
them a convmced ant1-Fasast The penalisation of op1mon, of pro
Sov1et views, of ag1tat1on for improvement of standards of hfe and 
wages of workers. restnctlons on the press. and an 1ns1stcntly 
directed hostlhty to ~orkmg class. Commumst. student and peasant 
leaders 1s a feature of the nation-wide repression that now obtains 

Such 1s the disastrous spectacle that is the consequence of Bnt1sh 
pohcy m Indian people Men who \hould be leading the fight 
against Nozum are m I!r1tnh pn~ons thme who c.ould mohl/Hc 
the wtal forcev of freedom rn India for world freedom are langms~mg 
in 1a1l\ and c.oncentrat1on camp~ subject to hurmhat1on and lt'llch 
cruelt) 

This docs not complete the picture More and heavter burdens 
have been placed on the peasantry Pnce fixing Ordinances hit the 
producers hard whde the cost of llvtng nses and the pnces of 
imported goods soar The war effort aees Inc.ha sellmg raw material 
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at controlled prices and buymg imported goods at high prices. Raw 
produce such as jute. com and grain lie unsold and unexported 
owmg to the loss of markt.1:s and Ordinance regulations. Distress 
mcreases. Large scale strikes and peasant demonstrations have 
vastly increased. In spite of the v.ar and the great nc~ds of war 
production, Indian industrial development is surprisingly limited. 
taking all-round figures. 

All this is not the picture of an unhappy past ~luch \\e may. 
without loss forget. but is the stark reality. It is believed that the 
Bnt1sh Government, having failed to secure any support for its plan 
m India. is about to impose 1t * It may then be proclaimed to the 
"orJd that Indian co-operation has now been secured. but facts will 
contradict the claim. The Government plan is as futile as 1t is 
dangerous 

Mean\\ hale. world events move \\1th unprecedented rapidity. No 
event in our tame so emphatically proclauns the compelling nature 
of the new situation as the Anglo-Soviet Alhancc. There have been 
Russo-Bntish alliances before. open and secret. Some of them are 
the more smister chapters of European history. They were the 
alliances of two empires (and of Ro)'al relations) agamst a newer 
and more energetic rival. An alliance bet\\lcen the Soviet Umon and 
Britain is a fundamentally different arrangement. Indeed. it was this 
difference that stood so adamantly in the way of such an alliance 
m the days prior to the war and made the opposition to it their 
comer stone oflmpcrial foreign policy and insisted on its maintenance 
till the "''Dtire \\orld situation was transformed by the Soviet Union 
leaping to anns as the effective champion of resistance to Nazism 
m its path of world Empire. Bntain 1s not now in alliance with the 
Russia of the Czars not with another empire who t..-qually st..-eks with 
the defeat of a rival imperialism, but with a mighty peoplc·s State. 
which is the antithesis of Empire. The Soviet Umon seeks no 
territories or unperial gains of trade or commerce or colomsation. 
The civilisation which it is fighting to defend is incompatibJe with 
the domination of peoples at home or abroad, or with participation 
in world imperialism. Its role is as that of the leader and the bulwark 
of the people against world empire. which is Hitler· s objective. It 
transforms the character of the world struggle to the colonial 
peoples. 

• Tire fi.Jt'eca:rt lrere grw1r was bonie ""' by Air ,J,,,ery~' amrmmcemeHt m 
par/rame1rt mr 22nd July. 
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Nazi imperialism has hurled itself against the mightiest bulwark 
which stands between it and world domination. Its challenge summons 
the peoples of the world to action. It calls for the fullest mobilisation 
of all the forces of freedom everywhere. Nowhere are those forces 
so vital, so awaiting release, so ready to take a pface in the world
front against Nazism as in India. The Indian people are aware of 
the basic purposes of the U.S.S.R. and her contribution to world 
peace and national independence. They are conscious of the newer 
and vital clements which have now entered this world-battle. They 
know that the battlefront is no mere Russo-German battlefront. 
Their enslavement alone hnmpcrs the fulfilment of the tnsk which 
the world situation demands from them. From this bondnge they 
must secure their release. That release is no mere nntionnl nmbition. 
it is no exclusive national concern or dcstmy. It is part of common 
world purposes. 

Every practical consideration. every moral argument. every 
reasonable calculation points to the conclusion that the emancipation 
of India is now supremely imperative. There arc no insurmountable 
obstacles to the establishment of free co-operation with India. It 
is too late in the day to argue that there arc minorities which bar 
the establishment of independence. By that token •land 
Czechoslovakia and Syria would all be condemned to subjection. 
Nor can it be contended seriously that it takes twenty-eight years 
to make a General and that India, therefore. could not defend 
herself. Soviet achivement, China and Spain. and on the opposite 
side France, in recent years, have discredited this argument. At this 
historic hour, freedom ·s battle calls for the fullest mobilisation of 
Britain's moral and material resources. It calls for the release of 
all the forces now enchained. crippled or stultified by narrow and 
sectional interests of privilege, profit or empire. 

The suppression of India is one of the major factors in the 
present situation. It diverts the energies of the British from the field 
of the real battle of the British people. It confuses British purppses 
and makes it less capable of that wide acceptance which is im~ve 
at this juncture. It hampers the Indian people from playing hir 
significant part in the world struggle for people's freedom. 

Release India! Release India .for freedom's battle! 
July 20th, 1941 



Task of the Communists 

THE PEOPLE'S WAR AGAINST 

HITLER FASCISM 

I . Fight for Proletarian Internationalism. 

I With the Nazi attack on the Soviet. the proletanat and its 
parties arc caJled upon to define their attitude towards the 
present war on the 'basis of the fundamental prmciples 
of revolutionary mtemat1onahsm and take 1mmed1ate and 
decisive practical steps The question has become all the 
more urgent m colonies bkc India. where the proletariat, along 
\\1th the people finds itself enslaved to a foreign impenalism 
involved in this war. and where consequently any change in its 
attitude towards 1t appears contrary to its national interests. as a 
slackening of 1ts work for national bbcrat1on and assumes the 
colour of compromise and even "'co-operation·· with 1ts national 
oppressor. 

2 To concretely apply the pnnciples of revolutionary Marxism 
to the war in its present phase, it 1s neccssaty to study and understand 
the developments that led to it. It is essential to study the genesis 
of the war in its first phase. and make a searching analysis of 
the class forces behind it in both the phases For. as on every 
other question, the proletariat and its parties decide their attitude 
towards the war also only on the basis of class position and nothing 
else. · 

Document .\all by tlie leaders of the C omm11111Jt Party of b1d1a, wha wrr¥ 

then m Jail, ;,, 1941, covermg their wews 011 what .w,,,uld hr tire attitude a11J 

policy of the ConrnmniJt Party of India towardJ IJ'orld War II a/Irr Nazi 

Germany attacked U.S.S R. on 1211d Jrme, 1941 Tl11s docttmrtrl n /arown a.ir 
''JAIL DOCU!tlENT" 

Vol-iv -18 
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Genesis of The Second World War 

3 The second unpcnahst war. hke the first one emp1tom1sed 
the intense 1mpern1hst n'\lalnes to dommatc and e'plo1t the \\orld 

Cmnp11ocv lg11111\/ 

Ilie Sm1el 

Yet 1t arose under circumstances far 
different from the first one. It arose under 
an ent1rcl} new class s1tuat1on Its most 
arresting. most signal feature "as there 

It mevitabl) aroc;e out of the failure of the plans of 1mpcnahst 
encirclement of th..: onl~ prolctanan state. of 1mpenaltst mtcn en ti on 
which was to be led bv Germany and later on bv fapan. supported 
by Anglo-American Jmpenahsm It arose out of the d1srupt1on of 
the attempted counter-revolutionary front of the \\orld bourge0Is1c 
agamst the USSR, agamst the world proletanat to sohc the1r 
nvalnes at the expense of the proletarian state It \'\las not mereh 
a question of 1ed1stnbutmg the world or sub1ugat1on of nations 
If WI~ ONF or DESIR01/VG SOC'J.l.LIS\/ JNU RI'DISJR/8[11/N(1 

THE SOC/ALIM H ORl~D AAIONCr TllE POWLRS To forget th14' 
cardmal feature of the genesis of the war 1s to m1o;s the class 
pos1t1on of the contendmg classes and misread subsequent 
developments 

4 The Sov1ct-German Non-Aggression Pact \\as the prolctanan 
counter-thrust agamst tbts conspiracy of encirclement of 

/<1am lHterveHhmi to 

lmperralnl Wai 

mtcrventlon. wluch WI} nearly &uccecded 
It was the wedge dnven b} the prolctanan 
state, by 1ts prolctanat. m the ranks of 
the counter-revolution Defeated b\o this 

stroke m their nefanous conspiracy, the bourgeo1S1e tumbled mto 
the most ferocious and brutal war among themselves l•rom 
mterventwn to 1mpenulnt M<ar \Uch hm been progreB of event\ 
and deve/opmenh leading to the \cc,ond war From allempf.\ to 
bmld a counter-revolut1onary f10nt to Ill dun1ptwn and the 1110\t 
{ief'Ge tearmg at 11 with their oM<n hand\, 'Mith mighty M<eapo~~
\U'h n the genen~ of the lewnd war 

Joint Front Acainst Fascism 
5 The background of this master-stroke of proletaram strategy 

Hmv Sovret Sought 
to Prrwlit 11 

was the ceaseless struggle of the mo 
contending classes waged over a number 
of years m the mtematlonal arena The 
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rise of Nazi Germany with its aggressive IDlpenalist ambitions. 
\\ ith its declared anti-Bolsht.-vism. was the signal for the proletariat. 
led by the Proletarian State to sound the warning to the working 
men and peoples of all countries against the impending disaster of 
an attack against the Soviet. Financed by the most reactionary 
elements m Britain. encouraged by them to expand ~anfs. Nazi 
Gennany was rapidly becoming the spearhead of the bourgeois 
counter-revolution against the USSR. The proletariat led by the 
Soviet struck fiercely at this new menace. As yet there was no 
unanimity between different imperialisms. Sections of French 
imperialists and the French people as a whole looked askance at 
the policy on strengthening Gcnnany. especially since the former 
realised that this could be done only by endangering their imperial 
and national interests of the contmcnt. The French people themselves 
were mightily afraid of a strong Gennany Jest it should threaten 
their o\\n freedom A number of smaller nations and their bourgeoisie 
\\ere equally opposed to a militarised Germany They realised that 
theu hbcrty and independence would be the first casualties m a 
Gennan expansion Before Germany could launch an attack on the 
Soviet. the Greater Reich with its protectorates had to come into 
bcmg The proletariat struck back vigorously. attempting to rally 
the people, the smaller nations, and even sections of the bourgeoisie 
whose immediate interests ran counter to the ultimate interests of 
world capitalism, the destruction of the USSR which was immediately 
sponsored by the most reactionary elements of British imperialism. 
The proletarian state appealed to the peoples of the world to form 
a common front against fascism at home and abroad. The Communist 
mtcmational unfolded a programme of popular front nationally. 
which was aimed at isolating the most reactionary sections who 
were supporting fascism internationally and those who were 
organising it at home. 

6 . .For the first time, the proletariat and its parties made 
distinctions between imperialist nations. distinguishing aggressor 

nations from non-aggressor ones. 
Aggre.ssors anti distinctions which were so thoroughly 
Nma-Aggreaors denounced by Lerun himself during the 

last war. distinctions which became 
invalid, opportunist, the moment the second world war broke out. 
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As part of tlus same programme of the WJdest possible front, the 
parttes of the proletanat m unpenahst countnes. ag1tatc..-d for the 
extension of democrat.le nghts and c1Vtl hberttes m the colomcs. 
liberal concess1on. etc . and nothing more Not that the slogan of 
ngbt to national mdependence was given up BUJ 1HE IM.AJEJJJAII 
l'ROGRA \1ME DIJJ NOT lNCLUDJ:. II Tl/f.. PRJ:.COND/1 IONS Of 

t POPUI..4.R FRON/ 11 l/OME WERE vor B4SED ON JHI:!. RJGHI OF 

TTIE COWNIES 10 REVOLT It could not be done JUSt because the 
widest possible front agamst mterventlomst react1onancs, a front 
winch eic.tended to secttons of unpenabst bourgco1s1e themselves. 
had to be built The Party must first remember this point The 
colon1al masses were expected to participate on two fronts. without 
national revolutton having been first acluevcd The proletarian 
state. followed b}' proletanan parties. repeatedly appealed and 
agitated for collective secunty and peace based on 1t After years 
of 1solat1on, the proletarian state entered the arena of mtemattonal 
pohttcs as a state and sought the co-oper atlon of certain bourgc1os-
1mpenahst states to curb Nazi German}. the spearhead of 
1ntervent1omst attack Collecttve security means 1ust ~uch co
operation between the prolctanan and bourgc01s states It was to 
ensure mtemat1onal peace b} curbmg Nazism m time Failthg that 
1t was to be a common front of people. colomal masses mcludcd. 
and their governments m" an ant1-Naz1 war 

Tlus recap1tulatton of recent history 1s necessary. for 1t seems 
that the class forces who bebe\'cd 1t have been forgotten People 

seem to remember 1t onl}' as a struggle 
for "peace" and "democrat"" Ho\\ came Why tl1e Dntmc.tw11 J 

1t then that the Internat1onal. the 
prolctanan state. began to d1stmgu1sh 

between the aggressors and non-aggressors'1 Was n9t Bntam as 
much an aggressor as Germany herself ? In fact was not fJntam 
a confirmed aggressor, whde Nazi Germany only a potential one 
at the tune when dtstlllCtlons were drawn? How could the proletanat 
and 1ts parties demand popular front governments whtcl were 
bourgeotS governments, winch agreed only to keep democracy 
intact, and that too. at home and not m the colomes'1 Smee when 
did we become so enamoured of bourgeois democracy as to dra\\ 
such important and even fundamental d1stmct1ons between it and 
the other kind of bourgeotS d1ctatorslnps-fasc1sm. as to extend 
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support to the former m a war agamst the fatter? Was 1t opportumsm 
of a state-the Sovu..1-of a nation. of a power which found itself 
cornered by other PO\'~ers·1 

7 It was nothing of the sort 1f you take mto cons1dcrat1on the 
dass pos1t1ons of the mo classes To the proletariat. and tins must 

be grasped m all its 1mpbcat1ons. the 
t111111d,. '" Thi Suv111 Soviet 1s not merely a state or a power. 
I he fm"lr Stone an ally or a fnendly countl)' It-1s the 

bastion of Soc1al1sm the proletarian 
fortress from which mtcmatJonal proletanat hurls its challenge 
to the cap1tabst world It 1s the consolidation of the November 
Rc\lolut1on. the biggest and the only breach m the steel wall 
of cap1tahsm The fate of the proletanat. of the enslaved 
nations. depends on ket:pmg the breach open and then w1denmg 
1t That 1s \\hy the defence of the only proletanan state. the 
onlv fatherland of the proletanat. 1s the fundamental task of all 
prolctanats 

Strategy of Isolating the Main Enemy 

8 The profotanat attaches such fundamental importance to 
the defence of the USSR that 1t decides its 1l1lllledtate attitude 

l>e/t!11ce nf 

towards parties. classes governments 
.J.ND SIATFS ON I II/< B ISIS OJ• THEIR 

/Ji, Snuet llmn11 ffl/TUDC TOW4RDS Tl/E SOJ'IET 

Tcmporanly. 1t alhcs 1tselfwith all those 
sections and welcomes all such government as ally themselves with 
the Soviet. genumelv and smcerely It '"as because of this new 
factor m the situation. as contrasted with the first world war. 
that the d1stmct1on bet\\ecn dcmocra~ and fascism. between 
aggressor and non-aggressor 1mpenahst states could be made 
Democracy could be [>/Sf/NGUISHED FROM MSC/SA/ ON Tl/E 

INTERNATIONAL PLANE ONL't IN SO E-1R AS IT WAS C' lP.fHLE. 01' 

ll'TJNG IN DF.FENCE OF THE USSR The moment it ceased to do 
that. the d1stmct1on lost all meanmg The non-aggressor nations 
could be d1stmgu1Shcd from the aggressors only m so far as 
the aggression of the new aggressors "as a preparation for 
an assault on the Soviet REALU IT WAS D/S1/NCT/O.V 

BETWEh.N AGGRESSORS OR NON·AGGRESSORS OF TllE PROLETARJAV 



I I""'..,,.,. e-.... .v..-, ,. '""·· 
STATE The fonnc.r couJd asain be dlst1ngu1sbt:d 10 "'--

.L, ,,,,L'--M • '.-.,_/ . so i;.u as ~ Jrem not OA1,.r ool tH.t~l!' 'UJ/~~r~ /D IAt: //SS/Ju//. /Jut COUid be 
e.tpected to jo10 bands widJ the Sonet ap1nst //Jc 11/!Kressors out 
of selfish motJ.vcs of dt:fcnchng their empires. of prcsemng thc1r 

past gams Be_l-ond tbls the d1stmct1on ceased to exist. as they dJd 
-.then the Nazi attack fell upon Anglo-French 1mpenalism Had 
the Nazi aggression not been a potential danger to the SoVIet 
had 1t taken the form of expansion at the expense of some 
other 1mpenahsm, 1t would have been frankly an 1mpenahst quarrel 
and neither the Sovaet nor the proletariat would have made the 
dtstmctlon that were made for the reorientation of the entire 
proletarian strategy and tactics Y"'-t these d1stmct1ons were 
fundamental for the proletanat m the given s1tuat1on They were 
fundamental to defeat the aggressors of the Soviet, to rally the 
peoples to overthrow the common danger. protect the prolctanan 
State agamst enc1rlement 

They took account of the mnumerable contradictions among the 
bourgeo1s1e and the unpenahsm Peace. Democracy, etc were slogans 

with \\htch the proletanat was defendmg -711e !Rferice of Peace Its most sacred trust. the USSR. defundmg 
a11d Denioc:1 "' v • itself agamst the conspiracy of the most 

. reactionary sections of the world 
bourgeo1s1e. to take a stnde forward later on They had not developed 
a sudden fiuth an bourgeois democracy. discovenng new absolute 
values ID 1t with the nse of fasctSm Nor were democracy, peace, 
mdependcnce of smaller nations mere devices to cheat the people 
mto supporting the USSR They were genumely meant, because ON 

THEM DEPENDED THE ABIUT't OF THE PROLET. lRIAI TO DEJ<END THE 

GAINS OF THE NOVEMBER REVOLUIION AND 10 MOVE FORWARD n 
WAS FRANKLY A QUESTION OF CLASS Mm 1NG ACLUNST cu.rs. 1 HE 

USSR. BY POIN1ING 1HE COMMUNITY OF IN1ERESTS BE11J'EtN 1HE 

PEOPLES OF THE SOYIET AND OTHER PEOPLES AND NATlfJNS, IN 

CURBING FASCISM AND A-WNTAINING PEACE AND DEMOCRACY-THE 

COUNTER REVOLUTIONARl' INTl!."RVENTIONISTS PREPARING 7V SEU 

DE\IOCRACY AT EVERY ~7EP. THE INDEPENDENCE OF NATIONS AND 

PEACE, 10 PREPARE FOR THE GRAND ASSAULT Only ID the light of 
tins class s1tutatton. only m the hght of this tug-of-war between 
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clruiscs can the past be understood correctly and the subsequent 
dc\clopments mastered 111c fulcrum of the proletarian pohc1cs has 
been ood wtJI be the defence of the prolctanan state D1stmct1ons 
bct\\.een bourgeois states. bct\\cen two types of bourgeois 
d1ctato1slup--thc fascist and democrat1c-becomc vahd onh m the 
contc'\.t of then attitude towards the proletanan state othcnv1.,c 
democracy 1s bourgeois dcmocrac) and nations and states arc either 
bomgeo1s or proletana.J.1 

9 In short. the proletanan strategy at tlus period \\as the 
t!iolatlon of the mam enemy of the mtemat10nal proletanat The 
r ,,, ,,,, the 1\-lwn mam enemy of the prolctanat 1s that 
I m.mv of A1a11kmd- section or section!. of the bourgeo1~1c 
r cml\m which take a lead m orgamsmg a direct 

assault on the Soviet When the national 
cncm\ differs fonn the mam mtcmanonal enemy as found above 
the prolctanat concentrates 1ti; fire on the latter and 1ts accomphces. 
attcmpt111g to compel Its national encmv to do hkcwisc The prolctanat 
does this JUSt because 1t recogmses no national barners. no nation. 
no fatherland e\.cept the Soviet Prolctanan uruty and proletanan 
mt~matJonahsm subordmate national considerations to mtemational 
ones The) detcnnmc the pace. the e'\.tent and mtcns1ty of their 
\\ arfare agamst their own bourgeoJSlc by the pace, the e'\.tcnt. etc 
of the mternat1onal struggle The proletanans measure their nat1onnl 
,uhance by the general mtemat1onal advance of their class For 
them their own bourgeo1s1e or governments arc only a part of the 
world bourgeo1s1e Just as they themselves are only a part of the 
mtemattonal anny Where tlus mternatJ.onal anny 1s to deh\ er its 
death-blow at an} given Ltmc. where the tire IS to be concentrated 
1s detcmuncd b} the class situation m the world as a whole. "hcthct 
the proletanat scattered m different countnes 1s to dehver Its smashmg 
blo}' s simultaneously against the bourgeo1s1e m all countnes or 

whether it 1s to concentrate its fire 
Tn1e ~eamng of mtemationally on one section rather than 
lnternahonli.sm on another is a questJ.on of the concrete 

s1tuat1on m which the proletanat finds 
itself, on the correlatiofl of CLASS FORCES m the world 1111s 1s the 
full meanmg of 1nternationahsm, of mternat1onal umty The 
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proletariat singles out its main enemy. if that is possible, isolates 
it completely and defeats it. For this purpose it enters into 
alliance with sections and states of the bourgeoisie. who are 
driven to\\ards it by their own contradictions. By these tactics 
the proletariat unites its own ranks and divides those of its 
opponents. The singling out of the main enemy. his isolation, 
is the Leninist strategy adumbrated by him on several occasions 
(sec Stalin ·s ··LENINISM''. conditions of the successful 
revolution. description of the two phases). FAILURE 1'0 

SINCi/,E OUT THE AIAIN ENE.~\lf ON THE INTERNATIONAL FRONT. 

F.U/.l!RE TO RECOGNISE THE .\IAIN F.NEAlr IN TTIF. ENEMY OF 

1'1/E SOJ'llff UNION, FAIUIRE TO nECIDF. OUR IAIAIEDIATE 

ATT/Tl'nE TOWARDS THf.' NATION.IL OPPRESSOR IN Tl/E 

TNTER.\'.11/0NAl. SEIT/NG IN TERMS OF 11/S .tTTITUDE TOW.IRDS 

THI!: USSR-JS TO JOIN TH/<: MOST RF..-IC'1/0N.JRJ" SF.C'T!ONS J<VR AN 

rlSS.IULT.W.tJNST TllE SOVIET. TO E.VCOUR.IGF. .I CO.\J.\JON FRONT 

.IG.JINST HER. TO BE GUILTY OF BOURGEOIS-N.ITIOV.IUSAJ. IS TO 

BETR.lf Tiie PEOPl.E 1.VTO TlfE 11.INJJS OF COUNTER-

REr"()lf!710V.IRr (i..INC}S 

10. Throughout the years preceding the outbreak of the SL-cond 
Imperialist War. the proletariat then \'las folio\\ ing the strategy of 

rl11/1·/itl\c I\/ jl"tmt mul 

f'ropl<!\ 

isolating the main enemy As a class, it 
waged a world-\\ ide struggle against the 
counter-revolutionary vanguard of the 
bourgeoisie. It \\as enamoured neither of 

burgcois-democracy nor of this or that bourgeois state. It supported 
one or the other only in so far as 1t helped it to deft."Dd socialism, 
the proktarian state-the only guarantee of its final liberation. Not 
for a moment had it laid dm'ln its weapons of class struggle. On 
the other hand. with sharpened and finer weapon~. it 
was leading its grand counter-assault. whether it had first 
driven foreign imperialism out of its country or not. If lthat 
assault had had materialised. it would have had to join even if it 
had not been nationally liberated. Thereby it would have hastened 
its °'' n liberation both as a nation and as a class. for the assault 
would have weakened the world imperialist system and made the 
world safer for proletarian socialism. There could be no exceptions 
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m proletanan ranks The unmecbate enemy of the SoVJet \~as theJT 
main enemy These are fundamental pomts to understand the 
subsequent dtSCUSSIOl)S 

Situation OD the Outbreak or the War. 

11 The grand assault planned by the proletariat did not 
matenabse lnsp1te of temporary successes-popular fronts, etc -

the prolctanat m cap1tahst and colonial 
React10H Score' countnes faded to umte the ranks of the 

people and isolate the most reactionary 
elements More and more these elements 

m Bntam led by the Chveden Set encouraged Hitler m his aggression, 
funou,lv hopmg for the final result one b" one the..'\ tore down treaty 
guarantees. the Franc-ff· ~ovtet Pact and contmuallv egged on Hitler 
with mcendtary mc1tement Step by step. the prolctanan state \\as 
isolated and stood alone among the states of the \\arid The s1tuat1on 
before the Sov1et-Oenrum Non-Aggression Pact" as the most senous 
smcc the days of mtervcnt1on It \\as a question of touch and go, 
and the mterventiomst war would have started Standmg alone m 
this menacmg situation the SoVJet saved the \\arid prolctanat bv 
rts counter-stroke of the pact Onlv Hitlers fear of the anneci might 
of the Soviet h1!i suspicions of other m1penah~t powers and the 
necessity of cheap victory made him abandon the path chosen b) 
htm and cleared by Chamberlain 

12 The Second World War arose as a result of the d1srupt1on 
of the counter-revolutionary front This cardmal fact \\e must never 

Soviet f~olated 

forget But if the front \\as broken. the 
isolatton of the Soviet from the 
proletarians. from the peoples of tht.. 

world. was never so complete Finland and the Baine States offered 
still more opportunities to poison the bewildered popular mind 
Roosevelt pontifically named the USSR as the aggressor and Social 
Democracy m Bntam JOmed the chorus Never \\'as the 1solatJon 
of the SoVIet so complete as in these dark days Cap1tahst 
enc1rclcrnent had failed. but 1t appeared for a time as 1f a people's 

7 he Second f111per1alut 

War Breakmlt 

encirclement had replaced 1t 
13 Ansmg under these circumstances 

out of the fadure of the counter-
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n.-volut1onal) designs. the war could only be charactensed J~ 
1mpenabst Its basic motives on both s1dt..-s \\ere 1mpcnahst rctcntmn 
or acqu1s1t1on of tcrntones for e'plo1tat1on Had the proletanan 
counter-stroke of 1solatmg Nazism succeeded. the result \\Ould 
have been different \\1th a different class alignment 1 c different 
t}pe of \\ar 

14 Hence overnight. clll previous d1stmct1ons wluch \\tere 
fundamental to the proletanat m a given class s1tuat1on bl!came 
opportumst Many a Commumst Party blundered mto th1i; 
opportumsm by retunmg the slogan of war on t\\to fronts T11e' 
still appeared to draw d1stmct1ons bct\\een democrac) and fasc1!.m 
when "democracy was at \\ar out of 1mpenahst mot1\tes when 
··democracy·· had dcclmed to pla)' even temporanl} a progre~~ive 
role by refusing alhancc \\tlth the Soviet Let 1t be remembered 
that alhance with the Soviet 1s contrar} to the fin.ii and ultimate 
mterests of 1mpenahsm. though 1t ma) appear to help 1mmecbatel" 
this or that unpenahsm That 1s wh) 1t \\as not a \\clr bct\\ccn 
democracy and fasca~m but an unpenabst \\ar which came mto 
being because a democratic anti-fascist front \\.is rejected Tl1c \\ar 
on t\\o fronts virtuall) amounted to a demand for .i mibonal 
government to prosecute al\ 1mpc11ahst \\ar The prolc..1anat could 
never do that 

15 But this was not all Bnt1sh impenahsm-1ts ruhng cucles 
had been the matn force bchmd Hitler ThC) declared war \\hen 

Hitler refused to do their baddmg An:> 
Brrtam the help to Bnt1sh 1mpenahst war. an} 

A/mu E11en111 slackening of oppos1t1on to 1t, therefore 
amounted to pressure on Hitler to attack 

the USSR It meant mcatement to aggression agamst the USSR 
Bntam was now the mam enemy who had broken the alliance: and 
the people's fronts to make the world safe against Soc1ahsm The 
world proletanat was to concentrate its fire on Chamberhunl and 
Ins gang, they were not to be nusled by compansons bcttveen 
fasClsm and democracy If Hitler had broken down treaties. rt "as 
because Chamberlam had abetted bun If Hitler was fightmg for 
still worse aims, it was because blS counter-revolut1onary auns had 
not been reabsed Nazi Germany, however, dtd not become an all} 
It remained potentially a next dange-ws enemy Hence the war as 
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a whole was an imperialist one In this situation. the singling out 
the enemy could be done not simply by denouncing the war as an 
imperialist one but by special denunciation of Chamberlain also 
who bad made it possible by rejecting a pact with the Soviet. 

16. The situation then at the outbreak of the second war was 
as follows : 

l. The most reactionary bourgeois cfoments had succeeded 
in breaking up the developing democratic front against 
Nazism; 

2. At the same time. their plans of hurling Nazism at the 
head of the USSR had failed. were smashed. Their 
dreams of completely exhausting both the Soviet .:md 
Nazi powers and for the partition of the USSR had been 
smash,.d 

3. The dangers of a negotiated peace with an attack on 
Soviet as the bas1s had not yet ended. With the 
Chamberlain gang in power the danger was there. Yet 
it was increasingly bccommg more and more difficult 
to attain the old objective of a counter-revolutionary 
front: 

4. The isolation of the Sov1et from the working masses 
and peoples of other countnes was not only far more 
complete than ever before, but had developed into a 
hostility under stress of imperialist propaganda~ 

5. If the resurrection of the old counter-rcvolutional) front 
had been rendered more difficult the danger of a single 
handed Nazi attack had not vanished. The Soviet had 
diverted the blow, not smashed 1t. The danger had only 
temporarily retarded. Everything depends on the 
development of the war. 

The Collapse in Europe 
17. The Progress of the war staggered the imagination of the 

world. But these staggering developments themselves led to a new 
alignment of forces between nations and 

Fall of Fronce classes. Hitler marched from success to 
success. He finished Denmark and 
Norway, inflicting a severe defeat on 
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Bntish 1mpenabsm and wmnmg strategic pomts for his attack But 
he recetvcd his most staggering success \\rhcn he routed the comb med 
French. Belgian and Bnt1sh forces. forcmg the former to sign a 
truce with them Bntish 1mpenahsm was w1thm one mch of defeat 
Never was 1t so seriously and d1rectl~ menaced as after the collapcse 
of France Hitler could no longer be treated wtth the same old 
mdulgcnce Instead oftummg eastwards. he has turned \\Cstwards 
He had smashed the most po\\crfu] all}' of Bnttsh unpenahsm That 
ally sho\\ed unnustakable signs of turmng mto an enemy Hitler 
has surrounded the Bntlsh Isles. menaced its commun1catlons with 
the Empire and was angbng for the French navy and the French 
colorual possessions to seal the doom of the Empire His tndustnal 
resources and power had become bigger than the power of the 
Bnttsh Empire with the accessions of French resources kept intact 
for bun by the French bourgeo1s1e Not a smgle mihtal) power \\as 
left on the contment except the hated USSR with whom the British 
unperaahsts had now to seek rapprochemet to save themselves 
What the popular forces could not achieve m the past seemed no\\ 
realtsable with the fire threat to Bnt1sh e'1stence Yes Bnttsh -unpenabsm had to abandon its dreams of sohmg 1mpcnahst 
contradictions at the expense of the USSR and seek rapprochement 
with her 

18 The Soviet could not be '-"'Petted to entertain proposals for 
helpmg one tmpenabsm against another m an unpenahst war But 

E1rc1n. leme1rt rif 

tire lf SS R 

1t was no longer a question of pure 
unpcnahst rn·alnes Fmdmg herself safe 
on the" cstem side, Nazi German~ turned 
to\\ards the cast. d1e Balkans. creatmg a 

nng of subs1d1ary States round the So\-1et The So\'1et m the earl} 
days of the \\ar had antaetpatcd the Nazism Fmland and the Baltic 
States But the nng contmued Ruma.ma "as taken Yugoslavia tuid 
Bulgana \\ere subjugated The defeat of the Bnt1sh forces m Grdece 
and Crete effectlvely sealed the USSR By dnvmg the Bntish ftom 
the continent, Hrtler was making one front safe and avoidmg a ~o
ftont war The Sovtet was to be struck m isolation. all the m1btal) 
power had to be concentrated agamst her Hitler's expansionist auns 
were again directly threatening the USSR Agam. therefore. the 
question of the safety of the proletanan state '"as being TIUsed and 
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raised in the context of the sharpest imperialist conflict-impcnalism 
divided and at \\'ar with each other. Nazism no longer rcmamcd one 
of the imperialist po"'ers thr~'"lling the possessions of another. 
It was rapidly hastening to dcstory the proletanan state to satisfy 
its expansionist a1ms. Having struck at its rival on the western 
front it now sought to clear the road for its final ambition by 
defeating and destroying the USSR. It was because of this that the 
Soviet could <..'lltcrtain proposals for a rapprochement. British 
imperialism was no longer the gatherer of world rca<..1ion. Its aim. 
for the sake of its o\\'n safety. could no longer be the nnmcdiate 
destruction of the USSR. On the other hand. its interests demanded 
the dcstruct10n of Nazism at a time when the latter was organising 
for an attack against the USSR 

19. Consciousness of this s\\. inging danger was seen in the 
statements of Sovirt· ::.tate~mcn and activities of the Soviet. A.s far 
back as November 7. l 940. on the Anniversary of the November 
Revolution. Kalinin declared : "We arc not disinteres~cd spectators 
of the European \\ar We arc vitally interested in its outcome,,. a 
broad hint that the Soviet did not look with favour on Nazi successes. 
Statem<..-nts that the Soviet was prc...-parcd to accept the challenge of 
an~ cnem} also began to appear The guarantees to Yugoslavia who 
had an understandmg with Britain showed how keenly the danger 
was felt by the USSR Finally the assurance to Turkey that if she 
were forced into a war and defended her independence. she would 
rely upon the neutrality and the understandmg of the Soviet, 
demonstrated how the Soviet foreign policy was shifting and seeing 
in Hitler the main enemy. 

Turning Point. New Alignment of Forces 

20. The situation then on the eve of the Nazi attack against the 
USSR was as follows : 

I. The USSR encircled by the Nazi 
power which had become a strong 
continental force with the entire European 

resources and the major part of the European manpower at her 

(Jn tire Eve rif lht' 

Nazi Attack on tile 

Smi1et U11io11 

disposal. 
2. Just because of these developments. it had become such 

a serious menace to British imperialism that its 
destruction had become necessary in its own interests. 
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3. A growing rapprochement nperung into an alliance~ 
developed. Hitler tncd to play the old game by offering 
the bait of an attack against the USSR. He sent Hess. 
What the proposals exactly "ere is not known. But that 
they were rejected. 1s obvious One reason was that the 
old Chamberlain gang was not m power The 
anti-German Churchill perhaps took a firm stand. 
Another reason was that Hitler was obviously asking 
for world supremacy. He obviously demanded a more 
or less complete hegemony on the contment, with the 
entire Europe at his feet. British impenalism could no 
longer allow him to expand even at the expenses of 
the USSR. 

21 Those who thought that the Sov1et-Oennan Non-Aggression 
Pact had made Russia permanently safe against a Nazi attack seem 
to think that the attack coming as it did immediately after the Hess 
propos:ils was a fructification of the Chamberlain policy. They 
argued that a Nazi attack could only come with the consent of 
Britain-willing or unwilling. They thought that Britain was playing 
the old game of an exhausting war. allowing both the Soviet-and 
Germany to weaken themse!vcs by it. 

They forgct ~th the concrete facts. developments in Britain and 
also general situation. They forget the situation on the eve of the 
Nazi attack, the tremendous changes in the powers of the two 
fighting imperialisms For them. British imperialism must follow 

• a fixed policy, irrespective of changes in the situation, irrespective 
of how it affects its own interest It must be guided by an idealistic 
hatred of the Soviet and must be willing to sacnfice itself m the 
holy cause of the world bourgeoisie, surrender its world position 
and play the second fiddle to Hitler. for them no rifts exist in the 
ranks of the imperialist bouigeo1sic, no cross currents, so that eyery 
section, every interest must pursue the policy of Chamberlain. !f'or 
them only imperialist unity exists and not imperialist contradictj.ons 
and that too, in the thick of the most brutal war. 

22. The general situation has been already emphasised. Suffice 
it to say that the Chamberlain plan was based upon protecting 
British imperialism. It sought to protect the innnediate interests of 
Britain, protect them in such a wa) that the ultimate interests of 
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world imperialism could be served thereby. This could be done only 
m so far as there was identity b<.."t\Vet.'11 the immediate and ultimate 
mterests The immediate mterests not only demanded a d1vers1on 
of the blow against the British Empue but 1t also demanded it m 
such a \~ay as to weaken the powerful rival and adversary of British 
1mp~rialism. Only a weakened Hitler. weakened to such an extent 
that for years he dared not challenge British imperialism. was to 
have a victory against the USSR and not only weakened but at the 
mercy of British 1mpenahsm. 

Sharpening of Imperialist Contradiction 

As has been pointed above. after the colossal rise in Hitler's 
power in the eighteen months followmg the war. after lus fantasti\"! 

military victories. all these conditions had 
JJ71v Rr1tam 1i1med dis:ippcared Any more victories to him. 
to 1 he Som·t even at the expense of the USSR '"ould 

h:ive meant still further rise in his power 
and resources It would make Hitler virtually the master of the 
European continent. The British imperialist circles \\ho had always 
pooh-poohed the military might of the Soviet. \\ere actually afraid 
that the Soviet Union with her vast mdustrial and agricultural 
resources might fall cheaply into the hands of Hitler. That, they 
knew. '"ould seal their doom as a first rate world po\ver. There was 
no safety for British imperialism in the event of such a development. 
The pursuances of the old policy would have meant sacrificing the 
muncdiate mtercsts of Britain, surrendering its position as a world 
power to Nazi Germany. British imperialism. could not be so 
altruistic even for the sake of the world bourgeoisie. No bourgeoisie 
of any country sacrifices its national and imperialist mterests to 
another for the sake of world imperialism in general. To the 
bourgeoisie. capitalism and imperialism arc always present in the 
concrete fonn. Their national barriers are vital conditions of their 
existence. They will agree to sacrifice part of their interests, accept 
a subordinate position to their rivals only when they are immediately 
threatened by the proletariat of their own country, when the danger 
of revolution is imminent at home. when their very existence is 
threatened. Not otherwise. 

Those who talk about· an exhausting war forget all this, the 
history of the war, the basic fact that the war developments had 
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sharpened hundred fold the antagonisms between the imperialist 
powers. They forget that an imperialist 

1'rar tif ll1tler'' A f1g/1t 
war is nothing but the sharpest flaring up 
of the imperialist rivalries, which could 
only be solved by vanquishing the one or 

the other. Not to take imperialist contradictions into consideration 
in the midst of an imperialist war is to reject Marxism, to transform 
it into a dead formula, attribute the same unity to the capitalist class 
as is found only in the proletariat. Those who take this stand might 
argue that no doubt British imperialism could not enter into a 
conspiracy with Nazi Germany, because of .tie imperialist 
contradictions. but nonetheless it might decide to play the role of 
an onlooker hoping to strike at Hitler after he has been exhausted 
by the USSR. thus weakening both, that while 1t is not in conspiracy 
with Nazi Germany. it is still following the game of deliberately 
weakening both. This argument not only underestimates the depth 
of the imperialist contradictions but also Britain's understandmg 
and fear of Hitler's mechanised warfare. 

In the first place, Britain was not in a position to take risks. 
It knew that if Russia wa5 beaten quickly, even if her iudustrial 

IeSOU1"CeS were captured by Hitler cheaply. 
Br11a1n can no Longer •that would practically seal the doom of 
"Sit Back and Watch" the British Empire. With their first 

experience of mechanised warfare in 
France, the British were so panic-stricken with the lightning victories 
of Hitler that they dared not think of the luxury of being merely 
onlookers. They did not expect such a quick collapse of France and 
since then they could not be sure of anything. Not possessing 
flattering opimon of the Soviet military powers, the British were 
mightily afraid of a quick Soviet defeat-they thought sbQ might 
not stand in the field till winter-and still more afraid of ~ peace 
between the vanquished Soviet and Nazi Germany, with thf latter 
in possession of the industrial resources (a fantastic conception no 
doubt, but a genuine fear on the part of British imperialiscn) and 
able to tum against England with full force. 

No, it had become impossible for Britain to play the game of 
an exhausting war \\ithout sacrificing her interest. It was equally 
impossible for her to play the roli; of a disinterested onlooker. She 
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had become a partisan If there were doubts about her role. the 
USSR had sufficient clbo\\-room and would not have ob.1cctcd to 
Hitler's passage across Turkey 

Shift in the Ruling Cricles of Britain 

23. To tum to developments in Bntam itself. 1t must be 
remembered that there was no unammity in Bnt1sh bourgeois circles 
regarding Cham.berlam's pohcy. What is the pos1t1on of the Cll\cdcn 
Set today? Does it continue to rule as before., The Ch\cden Set 
and its leading light Chamberlain fell on eviJ da) s ~oon aft~r the 
start of the war. A very influential section of the Bnt1sh Press and 
public opinion began to fear that the war \\US not conducted 
vigorously. 1t \\as a fear born of the appeasement pohcy of 
Chamberlain. The Norway fiasco put an end to Chamberlain 
and anti-German C~urch1ll headed the nc\\ gO\ cnuncnt (m 
a document OD war Cuming from abroad. not C\.UCtl) il 

document but oral report of 1t. we were told that the ant1-Cierman 
trend of Churchill might play a part and become important) He 
was the one man in the Conservative circles of Bntam \\ho refused 
to JOID the Soviet baitmg campaign and the Ch"cden Set He \\as 
the only statesman m Bntam who explamed the Soviet absorption 
of the Baltic States as an antt-Gennan move. refused to cover its 
real character m the interest of Soviet bmtmg 

Though Churchtll was at the head, the Cliveden Set \\as still 
powerful inside the Government Halifax still continued to be th" 

Foreign Secretary But the most mflm .. -nttal 
Cro&s-Curre11t& sections of the Press seem to have b"'-cn 
111 Bntam thoroughly fed up with the Clnedcn gang 

The Press utihscd evel) occasion to 
cnticise the members and follcmcrs of the gang For mstancc. \\hen 
Halifax once referred to rehgion and God m hts war speech the 
Press criticised him for being an impractical visional) and demanded 
practical and vigorous men. Under one excuse or another. the Press 
warfare continued, Churchdl reshuffled his govcm111cnt on quite a 
number of occasions. Anderson and others were gone. the notonous 
Samuel Hoare was sent to Spain and finally Eden who\\ as sacnficed 
to his policy of appeasement replaced Halifax. who \\as bamshl·d 
to the U.S.A. Halifax 1s still a member of the \\ar Cabmet. but 
Churchill seems to have got nd of furn once and for all. An} bod~ 

l"ol-1v-19 
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who neglects the s1gmtficance of these changes. espec1allv m the 
conte"t of the s1tuat1on after the collaps~ of France. fads to take 
mto cons1deratJ.on the important cross-currents m Bntam. and the 
loss of position of the Cliveden Set. falls to note the most signal 
fact that the Cliveden Set was no longer m control of the government 
and that it (the government) was headed by a man opposed to the 
pobcy of the gang It was after the mstallatton of the Churchill 
government that senous attempts were made for a rapprochement 
wtth the USSR c111d after a ttme the) were entertained Bntam 
agreoo to guarantee the Soviet frontiers (Butler m the Commons)
articles were wntten. (Kmg-Hall) saying that Bntain was not 
interested m ratSmg the question of the Baltic States Soon after. 
from the Soviet side came the guarantee to Yugoslavia and the 
assurance to Turkey winch barred Hitler's wa} mto S}'na 

If there was any doubt as regard \\here Bntam stood m relation 
to the Soviet, Churchill resolved them on the out break ofhost1htics 

On the da} Hitler attacked Russia the 
r/nuc/ul/ J J Bntlsh press declared So\'1et U111on to be 
I he -l.ppra,eri a co-belligerent but not an all~ Churchill 

ne'\.t da} Int at all those who declared 
Russia to be a co-belligerent He declared her to be an alh fr> whom 
every help was to be rend~red The ··co-belhgcrent ·slogan \\otdd 
have e~tly suited the purpose of the Chveden Set policy It would 
have been stupid for Churclull to descnbe the Soviet as an ally and 
hit at others. he was luttmg at the fnends of Chamberlain not so 
much at the Press winch was not aware of diplomatic developments. 
had he not meant his \1\-0rds Constdenng the state of the Bntish 
public op1mon no\"\ the insistent demand for openmg a new front 
it \\ould have been Slllcidal to raise such hopes and make such 
commitments tf they were not to be met It \l\jlS the head of the 
Bnt1sh Government agam who overcame USA's hesitation tC> help 
the Soviet The isolatl.orusts were ra1smg a ho'" l but Roosevdt was 
brought round, made tt> reply the 1solat1orust propaganda-re~g1ous 
persecution in Russia, etc -and finally the attempts to ctclude 
Russia from the benefit of Lend and Lease Act were frustrated 
Hes1tat1ons of Amenca actually delayed the meeting of the Moscow 
conference, but m the end the Conference met and Stalin descnbed 
the help of the powers as bountiful 

Of course, Bntam has yet failed to relieve the pressure on 
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Russia by opening a new front on the contment. though it \\as 
openly advocated by no Jess a person than M. Litvinoff. The 

persistent demand in the Bntish Press. 
Peflple'J Pre."'"" Needed even the Press nearest to the Govenunent. 
to Overcome Clmrchill's to do something effective, the general 
Jt"'""'""'·' dissatisfaction \\ttth the failure to relieve 

the pressure on Russia. and the strong 
advocacy in certain sections of the Press that a new front should 
be opened, warrant the conclusion that this failure is not a deliberate 
policy, but perhaps due to hesitation. or what is still more possible 
due to internal difficulties-both of which could only be removed 
by popular pressure. The possible explanation is that the failure 
might be either due to the hesitations of the conservative military 
GeneraJ staff of the British Anny or to the opposition to some 
mfluential CJivedcP Sul followers who sttll command a considerable 
following in the Conservative Party. In either case, only popular 
pressure strengthening Churchill"s hands or ovcrcommg his own 
hesitation will have to decide the matter To conclude the relations 
established between the Soviet and Britain are those of common 
alhes. British imperiahsm is not in a position to play the game of 
an exhausting war. It must support and actively co-operate with 
th~ USSR in destroying Nazism. for the latter has become an 
immediate menace to its own safety. It is the sharpened contradictions 
between Britain and Nazi-imperialism that now enable the former 
to consider the Soviet as an ally-an anti-Nazi ally. With the Anglo
Soviet alliance, the relations between the protctarian state :ind 
capitalist states undergo drastic changes. The capitalist encirclement 
is not only broken but two of the Biggest imperialisms range 
themselves on the side of the Soviet-one as an ally and another 
as a friendly power against a third-Nazi. 

Concentrate Fire on Nazism-The main enemy 
2A. By its murderous attack on the onl} proletarian state Nazism 

converts itself again into the main enemy of thi.: international 

Soviet Defeat would he 

di8aster for World 
Pro/etlll'iat 

proletanat-colonial proletariat not 
excepted. This is the A.B.C. of 
internationalism and the sooner the 

• proletariat in India understands this the 
less it will betray itself and the world 
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proletariat Nazism has attacked the fortress of Soc1absm. the 
consolidated gains of the November Revolution and thereb}' the 
entire mtemational proletariat Nazism seeks to destroy the onl}' 
free people m the world. enslave the Soviet proletanat and thcrcb~ 
create cond1t1ons of perpetual enslavement for all proletarians and 
peoples Nazism destroys the wealth of the Soviet Union. its btg 
soc1ahst mdustry. its proud engmeenng \\orks and hopes to leave 
such wreckage behmd. even if it is defeated as to create conditions 
for a counter-revolution The freedom of proletanans-thc freedom 
of peoples struggling for hberty, the fate of nations arc to day 
decuied on the soil of the So\ttet where the bloody war ragc!l. with 
unabated fury It does not require much MaDJ.sm to understand that 
if the Soviet is defeated. 1f the armed proletanat with aJl its vast 
resources 1s defeated, the mtematlonal working class will remam 
enslaved for years, the post-war revolutionary nsmg crushed-both 
proletanan and colomal, crushed with the utmost ease. and the 
world will be made a safe place only for the most barbarous type 
of unpenahsm Even the result of a severe battenng for the USSR 
will mean a disaster for the world proletanat It will 1mmeasurabl} 
weaken the mcubatmg revolutumary forces waatmg to be unleashed 
The only guarantee of future fC\tolutlons, of colomal hbera'f1on. the 
only way to safeguard .the cycle of revolutions. the post-war 
revolutionary upheavals, is a successful defence of the Soviet, the 
biggest armCd revolunon No bberatlon movement is possible on 
the ruins of the November RevolutJon The defeat of the USSR and 
rts consequent absorption by the Nazis rrught weaken this or that 
tmpenalim but will unmeasurably strengthen the world 1mpenabst 
system Its defence, its victory. on the other hand. not only means 
the defeat of Nazism but an muneasurablc 'Weakcnmg of world 
impenahsm. a weakening which will be munediatel}' seen m the 
post-war revolutionary movements Only the anned might of the 
proletanat-1f 1t 1s saved from destruction, from battcrmg;._wdl 
guarantee these, guatantee the future of Soc1ahsm Nazistn has 
called all this into question 

That IS why Nazism is the mam enemy of the mtemat1onal 

Sovret fight LS tl1e 

light of the World 
Proletariat 

proletanat and the peoples of the world 
and the war agamst 1t 1s a people's war 
The 111temat1onal proletariat has always 
regarded the Soviet people as the hberated 
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prolctanat. the Soviet State as the proletarian state. The Soviet 
peoples are fightmg not for ··national preservation·· but for existence 
as a Soc1ahst state. They arc fighting for nothing less than the 
preservation of Bolshevism and beatmg off the same old counter
r~volutionary attack which was launched in the first interventionast 
\Ur If. at that time, anybody had said that the Russians were only 
fighlmg for national existence and hence it was not the concern of 
other proletarians. he would have been held guilty of promoting 
counter-revolutionary attack. If diplomatic exigencies entailed co
operation with classes who hate Socialism and prevent the Soviet 
leaders from appealing straight m class terms, there is no reason 
why the international proletariat should fail to sec what the Soviet 
ts fighting for. The fight of the Soviet people is the fight for 
Bolshevism. for the pr.c;f"rvation of the November Revolution and
hence for the world. The international proletariat has never questioned 
this identity of interests It 1s because cif this identity of interests 
that the international proletariat has become a partisan in this war 
agamst the Nazis. It must wage this \l\'ar from every quarter, leading 
the people coalescing with other classes and thus make 1t into a 
people's war against its immL'Citate enemy-Nazis. It does not 
require much mtemationahsm to understand that the fight of the 
Soviet is the fight of the mternational proletariat. 

Win the People's War for All Peoples 
Stalin himself speaking as the head of the state-descnbed the 

war. as a people's war, not only for the Soviet peoples but also 
for the peoples of Europe and America. 

ft is People's War If it is a people ·s war for the peoples of 
the Soviet, Europe and America, it is one 
for us. Stalin did not describe it as a war 

m the interests of the governments but of the PEOPLES At the 
sam~ ~ Stalin could not use the strict proletarian phraseology 
and frighten other classes. Lastly, what is meant by the people ·s 
war? Is it for the Soviet only? The people, strictly speaking, is a 
multi-class entity. You can talk of a people's war in China, but not 
in Russia. where classes have been abolished. The expression 
.. people's war" has only one meaning, the alliance of the Soviet 
proletariat with the people's of different countries to beat down 
Fascism. It can be a people's war only in this context. Stalin ·s 
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description of the war as people's war is a call for alliance V1.ith 
the Soviet proletariat. The Soviet people fight as proletariat and 
nothing else. 

To agree theon.1ically on the same point. if it is not a people ·s 
war for all people's, what kind of war is it'! Is it an imperialist war 
just because Britain is participating in it'! The character of the war 
can only be Judged by the main antagonism involved. Is that 
antagonism to-<lay imperialist rivalries, a n.."Ciistribution of the world 
at the expense of this or that imperialist power'? The issue is an 
attack on the proletarian state. The main antagonism is between 
the violent section of the bouigeoisie and the proletariat as a whole. 
All other contradictions temporarily submerge, it is this main 
antagonism which dominates the situation to-day. The war is to 
decide whether the breach created by the November Revolution is 
to remain open, whether a further proletarian advance 1s at all 
possible. If this temporarily helps one imperialism against another. 
it nonetheless weakens it against the international proletariat. British 
imperialism has to purchase its safety against Nazi imperialism by 
strengthening the world proletariat. Irrespective of the fact that 
certain imperialist powers are inten..-sted in fighting Nazism Q&Jt of 
imperialist motives, the issue involved is the safety of the USSR. 
an issue for the millions and makes the war a people's war. 
notwithstanding British participation. 

To conclude, the war against Nazism waged by the USSR with 
the help of British imperialism, is a people's war for all peoples. 
It is the war of the international working class to defend Socialism 
and safeguard the future revolutionary movements. Nazism is the 
main international enemy and haS' to be defeated with the help of 
whatever allies the proletariat can secure. The enemy is to be 
singled out and fire concentrated on him. By winning this war,: by 
supporting and extending the war effort of their bourgdois 
governments in this war,,, the proletariat does not compromise lfith 
it, but co-operates with the USSR and defeats the immediate ~Y 
of the working class. 

25. The proletariat not only wants to win this war but will it 
quickly. It must thank its stars that the march of events have broken 
the encirclement, heave a sigh of relief that it has allies in powerful 
sections of the bourgeoisie itself, that conditions exist which will 
bring out a victorious Soviet wit.boat exhausting her too much, 
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provided th~ proletanat m all countnes know how to make their 
own governments prosecute a vigorous war Those \\ho shrank from 
this task. concentratmg their attention on their own natlOnal 
enslavement. vtrtually demand the 1solat1011 of the USSR from all 
po\\ers f,O that th~ prolctanat and the oppressed nat1ons may have 
th~ lu~m) of not co-operating with their own governments Instead 
of .1ubdat1on tliat the world front is brokc1~ there seems to be 
moamng m their r.mks which wdl put a Chamberlam or a Hoover 
to shame 

HISTORY GIVES ONLY ONE MESSAGE TO THE 
PROLETARIAT: WIN THE WAR QUICKLY 

FOR THE SOVIET-DEFEAT NAZISM 
~'ifH THE HELP OF 

ITS FORMER ALLIES. THAT IS THE ONLY 
GUARANTEE OF YOUR LIBERATION 

British lmperialism-=British and Indian 
Proletariat-National Liberation 

26 Just because the issue 1s between the proletanat versus Nazi 

( 't111 'IU" Sav "Right" 

fur Britnlr II nrAe1' 
hut 1101 for Jndiam 1 

1mpenabsm. the Bntlsh proletariat and 
with it the Indian proletariat drm\s 
d1stmcbons bet\,,een the LWO. declaring 
Nazism to be the mam enemy Th"' 
proletanat knows that Bntlsh 1mpcnahsm 

1s actuated by 1mpenahst motives but that docs not alter its objective 
role m so fat as 1t 1s faced to help the USSR Takmg advantage 
of these mtense 1mpenahst contrad1ct1ons. the Br1t1sh proletariat 
extends 1ts support to its own bourgeois government, demands 
changes onl}' where they are necessary for a vigorous prosecution 
of the war and forbears from r.usmg 1mmed1atel}' the issue of 
cap.1.tabsm versus proletanat on national plane It does not raise the 
slogan ··convert the war into a ctvil war··. for th"' war ts no more 
an tmpenabst one It knows that rt ts natlonally enslaved tnsptte 
of democratic nghts and a parliamentary government It ts good 
to remember that bourgeois democracy is another name for 
proletartan enslavement There ts as much distance between 
proletanan freedom and bourgeolS democracy as between democracy 
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and 1mpenahsm 111 the colomcs If the Bnt1sh and Amencan 
proletanat were to declare wat agamst their own bourgco1s1e- a 
cavil ~ar-they will pla} the gam~ of the Cliveden Set and the 
Isolattomsts 

It 1s stupid to thmk that tt 1s nght for the Bnt1sh "orkers to 
~upport the war. for thc.-y arc .. Free" They arc not free •'RJghf". 
because the} have got democracy'' No If the war had not been for 
people ·s hberatlon and the role of Bntash 1mpenahsm m tlus war 
had not changed. it would have been the height of opportumsm to 
support 1t 

It ts Just because the mtemattonal role of Bnttsh lmpenahsm 
has tcmporanly changed. it ts 1ust because d1sttnct1on could be 
made bet~een Nazi and Bnttsh 1mpcnahsm m view of its alhancc 
with the Soviet. that it becomes the rcvolutlonary duty of the Bnt1sh 
Commumsts to concentrate fire on Nazism and not on their home 
made 1mpenahsm But for this reversal of roles, the Bnt1sh workers 
could not have supported '"its own government .. m the war. not 
w1thstandmg the •· democrac} •• m Bntam 

Jo drt:rn dotmc.twm between the Britnh and Indian worker\ 
011 the \c.orc of democ.rac.111,, nght, etc n lo be guilty of bretJ}ang 
the mtematwnal front and of failure to underrtand the mlerna110na/ 
daH mtere\h whu,h convert the proletariat mto partnam of the 
Mrar It amounts to 1udgmg Bntlsh 1mpenabsm from the standpomt 
of the nations. not from the standpoint of its immediate role m 
connection "1th the mtcmataonal proletanat Those -who seek to 
draw these d1stmcbons, for them a fine prospect m mtemat1onal1sm 
opens American and Bntlsh workers forge weapons to be sent to 
the Red Anny. the bulwark of mtemat1onal Socialism In the name 
of that same mtemat1onabsm. the Iruban workers, the proud followers 
of the International blow up these weapons and destroy theml 

27 What then about India? Should the Indian proletanat reflse 

lntemanonal and 
Nahe»ral Tafk 
lrrd1v1uble 

to JOID this battle, because it ts even the 
· most elementary nghts are denied to lt? 

The lncban proletanat should not allC>w 
itself to be deluded by such false 
nationalist cons1derhons As a part of the 

International. rt looks upon the USSR as the only fatherland Apart 
from this, 1t really has no fatherland tts defence 1s the most sacred, 
the most vital task It fights for national freedom It fights for 
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national freedom to secure international freedom for its entire class. 
Its international freedom hinges on the safety of the USSR. National 
struggle is only a part of the intematmnal struggle and not wee 
versa All these years rts national and international enemy was 
personified in British impcnalism and then.1"orc. it found no difficulty 
in accepting internatlonalism. But 1t 1s now called upon to make 
a new tum, JUSt as the Communist Parties were. when they had 
to give up the slogan of war on two fronts. Its international enemy, 
the main enemy. stands separate from its national oppressor. The 
latter temporarily allies himself with the USSR. the bulwark of 
Socialism It is called upon to direct its fire in unison with the so
called .. free·· proletarians of capitalist countnes. talcing help from 
whatever quarter it comes. Its aspirations for national freedom will 
not be worth a farthing if the USSR goes under or is battered too 
badly to raise its i1cau for years. Its international pretensions wdl 
stand exposed if 1t fails to single out the main enemy. fails to 
regard the winning of this war as its fundamental task. It will not 
only have buried the banner of international freedom but 1f Soviet 
Russia is beaten or battered. 1t wdl have immt.mely strengthL"Ded 
world imperialism and with it the Bntlsh Empire as well and ended 
all chances of national hberat1on Remember 1f Hitler is able to 
smash Russia. these reactionary circles might again raise their 
heads in England and try for peace And Hitler will offer them m::tny 
concessions. Britain will accept defeat and sue for peace. Wh1t 
the Indian Party must understand is that the main dominant 
antagonism of the immediate present is the world proletariat VP,rsus 
the Nazis. Just now the antagonism between the colonial masses 
and imperialism is not the dominant, decisive antagonism. Therefore, 
m order to WEAKEN AND UN/JERAllNE WORLD IMPERIALISM 

DEFEAT AND DESTROY NAZISM IN CO-OPERA110N EVEN W/i'H 

.BRITISH AND AMERICAN IAIPERIALISMS. UTILISE THE ALLIED 

ROBBERS AGAINST THE GERMAN ROBBERS HERE IN IND/A-that must 
be "the slogan of the hour. The Indian proletariat must be prepared 
to defeat its international enemy and thus weaken world imperialism 
and thereby its national oppressor also, on fields other than the 
national one, because the conflict has shifted elsewhere. The 
indivisibility of our movements must be understood. In doing this, 
we wiJl not be laying down our weapons aiming at a truce with 
imperialism but only shifting our struggle to new centers. new 
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arenas from \\here \\e C'\.pect to gr\'c a blo\\ to our mtemat1onal 
and national enemv as \\Cll For. the ck.-fencc of the USSR \\1JJ 
\\eaken the \\orld 1mpcr1ahst S\ stem and with 1t Bnt1sh 1mpenahsm 
as \\ell USSR represented a far far wider br~.ich than me1c 
national mdcpendencc of India and before that breach c1v1I hbcrt1cs 
etc are a mere drop m the ocean Our national enem) 1s forced 
to all) itself \\1th the Soviet because of the muncdlate menace of 
Nazism We must e'\.pl01t the s1tuat1on. for this alhance if it leads 
to a successful defence of the USSR. will unmcasurabh \\eakcn 
Bnt1sh impcnabsm even more than a Nazi '\tctol"\ agamst 1t Onh 
people who arc completely impervious to all mtcmat1on.il appeal 
wdl consider this attitude to be cooperation with lmpcnahsm. wdl 
fad to see the proletanan mtemationabsm side and shnnk "1th 
horror from a posittve attitude towards the war huggmg to their 
breast the slogan of national independence-the onh remnant of 
their erstwhile mtcrnattonahsm Let there be no doubt that b, 
dcclarmg the war as a people's war the Partv mJI not strengthen 
Bnttsh 1mpenabsm but strengthen the world prolctanat against 
impenahsm as a \\hole and thus \\eakcn even. scct1011 of world 
impenabsm as agamst the working clas!t Bourgco1s-nat1oi:w.hsm 
can afford to ignore the call of the Soviet the proletariat c -lN\Ol 

Bourgeo1s-Nattonahsm can afford to wm a fe\\ nghts before the\ 
agree to support the war. the proletariat CANNOI afford to do that 
when its entire future and past arc called into question Jnterna110nal 
a\ well m national duty demand\ thl\ of the p10/etanat Anybody 
who thmks that the national revolution ts safe with the Soviet m 
danger. that 1t 1s not bemg attacked m Russia deserves a permanent 
membership of the Indian National Congress or of the C S P at 
least 

28 The Party of the proletanat m India therefore must pos1t1vely 

"Jhn t/ie Peoples' War" 

Mowme11t Can1parg11 

of l!.tplanatro11 

intervene m tins war. declare 1t to be a 
people's war and strain eve~ nervf to 
wan 1t and wm 1t as quickly as possf,lc. 
before the USSR and its glonbus 
achievements of successive five year plans 

are destroyed and sacnficed to the Nazi hordes It must. therefore, 
mltlate and lead a ''Wm-the People's War" movement m India on 
the basts of unmecbate and effective aad to the USSR m men. money 
and matenals. equipment and weapons It must carry the slogan 
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to the people, c'-.plam what 1s at stake and so popularise the Soviet 
as to effcct1vel} bar the \\a} agamst a reversal of the present pohc~ 
of aid and alhance of Bntash 1mpendhsm It would find no d1fficul~ 
m expla1ni1tg to the masses its reversal of the pohc~ of opposmg 
\\ar. provided 1t explains m the clearest po~s1ble terms that on the 
outcome ofthJS war depencb the e~stencc of the Soc1ahst movement. 
the ltberty of nations-great and small . .llld an ant.a-Nazi vactol) 
will inevitably lead to the weakenmg of the system under which 
one nation dommates another and e\.plo1ts it The guarantee of this 
is the Soviet Umon wluch stands bke a rock to defend human hbert} 
m this tltamc struggle for the peoples and proletarians of different 
countnes, for the peoples of Bntam and India and the proletanans 
of Bntam (We must learn to appeal to the BntJSh workers and 
people) We are called upon to hberatc others before we can hberatc 
ourselves And \vi: w11l not bar the \\ay towards other's freedom 
1ust because the Bnt1sh Government denies our nghts. Just because 
the conscience of the Bnt1sh prolctanans and people 1s not }'Ct 
sufficiently roused to do Justice to the claims of the Indian people 
We are not givmg up our nght to national frecdo•n but \\e don "t 
wish to v1s1t the sms of the Bnt1sh Government on the peoples of 
Bntam and the world For ~e know that their success. the success 
of the Soviet. cannot but bnng our bbcrat1on nearer Commg 
fornard with thJS dcclarat1on of pohcy. the Party must launrh a 
vigorous campaign to aid the Soviet Umon and wm the peopl~'s 
war (care should be taken not to make Soviet Defence propaganda 
a mere peg to hang anti-Bntish agitation On the other hal"d the 
fullest possible advantage should be taken of the commumty of 
mterests bc..-tween the Bntlsh and the Indian peoples on the question 
of the present war Transform the alliance between the governments 
mto a peoples' alba.nee of the Soviet. Bnt1sh and Indian people) 
The Party, therefore, lay~ down wndlllom. for rupporhng the war, 
for vupportmg the USSR On", havmg declared the war lo be a 
people's war. it cannot make m mpport c.ond1honal Those who 
thmk ofbelpmg Bntlsh unpenabsm can think of conditional support 
Those who think of helpmg the USSR cannot 

'>9 But that does not mean that the Party ceases to demand civil 
liberties. democratic nghts. transfer of defence to Indian hands, 
Indwusataon of the Army. National Government at the centre The 
opposition of the Government to these should be cntic1sed as lack 
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of trust in democracy. and above nil. as impeding the wnr effort 

Stn1ggle for People'.\ 

Den1011d' & Rig/rt., 

-Part nf "JV,11 tlir 

of the lndian people to snvc other 
nations. especinlly the l!SSR Ol'R 

CRITIC/SAi A/UST BR BASED ON OUR 

DESIRE TO WIN THE l'Ti'.OPI.E'S rr:rn 
War" Alovet11mt 

rl.ND NOTJllNG ~1..SJ.: India can save the 
British people and the USS~ increase their \\ar efforts hundred 
fold. ONL r if the bureaucracy ceases to bar the way-this should 
be our criticism. Side by side. with this. the Party must carry on 
a cea.scless warfare against profiteering in trade and industry. 
against high prices and government's failure to control them. against 
jobbery in the Supply Deparbnenl agamst the European monopoly 
of special posts created for war purposes. It must declare that it 
will not be a party to the flecc1ng of workers and peasants while 
the wealth of wealthy remains untouched It should demand a 
drastic cut in salaries of Government officials drawing more than 
1, 000 or 5. 000 rupees per month or in the alternative. compulsory 
contribution of one month's pay for war purposes It must demand 
drastic curtailment of industrial profits hm1ting it to only a small 
percentage. ildequatc dearness allowance for all industrial '\iOrkers 
and increase in wages where they are grossly low In the interest 
of the peasants. the Party should demand stoppage of all debt 
realisations tiIJ the end of the war. as also rent increase and ev1cbons. 
machinery to· sec that the peasant realises at least partially the 
benefits of the rise in prices and control of prices of manufactured 
articles bought by the peasant. The Party should not hesitate to 
engage itself in these skirmishes, which seem to be looming ahead. 
Without these we can neither enthuse the masses nor vitalise them 
to take their proper share in the defence of the USSR. in the ''Wm
the-War'' movement. Without these the war effort will not be 
democratised and effective. The masses will be sharing a one-sjded 
burden and the power of vested interests will increase. Without 
these the government cabnot be kept on a straight path. At the siune 
time the Party must be ever ready to compromise. We do not Want 
disorganisation of the war effort. The struggles are not intended 
to hamper war effort. They should not degenerate into anti-war 
rallies. In so far as they are rendered necessary. we lay the blame 
of the door of the bureaucracy and always show our willingness 
to arrive at a just compromise. Thet:e struggles for economic and 
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democratic nghts must be regarded only as a part of ·wm-the
War movement and nothmg else The~ arc part of car~ mg 
the \\ar to the masse~. of hclpmg the USSR The) should not 
dt.-generatc into attt.-mpts of pett} national advance at the cost of 
mtcmat10nal advance The mc1.10 slogan of the Part\ therefore. 1s 
IJ/\! I Hf.. JJ lR 

30 (a) lf the Party has alrcad} not taken a dec1s10n to change 

\tt"e\\IVC Step' 
m die Campa1w1 

its pohcy 1t "111 find 1t difficult to work 
up enthusiasm three months after the 
Soviet-German conflict The vauous 
stages. therefore, \\Ill have to be covered 

quicklv Open the campaign with the general declaration and changed 
charactensation of \\ar Immccbate slogan Open a new fr .. nt 
Demonstration Start So\ 1et Aid MO\ cment Tut!» should begm with 
L.unpmgns to collect.mom..;r for medical supplies and nsc m crescendo 
cndmg m big conipaign tor monc\ to purchase arrn.unent!\ The 
contnbutlon may be symbolic \\hen you take gigantic amount mto 
conMderat1on But that does not matter Locally or nat10nally to 
rai!»e money for a plane or mo1e \\tll not be difficult for the \\Orkers 
and their S)mpathisers The c.u11pa1gn should not take the form of 
onl~ pro-Soviet propagand.i The propagclJlda should emphasise the 
commumty of mterests between the Bnt1sh and lndian peoples. 
bct\\cen the Bntish and Indian proletariat. though mam attention 
\\Ill be given to the Soviet 1dent1ty of mtcrests, t.1:c . Soc1ahst St.itc. 
etc . among the workers Tlus should conclude the first stage wtth 
"OtJen a new Front" slogan m the forefront and propaganda among 
the recruits 

(b) To forge a hnk bet\\ccn the Bntish and the Indian proletanat 
and the people's contnbutions should be raised from Trade Umons 
for rehef of BntJ.sh sufferers from air raids etc If possible. 
contributJ.ons to be sent through Bntish Trade Umons In passmg. 
the unportance of contact wrth Bntish labour must be mentt.oned 
Th!s should be estabhshed through the A J TU C 

(c) Havmg concretely shown its mterests 1u war. the Party 
should gradually unfold its demand i>r more equitable distnbution 
of war burdens, democratic nghts. National Government. \.1C as 
mentioned above Not that these should not be mentioned earlier 
but they can be effectively tackled m the process of bwlding war 
effort 
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(d) Keeping to the forefront the slogan of ··Help the Sovi<..'l Win 
the War··. the Party should undertake for propagate of quicker and 
better production m war industries The offer to mcrcase production 
should be backed by demands for recognition of unions. for 
recognition of shop and mill committees. dearness· allowance, etc. 
The failure to develop machine and annamcnt industries should be 
criticised as the selfish fear of the British capitalists. 

(e) The Party does not join sham organisations like the A R P 
but criticises them by reference to what is urgently net..-ded to be 
done for the Soviet. The Party may propagate for local national 
defence corps to be given military training by the Government. The 
Party goes for direct recruitment as soon as the prospects of a new 
front arc tl\,ere. In the meanwhile. so long as the Government fails 
to aid the Soviet effectively. the Pa~ cirticises and works up 
terrific pressure. Remember Bntish unpcrialism 1s not going to take 
risks It is not even a popular front government but a national 
government Only popular pressure in Britain which is developing. 
can force the government to take risks. Unless popular pressure is 
developed, and developed quickly in India also. nothing can be 
done. We cannot rely too much on British nnpcrialism to help the 
Soviet. The criticism of Government must be made sharplyin this 
respect. • 

31. It will be seen that the Party la}s down no conditions 
· precedent to our support to war. Our 

C1111d111mial ro-Operatum support or opposition is based on the 
- A Bourgeoi.\ Sloga11 character of each war and the class forces 

behind it. We did not agree to support the 
war in its first phase. the imperialist phase, under any conditions. 
"Only a free India will support the imperialist war''. We never 
agreed to it for our hostility towards it was based on international 
considerations. on the fundamental character of the war as ~ch. 
We argued, the war would not become a democratic war, ndt an 
iota of change would f>e introduced, even if Bntain consent&fd to 
establish a national government at the centre, or made other far
rcaching concessions. The same considerations apply to-day. If the 
attack on the USSR and the consequent Soviet-British alliance have 
not changed the inherent character of the war, then no amount of 
concessions whether civil ltberties. national government and what 
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not. should mfluence us On the other hand. the~ must be fought 
as impcnahst traps to hookmg us to part1c1pate m and 1mpenahst. 
and consequently. an m1qu1tous war 

In that case. our position remams the ~ante as bcfore
irreconc1lablc hostthty to war. total d1sorgamsat1on of all \\ar 
effort. fight BnttSh impenahsm on the national plane to discharge 
our mtcmat1onal obhgat1ons You nowhere come to cond1t1onal 
coop~rat1on under these circumstances A general slogan of 
condtt10nal coopcratton m the war 1s a bourgeois slogan. "1th \\ h1ch 
the prok.1:anat has nothmg m common The moment communists 
b<.-gm to talk about cond1t1onal cooperation m the \\ ar. 1t means or 
ought to mean. that they have tn\\ardl~ altcr"''Cl the character of the 
\\ar which can only be due to mtemat1on.il cons1derat1ons and 
di:velopments 

This alteration m, the character of the \\ar. ho\\cver. gtvl.:s short 
!lhnft to the slogan of cond1t1onal cooperation For 1t proc.e<.•ds from 
general mtcrnat1onal developments and not ftom the peculant) of 
this or that national s1tuat1on For the prolctanat '"h1ch takes its 
stand on the general mtemat1onal antagomsms of a g1v"-'ll penod, 
the \\ar does not become people's war \\tth a fC\\ concessions nor 
docs 1t cease to be such . JUSt because these concess10ns are 
1mmcd1ately demcd It was Lemn who m conncct1on \\1th the nght 
to ~eparat1on of oppressed nations. said ·It ts the fundamental dut) 
of the Socialists of an oppressing country to strec;s the nght of 
separation \\'hlle 1t 1s equall}' the dut} of the Soctahsts of &an 
oppressed country to stress mtemational umty ' Failure m either 
case will mean chau' 1rusm accordmg to Lenm Never '"as there 
greater need to appl) this teachmg to the Indian s1tuat1on and the 
position of the prolctanat than to-day 

The attitude of the proletanat to\\ ards the mtemat1onal 
development of war 1s then mdepend"-'llt of national cons1dera
t1ons and concessions Once you alter the approach of }our 
und~standmg of the \\'ar, you cannot make 1t cond1t1onal on the 
grant or refusal of ccrtam concession however net\ c;al) they might 
be as steps forward m the democratic advance of India Therefore 
a general support to war when we regard 11 m the people's war. 
"wa1 for the defence of the USSR. mull he given 1rrelpect1ve of 
any cond1t1on.\' 

32 But as has been made plain. this 1s not the same dung as 
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accepting the imperialist steamroller. The manner, the extent and 

1fi11 the War 

Campaign I.\ J>&-ople'' 

~ ig1/ant Walfare 

the measure of this support. the specific 
method of achicvmg it, the slogans. the 
\\iithholdmg whenever necessary. i e not 
in the direct interest of the ~urns which 
we seek to achieve-all these are 

detennined by international developments. We apply the sere\\ 
when the mtemational situation becomes easy for us. relax it wht.'11 
we find ourselves m a tight comer. We play this game of the hide 
and seek, this mobile guerrilla \\arfare. To-day we are the dtsanncd 
civilians, tomorrow the anned guerrilla bands. The struggle for 
democratic liberties, for civil liberties. for national government. etc. 
all came in here as part of this \iigilant -warfare. part of our 
campaign for victory of the USSR. We start orgamsing the Victory 
campaign without any conditions. but demand democratic nghts to 
do more. We want to \\in the war on all fronts and to do that 
effectively. We want drastic changes here. But we do not make our 
general support. the declaration of our support. conditional on 
the grant of civil liberb.cs. etc. We must win them 10 process of 
organising ourselves for in\ernational freedom. Only one warrung 
is necessary : The "WIN THE H-:IR" SLOGAN SHOU!D Nf.R' Hf<: A 
MERE PROPAGANDA SLOGAN, A MERE PEG TO JIANG THE CR r 
l"OR CIVIi. £/BERTIES, Ert. IT IS A GENUJNE SLOGAN. MEANT FOR 
SERIOUS PRA.CTICAL WORKING The same guerrilla warfare Will 

have to be conducted in the economic field-readiness for 
compromise, to promote war effort, again resisting being made the 
cat's paw. 
. Along with this is the question of the widest possible 
popularisation of USSR. teaching the masses to think in tenns of 
international politics. A big stride forward which will prove of vital 
significance in the coming difficult days can bar the way to British 
treachery if it is attempted. This. as you will sec, differs fr<>'1 both 
conditional and unconditional support to war. The former fails to 
draw its conclusions from international developments and gives up 
the proletarian standpoint. The latter draws its inspiration from 
imperialism as in the case of M. N. Roy. It does not base itself 
upon the main antagonism involved in the war, sees in it only a 
struggle between powers-democratic and Nazi, and fails to 
approach the people, build a people's movement for the defence of 
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the USSR. fads to develop the governmental co-opcrat1on mto a 
co-operation bemet.'11 the peoples. lea' es the 1mtJat1vc to 1mpenahsm 
and bnngs gnsts to its mdls Roy's stand has nothmg m common 
with the prok.1anan stand It 1s the stand of the pro-Government 
clement who supported the first phase ofd1c \\ar also as a democratic 
'"ar 

33 The slogan of cond1t1onal co-<>perat1on on the basis of c1vd 
hbert1cs. etc 1s onl} an opportumst 

Logi' of Cm1d1t1011al slogan, whether the character of the \\ar 
£',,.oprra1w11 has changed or not Its logical 

consequences are startmg It means that 
unless the hbert1es arc granted. }OU must d1sorgamse the \\ar effort. 
orgamse sabotage. condemn despatch oflndmn troops to Persia and 
denounce 1t as an act or wanton aggression against Persia. glorify 
P"rs1an mdependcncc, and assert the right of each nation to fo1low 
its O\\n foreign p'1hc} L~ Russia have a new front m Persia. with 
the Persians res1stmg her with the aid or Gcnnan officers We. the 
nationalists. will never agree to send troops even to help Russia, 
unless c1v1I hbcrt1cs arc granted And if to-morrow Japan threatens 
to move agamst Russia. and Bntam out of puacl\o 1mpcnahst 
motive!). mo\ cs (mmd well) to check her. then agam \\c must protest 
m the name of civil hbertles Tins 1s nothmg but bourgeo1s
nat1onahsmgonc mad. gone rabid With tins logic. ) ou must sabotage 
troop trams even 1f they arc gomg to the Caucasus. disorganise all 
V\<ar effort. destro~, 1f possible. ammumtJ.on factones. 01gamse 
ra1h\ay stnkes m Baluch1Stan from \\here help 1s bemg rushed to 
Russia-all m the name of c1vd hbcrttes In short. JOin hand!:' with 
the remnants of the Cll\edcn Set m England and the Isolatiomsts 
m Amenca and revive Chambcrlam ·s ghost This 1s the logical 
conclus1on of condit1onal co-<>perat1on if 1t is s~nously meant If 
1t 1s not senously meant. 1t could be nothmg more than the prc!)cnt 
Sat}agraha which 1s a cover for surrender to 11npenahsm It 1s 
the same attitude which regards the present '"ar as one bt..'tWeell 
powers, as an 1mpenahst war. a11 attitude which 1s typical of the 
Congress Soc1absts 

In short. corubtJonal co-operation 1s full of gross opportunism 
and ant1-Soc1ahsm. puts petty national cons1dcrat1ons above 
1ntcmat1onal ones. drives a "edge bctwct.'11 the 1nternat10J?l 
proletanat and the colomal masses, between the proletanans of 

V,,/-1v 20 
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different countnes. repudiates the heritage of the November 
Revolution and under the specious pica of not help mg Br it1sh 
1mpenahsm. succes~fully helps Hitler agamst the USSR. isolated 
the latter from the colonial peoples and plays the game of Messrs 
Halifax. Hoover & Co It 1s on par with Social Dcmocrac~ m the 
last\\ ar. a worthy heritage for the C S P but not for the Commumst 
Party 

34 The logical conclusions of conditional support or no support. 
to \\h1ch we have drawn attention. ma} be dubbed as an C"<aggerated 
and far-fetched picture. and recourse may be taken to the argument 
that our failure to support wall not weaken Russia. for we w1ll 11ot 
be able to do much, or the argument that if we decide to support
What can we achieve'' We. as a Partv. are too po~erlcss to do much 
either by way of ramng money or by wa} of an}thmg else Why 
then spoil our name unneccssanly'7 If there are an} who rcused such 
arguments. they should be outside the Party For the proletanat docs 
not decide its approach towards fundamental questions on t!tc basis 
of its own strength or weakness Having decided its approach. it 
works for the mtended result with all its might It 1s therefore. 
always necessary- especially for a Part} \\h1ch is too \\cak to 
affect socml events 1mmediatcl}-to rcahsc the practical s1gmfiWUtcc. 
the logical conclusion of its own slogans We dunk that evcl) one 
will shnnk with horror from this logical conclusion unless he has 
completely strayed awa} from Marxism. unless he has ceased to 
understand anytlung of the mtemat1onal situation 

35 Those \~ho attach too much importance to national 
government at the centre or some such 

Demat1d for Na11011al slogan. make it into a sort of M.igna 
Govenr1ne11t not A Charta before which evcrythmg else, 
Magria Cliarta mcludmg- support to the USSR. fads to 

bear the follo\\mg m mmd Such a 
government will no doubt enable us to orgamse the war effort better 
(and save our face with tlte aid of the bourgeots1e before the natlqnal 
masses), mcrease our liberties to carry on a campaign for victory 
But remember, at the same time, the other side of the p1ctur• It 
will be after all government of compronuse between imperialism 
and the bourgeo1s1e When 1t helps the war. 1t will do so m thorough
go1ng bourgeoIS fashion, acceptmg all the 1mpenahst arguments 
and salting them with national phtases, delusions, and dreams 
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So\'iet Russia will be merely one of the allies at best. and it will 
not hesitate to sell Russia or other revolutions when Britain finds 
1t necessary and is prepared to offer them a handsome bnbc. At 
such critical juncture, it will be the most perfect screen for 1mpcriahst 
machinations. The masses \\iill be fed on narro\\i nat1011ahsm and 
the task of intematlonahsts will now be an uphill one. lf the 
proletariat fastens its chariot to the slogan of the national go\'cmment, 
1t will come to grief.-all these arguments arc offimxi not to stop 
the demand for such a govemmcnt but to recognise the limitations 
m the international context and demonstrate the necessity of an 
mdependent approach toward the war. We will demand such a 
government because it offers us greater liberties to carry forward 
our main task of the period, because it makes a small dent in the 
imperialist annour. But there the matter ends. We will be agam 
racmg the country with the nationalist bourgeoisie for our aims 
(mtemational), our uhd..:rstanding and organisation of the war. 

Conclusion 
To Conclude. the advance of the Nazi hordes across the Soviet 

t~rritory has created the most serious and critical situation for the 
\~orld proletariat. The Novembl.."I' Revolution is being attacked. The 
achievements of Socialist production arc being destroyed. The past 
and future international and natJ.onal revolution are m danger The 
heroic Red Anny is bearing the brunt of this attack against Socialism, 
against the freedom of peoples. It must be saved, helped at all costs. 
All national illusions must be cast aside. The Indian proletariat 
must raise the voice of the millions to protect the USSR, bring 
pressure on the Government to open a new front. organise concrete 
aid and participate in and lead the .. Win-the-War'" movement. It 
must declare the war to be its o~n affair, the affair of the people, 
and work for its victory tirelessly by taking all such measures as 
arc immediately necessary. including recruitment. It must not hesitate 
t<> ·'co-operate" with. government in the manner mentioned above. 
On the other hand, it should know that it is the government which 
is fo~ced to co-operate with the Soviet, etc. The situation brooks 
no delay. Moscow is threatened. Its own chance of national liberation 
will come with a victorious Russia and with a weakened imperialism. 
facing colonial revolt. It must prepare for that day by beating off 
the present assault. To hesitate is to sell Marxism in exchange for 
bourgeois nationalism. 
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II. Basic Tasks on the Nation Plane 

I With the development of the 1mpenahst \\ar mto a people''\ 
war mm tasks confront the pr0Jetam1t m India The separation of 
the mam mtcmat1onal enem}' from the national one compels the 
prolctanat to re\taluatc the s1tuat1on m India and take dcc1s1\c stcpl! 
to umf\ the nat1onaJ forces m a grand assault agmnst the mam 
enemy of the mtcrnattonal \\orkmg class of human hbcm and 
freedom The proletanat cannot do this '" 1thout a searclnng ana1) sis 
of the class pos1t10ns and class interests re\ealed m connection \\Ith 
the present v.ar-the people's \\tar 111e task of the prolctanat m 
Indta is beset \\1th monumental d1fficult1es fo1 national opprc~s1on 
of the Indian people. the o'\ten\ helming distrust of Bnt1sh 1mpcriahsm 
d1c dommant prevalence of bourgco1s-nat1onahst conceptions on 
general baclmardncss of the Inchan people •. md e\ en the prolet4m.it
all these pre\ ent the Indian people from 1ommg h.mds m am 
undertaking m \\h1ch Br1t1sh 1mpenahsm II! mtere'\ted Tiu:, 1~ 

especiall) so m connection \\t1th the \\.tr \\h1ch \\.ls denounced till 
rccentl} as an 1mpenahst \\ar and 111 \\hose co11duct the bomgco1'i11.: 
refused to part1c1pate. \\tthout certam assur.tncc and ~onces.,10111! 
E"penencc of the past and recent propaganda ahkc ha\c taught the 
Indian people not to trust the bonatidcs of nnpcn.ihsm ""'hnd to 
oppose an) \\ar '\tenturc m )'h1ch it 1-; engaged Not looking be}'ond 
the national horizon. the Indian nahonahsts cannot concc:1vc of 
Bnttsh 1mpenahsm a progressive role m the mtemat1onal arena 
cannot conccr~c of a \.\ar to \\h1ch 1mpcnah~m •~ a pa.rt) as~ummg 
a progressive character. a hberatmg char .icter 

Yet these d1fficult1es have to be overcome b\ the prolctanat to 
safeguard Ind1.i.n and human freedom. to pre\cnt the betrayal of 
the lnchan people and the mtemational \\ orkmg clru.s In approachmg 
1ts task, the Indian prolctanat must recogmse the 111mtat1on~ of 
nat1ona.hsm \\l11ch ts notlung but bourgeois nat1onah~m and must 
realise this nationahsm to be .i react1onan slogc111 , .. hen 1~ runs 
contra() to the mtemational mterests of the '' orkmg class 

2 In the pcnod of the 1mpenahst ph.i!,e of the "ar. our mam 
slogan \\as uncompromISmg , .. ar agamst B11t1sh 1mpenahsm. 
paral}sat1on of \\ar effort. general ~tnke. am1ed msurrcction In 
the forefront , .. as th~ slogan of national mdepcnd"-'l1ce. national 
revolution We, therefore. denoum:cd the bargammg stand of the 
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national borgco1s1c who were not averse to helpmg 1mpcnahsm on 
the ba~ts of ~crtam concessions and thus bctra} mg the nation We 
denounced the h) pocrmcal sat) agraha movement. \vh1ch ''as onl} 
a continual remmder to 1mpenahsm that the compromisers \\ere 
c\ er read} to sell Indian mdependence. provided the requued pncc 
'"as forthcommg Rccogmsmg 111 Bnt1sh unp1mahsm the mam 
cn~m) not onl} of the Indian people. but of the peoples of all 
countnes. the mcendm11 behmd H1tle1 "hose plans had fallen 
through. \\e concentrated our fire on rt. on its bkel) alhes. on the 
Indian compromisers National and mtemational duties comcided 
and the sentiment of the lndmn people could easil) apprccmte the 
logic of the proletanan stand The contmuL"<i bourgeois bctra) al. 
the paral}sation of national oppos1t10n to \\ar through Sat)agraha. 
the complete collapsr of the Congress orga01sat1on b) placmg 
Gandlu abo\e tt. prevented the Indian people from d1rectmg the 
blow agamst Bntish tmpcnahsm Had the proletanat succeeded m 
rnll} mg the masses. had the bourgeois bctra) al been prevented. 
lustof) \\ould have bL'CD different Hitler's attack agamst the USSR 
I!!. m no small measure due to the failure of the colonial masses 
tu re\olt The prolctauat and its parties \\CIC. ho\\cver. too \\leak 
to pre\ ent the bctra) al and to defeat Bnt1sh 1mpenahsm 

3 With Hitler's attack agamst the USSR. the s1tuatto11 
fundamcntalJ) altered for the proletariat Bnt1sh unpenahsm. though 
1emammg as before the national oppressor. had become an ally of 
the Soviet Umon and therefore. of the mtcmat1onal prok.'tanat m 
dcfcatmg Hitler The mccnd.ta11 \\ho had attempted to throw Hitler's 
barbaric hordes agamst the USSR \\as forced to ally himself \\1th 
the latter to safeguard lus very e\.1sti.:ncc The \\ar became a 
pL-ople's \\ar 

T~e Main Task of the Indian Proletariat 
l With Hitler's attack on the USSR. the Indian proletanat rs 

faced' with the vital task of safeguardmg the Novemhl"r Re\'olut1on 
The defence of the USSR. the defeat of 

Alc1111 TaMc D~feat Hitler constitute to-da) the only guarantee 
H11ler-!i1Jmm of the final hbcrat1on of the 111tcmat1onal 

proletariat and the freedom of all 
oppressed nations Only on the basis of a complete defeat of 
Hitler-the spearhead of bourgeois counter-revolution. can the 
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proletariat hope to march forward to new revolutions. socialist 
and nationalist. Only a s\\ift defeat of Hitler can ensure for the 
European proletariats the armed support of th~ Soyiet Union for 
the developing revolutionary .wave: only such a defeat can throw 
the entire world imperialist syst&.."111 out of gear. enabling the colonial 
masses to raise the standard of revolt. To win the people's war and 
win it quickly is the immediate compulsory task before the entire 
proletariat 

2. This main objective of the present period lays new task on 
the shoulders of the proletariat tasks which must be accomplished 

Fn1m Allla11ce nf 

<iovemmnlls lo 

in an entirely ru..'W set of circumstances 
under a new alignment of class forces 
throughout the world. The people's war 
is not war between nations but the 

mightiest class struggle ever waged in history. The contending 
parties arc not imperialist rivals but the major classes in contemporary 
society, the advanced proletariat followed by the entire mass of 
proletarians and the most counter-revolutionary section of world 
imperialism-Nazi-Fascist. combination. The outcome will decide 
whether Socialism to survive and extend at the expense of the 
bourgeois order or whether the latter is to expand at the expense 
of the Soci.alist world, thus strengthening world imperialism and 
nullifying all chances of national liberation. Hence the main urgent 
task of the proletariat is to lead a unified attack of nations and 
peoples against the main enemy of freedom, of international 
proletariat-Nazism. To unify the national forces in each country. 
to lead them decisively in this holy crusade against the counter
revolution, to overcome the vacillations of the ruling classes, to 
unite the armed might of the peoples and the proletariat for the 
immediate defeat of Hitler-these fonn the basic tasks <>f the 
present period. Here lies the centre of the mightiest class struggle 

I I 

in history. 
3. In waging this class struggle, organising his assault of the 

peoples and nations of the world, the world proletariat and together 

.4 New A.llignmmt 
with it, the Indian proletariat finds itself 
in the most favourable circumstances . 
Ranged against Nazism are not only the 

peoples and the proletariat of the world but also the two mightiest 
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powers who are drnen to an 01lhance with the USSR \\1th the 
defenders of the November Re\ olut1on b\ intense 1mpennhst 
nvalnes The prolctam1n Stlte has not onh broken the counte1-
1cvolutmnary front of enctrclers but also hrui secured 01lhcs m the 
powers who fonncrlv devoted themselves to this unhoh task of 
encirclement 

The task of defcatmg H1tle1 the task rf orgarusmg a pt.-op1e'~ 
assault agamst the mam foe 1s thereb}' rendered eas~ of 
.iccomphshment The proletan.it m India can ne\ler afford to 
forget this cardmal change m the ahgnment of class forces Its 
national enem\ 1s m .ilh.ince with 1t~ mtemattonal ,,mguard an 
c'ccptmnal s1tuat1on winch enables 1t to take a dlfect and po~1tn e 
part m the fiercest struggle bemg ".iged on the soc1ahst sod of the 
USSR 

4 This fundamental change m class ahgnmcnts demands a 
temporal"\ rev1S1on of slogans and pl.itform to forge the umt) of 

f>wumd' u, \ llltJll 

uf \logam 

the Indian people In the phase of the 
1mpcnah~t \\ ar the prolctan.it despite the 
treacherous role of the national 
bourgco1s1e. stro\e to lead the national 

ass.iult agamst Bnt1~h nnpenahsm on the basts of oppos1t1on to 
\\elf. gem.Tai stnlc armed msurrcction and complete national 
mdcpendence The mam obJeCtI\ e of the n.it1onal assault was British 
1mpenahsm. the gatherer of world reaction To-da,. ho'"~"er 
the situation has compk.'tcl) altered The fate of the \\orld 1mpera
hst system no longer depends on the blows given to 1t 10 India but 
on those given to NUJ.srn m the USSR. b} the combmcd might of 
the peoples of the ~orld and of Ang]o-Amencan po\\crs The 
proletariat. therefore. must temporanl} w1thdra\\ its former slogans 
and umte the national forces on the basis of a new platform fo1 
the mternat1onal war agamst Nazism When 1mmed1ate, effective 
and direct aid 1s required for the rc\lolutionary war m the USSR. 
the proletanat cannot afford to neglect the biggest orgaruzed force 
m the country. the Government. which 1s mterested 10 the defeat 
of Hitler 

5 The task of the Indian workmg class. therefore. becomes 
extremely complicated It has to build a umted front of the vanous 
elements and classes m the Indian society-a umted front which 
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a1ends to the foreign bureaucratic government. a united front in 

/11 tire St1111e Jrr•11t 
ivitli the Nt1tumal 

H11emy 

which the interests of the various 
classes-the Indian people and the 
Government-clash \'iolently History is 
grey: but green is the everlastmg tree of 

life. quoted Lenin. History bas thrown to-day m one common 
struggle the Indian people and its most mvcterate enemy-British 
imperialism. Its 3111\cd might which holds the Indian people in 
bondage is at the same time a weapon ofliberation (Stalin's speech). 
Under these circumstances, the Indian people led by the proletariat. 
must apply the logic of united front to imperialism-the same logic 
which· they applied to the national bourgeoisie all these days 

Why Unconditional Support to War 

6. What is the essence of a united front'? A united front. we must 
remember. is a coalition of classes temporarily thrown together for 

achieving or completing a given phase of 
E!!.!!.ence of revolution. It succeeds in so far as the 
U11i1ed Frm1t various classes constituting it are 

pnwentcd from advancing their seecific 
class interests beyond the pomt required by the development of 
particular phase of revolutipn It is the prol"1ariat which prevents 
cross-firing, thereby enabling the people, the mass. to deliver a 
united and powerful blow against its immediate enemy. 

In the tight for the national-bourgeois revolution. the proletariat 
seeks to coalesce the national elements, including the bourgeoisie, 
pushing them ahead against the impcralism, overcoming the 
vacillations and fighting the treachery of compromisers. It does not 
raise the banner of Socialism. its ultimate aims and refuse to have 
united front with the bourgeoisie. At the same time. 1t does not 
permit the bourgeoisie to sacrifice the national revolutionary inteiests 
in the name of its specific interests (compromise) or allow tt to 
disrupt the united front~ handing over the masses to the exploiters 
in the name of national unity. 

7. The immediate revolutionary objective before the 1n4ian 

De.fend Nmwmb" 

Revolution-Our 
lmmeJiak Ta.tk 

people is the beating off the interventionist 
attack against the November Revolution 
and then pass on to a new proletarian 
offensive: in Europe and national 
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offensives in the colomes. To-day when the prolcteriat is on the 
d~fensive. Bntish 1mperiahsm is its ally. but a wavering and 
suspicious ally who requires v1g1la11t \\atchmg. an ally who would 
consistently atempt to safegurard his O\\ n mterests at the expense 
of the people ·s war, i.e. a proper conductmg of it It is this situation 
which detcmtlncs the slogans of the present period. slogans vis-a
v1s unpenahsm and the people's war. 

8. The defeat of Hitler is the revolutionary task. a task primarily 
of the pt.-oples of the world, a historic task of the proletariat and 

, higlo·A mer1ca11 

lllrcm'e ..t JJ'mclfall 

the peoples of all lands It 1s not a task 
in which we. the people arc co-operating 
with impenahsm. but one in which 
imperialism is forced to take sides with 

the Soviet Umon. It 1s imperative to remember this. for ever and 
on doubts arise in thc0 d1111ds of certain comrades. doubts which land 
them into the opportunist advocacy of conditional co-operation in 
one form or another. Just as in the fight for the national bourgeois 
r~volution. the proletariat uncond1tionally supports a revolutionary 
stand by the bourgeoisie and strives to make it consistent and more 
finn. so also in the present case. the proletariat regards the war 
as its war. as the people's \\aT and \\elcomes the imperialist co
operation as a political wmdfall. a historic accident so to say. Let 
us agam underline that the defeat of Hitler is the immediate 
revolutionary objective of the peoples. and Anglo-American co
operation only puts us in a strategic position to defeat our enemy 
Thanks to this. the proletarian forces the world over arc not divided 
and are able to concentrate their entire fire on the single enemy. 

9. In this phase of the revolutionary movement. we have to 
march in alliance with the hated foreign government. What can be 
the correct slogans? Do we accept British imperialism as the leader 
of the people's war. do we accept its hegemony as Roy does'' That 
would be the most opportunist surrender of the people's war, enabling 
British imperialism to betray any moment. This accidental ally is 
not a pennanent ally even in the phase of the Sovict-Gennan war. 
His dominant position in the alliance to-day 1s shaken and yet he 
is to be kept as an ally. To keep him as an ally it is necessary to 
withdraw the slogans of innnediatc national revolution, general 
strike, anned insurrection, etc. Complete independence as an 
immediate slogan which would only create diversion in favour of 
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Hitler. enablmg the .u1t1-So\ 1et elements m Bntam to find e'\.CUl\e' 
to stop aid to the Soviet Attempts to put such slogans m scnous 
practice wall onlv thro\\ Bnt1sh 11npenahsm mto the arms of Hitler 
g1vmg credit to the Ind1nn people of ach1c\ mg what Hes~ faded to 
achieve 

Securma People's Hegemony in the War 

lO But at the s.imc time, the dominant pos1t1011 of Bnt1\h 
1mpenahsm m th~ albance-a posrt1on \\htch c..'llable 1t to monopoh~c 

Cnndud of War \lu\f 

be m Popular lla11d 

all reserves nnd puts the So\ 1et at the 
mercy of impenal mtc1 ests, must be 
shaken We can never forget that 1t 1s 
Bnt1sh unpenahst mtere~t~ and these 

alone that have forced her to all} herself with the Soviet So long 
as the lDlttattve of waging the people's war fatl to sc1z:e and convert 
the albance of governments into a people's alhancc. unshakable .ind 
unbreakable. so long docs the danger rcmam of Bntam changing 
her course to suit her tmpenahst mterests. there rem.:un the danger 
of an ~asustmg war And thtS ts not the onh danger 

The bureaucratic 1mpenabst State is the most unfit orgamsat1on -to lead and orgamse a people s war Its mtent1on arc suspect It 
cannot rouse the people tc} enthusiasm. cannot call upon the people 
to mob1hsc the national resources It knows onh one \\capon
the offictal weapon of coercion It can conduct the war b' fleccmg 
the poor and fattemng the nch So long as its dommant position 
m the alliance contmues the full utihsat1on of the national resources 
and manpower are rendered 1mposs1ble In the very interests of a 
vtgorous prosecution of the war which is to be \\On quickly if the 
armed might of the sovtet Umon and the soc1abst sector of product10n 
is not to be completely worn out, a government capable of rallymg 
the people for the common revolutionary task is an mdJspe•sable 
necessity The conduct of the revolutionary war cannot be left in 

the hands of 1mpenaf1sm The 1ruttat1ve must be taken out of 1ts 
hand and transferred to popular hands 

11 The national advance of the lndJ.an people is. therefore. 

Convert Gownune11t'' 

War 11110 People'' War 

detennmed only by the requirements of 
the munedtate objective of the present 
revolutiooary confhct to defeat Hitler 
No othe: cons1der.at1ons are valid except 
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this one Not supporting nt'lpenahst hegcmon}'. we raise Lcmn 's 
celebrated slogan .. Stnketogethe1 but march separatelv .. Regardmg 
the war as our \\ar. \\C declare unconditional support to the \Ur. 
1rrcspect1ve of what the bourgeois nat1onahsts decide to do At the 
same time. we take effective SU..'J>S to do awa} "1th the unpenahst 
hegemony m the people's war b\' demandmg a national government. 
democratic bbert1es. release of pobt1cal pnsoners and thorough 
democratisation of war efforts. equitable d1stnbut1on of war burdens 
etc The tmmedlate compulsory task 1s to secure such national 
advance as is stnctly ncccssal) for convertmg the governmental 
\\ar mto an people ·s \\ar, such advance as '"111 effectively alter the 
correlation of class forces of natmnahsm and 1mpcnabsm m the 
new alhance 

Our Plan of Am•V'lc 
12 To urui\ the natlonal forces the prolctanat demands a nev. 

approach on the part of the Congress and the Mushm League 
towards the basic question of the war 

Demn11d /m llmf.>111g rccogmt1on of the war as the peoples 
tire Nntumal F01ce' war It demands of the Congress 

withdrawal of the farcical satyagraha. 
support to war. resumption of numstnes and a Congress-Lcnguc 
agreement It asks the Congress to demand a National Government 
at the Centre. WJth 50% representation to the Mushm League (\\Ith 
C'oabt1on MlDlstnes in the provmees)-a national government 
pledged to conduct the war vigorously and dcmocra.t1cally. a national 
government whose war aims must mclude complete alhancc with 
the USSR and full aid. no aggrandisement. complete mtcgnty of 
the Arabian countnes. no humtlat1on of the German people and 
freedom to oppressed nations to choose their own form of 
Government The porgramme of the National Government must 
further include equitable chstnbutton of war burdens. no detcnoratJ.on 
m the condition of the masses. lndtamsatlon of the anny. budding 
up of certain heavy industries. war mdustnes. etc 

13 The proletanat wall accomphsh a big victory 1f it succeeds 
m persuading the national leadership to declare m favour of war 
that Wiil strengthen the progressive forces m Bntam who are raismg 
the slogan '·Release lncha far Freedom ,. The biggest tnumph, of 
course, Will be a JOmt Congress-League declaration and a demand 
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for National Government The necessity for a Congress-L~gue 
agreement cannot be undcrstrcssed. It will be \Uong to imagine that 
without a Congress-League agreement the full weight of the national 
forces can be gathered for the fundamental task of \\.inmng the 
war. A compromise based on the disruption of the Muslim League 
''ill only d1v1dc the Indian people and erect pennanent barriers. 
besides causmg diversion in the shape of nots. It \\di force the 
national bourgeoisie to rely on imperialism. to maintrun their pos1t1on 
and leave the initiative for war more m the hands of imperialism 
than of the Indian people. 

Ours is an Independent Path 

14. Here it is necessary to drav. attention to the fundamental 
differences between the bourgeois and prolctanan approaches The 

Bortrgeou a11d 

Proletor1a11 • Jpproach 

national-bomgco1s looks upon the present 
war as a god-send. and will be jubda.nt 
over further Soviet reverses. rendenng 
Britain's position more drfficult For the 

proletariat. it is a question of life and death struggle The national 
bourgeoisie is thinkmg in terms of co-operation with imperwJ1sm: 
the proletariat is aidmg the defence of the November Revolution 
In the event of a failure of compromise the national bourgeo1s1e 
will continue! ~ wait for further Soviet reverses. praying for them 
The proletariat cannot afford to do that. Even 1f there is no immediate 
compromis~. the proletariat must come forword with its slogan of 
'"Win the people's war··. demanding the opcmng of a new front. 
demanding more effective aid to the USSR and offering to participate 
in its organisation At the same time it must sharply attack the 
government for its failure to concede the mmimum demands. 
denouncing it as the betrayal of the Indian and Bntish peoples 
Through demonstrations, etc. it must popularise the war. rouse the 
anger of the people at the policy of the Government and populafisc 
the slogan: ··National Government to lead the peopte·s war'", It 
must try to create a serious Situation for the government. In supporting 
the war and doing everything to relieve pressure on the USSR. the 
proletariat cannot afford to have any doubts. It should not allow 
itself to be misled by the hypocritical opposition of the bourgeoisie. 
Nor should it be panicky at the seeming prospect of isolation. A 
proletariat which aspires to lead the people cannot afford to pander 
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to th.: back\\ardncss of the p<..-oplc \\hen their future 1s at stake 
No doubt the ovcmhelmmg national sentiment m d1c e~ent of a 
failure of 1mmcdtat~ compromise. ''Ill be agamst the prolctanat for 
the tame being But so tt was m ilic l st \Ur v. hen Lcmn took a 
·defcat1sC pos1t1011 and Bolsheviks were hunted. so it was the case 

of the C PG B \I\ hen 1t opposed Chamber lam ·s \\ar agamst Hitler 
Those \\ho advocate a .. do-notlung .. lmc till tllc bourgco1s1e 

have reached a s<..1tlemcnt. lca\.c the m1ttat1vc of the \\arm the hands 
of 1mperlahsm and advise the prolctanat 

Our Lme 1.\ b1dep1mJcmt to abandon the leadership of the people 
""" Om~ •!I • lc1w11 to the bourgc01s1c The} arc afraid of 

nat10nal isolation and therefore. advocate 
mtcrnat1onal d1su111ty m tl11s hour of dtrc m .. -00 Failure to folio\\ 
.111 md'-11cndent path. mdcpcndcnt both of 1mpcnahsm and the 
n.it10nal bourg<..-01s1e. ts to ad\ 1sc the prol'-1anat to step aside from 
the 111tcmat1onal ~ti ubSl·· and bu1~ the banner of Soc1ahsm m the 
11.ime of national umt) To tho~c comrades \\e ask Should \\e 
demand opemng of a nc\\ front L.'\ en 1f a compromise 1s not 
lnockmg at the door '1 If Indian troops an; dc~patchcd to the 
Caucasus. should \\e oppo~c 1t and hold our app1oval till the 
bourgco1s1c sanction 1t '1 Sendmg of troops to the Caucasus or 
open mg of DC\\ front 1s JU St nm" at an} rate go' emmcntal measures 
Should "c oppose them b} sa} mg We support \\ar but not 
go\.cmment ·s \\ ar effort'' The prolL.1anat must reject these nat1onahst 
de\1at1ons and contmuc on the path of \\mnmg the \\ar. rcmovmg 
C\ef} obstacle m its \\a} It 1s obvious that m discharging this task. 
tllc proletanat '"ill have to ~age a guerrilla \\arfare--pohtacal and 
~conom1c. agamst the govcrnmenl-m,.the event of the latter ·s 
rt..•mammg obdurate But that neither alters the basic attitude of the 
prolctanat nor prevents 1t from active part1c1pat1on m the war 
effort. wherever it 1s urgcntl} reqmrcd These tasks must be 
discharged and at the same time ternfic ag1tat1on over the conduct 
of the \\ar has to be earned on 

Unify the People to defeat Hitler 
15 At the same time 1t 1s obvious that \'\cakly orgamscd prolctanat 

and its party cannot b) itself carry the 
L'mt tile People people with it It 1s exactly b<..-cause of 
'" n;,, 1 he War this that the prolctanat demands of the 

Congress a rcv1s1on of its attitude towards 
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war and a unification of the national forces. though it cannot make 
its stand dependent on the willingness of the Congress. The proletanat 
cannot neglect the Congress which still continues to be the centre 
of political India. It has popularised the new approach within the 
Congress masses over the head of the Congress leadership, and 
therefore. it must demand a session of the AICC to revise the 
Congress policy. The demand of the proletariat for a national 
Government at the centre or some variant of it. for vigorous 
prosecution of the war, for a unified assault of the Indian people 
against Hitler cannot be easily achieved unless the Congress is won 
over to them. The proletariat must activise the Congress masses 
to demand these changes, must make them understand how vital 
it is to win this war in order to secure national independence, when 
the situation ripens, and face imperialism with a unified people 
ready to conduct the war in people's way. Not making its stand 
dependent on the bourgeoisie regarding it as the people's war. the 
proletariat must unhesitatingly jump into the fray. educating the 
people. bringmg pressure on imperialism. if it remains obdurate 
and making serious efforts to win over the congress to its point of 
view. 

16. The struggle of the proletariat, however, docs not cease with 
the establishment of a national government at the centre Such a 
government only creates prtconditions for carrying the war to the 
people. Knowing the national bourgeoisie as we do, we cannot 
expect them either to popularise the revolutionary significance of 
the war, or to organise it on a democratic basis. The main task of 
building firm tics between the USSR and the Indian people, of 
preventing likely betrayal at the hands of impenalism, of safeguarding 
the revolutionary wave, of democratising the war, will fall on the 
shoulders of the proletariat. 

Conclusion 

17. To sum up. the proletariat must lead the struggle fot the 
• people "s war in India. by bringing the people in the common effort 

Fight fur a Revision of 

Congress Programme 

to defeat Hitler. Recognising an ally in 
British imperialism. it must advance such 
slogans as would secure the people's 
hegemony in the war. a hegemony to be 

secured by direct intervefltion in the war, by demanding a vigorous 
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prosecution of the \\ar and forging mass sanctions behmd 1t To 
create mass sanctions behmd th1~ demand. the p1 oletanat must 
agitate for a rev1smn of the Congress programme demandmg 

l Congress support to \\ar and declaration of its \\ar a.uns 
2 Full aid to So'\11ct Ru~sia and Bnt1sh democracy and full 

utd1sat1on of national resources 
, Congress-League appeal to BntJsh people offermg them 

help and demanding a national govcnuncnt. 
4 Resumption of m1rustncs. coaht1ons. even 1f demand of a 

national go'\lernment 1s re1ccted fo1 the time bemg Such 
resumption \\Ill put the nation m a ~tratcgic pos1tmn to 
brmg pressure on the Government to concede the nat10nal 
demand. makmg 1t difficult to earl') the \\,ir on its own, 
<.."llablmg the nation to carry a guerrilla \\arfare. mcrcase 
its capacity. to organise pos1t1ve aid to the USSR 

5 Complete C...ongr~s~-Lcaguc agreement on the conditions 
g1\'en above. 1 e war. its conduct and aims 

The prok.1anat must stn\'e for these e\ en 1f 1t as alone a.nd 
educate the people to ta.kc their proper place m the conduct of the 
\\ar Not by holdmg aloof from the war tall a. compromise 1s 
1 ~ached. not by meekly accepting 1mpcnahst m1t1at1ve. not by 
waitmg for the bourgcms1e to give the signal. will profotanat be 
Jble to dascharg~ its mtcrnat10nal and national tasks. but by forcmg 
a compromise on tmpenabsm if it as unwdhngly. by concentrating 
the attention of the people on Vigorous prosccut1on of the war. by 
1 ousmg their anger at the 1mpcnabst failure and at the same time. 
by demanding and orgamsmg pos1t1ve aid-open new front. eLC 
will the proletariat succeed m dtschargmg its national and 
mternataonal tasks. secure people ·s hegemon} m the people ·s war 
and put the nation an a far more strategic pos1t1on \\hen the tune 
comes for a final reckomng \\Ith llllpenahsm 
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RESOLUTION OF THE POLIT 

BUREAU OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF INDIA : 

THE ALL PEOPLE'S WAR 
AGAINST FASCISM AND OUR 

POLICY & TASK 

l With Hitler's attack upon the Soviet Umon, the character of the 
\\ar 1s fundamentally transfonnc<l. With that act Hitlerite Gcm1any 
became the mam aggressor and enemy not only of the Sovu..1 Union 
not only of the \vorkers and the oppressed pt.'Ople of the Nazi 
occupied countries of Europe and Gcm1any itself. but of the 
proletanans and peoples of every country. In this context the \\tar 
conducted by British and her allies against fascist powers now 
assumes a new significance for the prolt.1arians and peo,,eles of all 
countries. Being a war aimed at the enemy of the international 
proletariat. against the enemy of the Soviet Union. 1t now becomes 
for the prqlctarians of all countries. an all-peoples war against 
Hitler-Fascism, and for the defence of the Soviet Union. the fortress 
of socialism. 

Not An Imperialist War But A People's War 

2. It is necessary to clearly understand how this tum in the 
international situation and the war came about. The Second 
Imperialist war arose really on the basis of two main conflicts, the 
old conflict between the two imperialist blocs which was at the root 
of last war and the new conflict bctwet.."11 the socialist Sovidt Umon 
and the capitalist world. The imperialist ruling class of Britain and 
America is trying to provoke the rival imperialist powers especially 
Germany and Japan against the USSR and then getting their 
imperialist conflict solved at the expense of the USSR. The Soviet 

[Polit Bt1re1111 Re.\ol11tirm 011 World War II de.\patched In all Party A/ember.\ 
rmdrr cover of Party letrer No 56 dated 15 I 2 I 9-1 I/ 
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Union and the communists realising the acute and immanent danger 
of the outbreak of an imperialist war and an attack upon the Soviet 
Union. were seeking to create a powerful world front of democratic 
countries against fascist aggressor countries. namely Gennany. 
Italy and Japan. This front did not mareriahse because of the 
treachery of social-democracy which refused to fight against the 
reactionary intrigues of the pro-fascists in Britam and France But 
all the same, the reactionary game of the reactionary nders of 
Britain against the USSR also failed. thanks to the might of the 
socialist power. Hitler preferred to seek a non-aggression pact with 
USSR Defeated in its reactionary diplomacy. Bntish nnperialism 
launched a war against Germany. It was the reactionary pohcy of 
the British imperialist of nourishing the fascists to make them 
attack the USSR that led to the sharpening of imperiahst conflict 
which burst into ~k'C('lnct World War. During the course of the 22 
months of the war. that conflict was further sharpened due to the 
easy and decisive \'1ctories which Hitler won in Europe. Hitler"s 
attack upon the Soviet Union sharpened that conflict still further 
and to such a pitch that it (the war) was qua/1tat1vcly transfonned 
for the working class all over the world. British imperialists suffered 
another defeat in their reactionary policy and to thCO\\- overboard 
their anti-Soviet poJicy of the last 24 years and had to join the 
USSR as an ally. on terms of reciprocal aid. in their own interests. 
The camp of world imperialism was split sharply into two opposmg 
camps in relation to the Soviet Union, in a manner as it never 
happened before. Hitler-fascism with its allies stood isolated as the 
main enemy of the entire progressive mankind. A basis was laid 
for the creation of a powerful anti-fascist people ·s front extending 
over the whole world and to its victory in the alhance of the USSR, 
Britain and America. The war now becomes an all-people ·s \\oar 
against the worst fonn of imperialism. fascism and it becomes the 
supreme duty of the proletarians and peoples m t.'Vcry country to 
\\'In. 

What Proletarian Internationalism Demands 
3. The attitude of the Communist parties towards any war is 

dc..1ennined by the Leninist principle of proletanan internationalism. 
by the class character and class aims of the government conducting 
the war. Communists support all just wars. i.e. \\oars that are not 

l'o/-nr. -l/ 
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\\ars of conquest but \\ars of hber.it1011 \\aged to d~fond the people 
from foreign attack and from .ittempts to ensl.iw them or to hbcratc 
the people from capitalist sla\te~ or la!)tl~ to hbcratc colom~s and 
dependent countnes from the ~ oke of unpcnahsm The~ oppose all 
unjust \\ars. 1 e 1mpetiahst \\ars. '"ars of conquest \\aged to 
conqu~r and ensla'\ie foreign countnes and 11.it1on!:I There 1s one 
smgle prmc1ple \\hich determmes the attitude ofCommumst parties 
to\\ards \~ar and that is-prolctanan mtemat1onalt!:lm. umtcd struggle 
of the workers of the \~orld agamst imper 1ahsts It 1s 1mpos!:l1ble 
for all Commurust parties to conduct a resolute !)truggle agam~t 
11npenahst wars to the pomt ofrevolution and the O\ierthro'" of their 
own bourgeois government The pohcy of all the Communist part1c!:I 
towards the present \\arm its impenahst phase \\as guided b~ then 
tntemat1onabsm. by their duty to furthei cause of" odd revolut10n 
and of the defence of the USSR. 1ts base . .md not b) an) loc.il or 
national considerations Every Commumst p.irt\ sought to mob1h-,e 
the workers and the people under the slogan /~ND I HE. WAR 
and to overthrow the government m its o\\n countf") and 1epl.icc 
1t b}' a pcople·s go"1emment \\h1ch vi.ould renounce 1mpcn.ih!:lt atm!:I 
and 1om up with the USSR m fightmg for 1solatmg the rcm.immg 
1111penahst aggressors S1mdarly, as soon .1s the Soviet Union '' .i::o. 

attacked by H1tlente Germany m the midst of the 1mpcnahi,t war. 
the Commumst parties were required to rccogmsc that the \\.ir 
waged by Bntaln agamst Gcnnany became at once a part of the 
defence of the USSR They therefore have to support tt and stnvc 
to wage 1t m such a way that it ensures soviet victory over the defeat 
of Hitler fascism The Commumst parties m all countnes \\~re 
required to n..-cogmsc that Hitler fascism as the mam enemy and 
the war waged by the USSR m alliance with Bntam and Amcnca. 
was a war winch had to be won b) all the p1..-oplc m the mtcre~ts 
of dcfendmg the base of the \\orld revolution Tuts dut) and C\1.titudc 
was imposed by the mtemat1onahsm of our Part~ No nau9nal or 
local conditions coutd render 1t mvabd 

World People's Front Against Fascism 

4 f n the 6 months which have follm~cd Hitler ·s attack upon 
the USSR, a Jrughty people ·s upsurge has grown up 10 every 
country which is growing stronger. broader and more unified on 
a world plane every day It emboches the gro\\mg will of the 
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workers and peoples in every country to destroy fuscism. this vdc 
curse of mankind. and to make an end of pohc1es and sysh."111.s which 
nourished it to fight this conflagration. It expresses itself m the 
extensive and heroic actions of the guemlla anmcs and the peoples 
of the Nazi occupied countnes of Europe "h1ch arc assuming the 
fonn of a ventable people ·s war in Hitler ·s regime. It expresses 
itself in the powerful initiative and activity \\1th which the British 
and American workers and people arc forcmg their governments 
to carry on unfalteringly the war against Hitler ::md render full aid 
to the USSR. It expresses itself in the nc\\ offensive \\htch the 
united forces of the Chinese people are launchmg against the new 
aggression of Japan in the Pacific. This \\orld upsurge \\hich is 
the flesh and blood of the growing intemat1onal umty of action of 
the workers and the pcopJc of all countnes agamst fascism. is taking 
place under the infiu~m.:e of two dominant factors. The first 1s the 
split and the crisis in the camp of world 1mpenahsm. which has 
resulted m the isolation of the three fascist powers as the main 
mtcmational enemy. while groupmg against u 1s a powerful anti
fascist front-headed by the USSR and JOmcd by Britain and 
America. The second factor is the gigantic test which the Soviet 
people and the Soviet organisation-the product of 24 years of 
socialism and worker's rule-has stood as so no other people or 
State in the world has ever done m victoriously fightmg back the 
brute might of Hitler-fascism. The Soviet people and the Red Anny 
by their unparalleled heroism, by the invincible unity, by their 
indestructible socialist organisation. are lcadmg and inspiring the 
people in every country to conduct a resolute struggle against the 
fascist aggressors, to take their destiny in their own hands. In short. 
we are living in a new period when the anti-Hitler alliance which 
came into existence because of the USSR and the quandry of the 
imperialist ruling class of Britain and Amcnca. is bcmg transfonncd 
into, a world front of the peoples against fascism Under the stress 
of war and under influence of Soviet leadership. this common front 
against fascism in every country is being strcngth'-'llcd. the Balance 
shifting more and more in favour of the people and against 
impc1 aalism. The anti-fascist front in every country under the stress 
of the initiative and actions of the people. is becoming more and 
more a people ·s front. The people in Britain and America are 
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counteracting the vacillations and sabotage of the impcnahst 
government in the vigorous prosecut10n of the war agamst fascism 
They arc fighting against their perpetration of the repressive and 
autocratic rule in the colonies It is this awakening and activity of 
the broad masses of the workers and people m all the countries 
which strengthen the bond of unity between the peoples of the 
capitalist countries with the Soviet people and with the colonial 
peoples. It is these actions of the people which strengthen the 
international unity of the world anti-fascist front into a \\Orld 
people ·s unity and is making the world anti-fascist \\ar into an all
peoples War for world bberatton. Peoples of the \\orld arc moving 
into action with common will not only for the victory over Hitler 
but also for the victory of all the people ·s unity with the Soviet 
people a11d for a new and higher world order. based not on a new 
imperialist re-division but on the independence and democratic 
liberties of all the peoples. Such is the revolutionary importance 
of the new period 

Where And Why We Went Wrong 

5. The present PB adopted a completely \Hong pQbC) to the 
''ar in the present phase because it forsook the standpomt of 
proletarion internationalism and adopted unconsciously that of 
bourgeois'nationalism. It failed to see that the character of the war 
waged by Britain Jointly with the USSR and the duty of Indian 
proletariat towards it could not be detennmcd by the rclat1011 m 
which the Indian people stood to Britain but by her relation to the 
fortress of socialism and to the main enemy of the \\orld proh .. 1anat. 
We looked at the war from the point of view of narrow bourgeois 
nationalism and theorised that Britain was still conducting an 
imperialist war and that real aid to the Soviet people could be 
rendered by the Bntish and Indian people only when a ·people's 
govemm~nt was established in Britain and freedom was! won by 
the Indians. We repeated parrot hke phrases like ·'Hitler is the main 
enemy·· and said that the imperialist war has to be completely 
transformed into a people ·s war. but stuck fast to the bourgeois 
natioruilist slogan that India could help the Soviet Union only as 
a free country. We lapsed into all manner of speculations and 
refused to see the blunt fuct that the war was already a people's 
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\\ar because \\e dtd not look at the war from the standpomt of 
mtcmational~m and from the standpoint of the defence of the 
Sovi"1: Union. For us who stuck fast to the standpoint of narrow 
bourgeois nationalism the idea that the Bntish impcriahst 
government-the national oppressor of India-was no more 
~onducting a war that was unjust and was now in the camp of 
progress. which was at war '"ith the camp of world reaction. was 
difficult to S\\ allow. Looking at the war situation according to our 
wishes and not as it actually exists. we failed to see that the very 
apparently unpleasant fact was the biggest defeat of British 
tmpcriafo;m and its reactionary pohcy of 24 years and that it has 
placed the British and the Indian working class and people in an 
immensely strategic position. which 1t was their duty to utilise in 
the mtcrcst of world liberation ruid thus serve their interests as well 
ProJetarm.n interhationahsm always and every time, defines the 
tasks and policies of the working class ruid the people of each 
country m terms of the needs of the general struggle of the workers 
of the world against their common t."llemy-world impenalism. 
That is why it alone 1s the true guide for the Communist parties 
to evolve correct policies which at any given time correspond to 
the best interest of the people of its country wlule at the same time 
advancing the international struggle agamst imperialism as a whole 
That is why by forsaking that standpoint. we betrayed not only duty 
to the socialist fatherland and to the world proletariat in the all
pcople 's war against Hitler-fascism but also our duty to our O\\n 

people. Failure to sec that now it was a people ·s war led us to put 
forward the slogrui: Our freedom first and then we ,,;n tight for 
the Soviet which was in practice the pohcy of Nehruism. which 
is subservience to Gandhian inactivity and sabotage of mass struggle 
and therefore, support to Rajaji ·s policy of surrendering to 

·imperialism ruid betrayal of the people. Refusal to recognise the 
wqr as a peoples war. led to a virtual refu.ml to evolve a practic:al 
po}ic:y to mobilise the people for their free, voluntary and effective 
part1clpahon m the world struggle. A pollcy which in the given 
situation was the key to breaking the stalemate in India, to putting 
the people on their legs enabling them to play their part in th1t 
war of world. 
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Guidin1 Lines of The General Policy 

6. What are the main considerations which must detennine the 
practical policies of all Communist parties. which are everywhere 
striving for the defeat and annihilation of Hitler-fascism and the 
victory of the Soviet Union'! In Gennany and Nazi occupied countries 
of Europe. the main consideration is to do everything possible to 
overthrow the Hitler sponsored regimes. to sabotage its unjust war 
by every possible means. This requires in every country that the 
Communist parties pursue the policy of building the umted national 
front of all those who stand for the defeat of Hider. In this connection. 
it must be noted that the USSR has signed treaties of joint action 
with the former bourgeois governments of those occupied countries, 
which form the basis of such a united national front in countncs 
like France, Yugoslavia, Norway, Greece. Czechoslovakia and 
Poland. 

The main consideration which determines the policy of the 
Communist Parties of the capitalist countries allied to the USSR, 
i.e. everything for the full and practical cooperation with the USSR. 
Everything for a quite and decisive victory over Hitler-fascism. 
They have to take note of the fact their governments alli&;.d \\tith 
the USSR are yet bourgeois and imperialist governments. which 
enslave the proletariat at·homc and the people m India and the 
colonies and .which therefore, cannot be rehed to pursue the policy 
of l 00% aid to the Soviet Union, of ensuring people ·s victory over 
Hitler-fascism. The policy of the Communist parties in these countries 
is governed by the strength of the anti-fascist front in their own 
countries and the colonies. The policy is not one of overthrowing 
Churchill or Roosevelt government but of supporting it while 
developing popular pressure to shake off its vacillations and fight 
its sabotage. The policy is one of people's initiative and activity, 
of building a united national front of all those who stand fpr the 
defeat of Hitler, for the consistent and vigorous prosecution pf the 
war in the interests oithe people, for the 100% aid to the USSR. 
A ceaseless struggle of vigilance and exposure is carried on ibr the 
demands of workers, soldiers and the people, for opening the new 
front in Europe and to relieve pressure on the Soviet, for the 
freedom of India and the colonies so as to ensure their voluntary 
and free participation in the war. But the struggle is conducted in 
such a way that the main fire is. CO'lcentrated upon the pro-fascists 
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bdund the government. the fifth column and the mam cncm) of the 
people It 1s conducted m umtv \\1th people s struggle for \\mmng 
the \\ar. for ra1smg the production. for rcndcnng I 00% aid to the 
Soviet The pohcy of the commumsts ID these count11cs 1s g°' emcd 
b\ one slogan \\Jn the \\ar agamst Hitler-fascism and its albes 
for the peoples. for the Soviet The" concentrate their mam fire 
aB-11nst one cnem)-Hitler-fasc1sm abroad and his friends m their 
O\\O country They stn\te to strengthen one front-the \\orld front 
of the people agamst fascism. demandmg and fightmg for the 
hberatton of colomC1; ruled b" their bourgeois governments 

Basis 14~or Practical Policy In India 

The basis for the general pohc) \\h1ch the Indian \\orkmg clas!i 
.md the Indian people have to adopt is detcnruned by the same 
general con~1der:iClc...n > that obtam for the Bnt1sh workers The fact 
that it is an all-people s \\ar agamst H1tler-fasc1sm. the maJD encm\ 
of the USSR and of the proletanat and the people. and that 1t has 
to be \\On m the interest of e\Cl) people ID the \\Otld. holds good 
tor the Indian people. as much as 1t docs for the British people 
The fact that \\C arc cnsla\ed. that \\oar 1s enforced upon us. that 
\\.lr effort 1s md1ssolubl) connected \\Ith 1mpenabst slavcl) docs 
not affect a JOt the obbgat1on that rests upon us to strike tog<..-ther 
m common. with the other peoples of the \\-Orld agaJDst the mam 
cnem} of mankmd. and for the defence of the USSR 'flus dut} 
which our mtematlonabsm imposes upon the part}. viz to mob1hse 
the people. to develop such popular activity and 1mtlat1ve winch 
\\ 111 render the effective participation of the Indian people JD the 
\\arm order to \\JD victory for the USSR and for the other people 
It is today the mam cons1dcrat1on \\h1ch must detennme our practical 
pohcy Our acceptance of the \\ar, ofa People's War. an obhg.il1on 
to \\in 1t, 1s uncond1tlona1 and 1s not detemuned by the dictates or 
desire of the unpenabst government It 1s enJomcd b} the common 
dlsc1phne of the mternatJ.onal proletarian movement which has no\\ 
to concentrate all efforts on the defeat of Hitler-Fascism and its 
alhes, for the victory of the USSR and of all the peoples 

This supreme task and the fact that H1tler-fasc1sm and its alhcs 
are now the mam enC{llles of the Indian people. and·that the British 
government our national oppressor 1s an ally. though a vacillating 
one m the world anti-fascist front-these now must dctermme the 
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immediate slogans and tasks for our struggle for liberation against 
British imperialism. This is the second consideration. The plan of 
action put forward m the "PROLETrlRJ.IN PA 111" which was correct 
for imperialist phase of the war can no longer fom1 our 1mmcdu1te 
task. Developing mass struggle against \\ar in order to achieve the 
immediate overthrow of the British government cannot be our 
slogan for the present situation. For that \~maid mean the splitting 
of the world front of struggle against fascism and its sabotage. We 
would be betraymg the cause of our people as well. But this does 
not mean that our struggle against the imperialist autocratic 
government is suspended. On the other hand. it is waged in the new 
situation but in such a manner as to further and not to hinder the 
one course before us today-viz. to wm the people ·s war against 
fascist powers. and to strengthen the front of the peoples against 
fascism. 

In fact, the Indian people by going into action unitedly to achieve 
their free and voluntary participation in the people ·s war against 
fascism. will not only weaken the reactionary hold of British 
imperialism over India but will strengthen the cause of British 
workers and the British pebple. By adopting this positiv<6,Jine of 
action we would be defeating imperialism ·s reactionary policy to 
keep the Indian people ou• of the war. We would thus be defeating 
on a world scale the hindrances which the reactionary bourgeois 
circles in Britain arc placing in the way of anti-fascist front developing 
into real people's front. By seizing the initiative to rouse the 400 
million people of India to the consciousness of the supreme 
significance of the people's war, to the will and to actions for 
battling down the obstacles which imperialism places in the way 
of people's participation in the war, we will be advancing the cause 
of our own liberation and sealing a firm bond between the national 
front and the front of the peoples of the world. By this policy we 
weaken British imper!alism and strengthen the Indian people as a 
unit of the world people's front against fascism. ; 

Thirdly, therefore our immediate task becomes to orgadise a 
"PEOPLE'S WAR MOVEMENT" and rouse the people to the 
understanding of the supreme significance· of this people's war 
against fascism, as a war of world liberation headed by the Soviet 
Union, to develop their initiative and activity, to participation in 
the war, so as to throw the full Wt.ight of India and her resources 
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on the side of the progrcsst\rC forces And m .ti, much as the conduct 
of the war ts m the hands of the 1mpenahst autocrnc) and the \\ar 
effort and civil defence 1s entucl) m the hands of mespons1blc 
bureaucracy. the people's movement of \\rlmung the \\ar has to be 
developed as a senes of struggle and slmn1shci, on cvcl) front. to 
smash the fc..1tcrs wluch today cham the peoples 1mt1at1vc 

Fourthl), a senes of pohttcal and economic demands of C\rcry 
section of the people \\Ill be raised from the vel') start of the 
people's \~ar movement and fought for But 1t must be clearly 
understood that they are not a government of a character. the 
wmrung of which 1s to be made a cond1t1on precedent for the 
parttc1patton or cooperation m the war Neither 1s our .. People ·s 
War .. movement a cover or screen JUSt to develop a mass struggle 
for wmmng such partial demands a~ National Government. 
democratic nghts, rd..asr of prisoners. etc The crux of the matter 
1s that we have to rouse among all sections of the people the 
consciousness and the will to pla~ their part 111 the tltamc battle 
that ts bcmg \\aged by the Sovtet people and the other peoples of 
the \\orld agamst the most brutal form of 1mpenahsm. and to 
msp1re them to act and participate m that war fightmg at ever) 
step with the 1mpcnahst government. and its bureaucratic 
admm1strat1on, and forcing it to concede such demands and nght~ 
as wdl make that part1c1pat1on really popular and free and, therefore 
effective This 1s the mam general consideration which should 
govern our general pohcy 

Royism is Subservience to Imperialist Government 

The difference between our policy and that of Roy 1s as much 
as between the people and 1D1penahsm. revolution and counter
revolut1on Roy has always been Zubatov hke agent of Bntish 
unpenabsm whose JOb it was to spread c:hsrupt1on m the ranks of 
labour and left-nat1onal1sts by makmg deceptive use of radical 
slogans That he too, to-day raises the slogan ofa .. People's War" 
and parades himself as a supporter of the Soviet ought to deceive 
nobody. One has only to look at lus attitude to war and actions 
when rt was yet an unpenabst war and to his practice today to sec 
that he IS a contemptible lackey of the 1mpcnabst bureaucracy In 
the unpenabst phase of the war, he shouted at first that it was an 
accidental war and then an "anti-fascist war,, In order to confuse 
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the nationalist ranks and to sabotage the anti-nar mowmcnt. 
when he faded m that task. he spht a\\ay from the Congress to 
join hands with all sorts of anti-national and anti-labour 
reactionaries to form the National Democratic Bloc. \\1th the 
purpose of formmg ant1-nat1onal Mmistnes In the present phase 
of the war. he is mountmg slogans of People ·s War. sohdant~ 
with Soviet and with the International proletariat. but m actual 
practice, he ts attemptmg to spht the trade uruon movement 
wtth the help of other government agents hke hunsclf Rm s 
''117N THE IYAR ' C.!Af P-l.WN IS .V01'/llVG MORE 1111 i\' P lRT/CJ

P4TING 1'0GETH!'R J11Tll HIS llANDFUI. OF FOL/.0111<.."R."i IV I HE JI ,IR 

ORGANISED BY THE GOl"ERNMENT 11/S .LIA/ IS 70 KEEi' II I\' 

BUREAUCRlTIC FRA.\/EWORK Tl/EA/Al OF ll/S f'()l.JCJ IS 7 () msm rn 
THE PEOPLE'S .\IOJ"EMENT AND TO SEEK TO COVSOL/JJ 17F 71/F 

llEGEMONr OF THE L\IPERI.JLIST Bl!RE.WCRA('} IN 1 llf.. rr I/{. INT> I\' 

THE WAR EFFORT 

Logic of Conditional Support -
Policy of National Bourgeois parties 

9. For the colonial bourgeoisc the war of the impenal1st masters 
15 always an opportumty for profit-makmg and <..~tortmg concessions 
from 1mperiahsm. Tius i.s the key to therr understandmg of the 
policies of the various groups in the Congress from Gandhi to die 
Congress Saciahsts In the imperialist phase of the war. the pohc} 
of the leadership of the Congress was one of conditlonal cooperation 
and a support to war It was implicit in the September l 939 and 
it was cashed in rupees. annas and pies in the poona Resolution 
(July 1940). The counter-part of this conditional offer to 1mpcrial1sm 
was a non-cooperation m the legislatures and ministnes and a threat 
of satyagraha. The aim of this policy was to sabotage anti-war 
struggl~ of the masses. When imperialists refused to ~ any 
concessions. they started the sham individual satyagraha wth the 
purpose of waiting for a suitable opportunity for compromisetwhile 
continuing the sabotage and disruption of the mass movement. The 
policies of the Congress Socialists and the Forward Blockists which 
are only variants of the policy of the bourgeois leadership. were 
directed to serve the purpose of keeping the radical natlonabst 
elements under the influenc~ of Gandhism. The Congress Socialists 
did it by playing the rebel opposition in Bengal. Such was bourgeois 
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nattonahsm. tn the impcnahst phase of the \\ar The pohcics of 
these groups m the Nauonal Congress m the present phclse of the 
\\ar are again directed towards the -;ame-'!ium .. ·ndcr to 1mpcraahsm 
,ind betrayal of the struggle of the masses The' arc louder than 
ever m the opposition to \\ar and m their \\Ord' demand for 
freedom. Gandh111 says. he wdl oppose all war bccauo;;c 1t ts violence 
and wants to contmue his symbolic satyagrnha for rcpcatmg the 
pacifist formula and the bo, cott of lcg1slatures Nehru \\taves a 
\Heath of mtemat1onal slogan'!i and I~ neat tnbutes to Soviet and 
Chmese heroism and puts them round Gandh1J11s neck. onl} \\hen 
we got our freedom ~di we come fon\ard to pla) our part m the 
world struggle tdl then ··Long Live Gandhi'' Ra1a11 o;;ees the value 
of all this as a background against '\\ htch to pursue negotiations 
for a surrender The Congress sociahst part) nO\\t &eizes the 
opportumt) ·'to .... ~vu~c: the commumst'!i b} sa} mg that the "ar 
n .. 'lllams the 1mpenahst war as long as lndta has not got her freedom 
ThC} shout for ··mass struggle· but will end bv supportmg Gandhi 
The pohc} of all these groups antounts to o~ and the same thmg 
They tum their back upon the people and look to 1mpcnahsm for 
a statement When a t1tamc battle I!. bcmg \\aged b\ all the 
progressive peoples of the \\orld headed bv the USSR agamst 
fascism. when the fate of eve~ JX..'Oplc hangs upon the outcome of 
the battle. \\hen people evel)'\\here-not onl~ m the Soviet Umon. 
are actmg in tlus \\ar and changmg the correlation of forces m their 
0'\D favour and agamst impenabsm. at such a time our natlonal 
leadership docs not lead our people along the path of 1mtiat11 c and 
activity m this war, towards the part1c1pat1on m the \\.arid struggle 
for bberation. but \\alts m futile pass1v1ty and stalemate. hopmg 
that tmpenabsm would give them a hand The pohc\ \\th1ch ~ 
arc following. IS born of narrow natJonabsm and petty class mob vcs 
which betray not only the world struggle but also the best mtcrests 
of the people Such 1s bourgeois nat:Jonahsm m the phase of the 
people's war 

Lead For Unity And Action 
lO Our policy m the present phase differs form the policy of 

the national bourgeois leadership m the same way as our policy 
m the 1mpcnabst phase of the war differed from their correspondmg 
pobcy m that phase Then they dtd not frankly and openly declare 
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it to be an unpenahst "ar "luch rt.'qUJred an uncond1tJ011:d opposition 
The~ dodgc.,Y.I and pie' :mcatcd. put up co11st1tut1onal oppositmn 
made gestures of mass oppos1t1on to \\ar. and ultimate/) settle donn 
WJth md1udu.il sat\.igraba to \\alt for compromise dt the nc'\t 

fa~ourablc opportumt) One tiung the} did 11ot nant was to rch 
upon the people. to put up real resistance agamst "ar Today th"" 
agam refi1sc to rouse the people to the consciousness that they have 
to Win 1t m common \\'Ith the other peoples of the \\orld m order 
to ensure their own freedom They refuse to rely upon the people 
to rouse them to such acttv1ty and 1mtJ.at1vc that wdl smash the 
obstacles which prevent lndta from playmg her p.irt 111 the struggle 
for world bberatton and thus pavmg the \\a) for her 0\\11 hberatJ.on 



OlJR TESTING TIME 

D~r Comrades. 
We are addressing this letter to you the gravest time m the Jjfc 

of our country The fascist invader 1s mad1y rushing towards our 
sacred land. The entire political atmosphere 1s surcharged with 
political uncertainty. anxiety and expectanc~ 11 ff.IT rs THE 

l\IHRDLITE PERSPF.CTR"l? F.J('fNG US' 

After the fall of Singapore. our country 1s m immment danger 
of foreign invasion. After the battle of Burma ts over (within a 
month to two months), a fullscale mvasion 1s almost certain. 

The Jap fascbts t1u\\1•ver may any day advance to the coastal 
to\\lns of West Burma. Akyab. etc. and the eastern to\\ns of Bengal 
They may attack the Ceylon naval base at Trmcomalee as a prcludi.: 
to the invasion of the South-Madras. Vizag. Cochm etc Attack on 
Ceylon can begin any day. The moment the battle of Rangoon is 
ovi.:r. the fascists arc hkcly to begm a large-scale offensive of our 
Eastern provinces Bengal and Assam Thus the East and South arc 
m the immediate danger zone. Naval and aertal bombardmt..-nt of 
toY.ns on the Western Coast. like Bombay. is not ruled out. 

Our party had the honour to visualise this situat10n and call 
upon the premier national organisation of our people-the National 
Congress-to acclaim the all-people's war as the war of the nation. 
to go all-out to unite with the League and hurl our national umty 
against imperialist autocracy and take the peoples· war m peoples· 
hands. At Wardha \\e did not succeed. The national leadership dis
missed it as the war of others and waited for Imperialism to mclke 

· the next move before it wifl call upon our great nation to act. 
V!lluable months have passed by, our people have felt utterly 
helpless. The fascist danger has come nearer and nearer. The fate 
of our nation remains in the hands of the imperialist autocracy. 
which is visibly sinking before our own eyes. 

The threatened invasion of India. however, is no ordinary event. 

Tire "PARTY LEITER"', Vnl. 2, Nu ./, dated 7 3 19./:J "/tire 
Cimrn11mi.TI /'arty of l11d1a 
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It has already produced world\\1de repercussions. so closcly-kmt 
is the fate of all the nations to-da~ Our Party. with our effective 
top and middle leadership locked up in jails. was too "eak to move 
the Congress. unable to get the nation take its fate in its own hands. 
unable to fulfil its role as the umfier of the people. We failed to 
get our own people intervene in the pl."Oplcs · war and make it their 
own war. Where we failed, the Chinese people and the British 
people did not fail. so closely knit is the camp of the peoples today 
The grave menace to India led the British people to intervene. led 
to the Cabinet reshuffle. is leadmg to a reconsideration of the Indian 
policy of the British Government. It led to the political intervention 
on the side of the Indian people of the Chinese United National 
Front. through its leader. Marshal Chiang Kai-Shek"s visit to India 
At the time of writing. the announcement of the British Cabmet • s 
policy on India 1S not yet out. But it Sl.'Cms almost ccrtam that some 
sort of a National Government \\ill come. and a tentative scttleml.'llt 
of the Indian problem. 

India is no small country. it 1s a vast sub-contment. We arc not 
helpless. we have a proud national movement. India cannot go 
down before the Jap fascists without a struggle worthl. of our 
country"s great name. India cannot and will not go the Malayan 
way, 1t is our job to see. that it goes the China way. This is the 
objective reality, such is our immediate task. 

In the meanwhile, let us not forget that our defence has been 
in imperialist hands. We are completely unprepared, both politically 
and mtlitarily. It is not unlikely that parts of our beloved motherland 
in the East and the South may be over-run before the nation is able 
to rally the people to stem the fascist tide. 

Comrades ! We arc on the eve of a situation when fascist 
invasion threatens to engulf us. when the peoples· war· is not yet 
in the hands of our people, when our fellow-patriots await helplessly 
for events but they .fll"C rapidly awakening to the reality bf the 
situation. when their own experience is leading them to accept the 
peoples· war line. when the peoples of China and Britain arc acting 
to put our war in our hands. Very soon the situation will be clearer. 
Very soon our testing time will be upon us. It will be the testing
time of the Indian Communists more than any other group in India· s 
national life. We will have to prove our worth in daily, hourly 
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clct1ons We "ill have to prove the \\ orth of our p.itnot1sm b} bemg 
the FIRST to go all-out to fight the fascists We \\tit have to 
demonstrate our lo'\le for our pL"Oplc b)' being on dut} all 2.J hours 
orgamsmg thetr protection We \\tll ha\c to prove our mfluence 
o'er the masses b) bemg most eloquent and most untmng m 
1J.ll) mg them to a man for the hol) war agamst the fascist mv.id.ers 
We \\Ill be domg all this m umty with all our folio\\ patriots The 
\!}CS of all wdl be upon us Not a httlc \Vtll depend upon our deeds 

Such a prospect may come upon us sooner th.in \\e realise to
d.1y It \\Ill be idle day-dreammg to wait for 1t We have to \\Ork 
from no\\ on to reahse tt We have to nse equal to the great occasion 
.md bt.'tld all our energies to one smgle task a\\akcn our people to 
the consciousness of the supreme issues that face us to-day. u'11te 
.111 the forces of the nation to take the pt."Oples· \\arm pcopks" hands 
.md thus prepare oqrc;elves to meet and cmsh the fu!lic1st m\ader 
.md rc.ihsc India· s hberat1on 

Educate Yourself Anew 

Comrades. the part) leadership 1s sending ) ou some very 
1111portant documents on the pt."Oplcs· \\ar pohc} and our tasks -
P.111\ Letters and Part) Orgamsers detailmg urgent tasks. the final 
h.\t of the P B Resolut10n on Peoples· War Pohc} and the Report 
of the P B Hansrafs pamphfot. .. Fon\ard to Freedom .. 

They ha'\lc been wntten after lots of inner-Party d1scuss1on and 
C\pcncncc m carcymg out the m.·w hne The}' arc meant to end the 
period of discussion and begm the pcnod of action for the nL'\V hnc 
They arc \Httten m a simple straightforward mann~r Your FIRST 
task 1s to study them 

You ~ill sec at a glance that they arc meant not onl} to clan(} 
and exp lam the peopfos · "ar pohcy but matcnall}' correct the errors 
of some prcv10us documents The peoples· \\ar pohcy 1s s1mphc1ty 
1tsdf. once ~our grasp the 1mphcat1ons of the transformation of 
22nd June. once ~ ou understand the full significance of the role 
of the USSR as the '"orld hberator. once your grasp how the people 
from bcmg pa\\ns of 1mpcnahsts. have become the makers ofthclf 
own fate. m short. once you rcahsc that you arc m a completely 
new irenod of \\orld history. away fonn the horrors and helplessness 
of the 1mpenahst war. and m the midst of the glory and travail of 
the peoples' war 
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You must m<:T C/.E..IR ON SO.\/H FU\'l>.l\/f..'NTALS OF Tl/E NF.II 

S/1l:17 /O.\' 

-Get ~may from the idea that the peoples· \\ar is an alliance with 
one S(..-Ction of imperialism to defeat another. Get it clear that the 
pcopl~ · \\ ar 1s the struggle against world imperialism as a whole 
Fascism is not separate from hnpenahsm. World lmpenalism as 
a \\hole has reached a stage that it can exist only as Fascism. The 
only way in which Imperialism can exist in the \Wrld of today is 
as world Fascism and no other. The war of the Fascist Powers is 
the battle for the fascist enslavement of the world. That will be the 
fate of the entire world, if Fascism succeeds. But this cannot and 
"ill not happen. This is what the mighty Soviet has ensured. this 
is what the peoples· war means. World Imperialism has been split
Fascist Imperialism has been isolat"'-d as the main enemy of mankind 
Non-Fascist Imperialism has been caught in an unbreakable pincer 
grip of the Soviet alliance from the one end and the rising peoples· 
upsurge from another, and has to face 1ts own hqu1dation inside 
the peoples· camp. P(.."Oples · victory m the peoples· war means the 
end of world impenabsm and nothmg less. 

-Get rid of the idca·that it is Sovfot"s war and therefore, our 
war and that \\C support the \\ar because we don"t want Soviet 
crushed. Get it clear that the Soviet is unconquerable. It is the 
Soviet whj.ch transfonned the imperialist war into peoples· war. It 
is the Soviet which stands guarantee agamst the realisation of 
imperialist aims in this war and for the realisation of the peoples· 
aims. It is the Soviet which has opened the prospect of peoples· 
unity on a worldwide scale. it 1s Soviet which has given the peoples 
of the world a war to win and through it their O\\n liberation. The 
Soviet does it because it is powerful enough to do it with the 
complete Victory of Socialism within its own borders. The Soviet 
docs it because 1t is a truly peoples· state after the ;sta1inist 
Constitution. The Soviet does 1t because it has a worlt:rs · and .., 
peasants· Red Anny. The soviet docs it because the Soviq peoples 
are a NEW people. because the Sovfot state is a NEW $bite, the 
like of which the world has never known before. It is being 
acknowledged like the magic of the l~-gcnds by the imperialists, it 
is the living truth for the peoples of the \.\Orld. Onc-si.xth of the 
Socialist World, under our leading Party, led by our leader Stalin, 
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has not only transformed the world s1tuat1on but is .ictmg the leader 
of the peoples of the world. and \~hat \\c .tic \\ttn1.c;smg tod~l\ ,, 
the emergence of the hvtng bond that umtc~ the pcopl~~ ot th~ \\Orld 
"1th the SoV1et Bv transfonmng the world l\1tuat1011 the ~o\ 1ct hdc; 
laid the basis for a \\orldwide JX.'<>plcs h ont b\ 1t' h1..ro1c dt..-cd' 
1t 1c; pavmg the \~ay for world hbcr atlon 1b might\ o;trcngth •~ 
dtrectlv bchmd every struggling people 

-Get nd of the idea that the people') \\ ar me.uti, th.it our 
struggle for mdependt."nce is off fo1 the tune bcmg and ''c h,l\ c 
to fight the war under \\hatevcr cond1tmns C'-l't (n .. t 1t dear that 
the peoples' war itself 1s our struggle .igam~t Jmpcnah'm Get 1t 
clear that our struggle agamst lmpcn.thsm n...duc.c~ 1hclf to-d..'l\ to 
one smgle 1ssue -take the peoples war m the h.inck of our people 
Get it clear that the actual struggle for our hb1...rat1on b1..mgi> \\.Ith 
one smgle act of\\ i1.l'dl11g a Nat10nal Go\ cmm1..11t (Jct 1t ch .. a1 that 
the peoples \\ar 1s the strmght and Mmple p.tth fm India's O\\n 
hb~rat1on and there ts no other cour'e before ..im honc~t 'on nf 
our p<..'Ople 1f he rcall\' stands b, India s fl~cdom Jnd 'enouc;h 
means to fight for 1t 

-Get nd of the idea that the pcop]cc; ,,,u Ii> the part1cula1 
propelfy of the prolet.ira.1.t and that it " the JOb of our Partv to 
demarcate itself from all part.tes and our lone role to fight the 
peoples \\tar Get it clear that 1t w.i~ the h1~tonc role of the Partv 
of the proletanat to be the first to awaken to the consc1ousnes!l> ~lf 
the change m the chaiacter of the '"ar Get 1t cl1..ar that 1t 1s the 
.ictuaJ role of our Partv to umtc the entire nation to take the pc0ple~ 
war tn peoples' hands Get 1t clear thJt 1t 1c; the 1ob of <..'Vef\ 
Commumst and every Part\ Umt to go all-out to umte \\1th e\en 
p.itnot, all pohtical orgamsattons that desire to rc~1st the f~c1c;t11 
that want to defend the countl) that scd.. lnd1a s frCl.-dom 

-Get nd of the tdea that the peoples \\ar pohc\ mean& the 
1solat1on of our Party Get it clear that the pcopk~ \\.ar heralds 
a new penod for India's umted N1t1onal Front, 1Trcater and more 
glonous than any we have yet witnessed. of \\thtch the mam base 
wdl be the National Congress. which will result m the umt\ of all 
patuottc orgamsat1ons. which wdl witness the umt' of all 
commumties and natlonalrtles m one single c.ndc.ivour to defend our 
common Motherland Faith 1n our ancient nation demands till~ of 

Vol·n. 21 
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us. If this does not happen, it is Fascist enslavement for our great 
people. Look at the growmg reality, at real life, our natlon is getting 
into stride for the peoples· war. our patriots begmning to utter our 
own slogans, a new period of our national unity is emerging right 
before our eyes. Recall even Sapru' s speech at the recent Non-Party 
Leaders' Conference. he called it the peoples· war. he gave hell 
to the Maxwells as birds of passage, he called upon the Congress 
and the League not to sulk in their tents but unite. he. of course. 
trembled for th" fate of India and Britain but he also wanted all 
that was necessary to take this war from the hands of imperiahst 
autocrats into the hands of the people. Recall that Nehru who was 
sneering at the peoples· war slogans, building castles m the air 
about the inevitable collapse of imperialism, propounding theories 
that there was no danger to India-speaks of our testmg tame 
having come, of resisting the aggressor come what may. of India 
playing her role in unity with China and Soviet. Above all. ree3JI 
that the great Congress at Wardha declared itself against Fascism 
and ready to fight the war whenever honourable conditions were 
created for it. True, the Congress did not adopt a positive policy. 
true that the Congress did bot go all-out to take the war inJJie hands 
uf the nation, true the Congress did not mobilise and assert India· s 
national unity, of which·it itself is the livmg embodiment. against 
imperialist .autocracy and lead our people into the peoples· war. 
When has the bourgeois leadership of a colonial movement. not 
waited as long as it could before it would call upon its own people 
to act? Initiative to rouse the people. to unite the nation has to come 
from the camp of the proletariat. Remember, comrades, that China 
lost its five provinces before the Chinese United National Front got 
into full stnde, before the Kuomintang leadership gave up all hopes 
of peace with the Jap Fascists. Remember that it was our Party 
that FIRST gave the call for all-in resistance to lap Fascists. that 
went into BATILE.FIRST. In our country to-day. the s~ation 
is changing with lightning speed, events themselves bear 'ut our 
analysis, what we said yesterday our fellow-patriots are saying to
day, all patriotic organisations arc finding their way sooner than 
most of us even dreamt of before, that our liberation lies through 
this war, that the only way is our unity, in short, to the policy of 
the peoples' war itself. 
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It is the job of the Conununists to hear their voice and speak to 
them in their own tongue. It is the JOb of the Communists to show 
to them 011 the basis of their own experience that the path for all 
1s only one-UNITY. that our very patriotism demands fighting 
the fascists to death, that our hatred of British Imperialism must 
express itself in taking the war in our O\\ n hands, that all that we 
have to do is to unite and fight. and we will win. It is our job to 
appeal to patriotism and patriotism alone. it is our job to do all 
we can to forge national unity. it is our job to propagate the peoples' 
war as India's war of freedom. it is our job to make our nati011al 
fighters realise what role the Soviet and China arc playing in the 
peoples' war and what glorious destiny awaits India in unity with 
them. It is our job to fight helplessness and defeatism and make 
flaming appeals to patriotism and popularise the glorious prospect 
opened out by the peoples" war for our great people This nnd 
nothing else is our job, 35 Communists. as members of the Party 
of the proletariat, as the true sons and daughters of our ancient 
nation No sectarian self-superiority but self-Confident comraderie 
with our fellow-fighters, not phrasemongering but plain and simple 
language, not endless arguments but untinng practical work is the 
way to popularise the peoples' war policy 

In these documents, comrades. we have tried to tell you how 
to do this. Our Central. Provincial and District leaders are not \\lith 
us but are hostages in the hands of the impenalists. We can no m01e 
delegate effective propagandists to you to explain the tasks of the 
new period that is upon us. Most of you are very young and 
inexperienced. Remember, the success of the Party policy, the 
honour of the Party banner depends upon how well you understand 
the peoples' war policy, how eloquently you popularise it, '"bat 
. respect you command from the proud patriots of our national 
movement. 

'-Read these documents as your text-books 
-Fix upon the best propagandist in your unit to report on these 

to you and get all your questions answered by him. 
· -Immediately branch yourself out to hold group meetings with 

miliants or Party sympathisers and win them over. 
-Go all-out to sell the publications that are meant for sale. It 
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will be a first-rate political job done 1f you can sell to eve" 
Congress or student worker the new literature that is being issued 

-Get a Bolshevik understanding of the new line. clear and 
complete. try to speak with Stalinist simplicity to non-Part~ 

nationalists and you will sweep away all difficulties and get on to 
practical work. 

Some comrades and units are wastmg themselves away in long
term speculations, discussing when will this happen and when that. 
some arc becoming military experts on the basis of the daily 
newspapers and a few maps and forecasting developments! This 
must go. Appeal to patriotism, pure and unallo) ed. Show how there 
is no other way for our nation except the peoples· war policy. Don ·1 

enter into fine arguments a~t conditional or unconditional support. 
pose the simple issue, either we take the peoples· \~ar in peoples· 
hands or face death and destruction under Fascism Show how 1f 
we can take the war in our own hands. we march straight to our 
liberation. Unity is the crying need of the nati9n. Set an example 
yourself by doing all that you can by forgmg peoples· unity. unity 
of all popular organisations in your own locality. You have the 
lustoric example of our "Chinese comrades to cmulate_Y ou have 
the heroic deeds of our Soviet brothers before your eyes Let these 
be your hourly inspiration. 

Aptationid Tasks 

All around you see our patriots feeling utterly helpless. our 
people in a state of panic. This is the inevitable result of stalemate. 
The 1zz1.1t of the Sarkar is gone. the national movement is without 
a direction. The past IS dying, the future is not visible. the uncertainty 
of the present is leading to rumour-mongering and panic 1s spreading 
like wildfire. This is the immediate situation but it cannot last. It 
is our first and foremost task to fight panic. How'? Not by scniionismg 
to the people not tq be cowards, as the Mahatma is domgj Not by 
tearing our hair at the '"wait and watch·· pohcy of the tJational 
leadership and entering into long-winded arguments with out fellow
patriots about the soundness of the peoples·war policy in abstract 
terms. 

1'HE W"Ar TO F1GHT PANIC JS TO POPULARISE THE PEOPLES' WAR 

POUCY. not in the abstract but over specific issues. In every meeting, 
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m every d<..monstµ.tion. C!NITJ: C'NITr. l ffti'/1 r must be the one ringing 
call that must come from our throats. that will mstil self-confid<..'llcc 
and allay panic and make all honest fighters listen to us 

All must unite to protect the people I Work for joint 
demonstrations by the Congress and League. supported by stud<.."llts. 
workers and kisans in which rcpresen~tives from all organisations 
d"dare their united resolve to stand together by the people in this 
grave emergency. and co-operate together in every measure that 
''ill protect the people irrespective of any political differences 

All must unite to defend the country ! Explain why the imperialists 
cannot and will not defond us. that the people alone can and ,,;11 
defend our country. Explain how Indra· s patriots can not l)nly 
defend our motherland but win India for Indians. 

Jn the forcfront'of our agitation must be the demand for National 
Government. Explain how it can enable us to defond the country 
successfully, how it will lead to our liberation. how it will be the 
expression of our national umty. how it ensures that the nation·s 
\\ar wall be in the hands of the nation and sccu1es our future. 

Every speech that we make must be a flammg appeal to patriotism. 
must preach national unity. must show the nnmedlate need to fight 
for National Government. must show how we can become masters 
of our fate and cease being imperial slaves by takmg this \\:\r in 
our hands 

Our immediate agitational efforts must be concentrated on two 
issues : creating anti-Japanese feeling and winning support tor the 
release of Detenus and political prisoners This is the way to forge 
national unity. this is the way to rally the people. 

Anti-Japanese Day 

In every locality, Communists must take initiative to celebrate 
Anti-J_apanese Day in co-operation with as many organisations as 
possible, and make it a great United Front day. Do all you can to 
get the auspices of the Congress and League and get their leaders 
to speak. 

-Explain how Japanese invasion will not be the overthrow of 
British imperialist ruie and India· s freedom but lead to the fascist 
enslavement of our country. 
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-Explain why imperialism cannot and will not defend the country 
All must unite to defend the country. All must unite to fight for 
National Government. Under a National GovCf1U11ent. we can and 
will hurl back the fascist invader. 

-Expose the foul deeds of Jap Fascists. Expose their slogan 
of "Asia for Asiatics". Denounce those who look upto Fascism 
for India's free4om as traitors to the country. 

-Glorify China. Explain what the Chinese have done the Indians 
too can do. Explain how shoulder to shoulder with the Chinese 
people, we can win not only our liberation but act as the liberators 
of ancient Asia. 

-Explain how it is the war for our homes and hearths, for the 
honour of our mothers and sisters, for everything we cherish and 
hold dear. Explain how the nation needs the assertion of all its 
strength to take the war in its own hands. Explain how under the 
leadership of the united nation, this war will call forth the first 
qualities of our great people and enable us to carve our own future 

Releue the Patriots for Freedom's War 
Take immediate initiative to hold similar united front 

demonstrations for the release of detenus and pobtical prisoners 
Congressmen may object to call 1t the freedom's war, yet drop the 
word and have only Release the Patnots. 

-Demand their llNCONDmONAL release. 
-They are among the best of India's patriots. 
-They are seasoned anti-fascist fighters. 
-The people need them today more than ever before. 
-They are hostages in imperialist hands. 
-With a united voice demand their immediate release and get 

them back in peoples' ranks for freedom's battle. 
Comrades! Remember that we can win the release of our coPades 

not by appealing to the present autocratic government wY:h bas 
tortured them, which seeks to humiliate them by imposina anti
natianal conditions ~ it will release them, but by carrying on 
the most widespread and intense agitation for their immediate and 
unconditional release. 

Immediately bend all your eoergies to build a united front 
campaign on the basis of Anti-Japanese and Release the Patriots 
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campaigns. The moment the British Government" s policy is 
announced. nc\\ agitational tasks will face us. The Working 
Committee will mt.'Ct and shortly after a mcetmg of the A l.C C will 
be called. The Party lead on these issues wdl reach you through 
the organ and the Party Letters. 

Slogans of Action 

The place of the Commurusts is always by the side of the people. 
Unprecedented and new opportunities to serve the people arc upon 
us The thn:atcning danger of invasion throws upon us the immediate 
task of organising the civil defence of the people. 

All comrades must clearly grasp certam fundamental issues to 
be able to function effectively in the new situation :-

-It is not e11ough to fight paruc politically. only through speeches 
It is not enough to popularise peoples· war slogans m mC'-'tings and 
demonstrations. Every Communist must set the example in personal 
courage and be foremost in fighting defeatist propaganda in the area 
he lives He must be the first in supporting everything that helps 
to protect the people. It is no time to wait for '·instructions": hear 
the voice of the people and know all the patriotic and selfless 
\\torkers of your area. Together with them do all that you can to 
sef\tc the people. 

-Mere wtlhngncss to serve the people is not enough The 
existing training we have is not enough to enable us to serve the 
people in the war situation. What then we must learn anew '! What 
must we immediately do'? 

All Into A. R. P. 
-All Party members. together \\ith our sympathisers must 

enrol themselves in to official A. R. P. to get elementary A. R. P. 
training. 

-Only those must be exempted who are whole-time Party 
functionaries or functlonaries in mass organi,.ations and have no 
time at all to spare. The second category of exemption will be those 
against whom the Congress may take disciplinary action if they 
joined the OFFICIAL A R. P 

The point to realise is that unless most of us have A.RP. 
training, we will be able to do nothing in case of air raids except 
be helpless watchers of the butchery of our people. 
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A. R. P. tranung 1s the most essential task in all coastal towns. 
cspeciall~ of the South and East. 

An additional respons1bihty falls upon us because the Congress 
organisation in these areas is very weak and has hardly done 
anything about P V. B. and the A.R. P. is completely official
riddcn. 

-Get A R. P. trainmg quick-is our slogan for all Party 
Members If in some areas thl.·y will not let you go into A. R P 
1f you arc P V. B. member. get A. R P. training first and then 
go into the P. V. B. 

All Into P. V. B. 

-All Party Members and S) rnpathisers except those who arc 
whole-timers on other fronts must join the Peoples· Voluntl.-cr 
Brigades (P. V. B.) and on no account the Civic Guards (we ma) 
send some unknown contacts into it to get information about its 
functioning. etc.) 

-Wherever mass organisations. like T. U ·s, Kisan Sabhas. 
Student Federations have volunteer organisations, they must be 
affiliated to the P. V B. and work in perfect co-operatio.p with 1t 

- The pomt is not to start mushroom volunteer organisations 
nor endless I) discuss what fonn of voluntl.-cr organisation can best 
protect the. peoples. but pool all the resources of all popular 
organisations together and around the P. V. B. and unite them all 
This is what the interests of the people· demand and our policy of 
national unity. 

Inside the P. V B. it must be our endeavour to be called its bt:St 
volunteers and which ever P.V.B. units are in charge of Party 
m~"lllbcrs must be run as model '1nits. 

In those areas districts where P.V.B units have not been started. 
\\e must tak.e imml.'Ciiatc initiative to rally the Congress 1orkers 
and fonn P. V. B. under competent organisers. 

In several places not only the Rightist but also Leftist clpnenti; 
will try to keep out our comrades and arc likely to play a provocative 
role. All Party Members must be on guard not to play the game 
of the provocateurs. We do not go into the P. V. B. to debate over 
our political policies but to work together with all patriotic elements 
to organise the protection of our people. 
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With the fonnat1on of the National Government. the whole character 
of the P V B 1s almost certam to change It is hkely to merge 
its~lf with the C1v1c Guards and be transformed mto some sort of 
Citizens· Mthtla For the tJme bemg. we should not be drawn mto 
discussion over its future role but do all V\C can to improve its 
present functJ.omng by makmg concrete and constructJ.ve suggestions 
cllld by giving the best party guidance to the comrades who are sent 
mtothc P V B 

Every P Umt should see to 1t that a competent comrade ts put 
m charge of P V B fraction and the volunteers· work m the 
locahtv concerned Young comrades wtll either be too helpless or 
conumt scnous 1n1stakes 1f they are not properly and promptly 
guided 

Org. and Tech. 

Special mstruct1ons are bcmg sent to the provmces 1mmediatel) 
threatened \\1th foreign mvasion The comrades m those areas wdl 
get concrete gmdance from their P C • s 

In the meanwhdc. followmg mstructions apply to all P 
llmts -

-Don"t dismantle the U G apparatus before legalit) has been 
l'on The U G Centres of the Southern and Eastern provmces need 
bcmg strengthened rather than weakened, 

-Check up and strengthen the contact system all round The 
higher umtes must be able to reach the lower umts at a moment· s 
notice Ensure this nnmedlately Fix up a time-hm1t \\tthin which 
a new and better contact system gets in functionmg order. 

-Don "t disturb the d1fferentiatton between exposed and 
Dne\.posed members There is more need than ever before to keep 
the unexposed members apart from the exposed and not let them 
get nuxcd up Most of the unexposed members can, however. JOm 
~ARPandorPVB 

In the Southern and Eastern provinces all Party Umts and 
members must be guided by the rcabsat1on that in the areas that 
come under Jap occupation. all known Communists will be 
summanly butchered Cadre 1s the only capital of the Party We 
must save all the Party members we can What specific mstrucbons 
apply m such cases? 
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-All Party Units must destroy all unnecessary records and 
documents, especially names and addresses of members and p 
minutes. New and safer dumps must be organised. 

-All party Members must stick to their posts upto the vel) 
last. Our primary job is not to save ourselves but promct our people 
and fight the Fascists as long as we can. No P. Member leaves 
his place on his own, without the pem11ssio11 of his Unit Sccretal) 

-If and when no resistance to the Fascist invaders is possible 
it is the particular responsibility of all KNOWN Party Members 
not to full into the hands of the fascist brutes. All Party member~ 
must make banodbust NOW for a safe shelter, in consultation with 
their Unit Secretary. The best course for them is to change the area 
of their residence, change their name and adopt an entirely n1m 
identity. They can easily do this by arranging it now with their 
friends and relatives. and migrating to the neighbounng di~rict~ 
where they are not well known or less known. Their Unit Secretal) 
in consultation with the Secy. of the next higher umt must pass 
on a report on such comrades to the Unit secy. of the place where 
such known comrades will. migrate. Let it be clearly understood that 
all such comrades will have to earn their own bving The-P would 
be unable to help them financially even temporarily or take them 
over as whole timers. They will have to take on some job or the 
other for their living and be available for part-time work in the 
service of the Party. 

-Every P. Unit in these threatened areas must delegate its most 
reliable and resourceful comrade to make technical bandobust 
NOW so that P. contact may be kept under conditions of total 
illegality and complete breakdown of all communications. with its 
higher and lower units. 

All the above tasks must be finished WITHIN 1WO WEEKS. 
the bandboust rehearsed, and passed by a competent conutule. To 
postpone the carryitfg out of these elementary prccauti~ !is to be 
a non-revolutionary, a Satyagrahi instead of a Bolshev~. 

New Directions 

We will understand the character of the new period more clearly 
only when the announcement of the British Cabinet is out and the 
Congress attitude to it is known. On these factors will depend what 
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immediate political developments take place, when and at what rate 
we get legality, what emerge as our new tasks. 

With the fonnation of the National Government, the entire 
nature of our work will change. we will call upon a large part of 
Party Members to attend special Party Schools and go into the 
anny, we will be able to conduct all our activities legally and gL1 

hack our leaders. <...-ntircly new slogans of mass mobilisation will 
have to be carried out, our Party will have to work along lines our 
Chinese comrades have been working. 

If the formation of the Nat10nal Government is delayed and the 
lap invasion precedes it which does not seem likely to-day. it will 
be the most confusing picture and very widespread panic will ensue 
during which our Party will have to act with the Congress and all 
patriotic organisations to serve the people its best. 

The immediate iasb of all Party Members and Units have been 
outlined in this Letter. Be at them for all you arc worth: they will 
earn our Party the respect of all patriots. they will pave the way 
for the entry of our great nation into the peoples· War Everything 
is in our favour, you have only to rise equal to the occasion. 

With Party greetings. 

For THE POLIT-BU REAU 



[ill 
THE 19TH SESSION OF THE 
ALL INDIA TRADE UNION 

CONGRESS 

Issues Before the Session 
Important issues faced the 19th Sess10n of the All India Trade 
Union Congress when it met at Ca\\'npore ID the second V\cek of 
February last (1942) The first was the issue of war The WardhJ. 
Session of the A l C C had suspended the md1v1dual satyagraha 
takmg note of the change m the s1tuat1on of the "ar The Congress 
leaders had declared we are prepared to mobihse the people for 
defence of the country and to bne up with the other peoples who 
were fightmg for their liberation agamst fascist enslavement but for 
that India must be declared free Other national pobt1cal parties m 
Incba were saymg the same thmg with vanattons The Bn.llsh pub he 
op1mon was demanding more and more ms1stently on thctr 
government that Iruha be freed so that its people ma} defend the1r 
country and thus throw back the conunon encm}' But the 1mpcnahst 
government was not movmg It would rather nsk a part of India 
passing mto Japanese hands than free Indians to defend thetr own 
motherland agamst the :filscISt mvader In the meanwhile. the menace 
of :fascist 10vas1on was commg nearer and nearer 

The New War Situation 

This was the situation which required of the T U C -the premier 
working-class orgamsatton of India - that 1t should give a lead 
to the whole country What was required was a call to all the 
political parties to •umte on tins supreme occasion, and ft<>t wait 
upon Impenahsm but to umtedly wrest power from the dnwillmg 
bands of the present rulers so that the Indian people may be able 
to wage a war of ltberat.ton agamst the prospective mvaders What 
was required of the T U C was an mrtlatlve to propose an uruted 
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front mass campaign. in co:-operation with the National Congress 
and the Mushm League. for wming National Go\'cmmcnt, for the 
r~lcasc of political prisoners. organising civil ckfcnc~. for rrusmg 
production. for democratic rights and demands of the \\ orkcrs and 
peasants. What was required of the T.U.C. was to tak.c a stand of 
clear-cut opposition to the Japanese and German fascist aggression 
and of ''holeheartcd and unqualified support to the war of liberation 
wagt."Cl by the U S S R. in Chma and by the British and American 
peoples. This was the first and most important issue which faced 
the T. U .C. Session. The T. U. C. • s reply to this momentous question 
\\as. strange as it sounds. that it had no opimon on the issue of 
\\ar 

Working-Class Struggle 

The second ifc::~1e which fa.c~d the Session \\as that of the 
\\Orking-class ~trugglcs agamst lowering of their standard ofhving 
due to \\ar cond1t1ons. agamst repression. for the rccogmt1on of the 
Trade Umons. The Session was mcetmg agamst the background 
of the second wave of dearness allowance strikes heroically fought. 
The second dole of dearness allowances and sliding scales remained 
far behind the racmg 1ivmg mdex figures and soanng prices New 
ordmances were being promulgated to curtail th~ worker's freedom 
\)f mo\tt."111.ent and of strike Working-class leaders and orgamsers 
continued to be detained. There '"ere. of course, resolutions un all 
these points. But none of them contained a decisive I.cad for action. 
None of them linked the issue of workers demands \\ith the= national 
t..'lllergency which faced the country 

Organisational Questions 

The third issue was that of organisation. The last session had 
completed the merger of the old A.I.T.U.C. and the N.F.T.U The 
N.F.T.U. was dissolved and all its unions were now directly affihated 
tp the Central All-India T.U. Organisation. The pomt was now to 
take steps to consolidate and strengthen the ttrganisation. These 
were important organisational issues. The effective functioning of 
the Central office, making ""Trade Union Record· ·-The Organ of 
the Central office, a publication which could be a sort of educator 
and guide to the Trade Union organiser in every Union throghout 
the country, the proper working of the Provincial Trade Union 
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Congresses, the checking up of all affiliated unions and weeding 
out of bogus unions. running schools for Trade Union organisers. 
raised from the workers in the various centres-were such important 
and urgent issues. But the Session tackled no organisational issue 
except the framing of amendments to the T.U.C. Constitution. 

A Routine Session, Without Lead 
Thus on the whole, the 19th Session of the A.I.T.U.C. has been 

little more than a routine session. It gave the working class no lead 
on the burning Polihcal question before the entire nation. the issue 
of war, national defence and national liberation. It gave no decisive 
lead on the growing Economic struggles of the working class. Nor 
did it take any imported Orgamsanonal decisions to consolidate 
and strengthen the unions, the provincial or central organisations. 

Handicaps and difficulties 

While we criticise the deficiencies of this Session, we must not 
forget the fact that they were to a considerable extent due to 
repression which had removed trusted and experienced leaders of 
the Trade Union movement from the field of work. The axe of -repression had fallen more heavily upon the Communists and 
militants than upon any other group in the Indian Trade Union 
movement, They represented the driving force of the movement. 
Their absence not only weakened the central leadership of the 
movement but to a large extent the routine work of the Trade 
Unions. The report of the General secretary presented at the session 
said: 

··Tue Trade Union movt.-ment progressively continued to suffer 
from difficulties and hindrances that have checked its development 
since the beginning of the war. Repression under the Defence of 
India Act took many active Trade Unioriists from all 4Ver the 
country to jail to this extent that many of the affiliated uniCfDS have 
been obliged to curtail their routine activities.'' : 

The holding of the Session itself was beset with difticulties 
arising from repression. The Session was to be held in January in 
Calcutta. But soon after this was a mounced meetings and processions 
were banned in the Howrah area where the session was to be held. 
Permission to hold the session could have been obtained but soon 
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after came the rapid development of the \I\ ar m the Pacific The 
contingency of Calcutta bemg declared an cmergenc\ area arose 
It \\as therefore decided to postpone the session and hold 1t m 
C.1v.npore m the second week of Fcbruill"\ 

Jn Red Cawnpore - But ••. 

In ordinary times. Red Cawnporc could have been rchcd upon 
to make a. fine Job of a session of that type evc..'11 at a short notice 
Butto-da)' the nubtant working-class of Ca" npore ''as handicapped 
lb red stal\~art leaders who had bU1lt the Mazdoor Sabha as a mass 
orgamsat1on Who had forged Congress-Labour umtcd front m the 
\\Ork.mg-class struggles. were behind the pnson bars Not onl)' 
lwdcrs hkc Comrades S S Yusf. R D Bhara<h~a.i. Santosh Chdndra 
l\.appor. Ev.az Ab etc. were rcmo\ed but hundn.'Cb of militant 
v. orker leaders Lf°nl.lll conumttet-"S "ere put under detention The 
most beloved Chacha Jan Mahommcd was sentenced to 
trclilsportatlon for hfc 1ust for an anti-\\ar speech m a \\orkers' 
nwetmg Separated from 1ts trusted leaders and its m1htant cadres. 
Ccn\npore had yet its fighting '\\Orkmg class and rallied firmly 
round its Mazdoor Sabha. with its fraternal ties \\Ith the students 
and the Congress And Cawnpore did put up a fa1rl}' good sho\\ 
for the T U C Session. msp1te of the provocative tactics of the local 
C S P leadership and mspite of the mfanttle nustakes of som~ of 
our own young comrades The local leadership of the CSP m tht. 
Mazdoor Sabha thought 1t was a god-sent opportumt} to discredit 
the Commumsts and to dnve a wedge between them and the Congress 
The) thought they could make effective use of the fact that th~ 
~penenccd leaders of the Commumsts were abs<..'Ilt Further they 
thought. they could effect1vel} use mendacious propaganda ag.11nst 
the Communists DC\\' war pohcy to spilt them a\.\a} from the 
Congress Had not their leader J P sent them that direction from 
Jml ., They captured the Reception Conumttce They wanted to tum 
the T U C Session mto a sort on an ant1-Commumst show In 
the begmrung they seemed to succeed wrth their provocative tactics 
But that was because our young comrades comnntted sectanan 
mistakes m puttuig across our war pohcy and fell pn.]' to their 
provocation These tmstakes were later corrected and the disruptors 
Scotched 
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Who helped the Disruptors? 

The mistakes arose mainly because of a v. rong understanding 
and wrong application of our new policy on war. Our comrades 
forgot that the crux of our policy was a patient and persistent 
struggle to Unite the people and the main polit1cal parties. The aim 
of this unity was to achieve a joint mass effort. to smash the mam 
obstacle which prevented the Indian people from fighting the war 
which was now their ov.n war of national defence against the fascist 
aggressor, which was their O\\n war of liberation. as a real peoples 
war. Our comrades thought that all that they had to do was to 
stage workers' and students' procession shouting the slogans : 
Soviet's War. Pooplc's War: Peoples' War. our War. They did not 
realise that it was our war because it was our own war of 
liberation. because it was our own \\ar of national defence. They 
did not realise that the war had to be won not in alliance with 
imperialism but on the strength and unity of the Indian people and 
of their great political parties and in alliance with the Soviet. 
Chinese and other peoples. The war could be won and the freedom 
of the country achieved ~ly if it could be fought as a peoples' war 
after the example of China. But this required peoples· National 
Government and democratic liberties. These had to be won on the 
basis of the broad""St unity of the people. and of the political parties 
and by fbrging mass sanctions to enforce the nation's demands. 
Such a policy required a campaign of patient explanation among 
the masses. a persistent effort to organise united front actions on 
issues on which there was growing agreement. such as release of 
the political pnsoncrs. aid to the Soviet and China, the condemnation 
of Japanese and German aggressions and atrocities etc. 

What Our Comrades Forgot 

Our comrades forgot that they could not defend or aid ~e Soviet 
merely shouting ~Soviet· s war our war.·' They were r'fjuired to 
show that it was the war of India's freedom and to win It we had 
to unite to take it into our own hands. As Communists, ~ were 
required to come forward as the best unifiers of the people, as the 
best fighters for freedom against imperialism. This was what the 
new policy required. But this was just what our young Cawnpore 
comrades forgot. What was the result of this wrong understanding 
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of the Party policy 'l This result was that our comrades fell prey 
to the provocative tactics of the C S.P. leaders. When thcv found 
themselves in a minonty in the Reception Conumttee. they .:Csigned 
from it. They allowed themselves to be alienated from d1c Congress 
masses and from sympathetic elements. However. these errors were 
corrected on the eve of the session itself. with the help of the All
India T.U. Fracbon. 

C.S.P. Tactics 

The C.S.P. leadership tired to make full use of the fact that they 
controlled the Reception Committee and the pandal arrangement. 
They used this advantage for anti-Commumst propaganda and 
slogans. They wanted to use Pandit Nehru to dominate the session 
and to use him against the Communists. But by that tnre our All
India T. U. Fracti911 had taken matters in hand and prevented our 
cadres from being pro\loked by the C.S.P. tactJ.cs The result was 
that w~ were able to expose the disruptive tactics of the C S.P 
leadership to the other trade union leaders and wm the1r support 
agamst it Comrade N. M . Joshi was very much annoyed at the 
provocative tactics of the C.S.P. leaders in the Reception Committee. 

Opening Addresses 

The Trade Union Session was opened by three addresses There 
was the address of the Chainnan of the Reception Committee, the 
address of the President of the T U .C. and then there was the 
address of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru who was present then: by 
invitation. The common point in all these three addresses was the 
"lead" they attempted to give to the Trade Union Congress on the 
issue of war. All of them united in recommcndmg a '"\\e-can-do
nothing" attitude to the T. U. C. Any other attitude until the lRlperialist 
government had changed of its own accord, was dubbed eith'"r as 
co-operation with imperialism or as impracticable. 

Pandit Balkrishna Sharma, the Chainnan of the Reception 
tommittee, the ardent supporte-r of the Congress-Labour unity in 
Cawnpore, said that he was a lover of Soviet Russia. '"When 
Gennany invaded Russia,'• he stated, ''I was probably the first 
ai.tongst the political workers of this province to raise my feeble 
voice from my Brittania Majesty's prison for considering over and 
over again the Congress policy of carrying on anti-war activities. 

Vol-iY-23 
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And may I tell you that every German victory in the land of the 
U.S.S.R. was an iron into my ribs. I felt like going whole-heartedl~ 
with Britain in this war··. But the blindness of the British statesmen. 
he added, left us no alternative except to stand and wait. The onl~ 
help we could give to the brave sons of the U .S.S.R. has been given 
to them. The National Congress has suspended anti-war activities 
what else can we do ? 

V. R. Kalappa, the retiring President said : Our sympathies arc 
naturally "ith the suffering masses of Russia. But the lndl.ill1 
working class enslaved as they are. cannot afford to offer any 
effective aid. 

Pandit Nehru's was an aggressive speech. He tried to ridicule 
the Slogans : "Peoples· War, Anti-Fascist War and Workers of 
the World Unite.'' It was all right for China. Russia and Britain 
who were fighting for their freedom. honour and territorial mtegri~ 
It was primarily patriotism which inspired their ardour. India lacked 
that background. Was she to fight for a continuance of her slavery'' 
She should first have freedom before she could co-operate in the 
war. 

All the three speeches were directed against the Communists and 
their resolution on war. Their purpose was to distort and run down 
the policy proposed b.Y the Communists as a policy of co-operating 
with imperialism, and they are putting forward the policy of 
continuing stalemate and of waitmg upon imperialism as a policy 
of fighting for freedom. 

Representation and Grouping At the Session 

Before we tum to the actual business transacted by the Session 
and to the discussion on the war and the other resolutions we should 
briefly review the workers' representation actually present at the 
Session and the relative weight of the different political groups in 
it. According to the General Secretary's report, the tot1L1 number 
of unions affiliaad to the A.I. T. U .C. (Dec. 1941) was 18~. the total 
membership being 337, 625. The total membership actually 
represented at the session according to the report we have got, was 
143, 955. We have got no data as to its distribution industrywise. 
But the distribution of the membership in the various political 
groupings present in this session can be given. The delegates of 
the Unions controlled by the C .S.P. the Forward Bloc, the Congress 
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and the so-called Suresh Banerjee group Joined together m a sort 
of a common front to <k.-feat the resolutions of the Commumsts The 
total membership controlled by this BLOC. according to our 
information, amounts to 62.561. As against this. membership of 
umons led by the Conunumsts amounted to 44.119. Membership 
of unions which had not taken sides amounted to 22.175 Apart 
from this, the Communists had support from the unions of the Dutt
Mazumdar group (5,500) from a union led by Sudhar Pramamk. 
a fonner Royist (2,600) and from the G.l.P. Rly Workers' Umon 
wrth a membership of 8,000. A umon led by the Justicites in Madras 
also supported the Communists. It had a membership of 3.000. 
Thus the Communist-led BLOC had a total membership of 63. 219 
as agamst the 62, 501 of the C.S P. -F.8.- Congress bl<X.. Thus 
on the score of membership itself the Connnumst led bloc represented 
about 40% of thr. total membership represented at the session 

But the proportion of the actual delegates which represented that 
membership was much less in the case of the Commumsts The 
reason for this was that the Communist membership was made up 
of large unions (e g. G.K.U 20.000 in big industries) while the 
CS P.F.B.-Congress bloc had numerous small umons m small 
mdustrics. According to the rules for the election of delegates. a 
umon with a membership upto 500 can send 2 delegates. while a 
umon with a membership of IO, 000 and 20. 000 can have only 
18 delegates. From this it is clear that a 20,000 membership made 
up of numerous small umons can get more delegates than wh\.'ll that 
same number is made up by only one single large umon. Therefore. 
in terms of actual delegates. the Communist led bloc had a much 
smaller voting weight in the session than 40%. 

Tussle On War Resolution 

Before the session, the old General Council met to scrut1mse the 
resolutions. It consisted of 48 members out of which only 3 went 

. Communists. The Communists proposed that a special committee 
be appointed to scrutinise the war resolution and especially to sec 
if a common agreed resolution can be evolved. This Committee· 
consisted of 2 C. S. P. men. 2 F .B. men, 2 indepc.."Ddents and 2 
~ommunists. It is reported that no agreement could be obtained. 
The C.S.P. and the Forward Bloc maintained that the war was yet 
imperialist for India and took up the provocative stand of demanding 
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resistance to it. Later Joshi, Girl and Mrinal Kanti Bose prepared 
a draft resolution which ran thus :-

"The A.1.T.U.C .• whilere-affirmingtheprincipleoftheresolut1on 
passed at Bombay, at its last session. held in 1940, takes note of 
the situation created by the German aggression against the U. S. 
S. R., the Japanese aggression in the far East and the approach 
of the war to the gates of India, and is of opinion that to enable 
the workers of India to take part enthusiastically and effectively 
in the defence of India, and for that purpose to co-operate with the 
other nations immediate transference of power to the people of 
India is absolutely essential ''. 

The Connnunists were asked whether they would accept this 
resolution as a joint resolution and thus avoid all controversy and 
discussion on the \~ar resolution in the open se!llsion. This the 
Communist refused and rightly. As can be seen from the figures 
about the relative strength of the various groupings represented in 
the Session, it was clear that the resolution which the Communists 
put forward could not get the necessary majority. Three-fourths 
majority is required for a political resolution to be passed into a 
binding resolution. This we had not got. All the same it was 
necessity to put up our resolution, and fight for it in the open session 
and win for it a considerable support. We had to achieve two 
objects. We had to mike full use of the tribune of the session of 
the A.l.T:U.C. to explain and popularise our line as the correct lead 
for the nation, in its entirety. Secondly, we had to see that a position 
resulted by which we would be free to pursue and propagate our 
line through our unions. 

Speeches on War resolution 

The resolution put forward by Mr. N.M. Joshi and odiers was 
supported by the C. S. P.-F.8.-Congress bloc. Alth<>Qgh some 
of these groups in their speeches in the General Council mtaintained 
that it was still anjmperialist war and talked of war-resist+ce, they 
did not put forward a resolution to that effect. Their purj>ose was 
served by N.M. Joshi's resolution. Their main aim was to prevent 
the A.l.T.U.C. from giving a positive lead of unity and action vis
a-vis the war in its present phase. Their aim was, if possible, to 
tie down the Communists to a position by which they would be 
prevented from propagating for their line even through the unions 
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they led Communists were therefore perfectly nght 1n insisting that 
their resolution be discussed in the open session Thus there were 
t\\O rcsoluti'!ns on war before the session. Both were put up Four 
o;peakers spoke on each side. Mrinal kantt Bose. Zaman. Ashok 
Mehta and another spoke on N.M. Joshi"s resolution The Communist 
resolution was supported by comrades Bamk1m Mukhel]ee. Nanda 
BuSe. Agnihotri and Laljee Pendsc. 

Ashok's Gibes 

The speech which Ashok Mehta made filled even the honest 
supporters of N. M, Joshi" s resolution with disgust. Everyone 
knows this brave Gandhian-Socialist's way of ·'Fighting'' 1mpenalist 
war. when it was really an imperialist war. He wanted to be taken 
to Jatl post haste for printing a leaflet without print line! And now, 
"hen 1t is a WM 'ol wodd liberation under Soviet leadership. this 
hero wants the workers and soldiers to desert world He talked about 
the Soviet Umon fighting a battle of self-defence. Like a fascist 
agent he talked of ·'Stalin Saheb • s mistaken policy which brought 
about Hitlcr·s attack." Comrade N.M Joshi put fonvard hts 
standpoint frankly. He would have liked to support the war 
unconditionally now. But he feared the Indian people could do 
nothing effective unless power was transferred, unless National 
Government was established. Communists made effective and 
fightmg speeches which were very much appreciated by the workmg 
class visitors as well as by the delegates They said : this i!t our 
war of liberation. We have powerful allies m the peoples of the 
world and a mighty leader in the Soviet Union We have to move 
into action. not wait helplessly looking to imperialism. Let the 
premier working-class organisation give lead to the nation, unite 
and mobilise the masses so that people can enter into the war and 
fight it as their own battle of freedom. 

·The Votina What we Ouaht to have Done? 
The resolutions were put to vote by show of.hands. We mobilised 

a ~ble support. About 35 to 40 per cent. hands were raised 
i11 our favour. h was lost. So was the other resolution. We voted 
against the other resolution. Were the communists right in voting 
against N.M. Joshi's resolution which we have quoted above'! The 
result of voting down both the resolution was the absurd position 
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that the T.U.C. had no lead whatsoever upon the issue of war True. 
the resolution put toward by Com. N.M. Joshi and others left the 
position where it stood before. But is at least took note of the 
AGGRESSION against the SoviL1. Union and the aggression of 
Japan. It stated that for enthusiastic and effective co-operation of 
India with other nations, transference of power to the people of 
India was necessary. Communist could have got the movers of the 
resolution to declare that the passing of this resolution would leave 
the Communists free to pursue apd propagate for their policy as 
did the fonner Bombay resolution. The movers of the resolution 
could have agreed to make such a declaration. Comrade Kalappa 
in his presidential speech had explained that the Bombay resolution 
of the T.U.C. on war '"pennitted freedom of action to individual 
unions, no obstacle was placed in the way of those who desired 
to carry on pro-war propaganda''. Such a declaration could have 
been demanded again and on that basis, we ought to have agreed 
to support that resolution after our own was defeated. We could 
have explamed that we are doing it to avoid the absurd position 
which would arise if both the resolutions are defeated. that on such 
an important issue as war. the T. U. C. has no pronounc1111.ent. Our 
purpose would have been served and some sort of positive statement 
on war would have gone before the public on behalf of the T.U C. 
In this sense, it was a mistake to vote down N.M Joshi's resolution 
in case assurance of freedom of action was forthcoming. 

Other resolutions 

Besides this main resolution on war, there were three other 
resolutions connected with workers, demands directly arising from 
war and war ordinances. A resolution on A. R. P. asked the 
workers not to be pantie-stricken in case of air raids of oiher war 
emergencies, but stick to their posts, demand proper ptptection 
from the authorities. The resolution called upon the Ptpvincial 
Trade Union Comdaittees to organise volunteer corps to flelp the 
workers in every way. There was nothing controversial in this 
resolution but the .. brave" C.S.P. ers wanted the workers to run 
away and desert their job I Needless to say, no one paid any 
attention to these antics and the resolution was passed. 

By another resolution, the T.U.C. "Disapproved of the Labour 
ordinances and legislations which were passed by the Government 
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under the plea of ~ar emergency. and which curtailed the fundamental 
rights of the workers. 

By still another resolution. 1t demanded JOlllt advisory conunittccs 
\\1th worker· s representation on them for different mdustries. to deal 
\\1th problems ansmg out of war emergency. Further b) another 
rl!solutaon, the T.U.C demanded protective measure for \\orkers 
and adequate compensation m vicw of the war nsk 

No Lead On Workers' Struggle 

The report of the General Secretary emphasised the fuct that -
··a continuous unrest has been t.-vidcnt among mdustnal labour all 
O\ er the country mainly due to the fall in the standard of hvmg 
because of steadily rising prices·· The report gives a faarly exhaustive 
hst of the major industnes in which successful struggles for dearness 
allowance took pl:i .. c It concludes the survey by remarking that the 
allowances granted arc totally inadequate to fully compensate for 
the nsmg standard of hving. It adds that the situation is being 
aggravated after Japan· s entry mto the war and that the struggles 
for dearness allowance ,,m have to be continued with greater 
persistence and vigour 

Did the T. U C Session give a fighting lead on this all-embracing 
issue which affected the entire Indian working class '? It did not. The 
T U. C resolution on the '·Increase in the basic wages and grant 
of dearness allowance" merely records facts and puts forward 
demands firstly for a 25% increase of the basic wages in all industnes 
and secondly. for an adequate dearness allowance to be granted to 
all the workers. There was a resolution which supported the struggle 
of the Budge Budge Jute strikers for dearness allowance and for 
25% bonus. Another resolution demanded the implementing of the 
recommendations made by the various Labour Inquiry Committee 
especially like those of the Bombay Textile Labour Inquiry 
Committee. Another resolution demanded the recognition of Trade 
"Unions and factory committees for joint consultation in the sphere 
of production and strongly disapproved of victimisation. All these 
resolutions record facts. puts forward demands and requests before 
the owners and the government. There were also resolutions 
demanding the re~e of detenus and condemning repression on 
Trade Union activities in Bengal. None of the resolution contained 
a single lead or direction to the workers. 
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Worken' Conferences in Every Industry 

The most urgent task before the T U C Session was to give a 
call to the y,,orkers to mobilise their forces mdustrywise m the 
different 1Ddustrial centres b} orgams1ng workers· delegates 
conferences to put forward their demands Workers were res1stmg 
the attacks agamst their standard of bvmg and their democratic 
nghts by spontaneous and 1solatcd struggles The point was to -
co-ordmate that resistance and fight, to give an orgamsed form and 
to wm for 1t the support of the people 1n general The T U C 
Session ought to have called for workers' delegates' conferences 
ID every mdustry and mdustnal centre Such conferences would 
have given a powerful push to trade umon organisation m the 
different industnes They would have served us mobd1smg campaigns 
for workers' struggles to enforce their urgent demands about dearness 
allowance, about mcrease ID basic wages, recogmtlon ofumons and 
comnuttees, release of the leaders, etc Such workers' conferences 
m each industry are especially necessary now, m the hour of 
national emergency Industrial production must be extended and 
mtensdied for meeting the needs of the defence of the nation, for 
meeb.ng the c1vd needs of the people Tius requires nattomd peoples' 
Government and democratic liberties Workers. support these 
demands They will be 1n the forefront fighting for them Whether 
before National Government 1s aclueved or after 1t, there will 
always be urgent need to secure the effective and whole hearted 
co-operation of the workers to increase production T1us can only 
be done, by ensunng them democratic nghts (release of leaders, 
no curtailment of nght to organlSe and stoke). by recogmsmg theu 
umons and commrttees, by ma1ntauung their standard of bvmg and 
improvmg condrttons of work Thus through such mdustnal workers 
conferences, Working class could take m1t1at1ve for solving 

I 

production problems of the nation ID the present emergepcy and 
thus get the natlon'a backing for its Just demands and forlnght to 
strengthen 1ts orgamsatton 

-Slopns for Such Conferences 
Talkmg into consideration the 8fO\\ mg urgent demands of the 

workers and their worsemng condrtlons an every industry, the 
orgamsatlon of workers' delegates' conferences m every industiy 
and every mdustnal centre is the correct mobl11smg slogan of the 
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hour. Workers' conferences in textile industry and on the railways. 
m the Jute Industry. in the printing trade. in the cngmeering industry 
m mining and metallurgy etc .• are urgently needed The common 
slogans for these conferences should be· 

National Government for national defence and for national 
mdustrial effort. 

Recognise workers' unions and conumttees. 
Release workers' leaders • 
Down with ordinances and emergency legislations which restnct 

workers' right of movement, organisation and strike. 
Adequate dearness allowance, 25% increase in the basic wage 

and war bonus. 
Implement recommendations of Labour Inquiry Committees. 
Full protection .from air raids and compensation for war risk. 
Enlist workers' voluntary co-operation in the national industrial 

effort for granting workers' demands. 
A round of such workers' delegates' conferences throughout the 

country in every industry would lead the wave of a mass upsurge 
and activity which is due to break forth with the political 
developments that are in the offing. The T. U. C. by failing to give 
this lead, on which there was no need for any difference of opinion 
between the different polrtical groups has missed a great opportunity. 
The Provincial Trade Union Conferences and the big industrial 
unions must make good this lapse by talcing the initiative themselves 
for calling and organising such conferences. 

Or1anisational Issues 
The organisational issues dealt by the session were nothing more 

than the routine ones. These were the election of the new General 
Council and the Working Committee and the adoption of certain 
fonnal amendments to the Constitution. The new General Council 
consists of 66 members, including the co-opted members. There are 
13 Communists among these. Comrade Dange, the well-known 
Communist leader, now in detention at Y erowoda, is co-opted on 
the Wodcing Committee. Communists who have been elected to the 
General Council are mainly from the Textile Trade Group and 
partly from the Railways. This brings out the weakness of the 
Communists in the other industries. This weakness of the 
Communists really reflects the weakness of the trade union 
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orgamsatton as a whole Tlus can be seen from the d1str1but1on of 
the membership accordmg to trade groups 

The other orgamsat1onal issue before the session '"as the 
amendmg of the Constltut1on All these amendments arc minor 
There 1s a change m the rule about the affiliation of umons A umon 
need only be 10 existence for one year before 1t 1s affiliated 
Accordmg to the old A I T U C rule. a umon had to be m 
existence for two years before it was affiliated 

As we statt:d at the outset. the session gave no lead whatsoever 
to nnprove and expand the orgamsatton of the T U C . its provmcial 
branches or its umons The newl}-elected General Councd met 
after the session and passed one resolution It called upon the 
provmc1al Trade Umon Congresses to organ1sc a Detenu Release 
Week m co-operation wtth other orgamsatlons 

Such have been the results of the Nmeteenth Session of the All
lndta Trade Umon Congress The session as '"c said at the outset. 
was a routine session winch gave no lead, either pohtical or for 
struggle or for organisation The Commumsts m the session showed 
that they held thetr ground msprte of severe repression The} and 
their supporters together represented 40% of the orgamscd umon 
memberslup They were strong m teJrtllcs and radwaySbut weak 
m other mdustnes At \he session. they were unable to make theu 
lead felt 

Political Tasks 

What are the mam tasks \\e have to undertake as ansmg from 
this session and to generally nnprove our trade umon work. ., W c 
shall take up these tasks m the same order as we reviewed the 
session The war resolution was defeated at the All-lruha Session 
But there IS no reason why we sould not bnng a short, revised 
resolution before the Provmcial Trade Uruon Congresses and see 
that a positive pronouncement and lead is given by the Ptovmctal 
orgamsations We 5'toold get the Provmctal Trade Umon Cqtgresses 
to pass resolutions condemnmg Japanese aggression. j'ledgmg 
support to Chtna, and orgarusmg an antt-Jap aggression campalgn. 
on Incha-Chma fratermsation campalgn The pomt 1s now. not to 
raise aiguments or debates m the Provmcial Trade Umon Congresses 
or m unions where other parties are present, on the issue of the 
character of war, or of condtttonal or unconcht1onal support What 
we bad got to do is to take the Dlltlabve m proposmg and organismg 
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such positive campaigns on which there can be agn.-ement with the 
other elements. We must get the Provincial Trade Union Congresses 
to support the follo\\'ing campamgs :-

1. Release of ck.1enus. 10 co-operation with Congress. K1san 
Sabhas and Student organisation. 

2. Friends of the Soviet movement. 
3. Support to the P. V. B. and demand for the orgamsat1on of 

a WORKERS' SECTION as a part of it and orgamsed and by the 
P.T.U.Cs. 

4. Anti-Japanese aggression campaign. In industrial centres 
winch have got CHINESE WORKERS. a special India-Chinn workers' 
committee be organised to run a special fraternisation campaign 
This would be a specific way of running an anti-Japanese 
campaign. 

Hold Labour Conferences 

In order to bring about a political mobilisation of the working 
class in each industrial centre behind the main political and economic 
demands of the working class in the present situation, and especially 
to bring out the political imtiative of the working class. we should 
hold general Labour Conferences in each industrial centre. with 
delegates from all local unions. The main resolutions before such 
conferences should be 1) Resolution on war, demanding National 
Peoples' Government 2) Condemning Jap aggression and fascism 
3) Congratulating the Soviet Union 4) India-China alliance 
5) Condemning repression, demanding release of detenus 
6) Condemning anti-labour ordinances and legislations 7) Mam 
workers' demands re-wages 8) Recognise unions and committees 
9) Production and workers' co-operation 10) Demanding A.R.P. 
protection and war risks 11) Demanding anning of the peopl~ for 
self-defence. In organising these Labour Conferences. we should 
take care to make them broad so as to secure for them the support 
of sympathetic Congressmen who are in the Union. The resolution 
on war should be formulated accordingly. The point is to make it 
positive. On other resolutions, there would be no reason for 
controversy. The success of the conference depends upon OUR 
work in mobilising tJ1e masses and organising it. It depends upon 
the fighting tone we give to the whole show. Their aim is to bring 
about a working-class rally, to proclaim labour's detennination to 
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be in the fon..-front to defend the country. to organise production. 
to fight for its demands. Without making the conference an arena 
of fight over policy. we could make it a grand rally for the general 
support of our policy. Such conferences are not only necessary now 
before the settlement but more so after it. 

Industrial Conferences 

The most effective way to co-ordinate the struggles of the 
workers for their urgent wage demands, such as. for adequate 
dearness allowance scales, for 25% rise in the basic wage. for 
bonus as well as for their general demands such as. ·"implement 
the recommendation of the labour Inquiry Committees··. is to hold 
workers' delegates' conferences in industries and in industrial centres. 
We have written about it in the foregoing. Such conferences in the 
textile industry, on the railways, in the jute industry would not only 
serve as organised pressure of the workers on the government and 
the employers but would also enable us to strengthen the organisation 
Through such conferences, we would be able to put forward demands 
and proposals on behalf of the workers in each industry to achieve 
effective co-operation with labour, to raise production for meeting 
the national emergency. Such conferences will play a great part in 
the period after settlem~ in bringing pressure upon provincial and 
central governments to settle and solve industrial problems in a 
manner fawurable to labour and with its willing co-operation. 

Or1anisational Slo1ans 
Finally let us once again emphasise the main organisational 

tasks which face us in the immediate future: 
A.CTIVJSE THE PROVINCIAL TRADE UNION CONGRESSES We must 

take initiative in reorganising and functioning the Provincial T. U.C.s. 
In the present period, we must run through them as many united 
front campaigns mentioned above as possible. In short wt should 
organise the general.Labour Conferences through it. The '1Release 
the Detenus'' campaigns must be pressed fotward through it.!General 
labour co-operation with civil defence with A. R. P. and With the 
P. V. B. in the proVince should be organised through the P.T. U.Cs .. 
The last is very urgent. The Provincial T. U. Cs. must take the 
initiative and see that in every factory and mill, A. R. P. services 
are effectively organised and wotkers, co-operate with it voluntarily 
and enthusiastically. 
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1 IP-mP DA1''-1'0DAf TRADE UNION WORK. Every Union of ours must 
run a membership drive, sec that it is registered. and 1ts registers 
properly kept. It must be affiliated to the T. U. C through the p. 
T U. C. as per rules. We must investigate into the state of all our 
unions and close down bogus or non-functioning unions for which 
\\C have no cadres available to work. Everyone of our umon must 
be a live functioning union. 

ORGANISE THE llNOROANJSED Extend trade uniomsm to 
industries and trades not yet organised. Keep watch on new industries 
developing and send trade uruon organisers to organise them. Special 
attention must be paid to the fast-developing engineering industries 
and shops. Contracts in ammunition and annament works should 
be made and developed. Unrest is already developing in these 
factones. Fonn militant groups in these factories, to organise 
exposures of conditions inside and to organise actions on the spot. 
From militant groups to shop committees taking initiative on the 
spot to organise actions as well as settle and deal with the 
management-this must be the way in which unionism would 
develop '11 the works winch are closed to normal trade union 
activity. 

ORGANISE THE M/UfAN1'S-TRAJN 1: Cl. ORGANISERS. These arc 
our main slogans for building up solid base for the trade unions 
and for building up a fighting T. U. cadre. Every Party Cell in 
localities and in factories must be made responsible for building 
and running auxiliary militant group round itself according to the 
directions already given. The best of the militant must be picked 
up, for being trained as T. U. Organisers. 

Such in the main are the tasks which face us in the immediate 
future 1n the trade union field. 



~ 
ALL-INDIA KISAN COUNCIL 

REPORTING ON NAGPUR SESSION 

In Our PAR1Y LEITER, Vol. II. No.I. we have already given 
a short report of the Pakala Session of the A.l.K C. which was held 
on 18-19 October, 1941. Since then an official n.-port of that session 
has been published by the Joint Secretary of the A.I.K.C. on 11-
12-1941. The additional facts which emerge from this printed 
report, published by G. Laxminarayana from Peasants Institute. 
Nidubholu are as follows. 

Results of the Pakala Session 

l. 21 members attended the meeting. Andhra IO. Bengal 5. 
Punjab 3. Behar 2. Utkal 1. 

2. After a brief report by the outgoing General Secretary, accounts 
were adopted and new office-bearers to A.I.K.C. elected. 

3. Among the resolutibns, two important ones must be mentioned. -The resolution on the national situation reiterated the Palasa 
Resolution and plcdgod its support to it. The resolution on the 
Soviet-German war condemned the treacherous aggression of 
Hitlerite Germany against the U.S.S.R., expressed its heartfelt 
sympathy for the valiant Red Anny. It recognised that the Soviet 
Union was fighting for the cause of world freedom and democracy. 
It stated that the war which Britain was waging against Germany 
was still an imperialist war. It noted the alliance between Britain 
and the U.S.S.R. and deplored the fact that Britain was not rendering 
effective aid. especially by its failure to open a new front in the 
West. It stated that, ··1n order to destroy Fascism and render real 
and effective helP.~ to Soviet Russia, complete democrati4 freedom 
of the Indian People is most essential.'· Finally. the resolrion called 
upon ''the Freedom loving people of India, particularly. the vast 
bulk of peasants and workers, and students and youths that they 
should render all possible help to the U.S.S.R. and work for the 

"TM Party utter'' Vol. II, No. 6, 24th March 1942 of the 
Communist Party of India 
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mtcns1fication of the war agam~t Nazi Gennany on all fronts .. , at 
the same. tnne call) mg on an unabated strugglc to achieve the 
follO\\tng nnmedlate demands Release of poht1cal pnsoncrs. End 
of Ordanance RaJ. Fonnatton of a Peoples· Arnt). Estabhshment 
of democratic repubhc m India 

4 There were other resolut10ns. sue~ as. on control of pncc. 
on Dumraon struggle. and one supportmg the dearness allowance 
~truggle of the workmg class 

5 A committee \\as appomtcd to submit a report on the 
constitutional amendments from provmces and mcbvidual members 
ThIS Comm1tteeconsistedofcomrades Jag Jit Smgh. J R Naraycllla, 
S1mha Reddy (Convener). Gopal Haldar. Mathura Prasad SIDha 
and Madhu Charan Mahantv Thi~ Cormmttec was to n .. -port by the 
end of January 1942 

We have gr. en· 11bovc a short resume-of the decisions of the 
Pakala Session as an introduction to the report of the Nagpur 
Session of the A I KC which was held on the 13th February 

C.K.C. Meeting At Nagpur 

The Central Council of the A I KS met on l2-13th February 
1942 m Nagpur Out of 23 members. l 9 attended Those \\ho did 
not attend \\ere 2 from the Pun1ub, one from Tamdnadu. one from 
Behar (SwamiJce. \\ho was then yet ID 1ail) The imtiative for 
calhng the meeting was taken by Com lndulal Yagmk who was 
recently released Smee his release he was ID correspondence with 
S\\am1 SahaJanand Saraswathi who was then yet m Hazanbagh 
Jad Through tlus correspondence. Com lndulal found that both
he and SwamiJee \~ere m general agreement with the new hne \\h1ch 
the Communists were advocating about the changed character of 
the war after the entry of the Soviet The move for tlus meeting 
was taken m consultation With the President and Secretaries of the 
C K C Its main purpose was to rcvtse the attitude of the A I K C 
oh the present phase of the war and to lay down the policy of the 
A I K C on the same It ~as felt that the resolutions of Calcutta 
and Pakala were no longer adequate nor correct A new lead to the 
Ktc:ans of India had to be given on the war srtuatton as 1t was 
rapidly developmg r.$pec1ally after the begmmng of Japanese 
aggression m the Pacific 
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Draft Resolution 
Our comrades placed the Draft Resolution on the War. Which 

has been published in P.L. (Voll. II. No. l.) before the Meeting. 
Several groups generally agreed with this draft on principle. But 
in order to achieve the maximum agreement and unanimity a 
committee was appointed to produce a draft completely acceptable 
to all the political groups. The views of the different political 
groups on our draft may be briefly summarised as follows : 

Com. Indulal Y agnik cohile agreeing on priciple with our draft, 
felt that it was not a suitable draft for a mass semi-political 
organisation. He took upon himself to prepare the draft for the 
Draft Committee on the basis of our resolution. 

The Ranga group in consultation with Prof.. Ranga himself, had 
come to the conclusion that the Kisan Sabha ought to revise its 
attitude on war. They felt that the policy as fonnulated in Palasa 
and Pakala resolutions needed to be changed. But their objection 
to our draft was that it was not yet peoples• war for India. They 
said we could not make pro-war agitation till the Government 
granted some concessions. However, they voted for the draft as 
prepared by the committee. 

Among the Behar delegates there was a cleavage. Some of the 
C.K.C. members from•Behar owed their allegiance to the Forward 
Bloc, While others stood by Swamiji who was known to be in 
agreement with Comrade Indulal Y agnik and the communists. 
Jamuna Karjee gave up his allegiance to the F.B. Sheelbhadra 
Yajee stood by the Forward Block position. The third delegate 
vacillated and finally followed Yajee. The Forward Blocists put up 
their position in this way. The war in the Mediterranean and in the 
pacific was being fought by the British and Americans for imperialist 
aims, and if Fascists were defeated here, Anglo-Aperican 
Imperialism would become stronger. So their position was : qrganise 
Peoples' Defence Gorps but have nothing to do with the Wlf · Com. 
lndulal Y agnik Strongly opposed their stand and even the ~tes 
did so to a certain extent. The stand of the Forward Blocists 
amounts to helping the" Fascist Aggressors, refusal to unite and 
mobilse the people to defend the country. refusal to line up with 
the progressive forces for winning our country's freedom. Being 
completely isolated Inside the Kisan Council, they masked their real 
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views. They said that they only wanted one amendment. that \\las 
the deletion of the words : ··war like peace 1s indivisible and no 
artificial distinction could now possibly be drawn between the wars 
of Russia, China and the allies. who fight together on a world-wide 
front•'. This amendment moved by Yajee, however, got no support 
except from Sjt. Mathura Prasad. 

The Resolution As Passed 

1be Resolution on "War and national Struggle" as finally 
passed, though it blunts the edges of the clear-cut formulations of 
the original draft, is yet an advance on previous resolutions. It takes 
a clear and positive attitude towards the war and calls for the unity 
of parties and of the people to win the demands essential to make 
the people's participation in the war really effective and volUDtary. 
It also calls upon the Kisan and Kisan workers to propagate this 
view on war, to renr.fcar all possible aid to Russia and China. to co
operate with other parties in organismg people· s volunteer corps 
m rural areas. The full text of the resolution is appended herewith. 

Its Failing 

The resolution does recognise that the entry of the Soviet Union 
has transfonncd the war into a war of liberation for all the peoples 
of the world. It does recognise the fact that the fascist aggressors 
are the main enemies of all mankind and the defeat and destruction 
of Fascism require the united efforts of all the freedom-loving 
peoples of the world. But it does not draw the clear conclusion that 
it is also India's war ofliberation which she has the great opportunity 
of winning by uniting her people to take the war into their own 
hands. The resolution. therefore, becomes a sort of a prayer to 
the Government to grant National Government so that the war can 
be fought as a people's war after the model of China. It becomes 
a request to the Congress and the Muslim League to unite and agree 
"'On the formation of a popular government in the country." 
'IJterefore, in its operative part, there is no concrete lend to action. 
It does call upon the kisans to act as men and heroes and stand 
shoulder to shoulder to defend their hearths and homes, to defend 
their country. But there is no urgent call to the kisan workers to 
ruu. a rousing campaign in the rural areas explaining to the Kissans 
that the y;ar for freedom has begun and coundemning Japan and 
German Fascist aggressors as enemies of India as prospective 

Vol-iY-24 
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invaders and enslavers. ln fact there is no call for anti-Japanr:sl' 
agitation among the kisans. There is no call to organise china and 
Sovit Aid Days and rallies. There is no call to orgamsc Cn ii 
Defence and A.R.P. measures with the Congress and other 
organisations and in co-operation with the official bodies. There 
is no caJJ to organise ··Release the Patriots for the Nation ·s Warr· 
campaigns in co-operation with other organisations. 

Our Immediate Tasks 

In spite of these failings our comrades at the A.l.K.C. meeting 
were quite right in seeking to achieve the maximum agreement on 
the basis of a positive policy towards war, on the basis of a pohc} 
of unity and action to further the struggle of our liberation as part 
of world struggle for freedom and against fascist impcnalism. By 
doing this, they succeeded in isolating the defeatists. the hidden 
supporters of Fascism. The resolution places the whole A.J.K S 
on the proper rails. Our job is to move it forward by action. We 
have no need to quarrel with the resolution as long as we clearly 
recognise its drawbacks and implement it in the correct manner 

What then are our urgent and immediate tasks in the rural areas 
and on the Kisan Front? These have been already outlined in our 
P .L. (Vol. II. No. l) in the operative part of our draft.icsolut1on 
for the A.l.K.C. meeting. They still hold good The situation 1s 
rapidly changing. The Cripps Mission is being awaited. A settlement 
at the Centre as well as in the provinces is expected A new situation 
of legality~ with new opportunities for rallying the masses for the 
struggle for freedom, for hurling back the prospective invader, is 
in sight. However, now before the settlement or immediately after 
it, our immediate tasks arc as follows :-

Agitational Tasks 

The first and foremost task before the Kisan workers and the 
Kisan Sabhas is to rouse the Kisan masses to the consciousness 
of the grave emergency that faces our country. of~ great 
opportunity that SU\PdS before our people. The grave en*rgency 
is that of the impending foreign invasion. The great oppOrtunity 
is that of winning the freedom of the country by taking the war 
into our own hands and winning it against Fascism in common with 
the Soviet and Chinese peoples and with other freedom-loving 
peoples. This rousing campaign must take the form of meetings 
demonstrations and Kisan Conference. 
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\JAIN sUXi.INS What are the main slogans which must ring 
throughout this campaign ·~ 

Death to Jap Fascists. When they mvade our Jand 
Death to Fascist enslavers who have devastated so many lands 
This 1s our war of National Defence War of our NationaJ 

Freedom. 
Workers· and Peasants· RaJ in the Soviet Umon is our leader. 
Great Chinese People are our allies against a common foe. 
The peoples fightmg against Fascism are our allies. 
Against our imperialist rulers we demand peoples· unity to 

secure a National Government and democratic libL"l11es. 
Release Mazdoor-Kisan leaders and Patriots for our Nation· s 

war. 
AU-round industrialisation ID peoples' mtercsts to avert economic .. 

cnMs 
Arouse the people to defend the country 
All ID Peoples· Civil Defence 
Lesson burden of rents. debts and taxes. control pnces. stop 

profiteering; ensure food supply for all 

Organise Peoples' Civil defence In the Villages 

Our organisational tasks m the rural areas are first and foremost 
to orgamse among the rural population m the villages a self
defence volunteer corps Wherever the Congress has taken the 
1mtiative m organising the Peoples' Volunteer Bngade or a Peoples' 
Civil Defence organisation. Ktsan Sabha and Kisan worh.-rs must 
join it and bring militant k1sans mto it. To orgamse propaganda. 
First-Aid and Rescue Squads in the rural distncts of the provinces 
immediately threatened with invasion is our first task 

Organise Kisans For Immediate Demands 

A new situation is developing in the rural areas as a result of 
the growing evacuation of cities and crowdmg of Kisan population 
in the villages. In the village, the Kisan is faced with (I) rising 
prices of cloth. kerosene, salt, tools. (2) after-effects of floods and 
famine. inability to pay taxes, rents. debts. (3) insufficient food. 
grain supply, starva~on for poor peasant and village labourer. (4) 
work, employment for the population which has come back from 
the cities. The main task of the Kisan workers and Kisan Sabhas 
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is to unite and organise the Kisans and village labourers to fight 
against these difficulties and not talce them fatalistically 

Ur1ent Demands In The New Situation. 

Food-grain supply must be ensured for every village: Profitccnng 
and cornering of grain stock stopped: Prices of manufactured goods 
controlled. Burdl.'11 of rents. debts, ta.""<cs lessened: Village population 
must get work through the starting of small-scale industries in rural 
areas; Young and able-bodied kisans must be armed to defend their 
land -such are the demands on the basis of which a rejuvenated 
Kisan Sabha movement must be raised. It is necessary to enforce 
the settlement, to wm the National Government. for winning the 
war for National Freedom. It is necessary to strengthen the hands 
of the National Government whl.'D it comes. against the 1mperiahsts 
who will fight every advance of the peoples· movement and peoples· 
every demand. 

Such are the immediate, general tasks before the K.Jsan Movement 
at the present moment. 



§] 
CRIPPS PROPOSALS & OUR TASKS 

We arc prmtmg below a statement dratted b~ the Polit-Bureau 
1mmcd1ately after the pubhcat1on of the draft proposals of the 
Bnttsh War Cabmet It lays dO\"vn generally our approach to the 
proposals Smee then the press rcprcscmtmg the vanous parties has 
put a bat rage of oppos1t1on to these proposals At th~ time of 
\\rttmg. the resolutions of the Congrc4is Workmg Comm1ttt: ... or of 
the Mushm League 1s not to hand But 1t ts C'\.pccted that both these 
bodies would cnt1c1se the proposals. suggest altcmatJ\ es and keep 
the door open fur negotiations. v.h1ch ma) go on for a week or so 
more 

'fhe Test 
What should be our attitude and our slogans m VIC\\ of this not 

altogether unexpected development '7 The hoc md1cated m this draft 
statement 1s generally sound and continues to hold good Our lead 
to the country and to the great poht1cal parties. especially to the 
Congress and the Muslnn I u.1guc 1s ··umted on the basis of 
common tasks. common agreements to achieve a settlement on the 
basis of the Cnpps proposals. usmg) our umted strc.."llgth to get such 
ad1ustment on the issue of defence as \\ould really and freely enable 
us to mob1hsc and ann our people for a total national defence · · 

Not a Charter of Freedom 
The proposals fall mto t\\ o parts The part deahng with the 

future Indian constitution is certaml) not our Charter of freedom 
It does not give complete mdependencc, nor docs 1t give us Constituent 
,Assembly It gives no freedom to the States· people. nor does 1t 
satisfactonly solve the communal question But do \\'e expect our 
freedom ·s charter to be drafted m London by a Bntish War Cabinet 
which 1s yet dommated by 1mpenaltsts ., Obviously not Who does 
nut know that tins neatly balanced scheme. though 1t talks of 
sovereignty. constituent assembly. nght of secession etc. leaves 

Parl)I I.Alter of 6 4 1942 
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loopholes for the reactionary forces in the country to assert themselves 
so that through their help Bntish finance cnpita,I may yet remain 
supreme'? The point is not to examine these proposals with a 
magnifying glass of constitutional law. The point is not to examine 
whether they concede us full independence or not. Such an 
examination is very soon made and the result would be that tht.·y 
are not even '·a post-dated cheque·· for indeperuk.-nce. 

But A Lever To Win It 

What we have to ask ourselves is this : do these proposals reflect 
a changed relation between the people and imperialism '! And the 
answer is : yes, they do. They are not a resuscitation of the hnted 
August offer. That position is dead and gone. Imperialists have 
been forced to move a step or two fonvard. Not because there is 
a change of heart. but because there is a change of situation, but 
because they have to recede today before the growing power of the 
people. It is not "anxiety' of the British and the Indian peoples, but 
their pressure. their growing determination to release people· s power 
to defeat the fascist enemy ofhumanity that has forced the imperialists 
to step back a little. The ~ritish rulers say to us: We arc pledged 
and dctennined to give you a self-governing status, wrth a so~reignty 
in no way inferior to ours. We are pledged and determined to set 
going a democratic proeess of constitution-making immediately 
after the cessation of hostilities. We say, very good. Your pledge 
is a good basis for a settlement to meet the immedial'e emergency. 
Why do we say that ? Have we suddenly developed a faith in the 
pledges of the imperialist rulers ? Nothing of the sort. We say so 
because we know that behind the pledge of the British Government 
stands the growing power of the British people. We say so because 
we see the pledge against the background of the world war 
of people's liberation. We know very well that the freede>m of 
the country will not be shaped by the neatly - baEced 
schemes of the Britislt War Cabinet but by our own actions this 
mighty people's struggle, but the actions of our great alli the 
Soviet and Chinese peoples, the British and American peoplC:S. The 
freedom of India as a whole from imperialist rule, the freedom from 
oppression for all the nationalities and conununities that inhabit 
India, the guarantee of their full, free and unhampered development, 
the freedom and democracy to the peoples of the States-all these 
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can and have to be won through our own united struggle. It can 
neither be made or unmade by any prcconcetvcd schemes made by 
others. 

Test of Practical Proposals 

The real test to be applied to thcs~ proposals is not whether it 
concedes independence or whether it solves the communal or States 
peoples· problem. The real test is : docs it give us enough freedom 
hi:rc and now to mobilise and ann the people for the country's 
defence, and to reorganise the economy of the land so as to feed 
and protect the people and to supply the needs of war '? The actual 
practical proposals about the establishment of the National 
Government are not yet clearly known to the pubbc. But \\hat is 
generally proposed is a completely lndianiscd Council with Congress 
- League major~t), \.Lpablc of functioning as a responsible body. 
the Viceroy not mterfenng as long as the Council is agreed on their 
decision The main hurdle 1s the control and responsibility over 
defence. Sir Stafford has categorically stated that the Bntish 
Government arc not prepared to hand over the responsibility of the 
defence to the Indian National Government. The Commandcr-in
Ch1ef would remam a member of the Viceroy's Executive Council. 
Obviously. this pos1t1on 1s untenable. If there is a real National 
Cabmet you cannot take away defence from its collective authority. 
There cannot be any valid reason for defence being made an 
exception. 

Solve "Defence Hurdle" By Congress--League Unity 

What should be our attitude towards the proposals as they arc 
known now '? What slogans do we popularise in our agitation now 
m this week when the settlement is on the anvd ? In our meetings 
and demonstrations, in our public utterances we should state that 
these proposals, inadequate though they are, are yet a suitable basis 
for negotiations for a settlement. These proposals represent a retreat 
of imperialism and an advance of the peoples' forces. But to use 
them, to transform them into an effective lever capable of solving 
the tnsks which face our nation today-this is the urgent need. By 
themselves, as they $t8nd. they do not envisage a reaJiy national 
government, with full compctr.nce over every sphere of administration 
and of the conduct of war. Defence is being sought to be taken away 
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from its control Therefore we say · Let the Congress and the 
League UNITEDLY press for this demand. Let j:l1cm come together 
on the basis of a platform of action declaring their common 
determination to head jointly a really national government. to defend 
the country, to protect the people, to win India's liberation in 
common with the freedom-loving peoples of the world. What is 
urgently needed in this critical hour is a Congress-League agreement, 
not one merely to share out seats in the Viceroy's Council, but a 
broad-based, generous political agreement which will restore full 
mutual confidence between the masses of the Hindus and Muslims. 
which will enable their joint struggle against the aggressor and the 
joint march towards freedom. 

Basis For Congress-Leape Agreement 

What should be basis of such an agreement ? Nothing but the 
very urgent and immediate tasks that face our people m this grave 
emergency. These tasks are : 

1. Defend India against the aggressor, line up with the progressive 
peoples fighting to destroy fascism and to create a world in which 
every people is ensured independence and democratic .liberties: 

2. Jointly strive for, and man, a National Government having 
full competence over all spheres of administration, including defence: 

3. lntcqsify India's industrial and agricultural production to 
meet the needs of war and to feed and give work to the peoples : 

4. Arm the people; 
S. PRESERVEAND FXTEND DEMOCRATIC UBER.TIES, enabling 

a total people's mobilisation and unity to strengthen the National 
Government in its tasks and to smash any efforts at its sabotage 
from whatever quarter they may come: 

6. CEMENT COMMUNAL UNITY, by declaring that !1lf issues 
of Akhand Hindustan and Pakistan would not be preju<!&fd now, 
but the Congress should pledge itself to a declaration thlf in the 
free and unitm tnd.ta of its conception, there would be cOm\llcte 

~~l.~~{"~~\~~~~\'b.
nati<ndity having a common language, history, tradition, common 
territory, psychological make-up and economic life. Bach such 
autonomous state will have the risht of secession tram united India, 
which would be a voluntary union of ftee and equal aumnomous 
democratic states. The Congress should further pledge that 
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mterspcrsed small rnmonties who cannot be given temtory wtlJ 
have their nghts re language. culture. cducatmn. etc completely 
guaranteed All special nghts and pnvlleges of commumt1es and 
nauonallt1es would be abohshcd, ensunng that there 1s no oppression 
of one connnumty or nattonahty by another SUCH. I DECL IRATION 
IS FSSEN1 IA LAT THIS ~TAGE TO BETHA B.lSJS 01' A CONGRE.\:~ 
I E.AoUI! AGREEAIENT Only on the basis of such an agreement 
would 1t be possible for the Indian people to counteract and nuJhf} 
the implications winch are nnphc1t m the scheme of the BntJ.sh draft 
declaration and to forge real umty and anuty between commumtJcs 
for the struggle for a free India 

A Congress-League umty on the basis of the above pomts will 
not only enable us to achi~e a favourable settlement which 1s 
urgently needed now. to enable us to rouse the people and to defend 
the country but it will also lead the people m theu 1Tres1sttblc march 
towards freedom 

Our Slo&ans 
Our slogans. therefore, arc 
rONGRESS LE4GUEA'1REEMl'N1 to effect a settlement on the 

basts of Cripps proposals and to wm National Government 
WE DEMAND CONGRESS-L.EAGUE NATIONAL GOVERNMEN1 

at the Centre, with competence over every sphere of adnumstratJ.on. 
mcludmg defence . 

WE WANT A F/RJ.,/ BASIS FOR COMMUNAL UNITY Put aside 
the question of Akhand Hmdustan and Pakistan for the present 

Resolve that there will be No oppression of one conunumt} by 
another m Free Incba 

We appeal to all the great parties to umtc m common patriotic 
endeavour to defend our Motherland and its people Such umty will 
ensure a settlement here and now wluch as today the urgent need 
both for the Inman as well as the Bntish people 

Therefore, hold meetmgs and demonstratJ.ons demanding these 
dungs. Pass resolutlons on these \mes and send them to the \)rcss 



~ 
THEY MUST MEET AGAIN 

P. C. Joshi 

PUBLISHER'S NOTE 

[7im pamphlet c.omnl\ of a reprmt of two important arllc./e, 
written by P C Jo\hl 1 he fir\t one mm\ 11p the rern/I\ of the. 
Gandh1.Jmnah meetmg, the advance\ regntered the d1ff1c.ult1'\ 
that cau\ed the breakdown and the li-ay fonvarcl 1 he \ec.ond 
wntten before the meeting took plac.e out/med the 1Hll£'\ that 
fac.ed the mo leader\ the hurdle\ that would have to he. c.rO\ \ed 
1f a settlement "KO\ to be reached J 

The enemies of Indian freedom arc Jubtlant. all frcedom-lovmg 
Indians are heart-broken over the failure of Gandh1-J mnah 
negotiations To say that the \\hole people are m mourmng IS 

perhaps the simplest wa} to dcscnbe the feclmg m the count~ The 
shock after the failure IS as great as was the ~pectat1on \\hen the 
news of their mcetmg was first announced 

The sorrow 1s commonly shared but each set of mourners has 
begun to blame the other for the bunal of the common hope of a 
umted national front against deadlock and for freedom 

For Unity Without Prejudices 

The dominant opinion among the lE. tGULRS 1s thaJ the 
negotiations faded because the Mahatma was not prcparpd to 
accept their JUSt demand for Pakistan, that he remains a prc1tahced • 
Hmdu yet 

The donunant opm1on among the CONGRESSMEN IS that the 
negotiations failed because Jinnah was not prepared to put bts 
demand for Pakistan to the test of people's will, he puts his 
sedlonal demand above Indian freedom, 1s afhud of commg into 
a Jomt front With the Congress 
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We Commurusts share neither the Congressmen's prejudice& agamst 
the League nor the Leaguers agamst the Congress When \\C put 
to them each other· s viewpomt on the fiulure of the negotJat1on& 
we hear m return a long indignant lecture how the other side lS 

utterly unju&t 

When fellow-fighters for freedom. ms1de two brother 
orgamsatlons. which are the t\\ o maJor political orgamsatmns of 
the country. react to the same single issue m mo rad1call} different 
\\ays, there are ob\1ousl} plcnt} of prejudices and a lot of ignorance 
about each other· s pomt of view They arc. m other word&, unable 
to c'\.plam themselves to each other m terms of common t.."'\.pcnence 
and common ideals 

Our Party is the onl\' orgamsation that has actually \\Orkcd for 
Congress-League um~ We alone have tncd to e'\.plam the viewpoint 
of one to the other dunng the last two and a half }Car& We have 
populansed the Musbrn demand for Pakistan among Congressmen 
dlld the Congress demand for National Government and the need 
for the release of Congress leaders among the Leaguers 

Undaunted In Face of Slander 

Anti-umty pro-sabotage and pro-Hmdu elements among 
congressmen have tncd to stop us gettmg a heanng b} spreadmg 
the slander that we were Government agents and Ill pnvatc paymg 
the compliment (not meant to be such) that we were able to work 
out the case for Pakistan better than even the Leaguers 

RcactiollaT) elements ms1de the League have frowned upon our 
efforts to popularise the demand for National Government and the 
release of the Congress leaders. the}' warned thctr followmg to be 
on guard agamst us as the Fifth Column of the Congress 

Undaunted we went ahead wrth crusading ardour wmmng, with 
ddlicult but steadily, more and more support for the cause of uruty 
bll bitter expenencc at the bands of an ahen government and the 
course of nattonal hfe itself swung the leaders of the Congress and 
the League mto each other's arms We CCJOlced with the rest of our 
people at the prospect of national tlDlty 

But we dad not sharetheruuve hope of the vast mass of Congressman 
and the Leaguers that the two leaders would somehow pull off a 
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settlement and aU that we had to do was to await marching orders 
In my article. ''They Mu.vi Not J•a1l" (People's War. Vol. Ill, No 
8) I had pointed out the big hurdles the two lQdcrs had to succcssfu1h 
negotiate if there was to be a settlement \\hich we all desired The 
negotiations broke down. as their correspondence now reveals. over 
the issues I had forecast. 

We have therefore a right to be considered really non-partisan 
in the controversy and expect to be listened to with greater attention 
by both than the attention they would pay to each other. 

We have also earned the right to make constmctive proposals 
because we have fought for unity and campaigned for the vicwpomt 
of each in the camp of the other. 

The leaders tried their hardest and failed. The following of each 
sees nothing wrong with the stand of its own leader. Both the 
leaders have expressed the hope to m<X.1 again. But this hope '"ill 
not materialise unless the entire body of patriots in both camps do 
their thinking all over again. The differences that held the t\\O great 
leaders back arc the very differences prevalent in the minds of their 
following over the issues discussed. 

Failure of Leaders is ·Failure of All 

The gap between Gandhij1 and Jinnah Saheb is the gap between 
the Congress and the League. between two different concepts of 
freedom. The leaders set out to convert each other to his own 
concept of Indian freedom and the way to achieve it. Both failed. 

The two standpoints are summed up and crystallised in the two 
key documents which formed alternatively the basis of the 
discussions., the famous Lahore Resolution of the League and the 
equally famous Rajaji formula, which Gandhiji, while retaining all 
its essentials, recast during the last stage of the negotiations. 

They differed because they stuck to their won speci!c ideals; 
each felt self-confident because he had succeeded in building up 
one of the two premier political organisation in the country: each 
felt tired with the sense of justice in his own cause, because he had 
succeeded in building up a mighty mass movement behind his 
organisation, the Swaraj movement in the case of one and the 
Pakistan movement in the case of the other. 
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If 1t were true the ideal of one "as Jll&t while that of the other 
un1ust then the e'\.lstence of the other orgam~.it1on mall its 111d.fest1c 
c,trcngth could not be e'\.plamed If one side had the monopoh of 
freedom democracy and JUSttce and the other "a& only a mcdl'-'Y 
of backward preJucbccs. dark ignorance and zubherdzot demagog}. 
then the hvmg evidence had to be derucd that mdhons of our people 
c.ons1dered the Swarat and the Pakistan movcmt..'Db as their freedom 
movem'-'Dts 

There are real differences they rul\ e to be studied 111 al.I !lcnousness 
to re-c'3.lllmc our own deeplv held ·Hews and m all humiht} to 
undcr~tand the other viewpoint because 1t C'\.prc~&e& m another \\ay 
the same freedom urge for \\h1ch \\C claim to ~tand 

Not Partisanship but Understanding 

The specific standpomts of the congresli and tbe League have 
been most abl\' stated bv GandhiJI and Jmnah Sahcb The mam task 
no\\ 1s to sec whv a common st.mdpomt could not be evolved 
It 1c; clear enough that 1f common prmc1ple& cannot be successfullv 
evoh cd a commonfront for frl."edom cannot be built up The leadc1 s 
faded becau~c they s~t out to convert CclCh other \l\htle the task 
\\as to understand each other 
Let us see ho~ thC} understood each other what thC\ saw and what 
tlte\ fulled to sec Gandh111 had to give and Jmnah Saheb had to 
take Gandhi.JI was not prepared to go beyond the RaJaJl fonnula 
and Jmnah Saheb was not prepared to comprom1&e on the LJ.hore 
Resolution Both the leaders kne\\ the tcrnble consequences of 
failure From where did they get the strength to stick each to his 
own demand to refuse the other ' 

/here l\ something e\\enhally \OZtndm the \landpumt of eac.h 
and yet there I\ \omethmg that u "M-rong too Un/en Ke \tudy the 
c.orrespondenc.e with thn frame ofmmd the remit "M-111 be to go 
111 for partnan phra\emongermg and d1V1ding our\elve\ up mto 
two armed camp\ We have got to c.ome together and the pro'e~ \ 
mvolveY \enous mental effort to underYtand th.: other'\ viewpoint 
without any precon,e1ved pre111d1'e\ 

Spirit and Substance of Lahore Resolution 

What 1s the substance and spant of the Lahore resolution to 
which Jmnah Saheb stuck and from which he refused to budge? 
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Anyone reading it dispassionately will see for himself that it is as 
much an Independence resolution as the 1929 Lahore resolution of 
the National Congress itself. ··[ndepcndcnt States·· in any part of 
India. it goes without saying. cannot be established under British 
suzerainty. but have to be won against it. 

• It is a resolution of Muslim independence and is as just as 
freedom itself 

• It is a resolution of independence against the present 
enslavement by the British imperialists. 

• It is a resolution of independence agamst future domination 
by the Hindu majority. 

That is why it demands autonomous and sovereign states m the 
North-Western and North-Eastern zones where Muslims arc in a 
majority. That is why Mr. Jinnah does not want the Muslim 
homelands to be part on any All-India Central Government, which 
is likely to rest on the Hindu majority m India as a whole. 

Mr. Jinnah wanted the acceptance of the Lahore Rcsolut1on 
itself to be the basis of settlement between the Congress and the 
League. What is th~ platfonn of unity that Mr. Jinnah offered. as 
it emerges fonn his letters to Gandh1ji'? 

( 1) Aca.-pt the right of complete independence of Muslim India. 
viz., the right to fonn an independent sovereign state. 

(2) R.ecogn1tion of the above right to fonn the basis of a joint 
front between the Congress and the League for winning freedom 
both for Pakistan and Hindustan through their joint efforts. 

(3) Boundaries between the two States to be settled by mutual 
agreement. 

(4) Two separate constitution-making bodies to draft the 
constitutions of the two Statc..-s. 

(5) Future relations between the two States to be defined by 
treaties between them as between two independent Statef. 

A little thought will disclose that Jinnah Saheb has donetnothing 
more and nothing less than work out all the logical impications 
of complete independence for the Muslims. On the basis of the 
inalienable right to freedom, he demands the right to establish an 
independent sovereign state, within clearly defined boundaries, 
to be set up through a separate constitution-making body, and to 
enter into treaty relationships like an independent and equal state 
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-ceasmg to remam a subordmate provmcc-\\ 1th the rest of 
India 

But Gandh111 found himself unable to accept the prmc1ple of 
mdcpcndencc of Musbm India Patiently for hours together he 
heard Mr Jmnah. who pass1onatcl) pleaded that the Mu!,,hms clre 
cl !,,eparate nat10n-1t \\as Mr Jmnah"s sole argument. the wa) he 
~"plained it made no sense to Gandlu.Jl-\\Orsc still 1t made him 
Jfra1d for the future of free India 

Platform of the C. R. - Gandhiji Formula 

D1sagreemg \\Ith Mr Jinnah that the Mushms arc a nation 
Gandh1J1 naturally could not be \\On over to regard mdcpcndcnce 
a~ the btrthnght of the Muslims as a nation To GandhtJI. fr(."cdom 
1o; our b1rtlmght as Indians, and not as Hmdus and Muslims 

GandhlJJ faded to see the demand for Pakistan as a freedom 
demand which he mu~t support. he ~a\\ it rather as ~eparattomst 
demand m which he could, at best. acquiesce 

Gandh1J1, however got clc.irl} convmcc..-d of Mr Jmnah"s utter 
smcct 1t} he had seen the League grow by leaps and bounds on 
the basis of the demand of Pakistan tt!ielf Hts generous heart 
impelled him to find a solution which \\Ould meet the League 
demand Hts great practical e'\.penence as the Nat1on"s Father 
helped him to grope tO\\tards the grt:at idea of India as a family. 
"hose Mushm member could separate. if he so desired. and that 
he could not be kept ms1de by force m a free India 

Thus though GandhJJI could not Sl..'C his way to accept the 
Muslnn nght to sovereign mdependcnce. he" as prepared to concede 
the nght of separation He thought that m this way he would be 
concedmg the substance of the League demand The RaJa1i fonnula 
and hts own gave shape and fonn to his ideas on the subject They 
are 

(1) Jomt Front between the Congress and the League to wm 
Vee<fom for all 

(2) Separation of mutually agreed demarc.1t.xl zones after the 
achievement of complete mdependence 

(3) Before exerc1smg the above right of separation. a pleb1sc1te 
of the entire adult population on the issue of separatJ.on 

( 4) Guarantee m the treaty of separation for the efficient and 
satisfactory adm1D1Stratlon of foreign affairs, defence. mternal 
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communications. customs, commerce and the like as matters of 
common interest. 

Root of Differences 
The two greatest leaders of our people met \\ith a will to achieve 

a United Front. They took 18 days but talked as they themselves 
say, 'round and round· and on ·parallel Jines.· Each stuck to his 
own conception of Indian freedom and th.t.arefore failed to come 
together to fight for that very freedom itself. Both were moved b\ 
the same freedom urge and yet failed to evolve common principles 
of freedom that would unite the entire people. The crux of their 
mutual differences lies in the unfortunate but blunt truth that one 
docs not see freedom behind the standpoint of the other. 

To Gandhiji, Pakistan is not Muslim freedom, but the ruination 
and disruption of the country. 

To Jinnah Sahcb, the Congress movement is not to win the 
fret.-dom of all, but almost certain to result in the establishment of 
Hindu domination after the British Raj is gone. 

Gamihiji holds the Mushm fear of domination by the Hindus 
to be groundless and extravagant and their demand for sovereign 
indept.'lldcnce unjust. He .also suspects in it the desire to grab other 
people's lands where non-Muslims are in a majority. 'Pakistan 1s 
anathema to him, but he agrees to accept the right of self
determioation as a lesser evil, as a necessity to win over the 
Muslims for a United Front for freedom's battle. 

New Proposals 
Unable to accept Pakistan as a just demand, Gandhiji evolved 

~e conditions he gave in his last offer, so as to safeguard against 
the 'evil consequences' of Pakistan and also to be able to take his 
following even as far as he was prepared to go. For e"'3Jllple : 

( 1) Joint Front for the independence of both Hindus and tAuslims. 
Immediate unity for freedom in return for future exercife of the 
right of partition. 

(2) The exercise of the right of partition to be put tq the test 
of the people's will through a plebiscite. A vast mass of Congressmen 
doubt if the majority of the Muslims really want partition. 

(3) To ensure that just boundaries emerge out of the plebiscite 
of the entire people. Thus if the Muslim majority has its way, the 
minorities too will have their .:.ay. 
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(4) Previous agreement that matters of common interest will be 
administered by mutual agreement. If the brother is so unreasonable 
as to demand partition, obtain a previous guarantee that he will 
not run riot. 

Lack of Explanation 

Gandhiji genuinely believes that by his fonnula he has conceded 
the substance of the League demand and by the conditions which 
he has laid down he has given it shape and fonn to make it practically 
realisable. When Mr. Jinnah argues that he has not really accepted 
the very essence of the Muslim demand as given in the Lahore 
resolution, Gandhiji argues back that he has improved upon it and 
made it politically acceptable to the non-Leagu~ as well ! 

Mr. Jinnah is acutely suspicious ofGandhiji's conditions. Just 
as Gandhiji hi).~111l doubt in his mind that he is offering Mr. Jinnah 
the substance of the League demand, so has Mr. Jinnah also no 
doubt left that in their totality. Gandhiji's conditions constitute an 
actual negation of his basic demand. He understands every single 
condition to mean the exact opposite of what Gandhiji means. He 
regards plebiscite as the trap to cheat him of Pakistan. He considers 
the demand for prior agreement to administer matters of conunon 
interest by mutual agreement as a back-hand effort to get back to 
some form of a Hindu-dominated All-India Centre. 

The one silver lining in Mr. Jinnah's stand is that he too sees 
the need for joint front and stands for future treaty relatiunship 
to live in peace and amity, but he makes acceptance dependent on 
the unequivocal recognition of sovereign independence of Muslim 
India now. 

Mr. Jinnah wants the Pakistan State to be independent and 
sovereign, self-sufficient and strong, but he wants to achieve it by 
mere bargaining, without reference to the people's will. That is why 
he could not win over Gandbiji and liquidate his prejudices against 
Pakistan. 

Mr. Jinnah is rightly impatimt of Gandhiji not accepting Pakistan 
as the birtbrisht of the Muslims. 

But how can this birthright be accepted by brother peoples 
unless the great leader of the Muslims stops arguing like a lawyer 
and speaks like a people's tribune and can explain how the Pakistan 
State will be fonned and how it will be nm; unless he can explain 
Vol-iY-)5 
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that the Pakistan State will be a democratic state and "'ill confonn 
to the same standards that the rest of~ Indian people \\tll appl~ 
to their own state; that 1t \\ill operate as a ;11.rt state by the same 
standards that all other patriots will demand from their own State 

Their Blind Spot 

What Gandhiji does not see at all is this : 
(I) that it is the freedom urge of the Muslims that expressed 

1tsclf in the Pakistan demand . 
(2) that the mass movement led and orgarus"'1 by the League 

is the national movement of the Muslims for unfettered freedom 
in their own homelands : 

(3) that it is not so much a question of what Mr. Jmnah says 
or does not say, but the real problem 1s one of ""innmg over one
fourth of our peoples for a Joint freedom struggle. 

Jn short, Gandhiji is unable to see the Pakistan movement as 
an anti-Imperialist freedom movement. From the pubhshcd 
correspondence, it appears that Mr. Jinnah did not care to explain 
this. Gandbiji is primarily interested in the freedom of India and 
the only way to make h!m and Congressmen consider the Pakistan 
demand dispassionately is to convince them that t~ Pakistan 
movement 1s the .freedom m9vement of the Muslims and 11 can 
become part of the common anti-lmpenalist movement the moment 
they accept the Pakistan demand 

What Mr. Jinnah, on his part, does not see is this 
(I) that Pakistan will never be willingly conceded by the British 

Imperialists, but has to be won through a joint struggle for Indian 
freedom as a whole ; 

(2) that the Congress movement is not a movement for Hindu 
domination, but for Indian freedom ; 

(3) that the natural allies of Pakistan are his brother H'1dus and 
that there is no hope for Pakistan unless he can win !over his 
brothm, their cqani1ation and their leader. 

In hi1 corre1pondonce Mr. Jinnah bu called Hindi&-Mu11im 
unity a pre-condition to winnina Indian freedom. But th/,, 
und,,1tandlng 11 purely formal. On the bui1 of tho Pakistan 
demand ho hu railed a mu1 national movement of tho Muslims 
and yet he bu not IUCGllded in wlnnina tho 1upport for tho Paki1tan 
cltmlnd of the ftnc polltiaal orpniltion of the country nor of itl 
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leader nor of the mass of its workers It has never struck htm that 
there ts hkel~ to be somcthmg \-Ital m1ssmg m hts e>.planat1on of 
Pakistan \\ilK.-n 1t docs not get the spontaneous and enthusiastic 
support of hts brother peoples 

Key Question 

Bc..-tbrc we can come to a common understandmg of the problem 
dc..-fymg solution let us tum to the ve~ question Are the Mznl1m\ 
a nahon or n lnd1a a natwn' 

Both the leaders violently differed on this and reached a deadlock 
They set aside the battle of pnnc1plcs to reach a practical solution 
and naturally failed A Gommon /ront Gannot be e\tabl1~hedw1thout 
a wmmcm under\tandmg haGked hy c.ommon pnnc1plE ) 

To Gandhljt the very concept dmt the MusltmS are a nation is 
abhorrent Hi~ reference to Muslims as a bod) of converts has 
called forth ci screech throughout the Muslnn Press 

Mr Jmnah can onl) state his case for Pakistan on the basis that 
the Muslims arc a nabon Hts lawyer-lake arguments run thus the 
Musbms are a nation. a nation has the mahenable nght to be free, 
Pakistan 1s the freedom demand of the Mushm nation. accept 
Pakistan and have a JOIDt front for Indian freedom 

Gandh1J1 has the greatest objection to accepting rebg1on as bas1S 
of nationhood He 1s nght m the sense that rebg1on alone does not 
make a nation, It will be a digression here to dlScuss "bat part 
rehgion does play m 1nfluencmg the ps)chologu:al make-np of a 
people and 1n moulding their national culture both of winch are 
among the attributes of a nation It 1s enough for us to state that 
the Indian Musluns cannot be regarded as a nation of the basis of 
their common rebpon But to say this alone 1s to state only half 
the truth 

Muslim Nationalities 
The problem cannot be whisked away by the ''either-or'' trick, 

more precisely, that either the Muslims are a nation or they are 
not I 

Riaht in our own midst live Muslim peoples like the Sindhi1, 
Baluchi1, Pathan1, Wutem Pultjabis, Eutem Benplil and they 
have the necasury charactori1tic1 of nations. 

(I) They •hare tho common upiration to be ho and autonomou1 
in their own homelandl and to nick topther in 1 common State. 
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(2) They have the common bond of their own folk culture. 
strengthened by the traditional Muslim culture. 

(3) They have contiguous territory in the N. W. and N. E. zones 
of India except for the Eastern Bengalis who share a common 
homeland with their Hindu brothers. 

The Pakistan movement, under the banner of the League is the 
national movement of these nationalities. Why should it be at all 
difficult for Gandhiji and Congressmen to see the anti-imperialist 
content of their movement and hail them as fellow-fighters for 
freedom? 

• Once in 1920 Gandhiji united The Khilafat movement of the 
Indian Muslims with the national movement of the Congress. When 
in 1920 Gandhiji, sympathised with the demand of the Indian 
Muslims for justice to their brother Turks, in 1944 with what heart 
can he deny the right of his own Muslim brothers to be free and 
sovereign in their own homelands? 

• In 1920 Gandhiji brought the Muslims inside the common 
national movement by making his own the Indian Muslim sympath) 
with rising Turkish nationalism that was sought to be suppressed 
by the British Imperialist statesmen. 

Despite the fact that a whole new section of the Mtislims liked 
the Pathans of the North-West Frontier lined up behind the congress 
in 1930, ever since 19'20 the Muslims have been slowly going away 
form the Congress-this is true on an all-India scale and of the 
Muslims as a whole. 

This unfortunate development took place because the Congress 
as a whole was too slow to redress the Muslim grievances and not 
responsive enough to the Muslim demands. 

After a period of chaos and confusion the Muslims began 
gathering their forces and ever since 193.S they have been grouping 
themselves around the League and building their owe national 
movement for the fteedom of their own peoples A.br:t' half the 
leaders of the Lfpgue are ex-Khilafatists and ex-Con ressmen. 

It is a cheap kind of satis&ction to say that Mr. J' bas not 
proved his case. It is bad patriotism not to recognise tho freedom
UIJIC wherever it exists, in any form in which it may be welling 
up, and above all among our own brother peoples. 

India - A Nation ? 

To Gandbiji that India is a utlon which is being bom to greater 
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nationhood through the fire of freedom struggle, appears to be self
evident truth. 

In Mr. Jinnah"s mind the picture of an Indian nation does not 
recall the stories of epic heroism and countless sacrifices in the 
battle of fteedom as it does in Gandhiji' s because be has kept away 
ftom the Congress since the great days of 1920. On the other hand, 
the idea conjures up in his mind the 19th century theory of one 
nation. of one state, and so all his fears of the suppression of the 
Muslims by the Hindu majority in a free India are violently roused. 

Do then the two concepts that the Muslims are a nation and 
India is a nation cancel each other out? 

The solution lies in working our way up from Gandhiji's own 
new conception of India as a family; which he fonnulatcd when 
he was faced with the major responsibility to achieve national unity 
through his t"llka with Mr. Jinnah. 

He made it clear that his concept that India is a nation does not 
deny our own internal differences, but that it only expresses our 
unity against British domination and in the struggle for freedom. 

Family of Nations 
Gandhiji has come so far that he recognises that India is a family 

of units. The reality, however, is that India is not a family of 
undefined units. but a family of nationalities. 

• We have a common national movement symbolised in the 
Congress. We have a rising Muslim national movement symbolised 
in the League. Both are directed against the British imperialist 
domination of our common country, both embody the urge of our 
peoples to be free. 

• We have a common destiny. We will need to defend in 
common our hard won common freedom. We will need to work 
together for the economic and social reconstruction of our common 
motherland. 

All national units of the great Indian family ardently desire 
unfettered opportunities for their own self ... ~ression and self
development. Predominantly Hindu nationalities like the Tamilians, 
Andhras, Malayalis, Mabrattas, Gujeratis etc., would like to stick 
i.ogether and be satisfied with the assurance of complete autonomy 
and perfect equality under a common Indian Union. 

Similarly, the Muslim nationalities living in the North-West and 
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North-East borders of India want to stick together and have a 
separate state of their own. 

Pakistan-Why a.ad How? 
Their right to be mdcpendcnt cmcl sovereign m their own 

homelands must be rec:ognisecl as their malicnablc right to freedom. 
To deny this i.r to cease to he freedom./ovmg and lay 011r~·elver 
open to the charge of wanting to be fi1htrc lords ancl oppre.r:iorr 
of our brother peoples. 

But how is this right and claim of the Muslims to be realised 
in practice? Only if the national movement of the Muslims can enter 
into an alliance with the broad national movement . by establishing 
a United Front of the League and the Congress, the fight against 
the common domination of British Imperialism and so win freedom 
for all. 

Congress-League United Front is equally necessary to realise 
the basic aims of both the organisations. Without it there can be 
neither free India nor free Pakistan. If the two organisations fail 
their people now and the British Imperialists get the chance to 
impose the new constitution on India, they may fonnally partition 
India to sabotage for good the danger of a vast untie£ India-wide 
movement against their rule, but the Pakistan they will establish 
will not be sovereigq, but under their own suzerainty. 

Therefore, the choice before the Muslim patriots is not one in 
which either the Congress or the British Government will be 
forced to ultimately settle with the League b11t that the League 
must go al/.-out to get into joint Front with the Congress. If the 
British divide India. they will of course, not get Free Pakistan, 
but their own people will suffer more, their own battle for real 
Pakistan will become more difficult. Their resource.v are 
undeveloped, British hu.dness will grab them. Their people are 
more backward; they will be mercilessly suppressed. 

Mutual Suspicion .., 
Just as the Congress has to live down its prejudices .Unst the 

League, so has the League in relation to the Congres$. 
The Congress must not hope to win the League to fight for 

Indian freedom without accepting the principle of Pakistan first. 
Similarly, the League must not hope to get the Congress to accept 
Pakistan without giving adequate and prior guarantees that the 
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Pakistan State will not be based on the oppression of non-Muslims 
and will enter into equal and brotherly relations with the Hindustan 
state. 

Rajaji · s conditions contained in his formula do qualify Muslim 
freedom, if the just demand of Pakistan as a sovereign state is not 
fir.rt recognised. They become just demands from a brother 
organisation on behalf of brother peoples only after the Muslim 
demand for sovereign Pakistan is unequivocally recognised. 

The Leaguers have a right to be suspicious of Gandhiji if he 
refuses to accept their right to form a sovereign state. Similarly 
Congressmen have a right to be suspicious of Mr. Jinnah. if he 
refuses to give brotherly guarantees that the Pakistan State will be 
ck."lilOCratically founded and democratically run. 

Leaguers have as much need to reconsider their views about the 
Gandhiji-Rajaji .fonnula as Congressmen have to re-examine their 
attitude to the Lahore resolution on Pakistan. 

If the Leaguers cannot trust the Congress that there will be no 
Hindu domination in a free India. how do they expect congressmen 
to trust the League that the Pakistan State will not oppress the non
Muslims or that it will live in brotherly peace and \1\tork in brotherly 
co-operation with Hindustan? The League is making the supreme 
demand of partition. it must give the elementary guarantees that 
Pakistan State will be established democratically and will function, 
both internally and externally. as a democratic State. 

Suspicions can be liquidated and trust inspired only if mutual 
agreement is based on just principles, and where the life and destiny 
of peoples are concerned, they can only be the twin priaciples of 
freedom and democracy. 

The tragedy~fthe Gandhi-Jinnah negollat1ons was lhat Gandhi.Ji 
failed to see freedom behind Mr. Jinnah's demand and the latter 
failed to see democracy behind Gandhi.Ji 's conditions. And both 
stand by the principles of freedom and democracy I 

Let CONGRESSMEN first recognise the birthright of the Muslims 
before they call upon the League to accept the spirit and substance 
of Rajaji's conditions. 

Let the LEAGUERS unhesitatingly realise the justice of Rajaji's 
condition, not as a concession to Hindu prejudices, not as bargain 
for Pakistan, but as essential conditions to allay suspicions and 
successfully establish a joint front for winning Pakistan itself. 
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Unless Gandhiji and Congressmen on the one hand, and Mr .. Jinnah 
and the Leaguers on the other, can re-oncntate themselves along 
the above \ines, thete is no hope of CongteSs-l.cague agteement 
in the near future. At present. they are stickmg to their specific 
viewpoints; the course I have outlined above would lead them 
towuds a common viewpoint. 

Common Platform 
Such a common understanding can be easily clothed in a suitable 

platfonn on the following basis : 
(I) Establishment of United Front between the Congress and the 

League to realise the basic aims of both the organisations. No 
unilateral settlement by either party with the British Government. 

(2) Unqualified recognition of the right of Muslim nationalities 
to establish independent sovereign states in Muslim homelands in 
terms of the Lahore resolution of the League. 

(3) Pakistan State to be framed through a separate Constituent 
Assembly based on adult franchise of all the inhabitants, Muslims 
and non-Muslims alike in the Pakistan zone. 

(fhe Muslims hereby get their own Constituent As'lembly as 
an expression of their Hght of sovereignty, but are llllilt allowed 
to drsenfranch1se any section of the people. The Congress hereby 
gets a democrahc venl1ct on Pakistan while allaying the Muslim 
fear ofprjor plebiscite to sabotage the establishment of Pakistan. 
The expression of people's will as demanded by the Congress and 
the exercise of people's sovereignty as demanded by the League 
takes place simultaneously.) 

( 4) The principles on which the boundaries of Pakistan have to 
be fixed must be· clearly defined, that the exercise of the right of 
Muslim sovereignty does not give a licence to trample underfoot 
the rights of non-Muslims, nor be made the starting point for 
claiming their lands. 

The problem of boundaries fall under two categori•. 
(a) In the areas with a clear Muslim majority the Mus'1ns have 

the right to fonn their State, and they go under the jurisciction of 
their own Constituent Assembly. 

(b) Major tenitorial adjustments cannot be claimed as of right 
but can only be made through mutual agreement with brother 
peoples wit11 \\ 'iom the common homeland is shared. (In my earlier 
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article. They Must Not Fail. I have shown how the problem of the 
Punjab and Bengal can be concretely solved on the basis of equality 
and Justice). 

(5) The independent States of Pakistan and Hindustan agree to 
mutual assistance in defence agamst all aggressors, and for economic 
reconstruction to end poverty and fanunes left by the British. and 
to build an era of co-prospenty for all our peoples through their 
own mutual help. To inspire mutual trust, the Congress and the 
League may pledge themselves to draft treaties now, to be ratified 
through proper State organs at the appropriate time. 

Our Appeal 
W c, Communists. place the above suggestions for tM widest 

possible discussion among our fellow-patriots. both of the Congress 
and the Leagu~. 

We have uilbOunded faith m the healthy 1nstmct of our peoples 
W c have no doubt that the sovereign freedom of one section of our 
peoples can ever be a menace to the freedom of the rest. We are 
convinced that freedom based on democracy will lead to the full 
flowering of the native genius of all our peoples and lead to the 
emergence of an India of our greatest common glory. as free and 
strong as we can all make it. as prosperous and grand as we 
ourselves can build it. 

We know that vast masses of Congressmen and Leaguen share 
similar sentiments. We have no doubt that the more they think over 
our proposals or think out similar ones of their own, the sooner 
will the Congress and the League come together. 

We share the greatest respect for Gandhiji and Jinnah Saheb 
as the two undisputed leaders of our peoples. We have no doubt 
that they will not let the situation drift. They have expressed the 
hope to meet again and called upon the people to opine on the 1Ssues 
that kept the two apart. 

If all of us think hard enough, we will see for ourselves the path 
·that leads to Congress-League unity. Then alone Gandluji and 
Jinnah Saheb will meet again, not to part, but to lead us jointly 
into a Free People's Hindustan and a Free People's Pakistan. 
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RESOLUTION OF THE PARTY 

CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

In the following we reprint the full text of the main political 
resolution passed by the plenum of the Central Committee (C.C.) 
of the communist Party. which was in continuous session during 
the last two weeks. 

It ·was the first open session of the highest organ of the Party 
after its legalisation in August last. It was attended by thirt). 
communist leaders from all over India. which included, apart from 
the members of the central Committ<..-c. specially invited provincial 
leaders. 

The message of greetings to the jailed Comrades adopted by the 
session makes special mention of prominent leaders and C. C. 
members who still continue to be incarcerated. They arc Comrades 
R.D. Bharadwaj, S.A. Dange, Soli Batliwala and S.V. Ghate. The 
session sent a message of greeting to Comrade Ajoy Kumar Ghosh. 
prominent member of the Polit-Bureau who was unable to attend 
the session due to illness. 

The mAin political report in the resolution was made by Comrade 
G. Adhikari which was followed by a co-report by Comrade P.C. 
Joshi. In this moment of the gravest national crisis and peril, the 
resolution as well as the report struck the confident and courageous 
note that it is also the hour of greatest opportunity for the patriots 
and the people of our country. 

It condemns imperialist repression against the Congress and to 
the people. It points out that at a time when the ~perialist 
bureaucracy is riding rough-shod over the people, it is really isolated 
from all sections of the people and is tottering. 

It sharply brings out the fact that the so-called sriggle for 
freedom unleashes the forces of disruption and anarchy which 
strengthens the bureaucracy and opens the gates to the fascist 
invader. 

People's War 27th Sept 1942 
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It sees in the growing forces 'of national unity the powerful weapon 
with which the patriots and the people. can smash the game of the 
bureaucracy and win National Government to organise total national 
resistance to Fascist aggressors and aehieve freedom. 

Its ringing call is for : 
-A political explanatory campaign to tum patriots away from 

the suicidal path of sabotage and to isolate and expose the Fifth 
Columnists, to stop national disruption. 

-A countrywide campaign for National Unity, for the release 
of National leaders, for forcing the hands of the bureaucracy,. for 
National Government. 

-A campaign among the Hindu and Muslim masses for Congress
Lcague unity the key to national unity and national salvation. 

Imperialist IVp,...•sion 

1. This plenary Meeting of the Central Comn11ttee of the 
Communist Party of India, condemns unequivocally the military 
and police rule of blood and terror let lose by the imperialist 
bureaucracy against the people ; following the arrest of the national 
leaders on the 9th August in 1942. The main responsibility for 
plunging the country into a grave and perilous crisis, which not 
only undermines the cause of the ck.i'ence and freedom of India, but 
also that of the freedom-loving peoples of the United Nations, must 
be fastended on the shoulders of the British Government THE 
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP HAD DECLARED THEIR READINESS TO 
UNDERTAKE THE FULL RESPONS/B/U1T FOR UNITING AND 
ORGANISING THE PEOPLE FOR 7'HE ARMED DEFENCE OF THE 
COUNTRY, IN AWN.4CE WITH THE UNITED NATIONS AND THUS 
TO TAKE THEIR FULL SHARE IN Tl/E WAR OF WORLD FREEDOM 
AGAINST FASCIST R1'..1'RESSION, PROVIDED THAT INDIAN 
INDEPENDENCE WAS REORGANISED AND A PROVISIONAL 
,GOVERNMENT SET UP, ENJOYING THE CONFIDENCE OF THE 
PEOPLE AND SUPPORTED BY THE MAJOR POUT/CAL PARTIES. 
But the British Government instead of pursuing the policy of 
winning the friendship and alliance of the Indian people, have 
pmistently refused to part with power. Taking advantage of our 
national disunity, of the frustration and desperation of our national 
leadership, they have launched a war against the people, and are 
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provoking a countrywide conflict which is being fully utilised by 
Fifth Columnists, and lap agents. Mr. Churchill speaking as the 
head of the British Government. has threatened to continue this 
diehard imperialist policy to its logical conclusion. 

A Fifth-Column Incendiary Policy 
2. THIS POLICY OF THE BRIT/Sil GOJ "ERNi\IENT JS .·JN 

INCENDIARY AND FIFTll COLUMN POUCY. n PREP,1RES FOR 
THE/ND/AN PEOPLE THEGHA.\TLY FATE OF BURAIA ANDAIALYA. 
It stabs the cause of the British and American peoples, of the Soviet 
and Chinese peoples, in the back. The Communist Party warns the 
British Government that if it persists in this policy, if it persists 
in its attempt to crush the Congress, it will only succeed in creating 
a common disaster for the British and the Indian peoples. The only 
way out of this perilous situation which grows more critical every 
day, is to stop this offensive of repression against the people and 
the Congress. to release M:ihatma Gandhi and the Congress leaders, 
to lift the ban on the Congress and to open negotiations with the 
Congress and the other political parties especially the Muslim 
league, for the establ~ of a provisional National Government. 
fully empowered and detennined to unite and mobilise-the people 
for the defence and freedom of the country in close alliance with 
the Uni,tcd Nations. 11ie Communist Party of India, which is pledged 
to forge national unity to solve this national crisis, appeals to the 
workers and the progressive peoples of Britain and America to 
bring pressure upon the British Government to concede these just 
national demands of the Indian people and thus clear the path of 
our common victory in this war of liberation. 

Campaip of Sabotaae and Anarchy 

3. The arrest of Congress leaders and the regime of ropression 
which the mad bureaucracy is intensifying every day • called 
forth a co~ upsurge of people's indignation lfld mass 
conflict. Bands of honest but blind patriots are seeking to;Iead this 
mass upsurge by organising it as a Congress struggle for freedom 
of the country. The technique of the struggle is, in the main, to 
organise sabotage of communications (cutting telegraph wires and 
removing rails. etc.), to stop production, and to paralyse, the 
apparatus of administration by all means. They hope by these 
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methods to bring about the fall of the Government and the transfer 
of power to the people. What they arc achieving. hO\\evcr, is 
exactly the opposite. By giving this pernicious direction to the anger 
of the people. they arc only organising the destruction of the 
national defence and economy of our own country and arc giving 
free scope to the forces of anarchy. This state of things suits the 
Fifth Column clements and Fascist agents the most. who are 
attempting to seize the leadership of the movement and to planfully 
reinforce the efforts at destroying the defensive capacities of the 
nation. Secondly, as the movement spreads. there is dislocation in 
national economy and growing anarchy. This hits the people and 
helps the would-be aggressor. It disunites the people more and more 
and thereby strengthens the hands of the bureaucracy. Thirdly, the 
indiscriminate and merciless repression by the police and military, 
firing. lathi-chargcs, whipping and collective fines, further aggravate 
the situation As a result of this. a section of the people is angered 
and is driven to more mad acts of sabotage. while the bulk of die 
people to begin to feel demoralised and helpless. They give way 
to moods of despair and frustration, which nourishes pro-Japanese 
sentiments and saps the \\1ll of the people to resist aggression. 

THUS BET1J1£EN THE DESPERATE AC1717TJES OF THE BLIND 
PATRIOTS WHICH ARE BF.ING TAKEN ADVANTAOE OF MORE 
.tND MORE BY THE 1'7/<TH COLUMNJ.\TS, ON THE ONE HAND, 
A.ND THE MAD REPRE.:~SJON OF THE BUREAUCRATS ON THE 
OTHER, THE DEFENSIVE CAPACITIES OF THE NATION AS WELL 
AS PEOPLE'S MORALE, STRENGTH AND UN/Tr ARE BEING 
UNDERMINED, lv/AKING THE COUNTRY RIPE TO FA.LL UNDER 
THE AXE OF THE /i'A.SCI.m: 

Where It Leads 

4. How did this situation arise ? It arose because the national 
leadership instead of going all-out to unite the people to rouse them 
to do everything which strengthens the country· s defences against 
the fascist aggressors and forging mass sanctions for securing 
National Government for national defence, chose the opportunist 
path of inactivity, 9f non-embarrassing non-cooperation with defence 
measures, hoping thereby to win the national demand as a gift from 
imperialism. The Communist Party had warned against this policy, 
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which amounted to leaving the initiative and the fate of the nation 
entirely in the hands of imperialism. This only strengthened the 
obstinate attitude of the bureaucracy to deny power to the Indian 
people and led to the growing moods of frustration and defeatism 
among the nationalist masses. Instead of dra\\ ing from this the 
requisite lessons about the urgency of unity, the national leadership 
took one more step in the direction of its O\\n opportunist policy. 
It advanced from non-cooperation and neutrality to a plan of active 
opposition to measures of national defence in the name of launching 
a struggle for the national demand. 

The path, along which the present national upsurge is directed 
is one of national suicide, not of national salvation and fre\..-dom. 
It destroys the nation ·s indispensable defences inevitably leadmg 
to conditions of civil commotion and disorder. anarchy. and even 
loot and arson. It makes the national movement the prey of 
bureaucratic provocation in the name of struggle. Finally. it creates 
a mass basis for Fifth Column activity in the name of patriotism 
IT JS A PA Tl/ IN SHORT, WHICH STRIKES .11' TUE VERr ROOT OF 
THAT PEOPLE'S UNITY WHICH ALONE CAN BE TIIE AJEINS OF 
SECURING NATIONAL G01'ERNMENT AND ENSURING 
SUCCESSFUL NATIONAL DEFENCE. Thus the policy dtthe national 
leaders instead of leading the people unitedly to compel the 
bureaucracy to conccide National Government as an instrument of 
national· defence and freedom, has left it free to hit at the people. 
It is leading the nation to a state of moral and political disruption 
and paralysis which far from helping the people to get their freedom 
can only clear the path of the invader. Such is the disastrous 
culmination of policies of not relying upon the strength of the 
people i.e. on national unity, and leaving the initiative in the hands 
of the imperialist bureucracy. 

Favourable Factor• 
5. The 1ituation can yet be retrieved. The Imperialist bjreaucracy 

ltands iaolated aDd wea1cened u never before. The mdre it beats 
and repm• the people, tho more it earn1 the hatred ind di1pat 
of all lootionl of the nation. It bu failed milCl'lbly in its effortl 
to build an anti-CODlfll• ftont. Its political, economic and military 
polioiel are utterly bankrupt and it ii quite incapablo of unitina. 
llldina and 11viaa tht nation in the crili1, created by the monace 
of bwuion. 
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Secondl)'. a mighty potential basis for budding natJOnal uruty 1s 
there already This broad unit}. however. 1s by no means full} 
behind the present struggle launched by the Congress, on the other 
hand. sections oppose 1t But 1t can be mob1hscd fully behmd the 
mam demands of the Congress. wluch are national demands. viz . 
recogmsc India ·s mdcpendence. negotiate for an all-round settlement. 
set up a Natlonal Provisional Government for mobd1smg the people 
for a pcople"s defence agamst the aggressors m alhance \\Ith the 
Umtcd Nations Such a national umty. broadest ever achieved. 1s 
''1thm reach and 1f actually reah.scd. \\Ill at once fotl the game of 
the 1mpenabst burcauc1 acy and bnng 1t to 1ts knees 

llurdl}, the demand of freedom and National Government for 
India ts gathermg ever-growmg support among the '\\ork111g masses 
and the peoples of Great Bntam and Amenca The growmg strength 
of the anu-£u"'1:,t national front m the countncs of the Umted 
nations led by their Communist Parties and backed by the power 
and prestige of the Soviet Umon. will stand behmd our umted 
strength to defend the countl) ID alhancc with them and make our 
national demand 1rres1st:Jble Such arc the favourable factors and 
such is the potential opportun1t} present ID the penlous s1tuat1on 
itself 

Unity The Way Out 

6 The Communist Party declares that the way out of the 
national cns1s does not be either ID the direction of continuing the 
present brutal repression to crush the Congress as the unpenal1sts, 
the loyalists. and the Roy1sts suggest nor 1n the direction of 
1ntens1fy1ng the offensive against the apparatus of national defence, 
and produetlon as the Forward Bloc1sts, Congress Socialists and 
many Congressmen propose The path of the crazy 1mpenabsts and 
that of the bbnd patnots together would lead to the same result, 
namely, to disruption and anarchy, to national frustration and 
desperation, which will serve only the interests of the fascist mvaders 
and of no one else. THE ONLY WAY ocn J~'i THE PATH WHICH THE 
PROLETARIAT AND ITS VANGUARD-1'HE COMMCINl!l'T PAR1'Y
IS Plm'/NG BEFORE TllE PEOPLE, THE PATH OF ACH/EVINCJ 
1'HE BROADEST POSSIBLE NATIONAL UNIT)', BA~~ED ON 
CONCJRESS-LEAOUE UNITY. 

Tho 1lopn of national unit)' i1 not a more fonnula. or jult a 
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phrase to be flung in the face of those who advocate the path of 
so-called struggle. It is a revolutionary policy of rallying the broadest 
possible sections of the people for the defence of their common 
interests and the achievement of their most pressing demands. In 
the present world situation, it is the most potent and powerful and 
the only weapon which the people of India have to forge and wield 
in order to wrest power from the hands of the British imperialists. 
and to successfully defend the country against foreign aggression. 
Militarily, politically and economically the rule of the British 
imperialists is at present weaker than ever before. It is fast 
disintegrating under the hammerblows of the growing anti-fascist 
unity of the peoples of the United Nations. Its last and only weapon 
of withholding power from the people now is to keep them divided. 
The disunity of the Indian people Is the main basis o_f Its remaining 
strength In India and which it utilise.f to drive a wedge between 
India and the peoples of the United Nations. That is wby complete 
national unity in the present circumstances must generate such a 
force before which the bureaucratic opposition must collapse. This 
is the decisive significance of national unity, of Congress-League 
unity, today! It is gbing to be the final blow that.must compel 
India's present masters to sue for terms to the Indian people. 
Congress-League unity is not going to bring about a ··change of 
heart'~ in Mr. Churchill and Mr. Amery. It is going to transform 
the relative strength of the British imperialists and the Indian 
people. It is going to be the irresistible sanction of the Indian people 
behind their demand for a National Government. 

The Main Task-Unity Campaip 

7. The central tasks to which the party must address itself to
day are three-fold : 

a) Organise a countrywide campaign for national unity ; 
b) Carry on persistent political explanation ainoM workers, 

kisans, student lhilitants and Congressmen, how the prefeni struggle 
leads to destruction and anarchy and is suicidal; t 

c) Continuous and widespread agitation among Hindu and 
Muslim masses for Congress-League unity. 

THE MAIN SLOGANS OF THE UNITY CAMPAIGN ARE: RELF.ASE 
MAHATMA GANDHI AND THE NATIONAL LEADERS, STOP 
REPRF.SS/ON, CHECK DESTRUCTION. SABOTAGE AND ANARCHY, 
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LIFT THE BAN ON 11/E CONGRESS, NEGOTLtTE FOR AN AU
ROCTND SlffTLEMl~N1'. SET UP PROV/S/ON.-lL NA 110NAL 
<iOl·/~NAIENT FOR I.VD/AS DEFENCE. The campaign may vary 
m form and in slogans from place to place. regard being paid to 
the varying development of the political situation. The aim should 
be to make the campaign as broad as possible and effective. It may 
begin as a campaign for signatures on a joint manifesto framed so 
as to secure the broadest local support. It may develop through a 
series of discussions and private meetings. It should further develop 
as a campaign for restoring peace and civil liberties. and culminate 
in the formation of an all-parti"-s' defence committee for pressing 
for the withdrawal of collective tines, for tackling the problem of 
food supply and profiteering and for strengthening the morale of 
the populati~ tor resisting the fascist aggressors. 

Con1ress-League Unity 
The slogans for Congress-League unity campaign should be: 

(a) Congress-League agreement to set up a Provisional National 
Govenunent for the successful defence of the country and freedom: 

(b) The positions already taken by the Congress as well as by 
the Muslim League on the question of the right of Muslims in 
certain areas to self-determination. can with a given goodwill on 
both sides, afford a basis for settlement here and now. 

On the basis of these two slogans, the campaign for unity must 
be run among the Muslim as well as Hindu masses. To the Hmdu 
masses we must explain that what is just in the Pakistan demand. 
namely, the right of Muslim nationalities to autonomous state 
c..-xistence, including the right of separation must be conceded. 
It will give us unity now and lead to freedom. It will give us greater 
unity tomorrow and serve as a solid foundation for the freedom 
thus achieved. Similarly, we must get the Congress-minded people 
-to recognise the urgency of the Congress conceding the right 
of self-determination of the Muslim nationalities and thus 
hasten the achievanmt of Congress-League unity. To the Muslim 
masses, we must show that Muslim independence can only come 
by joining with the Hindus and the Congress for joint action. Hence 
they must get the League leadership to move for Congress-League 
unity. 

Vol-iY-26 
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Tasks Amon1 the Workin1 Cius 
~ IT ISABOJ EAU 111E STRENGTH AND UNJITOT-"THE WORKING 

CUSS AIOVEMENT WHICH AIUST BE 1'HE INDISPENSABLE AND 
FIRA-1 B.4SIS FOR ACHIEVING THE UN1n· OF THE ENTIRE PEOPL/£ 
FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL CRIS/SAND THE WINNING 
OF NATIONAL GOVERNMENT. Therefore, our first and foremost 
task must be to re-establish firmly the leadership of the Union and 
the Party in the industrial centres, and stamp out the efforts of 
provocateurs and of misguided patriots to drag the working class 
into the suicidal campaign of sabotage and anarchy. For this : 

(a) We must conduct a politics explanatory campaign among 
workers, through street-comer and basti (chawl) meetings as well 
as through public meetings. 

(b) Establish vigilance committees of militants in bastis (chawls) 
and mills to counteract panic-mongering, check rowdyism and the 
activities if irresponsible provocateurs intent on sabotage or stoppage 
of production. 

(c) We must concentrat.e our energy and attention on Union 
work and pay meticulous attcUion to the day-to-day and outstanding 
grievances such as deatness allowances, bonuses victiQJisation, etc. 
Units of workers to win these demands fully utilising the existing 
legal machinery. Do not help provocateurs and political adventurers 
to take lhe initiative and thus bring about destruction of industry 
throughout end. 



@] 
FREE INDIA'S MILLIONS-FOR 

COMMON VICTORY ! 
Rajani Palme Dutt 

At the moment of the supreme Axis attack throughout the world, 
when the fortunes of the United Nations are swaying in the balance, 
a nation of four hundred millions, one-fifth of humanity. has been 
treated as an enemy for the crime of demanding to be an ally. This 
1s the fantastic but unfortunately true epitome of the Indian situation. 

Indian Crisis 

When all the "cikltgcs and criticisms 1n the world have been laid 
against the Congress leadership and tactics. the fact remains that 
the Congress was askmg for the recognition of a free India as an 
ally of the Umtcd Nations~ and this demand. because it was 
accompamed with the threat of civil disobedience in the event of 
refusal, has been met with pohce cells, lathi charges, whipping 
ordmances and finng squads To have reached such a position 
represents a Bankruptcy ofState:rmanship on the part of the ruling 
power which parallels the Worst military fiascoes of the war. We 
cannot be satisfied with such a position. The situation in India is 
serious, but not irreparable. But we need to act quickly if we are 
to remedy it in time. 

India and tile Second Front 

The war is indivisible and the front in India cannot be separated 
from the front in Europe-or the absence of the front in Europe. 
While no Second Front has yet been established in Europe, a new 
type of front has been established by our rules-not in Europe, but 
-in India. Not against Fascism, but against the enemies of Fascism. 
The arms that have not been used against the Fascist enemy have 
been used against unarmed popular crowds in India who were 
demanding the right of their nation to be recognised as an equal 
ally of the United Nations for the war against Fascism. The same 
authorities who hive been so lax and lenient with pro-Fascist 
agttators In Britain have been swift to incarcerate anti-Fascist 
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agitators in India. With one hand they are relea.dng daily more 
Fascisl.'1 and Mosleyitesfrom the p1'1.'tons in Britain: M'llh the other 
they are throwing anti-Fascists. tried and sincere lettders of the 
International anfi-Fascl.'lt .fight like Nehn1. lnlt1 prison in lnd1t1, 
This is an intolerable situation, loo closely recalling the policie.~· 
of a Daladier, which led to evil consequence.Y In JfranG-e. 

Anti-Fucist Because Freedom Loving 
The Indian people are no allies of Fascism. They passionately 

dc:sire national freedom, and have struggled for it for decades with 
signal self-sacrifice, heroism and solidarity, in the course of which 
they have built up through their National Congress a popular 
movement of millions without parallel in the world-the greatest 
national movement in the world next to the Chinese and our natural 
ally in the fight against Fascism. Precisely because they stand for 
freedom, they are opposed to Fascism. With the exception of an 
insignificant minority represented by Bose in Berlin. they no less 
passionately hate Fascism: their sympathies are with the Soviet 
people, with the Chinese people and therefore, with the cause of 
the United Nations. Their leaders. have understood and_proclaimed. 
and have consistently taught their followers. with a breadth of 
international oudook.rare in a purely national movement, that the 
cause of Indian freedom is bound up with world freedom and with 
world victory over Fascism. For the past ten years they have played 
their part in the vanguard of the international anti-Fascist front of 
China, for Abyssinia, for Spain, at a time when many of those who 
to-day in the places of power in Britain dare to denounce them for 
tailing to join up in the fight against Fascism were themselves 
praising and helping Fascism and betraying China, Abyssinia and 
Spain. India Is far more deeply and sincerely anti-Fascist than 
many national government ministers m Britain. 

The National Demand 

Therefore they demand a National Government ntw, not in 
opposition to the inteJests of the struggle of the United Nations, 
but in order to fulfil their part in that struggle by mobilising the 
fbll strength of the Indian nation, its manpower and resources, on 
a scale far ex.cecdina anything at present attempted, and as only 
a popular Govmnmcnt enjoying the canfidcnce of the nation can 
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do. Therefore theY.find 111/Unatmg the tepid Cr1pps1an dlscuss1on.v. 
and bland patronising "offer.v" of hypothetical post-war 
const1tut1ons, when their heart and soul tn the present struggle 
which they know will determine the fate of India and thft world. 
and .,.hen the only demand which matter.v to-day, the demand.for 
a National Government to mob1li.Ye India's part1c1pat1on m the 
present struggle, 1s .vteadjastly re/Used. Not to understand that this 
profoundly international and anti-Fascist outlook. indissolubly Jinked 
with Indian National partiotism. is the bummg unpulse which 
dnves such leaders as Nehru (however much we may disagree with 
the desperate expedient of civil disobedience as a weapon to attam 
these ends) is not to understand the beginning of the Indian problem 
The demand of the Indian Nat10nal Congress to-day i'I .for the 
recognition of a free India a~· an ally of the Umted Nation.\·. to 
mohll1se the· armud resistance of 1he1r people agam.Yt FaJc1st 
aggre~·s1on under a popular Government of their ow11 leaders m 
M hom they have con.fidence. but fully accephng the supreme military 
leadership and command t?f the United Nations. What Jtncere 
democrat or .mpporter c~f victory over Fascism could oppo'le ~·rich 
a demand' 

Cripps Mission Fiasco 

The Cripps Mission in April unfortunately destroyed this 
favourable position. It IS vital to understand this crucial tuming
pomt m recent political development in India. since the congratulatory 
hue of self-deception with which official propaganda in this country 
has endeavoured to cover up the failure has fostered illusions here. 
both as to the supposed magnanimity of the offer. or the beneficial 
effects of the contact winch are not helpful The brutal truth needs 
to be faced that in relation to Indian op1mon the cripps Mission 
did immeasurablc bann: and all the \\orscmng of the political 
situation and exacerbation of reJatlons dates from it. 

The Cripps Mission faded. not pnmanly because of the hiahlY 
dubious cbaractcr of the post-war pJan which it offered, nor because 
of the political divisions m India \\luch were only subsequently 
brought fomard as a reason for failure /1 I·: I/LED BECA l!Sf..~ 
UNDER. COYER OF THE DUB/Ol TSPO~T-WAR PLAN, n'REJEC.i'IID 
OUJ"OFHANDANDRULEDOU/'THEONE 1SSUE111ATAIATIF.RED 
- THE ESTABJ .. JSH~IENT OF .I RFSPONSIHJ.E .VATIONA.L 
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GOVERNAIENT NOW WITH EFFECTIVE POWERS FOR INDL4N 
PARTICIPATION IN THE WAR. This rejection. it was made clear. 
was independent of the agreement or disagreement of various sections 
of Indian political opinion. The elaborate hypothetical post-war 
plan was only the window4ressing to cover the rejection of the 
one real present issue-This rejection ran counter to the entire 
range of Indian opinion, including the most moderate opinion. Not 
only the Congress, but every Important Indian organisation turned 
down the Cripps proposals. 

Deterioration ad Division 
Deterioration in the political situation rapidly followed. The 

British Govemment declared that nothing more could be done. The 
National Congress, frustrated in its desire to co-operate, after a 
period of hesitancy and divided counsels, slid down the inclined 
plane towards non co-operation. Leadership passed back into the 
hands of GANDHIJI whose frustration led him to the most perilous 
gamble in Indian history. Serious anti-Fascist leaders and advocates 
of co-operation with the United Nations, like NEHRU and AZAD, 
passed into the wake of GANDHIJI and his dangerows proposals 
for a non-co-operation campaign. Unscrupulous reactionary 
i~st propaganda at once seized on the cbaracteristic utterances 
of OaDdbiji advocating pacifism and appeasement, to smear the 
whole national movement as capitulationist and ready to make 
peace with Japan, even though the personal viewpoints of Gandbiji 
in respect of non-violence and appeasement had been explicitly 
repudiated by every official Congress statement and resolution. The 
bombshell publication of documents seized in the police raid on 
AN.AND BHAYAN v.ilich only exposed facts already 'Wpll known 
from Gandhiji's public articles, illustrated this teclmique of 
preparation. 

The CcmgressftSOlution on non-cooperation was puttin July 
and finally adopted on August 7 (against an opposition of 13, 
led by the IND/AN COAi/MUN/ST PARTY, the cancellationofthe ban 
on which was a recognition of its growing influence and strength). 
This resolution reaft'irmed sympathy for the United Nations and the 
demand for n.cognition of India as a free ally untler a National 
Govermnant ,~,. uimod resistaace to Fascism in co-operation with 
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the United Nation. but added the threat of civil disobedience in the 
evelit of refusal. Reaction above had produced reaction below. TO 
THE FATAL POUCY OF THE BRJTIS// (iOI "ERNA/ENT WAS NOW 
ADDED THE FATAL POUCY OF THE: CO\(iRESS, BOTH LEADING 
TO DIVISION IN THE FACE OF THE COMMON ENEAIY. 

Inclan Communist lead 

The anh-fasci.Yt worlang-class, secflom· of the national movement 
represented by the Indian Communist Party had from the outset 
put forward a clear and cons1.rtent line in relahon to the war of 
/1heration of the united peoples and the path forward of the Indian 
nahonal movement to l1berahon through a positive response to 
the tasks and re.,pon.Y1b1/ihes raised by the war. This line will be 
found set out in the booklet "FORWARD TO FREEDOA.f", BY·P.C. 
JOSHI, SE(RE1ARr OF THE JNDL4.N COMMUNIST PARTY, 
PUBUSHED IN IND/A JN FEBRUARY, 1942, AND SHORTLr TO BE 
REPRINTED IN THIS COUNTRY. They now set out their positive 
alternative proposals to non-co-operation in the present critical 
situation; to build up the united national front in India. 1ncluding 
the unity of the Congress, the Muslim League and all other political 
sections on a common platform of resistance to Fascism~ on this 
basis to press the demand for a settlement and for a National 
Government for India, while pressing the just Political demand : 
to co-operate wholeheartedly in the war effort and the mobilisation 
of the people ; resolute resistance to all policies of non-cooperation 
as fatal to the mterests of the Indian people. But with the existing 
embittennent of national feeling and the reactionary refusal by 
British ruling circles of the demand for a National Government, 
this policy was not yet able to win the support of the bulk of the 
national movement. 

All•habad & After 

At the Bombay A.I.C.C. session Congress showed every desire 
to reach a settlement and to negotiate. The Wardba resolution was 
revised to stress the desire for a practical settlement and for co
operation in anned resistance to Fascism. The final speeches of 
Gandhi and Nehru stressed the desire to negotiate. NEHRU STATED 
IN HIS FINAL REPLY io the debate : "THE RESOLlnlON JS NOT 
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A THREAT,· IT IS .1 \ J\'I n:J110N A.ND AN K\'P/ ... 1NATION: 11' IS 
AN OFFER OF C:O-OPJ.JUTJON." Ci.4N/Jlll/J',\' subsequentl~ 
published letter to MARSH. IL C 'llL4.VG K. tl-SHh.'K in July made clear 
that he '· will take no hasty action. and whatever action is taken 
will be governea by the consideration that it should not mjure Chana 
or encourage Japanese aggression in India or China : I am straining 
every nerve to• avoid a conflict with British authority.·• It was 
explained that the first step would be a letter to the Vicero} 
proposing negotiations before there would be any question of 
launching any action. The letter was begun immediately after the 
close of the Congress Committee. but was apparently never allO\\·ed 
to be finished. Within a few hours the wholesale arrests followed. 
which in turn provoked civil conflict and some sporadic disorders. 
and met by active repression with widespread police and military 
actian. 

Arrests Precipitate Conflict 
The arrests precipitated the open conflict and disorders, and in 

this way fulfilled the role of a direct provocation, almost as if to 
prevent the offered negotiations. It is difficult to see how thts 
deh'berate decision for ·a policy of repression in preference to 
negotiati0ns can be regarded as justified by the situation. Once 
the disorders began, it was inevitable that the Government should 
take action against them. Bt.n IT WAS THE ARRESTS WH/Cl/ 
PROVOKED THE DISORDERS. NOT THE DISORDERS WHICH 
PROVOKED THE ARRESTS. At the moment of the arrests at the 
close of the Congress Committee session, there was no such 
immediate urgency to justify the aqument of the supposed il11fcrative 
necessity to precipitate 1he conflict. No order for civil di~ence 
had been given. There were obviously us plans of action reaby. The 
aim of the Congress was manifestly no negotiate. The ct4sorders 
which were provoked by the arrests were disowned by the C4mgress 
press. It is not easy to e.vcape the Impression that the precipitation 
of the conflict in this way was dictated by reactionary interests 
In ruling circles which were more concemed to utilise a favourable 
tactical opportunity for crushing the Congress and the popular 
movement In India than in winning Indian co-operation against 
lt1pan. 
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H11tish People's Demand for India 

I he prcs~nt mg~·nt s1tuatton 1s no time for standing on punctilio 
Rut demands the instant and uncond1t1onal opening of ncgot1at1ons 
\\Ith a Vie\\ to findmg the common basis for agreement m the 
imperative mterests of both nations But it can be confidently stated 
thclt this obstruct10111st outlook 1s not representative of the general 
body of labour and democratic optmon Such press organs as the 
Manchester Guardian, Newl ( 'hrumcle, Evemng standard, and 
also the Dmly Herald (until the official Labour declarataon compelled 
1t to perform a somersault and reverse its pobcy) have taken a 
critical lme on the arrests and urged immediate negot1at1on. The 
Mme rs .Federation Nat10nal Conference on A.11g11st J. representing 
ha/f 0 m11J1011 m)ner.Y itnammofls/y adopted a reso/11t1on for the 
reopenmg of negol1at1om on the basis of the recogmtlun oflnd1a 's 
cJmm lo independence Trial ballots in big factoncs have sh<Mn 
a ten to one vote for Indian 1ndcpendencc The campaign of the 
Commurust Party has followed the lines of the National Conference 
rcsolutaon adopted on May 25. 1942. which declared 

'Tu wm the co-operat1on of the 400 m1//1ons qf India m the 
c..ommon stn1ggle, we muvt recogm.ve the mdependence of India 
av an equal partner m the alliance of the Umted Nat1om. and 
reopen negot1at1ons with the National Congres.Y for the 
establishment of National Government with full power.,·, subject 
only to such restncllon.v as the Indian people are w1llmg to accept 
m the interests of India and of the common struggle against the 
Axis Powers. " 

This demand has won enthusiastic endorsement at crowded 
mass demonstrations all over the country 

There is no doubt that the mftuence of world opinion, and 
especially of the other chief partners of the alliance of the United 
Nations, will make itself felt in relation to the present Indian crisis, 
which is of urgent concern to all. and assist in reaching such a 
solution. But the primary political responsibility rests here in Britain, 
cUld it is the Labour and democratic movement of this country which 
must play the foremost part in fulfilling this responsibility. We must 
exert ow endeavours to overcome the present crws and find a 
base for the free and honourable co-operahon of the great Indian 
nation tn the alliance of the United Nation' for the defeat of 
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Fa.Yclsm and the freedom of all nations. including India. We must 
exert our pre.i;.mre on the Government to rever.Ye its present policy 
and prtrsue a policy which will make such a settlement po.Ys1h/e 
We have here a duty to perform. equally in our own intere.Yts. m 
the interests of the Indian people, and in the interests of the 
common cause of Victory over Fa.rcism. 

September 1942. 



Lessons of Allahabad Conference 

UNITY IS POSSIBLE NOW ! 

The Allahabad Conference had evoked but mild interest in political 
quarters. Meeting without the major political parties, the Congress 
and the League, the Conference was held to have slender chances 
of promoting national unity. It was not in a position to deliver the 
goods-this was the feeling of the average patriot. 

Besides, wlia\ c:untribution could it make towards national unity, 
when the declared views of almost all those who were to attend, 
were opposed to any consideration of the Pakistan proposals of the 
League. It was thought that the conference would end in a fiasco. 
that it would be only another opportunity for C. Rajagopalachari 
to realise that unity was as far off as before. 

'Candie/us, · a shrewd political critic anticipating the results of 
the conference observed as follows in the 'Time., of India ' Dec. 9 : 
'·wm he (Rajaji) succeed in wining over the 'umclenting Mahasabha 
spokesman ...... In any case, one gathers that the Mahasabha or the 
influential section of that body will not have any truck with 
Pakistan .. .it is equally unlikely that Mr. Rajagopalachari will have 
any response from the Sikhs. Nor has the South Indian leader much 
chance with the liberals like Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, who have not 
taken kindly to the partition of India.'' 

Shift in Political opinion 

Like many other people, this critic totally failed to understand 
the deep shift in politcal opinion in this country. For the Allahabad 
confcrcnce, in spite of the secrecy banging over its proceedings, 
most unmistakably disclosed an earnest desire on the part of all 
to forge national unity and readiness to abandon pet notions for 
the common cause. 

Even a cursory glance at parties and personalities attending the 
Conference is sufficient to throw light OD the inner proceedinp and 
viewpoints advocated. The Conference was called by the standing 

Publi•ed In : "PEOPLE'S WAR ... Deconber 21. 1942. 
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comnnttee of the Non-Parties· Confen.'llce The leaders of tins bod) 
bad crit1c1sed and sharpl) attacked Pakistan as a ruanous proposal 

It \\as attended by promment leaders of the Hindu Mabasabha 
""tuch as an orgarusat1on 1s almost fanatically opposed to an) 
proposal for self-determination ·Akhand Handustan · • has been its 
counter-cry to Pakistan 

Special Invitees 
And yet, a special anvitatlon to attend the conference was sent 

to Rajaji who held cbamctncally opposite VIC\\S on the question of 
self-determination and the League demand Nobody had been 
denounced so severely by the Sabha leaders as RaJaJ1 for h1!» 
attempt to placate the League 

Another special 1nv1tee \\'as PC Joshi. sccretal) of the 
Communast Part} of India The stand of the party has b~'ll \\ell 
known It has been the only part} m India upholding the principle 
of self detcnnmatlon as a matter of Justice, cquahfy and unit} 

A few da} s ago 1t \\'Ould ha"e been 1mposs1ble to bnng these 
partles together to consider a common formula to som: the mtcmal 
deadlock There was notlung m common At Allahabad they not 
only met but cons1d"ercd the '·most practical means of cndmg the 
deadlock'' 

No Constitutional Formula 
What did these practical means to end the deadlock refer to'1 

They did not refer to a mere political fonnula for a National 
Govenunent. or a constitutional fonnula providmg transfer of power 
EVERYBODLjSSEMBLEDSEEAIED 10 HAJ'EREAUSE/J TH.11 NO 
FORMULA HAD ANY SANC'110N OR REAUTY UNLESS THE TWO 
MAJOR POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS JOINED HANDS fOGETHF.R 
TO FORGE NATIONAL UNm' Hence there was no airy demand 
for power w11hbut sanct1on.v. nor was there any attetnpt to take 

• a middling pos1t1on between the Congress and the Le4gue askrng 
the first to give up the demand for fi1/I power and the latter to 
give up all claims to Pakrstan 

The non-committal statement issued by the sponsors of the 
Conference is eloquent in this respect ··NO BYPASSING nm 
CONGRESS, NO BYPASSING 11IE LEAGUE-this realisation 1s 
writ large over the Allahabad proceedings. 'The mam oh1e~t1ve of 
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thc.i;e ta/k.Y seenr.v to he .for solvmg the politu:e1/ deadlock and to 
tlrat end to bring the Congre.<rl' and the Mmllm league and other 
1xtrt11:s together· - this earlier .fi1re,·tt.YI of a pre.Ys-agency seem.i; 
to have been fully hcmme 0111. 

All ''ill recognise that this outlook on the part of the Liberals 
and other prominent Hindu Sabha leaders marks an important step 
forward in the direction of unity. 

Self-Determination the Main Issue 

From this it naturally follows that the Conference must have 
devoted its deliberations exclusively to the question of sclf
detennination. Everyone now realises that national unity without 
a satisfactory solution of the s~lf-detcrmination question is an 
impossibility: · · 

How far has it shown the way out ? what change in opinion has 
it registered '! One can only surmise from the meagre facts available. 

The statement issued by the sponsors "Of the Conference speaks 
about "the most practical means to end the dectdlock" The phrase 
assumes significant meaning when we remember that there were 
at least two persons present who had long talks with Mr. Jinnah. 
Rajaji had several talks. Dr. Shyamprasad Mukherjee also had 
a long talk. ONE CAN REASONABLY ASSUME THAT MR. 
JJNNAll .MADE CONCRETE PROPOS.11.S BOTH TO RA.IA.JI 
1lND DR. ~IUKHERJEE.: A/OST PROBABLr THESE: PROPOMLS JN 
SOME FORM OR ANOTHER FORMED THE BASIS OF THE 
DISCUSSIONS. 

The deliberations of the Conference were, therefore, invested 
with extraordinary importance. It was perhaps the first body 
in India discussing concretely the proposals of the Leaguf! leader. 

League proposals 
One gets a glimpse into the proposals before the Conference 

from Rajaji"s speech on the morrow of th&: conference : "Don't 
imagine there is any proposal to hand over the punjab to any foreign 
power, THE CLAJ}J JS ONLY THIS MUCH THAT WHERE MUSUMS 
A.RE IN A MAJORITY IN ANY CONTIGUOUS AREA THEY SHOULD 
NOT BE SUBMERGED INA LARGE MAJOR/11' OF HINDUS AT THE 
CENTRE. THE CLAIM IS NOT FOR THE SEPARATION OF THE 
Wf/OLE OF THE PUNJAB OR BENGAL. The claim is for separate 
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Sovereignty for those tracts that have a majority of muslims. not 
with reference to the present boundaries but with n.ibrence to these 
particular areas.·' 

This is really a reiteration of the position tak<."11 by the league 
in its Bombay resolution, which brought the issue of sclf
detennination on a National plane, nearer to the solution advocated 
by the communist party. 

The full implications of this were perhaps not kno\\n to other 
political parties. They were perhaps put forward by Mr. Jinnah in 
his talks and were discussed at the Conference. 

Hindu Sabhaites Reaction 

The non-committal statenu.-nt issued by the conference shows 
that the reachons to the proposal have not been violent. On the 
other hand, the reachons .Yeem lo have heen extremely favourable, 
if one is to judge ftom the spate of criticism levelled at the Conference 
leaders. Thus the Hon "ble Sir Chottu Ram. Revenue Minister. 
punjab, says in a press statement : ""The reported dec1s1on of the 
Conference to submit tO Mr. Jinnah a formula concc4ing in some 
fonn the principle of Pakistan will be deeply resented by all parties 
which have hitherto d'pposed any such concession." And from the 
other side of the country comes the criticism of the Rt. Hon 'blc 
V. S. Shastri against the president of the Liberal Federation. ··is 
it, not self-stultification,•' asks Shastri ·'to object to communal 
electorates and at the same time plump for conununal and independent 
provinces ?'' 

These angry outburst.<r only emphasise the unanimity or al lea.ft 
the large mea~·ure of support accorded to concrete proposals of 
self-determination. It is true the support must have been cpnditional. 
It is equally true perhaps that in this respect the Hindu-lfahasabha 
leaders may not-.have been of one view. Dr. Moonji's abrupt 
departure from the Conference has been commented ~ by the 

~ 

press. Yet tt ts undeniable that the conference as a whole did reveal 
a definite shift in the position of Liberals and sections of the Hindu 
sabha on the question of self-determination. 

No Opposition on Principle 
THE OLD ANTAGONISM BASED ON PRINCIPLE ON THE 

INDJ111SJBILJTY OF INDIA, IS GONE. THERE IS A READINESS TO 
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LOOK AT THE PROBLEM .lS .l PROBLEAI OF FRl!.°h.1JO,\/ AND 
N. l110NAL UNrn· NO DOlTBTNEJTl/ER THE NON-PARn LEADERS 
NOR THE SABHA LJ-..:-lDERS WILL EVER LOOK ON SELl•
DETERMJNATJON AS A QUE:"i110N OF EQUAun: JU5TJCE AND 
RJGHT. TO THEJ,J JT JS ~11ll A AJA'ITER OF F: .. \PEDJENCJ'. Yet 
the reality of bureaucratic repression. the denial of power. the 
msolence of the authonttes. the danger of aggression. have compelled 
them to face the issue squarely 

They have not been the only people to learn from experience 
11/E l.EAGUE AND ITS LEADERS SEEAI 1'0 l/AJ'E LEARNT 
EQll.4UYFROAITHERECElv7'PA.S7'. ONEOFTHERE.1SO:VSJYHY 
SELF-DETERMJNATION EVOKE.T>SU('H F.f VOURABLE RESPONSE 
IN ALLAHAB.,D tEEMS TO H.11"E 81!.''EN THF. F.1CT TH.1T IT JJ:-lS 
PRESENTED SHORN OF ITS FANTASTIC Cl.l/AIS AND 
PROPAGANDIST TRAPPINGS 

Bia Achievement 

The results of the Allahabad Conference thus reveal the growing 
urge towards unity and the growtng desire to reach a satisfactory 
solution of the self-detcnnination issue. The sections most fanatically 
opposed to self-determination are no longer united in thear opposition. 
A large Section is favourably dtSposed to solve the problem of 
national unity on the basis of self-detennination proposals. The 
most extreme opponent of Pakistan-the Hindu Mahasabha-is 
itself showing a cleavage of opinion. 

This is the big achievement. the result of the Allahabad meeting. 
Notwithstanding the carping criticism of critics, the Conference no 
doubt holds high hopes of national unity. 

Bridie to Unity 

However, the Conference can only be a bridge to unity. By itself 
it cannot bring about all-Parties' uDity. In the absence of the 
Congress the lead and initiative bas to be taken by the Hindu Sabha 
and the League. The Progressive section of the Sabha like Dr. 
Mukherjee, will no doubt strain every nerve in this direction. But 
the key lies in the hands of president savarkar. The coming session 
of the Hindu Sabha will decide whether national unity is to be 
immediatcJ.y achieved, or not. 
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Dispel Suspicion 

Secondly. the League and 1ts leaders also bear hea' ' 
responsibili~ . There is dec..i>-rootcd nustrust about the League and 
Mr. Jinnah. Will they stick to their promises '? Will they r~all~ 
support the demand for National Government and freedom '! 

These are the questions agitating some elements who would 
othenvise straight-away support self-detenninat1on. The communist 
party knows that there is no reason to doubt Mr Jinnah"s \\ord 
that he stands for Indian fm.-dom. But the mistrust does exist m 
other ranks and to-day hampers settlement. 

Mr. Jinnah·s refusal to condemn repression, his refusal to 
demand the release of Congress leaders. his statements, which often 
justify the arrests, have deepened this suspicion. It is for the League 
to remove it and make speedy settlement possible. 

Close the Ranks ! 
THE ALLAHABAD CONFERENCE HAS SHOWN THAT UNm· IS 

POSSIBLE, JS IMMEDIATELY REAUSABLE. IT HAS SHOWN Tl/AT 
THE MAIN HURDLE is BEING SUCCF.SSFULLY CROSSED BY OUR 
POLITICAL PARTIES THROUGH SHEER WEIGHT OF 
CIRCUMSTANCES-. IT HAS ALSO REVEJLED A COMMON 
UND~ANDJNG THAT WJTHOln CONGRESS-LEAGUE UNln 
THE BALANCE CANNOT BE TURNED AGAINST Tl/E 
BUREAUCRACY. 

The Congress has practically accepted the principle of self
determination. Acceptance of the Principle by other parties, especially 
by the Sabha, will enable the Congress to admit it unambiguously 
and effect Congress-League settlement. There is already complete 
unanimity on the question of National Government witli full power 
and National Defence. 

The task bejore all other partie.Y, therefore, 11 t~ close their 
ran/cs on the basis of self-determination and dema"4 Immediate 
release of congress leaders and a National Government at the 
centre. TM Allahabad Conference has .Yhown that this can be 
done. 



~ 
COMMUNIST PARTY LAUNCHES A 

NATIONWIDE CAMPAIGN FOR 
UNITY WORK FOR CONGRESS .. 

LEAGUE AGREMEENT 

Our ancient country is in peril. Out great people face the fate of 
the Bunnese, and the Malayans. The Fascist invader is artful and 
ruthless. 

We need the courage of warrior-heroes to fight the Fascists to 
death. 

We need the unity of our people. the total mobilisation of our 
men and materials, national unity like that of the Chinese and the 
Russians, for the successful defence of our Motherland. 

We need a Government which will be one with the people and 
of the people, which can rouse our millions ood command their 
confidence. 

Otherwise it is death for our people, destruction of our nation-
India lost to the laps, adding greater strength to the Fascist enslavers, 
heaping undying shame on freedom's fighters. 

But where is it that we stand to-day ? 
An alien bureaucracy is sitting on our neck and refuses to part 

with power to the patriot-leaders of the country. Can a foreign 
government rally the nation behind the annies at the front? C:in 
an irresponsible government protect the people when it is itself 
afraid of people's unity and shuns people· s mobilisation '! Can a 
.government which, at such a perilous moment, imprisons the natim's 
revered leaders and goads the patriots to desperation, be trusted 
to defend the country "! Would any sane government slander the 
national leadership as Fifth Colunmist? The way the British rulers 
are going means losing India to the Japanese Imperialists rather 
than hand it over tO the rightful owners-the Indian people-led 
by their trusted leaders. 

Taken /l'onl : ••PEOPLE'S WAR" IB.10.1942, pap 4-5 

Vol-iv-21 
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The last words of the national leaders. at the Bombay Al.CC. Just 
before their arrest, were full-throated declarations : 

-That the world stood divided into two camps, of the Fascist 
imperialists and of the peoples, of freedom and of enslavement. 

-That India's rightful place was with the United Nations. 
-That this war must be won for Indian freedom, for world 

freedom. 
They, therefore, demanded power at the Centre, recognition of 

Indian freedom and its implementing through the establishment of 
a National Government for national defence. 

Their demand was lust and in the interest of our entire people 
That was the way to get the patriots to lead the people. orgamsc 
the successful defence of the country and fight for a free India m 
a free world. It was the demand to rally the Indian nation for 
freedom· s battle. 

Instead of yielding to the national demand, the Government 
arrested the national leadership and created a national crisis. The 
Government now adds insult to injury, by asserting that the national 
leaders are responsible for the disturbances. It created the crisis. 
it struck the first bJow, to arrest the leaders was to ask for people's 
fury ~o flare up. It continues the criminal course. To Keep the 
leaders behind the bars is to prolong the crisis, provoke the people 
For the havoc and horror that we witness and suffer the responsibility 
rests on the imperialist rulers and not on the national leaders. 

Cbe nation unitedly demands their immediate release, all parties 
all sections of the people, all honest sons and daughters of India 
All realise that there is, 

No solving the national crisis 
No organising national defence 
No fighting for national fr~ont 

WJTHOCTf •WINNING BACK THE NATIONAL LEADERS AT THE 
HEAD OF THE NATION. 

The communist Party of India declares that the release of the 
leaders is the first step out of the crisis. The imperialist rulers 
insolently refuse this. All Indian patriots must unite to demand it. 

THE COMMUN/Sf PAltTY OF INDIA DEMANDS THE RELF.ASE 
OF THE NATIONAL LEADERS TO END THE CAAIPAIGN OF 
SABOTAGE AND DES'/'RUCTJON. Their very presence amidst the 
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people will ease the situation, isolate the Fifth Colummst and calm 
the enraged patriots. Our people will listen to their trusted leaders 
but will never be cowed down by police terror. 

The Communist Party of India appeals to all non-Congress 
patriotic organisations to consider the release of the Congress 
leaders as their first and foremost task. Without the National 
Congress, there can be no national unity. without national unity 
no National Govenunent without National Government no national 
defence. We will lose our country to the Japanese Fascists if we 
cannot win the release of the Congress leaders from the British 
rulers. 

The Communist Party of India appeals to the peoples of the 
United Natienc to press the Bnttsh Government for the release of 
the Congress leaders. with the same vigour and earnestness as if 
they were their own national leaders. The Congress is the premier 
political organisation of our great people, its leaders \\ill proudly 
lead our nation into a free and equal alliance with the United 
Nations. This was and remains their proclaimed aim. there is no 
greater anti-Fascist in our country than Nehru. In your own interest 
act, for the release of the Congress leaders. 

BROTHERS AND SISTERS AU! 
- Join with us in the Release Campaign 
- Hold mammoth rallies and demonstrations 
- Non-stop street-comer meetings and chawl meetings 
- Help us to organise a mass signature campaign 
- Rouse the people in the name of patriotism. 
The handful of imperialist rulers cannot resist the united demand 

of the Indian people. Indian patriots. all together. can and must win 
die Congress leaders back in our midst to solve the national crisis, 
forge national unity, win National Government, organise national 
defence and fight for Indian freedom shoulder to shoulder with 
freedom-loving humanity. 

-COAIA/UNJl:tT PARTY OF IND/A 

To AU Communists And Sympathisers 
COMRADES, 

Organise a COUDtry\\ide crusade for national unity. to take the 
nation out of the crisis. win a National Government. organise 
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national defence and realise national freedom. This was the slogan 
of action, given to every party Member by the Enlarged Plenum 
of the Central Committee. This letter calls upon you to go into 
action to implement it. 

Worsening Situation 

The first thing you must realise is the gravity of the situation, 
the like of which our country has never known before, the like of 
which our Party has never faced before. 

From August 9 onwards, we are ina NEW situation of NATIO.'A/AL 
CRISIS. The alien Government is not merely sitting upon our people, 
but through repression it is destroying natiOnal patriotism, i. c. 
national morale, the only spiritual strength of the nation behind 
national resistance to the Fascist invader. The patriots in blind fury 
are dostroying national defence, i. e. doing exactly the opposite of 
what they should do. They think they are struggling for freedom 
this way but they are, without knowing it, helping the fascist 
invaders. The way the- situation is drifting it can only get worse 
and never improve, repression can only feed the fire, 'Sabotage can 
never lead to our sal~on. The present national crisis will culminate 
in the calamity of our nation's death, if we don't intervene IN TIME 
AND EFFECTIVELY. We must act and we will win. 

We Can Burst Tbroup 

How does our Party act? By persuading fellow-fighters for 
freedom, by rallying the people. Every Party Member before going 
into action must be inspired with the self-confidence that: 

We will succeed in persuading the patriots because they are 
doipg exactly the opposite of what they should do. The qatriot will 
give up the campaign of sabotage and join the campaip of unity 
the moment we ean make him see which leads where, fie fonner 
to Fascism, the latter to Freedom. 

We will succeed in stopping repression the more we succeed 
in stopping sabotage, the more we succeed in rallying the people 
for unity. The very madness of the foreign bureaucrats is the sign 
of their utter isolation and not strength. They can be made to retreat 
one step back for every step fonvard that we can get our people 
to take. 
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The Only Path 

Comrades ! Bolshevik detennination must be behind your activity 
and it should be based on the realisation that there is no other path 
before our people except unity, all the other alternative policies lead 
to defeat, demoralisation and ultimate death. 

Tell the patriots that unity is no mere waiting for Congress
League agreement to come but A PATH OF POSITR'EA.C'TJO!( It 
is learning to have faith in the patriotic bonafides of our fcllow
patriots and implementing that faith here and now. by Joint work. 
It is going out to rouse the might of our millions. creating confidence 
in their own strength, i.e .. their unity. 

Show tho patriots how the most widespread urge for unity is 
already there and that all our Party seeks is to transfonn it into 
a mas movement for unity through a countrywide campaign. 

lfwe take the initiative, the patroits. and people will rally. They 
are feeling frustrated but are not demoralised. Repression has not 
cowed them down, they are eagerly looking for a way out. 

Unity Week 
WE MUST AC/' FOR AU WE ARE WORTH OR WE WOULD BE 

GUILTY OF BETRAYING OUR PEOPLE, OF BEING O'i't"LOOKERS, 
WHEN THE FATE OF OUR COUNTRY HANGS IN THE BA lANCE, 
WHEN THE FATE OF HUMANITY IS AT STAKE. 

The Polit-Bureau, to cany out the decision of the Enlarged 
Plenum of the Central Conunittee, is fixing the week beginning 
from November I and concludmg on November 8 as the National 
Unity Week, to be organised throughout the country. 

Plan of Work 
The immediate task of every Party Unit from the highest to the 

lowest is to make the BANDOBUST and taL'' steps to carry out the 
instructions given below. 

Right away hold meetings of every cell and collectively study 
the C.C. Resolution and take detailed practical decisions for the 
Week as to who will do what and by when. CHART JOBS. FIX 
QUOTAS. 

Fix up reporters to hold group meettings of the militants and 
Party supporters, to read out and explain the Party Manifesto, 
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··unity and Victory'· (P.W.No-13.) and to inspire them to actively 
\\Ork for the unity drive. The first step to make the unity campaign 
successful is to not only throw all Party Members into it but 
A/OB/USE A.LL PARn· SUPPORTERS as well, each one of them 
doing bis alloted task in an organised manner and thus himself rise 
to Party Membership by working for the Party and railing the 
people. 

THEMOSI' INTENSJi 'EAGITATIONTllATOUR PARTJ' .MF.NIBERS 
HAVE EVER MADE MUSI' MARK OUR ACTJVI1l' DURING THIS 
WEEK and the peak must be reached on November 7 the anniversary 
of the Great November Revolution of our Soviet brothers. Hold 
the inaugural rally on November 1 and the concluding rally on 
November 8 and fix up the other days to popularise any one single 
slogan of the Unity Campaign. 

Every Party cell must become a propaganda squad and be on 
the streets, holding street-comer meetings, singing patriotic songs, 
rousing the spirit of uµity. Pay particular attention to the Muslim 
localities. Fix up the number of street-comer meetings t•be organised 
by each squad and see that they are held and no excuses made. 

EVERY SQUADMusT SEU I 'PEOPLE'S WAR •• ON THE S1REE/'S 
Remember the Central Committee has called upon you to increase 
the circulation of ·'People's War" 100% by November 7. Ask 
every casual buyer to visit you at the local Party Office, if he wants 
to become a pennanent buyer and work for unity. 

EVERY SQUAD MUST MAKE COUECTJONS FOR THE TWO 
LACS PARTY FUND during this week. Collections must be made 
in every meeting held. The more your can make our people see that 
the policy of unity is the only patriotic policy, the mote they see 
that our Part is the most selfless, disciplined and re;oiutionary 
organisation ml the more readily they will pay cash it keep our 
Party going and regard it as their own. Two anna tickett; are being 
printed and sent to all principal headquarters of the Part1. Get them 
for yourself. 

EVERY SQUAD MUST DISTRIBU/'E THE PARTY HANDBILLS 
(two of these are being printed on this page and more will appear 
in the next issue). Get them reprinted locally or write to the PEOPLE'S 
PUBUSHING HOUSE and send Re. } for every hundred copies you 
order. The press comrades are already working double shift but 
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they will work three shifts if necessary. }OU only indicate your need 
and send the cash. 

F.l'ERf SQUAD }.JUST ORGANISE A MA.\:i.,· ~1GNATURE.' 
t:L\fP.IIGN on the basis of the two handbills being printed on this 
page. Keep records of the total signatures secured by each squad. 
Get them to enter into socialist competition, in their capacity to 
convmce the patriot's to. mobilise the people. In places where 
meetings are not allowed mass signature campaigns and closcd
door meetings will be the only form of activity possible. But this 
must be organised everywhere, it will make you not only talk to 
the people but also listen to them and thus teach you to tally them 
better · 

If we worl- ~th the same spirit and tempo that saved Moscow 
and Leningrad. the same spirit and tempo that ammates the dcfi.mders 
of Stalingrad, we will succt.-cd in turning the comer. the most 
pcnlous one in the life of our nation. 

THIS UNITY WEEK IS BEING HELD UNDER THE AUSPICES 
OF THE PARTY ALONE, to take the Party policy whole and undiluted 
to the people. If we can make the week a resounding success. show 
our fellow-patriots that the people can be mspired with the umty 
slogans and made to rally. seeing m umty the way out for our 
country. then we will find that they themselves will want to give 
up the campaign of sabotage and joan in the campaigns .Jf unity. 
Again many of those who are passive to-day and feel helpless will 
line up behind the unity campaign. It will then be possible to run 
the unity campaign under united front auspices. 

THE UNITY WEEK JS ONLY THE BEGINNING OF THE 
UNITY CAMPAIGN. After the week is over. immediately send 
reports to "PEOPLE'S WAR " analysing the rich experience you gain 
and the plan of what you propose to do to make it a non-stop 
campaign. There is no resting on our oars for any Conununist. Our 
Unity Campign must not stop till Congresc:-Leaguc agreement is 
achieved and National Government won. The Unity Campaign 
cannot stop till it is braches all the 400 millions of India organised 
in one front of national resistances to the Fascist Invader. 

Unity now, more unity next, unity always till final victory has 
been won. To work for it is the glory of every Communist. 

With Lal Salaams, 
P. C. Joshi 



ON PRODUCTION POLICY 
AND T. U. TASKS 

(Resolution passed by the enlarged plenum of the Central 
Committee of the communist party of India, 22nd September, 
1942.) 

This meeting of the plenum of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of India declares that not only has the govcrnme11t 
failed to mobilise the industrial and productive resources of this 
country in the common fight against Fascism, but that its policy 
constitutes a growing menace to the safety of the country and onl)' 
ensures chaos and collapse with the first impact of Japanese invasion. 

The Government throttles the development of war industries and 
thereby undermines pational defence. It is not able to utilise the 
existing industry to its full capacity and satist; the normal 
requirements of the people. Its transport is breaking down, causing 
food famine and cbAos in the country leading to a perilous situation 
in face of an enemy attack. Its production policy is based on a 
share-out of the gains of exploitation and appeals only to the 
profiteering motive of industrial interests. There is no organised 
plan but that of organised profiteering and mere distribution of war 
orden. Through its Supply Department, it merely secures priority 
for state orders at the expense of the people. There is no plan to 
increase production to keep the nonnal life running, on the other 
band, profiteering is already leading to a breakdown ot!nonnal life. 
With prices soaring high articles of industrial producti~· are getting 
beyond the reach of the people. Between high p · and the 
demands of the Supply Department, people are forced go without 
the necessaries of life. 

There is no plan for protecting production and tho normal life 
of the people against enany attacks and invasion. No systematic 
air protection in industrial plants against air-raids, no plans for 
rescuing and evacuating industrial machinery, no plans to see that 
the economic life of the nation, its power of economic resistance, 
continues in face of any grave emergency. 
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The Government imposes unbearable econonuc burdens on the 
working class to satisfy the profiteers. It attempts to coerce the 
workers to accept them by using force and repression by making 
repeated inroads on freedom of organisation and strikes. It attempts 
to run production through ordmances, prohibition of strikes, and 
free use of the police force. Its formula of running production can 
be briefly summarised as-ban all strikes under threat of penalty 
and force the workers to accept insufferable conditions of life. 

Aganist this policy of starvation and coercion, the indignation 
of the working class breaks out into strikes and angry riots. The 
policy of the Government forces the workers to stop production. 
It continuously jerks the industnal machine when it ought to be 
running smonthlv and at a headlong speed It alienates the workers 
from production, makes them hostile to it. It makes production 
synonymous with brutal exploitation and turns them away from 
bwlding any national resistance through productive efforts. 

With the continuation of this P,licy, stoppages and strikes become 
more and more frequent and production gets disorganised. Wrth the 
growing hatred of the worker towards it, the will to run production 
for national resistance 1s daily sapped and the ground is prepared 
for a complete and total collapse of the production machine in face 
of enemy bombing and attack. The lessons of Bombay and Calcutta 
in February last when thousands of workers evacuated on the 
rumour of Japanese bombing is an unmistakable portent of events 
to come. 

The Government fails to secure the cooperation of industrialists 
for an allout plan to organise production. It shows open partiality 
to foreign concerns and creates lack of confidence and hostility 
among the industrialists. By denying national Govemment to the 
Indian people, by throttling industrial development, it has driven 
the national bowgeoisie to desperate acts oflockouts and deadlocks 
in production. 

The Industrial Bourgeoisie 
The Indian industrialists stand opposed to Fascist aggression 

and fully suppott the demand for National Government. They stand 
for incn:ased productiOD and the development of industrial iesources. 

They correctly accuse the Government of throttling industrial 
development and immersing the safety of the country. 
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Yet in practice. they do not display a national outlook towards 
production. TI1ey do not unite with the workers and the people to 
remove the bureaucratic stranglehold over production. they do not 
invite the co-operation of the workers to sol\'c production problem'. 
they fail to gather the workers· strength behind them and present 
a joint demand for increased production. They thus hinder the 
struggle for National Government and national production. 

Instead they pursue a policy which pits the workers against them 
and disunites the struggle for increased national resistance They 
oppose Trade Union organisations which alone can successfully 
mobilise the mass of the workers for the production struggle._ ThC) 
refuse to deal with them to settle the grievances of the workers 
They take advantage of the repressive legislation to impose 
unbearable economic conditions. Their policy only results in growing 
stoppages and strikes. 

Jn their utter helplessness, they now resort to production deadlocks 
and lockouts to bring pressure on the bureaeracy. This policy only 
leads to chaos and defeats the national objective of. organising 
production to resist the invader. 

Communist Party 8i National Production 

As against the policy pursued by the bureaucrats and the 
industrialists. the Communist Party pursues a policy based on 
organising production for total national defence and resistance. 

Recognising the vital role played by production the party declares 
that production can no longer be treated ns the special concern of 
the profiteer or the bureaucracy. On the other hand. it has become 
the concern of the people whose very existence and frccdqm dcpc.."lld 
upo1,1 it. Popular national control over production "-'Xercisqd through 
a National Government enjoying the full confidence of 1he people 
is the basic dema0d of the hour. 

To increase national resistance to the invader, it is necessary to 
increase and extend production. It is equally necessary to do away 
with the chaos in transport and industry, created by the bureaucracy ·s 
incompetence and utter disregard of the needs of national resistance. 

To save production from growing dislocation. it is necessary to 
defeat the mad policy of the Govemment and industrialists which 
drives the workers to stoppages and strikes. 
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To protect the economic hfc against ent."Dly attacks it is necessary 
to compel the Government to grant adequate protection to workers 
and industrial plants: to evacuate plants and machinery from danger 
zone, to do everything possible to save every machine and plant. 

To build production as a weapon of national resistance. it is 
imperative that problems of maintaining and expanding production 
should be solved through joint consultation among employers. 
Government and the workers. Organisation of workers councils in 
Production units. their rccognrt1on in solving probk.'JilS of production 
in avoiding waste is absolutely essential. 

The outlook of the Party on production is a national outlook. 
It regards production as a vital national duty which has to be 
performed tc sctv~ the country from economic collapses. and to 
ensure and strengthen resistance to the invader 

It is based on snatching the initiative from the hands of the 
bureaucracy whose crimmal pohcy threatens to undermine national 
resistance by creating economic chaos. 

It is directed to meet the vital needs of our people who tomorrow 
wdl be bearing the brunt of Japanese attack. It 1s dtrcctcd to sustain 
them in this fight for our country ·s own freedom 

Producer - The Unifier of the People 

In implementmg this pobcy. the Party rches pnmarily on the 
\\orking class which runs the entire production. 

Thanks to the merciless '""'l>loitation. the \~orking class to-day 
is not only indifferent to problems of increasing and organising 
production, it is hostile to it. So long as this hostihty continues, 
production will be ruled by profiteers and the bureaucracy to the 
growing peril of our country. Production cannot and will not be 
run in any grave emergency, it cannot be expanded so long as the 
producer does not stand by it. 

The task of the Party, therefore, is to wm uver the working class 
to a national outlook on production. The workers must be inspired 
to look upon their daily job as a patriotic duty. They have to be 
made conscious of the fact that their labour is part of national 
Jabour to save t.hC country. They have to be taught that it is their 
national duty to demand better production, to expand it, to remove 
all obstacles created by profiteering owners, to demand consultation 
so that they can play a worthy part in the struggle against Fascist 
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invaders. They alone can compel the Government and owners to 
move in the direction of the popular will. 

Neither the Government nor the capitalists can resist this united 
pressure. Both are completely dependent upon the working class 
Its powerful pressure, exercised to strengthen the nation's resisting 
capacity is bound to have its way. 

Soon the working class will be called upon to perform acts of 
heroic patriotism. It will be its responsibility to keep railway 
communications intact in face of enemy bombing; to continue 
production in face of enemy attack; to transfer entire industry from 
one place to another to save the resisting capacity of the nation. 
to make every factory a centre of national resistance, every machine 
a weapon of national freedom. 

Unless the deep patriotic instincts of the working class are 
roused to action, unless he is fired with the ?.Cal to defend his 
country, unless he looks upon production as his patriotic duty, the 
working class will prove unequal to the task, give way to panic 
and desert his post. -The logic of bureaucracy's policy will assert 
itself. 

The patriotic st{Uggle of the working class to organise national 
production inevitably unites the people for common resistance to 
the inVaders. It is bound to draw in the entire people of our country 
who will soon understand that production must be kept up in their 
own int.crest, that it cannot be left in the hands of bureaucracy and 
the capitalists. The heroism of the working class in face of an enemy 
attack, will be a model of patriotic duty fulfilled and will inspire 
our countrymen to acts of greater heroism and coumge. 

By fulfilling its role as the patriotic producer, the working class 
4irect1y unites and leads the people against the fas~ invader. At 
no other time, was its role as a producer so directl linked with 
its political leddership. If he fails in one, he fails · the other. 

Such is the vital importance of Party's outlook on production. 

Partial Demands & Production 
Obviously the working class cannot be won over to this policy 

by mere propaganda and agitation. So long as production is 
synonymous with brutal exploitation, it will continue to regard it 
by as a slaveiy and drudgery and not as national duty. 

As has been pointed out, the policy of the Party can be 
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unplemented only by defeating the policy pursued by profiteers and 
sanctioned by the Government. 

Defence of partial demands of the working class is of paramount 
nnportance in the execution of our policy 

The interests of the working class cannot be surrendered to the 
capitalists in the name of war production. Such a surrender is not 
only unjust and brutal but antinational as 1t hits at the mitiative 
of the workers to maintain and expand production. 

Rights of organisation cannot be surrendered to the ordinance 
rule of the Govennnent. On the other hand, more rights are required 
and have to be won if the working class is to lead in 011anising 
national production. · 

The worki}1g ~la.i;s can never surrender its right to strike nor will 
the Party ever consent to give it up under any condition. 

The Party raises the following five demands as inunediate 
demands of action : 

(a) Full compensation to meet the intolerable nse in the cost 
of livmg~ adequate deamess allowance 

(b) Immediate grant of bonus. 
(c) 25% rise in basic wage. 
(d) Recognition of Trade Unions and full freedom to organise 

mill and factory committees in every plant and industry, to liquidate 
gricwnccs and production problems. 

(e) Limitation of profit in the interest of the people. 
To neglect these demands is to ruin our production policy. To 

win them is to win over the working class to play its role as a 
patriotic producer. 

At the same time, it is not enough only to win partial demands. 
Every partial success must lead the workers to understand their role 
as producers for the nation, for national resistance; must create a 
revolutionary consciousness towards their daily jobs. Defence of 
day to day interests is inseparable from our production policy. 

Enforcement of Partial Demands & Strikes 
While on no account are we prepared to surrender the right to 

strike, yet it is our policy to minimise stoppages and strikes, 
consistently with the defence of the interests of the working class 
and the nation. 

Minimisation of stoppages and defence of day-to-day demands 
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is not a mere phrase with us. The two are not contradictory. Pre
war experience is no guide in this respt..-ct. 

Both the Government and the owners realise that to goad the 
working class under present conditions to organised action on a 
countrywide scale is to invite ruin for themselves. The workmg 
class has recently often compelled them to retreat before its united 
strength (attempt to enforce ten hours in Bombay). They arc able 
to pursue their policy of reckless exploitation only in so far as they 
are not unitedly opposed. 

The fear of united direct action forces both the Government and 
owners to seek compromise and settle disputes. That is why we take 
advantage of every machinecy to settle disputes. conciliation courts 
and other machinery which we fonnerly accepted only under duress 

Our policy then is to seek settlement of disputes through 
negotiations backed by the united strength of workers and resort 
to direct action only when we arc compelled to do so. 

Our Tasks In The Trade Union Field 

Our policy throws new responsibilities on our Trade Umon 
work. 

Our task is to. mobilise the entire working class through the 
Trade Unions for our patriotic policy on production, for national 
popular control over production. 

This means that the Trade Unions must develop the requisite 
strength to set in motion the workers in all industries to defend their 
daily interests. They must be in a position to mobilise the entire 
class and not merely advanced sections. They must, in particular, 
mobilise the workers in strategic industries. transport. iron and 
steel. coal mines. 

Mobilisation of workers already organised by us Is not enough. 
Our Trade Unions are weakest in strategic industries, Our working 
class base is \veak in the threatened provinces. 

The scope of the trade union work must immeclately extend; 
it must extend to refonnist trade unions; it must extend to strategic 
industries; it must extend to unoipDised workers. 

Our policy seeks to unite the entire class for the common task. 
The task cannot be achit.-ved by splitting existing trade unions. 

A systematic plan of trade union expansion embracing all sections 
alone meets the needs of the situation. 
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Thts also means a tremendous improvement in the day-to-day work 
of all trade unions. No more can \\e content ourselves \\ith general 
agitation. as in the past. Every issue of trade Umon conflict has 
to be correctly understood. its importance correctly gauged in the 
hght of our general policy. Facts and figures regarding cost of 
h\mg, independent statistics. reasonable ckmands based on those 
these must be - basis of our agitation. The tendency to put forward 
exaggerated demands making 'Settlement difficult has to be avoided 
at all costs. Failure to JUSt1fy the \\Orkers' case before courts must 
be regarded as a serious crime. It \\di force a strike on the workers 
through sheer incompetence of the leaders. 

The tendency to neglect day-to-day work. quick despatch of 
gnevances 8.1].d substitute for it general political propaganda must 
be sharply attackw. 

Our trade union agitation must be precise and concrete. Our 
trade union work must be perfect. Our trade umon organisation'!! 
must once more become the mass mobilisers. the leaders and 
organisers of the \~orkcrs in the struggle for partial demands. 

With our growing strength we have to lead the All-lncha Trade 
llruon Congress towards our Policy .. It is our weakness that enables 
lhc T.U.C. to sit on the fence. To-day our production policy comes 
~1olcntly into clash wath the pohey pursued by blind patriots. In 
the name of creating deadlock tht..·y direct their attack .1gainst 
production and transport they attempt sabotage. they exploit the 
economic grievances of the workers to bring about indl.'fiuitc strikes. 
thl'Y sow panic among the \\orkers: they seek to goad them mto 
acts of violence and sabotage. They create a favourable sod for 
fifth-columnists. 

In their mad frenzy. th<..-y not only disorganise production but 
also disrupt the organised strength of the working class. 

This anti-national offensive against production has to be beaten 
back. This planned disruption of the working class ranks must be 
defeated. 

The lesson of the last few days already shows that the offensive 
could not succeed where strong ties bound the workers to their trade 
union organisations, where they had already earned the confidence 
of our workers as the champion of their daily interests. 

This means that to protect the workers against this offensive on 
questions of economic demands, our T.U. organisations must not 
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allow the initiative to pass into the hands of promoters of indefinite 
strikes or fifth-column provocateurs. 

They must increase their general agitation a hundredfold to 
strengthen the confidence of the working class in its T.U 
organisations and its political party, the C. P.I. 

They must expose the tactics of indifinite strikes. as means of 
disruption. and positively ask the workers to ~ght against disunity. 
They must warn them against sabotage as the work of fifth 
columnists. They must ask them to hold peace when they are on 
the streets. 

And finally they must expose the entire game as an anti-national 
campaign, ruining the nation and the workers. 

To conclude, the production policy of the Party is of a piece 
with the policital line of our Party. 

The Party fights the war as a war of national freedom. Production. 
therefore, is production for freedom. It is to be organised as national 
production. The working class must lead this battle for the people. 
for the nation. It must.secure its vital demands as part of the general 
advance against imperialism, as part of national defence. 

In this battle for production, the trade unions must come forward 
as the mass mobililers of the working class, enabling it to unify 
the entire people for national defence and national popular control 
over production for National Government and national freedom. 



FORWARD TO FREEDOM 

A Welcome Publication 

Here is at last a book \\hich supphes an urgcntl~ felt 11ccd by 
all political workers in India. At a time when the danger of foreign 
invasion grows hourly. when the menace of fascist enslavement 
hangs like a 'Dainocles' sword on the heads of our pcopk. at such 
a time every earnest patriot wants to knO\\ \\hat is the \\ay out ! 
In this book is set forth in a simple. stra1ght-fomard and forceful 
manner the Communist way out-the path which the Communists 
arc putting forward as the only possible and revolutionary policy 
for the Indian people in the present phase of the \\ar The Commumst 
Party's policy was put forward in the All India Students· Federation 
Conference at Patna (Deer. 1941). in the Wardha Scss10n of the 
A.I.C.C. (Jan. 1942). in the All India Trade Umon Cong1css at 
Cawnpore and at the All India Kisan Council Session at ~.lgpur 
in February, 1942. Some articles have appeared in the Press which 
have not been satisfactory at all. So far no full and exhaustive and 
correct statement of the Communist policy and their plan ofactton 
was available for the public and the political workers to study. 

Authoritative and Correct 
This is an authoritative publication of the Polit Bureau of the 

Central Committee of the Communist Party of India. It 1s \\nttcn 
in the fonn of a report speech on the new revised resolution .,)f 
the Polit Bureau entitled ··India in the war of Liberation·· \\hich 

' is printed separately. In March, 1940 the communists brought 
forward the "Proletarian path'" and the publication, ··unmasked 
-Parties and Politics.•· In the imperialist phase of the war, these 
publications served to popularise the basic slogans and the policy 
of the Conmunist Party of India for that period among the people. 
These became a weapon in the hands of the Communists and their 

Vol-iv-28 
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co-workers, which helped them to carry forward and popularise 
these slogans among the masses, to carry out that policy. It is hoped 
that the Resolution and the Letter to Party Comrades which is 
printed separately, as well as this publication should serve a similar 
purpose and play a similar role in the new period. 

Why This Introduction? 

This brief introduction to these publications is in the main 
addressed to Party Members and sympathisers. who have studied 
the previous party documents on the New Line, especially the note 
from the Jail Comrades and the P.B. Resolution of 13th December. 
1941. Our pl pose is to draw the readers' pointed attention to the 
fact that these new publications correct some fundamental errors 
and deviations which were contained in the Jail documents and 
which were to a certain extent, reflected in the P.B. Resolution 
(13 .12.41) itself. Our Jailed leaders rendered an inestimable service 
to the Party by producing a document which enabled us to make 
the tum from a wrong line and in the direction of a right one. But 
they did this with an.analysis and arguments which contained some 
basic errors. The result was that the agitational approach as well 
as the practice which followed from it was wrong. This was 
discovered during ihe course of further discussion inside the Party 
as well as on the basis of the practical results. 

In this introduction. we will only point out where these new 
publications differ in formulation and approach from the two 
documents mentioned above. A complete criticism of these documents 
cannot be presented here. The object here is to bring out the main 
points which have been corrected and show how and where they 
were wrong. 

What 22nd June Revealed ? 

When Hitler attacked the Soviet Union on the 22nf june, 1941 
in the midst of the Second Imperialist war a transfontiation takes 
place in the entire international situation, in the situation in every 
country. The first thing to be grasped about this transformation is 
that it revealed as if in one flash, the complete bankruptcy of the 
imperialist bourgeoisie. It revealed in what insoluble conflicts and 
crisis they had landed themselves. Simultaneously it revealed that 
a mighty base was created for a world wide unity of the peoples 
which could now fight the war against Hitler-Fascism and its allies 
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as an anti-fascist war of liberation of all the peoples, under the 
leadership of the Soviet Union. That Hitler \\ho in August 1939 
dared not attack the Soviet Union. now found himself strong enough 
to do so certainly showed the weakness of the working class and 
the peoples of the capitahst world In fact. the outbreak of the 
Second Imperialist War itself revealed this weakness The \\iorking 
class and the peoples of the capitalist world were not able to forge 
that anti-fascist peoples· unity which was necessary to defeat the 
fascist aggressors and their abettors. in alliance with the Soviet 
Umon. They were, therefore, also unable to forge that unity to end 
the imperialist war. But this was only one aspect of the l.{Uestion, 
and was by itseJf only an half-truth. The other and the more decisive 
aspect of thq qt.1,rl\tion. was that Hitler's attack rcvoalcd the deepest 
and the acutest crisis of the world bourgeoisie. and that it created 
the basis for the mightiest rally and counter-assault of the workers 
and the peoples of the world against fascist imperialism. What was 
a battle for world domination between t\\ o rival hlock of imperialism. 
became transformed. with the entry of the U S.S.R .. into a battle 
waged by the peoples of the world. under SO\·iet leadership. for 
their own liberation, for the defence of the US.SR .. for the 
destruction of fascist imperialism which was seeking to enslave the 
whole \\'Orld. 

Root of Panic and Defeatism 
In 1933, when Hitler-fascism, rose to power in Germany. 

Comrade Stalin had evaluated the situation similarly. He said: 
'Hitler's victory did show the weakness of the proletariat but let it 
not be forgotten that it showed a hundred times more the weakness 
of the bourgeoisie ! ' This applies to the situation that is developing 
since Hitler's attack on the Soviet Union \\ith and added force. 
Hitler's blow did not fall upon an unprepared Soviet Union. It was 
expected and well-prepared for before and C11Ting the period of the 
Non-Aggression pact. But there are some who look at the situation 
as nothing but one of weakness of the proletariat and of the 
U.S.S.R. They fail to see the deep crisis and quandary of world 
imperialism as a whole. They underestimate the new political role 
of the USSR and of the gigantic world peoples• unity. They view 
the situation with panic and defeatism. They say : The Soviet 
Union-the only country where the proletariat held power, is now 
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attacked. Let us thank our stars that the imperialist government of 
Britain and America have been forced to ally themselves with the 
USSR to defend their empires. Let us first tight back and defeat 
the Axis powers in alliance with impcnalism, \\iithout raising other 
issues, and then pass on to the offensive against imperialism as a 
whole for achieving Socialism. Such is the outlook of those who 
look at the new situation with panic and defeatism. 

To look at the new alignment as .. an alliance with imperialism··. 
as •·a united front extending to the imperialist government". which 
is essential to defend the Soviet Umon. and which requires that the 
issue of the independence of the oppressed nations be relegated to 
lite background for the present in order .. not to break the fronf"
all this is the politics of panic and defeatism and has nothing in 
common with Bolshevism. But it is just this tone which rings out 
of the analysis and th~ arguments of the jail document. It is JUSt 
this tone which also peeps out of the P.B Resolution of 13th 
December 1941. 

Outlook of Stalinist Internationalism 

But such is not the outlook of Stalinist proletarian 
internationalism. The s1tuat1on which came into existence with the 
attack of Hitler was not of quandary for the world proletariat and 
the peoples, in which they had to ··heave a sigh of relier·· at the 
'political windfall' of Britain and America allying with the USSR. 
On the other hand, it was a situation of the gravest and acutest 
crisis of the imperialist bourgeoisie as a whole. bringing about 
sharp division in their ranks internationally and nationally, a situation 
which had created the conditions for the mightiest allianctJ of the 
peoples of the world under Soviet leadership, for effectively utilising 
this division, and for destroying the fascist imperial(st aggressors 
and achieving, the liberation of all the peoples of •e world. 

Comrade Stalin and Molotov have in their hist6ric speeches, 
persistently underlined with supreme confidcnOe the world 
liberationist character of the war. Hitler's attack upon the USSR 
was gamble against the class revolution. He failed. He hoped to 
create a world front against Bolshevism. He got instead a world 
front of the peoples fighting for theit freedom under Soviet leadership 
and for the utter destructio1• of fascism. The war which the Soviet 
people are waging for the defence of their land of Socialism, will 
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merge with the \"Var of the p~oplcs of Europe. America and Asia 
for their independence and democratic hberties. Destniction of 
fascism and the liberation of all the pt.-oplcs of the world was the 
\\ar aim of the Soviet Umon. This was the meanmg of the 
transformation. This is how Stahmst mtcmationalism looked at it. 

How This Book Presents It 
The analysis and arguments pres~ntl.-d in the book to descnbe 

and prove the transfonnation of the character of the "ar correi:.pond 
to reality. There is no empty juggling \\'ith the categories of 
imperialism. fascism and Socialism. The analysis goes to the root 
of the matter. to the new regrouping of the class-forces that lead 
to the transfo~tion of June 22nd that has developed since. It 
sho\\s the grm\rmg split and the crisis in the bourgeois ruhng 
circles. It shows the invincibk: growth of peoples' unity throughout 
the world under Soviet leadership. under the stress of war. It shows 
how the proletanat has to broaden out the antifascist war as a war 
of peoples' liberation all round. fighting ba~k anti-liberationist 
sections of the bourgeoisie m the effort. For, as the war progresses. 
1t becomes clearer and clearer that the \\ ar against world fascism 
can only be won as a \\ar of peoples' hberat1on and that the three 
objectives: destruction of fascism. the liberation of all the peoples 
of the world and the defence of the Sovu.1 Umon-all merge into 
one single task. This is the first distinctive feature of the international 
analysis given in this book. Th.ts is \\here it corrects the deviations 
of the Jail document and of the first P. B. Resolution. 

"Class Analysis" In Jail Documents ? 
The Jail comrades set out to give us an analysts of the new 

situation in terms of class positions. But actually. they failed to do 
it. They gave us a very superficial ··analysis'· in tenns of 
'·Imperialism.,, fascism and world proletariat. It ran something like 
this : Nazi victories in Europe had weakencJ British Imperialism 
immensely, called its very existence mto question. ·'British 
Imperialism was not longer a gatherer of world reaction. Its aim 
for the sake of its own safety, could no longer be immediate 
destruction of the 'USSR. On the other hand, its interests demanded 
destruction of Nazism at a time when the latter was organising for 
an attack against the USSR". The world proletariat in order to 
defend the Soviet Union had also to concentrate its main fire against 
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Nazism. The task before the world proletariat was to utilise one 
imperialism against another, to save the Soviet Union. ··Jf this 
temporarily helps one imperialism against another. it nonetheless 
weakens it against the international proletariat"'. ..Irrespective of 
the fact that certain imperialist powers arc interested in fighting 
Nazism out of imperialist motives. the issue involved - the safety 
of USSR - is a class issue. an issue for the millions, and makes 
the war a peoples· \\far not withstanding British participation. It 
is the war of international working class to defend Socialism and 
safeguard the future revolutionary movements.·· 

We have reproduced almost in their O\\n words the gist of the 
main argument by which the jail comrades proved the character of 
the war. Its real implications must be clearly grasped. Herein lies 
the root of the error which has gone down among our ranks It is 
the basis of the mistakes which our comrades are committing. 
mistakes which make them appear as Royists. mistakes which 
isolate them from the nationalist-minded masses and prevent them 
coming forward as the leaders and unifiers' of the people behind 
the policy of entering into the war of national defena. and liberation. 
That is why this root of the error must be clearly grasped . . 
Not Marxist-Leninist But Machiavellian Strategy? 

The strategy they put before us is not that of the proletariat nor 
of Marxism-Leninism. It looks more like bourgeois-Machiavellian 
strategy, devoid of class analysis. They tell us in all seriousness 
that "the international role of British imperialism has temporarily 
changed". That is why we have to temporarily ally ourselves with 
imperialism to defend the Soviet Union. The world proletariat is 
cornered. It has to defend its Fortress of Socialism. It finds that 
J3ritish imperialism is impelled by its own need to deftrOY Nazism. 
Hence it utilises this alliance against its main cnemyl We are told 
the question df independence of colonies must not bb raised now. 
It well ruin the alliance. Later the document applies 1the "logic of 
united front", to the front which now includes the Britkh imperialist 
government. We are told, the proletariat "takes initiative in preventing 
crossfiring", which means the question of the independence of 
colonies is not to be raiw.l or else it may break the front. We are 
even told that the International had in the anti-fascist period even 
agreed not to raise the question of the independence of colonies in 
the interest of a broad anti-fascist front. 
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Where It Leads To ? 

AH this is certainly not class analysis of the pr~sent situation 
nor has it anything to do \\ith Marxism-Leninism It is more akin 
to right Opportunism of the Royist type. It is Royist 
··internationalism., which says Imperialism 1s playing a progressive 
role on the international plane: \\e defend the USSR and destroy 
fascipn in alliance with it, and then opens the phase of world 
revolution when the fight for national and social freedom "Will begin 
all over the world Where does this type of internationalism lead 
to? It leads to reliance upon imperialism and not upon the proletariat. 
It fails to grasp the international role of the Soviet Uruon of the 
40's, of victorious Socialism. of the Soviet Union which can now 
come forward' d:. the leader and umtier of the peoples and nations 
fighting for their freedom against the fascist world enslaver It fails 
to grasp the role which the proletariat m each of country has to 
play as the leader and unifier of the people to lead them forward 
to full co-operation with the USSR. towards a victorious war 
against fascism, despite the reactionary impcnabst sabotage. That 
is why such an .. analysis•• leads to a policy based on ''the political 
wmdfall "' of imperialist alliance and not upon the invincible nught 
of the USSR. the champion of the freedom of nation,. the leader 
in the anti-fascist peoples' war, and upon the umfymg revolurionary 
role of the proletariat in every country. 

Failure To Grasp Stalin's Lead 
Our jail comrades certainly did not want to follow the Royist 

line nor did they want us do it. The deviation arises out of the failure 
to understand the full significance of the transfonnatlon of junc 
22nd. Comrade Stalin summed up the essence of the new situation 
and its future development in a few pregnant sentences of his 
historic speech of July 3rd. He said that the war which the Soviet 
Union was waging would merge with tht. war of the people of 
Europe and America fighting for their independence and democratic 
liberties against enslavement or against the threat of enslavement 
by fascist armies. On November 6. 1941, he emphasised the fact 
that it was a war of liberation for the peoples of Asia as well. and 
pointed out the example of Iran. Comrade Stalin and the Soviet 
leaders have summed up the new situation m a very simple way : 

1. With Hider's attack upon the USSR and the alliance of 
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Britain and Amenca with tbe Soviet Union, the whole world situation 
is fundamentally altered. Hitler-Fascism and its allies now become 
the main enemies of all mankind~ they arc waging a war for \\'orld 
domination and arc threatening the peoples of the whole world "ith 
fascist enslavement. 

2. The war which the Soviet Union is \\aging against the fascist 
invaders no\\' merges with the war the peoples of the world are 
waging for their independence and democratic liberties and against 
fascist enslavement and its menace. In other words. the war waged 
by the peoples of the world, led by the Soviet Unwn. against the 
camp of fascist impenalism. is a world war of all peoples' ilherutwn 
and can only be victorious as s11ch. 

Two Main Factors 
Wherein docs Comrade Stalin see the main and the princ1pal 

weapon of the deft..-nce of the Soviet Union. and for the destruction 
of the fascist gangsters'? He sees it in two things : firstly, in tht> 
invincible might of the Soviet Union. the indomitable umty of its 
people. which is the· product of ''the final and irrc¥S>Cable victory 
of Socialism·· in the Sovit..1 Union, and secondly, in the united front 
of the peoples of the world rallying round the Soviet in their fight 
for liberation from fascist enslavement. There is a third favourable 
factor which ensures the victory of the USSR and of the peoples 
of the \\orld over the fascist world enslavers. It is the cnsis and 
quandary of the \\oorld bourgeoisie, the cleavage in the camp of their 
ruling circles on a world and on a national plane. But let it be 
remembered that the world proletariat can effectively utilise the 
antagonisms in the camp of imperialism in the international as well 
as in the home arena only by relying finnly on the two main factors 
mentioned above. 

Key To Prolepriat's Grand Strate&Y 
i 

To forget the two main factors and to imagine that the defence 
of the Soviet Union and the victory over the fascist aggressors can 
be secured only by making ·•one imperialism fight another'' is not 
Marxism-Leninism. It cannot lead either to a correct and full 
understanding of the new situation nor to the working out of correct 
agitational and practical line for each country. This is exactly what 
has happened in the Jail documents. These documents do not 
characterise the war against the fascist aggressors as a war of all 
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peoples' liberation. fod by the Soviet Union. \\h1ch can only be won 
as such. That is why they fail to bring out the crucial fact that the 
struggle to concentrate the main fire on the fascist aggressors. the 
struggle to utilise the antagomsms m the camp of the imperialists 
is simultaneously the strnggfo for umting the peoples of the world 
ma single front of a libcrationist \\ar under Soviet leadership. It 
is the struggle for uniting the people in every country for the defence 
of the nation. for the freedom of the people, for the final victory 
of fascism in collaboration with the USSR. It is the struggle for 
isolating and crushing the pro-fascist and anti-hberationist element 
in the ruling circles of the countnes ranged against th" fascist 
aggressors. This is a ~ar for \\orld liberation under Soviet leadership, 
and that it can·m1y be won by its bc.'COming a world-wide peoples' 
war of liberation for eve1:v people-this sums up the grand strategy 
\\'hich the Soviet Union. and the Communist Parties throughout the 
world are developing to win the war against the fascist aggressors. 

Crux of Soviet Political Lead 

What is the crux of the political strategy of the Soviet Union 
m this war'! It is to bring about the world front of the peoples' 
war against the fascist aggressors. It is to make this front a very 
broad one, to draw in it .. social groups. classec;. and nation~. which 
are not adherents of proletarian dictatorship. or adherent;; of the 
social revolutions··. The war aims which the SoVJL1 Union champions 
in this war correspond to this need. These are. the a11niuilation of 
the Hitlerite criminals, the liberation of all the peoples, the 
achievement of a peace which ensures to every people its 
independence and democratic liberties. It is by coming forward as 
the gigantic leading force fighting for these libcrationist aims that 
the Soviet Union unites the people of the world in a victorious war 
against the fascist enslavers, and at the same time, isolates those 
groups in the ruling circles in the irnperalbt countries which seek 
to carry on pro-fascist and anti-liberationist policies. When pro
fascist agents tried to spread the disruptive propaganda that the 
Soviet Union wants to Bolshcvise Europe, Comrade Lozovsky gave 
it a crushing rebuff. He said : The Soviet Union fights to liberate 
every people from the grip of the fascist enslavers, and want to 
see that the people take their destiny into their o\\n hands. It is for 
every people to choose to build what social order they want. 
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Comrade Stalin in his speech on November 6. 1941. underlined the 
same point. Let it be clearly understood that the war for the defence 
of the Soviet Union is simultaneously the war for the freedom of 
all the peoples. It has to be won and can be won on that basis alone 
Destn1ction of fascism, liberation of all the peoples, The De.fence 
Of The Soviet Union-These Are The Three Inseparable Alms OJ 
The War. Not ''Alliance With Imperiali.vm "But A Grand Freedom 
Alliance Of The Peoples Of The World, A St niggle To Isolate And 
Eliminate The Open And Concealed Imperialism And Anh· 
L1berationist Element From The Bo11rge01s Governments .A.llzed 
With The US..~R- This is The CRUX OF Soviet Strategy To Win 
The War Against Fascism. Let it not be forgotten that the victory 
in this war of world liberation. in this war for the DEFENCE of 
the base of proletarian revolution, will not only mean the destruction 
of fascism and the liquidation of world empires, but it will also 
mean the extension of the world of Socialism. But it is hardly ... 
necessary to speculate on this perspective. For the only way to open 
it is to, here and now. do everything to win the war of liberation. 

Communist Tactics In Capitalist Countries 

That the war 15 now a war of liberation of all the peoples who 
are directly under fascist enslavement or are menaced by it, and 
that it can only be won by fighting it as peoples' war in every 
country in the closest collaboration with the Soviet Union, these 
two facts detennine generally the tactical and agitational slogans 
of the Communist Parties in every country ranged against the 
fascist powers. The Commumst Party in an imperialist country, in 
Britain, for instance seeks to build the united national ftont in its 
own country behind the three slogans : 1) all-out eftort to defeat 
Hitler, to defend the freedom and the democratic li~erties of the 
British peopt. against the menace of fascist annie6 2) a 100% 
collaboration with the USSR in the joint war 3) :liberation of 
colonies and of India to strengthen the world fr<D of freedom 
against fascism. These three demands correspond to the urgent and 
vital interests of the British people. This is proved by the mass 
upsurge that is welling up in Great Britain during the last eight 
months behind these slogans. The Communist Party fights for these 
demands by leading a powerful peoples' effort to raise production, 
to win the war. The Communist Party's fight to raise the united 
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national front behind these slogans is at the same time a fight to 
throw out the pro-fascist and ant1-hbcrat1omst elemc..-nts from the 
government. 

The Policy of British Party 

The communist part) of Britain docs not say: British Imperialism 
is an ally. we must not raise the question of Independence of India ; 
that would scare away the imperialists and we \\Ould not get the 
military help \\C nl.'Cd to defend the USSR. This banality is worthy 
of the Royists and of the Social-Democratic leaders. The C.P.G.B. 
recognises the rapidly growing cleavage in the ranks of the British 
rulil1g circles and forges the \\edge of the united national front of 
the people ~o. 4rive m that cleavage and to expel the reactionary, 
and imperialist clements from the government. 111e tactical line and 
the mobilising slogans of the C.P G.B. have met with a great 
success. This is proved by the fast-moving developments in Britain. 
The..'}· correspond to the best interests of the British people and to 
the interests of the defence of the USSR as \\ell. With Hitler's 
attack upon the Soviet Union and British Government ·s alliance 
with the USSR. Britain's war agamst Hitler becomes for the British 
proletariat and the British people a war of national liberation, a 
war in the defence of their independence and democrati: liberties 
against the menace of fascist mvas1on. The British prolcbnat can 
only win it by uniting the British people for achieving the closet 
co-operation with the Soviet Umon, for converting it mto a war 
of liberation also for the Indian and The colonial people. In other 
words, the British proletariat cannot win the war for the British 
and for the Soviet peoples unless they direct the wedge of peoples' 
unity against the pro-fascists in the Government who hinder all
out effort in co-operation with the USSR. and against the imperialists 
who pre~ent the liberation of India and the colonies. 

Where Jail Documents Fail 
The jail documents look at the question of the defence of the 

Soviet Union as an isolated issue. They imagine that the world 
proletariat can solve it by utilising "the political windfall" of the 
alliance of the imperialist governments with the USSR and by 
merely bringing pressure upon these governments to give full military 
aid to the Soviet. They look upon Hitler-fascism as the main enemy 
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only because it has attacked the USSR and not because it is the 
leader of the Axis Powers also. "1hich are threatening the peoples 
of the whole world with fascist enslavement. They miss the "hole 
class significance of the perspective which Comrade Stalin outlined 
in his speeches. Comrade Stalm \\as neither talking with the tongue 
in his cheek nor was he indulging in mere propaganda. when he 
said that the war of the soviet people will merge with the war of 
liberation of the peoples of the \\hole world against the menace of 
fascist enslavement. That was just how war against fascism had 
to be won, and The Soviet to be ck.-fendcd. The struggle which the 
proletariat in every country is waging for \\inning the war against 
fascism and for the defence of the USSR. was a political struggle. 
It was a struggle for unifying the people, for taking the war into 
its own hands, for making it a PEOPLES• WAR after Soviet and 
Chinese model, for fighting back pro-fascist and anti-liberationist 
elements in the ruling class. It was not just a struggle to bring 
pressure upon the government to give full and effective military aid 
to the Soviet Union. ·This is just the reason why the jail documents 
are unable to give the Party correct agitational slogans and a correct 
tactical line which >VOuld enable it to place itself at the head of the 
people, uniting them for the defence of the countrv. for its freedom. 
for winning the war of liberation for itself and for the Soviet and 
for the world. The P.B. Resolution (of 13.12.41) docs \\Ork out 
correct agitational slogans and emphasises the kt.."Y task of achieving 
national unity. It mentions that it 1s a war of liberation but fails 
to make that the central thesis. and that is why it too drifts back 
into arguments reminiscent of ·'alliance with imperialism.,. 

How nis Book Corrects 
In the present book, all this confusion is cleared up1 The starting 

point here is tile stalinist thesis that the Sovict·s war •s the war of 
liberation for all the peoples. That is why the questibn, how is it 
India's war, is simply answered because it is India's war for her 
own liberation. The author of this book does not raise the conondrum 
of how the national oppressor has become an international ally. He 
simply says, the Indian people and their great political parties have 
to unite to take control of the war into their own hands from the 
hands of the imperialist bureaucracy. He does not say that British 
Imperialism is our international ally and so we must not raise the 
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issue of indepcndt."llce now and spht the anti-fascist front. On the 
other hand. he points out how it is the imperialist reactionaries in 
the British Government who by refusing to release India for freedom. 
are weakening the anti-fascists front of the peoples. He gives us 
the correct agitational slogans \\hich would enable our Partv to 
swing our people as a broad national front into the war ofliberation. 
This he is able to do because he is not hampered by the incorrect 
idea of maintaining a .. united front e~1ending to the imperialist 
bureaucratic government"" and ··preventing cross-firing·· He puts 
forward the correct agitational slogan because he starts from the 
correct tactical line. The key task. he points out, is to unite the 
people and the political parties on the basis of the realisation that 
this is our O\\il·•\ar the "ar of our national defence. the war of 
our national freedom. \\h1ch we have to take into our own hands. 

Correct Tactical Line for India 

The author points out ho\\ in the penod of the imperialist phase 
of the war. the whole nation and its pnncipal parties stood out. 
True, the national bourgeois-leadership did not move the masses 
against the imperialist \\ar. On the other hand. they sabotaged the 
mass struggles and kept the whole national front in a state of 
animated suspension, hoping for a comproIDI~&;;. Bat then.: \•.as no 
surrender to imperiabsm on the part of any ma1or party. fn-day, 
when the character of the war has changed. when the menace of 
fascist Japanese invasion hourly gro\\S. when it is urgently required 
that these parties should move to unite themselves and the nation 
to snatch the war out of the hands of imperialist bureaucracy, they 
again sit and wait, expecting a gesture from imperialism. {'an WC 

say that the leadership of these parties is all pro-fascist and they 
are now waiting to make peace with Japanese fascists, ~xpecting 
freedom at their hands? No, this cannot be said of the bulk of our 
national leadership. On the other hand, we ctearly see a cleavage 
in the ranks of the leadership. A progressive democratic section 
does realise the new character of the war as a war of liberation 
and wants to see India ranged alongside the Soviet Union and China 
to fight for her own liberation as well as that of the world. But 
it too waits helplessly on imperialism's gesture. It does not see the 
changed and immensely favourable situation when a national mass 
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upsurge led by the united leadership of the country could at once 
make the Indian peoples masters in their home. and controllers of 
their own war. It docs not sec the weakness of imperialism, the 
strength of the powerful allies our frccdom·s mo\cmcnt to-day has 
in Great Britain, America. Soviet Union and China. If th~ National 
congress were to take the initiative to forge a broad national umt) 
by arriving at a united front agreement with the Muslun League 
and other parties and organisations, it could lead a gigantic mass 
upsurge. It could sweep away the obstacles \\hich the imperialist 
government to-day places in the way of the Indian peoples· urge 
to unite with the progressive forces of th~ world to secure its O\\ n 
liberation. There are two powerful factors \\hich favour such a 
development. First is the sound patriotic instincts of our people and 
parties. born of 30 years of mass national upsurge. Second is the 
utter bankruptcy and the complete isolation of the British imperialist 
government in India from every section of the people. Its prestige 
is gone. It cannot defend the country against the foreign invaders. 
In England, the broad sections of the people are growing daily more 
and more impatient with the wooden-headed impenalist policy of 
its government which prevents the Indian people from defending 
their DWD country and thus creating a situation which can only 
result in strengthening the fascist enemy and endangering the freedom 
of the British people themselves. In short. in this extremely favorable 
and urgent situation it is the job of the Communist Party to come 
forward with such agitational slogans. With such campaigns of 
action which will enable them to rouse the patriotic feelings of the 
people, wake up to the urgency of the situation and make the whole 
country ring with one single slogan-UNITY-UNITY • .UNITY! It is 
the job of the Communist Party to lead the way fct unity: 

For natiOJli). unity of peoples and parties to dct'enf the country, 
-national unity to take the nation's war into nation's bands, 
-national unity to win National Government, 
-national unity to organise the nation's war of defence against 

the would-be invaders as a peoples' war after chinese and soviet 
model, 

- national unity for winning the war of national liberation in 
common with the Soviet, with China and with the other peoples 
of the world. 
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Tasks Facin1 Communists 

Communists must realise that we are facing the most cntical 
time in our country's history. The menace of foreign invasion. the 
menace of disruption of our country. of fascist enslavement moves 
daily nearer. The one job before the communists to-day is to come 
forward as the unifiers of the people. Through their explanations, 
their agitation, their campaigns of action, they must lead the masses 
to the realisation that there is only one way open to the Indian 
people and their political parties, that is to smk their differences. 
To umte m one supreme effort to repel the mvader. to defend the 
country to wm country s lzberat10n To fall to umtc to-day to break 
the stalemate and to defeat the obstmate policy of the government 
on the basis of I.he 'itrength of the people. is to pave the way for 
our country's disruption. The Commumsts must learn to put across 
their line of '·National Uruty to take nation ·s war into its o\\n 
hands., in a manner which must strike a sympathetic chord m the 
heart of every patriot. We have to lead the peoJple to our pos1t1on 
through their own experience, through therr nattonahst consciousness 
You cannot put across the bne by occasionally staging small 
demonstrations under the slogans .. Soviet War P<."Oples· War
Peoples • War our War•·. Nor can you do it b) merely demonstrating 
for ··open the New Front to Aid the soviet· . 

Anti-Japanese A&itation 
What we need is a persistent anti-Japanese aggression agitation 

among all sections of the people. In every strike meeting, in every 
workers', students' and kishans· meeting, anti-Japanese agitation 
must be conducted, exposing Japanese atrocities, Jaranese 
imperialists' predatory imperialist aims. The one thing we have to 
fight against is the complacency and defeatism spread by disrupters. 
who whisper "what can we do and after all, Japanese can't be murh 
worse than the British." Our agitation agains' Japanese aggression 
must be coupled with fraternisation with the Chinese people. China 
has shown us how a united national movement enables even a 
poorly anned people to hold back a superior foe for 5 years, to 
inspire the nation to wage a fierce peoples' war. What China could 
do India can and inspite ofher present slavery. India must immediately 
build its fighting national unity to smash the imperialist obstacle 
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which prevents 1t from taking its war of defence mto its own hands 
If she does so. she can then multipl) the strength of that umty a 
hundredfold and beat the Japanese invader back. 

Strug1le For Unity 

Through Anti-Japanese campaign. through India-China allianc~ 
campaign, through the Friends of the Soviet Union movement. the 
communists must seek to rally ever wider mass of people and all 
sections behind the single slogan : ·'Unite the Parties and lead the 
people to make the war our O\\n. to defend the country. to \\in 
freedom." 

Communists must realise that the task of the defence of the 
Soviet Union to-day merges with the task of umting the people to 
enter our own war of nationaJ defence. of smashing impcnalist 
obstacles to it. For if we fail to unite the nation to resist the Japanese 
invaders, we would be only strengthening Japan to attack the 
USSR. By forging national unity for our national war of defence 
against Japanese aggression, we aid and defend both the So\'ict 
Union and China just as they aid and defend us ~· fighting thetr 
own war. Such is the logic of the world war of liberation. 

Not Arguments But Lead For Unity 

Communists come forward everywhere taking the initiative to 
co-operate in Civil Defence in protecting the people and in allaying 
panic in cities and in villages, independently and in collaboration 
with the national parties. Communists must realise that thL'Y cannot 
put across their line by mere arguing. They must learn to carry on 
their line by mere arguing. They must learn to carry on their mass 
agitation, which appeals to the patriotic instincts of the people and 
leads them towards unity. They must organise mass campaigns for 

I 

the release of prisoners. For Aid to the Soviet and chi!. , and against 
Japanese ag&ression, securing the co-operation of l parties, and 
leading the people to the realisation for the urgen of unity for 
the war of national defence. 

These are the immediate tasks which face the Communists to· 
day. They have to address themselves to them, with a clear conception 
of the whole line and with a correct grasp of the tactical line with 
the correct agitational slopns. This is just what this book should 
give than. Let them read it carefully, think over the analysis and 
argwnents advanced therein. Let them clearly understand where 
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they got the line wrong, and what ftindamental errors of The Jail 
documents and of the First P.B. Resolution this book corrects. If 
they do it, they will find that this book will serve the same purpose 
for our movement that the "Proletarian Path" and the '·Unmasked
Partics and Politics" served in the imperialist phase of the war. 

-------------------··"""-"ICIOCXX---------------------

Note: Published in "Party Letter" ofC.P.I. of -Ith March 19-12 in the name 
of 'llANSRAJ'. This was actually written by P.C. JoJlii, Gmeral Secntary of 
CPI arid published pfter being approved by die C e11tral Committee of C.P.I. 
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NATIONAL UNITY NOW 

"Pakistan .. , according to him (Jinnah). ··in a nutshell. is a demand 
for carving out of India a portion to be wholly treated as an 
independent and sovereign state .. ·· 

"'If Pakistan as defined above is an article of faith with him, 
indivis1bfo India is equally an article of faith with me. Hence there 
1s a stalemate .. , 

-Gandhiji in Harijan. 26. 7 .1942 . 

.. I am told there is going to be a 'big move.· This threat and 
intimidation is intended to coerce a distressed and shaken Britain 
to accede to Gandhi's demnnd I can only say that Britain will be 
making the greatest blunder if she surrenders to the Congress in 
any manner which \Vould be detrimental to the intca:sts of Muslim 
India:· 

-M. A. Jinnah ma press statement issued on 22.6.1942. 
In· these two recent utterances of the leaders of the two great 

parties of our country. the Indian National Congress and the Muslim 
League. is sununed up the deadlock that faces us on the issue of 
national unity. Without national unity. Without the broad unity of 
the masse&-both Hindu and Muslim-freedom cannot be won, 
that was always axtomatic in our independence movement. I~ is 
more so to-day when the Japanese and Gcnnan aggressors are 
prcpanng to pounce upon our Motherland. We need qltonal unity 
not only to organise a nationa1 people's resistan~e but also to win 
National Government, enjoying the confidence of thq people and 
power to make that resistance really effective. This is, of course, 
self-evident. Unity was the first pre-requisite for striking for freedcm. 
The imperialists knew it as well. That is just the reason why they 
always sought to disrupt that unity, to spread distrust between 
eommun1ty and community. Did that, however, mean that unity 
could not be achieved before imperialist rule was ended '7 Not in 

f.irticlc from "pcoplr~' war." 8th Augu..\t 1942, by G. Adhi/cari] 
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the least. To say that. is to deny the possibility of fr<..'edom itself. 
We can and have to unite. despite imperialist rule. to deft.-nd our 
country and to win National Government. But this is just the truth 
which our national leadership has ceased to believe. This is the root 
cause of the deadlock. In other words, our national leaders admit 
defeat before the imperialist bureaucracy : \\C arc powerless to unite 
our own people in the fac~ of your disrupt1'\c influence. This is 
a11 admission of bankruptcy, of a complete lack of faith in the people 
and their healthy patriotic instincts. 

At one time, with Gandhiji, communal unity ''as one of the four 
pillars of Swaraj. To-day he says communal unity will only come 
after the third party is removed. ··Unity will not precede but succeed 
freedom.·• (Rt:lrijan. 7 .6.42). The Wardha Resolution reiterates the 
same thought ~ 

"The Congress r<..-prcsentatives have tried their utmost to bring 
about a solution of the communal tangle. But this has been made 
impossible by the presence of the foreign power whose long record 
has been to pursue relentlessly the policy of divide-and-rule.·· 

If you are incapable of counteracting the imperialist policy of 
divide and rule among your own people. you arc obviously incapable 
of winning freedom. The policy implicit in the Wardha Resolution 
is based on such a bankrupt supposition. For, 1t amounts to begging 
of the British Government to give you freedom first so that you 
may be able to unite and then fonn a National Government to 
defend your country and the world cause of freedom. in alliance 
with the United Nations. afterwards. If this is denied to you. you 
propose to launch a ··struggle," which in the present situation. is 
National Harakiri. All this arises from the bankrupt thesis that 
communal unity is impossible until the British voluntarily withdraw. 

How does it come about that the leadership of a national movement 
which has to its cn.-dit the achievement of the largest measure of 
unity of the Indian people during the last 20 years or so. now stands 
helpless before the question of Hindu-Muslim umty '? How does it 
happen that Gandhiji says "India indivisible·· is an article of faith 
with him and Jinnah says '·Pakistan·· is an article of faith \\ith him, 
and there is stalemate and gaping disunity among our people '? The 
Indian National Congress stands and has stood consistently for the 
complete independence of the country and for the democratic rights 
and liberties of the people. In the free India of Congress conception 
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there will be religious freedom. the protection of culture for every 
section of the people. Why should not the Congress programme. 
which visualises free and democratic India, united and indivisible, 
attract the Muslims'? Or rather, if it was adequate for so many 
years to unite the Hindus and Muslims in the common struggle for 
freedom, why does it appear to fail in recent years ? In the mass 
nationalist upsurge which began with 1935 and continued to rise 
upto 1940, the Muslim masses too were drawn into the common 
flood. But how did it happen that the awakened Muslim masses. 
especially, during the period of Congress Ministries rallied to the 
banner of the Muslim League which now became a powerful 
Muslim organization? Why did the Hindu-Muslim tension begin 
to rise during this period ? How did it happen that the breach 
between the Muslim masses and the national movement seemed to 
widen reaching its climax in the Pakistan Resolution passed by the 
Muslim League in March 1940 ? Also during this period, there has 
been a certain growth of Hindu Sabha influence inside the Congress. 
Unless we u~ the peculiar nature of this accentuation of 
the communal problem and tension during the recent-tive years, we 
will not be able to see why the national leadership has failed to 
solw it, and why its.failure has culminated in the bankruptcy which 
seeks to reverse the fundamental axiom of our national movement, 
viz., national unity for national freedom. 

Why has there been an accentuation of the communal tension 
in the years that followed 1937 ? Apart from a general sharpening 
of Hindu-Muslim relations, there has been also a cropping-up of 
provincial jealousies and frictions, such as the Bengal-Behar 
controversy, the question of a separate Andhra provillCC and the 
question of "Samyukta" Kamatak and so on. The explanation is 
given that this is due to the competition between the J>owgeoisie 
of these vari0111 communities and provinces for jobs· and power 
which was brought to the surface by the new constitution. This is, 
of course, part of the truth. The cleavage brought about between 
the bourgeois sections of the various communities and provinces 
is only one aspect of the question. It is often stated that the masses 
have no communalism or provincialism. This is true in so far as 
the interests of the toiling masses all over the world and in the 
country arc idmtical. But in actual practice, as the general national 
anti-imperialist upsurge spreads deeper into the masses, it finds 
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an echo in the growing up of sectiona~ communal, and provincial 
patriotism, which may not necessarily weaken or conflict with the 
larger national patriotism, but which is often used by the bourgeois 
leadership for accentuating national disunity. 

The growing c;ommunal tension (Hindu-Muslim) as well as 
provincial jealousies and frictions which arose during the election 
period and in the period of the Congress Ministries were therefore 
a distorted expression of an otherwise healthy growth, viz., the 
masses of the individual nationalities awakening to all-India anti
imperialist national consciousness. Let us look at these two aspects 
more carefully. 

Firstly, in spite of imperialist hindrances, bourgeois economic 
(industrial} development of our country is proceeding apace 
horizontally if not vertically. The level of industrialisation is spreading 
to every nook and corner of India. As a result there is a growing 
competition between the bourgeoisie of the different individual 
nationalities. The provincial autonomy under the new constitution 
tended to accentuate these frictions and we have in this period the 
Bengali-Behari, Maratbi-Karnataki, Andhra· Tamilnad questions, 
the Hindu-Muslim question in Bengal, in the U. P. and in the 
Punjab, cropping up. This is one aspect of the question-the 
bourgeois aspect-the disruptive aspect, which imperialtsm and its 
agents use for their policy of divide and rule. This creates and 
mystifies the problem. 

Secondly, we have the healthier aspect of the question. Side by 
side with the bourgeois development, the all-India national anti· 
imperialist movement is spreading to every nook and corner of India 
and bringing the peasant masses of the most backward nationalities 
and communities into its vortex. The All-India national movement 
for the country's emancipation is growing into a rich pattern of a 
multinational movement. The common goal of India's political and 
economic emancipation is being seen through the waking eyes of 
individual national consciousness. The Lingayat peasantry of 
Kamatak for instance, wakes up to anti-imperialist consciousness 
and develops a natural yearning for a free Kamatak in a free India. 
So it is with the Andhra, Tamils and with the Sindhis, Punjabis 
and Patbans. Here is the progressive aspect of the accentuation of 
the ccmmmal and provincial jealousies, which our growing national 
democratic movement itself brings to the surface. Herein lies the 
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key to the solution of the comn1unal conflict in its new fonn which 
our national movement has to perceive and grasp as we shall 
presently show. 

Here it will be ~ked : What has the Hindu-Muslim Problem 
to do with this cropping up of provincial jealousies on the one hand. 
and the awakening ofindividual national consciousness '! The Hindu
Muslim conflict arises out of the economic and other competition 
between the bourgeoisie or the upper cl~s of the two communities 
while the imperialists are using the same to successfully divide the 
masses. H the Muslim masses are following the Mushm League 
in larger numbers, that has nothing to do with their growing nationalist 
sentiments either in the broad all-India sense or in the restricted 
sense of individual nationalities It is just due to the spread of the 
influence of reactionary communalism among them. arising out of 
their political backwardness. and is due to nothing else. Such an 
analysis would not correspond to facts. It would mean that during 
1936-42 when there was a general anti-imperialist mass upsurge. 
the Muslim masses nnnained unaffected by it and the hold upon 
them of the so-called pro-imperialist reactionary lcaiership of the 
Muslim League incf98Sed. The reality is that the Muslim masses 
too shared in the general anti-imperialist upsurge: but this expressed 
itself in" the bulk of the Muslim petty-bourgeois masses going under 
the influence of the League There was also a rise in the Muslim 
followers of the Congress but not as sharp and striking as in the 
case of the Muslim League. The growing anti-imperialist sentiment 
among the Muslims expressed itself in the pressure it exerted on 
the Muslim League leadership. In 1938 the Muslim League accepted 
the complete independence of India as its goal. The Muslim League 
leadership can be said to have undergone a transformation during 
this period. It is no longer feudal-reactionary, no Iaeger just a 
willing tool of ~mperialism. It is now an indu~ bourgeois 
leadership, which is no more just an adjunct of imperialism but one 
which plays an oppositional role vis-a-vis imperialism. 

In fact, the Musl101 League is to the Muslim petty-bowgeois 
mass what the Indian National Congress is to the Indian masses 
m general. This became quite clear in the imperialist phase of the 
war. The leadership of the Congress took to passive opposition to 
war and demanded recognitim of complete independence and such 
present freedom which would give the Indian people effective power 
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m the government of the country immediately. The Muslim League 
leadership too adopted the attitude of passive non-co-operation with 
the war and demanded Pakistan, which is complete independence 
to such territorial units in which the Muslims predominate. 
Immediately, they demanded political equality \\ith the Congress 
in any settlement at the Centre or effective power at the Centre for 
the League, in case the Congress refused to accept the settlement. 
To the Muslim masses. therefore, it appears that the Muslim League 
leadership is fighting not only for the complete independence of 
India from imperialist rule but also for freedom and equality to 
territorial units which are predominantly Muslim and for the 
protection of the rights of Muslim minorities in other provinces in 
relation to ~\dttarc, education and language. Thus the rise of the 
Muslim League influence cannot be regarded as a reactionary 
phenomenon. On the other hand, it is the expression of the growing 
anti-imperialist upsurge among the Muslim masses, of the gro\\1h 
of the individual national consciousness of the Smdhts. of Pun1ab1 
Muslims, of the Pathans and so on within the framework of the 
broader all-India nationalism. 

To be able to arrive at a correct solution of the problem of 
Hindu-Muslim unity which is to-day urgently demanded by the 
perilous national situation, two things must be grasped : the chara.cter 
of the Muslim League leadership and the basis of its mass influence. 
To see nothing in the problem but religious and cultural differences, 
to ascribe the deadlock in Congress-Muslim League relations to 
some irrational, obscurantist and fanatical element in the Muslims, 
which Mr. Jinnah is in a position to exploit for opportunist ends, 
because of the presence of the British Power. is not to understand 
the problem at all. In short, such an understanding leads to the 
bankrupt position that nothing could be done. no unity can be 
achieved until imperialist power disappears. But as soon as we 
realise that the leadership of the Muslim Leagpe is bourgeois in 
character and is playing an oppositional role vis-a-vis imperialism 
in a somewhat analogous way to the leadership of the Indian 
National C~s itself, as soon as we see the anti-imperialist base 
of the rise of the Muslim League influence, as soon as we grasp 
that behind the demand for Pakistan is the justified desire of the 
people of Muslim nationalities such as Sindbis, Baluchis, Punjabis 
(Muslims), Patbans to build their ftee national life within the 
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greater unity of the all-Indian national fteedom, we at once see there 
is a very simple solution to the communal problem in its new phase. 
There is no reason to give up the sound slogan of national unity 
first to achieve freedom. If we grasp the recent developments in 
national policies correctly, we can at once see the basis for achieving 
national unity. 

h is the historic task and responsibility of the Indian National 
Congress, which bas achieved such a Jaige measure of national 
unity thus far, for achieving national freedom, to take the next 
forward step towards unity, which the new p ... e of the communal 
problem demands, at this most critical turning point of our nation. 
In uniting the various sections of the people for national freedom, 
that freedom itself has to be defined in terms of a programme of 
democratic rights and liberties. The Indian National Congress has 
to a large extent succeeded in putting such a progranune before the 
n8tion and has achieved on the basis of that programme a very large 
measure of national unity. But that programme is no longer sufficient 
to solve the communal·problem in its present fonn 81» to achieve 
Hindu-Muslim unity. It certainly says that in a free India there will 
be freedom of worship for every one and that the religious and 
cultural ,rights of minorities would be guaranteed. It pledges itself 
to abolish all inequalities based on caste, creed and origin (such 
as untouchability etc.). But these declarations, essential as they are, 
for securing unity, are no longer enough. 

1be conception of India's unity was never a static one. It is a 
living and growing reality which is developing within its womb a 
host of individual nationalities which lived together on the Indian 
soil through centuries, and are now waking to new COQCiousness. 
Unequal economic developmmt leads to friction ancl conflicts 
between communities and different national units. 114: growing 
sweep of the All-India people's movement tends to 1'Dite these 
communities and national units into one united national ftont for 
heckm. But imperialism deliberately promotes and fosters separatist 
tmdencies to disrupt and paralyse the unity of national farces which 
is advancing towards freedom. The leadership of the National 
Ccmpss instead of playing into the hands of the imperialist 
reactionaries by refusing to see the developing mul1i-aational pattern 
of our national qnity, bas to recopise the just claim of the peoples 
of1beae individual nationalities to autmomous state existmce within 
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the framework of a free Indian union, and their right to secession 
from the union, if they so desired. The National Congress, of 
course. dimly sees that the free India of the future would be a family 
of a number of nationalities, each having a territorial unit to which 
1t is attached by historic tradition as its homeland, each having its 
own language, culture, common economic life, etc. The division 
of Congress Provinces linguistically reflects this realisation. In the 
resolution of the Working Committee on the rejection of the Cripps 
proposals, this idea was expressed more explicidy. The Congress 
came very near to recognising the right of self-determination of 
such national territorial units. But in the Allahabad A.I.C.C. there 
was a relapse again. Lala Jagat Narain's resolution was passed, 
by which the C..ongress virtually denied the right of self-detennination 
to any nationality inasmuch as it refused to recognise the right of 
separation to any territorial unit. The result is that in the name of 
unity and indivisibility of India, separatist disruptionism of the 
communalists gains strength. The party that profits by it is that of 
the imperialist bureaucrats. 

Thus the National Congress has so far failed to discharge its 
historic responsibility of coming forward as the unifier of the 
country on the basis of a programme guaranteeing self-determination, 
equality and freedom fnm oppression to every individual nationality 
in free India. The guaranteeing of autonomous state existence, with 
the right of political separation. to individual nationalities having 
their own territorial units to which they are bound by history, 
having a common language, culture, economic life and psychological 
make-up, can never lead to the vivisection of the motberJand. On 
the other band, by dispelling the distrust and suspicions which exist 
to-day among the people of the various nationalities, the Congress 
would be laying the foundation of a greater unity of action now 
and a greater unity of India visualised as a fratemal union of free 
nationalities, afterwards. Those who say tecognition of the right 
of separation for individual nationalities would lead to the 
disintegration of the country, really lack faith in their own people. 
A clear-throated declaration of the type we have printed elsewhere, 
if made by the Congress will provide a real basis for Congress
League unity just because it clearly grants the rational keme1 of 
the Pakistan demand. For according to it, nationalities such as 
Sindhis, Balucbis, Patbans and Punjabi Muslims will have the right 
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to secede 1f they so desire But 1t must be borne 1n mmd that the 
recognataon of the nght of nataonahties to separation. 1s the recogrutton 
of their equality and freedom from oppression m a free Indta This 
~ould lay the basis not for separation but for JOmt fight for freedom 
against the aggressors and for the creabon of an Indtan Uruon based 
on voluntary co-operation of free nat1onahties 

By takmg such a position. the National Congress ~ould be 
buddtng umty rather than encouraging separatist forces for 1t would 
be concedmg straightaway what JS Just and nght ID the Pakistan 
demand Wherever people of Muslim fmth bvmg together m a 
territorial umt. form a nattona11t) in the sense defmed above, they 
certamly have the nght to autonomous state e'\.1stence, JUst bke the 
other natioDabnes ID India, hire the Andhras, Kannad1s. Marath1s. 
Bengabs etc Wherever there are interspersed Musbm nunonttes 
wtthm other autonomous states, their nghts regarding culture. 
education and language would be guaranteed Such a position 
would fully satisfy the demands of the awakened Mushm masses 
and guarantee them complete equality and freedom from oppression 
m a free lnd1a If the Congress makes such a declarattoii. proclaims 
1t as a part of rts OWll programme of freedom. and calls upon the 
Mushm masses and the League to JOm with the Congress m a Joint 
effort to wm National Government. Jmnah 's last argument against 

umty would have been knocked out He wtll have to agree to umte 
What would result then would be a penod of the most gigantic JOmt 
effort of the lndtan people for the defence of this country and for 
their freedom. under the leadership of their National Government 
Out of this JOtnt effort of the untted people of India, no separate 
Palastan and no Hmdudom can ever nse but a happy fiuntly of free 
and autonomous states of vanous Datlonahttes umted 1n~an Indian 
Um on 

Where do we lhffer from SJt Ra.Jagopalachan ·s prtP05al for 
Congress-Muslim League umty for ach1evmg NatJ.onal G~emment 
by concedmg Palastan as Jmnah demanck it ? SJt C Ra.Jagopalachan 
turns to the Muslun League leadership and concedes to them their 
demand for Palastan as a polmcal expedtency, By takmg tlus 
posltlon, RaJaJt concedes the ••two nations" theory of Jmnah and 
appean to nounsh mstead of ~aymg the ghost of separatism. He, 
of course, does not mean it But by the fact that he bas chosen the 
diplomatic short-cut of JUst accepting Jmnah's Palastan as a lesser 
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cnl. he is taken by Congressmen as an advocate of separation 
1ather than of higher umty. Rajaji being the first big Congress 
leader to have the boldness and the vision to .go in wholeheartedly 
for Congress-League unity, evokes a lot of support among the 
Muslim masses. But just for that reason. he is looked upon by the 
bulk of the Congressmen as an advocate of separatism. The Gandhi
ites and the Hindu Mahasabhaites attack him as such and condemn 
his bold and well-meant campaign for Congress-League unity as 
d1sruptionist. The weakness of Rajaji ·s position on Pakistan is that 
it is in the nature of a top settlement-which does not show to the 
bulk of Congress rank and tile how justice to the Muslim masses 
is combined with the preservation and strengthening of Indian unity 
and integnty. 

Our position on the other hand, is based on the just right of 
nationalities to equality and freedom within a free India, and therefore, 
concedes to the Muslims the essence of the Pakistan demand. On 
this basis. Jinnah cannot refuse to unite. Similarly. the bulk of 
Congressmen can be made to see in the proposals a bid for all
round unity and not a move for disintegration. To the Muslim 
masses, we would point out that the Congress stands for the 
freedom, equality and autonomous state existence of eveiy nationality 
as defined above. Thus autonomous state existence of Muslim 
nationalities and rights of Muslims in other provinces regarding 
culture, language and education would be guaranteed. But the free 
India which guarantees you all that can only be won by a joint fight, 
through Congress-League unity. Hence get the League to unite with 
the Congress, on the basis of this general right of self-detennination 
to all nationalities so that the nation may march towards fteedom. 
To the Hindus, we would say : the Congress stands for unity and 
the territorial integrity of India. But this can be secured and India 
freed only on the basis of free and voluntary co-operation of the 
peoples of all nationalities and communities in common struggle. 
The freedom and unity of India can be won and preserved only by 
recognising the freedom and equality of the various nationalities 
of which India is composed. Hence, let us generously recognise this 
right and build a stable unity based on goodwill and mutual co
operation. Sound political instinct and patriotism led Rajaji to see 
the urgency and importance of Congress-League unity. The same 
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good qualities will lead him sooner or later to base his advocacy 
on the above principles. 

Gandhiji says that the unity and indivisibility of India is an 
article. of faith with him. How does he defend this article of faith 
of his ? How does he propose to fight Pakistan ? By ignoring the 
just demand that is behind it. By denying to the Muslim nationalities 
the right of autonomous state existence. This will lead only to 
further bitterness and conflict. How does Jinnah propose to fight 
for bis Pakistan 1 How does he propose to fight for Muslim 
independence ? By inculcating separatism among the Muslim masses 
and by driving the wedge finneer between the Congress and the 
League. This too mly leads to further bitterness and further conflict. 

Neither the path of Gandhiji nor that of Jinnah can lead the 
nation fonvard at this critical juncture. A brutal enemy threatens 
our land. The bureaucracy sits tight on top of our nation and holds 
the people down. Prevents them from putting up a total people's 
resistance which alone can save us from the fate of Burma. Our 
National leaders blamed" the bureaucrats and sat quiet.Now as a 
resuh of the obduracy of the bureaucrats and of national frustration 
born of inactivity, they are proceeding to take the blind step of 
launching.a non-violent "Struggle'' to force the British Government 
to ccmcede them that present freedom which would render successful 
people's resistance against the aggressor possible. The aim is sound 
but the path chosen does not lead to it but away from it. "Non
Violent Struggle" in the given situation is not a weapon of bringing 
the bureaucracy to its senses, but a wedge which divides our nation 
still further, which cuts us off from the support of the progressive 
forces of the world. This path leads the nation not to mi.ty but to 
disruption, not to forcing the bureaucrats but to their strebgthening 
vis-a-vis the natiQa. It is interests of the British and the Indian 
peoples which are being sacrificed while the Fascists rbile on. 
· The calamity can yet be averted, if the Congress foll'* national 
unity, i. e., a Congress-League agreement by adopting, even at this 
eleventh hour, the declaration on Pakistan and Unity of India. 
National Unity is realisable on the basis of this declaration. It is 
the Clllly path which will take our nation forward to freedom, in 
alliance with the freedom loving peoples of the world. There is no 
other way. 
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DECLARATION ON PAKISTAN AND 
UNITY OF INDIA 

(J'o be adopted by the Ind1an National Congress) 

The Congress had been wedded to Indian freedom and any break 
in that unity whether in the present urgent situation or in the future 
when it would be needed more than ever for maintaining the gains 
of freedom, would be injurious to all c:oncemcd. 

Nevertheless the Congress cannot think in terms of compelling 
the people of any individual nationality inhabiting a given territorial 
unit to which it is attached by histoncal tradition, having its own 
language, culture and psychological make-up and common ea>nomic 
life, to remain in an Indian Umon against their declared and 
established ~dJ. 

The Congress recognises that the people of every one of such 
individual nationalities which have lived together on the soil of 
India developing their own individual national life as well as a 
common fraternal bond with the broader umty through centuries, 
must have in free India the right of autonomous state existence on 
its own territory as an equal and free member of the future Indian 
Union or Federation accompanied by the unconditional right to 
political secession. 

It must, however, be clearly understood that the territorial units 
thus visualised by on means coincide with the present provinces. 
In fact, the national territorial units based on individual Indian 
nationalities as defined above are today cut up by the artificially
created boundaries of states and provinces which hinder the healthy 
growth of individual nationalities as well as their common national 
UDlon. 

The rights of other interspersed minorities in the newlyfonned 
autonomous states regarding their culture, language, education and 
schools will be guaranteed-by statute. Similarly, all privileges and 
discriminations based on caste, race, and comnnmity will be abolished 
by statute. 

If from among the autonomous states which will thus come into 
existence in a free India, one or several states having Muslim or 
any other faith, wish to secede from the Union in accordance with 
the freely expressed wish of the people of those states, they will 
of course, be free to do so. But it would be the constant endeavour 
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of the Congress to persuai:le the peoples of all Indian nationalities 
to remain in the united Indian union. to build on the secure basis 
of freedom from foreign rule, of democracy. of perfect equality of 
nationalities. of common interest and goodwill. a greater and more 
lasting unity of India than our history has ever seen. 

ON PAKISTAN & NATIONAL UNITY 

(Resolution passed by the Enlarged Plenum of the Central 
Committee of the Commun/.\'t Party of India un the 19th 

September 1942. and confirmed by the Nr.vt Congress of the 
Communist Party of India in May. 19./3) 

All-in national unity based on communal harmony and congrcss
League joint front is today and urgent and prcssmg necessity to 
solve the present national crisis, to "in National Government from 
the hands of the British imperialist bureaucracy and to d~fcnd our 
Motherland against the fascist aggressor. This has brought the 
controversy of Pakistan versus the unity of India sharply to the 
forefront. The Communist Party, therefore. lays down the main -principles of the Communist policy on this issue. 

1. The Communist party draws together the toilers of all castes. 
communities and nationalities in common class organisations ( Trade 
Unions, Kisan Sabhas, etc.) It unites them politically as the vanguard 
of the United national front for achieving the freedom of our 
country and democracy. This is the cornerstone of the policy of 
achie\ing communal unity. 

2. To build the united national front of the peoples of the various 
communities and nationalities that inhabit India. for the defence and 
freedom of our country. it is however necessary to dispel the mutual 
distt\lst and suspicion that exists among them. This is ~ remnant 
of memories of past historical oppression and of presf1.t social 
inequalities arising• out of the feudal imperialist exploitation. For 
this purpose, the basic rights of the communities and nationalities 
must be made an essential part of the programme of the united 
national front. 

3. The programme of the U.N.F must declare that in Free India, 
there will be perfect equality between nationalities and communities 
that live together in India. There will be no oppression of one 
nationality by another. There WJll be no inequalities of disabilities 
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based on caste or community. To ensure this the national movement 
must recognise the following rights as part of its programme for 
national unity. 

(a) Every section of the Indian people which has a contiguous 
territory ns its homeland, common historical tradition. common 
language, culture, psychological make-up and common economic 
life would be recognised as a distinct nationality with the right to 
exits as an autonomous state within the free Indian union or federation 
and will have the right to secede from it if it may so desire. This 
means that the territories which are homelands of such nationalities 
and which today arc split up by the artificial boundaries of the 
present British provinces and of the so-called ··Indian States•· 
would be re-united and restored to them in free India. Thus free 
India of ton)orio~ \\Ould be a federation or union of autonomous 
~~t~:; of the various nationalities such ns the pathans, Western 
Punjabis (dominantly Muslims ). Sikhs, Sindhis, Hindustanis, 
Rajasthanis, Gujratis, Bengahs. Assamese. Beharis, Oriyas. 
Andhras, Tamils, Kamatak1s, Maharashtrians. Kerafas. etc. 

(b) If there are interspersed minorities in the new states thus 
formed their rights regarding their culture, language. education, etc. 
would be guarant<.."Cd by Statute and their infringement would be 
punishable by la\\. 

( c) AH disabilities, privileges and discriminations based on 
caste, race or commumty (such as untouchability and allied wrongs) 
would be abolished by Statute and their infringement would be 
punishable by la\\. 

4 Such a declaration of rights inasmuch as it concedes to every 
nationality as defined above. and therefore, to nationalities having 
Muslim faith, the right of autonomous state existence and of 
secession, can form the basis for unity between the national Congress 
and the League. For this would give to the Muslims wherever tlu.."Y 
are in an overwhelming majority in a contiguous territory which 
is their homeland, the right to form their autonomous states and 
even to separate if they so desire. In the case of the Bengali Muslims 
of the Eastern and Northern Districts of Bengal where they fonn 
an overwhelming' majority, they may form themselves into an 
autonomous region-the state of Bengal or may fonn a separate 
state. Such a declaration therefore concedes the just essence of the 
Pakistan demand and his nothing in common with the separatist 
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theory of dividing India into two nations on the basis of religton. 
S. But the recognition of the right of separation in this fonn noed 
not necessarily lead to actual separation. On the other hand. by 
dispelling mutual suspicions, it brings about unity of action today 
and lays the basis for a greater unity in the free India of tomorrow. 
National unity foige(! on the basis of such a declaration and 
strengthened in the course of joint struggle in the defence of our 
motherland is bound to convince the peoples of all Indian nationalities 
of the uigent need to stick together and to form a free Indian Union 
or Federation in which each National State would be a free and 
equal member with right to secede, They will thus see this as the 
only path of protecting the freedom and democracy achieved and 
building, on that secure basis a greater and grander unity of India 
than our country has ever seen. 

In spite of the apparent· conflict and seemingly insoluble 
difficulties, the burning desire for unity is taicing finner hold of the 
people who today follow the Congress of the League. Under the 
stress of the growing menace of fascist invasion and of the present 
national crisis, the leadership of the two organisatigps also have 
moved closer together and in the direction of the very solution given 
in this resolution. There is no room whatsoever for defeatism on 
the queJtjon of unity. The Communist Party calls upon all patriots 
to join hands with it in popularising the principles laid down herein 
and thus speed up the realisation of Congress-League Unity, which 
is today the only path of national salvation for our Motherland in 
the hour of her gravest peril. 

REPORT BY G. ADBIKARI . 
(On Resolution : "Pakistan and National Unit]'' Before 

· the Enlarged Plenum of the Central Committeet of the 
CommurJist Party of /ndta in September 1942.) 

I. Three Periods - Three Approaches 

The question of national unity, of Hindu-Muslim unity, has 
evolved and gone through different phases of development, side by 
side with, and as part of, the different phases through which our 
national movement itself bas passed. The problem, therefore, has 
to be studie(i in a historical way if we are to understand it properly 
in its present phase. 
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Failure to study the problem in this historical-dynamical way leads 
to old ways of looking at it: old solutions continue to persist in 
our understanding long after they have become outmoded. Such 
tendencies, and such modes of thinking. which are really derived 
from a past phase of our national movement, and no more correspond 
to the present phase, have to be nailed down not only in terms of 
principle. but also on terms of historical evolution: otherwise, their 
sources cannot be properly grasped and they cannot be completely 
rooted out. 

That is why a historical-political review is necessary here, a 
review of how the question of Hindu-Muslim unity has developed 
from the past to to-day. Only in this way can we understand the 
significance of P.akistan and of the demand for the self-determination 
of nationahties; only in this way can we understand exactly why 
these demands have arisen now at this time and not before? 

If we look back and eumine the evolution of the problem, we 
find three distinct approaches to the problem in three distinct 
periods, each one corresponding to a particular phase of our national 
movement. 

In the first and earliest period, it was the fundamental axiom 
of the national movement (which was itself in its earliest period) 
that India is one nation. "the difference between the Hindus and 
the Muslims is only one of religion; the stronger the nationalist urge 
among the masses of both religions grows, the sooner this difference 
will go off, and Hindus an Muslims will grow together as one··
this is how the Liberals, who were the earliest nationalists. argued. 

At this period, propaganda for unity on the basis of nationalism 
against imperialism, propaganda for social refonn as a means of 
doing away with "religious backwardness" was considered and 
adequate solution of the problem. Such propaganda was carried on 
by the Liberals in the earliest period of the national movement and 
the Liberals at that period were the leaders of the incipient national 
movement. Their simple argument was: .. What is needed to solve 
the problem is nationalist consciousness.·· 

The second period which lasts upto about 1934, brings the 
further development of the nationalist movement, and with it a 
further development of the Hindu-Muslim problem too, side by side 
with and as an integral part of the funner. In this period, the 
nationalist bourgeoisie grows, gets consolidated as the leader of the 
Vol-iY-30 
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nationalist movement, in place of the earlier loyalists and Liberal 
refonnists. Alongside with this growth, we find on the one hillld. 
clashes and conflicts between the bourgeoisie of the two sections. 
on the other. side by side with this, as the other side of the vcn 
same process. the united class movement of the workers and the 
kisans grow up. Thus we have two simultaneous aspects: om.'
clashes and conflicts among the vested interests: the other-growing 
unity among the rising movement of the Kisans and the workin2 
class. 

The problem of Hindu-Muslim unity was. therefore. posed b~ 
the Leftists in this period thus: 

"The whole conflict between the two sections is confined to the 
bourgeoisie and the vested interests; the masses of either section 
have nothing to do with this conflict. Unite the m;isses of both 
sections on economic issues. on common struggles for economic 
demands; side by side, grant the Muslims their cultural nghts-
and the problem will be solved.·· 

The third period ~egins from about 1934. from the time of the 
advent of the New Constitution. In this period. two tbings take place 
simultaneously. On the one hand, the nationalist movement talces 
the biggest sweep fdrward and penetrates into the Indian countryside 
far and wide. On the other hand, with the developing offensive of 
Fascism on a world scale, with the sharpening of the war crisis 
and of the crisis of World Imperialism. the question of winning 
power from Imperialism comes to the forefront. The problem of 
Hindu-Muslim unity, under the influencer of these two factors. 
sharply comes on the ag~da, but in a new fonn. At this time. the 
demand of the national movement no more becomes one for 
constitutiOnal concessions, or for communal versus joint electorates. 
etc., but one for power. The war-crisis poses sharplf before the 
Indian people tlae problem of winning power. It is at this time that 
the Muslim League comes out with its demand for a Sq:>arate State 
or States for Muslims. The grievances and demands of the Muslims 
as an "oppressed nationalities" are brought more and more into 
political controversies. The Hindu-Muslim problem appears in this 
new form now, the demand of the Muslims for their own State. With 
the outbreak of war, the Congress demands independence, the 
League demands Pakistan. The controversy of "Pakistan versus the 
Unity and Independence of India" begins. 
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It is in this period, as we shall sec m detail subsequently. that the 
real nature of the communal problem becomes clear-as a probfom 
of growing nationalities. 

It is when we see the problem in such a historical-political 
perspective that we are able to distinguish three different approaches 
to the problem. corresponding to three different phases of our 
national movement. Thus only can we sec ho\.\' each of these three 
approaches arises from and tits, a particular phase of development 
of our national movement. We a.re able to understand the significance 
of the new development of the present period and the corresponding 
necessity for the working-class party to make a new approach to 
the problem. to suit this development. 

Let us now take each of these periods separately and in detail. 

II. The Evolution of The Communal Question 

The first period is the one in which our national movement is 
set the lo~-est phase of its development. The upper layers of the 
··antellectuals'" and the professional muidle class are alone in the 
movement and arc its leaders. These Liberal intellectuals. \\ho 
drank deep at the fountain of Victorian Liberalism. sec in Britain 
an example for India to emulate. For them the ideal becomes : 
.. India must unite and be a nation hke Great Bntain. •· They do not 
see the specific differences between Great Britain and lndta. they 
do not see the different features that characterise Indian development. 
They see religious differences in India, they regard these differences 
as the only obstacle standing in the path of India's developing into 
a single nation just like Britain. Their propaganda. therefore, is for 
social reform in order to convince people that religion is an 
··irrelevant .. issue as far as ·'politics .. is concerned. The whole 
problem is looked upon as one of chucking out religion from 
politics. '"Religion does not bother the British people. why should 
it bother us ?"'-this is how they argue. 

This is how the problem is seen by the narrow politics of the 
Liberals of those days. who see in British development the '"Ideal"' 
path of development for India too. 

As the nationalist movement develops, two things emerge. The 
one is the rising imperialist challenge which says : •·Jndia is not 
even a nation, how can she govern herself r· As against this, as 
an answer to this insolent challenge. the new nationalist movement 
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of 1906-18 asserts that India is nation, and. therefore, can govern 
herself 

This assertion becomes the banner of the rising nationalist 
movement at this period. '"We are a nation exactly as much as Great 
Britain is·· so declares the nationalist of this period. The demands 
of the national movement at this period. correspondingly, are f ·r 
the same parliamentary democratic Institution that Britain has. 
because •· tndici 1s a nation as much as Britain is". The basis of 
the national movement at that time, as opposed to the imperialist 
challenge, is the assertion that India is a nation. 

In this period, also with the rising nationalist movement, gro'' 
up certain prejudices, arising from the historical fact that the 
nationalist movement grew up among the educated Hindu middlc
class first. It is these prejudices which, carried over into the further 
period, act as a hindrance to the development of national unity. The 
national movement at that time was dominantly Hindu in colour. 
it was led by the ~du middle class leaders. The nationalism of 
that period, therefore, expressed itself in the garb ofQindu ideology 
The idea that India is one nation thus became inextricably interwoven 
with ideas depi~ the oneness of India in Hindu religious and 
cultural imagery. 

Born thus, this religious imagery and these associations re.main 
in popular consciousness long after that stage is passed. The 
dominance of Hindu leadership at this earliest period of the national 
1ovement, left a special Hindu cultural impress upon the nationalist 

movement. The idea that India is one became connected with the 
idea that the cultural unity of India is a Hindu cultural unity-an 
association that becomes a great drag and hindrance later on, as 
we shall see. 

In 1920·21, the industrial bourgeoisie, con;:ated and 
strengthened during the war, begins to come to the ont of the 
nationalist movement. The question of Hindu-Muslim unity, which 
'NU 1.\U then '{)Ute\y one of ioining together for "pedtionmg" the 
Bri1isb Government l\he Lut\mow \>act of\ 9\6) awcan m\be new 

fonn The Hmdu and Mus/Un masses are sh~ flfJ 'rJJ. .. ~ 
war upsurge. It was • time when the Muslim masses wem rising 
up. The Muslim ccuntries of the Middle East were risiag against 
British Imperialism, the dismember.meat of die oJd 1bdcish Empire 

.British Imperialism stirs up Muslims tbrougbaut the world. 
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The Khilafat movement was a reflection of this upsurge of 
the Muslim nationalities in the East The Khdafat movement 
and the rising nationalist wave in lndiaJoiit hands. Both the sections
Hindus and Muslims-unite for struggle against British lmperiaJis1 i. 
But even in this struggle, the issues are not yet 
clarified and sharpened. Though the struggle 1s a mass struggle. 
the basis of the demands is yet Jiberal. it 1s only the form that is 
revolutionary. 

The whole question of unity is posed as unity on the basis of 
nationalist sentiment of asserting national freedom, against British 
Imperialism. The whole movement is yet restricted to the middle 
classes. The issues have not yet gone down to the masses. The 
demands aoa tlllt clanfied as their demands. On the part of Muslim 
masses. their participation in the struggle expresses the freedom 
urge of Muslim nationalities which was given a religious tum. The 
concrete democratic demands of the masses were not brought 
forward to unite the Hindu and Muslim masses in the struggle. It 
was a pure top agreement between. the Khilafatists and the Swarajists. 
based on the demands of the top leaderships. The unity thus achieved 
has no soli~ foundation in the masses and therefore collapsed as 
soon as the struggle coUapsed. as soon as the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Reforms came. 

The collapse of this unity marks a definite watershed demarcating 
the period before from the one after. From this time on, we see on 
the one hand the slow, though thwarted and distorted, development 
of the industrial bourgeoisie, in conflict with imperialism and the 
conflict within its own ranks amongst its own different sections; 
on the other hand, the rising working-class movement. through 
which the Hindu and Muslim masses united together. 

Under the impact of the characteristics of the period there was 
a strong tendency to look upon the communal problem as a mere 
middle-class problem of conflict between the two bourgeoisies. 
"only the workers can come together in common struggle. And the 
basis of this common strulJBle can only be economic ··-so mns tbe 
argument. 'the C<ll\1\\\ma\ ~tob\em was sought to be solved through. 
the economic end. 

The defect with this ·iew point is not that it is completely wrong 
but that it represents only a partial aspect of the matter-that the 
solution to tbc problem of the conflict of the bowpoisie is to be 
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found in the coming together of the masses of the proletarians and 
the semi-proletarians. This '"class•· explanation is put in a vulgar 
economic way-that the problem is merely one of middle class 
rivalry and the solution to it is common economic struggles of the 
masses. It is this outlook which made the Leftists put fonwrd the 
·'practical'" solution of the communal problem-·'Give cultural 
rights to the Muslims and the problem \\ill be solvcd .. -this 
··practical" solution amounted to the ·'practical"' policy of the 
dominant section of the bourgeoisie itself. 

The latter part of this second period. which followed the collapse 
of the glorious unity of 1920-22. was marked by bitter clash and 
conflict between the two sections of our people. The days of joint 
struggle were followed by days of tug-of-war in the Montford 
Councils. There was no effective joint front between the Congress 
and the League against the Simon Commission. Later in 1928 
(December) when the All-Parties· Convention met to deliver India ·s 
counter-challenge to the imperialist challenge of Simon Commission 
and attempted to put forth an agreed constitution, it was a failure. 
The constitution was rejected by the Muslim League because the 
National Congress ~d the other parties, notably Hindu Sabha. 
refused to concede the League demand that the federation of free 
India should be such that the residual powers should not be ve!rted 
in the Centre but in the federating units; thus ensuring them the 
largest measure of autonomy. 

The result was that when the Congress started the Civil 
Disobedience Movement in 1930-32, the League did not join it. A 
section of Muslim leadership joined but the bulk of the Muslim 
masses were not drawn into the struggle as in 1920-22. ~League 
itself disintegrated and continued to be weak during jie years of 
1924-36. At the Round Table conference too, there was I*> settlement 
between the Congress and the League. 

The period of disunity was marked by the bloody trail of 
communal riots. These were engineered by goondas in the pay of 
the dark forces of reaction which wanted to take advaatage of the 
disunity to destroy the militant national movement and the growing 
workers' and peasants' movement. 

The weakening of the League during this period, which was due 
partly to the splitting away of a section of the patriotic Muslim 
leaders, and to the influx of opportunist feudal leaders, created the 
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dlus1on m the ranks of the National Congress that Hmdu-Muslim 
umty could be achieved by crushing the League and by ensunng 
the protection of cultural and religious demands of the Muslims. 
The Leftists made this illusion into a theory : the Muslim League 
1s a communal and reacttonary organisation. When the Congress 
begins to fight for the economic demands of the masses and 
guarantees protection of cultural mid religious demands of the 
Muslims. the Muslim masses wdl all leave the League and jom the 
Congress and thus the communal problem will be solved. 

The collapse of the second Civil Disobedience movement was 
followed by a new upsurge of the working class and lasan movement, 
a resurgence of the national movement. The developments which 
ramc in the \{ .i~c of this upsurge. proved not only the bankruptcy 
of this disastrous theory but also shed light on the real nature of 
the conununal problem and its solution. 

The rise of the organised working-class and kisan movements. 
the sweepmg political activity and upsurge that takes place all over 
the country preparatory to, and following upon. the Congress 
elections-these mark off the beginning of this period. 

Three things happen now : 
Firstly, the spurt of mdustrial development which followed the 

end of the first world war and which was mainly restricted to 
centres m advanced provinces now begins to spread to the other 
parts of the country. After the crisis and depression of the years 
1926-32 capital from older centres of industry begins to tlO\v and 
penetrate into backward regions and provinces. New industries hkc 
sugar and cement flower forth. The spread of industries to back 
ward provinces, creation of new centres of industries in them brings 
an question of acute competition and rivalries between different 
sections of the Indian bourgeoisie. These get accentuated in the 
period of ministries under 1935 constitution. 

Secondly, comes the fact that the nationalist movement penetrates 
into the countryside, it enters the kisan masses all over the land, 
at a rate and tempo nerve seen before. The masses of the working 
cJass and the peasantry, in the hitherto "advanced'" as in the 
hitherto "backward" provinces, are swept into the current of the 
nationalist movement. 

Thirdly, with the coming into operation of the New Constitution, 
the various political parties and bourgeois sections are called upon 
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to take up clear political positions vis-a-vis the question of power. 
the question of independence and democracy. 

Let us take each of these features in tum : 
For the first time during the time of the Congress elections of 

1937 and during the period of the Congress ministries. we find 
interprovincial "jealousies" beginning to appear on the scene
frictions. competitions, etc., between different sections of the 
bourgeoisie, between the bouIBCOisies of the different provinces, of 
different parts of India. Where industrial development spreads to 
provincls, which till then were relatively "backward", there arises 
competition between the bourgeoisie of these provinces and the 
bowgeoisie of the ''advanced" provinces who are economically 
and politically more powerful. 

The Kamataki-Maharashtrian rivalry and the demand of the 
Kamatakis for a •'Samyukta Kamatak"; the Tamil-Andhra rivalries 
and the demand of the Andhras for a separate province; the demand 
of the Oriyas for their rights; the friction between the Bengalis and 
the Bebaris-all these began to come to the fore. 

So deep is this friction that it finds reflection inside tlie Congn."Ss 
organisation itself. In the Kamatak Congress, for instance, the 
factional dispute betWeen Kannad Lingayat and Maharashtra 
Bralunim sharpened and assumed a very acute form during the 
elections of 1937 and after. This division reflected in fact the 
conflict between the Maharashtrian Brahmin (landlord) money 
lending group which bad dominated the political and economic life 
ofKamataktill thm, and the rising Kannad midcBe-class (merchants) 
and the bulk of the Kannad peasantry both of which belonged to 
the Lingayat conummity, and who had begun awakening tG political 
consciousness especially after the second phase of national struggle 
of 1930-32. 

But the basis 1'ehind all these conflicts and ~is much 
deeper than mere top rivalry between sections of the bolugeoisie. 
The conftict among the bowgeoisie is only one aspect of tbe matter. 
There is another aspect of it, an aspect fonned by the second 
cbaracteristic of this period mentioned in the foregoing. 

Take the Kamatak example above. Behind it, in addition to the 
Maharasbtra-Kamatak rivalry, was the fact that the Lingayat 
(Kannad) peasantry was, for the first time, roused to political life 
and entered the nationalist movement-and this peasantry with this 
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newly roused political consciousness. supported the Lingayat 
candidate as against the Maharashtrian candidate in the 1937 
election. The same way, we find that in the Andhra-Tamil instance, 
in the Bengali-Debari instance, etc., among the newly political
awakened peasantry and masses of the people of Behar, Andhra 
etc., this movement for a separate province and rights, etc., finds 
eager response. Movements like the Samyukta Kamatak or, the one 
for a separate Andhra province etc., become deeply rooted in the 
masses of the peasantry and the people-and this at a time when 
the peasantry is being roused to-political consciousness by the 
spread of the national movement. 

It is this latter aspect that assumes greater and greater importance 
during thi~ 1wriod and gives a radically revolutionary tum to the 
whole problem of communal unity and national unity. And it is to 
this aspect that we have now to devote detailed attention. 

As the national movement grows wider, the conflict between the 
top sections of the bourgeoisie begins to assume new forms. What 
are these new forms, what is their content? It is this which needs 
investigation, if one is to grasp the essence of the problem of 
national unity in this period. 

A Problem of Growing Nationalities 
As the national movement spreads from the lower-middle class 

to the peasantry, the national question which till then was a simple 
question of conflict between the Indian people as a whole and 
British Imperialism, now becomes more complicated and takes on 
new forms. The broad frameworks of this fundamental conflict, of 
course, remains. But within this framework arise problems of 
various dormant nationalities for the first time waking up to life. 
problems that demand u11ent solution as a preparatory step to the 
winning of Indian freedom from British Imperialism. 

During the l 93S-39 period, the national movement really becomes 
broader and sweeps over every nook and corner of the country 
hitherto left comparatively untouched. It goes deep down into the 
masses; the broad masses of the peasantry and the people for the 
first time wake up to active political and national consciousness. 
The peasantry in most provinces advance from their own narrow 
sectional consciousness to all-India consciousness but they make 
this advance to all-India conciousness in terms of their own ncwly-
awakened ... -:onal · 

·- COJISClOUSDeSS. 
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For example. taking the Kamatak example gtven above. the 
Lingayat peasantry really achieve all-India anti-impenahst 
consciousness. but they proceed to. and understand. this all-India 
consciousness through. in tenns of. their own Kannad language and 
Kannad national consciouness. The idea of a free India for them 
becomes concrete as ··samyukta Kamatak'"-a united and free 
Kamatak. 

The Indian National Congress itself recognised this basic feature 
in the step it took of forming linguistic provinces 

What happens. therefore. during this period is this'? This national 
movement. led by the Congress. as it spreads over each province. 
takes on the national colour of that particular province. To put it 
in a picturesque though rough way, the all-India national movement 
resembles a stream which while it flows through the soil of each 
nationality naturally takes on the colour of the soil of that nationalit). 
The stream becomes a multi-colour stream though it still remains 
one stream flowing in one direction. 

The problem of achitving National Unity in this per.iPd becomes 
complex. It becomes a problem of achieving multi-national unity 
In other words. in order to unite the entire people of India for the 
common J:ask for achieving independence, the democracy. 1t becomes 
necessary to take into account the pride and love the different 
sections of the people have for their own language and their own 
homeland, to take into account their aspiration to build and live 
their own free life in their own homeland. To ignore this pride and 
love, this aspiration, of the various sections of our people, to brush 
them aside saying these are provincial prejudices or communal 
demands, is to ignore a growing reality. To ignore these sentimt,'llts 
is to repudiate the task of building National Unity. 

These sentimeg.ts about a homeland and about Iansu.-thcse 
aspirations, are not reactionary. They are not, they need ~ot be, in 
conflict with the sentiments of All-India National moveanent. On 
the other hand, the growth of these sentiments and aspirations of 
the people belonging to different nationalities has followed in the 
wake of the spread of the anti-imperialist consciousness among the 
masses. In actual fact, as we have seen, this takes place as the anti
imperialist, i.e., nationalist, movement spreads and penetrates deep 
into the peasant masses. 
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The peasant wakes up to general ant1-1mpenahst consc1ousness
to the yeammg for freedom and democracy for the whole of Incba 
But this awakening takes the fonn of the yeanung for freedom and 
dcmocrac} 1n terms of lus ovm homeland. his own language. etc 
Ant1-1mpenahst consciousness a\\aken.i; ·'national"" consc1ousness
nat1onal m the specific sense of the natlonalrtles that make up India 
You cannot separate the one from the other 

Such a development takes place only when the ant1-1mpenabst 
movement goes down to the peasant masses That 1s why Stahn 
says ··The national problem 1s dommantly a peasant problem •• 

This close mterbnkmg between the nsing all-India pobt.tcal 
consciousness of the masses on the one hand and the wakmg up 
to hfc of a nulll1-nat1onal pattern on the other. each reactmg on, 
and m its tum helping. the other-it 1s tins \\ h1ch fonns the 
progressive content of the nvalnes and conflicts of this pcnod The 
other part of 1t. the husk. is of course manifested m competitions 
among the top bourgeo1S1c, such as the Bengal Behar compct1t1on. 
etc 

Tins sho\\s the real matunty of the national movement. the real 
matunty of this multt-nat1onal consciousness It 1s this same maturity 
wluch bongs out mto the forefront the fact that the prob1em 1s no 
more a mere problem of cultural separation and cultural freedom 
The real basis is the full-throated urge of e\'ery nationality \\'1thm 
this multi-national pattern for 1ts fullest and freest development. 
free from all oppression and hindrances The demand IS for full and 
unfettered pobttcal and econonuc existence, as the only way of full 
and free development under the new conditions The demand for 
freedom from Bntish bnpenabsm gets crystallised m the case of 
each wakmg natlonahty. In tlus demand for full and unfettered 
political and econonuc existence, the fonner problem cannot be 
solved separate from. m opposmon to the latter It can only be 
solved through the latter. 

Tlus is the demand which we call the demand of every nationabty 
for self-determination. nus demand becomes the progressive lever 
by means of which alone the various nat1onabt1es can be rallied 
and mobilised to fight shoulder to shoulder, for India ·s freedom 
Tlus demand becomes the progressive lever for the nchest and the 
lushest tlowermg and development of every mchVIdual nationality 
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itself D1vers1ty becomes the lever for strcnghthemng umty. for 
ennchmg and developmg that very umty 

To the Commurusts. this development 1s alread) becoming quite 
clear But to the ordma.ry patnot. this new aspect of the communal 
problem. as a problem of multt-natlonal consciousness. ha.s not \ct 
become patent We. the Communists. are able to see our way mto 
the future by means of our theory and our ideology By means of 
this, we are able to quickly see these elements m the present which 
are bound to develop 1n the future The slogans of our national 
movement should not be slogans \\ htch are counterposed to. which 
stand JD the way of the stdges of future development but should 
be such a.s will take us on along with the stream of future htstoncal 
development and will assist such development 

That 1s why we say that a basic understandmg of this n~ tum 
JD the development of the '"communal problem·•, of this new phase 
is urgent and vital 

The Party rtself has been gropmg 1ts way towards this DC\\ 

understandmg for a langpenod Our resolution a.t M~vanpallam 
(1938) took the first step forward JD this chrectlon We were the 
only people at that tune to see that Congress-League unify 1s the 
key to national umty We were the only people at that tune to urge 
negotiations between the Congress and the League We were the 
only people at that time to see the transfonnatlon and change 
commg over the Muslun masses The C S P and other parb.es did 
not recogmse any new tum m the situatJon, they stlll saw the 
problem m the old way-'"the Muslun masses will come over to 
us and the League leaderslup will get isolated " 

What are the developments m the Muslun League pnng this 
tune? At the time of the Congress elections. a section of tlte Muslam 
mtelbgentsia came over to the Congress and suppo~ 1t The • • wheal electlon platfonn of the Congress was the mam rfasOD The 
League leadership, however. put its own house m order and 
consolidated its strength to fight the elections The League ·s 
opposttlon to the Muslnn Congress canchdates however was not 
very successful 

But after the elecbons, Ule failure of the Congress to forge 
coalmon numstnes, the acts of conmusston and onusSion of the 
Congress muustnes m some of the provmces, created a resentment 
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among the Muslim masses. This was seized upon by the League 
leadership to give an anti-Congress twist to the rising anti-imperialist 
upsurge among the Muslim masses. who were now rallying in 
evergrowing numbers round the Muslim League. The most radical 
section of the national leadership, was blind to the new developments 
spreading among the Muslim masses. It saw in the growing League 
influence only the rise of '"communalism •·. They explained that the 
··reac ionary'" League leadership was exploiting the '"backwardness'" 
of the Mu:tlim masses. As a solution they put forward the progranune 
of ··Muslim mass contact"-which was rightly considered by the 
Muslim Leaguers as a move to destroy their organisation. 

We, Col11(Tlunists, saw in this development not only the growing 
nvalry between the bourgeoisie of both the sections but also the 
other, the progressive development too. We saw in the situation 
looking fonvard to the future not the ··back\~ardness" of the Muslim 
masses, but their forwardness. their advancing political 
consciousness. We saw in the growth of the Muslim League not 
the growth of communalism but the rise of anti-imperialist nationalist 
consciousness among the Muslim masses. We saw this as a forward 
step. By bringing together the Congress and the League are joining 
them on common democratic demands, we knew that we could give 
a progressive expression to this upsurge of the Muslim masses and 
of the Muslim nationalities, we could \veld this into finn anti
imperialist unity. 

We put forward the slogan of Congress-League unity. We saw 
that the League leadership was playing the same oppositional role 
vis-a-vis British Imperialism as the Congress leadership was doing. 
We saw that the unity of both on the basis of a United National 
Front progranune of democratic demands had to be forged to 
further Indian struggle for freedom. But we did not then discover 
the real democratic basis for Congress-League unity, for a lasting 
unity of Hindu and Muslim masses. 

Congress was opposed to imperialist federation as the 1935 
constitution offered. So was the Muslim League. But United Front 
to oppose the imperialist federation could be fotged only when the 
two mpnisaticns agreed m the shape of the federation of indepmdent 
India. The Congress conception of federation was defined in Nehru 
Constitution (in 1928) as one in which the residual powers were 
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vested in the Centre and not in the federating units. Muslim League 
had opposed this conception vigorously then. Their conception of 
the federation for free India was a federation of autonomous and 
sovereign states. Why'! Because the Muslim League wanted 
autonomy for regions in which Muslim nationalities like Sindhis, 
Pathans, Punjabis, Eastern Bengal Muslims lived. It was a just 
democratic demand. This really is the crux and kernel of all the 
\'arious so-called .. communa1·· demands rais<..-d by the Muslim 
League right from its inception upto the present time when they 
have been finally crystallised into the demand for Pakistan. 

In 1938 we did not understand the real nature of the comm~I 
problem which was becoming clear in the process of national. 
political and economic development. We were groping towards it. 
It became crystal clear to us when in March 1940. the Muslim 
League adopted the Pakistan Resolution. In 1938. we were yet 
wrapped up in the theory, like the rest of the nationalists, that India 
was one nation and th~t the Muslims were just a. religious cultural 
minority and that Congress-League united front could-be frogcd by 
conceding "protection of cultural and religious rights and demands.·· 
We stood on the sanie basis as the Congress leadership. and were 
guilty of the chaige of denying the peoples of the Muslim nationalities 
their just right to autonomy in free India. 

Since 1940 the party began to see that the so-called communal 
problcm-especiaUy Hindu-Muslim problem in India was really a 
problem of growing nationalities and that it could only be solved 
on the basis of the recognition of the right of self-determination, 
to the point of political secession, of the Muslim nationalities, as 
in fact of all nat1onahtics · which have India as theit common 
motherland. In these days many comrades were shoc*"1 by the 
fonnulation that 1ndia was not one nation and its devclotent was 
in the direction of a multi-national unity. Some of these d ubts were 
cleared in the Party Letter of May, 1941. 

Marxist-Leninist Teachin& On The National Question 

Front what has been said so far it is clear that the communal 
problem in India has entered a new phase. It is no more a problem 
of racial and religious differences. It is emerging as a problem of 
many nationalities that are growing in India. The question of uniting 
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the people of India in a single camp for achieving independence 
and d"mocracy cannot be solved unless we take note of the just 
and the democratic aspirations of the peoples of these nationalities 
to build their o\\n free life in a free India. unless these demands 
and aspirations find place in our platform for United National 
Front For the solution of the communal problem in India therefore 
we must tum to the Marxist-Leninist teaching on the national 
c1ucstion. to its Stalinist application to Russia. 

Stalin has given a pithy but pregnant definition of a Nation: 
··A nation is a historically evolved stable community of language. 

territory. economic life and psychological make-up manifested in 
a community of culture.·· 

But this dCftmt1on must not be understood as a static enumeration 
of a number of features. the co-existence of which dct""mlines 
whether a given group of people arc a nation or not. This definition 
m fact describes the process of a people growing into a nation. In 
order to apply Stalin's teaching to India we must understand this 
process of growth of nations and then apply that knowledge to our 
country. 

A nation is not a static entity which has been in existence from 
tame immemorial. Nations and national consciousness arise at a 
definite stage of social development. This is what Marxism-Leninism 
teaches us. This is how Comrade Stalin puts it-

·'Modem nations arc a product of a definite epoch of rising 
capitalism. The process of the abolition of feudalism and the 
development of capitalism was also the process of the development 
of peoples into nations. The British. the French. the Germans and 
the Italians fanned into nations during the victorious march of 
capitalism and its triumph over feudal disunity."' 

There were feudal kingdoms and empires before the birth of 
capitalism. Some of them consisted of peoples speaking a single 
language, having the same culture. Others consisted of peoples 
of tribes speaking different languages and having different 
cultures. But these kingdoms and empires could not be called 
nations. Their transfonnation to nationhood, to national states, 
came about with the break-up of feudalism and the rise of capitalism. 
It came about when decentralised feudal economy based on village 
communities broke down. when its place was taken by commodity 
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economy, when capitalist market and manufacture of goods for this 
market began to unify whole areas under one coounon economy. 
Fonnation of such national states furthered capitalist development 
and capitalist development in its tum promoted the fonnation of 
national states. 

The earliest and the most classic examples of the fonnation 
of peoples into nations are to be seen in the cases of Great 
Britain, France, Italy and Gennany. In aJI these cases, the unifica
tion of people into a nation resulted in a homogeneous unit 
with a single language, and with common historical and cultural 
traditions. Our liberal forefathers of the last century achnired 
the process of the unification of England, Scotland and Wales 
into a single nation Great Britain-which took place in the hey 
day of bourgeois revolution in the first half of the last century. 
They fondly imagined that the unification of the Indian people 
into a free national state would follow the same pattern. Since then 
this idea has become deeply rooted in the nationalist mind and is 
today the cause of a' lot of confusion on the question of national 
unity. 

But apart from this classic pattern of unification of peoples into 
nations, there is anodter pattern. During the second period of rising 
capitalism another type of national state arose in Eastern Europe. 
Here for historical reasons, a centralised state had already come 
into existence before the elimination of feudal disunity, before the 
rise of capitalism. "Mixed states made up of several nationalities 
which had not yet formed themselves into nations were already 
united into a common state"-this is how Stalin describe such a 
centralised state. The Austro-Hungarian empire and the C7.arist 
empire were examples of such feudal centralised 51Jltes. 

With the d&welopment of capitalism these mixed staftes developed 
into "multi-national states with the more developedJnation at the 
head and the remaining less developed nations in a stite of political 
and economic subjection to the dominant nation" (Stalin). For 
instance in the pre-war Czarist empire it was the Great Russian 
nation, the bourgeoisie of which was powerful in the Czarist state 
which dominated aIKl oppressed the less developed nationalities 
such as the Ukrainiaru;, 6eorgians, Letts, Poles and Finns, etc. 
These nationalities too were developing towards nationhood but 
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their growth was being thwarted. giving rise to the national movement 
and the national problem in Russia. 

The Russian movement which was heading the struggle for 
democracy and socialism had to tackle this problem. We have to 
learn a great deal from the manner in which the Russian Bolsheviks 
solved the question of uniting the people of different nationalities 
in a common struggle for democracy. 

In Russian of the pre-revolutionary days. we have a classical 
example of what happens inside a multi-national stat&-as capitalist 
development spreads and national unrest grows up among the 
people of the suppressed nationalities. Rapid industrial development 
took place in Russia between the years 1908 and 1917. 

The Great ,R.11ssian bourgeoisie acquired hold over the markets 
and the raw materials of the border regions. Growth of market and 
trade in these border regions gave birth to the national bourgeoisie 
in these regions whose interest thus came into conflict with those 
of the dominant Russian bourgeoisie. 

At the same time a vast popular democratic upsurge was beginning 
to spread from one end of the Czarist empire to another. People 
throughout Russia including the border regions were demanding the 
end of Czarist autocracy, the abolition of landlordism, a democratic 
republic and an 8-hour day. 

In this situation, separatist movements arose in the border regions, 
led by the national bourgeoisie of those respective regions. These 
raised the slogan of independence and s"'-paration from the Czarist 
empire-and sought to take advantage of the democratic national 
sentiment that was growing among the people of the respective 
nationalities. But they refused to organise and unite the people of 
their nationality for their own democratic demands in common with 
the rest of the Russian people. 

The result of such movements was in practice to disrupt the 
unity of the peoples of Russia as a whole against Czarism, to take 
the masses of the people of that nationality away from the common 
struggle, to divide the ranks of the working class and peasantry. 
The slogan of tndependence and separatism in the mouth of the 
national bourgeoisie ofthe border regions did not create conditions 
for the real liberation of the peoples of these regions from the 

Vnl-iY-31 
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Czanst yoke but "as for them a means of bargammg With the Great 
Russwi bourgeo1S1e for a share of pO\.\er 

The polrtJ.cal parties of the Great Russian bourgeo1s1e raised the 
slogan of ·'Russia one and md1vis1ble ·· and played a hp sympath) 
to the democratic demands of the surgmg popular movement Their 
'"Russia one and mdivlSlble ·· did not mean revolutionary undicatlon 
of the democratic popular movement for the overthrow of Czansm 
Their hp sympathy to democratisation did not mclude even complete 
pobttcal autonomy to the peoples of the border regions In essence 
their pobcy amounted to 1mpenal1st dommat1on of the Russian 
bourgeotSle over the economy of the ''hole of Russian mcludmg 
the border regions 

How did the Russian Bolsheviks go about to solve the problem 
of natJ.onalrtJ.es ? The comer stone of their pobcy \\as the drawmg 
together of the todmg people of all nat1onabt1es and races m a 1omt 
revolutionary struggle for the overthrow of the Czanst autocrac~ 
and of the bourgeo1S1e In umtmg the people of entire Russia for 
the conunon struggle against Czanst-11npenal1St autocrat), the 
BolsheVJks cleary defined the common objective 

Thts was '"a consistently democratic republican suucturc ··- m 
\\'hloh '"the nght of all the nations fonnmg part of Russia to free)) 
secede' and form independent states·· was to be recognised Thus 
the mo key slogans of the national policy of the Bolshevlks 
\~ere 

(I) Umty of the workers and peasants, of the common people. 
for revoluttonal) struggle for democracy, 

(2) Recogn1t1on of the nght of all nationahtles to sclf
detenninatlon-to the pomt of secession 

The Bolsheviks \.\ere able to umte the ovcrwhelnlmg ma1onty 
of the RusJian peoples for the struggle agamst C~sm because 
they were the revolutionary party of the worlang class and thus 
proved themselves m practice the most unplacable dwnp1ons m 
the fight for democracy, for the abolition of landlordism, for a 
democratic repubbc, for the 8-hour day They were able to smash 
the separatist moves of the bourgeo1S1e because they came out as 
the best Champ1~ of the <,1Jpressed natJonalmes tn their fight for 
equality and self-4etenmnat40D 

The pohcy which the Menshevdcs, the refonmst leadership in 
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the Russian labour movement pursued. faded on both these points. 
In their struggle for democracy they rebcd upon the Russian 
bourgeo1Sie and not on the proletariat with the result that they 
capitulated at every stage to the funner and betrayed the revolutionaiy 
struggle. Secondly. they refused to recognise the right of self
determination of the nationalities. They repeated the bourgeois 
slogan-Russia one and indivisible-and offered to the nationabties 
only cultural rights. Their policy in practice amounted to supporttng 
the oppression of the people of the border regions by the dominant 
Great Russian nationality. Their policy thus played into the hands 
of the bourgeois separatists of the border nationalities and only led 
to disruption of the joint people's front against Czarism. 

The Ru'~ toiling masses rejected the policy of the Mcnsheviks 
and rallied round the slogans of the Bolshevdcs. We see the result 
m the Soviet Union, a shining example for us of a model solution 
of the problem of nationalities in a country with some 200 
nattonahtles. 

Application To India 

Let us now apply these principles to the new phase of the 
communal problem m our COUlltry. To bcgm \\Ith 1t 1s quite clear 
that India was not a natl.on m the modem sense from times 
1mmemor1al, from the days of Ashoka and Akbar. Nation buildmg 
m India begins as in the case. of all countries, with the advent of 
capitalism. This takes place 1n India with the British conquest. It 
is true that even before the British conquest, large feudal imperial 
states had come into existence which extended their sway over 
almost the whole of India. But these states did not develop into 
multi-national states as in the case of the Eastern European states. 
They had already disappeared before the advent of capitalism. The 
process of nation-building in India begins under the Bntish state 
in India, under conditions of struggle against imperialist exploitation. 
What fonn does it take? 

Our nineteenth and early twentieth centucy liberal forefathers 
thought that~ British conquest had laid the basis for the unification 
of India into a single nation and that the process had begun. All 
what was needed was effort to speed up political education and 
social refonn lll110DS the people. India would then become a full-
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fledged single unified nation and be thus fit for self-government 
In those days imperialists and their apologists based thdr demal 
of self-rule to India on the ground that India was not unified as 
a nation. While the liberals however. looked up to the imperialists 
to weld India into a nation. the militant nationalists of 1907-8 
asserted that India was a nation. that she had been a nation since 
times imm""Rlorial-from the times of Ashoka and Akbar. This "as 
their answer to the imperialist challenge. 

They said self-rule was India's birth right. as a nation. "India 
is a nation', this slogan became the banner of the rising tide of the 
partriotic middle class movement of those days. From the Himalayas 
to Kanya Kumari, one people one nation. one language. one state 
These became the slogans which inspired and unified the nationahst 
movement. Who said that India was not a single nation. that it could 
not have a single language that it could not build its O\\n free state'! 
Only the imperialists. Thus ran the nationalist argument. Smee 
those days India. a single nation has become a tacitly accepted 
axiom of the nationalist movement. 

Not only this. The nationalist movement of the early days was 
restricted to the advanced provinces of Bengal. Maharashtra. Punjab 
and Gujerat-Hindu provinces with a common language. Hindi 
The result was that the one nation idea got draped in Hindu cultural 
imagery with Hindi as the national language. 

This one nation-one language idea, draped in Hindu imagery. 
has been carried over from the past into the consciousness of our 
modern nationalist movement. It persists even today at a time when 
the reality of our national development has become quite different: 
at a time when this development is talcing the form mo~ and more 
clearly of a multi-national pattern. 

This conflict between an old and wrong concepti"" still pre
vailing among the bulk of our nationalist movem&int and the 
unfolding reality of a multi-national development is· one of the 
biggest hindrances to the solution of the communal problem. 
Marxist-Leninist teaching as applied to this reality enables us 
not only to understand it but to solve the problem as well. The 
proletariat anned with this advanced theory knows that within the 
womb of the Indian national movement now preparing the ground 
for a free and democratic India, are throbbing not one but many 
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baby nations. Comrade Stalin spoke of such a development as early 
as 1925: 

··Who could have imagined that old Czarist Russia consisted 
of no less than fifty nationahties and ethnic groups '! However. 
breaking old chains and bringing a number of forgotten peoples and 
nationalities on the scene. the Octobe1 Revolution gave them new 
hfc and new development. Now-a-days India is spoken of as a 
smglc whole. Yet there can be hardly any doubt that in the case 
of a revolutionary upheaval in India many hitherto unkno,\n 
nationalities each with its own language and its O\\n distinctive 
culture will emerge on the scene.·· 

In 1925 when this was written. it was a brilliant prophecy. 
provmg thr. ~!narkable acumen of vision that Marxism alone can 
give. Today when the whole world including India is on the threshold 
of a great upheaval this has become a growing reality. In spite of 
all the hindrances \\hich imperialism places m the way of the 
nonnal development of India. m spite of the fact that the homeland 
areas of the different nationalities arc cut up by arbitrary boundaries 
of states and provinces. these units arc gro\\ing as nations 
economically and politically. 

Each of these areas is now having its own Chamber of 
Commerce-for instance. Andhra. Kamatak. Maharashtra. Bengal. 
Punjab, etc. What does this show'? It sho\VS that the mdigcnous 
bourgeoisie in each area is attempting to consolidate its own market 
in its own homeland. Besides in each of these areas there is 
development of their O\~n language. culture and literature. Not only 
this. in some of these areas where one nation has been cut up into 
different provinces, the demand for unification of the nation into 
a single province has been put forward as a democratic demand. 
As mentioned above, there is the demand for Samyukta Kamatak, 
for separation of Andhra. for united Maharashtra. The demand for 
Pakistan, if we look at its progressive essence. is in reality the 
demand for the self-determination and separation of the areas of 
Muslim nationalities of the Punjab, Pathans, Sind, Baluchistan and 
of the eastern provinces of Bengal. 

It is this development which gives a new tum in this period to 
the conununal and the national problem. The problem of communal 
and national unity thus becomes a problem of uniting all these 
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nationalities for the common task of defending the country against 
fascist aggression for winning freedom 

Self-Determination And Separation 

The starting point of the solution of the communal problem put 
forward by our party is the urgent need for revolutionary unity of 
the peoples of qur land to win national government and to defend 
the land from fascism. Our Party keeps in the forefront of our 
attention the fact that no nationality can have freedom and scope 
for free development until and unless all impenalist and feudal 
fetters are shattered, until and unless fascism is beaten back from 
the borders of our land and crushed. 

We explain to the people two things: 
( 1) The problem of nationalities can only be solved in a firm 

and lasting manner under Socialism when the disuniting factor of 
the bourgeoisie disappears; 

(2) But at the same time, a partial solution is possible under 
Capitalism, but only under conditions of complete and full democracy. -The solution which the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(C.P.S.U.) put forward in 1917 was one of a radical democratic 
revolution, of attaining complete democracy. 

This is what demarcates our policy, as a revolutionary policy, 
from the constitutional and administrative 'scheme making' in 
which liberals and bourgoois-reformists indulge under the plea of 
solving the problem of Pakistan. To wander off into such constitution
mongering and boundary making pastimes is to stray from the 
revolutionary path into the path of reformism. The problem before 
us today is not one of drawing maps and boundaries, pf trying to 
partition India off under British mlo-but of forging the ~olutionary 
unity of action. of all sections of our people to \1lfin national 
govenunent, to win the conunon war of liberation agaJnst fascism 
and to secure the common freedom of all. This and 1his alone is 
the precondition to our people being able to remake boundaries in 
a democratic way, freed from all imperialist-feudal fetters. 

This is what is stressed in para 1 of our Party's resolution on 
"Pakistan and National Unity". There we underline the point that 
the cornerstone of our policy is the unity of the masses as the 
vanguard of the' nati01}81 movement. 
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But developments have to be taken into account in their actual 
reality, not in abstraction. Hence the nationalities and their national 
urges have to be taken as they are : this should be the starting point. 
How can we unify these various nationalist strivings m tcnns of 
our all-India national struggle '? How can we give these various 
nationalist urges the dominant impress of all-India national 
consciousness '? This is the problem. 

All the present and past historical fonns of oppression of the 
masses of the various nationalities have to be concretely taken into 
account. The inuninent danger threatening all our peoples from the 
fascist menace must be concretely stressed. Our national movement 
has to place before all our peoples a concrete. real picture of what 
1t means to g:l iid nf all this imperialist-feudal oppression and of 
what it means to win National Govemm.cnt and successfully crush 
the fascists. It is such a picture which should inspire them for united 
action today. 

To bring together all the peoples, to bring together the urge of 
the various nationalities for freedom, on to a common platfonn, 
the platform of the United National Front-this is our task. 

Our policy with respect to the communal problem fits into this 
general framework. The granting of the right of self-determmation 
(including the right of secession) to all nationalities, including the 
Muslim nationalities, would forge revolutionary Hindu·Muslim 
unity as the core of national unity. 

It must be clearly recognised, as has been pointed out in the 
foregoing, that uneven development under Imperialist rule has 
created a basis in our political life for inquality and the fear of 
domination as between various nationalities. 

In our land, the dominant national oppression is, of course, the 
imperialist oppression. But inside the national movement itself, 
because of the unequal development of tJie various nationalities 
certain sections are more developed and more powerful, certain 
others less developed and weaker. This factor breeds mutual distrust 
and suspicion inside the national movement. 

The Muslim masses fear that they will be oppressed and exploited 
by "Hindu India". Hu this fear and suspicion any basis? To find 
an answer to this, we have to look not into the subjective intentions 
of parties and groups, but into objective developing reality. The 
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uneven bourgeois development itself creates conditions wherein one 
dominant nationality may be tn a position to stifle the growth of 
less developed and weaker nationalities in a free India. We saw tiny 
genns of this even during the period of the Congress ministries. 
That is why we say that such a fear is quite an understandable fear 

Conditions must be created so that this inequality and uneven 
development should be used not against the people, but in favour 
of the people. The inequality should not become a factor retarding 
unity against imperialism and fascist invasion. The bourgeoisie 
uses it for disunity. The proletariat, on the other hand (as in the 
case of the Soviet Union). uses the advanced techinque of the 
forward nationalities to help the backward nationalities and to bring 
them up. quicker and more easily, to the level of the advance ones 

Thus the demand for self-determination of the nationalities has 
to be looked upon as a just demand. The essence of this demand 
is equality and freedom from oppression. To refuse this demand 
means to sanction national inequality and oppression. 

To the Congress patriot, who looks back upon atir entire past 
national movement. and its achievements in unifying the Indian 
people, we have to explain that still greater and more glorious unity 
will remit from the grant of self-determination to all nationalities 
We have to explain to him how this policy creates revolutionary 
national unity today for national defence and national government, 
how the experience of common struggle in defending the country 
from the fascists will be the biggest cementing bond; how the 
removal of all causes of mutual distrust and suspicion alone will 
ensure the free and voluntary co-operation of all the nationalities 
in a free Indian Union; how the need for winning frl' m, as well 
as the need to jlefend that freedom after it is won, ·n both act 
as a mighty unifying factor, once the fear of mutu domination 
. .. eel 
IS remov . 

We have to put before him a picture of a multi-national India 
in which the problem of Indian unity is solved in a higher and more 
lasting manner. We have to smw him, cancretelythat we Commmists 
are not dividers, but unifiers; that our solution leads to a higher 
unity on a higher plane, a unity the like of which India has not seen 
in her history. 
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We have to explain to him how the National Congress itself in 
its resolution passed by the working committee as its Delhi session 
(March. 1942) did recognise a diversity inside India's unity and did 
declare that no territorial unit would be coerced into joining the 
Indian Union against its will. This together with Congress fonnation 
of provinces on a linguistic basis. national songs hke Tagore ·s well
known song: etc, show that in the mind of the Congress patriot 
itself, the idea of a multi-nanonal pattern in our land is not foreign. 

Only by convincing the Congress patriot that the grant of self
dc.1enninaton really leads to umty. can we isolate the influence of 
the Hindu-minded communal reactionary. who under the garb of 
·•Akhand Hindustan·· fans the flames of distrust and hatred between 
the Hindus anc:f Muslims and really supports national inequality and 
oppression? His slogan of ··Akhand Hindustan" leads in fact not 
to unity but to disunity and disruption. 

It was in March 1940, that the Muslim League put forward its 
slogan of Prucistan. The Congress had put forward non-co-operation 
as an oppositional weapon to extort power from Imperialism. In 
exactly the same way the Muslim League too. realising the anti
war and anti-imperialist sentiments of the Muslim masses put 
forward a parallel slogan to that of the Congress in order to share 
power, at the same time get the backing of the Muslim masses. The 
Congress declared: "If we are given independence. we shall support 
the war.'' The League declared: '·If we arc given Pakistan, we shall 
support the war." 

But there was more in the slogan of Pakistan than this. And that 
is the fact that within the slogan was included. in a distorted fonn, 
the rising national urge of the Muslim nationalities which had 
awakened to life with the spreading of political consciousness 
during this period. It is to this urge of the Muslim nationalities that 
the slogan of Pakistan with its talk of ·'our homeland", etc., 
appealed. 

That is why this slogan has gripped the minds of the Muslim 
masses so stroagly and is doing so more and more strongly day 
after day. This is what explains the rapidly growing influence of 
the Muslim League among the Muslim masses. 

Since 1940 till today, this influence has been rising steadily, the 
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popularity of the slogan of Pakistan among the Muslim masses has 
been rising steadily. 

This is how the slogan of Pakistan has to be assessed. To forget 
that the democratic core within the Pakistan demand. the core which 
the Muslim masses really demand, is the right of Muslim nationalities 
to self-detennination, is to remian blind to realities. Such blindness 
will lead us all to common disaster. It is this democratic core, which 
has a basis in actual life, which explains the rapidly growing 
influence of the Muslim League and of the Pakistan slogan among 
Muslim masses. 

We have. therefore, to put our policy of sclf-detennination to 
the Muslim peoples concretely in such a manner that appeals to 
their national consciousness. We must make real to them the patriotic 
national consciousness that binds each Muslim nattona11ty to its 
homeland and that finds expression in its attachment to the Pakistan 
slogan. We must put before each Muslim nationalist a picture of 
free life in his homelan.d, in the land of his forefathers, among his 
fellow-nationalists. 

This is the real need and urge of the Muslim masses to concede 
it will inspire and enthuse them for the common struggle, shoulder 
to shoulder with his Hindu brethren for National Government. 
defence and freedom. It is the only way of forging Hindu-Muslim 
unity to win Indian freedom first and afterwards to defend that 
freedom. It is the only way of weaning them away from separatist 
and disruptive slogans. 

In this sense alone is the urge for Pakistan among the Muslim 
peoples real. In the religious sense, it is unreal. Only' so long as 
their real democratic rights are not granted will thfy cling to 
pakistan in the religious sense-in the.,bope that P~ will 
satisfy their national urge for self-determination. 

The grant of self-determination to the Muslim natiChllities has 
nothing to do with reactionary separatist theories like Pan-Islam.ism. 
The Pan-Islamic theory in fact played a prominent part in discussicms 
in the Soviet Union too on the National question in the immediate 
post-war period. The Bolsheviks, of course, would have no truck 
with it; their policy of self-determination, in fact, removed the 
ground right from under the feet of the Pan-Islamists as of every 
other bourgtbis-separatist group. 
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Pan-lslamism is in fact a wei!pon of disunity. By putting the 
slogan of "extra-territorial loyalty" in the forefront. 1t prevents 
national unity for the freedom struggle. It will not bring freedom 
to the Muslim peoples. 

It is well to remember that Pan-Islamic propaganda has never 
taken root in India. From 1931 or 32 the idea of Pakistan has been 
there vaguely in the minds of sections of the Muslim intclbgentsia. 
But it was never brought out till a decisive stage was rcached
t1ll l 940, when war is declared, the Congress demands a declaration 
of independence from the British Government. And at this time. 
the slogan of Pakistan rests upon the democratic urge among the 
newly-awakened Muslim nationalities for self-detenninat1on 

It must bC sti-essc:d very sharply that our Party's solution does 
not amount to: "Give the Muslim League leaders what they want. 
They want Pakistan. It is true that this is an evil, but compared 
to what will happen if we don't achieve communal umty. it is a 
lesser evil.·· 

Such a soluation is essentially a bourgeois-refonnist solution. 
its roots is the conception of unity as a mere "top unity" between 
··teaders''. This approach does not think of unity in terms of a 
developing peoples movement; it does not think in tenns of uniting 
the Hindu and Muslim masses by granting a democratic demand 
that is just and that will unite them. 

On the contrary, tins approach is a bourgeois approach, 
which depends for unity purely on the subjective goodwill 
of individual leaders. Such an approach naturally leads only to 
defeatism and demoralisation-to cursing this or that leader as 
.. im "bl "I possi e . 

The right of Muslim nationalities to self-determination is not a 
"lesser evil"; it is a just right. Our Party's solution is not : 

"Give the League leaders what they want ; it does not matter 
if it means partition of India." 

On the other band, what we say is : 
"Concede to the Muslim peoples their just democratic demands 

and thus lay the basis fot unbreakable unity between the Hindu and 
Muslim masses, unity to achieve National Government, unity to 
defend our common land from the fascists." 
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The grant of the right of se)f-d&..~ermination to an the nationalities 
of our land will in fact lead to a greater and more glorious 
unity of India than we have ever had tiU now. National unity that 
is forged on this basis will let loose such a flood of popular 
entrgy and initiative that our )and has never seen since the glorious 
days of Congress-Khilafat unity. The Free India that will emerge 
as the result of this will be an India where all disruptive feudal
imperiaJist influence are destroyed. where the utmost democracy 
prevails. where the people have came into their own in every 
national state. Under such conditions. the interests of the people 
in every national state. that make up the Indian Union. are identical 
they have everything in common. nothing in conflict. They gain 
everything by sticking to each other~ they only stand to lose b~ 
breaking away. 

The denial of the right of self-determination means denial of 
equality and freedom to every nationality in a free India. It means 
supporting the domination of weaker nationalities by stronger ones 
It means denying to our own peoples the freedom \Vhich alJ of us. 
in common, arc demanding from the British-and to secure which. 
all of. us have to fight in common. 

It is the denial of the right of self-determination which '' 111 
disunite and disrupt India. It will increase mutual distrust and 
suspicion. it will play into the hands of the separatists. It will keep 
our peoples divided, it will keep the Congress and the League 
divided, at a time when the price of such dtsumty is the death and 
destruction of all we hold dear in common. 

Does it help the cause of India ·s unity, to keep ap Congress
League disunity ? Does it help the Cause of India's +nity, to have 
Amery sit on. our necks tighter, tolay our people thelpless and 
prostrate before the lap invader? 

Does denial of the right of self-detennination belp us to go 
forward to a free India-without which all the "Unity"' we sbaJl have 
is the "unity of slavery?"' Does coercion of any nationality into 
remaining inside the free Indian Union make the unity of that Indian 
Union firmer? Does it helo us to defend our newly-won freedom 
better? 

Eve!)' Congress patriot must see that it is the grant of the right 
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of self-detenmnat1on that leads to the greater umt\ and freedom 
of the peoples of India It 1s its dcmal \\ h1ch leads to the e'\.act 
opposite 

The Soviet Umon gives us a glorious e'\amplc todav of such 
umt) aclucved through the fr~ and vlountarv co-operation of t.-qual 
nat1onabt1es 

To the Mu~hm patnot "e declare 
The grantmg of the nght of self-dctcrmmatton rccogruses the 

patnot1c national consciousness that bmds each Mushm natJonahty 
to its homeland It g1\'es to eve~ such nat1onaht} the freedom to 
take 1ts destmy into its own hands and build up its own poht1cal 
.md economic bfe m its homeland. m a free Ind1am Umon In a 
tree India, the;: Pathan wdl have hts o~n national state \\1th the 

nght to secede. the Punjabi Mushm \\'Ill h.ivc his O\\ln national state 
''1th the nght to secede. and so on 

This together with guarantee of the culrural nghts of the Musluns 
m prO\ mccs \\here the} form a mmont\ \\tll rcmo\lc all poss1b1hh 
of natmnal or communal oppression It \\di assure the Mushms of 
India a fr<..-c and <..-qual place m the future Umon of Free India 

This ts what the Mushm peoples rea11) want today This ts wh\ 
the" so enthus1asttcally support the Pakistan slogan of the Mushm 
League 

But today the Mushm peoples together \\tth all their other 
brother peoples of India arc under the same fcudal-1mpcnahst 
fotters. they arc both menaced b} the same fascist mvader Their 
freedom cannot be won separatel} from ea~h other. the League c.m 
no more wm self-detennmat1on for the Mushm people!!! ap.1rt from 
the Congress than the Congress can wm freedom for India apart 
from the League 

The Mushm peoples oflndia have to stand shoulder to shoulJcr 
"1th all their brother peoples. the League hb to stand shoulder to 
shoulder with the Congress, to wm National Government of National 
defence Only through such umted action can a free democratic 
India emerge and .conditions be created m winch all the peoples of 
lruha can enjoy their freedom 

And once the common freedom of all the Indian peoples has been 
won. the Muslun peoples will be able to defend their newly-won 
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freedom in their homeland 'best by free and voluntary co-operation 
with their brother-peoples of India in a free Indian union. In the 
free and voluntaly co-operation of all the brother-peoples of India. 
Hindu and Muslim alike. lies best security for each. Those who 
won their freedom by standing shoulder to shoulder with each other 
can best defend that freedom also by standing shoulder to shoulder 
with each other. 

That is why the interests of the Muslim peoples, today as in 
the future. lie in unity and close co-operation with their other 
brother-peoples of India. That is why the guarantee by the Congress 
of the right of self-determination of Muslim nationalities and the 
cultural rights of the Muslim minorities should mean for the Muslim 
peoples not separation from the rest of India. but a more glorious 
and more lasting unity within a free Indian Union, in which all. 
Muslim and non-Muslim alike-are equal partners. 

Concrete Solution 

It now remains to concretise our solution to showhow our policy 
is going to be applied to Muslim nationalities. 

It is not our purpose here to attempt any detailed ethnographic 
surveys. This is neither politically necessary nor practically feasible. 
The idea is to attempt a rough concretisation of our policy so as 
to see (1) how closely our solution satisfies the democratic essence 
contained in the Pakistan demand, and (2) how far our solution 
offers a basis for negotiations between the Congress and the League 
for unity. 

It is not a question of mechanically applying rigi4 pre-conceived 
notions to actual life, but one of genuinely looking fcjr national urge 
and national consciousness wherever they exist inl actual life. 

Our solution should neithter lead to hair-splittll8 ethnographic 
discussions on the one band, nor should it be a mere fig-leaf to trick 
the Muslim peoples into unity! 

Take Baluchistan. The Baluchis who are Muslims, speaking the 
Baluchi language, fonn 98-99% of the population. of Baluchistan 
and the states of Kalat. They form a distinct nationallity. So in the 
case of Baluchistan no difficulty arises. 

Take the Pathans next. They are Muslims. They form more than 
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90% of the population of N.W.F. province. So strong is the urge 
among the Pathan nationality for self-determim1tion that even though 
the N.W.F. Province is one of the strongest congress provinces. the 
Pathan delegation at the Allahabad A.I.C.C. ( 1942) would not vote 
against Rajaji's Resolution on Pakistan. To avoid being forced to 
vote against Rajajis resolution, they absented themselves at the time 
of voting. They appreciated the stand of our party on self
dctermination. 

The example of the Pathans clearly shows the correctness of 
our policy. 

In the Punjab. the Muslims of Western Punjab (beyound the 
River Sutlej) bear the distinct impress of a nationality with a 
contiguou& k.1.1 itory. language, culture, economic life and 
psychological make-up. These Western districts have a Muslim 
population of over 60% on an average. in many cases this percentage 
exceeds 70 or 80 But the question is not one of religion or of 
numerical preponderance. The dominant impress of the particular 
nationality is there on the life of this whole region. 

This is why we grant the right of self-determination to this 
Muslim nationality of Western Punjab. The Sikhs and the Hindus 
in the Eastern districts of the Punjab can easily come to a settlement 
with Muslims of the Western districts on the basis of sclf
detennination and guarantee of cultural rights. They can thus form 
a united autonomous Punjab. with the right to secede from the rest 
of India. 

Take Sind next. The question here arises : Do the Sindhi Muslims 
fonn a nationality or do the Sindhis as a whole form a natmnality '! 
This question, of course, has to be answered not by a priori 
arguments, but by actually examining the life and consciousness 
of the people in Sind itself. And judged by this criterion, I think 
that the Sindhis as a whole form a distinct nationality. Granting 
the Sindhis the right of self-determination would of course, Satisfy 
the national aspirations of the Sindhi Muslims who fonn part of 
the Sindhi natiopality. 

Ticklish questions which may be raised in this connection such 
as : "When a plebiscite comes up to decide the issue of separation, 
do the Sindhis as a whole vote or do only the Sindhi Muslims vote,·· 
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have to be settled by negotiation. Our Party ·s stand, of course. 1s 
that the entire people belonging to the nationality will decide the 
issue of separation. But the main point here is that the grant of 
sclf-detcnnination to the Sindhis is enough to settle the problem of 
unity and untied struggle today: it is enough to serve as a basis 
for negotiations between the Congress and the League. 

Then comes the question of Bengal. Firstly, the Bengalis fonn 
a distinct nationality and so should be given the right of self
detennination. There is much more in common between the Bengali 
Hindu and the Bengali Muslim than between the Bengali Muslim 
and say, the Pathan. 

But in this case over and above this fact. Eastern Bengal fonns 
a special problem. Here generally speaking there is a Muslim 
population of more that 60%. Witlun the framework of a common 
nationality, the Muslim peasantry of Eastern Bengal has a distinct 
cultural complex of its own which has made its impress on Eastern 
Bengal as a separate entity. We have to recognise this. In the case 
of nationalities too, there are such things as transitional fonns, and 
we have to recogqise in Eastern Bengal precisely such a transitional 
stag,e of development. 

The crux of the matter is: 
How best can we unite the oppressed peasantry of Eastern 

Bengal for the common struggle, recognising their special position ? 
The solution put forward in our Party resolution, on the one 

hand, enables the peasantry of East Bengal to share and enrich the 
common national heritage of Bengal; on the other hand, it enables 
us to unite them and to convince them that they would be better 
off if they remained within the Bengali state. It sat)Jfies their urge 
and by this.~ery means, paves the way for their n$naining inside 
the Bengali state. Such a solution alone will enabte us to isolate 
the separatists and pave the way for a political revolutionary unity 
of the Bengali people. 

The Muslims in the other provinces (including Eastern Punjab) 
fonn interspersed minorities. Their cultural rights will be guaranteed. 
It is these very rights (Question of education, text-books, etc., in 
the Urdu Language and &uch other demands) that formed the bone 
of contention between the Congress and the League during the 
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Congress Ministry period in the U.P. The U.P example already 
showed that in such cases the demands of the minorities no more 
rested on hazy religious ground, but had already been shifted to 
the modem political plane. That is why the guarantee of cultural 
rights etc., is sufficient in these cases. 

The question of the other nationalities cannot be dealt with in 
minute detail here. The general principles however are clear and 
arc laid down in the party resolution. 

One more point. Does all this really correspond to the essence 
of the demand of the Muslim League ? It surely does. The famous 
Lahore resolution of the Muslim League states the following basic 
principle of its Pakistan demand . 

"That goographically contiguous units are demarcated into 
regions which should be so- constituted with such territorial re
adjustments as may be necessary, that the areas in which the 
Muslims are nun-..erically in a mjority as in the North-Western and 
Eastern Zones of India should be grouped to constitute '·Independent 
State., in which the constituent units ; shall be autonomous and 
sovereign". 

Our solution concedes to the "'co11st1tuent units"' of the 
Zones specified in this resolution-namely to sind N .W.F. 
Province, Punjab and Eastern distncts of Bengal, the nght of self
determination to the point of secession. Th.is means these states 
whose exact boundaries could be detennined by the people later, 
can be autonomous and so~-ereign and form the federation within 
an Indian Union or they may secede and form their federation 
without. 

The National Congress must recognise this right of these Muslim 
nationalities as of the other nationlities of which India is composed. 
Why ? Because free India must be based on the principles of 
equality of the various nationalities. That alone would guarantee 
a united India-a voluntary federation of autonomous national 
states. Muslim peoples and their leaders are not bent upon separation. 
Grant them the right of equality and you create the basis for 
national unity tciday, and for the greater and more glorious unity 
of India tomorrow. 

It is necesary in closing to stress once again a point which is 
Vol-iv-32 
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really the crux of communist policy. That is, the question of the 
self-detennination of nationalities is to be looked upon as a political
revolutionary question, not a constitutional question. 

It is the constitutional reformist who begins with the question· 
whether to separate or not. We look upon the right of self. 
determination as the hallmark of sovereignty and of equality. Th1. 
grant of this right, including the right of separation dispels distrust 
and acts as the strongest unifying bond here and now. The obj1."Ct 
is to unite, not to partition off. 

In our practical application of our policy, the way in which we 
demarcate the nationalities is judged by : How shall we define the 
nationalities in such a way as to create conditions where there will 
be the fullest and freest flowering and developmemt of national 
characteristics ? 

It follows from the above that the question of when, whether 
how (ect.) to separate, cannot and must not be decided today. The 
grant of the right of separation should not be confused with the 
actual exercise of.this right, it should not be CQDfused with the 
actual expediency of the exercise of this nght in this or that 
particular case. This latter question can only be decided in an}' 
particular case at any particular time in terms of whole social 
development. Every case would be concretely judged on the basis 
of whether separation serves the interests of social and political 
development taken as a whole. 

Unite all the nationalities for freedom, for national defence
this is our fundamental aim. Do we get a weapon in our hands m 
order to unite the Hindu and Muslim masses here and now and 
isolate the separatists? Do we define nationalities in fich a manner 
that in a federated democratic India every nationalit will be able 
to delop ful11 and freely? -These are the fundameital criteria of 
the practical application of our policy. 

The entire destiny of our nation today depends on national unity, 
on Congress-League unity. Whether we win National Government 
and go forward to a free India-or whether we pass helplessly into 
the anns of the laps; this is the issue. No longer can the soltution 
of the problem of CongreM-League unity be delayed. And there is 
no Other way of forging such unity except by conceding the right 
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of self-detennination to all the nationalities of India, including the 
Muslim nationalities. 

WORK FOR CONGRESS-LEAGUE AGREEMENT 

(Manifesto of the Communist Party of 
India for Unity ~ek, November 1-7, 1942) 

The Communist Party of India. in this solemn hour of our 
country's destiny, reminds all fellow-fighters for freedom of the 
glorious heritage of 1920-21. of Hindu-Muslim unity, when in the 
fire of common experience, through common suffenngs. in the 
common cause of freedom we learnt that our united might is 
invincible. 

Who will dare stand in the way of Indian freedom when the 
masses of our two great communities stand united, when the great 
organisations of the Congress and the Muslam League Join in a 
umted front on a common programme of defending the exastence 
of our ancient nation and winning its freedom'? 

This simple truth we can ignore only at our pcnl. The spanner 
we own it the faster we will reasile our national responsibility, and 
go forward to discharge our patriotic duty. 

The Japanese Fascists are pitiless and powerful enemies. In the 
holy defence of our Motherland, we shall have to mobiltse evecy 
able-bodied son of our great people, give him a rifle and a stout 
heart. We need the all embracing unity of our people and boundless 
courage in every breast. 

Can an alien bureaucracy create such a front of unity 1 No ! 
Its very existence depends upon our disunity; its only strength is 
our division; its way is to keep us divided. play brother against 
brother. 

Can an alien bureaucracy inspire such courage in our people! 
No, NEVER! It only knows how to suppress our people. It bates 
the patriot-heroes as enemies. It encourages the careerists who love 
themselves and not their people, who would serve it and forsake 
the people. 

Can an alien bureaucracy command the patriotism of the people 
and lead them into the battle of India? NEVER, NEVER, NEVER! 
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Its relation with our people is that of master and slave. Under the 
banner of patriotism, our awakened people have fought it for 
elementary rights and to be masters in our own country It cannot 
talk in the name of partriotism. it only knows how to crush our 
patriotism. It cannot mobilise our people. it only knows how to 
drive them about like cattle. 

All self-respecting Indians, except the craven and the contemptible 
few, recognise that India needs here and now a Provisional National 
Government, manned by the trusted leaders oflndia. of the National 
Congress, and the Muslim League and of the other patnot1c partic.s. 
All see that such, and such a Government alone can set aglow in 
each of the 400 million hearts of the Indian people. the fire of 
patriotism, which alone will make a total national resistance to the 
foreign invader possible. 

Hindus and Muslims can never unite! Gandh1J1 and Jmnah 
Saheb will not even sit in the same room! Thus whisper the 
evil tongues of the ~ien bureaucrats. the enemies of our people 
Thus speak those who arrested Gandhi.Ji and the Coagress leaders 
They do so because they do not want to sec them umted They 
know that the unit}' of the Congress and the League will be the 
end of their privileged rule, of a handful of foreign bureaucrats 
lording it over our vast country, of a soulless and thoughtless 
regime which today has become the millstone round the neck of 
our people. 

We can and must unite. Only liars illld defeatists amongst us 
repeat the phrases of the enemy and say Congress-League unity 
is impossible. Do not the Muslim masses want Gatldhiji and the 
Congress leaders released? They do! Do not the o'ferwhclming 
majority of Congressmen and Hindus what to live ~lly which 
their Muslim 'brethren, grant their just demands atd get their 
co-operation for pie common national demand '! Certaih.ly they do ! 

Instead of national unity we are in the grip of a national crisis. 
On the one hand the imperialist niters refusing to part with power 
are attacking the national movement embodied in the Congress. On 
the other, enraged patriots are destroying the means of national 
defence in the name of national freedom. In this clash and conflict, 
the country is going to:pieces. 
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The very experience of the national crisis is turning the face of our 
people towards national unity as the only way out of the crisis and 
towards victory. 

More and more people, both Hindus and Muslims. participants. 
and non-p3rticipants are beginning to see that the campaign of 
sabotage and nnarchy helps only the bureaucracy to mow us down. 
helps only the foreign invader by clearing the path for his advance. 

More and more they see that continued Government repression 
only feeds the fire that is destroying the nation ·s strength, the 
people's morale and the actual means of defence. that only the 
coming invader can profit thereby 

More at).d more they have begun to see that the only way out 
ofth1s vicious circle is Congress-League agreement to man an All
Parties' National Government of National Defence and National 
Salvation. 

Such an agreement incorpoating the united will of the Indian 
people to shoulder the responsibility of defending their country. in 
alhance with the. United Nations. through their own Government 
ts itself the mightiest sanction which the lnchan people have ever 
forged. It will force the imperialist.rules to bend before the united 
will of the Indian nation and hand over our country to us, to be 
defended by us as our own. 

Such an agreement will immensely strengthen the hands of the 
progressive sections of the peoples of the United Nations. and above 
all, inside Britain itself, who want the co-operation of the Indian 
people in the war against the Fascist aggressors and advocate 
settlement with Indian patriotic political parties 

Such an agreement will completely encircle the handfull of 
imperialist reactionaries, who in their blind greed to hold on to our 
beloved Motherland as their coveted colony, are actually playing 
with the fate of our people as well as their own. Such an agreement 
will seal their doom, end the era of British Raj over India and usher 
in the period of Indian Swaraj and of brotherly alliance between 
the Indian and the British people as equal partners in the grand 
alliance of the freedom-loving United Nations. 

How to get Congress-League Agreement? The Congress 
leaders are in jail, the Congress is under ban and the League 
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leadership is not taking the initiative. The people need national 
unity as they do bread and water. Our fate and future depends upon 
it. Without unity, there is no alternative to blind destruction today 
ns there will be none to catastrophe and death when the Fascist 
invasion begings. This grim realisation must inspire our patriotic 
will for unity. 

Where there is a will. there is a way. The people can and must 
find it. The leaders can be made to move and they will respond 
if those who are already fanatically convinced about the immediate 
need and urgency for unity begin rallying the people in ever larger 
numbers behind the slogan of Congress-League Unity. 

Difficulties can and must be surmounted. They pale into 
nothingness before the need for unity. 

For centuries we have lived together in this common Motherland 
of ours. We have enriched each other's culture, language and the 
arts. Now we are faced with a common peril, total destruction of 
all that we hold de8:I' at the hands of the Fascist aggressor. The 
bureaucracy won't let us man our own defence anti-have our own 
Government which will have the confidence of our entire people. 
Must we not get t0gether for our very existence ? 

Defence of the Motherland-is it not our common concern ? 
National Government of National Salvation-is that not our 

common need and immediate aim ? 
Must we not unitedly force back the imperialist bureaucracy and 

take our destiny in our own hands. 
Is it not in our joint interests that our country takes its place 

alongside world democracy and the Islamic world ? 
And when we both want to fight for a free India~ can we not 

agree what that free India would be like? All alreadf agree that 
it won't be ffeedom if it did not ensure that no *onality or 
community could oppress another. 

The two organisations which together conunand the confidence 
of the overwhelming majority of the Hindu and Muslim masses 
have moved towards each other, very nearly towards a common 
understanding. The League in its Bombay Working Committee 
meeting bas tried to allay the Congress fear that it is not serious 
about the national demand by reiterating the goal of complete 
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mdt.-pendence and supportmg the demand of really responsible 
National Government 1f the Mushm demand is guaranteed. The 
Congress in its Bombay A l.C.C. resolution has tned to allay 
Muslim fears by pledging complete autonomy to the federating 
umts and residuary powers. 

The logical culmination of this mutual reonentation, of the 
League thinking and acting more and more in common national 
tenns. of the Congress becoming in word and practice, more and 
more considerate to Muslim fears and interests, can only be a 
Congrcss·Lcague agreement There is no other way out for either 
organisation, in their own and common interests Speed up the 
process, this is the call of common patriotism. 

The poriti"n of the Communist Party is clear and emphatic. We 
declare that in a freed India, all nationalities, Muslims or otherwise, 
having a contiguous territory as their homeland, common language, 
culture, common economic life and psycholog1cal make·up must 
have the right to form sovereign states which will come together 
m a joint Indian Federation or Union. Each unit must have the right 
to secede if it so desired. 

Our stand has been welcomed by the Muslim Leaguers but 
the latter hold back because they doubt if the Congress will 
accept 1t. Most of the Congressmen are prepared to come up to 
autonomous provinces with a sovereign status. but they arc not 
prepared to go so far as we do because they do not yet trust the 
Muslim League. 

We are confident, an abiding solution of the communal problem, 
achievement of Congress·League agreement is possible only on the 
basis we advocate. Our solution is based on justice, the same 
undying principle on which the battle of Indian freedom is based
of selfoadetennination. The freedom we claim for our country as 
a whole must be ex.tended to all the nationalities that inhabit our 
vast land. The edifice of a free India can only be built on the basis 
of people's consent and not through coercion of the weak or the 
backward. We have no boubt that a free India will also be a United 
India, the Hindu and Muslim masi;es having fought together the 
greatest common battle will not fall apart in the hour of victory 
but get ever closer together to build a common destiny grander than 
we have ever known before. 
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Our ardent appeal to the Muslim Leaguers is: your right of self
determination will remain on paper if you do not intervene in the 
national crisis. Hindu. Muslims and all will pass from under 
British domination to Jap slavery if you let the situation drift. The 
harder you work for the release of the Congress leaders, the more 
unequivocal your support to the national demand, the more ardently 
you work for Congress-League agreement, the easier it will be to 
get the Congress to accept willingly and enthusiastically the right 
of self-determination. The Congress is in jail, you are free. You 
discharge your patriotic responsibility and none will be able to deny 
you your just right. 

Our appeal to Congressmen is; destruction of national 
defence and anarchy against the people, is not the path to 
National Government but national suicide. The shortest cut to 
National Government is Congress-League agreement. Appeal 
to the patriotism of the Muslim brethren concede their just demand 
for self-detennination and such a mighty United National Front of 
the Indian battle will emerge which will sweep everything before 
it, the british bossdom of the present will become a nightmare of 
the past, and our 400 millions will stand arrayed in an unbreakable 
front for Indian freedom, for world humanity. Let us have faith in 
our own brother patriots, confidence in the sound instincts of our 
own people. Congress-League agreement comes the sooner, the 
harder you work for it. This time the move for unity cannot fail 
it is the existence of all that is at stake. Through disunity common 
death or through unity common salvation. These alone are the 
alternatives. 

The Communist Party of India appeals to Leaguers, 
Congressmen and to all to join hands with it for a !mass unity 
campaign to bfing together the Hindu and Muslim 1masses for 
urgent and common demands : 

-STOP REPRESSION 
-RELEASE THE CONGRESS LEADERS 
-CONGRESS-LEAGUE AGREEMENT NOW 
-FOR NATIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL 
DEFENCE 
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To work for Congress-League unity is to put our patnotism into 
practice. To hold back and find fault with the Congress or the 
League is to nurse a grudge against your own brother. indulge in 
phrase-mongering \\hen the situation is too grave for words, do 
nothing to rescue the country from the mad hands of the imperialist 
bureaucrats, and do nothing to resist the Fascist aggressors. 

The Communist Party of India is pledged to campaign for 
Congress-League agreement 

-in every village and tehsil 
-in every town and city 
-insHie every college and office 
Wherever a Communist lives and works 

FORWARD TO UNITY 

ONWARD TO VICTORY 



ENGLAND-WIDE 
DEMONSTRATIONS FOR 
INDIAN INDEPENDENCE 

About forty meetings and demonstrations have been arranged 
throughout the country to celebrate the "INDIA WEEK" which 
begins on the 24th. A large number of Labour and Liberal M. Ps, 
Trade Union leaders, progressive artists and writers, and prominent 
Indians resident in England are participating and addressmg the 
meetings. 

Meetings and conference are arranged m Manchester, Newca.'itle. 
Sheffield, Bristol, Harrow and Birmingham. Amollg"'Speakers at 
these meetings are P.G. Bar-tow. M.P., Commander Edger Young. 
W. Dobbie, M. P. Reginald Bridgeman, Councillor. Krishna Menon, 
Dr. Data, Dr. K.S. Shelvankar, and Miss Batliwala. 

In Amery's Constituency India Week Meeting! 

There will be a meeting at SPARBROOKE, Mr. Amery's 
constituency on the 25th which will be addressed by Reginald 
Sorensen, M.P., Palme Dutt, Dr. Prem, and the local Labour 
leaders and Parliamentary candidates. 

London will have a meeting on the Twenty-sixth in Ho.lbom Hall 
under the chairmanship of S. Saed Mohamedi, whi~ wiJl be 
aMtessed \>)' H. 'N: Bmi\sford. 'fed Bramley, Lotd Faring~ Prof. 

Herman Levy and Edwa.td Thom\\~.~\~ ~\~t, 
will be read at this meeting. ' 

On the thirty-first, there will be a demonstration in Coliseum 
Hall, London, under the chainnanship of Earl Huntingdon, when 
Mrs. Corbett Ashby, (Liberal), Hariy Adams, President, Building 
Workers' Union, H. 0. Davies, a leader of the South Wales' 

._..,,.,, w .. • Jamuvy 21. 1943 
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Miners, Reginald Gosling, a Cooperator, and Prof. J. B. S. Haldane 
will address the gathering. Apart from Indian songs there will be 
negro spiritual songs by Robert Adams while Rudolph Dunbar will 
conduct the orchestra. Both these are leading Negro artists and 
progressive. Leading figures of the stage such as. Dam Sybil 
Thorndyke, Walter Hudd. Jean Forbes-Robertson are also 
participating in the demonstration. 

The Institute for Oriental Studies of the Moscow Academy of 
Sciences is preparing a symposium on India by vanous authors, 
which is to be shortly pubbshed. reported Moscow Radio on January 
13th. 

R. Palme Dutt writing m "Daily Worker" calls for support to 
the India Wtek and says "there is no time to loose~ Indian 
Independence must be forthwith recognised. Practtcal assistance to 
enable the Indian people to enjoy freedom and fight as free allies 
of the United Nations would be more of worth "to the cause of the 
United Nations tl\an tons of speeches singing the glory of the 
Empire." He described the grave food situation in India and called 
for help. 

French Communist Party Deputy in London 

Ferdinand Grennier. the French Communist Deputy who has 
arrived here on behalf of the Central Committee of the C. P. of 
France to declare the Party's adhesion to the National Committee 
of De Gaulle said : ''There is neither Left nor Right in politics to
day. You are either pro-Hitler and pro-Vichy or anti-Hitler and 
anti-Vichy and a whole-hearted supporter of De Gaulle.'' 

Maurice Thorez, the General Secretary of C. P. of France, who 
it; at present underground in France, in a special massage speaks 
highly of Grennier and says that in France he stood steadfast at 
his fighting post. 



INDEPENDENCE DAY 
CALL TO ALL PATRIOTS 
Manifesto of the Central Commlltee of the 

Communist Party of Jnd1a, January, 26. I 9./3 

Wipe out the infamy of Disunity ! 
Pledge to back the Deadlock ! 

Independence day this year falls in the midst of the biggest disaster 
that has overtaken our country. Bengal, the cradle of our National 
Movement, has become one vast graveyard. Families have been 
wiped out. Entire regions have been de-populated. whole villages 
made desolate. 

Five millions of our countrymen have perished because we. their 
compatriots, could not refuse the food for them from the hands of 
the profiteers: becaase the hoarders withheld it, because bureaucracy 
was too incompetent to procure it. 

We were not al} le to unite our people to rescue these five millions 
from death, when they could have been rescued; we were not able 
to mbve the vast mass of Muslims when Gandhiji was dying inch 
by inch last year. Our failure to unite nearly cost us the Mahatma· s 
life; our failure to unite has already cost us fi~e million innocent 
lives in Bengal. 

When we think of this fellow-Congressmen, all of us have to 
hang down our heads in shame. 

National disunity has meant millions of deaths: it has meant 
destitution and famine all round. It is to-day the onlyi passport of 
the present regime to rule over our land as it Ii~. A regime 
condemned by world opinion, a regime which had staried tottering 
long before the war, rides rough-shod over us just because it is not 
confronted by a united front of our national forces. 

Encouraged by disunity in its arrogant denial of power, the 
bureaucracy imprisoned the national leaders and unleashed the 
worst famine in the history of the country. It refused to release them 
Taken from : ''Comnmnism in India'' Unpubli.thed documents 
193J-194J Edited by Subodh Roy, pagu 393-397. 
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evc.."11 when their release alone would have saved mdhons of hves 
m Bengal. It refused to release the Mahatma despite world opinion. 
It repressed the Congress and insults the League. It has denied 
power to both. Deadlock has been its one watchworld: keeping the 
1a1l gates shut has been its strategy. 

Outpost of Slavery 

Completely isolated from the people. reabsmg 1ts weaknesses 
before any umted demand. tt desperately clings to deadlock. to 
retention of Congress leaders in jail, as the only chance of preventing 
our march to National Government and Freedom. 

It pretends to solve the food-crisis without a pohtical settlement: 
1t only ac"~iuuc1.tes it and unleashes a new war of epidemics. 
threatening to ruin the whole country. 1ts pohcy saps the morale 
for defence and production and threatens to blow up the entire 
country. 

In short, every day of deadlock means destitution. death. hunger. 
famme and threat of mvasion to our people: deadlock constitutes 
the last outpost of slavery, maintamed only because of disunity in 
the nation's ranks. 

There ts no marchmg forward for our country unless the policy 
of deadlock. the policy of retaimng the Congress leaders m jail is 
defeated; unless the leaden; arc released to unite our people for food 
and national defence. 

Self -Determination means Unity. 

Independence Day calls upon every honest man to work 
for uniting our people to secure the release of leaders and 
defeat the bureaucracy. It calls upon every Congrussman to 
work steadily to secure overwhelming Muslim support for 
the release of Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit Nehru, it bids him to 
inspire confidence among the Muslims that the release of leaders 
will lead to unity and full acceptance of their right of self
determination. ~ 

Every Muslim voice raised in favour of release of national 
leaders is a big blow against the bureaucracy and for freedom and 
power. Every Congress voice raised for self-dctennination to Muslim 
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nationalities hastens national Unity. and the defeat of the present 
regime. 

Any other path is the path of famine, of deaths, of starvation. 
of succumbing to bureaucratic provocation, of rendering the country 
helpless before Japanese invasion. 

Whither Fellow-Con1ressmen? 

And yet a few well-meaning and honest Congressmen in 
their utter despair, are once more advocating the suicidal path 
of satyagraha and no-tax campaign, in the name of keeping 
struggle. 

They turn their backs on the task of building national unrty, they 
tum their backs upon defence against Jap invasion. they tum their 
eyes from the grim food situation and the massacre of thousands: 
they have no plan of saving people's food from the hands of the 
hoarder and of protecting them from the consequences of bureaucratic 
bungling. They do not advocate united action of Hindus and Muslims 
even to" save our-people from hunger. Despairing of unity, ·they 
advocate satyagraba and no-tax. 

In the earlier years satyagraba united our people against the 
bureaueracy and strengthened our striking power. 

In the present situation, where does it lead'! 
Does it unite the Hindus and Muslims or does it divide them 

more and more? Does it enable us to defend our country, and defeat 
the bureaucracy's policy of deadlock? The last eighteen months 
show that to play with satyagraha in the present situation is to aid 
the bureaucracy in crushing our people, to intensify the fuod famine. 
and paralyse national defence. 

To play with satyagraha and no-tax is to create riots, and aid 
the hoarder in starving our people to death. 

It is the same path of disruption which our nation+ provoked 
into following by the imperialist repression of Augutt, 1942. 

A1ainst the A11ftSsor 

Fellow Patriots! Our nation, robbed of its leaders, is facing the 
gravest crisis to-day. On the borders of Bengal, reeling under the 
death-blow of famine, lurks the cowardly aggressor who has 
committed every kind of atrocity in China. Do not believe the 
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1mpenabst propaganda that Japan n.")>rescnts no danger On the 
other hand. famme and ep1dem1cs, a dcv1tahscd :ind destitute people. 
constitute the biggest invitation to any aggressor 

The danger of aggression. of vde attack. mcreases The 
Aggressor JS bombmg our c1nes and sending hundreds to death 
That aggressor has to be urutedly res1o;;tcd at all costs-to save our 
people 

Battle For Food 

On top of this comes the mternal danger of country-wide famme 
The shadow of death lengthens o~er the entire lruicl Famme. 
pestllence, ep1dermcs-all together threaten to slay by the mdbon 
and enttrelv t'\llD our country 

Five nulbon have already penshed m Bengal for want of food 
The same fate awaits every provmce, the whole of India, 1f 
Congressmen do not umte for people and call upon every Hmdu 
and Muslim to protect the bread of his fan11lv and the milk of his 
children 

Independence Day Calls 

Congressmen I In the name of every martyr that hclS fallen 
m the sacred cause of mdependencc, m the name of the five 
mtlbons when penshcd 1n Bengal, the Independence Day bids you 
to lead the battle for food, to call upon the League patnot to JOtn 
you for the smgle aun of saving our fam1hes from destitution and 
death 

It calls upon you to embark on a JOmt campaign agamst the 
hoarders, agamst his power to send people to death and to demand 
raqomng. pnce-control and control of stocks to ensure a square 
meal for all 

It calls on you to see that the nch do not fatten on food \\bile 
the poor starve to death, that none starves because of bureaucratic 
bunglmg while there 1s ample food m the country 

It calls upon you to ask the peasant to sell all his surplus 
gram to authonsed agents, and to see that the plan for control of 
crops, started by the Government, 1s not allowed to be rwned 
through bureaucratic mcompetence but succeeds m the mterests of 
all 
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It is your responsibility to see that this year's crop does not go into 
the hands of the hoarders ; otherwise, the grim fact to Bengal will 
be repeated all over. Only a joint front and joint activity of the 
Congress and League parties will ensure its safety. 

Towards National Government 

Out of such a joint front will grow not only unity for food, 
but also unity for the releas&: of leaders, and for National Governmmt 
-our irresistible sanction before which the bureaucratic resistance 
must crumble. 

Congressmen working in the forefront of the food struggle will 
be the most convincing argument to secure Muslim support for the 
release of national leaders ; the joint work in the service of our 
countrymen will remove Congress misunderstanding about the 
League and its demands. The battle for food will really become the 
battle for power and freedom. 

Independence Day this year bids us to wipe out the infamy 
of disunity, which keeps the bureaucracy in power, holds the 
leaders in jail, and makes us helpless witness ttt millions of 
decrtbs. • 

It bids up to raise the banner of Congress-League unity to defeat 
the bmeaucracy' s policy of deadlock, to release the leaders, to 
secure food for our people and establish a National Government 
of national defence. 

No Reason for Despair 

Congressmen I Shall we sit with folded bands thinking that unity 
is not possible when ruin and death stare us in the :face'? 

Shall we despair of unity when I 00 million ~uslims are 
awakening to national consciousness and declare thet resolve to 
liquidate Impe°i-ialism? Should we commit the crime o~ turning our 
back on unity when to unite is to win? Should we play with 
satyagraha which in the present circumstances only disrupts our 
ranks? 

We Are Winnin1 

The Progressive forces of the peoples of the world range them
selves on our side. 
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The great labour movements of Britain and America fully 
support our demand for release of our leaders, for national 
Government and national freedom. The labour organisation 
in Britain expose the imperialist lies about the Congress, 
about India and incessantly campaign for Indian freedom and 
stand in common front with us against the policy of Amery 
&Co. 

The great victories of the Soviet are smashing the thrones of 
all tyrants and creating conditions for the equality of nations and 
freedom for all. 

What right have we to despair, to say, that we will not unite, 
when to unite is to win freedom for our country! 

AWAY WITH DESPAIR A.ND FRUSTRATION I 

FORWJf.RD TO THE IRRESISTIBLE UNITY OF OUR 
PEOPLE, OF1HECONGRESSA.ND THELF.AGUE, FOR FOOD, 
DEFENCE AND RELEASE OF LEA.DERSI 

Yol-iv-33 



~ 
NATIONAL UNITY FOR THE 

DEFENCE OF THE MOTHERLAND 

A PATRIOTIC POLICY AND 
REVOLUTIONARY ORGANISATION FOR 

INDIA'S DEFENCE-FOR A FREE INDIA IN A 
FREE WORLD! 

(From People's war No. 13, 4th October 1942) 

I. AN HISTORIC SESSION 

First Open Sittin1 

THE meeting of the Enlarged Plenum of the Central Comnuttee 
of the Communist Party was an historac Session and for two 
reasons. The Central-Committee of the Communist Party of India 
was meeting openly for the first time in its history. The Session 
was announced in the daily press throughout India. Central 
Committee members and invited representatives of the Provincial 
Units came to the Session from all parts of the country. They met 
in the Office of the General Secretary at the Central Headquarters 
of the Communist Party in Bombay. The walls were decorated with 
large-si7.e portraits of Lenin, Stalin and Timoshenko, and draped 
with big bright red flags with hammer and sickle. In a comer hung 
a red velvet banner sent by the proletariat of ~ad to the 
workers of India~ It was a thrilling reunion of 30 comr4des, under 
the banner of Lenin .. StaJin. Every one felt it as we stood at attention 

I 

to the strains of the lnternattonal sung by the Bombay Students' 
Patriotic Squad. Some were freshly released from jail, some had 

(Raohlli0118 of the lwo Plemuru oflM Cmll'al CommiU.e o/IM CommunLft 
Pony of India J,e/d in Sepllllllber 1942 and F•bruary 1943 rapectiwly) 
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recendy popped up from underground, some were new bright faces, 
who bad awakened to communism in the period of the war. 

From 14 years the Party had struggled against repression. It had 
taken hard knocks and given some. From a scattered network of 
local groups in the working class centres, it had grown into an 
organised force in the national politics of our country, with a mass 
following among the working class and kisan masses throughout 
the land. That was why it had won its legality. 

It was leading and mobilising its class loyally and success fully. 
It served the motherland steadfastly. It had earned the love and 
admiration of the patriots and the people. That was why it had 
carved out its legality. 

The Government could not crush it through 14 years of repression, 
through the pc~ution of its leaders, through driving it underground. 
The Party stepped forward determined to unite and rally the people, 
for National Defence. for National Freedom. That was why it had 
won its legality and was holding its first open Central Committee 
Session. That was the first reason why this was an historic Session. 

The Task Before It 
There was a second reason too. The Session was meeting at the 

most critical moment in the life of our nation. The hordes of 
Japanese imperialists were massing themselves on the borders of 
Bengal and Assani to pounce upon that part of our country as soon 
as the monsoon passed off. At a time when our country and our 
people were standing in the direst peril, at such a time our land 
stood enveloped in the flames of grave internal crisis. At a time 
when it was required that our people should unite in one unbroken 
front to man the defences of our country, to organise a total people's 
resistance against the coming invader, at such a time the foreign 
bureaucracy continued to ride over the shoulders of our people and 
make a real national people's defence impossible. Instead, we were 
faced with the grim reality of imperialist J'-'Pression stalking the 
land, of infuriated patriots and people tearing up the means of 
national defence and economy, and unleashing the forces of disruptim 
and anarchy. The Central Committee was meeting amidst such a 
situation and was faced with the stupendous task of hammering out 
a clear-cut, bold and a united policy, a policy which would enable 
our Party, and its every unit, to effectively intervene in the situation, 
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to lead the people out of the morass of disruption and anarchy and 
demoralisation on to the finn path of National Unity. National 
Resistance and National Freedom. On the shoulders of the Central 
Committee lay the responsibility of forging a policy and a practice 
which would enable our people, led by our Party, to make history. 
This was the second reason why it was a historic Session. 

Ours-A People's Party 
When we talk of our ''historic Session'', it is neither a mere 

haclcneyed phrase nor sheer boastfulness. It is stark reality, which 
Party members and supporters must grasp in all its significance. 
Though only 1 S years old, our Party has grown to the stature of 
a real people's Party, it occupies a proud place in the national 
politics of our land, it has an international role which must not be 
overlooked. It is necessary to grasp the meaning of these three 
aspects of the greatness of our Party. For they alone will enable 
us to see the supreme importance of the decisions, and realise the 
grim responsibility that rests on our shoulders of carrying them out. 
Comrade Joshi again .and again stressed these points to inspire the 
delegates with confidence and courage to face the'"Tlew tasks. In 
bis very opening speech on the 15th September, he gave three 
striking facts to show how ours was already a people's Party. He 
annowiced three donations : one~as from mold Kisan woman from 
Malabar. She bad nothing but a cow and she gave it to the Party. 
The second was Rs. 500 from a British soldier lad, a communist 
at present in India, who gave away all his savings. The third was 
from Comrade Namboodripad, the leader of the Provincial Party 
Unit in Kerala, who gave away all his property worth Rs. 30,000 
to the Party. The facts speak for themselves. Our Party is the third 
biggest party in our country after the National Congtess and the 
Muslim League, and in the international field it bas tct play a role 
which is next iil importance to that of the CommunistiParty of the 
Soviet Union and to that of the Communist Party ofChi6a. Comrade 
Joshi underlined these facts also in order to impress upOn the minds 
of the delegates the immensity of the ~ which faced them. 

2. A SESSION OF POLmCAL UNITY 
On the lSth September when the Session opened, the only 

business done was the sendina of messages of ateetings. The first 
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one was addressed to our comrades in jail. This specially mentioned 
Comrade R. D. Bhardwaj, a member of the Polit Bureau, Comrades 
Dange and Batliwala and Comrade Ghate. Short messages of 
fraternal greetings were sent to the Communist Party of Great 
Bntain, The Communist Party of the U. S. A., as well as to the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks) and the Chinese 
Communist Party. 

It was on the 16th that the main business of the session began. 
On the 16th, two main political reports on the main resolution were 
delivered by comrades G. Adhikari and P. C. Joshi. The 17th and 
18th were devoted to the reports of the various provincial delegates 
on the political situation, to discussion and to the final reply. On 
the 19th. the m.1in political resolution was adopted as improved and 
amended by the previous sessions. 

A Period of Peril 

What was the main achievement of the first three days of the 
Session which were devoted to the main political resolution? The 
Session outlined the Party· s line and practical policy in the present 
cnsis with complete political unanimity. It put forward before the 
people a policy which is patriotic to the core, a policy of national 
unity, a policy of running a countrywide unity campaign. The two 
main reports given by Comrades Adhikari and Joshi were 
complementary, if one explained and developed the basic political 
slogan of the period by presenting a basic political review, the other 
concentrated on the practical-political aspect and on the technique 
of the unity campaign. 

The first thing which both the reports as well as the resolution 
sought to bring forward sharply was the character of the present 
period as one of the direst peril. On the one hand, our country was 
threatened with invasion as never before. On the other hand, the 
Government had set the country aflame by its murderous policy 
of repression. That has created a grave situation. An atmosphere 
favourable to pro-Japanese sentiment and to the activities of the 
Fifth Column agents has been created. The national leadership had 
failed to fight back the imperialist offensive. Instead of building 
unity of the people for strengthening national defence, for taking 
the same into people's hands, it had chosen to remain inactive and 
had left the initiative entirely in the hands of imperialism. And now 
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a struggle had been unleashed in which the destruction of the means 
of national defence and disruption of national economy and 
production were the main features. This was leading to a state of 
anarchy, disruption and demoralisation. The moral and material 
defence of our country are being undennined. It is the game of the 
British bureaucracy which succeeds. It is the Jap Fascist wltures 
whose path is cleared. 

And Of Opportunity 

But this is only one side of the picture. Both the reports underlined 
the fact, that if it was the period of the gravest peril, it was also 
the moment of the greatest opportunity. This was true not only of 
the specific situation in our own country. but for every country to
day and for the whole world. The independence and democratic 
liberties of every country were menaced by the fascist aggressors. 
But at the same time, a gigantic unity of the peoples was being 
forged in every country, and on a world scale to fight this war of 
liberation on every front, firmly and unitedly after the model of the 
Soviet Union and under its leadership. The great epportunity for 
our country and our people stands as much as it does for the other 
peoples, only if we forge our irresistible national unity for defending 
the country in alliance with the United Nations. To tum our people 
from the suicidal path of disunity and destruction of the means of 
national defence, to lead them on to the path of national unity to 
build national resistance and win National Government, that was 
the task before our Party. The second point stressed in the reports 
was: Though fascist enslavement threatened every country, the 
opportunity for wiming freedom in a free world s1X>Od equally 
before every one of us and the key to it was nationll unity. 

Slo1an of National Unity 

The third mOst important point which was hammtjed home in 
the reports was the revolutionary significance of the unity slogan 
and the key importance of the slogan of the unity campaign issued 
by the Session. It was pointed out that our slogan of national unity 
was not one "more" path, apart from the path of "struggle" but 
the one and the only path. What has got to be understood in all 
its sharpness, is that in the present situation national unity alone 
will save the nation, national unity alone will lead to freedom. Any 
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other path must lead to death and destruction. Comrade Joshi in 
his co-report pointed out that the vacillations that were discerned 
in our ranks on the 9th August were due to the incorrect understanding 
of this slogan. 

Revolutionary Siplficance 

Our slogan of natiorull unity, Congress-League unity for national 
defence and for National Government was understood in a fonnal 
way, as something to be achieved through top negotiations, as 
something which by itself would bring us National Government. 
NatJ.onal unity for national defence was NOT understood as the 
revolutionary struggle of the Indian people for freedom in the 
pr~ si~asi9n- It was NOT understood as a real people ·s movement 
wluch had to be bwlt to smash imperialist obstruction. It was not 
realised that our national disunity was the only remaining strength 
of the imperialist bureaucracy, and that its strategy to stick to 
power would be to maintain and intensify that disunity. Failure of 
the Cripps negotiations and the events that followed brilliantly 
confirmed this. After the Allahabad A.l.C.C. Session when 
imperialism began taking advantage of our national disunity to 
spread further disruption. we ought to have taken the initiative to 
launch a nationwide unity campaign. We did not. That showed that 
we had not grasped the plain fact that to rally the masses for 
achieving national unity, Congress-League unity, for the defence 
of the Motherland was the onJy revolutionary struggle for freedom 
in the present situation. The result was that when after the 9th of 
August and later, the Congress struggle for destroying defence in 
the name of freedom developed, our boys were bogged. '·Not 
struggle but let us have unity first"-this is what some of our 
comrades tried to say and thus exposed themselves to the danger 
of playing straight into the hands of the struggle-mad patriots. 

Self-Criticism 

All this arose because we did not understand national unity as 
a process of struggle, as a revolutionary proletarian line. Comrade 
Joshi summed up the self-criticism in the following words : 

"Even the Central leadership of the Party did not work out the' 
slogans of national unity in its practical details. The general political 
slogan was, of course, given but the practical steps necessary to 
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implement it were not taken. The immediate practical lead, the call 
for an immediate unity campaign, should have been given after the 
Allahabad AI.C.C. Political slogans are not enough, unless the 
practical lead is given for day-to-day practice in implementing these 
slogans.'' 

A Patriotic Policy 

This was, in fact, the key point of the main political reports and 
the starting point for the main practical-political slogan issued by 
the Session, namely, "Launch nationwide unity campaign!" One 
more point which arises straight out of this must be clearly grasped. 
The struggle for national unity and the unity campaign is not only 
the anti-thesis oft.he Congress struggle for sabotage and deadlock, 
but its anti-dote. The Congress campaign means anarchy, disruption 
and chaos. It means disunity incarnate now and growing disunity 
as struggle develops. The Congress campaign, therefore, puts the 
bureaucracy on the top of the people and isolates the congress. Our 
,Unity campaign cannot grow side by side with this disunity campaign 
but at its expense. 1n· other words, our political aad practical 
struggle to isolate the saboteurs and the promoters of anarchy, etc., 
cannot be separated :ftom our campaign for national unity. In fact, 
a mere campaign to dissuade people from sabotage, and acts of 
violmce, etc., which is not simultaneously linked with the political 
campaign for national unity, is liberalism and not Bolshevism. Thus 
our slogan of national unity, would be nothing if it is not a campaign 
for people's mobilisation for the release of leaders, for National 
Govermnent based on Congress-League unity, for .national defence. 
The Congress slogan of struggle is a call for people's disunity and 
demoralisation. As our campaign for national unity sat1iers force, 
we are able to wrest Congressmen and patriots from: grip of 
the forces of aD¥ChY and disruption, we are able to olate the 
hardened disruptOrs, saboteurs and fifth columnists, are able 
to put the united people on the top of the bureaucracy' and save 
the nation and the Congress. This is how our policy of national 
unity is the patriotic policy through which alone our nation can 
advance forward. Such were the key points of the main reports on 
the political situation. 

Provincial Reports 
These main reports were followed by the reports of the C. C. 
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members and of provincial delegates. What did these speeches 
show? There was no camplacency in these provincial reports. The 
lead for self-criticism given by the General Secretary was followed 
up by the comrades. There was no gl0ssing over difficulties. The 
provincial delegates criticised their own work and experience in the 
light of the main reports. The speeches and reports of the provincial 
delegates continued for a day and a half. As the speeches proceeded 
they unrolled a mass of practical experience which not only confinned 
the general line of the main reports but supplied material 
for chalking out practical-political tasks for each province. They 
enabled each one present to get a better idea of the all-India 
Party and greatly helped the members to come to a common 
understanding · 

Joshi's Summin1 Up 

Really Speaking, the speeches and the reports of the provincial 
leaders and the C. C. members only led us towards a comm.on 
political understanding. It became real and gnpping to us only when 
we heard the brilbant political sununing up given by Comrade P. 
C. Joshi. He looked into these speeches and reports as if in a mirror 
to find out how much the slogans of the basic reports have been 
understood. He then reiterated the key slogans. This is what he said: 

''Let us be clear that if the struggle is collapsing, it IS doing 
so under the stress of imperialist repression and its own contradictions 
and NOT yet through our positive intervention. Either we solve the 
national crisis through national unity or terror wipes out the whole 
national movement. Such is the grim alternative. We are the only 
organised Party which can intervene effectively and save the nation. 
No one else can. Let us get it clear that this campaign of anarchy 
and sabotage is not just mob-violence and destruction. Its political 
significance, as disruptor of the national movement and national 
unity must be grasped. Tberfore it can only be fought on a political 
plane, firstly, through political explanatory campaign to counteract 
pro-Jap feeling, to isolate the fifth-columnist, from the misguided 
patriotic mass, by sharp political campaign against Jap and Fascist 
agents. Secondly, through national unity campaign, organised as 
a big mass upsurge: only then can we knock the initiative out of 
the hands of imperialism. This is the task which faces our Party 
~y." 
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After this general introduction, Comrade Joshi took the in
dividual reports of the comrades from the various provinces. 
diagnosed them, so to speak, politically and. orgamsationally. in 
brief and trenchant characterisations and prescribed to each the 
tasks. It was a remarkable achievement which was m1menscly 
appreciated by every comrade and did more to instruct and umf) 
our team politically than any abstract political discussion would 
have ever done. 

After three days discussion, the main pohtical r~solution was 
passed with minor amendments. Three days· colk·cti\'c thinkmg 
enabled us to forge a common political understandmg of the gnm 
situation that faced us, of the policy which we had to carry out 
in order to transform that situation. 

We were confident that collectively we had arrived at a correct 
policy. That was our strength 

The responsibility of effectively intervening and saving our 
nation fell on the shoulders of our Party and we were determined 
to be equal to it. 

We had faith in the patriotic instincts of our people"."t>ur persistent 
explanation and th~ir bitter experience was bound to tum them 
rounCl .. Already a few disillusioned student patriots and CongressmL"ll 
were turning to us. The campaign for Congress-League unity was 
catching among the Muslim masses. That gave us courage and 
confidence. 

Ours is the Party which sees the future clearl}. and has the 
strength to mould the present with firm hands. For ours is the Party 
of the working class, the Party which faces the future \\ith undying 
hope, the Party which is everywhere in the forefront leadmg and 
unifying the people, in every country. for victory in, this \\ar of 
liberation. 

3. FOR A REVOLUTIONARY ORGANI~ATION 
Formulating a correct policy and chalking out practical-political 

tasks is not enough. For they will remain on paper if we do not 
have a revolutionary organisation to take that policy to the people, 
and to carry out those tasks. 

That is why the Session devoted nearly two days to the question 
of party organisation. The main organisational report was delivered 
by Comrade P. C. Joshi. It W"a.S a lonj? :md detailed report, which 
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took the General Secretary about 7 hours to deliver. In printed form, 
it would be an extremely instructive and inspiring document. 

Basic Oraanisational Tasks 
Our basic organisational tasks to-day follow directly from the 

nature of the present period and our basic political task to-day. The 
biggest national crisis is on at a time when the country is faced 
with Jap invasion. As already explained in the political report, our 
main political slogans of to-day arc as follows: 

-Our Party and our policy alone can save the nation. 
-Unite the nation and we win! 
-This is the simple pobcy we have to take to the masses in 

the shortes\ possible time 
-To teach the people unity in action is to rally the nation, is 

to win. 
-Every patriot is bound to respond sooner or later to our Unity 

Campaign, for there is no way out for our nation except to unite. 
The general organisational tasks which follow ftom this are : 
(a) Build a mass Party out of what we have to-day by extending 

it and by improving it. 
(b) Build organised leadership from top to bottom, moving as 

one team, trained, disciplined and devoted. capable of leading the 
Party as the unifier of our people. 

Re-Educated The Party Leadership 

Comrade Joshi then began to enumerate the practical jobs which 
have to be undertaken to be able to fulfil the above-named tasks. 
You cannot build a Party without building Party builders. Hence 
the first job is to re-educate the entire Party leadership. How to 
do this? This will have to be mainly done by organising special 
central and local schools for "Party Building" run by the C.C. or 
by the P.C. All the same leades must do intensive self-education. 
Here are comrade joshi's tips for the sanw : Study party literature 
and the classics seriously. Don't neglect the study of the classics. 
Get drilling for job-.doing and reporting through your own Party 
Units. Use "People's War" for the study circles you take and the 
reporting that you do. 

Orpnisecl Workin1 of Units 
The next practical job he mentioned was : Let every party Unit 
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work in an organised manner. To explain this. Comrade Joshi took 
up a detailed reView of each party organ from the Polit-Bureau 
downward to the Cell. He nailed down what were the actual faults 
in the functioning of each unit and then suggested remedies. It is 
not necessary to go over all that here. But here is something 
treancbant which our Comrade Secreaty said about the cell and its 
leader. We are quoting it in full : 

"Those who complain that cells don't function because 
cadres are backward are really anti-party elements. The 
Party leader who bewails about backwardness and incom
petence of the rank and tilers is nothing but a snob, a bureau
cratised bos~. He can never become a real party organiser. The truth 
is that no Party bas got rank and tile cadres likes ours They are 
the cream of our people as they are. They arc the makers of our 
history.'' 

Here is what comrade Joshi says about a cell leader : 
''without trained P;u1y functionaries, the Party cannot be build 

and the key is the cell leader. He is the leader of the-people in lus 
locality; factory or village. He must, therefore. be an all-rounder, 
agitator and unifier ind leader of the team. Very often he has these 
qualitiei inherent in him. This is especially so in the case of working 
class or kisan caders. The purpose of Party training is to transmute 
these natural gifts into conscious qualities. The cell leader must get 
his unit members linked with the mass organisations and mass 
work. Then alone will the cell live and grow.'' 

Streaathen The party! 

"What must we do to strengthen the Party?" ~ the next 
question Comrade Joshi took up. Here are the direcd.ves he put 
forward : 1) Enforce and tighten discipline 2) Qducate the 
functionaries, for without trained functionaries no Party can be 
built 3) Every Party member must do minimum jobs through his 
1IJlits 4) Purge out the chronicafty inactive and disruptive elements 
S) Strengthen. the proletarian base of the Party, by training sand 
promoting working-cJass cadres into Trade Union and Party leaders. 
This is not the place to ao into the details of these and of many 
other important points he meatioaed. 
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To Drift is to Die! 

Comrade Joshi concluded bis organisational report in these 
inspiring words : 

''Our nation is in crisis, this is the burning reality. National 
unity is the way out, this is our policy. How can it be worked 
without iron unity inside our own Party, which to-day means 
political unity in a rapidly changing situation? How can national 
disruption on a mass scale be prevented without the hardest work 
we have done in our lives'l How can hard work be done except 
through every member functioning tip-top through his unit? To-day 
the job of all patriots of our Motherland has fallen on the shoulders 
of our Party. If we collapse, our people die, our nation perishes. 
We must do the jobs which will be decided in the session. Only 
by doing thC41 i.hall we prove our worth as Bolsheviks. Only by 
doing them shall we unite our nation, fight the fascists and win 
freedom.·' 

Organisational Decisions 

Comrade Joshi's report was adopted by the C.C. after a detailed 
discussion lasting c,ver one full day and the following important 
decisions were adopted : 

1. Party Convention to be held on Lenin Day (1943). 
2. Party Membership to be increased by 100% so that the total 

membership of the Party reaches the figure of 10,000, "ith 20,000 
volunteers, by Lenin Day. Create conditions for the call of 50,000 
Conununists from the Convention by May Day. 

3. Give a call for raising two lacs of rupees as Party Funds to 
be collected by Lenin Day, out of which SO% would go to the 
Provincial Committees. 

4. OTHER QUESTIONS 
The third most important question taken up by the Session was 

the Report on Production policy and Trade Union (T. U.) tasks 
by Comrade B. T. Ranadive. Total national resistance against the 
Fascist invaders demands that production is not only organised but 
expanded and stepped up. The imperialist bureaucracy which 
boasts of having stepped up Indian industrial production for war 
purposes, has really throttled it by methods which inwlve brutal 
exploitation of wodcers and the suppression of their T. U. rights. 
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They have completely disregarded the needs of Indian industries 
and have created chaotic conditions. Indian industrialists though 
they want rapid industrialisation of the country for National defence 
and back the demand for National Government for the purpose, 
have never displayed a national outlook in industry and have 
ground down workers with the same callousness as the imperialists. 
Having described the policies pursued by the bureaucrats and 
industrialists, the resolution on production moved by B. T. Ranadive 
goes on to say : 

"Recognising .... the \.ital role played by production, the Party 
declares that production can no longer be treated as the special 
concern of profiteers and the bureaucracy. On the other band 
production has become the concern of the people whose very 
existence and freedom depend upon it. Papular National control 
over production exercised through National Government enjoying 
the full confidence of the people is the basic demand of the hour." 

In order that the working class should be able to' play its role 
effectively in organising national production for the defence of the 
country, it raises certain immediate demands of actioa. These are 
as follows: Adequate dearness allowance, 25% rise in basic wage, 
recogtlition of Trade-Unions and full freedom to organise mill and 
factory Committes, and limitation of profits. The Resolution states 
further, ''While on no account are we prepared to surrender the right 
to strike, yet it is our policy to minimise stoppages and strikes 
consistently with the defence of the interests of the working class 
and the Nation." The resolution further states ·'Our policy then is 
to seek settlement of disputes through negotiations backed by the 
united strength of the workers and resort to direct actions only when 
we are compelled to do so". Such in brief is the Pa,ty's policy 
on production. The same resolution. lays down our gtneral tasks 
in the Trade UJ;\ions in the present period. 

Besides c~ Ranadives's report on Productioi there were 
Reports on Pakistan and National unity by Comrade Adhikari and 
on the States' peoples' movement by Comrade S. G. Sardesai. 

Report On People's War 
Comrade Joshi gave a report on our Party organ "People~ 

War. 11 At the outset he fomulated the question for comrades to 
speak on : Is it an effective populariser of the policy of the Party? 
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His "'' \·r t1cism of the paper was that it was not as effective a 
collcct1\i..: :..g1tator as it ought to be. Besides it was not being used 
as a collective organiser by the comrades The poor sale of Hindi, 
Urdu and Marathi editions (viz 2,000 each) showed that our 
comrades '"ere not making special efforts to take it to the working 
class and use 1t as an educator. The sale of the three Indian Editions 
must easily go up to 5 ,000. That corresponds to our presmt influence 
among the \\orking class. The English edition began with 5,000 
and has risen to 9.000. It must be taken to 20.000 by the 7th 
November There were very interesting speeches by the Provincial 
leaders on the various points raised by Comrade Joshi in his report. 
The conclusion and criticisms given by Comrade Joshi in his report 
were confirmed. Decisions regarding pushing up the sales of the 
paper as mrnriMicd above were taken. 

Conclusion 
The most interesting feature of the Session was the last the item. 

When all the agL'llda was gone through we sat down to review the 
session. Every comrade was asked to say what he had learnt. 
Comrade after comrade declared his determination to do the job 
better. It was a Session which bore the impress of complete 
political unan1m1ty Everyone of us was inspired with conunon zeal 
to get to gnp with the common political tasks which faced us in 
the cntical pcnod that faced the Party. As the Session closed to 
the chorus of the Internationale lustily sung by us, each one of us 
made the silent vow that he must become a man of Stalin's mould 
in which the new humanity is cast. Onward to the job! Onward to 
victory! 

SOLVE NATIONAL CRISIS THROUGH 
NATIONAL UNITY 

(Political Resolution passed by the Enlarged Plenum of the 
C.C. of C.P.l during its September Session, 1942.) 

Imperialist Repression 
I. THIS Plenary Meeting of the Central Conunittee of the 

Communist Party of India, condemns unequivocally the milituy 
and police rule of blood and terror let loose by the imperialist 
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bureaucracy against the people, following the arrest of the national 
leaders cm the 9th August, 1942. The main ~ibility for plunging 
the country into a grave and perilous crisis, which not only 
undermines the cause of the defence and freedom of India, but also 
that of the freedom-loving peoples of the United Nations, must be 
fastened on the shoulders of the British Government. The National 
Leadership had declared their readiness to undertake the full 
responsibility for uniting and organising the people for the anned 
defence of the country, in alliance with the United Nations and thus 
to take their fUll share in the war of world freedom against Fascist 
aggression, provided that Indian independence was recognised and 
a provisional Government set up, enjoying the coftidence of the 
people and supported by the major political parties. But the British 
Government instead of pursuing the policy of winning the friendship 
and alliance of the Indian people, have persistently refused to part 
with power. Taking advantage of our national disunity, of the 
frustration and desperation of our national leadership, they have 
launched a war against the people, and are provoking a country
wide conflict which. is being fully utilised by Fifth Columnists and 
Jap agents. Mr. Churchill speaking as the hea'21 of the British 
Government, has threatened to continue this diehard imperialist 
poli~ to its logical conclusion. 

A Fifth-Column Incendiary Policy 
2. This policy ofthe British Government is an incendiary and 

Fifth colwnn policy. It prepares for the Indian people the ghastly 
fate of Bunna and Malaya. It stabs the cause of the British and 
American peoples, of the Soviet and Chinese people in the back. 
The Communist Party. warns the British Govemnent that if it 
persists in this policy, if it persists in its a~t to crush the 
Congress, it will only succeed in creating a comnton disaster for 
fhe British aftcl the Indian peoples. The only way ~of this perilous 
situation which grows more critical every day, b to stop this 
offensive of repression against the people and tlle Congress, to 
release Mahatma Gandhi and the Congress leaden, to lift the ban 
on the Congress and to open negotiations with the Congress and 
the other political parties especially the Muslim League, for the 
establishment of a provisional National Government, fully 
empowered and~ to unite and mobilise the people for the 
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defence and freedom of the country in close alliance with the United 
Nations. The Communist Party of India. which is pledged to forge 
national unity to solve this national crisis. appeals to the workers 
and the progressive peoples of Britain and America to bring pressure 
upon the British Government to concede these just national demands 
of the Indian people and thus clear the path of our common victory 
in this war of liberation. 

Campai&n Of Sabota1e And Anarchy 
3. The arrest of Congress leaders and the regime of repression 

which the mad bureaucracy is intensifying every day has called forth 
a country-wide upsurge of people's indignation and mas!I conflict. 
Bands of honest but blind partiorts are seeking to lead this mass 
upsurge by ofpnising it as a Congress struggle for freedom of the 
country. The technique of the struggle is. m the main, to organise 
sabotage of communications (cuttmg telegraph wires and removing 
rails. etc.) to stop production, and to paralyse the apparatus of ad
ministration by all means. They hope by these methods to bnng 
about the fall of the Gove1 nment and the transfer of power to the 
people. What they are achieving. however, is exactly the opposit\! 
By giving this pernicious direction to the anger of the people, they 
are only organising the destruction of the nattonal defence and 
economy of our own country and arc giving free scope to the forces 
of anarchy. This state of things suits the Fifth Column elements and 
Fascist agents the most, who are attempting to seize the leadership 
of the movement and to planfully reinforce the efforts at destroying 
the defensive capacities of the nation. Secondly, as the movement 
spreads, there is dislocation in national economy and growing anar
chy. This hits the people and helps the would-be aggressor. It dis
unites the people more and more and thereby strengthens the hamh. 
of the bureaucracy. Thirdly, the indiscriminate and merciless re
pression by the police and military, firiog, lathi-charges, whipping 
and collective fines, further aggravates the situation. As a result of 
this, a section of the people is angered and is driven to more mad 
acts of sabotage, while the bulk of the peoplw begin to feel 
demoralised and helpless. They give way to moods of despair and 
frustration, which nourishes pro-Japanese sentiments and saps the 
will of the people to resist aggression. 

Thus between the desperate activities of the blind partiots which 
Yol-iv--34 
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are being taken advantage of more and more by the fifth-colum
nists, on the one hand, and the mad repression of the bureaucrats on 
the other, the defensive capacities of the nation as well as peoplo ·s 
morale, strength and unity are being undermined, making the coun
try ripe to fall under the axe of the Fascists. 

Where It Leads 
4. How did this situation arise ? It arose because the national 

leadership instead of going all-out to unite the people to rouse them 
to do everything which strengthens the country's defences against 
t'it.e &scist aggressors and forging mass sanctions for securing Na
tional Government for national defence, chose the opportunist path 
of inactivity, of non-embarrassing non-cooperation with defence mea
sures, hoping thereby to win the national demand as a gift from 
imperialism. The Communist Party had warned against this policy, 
which amounted to leaving the initiative and the fate of the nation 
entirely in the hands of imperialism. This only strengthened the ob
stinate attitude of the bureaucracy to deny power to the Indian people 
and led to the growing moods of fiustration and ~tism among 
the nationalist masses. Instead of drawing from this the requisite 
lessons about the mgency of unity, the national leaderslnp took one 
more; step in the direction of its own opportunist policy. It advanced 
from non-cooperation and neutrality to a plan of active opposition 
to measures of national defence in the name of launching a struggle 
for the national demand. 

The path along which the present national upsurge is directed is 
one of national suicide, not of national salvation and freedom.It de
stroys the nation's indispensable defences inevitably leading to con
ditions of civil commotion and disorder, anarchy, and even loot and 
arsm.ltmabstbe national movement the prey ofburajucratic provo
cation in the name of struggle. Finally, it creates· a "889 basis for 
Fifth Column activity in the name of patriotism. It is a path, in 
short, which strikes at the very root of that people's unity which 
alone can be the means of securing National Govrmmmt and ensur
ing successfbl NaDonal defence. Thus the policy of the national lead
ers instead ofleading the people unitedly to compel the bureaucracy 
to concede National Govtrmnent as an insttummt of national de
fence and freedom, has left it free to bit at the people. It is Jeadina 
the nation to a state of moral and political disruption and paralysis 
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which far from helping the people to get their freedom can only 
clear the path of the invader. Such is the disastrous culmination of 
pobcies of not relying upon the strength of the people, i.e. on na· 
tional unity, and leaving the initiative in the bands of the imperialist 
bureaucracy. 

Favourable Facton 
5. The situation can yet be retrieved. The lmperialsit bureau

cracy stands isolated and weakened as never before. The more it 
beats and represses the people, the more it earns the hatred and 
disgust of all sections of the nation. It has failed miserably in its 
efforts to build an anti-Congress front. Its political, econoblic and 
military policies are utterly bankrupt and it is quite incapable of 
uniting, leading" dad uving the nation in the crisis, created by the 
menace of invasion. 

Secondly, a mighty potential basis for building national unity is 
there already. This broad unity, however, is by no means fully be
hind the present stmggle launched by the Congres, on the other hand, 
sections oppose it. But it can be mobilised fully behind the main 
demands of the Congress, which are national demands. viz, recognise 
India's independence, negotiate for an all-round settlement, set up a 
National Provisional Govermnent for mobilising the people for a 
people's defence against the aggressors in alliance with the United 
Nations. Such a national unity, broadest ever achieved, is within 
reach and if actually realised, will at once foil the game of the impe
rialist bureaucracy and bring it to its knees. 

Thirdly, the demand of freedom and National Government for 
India is gathering ever-growing support among the working masses 
and the peoples of Great Britain and America. The growing strength 
of the anti-fascist national front in the countries of the United Na
tions, led by their ci:xnmunist Parties and backed by the power and 
Prestige of the Soviet Union, will stand behind our united strenath 
to defend the country in alliance with them and make our natianal 
demand irresistible. Such are the :favourable factors and such is the 
potential opportunity present in the perilous situation itself. 

Unity The Way Out 
6. The Communist Party declares that the way out of the na

tional crisis does not lie either in the direction of continuing present 
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brutal repression to crush the Congress as the imperialists, the loy
alists, and the Royists suggest nor in the direction of intensifying. 
the offensive against the apparatus of national defence, and produc
tion as the Forward Blocists, Congress Socialists and many Con
gressmen propose. The path of the crazy imperialists and that of the 
blind patriots together would lead to the same result, namely. t(\ 
disruption and anarchy, to national frustration and desperation, ~hich 
will serve only the interests of the fascist invaders and of no one 
else. The only way out is the path which the proletariat and its van
guard-the Communist Party is putting before the people, the path 
..,f achieving the broadest possible national unity, based on Con
gress-League unity. 

The slogan of national unity is not a mere formula, or just a 
phrase to be flung in the face of those who advocate the path of so -
called struggle. It is a revolutionary policy of rallying the broadest 
possible sections of the people for the defence of their common in
terests and the achievement of their most pressing demands. In the 
present world si~on, it is the most potent and powerful and the 
only weapon which the people of India have to ferge and wield in 
order to wrest power from the hands of the British imperialists, and 
to successfully c:k!fend the country against foreign aggression. Mili
tarily, politically and economically, the rule of the British imperial
ists is at present weaker than ever before. It is fast disintegrating 
under the bammerblows of the growing anti-fascist unity of the 
peoples of the united Nations. Its last and only weapon of withhold
ing power from the people now is to keep them divided. The disunity 
of the Indian people is the main basis of its remaining strength in 
India and which it utilises to drive a wedge between India and the 
peoples of the United Nations. That is why complett national unity 
in the present circumstances must generate such afo1"4C before which 
the bureauaratic opposition must collapse. This is 4e decisive sig
nificance of national unity, of Congress-League wdty, today! It is 
going to be the final blow that must compel Indians' present masters 
to sue for t.eims to the Indian people. Congress-League unity is not 
going to bring about a "change of heart" in Mr. Churchill and Mr. 
Amery. It is going to transform the relative strength of the British 
imperialists and the Indian people. It is going to be the irresistible 
sanction of the Indian people behind their demml for a National 
Gcwemmcnt. . 
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The Main Task-Unity Campaip 

7. The central tasks to which the Party must address itself to-day 
are threefold : 

a) Organise a countrywide campaign for national unity; 
b) Carry on persistent political explanation among workers, 

kisans, student militants and Congressmen. how the present struggle 
leads to destruction and anarchy and is suicidal ; 

c) Continuous and widespread agitation among Hindu and Mus
hm masses for Congress-League unity. 

The main slogans of the unity campaign are : release Mahatma 
Gandhi and the national leaders, stop repression. check destruction, 
sabotage and anarchy, lift the ban on the Congress, negotiate for an 
all-round settle11\cnt, set up pro\isional national Government for 
India's defence. The campaign may vary inform and in slogans from 
place to place regard being paid to the varying development of the 
political situation. The aim should be to make the campaign as broad 
as possible and effective. It may begin as a campaign for signatures 
on a joint manifesto framed so as to secure the broadest local sup
port. It may develop through a series of discussions and private 
meetings. It should further develop as a campaign for restoring peace 
and civil liberties, and culminate in the formation of an all-Parties 
defence conunittee for pressing for the withdraY.-al of collective fines, 
for tackling the problem of food supply and profiteering and for 
strengthening the morale of the population for resisting the fascist 
aggressors. 

Con1ress-Leape Unity 

The slogans for Congress-League unity campaign should be: 
(a) Congress-League agreement to set up a Provisional 

National Government for the successful defence of the country and 
freedom. 

(b) The positions already taken by the Congress as well as by the 
Muslim League on the question of the right of Muslims in certain 
areas to self-determination, can with a given good will on both sides, 
afford a basis for settlement here and now. 

On the basis of these t;wo slogans, the cainpaign for unity must 
be run among the Muslim as well as Hindu masses. To the Hindu 
masses we must explain that what is just in this Pakistan demand, 
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namely the right of Muslim nationalities to autonomous state exist
ence, including the right of separation must be conceded. It will 
give us unity now and lead to freedom. It will give us greater unity 
tcmorrow and serve a solid foundation for the fteedom thus achieved 
Similarly as we must get the Congress-minded people to recognise. 
the mgency of the Congress conceding the right of self detennina
tion of the Muslim nationalities and thus hasten the achievement of 
Congress-League unity. To the Muslim masses, we must show that 
Muslim independence can only come by joining ~ith the Hindus 
and the Congress for joint action. Hence they must get the League 
leadership to move for Congress-League unity. 

Tuks Amon1 the Workin1 Cius 
It is above all the strength and unity of the working class move

ment which must be the indispensable and firm basis for achieving 
the unity of the entire people for the solution of the national crisis 
and the winning of national Government. Therefore, our first and 
foremost task must 'be to re-establish firmly the leadership of the 
Unions and the Party in the industrial centres, and stamp out the 
efforts of provocatt>rs and of misguided patriots to drag the working 
class into the suicidal campaign of sabotage and anarchy. For this : 

(a) We must conduct a political explanatory campaign among 
workers, through street-comer and basti (chawl) meetings as well 
as through public meetings ; 

(b) establish Vigilance Committees of militants in bastis (chawl) 
and mills to counteract panic-mongering, check rowdyism and the 
activities of irresponsible provocators intent on sabetage or stop
page of production; 

(c) we must concentrate more energy and a~on on Union 
work and pay aieticulous attention to the day-to-day outstand
ing grievances such as dearness allowances, bonus, · · · ·on, 
etc. Unite workers to win these demands, fully utilisieg the existing 
legal machinery. Do not leave provocator and politiell adventurers 
to take the initiative and thus bring about dislocation of industry 
through this md ; 

(cl) we must make the working class conscious of the leading 
role it has to play in restoring and maintaining peace, in developing 
the drive for national unity, for winning the national demand and 
thus leading the people as a whole. 
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Tasks Amon& De Kisans 
Among the Kisans, in the rural areas, we must conduct a sharp 

political campaign against the saboteurs and promoters of anarchy 
and should seek to build unity to restore peace and to win back civil 
liberties. In villages and rural areas, where collective fines have 
been imposed, we must strive develop all-parties unity committees 
to restore and maintain peace and carry on an agitation for the with
drawal of remission of the collective fines. Our slogans in the rural 
areas should be unity for restoring peace, unity for release of lead· 
ers, the winning of national demands and the saving of the nation; 
unity for solving food shortage and price problems relating to accu
mulated ump:s of rent and debt. We must concentrate more energy 
and attention on the day-to-day work of the K.isan Sabhas. 

Amonc The Students 
The first task is to carry on a political explanatory campaign 

among the militants who are being gripped by the mass frenzy for 
destruction, sabotage and anarchy. We must explain to them that to 
pursue the policy of pennanent strikes, to go in for destruction and 
anarchy is not to play their part in the freedom movement. It only 
gives the bureaucracy the chance to drive them out of colleges, to 
disrupt institution life and to smash the student movement. This 
results in honest student partriots being driven into the hands of 
Fifth Columnists to be utilised as tools for undermining the nation's 
morale and defences. Our main slogan for the student movement is: 
"Maintain the unity of the student movement, revive institution life 
build unity movement for the national demands''. 

Conclusion 

The Committee recognises that the entire Party membership 
and its lower units have already been working on the basis of the 
line of work and agitation laid dowr in this resolution and 
have already won some significant successes. But the national 
crisis is by no means over and difficuh turns are yet ahead. The 
Central Committee, therefore, calls upon every member and unit to 
spare no effort and sacrifice in order to fulfil the tasks set forth in 
this resolution. 

19th September, 1942. Communist Party of India 
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PAKISTAN & NATIONAL UNITY 

(Reso/11t1on passed by the Enlarged Plenum of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party 

of India on the 19 th September. J 942) 

[This resolzthon also appears on page 462 of this volume in 

connection with G. Adh1kari s reporhng. / 

ALL-in national unity based on communal hannony and Con
gress-League joint front is today an urgent and pressing necessity to 
slove the present national crisis, to win National Government from 
the hands of the British imperialist bureaucracy and to defend our 
Motherland against the fascist aggressor. This has brought the con
troversy of Pakistan versus the unity of India sharply to the fore
front. The Communist Party, therefore, lays down the main prin
ciples of the Communist policy on this issue. 

I. The Communist Party draws together the toilers of all castes, 
communities and natiOJ.18)ities in common class organisations (Trade 
Unions, Kisan Sabhas, etc.). It unites them politically as the van
guard of the united national front for achieving the freedom of our 
countiy and democriu:y This is the cornerstone of the policy of 
achieving communal unity. 

2. To build the united national front of the peoples of the various 
communities and nationalities that inhabit India. for the defence and 
freedom of our country, it is however necessary to dispel the mutual 
distrust and suspicion that exists among them. This is a remnant of 
memories of past historical oppression and of present social inequali
ties aristing out of the feudal imperialist exploitation. For this pur
pose, the basic rights of the communities and nationali$' · must be 
made an essential part of the programme of the united · front. 

3. The progrpunc of the U.N.F. must declare that in rec India, 
there will be perfect equality between nationalities and unities 
that live together in India. There will be no oppression pf one na
tionality by another. There will be no inequalities or disabilities based 
on caste or community. To ensure this the national movement must 
recognise the following rights as part of its programme for national 
unity. 

(a) Every section of the lnclian people which has contiguous ter
ritory as its homeland, common historical tradition, common lan
guage, culture, psychological make-up and common economic life 
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would be recognised as a distinct nationality with the right to exist 
as an autonomous state within the free Indian union or federation 
and will have the right to secede from it if it may so desire. This 
means that the territories which are homelands of such nationalities 
and which today are split up by the artifical boundries of the present 
British provinces and of the so-called .. Indian States"" \Vould be re
united and restored to them in free India. Thus free India of tomor
row would be a federation or union of autonomous states of the 
various nationalities such as the Pathans, Western Punjabis (domi
nantly Muslims), Sikhs, Sindhis, Hindusthanis, Rajasthanis, 
Gujeratis, Bengalis, Assamese, Beharies, Oriyas, Andhras, Tamils, 
Karnatikis, Maharashtrians, Keralas, etc. 

(b) If ~1\. are interspersed minorities in the new states thus 
formed their rights regarding their culture, language, education etc. 
would be guaranteed by Statute and their in fringement would be 
punishable by law. 

(c) All disabilities, privileges and discrimination based on caste, 
race or community (such as untouchability and allied wrongs) would 
be abolished by Statute and their infringement would be punishable 
bylaw. 

4. Such a declaration of rights in as much as it concedes to every 
nationality as defined above, and therefore, to nationalities having 
Muslim faith, the right of autonomous state existence and of seces
sion, can form the basis for unity between the National Congress 
and the League. For this would give to the Muslims wherever they 
arc in an overwhelming majority in a contiguous territory which is 
their homeland, the right to form their autonomous states and even 
to separate if they so desire. In the case of the Bengali Muslims of 
the Eastern and Northern Districts of Bengal where they form an 
overwhelming majority, they may form themselves into an autono
mous region as the state of Bengal or may form a separate state. 
Such a declaration therefore concedes tho just essence of the Paki
stan demand and has nothing in common with the separatist theory 
of dividing India into two nations on the basis of religions. 

S. But the recognition of the right of separation in this from need 
not necessarily.lead to actual separation. On the other band, by dis
pelling the mutual suspicions, it brinp about unity of action today 
and lays the basis for a greater unity in the free India of tomorrow. 
National unity foipl on the basis of such a decJaration and strenath· 
ened in the course of joint struggle in the defence of our motherlaad 
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is bound to convince the peoples of all India nationalities of the 
urgent need to stick together and to fonn a free Indian Union or 
F 00eration in which each National state would be a free and equal 
member with right secede. They will thus see this as the only path of 
protecting the fteedom and democracy achieved and building, on 
that secure basis a greater unity of India than our country has ever 
seen. 

In spite of the apparent conflict and seemingly insoluble difficul
ties, the burning desire for unity is taking firmer hold of the people 
who today follow the Congress or the League. Under the stress of 
the growing menace of the fascist invasion and of the present na
tional crisis, the leadership of the two organisations also have moved 
closer together and in the direction of the very soultion given in this 
resolution. There is no room whatsoever for defeatism on the ques
tion of unity. The Communist Party calls upon all patriots to join 
hands with it in popularising the principles laid down herein and 
thus speed up the realisation of Congress-League Unity, which 1s 
today the only path of national salvation for our Motherland in the 
hour of her gravest ~I. 

"PRODUCTION POLICY & T.U. TASKS 
(Resolution passed by the Enlarged plenum of the 

Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of India, 22nd September, 1942.) 

nus mreting of the Plenum of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of India declares that not only has the Govern
ment failed to mobilies the industrial and productive repources of 
this country in the common fight against Fascism, but bf its policy 
constitutes a gn:MWing menace to the safety of the count+" and only 
ensure chaos and collapse with the first impact of Jap$iese inva
sion. 

The Government throttles the development of war industries and 
thaeby undermines national defence. It is not able to utilise the 
existing industry to its full capacity and satisfy the nonnal require
ments of the. people. Its transport is breaking down, causing food 
famine and chaos in the coumry leading to a perilous situation in 
face of an enemy attack. Its production policy is based on a sbaro
out of the pins of exploitation and appeals only to the profiteering 
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motive of industrial interests. There is no organised plan but that 
of organised profiteering and mere distribution of war orders. 
Through its Supply Department, it merely secures priority for state 
orders at the expense of the people. There is no plan to increase 
production to keep the nonnal life running, on the other hand, profi
teering is already leading to a breakdown of nonnal life. With prices 
soaring high, articles of industrial production are getting beyond the 
reach of the people. Between high prices and the demands of the 
Supply Department, people are forced to go without the necessaries 
oflife. 

There is no plan for protecting production and the nonnal life of 
the ~ against enemy attacks and invasion. No systematic air 
protection in industrial plants against plans air-raids, no for rescu
ing and evacuating industrial machinery, no plans to see that the 
economic life of the nation, its power of economic resistance, con
tinues in face of any grave emergency. 

The Government imposes unbearable economic burdens on the 
working class to satisfy the profiteers. It attempts to coerce the work
ers to accept them by using force and repression, by making re
peated inroards on freedom of organisation and strikes. It attempts 
to run production through ordinances, prohibition of strikes, and 
free use of the police-force. Its formula of running production can 
be briefly summarised as-ban all strikes under threat of penalty 
and force the workers to accept insufferable conditions oflife. 

Against this policy of starvation and coercion, the indignation of 
the working class breaks out into strikes and angry riots.The policy 
of the Government forces the workers to stop production. It con
tinuously jerks the industrial machine when it ought to be running 
smoothly and at a headlong speed. It alienates the workers from 
production, makes them hostile to it. It makes production synony
mous with brutal exploitation and turns them away from building 
any national resistance through productive efforts. 

Wrth the continuation of this policy, stoppages and strikes be
come more and more frequent and production gets disorganised. 
Wrth the growing hatred of the worker towards it, the will to run 
production for national resistance is daily sapped and the ground is 
prepared for a complete and total collapse of the production ma
chine in face of enemy bombing and attack. The lessons of Bombay 
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and Calcutta in February last when thousands of workers evacuated 
on the rumour of Japanese bombing is an unmistakable portent of 
~vents to come. 

The Government fails to !ICCure the co-operation of the industri
alists for an all~ut plan to organise production.It shows open par
tiality to foreign concerns and creates lack of confidence and hostil
ity among the industrialists. By denying National Government to 
the Indian people, by throttling industrial development, it has driven 
the national bourgeoisie to desperate acts of lockouts and deadlocks 
in production. 

The Industrial Bourgeoisie 
The Indian industrialists stand opposed to Fascist aggression and 

fully support the demand for National Government. They stand for 
increased production and the development of industrial resources. 
They correctly accuse the Government of throttling industrial de
velopment and menacing the safety of the country. 

Yet in practice, they do not display a national outloek towards 
production. They do not unite with the workers and the people to 
remove the bureaucratic stranglehold over production, they do not 
invite the co-operation of the workers to solve production problem: 
they fail to gather the workers' strength behind them and present a 
joint demand for increased production. They thus hinder the struggle 
for National Government and national production. 

Instead they pursue a policy which pits the workers against them 
and disunites the struggle for increas~ national resistance. They 
oppose Trade Union OJJanisations which alone can successfully 
mobilise the mass of the workers for the production stru e. They 
refuse to deal with them to settle the grievances of the l\vmkers 

They take advantaae of the repressive legislation to impos unbear
able economic conditions. Their policy only results in · stop
pages and strikes. 

In their utter helplessness, they now resort to production dead
locks and lockouts to bring pressure on the bureaucracy. This policy 
only leads to chaos and defeats the national objective of organising 
production to resist the invader. 

Co1111Danist Party & National Production 
As against the policy pursued by the bureaucrats and the 
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industrialists. the Communist Party pursues a policy based o:a 
organising production for total national defence and resistance. 

Recognising the vital role played by production the party de
clares that production can no .longer be treated as the special con
cern of the profiteer or the bureaucracy. On the other hand, it has 
become the concern of the people whose very existence and freedom 
depend upon it. Popular national control over production exercised 
through a National Government enjoying the full confidence of the 
people is the basic demand of the hour. 

To increase national resistance to the invader, it i~ necessary 
to increase and extend production. It is equally necessary to do 
away wit~ the chaos in transport and industryt created by the 
bureaucracy's incompetence and utter disregard of the needs of na
tional resistance. 

To save production from growing dislocation, it is necessary to 
defeat the mad policy of the Government and industrilists which 
drives the workers to stoppages and strikes. 

To protect the economic life against enemy attacks it is. neces
sary to compel the Government to grant adequateproducuon to work
ers and industrial plants; to evacuate plants and machinery from 
danger zone, to do everything possible to save every machine and 
plant. 

To build production as a weapon of national resistance, it is im
perative that problems of maintaining and expanding production 
should be solved through joint consultation among employers, Gov
enunent and the workers. Organisation or workers councils in pro
duction units, their recognition in solving problem of production in 
avoiding waste is absolutely essential. 

The outlook of the Party on production is a national outlook. It 
regards production, as a vital national dutv which has to be per
fonned to save the country from economic collapses, and strengthen 
resistance to the invader. 

It is based on snatching the initiative, from the hands of the bu
reaucracy whose criminal policy threatens to undermine national 
resistance by creating economic chaos. 

It is directed to meet the vital needs of our people who tomorrow 
will be bearing the bmnt of Japanese attack. It is directed to sustain 
them in this fight for our country's freedom. 
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Producer-The Unifier Of The People 
In implementing this policy, the Party relies primarily on the 

working class which runs the entire production. 
Thanks to the merciless exploitation, the working class today is 

not only indifferent to problems of increasing and organising pro
duction, it is hostile to it. So long as this hostility continues, produc
tion will he ruled by profiteers and the bureaucracy to the growing 
peril of our country. Production cannot and will not be run in any 
grave emmgency, it cannot be expended so long as the producer 
does not stand by it. 

The task of the Party, therefore, is to win over the working class 
to a national outlook on production. The workers must be inspired 
to look upon their daily job as a patriotic duty. They have to be 
made conscious of the fact that their labour is part of national labour 
to save the country. They have to be taught that it is their national 
duty to demand better production to expand it, to remove all ob
stacles created by profiteering owners, to demand consultation so 
that they can play a worthy part in the struggle against"l:ascist in
vaders. They alone can.compel the Government and owners to move 
in the direction of the popular will. 

Neither the Government nor the capitalists can resist this united 
pressure. Both are completely dependent upon the working class. 
Its powerful pressure, exercised to strengthen the nation's resisting 
capacity is bound to have its way. 

Soon the working class will be called upon to perform acts of 
heroic patriotism. It will be its responsibility to keep railway com
munications intact in face of enemy bombing, to contimae produc
tion in face of enemy attack, to transfer entire industr)i from one 
place to another tq save the resisting capacity of the nati$, to make 
every factory a centre of national resistance, every machint a weapon 
of national tieedcm. 

Unless the deep patriotic insticts of the working class are roused 
to action, unless he is fired with the zeal to defend his country, un
less be loo1cs upon producticm as his patriotic duty the working class 
will prove unequal to the task, give way to panic and desert his post. 
The logic of bureaucracy's policy will assert itself. 

The patriotic struggle of the working class to organise national 
production inevitably unites the people for common resistance to 
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the invaders. It is bound to draw in the entire people of our country 
who will soon understand that production must be kept up in their 
own interest; that it cannot be left in the bands of bureaucracy and 
the capitalists. The heroism of the working class in face of an en· 
emy attack, will be a model of patriotic duty fulfilled and will in
spire our countrymen to acts of greater heroism and courage. 

By fulfilling its role as the patriotic producer, the working class 
directly unites and leads the people against the fascist invader. At 
no other time, was its role as a producer so directly linked with its 
political leadership. If he fails in one, he fails in the other. 

Such is the vital importance of the Party's outlook on produc
tion. 

Partial demands & Production 
Obviously the working class cannot be won over to this policy 

by mere propaganda and agitation. So long as production is syn
onymous with brutal exploitation, it will continue to regard it as 
slavery and drudgery and not as national duty. 

As has been pointed out, the policy of the Party can be imple
mented only by defeating the policy pursued by profiteers and sanc
tioned by the Government. 

Defence of partial demands of the working class is of paramount 
importance in the execution of our policy. 

The interests of the working class cannot be surrencb'ed to the 
capitalists in the name of war-production. Such a surrrender is not 
only uajust and brutal but anti-national as it hits at the initative of 
the workers to maintain and expand production. 

Rights of organisation cannot be surrendered to the ordinance 
rule of the Government. On the other hand, more rights are required 
and have to be won if the working class is to lead in organising 
national production. 

The working class can never surrender its right to strike nor will 
the Party ever consent to give up under any conditions. 

The Party raises the following five demands as immediate de
mands of action : 

(a) Full compensatim to meet the intolerable rise in the cost of 
living; adequate deamess allowance. 

(b) Immediate grant of bonus. 
(c) 25% rise in basic wage. 
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(d) Recognition of Trade Unions and full fteedom to Olpnise mill 
and factory committees in every plant and industiy, to liquidate griev
ances and production problems. 

(e) Limitation of profit in the interest of the people. 
To neglect these demands is to ruin our production policy. To 

win them is to win over working class to play its role as a patriotic 
producer. 

At the same time, it is not enough only to win partial demands. 
Every partial success must lead the workers to understand that their 
role as producers for the nation, for national resistance, must create 
a revolutionary consciousness towards their daily jobs. Defence of 
day to day interests in inseparable from our production policy. 

Enforcement of Partial Demands & Strikes 
While on no acounts are we prepared to surrender the right to 

strike, yet it is our policy to minimise stoppages and strikes, consis
tently with the defence of the interests of the working class and the 
nation. 

Minimisation of stoppages and defence of day-to-day demands 
is not mere phrase With us. The two are not contradictory. Pre-war 
experience is no guide in this respect. 

Both the Government and the owners realise that to goad the 
working class under present conditons to organised action on a coun· 
trywide scale is to invite ruin for theltlSelves. The working cJ35s has 
recently often compelled them to retreat before its united strength 
(attempt to enforce ten hours in Bombay). They are able to pursue 
their policy of reckless exploitation only in so far as they are not 
pnitedly opposed. 

The fear of united direct action forces both the GcMmment and 
owners to seer compromise and settle disputes. That il why we take 
advantage of every machinery to settle dispute, concbiation courts 
and other machinery which we formerly accepted only under du
ress. 

Our policy then is to seek settlement of disputes through negotia· 
tions backed by the united strength of workers and resort to direct 
action only when we are compelled to do so. 

Oar Tasks in the Trade-Union Field 
Our policy throws new resp0DS1bilities on our Trade Union work. 
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Our task is to mobilise the entire working class through the Trade 
Unions for our patriotic policy on production, for national popular 
control over production. 

This means that the Trade Unions must develop the requisite 
strength to set in motion the workers in all 1Ddustries to defend their 
daily interest. They must he in a position to mobilise the entire class 
and not merely advanced sections. They must, in particular, mobilise 
the workers in strategic industries, transport iron and steel, coal 
mines. 

Mobilisation of workers already organised by us is not enough. 
Our Trade Unions are weakest in strategic industries. Our working 
class base is weak in the threatened provinces. 

The scope ·o! the trade union work must immediately extend; it 
must extend to refonnist trade unions; it must extend to strategic 
industries; it must extend to unorganiscd \\'Orkers. 

Our policy seeks to unite the entire class for the common task. 
The task cannot be achieved by splitting existing tread unions. 

A systematic plan of trade union expansion embracing all sec
tioos alone meets of the needs of the situation. 

This also means a tremendous improvement in the day-today 
work of all trade unions. No more can we content ourselves with 
general agitation, as in the past. Every issue of trade union conflict 
has to be correctly understood, its importance correctly gauged in 
the light of our general policy. Facts and figures regarding cost of 
living, independent statistics, reasonable demands based on those 
must be the basis of our agitation. The tendency to put forward 
exaggerated demands making settlement difficult has to be avoided 
at all costs. Failure to justify the worken' case before courts must 
be regarded as a serious crime. It will force a strike on the workers 
through sheer incompetence of the leaders. 

The tendency to neglect day-to-daywo~ quick despatch of griev· 
ances and substitute for it general political propaganda must be 
sharply attacked. 

Our trade llllion agitation must be precise and cancrete. Our trade 
union work must be perfect. Our trade union organisations must 
once more become the mass mobilisers-the leaders and organisers 
of the workers in the struggle for partial demands. 

With our growing strength we have to lead the All-India Trade 
Union Caagress towards our Policy. It is your weakness that en
Yo1-1,,_3J 
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ables the T.U.C. to sit on the fence. To-day our production policy 
comes violently into clash with the policy pursued by blind patriots. 
In the name of creating deadlock they direct their attack against 
production and transport; they attempt sabotage, they exploit the 
economic grievances of the workers to bring about indefinite strikes; 
they sow panic among the workers; they seek to goad them into acts 
of violence and sabotage. They create a favourable soil for fifth. 
columnists. 

In their mad frenzy, they not only disorganise production but 
also disrupt the organised strength of the working class. 

This anti-national offensive against production has to be beaten 
back. This planned disruption of the working class ranks must be 
defeated. 

The lesson of the last few days already show that the offensive 
could not succeed where strong ties bound the workers to their trade 
union mpnisations, where they had already earned the confidence 
of our workers as the champion of their daily interests. 

This means that to protect the workers against ibis offensive on 
questions of ecoJlO!llic demands, our T. U. organisations must not 
allow the initiatiw to pass into the hands of promoters of indefinite 
strikes or fifth-column provocators. 

They must increase their general agitation a hundred fold to 
strengthen the confidence of the working class in its T. U. 
organisations and its Political Party, the C.P.I. 

They must expose the tactics of indefinite strikes, as means of 
disruption, and positively ask the workers to fight against disunity. 
They must warn them against sabotage as the work of fifth- colum
nists. They must ask them to hold peace when they ate on the streets. 

And finally they must expose the entire game as aJi antinational 
campaign, ~the nation and the workers. • 

To conclude, the production policy of the Party is Jr a piece with 
the political line of our Party. r 

The party fights the war as a war of national freedom. Produc
tion, therefore, is production for freedom. It is to be organised 
as national production. The working class must lead this battle 
for the people, for the nmion. It must secure its vital demands as 
part of the general advance against imperialism, as part of national 
defence. 

In this battle for production, the trade unions must come forward 
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as the mass mobilisers of the working class. enabling it to unify the 
entire people for national defence and national popular control over 
production for National Government and national freedom. 

TASK OF THE STATE PEOPLES 

1. The dire peril of foreign invasion threatens the people of the 
Indian States exactly as it does our country as a whole. The path 
which they have to follow to defend their homes and hearths and 
to achieve freedom is also basically the same as the one for the 
rest of the country. Nothing short of a complete mobilisation of 
every section of the people in the States can enable them to-day 
to vanquish the f'ascist enemy that may any moment break into 
their territory, particularly into the States of Orissa, Kerala, Assam 
and Hyderabad. In the States no less than in British India, united 
governments composed of all the patriotic parties in the State and 
commanding the devotion of all the sections of the people alone 
can lead the people to victory against the foreign invader. Neither 
the existing regimes in the States nor governments backed by some 
majority section or sections of the people can be equal to the task. 
The need of the States is the widest mobilisation of all parties and 
peoples on the basis of national defence for the immediate 
establishment of a united, all parties patriotic government in every 
State: 

2. The common bond between the people of British India and 
the Indian states is t<Hlay of stronger than ever before. Both are 
vitally interested in the defence of the territory of the other since 
in the event of foreign aggression, the strength and the weakness 
of each are going to be the strength and the weakness of other. 
The people of British India are therefore, most vitally interested 
in securing the establishment of genuinel) partiotic govermnents 
in the States for the purpose of strengthening their defence in the 
same way as the people of Indian States ought to be interested in 
the establishment of a national government in India for stm1gthming 
the defence of the country as a whole. The struggle for people's 
unity in the States is, therefore, an integral part to the struggle for 

Ruolutlon paued by th• Enlarged Plmum of the Cenll'al Committee of th• 
C"""""11UI Party of India on tlte 22nd Sept.,,,ber, 1942. 
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uniting the whole of the Indian people for facing the aggressor that 
starids at the threshold of our country. 

3. True to their reactionary and autocratic traditions, the rulers 
of Indian S1ates continue their repressive policy unabated, completely 
oblivious of the ghastly calamity that threatens to overwhelm the 
States people together with British India. Every demand of the 
people for responsible government is suppressed with an iron hand. 
Civil liberties are non-existent. The food crisis is as acute and 
profiteering as rampant as elsewhere. In many States even open 
pro-Japanese propaganda, often indulged in by responsible State 
officials, goes unpunished. The policy of the Indian Princes of the 
issues of granting popular rights and organising defence is as 
criminal as that of the British Government and deserving of equal 
condemnation. 

4. The question before the States people under the circumstances 
is neither one of giving up their demand and struggle for responsible 
government, nor o( pursuing it in the old way. It is clear that the 
governments in the States today must have behind tkem the broadest 
and the most active support of the people. At the same time, the 
stniggle for sucli governments has to be conducted within the 
fram"ework of the task of rousing and uniting the states peoples 
for the task of national defence. And what is of the supremest 
importance at the moment is to realise that this task not only must 
but can be achieved today, for the dire necessity of defence creates 
the basis for building up a border people's unity and strength than 
what any other issue has done in the past. Given real people's unity 
based on communal harmony and the satisfaction of their vital 
economic needs, the securing of all-parties' patriotif governments 
in the Indian States is at this hour not more di:ffi.CSUlt but easier 
than it bas eter' been before. : 

S. The question before the States' people, therefore, is not of 
fonnally reasserting their adhermce to the goal of responsible 
government and launching a campaign of sabotage or civil 
disobedience for its achievement. That course must destroy the 
means of our national defence, disrupt the people, create chaos and 
lead the people to ruin in the same way as in British India. The 
task of the States people is to focus their energies on forging the 
widest unity among thanselves for achieving a partiotic all·parties's 
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govenunent and shouldering their proper burden in the task of 
national defence. This alone 1s the real path that will take them 
both towards responsible government and successful defence, and 
not the one of fonnally declaring the goal of responsible government 
and launching a campaign of sabotage or mass civil disobedience 
for its achievement. 

6. The extremely variegated conditions in the States require that 
within this broader framework, the specific tasks in each be worked 
out with great care and in minute details. The State of civil liberties 
in Indian States is generally even worse than in British Indian. The 
political consciousness and organisation of the people, on the other 
hand, are 1°""1' than in the latter. Mass organisations like Kisan 
Sabhas, T. U.s, Students' organisations, though well-developed in 
certain States, are also in most cases, non-existent or weak. The 
C. P. functions in still fewer states. Under these conditions, the 
necessity of defining the task of people's mobilisation for securing 
all-parties' patriotic governments in tenn of specific task suited 
to specific conditions in each State, is of vital importance. If this 
IS not done, there is a danger of political workers in States sinking 
either into passivity and defeatism or unconsciously playing the 
role of disruptors and tools or provocators and playmg mto the 
hands of the State bureaucracy. 

7. The Central tasks of the States peoples are these : 
(a) Popularisation of the demand for a united, all-parties, patriotic 

government in each State, the establishment of civil liberties, 
release of political prisoners, the withdrawal of repressive measures 
and legislation and bans on States' Peoples' Conference where they 
exist. Mobilisation of the public behind these demands. 

(b) Widespread mobilisation of the people, particularly, of the 
workers and the peasants behind the demand for effective control 
of food supplies and their supply at prices within the means of the 
poor, as also other important and day-to-day economic demands 
of the people. 

(c) The organisation of anti-Japanese rallies and People's Defence 
Committees, especially in badly disturbed areas, and the threatened 
states. 

(d) Oipnise an explanatory campaign fur unity based on the 
danand for the release oftbc national leaders, stopping of repressian, 
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lifting the ban on the Congress and for a Congress-League a 
agreement for the establishment of a Provisional National 
Government. The suicidal nature of the present struggle being 
carried on in British India and in some States also to be explained 
The unity of the people of British India and States and their 
common interest in the matter of defence, as also the necessity of 
their struggling together for securing a national government in 
British India and all-parties' patriotic governments in Indian States. 
must be particularly stressed. 

8. In the execution of these tasks, the endeavour must be to 
bring in every organisation with a mass basis, e. g., the Proja 
Mandal, Muslim League, T. U.s, Kisan Sabhas, Students's Unions, 
etc. Wherever sufficient civil liberties are available, mass meetings 
and processions must be organised for mobilising the people. 
Where that is not possible, propaganda will have to be carried on 
from house to house on the basis of a campaign of signatures, and 
civil liberties gradually widened out. In every situation, the issues 
chosen and the method followed for securing popular support must 
be such as would not play provocatively into the anns of the state 
bureaucracy and must be related to the state of civil liberties and 
thC strength of people's organisations in the states concerned. 

9. In States where the Proja Manda1 of States People's Conference 
has launched civil disobedience or some other fonn of struggle 
subsequent to the arrest of the national leaders after 9th of August, 
special emphasis just be laid on explaining the suicidal nature of 
the struggle and on the task of isolating and ex.posing the Fifth 
Column elements attempting to exploit it for their ends. Even where 
no such struggle has been launched, the issue must stit be explained 
to the people for preventing similar developments in "1ch localities 
and States. 

GREETINGS & MESSAGES 

Gratitude To Our Chinese Brothen 
THE Enlarged Plenum of the Central Committee of the 

Communist Party salutes all our Chinese brother Communists, 

Sent by 111.e En/argld P/•11111 of die CMlral COfllmilln of IM Ca111,.,.,isl 
Parly of India at Ill Sqt""ber, IH:Z lilling. 
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your leader Mao Tse Tung, and Chu Teh, the Commander of the 
immortal Eighth Route Anny. Through you we send our fraternal 
greetings to your great people who have been resisting the Japanese 
aggressor with the courage of unconquerable warriors, with the 
caJm of an ancient civilised nation, with the confidence that comes 
out of fighting for the cause of justice and freedom. 

Under the banner of freedom, for five long years your people 
have single-handed held the front against the Jap aggressor. That 
was not only your front but ours as well. While you defended your 
sacred soil, you kept the Jap militarists off our frontiers Your epic 
National Resistance is the war of India's national defence as \veil. 
We take this. opportunity to express our abiding gratitude to your 
people. · 

The Jap aggressors to-day are getting ready to launch a direct 
offensive against our nation and seize our beloved country. In this 
hour of trial, we Indian Communists, draw inspiration from your 
example. We are struggling to make our fellow-patriots and people 
see that national unity alone can be the spiritual strength for 
successful national resistance. The situation inside our country is 
as grave as it was inside yours on the eve of the Jap invasion. We 
are working for a United National Front to win National Government 
and together with the United Nations fight the Fascist aggressors 
for a free India in a free world. History has not only united in a 
common war the Chinese and Indian peoples but also placed on 
their shoulders the historic mission to liberate the whole of Asia 
through common struggle to-day. The harder we fight, the more 
we unite, the closer will come the day of certain victory. 

Greetinp To American Communists 

Red greetings to our American brother Communists ftom the 
Enlarged Plenum of the Central Conunittee of the Communist 
Party of India. 

Our country is in imminent peril of Japanese aggression. Our 
danger is also your danger, that is why your Government has sent 
American technicians and ainnen to help to defend our country. 
Throup you we groct your great people. 

We look up to you not to let your people be confused by British 
imperialist propaganda but make them see the tragic situation in 
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India as self-evident home-truths. No foreign government can inspire 
the people it has kept and continues to keep enslaved to fight the 
aggressor. No irresponsible autocratic regime can unite the nation 
behind the annies at the front. This and nothing else is at the root 
of the tragedy that is being enacted in our land to-day. 

If the Japs get India the British impcnalists only lose their 
colony but we lose our Motherland and your people lose India's 
400 millions to the Japs together with India ·s untapped rich resources 
to be used against your people, your defence and your freedom 

Imperialists Started "Struggle" 

Don't let your people believe the impenahsts lie that the 
National Congress began the trouble. The leadership of the Congress 
stood for settlement and not conflict. It is the British Government 
that struck the first blow and removed most of India's foremost 
leaders behind the bars. What imperialist propagandists call nation 
wide campaign of sabotage is the elemental outburst of an angry 
people left leaderles"s and destroying what they cq,,lay their hands 
on in the spirit of blind patriotic revenge. Make your people realise 
that it is the policy of repression that is creating a patriotic mass 
basts. for the real fifth-columnists, of Bose's Forward Bloc which 
during the last two years counted for nothing in the Indian national 
movement and stood isolated as a national disruptive and politically 
opportunist organisation. Terror against the Indian people is 
becoming a rich soil for the real Fifth-Columnists. They are reaping 
the harvest. 

Reject Diehard Slander 

Dm "t let your people believe the diehard British 'li~propaganda 
lie that the leadership of the Congress is unreliabl or has gone 
over to the I;l\>s. Nehru, Azad and most of the C ress leaders 
are as good and as great anti-Fascists as your atm President. 
Gandhiji is pledged not to stand in the way of offering armed 
national resistance to the Fascist aggressors if the rest of the 
national leaders are satisfied that what the British Government has 
offered India is a real National Government which enables India's 
patriotic political leaders to rally the people to fight for their own 
freedom as well as as the freedom of the world. Make your people 
realise what every Indian knows that not one patriotic political 
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party or group is behind the insane policy of the British Govemmen~ 
all demand as All-Parties' National Government. 

Our Party is launching a nationwide mass campaign for stopping 
repression by the Government. on the one hand. and sabotage of 
the country's defence by the misgwdcd patriots on the other, for 
the release of the Congress leaders to negotiate with the British 
Government for an all Parties· National Government, for forging 
all-in national unity to make the demand for National Government 
irresistible, ending the era of Indian disunity, the last prop of the 
British imperialists to-day and the first step for the f 85(,ists to get 
into our country. Our Party members have already saved India's 
productioq b5t ~uccessfully preventing stoppage of production and 
sabotage in most of the industnal centres. We are going all-out to 
save our nation, by relying on our own strength-national unity. 

Our Cause Is Yours 
The primary responsibility of defending our Motherland, is of 

course, ours, of our fellow-patriots and of our entire people. We 
are endeavouring over very best to discharge the great debt we owe 
our ancient nation. 

India's fate is directly linked with the fate of your OVfn country, 
as it has never been before. If the laps get India your c..'wn West 
coast would be the next target of Jap attack. We know when we 
will be defending our own borders we will be defending your 
shores, too. This is how we have a right to appeal to your people. 

Rouse your people to rally to the support of every measure that 
is necessary for the successful defence of India, as if it were their 
own country. Malec them realise how perilous is the situation in 
India. Get them to move your great President Roosevelt to press 
the British Government to immediately release the Congress leaders, 
recognise Indian freedom and implement it by agreeing to the 
establishment of an all-Parties' National Government. This alone 
can save the situation, win India for the Indians, and get for the 
united nations India's 400 millions fighting shoulder to shoulder 
as brothers-in-anns the battle of freedom-loving humanity in the 
spirit of our heroic Chinese neighbours. To help India tide over 
the existing national crisis is to help yourselves. 

We appeal to your eloquent leader Browder to immediately 
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launch a national campaign for India, we expect every American 
Communist to put all bis enthusiasm into it and win for it a 
response worthly of your great people so that the burning hatred 
of your President against the Fascist aggressors may become 
active aid to the Indian people, leading to the establishment of an 
Indian national defence. 

Homa1e To Our Martyn 
WE pay homage to those' brave sons of our great people, the 

members and sympathisers of our Party who, in defiance of 
imperialist bullets, the fascists's knives and the rigours of 
underground work stood at their posts, held aloft the banner of the 
Party and gladly sacrificed their own lives so that our people may 
live and be free. We dip our banner to the memory of comrade 
Somen Chanda who was murdered by fascist thugs, to comrade 
Mohammed Haris of Calcutta whose death was hastened by hard 
underground life and continued police persecution. to comrade 
Umabhai of Ahmedabad who was killed by poli"'9 bullets while 
trying to pacify the enraged crowds during the recent disturbances 
and to those other unnamed heroes of the working class who 
similarly sacrificed their lives in different parts of India. We are 
proud of these comrades who died at their posts serving their 
people and" their class. With clenched fists, we salute them and 
promise them that we will work with unflinching detennination and 
zeal to carry forward the proud heritage they left behind. 

Salutations To Soviet Peoples And Stalin 
WE greet the heroic peoples of the Soviet Union fighting titanic 

battles upon which depends the fate of humanity .. The Fascist 
imperialists led by Hitlerite Germany are fighting ~battle for the 
imperialist, dclnination of the world. Your successfuJ resistance is 
the rock on which their dreams of domination are -being dashed 
to pieces. Our people owe a particular debt to you. By the 
superlluman resistance with which you are stopping the Hitlerite 
hordes at the gates of Stalingrad and at the foothills of the Caucasus, 
you have held than from bursting through to our country. 

We moum with you the loss of the brave fighters who have 
fallen in the struggles and the many millions of women and 
childrm who have suffered torture, outrage and atrocity at the 
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hands of Fascist beasts. We pledge to rouse our people to see 
that your unprecedented sufferings have saved our people from 
the same. 

Your sacrifices are the sacrifices for all peoples of Europe in 
the West, of Asia in the East. Your strength has become the strength 
behind every struggling people. The indestructible unity of the 
different Soviet nationalities is inspiring every nation to folge and 
strengthen its ownnati.onal Unity as the only foundation of successful 
struggle. Your death-defying spirit, fierce hatred of Fascism, and 
unbeatable patriotism is inspiring the patriots of all lands to emulate 
you. 

In this world struggle against world Fascism, you lead the battle 
for world liberation. 

Together with you in the battle of Indian defence, your defence 
and defence of all peoples against the axis aggressors! Together 
with you for Indian liberation and world liberation! 

Long live the Red Anny, the mightiest people's Anny ever 
created! 

Long live the Soviet peoples. the most united peoples the world 
ever saw! 

For the unity of the peoples of the ~orld ! 
Salutations to the great Stalin. who leads the battle, the battle 

of freedom-loving humanity! 
In your footsteps, we shall follow ! 

Our Pledp To You Comrades Behind The Bars! 

The Enlalged Plenum of the Central Committee of1he Communist 
Party of India sends its warmest fraternal greetings to all 
the comrades who are behind the bars or have yet to work 
underground. 

We greet Comrade Bharadwaj, member of our Polit-Bureau 
who led the Communists inside the Congress, built our Party in 
the U. P. and created a Red fortress out of the Cawnpore working 
class. He is 1anguisbing to-day inside the Bareilly prison. Through 
him, we greet all our young U. P. comrades who are in the same 
jail or other jails, many of whom, in spite of their staunch loyalty 
to the Party, the bureaucracy refuses to recognise as Communistt-. 
Above all, we greet "CHACHA" JAN MOHAMED, aged worker-
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Bolshevik who yet suffers under an insane life sentence for one 
single speech. 

We greet Comrade DANGE, the most popular working class 
leader of Bombay and the founder of the mightiest Trade Union 
in Asia, the great Bombay Girni Kamgar Union We greet Comrade 
BATLIWALA, one of our most popular national agitators. These 
two yet remain inside Yerawade prison. 

We greet Comrade GHATE, founder member of our Party and 
its first General Secretary. He built our Party in the Southern 
Provinces. He is yet behind the jatl walls of Vellore. Through him, 
we greet all our Tamil and Andhra comrades who are held in 
detention together with him. 

We greet Comrade K. P.R. GOPALAN, whose life the people's 
mobilisation helped to save, but who is not yet free. We greet the 
four Kayyur comrades who face the gallows, whose mercy petition 
the Madras Governor has rejected. The last word on their fate yet 
lies with the Governor-General. Through the persons of those -death-defying heroic comrades of ours, we send our greetings to 
all our Malayali comrades, prisoners, detenus and underground 
work~. 

We greet over a hundred of our Punjab comrades headed by 
BABA GURU MUKH SINGH, the grand leader of Indian's 
revolutionaries and the hoary white Babas, SOMAN SINGH and 
RUR SINGH. They are mostly in Gujrat jail. 

We greet the warriors of Chittagong Annoury Raid and other 
pre-refonns days prisoners and through them huQdreds of our 
Bengal Comrades who are prisoners, detenus, externets or internees 
or have yet to suffer underground existence. We greet bur comrades 
of Bibar, who, are detained in Huaribagh jail. 

We greet the comrades-in-arms of Bhagat sma., the Lahore 
Conspiracy Case prisoners-GAYA PRASAD, SHIV VERMA, 
JAIDEV KAPOOR and others, who have proved their revolutionary 
worth by coming over from terrorism to Communism, even while 
continecl inside prison-walls away from the people's movement. 

We greet all our comrades, unknown heroes of our people, who 
dedicated their young lives to fight fearlessly for the fteedom of 
India and the whole world, whom a soulless and brainless alien 
bureaucracy yet keeps chained and caged and refbses to release 
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so that they may shed their young blood. defending our holy 
Motherland. 

You Shall Rejoin Our Ranks ! 

Comrades behind the bars ! The first word does lie with the 
foreign government; that ts why you are not yet by our side. But 
the last lies with word the people and that is our pledge to you 
that we will wm you back in our ranks to rally the people you have 
served and led before, to fight for the defence and freedom of our 
ancient land. 

Brothers tom away from the revolutionary brotherhood which 
1s our Party!. While we were in the midst of the mass campaign 
for your reteaie and were wmning greater and greater support of 
our fellow-patriots and the people, the alien government instead 
of releasing you and negotiating for a National Government with 
our national leaders, struck at the national movement itself, arrested 
the national leaders and has let loose a reign of terror. A new and 
penlous situation faces our country. 

We have not forgotten you, how can we? We call upon you to 
realise how difficult and complicated the situation in our country 
1s to-day. Black despair hangs over our fellow-patnots. The national 
movement is threatened with disruption from within aud terror 
from without. The fate of our nation hangs in the balance. 

But rest assured comrades that there 1s no despair and defeatism 
mside your Party. The bureaucracy in the last six weeks has 
rearrested several of our recently released comrades and many 
more, together with the Congress patriots. We are launching a 
nation wide campaign for the release of national leaders and 
negotiations for National Government. We pledge our word that 
we will put your release in its honoured place in our mass campaign. 
We are confident that we will win! 

If we cannot rally the people, to win your release, we would 
be unworthy of being your comrades. 

We Crusade For Unity We will Win ! 
If we cannot make sense to our fellow-patriots and make than 

see that we have all to unite, to get the release of Indian's foremost 
national leaders and force an unwilling foreign. government to 
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negotiate for National Government, we would be wworthy of our 
nation and then not freedom but fascism will be the destiny of our 
great country. 

This is the burning realisation of every Communist. We pledge 
our all that every Party Member will work his hardest and best 
to tum the tide, to win you back in our midst, to win the national 
leaders back in their rightful place in our national movement to 
guide India's destiny through an all-parties National Government 
against the Japanese invaders, in alliance with the freedom-loving 
peoples of the United Nations. 

We have wboundcd faith in the sound patriotic mstincts of our 
fellow-patriots. We have undying faith m the irresistible nught of 
our 400 million-strong people We wtll win ! Bless our patnotic 
mobilisation and holy crusade for national unity and accept our 
Lal Salaams. 

Red Greetin1s to British Communist Party 

WARM Red greetings from the Enlarged Plenum o1the Central 
Committee of the COJ11111unist Party of India to our SO thousand 
Communist brothers of the British Party. We are proud of the 
Fraternal duty you are dtSChatgmg among your people, rallying 
the support of British Labour and progressives for India's national 
demand. 

India is in inuninent peril We stand in danger of losing our 
country to the Fascist invaders. Our danger is also your danger. 
We know you realise this as well as we do, we appeal to you to 
make your realisation the common realisation of the Brit;h people 
as a whole, in the common interest of our two great rieoJ>les. 
Awaken British People To The Peril 

Rouse the British people to realise as keenly as our people do 
that an alien Govermncnt cannot rouse the national patriotic spirit 
of our people to fight the fascist invaders to death, this, only India's 
national leaders heading an all-Parties National Govemmmt can 
do. Mab them see that whatever the number of British troops the 
British Govenunmt is able to send to India, whatever the number 
of convoys brinaing the best anns and latest equipment, they 
cannot successfully defend India without the active co-operation 
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of India's 400 millions which only the political leaders of our 
people can secure and guarantee. Churchill and his advisers are 
banking on a purely military defence of India and are bent on 
ignoring the political problems. It is the same bankrupt policy that 
lost Europe to the Fascists, it will work no other way in our 
country. Rally your people to make Churchill take back all that 
he said about his Indian policy in his latest speech in the House 
of Commons. To pursue that policy is to gamble with India's fate, 
at the cost not only of our people but of your people too, their 
hard labour, their beloved sons in the army. 

Fi1ht lmP,eritdist Falsehood 

Tell the British people that the leadership of the National Con
gress stood for settlement with the British people and not conflict 
with the British Government. It is the British Government that struck 
the first blow, and has caused all the trouble. To ignore this would 
lead to calamitous results for the British and Indian peoples alike. 
To understand this is the first step towards uniting us both. 

Tell the British people that it is the unparalleled blitz of repres
sion that has driven unarmed patriots to acts of sabotage in the blind 
spirit of revenge. 

Tell the British people that the policy of the British Government 
is creating a mass patriotic basis for the real Fifth-Columnists who 
used to count for nothing in the Indian national movement. Police 
repression is only helping to feed the real Fifth Columnists whose 
main slogan to-day is that the Japs could do no worse but will deal 
with us better. 

Tell the British people that no patriotic Indian political Party or 
group supports the British Government, or its policy of repression 
and all demand National Govemment. 

Tell the British people that to try to crush the Congress is to 
make the vain attempt to crush Indian nationalism. In the perilous 
situation of to-day it is to destroy India's national will to resist the 
Fascist aggressors. 

Tell the British people that to settle with the Indian people, re
lease of Congress leaders and negotiations with them are necessary 
as it would have been to get your T.U.C. and Labour Party inside 
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the Government to make it national, to mobilise your O\.\'D people 
behind Britain's war-effort. There is no getting round this funda
mental fact, in your interests as well as ours. 

We Weather The Storm-We Fipt to Unite 

Tell the British people that your brother Party in India is launch
ing a nation-wide campaign to unite all Parties and rally all patriots, 
for stopping repression by the Government and sabotage by mis
guided patriots, for securing the release of national leaders, for forging 
all-in national unity so that United National India may negotiate 
with the United Nations for the immediate establishment ofNational 
Govenunent in our country, pledged to rally India's nullions in a 
free and equal partnership in the Grand Alliance of the frecdom
loving nations. 

We know this is the only way to save our country. Make the 
British people realise how this helps them too. Tell them how this is 

the only path for uniting our two great peoples. 
Tell British Labour that our Party has been alale to retain its 

leadership over the India working class and has saved the majority 
of industrial centras from stoppage and sabotage while our trusted 
centqd leaders like Dange, Bharadwaj, Batliwala, Gbate and others 
with hundreds of our local leaders were never released from deten
tion and hundreds more have been arrested for daring, to stand be
tween the people and the police and for asking angry crowds to 
protest peacefully against repression. 

Tell every one of our British Comrades that no Indian Commu
nist will know any rest till national unity has been realised, our 
national leaders released, National Government won~ our people 
fight the Fascist enslavers shoulder to shoulder with y r people for 
our freedom aMVell as yours, ending for ever the era the enslave
ment of our nation by your ruling class. Rest assured; rothers that 
our Party will fight to its last member against the Jap Fascists who 
threaten our tair land. 

Our Need Is Youn Too 
Rouse your people to realise how desperate is the situation in 

India, how mgent the need to end the present deadlock, which helps 
neither your nation nor ours but only the Fascists. Your people in 
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their own interest, and our people in our own interest, will have to 
ultimately unite in the common struggle against the Fascist aggres
sors, why not unite right away, that will guarantee that there will be 
no Burma in any Indian province, no useless suffering for your sol
dier-sons, less sacrifices for your worlangmen. Make every honest 
son of the British people regard Indian freedom as if it were the 
freedom of Britain itself. If the Japs get us they get us at your 
cost. If your people can get your. rulers to release our people you 
get India's 400 millions agajnst the laps for deathless heroism in 
the common anti-Fascist struggle, inside the common freedom ftont 
for common victory of humanity against barbarism, of freedom 
against sla\ficy. Let you from there, and we from here do our patrotic 
duty by our own peoples and tirelessly work for their unity. We shall 

. I wm. 

ALL TOGETHER-FOR RELEASE OF GANDBin 
TO END NATIONAL CRISIS : 

Resolution of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
India at its Enlarged Plenum Session, Fehruary 10-24, 1943. 

A situation of the utmost gravity faces our people to-day. The 
reckless act of the bureaucracy on August 9, drove the vast masses 
of our patriots away from the path of National Defence. The 
treacherous Fifth Column sought shelter in the bosom of patriotism. 
The conflict between the Government and the people aggravated 
every problem in the Jand. Economic dislocation and crisis deepened 
into a crisis of the barest necessaries of life of the people, of food 
itself. 

Starvation and famine face the nation at a time when the mtbless 
Jap invader is at our doors. 

Now Or Never! 
No longer could the nation's leaders behind prison bars continue 

to be helpess witnesses to this disaster. Gandhiji's fast :is a desperate 
call to the entire nation to wake up before it is too late and unite to 
save itself from utter extinction. 
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The same hands that locked the jail gates on the nation's leaders 
on August 9, refuse to unlock them now. The life of the nation·s 
foremost leader is in peril. His call for settlement. the only way out, 
is spumed. 

The crisis deepened a hundredfold. 
It is '"Now or never" for our entire nation. We either get Gandhiji 

out and, solve the crisis; or we sink in it deeper still irrevocably, and 
helplessly get caaied on by it from the arms of one enslaver into 
those of another. 

Whether we can get Gandhiji out or not to-day-on this depends 
wbcther our entire nation passes from crisis to salvation or to death. 

A Rebuff To Slanders 
Gandhiji's statements have swept away every obstacle. every 

prejudice, that stands in the way of our great patriotic Parties uniting 
among themselves and with the peoples of the United Nations. 

He has answered back all the slanders hurled against our national 
movement by the t;ureaucracy and has reaflirmeckhe staunch anti
Fascist stand of the Congress. He has categorically disowned 
sabotage and anarchy on behalf of the Congress. He has revealed 
that.the Ccmgress was on the eve of new negotiations with the League 
prior to August 9; he bas indicated the Viceroy for blocking, Rajaji's 
efforts to interview him after his talks with Jinnah. 

He has opened the door wide for settlement with the League, for 
united negotiations with the Government. 

Viceroy's Chlllenp 
The Vic:eroYs's "No" to Gandhiji shows the lefigth to which 

wooden-beaded reaction can go. They don't want sFttiement with 
the Indian people; they want our downright surremtcf. 

ElU)' patliotic Party, eveiy patriot should wake DA and see where 
this policy leads our nation. The Viceroy's ''No" to Gandhiji is not 
mere private quarrel between the Congress and the Government. 
It is an ultimatum delivered to every patriotic party, to our entire 
nation-either surrender or nothing 

Accentuation of the uusguidecl struggle against the means of our 
National Defence; new lease of life to the Fifth Column just at a 
time when its whole political basis bas been knocked of clean by 
Glndhiji's statements; dependina of the food crisis into famine and 
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food riots-this is what awaits our nation 1f the Viceroy's "No" is 
allowed to stand. 

India's gates would be left y,rjde open and the Jap mvaders could 
walk m anytime it suited them. 

Bureaucracy On Last Lep 

The glorious traditions of our patriotic national parties-the sound 
patriotic instincts of our great people, cannot look on in passivity 
:md silence before this shamefbl prospect. Out of this very prospect 
itself, out of the present diehard stand of the Viceroy has ppened out 
the biggest opportunity for our nation. 

Never before has the reactionary bureaucracy isolates itself so 
completely fTcn every section of Indian public opinion, from every 
sectl.on of International public opinion All the slanders of Amery 
and Co., against the Indian people, fabricated to isolate them from 
their International alltes, are bemg blown up. All the barriers of 
rmsunderstandmg and prejudice between the Congress and the League 
are being removed. 

The movement for the immedtate and unconditional release of 
Gandhiji as the only \\ay of ending the cnslS has already begun to 
sweep all over the land. All patriotic organizations and associations 
are coming into it. From the threatened province of Bengal has come 
the most inspiring example of a united lead-the demanJ of the 
Bengal Legislative Assembly for Gandhiji's release. a demand 
supported by all parties including the Muslim League and the Hindu 
Mahasabha. The coming Delhi Conference should rally the bigge~1 
mobilisation of united Indian public opinion. 

Unite To Stop Sabotaae 
At this critical hour in the destiny of our beloved Motherland. 

the Communist Party appeals to every patriotic brother Pa~. to 
every patriotic son ind daughter of India. 

All unite and win Gandhiji's release to end the crisis! In the name 
ofGandbiji, stop sabotage and smash the Fifth Colunm! 

We appeal to all our brother Congress patriots. From behind 
Prison bars, CJan4biji bas disowned sabotage and anarchy; be has 
given the call for unity wih the League. In the sacred name of the 
Congress, in the name of Congress-League unity, stop sabotage and 
anarchy, smash the Fifth Column which has been rwming amuck 
with the Congress banner the last six months. This is the way you 
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can act as true soldiers of the Congress, this is the way you can get 
the League to join you in winning Gandhiji's release. 

Call To Leape Patriots 

We appeal to all our brother League patriots. On your shoulders 
rests the biggest responsibility today. There are now few barriers of 
prejudice or misunderstanding left between you and the Congress 
Gandhiji has disowned the campaign of sabotage and anarchy, he 
has stretched out on behalf of the Congress his hand of friendship 
towards you through the prison bars. 

Nothing but these bars stand between you and your great brother 
Party; between you and National Government which you so ardently 
desire and urpntly need; between you and the satisfaction of your 
just demand for self-determination. The Viceroy has already said 
''No" to this just demand of yours. 

For ~Determination 

The Viceroy demands surrender of the Congress. To tolerate this 
demand is to help the bureaucracy to crush the biggest brother 
party of yours in the country through which alone you can realise 
your right of Self-determination . 

. To tolerate this in to allow the bureaucracy to smash all Parties 
after smashing the Congress. 

The Viceroy has turned down even Gandhiji's proposal to consult 
the Congress Working Committee members. To allow the Viceroy's 
policy to stand, to allow the Congress call to you to go unheeded, is 
to miss your biggest chance of winning freedom for the Muslim 
masses and salvation for all. In the name of the MllSlim masses of 
the threatened provinces, in the name of the. traditioni and aspiratic:ms 
of your own great oipnisation, throw in your enth weight to get 
Gandhiji out . .. 
Forward All ! 

We appeal to the Hindu Mahasabha patriots, to every one of our 
brother patriots throughout the length and breadth of India, to unite 
with each other and win Gandbiji's release and end the crisis. We 
appeal to the wmking class, kisan and student organisations to rally 
behind the campaign for Gaadbiji's release and to isolate thOse who 
try to exploit Gandbiji's fast for creating anarchy. One simple step 
forward and we force the bureaucracy to bend and save our entire 
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nation from untold disaster. To fail to take this sunple step means 
death and destruction for all. 

All together demand Gandhiji's release! 
Forward to National Unity to win National Government for 

National Defence and Freedom! 

THE FOOD CRISIS AND OUR TASKS : 
Resolution passed by the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of India at tis Plenum Session on 19th February. J 94J. 

1 The food crisis which has engulfed the whole country 
aggravates a hundred-fold the perilous situation prec1pitated·by the 
arrest of dw l\ational leaders and the suppression of the Congress 
smce August last. Prices of food grains have not only risen to such 
dizzy heights as 200% above the pre-war level, but what is a far 
greater calamity, food has virtually vanished from the open market 
altogether. Starvation. famine and pestilence stare the Indian people . 
m the face. The situation is rapidly"drifting towards food riots on a 
countrywide scale. 

The Root Cause 
2. The root cause of this nation wide starvation is nothing else 

but the bankrupt economic pohcy of the imperialist government wlu.ch 
bas intensified the exploitation of the people during the war and has 
permitted unbridled profiteering by the monopoly capualist and 
trader. Government alone is basically responsible for the vast 
hoarding of food grains which bas led to their virtual disappearance 
from the market and mass starvation. 

The food crisis that broke out in such a violent fonn in December 
and n0w threatens to lead to the most serious political consequences 
was maturing for a whole year prior to its violent outburst. 

Since the declaration of war by Japan and particularly after the 
OCCUpation of Burma, British Imperialism, far from seeking the co
operation oflndian industries and the naticmal movement in the inter
ests of national defence, has still further intensified the economic ex
ploitation and 1he political repressim already pnwalent in the country. 

h was this policy that led to the national crisis in August. h is 
the same policy that bas now led to the food crisis 

Though the bureaucracy has never done anything e1f'ective to 
prevent black-marbting, since after Japan's entry into the war, 
It has attenipted more and more to secure grain supplies directly 
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from the peasantry by passing the normal trader in grain. Both 
the military authorities and the U.K.C.C. have purchased grain 
in large quantities independendy of the normal channels of trade 
and without consideration for popular needs. Government have 
also adopted coercive methods to secure grain from the people and 
adopted what have been simultaneously the most chaotic and the 
most harmful measures for getting control over food supplies. In 
readiation many grain traders and particularly monopolists, have 
turned hoarders and withdrawn vast quantities of grain from the 
market, while exasperated masses of the people have taken to rioting 
and disorder. 

The August crisis has still further worsened the situation both on 
account of the anarchy and general msecurity it has created and due 
to the scope it has given to hoarders as also to those who want to 
incite the people to rioting and disorder, to expliot the food crisis for 
their selfish and criminal ends. It is the national crisis which permits 
of bread riots being glorfied as a "revolutionary struggle for 
independence'' and hoarding en masse as a paViotic duty. 

Most dangerous attempts have been made by pro-"strugglc· 
elements among Congressmen, and often by Fifth Columnists to 
.exploit the food situation for leading the country to civil war and 
complete social disruption. Such a development of food crisis to· 
day can only lead to utter anarchy in the country and thus offer the 
best opportunity to the bureaucracy to crush the last remnants of 
morale still existent in the people. Such a developent must also 
obviously help the Fifth Columnist and the Japanese invader. 

Thus the extreme intensification of the national crisis is leading 
the country to complete ruination. 

Two Alternatives 

3. Ilfthis situation, to leave the initiath~ in the hands of 
imperialism, is to allow the food crisis to ~lop into riots and 
lootings and to throw open the gates of our country to Fascist and 
Jap invasion. On the other hand, to unite the people and all the 
patriotic parties and organisations in a people's campaign for food. 
to force the bureaucracy to really and effectively control prices and 
stocks so that necessaries of life would be available at prices within 
the reach of the people, and to ensure equitable distribution, is to 
solve not only the food crisis but to mcnie tbrward towards the soluti<il 
of the Mtional crisi._ as well 
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Our Solution 

4. The first prerequisite of a satisfactory solution of the food 
crisis is that all stocks of grain meant for trade must be stored in 
public godowns and that the prices of food-stuffs must be brought 
down to the purchasing power of the ordinary consumer. This public 
storage of food alone can completely eliminate vanishing of food
stuffs and black-marketing. Further, the peasant must be assured a 
reasonable price for his produce. A popular solution of the food 
problem cannot eliminate the honest trader. He will have to be 
protected from the clutches of the monopolist grain hoarder, and a 
reasonable rate of profit ensured to him. 

Finally, these prereqwsites cannot be satisfied without complete 
people's saitction behind them That is why it is necessary both in 
rural and urban areas to have people's food committees representative 
of all sections and parties of the people and secure recognition for 
them from the Government for the control of supply and regulation 

· ofprices. 
It is also clear that only a National Government can solve the 

food problem on a national scale. Through the food crisis the 
Government is ruming the entire nation both economically and 
politically. The same national unity and National Go~t that 
are necessary for the solution of the political crisis arc therefore. 
necessary for solving the food crisis as well. 

Food Campaip 
S. The Communist Party has not only put down the solution on 

paper, it has given an active lead to put it into practice. Wherever 
the food question has become acute, the Communist Party bas taken 
the initiative to forge the unity of the people bringing together men 
of all organisations into Joint People's Food Committees 

In many places, the bureaucracy bas been forced by the pressure 
of people's unity to import food and have it distributed to the local 
population at control prices. In other places, the officials opened 
more licensed shops for the distribution of food imported by them 
under popular pressure. 

People's Food Cammittes and Food \blunteers have in many cases 
unearthed big ~ stopped illicit export of grain by profiteers 
and have fon:ed the officials to sell the goods so seized to the public 
at controlled prices. 
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It certain places where the Food Committees have secured stocks 
of sugar, kerosene, they have successfully organised rationing under 
popular control. 

In big cities like Bombay, Food Volunteers have been organised 
"ho kept order in the long queues before Government Grain Shops 
and ex.posed the corruption, police high·bandedness and prevented 
the breaking out of riots when the rush in the queues was the greatest. 

In certain cases, Party initiative and intervention has resulted in 
stopping altogether or checking the spread of food riots. 

Such in the main have been the results of the activities and the 
intervention of the Food Committees and Food Volunteers funned 
under the Party's initiative. 

Achievements 
6. The principal achievement of our activities on the Food Front 

has been that wherever we have intervened we have demonstrated in 
practice that all-in unity for food can be forged and that on the strength 
of ilDited people's action, food can be got, that bureaucracy can be 
forced to produce stocks and control prices and hoarders unmasked 
and isolated. 

We have shown how food riots are no remedy, and on the other 
hand, they are a disaster to be checked or prevented on the strength 
of people's unity. We have thus smashed the game of the Fifth Column 
and isolated his wherever we have fought against food riots. 

We have shown how the small trader and retailer has to and can 
be won over so that the people's Food Committees, reinforced by the 
traders, will not only be able to get stocks but start rationing and 
distribution through normal trade channels. 

Failin1s 
7. The main failing of our food campaign was thatfwe intervened 

on the food M>nt sporadically and piecemeal. As i;~ -~e of our 
activity on other fronts, we followed the typical spont!neity pattern. 

Firstly, we took up considerable time to get goqg on the food 
front. We began intervening when the situation bad already reached 
a breaking point. We trailed behind events. 

Secondly, we tackled whatever aspect of it came before our nose 
and remained sticking to it. It was food queues in one place, the 
fight for mill grain shops m another, the getting and rationing of 
sugar and kerosene stocks in a third. 
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Thirdly, therefore, we tackled the whole problem in typically 
economist fashion, running it as a partial demands campaign. We 
failed to realise that our intervention on the food front was on a par 
with our interventi<>lt in the events after August 9. In short we failed 
to grasp that the food crisis was an extension of the national crisis to 
food and that the fight for food was closely linked agitationally as 
well as organisationally with the fight against the Fifth Colmnn (riot
prowkers) and with the fight tor national unity, national defence 
and National Government. 

Fourthly, this political weakness has led to our failure to fonn 
stable Food Committees having active vigilance and continued mass 
support. In fact, the building of people's unity behind food and Food 
Committeesitt localities is the most concrete fonn ofbuilding national 
unity for defence and freedom. 

Fifthly, our agitation often tended to become merely a den1D1Ciation 
of the bureaucracy and the hoarders. On the one hand, we failed to 
warn the people how the policy of the bureaucracy was leading to 
food riots and social disruption and thus paving the way for the 
Japs; on the other hand, we failed to drive home bow unity over food 
must lead to unity for defence and National Government through 
which alone the problem can be pennanendy solved. 

Tu ks 
8. On the basis of a review of the achievements and failings of 

the food campaign run by us, we can now fonnulate our tasks and 
slogans for inunediate future. It must be clearly grasped that the 
food crisis is by no means over. h is bound to worsen until the 
National Government is won. What has been done so far is that 
temporary relief has been obtained, the confidence generated among 
the people in places where we have worked that 1hrough united action 
food can be got. Our job now is to consolidate and extend the advance 
made to pass m from food agitation and organisation of food 
conferences and stable People's Food Committees, from unity for 
food to unity for National Defence and National Government. 

Our main tasks are as follows :-
(a) People's Food Committee representing all patriotic and 

popular organisations and people's volunteer brigades-these are the 
cornerstones of organisation on the food front and they must be 
organised on the basis of mohollas in towns and villages. 
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(b) The Volunteer Corps are the strong ann of the People's Food 
Committees. They are indispensable for queue work, for educating 
popular opinion, on controlled prices, for keeping popular watch on 
the hoarder, for unearthing stocks and for preventing rioting and 
loot, and protecting the people. 

(c) More grainshops and supplies, better distribution of grain, 
effective price control, tracking down secret hoards, recognition for 
food committees as bodies which control and supervise over supplies, 
distribution, and prices-these must be the demands and tasks of the 
Food Committees. 

(d) To consolidate and extend the work done by us on the food 
front in any given district or town, we should organise food 
conferences. These should be preceded by real mass agitation and 
should bring together the widest sections of the people and the greatest 
number of political parties. Such conferences will create popular 
sanction behind the food committees set up by them. 

(e) Tenacious and vigorous efforts must be made to draw in the 
trader and particµlarly the small trader into the food campaign. He 
must be made to realise the re-starting of tra4e is possible only 
through the work and pressure of the people's Food Conunittees 
We must make ·every effort to draw him into the sanie. 

· (f) Wherever the millowners or workshop management have 
opened grain-shops in the mill, we should demand their control and 
supervision through joint committees. At the same time, efforts must 
be made to get traders in working-class localities to join the People's 
Food Committees and to agree to sell grain at controlled prices so 
that the Government can be pressed to use him as a distributing 
agency. 

(g) The main planks of the food campaign in tho rural areas must 
be: the peasant should be able to retain minimum!quantity of grain 
necessary for the maintenance of his family and himself, surplus 
grain to~ sold through People's Food Colnmit"=Cs to ensure the 
peasant a reasonable minimum price organisatiod of "Grow More 
Food Campaign", strengthening of the Kisan Sabha. The main 
demands of the "Grow More Food" should be: cultivable wasteland 
to the rural poor for tillage at nominal rates, tagavi loans, cheap 
irrigation facilities and supplies of manure and moratorium on rents 
and debts (including those of the co-operative societies) free use of 
forest for grazing cattle, and also freedom from attachment, during 
the war. 
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From Food To Freedom 
9. It is the responsibility of the Party to take the initiative to 

solve the food crisis by performing these tasks. As in the case of the 
national crisis, either the Party is able to come forward and forge 
p Gple's unity for getting food, and fight disruption and Fifth Column 
activity which is comina in through the food crisis end, or the initiative 
is left in the hands of the bureaucracy to gamble with the fate of the 
nation, to intensify the national crisis and to open the door for Jap 
invasion. The capacity of the Party to intervene in the food crisis 
effectively, to run a rousing campaign drawing in thousands in 
country wide food conferences, to forge mass sanctiQllS behind food 
committees so that they get effective control over supplies and prices, 
is reallyihr test of the capacity of the Party to lead the people towards 
the solution of the national crisis and for the winning of National 
Government through which alone the problem of food as of defence 
can be effectively solved. 

ON PARTY FINANCES: 
Resoluhon passed by the Central Committee of the Communist 

Party of India at Bombay on February 23, J 943. 

STARTING with cash of Rs. 13,000 and a stock of books, 
machinery and newsprint worth Rs. S,SOO at the time of legalisation 
we issued a call for Rs. 30,000 for 'People's war·, our organ. We 
realised Rs. 31,000. We had Rs. 6,500 in regular donations ftom 
August 1942, until the end of January 1943, and special donations 
to the extent of Rs. 29,000. 

To the call of the 2 Laich Fund issued by our September Central 
Committee Plenum, the people gave us S lakhs of rupees including 
the promises. The actual cash realised is Rs. 3,S0,900 and the 
promises pendihg are Rs. l ,S0,000. All provinces overfulfilled their 
quotas except Punjab, but it paid off the Centre's of share of 
Rs. IS,000. Andhra, Tamilnad, Kerala, Orissa and Gujerat made a 
combined drive of their P.C. and D.f' fund along with the 2 Laich 
Fund. The three provinces which reached the figure of a lakh and 
more are Andbra (which has yet to collect promises of a lakh of 
rupees), Kera1a (which included Com. E.M.S. Namboodripad's 
contributien of Rs S0,000) and Bengal (which includes Rs. 20,000 
for the D.C. fimds and 17 ,000 for their Daily). \ 

1be Centre's share has came to about Rs. 1,80,000. 
With this, total realisation comes to Rs. 2,65,000. The Party 

expenses during this period was Rs. 21,000. Money spent on 
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machinery and equipment of Rs. 30,000. To-day we have a paper 
stock worth 2 lakhs of rupees including the orders we have placed. 
This leaves us barely a cash balance of Rs. 15,000. 

Party Bud1et 
The Centre has got a monthly expenditure of Rs. 5,000 for which 

there is a regular income of Rs. 2,500 only. Further, we will have to 
continue buying newsprint on the black market at fabulous rates. 

Thus, though the Centre finances are for the next few months 
stabilised we still face an anxious period, with no reserve Party 
fund left to fall back on. 

The financial position of the Provinces is still worse. All the 
provinces which are bringing out their provincial organs have 
neglected to stock sufficient newsprint. Except Andhra, Tamilnad, 
and Malabar, no province bas made an estimate of their expenditure 
and income including their D.Cs. in a planned way to meet growing 
needs of our expanding Party. If this is done, the expenses which 
today are about Rs. 50,000 per month, would go to one 1akh of 
rupees per month. · 

Importance of a ~lar Party Fund 
lhe Central Committee has functioned on the basis of a stable 

party Fund. The Provittcial Committee realised the unportance and 
the absolute necessity of a Party Fund only during the imperialist 
phase of the war. This realisation is yet fonnal even in P.Cs. and this 
bas not yet become common among the entire ranks of our Party. 
The necessity of a regular Party Fund with each Party unit (the 
lowest unit at present which is permitted to have a Party fund is the 
D.C.) is.not yet realised. This is shown in the way t1Je D.Cs. live 
from band to mouth and in the way the D.Cs. look at thfir portion of 
the 2 Laich Fund as a windfall which will deep them frtm bothering 
about finances tbr the next few months. · i 

This non-realisation of the importance of a regulat Party Fund 
from the D.C. unit upwards, means no realisation amcmg our ranks 
that no expansion of Partymanbersbip, no mass campaigns and no 
llaining of the membership is possible without a stable P. Fund behind 
the C.C. and each P.C. and D.C. We will not be carrying out the 
urgent tasks that &cc us without a regular Party Fund with eadl D.C. 

nerelon, die Central Committee decides that : 
1. Every'D.C. and P.C. must stabilise its income by May day. 
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Stabilisation does not mean restricting of our activity to our present 
income, but increasing our income to meet the increased 
organisational needs and expenses of every unit 

2. Every whole timer must be paid a minimum basic wage of 
Rs. I 5/- per month. City and dearness allowances, and reasonable 
provision for his family shall also have to be met by the Party. No 
person can live and carry on work on less than Rs. 15/- without 
sponging on the people in one fonn or another. The tarelessness and 
the negligence which at present is common towards the physical 
needs of our cadres must end. "'There is nothing more valuable than 
cadre-cadres decide everything" (Stalin). To neglect cadre and 
allow them to become physical wrecks, is to disrupt our whole Patty. 

3. Every D.C. and P.C. should review its account from legality 
upto Dec!ember and frame financial rules by May Day. 

4. The C.C. should study the financial position of all P.Cs and 
frame financial rules by May Day. 

S. To·st;lbilise D.C. and P.C. incomes every cell must collect : 

(a) From every Party member a monthly subscription of Rs. 2 
as, which in the case of Kisan Party members can be collected once 
a quarter or once a year. 

(b) Fix up levies for Party Members. In fixing the amount of 
levy, one must bear in mind that it is voluntarily agM;d to by the 
Party member concerned and secondly his capacity to pay it after 
deducting all his reasonable expenses. Levy is a voluntary 
contribution which every Party member agrees to pay out of his 
own income. 

(c) Have a ring of donors around each cell. Fix the number of 
donors and the amount of donations to be collected Each cell. 

(d) Stabilise and increase the number of donors for the P.C. 

Five lakh fad 
Without fulfilling of these tasks, and without having a stable 

Party Fund for each D.C. units and above, and without having 
planned monthly budgets all round, no planning of organisation is 
possible and no expansion of our Party and no mass campaign is 
possible. 

A Reserve Party Fund for the P.Centre of S 1alcbs will have to be 
created by Novanber Day without which there is no financial stability 
for the Party. And the only way to give this call for a 5 Lakh Fund 
from the party Convention is to carry out the tasks outlined above. 



BRITISH COMMUNISTS PLEDGE 
SUPPORT : WIN GANDHIJl'S 

RELEASE 

Comrade Hany Pollitt, General Secretary of the Communist Party 
of Great Britain has sent the following cable to Comrade 
P. C. Joshi, General Secretary of the Communist Party of 
India : 

"On behalf of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of Great Britain, I assure the wannest solidarity and 
support to your campaign in this grave crisis of IBdia, to secure 
the release of Mahatma Gandhi and establish National Unity and 
win National GoWrnment for the defence and freedom of your . . 
country. 

We are cmducting a campaign to press the British Government 
here, and the Viceroy, inunediately to release Gandhiji and open 
negotiations with the Indian leaders of all political sections with 
a view to effect a united settlement in the interests of the United 
Nations.'' 



ANDHRA RESOLUTION 
ON WHOLE-TIMERS 

Below we print the resolution on party Whole-tuners passed by the 
Andhra P.C. at its recent session of January 1943. 

Our central slogans today are the building up of mass 
organisations and a mass Communist Party. This means a big 
expansion of Party functionaries and Party whole-timers. Without 
such functionaries and such whole-timers, no mass party can be 
butlt up, no mass organisations can be bwlt up. 

If this expansion of Party whole-timers is to be an organised, 
planned, expansion, if working class and kisan militants have to 
be raised to become Party whole-timers (either as Party functionaries 
or as builders of mass organisations), then the proper selection of 
whole-timers and a proper attitude towards them is urgently 
necessary. 

In Andhra, of course. where the tradition of giving away all 
property to the Party has become widespread among Party ranks 
the approach of the P.C. towards the problem ofwhole-tJmcrs has 
been one of caution : ·'Not every one who gives all his property 
to the Party can become a whole-timer''. This approach. of course, 
cannot be copied by other provinces where such conditions do not 
exist and where the central need is for raising more Party whole
timers. Don't copy the approach of the resolution, learn from its 
content. 

What you will learn from the resolution is : Responsibilities of 
a Party whole-timer; responsibilities of the Party Committees towards 
the Party whole-timers general directions for selecting whole-timer. 
The resolution should help you to orient } our understanding m a 
new way towards the question of Party and mass organisation. 

After the meeting of Party organisers held in October, 1942, 
there bas come a new revolutionary consciousness in our Party 
members. That consciousness is that they should give away all their 

'&aolrition qf 171• A.ndhm Stat. Ct111U1tilln of tll• Commrmisl Party of India. 
Tabnp,,,,.: 171e ''Partyutw" qf 12 3.194.3 of th• c,,,,,,,,,,,.w Plll'lyoflndia. 
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~ to the Party and become whole-time Party workers. This 
is certamly the opening of a new chapter in the history of our Party 
P. C. welcomes this new consciousness at a time like this when we 
have to face a political crisis in our country and when we have 
to defend our Motherland from the Fascist aggressor. In this stage. 
if we fail to utilise this new revolutionary consciousness and spint 
of self-sacrifice of our Party Members, we will be doing a great 
harm to the development of our Party. But at the same time, those 
Party members should also realise the tremendous responsibilities 
of a Party whole-timer. Then only will this consciousness make 
them real Bolshevik Party workers. Otherwise this emotional 
enthusiam will lead him to a 'romantic' idea ofbeing a Party whole
timer and ultimately he will only become a problem to the Party 
itself. Therefore, it is necessary to specify the responsibility of a 
whole-timer toward the Party and the party's responsibility towards 
a whole-timer. 

Points to remember when we Take a Comrade u a 
Whole-timer 

A party Member, by the mere fact that he has given all bis 
property to the Party, does not become entitled to be taken as whole 
time Party worker. It is the Party that has to decide whether a 
comrade can be t8ken as a whole-timer on Party wage or not. The 
District Committees would take the following points into 
consideration before they take any comrade as a party whole-timer. 

1. What is the level of his political consciousness and what 
are his capacitiest 

2. What is the work he would be given and the necessity of that 
work. 

3. How much is he interested in doing thatUob and what is 
his capaci\)' to do it. . 

4. Whether he is better fit to do that joij than the other 
comrades in that locality. 

S. Whether he has that capacity to clevek>p himself both 
politically and organisationally while doing the job. 

The District Committee should make the following points clear 
to those comrades who has prepared to give all their property and 
who possess the above qualifications. 

(a) Even though he has given his all to the Party, the District 
Committee alone will decide whether he could be taken as a whole-
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wnct ur not That "111 dl1>l·ml on his capac1t1cs and the ncccssttv 
l't takmg hnn as a \\hole-tuner · 

(b) Before he gn~s Im. propl!rh to the Part\. he should first 
m.1ke a decent p1ov1s1on for hts fa1iul) (1 c lus iuothcr. \\lfe. and 
clnldn.:11) After this 1t he has ~till an) thmg left as his share. he 
~hould give tt to the Party 

(c) TI1esc comrades \\ho get Rs 250/- 01 l~s.., per )car should 
not sell and give thetr propert~ to the Pait} 

Responsibilities of a Whole-timer 

l He should not ha\-c the conception that party comm1ttccs 
Jre n:spons1blc for h1:i month!~ \\age and that Party committees 
arc pa) masters of the \\hole-timers From the total collcct10ns the 
PJtt\ whole-t1Jl1crs mal...e for the Part\ funds. the) \\ill be allowed 
to spend a fi:\-cd amounl of mone) and that the) ha\ c to take through 
the Part) committees. for their personal expense.., It 1s. this conception 
that should ammate a \\hole-tuner When a \\hole-tuner has this 
conception then onl~ \\ 111 be n.:ahi:,cd that the more Part) funds he 
collects. the more regularl) \\ tll the Part) c mnuttcc be able to 
drsch.irgc its rnsponsib1ht1es and pa~ Part) \\ages regularly. 

2 He should be animated \\1th the consc1ousucss that he should 
de\ clop more and more. dail) through carf) mg out the present Jobs 
and be capable of takmg add1t1onal 1espons1b1httcs and thus be 
\\Orth~ of bcmg a \\hole-tm1c1 on the Part) \\agl' Mo11..1Jver. he 
must realise that 1f he fails to do his Jobs \\ell. and to de. clop. 1t 
becomes the duty of the Pam comm1ttcc to remove him as wholc
t1111cr on Part)' \~age He must rcahse that a Part) Conuntttce that 
docs not do tl11s and take another cJ.pabk comrade m lus place 1s 
not carrymg out its dut) .u1d 1s hampcrmg the de\ elopmcnt of the 
Part) \\'hen he rcahscs tlu~. he ''Ill \\cJcome the dcc1s1on of the 
Part~ 

3 Party \\hole-tuners should not onl) go on developing 
th'-msdvcs politically. but should also rcahse and correct their 
'\hort-comings in thclT personal hfo. and t~ to kad an exemplary 
hfc His relations with hts fanul) and others should be communist 
relatmns He should trv to be a model. efficient and good '"orker 
on ever) front The P~rt~ comnuttei.:~ should also SL>e that every 
\\hole-timer does his Job well and develops hke that Only then wdl 
our party d"•vclop and man~ mor~ comrades \\Ill become whole
t1mcrs. 

I ,,/ "' 3 7 
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Responsibilities of Party 

1 As far as possib1c the Part~ should gave the \\ages of \\holc
timcrs m time 

2 The part~ should make special an angcments for the conc.tant 
poht1cal de\ elopmcnt of \\hole-timers 

1 The Part) should also see that cvel) \\hole-timer de\ clop<; 
h1m.cielf to lead a model hfc His mistakes and dt.>fects should h1. 
pointed out and he should be gr\len suggestions to correct himself 
and develop The Party should treat them as equal members of one 
rcvolut10nary family Their mistakes should be pomtcd out to 
correct them and develop them. but not for mere fault finding Th~ 
Part) Comm1tee should take care that in pomting out the mistake' 
\\e do not do it m such a \\ay as to discourage or d1~hearten them 

4 The respons1b1ht} of dcvelopmg the \\ 1ves and children of 
the \\hole-timers pohttcally and lookmg to their financial needs I!! 
also on the Party E\cry Party (omm1ttcc should reahsc this and 
fulfil tlus respons1b1ht~ m the best wav possible 111 the g1\i;n 
situation 

The \\hole-timer should feel that the Part)' 1s sparmg no effort!! 
m performmg its duty to\\ards him 1:.vcf) \\1¥,lle-t1mer domg ht!! 
duty means that the Party itself i.i f ulfilhng its repons1biht1c!i 
to\\ards the wbolc-tuners When ever) whole-tamer 1s conscious of 
tlus. then there \\111 be no room for the false notion that he " 
separate from the Party and the part)' I!. ~omcthmg separate from 
him The) will rcahse that the m~anmg of the Party call) mg out 
its rcspons1bihties. is the Part} members. and espcc1ally the \vholc
t1mers. fulfilling their mdl\ 1dual rcspons1biht1es 

Future Programme 
1 When an) comrade 1s bemg taken a~ a Party wholc-t1mer the 

respective D1stnct Comm1tee should be.ir m mind all the abO\c 
factors The) should first get the appro\'al qf the Provmc1a.l 
Corrumttee before an}bod) is taken on the Pa.rt' \\age 

2 Pa~ \\ages to the whole-timers should be'the same all O\Cr 

the Province Each whole-timer \\Ill be gi\cn Rs 15/- per month 
as the basic Party wage If he lives m a town he \\di get an 
allo\\ance of Rs 5/-e\.tra Allo\\ancc for his wife 1f she 1s m .1 

village 1s Rs 5/- and 1f she 1s m to\\n Rs 10/- every month 
Allo\\-anct> for lus children 1s for each child Rs 5/- upto a maximum 
of Rs 10/-per month If he has to do any tra\elhng. that travelling 
allo\\ance \\di be g.i~eh scpar.ttely In case he falls di, and needs 
special mcd1cal help. special allowance for that wdl also be given 
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CONGRESS & LEAGUE PATRIOTS: 

YOlJ-CAN TURN THE TIDE ! 
M.AY DAY MANIFESTO OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA 

.. For a vi.hole gcncratmn Ma) Da} ~'as a da} \\hen the \\orker 
fortified lus fmth m lus O\\n strenbrth and felt himself at one \\Ith 
the mdhons. nf his class brothers. a da} '"hen he felt c.onsc1ous of 
bclongmg to a m1ghtv militant bod} The significance ofth1s May 
Da} is mcomparabl) greater Tius } car 1t 1s a da) of rail} mg all 
people. of umtmg all honest men "ho chcm.h fr~dom for the 
struggle m defence ofthc1r cl-cent C'\.1st"'11cc for the s.ic1ed hberat1011 
\\ar agamst fascism. for the cause of all mankmd On this day the 
sense of human chgmt}. courage and dctcnnmanon of every fighter 
must overcome all apprehensions The magnificence of the common 
task must relegate to the background all pelt) ego1st1c motives 
Umty of all prog1css1\c and freedom-lo\ ml! forces must lead to the 
supreme dctcnnmat1on to act · 

- -From Ma' Da} Mamfesto of the 
Commumst lntematlonal ( 1942) 

May Day 1943 fulls m the 1mdst of the most dec1s1vc tummg 
pomt m world-history 

The Fascist dogs arc on the run. beaten b) the henoc 'led Anny 
and the forces of the Umtcd Nations The Nazi fo1ccs stand 
dccunated, the1r morale shattered do\\ n C\ Cl) da} 

The would-be conquerors of the \\Orld. the H1tler-T 0Jo-Mussohm 
gang are eating the dust 

The path n hemg opened for the ltherctll(ln of the whole -world 
Only last year the \\Orld stood on the b1 mk of disaster Japan 

had conquered Java, Sumatra. Mala) a and Burma and stood at the 
gates of India carry on her campaign of pillage and plunder. rape 
and death 

People 'Ji Jfor Srimdm· • lpril 19./3 
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Hitler hoped to come through the Caucasu' to .1ttack lnd1.1 hum 
the other stdc 

Europe la) at the fl.ct of the N.1.t1 conquc1oa In \fnc.i he lookld 
st1ongcr 

There appeared to be no bai r 1c1 lo Na71 lust and conquc't c\.c .. pt 
the Red Ann). the ann) of the todcr~ 

Fascists On The Run 

The tide h.is at la!-.t turned m this grgant1c and gloli.d b.iuk. 
bct\\ecu sl,n Cl) and trcedom bct\\ccn death and C\.l'\tcncc 

The 1mpcnshable defender~ of Stalingrad and the 1mmort.1l Red 
Ann) opened the \\a) for the final dcfc.it of Hitler and h1'\ .,atcht ... , 
The und) mg rcsastdncc of the Chmesc pcopk. on the tlm.~hold ot 
its seventh )ear. contmuall) hamper~ the rc.1h~at1un of Nippon ' 
dream!» 

The Afncan offcn~1"e of the Bnt1.,h Amcr K.m .md lnd1.m 
Ann1es-thclf bra\er) .i.nd couragc-dro\c )Ct .inothc1 n.ul 111 th~ 

coffin of H1tlcr-fasc1~m 
The 1omt actJon of the Indian Cluncsc 811t"h .\mcnc.m 

and So' 1et armies has fo1 ccd the fasc1..,t~ to flec m mort.d tcr ror 
f.rom the Middle Ea!lt to the banks of thc Donctl' and the 

Volga 
Ma) Da) secs the mortal cnem) of mankmd on the run " 

hunted a.mm.ii honed to perish m the near future 

Gigantic People~· Rall) 

Ne\ er m the h1'\t01' of mankmd \\J.~ there ~ueh .:t g1g.inhc rail\ 
spread over um contmcnt~ to defend human trecdom 

Stalm g&l\e the slog.in · Dt..ath to the f.i,t1\ti;;··- TodJ\ 
Engh~hmcn,,Amencans C.hinc~i::. Indians- nil echo fhc same \\atch
\\ord-Dcath to the Nazis I 

Stahn 1aiscd the mspmng \\Jrcr} War of Ltbl•rJt1011 for .ill 
peoples 

Toda} progressn.e Amcucans. Bnton!-1 all d~mand that th~ \\.lf 

must end m the hbcrat1on of all peoples and that an end be put 
to the 1mpcnahst donunat1on of nations 

lnspnoo by tht!t smgfoness of aim the Amc11can and Bnt1sh 
'' orkcrs arc perfonrung marvels m production. to !tuppl\ the 



,mmes ot the llmtcd N.lt101\'o. "1th ''c.ipons I he\ '"ccp befo11,.. 
thcm C\ en obst.iclc crcatcd b, 'ci;t"'d 111h:1 c ... t~ .inc.I compel the 
l.ittcr to t ctrc.it 

ht contr.ist to lht. \ac1l1Jt1on'i and told c.ilculat1011-. ot 1mpl!n.1hi;t 
-.t.1tc~111cn the Bnt1~h and Amcrn .. an people' th" \\ orkmg cla-.~ 
lkm.tnd the nnmcdiate openmg ot thc Second hont 111 f,uropc to 
... 111.1i;h Hitler \\1th one po" er tul and muted blo\\ and to end thc 
".ir qmckh 

lmpcn.1hst <.,tatcsmcn hc ... 1tatc to hb1,..r.ttc b1ropc 1 he peoplei; 
d1..m.md 1t 

[.,en rc.ict1on..1.n wmprom1""' \\1th prn-t.ii;c10,t torcc~ onh anger.., 
th1,, people It dn\ c., them to trn ... 11.ttc the gam1,.. of the nnpcnahi;t 
... t.itci;mcn \\ho attl·mpt to du .. ,1t them of \\oild freedom 

Th" mtern.1t1011.il umh L "\prc..,.,c.., 11.-..clt mo~t 1..mphat1calh and 
... h.u ph on the quci;t1<m of Indian trcedom Th1,.. 1 c~1m1.. of 1 cpr C'iSlon 
d1 .m" um\ cr..,al protc-.t<. the demand for N.ttlunal GO\ crnmcnt and 
'idtk:ment "1th Jnd1.1 1.-.. more than eh!I championed e\ en attempt 
tn t'iolatc lndm from the anti-fa:;u~t front to keep hc1 m bond.1gc 
,.., ..,trnngh rcw .. tcd .1'> oppo~1t1011 to dcmocr.ic.\ It J'i not fm nothmg 
that the pcQplc~ of the \\ orld h.t\ c 111 ... cnbcd on then banner 
hbc1 .1tm111i;t aim., 

I oward~ Di\a~ter 

When progrei;sl\ c people., .ill O\ ~1 the \\ orld ha' c made Indian 
freedom the acid tci;t of dcmocrac\ and ant1-fa~cm11 India 1s pulled 
b.i<.,k. and pre\ cntcd from cont11butmg he1 full ..,trcngth to the 
anttf.ti;c1~t \\.J.r 

Not \\,mtmg to tra11sfi:1 po\\er the burc.incr.tc\ att.1ckcd the 
(' ong1 C'i~ \\hen the national orgami;atton had declared 1t~ unflmchmg 
support to the ant1-fasc1st c.iuo;e dc~p1te Cnpps · failure to hand over 
PO\\ Cr 

Bureaucratic attack agamst the Congress called forth a replv 
m the shape of bhnd struggle which totalh ignored the needs of 
national defence and the menace of the Japanl!se robbers on the 
border \\ho \\ere r!.!ad\ to march mto our countr. to plunder our 
homes It forgot the ant1-fasc1st trad1t10ns of ou1 national mo\lement 
and that any step \\htch "eakcn\Xi our nnt1-fusc1st resistance could 
not lead to frt.-cdom 
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Taken advantage of by the fifth column the struggle degenerated 
into bombings of schools. anarchy agamst the people. sabotage of 
the means of national defence. organisation of food-riots. lootings. 
and open pro-Japanese propaganda. 

It was not the spectacle of the Indian people marching forward 
to hberty nor of the bureaucrac~ being defeated. 

It was the horrid spectacle of the path being cleared for the 
Japanese robber through sabotage of the means of transport and 
communications, the means of national defence. through J.mdcrmming 
of people· s morale. 

The fifth column reaped the full harvest. The bureaucracy also 
its harvest of repression. 

The people faced disruption : the bureaucracy felt strengthened 

Illusions Shattered 

Through mdcscribable suffering the people began to realise the 
full meaning of t~e anti-national acts to \\hich they were driven 
in sheer desperation. They left the path of sabotage. of crime 
agamst themselves. agamst the country· s freedom 

The Congress patriots also were not slow to understand the 
disastrous character of sabotage and attack against the means of 
national defence. From behind the prison bars Gandhiji saw \\here 
the nation was going and gave a call against sabotage and anarchy. 
Patriotic opinion; began to tum away from the Fifth Columnist but 
went into sullen retirement. bitter that the struggle was so easily 
crushed. 

Make A New Tum 

But there can be no retirement. no neutrali~ when empires 
arc crumblihg, when world-freedom is on the. agenda. India 
must take her rightful place in this historic march for final 
liberation. 

May Day ca/ls on her to make a new turn. to give up 
despair and throw her fall strength in the anti-fascist war of 
liberation. 

It calls upon every pat.iot to intervene against the Fifth Column, 
against the friends of the fascists and to fight them as enemies of 
the people. 
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The Fifth Column organises sabotage mc1tcs pl.'Oplc to 11ot111g 
Jnd lootmg. 1t ms1d1ou1il) ~O\\S pro-Jap.mesc propag.md.1 and 
undcmunes the morale of the people It complctcl\ d..:morahi,cs om 
people. makes them bche\ c that the\ Cclll nc\ er s..:cure fr..:~xlom 
through tltear O\\fi strength 

It must be act1vel) fought 
Ma) Da~ calls upon CVCI) patnot to org • .uw~..: (.)Ur pcopl..: for 

food Thousands arc st.:uvmg toda)'-a pa...:) to 1-ifth-Colummst 
propaganda The enhrc economic fabnc threat..:ni, to col1.1p~e creating 
chaos and ;;march) What chance has our freedom -1f \\C could not 
i,top anarch) and d<.."lllorahsallon Ncutraht\ me.ln~ ad\ ocac) of 
aruirch)-lca:\tnur the 1mtaat1ve either to the Fifth Column 01 to the 
burc.mcracy 

JO HJR<rl Jiff l \'II} <J/• Jill l'fOPl/ /OR[(}()/) 1\/1 l(dJ\M 

/'/O/J\(1.\ JO HJRCIJ! II/\ [<(J()Jl {}l l l J ,\bl I ORI 'ii/()/'\ I\ Ill I l i\ 

J\/) /t lC JO/Uh..\ IO ,\lll\<1 Ol R Ph.<J/'ll /Oii IJU>.\ C1J<<J/1J\c, \JO/~ 

}<()(JD 1vn 1011 mns \JORI l'RO/Jl (/JO\ I\ I• l< J(IR/1' ////,\JS Ill/< 

0\f} I' l/RJOTJC II U /0 /JU OJ• R1 OR(i l\/W\C, Ol RI OR< I~ f<OU 

IUT ll>O\/ \ SI RC C1Crl /t.. 

Our freedom cannot be \\Oil b\ ~taf\mg l'lll o\\n pcopl..: but b\ 
fecdmg them 

There \\Ill be no dearth of follo\\IDg no dearth of unn). no 
demorahsat1on. If e\tcl) patnot folio\\ s this path 

Evel) success ID sccurmg food 
for our p~oplc 

Evel') step fommd ID gro\\mg 
more food 

E\CI) measure of mcrcascd 
production m factoncs 

meam grm~ mg \lrcngth and umty of the people 
It 1s a blo\\ agamst the Japanese '" \ ader and his hfth 

column It 1s a blo" to those \\ho den) po\\er to us-a blo\\ 
m the cause of National Government and release of national 
leaders 

For Self-Determination 
May Day which witnesses the biggest rail) of the peoples of 

the "orld for Indian freedom en1oms us to build Congress-League 
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umty-thc fightmg umt~ of Hmdus and Mushm'\ for defence .111.t 
National Government. for Indian and \\Orld freedom 

Nothmg but our failure to umti= the ma101 01 ~amsatmnl\ ha'\ kept 
power and national Government from us Toda\ this fmlmi.: k\!cp' 
the nat1on·s leaders m fad and l.'llforces starvation on our nulho11, 
Hmdus and Mushms ahke It nearly cost us Gandh111·s hfc \\h1.n 
v.as on fast 

Is there any reason wh} the Congress and League should n0t 

umte \\hen the nation 1s m dire pent ·> There 1s none \\hatsoc\cr 
Both \\ant India's freedom . both demand po\\Cr to defend th1. 
country . both \\ant to range thcmsel\lcS against the Japanese Ill\ cWll 

Both want to feed our starving mtlhons 
Neither \\ants the present autocratic rule to contmuc " 
What prevents their 1mmcdmtc umt\ 1 

Failure on the part of the League and the Mu!!lhrn-. to under'\t,md 
that the Congress m its AubJUst 1csolut10n had mn\'cd to\\.lld' 
accepting self-determmat1on 

Failure on the part of the Congress to unamb1guou~I\ 

accept self-dCJ:ermmat1on as the democratic nght of Mushm 
nat1onaht1es 

Hmdu-Mushm umtv 1s there for the a~kmg 1f on!\ the patrrot' 
unhes1tatmgly acc~pt self-determmat1on If onl~ the~ thus dispel .ill 
doubts and susp1c1ons from the mmds ofthc1r Mushm brethn .. -n .md 
wm them over the common fight for power and defence 

Was Hmdu-Mushrn umty \\Ith m such eas) reach of the people 1 

Never before Accept self-dctcrmmat1on. dispel all doubts and 
enable the 100 m1lhon Mushms to 1om }OU for frcooom and dcfcnci; 
for national Government and release of n.'lttonal' leaders -such " 
the St.mp}e and stratghtfornard Wa} of buddmg Unity and turning 
the tables on the bureaucracy 

We Are Not Crushed 

In sprte of the advertised defeat of the ··congress rebeJhon. 
the forces of the l9d1an people are not crushed. They have onl} 
to be reorganised and 1.a111tcd for complete vtctory A nation of 400 
milhons can never be crushed. It 1s shalong itself out of rts earher 
set-back Its cause is championed abroad as never before. a real 
unity of the peoples of the world is shapmg before our very eyes 
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What room 1Ci there fo1 de~pair '' D~Cipmr \\hen national leader" 
m~ '!ittll m 1atl and ha\ e to be brought out > 

Despair \\hen the trcachcrnus fifth column h huCi~ J 

Despmr \\hen our people arc st.in mg Jnd hJ\ l! to be fed b) us 1 

Despa11 \\hen .1bm call the demand for umt~ 1s gro\\lllg apace > 

/1u! /mcl\l\ have: wmc: todt:\/){111 Jiu 1mperwll\t\ have enough 
c.ame to be dnappomted 8111 not th£' Im/Jim pc.·oplc ~~hc:11 the rnme 
of fref.•dom I\ lrmmplung and the enc·m1l'\ of frudom are on the 
nm 

HJJ<JJ l/U> IJ/l \ 10 ll<1lll <'Oil\/\ \ IHO/ If,/ ' 

J.r JH. N JOI > H JU <Jl U l'f 01' I l ' 
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UNITY IN ACTION 
For National Defence ancl National <i"vernment 

Political Re!tolution acl"ptecl in the Fir!tt Party Congre\\ 
of the Communi.\t Party of lntlia: 

1. NEW WORLD SITUATION 
Meeting under the shadm\ of the dccpt.'lllllg mcua.cc of Japanese 

Fascist invasion. \\hen the robber arm) of the Jap 1mpcnahsm 1c:; 

pressmg on the Bcngal-Arakan Front and \\hen Jap bombs arc 
almost daily destro) mg Indian homes and h\ cs m Cluttagong and 
m the eastern districts of Bengal and Assan1. the Fust Congrcs~ 
of the Commumst Part) of India declares that the supreme t.io;;k 
before our people to-da} 1s the defence of the Motherland The 
struggle for freedom of our conuntl) merges with th1c:; task \\htch 
can be discharged only by achte\ mg the all-m umt~ of our people 
and 10 the closest co-operation \\tth the peoples of the Umted 
Nations defendmg. their mdcpcndence and freedom agamst the 
fascist Aicts A DC\\ s1tuat1on faces evcl) people as \\ell as lndm 
A clear understandmg of this alone \\ould enable us to dctcrrnmc 
the correct patnot1c pohc~ and the task \\hich face the people The 
main features of this new s1tuat1on are as follo\\S 

(a) One issue dommatcs the hfe of c\'ery people m the \\orld 
to-da} It 1s the t1tamc conflict between the camp of the people and 
the camp of fascist 1mpenahsm. bet\\oeen the fo1ct.-s of hbcrat1on 
~nd those of enslavement-the \\ilr bet\\ccn the coaht10n of the 
frcedom-lovmg peoples of the U S S R • Chma. Amcnca and Bntam 
and the robber combme of Hitler Germany. Fascist Ital) and 
M1htanst Japan 

(b) Before every pcple 1s posed the gnm choice Vtctol) or 
Death, Freedom or Fascism. a peoplc"s world or a World of 
Enslaved peoples 

(c) It 1S the death battle of 1mpenahsm-the culmmatmg pomt 
of a 25-year long road of deepening cns1s of World tmpenahsm 
The forces of fascism-the spearhead of aggressive 1mpcnahsm are 
hopelessly surrounded The gr~mg umty of the peoples of the 
(Ruolutim1 paJSed 1man1mo11.Sly by tile Finl C<JngreM of d1r 
Comnmmst party n/ 1'1d1a May 1943) 
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world. drawn in the battl~ arra~ under the lead of the Sovi<..1 Union . . 
draws the noose tighter round 1ts neck. The pre-requisites of the 
annihilation of Fascism. of the end of World Imperialism as such 
arc at hand. 

(d) The mighty Red Army of the Sociahst Soviet Union. bearing 
the Main brunt of the fascist onslaught has transformed the whole 
situation. By its unparaJlclcd blows. it has already tipped the scales 
of battle in favour of p<..-oplc·s victory. It is transfonning the peril 
of fascist-imperialist enslavement which menaces every people into 
an opportunity to "in its O\\ n freedom. by uniting its people to 
defend the country and b)' uniting "1th the other peoplt.J to stnke 
toged1cr for a. free world 

India ·s futt: and freedom 1s mdissolubl~ hnked with the fight for 
world freedom This 1s no longer a fine phrase but a grim reality 
which emerges ever more: clcarl} out of the grucllmg experiences 
of our own people during the last eighteen months as \~ell as from 
the ha.ppemngs during the last t\~o }Cars of the \\ar of liberation 
now being fought in five contments Our people must umtc to 
defi .. "lld the Motherland. shoulder to shoulder \\1th the peoples of 
the United Nations That alone leads to fa."Cdom Refusal to sec 
this leads to the disastrous illusion of · ·fn.-edom through the laps 
as through Hitler·· It leads straight to the other camp and to fascist 
enslavement. 

Such is the clear issue posed by the: new situation. 

Stage Set For Final Battles 
During the two years of epic battles against fascism. the Soviet 

Union has not only stemmed the gigantic onslaught of the Hitlerite 
hordes but inflicted on it such signal defeats at Moscow ( December. 
1941) and at Stalingrad. (January. 1943) as have brought about 
a turning-point in the war. Soviet victories have given time and 
opportunity to the people"s of the world to strcngth&.."11 their unity, 
internally and on a world plane, so that all may strike togethl·r the 
final blows that wiU crush fascist-imperialism and free the world. 
The basis for people's victory and liberation is laid. 

But the victory is yet to be won. The Fascist beast is maimed, 
but not crushed. It is preparing for its last desperate counter-attack 
to escape its inevitable doom. Hitler, expelled out of North Africa 
and severely mauled by the hammerblow of the Red Anny, is 
preparing for new military ventures. The Jap fascists will yet stage 
a full-scale invasion of India, taking advantage of our weakness 
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and thus attempt to forestall the cnc1rclmg counter -otlcni:,1\ c b\ 
Jnd1a. Chma and Australia. aided b' the anmc~ of Bntmn and 
America 

The Fascists arc scekmg to nt1hse C\'CI') crack and fis,urc m 
the umt\ of the ant1-H1tlcnte nations. to paral~ sc them from'' 1th111 
For th1~ the~ rel) upon those rcact1onal) pro-fascist clements \d 
po\\ctful m the rulmg circles of Bntam and Amcnca 111csc .HI! 

the descendants of the samc ""Mu111ch1tcs·· ''ho m the pre-\\at 
da~s. conspired agamst peace. nounshoo the fascists and built up 
anti-Soviet plans To-da} these arc \\orkmg agamst the speed\ 
opening of the second Front m the hope of" cakcnmg the lJ S S R 
ThL') support Darlantsm m Nor th Afi 1ca. reacttonanes m the Pohsh 
and Yugoslav governments. because the) \\ant to sabotage tht. 
peple"s rc\olts and hbcratmn m the Nazi-occupied countnc!i of 
Europe They support forces \\ho deny India. freedom bcc:m~e the' 
\\ant to perpetuate impenahst dommat1on O\ er the Ea!itcrn people ' 
These disruptive mtngucs of the agents of the fascists \\orkm~ 
"1tlun the camp of the lJmted Nations. hold up the total mob1hsahc'n 
of the people and their umtcd and dec1sl\c action Oi1 the kc~ 'ector' 
and impenl the putcom.c of these final battles due to bcgm att~r 
the clcanng of North Africa. on \\htch depends the fate .md th·cdom 
of C\ cry people 

As agamst the desperate machmat1ons of these react10na11cs. the 
force of people• s umty. 111sp1red b) the towcrmg Sm 1ct \ ictonc~ 
and led and organised b~ the Commumst Part1_cs. 1s gro\\mg m 
C\-Cl)' countl") In the fascist-occupied countncs of Europe. the 
National Uruted Front of the an11-H1tlcntc patnot1c forces 1s gro\\mg. 
leadmg to C\ er-greater sweep of patnotlc partisan actions against 
the fascist butchers The hour of hberat1on of the fasc1st-ndden 
peoples of Europe strikes In Great Bntam and Amf:nca. the um~ 
of the worklllg class and the people ts gro\\ mg the Commumst 
Parties are m the forefront. cart) mg on a ruthless struggle against 
fascist agents. :igamst promoters of d1sumty They arc stnvmg to 
unite the labour and popular masses ever more tinnl} for the urgent 
and essential demands of common victory. viz ·'Invade Europe 
Now!.. ..Support ant1-Hltler-fascist revolutions m Europe r · 
.. Organise and raise production for \-ictory r•, ··No. quarter to 
fnends ofHitlcrl.. ..Free !ncba for common struggle for the hbcr atian 
of.East Asia from the Jap Fa'icistsl •·. ··closet Co-operation. poht1cal 
and militar). with the U.S.S.R. for victory and after!'' 
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I he fir~t ( ongress of the ( ommun1~t pail\ of India greet~ the 
broth1.·1 p.ut1c:, \\ho a1c Pl'lfornunv 111.11\l.I .. ot hc1msm and 
organ1"at1on m umtmg the \\orkmg cl.w~ JnJ the people m then 
1c~pcctl\ c countnc' fm \ 1cton m the common stmggle The 
.. onunum..,t part\ a~ .. urc~ them that 1t 1~ ... pamm no dfort to rou:,c 
Jnd umtc the lnd1.m people .md b1111g them 111 the common b.1ttle
lme for the fin.ii .i.11-out .1..,,au!t .1g.1m't the 1.1 .. l.l!it g.mg~tc1 .. 

II NATIONAL C'RISIS 
f"orre~ \ml Polir1e' Bf'hind It 

I mperiali\t Policy 

lndi.1 " f .iccd ''1th .i doubt"' pc111 I h1.. menJcc of J.ip.ine~e 
Ill\ a ... on 11 w.11ni:; .md g1m" On the top ot thi.. l.Ollll~ the mtemal 
p1.11l lgnormg the gJ1m \\.lmnur 'ounded O\ th1.. rollap~e of the 
unp1..n.1l colom.il rcgnnc~ 111 l\l,11,l\ .1 ...,mg.1por1.. .md Burma m the 
t.u .. e ot fapanc .. c 1m.1~1on thL Bnt"h 1m1llnJIJ,t bmc.mcr.tc\ 
wnlmucd to thmk and .1ct m term' ol dcfl.nJmµ lnd1.1 .1~ then 
wlom and 1cfuscd to free lnd1.\ to l'll"mc .ictJ\c and \olunt.i.n co
opcr.i.t10n of the people 1 Im~ \\ h.:n undu the pre~')UIC of the uml\ 
otthe British and American pl'oplc the ('npp~ Mi's10n m:itcnahsed 
thei;;e rcact10n.mcs ~.1botaged 1t I h1.. cr1pp~ M1.,,mn failed mamlv 
because the bure.i.ucr .ic\ rcfu,cd to p.ut ''1th re.ii pO\wr to the 
lnd1,m people .md prc\cntcd fom1.1t10n ut a N.ittonal G0\,·11101cnt 
capable ofmob1hc;mg the people etfcctl\ch tor defence lr1ereaftcr 
the, pa,~cd o\et to the rcprc..,..mn ag.im~t the Conr;ress \\htch 
wlmm.1ted m the arrest of the n.1tmnal lcadl·rs Thl.'\ took full 
.1d\ .intage of the.. fadurc of the Congre'~ .md the League to umtc 
and to take imhatl\ e for rou~mg th!! people for national defence 
rhe\ took ad\antagc of the Cong1ess threJt of strngglc .ind non
\.Oopcrat1on 1 he) 1u,t1fied the rcptl.~s1011 of the Congre~s. m Lh~ 
C\cs of the Bnllsh and Amcncan people s 1 he\ p.untl'<i the Congress 
.1i, Fifth f'olunm \\htch \\anted N.itmn.d Go\ernmc..'tlt to negct1a~ 
\\1th the Japan~se and not fo1 n.it1onal dl .wnce and thus drO\e a 
\\edge bct\\cen the people of Bntam .md Amcnc.i and those of 
India The result "as that the nation.ii cn~1s. prec1p1tated b} the 
.urest of the n.1ttonal lc.idcrs. ha~ ~one on dccpemng The ghastly 
rcp1ess1on launched b\ the hureaucra<..\ on the one h.ind and the 
'abotagc ffiO\Clllellt orgdnJ!-Cd b) the r1fth ( olumn and \~Ith the 
help of the angered patnot1c ma.,,cs on the other. ucatcd a s1tuat10n 
of the gravest pen I to India .i~ \\Cll a::i to the c.iu~c of the United 
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Nations The Poht1cal cns1s has dt..-cpcnoo durmg the last I 0 monthi; 
It got mtert\\ med "1th the economic cns1s on the production ilDd 
food fronto; \\h1ch came m its tr.ul This mCillls that \\hdc the 
menace of m\as1on gro\\s the rear too 1s ctackmg up Such 1s the 
double pcnl \\htch fu.ces our countl') 

Polic) of Disunity and Defeatism 

It \\as ccrtaml~ the bureaucrac} \\hich struck the fir~t blo\\ and 
precipitated the cns1s of August 9 The Commumst Part) of India 
declares that the rcspons1b1hty for the debacle m India rests m thl! 
first mstance. on the heads of those rcact1onancs m the Bnt1o;h 
Government \\ho thank of defending Indm as 1mpenahst colom 
who thmk and act as 1fv1ctory over fascism can be ''on m1htanl\ 
and without the active and \loluntary cooperation of people The) 
arc pla)'mg "1th the fate oflnd1a as well as \'11th that of the people " 
of Bntam and Amenca 

But that 1s only one part of the picture Foi. 1t \\as the pohc' 
which our patnot1c parties pursued, the pohc} of reJcctmg the ooh 
patnotic duty \\h1ch the s1tuat1on demanded. viz the dut)' to umtc 
the people to defend the country. which cnablcctthe bu1caucrat to 
run not and gravely 1mpenl the fate of our nation The t"o great 
patnotlc parties of our countlj. namely. the National Congress and 
die Muslun Lca!:,'llc. instead of reahsmg that their first uncond1t1onal 
and paramount dut} ''as national defence, mstead of gomg fon,.ird 
to umte the people for the same. \\latted for the impcnahsts to gi'\c 
them power ThC} did not base pohcy 011 the strength of national 
umty which \\as no\\ possible on the broadest scale ever achieved. 
for the most simple reason that a common penl now faced cveiy 
class. e\'el') section of the people They did not base their pobc~ 
on the vast reserves of patnoti!tm of our people \\hich could nov. 
be called up b~ st1mng caU to the defence of the Motherland 
Instead of basmg their pohcl on the unity and fie patriotism of 
the people: they rched upon the greed of the imP,:nahsts to keep 
India as their coJon~ They thought and acted o.o the assumption 
that the 1mpe11ahsts. w1shmg to defend India as their possession 
agamst the Japanese. \\Ould come down sooner or later and settle 
up with them 1f they he\d up national defence \ong enough It was 
the most disastrous miscalculation in history In practice the pohc} 
led to two things 

(a) lt opened the fla.1k of the nation to an attack b~ 1mpcnal1st 
buteauc~acy 
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(b) It opened the front of the country to the foreign m\'ader 

Features of The Crisis 

It 1s true that the A I C C Rc~olut1on of August 8 spoke m the 
language of bummg ant1-fasc1~m of Nehru. and demanded National 
Prov1s1onal Go\ crnment for the defence of India 111 collaborat1on 
with the Bntish and Ameuc.m anmcs But this \\as coupl~d \\Ith 
the negative pohcy of refu~al to take 1mt1atn e to umte the people 
to defend the countty Na). more It \\as coupled \\Ith the threat 
of .. struggle'. of act1\e mass non-coopcrat1011 \\1th the war and 
national defence This ga\c the bureaucrat& the c'\cuse and 
opportumty to stnke suddcnh at the national leaders and Justify 
that step ~the eyes of the Bnt1sh and Amenc.m peoples as a timely 
litcp agdmst a planned Fifth Column TC\ olt b) the Congress It gave 
them the opportum~ to spht the Indian people from their great 
alhes. the Bnt1sh and Ame11can peoples 11us rs ho\\ the flank \\as 
opened to the 1mpen.ihst off ens I\ c 

What follo\\cd \\las a spontaneous CJutburst of the patnot1c 
masses. angered and mccnc;cd by the arrest of the leaders aH~l 
rcpress10n The Fifth Column entered and sought to sc1i:c control 
of the same and attempted to organise 1t as a \\ idesprcad mass 
sabotage movement duccted against national defcncl' The Fifth 
Column got the car of the patnot1c masses It led thent mto act of 
sabotage against commumcattons and transport It mst1gatcd stake 
and deadlock movc.."ITlcnt against production It orgaru~-:d provocative 
bomb outrages ngamstthc police and the people It let loose anarchy. 
loot and tcrronsat1on m the vdlages. and mccnd.IaI) acts m the 
cducat10nal mst1tut1ons It 1ust1fied all this m the name of· ·freedom 
revolution·· lndiscnmmate and \\.Jdcspread repression which came 
on top of this. only added to d.Isrupt1on and anarchy and progressively 
destroyed the morale of the people The country \\'ilS rent from end 
to end "1th conflict The pohcc strut'k against all and l\undry 
through collective fines. terronsat1on. and mass arrests The Fifth 
Column orgamscd anarch) agamst the people and goaded the 
patnot to destroy the means of defence. to stop production and to 
dislocate trade. A s1tuat1on \\as created \\htch \'fas extremeTy 
favourable to the invader 

Political Crisis Intertwined With Economic Crisis 
Political cns1s thus created. got mtcrtwmed with economic crisis 
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\\h1ch \\as maturmg durmg the t\\O )Cats of \\ar It d1.."Cpcncd and 
aggra\ ated the nat10nal cns1s to the C'\.trcmc The mten"Jtkatmn 
of the economic cns1s lcadmg to the d1snipt1011 on the production 
and food front follo\\ s the same pattcm as on the poht1cal plan'
The burcaucntC} refuses to part \\Ith po\\Cr to the people and 
rapidly goes O\cr to repression \\hen the) make the JUSt dcmJnd 
of· po\\Cr to defend .. The national leadership instead of taking 
1mtmtn e for umtmg the people for defence goes O\ er to plan~ of 
holdmg up national defence The Fifth Column steps m and dm co;. 
the patriots to create drsnipt1on. ch.10s .md anarch) 

The •·ood Crisis 

The d1."Cpemng of the food cns1s takes an e'\.tlCtl) sumlar cour!te 
The Go\ emment's efforts to check pnces of food gr .:uns "luch 
begm to nsc dunng the course of the \\ar. pro\c smgularh usclc-,.._ 
They \\ere based neither on the control of stock~ n01 on the geni:ral 
scaling-do\\ n of pnccs. nor on the cooperation of the people and 
the traders The pnces soar as the \\ar approached the bordc1 ot 
India The bank.ruptc} of the Government pohc)' gf chcckmg p11ci.:~ 
b) chaotic ban!t and restnct1011s become apparent It created the 
profitcc1 \\ho nO\\ turns hoarder The gr.11n begm!t to d1sappc.u 
from the market As the poht1cal cn~1s approaches. the GO\ c1 mncnt 
attempts to ehmmate the profitccnng gram monopolist!) b) enter mg 
the mark.ct d1rectl} for makmg purch.1ses for the aml) as \\ell ,1., 

for the c1t1es After the 9th of August. the gram monopohst hit::. 
back .ind goes over to S)Stcmatic holdmg-up of stock~ and as a 
part of struggle The Go\cmmcnt rep1css1011. and the general 
msecunt) \\h1ch follO\\S makes hoardmg b) trade~ general Food 
disappears from the market A s1tuat1on of mass starv.ttion and food 
nots talccs shape evcC)"hcrc m the 1..1t1cs. to\\ns :and m 'dlagc::. 
The Fifth Column appears on the scene. me1tmg ~o.irdmg b\ .111 
and sundl) and mc1tmg food nots ··Government bs robbmg ) our 
food. so keep )Our gram: · Riot for food ... and ··Loot. that's thi.: 
only way to food··. arc its slogans This 1s ho\\ disastrous the food 
cns1s appears and deepens against the background of the political 
cns1s The complete crack-up on the food front \\1th the enem~ 
standmg at the door created a s1tuat1011 of the gravest peril 

Production Crisis 
A s1m1harly penlous situation an~cs and matures on the 
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production front. When war comes to the soil of India, the production 
and transport apparatus have to meet the immense reqwrements of 
defence of India against invasion. At such time, the Government 
following its traditional imperialist policy obstructs the development 
of Indian industries because it fears the growth of Indian capital 
as against British monopoly capital. It refuses to grant the working 
class its basic demands and to get its organised co operation for 
raising production because it is afraid of the rising political power 
of the working class. The result is the the entire transport and 
production apparatus begins to crack up under the load of new 
requirements. Industrial goods become scarce. Their prices soar up, 
to 400 per cent (e. g. cloth). The worker is starving and discontented. 
The Indian "C..epitalist grousing under the Excess Profit Tax and the 
lack of avenues for fresh investment is curtailing even the existing 
production. The political crisis coming on the top of this with the 
slogan ·'hold up production", and ""deiullock ·' finds ready response 
among some industrialist who go over to sabotage and stoppage 
of production openly and others more clandestinely. The Fifth 
Column agents appear on the production front and attempt to close 
factories by all devices, by calling for ''political strike for national 
struggle··, by provoking strikes through the economic end, by 
taking the help of the millowners and closing the mills from above, 
and by finally attempting destructive sabotage in facton.:.s. and the 
bombing of workers out of the mills. 

Here again it is the policy of imperialist bureaucracy which 
creates the conflict, deepens the crisis and clears the ground for 
the fifth column. The policy of disunity. defeatism leading to 
suicidal struggle. followed by the patriots feeds the fifth colunm, 
who acts as saboteur on the production front, threattenings grave 
crisis in production. This is how national crisis reacts on the 
industrial front, imperilling production and transport, the main 
basis of national defence. 

Chmgin1 Face of Crisis 
In the 10 months that followed the 9th of August, the national 

crisis shook, the entire political, economic and social structure of 
the country. The fifth column, for whom the ground was cleared 
by the imperialist policy and who got the backing of the patriotic 
masses, thank to the defeatist and suicidal lead given by the national 
leaders, succeeded for a time in riddling the country with anarchy, 

Vol·iv-38 
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economic disruption and chaos. The invader could not have wished 
for a better preparation for an attack. The country was brought 
to the brick of national disaster. 

Though the crisis has deepened and broadened during the last 
10 months. the country had been saved, though temporarily, from 
a national disaster. The main factor which is responsible for bringmg 
about this change is the heroic fight of the Communist Party against 
the Fifth Column and its slogans, the fight to isolate it from the 
patriotic masses. to unite the latter for defence, production, food 
and the release of leaders, to forge Congress-League unity for 
winning National Government of national defence. However. 
\Vhatever success the Communist Party has so far achieved m 
averting the disaster, is rendered possible by two other factors. It 
is the thundering Soviet victory at Stalingrad (Janumy 1943) and 
the expulsion of the Hitlerite annies from the Caucasus, which not 
only smashed Hitler's dreams of crashing through the Caucasus into 
the Middle East and of invading India, but forced the Jap fascist 
to revise his in\1aSion time-table. This warded off the blow when 
India was most wlnerablc and gave us time lo isolate the Fifth 
Columnists from the patriots. The second favourable factor was 
ttie sound patriotic sense of our nationalist masses, born of SO years 
of our freedom movement. It is this which enabled the patriot, out 
of his experience, to tum away from the Fifth Column. It is these 
three factors which have gone to save the country for the time being 
from the grave peril which faced our country in the most critical 
days of the crisis. 

The fight of the Communist Party against the Fifth Column, 
aided by the sound patriotic sense of the natiotalist masses, Qlld 
by the favourable conditions created by the Stviet victories are 
bringing about a new shift in the camp of patriots. It is at present 
small but proves clearly the soundness and streflgth of our policy 
and shows how it is changing the face of the ctisis. The c:banges 
that have taken place during the last IO mmhs are briefly as 
follows: 

(i) The Fifth Column, the advance-guard of the fascist invader 
has lost the first round. He attempted to seize control of the entire 
nationalist movement and sought to build out of the first spontaneous 
outbursts an organised sabotage campaign. He failed to do so. After 
the first experience of the outburst and the repression which followed 
it, many Congress patriots began to tum away ftom sabotage, and 
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the political base of the Fifth Column began to crumble. In the first 
flush of anger, the patriot mistook the Fifth Column policy to be 
patriotic and the logical continuation of the policy of the Jailed 
Congress leaders. But as the ugly anti-people and treacherous face 
of the Fifth Column emerged. through his crimmal bombings. 
through his leaflets, and through his slogans on the food front, the 
patriot began to tum away from him. Communist Party actively 
assisted the process, by directly fightmg against sabotage, by 
intervening in the disturbances between the police and the people, 
by its bold exposure of the Fifth Column and its slogans. 

The followers of Nehru were the first to make the ttun. Many 
genuine Gandhites too are turning away. The growing political 
isolatcon of Jhe Fifth Column from the patnots is a major defeat 
for the former, But it is not yet his anmhilatton. The bulk of the 
patriots who have turned away from sabotage think they have 
fought and lost because the Fifth Column groups were worthless 
leaders. They do not yet see that the lead which the Congress gave 
them itself was \\'rong. They realise vaguely I.bat unity is essential, 
doubt if it is possible. They do not realise what is necessary is unity 
in action for national defence. for holding the rear (food and 
production) and strengthening the front against the fascist invader, 
they do not realise that this alone will make the bureaucrat bend 
and get them national government. Consequently they fed frust
rated and demoralised. This represents a potential danger, for in 
the event of an invasion, it will afford a basis for the fjfth Column 
to stage a come-back. 

(ii) The Fifth Column sustained a signal failure on the production 
front. Except in two centres (Abmedabad and Jamshedpur) where 
the stoppage was powerfully engineered from the top ~siboteurs 
whether from the top or from the bottom, nowhere s~ in 
stopping production. The Fifth colunm threw the whole prestige of 
the Congress into battle, with the slogan ''Strike for S~aj ~ 
the banner of the Congress''. Communisb went into action against 
them with the slogan: "Stick to your jobs, for the defence of the 
country, under the banner of the Party." The rout of the fifth 
column was complete. The Communists held the ~ndustrial ~ 
against the assault of the fifth column because of their long standing 
political and trade union leadership of the working class. But the 
Conmunists have not so far been able to advance from this defensive 
PCJSiticn. They have not been able to rouse a patriotic upsurge 
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among the working class thereby enabling it to play its Jcading role 
in the defence of the county. Unless the working class itself gmis 
its loins and comes forward to implem\.'11t a patriotic production 
policy, for raising production for the anny, and for the people. the 
anti-working class policy of the bureaucracy, the sabotage and 
restriction of production by profiteering owners and the nefarious 
activities of the fifth column cannot be finaUy defeated. Unless the 
Communists make this decisive tum. the situation on the production 
front will continue to be as perilous as it is to-day. 

(iii) Large-scale Jap in\'asion did not materialise when chaos 
and disruption was at its peak or even later. When the invasion 
did begm in the fonn of the bombing of Calcutta and the eastern 
districts of Bengal, it became a test of the political strength and 
organisational capacity of the Communists to fight the fifth column. 
to sustain the morale of the people in Calcutta and in the countryside 
and to hold production and transport. The Communists of Bengal 
have passed the test \\ith flying colours. The heroic fight the~ 
waged against the fifth colunm. the marvels of patriotic mass 
mobilisation ihey performed in the face of .lap bombs has become 
the beginning of a new shift in the patriotic masses all over India 
It served to- further isolate the treacherous fifth column from the 

. patriotic masses. At the same time. the experience of fap raids 
on Calcutta served to underline the danger which demoralis"'CI 
patriots represented by affording a pliable material in the hands of 
the fifth columnist mischief-makers. 

(iv) Mahatma Gandhi's correspondence with the Viceroy released 
at the time of his 21 day-fast in February last, in which he came 
out against sabotage and expressed his wish for a reconsideration 
of the situation and for the solution of the food.crisis was another 
blow to the fifth column. These statements of o,mdhiji became the 
starting point of another shift among the patriotic masses to move 
away tfom the policy of sabotage. They helpdci the communists 
wean away sections of patriotic students as Wdl as Congressmen 
from the grip of fifth column influence. But Gandhiji's statements 
by themselves do not help the patriot to free himself front the coils 
of a negative policy, which is the cause of his demoralisation. For 
Gandhiji repudiated sabotage and wants settlement but goes on fast 
to achieve it. He does not advance to accept self-determination as 
the basis of Congress-League unity, He does not advance from 
repudiation of sabotage to unity for defence and food. Therefore, 
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his statements though they serve to turn the patriot away from 
sabotage, leave him yet helpless and demorahsed. 

(v) The campaign run by Commumsts for Congress-League 
umty on the basis of self-dt."terrninat10n. for the release of leaders 

' and against sabotage. as well as the su<.cessful efforts made by them 
in some provinces to forge unity with the League for the solution 
of the food crisis, has brought about a shift in the ranks of the 
League patriots. The desire to see Congress and League uniled for 
the solution of the deadlock and for the winning of National 
Government of national defence is growing among League patriots, 
among the rank and filers as well as among provincial and district 
leaders. This mass urge for unity has found expression in the 
statements·ot"1\llr. Jinnah which he has made in recent months. He 
has concretised the demand for self-dctennination still further which 
should bring the League near the Congress. He has expressed 
himself for Congress-League unity if Congress were to take the 
first step. But Mr. Jinnah and the League continue to pursue a 
negative policy towards unity and defence which is parallel to that 
pursued by the Congress. The League \\ill not rouse the Muslim 
masses for national defence till the Government grants the self
detcrmination demand. The League will not campaign for Gandhiji's 
release till Gandhiji writes to him his agreement on the self
detennination demand. The grip of the influence of this 1tegative 
policy on the League patriots is yet powerful. It presents the mass 
urge for unity from advancmg to action for unity. 

m. ROLE OF THE PARTY IN THE 
CRISIS-MAIN DEVIATION 

Against the dark clouds of deepening national crisis, the 
remarkable growth of our Party and its dogged fight against the 
fifth colunm stands out as a streak of silver-lining. During the past 
nine months, our Party has grown fron1 a hunted underground 
organisation to a major political force in the country third in 
importance after the National Congress and the Muslim League. 
During this period we hnve surpassed in many respects all that we 
achieved in the last I 5 years of our Party· s life. Our membership 
has grown from 4,464 in July 1942 to 15.563 (May Day 1943). 
The circulation of our Party organs in all the 11 languages has 
reached a figure of 60,000. Workers and kisans organised in trade 
unions and Kisan Sabhas, under the influence of the Party, number 
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about 3 lalcbs and 4 lakhs respectively. 39,000 organised students 
stand under the influence of the Party. Thousands of women have 
awakened to poli&al life under the influence of the Party's work. 
41,000 of them are organised in Mahila Sanghs. This progress we 
have achieved during the period of the crisis, at a time when the 
bulk of the nation and the patriots did not approve of our policy 
and thought it was a surrender. The Party has achieved this progress 
by tirelessly working for unity for food, production and defence 
by campaigning for national unity on the basis of self-determination, 
for the release of Congress leaders and for National Government 
of national defence. Ever-growing number of patriots are releasing 
to-day that our policy is sound and our practice yields results. The 
Party prevented sabotage in cities, villages and educational 
institutions. It stopped food riots and inspired faith and hope that 
food crisis can be solved. It kept up production and transport. This 
enabled the Party to isolate the fifth column politically and forge 
closer links with the Congress patriot. Through ceaseless work for 
Congress-League unity, the Party has brought patriots from 
Congress as well as from the League to realise that unity is possible 
and essential. • 

Dur achievements are great but they are of a defensive and 
negative character. We have held the fronts and created an urge 
for unity. But we are not yet able to transfonn that urge into a mass
swing for unity in action for food, production and defence. The 
crisis is worsening very rapidly. The tempo of our mass mobilisation 
is slowing down. While the growth of the Party between August 
1942 and January 1943 has been a leap; from January to May 
1943, our progress bas slowed down. In the fiQt period, the task 
was gc:neral agitati.onal-the popularisation of=asic slogans. 
In the second period, the task is to strengthen organisations, 
to draw dsses in the campaign for food, p ·on, and for 
growing more food. . 

The main reason for this lag is a serious left-ni.tionalist deviation 
which runs like a red thread through all our agitation and mass 
campaigns. nws in the first period of the crisis, we concentrated 
the fire on the bureaucracy as the main incendiary. We exposed 
the fifth columnist and his sabotage slogan. But we did not expose 
to the patriot the negative and defeatist policy of the national 
leadership which had brought him straight into the hands of the 
fifth column. The result was that when mass of patriots swung 
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away ftom sabotage. they n..-mained sunk in demoralisation instead 
of advancing towards the policy of patriotic defence. It is not 
enough to expose the fifth column to the patriot. We have to rouse 
the patriot to fight the fifth column. This we will be able to do only 
when we wean him away from the negative attitude t<Mards defence 
which the Congress leaders taught him. only when we make him 
see that any advance against. the bureaucrat is possible only by 
uniting for defence. 

In the second phase, namely, that of building national unity in 
action, continuance of left-nationalist deviation is a far greater drag 
on progress. For instance, a food campaign which reduces itself 
to a mere exposure of the bureaucracy coupled with formulation 
of general ~' leads not to food but to riots. The point is to 
unite the peop(e against riots and for positive tasks in connection 
with the solution of the local food problem. This enables us to force 
the bureaucracy to change or modify its measures 3lld prevent riots. 
Not to do this is to open the door of food nots to let in the fifth 
column. 

In the case of both '·grow more food"' as well as m the case 
of the production policy on the working class front, the main 
deviation is to completely miss the patriotic political baslS of the 
production policy. The tendency is to carry out work on the kisan 
front as well as on the working class as of old, i.e., under the slogan. 
unite the kisan and the \\torker to win partial demands. Thw ts sheer 
economism. Refusal to rouse the worker and the kisan to the 
patriotic task of defending the country by raising production, leads 
to failure to win the demands. as well as to strengthen organisation 
This would leave the worker and the kisan helpless against the fifth 
column and the production front both industrial and food. exposed 
to the danger of sabotage. 

On the student front, again, the tendency has been to take the 
easy path of carrying on the release campaigns as anti-repression 
campaigns only. Propaganda against sahotage, against the fifth 
column and his role as well as for the main slogan, unite for the 
defence of the country, has been slurred over. The resuh bas been 
that our student Communists pleased the patriotic boys but failed 
to bring about a mass swing among the students for unity and 
defmce. 

All these deviations have one common root-namely, the failure 
to conduct a sharp struggle against the fifth column and its slogans, 
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failure to expose the negative policy followed by the Congress 
leaders and the tendency to over emphasise the .. exposure·• and the 
wordy abuse of the bureaucracy. In practice, this leads to under
emphasis on the slogans, unite for defence. fight the hoarder and 
the rioter, etc. If this tendency were to persist. it will reduce the 
striking power of our policy and practice and reduce our progress 
to stagnation. This deviation must be rooted out from every front 
in order that we may be able to advance from general agitational 
awakening to moving masses for unity in action. 

IV. MAIN SLOGANS AND CAMPAIGNS 

The basic slogan of today is national unity for national defence 
to win National Government of national defence To implement 
this slogan, to win National Government the urgent need to-day 
is to build unity in action for defence, food and production That 
alone would lead to freedom and victory. The Communist Party. 
therefore, enjoins every member and every Party unit to put out 
supreme effort to rally the people behind the following mass 
campaigns : . 

1. Unity for Defence against sabotage, against fifth column, for 
civil defence and for the support of annics. The fight against the 
fifth column as the agent of the foreign invader comes first and 
foremost. He must be fought out on all occasions, everywhere and 
on all issues. The groups which make up the fifth column are the 
Forward Bloc, the Party of the traitor Bose; the C.S.P. which 
betrayed socialism at the beginning of the war and pursued a policy 
of opportunism and disruption and ended in the camp of the 
Trotskyite-traitors; and finally, the Trotskyitc groups which are 
cnminal gangs in the pay of fascists. The Communist Party declares 
that all these three groups must be treated by every ~onest Indian 
as the worst enemies of the nation and driven out of1political life 
and exterminatal. 

The Communist Party exhorts everyone of its members in the 
threatened provinces to join the A.R.P. and Civil Defence Services. 

The Conununist Party exhorts every member to popularise the 
role of the Indian allied armies as defenders of India. 

In the threatened areas, Communists must offer organised co
operation of the people through their mass organisation, and Party 
units, to the British or Indian troops for offensive as well as 
defensive preparation. 
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For the support of the annies. and to build fraternal relations 
between them and the people. the Communist Party offers its anti 
fascist cultural patriotic squads to raise the morale of the Indian 
and British armies. 

2. Unity for the relea.i;e of National leaders. They key slogan 
\\hich we place in the forefront in the course of this campaign 
b~tbre all is END DEADLOCK. We want the release of national 
IL:.1dcrs. for making settlement possible. for their participation in 
tl:c National Government of national defence. In uniting 
l •)ngn.: .. .sm<.'11 for the rckase campaign, we must rally them 
Jgmn~t sabotage. agamst the fifth-column and for acceptir.g the 
right of self-determination of Muslim (and other) nationalities. It 
must be broueht. home to them that this alone is the key to the 
r.:lca~c of leaders and no other In winning the support of the 
L..:.igue patriots to this campatgn. \\ e must exp lam ho\\ the release 
of Congress leaders. and Congress-League unity alone is the way 
of\\ inning self-detennination and no other The only way to smash 
the resistance of the bureaucracy here and to assist the forces 
abroad which are pressing the British Government in London, is 
to bring about a mass swing among Congressmen against sabotage 
and for the acceptance of self-detennination. as well as a mass 
swing among the Muslim followers of the League for the 1,,:lease 
of leaders. 

3. Unity for /food meam, first and foremost unity to prevent 
food riots, and unity against hoarding. The danger and g.avity of 
the present food situation demands the concentrating the fire of 
propaganda against rioting as mutual slaughter and bold intervention 
to prevent food riots. The wrath of the people must be roused 
against hoarding as thieving people's food. 

Communists must practically intervene in the food situation by 
building all-in people's food committees with all sections and 
parties in it. The more thev discharge thrse agitational and 
organisational tasks the more ihey will be able LO solve the problem 
and change the present position in which the bureaucr~ 1!181'es 
naper schemes minus the people and leaves the execution m the 
hands of the ~rand officials. District and town people's food 
conferences must be organised under the joint initiative of popular 
organisations and parties to create joint food committees, to achieve 
the following : defeat the fifth column propaganda among the 
Peasants to withhold stocks, prevention of rioting and exposure of 
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hoarders, the unearthing of their stocks, fair price to the kisan. 
public control of all stocks, stabilising of all prices at a reasonable 
level, transport facilities for getting stocks, and smooth working 
of rationing in towns and a regular supply of stocks to honest 
traders and food committees in rural areas. 

4. Unity of the working class to produce more for the defence 
of the motherland. The production policy of the Party is the 
practical and specific application of the main slogan Unity for 
Defence. To the industrial front, production is the key base of 
national defence which the working class mans. It is the patriotic 
duty of the worker to strengthen defence by taking initiative for 
organising more production and better transport, and against 
stoppage of work irrespective of what the boss or the bureaucrat 
does. The worker alone has the production in his grip and therefore. 
he alone can make practical production plans. 

-100 per cent unionism is the key lever for implementing the 
slogan of production for the anny and for the people. 

-Communists take a bold and open stand against strikes as 
they injure the defence of the country by holding up production 

-100 per cent unionism, winning recognition of trade unions 
and mill and &ciory cammittees and the formation of Joint Productioo 
COmmittees to organise production to enable the worker to win his 
demands. 

-Communists intervene in spontaneous strikes and settle them 
as soon as possible. 

-Vigorous political explanatory campaign must be launched 
among workers exposing the role and the real face of the fifth
column groups such as C.S.P. Forward Bloc and the Trotskyites. 
Expose the role of the Royists as the splitters of Trade unions and 
as anti-patriotic agents of the bureaucracy. 

Production Conferences should be ore=;in the different 
industrial centres. Through them is launched osly an 
intense explanatory campaign for our producti policy, for drive 
for mass trade unions, and for the fonnulation of practical plan 
for increasing production which workers can put into practice on 
their own, despite existing obstacles. This specific plan must be 
worked for each industrial centre by studying the industry mill by 
mill through preliminary workers' delegates' meetings. 

The crux of our production policy is to rouse the worker to bis 
patriotic duty in this hour of country's peril, is to rouse him to the 
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consciousness of his leading role in defending and saving the 
country. Even the elementary appeal for 100% unionism to-day 
must not be made through the economic end of partial demands 
but through the patriotic end : ··To defend the country, to raise 
production .• , Unless the Communists make a decisive tum on the 
industrial front and rouse the working class to implement the 
patriotic production policy, they will not be able either to strengthen 
organisation or to win for the worlcers, adequate dearness allowance, 
25% rise in wages, bonus, and the recognition of union. Unless this 
is done, the perilous situation which exists to-day on the production 
front cannot be liquidated and the door bolted and barred to the 
fifth-column. h is by carrying out this production policy that the 
working daSi strcDgthens the industrial rear and leads the orgnisation 
of National Defence. 

5. Unity of K1sans to Grow More Food. The Slogan of ''Unite 
the Peasantry to grow more food'' plays the same role in the present 
situation on the kisan front, as the slogan ''Unity of the working 
class for production·' plays on the working-class front. It is the 
specific application of the general slogan ''Unite to defend the 
Motherland" on the Kisan front. The appeal to the kisan to unite 
m thousands in the Kisan Sabha must to-day strike the strident note 
of patriotism-Unite to defend the hearth and home, wul.C to defend 
your fields and crops, unite to grow more food. PatriotiSlll demands 
of tile kisan that he unites to grow more food, to solve the food 
crisis, to feed the army that defends his land, to feed the worker 
who makes goods for the anny and for the people. The kisan 
occupies a key role in the defence of the country which is on a par 
with that of the \\'Orkcr. The bureaucrat beats the drum of the 
''grow more food'' campaign but wants to run it without winning 
the willing co operation of the kisan or of his organisation, both 
of which he hates, and without granting a single demand essential 
for the success of the campaign. No wonder that the campaagn. has 
brought no change. The landlord too cannot be expected to take 
the initiathre for the grow more food campaign. Left to himself, 
his patriotism does not go beyond his rent receipts and he has no 
love for the kisan Sabha either. It is the kisan who has to get on 
his legs and gird his loins for uniting thousands of kisans for the 
campaip. As soon as the kisan unites on this patriotic basis neither 
the bureaucrat nor the landlord can withstand his just demands for 
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fallow land. for irrigation facilities. for seeds. tacca\'i and for relief 
or remission from rents and interest. 

The basis of all Kisan agitation and organisation, at present. 
must be this patriotic slogan of growing more food. The village 
unity built on this will.be invulnerable to fifth column incitement 
to civil war. Congressmen and Leaguers can and must be drawn 
into this campaign. Thus it will not only enable us to bend the 
bureaucrat and the landlord and to e.~pel the fifth column from the 
village but will also enable us build national unity in the village. 
To popularise the slogan and to initiate cmnpaign, organise every 
local kisan conference as Grow More Food Conference. to plan 
out practical steps to grow more food and which in the locality 
must be made the basis of the campaign. In the preparatory 
campaign for the conference the political patriotic essence of the 
slogan must by thoroughly explamcd and the kisans won for it on 
that basis. 

6. Unity of Students. Unity of the students to guard their right 
for education and freedom in institutions, to fi~t out the Fifth 
Colunm from the institutions, unite the students for civil defence 
and for the defen~e of the motherland, for food and against 
sabdtage- these are the main slogans on the student front. It is 
of the Utmost importance to intensify political explanatory campaign 
among the students. It is essential to expose the real treacherous 
role of the various fifth-column groups (C.S.P., F.B. and the 
Trotskyites) to the patriotic students and tear to shreds their 
pretensions to being Marxist-Leninist groups. It is essential to 
emphasise the acceptance of the right of self-detennination as the 
only basis for national unity and the release of leaders. Special 
efforts must be made to draw the Muslim students into student 
organisations, closer links must be established betwe+ the Muslim 
Students" Fedeation and the A.l.S.F. for joint actionjon the issues 
of food, release of national leaders, civil defence, etc. 

7. Women's Movement. One of the most striking features of the 
mass awakening that has taken place as part of the Communist 
crusade for unity during the crisis period, is the upsurge of women's 
movement, especially in the threatened provinces of Bengal, Andhra 
and Malabar. Profiting from this experience, Communists every
where must pay special attention to the organisation of women 
especially toiling women. The main slogans for the organisation 
of women arc self-defence. food and national unity. The entire Party 
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must be awakened to the tremendous importance of women s front 
m the fight to \\ 1n over the p.ttnotu; ma~~c~ and strengthen all m&lSs 
orgamsat1ons 

Such are the mam camp.ugn~ \\htch th1~ Congress of the 
Com mum st part) d1rccts its umt~ to undertake and pursue V\ 1th 
detcnnmatton and vigour to create clmong the patnotJc massc~ a 
mass S\\ mg to\\ ards umt\ m action for defence food and producuon 
Only tf we make them a resoundmg succc~s can \\C take our natmn 
out of the en-sis pre\ cnt its decpcnmg clnd e\.tcns1on and bnng 
National Govemmcnt There '' no other ~hort~cut to National 
Go-vcmmcnt 

V. BUILD MASS C.P. AS BUILDER OF 
NATIONAL UNITY 

The Congress emphaMses with particular ~tress that only an all
round consohdatmn of the ad\ ances made b' us m the growth of 
the Party and its building up as a mass Commumst Party alone 
\\ould enable the Commumsts to mob1hse the \\1dest masses for 
unity m action for defence. food and production for \\ mmng 
N atlonal Govern'llCnt for National Defi .. 'ltce The phenomenal growth 
registered by the Part)' during the Inst 10 months clearly sho\\ s that 
all the cond1t1ons nccessaf)' for buddmg a mass C P fi.mly rooted 
in the working class and the totlmg passantry arc at h1nd If the 
progress has been slo\\ ed up dunng the last two months, 1t is 
entirely due to ccrtam sectarian approach to\\ a.rds ti.~ recrmtment 
and trammg of Party members The gro\\ mg number of workmg
class. kisan and student m1htants \\ho arc dmh part1c1patmg m 
the mass campaigns under the d1rect1on of the Partv either as Red 
Guards or as Volunteers must be broadly recnutcd ms1d"' the Pa~ 
and must be rapidly educated as active Party members 

Above all, the mass campaigns enumerated abo-vc must be run 
m such a way that they result m buddme up of mass orgarus.abons 
Bulldmg up of Trade Unions. K1san Sabhas. and Students' and 
Women's organisations as a part of the food, '·grow more food.'" 
production and national umty and release campaigns ts the more 
urgent task Every party umt must be dra\.~n planfully on this dnve 
to bwld the mass orgamsations Tius 1s absolutely essential for 
laying an ever-w1demng base for the bwlchng .>fa mass Conunumst 
Party 
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VI. FOR FREE lNDIA IN A FREE WORLD 

The national crisis is reaching a new stage, the pre-requisites 
for its solution are maturing. They are seen in the growing mass 
swing of the patriots away from sabotage, in the growing SWCl.'J> 

and striking power of our unity campaigns for food, for Congress
League unity, for the release of national leaders. What we ha\'e 
achieved so far is but a silver-lining in a situation which is yet 
dark. But the silver-lining is growing and is pointing the way to 
the solution of the crisis. All out effort on all hands, on all fronts, 
is the supreme need. The destiny of the nation is in our hands. We 
are the only Party on whose shoulders rests the task of pulling the 
nation out of the bog of demoralisation and getting the patriotic 
parties together to tum away from the barren path of disunity to 
the only patriotic path possible to-day, namely, for all-in unity for 
national defence. We are quite capable of shouldering this task. We 
are the Party of the working class, which is destined to shape the 
future of the world and of mankind. It is doing so already. The 
glorious Red Anny ·under the leadership of Stalin and of the 
Bolshevik Comniunist Party of the Soviet Union is blasting the way 
to victory and freedom for us, for every people in the world. The 
strengih of the peoples of the world is rising in support of our 
country's freedom as never before. For it is the urgent need for 
every people that India that is a breach in the world front today 
be converted into a bastion of popular national defence and a base 
for people's offensive for the liberation of East Asia. That is why 
every effort we make for unity here is healing the breach in our 
country. It is reinforced by the rising unity of the British and 
American people. Every blow we strike against the fifth colunm 
is struck against the common enemy together with tho Red Army 
and is reinforced by it. What is nedded is : 

-All-Out Cfrorts for national Unity. 
-For the supreme patriotic duty which/aces us today-National 

Defonce. 
We will unite the patriots to save the Motherland shoulder to 

shoulder with the Red Anny and the armies of the United Nations 
and win a free India, in a free world. 



WORKING CLASS AND 
NATIONAL DEFENCE 

A Report on production 

The political resolution draws our attention to the precarious situation 
on the production front. What is the essence of tht: situation? 
Production, the key base of national defence, is tottering at a time 
when the Jiu1gec of invasion faces our country-this threatens the 
country with dislocation of transport, and industries in the midst 
of the food crisis and famine of industrial articles and creates the 
danger of blowing up the rear completely. 

Such a situation directly endangers the front, the army of defence 
itself, which requires an ever-increasing stream ofindustrial articles 
and efficient transport to take armaments to the front. 

The danger to our nation, inherent in this situation, is self
cvident. Yet it is not realised as intensely as it ought to be, especially 
the fact that, it directly menaces our country's defence by threaterung 
to cut off the supplies to the army. Its vital and direct connection 
with National Defence is not acutely felt and acterl upon. 

1. CRISIS IN PRODUCTION 
The production crisis with its attendant dangers is part and 

parcel of the national crisis through which our country is passing. 
It is part of the economic crisis which finds expression in speculation, 
high prices, inflation, food-hoarding. The production crisis is not 
an isolated phenomenon to be tackled on industrial front. 

It manifests itself as follows : 
(1) failure of Government to develop any production plan; 
(2) Govemment's failure to secure the co-operation of the Indian 

Employers to harness the industrial machine to the needs of national 
defence, and requirements of the people ; 

S.bmta.d by B. T. RanotlfH to tll• Firat Congrwu of Ill• C01111111111UI Party of 
India an 28th May, 1943) 
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(3) the hostility of Indian Employers to any schemes of control 
sponsored b)' Government, which leads to continuous friction between 
Government and Industry-friction which has tremendously 
increased since the attack against the Congress and the incarceration 
of the national leaders, and on account of the Employers' failure 
to look at production except from the profit end: 

(4) refusal on the part of both Government and O\\ners to 
invite workers' cooperation: on the contrary a policy is followed 
by both towards Labour which refuses to do justice to the workers 
and provokes them to stop production to secure their immediate 
demands. 

Here we get the sam~ combmation of forces as on the National 
plane. 

The imperiahst policy of defending India as a colony and denying 
power to the people, a policy of obstructing industrial d~velopmcnt 
in the mterests of British monopoly capital which drives the 
industrialists into hostility. 

The industrialists, in common "ith oth'1' patriots. g~t 

pro\·okcd by Government's attack and denial of power. folio" 
for a time the policy of deadlock and then end by taking to 
sheer-profiteering, under the guise of non-co-opcratmg with 
war-efforts. They look upon any plan as interference with their 
legitimate rights and freedom to manage their industry as they think 
best. 

With their opposition to the workers· legitimate demands. and 
deliberate provocation of workers which leads to stoppages, the 
O\\ners create ideal conditions of work for the fifth columnist to 
bring production to a standstill. . 

And fmally the workers, led by the Party, do th•ir best to save 
production: to keep off stoppages, to isolate and tmash the fifth 
columnist and the saboteur, and to expand productibn for defence. 

Face of the Crisis 

At a time when the.danger of invasion is acutest, when the threat 
of civil disruption on the food front itself is menacing, the crisis 
threatening our entire national economy, the front and the rear, and 
the complete disruption oi our life must be looked upon as a major 
danger and its face must be studied in all its aspects. 
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Firstly, the crisis mnnifests itself as a c~is of declining production 
when for the very existence of our country our production should 
be developing at brealcneck speed. 

A Few figures will suffice to prove that production of vital 
commodities is actually declining or, at best steady, except in a few 
cases. 

The monthly Index for Industrial Production* in 
February, 1940 116.9 
February, 1943 ll0.2 

Indices for individual commodities are as follows: 
Cotton consumption : 

February, 1940 98.6 
February. 1943 142.6 

Jute manufacture : 
February, 1940 149.2 
February. 1943 117.9 
January do 92.0 

Steel Ingots : 
February, 1940 136.4 
February. 1943 165.3 

Pig Iron : 
February, 1940 149.7 
February, 1943 143.6 

Coal: 
February, 1940 123.0 
February, 1943 115.0 

The increase in the consumption of cotton does not mean 
that the problem of cloth has been solved-that the problem of 
meeting the need of the Army and the people has been met. Had 
it been so there \\OUld not have been a cloth famine leading to cloth 
riots; and cloth prices would not have M>arCd by 4 to S hundred 
pen:eat. 

To take but one example of the rapid rise of cloth pri~ in 
the worlcing class cost of living Index Number** for Bombay 
City, 

*Protblcdoll Inda Jn- 'Capital', March. 1943. 
**Bamhy Labour O..au. April, 1943. page SS3. 

Yol·iY-39 
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the cloth Index was 255 in March 
374 ID April 

For Ahmcdabad 264 ID February 
315 ID March 

For Nagpur 368 ID February 
450 .in March 

For Jubbulporc 374 tn February 
445 m March 

For Madras 197 m February 
205 in March 

In spite of the increase in cloth production people's needs arc 
not met; that is plain. 

Jute manufactures decline by 20 per cent and steel ingots register 
an increase of 20 per cent: at the same time. the vital commodity 
of pig iron shows a decrease of nearly 4 per cent. In the thirty
s1x months since February l 940. only three times did the production 
of pig iron exceed the 1940 le\tel. 

Most alarming. hi>wever, is the situation on tbP coal front 
India ·s industnal structure, electric plant and entire transport 
depend for their motive power on coal. The demand on our railway 
transport, and consequently on coal, has become very heavy now 
that India is a theatre of war after the arrival of the Japanese armies 
of invasion on our frontier. Railways have to carry far heavier 
traffic for the anny, for its supplies; at the same time, they have 
to meet the heav.ier 4emands of traffic for civilian needs-transport 
of food, etc. All this means production of coal must increase at 
a terrific tempo. Instead, what do we find? Coal production going 
down below the 1940 level "hen neither our industties worked 
night shifts all round nor our railways worked extraE carried 
much heavy tratlic.Can anything provide a more seri s warning 
of the breakdown of the industrial machine at the critical 
juncture? Should we be surprised if factories are closecl for months 
for want of coal, if textile factories had to close down when people 
were demanding more cloth? 

Disruption From The Economic End 
The production crisis, secondly, manifests itself as a strike-crisis 

to which the workers are driven by the policy pursued by the owners 
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and Government. The immediate cause here is the growing disparity 
between wages and cost of living-disparity which throws larger 
masses of workers in vital and strategic industries to stop work to 
save themselves from immediate starvation. 

The rise in the working class cost of living is seen in the 
following figures : 

COST OF LIVING INDEX 

City 
BOMBAY 
AHMED ABAD 
SHOLAPUR 
NAGPUR . . 
JUBBULPORE 
PATNA 
CUTIA CK 
MADRAS 
LAHORE 
CAWNPORE 
CALCUTTA 

For August 1939 
105 
73 
73 
64 
58 

109 
103 
98 

120, 
100 
I 00 (Pre-war) 

For March 1943 
208 
173 
160 
165 
161 
243 (Jan.) 
239 
170 
317 (Jan.) 
246 
286 (May) 

Needless to say, this enonnous rise is not followed by and 
equal addition to working class incom~. Automatlc adjustment 
of wages to cost of living, fixation of dearness allowance by 
reference to the rises in the cost of living, exists in a few industries 
only and that, too, has been enforced after strikes. Even here 
the allowance granted is totally inadequate-in the most favoured 
circumstances it is 60 per cent of the actual rise-barring the 
solitary tx.ception of Ahmedabad. In almost all· cases it is a 
mockery of compensation, hardly offsetting more than 20 per cent 
of the rise. 

The Railways under Government control, the coal mine owner, 
. and the jute bosses are the worst ofWnders in this respect. The 
Railway Board very nearly provoked an all-India General Strike 
of Railways by its policy of denial of adequate dearness allowance 
to stave off $tarvation; it was only the organised Railway Unions 
that prevented such a development. 

The situation on the industrial front is then as explosive as the 
situation on the national front was on the 9th August. If it has not 
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burst into conflagration it is because of us, our Party, which has 
built the Trade Union movement during the last fifteen years. 

Nonetheless the situation is extremely serious. It furnishes ideal 
ground for the fifth columnist to operate on. Fifth Columnism. 
\\nich paraded ns patriotism for some days, can masquerade here 
ns the champion of the exploited and as the militant defender of 
the economic interests of the workers and can attempt to delude 
the workers into a Go-slow movement, into sabotage of industrial 
production through strikes and prolongation of strikes. 

The spontaneous indignation of the workers itself runs into the 
channels of strikes, thanks to the policy pursued by employers and 
Government. 

The policy that provoked the patriot to hit at national defence, 
is provoking the worker to hit at national production. when the 
worker should be building national production for the defence of 
his country and people. 

The industrial rear is unsafe. Production. the key base of national 
defence is tottering. 

II. OUR POLICY AND PRACTICE 
Comrades. in this critical situation what way did we show to 

our people. and to the working class'! We. alone, of all the patriotic 
parties. developed a national and positive outlook towards production 
and attempted to implement it against heavy odds. 

The patriots of the National Congress did their best to disorganise 
production after 9th August-in fact paralysation of production 
was their main instrument to win freedom immediately after 9th 
August. The National Congress leadership never developed a positive 
and patriotic outlook towards production as a weapon\of national 
defence and. therefore, as the common COAcem of at\ people. 

The Muslim League, has no outlook, no policy wbktsoever on 
questions of production: on this as in matten of Nati.I Defence 
it leaves the initiative in the hands of the Government. The 
disorganisation of production, etc., has no importance in the eyes 
of the League. 

For us, on the other hand, national defence was not a mere 
phrase, nor a conditional baqain. We realised that the very existence 
of our country depended on its being able to defend itself against 
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the Japanese invader; that our very future depends on how far the 
people of this country seized the initiative in defending their 
motherland. 

We knew at the same time that defence and production went 
hand in band in modem times. We, therefore. declared production
its organisation and expansion-to be our job, the job of all honest 
workers, just as national defence is the job of all patriots irrespective 
of what conditions are offered or created by others. 

The close relation between production and anti-fascist defence 
and our policy towards the funner cannot be more sim.,.y sununarised 
than in the following words of R.P.Dutt: 

'·The problem of strategy and production are closely related. 
In moch.1i1 · tncchanised warfare it is estimated that four to five 
industrial workers and auxiliaries are needed behind every soldier 
in the firing line. Production is thus the main field of effort for the 
majority of the people in the fight against fascism. Here every man 
and woman can play their part and cxpl"Qs the \\ill to victory twer 
fascism. 

"The resolution to fight and defeat fascism means that we must 
equip the anned forces with adequate weapons of war to meet and 
overpower the Nazi military machine. We must ensure the effective 
transport of such weapons of war in tune to the fighting front and 
produce the necessary industrial materials and machinery. We must 
provide the means of livelihood. food, clothing, etc., for the fighting 
and producing forces to maintain standards of efficiency. This all
out effort for production and for victory is not merely the job of 
the Government or those in command of industry. It is the conscious 
job of everyone to participate with the highest personal effort and 
to assist in the tasks of organisation and the overcoming of obstacles. 

"Fascism can only be finally defeated not by heroism alone, but 
by superior weight of planes, tanks, JNDS, shells, to arm that 
heroism. This is the decisive t.est in DlCXk:m war. which is in the 
last resort not merely a test of fighting capacity and of morale, but 
an industrial test of equipment, organisation, skill, and the capacity 
for united effort and sacrifice.·· (Britain in the world front.) 

We are Tested 
The 9th August crisis put us to a ·severe test. It was a test of 

our political inftuenee over the working class. 
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It was above all a challenge to us to implement our production 
policy in conditions of extreme political provocation 

The challenge, here. was to keep production itself going. And 
we won the first round. Throughout the country, wherever we had 
influence, industrial production was disturbed to a very small 
extent, things returning to nonnal within a couple of days in places 
like Bombay; no disturbance whatsoever took place in places like 
sbolapur. 

This first round was won not merely because we were the 
undisputed leaders of the Trade Union movement but because we 
had been vigorously popularising among the workers the patriotic 
policy of National Unity and National Defence against Japanese 
aggression which threatened our country. 

When after the arrest of national leaders, enraged patriots and 
fifth columnists began to call upon the workers to come out on 
aeneral strike and to bring about deadlock in production, we boldly 
opposed this move, saying that strikes, instead of enabling us to 
force the bureaucracy to yield us National Government, would have 
exactly the opposite result. Strikes would not only liave paralysed 
the keybase of National Defence, but would have intensified a 
thousandfold the conditions of anarchy and disruption, which 
followed in the wake of Government repression and fifth column
provoked sabotage. Strikes would have created extremely filvourable 
conditions for the Japanese invader who was mustering forces on 
our frontier to attack our country innnediately. 

Worlcers who had for years followed our political lead stuck to 
their post of duty. They succumbed neither to the provocation of 
police repression nor to the instigation to go on strike .. which was 
being conducted in the name of patriotism. , 

The result was that the saboteurs from the begirm~had to rely 
on the owners, en lock-outs, on hired gangs to create ble and 
bring about a stoppage. The first onslaught against p ction was 
thus warded off; the nation was saved; but for us, the entire 
industrial structure, including transport would have &one up in 
smoke. We are rightly proud of the part we played in these critical 
days. 

On the heels of the national crisis came the food crisis and the 
economic crisis, leading to an outburst of a spontaneous wave of 
strikes which, but for us, woukJ have spread all over the country. 
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The worst period was between December 19-12 and February 
1943. 

There were strikes for food and for dearness allo"ance. There 
were strikes in railway workshops, producing for war; in textile 
factories; in engineering shops. working for war; in dockyards and 
in the tram services. Workcls in backward industries on strike : 
workers in organised industries on strike-such was the situation 
which faced us in the penod-December-February. 

It was no doubt a very critical situation. It seemed that what 
patriotic anger could not achieve, the disruptive economic policy 
of Government, driving the workers to desperation would achieve, 
viz, complete paralysis of industry. And it would have done so but 
for ou1 tfadc Unions and our patriotic policy. 

Comrades, who averted an all-India Railway strike when the 
Railway Board was refusing to grant additional allowance and 
when strikes were breaking out in Railway \\Orkshops'? It was we 
who conduct some of the biggest Railwoly Unions like the S.I R. 
and conduct other Unions in co-operation '"id) other elements. But 
for our finn hold on the railway workers. there would ha\·e been 
spontaneous actions spreading all over India. We held back the 
strike-wave. We roused the workers to deft..'lld production, the 
keybase of national defence, against the suicidal policy pursued by 
Government. 

We prevented strikes from spreading: or inten·cnee in spontaneous 
strikes and speedily settled them: or withdrew them pending settlement 
of disputes. 

Thanks to us, not only did strikes not spread but the loss of 
working days in spontaneous strikes was minimised, the strikes 
were short-lived and often operated as merely minor disturbances. 

We succeeded in saving thousands of days for production and 
keeping hundreds of thousands at their job in spite of provocative 
economic conditions. 

That was because we had realised that we could not make merry 
with strikes when the nation required our workers to be at their 
job for all the 24 hours. 

We, to a large extent, succeeded in keeping production and 
transport running in Calcutta when Japanese bombs rained on that 
city. The treacherous fifth column tried its hardest to spread panic 
and to dislocate production and transport, in the interest of the 
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Japanese invader. But the bulk of engineering workers and the 
tramway workers stuck fast to their post of duty. The patriotic 
tramway workers, under Communist lead, kept the trams running 
right through the air raids and set an example of courage which 
inspired the citizens of Calcutta and keyed up their morale. 

Comrades, once more, no other party can claim that it has 
rendered such signal service to our country on this front; no other 
party bas. We alone, of all the parties, took the defence of our 
country seriously and, therefore, safeguarded production as 
determinedly as we would defend a fortress on our frontiers. 

Workin1 Cius Votes For Us 
What have been the results of this policy for workers themselves, 

this policy of standing by production by avoiding strikes, negotiating 
and settling them speedily. Has it meant that the interests of 
the workers had to be sacrificed for the interests of national 
production ? Did it mean that all organisation was at an end ? Did 
the workers themselves repudiate our practice or did they endorse 
it? 

Our opponents and enemies no doubt expected that we would 
collapse before the"strike-wave, born as it was out of economic 
discontmt, and stand repudiated by the workers. 

What happened instead ? 
The number of workers in Trade Unicm organised by us increased 

from 2,00,000 to 3,00,000betweenLeninDay1943 and May Day 
1943 alone. 

The advance will be still more striking if we were to take the 
figures from August 1942. 

The addition of 1,00,00 workers to our Trade Union naembership 
is a signal of endorsement by the ordinary worker oti the policy 
pursued by the ,farty-the policy of standing by p~ction and 
settling disputes without recourse to strikes. How have w* been able 
to register this increase in these worst days of strike-wave, when 
nothing but a strike seemed to be the way out? 

Because by pursuing this correct policy, we have bec:n able to 
secure many advances and concessions for the workers-we have 
been able to secure some relief and thereby increase the worker's 
faith in his organisation and in us as his defenders. 

Comrades, many of us have under-estimated our victories in this 
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direction. We have secured timely relief, sometimes substantial 
relief, and thereby avoided a final crack-up in the production &ont. 
Without securing such relief it would have been difficult to keep 
production going. By uniting the workers we did succeed in creating 
breaches in the stonewall of TeSJstance of the bureaucracy and 
employers. 

Our policy then has enabled us to defend the day to day interests 
of the workers and win important concessions, to save the Trade 
Union organisations from complete disintegration and ruin; which 
would have been their lot had they followed and anti-production 
policy, a wrong policy; our policy bas enabled us to extend the base 
of the old Trade Unions and to build big mass Unions out of them 
(like tliose0 of the S.I.R., M.&S.M. Rlys); found new unions and 
increase the organisational strength of the workers. 

We have increased the capacity of the worker to defend his 
interests; we have added new strength to his organisations; we have 
org&nised hitherto backward and unmganised workers-all because 
we strove valiantly to save production from ruin and did not allow 
the workers to fall victims to economic and political provocation 
or to fifth columnist incitement. 

Our Main Failure 
Comrades, the account of achievements as given above itself 

emphasises our main failure. All the while we have been busy 
warding off the attacks against production. All we can boast of is 
that we saved production ftom collapse and from stoppage. But 
considering the key role of production in defence, considering the 
fact that the danger of invasion is acute, we cannot remain satisfied 
with what we have achieved during the past nine months or so, but 
must positively sound the alarm. 

For we have not yet been able to claill' that we have gone beyond 
the defensive stage, that we have anywhere led the workers to sei7.e 
the patriotic initiative in any industry or concem to mpnise 
production as their job, as their national duty. No Comrades, we 
have not achieved any success in this direction and this must make 
us think fiuiously. 

Production-its organisatim and extension, is the basic and 
main political task of the Trade Unions today. It is by organising 
production., by developing worbrs' initiative to overcome obstacles 
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created by employers and Government, by creating mass movement 
to increase production by all possible means that the Trade Unions 
participate in organising the National defence of our country. Every 
victory in production, every addition to industrial articles secured 
through workers' initiative, is a blow against the Japanese -for 
the freedom of our country-this ought to be the patriotic 
ccmsciousness of every worker under Trade Union influence. Without 
this, our policy ceases to have any meaning. 

Under our leadership the working class must be really seized 
with anger and indignation at the supreme chaos in production 
under the pohcy of Government and the employers; it must see in 
it a menace, a danger to our entire nation, a stab in the back of 
our people and must consider its patriotic duty to intervene and take 
upon itself the responsibility of guiding production. It must be 
moved by the terrible hardships of our people owing to shortage 
of cloth, coal, etc., and must come forward as the real champion 
of our people against all these by assuring them that every worker 
would serve his country and his people to his maximum capacity. 

This is workers' patriotism; this is producers"°' patriotism
taking pride in his claily job at the bench. This is carrying our policy 
to oar class. 

Miss initiative for production is thus, first and foremost. a 
political responsibility-part of the fight for national defence. It 
is a political task. The Trade Union movement is the instrument. 
the working class anny is to discharge this great responsibility. 

A special responsibility rests on us who are the biggest single 
force in the Trade Unions to inspire the entire class to come forward 
as the organiser of national production for national defence. 

Our main failure comes here. True, we have rous=the worker 
to stop sabotage against production but we have fai ed to move 
our-class, tbLt workers, to develop a patriotic ou ook and a 
clliferc:nt practice towards production. There is as yet no inspiring 
of the mass; no mass rallies and mass conferences for production; 
no individual efforts to lead the mass of the workers to be the best 
producers, much less workers' initiative to lead the people for better 
production for national defence. 

The workers under our leadership refuse to disorganise production 
at the instigation of the fifth column; more and more they tight 
against the temptation of a strike as the way out of the unbearable 
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economic conditions. Yet the vrtal connection of production with 
national defence and workers· responsibility towards it is not properly 
understood by them. 

Ill. THE POLITICAL ROOT OF OUR FAILURE 
From where does this failure spring '! It comes from our political 

failure to move the working class to play its specific role in the 
sphere of national defence. 

To understand the seriousness of this, we must remember that 
production is on the Trade Union front what natioaal defence is 
on the political plane. 

It amounts, therefore, to abandonment of tlte anti-fascist struggle, 
of the wugglc for national defence on the Trade Union front 

It amounts to giving up in practice the main political slogan of 
the Party and keeping the workers away from the greatest national 
and international war for liberation. 

We have not yet succeeded in inspir.U1g and moving the entire 
class into action for unity and defence of our country-that is a 
patent fact. The political .resolution nails down a number of deviations 
which prevented us from mobilising the people for national unity 
and defence. These deviations perhaps operated with added force 
on the trade union front. 

In any case even the best Trade Union Leaden in the party will 
admit that, in spite of our influence over the wading class, the 
increased strength of the Trade Unions, we have failed to impress 
the worken with the urgency of national defence; national unity 
for defence has not yet become their war-cry, enthusiastically to 
be raised and to be fought for, as the only way to the independence 
of the country and towards fiuther progress. 

Why is this SD? Fintly, because of the very same Left-Nationalist 
deviation of which the political resolution speaks. They have 
prevented us from putting inspiringly the cause of our country's 
defence and rousing the worken to offer evecything they possess 
to defend our land. 

Obviously when exposure ofbureaucracy c1ommatec1 our political 
propaganda much could not be done to put positively the line of 
national unity and dofence. 

This side-tracked our attention SD completely that in putting 
across naticmal defence, our comrades oftm foqp>t even to mention 
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that our homes and people in Chittagong were bombed; our homes 
were going up in smoke. 

In other parts of the country there were practically no reactions 
to the Calcutta bombing, which was taken as a matter of course. 
but which should have really led to angry patriotic demonstrations 
against Japanese imperialism. 

We failed to whip up anti-Japanese hatred, failed to whip up 
anti-fascist hatred, even though a bald account of that atrocities 
committed by the Axis Power would have roused the hatred of any 
honest man and warned him aginst what was coming if defence was 
not organised. 

Naturally with all these we could not impress on the workers 
the seriousness of the situation at the front and the imminence of 
invasion. 

These deviations reached their clima'C in our failure to glorify 
the patriotic act of the working class in keeping production running 
immediatel)' after 9th August, in our failure to carry forward the 
patriotic achievments of the Calcutta Tramway \Y_orkers, who kept 
the services runing under the hail of Jap bombs. 

The workers. themselves did not understand what they had 
acbj.eved. The patriots were slandering the workers as mercenaries 
who had deserted the battle of freedom. The latter had stuck to their 
jobs under our leadership but were getting demoralised under the 
barrage of propaganda. 

It was our job to tell the workers that they had done a big thing. 
had acted for national defence. This was missed because our 
comrades thought of national defence and sabotage m the abstract. 

Similarly, the constant fight which the workers had to wage 
against strike-inciters, against gangsters, to keep prochlction running, 
against owners' lock-out, was not given a political tutn. the defence 
of productioo actively conducted by workers was ncft explained in 
terms of national defence; the concrete fight carried bn against the 
fifth columnist was not made the starting point for a general 
mobilisation for unity for national defence and production. The key 
role whidt the workers bad to play in averting the crisis in production, 
which was deepening at an alanning pace as a result of the policy 
of the owners and the bweaucracy, was not brought home to the 
workers. 

Because of this the entire experience of the period between 
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August and now-a pcnod in which the working class defended 
production against odds-faded to educate and prepare it for the 
main and pnmary task of building production through. mass initiative. 

The worker cannot be roused to play his part in production 
unless he is made to realise the gnm peril wluch fascist aggression 
means to our country. unless hts patnotism is roused to see that 
the fight for the freedom and independence of the country now 
merges with the task of uniting the people to defend the motherland 
in alliance with the peoples of the Soviet Union. China. U.S.A. and 
Britain. He must be made to realise how production is the key to 
National Defence, how the crisis which is threatenmg production 
can blow up the very basis of national defence and that he, because 
he holw "pwduction in his hands. can avert this calamity and save 
the country. It is the consciousness of the penl and the call of 
patriotism which alone ''ould rouse the worker to increase 
production 

Consider his conditions of work which are hellish today. Consider 
his past experience which has only shown that every advance in 
his skill has been exploited by the employers; that nothing is to be 
secured front the employers \\lthout a fight: that Government is an 
alien Government which suppresses his nation. his prople and his 
rights. 

The only guarantee is the burning patriotism and anti-Japanese 
hatred created by us, which makes him see in higiier and higher 
production-work for freedom for his people-the guarantee of his 
liberation and that of his nation 

Our political failure to mo,·e him for national defence, make 
national defence and unity the full-throated cry of thousands, has 
mQaDt our failure to move him for production-his main job in the 
struggle for national defence, the main job of all Trade Unions. 

This leaves the initiative in the bantt~ of the bureaucrL~ and 
employers, accentuates the production crisis, endangers national 
defence and prevents us from taking any effective step against it. 

Productio-Wronaly Put 
Consequently, production. whenever it has bee!) put, has been 

put as a technical or economic issue divorced from its vital and 
living connection with national defence or its connections with the 
needs of the army and the people. 
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And fmdin~ that there is not much response to this sort of 
appeal, comrades have either given up production as a bad job, 
contenting themselves with avoiding strikes and only paying lip
service to it 

Or making the worker gulp down our lifeless and abstract 
demand for increased production, some put it together with a 
barrage of economic demands, with emphasis on the latter. 

The appeal to patriotism is lost; the appeal based on unity and 
national defence is gone; all that is left is the word .. production" 
which us equated to economic demands. · 

The way in which economic Clemands are put show that they 
are intended to take off the edge of our advocacy of increased 
production. Comrades are afraid ·that the workers might 
misunderstand us, take us for the bosses' men, and think that the 
economic demands are our passports of honesty and integrity to 
assure the workers. This springs only from a lack of faith in 
production policy, lack of faith developed by divorcing it from our 
main slogan of national defence. 

What is the total· effect of this propaganda preduced on the . 
worker? Is he a whit convinced that next day he must work in the 
factoJY as the mosr efficient worker'' Nothing of the kind. He is 
more dum ever convinced that he is concerned only with his wages 
and not with production. 

Having failed to move our class politically, our comrades either 
end in paying only lip service to productions without any attempt 
to increase it, or present it in a more vulgar economic form in which 
it carries no convictions. 
• This has been yet another hindrance which keeps the workers 
back from discharging their main political job as producers
producers for freedom and defence. 

Economic Dentands Bec:ome Conditions 
It is no wonder, therefore, Comrades, if some of us Dave slipped 

into the left nationalist position of conditional support to production. 
Gradually, step by step, economic demands are put forward as 
caaditions of increasing production. Not that our comrades crudely 
formulate them as conditiom. No, but when they put it to workers 
that production cannot incJCUC unless workers' demands are 
canceded, in the bargain they fail to rouse politieal eothusium for 
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production-the net result is that economic demands de operate as 
conditions. 

Can anything be more serious'! What would you say if any 
member of out Party were to say, "give us National Govenunent 
and then we will defend our country''. You will say : you are laying 
down conditions to save your homeland; you are bargaining over 
the freedom and existence of our country; this is not patriotism; 
1t is the same wrong policy of the national leadership, which landed 
our country in this crisis. 

And yet on the field of production unconsciously we have 
slipped into this very policy. Economic demands are advanced in 
isolation from productJOn. Consequently they appear to the workers 
as conditi<>N" of a drive for increased production. What we reject 
on the political plane, namely conditional participation in national 
defence. some of us seem to acquiesce in on the production front
a sharp reminder to us that v.c have strayed away from our basic 
line. It leaves the initiative completely in others' hands-the hands 
of the bureaucracy and employers. 

Old Outlook Persists 

If we look at our propaganda and agitation, the role of economic 
demands as conceived by us. we will find that our comrades will 
have to change their outlook completely before they can bef;ome 
good organisers of production. 

How do we agitate for economic demands to-day? What justifies 
these demands? What demands do we champion? 

At each period we put forward such economic demands as 
enabled the worker to move fonvard politically along with the 
nation and enabled the nation itself to take the next step fonvard. 
For us the economic demands were an integral part of the struggle 
for national emancipation. That also meant that they must be such 
as to help both the workers and the nation in building national unitY. 
for the common cause. 

We knew that the exploitation of the working class would not 
finally end unless Capitalism was abolished and the means of 
production socialised. Still, neither in the period of imperialist war, 
nor before did we put forward these demands as those to be 
immediately realised. On the other hand, our demands included 
minimum living wage, eight hour day, etc.,--clemands which 
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corresponded to the stage of the national democratic revolution 
against imperialism. 

This justified the workers' demands and made than a part of 
the national struggle. It was within this framework that we fought 
our immediate battles against exploitation. 

Today everything has changed. Our nation's freedom clt.-pends 
on national defence. The very existence of the nation with all its 
workers is at stake. The road to national freedom lies through unity 
and national defence. 

We require national unity for defence. 
We demand National Government for national defence. 
We demand release of Congress leaders for anti-Japanese defence. 
Every slogan, every demand stands or falls by one test-whether 

it serves the needs of our defence or not, serves us to unite our 
people to defend our country or not. 

The immediate economic demands, then, stand or fall by this 
acid test: Do they enable us to increase our national resistance 'J 

Transferred to the field of production economic de.!"'nds are today 
advocated CJnd justified in so far as they improve the efficiency 
of workers and •nahle them to give maximum production to the 
nation. The demand for better conditions, for fair wages, etc., has 
its justification in this. 

Comrades, when we said in our Party documents, ''workers 
ought to get more wages to improve production", it was not laying 
down a condition, but putting the immediate demands on a different 
plane-the plane of anti-Japanese defence. The significance of this, 
however, was not understood. 

What does it mean to-day? We decidedly stand fQr improvement 
in labour conditions, for adequate compensation~nst high cost 
of living, ~Trade Union recognition, etc., beca this helps the 
nation forward and enables the worker to build · onal strength 
through increasing production. 

At the same time, it means that this fact has to be consciously 
realised by the workers tbemselves. Their patriotism and our 
propaganda must teach them that production is the sacred truSt 
given by the nation, and only by executing that trust in spite of 
all obstacles that they are able to appeal totbe nation for improvement 
in labour conditionl and leaitimatelY demand better standards of 
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pay, fair wages, etc .• and that only thus do they become one with 
the nation. 

Improvement of labour conditions for maximum efficiency is 
not an empty phrase with us It means that in our agitation, 
propaganda, speeches, and leaflets. workers must be continually 
taught to give up the old outlook, inspired to look upon production 
as their patriotic duty and undertake that task as their duty to the 
country, and as their only weapon of securing their demands and 
doing away with the present hellish conditions. 

This alone puts economic demands in proper relation to national 
defence and production-this alone enable us to organis~ production 
and at the same time bring about a radical improvement in labour 
condition~ . 

• our Agitation 

It cannot be said that we agitate for economic demands keeping 
to the forefront the needs of national defence and production. On 
the other hand, we agitate for them mostly in the old way. We regard 
them either as a question between exploiting owners and exploited 
workers, or as one against a foreign government pursuing a policy 
of hostility to workers. The question of production itself, workers' 
responsibility towards it. is not hammered: and econom1~ demands 
are not put in as part of the production drive which he rnust carry 
on at all costs. 

The opposition to economic demands by the owners or by the 
bureaucracy is, therefore, not realised as opposition to production 
and defence; on the other hand. it is realised only as denial of just 
demands which must be enforced through wrong and old type of 
propaganda. 

Take the question of profits. How are these enonnous profits 
attacked in making "out a case for increased earnings? Purely fonn 
the point of view of exploitation as if the \\ rkers and the employers 
were the only two parties; as if the entire nation includins the 
employers and workers are not threatened with immediate slavery; 
as if the policy of united resistance had nothing to do with the 
Industrial front. 

Consistently with our political line, profits could be comctly 
criticised, attacked, from the standpoint of equality of sacrifice in 
this war for national defence. Fair wages could be justified and at 
Vol-iv-40 
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one stroke workers could be made to realise that it was not a 
question between themselves and the employers but one between 
the nation and its enemy. The profiteering carried on by employers 
is thus exposed as anti-national selfishness in contrast to the 
patriotism of the workers. 

Our propaganda and agitation, therefore, must be so conducted 
that th~ struggle for immediate demands must be understood by the 
worker as part of the bigger struggle for increased production and 
defence;:. th~ former must be understood to be dependant on the 
latter. 

Workers must rcali~c more and more that struggle for partial 
demands is not an isolated issue between employers and employees 
or bet\'\~an an irresponsible bureaucracy and workers only. to be 
settled through a trial of strength m the shape of a strike. Because 
it is part of the struggle for increased production. it can only be 
won in so far as the workers organise and increase production and 
do not imitate either the employers or the bureaucracy in holding 
it up. 

In the rejection of partial demands they 111ttSt see not only 
continued intensified exploitation but an attempt to strike at their 
efficiency and disrupt people's production and defence. They will 
thus realise that every struggle for partial demands is really an issue 
between selfish employers or bureaucracy, on the one hand, and 
the people as a whole, on the other. They will then refrain from 
taking to isolated and disruptive action in the shape of strikes, and 
realise that workers' initiative and unity to organise production and 
people's support to the workers consititute their real sanction to 
enforce their demands. 

Instead our agitation yet continues on the old rpils. Economic 
demands are taken in isolation from defence aid production; 
they are p~sented as an issue between owner• and workers 
or bureaucracy and workers; our comrades utilise all the old 
phrases in their propaganda and do everything short of strike in 
the old way. 

The failure to correlate the immediate demands to the needs of 
national defence and production-the fi.iJure to compJeteJy overhaul 
propapnda and agitation," is a very strong cause hinderina the 
tc\euc at WOt'ml ftom '\\c o\d out\ooK towan\s \)to\\ucUO\\ am\ 
~ their initiative to develop it. 
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Where Does it l .. ead ? 

Such an outlook really leads to strikes and more strikes 
In the present unbcar:Wil..:: ccononuc conditions the only thing 

that will keep the \\orkcr away from stoppage is his sense of duty 
towards production, that not havmg been developed and conditions 
getting worse. \Uong propaganda onl} leads to strikes and more 
strikes. 

Unless. therefore. the worker is politically roused, he would 
under the present cond1t1ons dnft into a series of spontaneous 
stokes for economic demands He \\ould think that he is striking 
for just demands '"hich arc necessary for raising production. 
He would not realise that by doing so he is striking at the nation, 
at nati011df defence Tius would give the fifth columnist another 
chance to play havoc with product10n Having failed to create a 
prolonged deadlock in the industry by provoking the workers to go 
on an mdefinite political stnkc. the fifth columnist 1s now attempting 
to carry out guenlla warfare against production by provoking 
economic strikes, takmg advantage of the horrible conditions of a 
labour. 

The failure, therefore. to O\-crhaul propaganda and agitation not 
only leads to strikes but makes the worker a prey to fifth columnist 
sabotage, masqucradmg as nubtant defence of day-to-day demands. 

IV. OUR POLICY IN RELATION TO STRIKES 

Our political resolution calls upon us to ''take a bold and open 
stand against stnkes as they tnJure the defence of the country by 
holding up production." 

In recent months, Comrades, we have no doubt avoided strikes 
and minimised the loss of working days. Yet it must. be admitted 
that the general confusion in the execution of production policy was 
reflected on the question of strikes also .md an open and dc=cisive 
stand against strikes was not taken. We still looked upon strikes 
as a justifiable weapon of economic pressure - in the last resort, 
a weapon to secure the immediate demands of the workers. 

The resolution asks us to sive up this indulgent attitude and 
adopt a firm one to 1uide the workers. 

All production to-day we consider as national production devoted 
\a\\\& Wonto at out \\'oOP~· CiOM ue tm U.91'& ~ ~ ~ 
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say it is imperialist or capitalist production with which we will have 
nothing to do. 

Drive and initiative for increased production is the duty of 
workers. 

How then can we justify strikes, stoppages of work which stop 
the flow of goods to the army, to our people? 

Comrades, are there any conditions under which you will ask 
the soldier at the front to desert his post to secure this or that 
demand 'l If you will not advocate military desertion, you can 
neither advocate industrial desertion in the shape of a strike. 

A strike, therefore, is as disruptive as a food riot or looting. 
Do we allow the peasant to withhold grain from the market to 

secure better prices, or do we rouse his patriotic consciousness 
against it 'l Similarly, should we allow a worker to withhold 
production and hold up transport, and deprive the army and people 
of vital needs? 

Granted that the employers are behaving brutishly towards the 
workers ; but the worker to reply back through strikes is to stab 
his country for the_ misdeeds of selfish employen. 

We should then regard every strike as a political defeat for us. 
be.cause it means·that the workers concerned are not yet convinced 
by us about the disruptive ~le of the strike, about their responsibility 
towards production and natiooal defence. 

We should regard it as a suicidal gamble on the part of workers 
which will only disrupt their ranks without securing their demands, 
and hand them over as innocent prey to the fifth columnist and 
saboteur. 

In the interests of the nation, in the interests of the inunediate 
demands of WOJkers themselves, strikes should be tiDJ1ly prevented--
that is the call of the resolution. · 

Where spontaneous strikes break out we intel'Vc$ie to do away 
with these disturbances in production. 

The intervention in spontaneous strikes is to save the workers 
from the irreparable harm they do to themselves and their country 
by stopping production, to save them from the hands of saboteurs. 
It is to withdraw the strike as speedily as possible and it should 
cm no account degenerate into ourselves prolonging it under one 
excuse or another. The suacess of our intervention is measured by 
one test only-bow soon we convince the workers to give up the 
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strike and see in unity for increased production the real sanction 
to enforce their demands. 

Doubts Answered 
Two doubts primarily assail the minds of our comrades when 

we take this positive and firm stand about stnkes-the only stand 
consistent with our production policy. 

Their recent expenence makes them feel that it is not possible 
to repeatedly hold back the workers from strike. 

And secondly, does not this policy towards str1Lc mean the 
abandonment of defence of day-to-day interests, does not it amount 
to Royist p,o~ ? 

Recent Experience 
Recent experience is no guide, and m so far as it is, it proves 

exactly the contrary 
Our comrades have settled a number of strikes; won important 

victories; in some cases the workers were persuaded to go back 
without any change for the better to be able to negotiate a settlement. 

In a number of these cases, they say. they found strikes on their 
hands, workers having been forced to resort to tliem in sheer 
desperation. 

This happens because stokes have been settled behind the back 
of the worker, without convincing him that it was poliLcally. wrong 
to have gone on strike and thus without making any political 
preparations to meet the mcitement by employers or Government 
In these conditions speedy settlement of dispute is only a prelude 
to further strike. 

A clear warning to the workers that immediate demands cannot 
be won through strikes; that strikes only disrupt their unity and 
strength and make them helpless bef"re the employcn and 
bureaucracy; a straight appeal to them in the name of the solcliers, 
their own brothers who are defending the country, in the awne of 
our people who badly require transport and industries to run to meet 
their own ~rements; appeal in the name of the country to 
develop production anci not to stop it-these will prevent the vicious 
circle of settlement and strikes. 

Our unions in the past have several times warned the workers 
against strikes; the worbrs have always listened to the call of dleir 
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organisation JUSt ns they are dotng to-day It is only the voice of 
their orpmsatl.on that is not finnly \\armng them m every stnke. 
on every occasion, that to stnkc 1s antmat10nal Thctt is wh}' some 
comrades think that it ts not possible even to keep organised 
"orkers from strikes 

Day-To-Day Demands 
Comrades who ask whether this pohc)' does not lead to 

abandonment of unmed1ate demands thmk that a strike can be an 
mstnonent of defendmg workers' mterests They tlunk that b)' 
banmng stnkes we arc rcmovtng our only sanction to enforce 
econonuc demands ThC) \\Ould bke at least the threat of a stnke 
to be kept to hold productton for ransom 

By our own logic the pistol of stnke is not directed either at 
the bureaucracy or the employers, but at the workers themselves 
and their country. since production must continue for nat1oruil 
defence 

When the role of every stnkc. no matter a hat 1ts cause. 1s to 
stop production, why should there be such confusion'> 

Because once agam the old outlook persists. and m that outlook 
mrect actlon plays a btg role ID dcfendmg \\Orkers' interests 

It, however, fails to \ee that the weapom of one per1od c.annot 
be transferred to another period Jn the pait we were able to 
defend workerl 'mtere\h not limply hec.au\e we organned ltnke\ 
but because it wa' pol1t1cally correc.t to organise str1/ce' and 
through them defend the day-to-day demand\. 

To-day stnkcs do not orgamse workers. they only dtsorgamsc 
them We reqwre new sancttons. new weapons tofdefend the mterests 
of the workers Tins new weapon 1s found m ~otkers' umty and 
mrtlattvc to lead and organise production andert despite all 
provocations. 1 e, the defence of day-to-day as found 1n 
exactly the contrary direction-not m stopp e but m efficient 
fimctJ.omng of the productton machme 

How Is It Done? 
What pressure is exerctsed through production and umty based 

on It l 
(I) The more workers discharge thell' patnotac Job of developing 

production, the more unitedly they do rt in spite of all odds, the 
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more successfully they isolate the selfish employer and the 
bureaucracy. 

The policy of the employer more and more stands umnasked as 
selfishness at the cost of the nation. of his country. It no longer 
remains an issue between the employers and employees but becomes 
one between the people and selfish employers It enables the workers 
to unite the people behind themselves 

(2) Similarly it isolates the bureaucracy \\1th its policy of no 
concession as far as possible. 

(3) It forges stronger and stronger unity of workers themselves, 
because it is based on conscious realisation of their duty towards 
the country-a higher consciousness 

(4) l fus uruty, far stronger than in ordinary strikes, enables the 
workers to exert the full pressure of politically conscious men 
through normal channels 

(S) This pressure of \\orkers. doing their patriotic job against 
all odds and backed b} the people whose battle they fight. becomes 
irresistible. It compels the Government to give up its policy of 
hostility towards workers' dL-mands and to intervene in the dispute. 

Here there 1s no opportumt) for the fifth columnist. nor of falling 
a victim to the policy of the bureaucracy or emplovt•rs: but there 
is an opportunity for conscious and patient building of )1rcngth for 
one's country, for production and on that strength securing the 
immediate demands 

Nobody suggests that it is an easy battle. Undoubtedly there \\111 

be provocation, \ictimisation and every kind of repression. But m 
the end nothing '"ill count before the unboun'1ed initiative of the 
\\'Orkcrs to lead production for the army and the people. 

By strikes you will only play the game of your enemy. 
Our attitude towards strikes, therefore. has nothing to do with 

Royism nor is it an abandonment of tl\c defence of work«S day
to-day interests. It relies on the workers, on the people, and on their 
patriotism to secure better conditions for them. 

The confusing stand hitherto taken towards strikes was born out 
of the same nationalist pro-struggle-pro-pressure deviation. We 
must givt: it up etnce for all if the mass of workers under our 
leadership are to be properly guided to take their place in the battle 
for defence and production. 
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Non-Political Ideas 
How far certain comrades strayed from a correct approach to 

strikes can be seen from the following. All t1nderstood that it was 
wrong to strike; but few put it as a straight political question 
connected with the defence of our country. 

In asking the workers to resume work some comrades took 
resort to law and infonned the workers that since the strike was 
illegal they should resume work. All that the workers thought was 
that strike with notice would be perfectly justifiable. 

On the same score worken. were frightened with police repression, 
i.e., disruption through strikes was presented as police repression 
against individuals. In other cases avoidance of strikes was confused 
with mere going through all the formalities of conciliation procedure 
and then awaiting big results to tum up. 

All these have nothing in common with our policy which takes 
its stand on the basic need of national defence and production and 
estimates the role of strikes in reference to that. 

Such explanations are opportunist and alienate the working 
class from our patriotic policy of more and better production. 

Comrades, it is now easy to understand why we have not yet 
S1JCCCeded in launching a big mass drive for production for defence 
and freedom. As on the political plane while we fought the fifth 
columnist, secured notable successes in keeping production going. 
We suffered from the same left nationalist deviation which either 
masqueraded as defence of economic interests, conditional support 
to producti~ or indulgence towards strikes, etc. It is this which 
prevented us from putting across our political line in an inspiring 
manner and from moving our class into action for defence and 
production, though we achieved big success~ in routing fifth 
c0lumnisi disruptors and keeping production g~ing. 

We wele unable to make the tum and launch a;workers' counter
offensive on the production front because of this, with the result 
that we are in the midst of a production crisis. The rectification 
of these mistakes will give us the requisite strength to overcome 
all our weaknesses. 

V. PRODUCTION POLICY IN ACTION 
' 

While the production. crisis can be finally liquidated only by a 
National Govcmmcnt, wbidl alone can effectively organise national 
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produ~ the resolution suggests immediate steps which must be 
taken to implement our policy to orgamse effective and efficient 
production and transport. 

· What are they ? 
( 1) 100 per cent unionism and wuuung recognition of Trade 

Unions and mill and factory committees 
(2) Fonnation of Joint Productton Committees 
(3) Production Conferences 

Hundred Per Cent Unionism 

Comrades, the trade union movement JS the main instrument of 
reabsing our policy. 

The we.akness of trade union movement means weakness of the 
drive for production and national defence. Every worker outside 
the Trade Union means a raw recnut, yet to be trained - a recruit 
who may misdirect his shot agamst his fellow-workers, against 
production itself. 

More than ever, therefore, at is ~sary that there should be 
hundred per cent unionism, because without that there will be no 
unplementing of our policy on a mass scale. The entire class has 
to be moved for production and for that the lever is 100% uniomsm 
and nothmg less. 

We who have bu1k the T. U. movement for the last fifteen years 
must answer this call for 100% organisation-our call to the 
workers then is: ·~oin the Trade Uruon for defence and producbon 
and win your demands. II 

To-day class-unity through Trade Uruons bas only this meaning. 
The Trade Unions must become mass-mobilisers for production 
drives. They must move the workers for more and more production 
and through that ·secure their demands. Only thus can Trade Union 
unity be realised as part of the struggle for national defence. 

The wolkers ~.to-day, groaning under intolerable burdens. 
The cost of living is piling up. The lag between wages and pri"8 
widens. Adc:quate deamess allowance, wages, bonus, etc., are the 
demands put forwanl everywhere. It is the responsibility of the 
Trade Unions to win these demands and protect the workers against 
the policy of the employers and Govemmmt. Unity for producticin 
and I 00% unionism are our. basic weapons for oipnising the 
workers in vast mass Unions and winnina thc?r demands. It is on 
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the strength ~f this hundred per cent ma.vs mobi/i.vation that we 
want to eliminate strikes. 

The securing of recognition for Trade Unions. for its committees. 
assumes vital significance in this connection. They become big 
weapons to organise the workers for more and more production for 
victory against the invader. They allow us to avoid all friction 
between management and workers and still further help to eliminate 
all strikes. 

Trade Unions, however, cannot organise production unless their 
members and militant organisers make it a part of their daily 
activity and show the way to the mass of workers. Party members, 
Trade Union leaders, militants, all have to seize the initiative to 
improve and expand production. By their political propaganda and 
practical production work they must lead the mass of workers to 
become efficient workers, and to contribute their maximum to the 
country ·s defence. 

The field of their actual work is, of course, the factory, the 
workshop, or unit of production. All their propapda and agitation 
are tested here by the practical results they produce, by the number 
of workers ~ set in motion to tackle concretely problems of 
pr.eduction. 

Today for each industry the concrete problem is how to avoid 
waste, to economise spare parts. secure adequate raw materials, 
improve processes and methods which will yield better results. It 
also means eliminating absenteeism. doing away with the wastage 
of time, and rousing the worker to contribute his best to production. 
It is an undoubted fact that under present conditions of capitalist 
production, with low wages and intolerable conditions of living, 
there is no incentive to the worker to contribute tdthe full capacity 
of his skill.j and that production will take a big le4J> fonvard if our 
propaganda encouraged them to do it. 

On the railways it means (a) first and forcmoit, saving of coal 
used for locomotives-to-day when there is tremendous shortage 
of coal, when factories close down for want of it, every piece of 
coal saved on the railways is vital contribution to our defence and 
production ; (b) quick repair of locomotives and wagons which can 
partially offset the acute shortage: (c) checking and doing away 
with wastage of wagons, economising wagons space and seeing 
that it is utilised for wgmt and vital transport; (d) increased 
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production of munitions. other \\'ar matcraals and railway stock m 
\\oOrkshops, etc 

In the te'-tlles also the problem 1s the same. and the '"orkers 
must take the mitiat1ve m rcmovmg all obstacles to increased 
productJ.on 

Bad raw matenal. \\'h1ch keeps down production, partial workmg 
of looms due to shortage of yam . looms lymg idle because of 
chJot1c m.magcmcnt -all tht!, '"astc of our productive power must 
be removed 

The "orkcr 5i must take the lead m clumnatmg abscntec1SI11 , m 
sa,mg \\astage of time durang \\'orkmg hours. m a\01dmg waste 
of raw matcnals. m mcrcasmg their skill and efficiency to give 
mcrea.t...d wtput and m suggesting improvements m machmery and 
processes \\-hich \\di raise production 

Wherever possible the} must take a lead m demanding \\'orkmg 
of three shifts so th.it machmel) ·can run for all the 24 hours and 
production can mcrcasc ThC} should ~ecure the support of the 
people for this 

To-day one of the mam tasks that faces them 1s to save the cloth 
production and control scheme from sabotage . to see that CVCI) 

loom and spmdle 1s ut1hscd m :furtherance of the scheme. to suggest 
improvements m the scheme itself and solve all p10blems on the 
spot which arc hkely to anse in 1mplementmg the sch"'ltlC (quicker 
suppl} of }'am. etc ) Their 1mtJat1vc will determine whether there 
1s to be production of cheap cloth for all or not . whether the DC\\ 

scheme 1s to go the \\ay of the old standard cloth project or whether 
1t 1s to be improved and unplemcnted so that increased production 
satisfies the demand of our people for cheap cloth 

It 1s obvious that all this cannot be achieved by a few shock 
troopers and a ~ Part} members of T U m1htants The entire 
number workmg m the factory or mdustry must participate to make 
tlus dnve a success It 1s the collectJ.\ tNpenence. and knowledge 
of all workers that can locate ever) obstacle and suggest 
unprovements It 1s their JOtnt co-operation and detenrunatton that 
can unplement them 

Workers m other mdustnes have to follow the same path and 
come forward to tmprove production in the most practical manner 

To begin with, advance workers must take the lead m formmg 
workers' vigdance and production comnuttees 1 he 1mmechate task 
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of these committees will be to protect the factory against sabotase 
and slow down movement; to bring to light all cases of inefficiency 
on the part of the management, hold-ups, failure to utilise full 
capacity of industry and sabotage practiced by the employers out 
of considerations of profit; to make concrete suggestions and take 
steps to overcome all these as suggested above. 

The advance workers will soon be able to draw in and enthuse 
the entire mass of workers, the more decisively they lead them 
through discussions, conferences and active steps to promote 
production. The latter will realise, through their own experience, 
that, orpnisation of production gives them an entirely new grip 
over the management and enables them to protect their interests 
while serving the nation. Every step forward in building production 
will mean greater and greater enthusiasm on the part of the workers. 

Difficulties Io The Way 
No doubt there will be many difficulties in our way. Selfish 

employers will oppose any initiative on the part of the workers and 
will even victimise those who take a lead. They, like the Govenunmt, 
are afraid of \)'Orkers' initiative; to them increased production 
atteans less profits and, therefore, they will do their utmost to defeat 
alt' initiative .. 

To take but one instance, the textile owners, who in the past 
have sabotaged all plans of standard cloth and who today intend 
to blow up the cloth control scheme which touches their profits, 
are certainly not going to tolerate any initiative on the part of the 
workers. 

The superior officer, whether in private industry or Government 
managed concerns like the railways. will be yet a+>tber opponent· 
of increased production. His conservatism and ~t for workers, 
his non-polftical approach and in some cases his !Jftb colunmism, 
and finally his false pride as an expert and fear of f=XpOSUre of his 
expert knowledge before bis employers, make him adopt a hostile 
attitude towards everything coming from the workers and sabotage 
every improvement or suggestion made by them. Even where the 
employers are favourable, the opposition of the supervisory officers 
will often succeed in sabotaging production plans and setting the 
employer against the workers, unless the latter are visilant and 
learn to counter every move of theirs. 
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And finally, there is the hostiht}. opposition and indifference 
of the Government. The bureaucracy is afraid of encouraging 
the initiative of the workers: it is afraid of the employers' sabotage 
and. therefore, seeks not to offend them in any scheme of 
production: it will not, therefore, encourage workers' initiative to 
which the employers are opposed: besides it is itself afraid of the 
workers. 

All these hurdles have to be crossed through the unity of the 
workers, of the people, by positive action to develop production. 
The resistance of all these forces will be broken when workers 
decisively march fonvard to organise production. 

We must remember that while we have to overcome the resis
tance of . tf1e employers, officers and bureaucracy, we have at 
the same time to secure their co-operation for improving 
production. Our slogan of Joint Produchon Committee demandl' 
a tripartite co-operation. While, therefore. mercilessly exposing all 
sabotage or disorganisation for sake of profiteering. we must at the 
same time appeal to the patriotism of the employers to follow a 
patriotic policy. We must win over the patriotic superior officers 
to join us. 

We must welcome every help coming from the employers and 
the officers, every facility given by them. as a triumph of our 
patriotic policy : our criticism and exposure should not make it 
difficult for patriotic employers to co-operate with us. All co
operation given by them must be duly acknowledged and given its 
proper place when we estimate our success. 

Any tendency to regard production as the job of vs;orkers only 
and ignore the role the management can play is wrong and harmful. 

Joint Production Committees 
Comrades, we have already seen that the production crisis 

deepens, because there is no co-operation between industry and 
Government, between workers and employers. 

There has been no joint effort to evolve any order out of the 
Present chaos. Neither the Government nor the owners were able 
to pull off a .single plan, the standard cloth plan for instance. 

It is obvious that production cannot be set on its feet, and cannot 
be developed unless the employers, workers and government plan 
jointly and work it out. 
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The slogan of joint Production Committees is our main slogan of 
organisation on the production front. It is a slogan which ensures 
co-ordination and co-operation between the three parties and without 
such co-ordination no systematic production is possible. 

To implement it is not ordinary thing. It is to be implemented 
on the basis of workers' initiative and strength. The employers are 
opposed to it on the ground that the Joint Committees might meddle 
with the internal management of the indusny. The Government is 
not eager to draw on the initiative of workers. The Jatcst excuse 
of both the Government and <..'ltlployers to deny these Committees 
is that they might interfere with wage questions. 

It is by overcoming these difficulties that we have to establish 
Joint Production Committees, which will secure proper co-operation 
between the three parties. Unless we are able to launch a mass 
movement for production, unless hundreds of '"orkcrs start on theu 
job of improving production, unless the representatives mstdc 
factories function to co-ordinate workers' 1mtiativc and sho\\ actual 
results, there will.be no Joint Production Committees accepted b~ 
employers or Government. 

The establishment of a Joint Production Committee means that 
the workers ha.;c produced results, have won the people to their 
side and with the aid of these results made it difficult for employers 
or Government to refuse to recognise thi= efficiency of such 
committees. 

To get Jomt Production Committees established in all industries 
and concerns is our reply to the present chaos. in which instead 
of co-operation friction exists ; it is our mam weapon to forge ahead 
with national production. 

It is through them that we solve production difficulties on the 
spot, avoid waste and save spare parts. which i4 itself will be a 
big contribtstion in India; encourage individual ~tiative to make 
improvements in the process of production; anjmge for special 
bonuses and payments for new improvements aJld suggestions
in short, tackle production concretely. 

The function of these Committees is really to organise production; 
it should not be mixed with the question of wages or other disputes. 

The popularisation and realisation of Joint Production Committees 
is one of our buic tasks without which we will not be ablo to 
implemont our policy. 
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Production Conferences 
lmmecl1ately we have lo moh1'1.ve the workers through pmthtct1on 

conferences These conferences are our preparatory mass 
mobili.Yation for our product10n drive. 

To be successful you must have politically convinced the workers 
that production is their patriotic dut). You must have inspired them 
with the thought that thc.'}' hold the most vital trust of the nation 
m their hands. 

To produce actual results these conferences must be preceded 
by a thorough discussion among advanced workers, Party members 
and militants, on the problem facmg each industry, the technical 
difficulties. difficulties of raw materials. etc. 

It is onbt .on the basis of this that a concrete plan can be made-
a plan to be immediately implemented by workers or jointly by the 
three parties. As a matter of fact such a plan should be ready long 
before the conference takes place : its discussion should be arranged 
among the workers: and the conference should meet to discuss and 
endorse the plan. This will make the conferc."llce a body that gives 
a call to action and not merely a deliberative body. 

The decisions of the conference should be vigorously pursued 
in the factories by our T U and Party members, etc 

These production conferences may be of departments. of an 
mdividual factory or of the entire mdustry 

Comrades. we are in the midst of one of the gravest situations. 
The National Cr1s1s deepens every day paralysir~ our striking 

power against the tnvader. It 1s accompained by the food and 
production crises, threatening the nation \\ith complete collapse of 
its economic life and defence. 

The fifth column. the advance guard of the Japanese militarists, 
exploits the situation. 

The bureaucracy remains impervious to the danger: the patriot 
refuses to see it. 

We have been battling against this menacing situation C\'er since 
the outbreak of the crisis. 

On the political front we defeated the fifth column and foilled 
its game of sabotage and anarchy. 

On the production front we kept production going and defeated 
its treacherous attempt to paralyse the defence and economic life 
of the country. 
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But we have not yet started on our main job of organising production. 
the key base of national defence. 

The political resolution calls upon us to correct our past mistake 
and seize upon production as the main lever for mobilising our class 
for our policy of unity for national defence. for national government, 
for solution of the deadlock and release of leaders. 

The working class has to fulfil its role as the ~nitier of the people 
in the anti-fascist struggle for liberation. It has to unite the people 
behind itself for the common task of national defence. By 
championing production, by organising and expanding it for the 
army, for the people, the working class unites itself and the nation. 
seives itself and the country as well. 

The word must go from this Congress to the 300,000 organised 
by us in Trade Unions, to the hundreds of thousands who are under 
our influence; to the railway, textile, iron, coal and other workers 
to fight the battle of our freed001 inside pits and factories, workshops 
and mills. Efficient transport, increased production, maximum 
efficiency for national defence and freedom-thee are our slogans 
for our patriotic working-class. This is the way to fight the battle 
of world freedom shoulder to shoulder with the great Red Army 
and the Soviet working-class, with the Chinese Army and the 
people of China. 



~ 
FIRST PARTY CONGRESS OF C.P.I. 

- RESOLUTIONS, GREETINGS & HOMAGE 

We Raise the Clenched Fist to Our Martyn 
During the last 1 S years of its life. the Communist Party of India 
has drawn to itself the best sons of the people The best of the 
workers, of the peasants. of the intellectuals. are more and more 
coming to see in the Party the stoutest champion of the people, 
foremost fiinter for the freedom of the country 

Enemies of the people are. therefore. spanng no efforts to cut 
the Party at its very roots. Every Commumst has bad to carry on 
a consistent struggle agamst these enenues of the people, many have 
laid down their bves in tills sacred struggl-.:. In memory of all such 
comrades who have become martyrs to the cause of Commumsm 
and who, by thclr death-defying devotion to the work.mg class and 
the people, have built up the Party to its present position. this, the 
First Congress of the Commumst Party of lncha pays its homage 
and raises its clenched fist. 

Comrade Jagu Adbikan was a Marxist mtellectual who spared 
no efforts in takmg Marxism to the Bombay workang-class, thus 
laying the basis for Commumsm in India. Most of the young 
workers of the early years who have t<Hlay become respected 
leaders of the Bombay working class \\ere tramed by him. The 
never-ending strain of the work of pioneer Communists told on bis 
health; already weak with haemophilia, he died a martyr's death. 
The Congress pays homage to him. 

The Congress pays its homage tu its worker mart}n : To 
Comrade Palan, a worker in Gt:nera1 Motors, who in his young age 
rose to be a member of the Central Committes and braved torture 
that gave him T. B. and led to his untimely death. To Comrade 
Haris, the beedi worker, who rose to be a member of the Calcutta 
District Committee, served as an underground organiser to the 

P«Jple ~ War, '.Atn. 1943 

Yol-1..-41 
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coalworkers of Asansol and to the steel workers of Jamsheclpur. 
got typhoid through the rigours of underground life and against 
whom the bureaucracy refused to withdraw the warrant even for 
his admission into the hospital. To Vcnkatesh\\W Rao, the founder
leader of the Andhra Press Workers' Union, who was honoured 
with the task of organising the all-India illegal press of the Party, 
not only successfully executed the task that kept the press safe; but 
the rigour and strain led to his contracting T.B. be died with the 
calm and courage of a true proletarian hero. 

Comrade Somen Chanda of Dacca, a student comrade and 
progressive writer of great promise was stabbed by the agents of 
Jap &scism. Comrade Oolmn Sarif of Chittagong, a docker comrade, 
was killed by Jap bombs while sticking to his post of duty. Comrade 
Umabbai of Ahmedabad was killed by a police bullet on 9th August 
while dissuading the t.'llraged people of Ahmedabad from acts of 
anarchy and sabotage. All of these embodied the ~- spirit of 
patriotism which. our Party takes to the India people,. for freedom 
through the defence of our Motherland. The Congress pays homage 
to them. 

The four :Kiyyur comrades who mounted the gallows with the 
re\rolutionary message of patriotic national defence on their lips 
represent the best sons of kisans whom the Party claims as its own. 
The Congress pays homage to them and pledges itself to carry out 
their last testament. 

Rigours of revolutionary life, tortures of imperialist repression, 
police bullets and lathis, the traitorous knives of the Fifth Column
these have been and are the lot of every Communist. Many 
have fallen victims to these. To every one of!such conununist 
martyrs, named and unnamed, the Congress pay~ its revolutionary 
homage. 

The Congress declares that the mart;rdom of these 
comrades ts a source of constant and undying Inspiration to 
every living Communi.ft In India. The memory of our martyrs 
shall Inspire every Parly Member to always seek to serve the 
interests of our people whose b,,,, son., they were. The 
memory of our martyr.: shall tnsptre us to defend our mother
land for which they shed their blood. The memory of our martyn 
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shall inspire us to act as trre/es.v builders of nahonal unity. to 
wm National Government for the defence of our own country. 
to rally the entire Indian c·ommumty to fight shoulder to 
shoulder with freedom-loving humanity. for the cause of world 
freedom. 

To Our Gallant Fighters of the Indian Army 

The First Congress of Commumst Party of India sends patriotic 
greetings to the thousands of young Indians who have joined the 
lruban Anny. Navy and Air Force. Several of them have already 
distinguished themselves m the battles against the fascist aggressors 
in East and West Africa. Iran and Burma, and helped to defend 
India artd ·Asia from the fate of fascist enslavement. 

The Fourth India Division has now become world famous as 
the force \\hich took a leading part m the final annihilation of the 
fascist annies in Africa. 

To all these and to the others who are now defending the Assam 
and Bengal borders, the Congress sends it fraternal greetings 

The Congress dips its banner to the memory of those Indian 
soldiers who have fallen in the fight against fascism and thus 
defended their country with their very bves. 

These gallant sons of India. together with their British and 
American comrades, have so far kept the enemy away ftom our 
sacred soil. The job which they are doing to-day is a job which 
every patriotic Indian Party wants to get done -defend our hearths 
and homes from the fascists With their bodies they are keeping 
back the fascist hordes from our frontiers and giving us time to 
unite and win National Government. Their example will show the 
peoples of the United Nations what an India with he1 400 millions 
fully mobilised under her own National Government could do. It 
is by defending India and going out to tight the fascists that they 
are making their contribution to our common task of winning 
National Government. 

This Conarcss pledges itself to do its utmost to rally the entire 
Indian people behind these soldier brothers of ours at the front, to 
give full support to their needs at the front, to strengthen the morale 
of our people in the rear ; to forge National unity as quickly as 
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possible and win National Government; to hasten the day when. our 
entire people as one man shall hurl back the Jap invaders and march 
forwanl to a free Asia. 

To the Red Army and Allied forces. 

We Promise To Rally Our People Behind You 
The First Congress of Connnunist party of India sends fraternal 

greetings to the Workers" and Peasants' Red Anny of the Soviet 
Union. The heroic resistance to the Nazi hordes that it has been 
canying on for the last 23 months has been of direct help to us 
in India in that it upset all the grand strategy of an Axis pincer 
movement against India from the west and east. Not only was the 
German arm of the pincer broken at the Caucasus but as a result 
of this, the Jap ann has been seriously crippled. 

The Congress further greets the American, British, French. 
South African and other annies which dealt crushing blows at the 
fascist aggressors in Africa and the Middle East and thus finally 
removed die fascist threat to India ftom the West ... 

'lbe Ccagress greets the British and American forces which are 
~ our eastern frontiers and preparing themselves for an 
offensive against Jap fascism which alone will finally remove the 
threat to our Motherland. 

The Congress greets the Chinese, Australian and New Zealand 
forces and the great American Navy which are engaging the 
Jap forces and thus reducing their capacity for invading our land. 
These forces are preparing themselves for a powerlbl counter
offensive against the laps for finally saving us ftom Jbe menace 
of agression.. 

The CongtmS ........ all those fim:es aad the~ ... 
rallied behind ttiem that the Conununist Party of · will leave 
no stone unturned to rally the entire Indian people · these 
annics for stnaggle apimt World Fucism. 

To Our Cllinae Brotlaer : 
Your lofty eumple or aatioaal unity -. ... us 

The Fint Consreu of the Communist Pany of India pets the 
great Chinese people whose heroic armies are to-day pinning down 
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the largest part of Japan's invading armies and holding back the 
Japanese enslavers of Asia. 

We greet our great brother party, the Communist party of 
China, and pledge ourselves that the lofty lesson of national unity 
in defence of the Motherland learnt by the Chmese after the loss 
of five provinces to the invader, will be made the common property 
of all of India's patriots .. The Communist Party of India realises 
that national unity alone will enable us to defend our country with 
the matchless heroism of the Chinese people, to win us a National 
Government for our defence and to launch a successful counlel'· 
offensive into Burma in order that our own country may be secure, 
that we may link up with China, and that India, China .llld all the 
United, Notions together may sweep off the Japanese militarists 
from Asia and liberate the people of Japan from their yoke. 

The Communist party of India is gratefal jor the solidarity of 
the Chinese people and the solicttif(le of the C 'hinese Government 
towards India's demand for a National G,JVemment. 

The Communist Party of India, fighting with all its might the 
Fifth Colunm agents inside our country of the fascist invader, is 
trying to ensure that our patriots unite and that the Fifth Column 
traitors are unmasked before them as the enemies of our people as 
well as of our heroic Chinese brethren. 

We pledge ourselves to the great Chinese people to fight with 
all our power so that India will not lie prostrate, unable to play 
its role in the world people's war against fascism, but will m&rch 
shoulder to shoulder with China for a Free India and a Free China 
in a Free Asia and a Free World. 

The Congress calls upon the Central Committee of the Party 
to make arrangements for raising a Volunteer Medical Urdt Ill 
India for work with the Chinese army at Yennan and al Chrmgklng 
and th11s eo11tinue the traditions of 'olidarlty between our two 
peoples which was initiated by the Indian National Congress. 

Solemn vow to campaip for those behind the ban 

From the platfonn of its First Congriss, the Communist Party 
of India greets its scvm huDdml comrades who arc held behind 
the prism bats. 
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On 9th August we had 413 comrades in jail. Since then 300 more 
have been locked in by the bureaucracy because they agitated and 
worked for the release of Congress leaders, because they fought 
for food for the people, because they united tke people. 

The policy and practice of our Party which these comrades 
unhesitatingly supported and carried out, is to defend the country 
against the fascist invader, to fight the fifth column, to stop sabotage 
and to unite the patriots for national defence. The arrest of 
Communists and repression against the Party only helps the Fifth 
Column, but the bureaucracy is blindly oblivious of this. 

The Communist Party greets the 105 comrades who are each 
serving out life sentences in different prisons of India. Among them 
are Ganesh Ghose, Ananta Singh and the rest of the Cittagong 
heroes, Provat Cbakravarty, Nalini Das and other well-known 
revolutionary leaders of Bengal, amongst them is Ananda Gupta, 
almost on death-bed and yet kept in prison. All these are comrades 
whose names arc a legend of patriotism to the people of the 
province, who in the early years of their jail life came over to 
Communism and the Communist Party by assimillting their own 
patriotic experience in the light of Marxism and who recently, even . 
from behind the ban, have sent out their mighty call to the people 
of BeilgaJ. to unite in the holy war against fascist aggression. 
Amongst them is K.P.R. Gopalan, the hero of Malabar, Mula 
Pokan, the Malabar Kisans' own son and IS others from the 
Mattanur, Morazha and Kayyur cases. Amongst them are 
Gayaprasad and Kapur, Bhagat Sing's own comrade, amongst 
them is Baba Gununukh Singh, pioneer patriot of fearless courage, 
and amongst them is Cbacha Jan Mohammad, thet leader and 
patriarch of the Cawnpore working class. 

We greet all the comrades and take the solemn fPledge that 
we shall work :U.C,aslngly for their release and shal4not rest till 
they are back In our midst. 

The Congress calls upon all Party units to conduct spocialised 
qitation for the release of each one of the above comrades; to rouse 
that whole of Bengal to agitate for the release of Ganesh Ghose 
and others so that they may uaite and lead bombed Chittasong to 
deCead the fionlim ofBenptapinst the rapidly advancing Japanese 
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hordes, to rouse the whole of the working class of Cawnpore to 
bring back their beloved Chacha to inspire and organise them into 
ever greater production for national defence; to rouse enhre Malabar 
to demand back their best sons when every son and daughter of 
Malabar is needed to drive off the threat of invasion from its 
shores ; to mobilise all the Punjabis in demanding back their 
pioneer patriot-leader Baba Gurumukh Singh and others in order 
that the soldier sons of the Punjab may be inspired to ever greater 
patriotic fury against the fascists who come to enslave our 
motherland. 

The agitation for the release of these prisoners and the general 
agitation of the Party for the release of Congress prisoners will 
combine ibt.: :i mighty movement which is sure to break down the 
barriers of repression and give back to India all her patriotic sons. 

This Congress authorises the Central Committee to fonn a 
Prisoners' Aid Committee, with Baba Saban Singh Bhaldma, as 
President. and Comrade Parvati Kumaramangalam, as Secretary, 
which shall organise a Fund (Red Prisoners' Aid Fund) for the relief 
of such prisoners and observe March 29 (the day on which the 
Kayyur comrades were hanged) as Red Prisoners' Aid Day all over 
India. 



MASS RALLY IN BOMBAY 
-25,000 worken salute tint Congress 

of the Communist Party. 

It was the evening of the 23rd of May. 
The Kamgar Maidan was the focal point of attraction in the 

labour area of Bombay for 2S thousand workers with their wives 
and dWdren, and a smallernmnber of sympathisers oftbe Communist 
Party. The maidan was decked in festive garb. Red Flags were 
everywhere. A huge dais had been erected and on it were placed 
portraits of Stalin, Gandhiji, Jinnah Saheb and P.C. Joshi, big 
enough to be clearly visible from the other end of the Maidan. 
Nearly a hundred and fifty blackboards carried slogans in seven 
languages : English, Hindi, Urdu, Marathi Gujarati, Malayalam, 
and Telugu. They lined the Maidan on all sides. The slogans, 
written in bold letters with coloured chalk, called upon the people 
to defend our motherland, to campaign for release of national 
leaders, to accept the fight of self-determination and thus through 
Congress-League Agreement win a National Government. The 
workers and kisans were exported to strengthen their unions and 
their sabbas in order .to increase production and to grow more food. 
There were appeals to Students and India's womanhood. There 
were slogans like "Forward to a mass Conununist P..-iy", "Make 
Calcutta a second Stalingrad" and "Clear Bum1a 4fthe Japs to 
help the Chinese.,, 

On the dats were seated the Presidium and the mtmbers of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of 1ndi4. There were 
distinguislaed visitors too. Sjt. Vaikunt Mehta, Secretary of the AH 
India Village Industries Association, Sjt. Syed Abdullab Bmlvi, 
"£4\tm, 'Bomba)' Cbtonie\c, SCDa\)ati Bapat, ptOmiDmt Abrar \cadcr 
of die city, Dr. Sllau.bt An1ari. Secretary of the .Azad Muslim 
Ccmfcnmce, Mr. Satyea Muumdar, the ex-Editor of the Anand 
llem Pallib, were prelllDt. 
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Sundarabai 

And there was the eighty-year old worker woman Sundarabai, 
now practically blind, but her spirit quite as undaunted as ever 
before. What were her thoughts today as she sat on the dais and 
tried eagerly to pick up every word that fell from the speakers as 
she probed her companions with thousands of questions about the 
sight which her old tired eyes could no more register 7 

"I am a daughter of the working-class. It is my Party's Congress 
that I have come to attend. 

''It was 1928 when we had that first great upheaval, the great 
sbike oftextile workers of Bombay. The Nagu-yaji Wadimrdings 
used to be as full of thunder as these. But somehow things were 
not of.t1"'1. type they are to-day. We only knew the Girni Kamgar 
Union then. We knew the Red flag, we knew Soviet Russia, we 
knew our Dange. But we did not know the working-class party. 
The Communists were just being born then. Dauge and Ranadive 
and Deshpande led us. But they were Y'>UD8 then, though full of 
fire. How I remember their burning phrases. I remember 1929 wbm 
near Currey Road we women snatched the pistol out of the hands 
of the Police Commissioner himself and fiigbtened the \Waole police 
force into hasty and precipitate retreat, leaving their just-arrested 
prisoners, Ranadive and Deshpande ldiind. Yes, we the working 
class of Bombay, have given birth to our beloved Communist Party. 
We have fought for it. We have shed our blood to keep up its 
prestige. We have sent our sm11 and husbands to jails and even to 
the gallows to save the honour of the Red Flag, to build the party 
of the working-class. To-day my eyes fill with tears of joy. You 
let me listen to my Dange. Yes, I feel certainly like a mother to 
him. He is my son, as every one of the Communists.'' 

And sundaribai began to listen, as the proceedings began. 
The cu1tura1 squad ftom Bengal, led by the brilliant Benoy Roy, 

sang two inspiring songs, Comradt. Oak Came forward and 
introduced tho Presidmm. ''Comrades Danae and Muaffiar Ahmad, 
as tho founders of the Party, are on 1he Presidium; Comrade 
Bbayyaji Kulkami is the oldat worbi' comrade, who has risen 
from 1be mks totbe sta1DS of the Scctetaryship of tbc Maharashtta 
Provincial Party; <..omrada ICrishna Pillai is die most pmnisina of 
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our cadres, one who has come from the Indian National Congress 
to the Communist Party and helped to build one of the finest 
Provincial Parties in India : Comrade Manikuntala Sen is the best 
woman organiser in Calcutta and incidentally in India; Comrade 
D.S. Vaidya comes to us from the railway workers, the staunchest 
and the best, who has made his leap from pure trade unionism to 
Communism-he is to-day the Secretary of the Bombay Committee; 
Comrade Neigis .Batliwala is the best student organiser and one 
of the most promising of our cadres.·' 

Thunderous cheers greeted the announcement of the Presidium 
as each one came forward and saluted the meeting with clenched 
fist. 

Comrade Dange read out the messages received from the 
Communist parties of Great Britain, and South Arica. Harry Pollitt, 
R. Palme Dutt, William Rust and Willam Gallacher, MP., declared: 

''The demand of the hour is for renewed efforts by both Indian 
and British peoples together to end the impasse, to secure release 
of political prisoners and open negotiations for a National 
Oovemmmt in India, ·an ally of the United Nations. Yf e pledge our 
efforts for an intensive campaign to rally labour and democratic 
opinion here in order to change the policy of he Government.. .. " 

F1a1 Hoistin1 
Majestic Bankim Mukherji, the President of the All-India Kisan 

Sabha now came forward to unfurl the flag. . 
''The Party we have built up is not the result of 

C:ompromises and patch-work. It is built up out of our flesh 
and blood. We have sacrificed for it in the past and we are 
ready to sacrifice all we have for its future developnent ..... The 
Red Flag has been dyed with blood over and over again by 
the precious blood of martyrs and we pled~rselves to 
these mastyrs that we shall never rest for a till we 
plant the Red Flag in the highest seats of . . .. . Japan 
threatens our land to-day. Let Japan beware. odr Red Flag 
shall mobilise the masses of India to rise asai*st the foul 
invaders and reduce the fascists into dust. The Japanese, let 
than beware ! If they dare to foul our soil, the Red Flag 
promises to use than as fertiliser for our exhausted soil ..... '' 

We went over to the flaa pole and unfbrled the flag. The meeting 
heaved with emotion. 
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Then Comrade Draupadibai, one of the seven women workers in 
Bombay who are party members, came forward on behalf of the 
workers of Bombay and greeted the Congress. 

This is a big Congress sessicm. The Party is the third 
largest Party in India. How could I, a poor toiler in the textile 
mills, have ever secured this privilege of talking to you from 
the platform except at the Congress of the Party which is 
of the working class - our own Party : To-day is the day 
of our greatest pride and joy. The Bombay working-class 
gave birth to the Communist Party. We welcome it back after 
fifteen } ears of illegality at its first legal Congress. The Party 
has become a mass Party, a huge machine. It leads not only 
the working class of India but also the struggle for freedom 
of OlJf nation ....... 

··we seven women workers who arc Party members vow that 
ve~ soon there will be at least 700 more women workers inside 
the Party.'' 

Long and re-sounding slogans from the audience echoed her 
grc~tings. The workers of Bombay were underlining everyone of 
the sentiments she had expressed on their behalf. 

Dange Speaks 
Then came Com. Dange ·s main speech of the evening. 
Sundarabai was mumbling : "This Dange, he was a young lad 

in 1928. Now he is an all-India leader. The Communists were not 
even a dozen then. Now they number 15,500. The working class 
was just asserting itself on the trade union field in those days. Now 
we are leading the country, are we not.'' 

But Dange had already begun to speak. In his quiet way, he 
went on piling sentence on sentence, leading the listener to the 
irresistible conclusion : 

''The Communist Party is the Party of the working class. You 
gave birth to it, you nurtured and protected it by the fights you 
fought for it, by your unflinching support of the Red Flag. To-day 
your child has grown big, and spread all over India ..... In 1928, we 
founded a mass Union of Textile Workers. Today in 1943 we 
register the founding of a mass political party of the working class. 
It is this party that shall lead us in all our battles, against the internal 
as against the extcmal foes ....... 

This is a historic occasion when thousands have gathered to 
salute their own Party, the Communist Party ...... . 
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"'You Bombay workers are justly proud of the growing Party, But 
at the same time I must remind you that out of lS,000 Party 
members Bombay has contributed only 450. Other Provinces have 
forged ahead, they have gro~n faster than you. We must make up 
this lag. Thousands of you must immediately join the Party.·' 

Cheers greeted his words. The workers were glorying an the past 
with legitimate pride. There was lustre in their eyes. sparks of the 
unquenchable fire lighted by the heroic struggles and privations of 
years. 

Dance Continued : 
uThe communists were a handful in the 1928 textile strike and 

yet we routed Mayekar and Co. How and why'! Because the 
Conununists came to you with the inspiring objective of freedom 
for our country and workers' and peasants· raj; we came to you 
with the programme of unity of Hindus and Muslims, touchable 
and untouchable workers, in the common fight for Socialism and 
the abolition of Capitalism. That was the meaning of the Red Flag. 
I told you aboui the Soviet, May Day, Mat'!z 4'uin, and the 
Russian Revolution, how the workers of the world were to unite. 
and what was 'internationalism. We gave you your paper, The 
Kranti, which taught you the politics of ,revolution and freedom... . 
The Government tried to deflect us from our path again and again. 
In the Meerut Conspiracy Case sentences ranged as high as twenty 
and ten years. But Connnunists did not waver. Papa Miya was 
Kntenced to the gallows. He never wavered. Our aim was steadily 
in front of us : Freedom for our country at all costs-Socialism, 
our final goal. Your courage and your suffering are unforgettable. 
Your strikes are epics of bravery. For your politi~faith, for your 
faith in Communism, you have braved many ors which you 
could haw easily averted otherwise. You have inspired not 
merely your own ranks but all India.'' 

The meetin1 was visibly moved. 
Now Danae struck another note : 

"It has been our lot to be slandered again and again. In 1930 
we were slandered for showing the correct path to the people. We 
defended the interests of the workers and the peasants. All we 
received was foul slander from the bourgeois press. 
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··After 9th August. again the same weapon has been employed 
against us. We were called traitors. But what did we do : 
·'We did not care to reply by words, We kept to deeds. We stuck 
to our policies. We stuck to unity. We stuck to defence. And we 
agitated for the release of the national leaders. This is our path of 
work.'' 

In fifteen years, the Conununist Party has brought the workers 
and kisans to the forefront of the national struggle, made them the 
real masters of India. 

''This is your triumph. How was it achieved'! Your Party was 
guided by Marxism, by Lenin and Stalin, inspired b) the working 
class of the U.S.S.R .. because we never forgot \\C were a part of 
the intepiational anny. because \\ c never forgot our duty to our 
people and our country .... 

"From a trickle we have become a roaring torrent. To-day the 
best sons and daughters of our people arc in our ranks. To-day the 
most hardened political fighters are our members. To-day every 
honest fighter for freedom is converging towards the line of the 
Party. In this hour of trial. we pledge to you that we shall leave 
no stones unturned to bve up to our highest tradition of service and 
sacrifice for the freedom of our country ...... " 

Scenes of tremendous enthusium prevailed. 
The whole audience stood up to sing the Internationale. 
And as the meeting was dispersing Sundarabai was telling some 

women workers: "I am a lucky woman. I do not mind dying now. 
I shall die in peace. I know that my sons and daughters are grown 
up and nothing on earth can stop them from gomg higher and 
attaining more and more power.·' 

As the Bombay workers marched home, thousands of minds 
registered the same thoughts. The Conununist Party has come to 
stay on the map of India. It has served its apprenticeship. It cannot 
be eradicated any more. 

And the echoes re-sounded again and again from the walls of 
the buildings round about Kamgar Maidan : 

''Communist Party Zindabad''. 



FIRST COMMUNIST PARTY 
CONGRESS 

TO MEET AT BOMBAY: What it means In the Life Of Our 
People And their Struggle To End The Deadlock 

After 8 Years of illegality we will hold our first party congre.v.v 
from May 23 to June 1. We choose Bombay as the venue because 
it is the home of the Red Flag. 

The Bombay working-class is the mother of the Communist 
Party. It was by organising its mighty struggles. economic and 
political, that our cadres matured and got steeled as fit organisers 
of the people, and as patriotic fighters. From here they were able 
to take the Red Flag round the country, the every industrial Cl.'lltre 
and later on the countryside to organise Kisan Sabhas. After 15 
years' devoted ·service of the people we meet in our first Party 
Congress rightly enough in Bombay. 

We Serve Our People 
· We are today a major political organisation in the life of our 
country, the third in the land, after the Congress and the League. 

Our Party Congress is not the ccmcem of us Communists alone 
but pf all patriots who love the people and want to do their bit 
to save our common motherland 

We were the first patriotic organisation in the land to declare 
that when our country is threatened with Fascist aggression the path 
to our fteedom lay only through successful * defence. 

We were the only political organisation in land to declare 
that National Unity alone will get us National Government for 
National Defence. 

We have campaigntd for the right of self-tietermination for 
Muslim nattonaltttes, irrespective of the attitude of the Muslim 
Leape leadership, so that today an average Muslim League patriot 
says, ''If the Congre.,s was as reasonable, Congress-League joint 
front would get established In 24 hours. '' 
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We have campaigned for the release of Congress leaders, 
irrespective of the slanderous campaign of Congressmen who had 
been humbugged by Fifth Column elements. so that today an 
average Congress patriot comes to ask us how we feel certain that 
the League will take up the demand of the release of the leaders 
and enter a united front with the Congress for national government 
if the Consress accepted self-determination. 

Fonn the position-''unity is impossible''our patriots in their 
own way, through their own experience, have come groping towards 
the position-' 'is unity possibler· and themselves express their 
willingness for unity. 

Our Party kept production going while the whole country was 
going up in smoke. 

Whcrcwr our Party unit e.xists it works to get people food. We 
mobilise the people to move the bureaucrats. We work at the queues 
to prevent food riots. We unearth stocks and collar the hoarder. 

What People Think of Us 
Our Party has grown as no pobtical party has ever done 

before, through its patriotic policy and practical service of the 
people. During the last I 0 months our fellow patriots have felt 
frustrated and the people demoralised. Not so within our ranks or 
among the people where we work. Inside the Party ceaseless 
political education has gon, on which has kept our comrades 
inspll'ed and at the,,. 1obs among the people. The people· among 
whom we worked stand better united and more self-confident, better 
organised and stronger. 

In the last 10 months our Party membership has increased about 
4 times. The circulation of our organ has doubled; we bring out 
weeklies in 11 languages which reach 70 thousand buyers. On an 
average of I 0 readers to a copy about 7 lac patriots read about 
our policy from week to week. We could quadruple the sales if we 
only bad paper. Our pamphlets are the best sellers and each edition 
goes out of stock within 2 months. 

The Trade Unim movement had beccmeweak. through repression. 
Now, after our legality, we have not only put the Trade Unions 
on their feet but increased their membership all-round. 

The .kisan movement had been smashed. After winning our 
legality we rebuilt the Kisan Sabha and in its last session. at 
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Bhakhna its membership figure was 3 lacs. In Bihar and Gujarat 
we share the kisan leadership with Swami Sahajanand Samswati 
and lnclulal Yagnik, and in all the other provinces our Party leads 
the organised kisans. 

The All India Kisan Sabha and the All India Trade l Inion 
Congress unanimously elected our comrades, Bankim Mukherjee 
and S. S. Dange, as their Presidents respectively 

The students who had been most provoked by rcprcssi(lll now 
listen patiently to their Communist brothers. In st.·vcral places 
Communist-Congress and even Communist-Congress-League 
students' unity has been forged and the treacherous Fifth Column 
isolated. 

ln the threatened province.\· of Bengal, Andhra and Malabar 
our girl comrade.v are leading a patriotic up:rurge amo11g women . 
.4.bm1t 50 thousand women have been organised behind the policy 
of the Party. The figure for women Party members from mere ten.v 
has risen to hundreds. 

We have grown and grown all-round. Our Party is stronger 
today than it ever was before. But our coulltQ' is in dire peril, 
engulfed in the throes of a deepening all-i:ound crisis. 

Who Will Attend ? 

The delegates to the Congress will review the situation in our 
country and define our patriotic policy. 

There will be I 3S delegates drawn from all the provinces, 
representing all generations of the Indian patriotic movement, from 
the 80-year old Baba Sohan Singh Bhakhna who founded the Gadhr 
Party, served a life-tcnn and a couple of smaller ones and is yet 
going strong, to the 16-year old Kunhianandan from Malabar, the 
orpniser of the Bala Sangham. About 98% of~· will be whole
timers who from early youth sacrificed their all work tirelessly 
as orpniS&s of the people and builden of the arty. 

The delegations will be representative of all c ses. Over 20% 
will be actual workers, leaders of Bombay,~ Sholapur, 
and Cawnpur textiles; leaders of Railwaymen tiom the 0. I. P., 
B.B. ll. C.I., S.l.R. and so on. Over 10% will be actual sons of 
peasants . who built up the Kisan Sabha movement. From 
Mymcmqh wiJJ come Jahinlddin, lhJm Tippen Farid Khan, and 
othm from Andbra, Malabar and the Punjab. 
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The delegates are drawn from all the minorities-about 15 Muslims. 
8 Sikhs, 2 Parsis 3 Untouchables. 

About 13 of them will be girls and women, a higher percentage 
than attends the session of any other political organisation. 

What will be Discussed ? 

What will these delegates discuss and decide. during the I 0 days 
they will meet from 23rd of May to lst June? 

-To end the deadlock which spells the doom of our G'Ountry. 
viz., how to forge a united National Front of all patriotic mganisations 
for National Govenunent. How to get the Congress patriot accept 
the right of self-detennination? How to get the League patriot 
campaign for the release of the Congress leaders? 
H~ tq get food for the people when the Government goes on 

inflicting paper-scheme after paper-scheme on the people which 
only strengthen the hoarder and lead not to food but to food riots. 

How to inspire the working-class to mcrease production as their 
contribution to national defence? 

How to inspire the kisan masses to grow more food to feed their 
own countrymen and the amues defending our motherland? 

How to rouse our womanhood to regard national defence as the 
defence of their own honour from inhuman fascist torturers and 
baby-killers? 

The decisions of our Party Congress will help to mould the life 
of our people because our Party is a major political Party, because 
our ranks consist of the best sons and daughters of our people, 
produced through the trials of their own struggles. 

Together with the Party Congress will be held a Party Exhibition 
where the growth and strength of the Party on all fronts and in all 
provinces will be demonstrated through pictures, charts and diagrams 
and the policy of the Party will be put across through a whole series 
of artistic posters. 

Cultural Squads 
Most of the delegations are bringing with them their own cultural 

squads. It will surprise the people of Bombay to see how our Party 
uses, for patriotic propaganda and orpnisation, the rich cultural 
heritage of our ancient land. Quite a number of young rising poets 
are inside the Party and they have composed community soogs in 

Yol-111'-42 
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old folk tunes which keep peasant gatherings spell-bound for whole
night sessions in Bengal, Andhra and Malabar. Our anti-Jap patriotic 
crusade and kisan organisation bas brought to the surface all the 
talent inherent in the kisan youth and they have transfonned their 
folk-dances into anti-Jap dances. They will see the woman of 
Malabar dance Kummi, tiny daughters of peasant women from 
Chirakkal do a song-dance to perfect time and rhytlun; they will 
see Pura/ckali. the old Nair warrior-dance, being danced by peasant 
youth from Kottaym to rouse our patriots for the defence of the 
motherland. From the land of Tagore and Bankim, Bengali boys 
and girls will sing choruses that have roused every audience that 
bas listened to them. Andhra peasant women will do Burrakatha 
and the men will sing anti-fascist recitations such as the ''Village 
Medicineman", '"The Soothsayer" etc. We Communists use our 
past heritage to inspire our people to fulfil their present tasks so 
that our country may realise the desired future. 

Prop-IUllllle 
The Party Congress will opm at the Kamgar Maidan on May 

23rd. On the 29th the historic maidan will see the gpndest \\orkers' 
patriotic festival when all the cultural squads will perfonn in open 
air, before them mm 9. P. M. to 3 A. M. On 30th May a mass 
rally will be held when the decisions of the Party Congress will 
be put across to the working-class of Bombay. At Kamgar Maidan 
will be demonstrated the mobilising capacity of the Party in Bombay 
and the love, and devotion the working masses have for our Party. 
The workers of Bombay who were the tint to unfurl the Red Flag 
will see for the first time, with their own eyes, children of the Red 
Flag, from all over India, who are organising the toilers in their 
own localities and uniting the people for food and freedom. They 
will see their own children, as it were, who have Jn many ways 
improved upon their own achievements. 



FULL REPORTING ON 
FIRST CONGRESS OF 

THE CO:MMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA* 

During the last week of May the Commurust Party of India held 
its first Congress. The early group of pioneers was only 200 strong 
when the Party was banned in 1934. But they had already securely 
planted the Red Flag among the working class. They had organised 
mighty strike struggles, funned mass Trade Unions and initiated 
the crusade for a clear-cut national emancipatory programme based 
on mass tnOslhsation through mass organisations. The imperialist 
reactionaries banned the Party to throttle it at its very birth. 

Exactly 8 years after when the Party won its legality its 
membership was about S,000. It bad helped to organi~e •he K1san 
and the student movement and was acknowledged or. all hands as 
the most unified, disciplined, and bard-working te.w of 'oung 
patriots. Repression could not kill the Party. We began~ 3 \\orking 
class group and despite illegality emerged as a national political 
force. 

After legality (July 1942) repression did not cease. 700 Party 
members are behind the ban, another I OS are serving bf'C.tenns. 
From the very day of legality the Party faced its greatest handicap, 
a countrywide slander campaign organised by fellow patriots of the 
premier national organisation of the country. Despite this cross
fire we achieved a meteoric rise to 16,000 Party membership. by 
May Day 1943, an increase of 36S%. Repression could not shackle 
us, slander tailed to isolate us. 

What has sustained and strengthened our Party! The undying 
fire of our patriotic policy, the clear-hoaded realism that comes 
fiom the acc:eptance and application of Marxism-Leninism. 

We refUsed to sabotage the defence of our motherland just 
because the imperialist bureaucrats were acting as they would. The 
more we were repressed the more eloquently we roused the people 

*Reporting on die Frat Porty ean,,. .. of C.P.l tu p11bli1Md in the S,_;al 
N11111b.,. oj "PEOPLE'S W..4R" qf JwM 13, 1943. 
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to realise that the way out of imperialist insolence and bureaucratic 
bungling was people's unity. 

We did not allow provocation to swerve us ftom the path of 
our own patriotic duty to the Congress. The more Congressmen 
slandered us as pro-British, the harder we fought the imperialist 
slander that the Congress was pro-Jap. The more vituperative the 
Congressmen became against us the more humbly we went to 
persuade them that if they continue to sabotage the defence of the 
country India will get not freedom but fascism. 

At our first Congress representatives of our entire Party met to 
review the Party policy. 

We vowed to rouse India's millions to consider national defence 
as their own first concern while most of the Indian patriots were 
saying that nothing is possible so long as the British arc here. 

We vowed to make an all-out effort for the unity of the Congress 
and the League. to win a national government of national defence. 
while most of the Congress and League patnots doubted if the other 
side really wanted unity. 

Who were the delegates who thus proudly took on to do the 
seemingly impossible? 
. They were 139 delegates representing 16,000 party members 
drawn from all classes of our great people. confirming our belief 
that the strength of our patriotic policy draws the best sons of the 
people into the ranks of the Party. 

86 of the delegates were drawn from the intclligents1a, with not 
a single ann-chair theoriser among them. All had worked in the 
mass movement, popularised Marxism on a mass scale among the 
toilers, and been primarily responsible for transfon11ing the Party 
from a group of Marxists working among the ~rlccrs to a major 
political Party of the land. Among them were some of the best 
agitatorsr organisers and pamphleteers our patri · c movement has 
known. 

22 were workers, the cream of 4000 worker members of the 
Party, who are the unquestioned Trade Union and political leaders 
of 3 lacs organised workers in their own localities. 

25 were peasants, the best of the five and a half thousand 
peasant members of the Party, who have taken patriotism to 
the countryside and lead 4 lacs kisans organised in their own 
Sabbas. 

3 were landlords, 2 petty landlords and one trader. 
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THE CONGRESS OF NO OTHER PARTY DRAWS SUCI/ A lilRJED 
DELEGATION, WITH SUCH A PREDOMINANCE OF THE SONS AND 
DAUGHTERSOFTIIETOIUNG PEOPU IN ITSl.&WINGRANKSBEClUSE 
NO OTHER PARTY IS SO NEAR THE PEOPLE 

All the minorities were represented : 13 were Muslims. 8 Sikhs. 
3 untouchables, 2 Parsis, one Christian and one Jain. They had 
come to positions of Party and mass leadership through sheer merit 
strengthening our self-assurance that our Party represents the cause 
of universal justice. 

13 were women delegates out of 700 girls and \~omen in the 
ranks of the Party. No political gathering ever draws such a large 
proportiuri <,f ~omen delegates, no political party except ours has 
5% women membership in its ranks. These women and girl 
Communists have achieved what bas never been done before in our 
Patriotic movement. They have organised 41 thousand women, 
drawn from all clnsses but primarily from the workers and peasants. 
into stable mass organisations. 

About 70% of the delegates had served one or more tenns behind 
the bars, and the aggregate worked out to 411 years. The longest 
term of 27 years was Baba Sohan Singh's. Half of the political 
career of the Party leaders had been spent inside jaals Two of the 
girls. Kalpana Dutt and Kamala Chatterjee bad done 7 und 6 years 
each. 

53 % of the delegates bad underground experience and in all they 
bad spent 54 years working underground. The longest period 
naturally was of the organiser of the central apparatus who had 
lived safe and unknown for 10 years and next came the Party 
Secretary with bis 4± years. . 

Not one was illiterate. Some had learnt to read and wnte after 
joining the Party. 12 were non-English knowing, the rest bifuJaual, 
some of them workers and peasants who had painstakingly taught 
themselves English to be able to read Marx, Lenin and Stalin. 48 
were matriculates and 57 graduates. 

At one end was the 80 year old Baba Sohan Singh BhakJn>a 
ftom the Punjab and at the other the 16 year Kunbianandan, the 
bright Bal Sanabam leader from Malabar. The delegation, though 
it constituted the leadership of the Party, reflected the age-groups 
inside the Party, 9S of the delegates i.e. 68% were below 3S years, 
bearing out the fact dlat the party has attracted the rising ,.utb 



. 
ftom all classes and that its own leadership is the youngest of all 
political parties. 

All the gmeratims of the Party were represented at the Congress. 
8 were early pioneers who had joined the Party before 1929, 21 
bad joined between 1929-33, 30 between 1934-37, 42 during 1938-
39, and 8 as late as 1942. Here was the striking evidence tbat our 
Party is such that while it retains continuity with its past it is able 
to rapidly proinote its new and rising cadres according t.o plan. 

The entire patriotic past of our people stood minored in the 
delegation. 

There was Baba Sohan Singh Bhakhna, Founder-President of 
the Gbadr Party. 

About half the Bengal delegates bad done one term in jail as 
terrorists and another as Communists. 

Comrades Teja Singh and Saban Singh Josh had been leaders 
in the Akali movement. 

There was Namboodripad who had been Secretary of the Kerala 
Provincial Congress Committee (P.C.C.); 

Bankim tdukerjee who had been several times Vice-President 
of 1he Bengal P.C.C. ; 

Z. A. Ahmed of the U. P. P. C. C., 
Sohan Singh Josh of the Punjab P. C. C.; 
Babal Singh of the Delhi P. C. C. 
There were S.A. Dange and Bankim Mukherjee, the unanimously 

elected Presidents of the AU-India Trade Union Congress and the 
All-India Kisan Sabha respectively. 

Looking up the past political records of the delegates the 
canclusion stood sbup and clear : All the streams eflndian patriotism 
converge towards our party. 

Our..party has fought many a battle, and ;§lost one. It has 
only emerged stronger after each. To-day it is battle of India 
that bas t.o be fought by Indian patriots. Who resist our selfless 
efforts t.o unite the Congress and the League the very life of 
the nation demands it ? Who can stop us from mobilising the 
workers for production and the peasants to grow more food when 
the daily needs of our own people demand it and the best sons and 
dau.gbten of the workors and peasants are in our own ranks? 

The entire delegatm to our Party Congress embodied this spirit, 
of crusaders for the defence of the motherland, tireless mobilisers 
of the toiling masses frmn whoso ranks t1Jey thanlolvea bad risen-
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WARNS OF DEEPENING 
NATIONAL CRISIS 

People's Patriotism & Victorious 
Red Army Prevent Disuter So Far 

(The following is an extract fbnn the Political Report whic.h Comrade 
P. C. Joshi delivered before the First Congress of the Communist 
Party of India. Comrade Joshi spoke for about nine hours. The 
extract gives an analysis of the National Crisis. the elements \\'hich 
created it, its features. how it is deepening and how the elements 
of it•· iu1ution are appearing.) 

• • • • • • • • • • • 
We characterised the period that opened on the 9th of August 

as National Crisis. The Nation \.\as faced with a crisis It was faced 
with a double peril. Our Resolution descnbes it thus : 

The Double Peril 
''lbe menace of Japanese invasion remains and grows. On top 

of thing comes the internal penl Ignoring the grim warning sounded 
by the collapse of imperial colonial regimes in Mala'a Singapore 
and Bunna, in the face of Japanese 1Dvasion, the British imperialist 
bureaucracy continued to think and act in tc.:rms of defending India 
as their colony and refused to free India to ensure active and 
voluntary co-operation of the people ..... Taldng advantage of the 
Congress threat of struggle and non-cooperation they passed on to 
repression and the arrest ofNational leaders ..... The ghastly repression 
launched by the bureaucracy. on the one hand, and the sabotage 
movement organised by the Fifth Column, with the help of the 
angered patriotic masses, on the other, created a situation of gravest 
peril to India as well as to the cause of the United Nations. The 
political crisis has deepened during the last 10 months and has got 
intertwined with the economic crisis on the production and the food 
fronts. This means that while the menace of invasion grows the rear 
is cracking up. Such is the double peril which faces our country'". 

Fifth Column Let In 
What did all this boll down to ? The Government was throwing 

patriots into the arms of the Fifth Column and destroying the 
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people's morale. The patriots were destroying the defence of the 
country instead of organising it. The Fifth Column had entered the 
National movement. Forces were let loose out of which only the 
Jap invader could gain. 

What was the sttuation Inside the camp of the patnotic forces? 
Our Party which stood for National Defence was isolated. The rest 
who stood for destroying National Defence were united. They 
called it National Unity. It was really the beginning to National 
disruption. This became clear as the struggle advanced. The more 
the struggle sharpened the more did unity between the Fifth Column 
and the honest patriots begin to be disrupted. 

In The Patriotic Camp 

How did it happen 1 In the early phase of the spontaneous 
outburst which followed the arrest of the leaders, the Fifth Column 
consolidated itself for sabotage. Its links with the honest patriots 
strengthened. But as soon as the spontaneous upsurge subsided, the 
implications of the policy of sabotage became cleirer to the honest 
patriot. The splil between the honest Congressman and the Fifth 
CohJr'ln began to take place. 

The Gandhiite began to tum away when he saw the struggle 
degenerating into anarchy against the people. He shrunk back from 
it saying that this is not non-violence. He got immobilised. The 
Nehruite was aghast when he saw pro-Jap feeling spreading, when 
he saw bis Fifth-Columnist allies doing open and unashamed pn>
Jap propaganda. 

The Fonvard Blocists hailed the Japs as the fiberators. The 
Congress Socialists put it more cunningly: The J=y of invasion 
would be a negative help r At this the Nehruite to tum away 
from the Fifth Colunm. He said the struggle failed because 
its orpnisatjm was in unworthy bands. 

Commuailts Intervme 

We intervened with the National Unity Campaian. Our slopns 
wae: lleleuethe leadetsl Stop sabotage I Accept self-determinaticm 
aa4 forgc"Nat\ooa\ ~. lt~us to plvaniscout ~~ 

..._ ....... 
6asc?. We wens yaC ...6/e to .naMe tlw cable 11111# /JI • ·e 
But 1& t,._. 1W to ........... oor ilJOllltit1lt BmJ1 dJe patridJ 
'*"""· 
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Our 'Release /he Leader~· ' campaign. conducted in the face of 
rcpN~lOJL established our patriotic bonafides with the Congressmen 
and knocked the bottom out of the Fifth Colummst slanders against 
us 

Our ant1-sabo1age propaganda and activity helped the Nchruites 
politically and earned for us the respect of the honest Gandhiites. 
The) both saw that \\e have the courage to go all out to save the 
peopl~ from Fifth Column attacks wlule they only sat at home and 
bemoaned anarchy. 

Our self-determmahon propaganda and the response it gets 
from the Muslim masses made the Congressmen move from ··unity 
1s impoasi&k" to •'Unity may be possible". The net result of our 
mtervention and campaigning was that ~e set the Congress patriot 
thinking. 

The Food Crisis 

On top of the political crisis came the food cns1s shakmg the 
economy of our country to its very foundations. The country is 
threatened with food riots on a mass scale "bile the enemy is 
poundmg our homes with bombs. The front of National Defence 
against the aggressor is weak while the economic rear is cracking 
up. How does this come about? 

It is due to the working out of the same unperialist policy on 
the economic front. That policy creates the profiteer. When the war 
approaches the borders of India, the load on the National economy 
rises. The prices soar steeply. The profiteer becomes a hoarder. 
Govemment's price control measures become abortive being carried 
out without stocks, without the co-operation of the people. Instead 
of checking profiteeriDa and boarding they create the black marlcet. 

The situation becomes worse after August 9. The Nationalist 
trader and industrialist thinks it patriotimt to raise prices and hide 
stocks. He tbinks he is hitting the Government. In reality he is 
hitting the people, creating starvation and food riots. He is disrupting 
the rear and opening the door to du: Fifth Colunm to play bawc 
on the food troat. 

This means du: .ieasion oftlll: Natioaal crisis from tbe patriots 
to-mtift~·· 
l'iabtiDI Tiie Piftll Colaua 

Mlerewr M 'MD, WO 'Walt straiaht out apinst food riots. 
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We prevented a breakdown on the industrial front. We prevented 
strikes on the Railways ( B. B. & C. I. and G. I. P.) and in the 
Bombay Textile industry by mobilising the workers to force the 
owners and the Government to open cheap grain shops. 

We campaigned for food and showed the people the way to get 
food. Our successful food campaign played a great role in overcoming 
the demoralisation of the patriot who after the collapse of the 
struggle was sunk in the mood-' 'nothing can be done.'' We united 
the patriotic parties in the People's Food Committees. The Leaguers 
came in because of our propaganda for self-determination. The 
Congressmen came in because of our campaign for Gandhiji 's 
release. Their work in the People ·s Food Committees showed them 
that ours was the path of patriotism and of the service of the people. 
Slanders against Communists ceased. 

The Fifth Column whispered to the people: .. Food riots to get 
food'". To the patriots they said: '·Bc..~n the second round of the 
'freedom revolution' by starting food riots.'· W;. fought back the 
Fifth Column. 

We warned tile people: "You will get bullets not food". To the 
patriot we said: ''the Fifth Column wants civil war in the interests 
of its Jap master. A food riot on the economic front is just what 
sabotage was on the political front. It disrupts us and does not hit 
the bureaucrat.'' 

To all we showed in practice that if people unite they can solve 
the food problem and that food can be had. 

We intervened on the food ftont on an all-India scale, with the 
same slogans, the same technique and with our Uy disciplined 
team. We prevented riots breaking out on a na · I scale. We 
prevented another and a more elemental August 9 the food front. 
This was, ot course, its negative aspect. The · · ve aspect was 
that we built people's unity over the food issue. e showed the 
mass of patriots everywhere that our policy of Udity was not an 
abstraction but a practical way out. 

Jap Bombs Over Benpl 
When the prelude to Japanese invasion of India came in the form 

of bombs over the east.em districts of Bengal and Assam, our 
Bengal comrades went all out to hold the people. They fought panic 
by rousina patriotism. They kept Calcutta going by rousing the 
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patriotism of the tramway workers. They saved the country, and 
showed to the patriots that despite all difficulties the people can 
be roused and moved by our policy of national defence. The great 
work of our comrades in Bengal was a resounding rebuff to the 
Jap militarists. It showed them that these Bolshevik sons and 
daughters of Bengal and not the traitor Bose arc beloved of the 
people. 

Sons of the British and American people held the sides. Our 
comrades rallied the people against panic. 

A.II glory to Calcutta Tramwaymen who kept the city's 
Iran.span running! 

A.11 glory to the working class of Bengal who kept production 
going! 

A.II honour to the Party in Bengal! 
This great work coupled with the Jap bombs destroyed the 

myth that the Japs merely bomb military objectives. The Fifth 
Columm was carrying on a whisper campaign to the effect that 
the Japs were coming as liberators. This was blown up by our 
slogan-' 'The Japs are enslavers and those who say they are 
liberators, are agents of Japan. '' 

The Jap bombs stirred the Nehruite Congressmen all over India. 
1bey saw now more clearly than ever that sabotage anywhere in 
India was a stab in the back of their own brothers and sisters in 
Calcutta and in Chittagong. They could no longer hug the illusion 
that their struggle was one of ·•fighting the British to fight the 
Japs." 

Gudbiji's Fut 
The next turning point in the crisis was Gandbiji 's fast. His 

correspondence with the Viceroy had a great political significance. 
The positive content of that correspondence was repudiation of 
sabotage and anarchy, willingness for settlement and anxiety over 
the food crisis. It told Congressmen that sabotage was not Congress 
policy. Glndbiji 's correspondence became a powerfid lever in our 
bands to ·wean away honest Congn:ssmen from the Fifth Column. 

It showed that the National leadership disowned the practical 
outc:ame of the Aupst 8 resolution, but was not yet prepared to 
go beyond its framework. Gandhiji stated his willingness for 
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settlement, but it was clear enough that the British Govenunent did 
not want settlement. Gandhiji's saying, ··Let Mr Jinnah form a 
National Government,~· led nowhere; for he gave no positive call 
for unity between the Congress and the League, which would lead 
to a settlement and result in the establishment of a National 
Government. 

In short, Gandhiji asked Congressmen to give up sabotage but 
he did not tell them what to do next. The initiative was still left 
with the imperialists. The tragic lesson of the last 8 months "as 
completely missed. 

The language of the Viceregal correspondence showed how 
strong the bureaucracy feh after the struggle. No Viceroy had ever 
dared to write to Gandhiji in the way this one had done. The 
obduracy of the bureaucracy in refusing to release Gandhiji. in 
refusing to allow anyone to see him until he n,i>udiated the stand 
of the August 8 resolution, has only intensified the frustration of 
the people. 

Our rousing propaganda for the release of Gandhiji during and 
after the fast concentrated the attention of all se'ftous patriots on 
the slogan which we put forward : 

To win Gandmji's release is to tum the scales against the 
bureaucracy and take a big leap out of the crisis. 

The Fifth Column came out with the slogan : ··intensify the 
struggle to get Gandhiji' s release''. In fact they did not want 
Gandhiji's release. They considered it a blow to the struggle. They 
even said: '"It is best if Gandhiji dies ; that will lead to another 
revolutionary wave." 

Our "~lease Gandhiji" campaign and the Fifth Column 
opposition which it encountered helped us to drive d4=J>er the wedge 
between Congressmen and the Fifth Column. 

Key To nte Crisis 
The Key to the understanding of the entire period from August 

9 onwards is tbis-tbe mass of patriots have been blinded by their 
hatred of British rule. What they did was decided tbr them by the 
prowcative action of the British bureaucrats. The Fifth ColUllUl 
comes on the scene and acts as the incendiary. The countJy is set 
aflame. 1be battle now begins betwce:n the Communists and the 
Fifth Column for the ear of the patriots. 
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Will the Fifth Column be able to capitalise the anti-British hatred 
of the people to tum them into saboteurs of National Defence and 
thus aid the Jap invaders '? Or will the Communists be able to rouse 
their patriotic ardour to realise that defence of the motherland is 
their own duty and that to act as unifiers of the people was their 
immediate job! 

It was a decisive battle. On its outcome depended whether the 
Japs would march in or not. We fought as we had never fought 
before. The Fifth Column lost decisively. We won the first round 
but we have not won the battle. 

Comrade Joshi then went on to enumerate the positive 
achievements of the Party in this battle. He showed how Communists 
came between the police ;md the people and helped people to resist 
provor.1tini. how they kept production going. how they held the 
countryside in the threatened districts of Bengal, Kcrala and Andhra, 
how they rescued the students from the clutches of the Fifth Column. 
and how they roused a patriotic upsurge among \\Omen in the 
threatened provinces. He concluded the general analysis of the 
crisis in the following words : 

Conclusion 
All this work by the Party was the positive factor that did not 

let the national crisis become a national disaster. 
The basis for these achievements was the healthv patriotism of 

our people which could be so easily roused It was the basic honesty 
of Congress patriots that helped them to break \\ith the Fifth 
Column. 

But the mightiest factor was the sledge hammer of the Red Army 
at the Hitleritc hordes and the epic defence and victory at Stalingrad, 
which saved not only the city of Stalin but our 0\\11 motherland 
and gave us time to rouse our people, to strive to unite them for 
national defence. But the national crisis remains and has become 
worse. 

GREETINGS FROM BROTHER PARTIES 

Great. Britain 
Unite all patriots for defence. 
We campaign to end the deadlock. . 

The Communist Party of Great Britain sent the followmg 
message: 
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"Best wishes for the success of the historic First Convention of 
the Communist Party of India. This critical hour for India demands 
renewed efforts by both Indian and British people to end the 
impasse, to secure release of political prismers and open negotiations 
for a National Government as an ally of the United Nations. 

We pledge our efforts for an intensive campaign to rally 
Labour and democratic opinion here in order to change the policy 
of the Government. We are confident that the leadership of your 
Convmtion will rally all Indian patriots for a positive policy of 
national unity and defence of India, leading to the freedom of 
India.'' 

Harry Pollitt (General Secretary) 
R. Palme Dutt (Member of the Central Committee) 
William Rust (Editor of Daily Worker, London) 
William Gallachar (Communist Member of Parliament) 

Canada 
Your Congress proves strength of democratic forces. 

Tim Buck, General Secretary of the IllegaJ.Conununist Party 
of Canada s~ the following cable : 

. "HEARTY greetings to the First National Convention of the 
Communist Party of India from the Communist Movement in 
Canada. 

We Canadian Communists while fighting the ban on the 
Communist Party in Canada, hail your convention as a signal 
manifestation of the growth of the democratic forces and hope for 
victory over the fascist Axis for the Freedom of the world". 

Soatb Africa . 
Our bond of brotherhood ii unbreakabte. 

Fnm eomrade Kotane, General Secretary, ¢ommunist Party 
of South Afiica : 

"REGRET that it is impossible to send a htcmaJ drlegatc to 
your important First National Convention to be held on May 23. 
We are stimd by your peat efforts to unite the Indian p=ople and 
win National Govermnent. The masses of South Afiic:in people 
repudiate the Penetration Act (1be Anti-Indian Bill) and affirm the 
solidarity of our two countries for victory and hedom. '' 
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U.S. A. 
Your policy shall win a free India in a free world 

The National Conunrttee of the Conununist Party of the United 
States of America sent the following message of greetings to the 
First Congress of the Communist Party Of India. 

··we greet the First National Convention of the Conununist 
Party of India as a landmark in the history of your country and 
Asia. We lmow it well be a contribution of great value of achievement 
of the National Independence of India and the victory of all the 
peoples of the United Nations in this people· s war of National 
Liberation for ridding the world of fascism. 

The Communist Party of India bas become an influential political 
factor. one that is indispensable to the upholders and defenders of 
your co~'s national interests. as an organic part of its patriotic 
forces advancing towards national liberation and defending at all 
costs India from barbaric Nazi-Japanese domination. Despite all 
difficulties the Communist Party succeeded in convincing 
considerable masses that the Indian struggle for national liberty and 
Independence cannot be separated from the struggle of all freedom 
loving peoples headed by the Anglo-Soviet-Amcncan coalition 
against Hider which is fighting for destruction of Nazism and 
fascism. 

By opposing all sabotage of your country's defence against 
Japanese and Nazi invasion the Communist Party and other 
enlightened patriots of India contributed to the defeat of the 
grandiose plan of the A"'<is, of encircling the Caucas\15, the Near 
East and India, which was smashed by the Red Anny at Stalingrad 
The splendid victory of the gallant American and British Annies 
in North Africa together with the outcome of the epic winter 
offensive of the Soviet make a new and decisive stage of the war 
imminent, requiring the immediate establishment of a Second Front 
in Europe, and necessitating complete co-ordination of the military 
efforts of the U.S.A., U.S.S.R., and Britain for concerted blows 
against the heart of Nazi Gennany in Europe. 

Simultaneously, it is necessary for America, Britain and ~ 
to strengthen the fighting alliance with China for the destruction 
of Japan's reactionary New Order based on murder and enslavanent 
of the Chinese, Bunnese, Filipino, Indonesian and other peop~. 

We believe that the course recommended by your Party if 
supportoc1 by ~ Indian people unitedly cannot but advance the 
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achievement of India's independence. 
We are confident that the Indian people can be united through 

a policy of reliance upon popular mass organisations of peasants 
and workers and by the co-operation of all national patriotic forces 
in the defence of India working in solidarity with the Anti-Hitler 
coalition, with heroic China, and with the anti-fascists and peoples 
everywhere. 

Inspired by the great potentialities of your Party Convention 
and confident that the American working class and people can make 
their own special contribution of aid to the solution of lndi;i's 
problems, as a part of our solemn duty to win this worldwide 
people's war of national liberation. we pledge our solidarity with 
India's people and their Party. 

We wish you success and send you ardent fraternal greetings.·· 

Claile 

William Z. Foster 
Earl Browder 

National Chairman and General Secretary respectively of 
the_ Communist Party of the Untied States of Amcru:" 

NBW impetus to forces of freedom. 
From Comrade Contreras Lab~ General Secretary of the 

Communist Party of Chile. South-America : 
··The Communist Party of Chile sends warm fraternal greetings 

to the First National Convention of Communist Party of India 
which undoubtedly will give new impetus to the heroic struggle of 
the Indian people for Independence of their Fatherland on the basis 
of defending India against Axis aggression and co-operating fully 
with the United Nations for destruction of fpcist barbarism .. , 

Cuba 
For universal unity against fascismf 

From Comrades Juan Marinello and Blas;Roca, President and 
Secretary respectively of the General Executive of the Communist 
Party of Cuba : 

''On the occasion of the celebration of the First Nationa 
Convention. of the glorious Communist Party of India we send ou 
fraternal gn:etings and cordial 'Yishes for the historic and successfu 
outeome of your Congress for universal unity and progress of th 
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Indian people in res1Stang the barbarous fascists and for the 
unbreakable unity of the Indian people and the peoples of the 
world." 

MESSAGES FROM AILING PARTY LEADERS 

Your decision will _open up new epoch of advance. 
[Ajoy Kumar Ghosh, an ex-member of the Political Bureau of 

the Central Committee of the Communist Party of India has been 
kept away from Party work by tuberculosis From Madanapalle 
sanatorium he sent an inspiring message from which we give 
extracts] 

May 11th, 1943. 
Ten years have passed since the Provisional Central Committee 

was tOmied and the idea of the Convention was first broachcd
tcn years during which the Party has grown from a tiny group into 
what it is to-day. Repression has faded to crush it. slander has faded 
to curb its grOwth. and to-day when the oft-postponed Convention 
really meets, it stands, having weathered many a stomt that threatened 
to wipe it out, stronger than ever. a force to be reckoned with. loved 
by millions of our countrymen, feared by our enemies. Led by our 
Party, our class has become. for the first time in its history. an 
independent political force on a national scale, has :-tood firm like 
a rock in the midst of chaos and confusion and is uniting mcreasingly 
larger sections of the people under the patnotic banner of national 
unity and national defence. 

But we shall not rest on our cars. 
We have to rouse our nation from the slough of despair into 

which it has fallen, we have to achieve that unity which is yet 
unrealised, we have to ensure that, in the new period of all-round 
advance, that was inaugurated by the winter victories of the Red 
Army and catried forward by American, British, and Indian annies 
in Tunisia, India too plays her righttul role and thus wins her 
freedom and a worthy place among the great nations of the world. 
This Convention will have to show the way. 

I greet all of you comrades who have gathered at this historic 
Convention of 0\11' Party. I am sure your decision will inaugurate 
a new period of advance in our history. 

I hope to be soon in your midst to do my share. 

Vo/-i11-4J 
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Congress will transform Party Into mighty fist of our people. 

[R. D. Bharadwaj who is at present in the Bhowali sanatoriwn 
fighting T.B., is an ex-member of Political Bureau of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of India. He seat the following 
message to the First Congress of the Party.] 

Bhowali Sanatorium, 
. 11th May, 1943. 

I hail the National Convention with Bolshevik greetings. 
Ours is the only Party which has shown the path of national unity 
atld of rallying the Indian people for participation in the war of 
liberation. 

To-day the nation is faced with the severest food crisis. 
The political deadlock still continues. The national leaders are 

behind the prison bars. Japanese invaders are daily bombing the 
cities and towns of Bengal. 

At this critical time, the National Convention must take decisions 
to transfonn the Party into a mighty fist of the Indian people. The 
Convention must serve as a clarion call for all in ll!!ity so that we -may be able to launch a peoples' offensive in India simultaneously 
with_the final offemive which the Red Anny is preparing in Europe. 

Long live the Communist Party of India, the worthy child of 
the Indian people! 

Salud. 

FR.OM COtJRAGEOUS MOTHERS Of CHfl"l'AGONG HEROES 
'I know Communist boys and girls love their coimtry best. ' 

[This is a message from an old mother of 60 years who has 
gladly given away all her sons to the Service of the Motherland. 
Her second son Ardhendu was killed when he~ raided 
the Chittagong Armoury. Her third son Com. S Dastidar, 
Cbittagons Armoury Raid Prismer, still laopishcs in Caltla1 
Jail. Her eldest SOD Pummdu bas been working in the Communist 
Party and is now a District Committee member. Her Younaer 
cbildren are all active either in the Party or in the mass orpnisations 
allied to the Party.] 

"At the tinw=.qfthc raid Oil the Chittagong armoury I lost my 
sonArdbendu. He' died for his country. Sukhendu bas been in prison 
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for the last 13 years. He along with the rest of his co-prisoners 
from this district declared from behind the bars that they 
wanted to fight the Japs. Still the Government did not let them out 
to defend their Motherland. I have no regrets for that. Almost all 
my SODS work in the Communist Party. I have heard that Sukhendu 
too has become a Communist, even in jail. I know that the Conmumist 
boys and girls love their country the best. Old as I am, I have been 
moved by their work to join the Mahila Samiti (Women's 
Organisation). 

On the occasion of the first Congress of the Conununist Party 
I wanted to say this only ; I am proud that I have belD able to offer 
my sons along with other patriots in the cause of my countty's 
freedom. It is my firm conviction that the Communist Party will 
very soetibrina out our imprisoned SODS and daughters, solve the 
food crisis and make our country free." 

'I will dedicate him again. ' 

[Message tram the old.mother of Cam. Ananda Gupta, Chittagong 
Armoury Raid Prisoner, now in Alipore Central Jail. Her eldest 
son Devaprasad was killed while raiding the armoury. Ananda 
developed asthma while in Jail and almost on the point of death 
was released by the Bengal Government on the condition that he 
should keep out of Bengal. In his serious condition be was taken 
to Puri, but the Orissa Govemment would not let him stay and the 
Bengal Government would not intervene. He had to come back to 
Bengal but the Government disregarding his serious condition has 
put him back in jail.] 

"My eldest son Devaprasad died while raiding the Chittagong 
Armoury. Then Ananda was convicted to transportation for life. 
Since he went to jail he has been suffering all along. The Communist 
Party has worked up a great agitation for his release. Recently, 
when his condition was very serious he was released for a few days 
only and apin taken back to jail. I Imo\¥ they won't be able to keep 
him in jail for long. 

On the occasion of the First Congress of the Communist Party 
I want to say this: It is the Communist Party alone which will be 
able to bring Anand& and others out of the jail. May the Party be 
able to fblfil speedily its test of fteeing the country; old as I am, 
I will then be able t.o ~ my son apin to the cause of the 
country and die in peace.,, 
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FOR THE DEFENCE OF THE MOTHERLAND 
Report On The Fint Congress 

P. C. Jos•i 

Our First Conaress 
After IS- years of existence, it was our first Party Congress. 
Delegations came from all provinces, representing all the 

generations in our Party and every section of our great people. An 
overwhe1ming majority were young, but only in age and not in 
experience in the service of the people. They had planted the Red 
1' lag in their own localities, held it high against eveiy conceivable 
offensive and won recognition for it as a patriotic flag and for 
themselves as a patriotic team who could not be vanquished in the 
field of patriotic service of the people. Tuey had come to Bombay, 
the home of the Rm Flag, for the first Congress of the Party. They 
had come with the devotion of pilgrims, with the will of fighting 
warriors, and the consciousness of seekers after troth. 

I know of no political gathering in which so much political 
seriousness prevailr.£veiy hour was used from 6-A.M. to 11 P .M. 
fortm days ( May 23rd to June 1st )-there were 6 hours of reports 
and discussions ih the Congress Hall and another 2 or 3 hours in 
their own delegations and not once was there an exhibition of frayed 
nerves or of tired yawns. 

The dominant mood was : Let us get it straight and we will put 
it throughl Here were patriots whose one aim was to get the policy 
right in their own heads, who took not only their own determination 
to put it into practice for granted, but the response of the people 
as well. 

Their faith in the people was undying becau they were 
themselves the children of the people, living and . right in 
their midst, pi their own political career bore out the people 
bad never let the Party down : 1be better they Ives bad 
agitated for Party policy the more enthusiastic thl they 
bad won, the harder they bad worked for Party slogails the greater 
the actual support they secured. 

It bad been so in the past and they felt ever more confident that 
it would bo so in the Attln. Were they not the oftbrs of the 
pabioric army that is our Party, who bad successftslly 1111otia&ed 
the most diflicult tum in the career of the Party and from a 
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slandered group on August 9 had become the third Party in the land 
today. Theirs was a self-confidence bom out of their own 
achievements. 

All For Po&tical Clarity 

Non-Party patriots know us as fanatical agitators and tireless 
organisers but the source of our fanatical faith in our policy and 
of our tireless energy is yet a mystery to them. It comes to us 
through political clarity. 

We take endless pains to correctly analyse objective reality and 
still more how to mould this reality in the interests of our people 
and this leads us straight to our slogans of action. A lot of hard 
thinking is done befiR the resounding slogans emerge which take 
the people by stonn. The party Congress was a living demonstration 
of how we achieve political unanimity in our ranks which is the 
wonder of every patriot and which gives us all the strength we 
possess. 

Soon after the delegates arrived they were given the main 
points of the Political Resolution and then the Political Resolution 
itself. They were to discuss these among themselves for 2 days 
before the resolution came up in the Congress, their own 
provincial leaders acting as reporters in their own languages. 
While they were on this job the Central leadership was busy with 
another draft, the first draft made still sharper and clearer and when 
this one went to the delegates the unanimous comment was : It 
removes most of the confusion and clarifies all that we came here 
tor. 

I sent back all the provincial leaders with : it is not so easy, 
go back and discuss it still more thoroughly and get ready to hear 
the reports and ask the comrades to keep a real sharp check up 
on their own understanding as each day goes by. 

Before the Congress fbnnally met the delegates had been 
thus set on the rails of collective thinking and the stage set for 
collective understanding and collective decisions on the floor of the 
Congress. 

Inside The R. M. Bhatt Hall 
Tho Party Congress was held inside the Hall of the R.M. Bhatt 
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School right above the Kamgar Maidan, hallowed in the annals of 
the working class and in the memory of every Communist. 

On the pillars in front of the dais were the portraits of Jinnah 
and Nehru with League and Congress flags serving as the 
background. A pressman told me that we had made better portraits 
of the national leaders than are seen even in a Congress session. 
Why not, I said, we portray them at their best and ourselves carry 
their hentage forward ? I doubt if he understood me I 

Our Qaid-e-Azam had the same keen intelligent face all know 
but with no air of the suspicious leader : our artist made him look 
a self possessed patriot. 

Our Mahatma flowed with the milk of human kindness, without 
a trace of the confused mystic who would put the British rulers, 
lap fascists, and Soviet leaders all on the same par because they 
are all adherents of violence! 

Our Nehru was the honest sensitive soul all know but not the 
helpless intellectual who thundered against fascism but did not 
know what to do about it in practice. 

Jn the background over the heads of the Pre!iilium were our 
teachers and leaders, Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin. 

The grand poltraits were the work of the self-taught artist, 
Coinrade Chitta Prasad from Bengal. His talent flowers inside our 
Party! 

Inside the Hall all round were the portraits of the leaders of our 
brother parties. One felt stronger in their presence. 

It is our Party alone that has not only friends but brothers 
abroad ; other Parties just like ours, working for the same cause, 
amidst their own people, all going stronger and stronger. 

All together for victory was no more a dream but a'iving reality 
being made more and more real by our own effortsi 

Greetinp 

The Congress began with my reading the greetip&s received 
from the brother Parties, all over the world. Fraternal '1eleptes too 
bad come. 

Little Lanka is not far otf and Comrade Wickramasinghc and 
the two younger comrados by callins our party the elder brother 
became more Jike our Party dcJeptes than fraternal oaes. 

CJbodJal npresented die Burmerc comrades, and wanted to 
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exploit the advantage of being both Indian and Burmese, learn as 
much as he could in our ranks here and rush back to Bunna to 
organize the struggle against the Japs. 

Amery might not let Gallacher come to India but the war has 
brought enough British comrades to India for one of them to attend 
and speak at the Congress to symbolise the joint efforts of our 
parties to unite our·two peoples in a free and brotherly union. 

Satycn Mazumdar, the doyen among Bengali journalists, bad 
sacrificed a career rather than go with Bose. He had come all the 
way to unburden himself and declare : 

''I see in your Party the pillar of hope and inspiration for our 
dear country." The best in Bengal is already lining up with the 
Party. Li§tening to Satyen Babu was to get the confidence that we 
will be' able to move the best throughout India. 

Numerous other greetings and over 200 garlands had been 
received. 

Homa1e to Martyn 

The first resolution was one of homage to Party martyrs and 
was moved by the veteran Baba Soban Singh Bbalcbna who had 
barely escaped the gallows and bad seen his early comrades hanged 
but all the living ones inside the Party. In sincere and simple 
language he moved all the delegates: 

'·Ours is the Party of martyrs, no other Party works among the 
people better. No other Party fights the fascists better. Conununists 
are the best patriots in every country today. Ours is a Party not 
only of martyrs but of living martyrs: We give our all to the 
Party-body, soul and property. Look at me, after 40 years struggle 
I have reached the gate of the Party. You comrades are lucky 
because you begin your life in the Party. I have only one desire, 
to hold on to the Red Banner and work in step with you comrades. 
When I die let me have a red funelal." 

Then followed Kclu Nair, Cell Secretary of Kayyur, brother of 
one of the martyred four, but he was too choked with emotion to 
be able to speak. 

The Kerala comrades sang in chorus the song in memory of the 
Kayyur martyrs and we passed the resolution all standing. 

Belalad The Ban 
Biswanathmavecl the resolutionof"Comradas Behind the Bars". 
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h was news for the press that 69S Party members were in jail, as 
it was news for the delegates that another I OS were serving life.. 
terms. The Congress called upon the comrades to carry on from 
their own localities and provinces a specialised agitation for their 
release. 

To The Red Army 
Krishnan made the most brilliant speech of the session when 

he moved the resolution of greetings to the Red Anny and the 
Annies of the United Nations : 

'"It is the Red Anny that has saved us from the fate of Hitlerite 
slavery, despite the worst the British rulers have done to throw our 
people into the arms of the Fifth Column, despite the worst our 
own misguided patriots have done to destroy the defence of our own 
country .... 

The Red Anny has given us time to learn our lessons, and carve 
our destiny .... The true homage to the Red Anny is to rally our 
people behind the annies defending our eastern frontier so that the 
sacrifices of the Red Army may not go in vain, to unite our people 
as the peoples of the Soviet Union are united, \Viii a National 
Government and created a National Army which may defend us 
as haroically and su"ccessfully as the Red Army defends the Soviet 
soil." · 

To The Indian Army 
Labiri moved the resolution on the Indian Anny. So far we had 

been popularising the policy of national defence. 
The resolution called upon the Party to go a step further, 

popularise the anny as the defender of India and gi" it all the 
support it needs. 

Lahiri lashed out against those who argued long[!id oud about 
the motives of British imperialists and do not see the Ii · ng reality 
that it is the British and Indian soldiers who are gi · us time to 
do all we can to forge national unity and win a National wmment 
of National Defence. 

What role the Indian army will play in the future India will 
depend upon what present role the Indian patriots play in the 
defence of the country. 

To visit the sins of the British rulers on the British soldiers 
defending the Indian frontier i~ to cut our own throats. 
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To sneer at the lack of patriotism in the Indian soldier is to laugh 
at our own failure to establish a National Government. 

Medical Mission To China 
The greetings to our Chinese comrades in arms expressed not 

only our gratitude for keeping the Japs off our soil and for the 
solicitude of the Chinese people and Government of settlemmt in 
India, but also the promise to sent a Medical Unit as a token of 
our solidarity. Our Party is eager to carry on the good work and 
tradition established by the Congress Medical Unit. Names of six 
Volunteer Doctors have already been received. 

On the Intemational 
RamQve moved the resolution endorsing the dissolution of the 

lnternationBJ. Communists never stick to form when it hinders 
immediate tasks. 

The dissolution of the International will remove the last card 
of the reactionaries, lead to greater unity among the United Nations 
and to greater patriotic unity inside each.freedom-loving nation. 
The International has fulfilled its historic role, given each country 
a mature Communist Party to do all it can to build national and 
international unity in the ranks of its own people .... 

The International has made us what we are and the gift of the 
international to the Indian people is our Party .... 

They say the International is dead. We say it is immortal. It shall 
live embodied in every Communist Party in every country ,of the 
world. 

He was cheered as he closed. 

Political Report 
The .main item of the Congress was the omnibus Political 

Resolution on which I made a 9-bour report to the delegates. The 
resolution analysed the present international and national situation, 
characterised the policies of the imperii1ist government and of the 
national leadership. endorsed. the Party policy, checked up on the 
mistakes made in the understanding and carrying out of our policy, 
redefined Party policy in still clearer tams and set concrete tasks 
before the Pmty. 

Imperial Government 
The international situation and its bearing ~ India had already 
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been covered through earlior speeches. I began with the national 
situation itself and the basic explanation of the events of last year. 

The primary issue was the successful defence of India. The fate 
of the Indian people depended upon what policy the two dominant 
parties, the imperialist government and the national leadership 
pursued. 

The imperialist reactionaries refused to learn the lesson of 
Malaya and Bunna. They wanted to defend India but only as their 
colony. 

This led them straight to suppression of the Indian people. If 
our people as a whole did not walk into the arms of the Fifth 
Column it is despite the worst they have done. 

The bureaucrats have only succeeded in destroying the morale 
of the people, isolating the armies at the ftont from the rear and 
earned for themselves the ever-growing hatred of the people. The 
result is that India is the weakest sector in the world front of the 
United Nations. 

NationalLeadershi~ 

The Congress leadership, on the other hand, Was so much 
blinded with hatred of British rule that in order to win National 
Govesnment it gambled with National Defence itself. The result 
was that it opened the flank of the national movement to an attack 
&om the imperialist rulers and the front of the country to the fascist 
invaders. 

The national leadership led the country not to the establishment 
of national government but to the suppression of the national 
movement and its disruption. 

Despite their declared aims the imperialist bureau"8C)' acted 
the provocateur against Indian defence and the national'leadcrship 
as the disJUptor of natianal defence. I explained at ~how these 
were the two fOR:eS that produced the national crisis. 

Situatioa To-Day 
The present face of the crisis was summed up as 
Whtie the fighting.front renrains tn danger, the rear tnstde the 

country ts Cl'flcklng up. 
Stalingrad and the Tunisian victories saved India from the West, 

but tbe Jap pari1 from the East ranains and bas increasecl. 
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To speculate whether the Japs are coming or not is to be a· victim 
of imperialist illusions. 

The Jap militarists cannot sit on the fence: they must either 
advance towards the domination of Asia or lose everything. They 
know enough about the inner-rottenness of the British colonial 
regime and the imcompetence of the British ruling class. 

India must seem to them the easiest priz.e, because it is politically 
the weakest. 

The more Hitler is beaten in Europe, the more desperat.e Tojo 
must beccme. 

The danger to India remains because the Japs are at our vay 
door. The strength of the fighting front has not increased because 
the relation between the front and the rear is not stronger but 
weaker, as a result of the policy of the Government. 

While the front was not only threatened but weak, the greatest 
danger came from the rear which was already cracking up. What 
is the actual position ? 

Political Picture 
Repression bad failed to kill patriotism; it had only made the 

people feel helpless. In this condition anti-British feeling easily got 
a pro·Jap twist, "let the Japs come and chuck the British out, after 
that, we shall see.'' Such feeling does not lead to peace in the rear 
but plays havoc with people's morale. 

'Struggle' has not only collapsed but left a sad tale behind. The 
policy of "let us fight the British to fight the Japs" bas come to 
roost and is manifest as, ''we fought and lost ; now nothina can 
be done.'' The same Congress patriot who had drugged bDmelf into 
the ''do or die'' mood and held the theory of ''short and swift 
strugle'' now piteously says, "nothing can be done.'' The misguided 
patriot bas become a demoralised figure. He does not yet see that 
it was the policy of sabotage that bas collapsed. Nor does he see 
that to say that "nothing can be done" is to slander India's 400 
millions. Above all, for him to say that "nothing can be done" is 
to slander the great Congress itself, its capacity to rally and lead 
the Indian ~le. . 

1bis moOd contains the seeds of something worse too. The 
Congress patriots aie leaderless, the Fifth Column could hwnbua 
than into sabotap; it could catch their ear apin if it can show 
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that "sometbiJJa can be done" by means of Jap invasion or with a 
worsening economic situation. 

The people feel helpless, the mass of patriots demoralised, and • 
the Fifth Column is bidding its second chance. The situation in the 
nm could not be worse for the country's defence nor better for the 
fascist invaders. 

Economic Picture 
The economic situation is the exact counterpart of the political. 
The Government pursuing the selfish policy of putting imperial 

interests above Indian interests is unable to organise Indian economy. 
It has been relying on the profit-moti~ to keep production going. 
It is the profiteer who is turning round and creating economic 
deacDock and demanding more and more profit. 

On the production front the industrialists are not interested in 
production but only in their own profit rate. Prices are rising. The 
gap between wages and prices is yawning wider and wider. Instead 
of giving adequate mahagal (dearness allowance) to the workers, 
the owners are asking the Government to keep the workers down 
in order to keep production going. The people are "&eing fleeced 
through higher prices; the workers are being provoked to strike. 
1he situation is drifting towards a spontaneous strike wave, a 9th 
of August on the industrial front. The Government has already 
begun arresting Trade Union Workers of the Party. 

On the food fimt the bureaucrats have given up all control, 
because they made paper-schemes and relied upon the hoarder 
himself to get the stocksl The food market has become a black
market, the stocks are going underground with greater impunity 
than did the saboteur. 

Tho same Government 1bat could not unmult; Colwnn 
as the traitor ClllllOt umnask the hoarder as the · because 
people's co-opeqtion comes nowhere in its food plans ust as it 
did not figure in its defence plans. In the meanwhile peop are left 
without food and the stage is set for food riots throuihout the 
country. 

In the countryside in vast areas food scarcity is more acute than 
even in the towns. Poor pea.9IDtS have eaten up even their seed 
pains, mass epidemics are breaking out, and a mass exodus is 
taking place to the towns in search of jobs and bread. In tho villages, 
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grain stocks are only bcld by a few rich peasants. Because of 
continuously rising prices of industrial goods and the uncertainty 
of prices of agricuhural goods, food is passing after each harvest 
from the bands of the peasant producer, to the hoarders. Starvation 
stalks the countryside, famine and epidemics loom ahead. 

The Government has no grip over the economic situation, which 
is drifting towards civil war : food riots inside the towns and also 
in the villages, with the town hun8JY marching to the countryside 
hunting for food, and the hungry from the village nmmng to towns 
for jobs and bread. 

The political policy of the imperialist bureaucrats provokes the 
patriots to destroy defence, their eConomic policy provoked one 
section qf the people to look another to satisfy their own elemental 
hungei. . 

The cumulative effect of the two leads inevitably to crack-up 
of the rear. 

That is why the resolution characterised the national crisis as 
having "worsened and deepened." 

The Silver Linin1 
The policies of the imperialist ruler and the national leadership 

between each other had produced the national crisis. The policy 
and activity of the Party constituted the silver lining 1n the black 
horimn. 

Ours was the only patriotic Party that had stood foursquare for 
the policy on defence of the motherland as its foremost patriotic 
task. Ours, therefore, was the only party that could intervene in 
the crisis. We did not succumb to but fought imperialist provocation. 
We stuck to the people and kept them off sabotage and where we 
are too weak we suffered with them but not without keeping in front 
of them our warning that they wen: not fighting for Naraj but 
pJayina into the hands of the police. 

We did not give up our policy when we found the mass of 
patriots disagreeing with us. After the leaders were removed and 
the Fifth Column entered the national arena, we went on explaining 
to Congress patriots that they were playing into the bands of the 
Fifth Colunm and not realising the Congress ideal. 

Consressmen read in Gandhiji's correspondence what we said 
on the very day of bis arrest. More, we went on explaining to ovay 
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Congress patriot we could reach that sabotage of the country's 
defence could never lead to Indian freedom but to lap slavery if 
it were successtbl. At the same time its failure, and it was bound 
to fail, would lead to intensification of the imperialist stranglehold 
over our own people and still further weaken the defence of our 
own COUlltly. 

After the collapse of the ''struggle'' every thinking Congressman 
sees that every word of our warning bas come true. 

We played not only a negative or merely explanatory role 
against sabotage. Our patty campaigned for its own programme 
of national unity as the means of successful national defence and 
the weapon for winning National Govermnmt. After the illusion 
of short and swift struggle bunt, every honest Congressman who 
was strong enough not to get demoralised inevitably began to listen 
to us. 

We gave a running battle to the Fifth Colunm and did not let 
it nm away with the national movement. 

We kept production and transport going and made the Fifth 
Column break teeth against our class-the working class. · 

We kept the countryside in the threatened province? e.g. Bengal, 
Andbra and Kerala safe ftom sabotage. 
w~ are too weak"to prevent the crisis breaking out but strong 

enough,. together with the strmgth of the armies of the United 
Nations, to prevent the crisis including the disaster of Jap invasion. 

Just because our Party discharged its patriotic duty it became 
strong. 

Party membership rose from about 5, 000 to 16,000, I. e. 351%. 
Trade Unions had been smashed up; by Lentn pay (21st 

January, 1943) we brought their membership to about ~ lacs and 
by May Day it rose to J lacs, I. e. 150% 

Similarly Ktsan Sabhas had become only mass pla~nns. By 
Lenin Day we brought their membership to J lacs "'f by May 
Day, 1943 to about 4 lacs. t. e. rose to 130% 

1'1111 strength of other mass organtsattons Jmder the Influence 
of the party by January and May alOM rose 01 follow1 : 

Stvdentl from 26,000 to 39,000 i.e. 150% 
Women from 22,000 to 41,000 t.e.J80K 
Children from 6,000 to 9,«JO I.e. 1 $0% 
Vobmtem from 2S,OOO to 32,000 I.e. J JOH. 
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The estimate of the role of the Party during the crisis was : 
Pol11ically, the policy of the party is the only way out of the 

crisis. 
Practically, the victories already achieved have proved its 

practicality. 
Orgaltfsationally, the party has grown stronger, become a more 

effective instrument for carrying the patriotic policy through. 
The conclusion reached was : 
The selfish policy of the iq>erialist reactionaries and the negative 

policy of the national leadership together produced the national 
crisis. 

The Party must solve the national crisis. 
The burfaucrats have failed to crush Indian patriotism. 
The Fifth "Column has &iled to bag the national movement and 

stabibse the sabotage movement. 
The national leadership remains in jail. 
The more the Party worked out its policy, the more rapidly our 

nation will be taken out of the crisis. The harder the party members 
work, the stronger will the Party become as the instrument of 
solving the cnsis, as the builder of national unity. 

Our confidence must come from our own achievements and the 
visible collapse of all alternative policies. 

Key Political Slopns 
The position inside the patriotic camp was analysed and 

the picture emerged radically different from that on August 9. 
Then the Party stood isolated and the Fifth Column bad entered 
the patriotic camp. Now the Party bad reforged its links and 
broken the links of the Fifth Column with the patriots. The Fifth 
Column had produced disruption in the patriotic camp and 
the patriots had become its dupes. The Party was working for the 
unity of the national fiont and the initiative was passing to the 
Party. 

In such a situation the political slogans of the hour were stated 
to be: 

ROUSE THE PATRIOTS I The party was warned against sectarian 
attitude towards non-Party patriots and not to indulge in endless 
and tbti1e discussioas about the past. The way to rouse the patriot 
wu to lead him on the basis of bis own experience, through his 
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love of the people, to working against the effects of the crisis, 
e. g., for food. 

The Congress patriot had tried the suicidal path of sabotage and 
seen through the rotten Fifth Columnists and learnt a bitter lesson. 
The Party was in a better position than ever to rally him for the 
cause of unity as the only battle to be fought-one that could never 
be lost. : 

The League patriot bad sat on the fence too long and seen for 
himself that it does not lead to self-determination but only to greater 
suspicion in bis own patriotic bonafides. Our Party campaigned for 
self-determination despite the sectarian attitude of the League. We 
were therefore best placed to tell the League patriot that he was 
playing not only with bis own riahts but with the country's very 
fate, by sitting tight. 

Unless the party could rouse the patriots for unity there was no 
rallying the people against national crisis, for national defence, and 
no goina towards national govenunent. And the party could do it. 

CRUSH THE FJFfH COLUMN/ The mass of patriots took him 
to be a misguided patriot and not the nation's enemy No. I, sapping 
people's morale, disrupting the national movement and clearing the 
path for his laP nmters. 

'The Party was asked to concentrate the main fire against the 
Fifth Column-not to indulge in a wordy exposure of the Fifth 
Column in general but make every section of the people see in their 
own tenns how he is the agent of the Jap invaders in the people· s 
ranks and thus the enemy of all. 

The Congress patriot must be made to see that the Fifth Column 
does not want Gandhiji's release because that~ the end of the 
sabotage campaign and opens the prospect of enditg the deadlock 
which does not suit the lap invaders. 

The League patriot must be made to see that tW: Fifth Column 
is more rabid than the worst Hindu communalist andhiore dangerous 
because it talks in pseudo-socialist jargon. ' 

The town poor must be made to see that the Fifth Colunm works 
for food riots and not to get food for the people. 

The workers must be roused to see that the Fifth Column is only 
out to exploit their ecommic grievances, to blow up production and 
JIOt to get their just demands. 
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The peasants must be told that when the Fifth Column \\'luspers 
·'hold the crop'·, it is not getting them a fair-price but only provoking 
the town hungry on the one hand to come marching to the villages 
to loot and the police-parties on the other to commandeer the 
harvest. 

Eveiy section of the people must be made to see the Fifth Column 
as their own enemy and as the agent of the Jap fascists \\'ho must 
be wiped out as a political pest. 

BEND THE BUREAUCRAT/ lt IS the bureaucracy that shunned 
people's cooperation. It is the task of the patriots to enforce people· s 
cooperation on the Government, because without moving the 
Government nothing real and concrete could be done to get food, 
improve and organise production. get the means to grow more food. 
Patriots ..oOpcrating with the Government for the satisfaction of 
people's needs and for the strengthening of national defence, 
strengthened the people and not the bureaucrats. prevented the 
crisis taking a worse and more calamitous tum. 

These three slogans were not isolated but interdependent The . 
more the Party roused the patnots. it isolated the Fifth Column~ 
the more the Party fought the Fifth Column directly and roused the 
patnots behind the issue, it kept the police off the people The 
bureaucrats could not get. a smgle job done. The more the patriots 
rallied and Jed the people. the easier they could get the bureaucrats 
to move. I gave numerous examples how this had been done by 
party units in different parts of India. 

Slogans of Action 
The Party had achieved all its v1ctones through the pobcy of 

national unity for nation31 defence. The entire Party was called 
upon to build people· s unity in action for every task of national 
defence and go from the stage of popularising the policy of national 
unity for national defence to the stage of building national unity 
in action. 

The carrying through of the following campaigns was explained 
at length: 

NATIONAL DEFENCE C4AIPAIGN was concretised as rallying 
the people against sabotage. against Fifth Column. for concrete 
work to strengthen civil defence, and to give whole-hearted support 
to the annies. 

Yo/.iv--44 
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RELEASE THE LEADERS CAMPAIGN : A specialised and 
differentiated approach was to be made. 

Among Congressmen the concentration must be against sabotage 
and for acceptance of the right of self-detennination as the only 
way to get the leaders out. 

Among the Leaguers, concentration must be on initiating and 
joining the campaign for the release of the Congress leaders as the 
only way to get self-determination. Above all, the campaign must 
be nm not as a general anti-repression campaign but related to the 
positive task, of ending the deadlock and working for national unity 
to win national government. 

FOOD CAMPAIGN: It must unite and rouse all parties against 
rioting and hoarding and concentrate upon practical constructive 
work to get stocks, organise distribution and in every possible way 
get food for the people, by offering the Government people's 
organised cooperation through the People's Food Committees." 

PRODUCTION CAMPAIGN 

The entire worlcing class must be roused to regard production 
as their foremost patriotic task. 

Militant workers must be" convinced that mass unions and not 
strike is their we&.,on to get their just grievances removed and that 
the· more they go all-out for production, the more easily will they 
get their demands. 

Every Party Committee was called upon to take initiative through 
the T. Us to hold Production Conferences to discuss and fonnulate 
practical plans to improve and increase production. 

People's support must be won for the production policy of the 
Party and the workers' demands, and they must soc the workers 
battle for production as their own battle against ti. profiteer for 
cheap cloth, etc, etc. 

GROW MORE FOOD CAMPAIGN · In the CO\fltl'YSide kisan 
patriotism must be roused to grow more food for ijmself, for the 
people in the town and for his soldier-sons mtd thcii- comrades-in
arms who are defending the country, so that production does not 
collapse and he gets back industrial goods. 

Self-Criticism 
More than one-third af my time I spent in posing and answering 

the question : 
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How ts it that the Party has only been able to increase in 

influence and not been able to lead the country out of the 
crisis? 

The very bold answer that the Party bad been held back by 
a basic deviation, which was characterised as Left-Nationalist, in 
the understanding and carrying out of Party policy ever since 
August 9. 

We rightly characterised the imperialist bureaucracy as primarily 
responsible for producing the crisis, but wo underestimated the 
disruptive line of the pohcy oftbe national leadership which enabled 
the bureaucrats to strike at the national movement and let the Fifth 
Column get in. 

How. dW this express itself in practice ? 

We failed to educate the Congress patriot sharply enough to see 
where the policy of ''struggle'' was leading him. The result was 
that when the struggle collapsed he went demoralised. 

We raised the release campaign as a general anti-repression 
campaign. The resuh was that the mass of patriots did not see how 
Gandhiji could be released through a mere campaign when the 
''struggle'' itself failed. The campaigner for release, our comrade, 
went to jail as a satyagrahi. 

In the food campaign rt became a wordy exposun: of the 
bureaucracy in general and provoked the individual bureaucrat to 
ban all meetings in panic and himself nm into the arms of hoarder 
rather than sit with the people's representatives to get and distribute 
food for the people. 

In the production and grow more food campaigns it became the 
formulation of working class and kisan demands to enable us to 
organise these campaigns, just like Nehru's Natianal Gowmment 
to enable the Congress to defend the country : and our demands 
remained as much on paper as Nehm's' 

Inability to IUD these campaigns as the patriotic job of workers 
and lei.sans and the only way for them to win their demands meant 
that we did not throw the very classes, over wham we haw the 
biggest influence, into the battle for national defmce and against 
the productim and b>d crisis. 

1bat is, we did not do all that we could to attack the creeping 
national crisis. We remained on the plane of general propaganda, 
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we awakened the people, we could not transform this awakening 
into action, therefore, we could not activise the people. 

The press-folks were amazed. They had never heard such fear. 
less self-criticism being made by any other political party and that 
too in public ! 

The delegates unanimously thought they had learnt the most 
from this self-criticism. We, Communists, learn our policy best 
by putting it into practice. We go on improving our political 
work by examining and re-examining it in terms of our general 
policy. We are Marxists and believe in the unity of theory and 
practice and this how we do it. Our policy is not a dry formula 
but a guide to action, our practice is not blind but comes from our 
policy. That is why our Party is always able to pull itself up and 
go ahead. 

Provincial Reports 
After me followed the Provincial Secretaries one after another 

and reported on how the Party bad grown, how the patriotic camp 
stood ranged today, and what stage the crisis had actually reached 
in his own province. This served the purpose not-only of the bm 
possible concretisation of Party policy but made the practice of the 
Party on an all-fndia plane live in the minds of all delegates. 

Other Reports 
Then came Ranadive on Production, Sardesai on Food, 

Namboodripad en Grow More tbod, Anm m S1udmts, Kumanandan 
on Bal Sangbam and Kanalc, Y esoda, Annapumamma and Puran 
Mehta on Women. These comrades not only reported on the 
situation on their specific front but that whatever victories had been 
achieved were by carrying our Party policy on tl1* fronts these 
mass campaigns opened out entirely new pro~ of forging 
ahead. ! 

Smah Tbroup 
There was never any opposition to Resolution. ~ discussions 

Kisan and T. U. comrades had raised the problem of "difticul.ties" 
in the way. They were all answered. By the time it came to voting 
an the Resolution tho comndes unanimously said there were no 
doubts left, but wbm a Comlounist raises the problem of difficulties 
in the discussion of polity we know it is the nmnant of linping 
doubts. 
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Therefore I made a Concluding Report and explained to the T U. 
comrades how production policy was not only good patriotism but 
also good Trade Unionism and to our Kisan comrades how Grow 
More Food was not only in the country's, in the Kisan's own 
interest. They saw it when I turned the approach upside down. 
Instead of beginning by saying that it was the concrete application 
of general Party Policy, I began with describing how crisis affects 
the worker as worker, and Kisan as Kisan, and what each has to 
do in bis own interest if he is to exist. It showed how our slogans 
were the only way out for him. 

Lest ''difficulties"' yet stand in the way I smashed the problems 
of difficulties itself on the head. 

''EYerj rrol )Ob poses dtj/iculties. We are Communists who 
smash our way through difficulhes and do not just go on mounhng 
them''. 

The delegates thus got it straight and bear that difficulties can 
and should be smashed through. The Party Congress had served 
the purpose. 

What Wu New 
Then I recounted for them what was new in what they had 

discussed and decided. 
We had acquired a new and deeper understanding of the national 

crisis and a dearer realisation of how it was dragging the country 
towards ruin and civil war. 

We had learnt how to throw our own class, the working class, 
into the battle. As yet we were only sitting upon it. The fbll weight 
of the working class and peasantry had not yet been thrown against 
the crisis. 

Our production and grow more food campaigns would inaugurate 
a new era in our national history, bring forward the workmg class 
and the peasantry as the prime factors in the interests of the entire 
people, as unifiers and saviours of the nation. 

We were going to attack the crisis from all ends by rousing the 
Ccngressmaa, Leaguer, wmkers, peasant, woman, child-all. Before 
their combined uault it could not last. We shall break through. 
The crisis can exist only as long as the people do not act and the 
patriots are divided. 
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FORGE A SINGLE CAMP OF NATIONAL 
DEFENCE AND LmERATION 

Our Con1ress Inspires Us with New Confidence 
& New Undentandin1 For New Practice 

Comrades 
After ten days of strenuous labour we now come to conclude 

the Sessions of the first historic Congress of the Communist Party. 
My mind goes back to November 1933 when, almost 10 years ago 
the provisional Central Committee, then formed, set itself the task 
of unifying all the Communist groups in the country and decided 
to call the first Congress of the Party. That decision we have 
implemmted in this Congress. During these ten years we have 
welded all the Communist groups in our country into a single strong 
Communist party. 

The last great Conmunist group to merge into our Party was 
the Gbadr-Kirti group whichjoined up as late as in 1941 and whose 
veteran leaders like Baba Sohan Singh Bhakhna are present in this 
Congress as delegates. 

During these ten years our Party bas grown from the stage of 
scattered groups· to a ci:ntralised and politically unified Party. 
During these years we passed through different vicissitudes. Our 
Party was declared illegal in 1934. Our Party and our leaders faced 
repression several times. We emerged ever stronger through the fire 
of repression. Why ? 

Because we remainol true to the teaching of our great masters
Marx, Lenin and Stalin, and leamcd to draw our strength always 
ftom the working class, from the toiling and patriotic masses, from 
the great heritage of our National movement. 

We teamed to apply this great teaching better gbetter to the 
specific conditions and problans of our country our people. 

We lcamed to evolve policies and practice wbi has enabled 
Our class and our Party to unite and lead our peojle ever more 
eft"ectively in their fight for national and social liberation. 

At every decisive turning point in the life of our nation during 
the last ten years, our party has put forward a comet policy and 
adopted a correct ptaetice. That is why our Party has grown as 
no other Party has durina tbl same period. . 

Prem a narrow group in the Labour movement, our Party and 
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our class bas come to occupy the place of an independent national 
force playing a leading part in moulding the life and destiny of our 
country and our people. 

New Epoch 

To-day when our country is passing through the gravest national 
crisis, created by the external peril of Jap invasion and the internal 
peril precipitated by the policy of the imperialist bureaucracy, it 
is our party alone which has a correct lead and a correct policy. 

Our politics is or must be the politics of the entire Nation. For 
we alone have the patriotic policy possible undet the circumstances, 
a policy which all have to implement if the nation is to survive. 

Our slcpns must be the slogans of all the people, if the country 
is to be clefCnded, if it is to march forward to freedom in company 
with the other freedom-loving nations of the world. 

Our practice-the work we do for uniting the people for food, 
production, defence and the release of leaders, must become the 
common practice, the common work of all the patriotic parties, of 
all the people, 1f the deadlock is to be broken and the energies of 
the masses are to be liberated to forge the destiny of our people 
in the war of liberation. 

The patriotic masses, through their own gruelling experience of 
the last I 0 months have come to appreciate our policy and admire 
our practice. Our party has increased in power and prestige. We 
are ranked as the third great patriotic party after the National 
Congress and the Muslim League. All this is no longer enough. The 
crisis deepens and the peril to our country grows. 

The point is to swing the awakened masses from appreciation 
and admiration.to action for forging unity for defence, unity to stop 
sabotage and crush the Fifth Column, unity to achieve Congress
League agreement on the basis of self-detennination, unity for food 
and production. 

Only when we do this will our Party be able to come forward 
as the national political force No. l 1 leading the National CODgICSS 
and the Muslim League by the band towards unity and National 
Govemmmt. The responsibility of achieving this rests on the 
shoulders of our party. Either we fulfil it or the country goes under 
our Party and class must acquire the power and the capacity to 
fulfil it and we must be tilled with determination to fWtil it and 
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create for our country a glorious future worthy of her great and 
ancient past. 

This First Congress has inspired us with the determination to 
fulfil the task. It has also equipped us with the weapon which will 
enable us to fulfil the task. It has infused in us the confidence that 
our Party which has achieved so much in the past is capable of 
fulfilling it. 

That is why this Congress inaugurates a new epoch in the life 
of our Party. one in which our Party has to come forward as the 
leading national force in our country, capable of uniting the patriotic 
parties and people into a ·'single camp of national liberation'', for 
defending the motherland in the unfolding struggle against fascism. 

It is no accident that while our Congress is in Session there 
comes in the news of the dissolution of the Communist International 
and Stalin· s call to patriots of all countries. The one event fits in 
with the other. The call of both to the Party is the same : achie\'c 
the unit} of the people now for defence and freedom of the motherland, 
for victory over f~cism. 

Political Unity 
Comrades, our first Congress was a Congress of political 

unif'\cation of the Party. The Congress so to say set the seal upon 
the complete political unity in the Party ranks which has matured 
during the past ten years. How did it express itself ? 

ln the unanimous adoption of the Political Report and the 
Resolution after 8 days deliberation. in the unanimous adoption of 
the new Constitution, in the unanimous election of the Central 
Committee and finaJly in the unanimous election of the General 
Secretary. . 

Let no Comrade run av;ay with the idea that this jPolitical unity 
is a formal thing. It is not. It is the greatest asset1of our Party. 
Where docs it arise from ? 

Our unity of purpose comes from the common g<>41, the common 
progranune; t 

Our unity of theory and principles from loyalty to Marxism
Leninism; 

Our unity of understanding is matured by the common practice 
of years; 

Our unity of action is boni of the common discipline of the Party 
organisation. 
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The political unity of our Party has been tempered in the fire of 
struggles for the unification of the class, and for the emancipation 
of the country. 

Comrades. the political unity which has characterised our 
Congress, has to be preserved as the apple of our eye, has to be 
strengthened, so that our Party becomes a disciplined political 
army-a worthy brother Party of the great Bolshevik Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union 

Comrades, this Congress has not only unified us politically but 
strengthened us. It has given us a deeper political understanding 
of the national crisis and of the strategy of solving it What did 
the Congress teach us about the national crisis? In our country the 
nation ias hr rrisis. The whole people are dragged into it. Who has 
brought this about? The imperialist bureaucracy-which will not 
defend the country with the co-operation of the people, which will 
not reorganise economy for effective defence in the closest co
operation with the various sections of the people. What is the 
result? 

Our Stratel)' 
With the fascist invader at the door our front is weakly held, 

our economic rear is cracking up. Having said this, the Congress 
warns us : don't run away with an abstract understanding of the 
crisis : that the imperialist bureaucracy is cracking up automatically, 
inevitably. It is sitting on the top of the nation-and that is what 
creates the crisis. An understanding of the crisis which views it only 
as the automatic and inevitable cracking up of imperialism and 
nothing else leads to negative policies, policies of passivity which 
ultimately open the door to Fifth Column policies. 

The imperialist bureaucracy has created the crisis for the nation 
because the patriotic parties of our country allowed it to do so by 
pursuing neptive and defeatist policies. The analysis of the crisis 
which the Congress gave showed clearly how the bureaucracy 
cleared the way for the Fifth Colunm and how the National leadership 
by its negative and defeatist policy fed the Fifth Column by throwing 
the patriotic masses into its anns. 

The call of the Congress is clear : it is the imperia)ist bureaucracy 
which creates the crisis by refilsiDg the people tho power to defend 
their country. But this policy is doomed. It conflicts with the 
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interests of the entire Indian people, it conflicts with the task of 
defence itself. It conflicts with the vital interests of the British, 
American and the Chinese people. That is exactly the reason·why 
our patriotic parties have to unite and have to go all out to unite 
the people for defence. As soon as they do this the imperialist policy 
collapses. The balance shifts in favour of the people. National 
govemmeat of National defence is won-we march forward to 
fteedom. 

What is the strategy of solving the crisis which emerges ftom 
this analysis ? It is very simple : 

-All fire against the fascist invader and his agent the Fifth 
Column. 

-Together with the patriotic parties to unite the entire people 
for defence of the motherland in alliance with the United Nations. 

-Isolate and bend the imperialist bureaucracy. 
Comrade Joshi summed up this strategy in the following pithy 

slogans : Crush the Fifth Column, Rouse the Patriots, Bend the 
Bureaucrats. 

Dmation Tracked Down 
On the basis 6f this understanding and analysis of the crisis, 

the Congress examined the new aligmnent that has been taking 
place in the camp of the patriots. It examined the practice of the 
Party to find out how fast we have been assisting this realignment 
and how fast it was leading to the solution of the crisis. What did 
it find ? 

It found that we had awakened the patriotic masses to 
the disastrous effects of the policy of sabotage of. defence, we 
had awakened them to the need for unity but werp yet unable 
to pass from awakening to unity in action on at really large 
scale. 

We bad tremendously extended our mass intlu~ and our 
mass organisations on the basis of this awakening but in the 
last three months when we wme attempting to go over from 
awakening to action our progress was slowing down. Our 
achievements were dominantly of a negative and defensive 
dJaracter. 

The Consress tracked this all down to the presence of the Left 
Nationalist deviation in our agitation and practice. 
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How did the Left Nationalist deviation express itself in our work ? 
It expressed itself in two ways : We exposed the bureaucracy as 
the root cause of the political crisis, as the creator of the Fifth 
Column, as the agency mainly responsible for the food crisis. But 
we toned down the criticism and exposure of the negative and 
defeatist policy of the patriotic parties, especially that of the National 
Congress. 

The result was that the edge of our struggle to isolate the Fifth 
Column the patriotic masses was blunted and thus we were not able 
to transform the mass urge for unity into a mass swing for unity 
in action. Comrade Joshi gave concrete examples of these lapses 
and showed how that prevented us from bringing about a mass 
swing aD1011fJ Congress patriots for defence, for accepting self
det.ermination as the only basis for unity, how it has prevented us 
from bringing about a mass swing for the release of Congress 
leaders among the League patriots. 

The Left Nationalist deviation expressed itself in another way. 
It expressed itself in our failure to rouse our own class for taking 
the initiative for building unity for defence. The working class holds 
the key to national defence in its hands-viz, production. But so 
far our work on this front was negative and defensive. We kept 
production going and prevented the Fifth Column from doing sabo
tage. But we have failed so far in rousing the working class to the 
patriotic mass enthusiasm for raising production and improvmg 
transport. We kept the peasant from hann's way but have not 
roused the Kisan to the patriotic mass enthusiasm to grow more 
food. 

1bis is how the Congress tracked down the Left Nationalist 
cleviation. Its negative aspect was our failure to expose sufficiently 
sharply the negative policy of the nationalist leadership. Its positive 
aspect was our failure to inspire patriotic fervour in our own class 
and to rouse it to implement the policy of raising production for 
defence. It was quite clear that the root of our stagnation w in 
this deviation. 

The Congress gave the call to root out this deviation. 

Worldn1 t1au Mull Lead 
Cmnrades, the Congress has laid special emphasis m certain 

mass campaigns. What are these? Dey are such u will 
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enable us to root out the Left Nationalist deviation and lead 
our people forward into active mass effort for building unity for 
defence. 

It has called upon us to redouble our efforts to unite tho patriotic 
masses for civil defence, for A. R. P. and for the support of the 
annie,,. 

It has called upon us to make the acceptance of self-determination 
and the repudiation of sabotage as the basis of "Release the 
Leaders and End the Deadlock" campaign. Our campaign for 
National Unity must be a campaign for Self-Determination among 
Congress patriots and for support to the Release campaign among 
the League patriots. 

Above all the Congress has called upon us to go to our own 
class; to the working class and the toiling peasantry and rouse them 
to a mass patriotic effort for raising production, for solving the food 
problem. It is here that we can and must bring about the biggest 
tum. If we can swing the working class and peasantry into a 
gigantic effort for production, which we surely can, as Comrade 
Joshi so well showed us, we can bring about a 'Complete political 
tum among ~ entire patriotic masses and be able to solve the 
crisis. 

·Such is the significance of the slogans of action which this 
Congress has worked out. 

Comrades, this Congress has given us a new understanding of 
the crisis and the forces behind it. It has enabled us to track down 
the deviation which was holding up our tempo of advance. The 
Congress has shown us where we have to make a decisive turn in 
our campaigns so that we may be able to throw tbe full strength 
of our class and the class-ally into the fray against~ Fifth Column 
and for the solution of the crisis . . 
Smub Dif&culties 

i' 

The Congress bas given you this lead in a general form. It has 
used your own experience to arrive at this lead. Now you have to 
go back to your provinces and districts in the way of actually 
implementing that slogan aad lead. For a Bolshevik difficulties are 
only to be sized up and smashed. Let us get rid of the habit of 
explaining our put failma. Let us learn to advance from the 
experience of past failures to planning tUtare succes•. 
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The Bombay Party Committee, which was once in the vanguard 
is to-day lagging behind. Once the Bombay comrades begm tackling 
their difficulties in a Bolshevik way they can yet make a tum which 
will agam place them in the leading vanguard. By organising a 
really success.fa/ All-in produchon conference in Bombay city, 
they could once again lead a new upsurge of the entire Indian 
ltorktng class as they did in 1934 with their All-Jnd1a Textile 
Conference and in 1940 with the great M.AHA.GAI CONFERENCE. 

Be Worthy of Mission 
Comrades, our Session concludes on the eve of decisive-battles 

in this world war of liberation. In our country the National crisis 
has deepened and broadened. But so has the power of our Party 
to solve U: 1 be dissolution of the Comintem and Stalin's call has 
come at this moment and charged us with the mission of leading 
our people out of the crisis straight mto the battle hne of the war 
against fascism, for India's freedom, for the freedom of the world. 
All that we have done, seen and expenenced at this Congress should 
mspire us to be worthy to shoulder that nussion. 

We are equal to that task. For as a working class Party we have 
to-day reached that maturity when we alone carry forward the best 
traditions of the nationalist movement. 

-We are carrying forward the torch of national unity which 
can only be attained through our policy of self-determination. 

-We are carrying forward the torch of patnotism which is to
day to unite the People for defence. 

-We are carrying forward the torch of the service of the people 
by leading and uniting the people for food and production. 

-We are carrying forward the torch of self-sacrificing 
crusade-for under the banner of our Party are gathered in thousands 
the most stalwart patriots, the bravest sons and daughters of the 
working class and peasantry. 

- 'Ibis is no accident or boast but a reality. 
Comrades, we derive our Strength from the masses of out 

people, from their unbounded patriotism, from the rich heritage of 
our National movement. We draw our Power from the weapon of 
Marxism-Leninism, fnm the guidance of Stalin. Our Determination 
emanates from our burning ba1Rd of tyranny and oppression, from 
the love of the motherland, tiom the love of the people. 

OUR. VICTORY WILL COME OUT OF OUR TIRELESS WORK. 
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WORKERS AND PEASANTS! LEAD 
THE PATRIOTIC CRUSADE 

Increase Production-Grow More Food-Save The Nation 

The slogan of a mass Commwiist Party as the builder of national 
unity had been accepted by the .Party along with the policy of 
national unity for national defence. 

Mass Party This Year 
The political resolution endorsed and emphasised its need. 
Very few of the delegates realised how near a mass party we 

were. When the quotas of practical-organisational work, in carrying 
through the national unity campaigns, offered by various provincial 
delegates were added up and announced they came as a revelation 
to all. 

By the end of the year Party membership 
will 10 up to 56,000 

Having registered an increase of2S 1 % during1he course of last 
year a further increase of 260% was planned. No Party had ever 
grown with such a tempo; only a Communist Party could grow this 
way. All the new rising sons and daughters of our people will be 
inside our Party. 

Whole timers would increase by 130% and be over 10% of the 
total Party membership. 

No other Party, not even the National Congress, bas such a 
large proportion of whole timers nor such a large num.ber of them. 
They are a guarantee that the Party policy will be .taken to the 
people, and the people organised as no other Party i. ever done 
before. 

Trade Union membership will be taken to S,60,CfJO; 
an increase of 87%, double the highest record evrf reached by 

the T.U.C. 
Kisan Sabha •mbership will be taken to JO,JJ,000; 
an increase of l 60o/o, double the highest record evor readied by 

the All-India Kisan Sabha; 
Student Federation •mbushlp to J,JJ,000; 
an increase of 3400/o, the bigbcst ever recorded by the All-India 

Students Fcderatioa. 
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Womens' organisation (Mahila Sangham) will go up to 1 60 000-
an increase of 300%. ' ' 

-~hildrens organisation (Bal Sangh) will go up to 1,66,000 
an mcrease of 1744%. 
Volunteers will grow to 1,40,000 -an increase of 340%. 
A Party Fund of Rs. 5,00,000 will be raised from the people 

to finance the National Unity campaigns and keep the party 
organisation going. 

New Political Reality 

Never before bas such a great patriotic organisational drive 
been planned in our country. What will it mean politically? 

Our palty will emerge as a mass Party and become transformed 
from a mass political force to a mass political organisation. 

Over 2 million organised toilers will stand organised behind the 
Party, just the sections of the people in whose hands rests the fate 
of the country today. 

The Party will be able to move the toilers in millions by setting 
into motion the organised 2 millions. 

The Party will acquire independent political influence not only 
over the toiling millions but over the Indian people as a whole. 
After the fulfihnent of these quotas by the end of the vear, the 
striking power of our Party will be greater than that of the Congress 
though not necessarily our influence. 

The year will see a growing mass Communist Party running 
nonstop mass campaigns, building mass organisation, moving 
millions rousing patriotism all round, for the defence of our 
motherland to implement the elementary patriotic tasks of the hour. 
How can the national crisis last after this? We will blast our way 
to victory, together with our fellow-patriots and on the strength of 
our people. 

No IDusions 
I warned the comrades against any cheap illusions. 
"There is no short-cut to National Govemment .... we have to 

run these campaigns against all odds, build national unity bit by 
bit. Only to the extent that we do this can we go forward ... we are 
fighting the greatest battle of our lives, the battle of our own 
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motherland 1n the great company of the Soviet people and all 
freedom-lovmg humaruty Bolshevtsm 1s the best patnotism for our 
nation toda) Every patnot Wlll see at more and more as \\e go 
ahead Our party has the best team of patnots that exists an our 
country The path to victory hes through our O\\'D tireless daily 
work'' 

Unanimity AD round 
The Polttacal Resolution was passed unarumousl) 
Adlulcan proposed the new Party Statutes su1tmg our legal 

status A group of comrades had been working on 1t and dealing 
with all the amendments The Statutes were passed unammously 

I proposed the panel of the Ile\\ Central Committee, retamang 
the best older and growmg leaders and mcludmg the best of the 
new ns1ng ones 

When Adhakan proposed the name of the General Secretary he 
was greeted With such cheers that lus speech remained undelivered 

Wluch party could demonstrate such unammaty, complete unity 
m pobttcal understandmg, perfect umty an its CQtJ.rc ranks, uruty 
ms1de its leaderslup, umty behind the leadership? Just because v.e 
ate so umted ourselves and national unity is the only way out for 
our nation's existence and freedom, we shall be able to bwld 
oat.tonal umty m action and wm National Government for National 
Defence and Freedom 

Adlukan on a bnlbant report (extracts appear on another page) 
summed up the Session 

All the comrades said, ''he has left nothing more to be said, 
all that has to be done IS work, work, work '' 

Farewell! 

What the Congress meant to the delegates and vtsforS came out 
clear m their farewell speeches 

Dluren. a tram worker, descnbed how when the cftstS began the 
party had only I 0 or 12 tramway workers as membars The umon 
leadenlup was dMded, yet they kept trams runnmg and today all 
1ram worker-leaden except one had come over to the Party The 
Congress gave him the confidence that not only the tram but every 
scctlon of Calcutta's wotkers could be acttvtSed throush the pohcy 
of the Party. 
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Ranadhir, the Chittagong Secretary said : 
''The home of the heroes is the most bombed district on your 

eastern most frontier and the heroes are behind the bars. After this 
Congress we will be able to hold on harder and longer against the 
Japs for we know better that you in the rear are getting on with 
a new tempo and nothing will stop the Party from UDiting all 
patriotic organisations for national defence, on which will depend 
the fate of our ov.n home district.'' 

Nani 13 year Malabari peasant girl, had come as the leader of the 
cbildn:n's cultural squad, had earned for herself a place in the 
affection and respect of every delegate, when it became known that 
she alone had enrolled 75 Mahila Sangh members and was herself 
its secrettrv. She said. "In the name of the Kayyur comrades, work 
to filfi( 1:hC quotas you have taken up, as soon as you can." 

Mnzaffiu-, founder-member of the Party on behalf of the presidium 
concluded the session with the following words : 

"The first Congress of the party is over. The party has taken 
on itself the greatest job of its life. Let us go out to fulfil it I'' 

His words came at once as an exhortation and a blessing. 

CREDENTIAL COMMITI'EE'S REPORT OF THE 
FIRST CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY 

OF INDIA, HELD IN BOMBAY, IN JUNE 1943 

(Facts collected from the synopsis (in Bengali) of the political 
resolutton of the First Party Congress of Communist Party 

of India held tn June 1943. Synopsis (in Bengali) 
published by Bengal Provincial Committee) 

First Party Coa1ress, 1943 

Total Number of Delegates : 139 

Intellectuals 
Peasants 
Workers 
Zamindars 
Small Landlords 
Businessman 

flol·iY-fS 

86 
25 
22 

3 
2 
1 

139 
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Muslims 13 
Sikhs 8 
Untouchables 3 
Pars~ 2 
Jain. I 

Women Delegates 13 

Party Memben Stren&th : C. P. I. 

Year 
1933 (end) 
1934 (end) 
1936 (early part) 
1939 September 
1942 July 
1943 Lenin Day 
1943 May Day 

Number 

150 
200 
600 

1500 
4400 
9000 

15563 

Strenatb of Party and Mau Organisations 

Party Members 
Whole-time Workers 
Trade Unions 
Kisan Sabha 
Students 
Women 
Kishore Bahini 
Voluntcen . 

1943 1943 
Lenin Day May Day 

9308* 15563 
2015 2637 

197620 301400 
295000 38,370 
25822 39155 
22400 41100 
6400 9000 

24610 32166 

(*) This figure is 308 more than the earlier &ten figure. 
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Introduction of Photo1raphs of Notable Delegates to the_ 
Fint Party Con1ress of C.P.I. as published in 

die Front paae of the Special Number of 
"PEOPLE'S WAR" of June 13, 1943: 

Baba Sohan Sinp Bbakbna: Founder of the GHAOR PAR1Y, 
Ex-President of All India Kisan Sabha, Spent 27 years in jail. 

Suryawathi : Fanncr's Daughter. One of the most active 
Communist girls in Andhra. President of the Kistna District Mahila 
Sangbam. These girls have raised a women's organisatJ.on of 8000 
membership and have vowed to raise it to 40,000. 

Bhoplt': Textile worker. President of Girni Kamgar Union. 
Member of the Bombay Committee of Conununist Party of India. 

Kunhianandan : 16 year old Bal Sangham leader of Kerala 
with 3000 teenagers organised in his Taluk (Chiraldcal) 

Muzzafar Ahmad: Founder member of the Party. Ten years 
in jail in Cawnpur and Meerut Conspiracy Cases. 

Yuoda : Daughter of poor kissan parents. Educated herself 
through scholarships and became a teacher & Congress worker. 
Among the very first girl members of the Party JD Kerala - now 
a whole-time Mahila orgamser & Secretary of the Part) Women's 
Fraction. 

Jabiruddin : Peasant leader from Mymensingh. 



E. K. NA YNAR REMEMBERS 
THE KAYYOOR HEROES* 

The Kayyoor case gave me much trouble while I was underground. 
The Police camped at Kayyoor, following the Kayyoor Case. 

They stayed in the houses of the landed aristocracy. The police, 
their spies and gundas created an atmosphere of terror there. 

The police and their gundas stole everything out of the peasants 
houses and sold than. The poor peasants had to suffer indescribable 
hardships during these days. The police arrested and manhandled 
numerous peasants. Everyone who had any connection with the 
peasant union as with other peoples' organisation in Kayyoor and 
its neighbourhood, were locked up in jail though many were released 
later. 

A case was filed against sixty-one people for the murder of 
Subrayan. The first accused was Madatbil Appu,.the second accused 
was V.V. Kunhambu and I was the third accUsed. As I was not 
caught, I was .left out later. 

The case was first tried at the Mangalore Magistrate's court. 
The tonvicts were kept in a jail at a distance of two miles ftom 
the court. The trial at this court took about a month. Then the case 
was committed to the sessions court. 

The South Canara Sessions Judge was L.S. Partbasarathy Iyer. 
Eighty witnesses were examined at the sessions court for the 
prosecution. It was Barrister A.K.. Pillai who appeared for the 
accused at the sessions court. The prosecutor was M.K. Nambiar. 
The prosecution tried hard to prove the case and tf1e Barrister A.K.. 
Pillai tried hard to prove the innocence of the=. Even though 
the witnesses of the prosecution were COKhed fo one month, their 
evidences '\vere contradictory. So everyone that the case. 
would not hold. -

The case was decided on 9 February, 1942. Thi decisicn shocked 
everyone. Comrades, Maclathil Appu, KoyilthaUit Chirukantan and 
Potora Kunhambu Nair andAbubelckar were sentmced to be hangaf. 
Cbirukantan Krishnan Nair was also sentenced to be b;mgccl. But 
on consideration that he was minor, it was relented to five years 
rigorous imprisonment. Eiahteen people aot various punishments. 

•B.K. N.,,.. _,, tllu no# po,,, 771~. 
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The others were set free. Those convicted were taken to Connanore 
jul. 

Anappeal was filed at Madras High Court. The famous advocates 
Rao and Reddy appeared for the accused in the High Court. The 
High Court rejected the appeal. A big movement was started to save 
the comrades from the hangman's noose. Thousands of letters, 
telegrams and resolutions petitioning the Governor and Viceroy to 
use their power to pardon them, were sent. But the imperialist 
power rejected all these petitions. As a last resort we decided to 
appeal to the Privy Council which is the highest court of British 
empire. Arrangements were made through the famous Barrister 
D.N. Pritt. But, the Privy Council did not accept the appeal. This 
plunged the party workers and the masses into dejection and utter 
helplessness • Their pain became raging anger against British 
imperialism. 

The comrades who were waiting for their last day were not 
moved by the news that the appeal was rejected. These peasants 
presented great heroism and courage. A feeling that they were doing 
something very noble for the peasant movement made them heroic 
and brave 

Twentyninth March 1943 is an unforgettable day in Kerala 
history. The Kayyoor comrades were hanged in Cannanore Central 
Jail on that day. They sacrificed their lives for the peasant movement 
shouting slogans which were to shake the very foundation of British 
unperialism. Those poor and illiterate comrades born in poor peasant 
families thought only of the peasant movement even cbuing their 
last moments. 

They died shouting Zindabad for the Communist Party and 
Peasant Union and became martyrs of the Party. 

For the first time in India, four ordinary peasants who were 
workers oftbe Peasam Union were hanged. March 29th was cleclared 
All India Kisan Day in honour of the Kayyoor martyrs. 

P.C. Joshi, Secretary of the Communist Party of India and 
Comrade Krishna Pillai bad visited Cannanore Central Jail to see 
the Kayyoor comrades for the last time. Joslu. had tean in his eyes. 
But Kayyoor comrades talked to them with a smile on their lips. 
When they bid farewell, Joshi choked. Later Krishna Pillai said 
about that last meeting, •'I felt the sting of tears at the root of my 
eyes though I usoally never cry.'' 

Kayyoor Heroes on Ew of Esecution 
People '1 Wtll', Sunday, April Jl, 1943 

Four youna Kisan patriots, already became &mous as the 
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Kayyoor Communists have been hanged on 29th March. Their 
names are 

Madathil Appu, Kunhambu Nair, Chirukandan, Abu Baker. 
All of them were below 25 years, barely literate, but they 

became people ·s leaders in their village. They took the foremost 
part in the organisation of the Central Conunittees themselves, 
joined the Congress Volunteers and founded the Kisan Sabha. The 
peasants in that talukha had no tenancy rights, they organised and 
led a veritable kisan upsurge. The police hated them for their 
patriotism ; the landlords because they roused and activised the 
kisans. 

A unit of the Malabar special Police was stationed in the area. 
they went out to search Kisan homes and ended by looting them. 
They caught Kisan workers to interrogate them but began and 
ended by beating them up. To protest against this highhandedness 
a demonstration was fixed in Kayyoor village. A police constable 
came along. His very sight enraged the people; he is reported to 
have misbehaved with a Muslim peasant woman. The assembled 
kisans are alleged to have stoned him to death. It is for this reason 
these comrades have been hanged. 

The Sessions Judge admitted that in the incident like that in 
which so many•participated. it is difficult to identify the woman 
wl¥> actually struck the fatal blow and that probably that persons 
bad not been brought before the Court. Still he convicted them. 

The High Court summarily re.Jected the appeal. It stunned all 
partriots of Malabar Leaders of all parties and all the MLAs and 
M.L.Cs of the district appealed to the Madras Governor for mercy. 
A province-wide united front campaign was set afoot but the 
Governor refused to listen. 

h was another shock but soon enough the campap took a wider 
tum. From all over the country appeals were made to 1he Government 
of India to intervene. 

They wrote me a moving letter. They had vowed~fight to death 
for the fteedom of the country when they joined party : they 
were not afraid to die, their only regret being that were dying 
at the gallows and not on the battle-front, when the Motherland 
stood in danger of attack from the fascist invaders. 

I made a special appeal to the Govenunent, offered to send them 
totbe army or the Jap rear, the day they were released. Which anny 
could have desired bettlr soldiers? 

But the CJovemment of India is not oun, a prisoner of its own 
phraso-''tho respect for law and order must be maintained'', it 
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went by red-tape and rejected the appeal, afraid of creating 
precedents. 

After this it seemed a hopeless battle but we did not give up 
as long as there was any hope of saving them for the service of 
the Motherland. Appeal was filed before the Privy Council, our 
British Comrades secured the free services of the eminent counsel, 
D.N. Pritt. This too was of no avail. 

The British comrades tried the very last changes : they moved 
some Labour and Liberal M.Ps. and even some church dignitaries 
to appeal to the King. That too failed. 

Four of the best sons of the Indian Kisan are no more. No Indian 
Patriot who heard their tale, refused to do whatever lay in his power 
to save thefn. Across the seven seas sons of the British wotkers, 
leaders Of the British Communist Party, struggled to save them as 
if they were their own brothers. They won the support of the best 
sons of the British people who ~orkcd for these four eomrades of 
ours as if they were their own countrymen. 

Sons of the soil, they adopted Communism, the cause of mankind, 
as their own. Young in age, they joined the unconquerable army 
of fighters for freedom, the Communist Party, whose fighting 
detachments operate in every country in the world. They lived as 
true patriots. they died as noble martyrs. 

The Families of the Kayyoor Heroes 
N. M. Joshi 
(General Secretary of All-India Trade Union Congress) 

[ The following note on the families and accompanying letter 
received from N. M Joshi is very revealing, not only of their needs, 
but of general Indian conditions-Ed. L. M ) 

Thank you for the money sent to us for the Kayyoor Depenclants. 
We received £250 on July 13 and a further draft for £250 reached 
us on September IS. This makes a total of £SOO, or Rupees 6,6SS 
2s. Regarding the distribution, we con.'Rllted Comrade E.M.S. 
Namboodripad, a well-known Communist peasant leader of Malabar, 
and on his advice we have decided to divide the available amount 
evenly among the four families. This we feel is the best cou~ 
as the slightly less poor family bas more members, while the very 
poor family (Abu Baker's) has only two memben. We are making 
arrangements for the distribution, which will take us a month, as 
Kayyoor is a remote village. I am sending a note cm the four 
families. 
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Abu Baker's Family 
A mother of6S years old and a brother of IS years. They have 

no means of livelihood. They were entirely dependent on him. They 
are also harassed by their relations, who, as rigid and orthodox 
Muslims, did not approve of their association with Communists and 
with struglcs waged by the Kisan Sabha ( peasant organisation ). 
Their only property is a small tbatched house. 

Cbirukada's Family 
Mother about 45 years, sister about IS years. No means of 

livelihood. No house; the house that they bad was destroyed by 
the Malabar Special Police during their stay in the area just after 
the Kayyur incident. They are now living in a thatched shed (with 
no walls) put up on the foundations, of the fonner house. 

M1datllil Appa's Family 
Father about 60 years, is a priest among Thiyyas, backward 

community of Malabar. Mother about SS years. Elder brother, an 
active wodcer in the Kisan organisation, about 30 years, and his 
wife a WCJlllal•s organisation worker, about 22 yeaq, Sister about 
18 years. The" money will be divided between the father, mother 
and sister. They hav.c: leased property of S acres-and get an income 
of about Rs. 30/- a year (£2 6s.) 

Kullhmnb11 Nair's Family 
Father about 67 years; mother SO years. Elder brother, an active 

worker in the Kisan organisation, about 37 years, younger brother 
also a Kisan worker, 22 years. Youngest brother-IS years old. 
Younger sister about 24 years. Two wives of cider brother, both 
about 27 years old. Own wife, about 21 years, a women's .orp>isatim 

worker. The money will be divided between the l:' mother, 
wife, younger brother and sister who are dependent him. They 
have leased property of 4 acres, but because they y less rent, 
their income is lligbtly more than that of Madathil A •s family
i.e. about Rs. SOI- a year (just under £4). 

[ The Fund for tbc relief of the families now stalids at £6SO. 
The target is £1,000. Donations &om persons or cqanisations 
should be sent to R. Bridgeman, Treasurer, Kayyur Dependants' 
Fund, 9, Southampton Place. London, W.C.I. An anny private, 
sending 30s. from himself and his fellows, writes: "We were vay 
deeply stirred by the movina article by P.C. Joshi in tho August 
Labour Monthly, and fetvead.y hope that events will very SOOD 
prove that the Indian martyrs did not die in vain."-ED. L.M.) 



FROM UNDER THE GALLOWS 

KAYYOOR COMRADES' STIRRING CALL 

TO UNITE AND DEFEND THE COUNTRY 

These comrades are Communist Kisan leaders ofKasargode Taluk, 
South Kanara. Risen from the ranks of the peasants, they led and 
built the heroic peasant movement in that district during the years 
1938-1941, against the oppression of the Jenmis (landlords) and 
govemmcnt. It was while leading one of these protest demcmstrations 
that on the Zia March 1941, a police constable, came into conflict 
with the processionists, sustained injuries, and died. 

The Sessions Judge was of opinion that the man who dealt the 
fatal blow may not even be before the court, but he held the four 
comrades to be constructively liable for murder, and sentenced 
them to death. The Madras High Court confirmed the sentence. 

Our heroic comrades are facing death courageously as patriots 
should. From the shadow of the gallows they have sent this inspiring 
message of courage and hope. this mighty call to the 400 millions 
of our great land to unite and go forth to smash the FasctSts who 
come to defile our Motherland, a call to sacrifice our all at the 
altar of national h"beration. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
We believe that you might have known by this time that our 

Mercy Petition has been rejected by the Viceroy of India too and 
that we are nearer to the gallows than before. We are only CM;tjoyed 
to hear this rejection news which may of course be unwelcome to 
others. The cm1y appeal now remaining is in the Privy Council. 
We don't bother ourselves about the final outcome of the appeal. 
We don't care about its results. Our selves are not our own for 
we believe that we belong to the peoples of the world. We feel 
proud to die for the cause of our country. Don't think that 'WC are 
cowards ; We aie ftllly prepared to face death boldly as ~ 
partriots and martyrs. If we do embrace gallows now, our sacrifice 
will forever be commemorated by posterity. We consider it a 
special Privileao, and we are only proud to have had this oppartuaity 
of facing death in the cause of our national freedom. We are 
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spending every minute of our life behind the prison-bars singing 
joyfully songs in praise of our Holy Motherland. The heroic end 
of patriots like Bhagat Singh gives us inspiration. We also remember 
the numerous hardships Comrade Lenin-the Leader of the World 
Proletariat-had to encounter and sunnount bLi"ore he could smash 
the Tsarist regime by a successful revolution. 

We bad a letter ftom Com. Kumaramangalam infonning us that 
the appeal has been filed in the Privy Council and that the people 
in general and our Communist Party in particular are doing their 
u1mOst and everything humanly possible for them to save our lives. 
We get this very same news from our Kerala comrades too who 
are often coming to us for interviews. 

We are only too slad to hear that our comrades outside are 
straining every nave of theirs to rally the Indian people along with 
the peoples of the United Nations to crush Fascism and save the 
~world from aggression and domination over the weak by the 
strong. We are sorry that we are not able to contribute our quota 
of work to fight against the Jap brutes and for the independence 
of our Motherland. 

Our earnest request from behind the prison-bars to our comrades 
is that they should by dint of hard and sincere work set an example 
to the people and inspire in them courage and enthusiasm to come 
forward as one man and sacrifice their all for the national cause. 
We are not worried, neither are we dispirited. The history of many 
a heroic martyr of our land gives us enough inspiration and 
consolation to face death boldly for the noble cause of our country. 
We do fully believe the peoples of the world will emerge victorious 
in the end and the ftrture of the world will be bright Jmd glorious. 
Forge National Unity by all means; that is the onlyj1path for our 
national salvation. 

LONG UVE 1HE COMMUNIST PARTY ! flNQUILAB, 
ZINDABAD I 

With Red Greetings, 
Sd. MADATHIL APPU, CHIRUKANDAN, 

ABUBAKER, KUNHAMBU NAIR. 



APPENDICES 





[] 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 

GERMANY ON WORLD 
WAR II 

Chamberlain and his lying press carries on the menacious propaganda 
that Hitler has stopped his persecution of the Communists. The 
News ofThaelmann's release is circulated twice every month. The 
Comm,\Dlilts are said to have stopped their struggle against Hider 
after the Soviet-German Pact While Reuter reports about the 
suppression of monarchists and Catholics etc; the vigorous 
persecution of the Communists in Gennany is never evenmenticmed. 
The fact, however remains that the Communist Party is the only 
well organised underground mass party which is to-day the decisive 
leader of the anti·Hider forces of popular opposition. It is the 
Communist Party which has persistently exposed the warmongering 
and aggressive policy of Hitler and which now in the period of war 
is fighting under the slogan of a People's Revolution and for the 
overthrow of Hitler. 

In this manifesto issued by the Gennan Communist Party soon 
after the outbreak of the war, the new treacherous role of the 
emigrant leaders of Gennan Social-democracy is sharply brought 
out. The corrupt individuals who joined the monarchists and junkers 
in 1918 to drown the German Social Revolution in a sea of blood 
are to-day repeating the same perfonnance. They are not only 
refusing to join hands with the Communists and the Social-democratic 
workers who in Gennany are unitedly fighting for a people's 
revoluti°' but are in open league with Chamberlain's intrigue for 
a Right-Wms coup in Germany. They support the British sponsored 
Freedom Party of Monarchists and industrialists which calls for 
a so-called clemocratic regime and proclaims a war against the 
Nazis as well as against the Communists. 

(Publblr•d in 1111 "COMMUNIST .. of January 1940, orp of th• 
Communill Party of India.) 
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Miserable instigators of a counter-revolution which 20 years back 
prepared the ground for the victory of Fascism, they are now acting 
as Chamberlain's and Daladier's agents in settiDg up a reactionary 
regime which would be a tool of anti-Soviet war. They want to 
enslave the Gennan people to the will of British finance capital, 
they do not want peace. They want to drive German people in 
Europe into another disastrous war. The communist party declares 
that they will have nothing to do with these taritors lo socialism-
these enemies of the German people. 

1he Communist Party of Gennany in contradistinction to the 
other trends in the Gennan Opposition has always defended the 
conception that the liberation of the Gennan people from the fascist 
dictatorship would not come from outside (by war) but would be 
the result of the struggle of the masses of the people for the 
overthrow of the fascist dictatorship. Therefore the Communist for 
years have concc:ntrated all their forces for the development of the 
mass struggle against Hitler's war policy and developed a strong 
movement of the Ge~ people for peace. 

Closely bound up with the masses and always "It the head of 
the movement against the Hitler regime, our party has sought to 
do e\!Cl)'thiDg to unite the divided Opposition and thereby to multiply 
its forces. The Berne Conference (of the Communists Party of 
Germany) greeted the initiative of the chairman of our party. 

The enemies of the people of France ate the fascists, the men 
of February 6, who with the open complicity of Daladier fonned 
cells in the army, mpnised their shock troops, and arc preparing 
to intensify the policy of reaction which is sweepms over our 
country. 

The enemies of the people of France are the capital:r.· , who with 
their servile government and the socialist leaders of the unions 
wish to imposu regime of slavery and misery upon. working 
masses. 

The enemies of the people of France are the financiai magnates, 
who enrich themselves out of the war and want it to last, while 
the working population of France are plunged into poverty and 
misery. 

No ciYi1 peace with the warmonpn ! 
The Communists bave always fought and will continue in the 
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future to fight relentlessly the big cap1tabsts, the de Wendels, the 
Schneiders and other armament manufacturers. for wboaJi war 1s 
mvanably an ~cellent busmess 

C1vd peace with these people ., Civil peace with their agents, 
the La Rocques. the Maurras an other fascists ? Never, Never, reply 
the people of France, wlulst leavmg to the SociallSts, to Leon Blwn 
and Paul Faure, the sorry pnvdege of earmng the plauchst of all 
these elegant gentlemen for their antl·Commurust campmgn, and 
\\ho will experience the usual lot of lackeys of bemg rewarded for 
their services with kicks, for the methods of reactwnanes are 
everywhere the same After haVJDg crushed the Communists, they 
will tum upon the others, as was done m Germany 

No, no ""''peace with the warmonger~ No c1v1l peace with 
the armament manllfacturer!i. Against them, agaimt the enemie~ 
of the people, agam\t rea<.11on, the French workers will be united 
and will triumph 

The capitalist world versus the socialist 

The capatabst world presents to our eyes a spectacle of cbsorder 
and incoherence On the other hand. the country of Sociahsm 1s 
tnwnphmg. the Sovaet Umon of Lerun and Stalm 1s bnngmg well
bemg and 111dependence to the peoples of the Ulaame and Byclorussia, 
bberated front the despotism of the Polish Government 

The peoples of the whole world are turning their eyes to the 
country of Soc1al1sm. m winch cap1tal1sm has been abolished for 
ever, the country \\htch has put an end to the e"Plo1tat1on of man 
by man. the country of human happiness, liberty and peace 

It is because the Sovaet Umon has destroyed cap1tabsm that rt 
as the object of capitalist attacks, But that winch calls for the hatred 
of the capitalists wms 1t the love and confidence of the wolkers 

And 1f to-day the French cap1tabsts attack Commumst Party, 
if they out-law it, 1t is because they know that it is an obstacle to 
their poltcy of social reaction servrtude and war 

Workers of France unite ! 
But the communist party oj France, the erpre1s1on of the 

French working clau, the expression of the people of France, 111/l 

lives, its leaders are at their posts and nothing can prevent the 
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French comnwnlsts from contlmling their work of h11man 
emancipation. The comnnmist party, Your party, which earns the 
hatred of the capttaltsts b11t is sure of your confidence appeals; 
workers of France unite J 

Let us unite in order to obtain the release of the defenders of 
peace, imprisoned on the orders of the war-profiteers. 

Let us unite in order to secure the restoratioo of democratic 
liberty, to enforce respect for liberty of thought, of the press and 
the right of combination. 

Let us unite in order to defend municipal rights and to demand 
that the communist town councils shall be in the hands of the elected 
representatives of the people and not in the hands of commissioners 
appointed by the Govenunent. 

Let us unite in the workshop, in the rural districts, in the anny, 
in order to defend our rights, conscious of the immense power we 
represent. 

Let us unite in order to fight fascism and reaction. -Let us unite in order to fight imperialist war and to demand that 
peace be establi.med . 

. Let us unite in order to give France a Government which will 
assure to the workers bread, liberty and peace. 



THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
FRANCE ON WORLD WAR II 

[ill 

The ConununISt Party of France sends fraternal greebngs to the 
elected representat1Ves of the people, faithful to the cause of the 
people who for having fought against the impenabst war and 
advocated peace. have been throvm mto pnson by the reactionary 
governmenf .winch 101poses upon France the \\'Ill of the bankers of 
London 

Greebngs to these men ,., ho have remained steadfast m the face 
of repeated threats and the most allunng offers , they set amagruficent 
c~ample of courage , the)' sho\\ the path of dut) to the workers 
who remam m the factories, to the peasants, to the proletanan 
soldiers, and prove to be \\Orth) comrades of D1m1troff. the hero 
of the Le1pz1g tnal 

Greetings to all Communists ''ho. m pnson. m the daily struggle. 
mamtam undim1mshed faith in victory. their mil to fi!lht with all 
their might, m order to bar the way to the impenalist war-mongers 

Greetings to all those who. true to the teachmg !!;!Ven by Karl 
L1ebknecht to the mternat1onal proletanat.. do not forget that .. the 
enemy 1s at home.·· and that the French workers have to combat 
fascism m France 

"No to the war of the London Bankers! 
The Commurusts hate Hitler and the regime of v1olencc he 

represents, which 1s directed against the workers But we den) that 
the men of Mumch, the cap1tahsts. explo1ten and the patrons of 
Abetz, have the nght to talk about ant1-H1tlensm at the moment 
when they are themselves mtroducing fascist 1s m France. 
The war which has been imposed upon the French people 1s a war 
of the cap1tal1sts, a lt ar m which Bnt1sh 1mpenal1sm 1s opposed 

Publ1&hed m ' THE COMMUNIST , January 1940 organ of the 
Commumst Party of !Hdra 
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to German imperialism, whilst the people of France is reserved 
the mission of carrying 0111 the thest.Y of the London bankers. 

These English bankers, who impose the war on the French 
people, are the same people who played Hitler's game against 
France by concluding a naval and air agreement with him. They 
are the same people who assassinated the Spanish Republic with 
the asslStance of Leon Blum. They are the same people who made 
every effort to save Hitler in September, 1938, and sacrificed 
democratic Czechoslovakia to him, regardless of French security. 

There is no reason why the French people should bear the cost 

of tne conflict of interest between the capitalists of London. Paris 
and Berlin. The French people do no forget that in January, 1919. 
at the moment when the Spartacus League wanted to establish 
power in Germany, the big property owners of the three capitals. 
with the assistance of Noske, drowned the revolution in blood 

The German workers, our Communist comrades in Germany, 
are fighting Hider .in their own country, which they wish to liberate 
and which they will liberate. The French workers, with their 
Communists Paz:ty, have to fight the fascists. and the imperialist 
wannongers in France itself. 

it stands to the credit of the Communist Party of France that 
in has fought Hitlerism without respite and without an armistice. 
and has always maintained that the struggle against fascism demands, 
in the first place, that the French fascists the enemies of the French 
people, be rendered bannless. 

Who ue the enemies of the French people ? 

The enemies of the French are the men of the C:etedes Forges, 
who already in the war of 1914-1918 sacrificed mill of human 
lives to theif capitalist interests; and who to-day a fresh 
slaughter of the working class in the hope of dominating it more 
easily. 

The enemies of the people of France are the politicians who are 
devoid of honour, who in obedience to the orders of the English 
financiers betrayed the interests of France at M1J'1ich and are 
prepared to sbed the blood of millions of Frenchman for the profit 
of the imperialist. 
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Britain and France on the one hand. and Germany. on the other, 
is being waged for colonies. sources of raw materials, for domination 
over sea routes. for the subjugation and exploitation of foreign 
peoples. As is well-known. Great Britain 1s a huge empire with a 
colonial population of 480.000.000 '"hilc France possesses colonies 
inhabited by 70,000,000 people. Gcnnany. which as a result of the 
first imperialist war was deprived of its colonies, is now putting 
forward claims for a division of the colonial booty in the hands 
of the British and French imperialists. The bourgeoisie of England 
and France, however, have no intention of letting their huge 
possessions slip out of their hands. They want to hold undivided 
sway oyer hundreds of millions of colomal slaves, to maintain their 
imperialist positions, to ensure the possibility of new conquests, to 
enfeeble their rival and to place it in a position of dependence on 
them. Herein lies the essence of the present war. The clash of arms 
between the warnng states 1s for hegemony m Europe. for colonial 
possessions m Afnca and m other parts of the globe. for oil. coal. 
iron, rubber, and not all at m defence of "democracy", "liberty ... 
"international Law, " and the guarantee of the mdependence of 
small countries and peoples, as is howled by the bourgeois press 
and the social-democratic deceivers of the working class. 

The interests of the unperialist bourgeoisie also detennine the 
position of the majority of the capitalist statl.s not directly 
participating in the war. Their neutrality policy is hypocritical 
through and through and above all is this true of the neutrality of 
the biggest capitalist state-the U S .A. The American bourgeoisie 
did not lift a finger when Japan attacked China. What is more they 
are in actual fact the chief contractors of war suppliers to Japanese 
imperialism. Under the flag of neutrality, the American imperialists 
are unflaming war in the Far East Sl' :is to enfeeble Japan and 
China, and then, basing themselves on their might, to dictate their 
conditions to the belligerent countries and to finnly establish 
themselves in China. Under the flag of neutrality, the American 
bourgeoisie are encouraging the further intlamation of the European 
war, becoming in fact an anns factory for Great Britain and France 
and raking in enormous war profits at the expense of the blood of 
the peoples of the warring countries. They arc aiming to drive their 
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rivals out of the world markets, to strengthen their imperialist 
positions and to consolidate their domination on the seas and 
oceans. Just as hypocritical in character is the neutrality of the other 
non·belligerent capitalist countries. Their bourgeoisie are doing 
everything to pile up as big profits as possible out of the war. 
Therefore even if they stand for peace for their own country, they 
encourage war between the other states. They use their neutrality 
as a commodity with which to haggle, endeavouring to sell it to 
the highest bidder. Many of these neutral states, and above all, Italy, 
are waiting for the time when, as the war goes on, the chances of 
viCtory for one side or the other become clear, so as to take the 
side of the strong, and to dig their teeth into the vanquished and 
to tear away their share of the booty. Thus the position both of 
the belligerent and of the "neutral" states shows with the utmost 
clarity that the responsibility for the war lies with the bourgeoisie 
of capitalist countries and primarily with the ruling circles of the 
belligerent statfs. 

II 
Two stages can be clearly discerned in the course of the Second 

Imperialist War. In the first stage, Italy, Gennany and Japan came 
forward dUectly as aggressor states. They took the offensive, while 
the other capitalist states-England, France and the U. S. A.
retreated, in the endeavour to avoid a decisive clash with their rivals 
and to tum their expansion in another direction, against the Land 
of Socialism. Now, on the other hand, the imperialists of Britain· 
and France have passed over to the offensive, have hurled their 
peoples into war against Germany, enclea§' ·in every way to 
win a number of other states to their side. previously the 
above-meationed European states were divided · aggressor and 
non-qgressor powers, i.e. into such as were direcd the warmakers, · 
and such as for the time being did not ccxne out opaily as aggressors, 
although behind the scenes, they encouraged aggression against 
other countries, now this division does not correspond to the real 
position. 11lis diffmncc has disappeared. What is more, it is the 
British and French Imperialists who now comeforwawl as the most 
zealous npporters of the continuation and fanher Incitement of 
Mir. 
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What has given rise to this change in the position of the chief 
imperialist rivals a change of very substantial significance ftom the 
point of view of underst.anding the events now taking place ? As 
is well known, present day Gennany grew up on the basis of slogans 
of revenge against Versailles and of being the shock troops of 
international reaction against "world bolshevism". against the 
U.S.S.R .. The national-socialist regime received every kind of 
support from British and French imperialism, precisely so that it 
could fulfil its "historic'" anti-bolshevik mission. It made wide use 
of the constant concessions made by Britain and Ftanee and taking 
the law into its own bands, liquidated the Versailles Treaty, created 
an armed force, laid its hands on Austria, Czechoslovakia and . . 
Memel and won certain positions in Spain. A., long as the British 
and French impenalists hoped to turn Germany's expansion 
eastwards, they in every way encouraged its aggressive strivings, 
doing this at the expense of other peoples under the flag of the 
"non-interventlon ·· policy. They renounced collective security and 
transformed the League of Nations-their own creation-into a 
laughing stock. They also accepted with great satisfaction the 
conclusion of the much noised "Anti-Comintem" pact between 
Gennany, Italy and Japan and the ~1clblishment of the so-called 
Berlin-Rome-Tokyo "'triangle". The culminating point of this policy 
was the well-known deal at Munich. ftom whence the heads of the 
British and French governments returned home as the "saviours 
of peace", exultant that they had at length succeeded in turning 
the aggression of Gennany against the U.S S.R. 

But by that time the Soviet Union constituted a gigantic force. 
Rallied around the tested and victorious Party of Lenin and Stalin, 
the Soviet people, by successfully fulfilling two huge five-year 
plans, established a powerful Socialist industry, carried through the 
transfer of small peasant economy to the path of Socialism, and 
achieved the consolidation of the collective farm system. On this 
basis, there .was guaranteed the indestructible defensive capacity 
of the land of Socialism, resting on the moral and political unity 
of its people, Oil the splendidly equipped Red Anny and the most 
profound Soviet patriotism. By the construction of Socialist society 
and by its wise Stalinist peace policy7 the Soviet Unim immeasmably 
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increased its importance on the international arena and won 
tremendous confidence and love among the masses of the people 
of all countries, including Germany itself. Therefore when, in the 
opinion of the imperialists, a suitable moment had arrived for 
Gennany to fulfil its role ns shock troop against the U.S S.R., 
Gennany could not make up its mind to do so, it had firstly to 
reckon with the economic and m1htary might of the Soviet Union 
and with the moral unity and solidarity of the Soviet people, ready 
to defend their socialist country to the last drop of blood and 
capable of crushing any enemy~ secondly the rulers of Germany 
were compelled to take account of the fact that they would fail to 
rally the majority of the Gennan people to a war against the great 
Land of Socialism. In such a state of affairs. Germany was faced 
with the dilenuna-EITHER to fall into the position of underling 
of British and French imperialism. to go to war against the Soviet 
Union and risk its neck in this war: OR. to make a decisive tum 
in its foreign policy and to take the path of peaceful relations with 
the Soviet Union. As the facts show, the li!ldcrs of Germany 
selected the ~ path. At the same time, the ruling circles of 
Britain and France on their part, while spending months of 
nCgotiations with the U.S.S.R. for the alleged puipose of establishing 
a common front against aggression, were in actual fact using every 
means possible to prevent this front from being established. Until 
the very last moment of the negotiations, they dad not in the least 
give up their striving to bring Germany and the Soviet Union into 
collision. This is :ilso confinned, by the way, by the .. White Paper•· 
published by the British Govermnent itself regard~the negotiations 
between the British ambassador, Nevile Hcnders<ft and Hitler on 
the eve qf the Gennan-Polish War. But the Bri'9h and French 
imperialist miscalculated. They staked on an antf..Soviet war but 
lost. 

The Soviet Union, operating a Socialist foreign policy. by 
concluding a Non-Aggression Pact with Gennany, frustrated the 
insidious plans of the provokers of war, ensured peace between the 
two bigest states in Europe and strengthened its influence over the 
entire course of international development. After the conclusion of 
the German-Soviet Trea~ the bourgeoisie of Britain and France. 
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no longer having any hope of war by Germany against the U. S. 
S. R.. turned to the path of armed struggle against their chief 
imperialist ri/Ja/. They did this under the pretext of defending their 
vassal-reactionary landlord Poland-the very Poland which the 
British and French.1mpenalists has established as an outpost against 
the Land of the Soviets and by whose hands they wanted in 1920 
to strangle the young Soviet Republic. The very same Poland whose 
potentates deprived Lithuania of vilna and who not so long ago tore 
a piece out of the territory of Czechoslovakia. They staked on 
Poland but here also they lost. The polish state, which constituted 
a prison of peoples with its regime of reaction and terror, oppression 
and plunder of millions of Ukramians. Byelo-Russians and Polish 
wotking people themselves, at the VCI)' first military blow disclosed 
all its internal rottenness and fell to pieces in some two weeks. 

In these cond1t1ons, the Soviet Union, pursuing its own 
independent policy. a policy dictated by the interests of socialistm, 
Mth1ch comc1de with the interests of the wor/ang people of all 
lands, undertook resolute measures to ensure peace throughout 
the East ofEurope. By the entry of the Red Anny into West Ukraine 
and West Byelo-Russia. the Soviet people rendered aid to their 
brothers groanmg under the yoke of the Polish gentry, extricated 
13 ,000,000 working people from sanguinary slaughter, emancipated 
them from capitalist slavery. opened up before them the road to 
a happy life and secured them freedom of national and cultural 
development. By concluding the Gennan-Soviet •·Amity and 
Frontier'" Treaty, the US.SR., not only eliminated the immediate 
danger of war for its peoples but also created a barrier agaimt the 
extension of the imperialist war. By concluding mutual assistance 
pacts with the small Baltic countries, which were constantly mmaced 
with falling victim to the big imperialist states, the U.S.S.R. 
established the guarantee of their national independence and secured 
their defence against imperialist aggression and strengthened the 
defensive cai>acity of its own country. The transfer of the city of 
Vilna and the Vilna region to Lithuania once again clearly shows 
the exceptional attention displayed by the Land of socialism towards 
the national interests of small peoples. There never has been nor 
is there to-day in the world any state other than the Soviet Unim 
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that has, of its own accord, ceded a whole region to a small people 
living on its borders, out of regard for the national interests of this 
people. At a time -when imperialist war is raging in Europe, when 
the bowgeoisie are inflaming chauvinism, inciting one nation against 
another, the Soviet Union establishes good neighbourly relations 
with the surrounding states, being guided in this by the Stalinist 
policy of peace and friendship of nations. By its entire policy, the 
U.S.S.R. is rendering an inestimable service to the cause of world 
peace, in which the peoples of all lands are interested. 

But the imperialists of Great Britain and France. having taken 
the path of war, do not want to leave it. On the contrary. they are 
dragging the peoples further and further onto the fields of battle, 
covering up in every way the real character of the war. With this 
end in view, they are setting into motion all the means of the 
ideological deception of the masses. The older generQtion of workers 
who experienced the first world imperialist war well remember how 
at that time the press of Britain and France sought day in and day 
out to prove that the governments of these countries were waging 
war only in ".defence of the fatherland" against .. Purssian 
miJ.itarism," while the German press in its tum sought to convince 
people that the war was being waged against ·'Russian Tsarism·•. 
In actual fact, however, as is well known, what was taking place 
was a struggle between two groups of imperialists for the repartition 
of the earth. Now the ruling classes of Britain and France who to· 
day as at that time, are pursuing imperialist aims. have altered the 
means and slogans of ideological deception in accoidance with the 
situation of to-day. Speculating on the anti-fascist sctntimcnts of the 
masses, they put forward the slogan of "anti;t·st'' war and 
proclaim that their war against Germany is a " of democracy 
against fascism", a war against "'Hiderism," a war r the fteedom 
of nations. 

But what fine apostles of "anti-fascist,, war these are, who for 
so many years gave every indulgence to those against whom they 
are fisbting to-day, and disrupted the united ftont of the peoples' 
struggle against tascism and war, when the entire international 
situation advance this struggle as the most important task of the 
moment. What fine "fighters for the freedom of nations., these are, 
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who for centuries have kept millions of colonial slaves in bondage 
and who play with the fate of small nations as bargaining counters 

in their imperialist deals ! what fine "defenders of democracy" 
these are who in their own countries are destroying the last renmants 

of the democratic rights of the popular masses, closing down their 
newspapers, removing their elected representatives and persecuting 
all who raise their voice against the present anti-popular war. The 
French boulp<>isie is now reviving the balckest days of counter
revolutionary terror. Since the days of the sanguinary suppression 
of the Paris Commune, France has not experie!V'Cd such a drive 
of reaction against the working class. The banning of the Communist 
Party C'f France, the arrest of the revolutionary representatives of 
the F~ch proletariat in parliament-the most consistent fighters 
against reaction of every kind-serves as a clear proof of how false 
and hypocritical are the declaration regarding the democratic anti
fascist character of the war. The Reactionay Bourgeoisie hurls 
itself against the communists because it fears the truth about the 
war more than.fire, because the communist party ts the only party 
that can organise the struggle of the proletariat and all working 
people against the impena/1st war. 

The bourgeoisie is doing everything to compel nullions of people 
to go to war and to die for a cause that is alien to them. But the 
proletariat, the working people have nothing to defend in this war. 
It is not their war, but the war of their exploiters. It brings them 
suffering, privation, ruin and death. Were they to support such a 
war, they would merely defend the interests of their enslavers and 
oppressors, would be supporting capitalist slavery. For the worlcing 
class there is only one tnle stand, namely. irreconcilable, 
courageous struggle against the imperialist war, struggle against 
the culprits and vehicles of this war rrimarily in their own country, 
struggle to end this predatory war. This is the justest of causes, 
one dictated by the .fundamental interests of the proletariat and 
all working people. 

III 
The war that has unfolded between the imperialist countries has 

radically changed the international situation. The war is leading 
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lo an acute sharpening of all the ba.rlc contradictions of the 
capitalist world. The longer it goes on, the more does it sharpen 
the contradictions between the Imperialist states. It is sharpening 
the contradictions between the metropolitan countries and the 
colonies, between the dominating and the oppressed nations. And 
the most important thing is that it is laying bare the class relations 
in bourgeois society and sharpening to the uttermost limits the 
contradictions between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, between 
the whole world of the exploited and the handful of exploiters. The 
war is disclosing all the bankruptcy of the capitalist system and 
is giving rise to a most acute and profound crisis of capitalism. 
The imperialist war is callingforth a regrouping of the class forces 
tn the capitalist countries. In the camp of the bourgeoisie, the group 
interests of its different sections are receding before the common 
class interests of the bowgeoisie. The previously existing division 
into various opposing groups, into more reactionary and less 
reactionary elements of the bourgeoisie, is ys:ildmg place to their 
common interest in conducting the war and preS!rving capitalism. 
"National Unity..' is being established from the extreme reactionary 
to ~ extreme "'Left" wing of the bourgeoisie, including the top 
leaders of the petty-bourgeois parties. But at the same time, the 
other pole is witnessing the beginning of the accelerated departure 
of the war-ruined masses from the position of support for bourgeoisie 
and petty-bourgeois parties to the position of struggle against the 
imperialist war and against the bourgeoisie waging it. Decisive 
significance in the administration of the state, both. in the warring 
and in the majority of the other capitalist countries, ut being assumed 
by the most bellicose, chauvinistic, most reactioi elements of 
the financial bourgeoisie. A regime of military di torship is in 
fact being established, although frequently mas by various 
outward decorations, for the suppression of the in4ignation of the 
masses against the war and for the safeguarding of the bowgeois 
system against possible conwlsions. Everywhere in the capitalist 
world, not only in the waning countries, a furious reactionary drive 
is taking place against the working class and the toiling masses. 
Thus, that which in the period preceding the present war was 
characterlstlc of the trglme of the fasctst countries, 11 beconring 
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in the conditions of the war let loose increa.vingly prevalent in the 
countries of so-called bourgeois democracy. 
Jn these changed conditions, the ta.i;ks facing the working class also 
assumes a new character. Whereas formerly the task was to 
concentrate all forces on the struggle to avert the imperialist war, · 
to curb the warmongers. Now the mobill.vation of the widest 
masses for the struggle against the war already being waged, and 
to bring it to an end, is the prime task of the moment. Whereas 
formerly it was a question of barring the road to the onslaught of 
capital and fascist reaction, now the working class is faced with 
the task of conducting a most resolute struggle against the regime 
beiJtg-crtahlished of unbridled terror. oppression and plunder of the 
popular masses; it is faced with the task of insuring that the ruling 
classes are prevented from placing the burdens of the war on the 
backs of the working people, whereas fonnerly the efforts of the 
working class were directed primarily to the defence of the daily 
interests of the working people and to guarding them against the 
plunder and license of the capitalist exploiters, and it was impossible, 
by virtue of the absence of the necessary pre-conditions, to place 
the abolition of capitalist slavery on the order of the day, now, to 
the extent that the crisis called forth by the war grows deeper, this 
task will face the working class with overgrowmg acuteness. The 
changed slt11aflon and the new tasks of the 'K:Jrldng class also 
demand a corresponding change in the tactics .of the communist 
Parties. The united proletarian and peoples' front tactics pursued 
in recent years made it possible for the proletariat and the labouring 
masses temporarily to hold up the offensive of capital and imperialist 
reaction in a number of countries. It helped the Spanish people to 
ccmduct an armed struggle for two and a half years against internal 
reaction and the foreign interventior.im. It ~ it possible for the 
proletariat of France to secure considerable social gains. The peoples 
front movement awakened wide masses of people in town and 
country to activity, and rallied them to the struggle to uphold their 
own interests against the reactionatY cliques. This movement tel1dered 
it possible to postpone for a time the outbreak of the European war. 
The tactics of the united peoples' Front are folly applicable even 
now In cht110 and also tn colonial and dependent countries, the 
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peoples of which are conducting a str,,ggle for their national 
liberation. 
But these tactics. in the from. in which they were conducted prior 
to the present war, are no longer suitable for other countries. The 
necessity of changing the tactics is conditioned by the change' 
in the situation and the tasks facing the working clas.1 and also 
by the position occupied m connection with the imperialist war 
by the leading circles of the parties that previously took part in 
the popular .front. The tactics of the united peoples' front presupposed 
joint action by the Communist Parties and the Social-Democratic 
and petty bowgeois "democratic•• and "radical" parties against 
reaction and war. But the top sections of these parties have now 
openly passed aver to the position of active support for the 
imperlabst war. The social-Democratic, "democratic" and ""radical" 
flunkeys of the bourgeoisie are brazenly distorting the anti-fascist 
slogans of the popular front, and are using them to deceive the 
masses of the people and to cover up the imperialist character of -the war. Under the flag of "national Unity", they have in fact 
established common ftont with the capitalists, a front stretching 
frolJl the conservative to labour leaders-in England, and from the 
Cagoulards to the Socialists-in France. The top leaders of the 
Social-Democratic parties and the refonnist trade unions shamelessly 
took up ftont rank posts in the camp of the imperialists from the 
very first day of the war. As long as the ruling classes of Britain 
and France had hopes of directing Germany's expansion against the 
Soviet Union and of utilising the reactionary regime of the German 
bourgeoisie against the revolutionary working class the 
social democratic leaders stood for the policy of sion to the 
desires of Gtrmany. They preached "integral pacifis 
against those who exposed the men of Munich, p ed "peace 
at any price", and proposed the peaceful regulatioD of questions 
concerning the distribution of sources of raw materials, spheres of 
influence and colonies. But wbm it bocame clear that German 
expansion was taking place not in the direction of the soviet Union, 
but against the spheres of domination and the colonies of Britain 
and France, and that, on tile odier hands the Soviet Union had no 
intaation of pulling the c:bestnuts out of the fire for them, tilt 
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··socialist" pacifists became transfonned into the most furious 
instigators of war. They directed the .... poisonous sting of their 
slander against the Land of Socialism, against the revolutionary 
workers and the Communist ~es. THE LEADING CIRCLES OF THE 

SECOND JNTl!.'RNATJONAL ARE FULFJWNG THE MOST FILTHY AND 

CRJMINAL ROLE IN THE BWOD-DRIPPJNG SLAUGHTER-MACH/NE OF 

THE WAR. They are deceiving the masses by their homilies regarding 
the anti-fascist character of the war and are helping the bourgeoisie 
to drive the peoples to the slaughter-house. The ruling classes well 
know that the masses of the people will not believ~ the British lords, 
French bankers and their press when they try to convince them of 
the .aatj-fascist character of the war, and allege that it is being 
waged in defence of Poland and in the interests of their O\\n peoples. 
In the war of 1914-1918 already the bourgeoisie was aware that 
without the assistance of social democracy, it would be unable to 
set alight the flames of chauvinism, to deceive the masses with the 
slogan of "the defence of the fatherland.' and to drive them to the 
field of death for the sake of its imperialist interests. Now it is agajp 
placing great hope on social democracy. 

The behaviour of the leading circles of the Second International 
and their social-chauvinistic position 1n the war also throws a vivid 
light on the whole of their previous policy, the policy of stubbornly 
sabotaging unity in the ranks of the working cws and its struggle 
directed towards averting the imperialist war. The Communist 
International did everything to unite, to rally together the forces of 
the working class for this end. It addressed to the Second International 
and the International Federation of Trade Unions a proposal for 
united action by the international proletariat against the Italian 
onslaught on Abyssinia. It proposed joint action by all working 
class organisations to repulse Japant...:r imperialism when it attacked 
the Chinese people. On numerous occasions, as everybody knows, 
it addressed a similar proposal for joint action in defence of the 
Spanish people. The Communists persistently pointed out at that 
time that the policy of "non-intervention" was leading to the 
kindling of a new imperialist war. At the time of "Munich", the 
Communists strove to secure the establishment of a real front of 
the peoples, with the participation of the U.S.S.R., against the 
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provokers of war. But the social-democratic leaders systematically 
disrupted all these efforts of the Communists. It now becomes clear 
to all who do not wish to close their eyes to incontrovertible facts 
that it is precisely the social-democratic leaders-all these SLUMS 

AND PA.UL FAURES, CITRJNES. ATLESS, GREENWOODS, AND DEBRO· 
UCKERF.S-WHO BEAR THE DIRECT RESPONSIBIUTY FOR THE FACT 

THAT THEY. BY DISRUPTING THE UNITED ACTIONS OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL PROLETARIAT CAPABLE OF PREVENTING WAR, 

RENDERED rr POSSIBLE FOR THE BOURGEOISIE TO DOOM MIUJONS 

OF PEOPLE TO DESTRUCTION FOR THE SAKE OF ITS A-IERCENARJ' 

INTERESTS 

It is Blum and his confederates together with the British and 
French bourgeoisie who strangled Republican Spain by the policy 
of "nop.-intervention", supported the Munich '"peace-makers·· for 
the purpose of war against the Soviet Union and who now arc 
demanding that the working people should go to their death for the 
restoration of the bankrupt reactionary state of the Polish landlords 
and capitalists. It is he and his confederates who disrupted the 
united working blass and peoples front in France and opened up 
the flood-gates to the most furious bourgeois reaction against the 
working class. It is they, together with Jouhaux, who are now 
stabbing the French proletariat in the back, by splitting its united 
trade unions and placing them at the service of the war. It is Blum 
and his confederates who are now dragging the wodcers and peasants 
to shed their blood and die for the maintenance of the colonial 
domination of the British and French imperialists <>Ver the peoples 
of India, Morocco, lndo-China. It is the Blums=tthe eBrouckeres, 
the British labour leaders, together with the bou isie of France 
and Britain who are taking up the discredited of the "Anti-
Comintem09 which the Gennan national socialists 'tvere compelled 
by the force of circumstances to give up. It is the social democratic 
Ministers of a number of countries, who refused to sell anns to 
the Spanish people for its heroic struggle, and who now, behind 
the mask of neutrality, are assisting the war contractors in every 
way in their trade in the weapons of death and are inflaming the 
Anti-Conununist and Anti-Soviet campaign. 
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It clearly follows from the above that THE COMMUNISTS CAN HAVE 

NO UNITED F'ROJ\'T JJllfA TSOEJ'ER JtTfll THOSE WHO ARE IN A COMMON 

FRONf wrIH THE l\/Ph."JUAUSTS AND SUPPORT THE CR/MlNAL A.N17· 

POPULAR WAR. The working class and all working people have 
nothing in common with the social-democratic, •'democratic" and 
~·radical" politicians who are betraying the vital interests of the 
popular masses. BE1"WEEN THE MASSES OF THE PEOPLE A.ND THESE 

LACKEYS OF IMPER/AUSAI UES THE ABYSS OF SANGUINARY WAR. But 
an the conditions of the war and of the crisis which it bas ca11ed 
into being the nCl.-d for working class unity and for rallying the wide 
masses of the working people around the working class rises more 
acutely ll'Wn formerly. Millions of working people in the capitalist 
world, and above all in the warring countries, are vitally interested 
in bringing about militant working class unity and establishing a 
real popular front against the war let loose by the capitalists, 
against raging reaction and the unbridled plunder of the masses. 
And the Communists will not only not cease the struggle for unity 
of the proletarian ranks and for rallying together the masses of the 
·working people. but will also increase their efforts tenfold in this 
direction. However, the question now of bringing about wodcmg 
class unity and of creating a united popular front is ra1'Sed m a new 
Fashion In the period preceding the war, the Communists strove 
to bring about united working class action by agreements between 
the Conununist and Social-Democratic parties. Now such an 
agreement is no longer thinkable. IN THE PRESENT SITUATION. 

WORKING CLASS UNn''f CAN AND MUST BE ACHIEVED FROM BELOW. 

ON THE BASIS OF THE DEJ'ELOPMENf OF THE MOVEMENT OF THE 

WORKING MASSES THEMSELJ'ES AND IN A RESOLUTE STRUGGLE 

A.GAJNST THE TREACHEROUS LEADERS nF THE SOCIAL-DEAit OU.TIC 

PARTIES And this process will be facilitated to a great degree by 
the comradely relations that have been established in recent years 
between the Communists and a considerable section of the social· 
democratic worlcers in the joint struggle against reaction and the 
war-makers. It wilJ also be facilitated by the fact that the social· 
democratic parties, under the weight of the criminal policy of their 
leaderships, will increasingly disintcgrate, and the healthy proletarian 
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section of these parties Wil)'join with the Communists in taking the 
path of struggle against the Imperialist War and Capitalism. 
In the preceding period the Communists strove to secure the 
establishment of a united popular front by agreements with the 
Social-Democratic and other petty-bourgeois "democratic" and 
·'radical" parties in the person of their leading bodies, on the basis 
Of a common platform of struggle against fascism and war. But 
to the extent that the top leaders of these parties have crossed over 
wholly and completely into the camp of the imperialists, while 
certain of them such as the French radicals are directly in charge 
of the conduct of the war, there can be no question of such agreements. 
Now the mustering of the working class, of the basic masses of 
the peasantry, of the urban working folk and of the progressive 
intelligentsia can and must be brought about APART FROM AND 
AGAINST THE LEADERSHIP OF THESE PARTIES. ON THE BASIS OF THE 

STRUGGLE AGAINST THE IMPERIAUST WAR AND REACTION JN A UNITED 

FRONf FROMBELOW.SUCH.ARGimNG UNITEVFRONTOFTHEMASSES -ctYNOT BE BROUGlff A.BOUT wrtHOl.JT A MOST RESOLUTE STRUGGLE 

A.GAJNST THE 80C/AL DEMOCRATIC, "DEMOCRATIC" AND "RADICAL' 

FLUNKEl'S OF IMPERIALISM, FOR THE ELIMINATION OF T/IE 
INFUJENCEOFTHESEAGENTS OFTHEBOURGEO/SJE INTHE WORK/NCi 

CLASS MOYFMENT AND FOR THEIR ISOLATION FROM THE MASSES OF 

THE WORKING PEOPLE. 

IV 

History now faces the working class of the qipitalist countries 
with tasks of enormous importance. They$~ 'extricate millions 
of people from the abyss of war, to save their · and peoples 
from ruin, devastation and destruction. Only e working class, 
taking the lead of the basic masses of the and the working 
people of the towns, is in a position resolutely to retist the bouqeoisie 
and 8qperialism, to put an end to their sanguinary criminal work 
and to do away once and for all with the causes giving rise to 
imperialist wars. These tasks, which face the working class, are 
quite capable of twfilmmt. Now the forces of the international 
proletariat have grown immeasurably by comparison with the first 
imperialist war. Its vanguard cletaduuent-the working class of the 
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u.s.S.R.-bas established an impregnable fortress of Socialism. 
The existence of the Soviet Union multiplies the might of the 
working class of all the capitalist countries and fortifies their 
confidence in their own strength. As distinct from the first imperialist 
war, the trust of the working masses in the bourgeoisie, in capitalism, 
has already at the beginning of the present war been considerably 
undennined and will continue increasingly to be undermined. The 
social ~tic leaders will not succeed for long in deceiving the 
masses, as they were able to do during the first imperialist war. 
Their treacherous policy, their anti-Communist, ut.i-Soviet drive 
is already causing acute discontent in the ranks of the social
democre.tjc parties themselves. As the war goes on, the indignation 
of the masses will grow and the anti-war movement will become 
increasingly extensive. The most furious persecution by the 
bourgeoisie is not in a position to hold up and stifle the struggle 
of the workmg people against the impenahst war. 

The historic role of the Communist vanguard of the working 
class is at the present moment to mganise and take the lead of this 
struggle. If the Communists are to be able successfully to fulfil this 
role of theirs, they must show as example of the correct understanding 
of the essence of the present war and utterly smash the legend 
regarding its alleged anti-fascist. just character. so assiduously 
spread about by the social democratic leaders. E'J'LAIN, EXPLAIN 
AND ONCE AGAIN E.YPUIN TllE REAL STA.TE OF AFFAIRS TO THE 

MASSES-this above all at the present moment is the most important 
condition for the mobilisation of the masses for the struggle against 
the imperialist war and capitalist reaction. The unfolding of a really 
wide movement against the imperialist war and reaction can only 
be successfid if the Communists act and conduct the struggle in 
the very midst of the masses, keep a Wirp watch as to their state 
of mind, take careful heed of their voice, and take their needs and 
suft'erings to heart. The Communists must not nm ahead. They 
must put forward slogans that correspond to the concrete situati~ 
slogans that can be understood and grasped by the mases, must 
always take the lead of the movement of the masses and lead them 
on to the solution of the maturing new tasks. THE PRESENT 
EXCEPTIONALLY SERIOUS srt'UA170N DEMANDS OF THE COMMUNISTS 
'fl'ol-1~1 
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THAT THEY DO NOT G/1-'E AWA.>" AT ALL TO REPRESSION AND 
PERSECUTION. BUT COME FORll'A.RD RESOLUTEL>' AND 

COURA.GEOUsLY AGAINST THE WAR. AGAINST THh.' BOCJRGEOIS/E OF 
THEIR OWN COU..VTRJ: THAT THEJ' ACT IN THE WAY LENIN T1IUOH1'. IN 

THEJYdYTAUGHTNOWBYTHEGREAT.lJ'ISELEADEROFTHEll'ORKING 

PEOPLE. COMRA.DE ST'4UN. The Communist Parties must rapidly 
reorganise their ranks in accordance with the conditions of the war, 
pwp their ranks of rotten, capitulatory elements, and establish iron 
Bolshevik discipline. They most concentrate the fire against 
opportunism, expressed in slipping into the position of '·defending 
the fatherland", in support ofthe fairy tale about the anti-fascist 
character of the war, and in retreat before the acts of the bourgeoisie. 
And the sooner the Communist Parties achieve all this. the better 
will they be able to carry through their independent leading role 
in the working class movement and the more successfully can they 
fulfil the tasks now facing them. 

As the war gees on, all the Communist Parties, all working class 
organisations, all active workers are put to -the supreme test. 
Individual \vqk elements, faint hearts, will drop away at sharp 
b;mJS. Eements alien to the working class, careerists, renegades. 
who have tacked themselves on to the Communist Party will be 
thrown overboard. The Communist Parties will as a whole. 
undoubtedly stand the test. They will become still better steeled in 
the coming battles. New hundreds of thousands of fighters for the 
working class cause will fill the ranks of the anny of Communism. 
THE COMMUNIST PARTIES A.ND THE WORKING CLASS OF THE 

CDn"MJST COUN1'RJES WILL BE INSPIRED BY THE llPROIC EXAMPLE 

OF THE RUSSIAN BOLSHEVIKS, BY THE EXAMPLEl THE PARTY OF 
LENIN ANC> !JTAUN. WHICH IN 1914-1918 SHOWED T. 'E PROLETARIAT 
THE TRUE WAY OW' OF THE WAR A.ND SUBSEQUE f SECURED THE 

VIC1VRY OF SOC/AUSM OVER ONE-SIX/'H OF THE GWBE. By holding 
aloft the banner of the proletarian internationalism, and strengthening 
the bonds of fratemal solidarity between the working class of all 
countries the Communists will thereby help all working people to 
fulfil their historic mission. THE IMPER/ALISTS OF THE" WARRING. 
COUNfRIES HAVE BEGUN THE WAR FOR A NEW PA.RTmON OF THE 
EARTH, FOR WORl.D lXJMl/'UTION. DOOMING MJWONS OF PEOPLES 
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TO DESTRUCTION. THE WORKING CLASS IS CAILED UPON TO PUT AN 

END ro THE WAR AFTER ITS OWN FASHION. IN m OWN INTERESTS 
IN THE /NfERES'/'S OF THE WHOLE OF UBOURING MANKJND AND 

THEREBY1VDESTROYONCEANDFORAUTHEFUNDAMEN1'ALC.4USES 

GMNG RISE 7V IMPER/AUST WARS. 



[!ill 
INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS

RAMGARH RESOLUTION 

This Congress, having considered the grave and critical situation 
resulting from the war in Europe and British policy in regard to 
it, approves of and endorses the resolutions passed and the action 
taken on the war situation by the A.l.C.C. and Working Conunittee. 
The Congress considers the declaration by the British Government 
of India as a belligerent country, without any reference to the 
people of India, and the exploitation of India's resources in this 
War, as an affront to them, which no self-respecting and freedom
loving people can accept or tolerate. The recent pronouncements 
made on beh4df of the British Government in regard to India 
demonstrate that Great Britain is carrying on die War fundamentally 
for imperialist ends and for the preservation and strengthening of 
her Empire,· which is based on the exploitation of the people of 
"India, as well as of other Asiatic and African countries, Under 
these circumstances, it is clear that the Congress cannot in any 
way, directly or indirectly, be party to the War, which means 
continuance and perpetuation of this exploitation. The congress 
therefore strongly disapproves of Indian troops being made to fight 
for Great Britain and of the drain from India of men and material 
for the purpose of the War. Neither the recruitiq nor the moJ\ey 
raised in India can be considered to be volunt;ry contributions 
from India. Congress men, and those under the Q>ngress influence 
cannot help in the prosecution of the war witll men, money or. 
materw. · 

The Congress hereby declares again that nothing short of 
complete independence can be accepted by people of India. Indian 
freedom cannot exist within the orbit of imperialism, and dominion 
status or any odaer status within the imperial stnlcture is wholly 
inapplicable to India, is not in keeping with the dignity of a great 

hbllalwtl 11t: 'THE UBOUR MONTHLY'', Aprll 1940 
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nation, and would bind India m many ways to British policies and 
economic structure. The people of India alone can properly shape 
their own constitution and detennine their relations to the other 
countries of the world. through a constituent Assembly elected on 
the basis of adult suffrage. 

The Congress is further of opinion that while it will always be 
ready, as it ever has been. to make every effort to secure communal 
hannony, no pemWient solution is possible except through a 
Constituent Assembly. Where the rights of all recognised minorities 
will be fully protected by agreement, as far as possible, between 
the elected representatives of various majority and minority groups, 
or l}v ·¥hitration if agreement is not reached on any point. Any 
alternative will lack finality. India ·s constitution must be based on 
independence, democracy and national unity, and the Congress 
repudiates attempts to divide India or to spbt up her nationhood. 
The Congress has always aimed at a constitution where the fullest 
freedom and opportunities for development are guaranteed to the 
group and the individual, and social injustice yields place to a justet 
social order. 

The Congress cannot admit the right of the Rulers of Indian 
States, or of foreign vested interests to come in the way of Indian 
freedom. Sovereignty in India must rest with the people, whether 
in the States or the Provinces. a.nd all other interests must be 
subordinated to their vital interests. The Congress holds that the 
difficulty raised in regard to the States is of British creation and 
it will not be satisfactorily solved unless the declaration of the 
freedom of India from foreign rule is unequivocally made. Foreign 
interests, if they are not in conflict with the interests of the Indian 
people, will be protected. 

The Congress withdrew the Mim!-tries from the Provmces where 
the Congress bad a majority in order to dissociate India from the 
War and to enforce the Congress determination to free India from 
foreign domination. This preliminary step must naturally be followed 
by Civil Disobedience, to which the Congress will unhesitatingly 
resort as soon as the Congress oiganisation is considered fit enough 
for the purpose, or in case circumstances so shape themselves as 
to precipitate a crisis. The Congress desires to draw the attention 
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of Congressmen to Gandhi's declaration that he can only undertake 
the responsibility of declaring civil disobedience when he is satisfied 
that they are strictly observing discipline and are carrying out the 
constructive progranune prescribed in the Independence Pledge. 

The Congress seeks to represent and serve all classes and 
communities without distinction of race or religion, and the struggle 
for Indian independence is for the freedom of the whole nation. 
Hence the Congress cherishes the hope that all classes and 
communities will take part in it. The purpose of Civil Disobedience 
is to evoke the spirit of sacrifice in the whole nation. 

The Congress hereby authorises the All-India Congress 
Committee and, in the event of this being necessary, the Working 
Committee to take all steps ~ implement the foregoing resolution, 
~ the Committee concerned may deem necessary. 



EUROPE AGAINST HITLER 
~ 

Rajani Palme Dutt 

A NOTE ON THE BOOK 

We make no apology for presenhng to our Indian readers t/lis 
booklet, Europe Against Hitler by R. Palme Dutt, with a leading 
article from the New Masses of U. S. A. 

Jie7 often people have asked us why we were interested in 
Sovl~t Vlctt1ry and why we thought the war on the Soviet Union 
to be fundamentally different from the war that Hitler-fascism 
waged against qther states like Poland, Holland, Norway. France. 
etc. We answered the question for the Bengali and Hindi reading 
public in our Pamphlets No 3. (in Bengali ) and No 4. (in Hindi J. 
But a larger public requires still to be enlightened To them we 
present this booklet. 

R. Palme Dutt calls for no introduction to Indian readers. For, 
he is well known as a /eadmg Marxist intellectual in the English
speaking world. For over two decades he has been recognised In 
England and America as perhaps the best exponent of Marxism 
In theory and practice. we in India have a special reason to feel 
proud of the fact. Rajani Palme Dutt (Editor. Labour Monthly, 
the organ of the Communist Party of Great Britain ) as also his 
brilliant brother Clemen Dutt owe of course their education and 
upbringing to Britain. India however has a claim on them as 
literally their fatherland R. P. D. as he is affectionately called, 
belongs to the well known Rambagan Dutt family of Calcutta. And 
though Palme Dutt could never be In this land he has never failed 
to serve the Indian cause with all his scholarship and ardour. 
Many must have seen his 'Modern India' published in 1927. Yet 
perhaps,,few of us could form any acquaintance with his latest 
and best analysis India To-day, dedicated with affectionate regards 
to his father the late Woopendra Nath Dutt. 

R.eprinr.d from th• 'New Mtma' of July 1941. 
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India To-day, like his classic studies of World Politics and Fascism 
& Social Revolution, ;,, a monumental work. It is banned In Jndiu 
under the Sea Oustoms Act. But Rajani Palme Dutt has re
established with the work-and inspite of the ban-his natural tie 
with us, and linked us again through himself and his illuminating 
sh1dy with. the peoples of the world on march in every land. 

EUROPE AGAINST BITLER 

The Nazi War on -= Soviet Union and the British-Soviet Pact of 
Alliance against Hiderite Germany have opened a .oew world 
situation: We have now entered into the most urgent conflict of our 
time, in which the fate of the British people and of every people 
in the world, and the whole future of mankind, are brought on to 
the battlefield. For the people of this country, for all the peoples 
of Europe, the greatest and most formidable issues and dangers, 
but also the greatest hopes, if they fight now in unity with all their 
strength, are opening out. 

The assault of Nazi Gennany on the Soviet Union brings to a 
head all those burning issues of our epoch which came to the 
fo¢i'ont with the accession of Fascism to power in Gennany. now 
eight years ago. With the war on the Soviet Union Fascism has 
entered on its supreme gamble. By this attack every people in the 
world is menaced. Defeat in this war means the certain doom of 
Fascism. All previous wars, whether reactionary or progressive, 
even those that have been most crucial for human development, pale 
into insignificance, not only in scale and intensi~ but above all 
in the magnitude of the issues involved for the 'hole future of 
mankind, beside this titanic conflict of the old andl new, between 
the most CQ)ossal military power of reaction ever uih up for the 
enslavement of the world, and the mighty power . the free Soviet 
people, the representative of the future of humanity, now acting in 
alliance with the British people, and leading all the peoples of 
Europe and the world in the struggle for freedom against Fascist 
enslavement or against the threat of Fascist enslavement. Here in 
this concrete form, in tbe battle for the national freedom of the 
peoples against Fascist anslavement, is expressed today at this 
turning point of history the conflict for the future of the wodd. AU 
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issues today relate themselves to this basic conflict. With the most 
sweeping survey and realist appraisal of the new alignment of 
forces, with the fullest consciousness of all that is at stake, it is 
necessary to draw with a bold and finn hand the new perspective, 
in order to reach speedily and plainly the practical conclusions and 
urgent tasks which now fall before the peoples of all countries and 
especially the people of this country. 

The British-Soviet Pact 

The British-Soviet Pact of July 12, with the plainly defined 
pledge of mutual aid and no separate peace in the Joint war for 
the defeat of Hitlerite Gennany, confirms and strengthens the new 
alignmein. of forces. The shift in the balance of world relations 
carries with it the most far-reaching consequences. At last that 
alliance of the British and Soviet peoples, leading the peoples of 
Europe in the struggle for liberation against Fascist aggression and 
enslavement; that alliance for whicli the working class and democratic 
movement in this country, in unity with the Soviet people, strove 
so many years in vain against the conspirators of world reaction ; 
that alliance which cou1d have prevented the present war; that 
alliance has now been established even at the thirteenth hour in the 
midst of war. 

At last German Fascism, after eight years of victorious advance, 
made possible mainly by the corrupt assistance of the upper class 
conspirators in the other countries meets now a combined front of 
the peoples. At last Gennan Fascism, after enslaving all the other 
nations of the European Continent, meets the mighty power of a 
ftee people who face it ready and prepared with equal strength ; 
who fight with the knowledge that they fight for no imperialist aims, 
but for the cause of their own freedom and the freedom of all 
peoples, including the Gennan people, en.slaved by Fascism; and 
who thereby make those aims the common aims of all these peoples 
engaged in the just war for the defeat of Gennan Fascism. 

Munich Aftllaed 
Munich bas been avenged, even in the hour of its seeming 

victory. The conspirators of Munich built up the military power 
of German Fascism, and shattered the bastions of peace, in the hope 
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to tum that military power against the Soviet Union. Thereby they 
let loose a different war. 
Thanks to their handiwork, which led first to the destruction of the 
liberties of the other European nations, and then to the most dire 
peril of the British people, the long planned criminal offensive of 
Nazi Gennany against the Soviet Union has at length been let loose. 
The Soviet people, who could have led the world in peace, while 
holding Fascism in check, had their policy been followed, have 
now, because of the refusal of their policy, to face the bloodiest 
ordeal. In place of the bloodless victories of the Peace Front, they 
have now the grimmer task to show the world how to fight and 
defeat Fascism, that monster begotten of capitalist reaction of the 
intrigue, which the social and political corruption of the ruling 
structure in all the capitalist countries first unchained and allowed 
to ravage. the world, and then proved incapable to master. 

In unity with the peoples of all countries, they and we together 
will accomplish this task. But this climax towards which the entire 
policy of the Munichites was directed, and for die sake of which 
they were prepared to sacrifice the interests of their peoples, has 
~ about under very different conditions from their original 
dream. The launching of the offensive of Nazi Germany against 
the Soviet Union, which should have represented the highest point 
of victory of the whole programme the sponsors of the Munich 
intended to achieve, has instead led to the victory of the very 
programme they intended to destroy. The launching of the offensive 
of Nazi Germany against the Soviet Union, in place of being 

fulJawed by 1bc Municbite dn:am of 1bc unitod~ fi:oot of world 
reaction, bas been followed by the British-Soviet act of Mutual 
Aid and tht growing unity of the British, Ame · an, Soviet and 
Chinese peoples in the common cause of nati freedom and 
defence against aggression. This is the positive achievement which 
shows the path of hope and confidence in the present grave hour. 
We have still to be prepared to go through heavy trials. We have 
to be prepared for new sharp turns in the present complex situation. 
But the path is step by step opening out, across all obstacles, for 
the common victory of the peoples. The logic of histoiy is defeating 
and will defeat the logic of counter-revolution. 
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Twists and Turns of Wo rid History 

World histoi:y always works itself out with a greater richness 
and complexity; with more twists and turns than even the most 
powerful political insight, the insight of the great masters of Marxism, 
could attempt to plot out beforehand in detail. In the hour of 
Munich, when such critical alternatives opened out before the 
world, none could have attempted to lay down with certainty 
beforehand the precise concrete fonn in which those alternatives 
would finally work themselves out. At that turning point the 
immediate visible alternatives proclaimed themsel\ies in three main 
forms. Either the victoi:y at the eleventh hour of the Peace Front 
and the checking of Fascism. Or the victory of the policy of Munich 
and the launching of combined counter revolutionary war against 
the Soviet Union. Or the third alternative, against which the Marxist 
supporters of the Peace Front gave the most explicit warning, that 
the refusal of the Peace Front by the Western Powers would give 
rise, not to the intended war of the combined counter-revolutionary 
front against the Soviet Union, but to the Nazi offensive to the West 
and the consequent outbreak of imperiahst war in Western and 
Central Europe. These were m fact the immediate alternatives 
between which the event revealed the final choice, consequent on 
the strength of the Soviet Union and the weakness of the popular 
democratic forces in the West. But who at that time could have 
ventured to foretell that, when the refusal of the Peace Front had 
in fact within less than one year of the outbreak of imperialist war 
in Western and Central Europe, the vei:y development and 
consequences of that imperialist war should give rise to a situation 
in which, at the moment of the launching of the Nazi offensive 
against the Soviet Union, the alternative common front against 
Fascism should at least be funned in the midst of war ? Such has 
been the final working out to-date of the alternatives which opened 
at Munich. 

Sharp turns and changes are increasingly characteristic of the 
modem iniemational situation. They are a symptom of the extreme 
instability and break-up of the old order. and especially of the 
complications resulting from the parallel development of the 
imperialist antagonisms for the re-division of the world alongside 
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the existence and growing strength of the new type of state which 
is outside the system of imperialism and represents the interests of 
advancing humanity and the future world order. The problems 
confronting the ruling classes in all countries are daily more acute. 
In the present world situation, with the ~ social and political 
stress within the old States and Empires, there can be no stability. 
Ceaseless sharp turns of policy must inevitably be expected, as the 
leaders of imperialism strive to cleave out a way from their dilemmas, 
now in this direction, now in that. In the broadest historical sense 
the avenues of escape are narrowing for world imperialism. For 
over quarter of a century, through the first world war, through 
Versailles, through the world economic crises, through, Fascism, 
through Munich, through the second world war, imperialism has 
been drawing the noose tighter around its neck, and, with each twist 
and tum to extricate itself, adds a new knot. 

Responsibilities of Leadenhip 

The forces on 0ur side, the forces of awakening humanity, are 
growing in strength, are gathering and advancing to that unity 
which will ensure victory. But in terms of immediate power, of 
States, of resources, of armies, of technique, of organisation, the 
balance is still overwhelmingly on the side of imperialism. Therefore 
the whole present period requires, more than ever before in the 
history of the working class movement the utmost skill ofleadership, 
tactical speed, elasticity, boldness of initiative and ability to 
manoeuvre, in order to meet each tum and new situation with a 
corresponding policy, to prevent any decisive unfavourable 
combinatim of forces, and to secure at each pointthe:Efavoumble 
combination of forces at the given moment from standpoint of 
the interests-el the working class and the future of liberation. 

The Parrot Cry of "Somenaults" 

Only the most superficial and naive spectators are capable of 
seeing in these sharp changes of the world situation and the policy 
of the rulina classes, and the consequent sharp changes which the 
policy of the working class must carry through in order to meet 
each new objective situation, not the demonstration of the instability 
of hnpcrialist relations and of the correctness of the policy of 
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Marxism, but the triumphant proof in their eyes of the instability 
of Marxism. The old parrot cry of "somersaults" is still heard from 
a few irresponsible critics against the Communist party. It appears 
that the Communist Party is accused of "somersaults"' because it 
meets changes in the objq:tive situation with corresponding changes 
in its policy A party which failed to do this would not be a Marxist 
Party. This is so elementary that it is Painful to need to waste any 
space in pointing it out. 

The accusation is as old as Marxism (e.g. the controversy over 
Marx's reversal of attitude in relation to the s11CCCSsive stages of 
the Franco-Oennan war of 1870-71) the Bolsheviks at one time 
denO\lncM a pact with the Liberal Cadets and at another time made 
such a pact. In the summer of 1917 they demanded the convocation 
of the Constituent Assembly, and in the beginning of 1918 dispersed 
it by force. In the autumn of 1917 they denounced Rodzianko's 
intrigues for a peace with the Kaiser, and in the spring of 1918 
they signed a peace with the Kaiser. Every one of these turns raised 
a howl from their Liberal critics all over the world against their 
"inconsistency" and "unprincipled opportunism." History has 
proved their correctness. 

Then and Now 

It is obvious to every observer that the present international 
situation is exceptionally full of extranely sharp turns, corresponding 
to the extreme disoJgaDisation of all capitalist relations, which are 
by no mbans finished. Only a little over a year ago the British and 
French Government were actively promoting interventionist war 
against the Soviet Union; they were despatching planes and guns 
to Fascist Finland for use against the Soviet Union; they had 
prepared expenditionary forces to send. and would have sent them 
bad not the collapse of the Mannerheim line defeated their plans. 
Gennany was at this time maintaining formal friendly relations with 
the Soviet Union. 

Today the Gennan rulers are leading the most violent aggressive 
war in history against the Soviet Union. The British Government 
has signed a Pact of Mutual Aid and alliance with the Soviet Union. 
Is not this a basic change in the international situation and the 
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relations of the powers ? Is it not obvious that the policy of an 
intelligent party must changes with these changes in the situation, 
if it is to be really cosistent ? To demand the same policy in two 
exactly opposite situations would be the real inconsistency. These 
myopic critics see the; fly and miss the elephant; they see the switch 
in the policy of the Communist Party, and ignore the switch in the 
international situation which has called it forth. They would accuse 
the thermometer of being inconsistent because it registers beat in 
summer and cold in winter. 

A little over a year ago the official government apologia, The 
British Case, written by Lord Lloyd with a preface by Lord Halifax, 
accused Hider of the "supreme betrayal" because he had signed 
a Pact of Non Aggression with the Soviet Union. Today Hitler is 
accusing the BritishGovemnentofthe •·supreme betrayal"' because 
it has signed a Pact of Mutual Aid and Alliance with the Soviet 
Union. Is it not clear that there is a complete reversal in the relations 
of forces? 

A little over a year ago Mannerheim and Tanner were held up 
as the darlings of)Vestem Democracy and the Second International, 
and the Soviet strategic action for the protection of Leningrad was 
denOunced as blood stained aggression. Today these 'heroes" are 
seen in their true colours, and the justice of the Soviet action is 
more widely understood. At that time Stalin was denounced by the 
British Labour Party, in its pamphlet on Finland, as "the Red 
Czar ... the executor of the traditional imperialism of Czarist 
Russia ... an alien and powerful despot gangster ... the real depth of 
the iniquity of M. Joseph Stalin is still unknown." Today The Daily 
Herald (organ of the Labour Party) declares (July~ "Three great 
figures lead ,pumkind in the struggle to defend hufnan freedom : 
Churchill, Stalin and Roosevelt." No one in hiss~ would dream 
in this moment of supreme crisis and common stniggle to launch 
an auack against the Labour Party on the basis of this change of 
estimation, or seek to waste time accusing the Labour Party of 
"somersaults" [The only sensible question at the present moment 
is, not whether there has been a change in policy to meet a cbange 
in the situation, but : Is the estimate of the situation correct ? Is 
the policy put forward to D10Ct is correct and adequate ?] 
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The Fint Pbue, 1931-'39 

The war crises, which has continuously devetoped and extended, 
through a long period of incubation. during the past decade out of 
the consequences of the world economic crisis, and has now 
advanced, with the attack of Nazi Gennany on the Soviet Union, 
to its highest clima.~, has passed through three main phases of 
development, each with its distinctive characteristics, and each with 
its consequent necessary policy for the working class and for the 
peoples involved. 

The first phase of preparation, during which the world passed 
imperceptibly, without a sharp distinguishing margin, from peace 
into war . .tbmugh a series of extending localised conflicts, into what 
became in fact by its later stages already possible to be characterised 
as the second imperialist war, developed from the Japanese invasion 
of Manchuria in the autunm of 1931 to the Anglo-French declaration 
of war on Germany in the autumn of 19~9. During this phase the 
initiative was in the hands of the challenging groups of Fascist 
Powers- Germany, Italy and Japan-who, linked together in what 
eventually took the fonn of the Anti-Comintem Pact, carried forward 
their aggressive offensive for the new division of the world at the 
expense of the non-Fascist imperialist Powers in possession
Britain, France and the United States. These Powers, however, in 
place of opposing this offensive, assisted and ena,uraged it, and 
in every way built up the strength of Fascism, conniving at every 
illegality and aggression, handing it new victims, breakmg down 
the limitations of Versailles and shattering the peace system 
constructed from the last war, because they hoped to see the 
offensive of Fascism eventually turned against the Soviet Union. 
This was the policy which reached its height at Munich and its final 
fiasco with the Soviet-Gennan Non-Ai,gression Pact. 

The Fi&ht For The Peace Front 

During this phase the task of the working class and democratic 
movement was to build up the strongest conunon front, both within 
each country, and, internationally, on the basis of a coalition of 
States with the Soviet Union for the defence of peace against 
aggression-or peace Front to check the offensive of Fascism and 
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war, prevent its advance to general war and thus win time for the 
working class and popular forces in all countries to carry forward 
their struggle, in conditions of peace, to solve the basis social 
problems at the root of the crisis, which would otherwise inevitably 
sooner or later give rise imperialist war. 

Great struggles were carried forward along this line in unity 
with the Chinese, Abyssinian and Spanish peoples through the 
People's Front in France and the Franco-Soviet P~ for the People's 
Front in Britain and the Anglo- Soviet Pact. The Soviet Union 
c:onducted through these years a diplomatic campaign whose initiative 
and statesmanship won universal admiration, at the same time as 
tbay were able to give material help to the Chinese people and to 
the Spanish people struggling for freedom. Today it is recognised 
on all sides that, had this common front, for which the Soviet Union 
and the militant workers in all countries, together with wide sections 
of the progressive forces, fought during these critical years, been 
established in time, the war which broke out in 1939 need never 
have taken place; or, if it had none the less brolm out, would have 
broken out upder the most favourable condition for the rapid 
~s of the struggle of the peoples. 

The reactionary mling class forces in the West, however, 
represented by Chamberlain, were too strong and were able at that 
time to prevent this common front being fonned. The working class 
and danocratic movement was not strong enough or united enough, 
or able to find the necessary policy and leadership, or to establish 
common ground with the opposition minority in the ruling class, 
to be capable of defeating the dominant MunicWte policy and the 
rule of Chamberlain. Munich laid bare the rea4tionary plans for 
the Four lower Front against the Soviet Union~ The complicated 
moves and counter moves of the spring and swlmter of 1939 did 
not change the basic situation. Despite Lloyd Gecqe's warning, the 
ill-judged guarantees to Poland and Rumania were adopted without 
effective baclcing and without an understanding with the Soviet 
Union. 

As late as May 1939, the Soviet proposal for an Anglo-Frcnch
Soviet Pact of Mutual Guarantee was explicitly rejected an principle, 
on the grounds that it would divide Europe into two camps. On 
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the very edge of the outbreak of war in Europe the Soviet military 
proposals for the combined defence of Poland were rejected. The 
Soviet Union, after waiting to the extreme edge of danger to give 
time for the alternative forces in the We~t to assert themselves, acted 
decisively and defeated the counter-revolutionary plans of the 
Chamberlains and the Daladiers by the Sov1et-Gennan Non
Aggression Pact. which succeeded m restncting the sphere of the 
imperialist war, now made inevitable through the refusal of the 
Peace Front, and won time for the Soviet Umon to prepare and to 
strengthen its strategic position. 

The Munichites replied by declaring war on Nazi Germany, as 
soon as it bad signed the Pact of Non-Aggression with the Soviet 
Union aiH1 thus made clear that its offensive would be directed 
against their imperialist interests. The seconds phase of the war, 
the war of the Western european imperialist power began. 

The Second Phase, 1939-'41 
The second phase of the war. which opened in September 1939 · 

and extended to June 1941, bore the character of full imperialist 
war, even though one camp \\as the camp of Fascist Gennany. This 
imperialist character of the war followed. not from the sentiments 
of the people in Britain and France. who were smC\·rcly opposed 
to Fascism, and prepared to struggle for their national mdependence 
and the independence of the European nations against the hated 
Nazi system, but from the very different aims and policy of the 
ruling classes, which hCld the power and whose aims governed the 
character of the war. 

The dominant pro-Fascist imperialists in Britain and France 
who entered on the war of autumn of I 939 still stood for the same 
basic reactionary aims which they had pursued through Munich. 
They saw the war, 'not as war against F.lScism, but as war for their 
imperialist interests against a rival imperialism. and the prelude to 
an anti-Soviet war. For them the ··supreme betrayal" of Nazism 
was not its war on democracy, but its peace with the Socialist Soviet 
State. Even while all was quiet on the Western Front, they were 
actively promoting interventionist war against the Soviet Union. 
Their official press in the early months openly discussed the 
possibilities of "switching'' the war. For this purpose they advocated 
Vol-lv-48 
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a ·'revolution of the righf' in Gennany. Neglecting all serious 
preparation or intensive reannament measures during those critical 
early months. they despatched the planes and guns, soon to be 
sorely needed in the West, to Fascist Finland for use against the 
Soviet Union, which was engaged in the most urgent military 
operations in preparation for the future conflict with Nazi Gennany 
Such was the character of the first stage of the war of 1939, of 
the ·•frozen war", during which the ruling classes of the Western 
powers, especially in France, directed their main tire. not against 
the foreign enemy, but against the class enemy at home, against 
democracy, the Communists and working class organisations. and 
against the Soviet Union. 

From Chamberlain To Churchill 

At the disastrous consequences of this policy made themselves 
felt in the spring and summer of 1940. with the headlong Nazi 
advance and the enslavement of the nations of Western and Central 
Europe, a shift in the balance of relations within the ruling class -followed. In France the Munichites and the most open supporters 
of Fascism ca.tried their policy to its consistent conclusion. threw 
open the front, disorganised the rear and directly betrayed their 
counby to the foreign enemy in order to maintain their class 
privileges, even as subordinate agents of a foreign power. 

In Britain the Munichite politicians were heavily discredited but 
remained strongly entrenched in positions of power. Direct 
governmental leadersbip passed into the bands of the alternative 
section of the ruling class represented by churchill, which had 
consistently stood for an active policy of oppositim to Hitler, and 
which now opposed the tendencies of capitulati~ on the lines of 
France. l\e aims of this section, while opposed to the policies of 
capitulation to Hitler, were still aims of anothei imperiallst war 
against a rival imperialism, and not of a Peopie's War against 
Fascism. They saw the war as a continuation of the war of 1914; 
their spokesmen, as in the notorious Vansittart pamphlet, insisted 
that the war was directed, not only against the Nazi mies, but 
against the German people ; they proclaimed the aim of a super 
Versailles which should impose upon the Gennan people for 
generations even more onerous terms than the Versailles Treaty, 
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whose imposition had sown the seeds for Hitler. Their strategy for 
victory was based on the alliance with American unperialism. whde 
reactionary influences continuously obstructed every attempt to 
establish closer relations with the Soviet Union. This policy led to 
the isolation of the British people from the dynamic forces of 
European peoples struggling against Fascism and from the Soviet 
Union, while involving them in increasingly heavy subordination, 
in consequence of this isolation. to American finance-capital. It held 
out the prospect of prolonged, extending and destructive imperialist 
war, developing over many years and reaching to an imperialist 
treaty which would sow the seeds of new wars. Thus. while the 
interc-•.•.· 'lf the British people were unalterably opposed to 
capitulation to Hitler and to the criminal counter-revolutionary 
policies to the pro-Hitler cap1tulators in the ruling class, the interests 
and aims of the alternative section of the ruling class did not 
correspond to the interests and aims Jf the people. 

The problem remained for the people to achieve a policy and 
leadership which should express tht.•ir interests. defend them against 
Fascism at home and abroad and lead the way to a peace on the 
basis of the freedom of the peoples. 

Tasks in the Chan1ed Situation 

The tasks of the working class and democratic movement during 
this period, in the second phase of the war. consequent on the 
refusal of the Peace Front, corresponded to these new conditions. 
The basic task remained to build up the common front of the 
peoples, in unity with the Soviet Union. for the dt-fcnce of their 
interests against Fascism and reaction, for the real democratic anti
Fascist struggle and for the achievement of a durable peace which 
should be based on the freedom of the peoples. But the failure of 
the tight for the Peace Front and for the replacement of Chmnbcrlain ~ 
and the consequent character of the war thereby launched, basically 
changed the conditions of the fight in the new phase. There could 
be no question of applying the conceptions of the Peace Front to 
the very different war which had arisen through its refusal; of 
trailing behind the reactionary imperialist and anti-Soviet aims 
which were thinly concealed behind a show of anti-Fascist slogans; 
of assisting the destruction of democracy and working class rights, 
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as an France. \\hich paved the way for the v1ctorv of Nazism and 
home Fascism. or supporting the m1htar) measures against the 
Soviet Umon which. as the outcome has sho\m. \\ere nn ob1ective 
b.elp to Nazi Germany It \\as necessal) to stnke out an mdependent 
hne. even 1mtially agamst the stream. m order to make possible the 
conditions for a real common front of the peoples, m uruty \vtth 
the Soviet people. for the protection of their mtercsts and the vtctory 
of their auns 

Communist Policy in the Second Ptiase 

In accordance with these tasks, the Commumsts and militant 
popular forces. m the first stage of the n<..·w phase of the "ar \\hich 
opened m September 1939. dunng the .. frozen \\tar·· \\hale the \\ar 
\\as still formal and before actual \\arfare had begun m Western 
Europe. strove for munedtate peace. on the basis of the proposals 
put out m the So·Het-German declaration of September 28 for the 
opening of negot1at1ons, as the best means for savmg the people~ 
of Western Europe from being mvolvcd m war. befere the irreparable 
had taken place, and thus "1nnmg back the poss1b1hty for buddmg 
the effective common front of the peoples for the prevention of\\ar 

"The possibility finall) disappeared with the c~tension of the \\ar 
m Northern and Western Europe 1n the spring of 1940 The most 
dangerous srtuatlon now confronted the Bntish people in consequence 
of the disastrous preceding policy The Bntish people were no" 
facing m isolation the power of Gennan Fascism extending O\cr 
all Western and Central Europe-the very situation agamst which 
the communists had for many years given warning as the mevitable 
final outcome of the Chamberlam policy The parfitount question 
now became how to save the people m the face cf' this menacmg 
situation 

The Peoples's Proaramme 

It was necessary to combat and defeat the pobc1es of cap1tulatton 
advocated by that section of the ruling class wluch sought to 
emulate the example of Vichy without allowing the struggle of the 
Bntish people for their Rational mdependence to be sacrificed for 
readlonary unpenabst auns which were contrary to the mterests 
of the struggle From May 1940, the Communists put forward thmr 
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concrete programme in this situation how to save and defend the 
people. Against the policies of both sections of the ruling class. the) 
put foraard the proposals for a Peoples Government which should 
organise the democratic defence of the people against Fascism, at 
home or abroad: establish the closest unity with the Soviat Union 
and the peoples of Europe struggling against Fascist domination. 
put fomard its proposals for a peace based on the freedom of the 
peoples; and. in the event of those proposals being refused, carry 
forward the struggle no longer for imperialist aims, but for the aims 
of the liberation of the peoples. The victory of a Peoole ·s Government 
in Britain, even if it had not been followed by an immediate 
corresponding victory of the popular forces in Germany. and even 
if it; hau 1n consequence been necessary for a period to continue 
the war, would have thus meant the transformation of the imperialist 
war into a real people's war against Fascism. conducted in closest 
association with the Soviet Union. This 1s in fact the transformation 
which has now taken place along another route, not by the changes 
of Government in Britain (for this popular forces were not yet 
strong enough). but by the new situation resulting from th~ 

participation of the Sovi'-1 Union m the \\ar and the consequent 
change m the character of the major forces now participating m 
and governing the character of the war. 

Vmdication of Soviet Policy in the Second Phase 

The vindication of the role of the Soviet Union during these two 
critical years is now becoming clear even to the blindest. Had the 
attack of Nazi Gennany on the Soviet Union taken place two years 
ago, in 1939, with Chamherlain and Daladier in power in Britain 
and France, it is easy to see with what speed the united counter
revolutionary front would have been formed against the Soviet 
Union. The Soviet-German Non-At'1tression Pact smashed these 
plans, and won for the Soviet Union two years for the most intensh·c 
preparation. It won time for the peoples in Western Europe to begin 
to rally their forces, and for a situation to be reached in which tht• 
united Munichite Front could no longer be fonned. It gave time for 
the Soviet Union to take the most active and boldest strateg,, 
measures to strengthen its entire Western frontier. Every one of 
these measures was at the time abused and denounced by pigin) 
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critics, who remained, not only indifferent to the interests of the 
liberated peoples in the territories concerned, but blind to the plain 
strategic significance of the steps taken in relation to the future 
struggle against Gennan Fascism. Today these critics may well give 
thanks on their knees that these steps \Vere taken. 

There are still some lingering voices which seek to refer to these 
two years of the most brilliant and audacious policy of the Soviet 
Union as "appeasement". Their guilty consciences over their own 
past lead them to seek to tum the plain facts upside down. The 
essence of the policy of appeasement is the successive surrender 
of interests, territories or peoples in the vain hope of evading or 
postponing a future conflict, with the final outcome of emeJ!ing 
weakened to face the conflict. The record of the Soviet Union 
during these two years was the exact opposite. Western Ukraine 
and Byelo Russia; Finland and the protection of Leningrad~ the 
Baltic States and Bessarabia. Every step was a strengthening of 
the position of the Soviet Union, an extension of its territory. a 
winning of new peoples to the Union, a thrustiftg forward of its 
frontier, a delay to the aggressor. It is only necessary to refer to 
Hitler's tirade enileavouring to justify his treacherous attack on the 
Soviet Union to note the continual refrain : "I gave way with a 
heavy heart .. .I had to be silent .. .I advised acquiescence in the 
Russian demands ... this fresh Russian demand ....... continually 
renewed extrotions ....... .I remained silent because I was forced to 
do so"' etc. A curious form of ·'appeasement"' on the part of the 
Soviet Union ! 

"These two yeus of courageous, realist and farsip.ted policy of 
the Soviet Union prepared the way, not only to SfVe the Soviet 
Union, but to save the peoples of the entire world,f by helping to 
'build up tbal strategic strength and readiness in t1fe West which 
is today meeting the shock of the entire Nazi military machine, 
showing for the first time how to stand up to that assault, winning 
thereby the hope and the possibility of action 1br eveiy other people, 
and constituting the principal-in bitter truth, at present, the only
military barrier between the Nazi dreams of world conquest and 
the peoples of the world. By their actions during these two years 
the Soviet people assailed by thoughtless critics, were in fact 
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perfonning as signal a service to the world as any in all their proud 
history 

The Turning Point of the War 

By the spring of this year it was clear that the decisive tummg 
point of the war and of the whole development of the modem period 
was approaching. The war in Europe had reached a temporary 
deadlock. It was evident that the imperialist war could only go 
forward as world imperialist war bet\~ecn the Anglo-American 
coalition and Nazi Gennany dominating Europe. But before the 
imperialists could embark with confidence on such a hazardous 
enterprise, they were faced with the problem of the independent 
power uf the Soviet Union. As at every sharp turning point of the 
modem period. the question of the Soviet Union and of relations 
with the Soviet Union dominated the world situation. It was evident 
that a heavy and evenly balanced world imperialist conflict of the 
type contemplated would be likely to prove a protracted war. 
extending with a widening destructive sweep over a series of years, 
and leading to incalculable consequences for the whole existing 
social structure. 

Already the movement of the peoples was beginning to rise in 

all countries. Especially. the national movements of revolt were 
growing in Europe against the bated Nazi domination. The Nazi 
rulers were the most sharply conscious of the crucial problems with 
which they were faced. They could least afford to wait. Their 
military machine was mobilised at its highest point. They must go 
forward in extending aggression or go down. They were directly 
faced with the rising national movements of revolt in Europe. They 
were acutely conscious, of the continguity of the Soviet Union on 
their borders. with its socialist peace policy and the advancing 
prosperity of its people contrasting ,~. ith the situation of their 0\\'11 

war-racked and enslaved people and embittered subject nations. 
It was from the Nazi ruling Circles that the emissary went forth 

to the opposite ruling camp to try out the possibility of common 
ground for action against the Soviet Union. There were currents 
of thought in both camps which sought the possibility of resolving 
the conflict on the basis of turning the war against the Soviet Union. 
But in &ct the antagonism of imperialism over the new division 
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of the world. with the forces now fully set in motion on both sides 
and the final trial of strength still unresolved. was too deep to pennit 
of any such easy solution. 

The Lull Before the Storm 

The most critical point in modem imperialist development and 
in the life of the peoples was approaching. From April the 
Communists gave warning to be prepared for the most sharp and 
sudden turns in the international situation. On May 6 Stalin took 
over the direct leadership of the Soviet Government-a change 
which bore the clearest sigftal not only to the Soviet people, but 
to the international working class and the peoples of all countries 
to recognise the seriousness of the situation and be prepared. . 

Where would the blow fall ? What fonn would it take ? Nazi 
Gennany during these critical weeks was publicly concentrating its 
armed forces on the borders of the Soviet Union. Would Nazi 
Gennany stnke without prior agreement with Britain and the United 
States ? This beCame the crucial question of~e international 
situation. To this question the voyage of exploration of Hess sought 
to provide the· grounds for an answer. He was the physical 
embodiment of that old diplomatic term, a ballon d'essai. It was 
on May 10 that Hess landed in Britain to explore the possibilities 
of collaboration with reactionary ruling circles for the purpose of 
the proposed attack on the Soviet Union. While the reception of 
Hess showed that there undoubtedly existed influential reactionary 
elements prepared to consider such proposals, it also showed that, 
so far as the Government was concerned, the proposals fell on stony 
ground. Why Churchill and the authorities deli~' tely chose to 
maintain mysterious silence over Hess, when in the proposals 
had been turned down, remains officially unexp ed. Was this 
silence, with its suggestion of some possible comp ·city, a trap to 
lure Hitler forward on his desperate enterprise with the hope of 
some possible eventual support, only to tum on him with the most 
positive counter-thrust so soon as he had embarked on it 1 Had 
some bright wit of British diplomacy devised the schane to use 
Hess as a boomerang and to catch Hitler with his own anti-Soviet 
bait with which he had so often in the past gulled the British ruling 
class 1 Only future records will reveal the details of this episode. 
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What is important for present purposes is that the voyage of 
exploration of Hess revealed that in fact the basis was lacking for 
such an agreement. Acceptance of the proposals of Hess, in the 
existing weakened situation of Britain. would have been equivalent 
to acceptance of Nazi world hegemony by Britain. There was no 
road here. The deadlock continued Only decisive action, in one 
direction or another, could break it. 

June 22, 1941 

On June 22 Hitler struck Hitler gave the orders: for ·'the greatest 
march in history·· against the Soviet Union. In the midst of the war 
which he had not yet won Hitler took on new enemy. the greatest 
milinuY 'power which was alone capable of standing up to his o"n. 
Hitler delivered his treacherous attack on the Soviet Union, not only 
without a declaration of war. but without the pretence of raising 
first any issue of disagreement. This meant that the entire calculation 
was based on the lightning thrust. Hitler struck without any prior 
agreement with Britain and the United States. Hitler struck against 
the Soviet Union. while the war against the Anglo-American coalition 
was still on his hands. This meant that Hitler deliberately took on 
the possibility of th~ war on two fronts, againi.1 which he had 
previously made the main political and strategical 1·~sson from the 
last war and from all German history to avoid. and which only two 
years before he had directed all his efforts to prevent. What 
considerations drove the Nazi rulers to carry through this reversal 
of their preceding policy and embark on the enterpriSe which 
inevitably placed in the scales the future existence cf their regime ? 

Why Hitler Struck? 
A series of considerations may be judged to have impelled the 

Nazi rulers to this fatefid decision. 
First, strategic. Nazi Germany could not afford to wait and to 

see the gradual amassing of the strength and mobilisation of the 
superior potential resources of the Anglo-American coalition, while 
the power of the Soviet Union remained unbroken in its rear. The 
only hope to escape from the net that was closing in become to 
seek by a lightning thrust to break the military power of the Soviet 
Union and then to tum to advance against Britain and the United 
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States. Thus the attack on the Soviet Union is the decisive preliminary 
to the attack on every other people still unconquered by Nazism. 
The attack on the Soviet Union is the attack on the one effective 
military barrier which stands between the Nazi rulers and their 
dreams of world conquest. Thereby the attack on the Soviet Union 
is an attack on every people of the world. 

The second series of considerations derived from the social
political situation. ~ advancing national movements of the 
subjugated peoples in Europe, who by no means intended to place 
their heads under the yoke of either imperialism, but were beginning 
to look more and more towards the Soviet Union as the representative 
of the freedom of the peoples, as well as the growth of discontent 
in Germany among the working masses, confronted the Nazi rulers 
with sharp problems. Once again they sought to solve their dilenunas 
by violent action, by a thrust at the fountain head. at the Soviet 
Union, the free and equal union of free peoples. which had already 
shown in relation 19 the Spanish and Chinese peoples its stand by 
peoples struggling for freedom, and by its example inspired all 
oppressed peoples with the hope of liberation. Thereby the attack 
on the Soviet Union is an attack on the national liberation movem"'llt 
of every people oppressed by Fascism. 

The third series of considerations was diplomatic. By the attack 
on the Soviet Union the Nazi rulers hoped to divide the ruling class 
opinion in Britain and the United states, on the basis of an appeal 
to reactionary class sympathies; and by this means to paralyse or 
weaken their participation in the war, and to delay the entry of 
United States into the war. 

Strategic Considerations 

Of these eonsiderations the most important weiie those of a 
strategic character. During the second phase of the wiu- critics and 
commentators in the Western countries all too oftea lost to view 
the world significance of the independent reserve power of the 
Soviet Union, which exercised its influence, and remained capable 
of exercising its influence with increasing effect as events developed, 
on the side of the interests cf the peoples and against any and every 
form of reactionary world domination which might threaten to arise 
ftom the military fortunes of the conflid. But Hitler understood this 
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very well. When this legions overran Poland. and the Western 
Powers remained passive and unable or unwilling to help, it was 
the Soviet annies that barred his further advance and liberated 
thirteen millions of people. As soon as the Nazi advance overran 
Western Europe in the spring and early summer of 1940, leading 
to a complete shift in the balance and the most acute danger for 
the British people, it was the Soviet forces whose presence on the 
Eastern frontiers of Gennany which restored the balance and saved 
the British people. 

In this connection Hitler ·s o\\n statement witl. regard to the 
reason why he was unable to \\"Ill the Battle of Britain and finally 
vanqu~sb . Britain in those critical months of the late summer and 
early autumn of 1940 is worthy of note :-

.. While our soldiers from May l 0. 1 Q40. onwards had been 
breaking the power of Britain and France in the West. the Russian 
military deployment on our Eastern frontier was being continued 
to a more and more menacing extent. From August, 1940, on\\<ards 
I therefore considered it to be in the interests of the Reich no longer 
to permit our Eastern provinces to remain unprotected in the face 
of this tremendous concentration of Bolshevik divisions. Thus came 
about the result intended by the British and Russian co-operation
namenly, the tying up of such powerful German force in the East 
that the radical conclusion of the war in the west, particularly as 
regards aircraft, could no longer be vouched for by the German 
High Command". (Hitler's Proclamation, June 22, 1941) 

Thus the crucial role in the Battle of Britain was played by 
the Soviet Union, whose forces cancelled out the otherwise 
overwhelming Nazi Air superiority, enabled the R. A. F. to stand 
up to the remaining Nazi Air Force and saved Britain from an 
annihilating assauh. Today the British people will understand better 
the debt they owe to the Soviet people, not only at this moment, 
but also during these preceding two years. 

Thus the attack of Nazi Germany on the Soviet Union is in fact 
the attack on the main military barrier to its dreams of world 
conquest. With the attack of Nazi Germany on the Soviet Union 
the war passed from its second phase into the third phase, the war 
of Gennan Fascism for the enslavement of the world. 
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Role of Britain and the United States 

As soon as Nazi Gennany launched its attack on the Soviet 
Union, and thus opened up the most gigantic and fateful military 
conftict in history. the criticnl question of the international situation 
became at once the attitude of Britain and the United States. Would 
the Nazi calculation to spread dissension in these countries. play 
on anti-Soviet ideological sympathies, and thus divide them from 
the Soviet people, cut them off from the alliance which could save 
them, and paralyse them in the decisive world conflict, win any 
success? That the heart of the people would rally, on the side of 
the Soviet people was certain. The last unofficial poll in the earlier 
months of 1939 had shown 87% of the population in favour of an 
Anglo-Soviet Pact, at a time when it was still being resisted by the 
Government. 

But would the understanding of the most far-sighted repres
entatives of the ruling class equally recognise the common interests. 
over-riding social and political differences, defeat the Nazi trap and 
proclaim the conunon cause in· the present striiggle '? 

To this qu~on Churchill's broadcast June 22 gave the emphatic 
answer. Churchill, speaking on behalf of the Conservative Party 
anC:I the National Government, made clear that he had not changed 
his standpoint with regard to the social and political system of the 
Soviet Union or with regard to Communism, but that in this conflict 
he recognised a common cause and a common enemy : "'One aim 
and one single irrevocable purpose-to destroy Hitler and every 
vestige of the Nazi regime. We will never parley, we will never 
negotiate with Hider or any of his gang ... Any mah or State who 
fights against Nazism will have our aid ... we shaJ' give whatever 
help we can to Russia and to the Russian peopl~ ... The Russian 
danger is our danger and the danger of the Unitetl States.·· This 
was the speech which Stalin referred to as ""Churchill's historic 
utterance". There followed on June 23 the declaration of Summer 
Welles on behalf on the United States : "In the opinion of this 
Government any rallying of the forces opposing Hitlerism, from 
whatever source they may spring, will hasten the downfidl of the 
German leaders, and wilt therefore be to the benefit of our own 
defence and security". On June 24 came the announcement by Eden 
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of the agreement of the Bntish and Soviet Governments to co
operate on a reciprocal basis. followed by the exchange of Mission. 
and finally the signing of the British-Soviet Pact of Mutual Aid 
and Alliance on July 12 Hitler had has answer. 

A Transformation of Policy 

Sharp as was the reversal of policy of the Nazi rulers, who in 
the preceding years lcachng up to 1939 had devoted all their efforts, 
first by the collaboration with Chamberlain. and then by the Non
Aggrcssion Pact with the Soviet Union. to prevent and avoid by 
~very means the war on two fronts. and now, 1n 1941 by their own 
action ha4 plunged into the \\ar on two fronts. no less sharp was 
the reversal of policy of the British ruling class, who in those same 
years had devoted all their efforts to promoting war ofNazi Germany 
on the Soviet Umon, and now \\hen that war had broken out. had 
ranged themselves with the Soviet Union. It was indeed an ironic 
commentary on the whole precedmg policy of the Chvedenite lords 
and ladies and the pro-Hitler magnates of the City. who had ruled 
the roost during those years. \\ho had applauded Chamberlain and 
denounced Churchill. \\ho had acclauned Hitler as their darling 
and as their Champion against Bolshevism. that DO\\, when at last 
they were to \\itness their erstwhile knight and champion pcoceed 
on his so-called ··anti-Bolshevik crusade'', they should find 
themselves unable to accompany him. that. after they had for so 
many years been balked by false promises and sacrificed so much 
to see the longed for and constantly defcred war of Nazi Gennany 
against the Soviet Union, now at last when it broke out. they should 
find themselves compelled, under the leadership of the PQliticWl 
they had denounced, to march in a common front with the So\iet 
Union. Such was the answer of the C\'ent to the poisoned dreams 
of Munich. 

The Reasons-Common Interests 
What lay behind this transformation ? Two years of history. 

Two years of deepened crisis of British imperialism. Two years of 
bitter defeats and humiliations consequent on the whole preceding 
policy, the refusal of the Anglo-Soviet Alliance and the resulting 
isolation and weakness. 
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It 1s only necessary to recall the s1tuat1on 1mmed1ately prececbng 
the DC\\ events. the debates m the House of Commons dunng Ma) 
and June, the an.-x1ety followmg the evacuation of Greece and Crete 
The revelations of unpreparedness. the facts of production. the 
slowness of the Amencan aid. the dissensions. vacdlat1ons and 
alanns m the rubng class. the accusations of Pcta1rusm agamst 
leading pobt1cal representative. the new motto ''h1ch had begun to 
find currency an the popular press that .. we may lose the war·• 
to recogmsc how cntical was the s1tuat1on to which the Bntish 
people had been brought by the faults of their rulers 

In this situation the Anglo-Soviet Alliance \\as no longer a 
quesbon of polrtJ.cal controversy. 1t was an nnperat1ve necess1t} 
forcmg itself on the recogmtlon of all, not a d1ssent1cnt voice dared 
to make itself heard The Anglo-Soviet Alliance came as a salvation 
and an~ hope, mspmng De\\ confidence m the people Gone \\ere 
the old da)S Of SfUdgIDg and patrorusmg rccogrut1on. The VCI) 

existence of the Bntish people 1s now bound up 'With this Alhance 
It \"fould no doubt have been better 1f this understandmg had come 
earlier. 1f 1t had" come six years ago, when tlus Alliance was first 
adVocated by the Commumst Party. 1f 1t had come five years ago. 
four years ago, three years ago, even t\\o years ago. \\hen 1t could 
still have prevented the present war But 1t may be that only the 
ruthless teachmg of expenence could have created this wide and 
general understanding War IS a harsh pobtical school \\luch compels 
1ts lessons to be learnt quickly or not at all 

The Anglo-Soviet Albance 1s based, not only on the deep 
fnendsh1p of the peoples, now strengthened byt the sense of 
partnership pi a common struggle against a hated *d reactionary • 
enemy, but also on the powerful unmecbate foundattod of mescapablc 
common mterests m an hour of grave danger, when the greatest 
possible umty 1s mchspensable for victory. This Albance of the 
Bntish and SoVJet peoples, leadmg all peoples m the struggle for 
hberation agamst Fascism, must now become the rock and the 
anchor for the salvatJoa of the Bnbsh People, and be earned 
forward through the present days of tnal to victory and to lay the 
basJS fOr a better future 
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For the Bnt.tsh ruling class the Anglo-Soviet Alhance 1s the ~press1on 
of common mterests m an urgent unmediate struggle In the 
calculations of a rulmg class there 1s no room for sentiment . but 
there 1s room for the rccogmtlon of pracbcal common mtcrests In 
isolation Bntain is not able to defeat Nazi German), and JS faced 
with the most acute unmediate perd The American aid takes tune 
to become effective. and the penl 1s munedJ.ate , further, the Amencan 
aid 1s bound up With onerous cond1tJons m respect of the concessions. 
econ011llc, pobtacal and strategic. \.\h1ch have to be made The 
Anglo-Soviet Alliance strengthens the pos1bon of tue Bnt1sh rubng 
class m relation to the Amencan ruhng class 

Undnnhtedly for the ruhng cla~s there are also ulterior 
calculat1ons, and only the pobtacallv lldlve \\ould be bbnd to them 
They are \\ell aware that the colossal conflict of all the forces of 
Nazi Gennany and the Soviet Umon \\cal.ens both, \\hde their O\.\n 
forces and the Amencan forces arc temporarily nnmune . and they 
look forward to a future perspect1\'e m \\h1ch the Anglo-Amencan 
forces wdl be able to ensure those social and pobtlcal conditions 
which they regard as representative of c1v1bsat1on and order, but 
on which the masses of the people and the natton~ oppressed b} 
Fascism '"'11 have other VJc\.\s when the time com~ These issues 
of the future wdl be settled by the peoples . and their power to settle 
them m their own mtercsts '\\ill depend on the stfen&th of their active 
struggle today But these issues of the future must not be allowed 
to stand m the way of ma~um umt} nod ma'\.unum common effort 
of all forces opposed to Httlensm m the present struggle. when 
every source of strength and even ally. irrespective of social and 
poht1cal outlook 1s needed for the defeat of the common enemy 

Third Phase of the War-A new Political Situation 
The war of Nazi Germany on the ~oVJet Uruon and the Bntlsh

Sovtet Alliance have transformed the\\ orld situation and the polmcal 
situation m every country E"el) issue needs now to be Judged m 
the hght of tlus supreme conflict The second phase of the war, the 
reactionary war of the Western unpenabst powers for the new 
divts1on of the world has passed mto the thani phase of the ~ar, 
the Just war for the ltberation of the peoples against Gennan 
Fascism The 1mpenahst rules rcmam m po\\er 1n Bntam , they 
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still oppress India and the colonial people ; they maintain their class 
system in Britain: they still maintain their imperialist aims. But the 
objective significance of their war against Hider has now become 
a part of the just war represented by the Soviet Union in association 
with the peoples oppressed or menaced by Fascism for liberation 
against Fascism. This is the vital issue which is now the common 
concern of every people in the world, including the colonial peoples, 
who have still to win their own freedom, but who are equally and 
Wlconditionally interested in the victory of the Soviet Union and 
the defeat of Fascism. 

The Soviet Union has no imperialist interests or aims, the Soviet 
Union has from the first day of the conflict made clear that it 
regards the war as war against the Nazi rulers, not against the 
Gennan people; it has made clear that victory carries with it the 
liberation of all peoples oppressed by Fascism. In this way the 
participation of the Soviet Union has transformed the character of 
the war, and opened the way to the participa!!on of all peoples 
oppressed by Fascism, in the common struggle for their liberation, 
with the sure confidence that the strongest Power which is taking 
part in the fighting will equally protect the interests of their liberation 
in the final settlement. 

The way is opened for the British people, fighting alongside the 
Soviet people, to range themselves for the same common aims of 
a peace based on the freedom of the peoples. 

Tuks of the British People 

The Anglo-Soviet Pact equally transforms the political situation 
in this country. Here also every issue needs to be pudged anew in 
the light of the new conditions and present neecf4. 

The Churchill Government has now signed a fact of Alliance 
with the Soviet Union. The Churchill Government has procJaimed 
the policy of joint war with the Soviet Union for the defeat of 
Hitlerite Germany. Since this issue is the decisive issue today, over
riding all other issues, it is obvious that these facts must govern 
the attitude of all class conscious workers and the militant Left at 
the present moment to the Churchill Government, however much 
dJey may di6er tiom it on other questions or be opposed to the 
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political standpoint of the individual members composing it. Without 
regard to such differences, we give the most wholehearted support 
to the Churchill Government in every measure it adopts in the 
fulfilment of bis policy. We demand of the Churchill Government 
the most active fulfilment of this policy, and we pledge the fullest 
co-operation and support in its fulfilment. 

Our fire is directed, not against the supporters of the Pact, but 
against its opponents or those who seek to sabotage it. This is the 
decisive political criterion at present. 

The urgent need now is the fullest mobilisation and active unity 
of all sections of the people for the fulfilment of the tasks of the 
COlllPlOn struggle with the Soviet people for the defeat of Hitler. 
We strive for the United National Front of all sections of the people 
(not only of the Left anti-imperialist For pro-Soviet elements, but 
of all opposed to Hitler and supporting the Pact) to drive forward 
the maximum effort in the joint war Ytith the Soviet Union for the 
defeat of Hitler. The Alliance needs to be made effective with the 
fuUest strength of the British people. We cannot be satisfied with 
a situation in which one partner to the Alliance is bearing the entire 
brunt of the fighting. while the other remains inactive in a military 
sense. We cannot be proud of a situation m which the Soviet Union 
in isolation is engaging nine-tenths of the military forces of Nazism, 
while the remaining tenth, cOntaining mainly the older and invalid 
elements, is thinly spread over the occupied countries, and the entire 
might of the British Empire, with sea power at its common, finds 
it beyond its strength to attempt to engage or even bany the tenth. 
1bis is a very unequal and one sided alliance. 

As the terrific battle goes forward in the East. the question of 
the militaJ:y second front becomes every day more preuing 

No Complacency, But Active Strugle 

We need to combat the widespread passivity and complacmcy 
which is as ·fatal as it is short-sighted. We need to awaken the people 
to the ulpllt sense of their own peril, to the understanding that their 
fate depends m what is done now. The same spirit which anUnates 
tho Soviet people, the spirit of invincible dynamic e:neigy, unsparina 
cmunon mleawur and siDg1e-mindcd purpose, ovcr-ccmina every 

Yol·iY-49 
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obstacle. needs to be emulated here. The dis-organisation of 
production cannot be tolerated, but, despite the limits of the existing 
structure of industry, needs to be combatted with that burning 
urgency which can compel action ev~ from the most lethargic and 
mcompetent authorities. All this can only be accomplished to the 
e.-.w:nl that the masses of the people themselves, and the organised 
workers in the first place, act, push, drive, and take the initiative, 
both politically and in the sphere of production, industry and social 
orgmiisation. Within the broad national front the working class and 
democratic movement must necessarily be the driving force; the 
need for working class Unite and the revived activity of the labour 
oiganisations is greater than ever. 

It is necessary to be prepared for the sharpest issues of every 
t~ pe in front. The present situation, in which every day is carrying 
the fate of all peoples in the balance, calls for the greatest effort. 
The strength of the initial stand of the Soviet people against the 
onslaught of the Nazi military machine has given rise to the most 
dangerous false confidence and illusions here"."" Our concern and 
responsibility i$ to see that the people of this countly do their full 
p~ and pull their full weight in the Common Alliance. This is the 
single practical task which governs every activity today. 

WHY THIS IS OUR WAR 

The following is a reprint of the Editorial that appeand tn the · 
''New Masses ·• on July 8th 1941. It represents the views of the 
Communist Party of U.S.A and explains clearly to the American 
people why the character of the war has chang•d and what the 
task of the people in the new situation ts. 

Why Thil·is Our War 

History takes another sbarp tum. Transformatio11s in the character 
of the War. New tactics and new values. How to defend our country 
by helping the USSR. 

1bat famous locomotive of histoly has taken another suddm 
tum. And as in 1939, tbera may be a few who find themselves ftung 
off and sprawlina by the roadside because they lost their pip in 
rounding the bend. We live in dynamic times, wbcn the prooea of 
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history matures so rapidly that we ntust be prepared for cataclysmic 
changes that overnight transform values, meanings, relationships. 
Actually, what appears to be sudden IS nearly the explosive emeigen~ 
of forces that have been in gestation over months and years. Last 
week new Masses devoted almost its entire issue to a discussion 
of the momentous turning point signalized by the Nazi attack on 
the Soviet Union. Smee then, the implications of that attack have 
become clearer. Throughout the country the common folk have 
begun to sense them. In their hearts indignation mingles with 
hope-hope that at last the hideous might of Hitk:rism has net its 
master, and that the fight to free the world from this scourge bas 
begup • ip earnest. In Chicago the Cook Country CIO Council 
adopted a resolution calling for "co-operation and support to the 
Soviet Union by our government." In New York, Local 16 of the 
AFL Hotel and Restaurant Workers' Union, which is umler 
conservative leadership, urged support for "all nations attacbd by 
Hitler fascism, including the Soviet Union." In the Northwest the 
Washington Commonwealth Federation spoke up for aid to the 
U.S.S.R. Among the Jewish people there has been such unanimity 
of feeling that "-ven bitterly anti-Soviet Yiddish newspapers have 
been compelled to adopt themselves lO the prevailing mood. On 
street corners, at meetings, in homes throughou1 the country 
Americans of all nationalities, deeply stirred, '1ave found their 
sympathies suddenly catapulated to a country whom their press and 
radio bad depicted in the most hateful terms as an ally of fascism. 

In this new vast shift in world affairs all of us are &ced with 
the necessity of re-examining our position. For if we are to work 
with and not against history, if we are to lift &om the minds of 
men the blighting shadow of fascism, we must grasp the essential 
meaning of the new situation and mnke our acts conform to the 
changed reality. It is impossible at this time to give definitive 
answers to all the problems that emeige, but the central fact must 
be understood is that the attack of German fascism on the USSR 
has changed the character of the war. And one need not apoloaise 
for saying that when the character of the war changes. programs, 
slogans, and tactics must also change. While basic principles and 
ultimate goals remain the same, they must now be approached by 
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a diffen:1lt road because the old road bas disappeared under the 
impact of the Soviet-Nazi ~· 

For nearly two years New Masses opposed the war that began 
in September 1939 and all American support was for one side in 
that conflict. But our opposition was not to war as such-we are 
not pacifists and know that only socialism can bring lasting peacer
nor was it based on the isolationist illusion that what happens in 
Europe or Asia does not affect the American people. We opposed 
the war because, like its predecessor in 1914-18, it represented 
nothing more than a struggle between two imperialist groups for 
a new redivision of plunder and empire. A victoiy for either side 
in such a war could result not in the liberation of enslaved peoples 
but in their further subjugation by one or the other set of imperialist 
masters under fascist controls. We therefore called on the American 
people to oppose the designs of the government and to join with 
the English people and the peoples under the fascist heel in working 
for a different 8ltemative ; a democratic peoplr; peace which would 
mean defeat for both contending imperialist groups. We emphasised 
that in this Mruggle the common people of all countries had a 
powerful ally in the Soviet Union, which had striven to prevent the 
war when that proved impossible, had negotiated the non-agpssion 
pact with Germany in order to safeguard its neutrality and limit 
the spread of the conflict. At the same time New Masses opposed 
not only the policy of the government, but also the reactionary non
interventionists at the head of the American Pint Committee. We 
pointed out the spurious character of the peace talk of the latter 
group, and exposed their pro-fascist, imperialijt aims. 

Looicing back today we believe that our polib of the past two 
yean bal been tblly vindicated. We are proud ofthe part we played 
in helping to clarify the issues and nourishing afl that was best in 
American life. In our struggle against fascisin, just as in our 
solidarity with the peoples of Great Britain and Germany there is 
an unbroken continuity even though the Comas and tactics of this 
activity now require change. For the policy of the past two years 
no longer corrcsponcls to the actual world situation that bas been 
created by the Nazi llSaUlt on the USSR. For tbc first time a 
countlY llas become involved which seeks no loot, which has no 
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capitalist class that can profit by exploiting the wealth of other 
nations. For the first time a country is fighting-a great federation 
of 193,000,000 free peoples-whose victory wall mean not the 
replacement of one fascist cabal by another, but the true liberation 
of the peoples of Europe and the ending of the fascist threat to the 
common folk of England and the America. And for the first time 
this new development expresses not the conflict between two 
imperialist bandits, but the direct assault of fascist imperialism on 
the people-the people everywhere. By that assault Hitler has faced 
all peoples with the necessity of uniting their forces to wipe Hitlerism 
and fascism from the face of the earth. Only in this way can a 
genniiut1 people's peace be achieved 

For those who may be unable to see why the invasion of the 
Soviet Union changes the character of the war, let us put the matter 
this way. Suppose our government had previously adopted the 
policy we urged of strict neutrality m the European war and 
collaboration wath the USSR for peace. This would have aligned 
the two greatest powers of the world whose joint efforts would have 
decisively affected the course of the war and perhaps made possible 
a people's peace. But even had Gennany won, she would still have 
been faced with the combination of the Soviet Union and the Umted 
States. To-day, with the invasion of the USSR, there is no longer 
the question of another Yugoslavia or Greece, bl!t of the possible 
destruction of a power approximately equal to that of the United 
States. Moreover since Siberia is separated from the American
owned Aleutian Islands off the coast of Alaska by only a narrow 
strip of water, a Nazi victory over the USSR would bring the fascist 
threat to the very shores of our own country. It is clear that with 
the Soviet Union and Britain conquered, the United States would 
indeed be left alone in a world under "lazi combination. Here then, 
is conclusive evidence that the character of the war bas been 
fundamentally altered. 

The argument will be made that the imperialists of Britain and 
the United States continue to seek their former objectives. Three 
thinp need be said on this score : first, it the British and American 
Govrmmmts strike encqetically at Germany, they willynilly are 
bclping the Soviet Union 8lld their own peoples to exterminate 
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Hitlerism. Eveiy British bomb dropped on German militmy objectives 
furthers this end. Secondly, by their offers of aid to the USSR the 
British and American governments are abandoning their former 
anti-soviet policy. They are thereby beginning to adopt the coune 
long advocated by the Brit~sh People's Convention and by 
progressives in this country. And finally, the peoples of Britain and 
United States have the duty to take advantage of this exceptional 
situation, in which their Governments are necessarily on the same 
side with the people's Government of the USSR, to compel their 
rulers to undertake without delay the closest collaboration with the 
Soviet Union in order to assure a smashing defeat to German 
Fascism. Such a defeat would likewise frustrate the aims of the 
most reactionary Wall Street and London imperialists. What is 
n:quircd is the creation of the broadest people's front directed 
against Hitlerism at home and abroad, part of an international front 
of all the people fighting the monstrous juggema~ of Fascism. 

Marxists judge each war concretely iQ..its fullest historical 
context. During the nineteenth century Marx and Engles always 
supported one side as against the other in the wars of Europe and 

. in our own Civil War. Their position in every situation was dictated 
by the interests of the working class, by consideration of what 
course would promote the advance of mankind. Thus in the Franco
Prussian war they at first supported Bismarck Germany, despite 
the reactionary character of the regime because they viewed this 
phase of the war as a struggle for national unification against the 
efforts ofNapoleon m to dismember a Germany ~ll suffering ftom 
Semi-feudal separatism. The founders of sc;g· c communism 
wamod, however, of the possibility that the might take a 
reactiomry tum. When after the battle of Sedan the fall of the 
French monarchy, Bismarck continued the war,· order to annex 
AJsace-Lorrane an subjugate the French people, Marx and Engeles 
opposed Oennany. 

It was only with the rise of imperialism at the encl of the 
nineteenth century, when capitalism, ceasing to be a progressive 
force, cntmd the paraiitic monopoly stage, that wars among the 
great powers usumed a complctcly reactionary fonn. 1bat is why 
the pmiae Marxists in Russia, Germany and other countrios and 
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specially the Russian Bolsheviks under the leadership of Lenin. 
opposed the war of 1914-18 as imperialist on both sides. But Lenin 
did not entirely exclude the possibility, remote though it was. that 
the first imperialist war might be transfonned into a national war, 
that is, a progressive struggle for national liberation and 
independence. In an article written an 1915 he pointed out that "in 
a condition of the great exhaustion of the 'great powers' in the 
present war or under conditions of victory of the revolution in 
Russia. national wars and indeed victorious ones are fully possible." 
In another article written in the same year he pointed out that in 
all countries interested in maintaining international treaties had 
decbu&d war on Gennany and genuinely fought for no other purpose 
than the liberation of Belgium. '·The sympathy of the Socialists 
would naturally be on the side of Germany's enemies .• , He added 
however that in the war that was then raging Belgium was the mere 
pretext in a conflict for purely imperialist objectives. In the same 
way the invasion of Poland in 1939 was a pretext in a war precipitated 
by the rivalry and intrigue of the two imperialist blocs. But if in 
1914-18 it was theoretically possible for the character of the war 
to be changed, how much truer is that today when the enonnous 
weight of the Land of Socialism is thrown into the scales ? Clearly, 
whatever the motives of British and American imperialism, the 
involvement of the Soviet Union has introduced a powerful magnetic 
force winch can draw around itself the peoples on both sides of 
the conflict in an all-out people's struggle for their own salvation. 
And the magnificent efforts of the Chinese people to drive out 
Hider's axis partner, the Japanese invader, now becomes more 
directly lmked to the world struggle against fascISm. 

Does the fact of the USSR 's involvement mean that its pervious 
policy was mistaken, as so many a. 1ti-Soviet commentators hasten 
to point out ? On 1hc contrary the Soviet Union has been forced 
into the war under conditions that are infinitely more favourable 
for itself than they would have been two years ago, lacking any 
British lll1d French guarantees. Testimony to the correctness of 
Soviet policy bas come inferentially from no less an anti-Sovieteer 
than Dorothy Thompson. ID her column on June 25 discussing the 
Hess episode and its re1ation to the attack on the USSR, she wrote : 
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"It is my belief that Hider was making a tremendous gamble on 
Britain getting out of the war as a result of this development (the 
Nazi attack). Were the same political brains ruling England that 
ruled it up until two years ago, exactly that would have happened." 
What Miss Thompson is here unwittingly admitting is that the 
Chamberlain Government, under the cloak of friendly overtures, 
was actually seeking to involve it single-handed in war against 
Germany. And hence she is also admitting that the USSR was fully 
justified in taking steps to protect itself against that stratagem by 
negotiating the non-aggression pact with Gennany. 

Let it be remembered that it was the Soviet Union which repeatedly 
sought an alliance of peoples an Governments to halt fascist 
aggression. And it was the Government of Britain and France and 
for that matter the United States that rebuffed these efforts, only 
to cry "doublecrossed" when faced with the disastrous consequences 
of their own treachery. Had that alliance been effectuated in time, 
it WODld probably have prevented the war, bad war come nevertheless, 
it would from the outset have bad a progressive character on the 
part of the collective security bloc and the defeat ofHitlerism would 
have been a .Duch simpler task than it is today. By frustrating the 
Schemes of the appeasers, the USSR gained almost twO years of 
precious time. During this period its own economic and military 
might bas greatly increased and its strategic position improved 
through the ext.ension of its borders, while the crisis of Gennan 
fascism, despite one military victory after another, has depended. 
And now when the long awaited attack has been launched, it has 
come in a situation in which the British and American Government, 
instead of being able to isolate the Soviet ~ are compelled 
because of their imperialist difference with=, to offer 
assistance to the USSR. Thus, whm the radio r Johames 
Steel, Concedes that the Soviet policy in the ·cs was justified 
after all, he indicates that it was he and such liberal magazine.c as 
the Nation and the New Republic that erred when they hailed the 
white guard Finnish regime as a genuine democracy. No less did 
they err in their estimate of other aspects of Soviet policy and of 
tbc strqth of the Red Army. 

( Here follows an account of the cliffermces and indecisim over 
this issue in the circles of American big business. ) 
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It is clear that the American people will have to combat these big 
business obstructionists in the most determined fashion. They are 
the forces that led the fight against the Roosevelt administration 
and the New Deal refonns before the outbreak of the war, and 
through their position of influence i.e the OPM, the State and War 
Depts. and other government agencies they are seeking once more 
to prevent the administration from the taking that path which alone 
can safeguard the liberties of the people. In this situation the clear 
voice of the Communist Party points the way "Through their 
orga1lised efforts," declares the manifesto unanimously adopted at 
the recent meeting of its national committee. '"the American people 
m~ make the policy of the American government a genuine policy 
of'tnendship, collaboration with the Soviet Union, a policy that 
gives all aid to the Soviet and British peoples. The American 
peoples must throw in the full weight of their might and power to 
defeat Gennan fascism.,. Af. the same time the manifesto declares 
that the people must not fail to speak out plainly against every 
tendency of the government to conciliate the enemies of the nation 
to appease the appeasers. 

All Aid to the USSR and Britain, which is in the interests of 
the overwhelming majority of the American people, must also have 
its domestic counterpart. The economic royalist who are today 
obstructing the development of a truly anti-Hider foreign policy are 
likewise seeking to force the government to employ Hider methods 
against the people at home. And effective fight against Hitlerism, 
requires the defence of the right to strike, improvement of the 
peoples' living standards, government action to curb profiteering 
arJI prevent monopoly sabotage such as bas been revealed in the 
case of the Aluminium trust. It requires the cessation of every fonn 
of discrimination against the Negro people, a halt to anti Semitism 
and attacks on the foreign bom. And an ~ve fight against 
Hitlerism, iequires an end to the assault on civil liberties particularly 
the persecution of Communists and other progressives. The 
imprisonment of America's 1bremost anti-fascist :Earl Browder stands 
as an indictment of the character of the government's post war 
effort. His release now would be a blow at Hitler and his American 
friends and ~ powerful aid to our own struggle against the fascist 
menace. 
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Our country moves to great decisions. We cannot delay because 
time fights on the side of the enemy. Whether the Roosevelt 
administration accedes to the wishes of the most reactionary 
monopolists or lives up to its anti-fascist pronouncements and its 
pledges of aid to the Soviet Union depends in great part on how 
quickly and effectively oipnised labour leaps into the breach. 

The trade unions must be the mainspring of this movement. All 
aid to the Soviet Union and Britain all aid to China must for all 
of us become the deepest purpose of our lives. We the people can 
win this battle for the future. We have the power to move mountains 
to destroy Fascism. LET US ACT 



HARRY POLLITT'S APPEAL 
[!] 

TO THE MEMBERS OF C.P.G.B.-POR THE 

DEFEAT OF FASCISM 

Dear Comrades, 
The dastarclly attack of German fascism on the Soviet Union 

bropaht about an immediate change in the entire world situation-• 
a cbanp that Churchill's speech, Stalin's reply, Stalin's epoch 
making speech, and Eden's declaration at Leeds have all emphasised 
as representing a fundamentally new situation in which every 
government, and every political party has bad to respond with new 
policies and a new approach to all questions. 

The Communist party, naturally, immediately cbangec:I its 
political line to meet the new position and tasks imposed upon it. 
It made changes that have to be carried through without mental 
reservation of any kind and not in any tongue-in-the-cheek state 
of mind. 

Our comrades know that it is an axiom of Marxism that the 
Conununist Party fonnulates all its policies in accordance with the 
concrete situation that exists-not one that we imagine, or would 
like to see exist, but as it actually is, in all its grim reality. This 
is why we straightaway emphasise the fact that in carrying out the 
policy of the Party, no countenance can be given to any fonns of 
speculation that in any way impede the mightiest effort our Party 
bas ever made to defend the interests of the British people, interests 
that today demand the closest and most practical forms of co
operation with the Soviet Union. 

The war for the defeat of Hitler is now the supreme issue before 
the whole of democratic and progressive mankind. 'Ibis is what 
needs to be understood in all its decisiveness, for it governs our 

Cmlalwl by 7J.. C11111ral ConmriU.• of lh• c_,,..,niM Pqrty of India 
(Sa:lloll ti 1M C. IJ. up.- circular NO. S4 da•tl 1. 12. IHI. 
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entire political approach to every question standing before the 
people. In this situation, there is only one consideration which 
governs our attitude; those who are for the defeat of Hider, and 
those who openly or covertly endeavour to sabotage the achievement 
of the victory of the British and Soviet people over Hitler. 

THAT IS WHY WE FIGHT FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A 

UNT/'ED NATIONAL FRONT OF AU THOSE WHO ARE FOR Hn'LER 'S 

DEFE4.T. 

In the light of this, our attitude to the Churchill Government 
is plain and clear. Our fight is not directed against the Churchill 
Government, but those who are the secret friends of Hider. We are 
putting the issue now standing before our Party so sharply because 
we understand the difficulties that can occur in making the swift 
a&ljustment of our policy to meet the new position that its urgency 
demands. We know that for two years our Party has fought for 
a political line that has now to be changed; it was a policy that 
was correct in the circumstances in which it was operative, but to
day those circumstances no longer exist. 

We should forfeit all claim to be a responsible and serious 
. political party if we did not see the need for adopting the present 
policy of our Party. 

The people of the Soviet Union also have had to make swift 
adjustments and they have made them with unparalleled speed, and 
have done so in a way that has aroused the amazed admiration of 
the whole world. 

The Churchill Government and all the histotic political parties 
of Britain have also adjusted their political linf and we take note 
of and welcome this fact, for already it has lwt profound and 
importmat repercussions throughout the world. 

But in our party, doubts are still being voiccld that can give the .. 
impression that here is disappointment that the a.rchill Oovemmmt 
bas not lined up with Hitler against the Soviet Union in order to 
prove some theoretical point about1he cmly line ofBritish Imperialism 
being to effect a switch off the war against the Soviet Union. 

Why do we put the question as sharply as this? Simply to put 
in the sharpest possible way before the whole Party what is now 
in dJe positian, what is demanded of U1 and what is at atab. 
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There can be no doubt in the mind of any Party member who thinks 
of the situation as a whole, that the &ct tbat the Churchill Government 
and the Soviet Union are now fighting side by side in the common 
task of defeating fascism is the outstanding feature of the situation. 
And if some Communists did not expect it neither did Hitler nor 
a lot of other powerful forces in the world. 

Speculation on how long this co-operation will last, how soon 
before a swit.dl is made, are tatal at the present time. THEY REPRESENT 
DEl'EA11SM IN TIS WORST POSSIBLE FORM, LA.CK OF FNI'H IN OUR 
OWN CUSS. OUR PARTY AND THE SOU'ID /NSTINCl'S OF THE PEOPLE, 
OR THE MIGHTY SERVICE NOW BEING RENDERED TO WORW 
HCJMA!tn l' BY THE SOY/ET UNION 

Undoubtedly there are forces in Bntain who would like to make 
a switch, but they are not the dominant forces. If, however, any 
sectarian attitude of the Communist Party. any standing aside and 
not pulling our full weight in the common effort to defeat Hitler, 
any putting forward impossible demands is permitted, any 
irresponsible fighting of by-elections in present conditions, then our 
Party simply plays into the hands of the dark forces who are waiting 
for such an opportunity to take advantage of dissensions and splits 
in the national fight against fascism, opportumtl~-; that will never 
come if we do our job as our Party can do 1t, when we are all in 
it full tilt. 

This is why we are not going into any long drawn-out historical 
explanaticm of why the presmt position bas come about, what led 
up to it, bow long it will last, when will the switJl come, and all 
the rest. of the speculations that are absorbing the time and energy 
of certain circles of our Party. 

Speculation! -When at this moment wekno\v for deadly certainly 
that the flower of the Soviet people are drenching with their blood 
and bodies every inch of Soviet soil to protect and defend it against 
the bloody fascist marauders! 

Speculationl-When battles are taking place, the like of which 
the world bas never seen before, when thousands of tanks and 
aeroplanes and millions of men are locbd in death grips fram the 
An:lic to the South of the Soviet Union, when events are takina 
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place that make all that Wells or Verne ever wrote look like child's 
play. 

We only remind our Party of a few facts :-
1. When in the pre-war days we campaigned for a People ·s 

Front and alliance with the Soviet Union, we spcQfically and 
repeatedly demanded a Government in which we were prepared to 
take our part, headed by men like Churchill, Attlee and Sinclair. 

2. Now when this same combination, through the circumstances 
of history and the desperate position of Britain, have changc:d their 
past attitude towards the Soviet Union, we are prepared to give this 
Government our foll support as the serious earnest of our intention 
to do everything m our power to achieve a united national front, 
that alongside the Soviet Union can defeat Hitler-fascism. 

3. If the Soviet Union failed to defeat Hitler's attack (though 
this we do not for one moment countenance), it would only happen 
through lack of concrete support from such countries as Brit'ain, 
and the respoOsibility of our Party would be a heavy one indeed 
if we had not at every stage of the situation shown in the most 
practical minner our determination to make the most helpful 

· contribution. towards the creation of a united national front. This 
is the principal political reason why we withdrew our candidate 
from Greenock. We should have got a large vote, yes-but we 
should have split the front when our comrades in the Soviet Union 
are dying in defence of that ftont. It would have caused a complete 
misunderstandin of the position of our Party throughout the countly, 

creating the most powerful obstacles to the ~ of all the anti
fascist forces, it is now imperative should be ~blished. Let there 
be no mistake about that. Or about the fact ifHitferwere successful, 
the British people would then feel the whole ~tic might of his 
barbaric military power on their won backs. And apinst these 
facts cwrything else dwarfs into insignificance. 

This is why it is necessary to avoid giving any impression that 
our pracnt policy in dotcrmined solely because the Soviet Union 
bu been attacked. Our line is in the vital intaests of the British 
people, which now, more than ever, arc bound up with those of 
the people of the Soviet Union. 
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Remember how finely Comrade Stalin put tlus aspect of the question 
when in reply to Churchdl"s speech he stated that lus offer was 
accepted on the "basis of reciprocal aid."' 

Reciprocal aid. What does it mean'? Simply that you help us, 
and we help you, or as the Manifesto of the Central Conunittee 
states: ''Their fight is Indeed your fight. And your fight is The1rs' '. 

This is why in supporting the Churchill Government we do it 
wholeheartedly without any reservations, without harping on the 
disagreements of the past, or raismg the fundamental difference 
between the Communist Party and other political parties. 
lnesponsible persons, including to our regret, certain elements in 
the Ldl>Uu1 Party may do so, but our aims are bigger; we are above 
such an incapacity to see the gigantic tasks that have to be carried 
through now, without hesitation or equivocation, if the British 
people are to pull their full weight alongside the Soviet people and 
save themselves from the horrors of rascism. 

In the light of what is happening 111 the Soviet Umon today and 
can happen in Britain tomorrow, what does 1t matter what Gallacher 
said about Attlee or what the '"Dady Worker"' wd about ''The 
Times'' or that Twelve commumsts \i\"t"re 111prison1n 1936, wlnle 
Churchill was editing the '·British Gazette·'. There a.1.; msignificant 
things of past history that have no place m the tttanic event of the 
present time. Therefore, the policy of the Party is now clearly laid 
down in the Manifesto of the Central Committee new being 
distributed throughout the country 

What is the essence of this policy? That we fight for full co
operation with the Soviet Union through a pact of alliance with the 
Soviet Union on the basis of mutual aid. That we expose the friends 
of fascism and clear them out of all govermnent postc; That we 
fight to organise the maximum production for victory, the ending 
of waste and disorganisation, the ensuring of equal distribution of 
food supplies and adequate ARP protection. In this way we are 
ltlmgthming the pre-requisites for victory and defending the daily 
interests of the people. That we wodc to achiew the mobilisation 
of the mtire people for victory tbrouah the fullest democratic 
activity and initiative. 
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THIS AND NOTfflNG ELSE IS THE POUCY OF THE PARTY 

It is true that previous statements have not been as specific as 
this last one; that is because even the leadership of our Party was 
not quick enough to realise immediately the responsibilities that the 
new situation had placed upon us, and because we, too, tended to 
be obsessed with that had been our approach in the entirely different 
cricumstances of the past. We know you will give serious 
consideration to this letter. We are confident that if the policy of 
our Party is now presents as our Party knows how to present a 
line, once it goes into action, then many of the considerations that 
are at present holding back the full force of our blows and power 
will disappear. 

Concentrate on the positive on the bold popularising of our 
concrete demands. This is the way to get our policy across. Positive 
proposals do more to win conviction than all the criticism in the 
world. Our Party history shows on many occasions. our attitude 
for criticism to the neglect of unfolding oar positive policy. TllE 

FIGHT FOR (JUR POUCY IS NOW WITNESSED This is what will rouse 
the people and make them give it their support; will build up such 
power in the factories and unions as will prevent any monkey tricks 
or side-stepping; will force through the canying out of measures 
to ensure the fullest co-operation and alliance with the Soviet 
Union. This is what will get the maximum in increased production 
and the taking of effi:ctive military steps that will give Hitler the 
war on two ftonts that he has always dreaded. This is what will 
win the Party inftuence and respect. CommunillS setting the example 
in the factories and all the decisive producti1e undertakings. This 
is the policy that will mobilise the people to Pemanct the lifting of 
the ban on the "Daily Worker". They will Insist upon it so that 
Ibey have the guarantee of a daily weapon iii their hands that will 
give life, purpose and inspiration in the fight l>r the national untied 
ftoat against fascism, an alliance of Britain, the Soviet Union and 
the tbllest utilisation of all resources of this country along-side 
those of the Soviet Union. This will bring people into action. For 
they are in no mood for speculation. They have already gone 
tbrouah fAr too much to tolerate B9W anything that can prevent the 
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final blow being given to Fascism, and woe betide those who in 
any way attempt to divert the people ftom this aim. 

As circumstances change, as events unfold themselves, the Party 
leadership will react to these changes and show what need to be 
done, BCD NOW EVERY MINUTE, EVERY HOUR. EYERY DAY COUNTS 

IN GEITING INTO ACTION IN POPULARISING OUR PRESENT DEMANDS. 
John Reed once wrote a book called ''Ten Days That shook the 
World''. Our Soviet comrades have just gone through fourteen days 
that have saved the world. This is the biggest historical fact of our 
lifetime. They are 'Still fighting as you read this fighting to defend 
their land and ours. For twenty-four years they have struggled and 
sacriflccd, gone through civil war, famine, the restoration period, 
the bard, lean years of the First five Year Plan. They have built 
up what the ebbs have described as the "greatest social experiment 
in the history of the world". They are defending it now with a 
tenacity, heroism and courage that is unequalled in the long and 
a stormy annals of the struggle of the people for fteedom. Think 
of what Hitler has done in fourteen days in other parts of the world, 
and what be has cmne up against in the Soviet Union, even though 
he has made all Europe amunition factory and conscripted millions 
of unwilling soldiers of fight and die for a cause they detect. 

Comrades All! 
Unless we now go into action, dominated and inspired by what 

is taking place in the Soviet Union as you read this letter, we shall 
be committing an unforgivable crime. We are confident our Party 
will prove itself worthy of its great mission in this, the most serious 
and dangerous situation we have ever had to face; and that as a 
result of our contribution we will have immeasurably strengthened 
the c:cmmon cause of the British and Soviet people, namely, the 
complete and utter annihilation ur fascism from the face of the 
earth. 

Vol-IY-JO 

Yours ftaternally, 
On behalf of the Secretariat, 

Sd/·Harry Pollitt 

••••••••••• 
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THE COMMUNIST PARTY POLICY 
ON SITUATION 

Dear Comrddcs, 
In the present urgent situation. the thought that should dominate 

our minds is : ''What can I contribute to the conunon victory of 
the British and Soviet peoples? How can I do my share to get the 
maximmn fulfilment of the Anglo-Soviet Pact of alliance?" 

In the East, the 193 million Soviet peoples are facing the forces 
of tascism. The Red Army is fighting with magnificent courage. 
The Soviet peoples are working like supennen in industry and 
agriculture. Behind the Nazi lines, armed bands of the people break 
havoc on the eneD)y's forces. 

For the sake of their own land, for our sake, and for the sake 
of the peop~ of the world, the Soviet peoples are making enonnous 
efforts and sacrifices. 

Our Job· 
THE JOB OF THE BRJTISH PEOPLE IS TO SMASH HDLER IN THE 

WEST WHILE THE SOVIET PEOPLES BATTER HIM IN THE EAST, TO 
MAKE HJTLER'S "NIGHTMA.RE"-THE WAR ON TWO FRONTS COME 

TRUE. TO OYER.COME EJIERY OBSTACLE THAT STANDS IN THE WAY OF 

THE OREA.TES/' EFFORT. AND THE MOST EFFICIENT MOB/USATION OF 
THEPUUFORCESA.NDRESOURCESOFOURCOUNTR.YIN111ECOMMON 
STRUGGLE AGAINST THE FASCIST FOE. 

What does this mean in industry? 
t 

At,.present, production delays in war inchtstries are a gigantic 
national scandal. Workers-throuah n0 fa1Jt of their own-are 

· compelled to stand in idelness, wasting preci>us hours, days and 
weeks. One firm cannot obtain material, wbiit another in the same 
district has more than it can use. The 10 per cent on cosc system 
of payment ia cenain.industries is a premium an llow and inefticient 
work. 

THE FIGlfl' Aat.'NST OBSTACLES 10 INCRBASBD PRODUC110N 

THB MOBIUSATJON OF THE BRITISH PBOPLB FOR TH• FULL 
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SUPPORT OF TllE ANGW-SOVIET PACT OF ALLIANCE MEANS THAT 

THESE AND S/MJLAR SClNDALS MUST BE ENDED. Workers who are 
on yard committees in shipbuilding, the pit committees in mining, 
and the new area production committees being set up by the 
Government to advice production problems, they too, can perform 
a similar service. 

As an essential part of this campaign, shop stewards and tradt 
unionists should insist that the Government Departments concerned 
should call production conferences at which the representatives of 
the workers can expose the hindrances and put tbrward their positive 
proposals for increased efficiency. And wherever any campaign for 
inorrased output is being organised-such as that in the mining 
industry, the workers through their trade unions, should take part 
in it, and put forward their constructive proposals. 

Maximum Production with Protection of . 
Worken' Conditions 

All factors which hinder the worker giving of his best, must be 
removed. Bad transport arrangements to and from work, low rations 
in industries where a full canteen is not possible (i.e. mining), 
industrial fatigue resuJting from ncessive how-are all hindering 
output. 

THEIR REMOVAL WOUW LEAD TO A. TREMENIXJUS INCREASE IN 

PRODUCTION 

One of the outstanding barriers to greater production is the 
knowledge of wodcers who are on piece work and bonus that if 
they increase their output and their earnings, the :mployers will use 
this as an excuse for cutting piece rates and bonus times. The 
employers must gi~ a clear understandina and guarantee that piece 
rates and bonus times will not be cut, on matter tbco extent of the 
workers' earnings. 

The introduction of piece-work in other industries (e.i. buildin8) 
should depend m whether the piece-WOik agreemmt adequately 
protects the interests of the workers and is likely to lead to pater 
output. If such pmntecs are satis&ctory, workers will not oppose 
tba intrOduction of piece-work. 
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The Essential Work Order 

The Essential work Order, in the way that it has been operated, 
and especially in the way that its penal clauses have been used 
against the workers, and no action taken against the employers 
~ inefficiency is the principal cause of the chaos in production 
has caused great resentment. 

Those penal clauses which have been used to victimise workers 
and hinder their organisation, and which have in consequence 
proved an obstacle to production should be revised. Progress in this 
direction will help in the campaign to reduce latmess and absenteeism 
to vanishing point. Here again the Shop Stewards and factory 
organisation will be decisive in getting results. 

Labour Transference 

Wherever transference of labour is necessary to obtain an increase 
in production and speeding up of the war effort, the interests of 
the workers "must be fully protected. TraDlferred workers should 
be paid their previous district rate in their new job. Adequate 
lodging allbwances and accommodation should be guaranteed. 

All transfers should be carried out only after full discussion with 
the Shop Stewards and Trade Union representatives of the workers 
concerned. Transference must not be used as a cover to weaken 
factory and trade union organisation. 

Attitude to Strike 

The right to strike in the last resort remaias the indispensable 
weapon of the workers for defence of their 'ftal interests. There. 
um be no question, therefore, of giving up qae right to strike. 

But it should be possible to secure a satisfitctory solution of all 
qu "5tions which are causing unrest at the preseftt time, i.e. methods 
of labour, transference, payment for fire-watching, etc. as a result 
of die fbllelt participation by the workers and their factory and 
trade unim branch and~ orpnisatim in all neaotiatiODI and 
~- . UllCUDJOGS. 

It ii absoluteiy eueatia1 to o~ the ftalleat ccmultatioll with 
the ~ Oil all lllCh matter•. 
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National Wases Policy 
In the new circumstances the workers should be prepared to 

consider a National Wages Policy which will reduce industrial 
grievances and enable them to make greater efforts 

In the discussions which are proceeding around this policy, the 
following guiding lines should be emphasised :-

1. Wages should be raised to the level of the increased cost of 
living. 

2. The cost of living should be pinned b, pnce-control, and 
adequate supply of the controlled goods ensured to the workers. 

"· llldustries or sectioos of workers whose wages are exceptionally 
low should be given special considerabon. 

Issues at Stake 

This policy is essential if the Bntish people are to play their 
full part in the fight against Hitler Germany, the main enemy of 
mankind. It is a policy winch will be enthusiastically supported by 
all militant workers. 

At the same time we are aware that the eyes of some will be 
blinded to the greater issues of the day by their track union narrowness 
and craft sectarianism. Previous attitudes will cootinue to influence 
them like a ghost from the past. We knov· that our Party can 
speedily overcome such ddliculties, and, inspired by what the 
Soviet workers are doing, each member will set the highest standard 
for attendance, time-keeping, efficiency and production in the 
workshops. 

THE FU/VRE OF ALL MANKIND IS BEING DECIDED IN THE MOST 
GIGANTIC BA.1TLE OF IOSTORY TIDS JS THE MOST DECISIVE ASPECT 
OF THE STRUGGLE OF THE COMM ·w PEOPLE. TO WHJLJI ALL LESSER 
tl.SPECTS, ALL CRAFT TRADITIONS AND CUSTOMS, MUST BE 
SUBORDINATED. If every worker is made to feel that his workshop 
is a pan of the world battlefield, the men and women of our class 
will respond in a way that will be a revelation, they will build the 
mighty united movement of the people that will sweep away all 
barriers to efficient production, and mobilise the filll powers and 
resources of our country in the common struggle. 
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They will join the ranks of our party in ever-increasing numbers. 
and help to organise the peoples' victory over fascism that will open 
the way to a better future for all mankind. 

July, 24, 1941 

Yours fraternally, 
The Political Bureau 

C. P. G. B. 

OUR NEW LINE ON WAR• 

British Comrades, Correct Us 
In this Party Letter we are reprinting the full and authoritative 

text of two important documents which the British Communist 
Party published in the very first month after Hitler's attack upon 
the Soviet Onion. These documents whiclli,have just come to our 
hands are an ey(H)J>CDCJ" to us. They make us at once see that we, 
the Polit-Bureau and the leadership of the Communist Party of 
India have been putting forward a completely wrong political line 
on the supreme ~ before all mankind, namely, the joint war 
apinst Hitler-fascism. 

Those documents and especially Comrade Pollitt' s brilliant letter 
to the British party make us realise as in a flash that in formulating 
our policy, we have allowed ourselves to be misled by our own 
''theories'' and 'speculations'' which wen: product of our bourgeois
natioulism, rather than by the proletarima internationalism of 
Marx and Lenin. Not only this, we exp~ the policy of thC 
British Communist Party about which we hints in the daily 
press, in accordance with our ''pet '' and not how it 
actualJy stood. 

This may afpear as a shocking admission for a leadenhip to 
make, in any c8er' Party. Buttbis is mtbe case with the Communist 
Party. Every mistake, whoever commits it, as soon as it is realised 
and proved as a mistake, must be corrected, must be laid bare to 
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its very roots and eradicated and the lesson leamed. For us 
Communists, it is not a question of sticking to prestige or to pet 
theories of individuals but of evolving a correct policy which 
corresponds to the urgent needs and demands of the proletariat and 
the people of our country and recognising how these, at every time. 
also corresponds with the needs and aims of the international 
proletariat and of all progressive mankind. 

In explaining the policy, which the British conmunists were 
following, we in our literature so far, presented it coloured by our 
own pre-occupations. It is ttue we had no more information about 
their, policy that we got from the ''Reuter'' reports in the daily 
ptess. But that was quite sufficient for us to present it correctly. 
had we grasped properly the big and the decisive change brought 
about in the whole war situation by Hitler's attack on the Soviet 
Union by the Anglo-Soviet and the Soviet-American agreements. 

Wlaere we went wron1 

We correctly emphasised the significance of the Anglo-Soviet 
Agreement as a new and a great turning point in this war. We said 
more or less correctly :- ''The just war, the war iii the defence 
of fatherland which the Soviet Union is waging, IS now VITALLY 
LINKED UP wi1h the war which Britain is waging against Germany. 
Every effective blow which the British forces deliver against Hitler 
ensures Soviet victory and the defeat of Hitler WHO IS NOW nlE 
MAIN AOORESSOR. All the progressive people and the workers 
of the world of course, desire the victory of the Soviet Union, for 
it is the victory of the most progressive achievement of mankind". 
(Anglo-Soviet agreement, p.S). 

In tbis very pamphlet, we quoted Comrade Lomwky saying that 
the Anglo-Soviet Agreement bas 'altered tbndamentJ).ly the 
international situation. We said that Britain's war was now 'vitally 
linked' with Soviet peoples' jUft war and that ''Hitler bad now 
become the main aggressor''. But these remained as phrases in our 
mouth because we had just not grasped the big and decisiw change 
they implied. 

We quoted and re-quoted the historic words which Stalin spoke 
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on the 3rd of July : "Our war for the freedom of our country will 
mcqe with the struggle of the peoples of Europe and America for 
their independence and democratic liberties. It will be a united front 
of the peoples standing for freedom against enslavement and threats 
of enslavement by Hitler's fascist armies". (quoted from 
''lnternatimal Literatm1'' ', June-July 1941, Moscow). But we forgot 
to note that Stalin's "will" became ·'is" as soon as the Anglo
Soviet alliance of Mutual Alliance and the Soviet American 
Agreement became a fact. In other words, the Soviet peoples' war 
bad now become in fact an all-peoples war against the main 
aggressor-Hitler-fascism. This was what Com. Lozovsky meant 
by "'fundamental change" in the international situation. 

The Decisive Shift 

Comrade Pollitt and the leadership of the Conununist Party of 
Great Britain at once grasped the supreme issue that underlay ''the 
fimdamentally new situation'', which came into existence with the 
dastardly attack of German fascism on i1ie Soviet Union. Their 
sound proletarian internationalism at once makes them see that ''the 
war for the defeat of Hitler is now the supreme issue before the 
whole democratic and progressive mankind''. 

Comrade Pollitt sharply warns the Party comrades to get away 
from all speculaticns and theorisins as to what the British imperialists 
would do now and in the future. As a Bolshevik leader, as a man 
of action, what a communist always must be, he straightaway asks 
the question; what is the duty of the British working class, of the 
British people? What do their interests today:dcmand? ThC answer 
is clear-cut. They demand ''the closest and th+ most pnctical fonns 
of ~on with the Soviet Union.'' 

The Churchill and Roosevelt govenunentJ had promised all-out 
aid to the Soviet Unim. Stalin in his first siach bad recognised 
its great significanc:e. Comrade Pollitt and the British communist 
Party at once• grasped the big shift that marks the entire world 
situation. The picture is DO longer that of two mishtY imperialist 
combinations batdina against each other for world domination, 
while the Soviet Union stands natural, though in COD1taDt danger. 
One of the miabtY imperialist blocs hu DOW suddenly thrown the 
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full weight of its armed might agamst the USSR, the Socialist 
Fatherland of all the workers, against the staunch ally of all the 
oppressed peoples of the world. The other imperialist bloc was 
lining up with the Soviet Union. 
What maUered was not the motives of imperialist and fascist rulers. 
What mattered was the grim reality that one action of world 
imperiabsm has foully, treacherously fallen upon the billy workers' 
state. What mattered was the naked fact that the other powerful 
section of world imperialism was lining up with the Soviet Union. 
What was needed urgently and immediately was not ''historical 
explanations'' of how the situation came about. What was needed 
w~ Dot ~peculation as to the motlvcs of Churchill and Roosevelt 
and the future What was needed was a clear and decisive lead for 
action which corresponded to the urgent interests of the British 
workers, of the British people 

British Communist Line of Action 

Hider fascism bad become the main aggressor. Hitler fascism 
had once again become as in the days when we were struggling 
for a world front against fascism and war, the main enemy of 
humanity. The main task of progressive people.~ of all over the 
world had become ''closest and the most practJ.cal forms of co
operation with the Soviet Union''. What Wb then to be our line 
of action? What must guide and govern our attitude to the new 
situation? 

Comrade Pollitt answered the question tbr the British Party 
thus:-

''In this situation there is only one consideration. which governs 
our attitude; those who are for the defeat of Hitler and those who 
openly or covertly endeavour to !Mlbotage the achievement of the 
victory of the British and Soviet people over Hitler. THAT IS WHY 
WE FIOH/' FDR THE l!STABUSHMENI' OF UNTl'ED NA.110/W.. FRONT OF 
AU THOSE WHO ARE FOR HITLER'S DEFEAT" 

In other v.'Ofds, Pollitt and the C.P.G.B. are basing their line 
of action itot only on the clear distinction between the imperialist 
bloc of fAscism that bas attacked the Soviet Unicm, and the other 
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imperialist powers which are now lining up with it, but also on the 
distinction which bas to be made in Britain itself between those who 
would vigorously pursue the fight against Hitler and those who 
would sabotige it. Pollitt' s call to the party is to unite, and mobilise 
the entire people for the victory of the Soviet and the British peoeJe 
for the victory over fascism, through practical activity and initiative. 
Isolate the Main Enemy 

This consideration detennines their attitude to the Churchill 
Govermnent. With c~ld-blooded realism, the British Communist 
Party realises that its immediate main task is the intensification of 
the peoples' war which bas now become a fact, and to win it. The 
immediate task of the British Communists No was NOT the fight 
for a peoples' government because that would be a straight fight 
against the Churchill Government. The main and immediate task 
now was not to overthrow the Churchill Government, which was 
pledged to aid the Soviet Union, but to concentrate on the strategic -task of cleaning out all those from the Government posts who were 
friends of.fascists and who hindered in various ways the quick and 
effective mobilisation of resources, and production for victory. 

It is just here that our explanation of the British Communist 
policy went widC off the mark. We said that the British Communist 
Party's fight ''to organise production for victory". which we correctly 
pointed out, included the fight for just wages and rates, and for 
the preservation of the right to striks, was at the same time the fight 
for ~peoples government. It was not. We • attributing our un
Bolshevik pbrasemongering to our British cmpractes. They were not 
bothered about the gibes of disruptors and ~nothings who would 
nowtflm round and say: ''Oh, the C~ have again~ 
their policy. They have given up the fight fo~ peoples' government 
and are trooping into Churchill's camp''. They were now 
concentratinwall their forces in the strategic sphere of production 
in the factories and workshops. They were mobilising the workers 
through the shop stewards' movement they bad organised in 1940, 
to fiaht apinst all hindrances to raising production, apinst pro
fascist own&:rs who sabotaged Prociuctian apinst profit.hunters 
who lowered the standards of living and wages of workers. They 
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were fighting for equal distributim of food and better ARP protection 
for all people 

MeaniD1 of United National Front in Britain 
What was the source of our wrong understanding of the British 

Communist policy? The source of our mistake was that we bad not 
grasped the big and the decisive change which the new situation 
had meant. We missed the central core of the matter the Hitler 
Government on the one band and the churchill and the Roosevelt 
governments on the other, could no longer be tn:ated m the same 
footing in the eyes of the progressive peoples of the world as in 
tht in'lpcrialist phase of the war. The one was the main aggressor, 
the treacherous enemy of the Soviet Union, and, therefore, of the 
mankind, while the other two though imperialist, were friends and 
allies of the Soviet Union The immediate task of the British 
proletariat now was not fight to overthrow the Churchill Government 
which was an ally of the international proletariat, for that would 
split the world front of the progressive forces. The urgent task was 
to develop such powerfuJ initiative of the workers in factories for 
production, such powerfiJl will of the people to mobilise all England's 
resources for the great and decisive battle of hllll'anity that all pro
fascist vacillation of the Churchill Government would be shaken 
off. 

It was not a question of supporting the Churchill Govemment 
as the Labour Party leadership does, leaving the entire initiative 
in the hands of the Government; to do that was to relinquish the 
fight against the pro-fascist disruptors, fight for developing peoples' 
effort and will for the war. It was also not a question of supporting 
it with reservations while seeking to undermine it as we suggested 
in our explanation, in our litenk.ae before The point was to 
develop peoples' democratic initiative and anger against the elemmts 
behind the Government who were responsible for waste and 
disorg;piisation in production, for curtailment of civil liberties in 
Enaland, for worsening the standard of living of the workers for 
bad ARP and food distribution arrangements and for the continued 
enslavement of India. 
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Democratic Initiative 

What does Pollitt mean when he says: develop the Democratic 
initiative and activity for these demands? It means this that the fight 
for these demands is developed, not as a pressure to dislodge the 
Churchill government but as a pressure to force it implement fully 
its pledge, to render effective and quick aid to the Soviet, the pledge 
to win the war against fascism. For the achievement of theses 
demands is now a necessary condition to develop the maximum 
effort of the people to win the war. In other words, again the fight 
is to isolate the most rotten and reactionary elell)ellts in the British 
ruling class who are hindering the peoples' effort for victory by 
refusingdlese demands. This dcmocratic effort is possible in England, 
because the entire proletariat and the progressive peoples of England 
are united on the issue of winning the war against Hitler-fascism, 
of rendering effective aid to the Soviet. 

We have sketched in the foregoing how we wrongly understood 
and explained the policy our British coifaradcs are pursuing and 
how Coqi. Pollit puts us right. We missed the real meaning of the 
''Reuter'' messages about the British policy because we were off 
the track on the main issue itself. This is where the British C. P. 
and Comrade Pollitt correct us. We of the Polit-Bureau went on 
making the pedantic fonnulation that with Hitler's attack upon the 
USSR, the war entered into a new stage when it was being 
transformed from an imperialist war into an all-round people's 
revolutionary war. We did not see the plain blunt fact that with 
the new re-alignment of world imperialist foq:es vis-a-vis the Soviet 
Union 1he war as a whole ceased to be ;E:' · ist war but was 
in f¥t an all-peoples' war against the · aggressor and enemy 
ofhumanity-Hitler-tascism. That and no r was the significance 
of the new stage. 

We ~in for long-drawn historic explanations, speculations 
and for clell of phrasemongering but did not see the wood for the 
trees. We failed to see that our Party, the party of the most 
progressive and revolutionary class in the Indian society had to take 
tho initiative in reformulating the immediate tasks of the Indian 
people in the context of the new situation. We bad to' formulate 
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the demands and the objective of our immediate practical national 
struggle not in the context of a non-existent imperialist war but in 
the context of an all-peoples· war against Hitler-fascism, headed 
by the Soviet Union and by the progressive peoples of Britain and 
America. 

Boarpois-Nationalism 

Why did we go wrong? We went wrong because our blind 
bourgeois-nationalist hatred of British imperialist Government 
prevented us from grasping the simple fact that Government was 
now in the same progressive camp with the Soviet Union and 
ranged. against Hitler fascism. 

It dimmed our Marxism-Leninism for a time and we were unable 
to see that this fact had to be recognised and made use of for the 
very purpose of the liberation of our people from the national 
enemy. The British Govermnent was in the progressive fimt because 
it was. reduced to such straits by the dire crisis of imperialism that 
it had to renounce its feud with the class enemy, the Soviet Union, 
and shake hands with it. But 4t was not progressive enough to see . 
that the full and final victory of that front over Hitler-fascism 
demanded the freedom of India anJ her voluntary participation in 
the war. That is just the reason why the progressi~·c Indian people 
and the Communist Party of India have to take the initiative in their 
own band to be in that front, to put forward and to fight for the 
demand that the Indian people achieve that freedom whicli would 
enable them to freely and voluntarily mobilise their entire resources 
for 1he all-peoples war. Such a fight and such a demand corresponded 
not only with the interests of rendenng practical aid to the Soviet 
Union and with the proletarian internationalism of our Party. 

What Internationalism Demandt. 
If ever our struggle for national freedom was a part of the 

liberation strugle, 6f tbe progressive peoples of the world, headed 
by the Soviet Union. it is so today. This recognition of the unity 
of our struaale with the titanic battle now aoina on for the future 
of humanity requires not spinning phrases such u; we shall only 
participate in the strugle u a fne nation, but somethina concrete 
and practical. It is not a question of our Promilina that we shall 
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be participating in the all-peoples· war when we would be independent 
but immediately taking the initiative for uniting the people for a 
struggle for such minimum demands as will enable India and the 
Indian people to throw in the full weight of their resources and 
manpower in this war. It must be clear to the meanest intelligence 
that a decisive victory over Hitler-fascism won by the joint forces 
led by the Soviet-British and American people cannot but transfonn 
the world, cannot but pave the way for the complete liberation of 
the Indian people as ·well as other oppressed peoples of the world 
But it requires the active and voluntary participation of the Indian 
people in that war. The reactionary circles of the British ruling class 
are making that active co-operation impossible by denying us the 
very elements of democratic liberties and popular government. 

What Our New Line Should Be 

What then is the duty of the Indian people in this historic hour 
of human' destiny? What policy must the Indian Communist Party -adopt towards the British Government and towards the present war 
eft'ort? firstly, it is quite clear that fight or non-co-operation against 
even the present government's war effort just because its war effort 
has no place now in our struggle for freedom. We must clearly 
recognise that the individual civil disobedience of the National 
Congress, symbolic as it was, has now lost even the little moral 
value it had when it was directed against the imperialist war. 
Secondly the Communist Party must take the initiative to unite all 
the progressive forces in the country to dequmd and fight for such 
minimum demands to be won from im~ism as are necessary 
to make the voluntary organisation of the rt;ources and man-poWer 
oflndia for throwing India's full weight fit the victory of the all-. 
peoples' war. Thirdly, such minimum daiumds must include: 

(a) recognition of India's right to illd&fcndence. 
(b) estlbtisbmcnt of danocratic liberties and release of all political 

prisoners. 
(c) the transfer of power to popular rq>resentativcs which would 

enable them to reorpnite the resources and economic life of the 
country auarantemna the mpnt demands of the peoplo-workcrs 
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and peasants-the shifting of the war burdens to the nch and the 
all round industnalisabon of the cow1try They should be made into 
a properly drawn-up National Charter of demands such as to obtain 
support fonn the National Congress, the Trade Unions, the Kisan 
Sabhas and the Muslim League. This Charter should be the basis 
of a mass struggle for demanding its acceptance by the British 
Government in the mtcrest of unfolding lruha · s voluntary war
effort to secure victory in the war agamst Hitler-fascism 

Such is the hne which the Conmurust Party of India must now 
put forward. It corresponds with the immediate interests of the 
Indian people and of their struggle for complete independence. It 
C<\m 'irpoods with our tasks m the common struggle of all the 
progressive peoples for the final annihilation of Hrtler-fascism. For 
that victory won, in alliance with the Great Soviet Union, will pave 
our way to complete liberation 

This is what these documents frt'm our brother-party teach us 
They have shown us the nustake we have committed. We have to 
correct it and march fonvard to shape the future of our people by 
practical action More exhaustive documents on the new line will 
follow in the succeeding Party Letters 

P. L 54. p. 11. 

Omission 
The following paragraphs omitted from between PAGES 4 and 

S should be read in that context; i.e., as the continuation of page 4. 
''Only the most resolute dnve m the workshops can end these 

obstructive practices and can expose those who are responsible for 
their perpetuation as enemies of •l1e people. 

Every hold-up, bottle-neck and waste must be dragged into the 
light of day and exposed. All the facts must be communicated to 
the trade unions, the Government departments and Members of 
Partiamaet. 

THISJS WHERE THE SHOP STEW.4RDSANDF.4CTORT ORGANISATION 
OF THE WORKERS, WITH THE CORRESPONDING TRADE UNION 
ORGtNl&f.710N IN AU INDUSTRIES, CAN PERFORM .4N INBSflMABU 
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SERVICE ro THE BRll'ISH PEOPLE. THEY ARE IN..( POSITION ro KNOW. 
BECAUSE THEY ARE ON THE SPOT, OF E'YERY CASE OF WASTE, 
OBSTRUC'l'IONANDHOW-UP, ANDTHEretNEXPOSESUCHSCtNDAL.~ 
AND LEAD THE F1GHI' OF THE PEOPLE ro END THEM.'' 

Extracts from Comrade Stalin's speech to the Moscow Soviet on 
6th November. 

"Great Britain, the United States and the Soviet Union have 
united in a single camp and set themselves the task of routing the 
Nazi imperialists and their invading armies. A modem war is a war 
of machines, a war to be won by one who has overwhelming 
superiority in the output of machines. lftbe production of machines 
in the United States, Britain and the Soviet Union is combined. then 
we wiU accmire at least three-fold syperiority in machines as 
cqgpared with Germany. This is one of the fundamental reasons 
for the inevitable doom of predatory Nazi Impenalism 

''The recent three-Power conference in Moscow with the 
participation of the representative lSf Great Britain. Lord 
Beaverbrook, and the representative of the United States, Mr 
Harriman, decided to give out country systematic help in tanks and 
aircraft. As is known, we have already begun to receive tanks and 
aeroplanes on the basis of this decision. Even earlier, Great Britam 
assured a supply to our country of materials in which we are 
deficient, such as aluminum, lead, tin, nickel and rubber. If to tlus 
is added the fact that a few days ago the United States decided to 

grant the Soviet Government a loan of one millian dollars, WEMA Y 
SAY WrtH CE/UAINTY THAT THE COAUTJO;N'F THE UNITED STATES. 
BRTJ'AJN AND THESOYIET UNIONS /SA REAL 'ING W/llCH IS GROWING 
AND WILL CONr/NUE TO GROW FOR THE B 1IF1T OF OUR COMMON 
CAUSE ... UBE/UTION. (Loud and prolonglfl appknne). THESE ARE 
FACTORS DETERMINING THE INEVITABLE DESTRUCTION OF NAZI 

IJIP/lRUUSM. 

''All honest people nmst support the army of our country, of 
Great Britain and the United States as champions of liberation, 
not only in Burepc but in Alia, in Iran for instance. The subjupted 
peoples of die world came co 11 for help. We mutt do all ill our 
pG\WI' to bl1p tbml and tbm la dml Hw a lite of oamplete libertY 
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m their homeland as they want to. To do that we must break the 
hfo of the Gcnnan war machine .. 

Comrade Stalin added that 1t '"as necessary for the people of 
the U. S S. R .. to organise thcmsdvcs as one single fighting camp 
for the destniction of the Gennany arn1~ 

··our conference ''ill go do\\n m h1story m connection with the 
glorious struggle against Hitler What is necessary is not only to 
defeat the Hitleritcs, but to put an c:nd for all time to this order 
.:>i criminal band of enslaver To ach1vc this 1t 1s necessaI) to 
destroy these adventurers. 

• "TJtc pohtical sigmficancc of this conference is this. that it 
shows \\hat batter contempt there 1s for Hitler. agamst whom a 
po" erful group of the freedom lo\·mg nations of the world have 
muted Hitler has never ) ct encountered such a powerful forces of 
ant1-Fasc1st Front No\\ at last. an anti-Fascist front has been 
formed '"h1ch will dcstro~ Hitler and hbcratc all those \\ho have 
been enslaved bv ham · · 

f'ol-iv-S I 

From MOLOTov·s speech before 
Thl. :\Iosco\\ L orference. on 
September I. l 941 



INDIA AND FREEDOM 
Oemens Dutt 

1be decision of the Working Committee of the Indian National 
Congress to threaten a new movement of mass civil disobedience 
to enforce the demand for the withdrawal of British political power 
from India is a disastrous step for the fate of India in a critical 
situation. It is also a measure of the disastrous failure to establish 
India as an equal partner in the world-wide struggle of the free 
peoples against Fascism. It is a decision which in its operation 
inevitably puts the Indian people into the position of dissociating 
themselves from a world cause on which the freedom of all peoples 
from Fascist tyrarmy and imperialist subjection, and their own 
freedom and independence also, ultinufttly depends. 

At this moment, when the enemy already stands at the gates of 
India, when battles decisive for the future of the world are developing. 
India has a central part to play in the world front against Fascism 
By its geographical situation, its strategic significance, its actual 
and potential resources.in man-power and material, it occupies a 
key-position of vital significance, not only for Asia but for every 
front of the allied nations. 

It is impossible for us here to wash our hands of the situation 
that has been created. The disastrous possibilities inherent in the 
decision of the Indian National Congress rfakes it the more urgent 
and imperative to carry forward the ~aign here for a ne'\\ 
approach on the basis of the establishment fa national governmen• 
in India which will mobilise the Indian pie for the defence 1f 
India and full participation in the war. 

It mly be urged that there can be no question of a new approach 
because the ground bas already been fully explored by Sir Statford 
Cripps in his visit to India. A leading article in 'The Times• (July 
IS, 1942) says of this visit: "The offer we made is comprehensive 

"LabOUI' Mondtly", A.11gu.rt 1942, 
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and complete and in principle leaves nothing over that it is within 
our power to give.·· 
The picture is presented of Sir Stafford Cripps amving with a new 
and generous offer which was not taken advantage of because 
communal and sectional rivalries prevented its acceptance and 
because the major Indian political body, the Indian National 
Congress, demanded an impossible alteration of the constitution 
which would in effect give full independence immediately and the 
Congress a monopoly of power. 

The central fact about the Cripps mission 1s that the offer he 
conveyed consisted only of (a) a promise of Dominion Status after 
thti war, described by Mr. Gandhi as ··a post-dated cheque OD a 
bank which is already crashing.·· and (b) a vague paragraph on 
the co-operation of the peoples of India With the government in the 
defence oflndia which boiled down in the negotiations to a proposal 
for the further enlargement of the \ aceroy's Executive Council to 
include an Indian defence minister with a linuted province and very 
restricted powers. 

It is desirable to reproduce the text of this proposal as given 
in the document. 

Dunng the critical penod which now faces /l.-!1a and unhl the 
new Con.rtitut1on can be framed His Majesty's Government must 
inevitably bear the respon.ub1lity for and retain control and 
direchon of the defence of India as part of their world war effort, 
hut the task of orgamsmg to the fall the military, moral and 
material resources of India must be the responsibility of the 
Government of India with the co-operation of the peoples of India. 
Hts Majesty's Government de~·ire and invite the immediate and 
effective participahon of the leaders of the principal sections of 
the Indian people in the cour... ls of their country. of the 
Commonwealth and of the United Nations. 

The attempt is made to portray this as the offer of a .. National 
Govennnent. •• A survey of the Cripps mission in The Times (July 
4. 1942) states: ··For the immediate purpose of associating India 
fully with the war it proposed the establishment of a National 
Government." Fundamental changes were ruled out, but "it was 
made clear1bat the term 'National Government' would be interpreted 
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in the most liberal spirit.·· But the dccl~rat10n says nothing about 
a National Government. It says that responsibility for the defence 
of India must remain in British hands. And Sir Stafford Cnpps 
emphasised in his speech in the House of Commons· · ·1 had from 
the outset made it clear that it was not possible to make any 
~onstitutional changes exc~pt of the most insignificant kind · • 

It is impossible. therefore. not to recognise that the Cripps 
proposals, far from ushering in a n< •• ·w epoch. were a continuation 
of the same die-hard impcriaho;t policy expressed in the so-called 
··August offer·· made by the Secretary of State for India. L S 
Amery, in August 1940. which was in fact couched m very similar 
tenns and was described by Jawaharlal Nehru as an .. msult to 
India."" 

Mr. Amery has just published a collect1on of h1s speeches of 
the last two years,* full of simple faith in the Bnt1sh mission of 
Empire (""pur Empire in India just grc\\ .... for the simple reason 
that 1t was acceptable to the people of ln81a · ·) (p. 112) and it can 
be seen from it how correctly he summed up the Crapps mission 
in his spCcch in Parliament on April 28. 1942. as ·•the '-'Piloguc 
of an old chapter:· 

This is borne out also by the recently pubhshed survey of the 
Cripps mission made by Professor Coupland. t This popular 
statement of the Government's case has a note opposite the contents 
··This book is produced m complete conformity with the authonscd 
economy standards.·' Economy seems to have been l."Xcrc1soo m 
prod~cting the arguments of the other side, b$t one thing the aut~or 
has to admit and that 1s: .. In principle, m fljthc Draft Declarat1~n 
went no furth~r that the 'August Offer· •· (p.30). He explains. 
however. that it was ··an advance on the 0 · • The auctionecrmg 
terminology suggests that the Govenunc.-nt's Jbcreascd bid was onl} 
the miqimal coin of the reaJm, but Mr. Coupland points out: .. It 
was more concrete and constructive. It elucidated the meaning of 
Dominion status.·· 

Mr. Coupled explains at some length the impossibility of 
transferring the Indian Civil Service and Police to Indian hands 

* /,,dia and FrndtAn. By L. S Amery. Oxford l'11iwrsity Preu. J.'6J 
f Tire Cripp.t Ml&slon. By R Coupla1id, Oxford University Preu. 
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··To transform their status now... is out of the question.·· he says 
bluntly (p 58). One wonders whether the Japanese \\ould take that 
view. Thii- negative attitude of non possums is the same s~rilc 
conservatism that refused to face the political problems of the 
defence of Singapore. Java and Burma. 

The failure of the Cripps missions was not due to any 
unwiHingness to negotiate on the part of the Indian nationalist 
leaders. It would not have been unnatural if Nehru and others who 
hru:I been so long in prison had adopted a strictly · ·sinn Fein·· 
attitude and turned a blind eye to international problems. On the 
COJ!tray. the Indian National Congress has always been conscious 
ot its mlcmattonal responsibility and has repeatedly expressed 
the readiness of the Indian people to co-operate with other 
freedom-loving peoples against Fascism and aggression. Mr. 
Brmlsford says. ··The \\Ord that Indians were waiting to hear. the 
key-word ·independence.· should have been used·' (New Statesman. 
Ma} 18. 19.J.2). But 1t 1s not a question of \\ords. The Draft 
declaration could have replaced the word Dominion Status by the 
word independence and it would not have made a jot of difference. 
What is needed is a policy \\hich puts the Ind;"" people in charge 
of m:u.ntaining and defondmg their freedom. />. s the Congress 
resolution says. ··what 1s most wanting is the l;}nthusiastic response 
of the people. winch cannot be evoked without the fullest trust in 
them and the devolution of responsibility on them in the matter of 
defence.·· 

In spite. therefore, of Mr. Coupland's conclusion that '"the 
co~unal problem, and not her relations with Britain, is India's 
major problem.·· the central point is that no new approach was made 
to the people oflndia while at the same time the hard fact remains that 
the defence oflndia is not milit31'1a. possible \\ithout winning the co
operation of the Indian people. 

The Cripps mission was the last effort on the lines of the old 
policy. It is becoming realised that it belongs to a past period. Th~ 
new period demands something more than only ·"the most 
insignificant' constitutional changes. The Viceroy's Council has 
been enlarged from 12 to 15 members, without the addition of a single 
representative of any section of popul31' political opinion. A defence 
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minister has been created of whom the gibe runs in India that he will 
have charge of canteens and latrines for the war effort. 
There is a note of complacency in recent Government pronouncements 
on India which is entirely at variance with the facts. The flow of 
recruits intothe Indian Army is boosted as an outstanding achievement. 
Satisfaction is expressed that the war effort in India is ··as good as 
in the last war.'' This is the practical realisation of the policy 
enunciated by Lord Halifax when he helped to torpedo the Cripps 
negotiations by declaringthatiflndia's leaders rejected the opportunity 
offered them ·'we shall. I do not doubt, continue to have the co
operation and good will of millions of Indians not less devoted than 
the accredited leaders to the cause of Indian freedom.'' This attitude 
means ignoring the whole urgency of the problems arising from the 
new conditions of total war, which can only be solved by the full 
participation of the whole people. Instead of a new approach. the 
bureaucratic mind finds satisfaction in a situation where its measures 
for defenee can be imposed from above._ 

But the failure to find a basis for making use of popular initiative 
in resisting aggression and in developing the vast potential resources 
oflndia, so that the country can play its full part in the anti-Fascist 
front, can only spell disaster. It is only necessary to contrast what hns 
been achieved in China under a National Government to realise the 
colossal failure implied by a war effort in India which is only equal 
to that of the last war. China is recognised as an equal partner among 
the allied nations. United under their own government, her people 
have been able to display a military streDfh which has kept the 
Japanese armies at bay for five years and to afbieve an unprecedented 
development of national resources and cult:. · 

'lbere is no doubt that Generalissimo hiang Kai-Shek spoke. 
with a full realisation of the value of a free · not only to China. 
but to the world front against Fascism, wheh he appealed to Britain 
duridg his visit to India; ''I sincerely hope and I confidently believe 
that Great Britain, without waiting for any demands on the part of the 
peoples of India. will as speedily as possible give them real political 
power.'' That metsagc could leave no dubiety as to his attitude 
towards the; central problem in India. 

Gandhi has used the situation eteated by the rebuff administered 
to Indian aspiratiom to induce the Indian National Congress to adopt 
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a policy which, in effect, dissociates it altogether from the struggle 
of the allied ~ions. Its resolution is almost wholly a pathetic appeal 
to Britain ''to make India a willing partner in the joint ~nterprise of 
securing freedom for the nations and the peoples of the worJd.' • but 
ends by indicating that a non-violent movement of resistance to 
British rule led by Gandhi is the only altemati\'c. But the Indian 
masses are not pacifist, nor are they indifferent to the cause for which 
the peoples of China and the Soviet Union, to name but two, are 
fighting. They arc against a sterile policy which would leave them 
passive spectators while the fate of the \\orld is being decided, The 
resolution~ of working class, Trade Union and student's organisations: 
th!! dt"',,rnonstrations that were held on June 22, the anniversary of the 
outbreak of the Soviet-German war. afford unmistakable evidence of 
their readiness to co-operate ucti\'dy in the war against Fascism. 

In Spite. therefore. of the .resolution adopted by the Working 
Committee of the Congress. n becomes the more important to carry 
forward the campaign here to i11sist that India should be allowed its 
own government for orgamsing its own defence, and that no section 
should b\! allowed to ~tand in the way of the millions in India co
Oi}l.'Tatmg wnh the free peoples of the world. It is a responsibility of 
th\: La~our mm cmcnt in Britain to press the foll application of the 
pnm::1pl~s of the Atlantic Charter to India, the release of political 
prisoners.* (many thousands of whom are still in prison for their 
;.1<.·ti' u~ in the working-class, the peasant, and the anti-Fascist 
mo\ cm\!nt) and the recognition of a free India, under its own national 
gm emmcnt. as an all~· not less important than China or the Soviet 
Union. 

Th" in1tiati\·c taken b,· the India League in this country in 
orgam:-.mi! a ballot in factories and among trade unionists on the 
suhicct of a mitmnal government for India is helping to bring the issue 
mto prominence and already shov. ·. a ten to one majonty in London 
a.Ion~ for this pohcy. If the fonner hostile policy towards the Soviet 
lJmon could he rc\'crsed. so can also the policy of hostility to Indian 
aspirations. and with equally important results for the united strength 
oft~ frt.'C nations. · 

• 1'111., ur1icl~· "~'~·~ ~vriltm before the announcenenl (July 23) oftlte IWJftltldl 
1!f" th' ban "" thr Conomml.st Party of Indio and the ,..,.._ .frOIH priaon of" 
"""'bu <>/ii., ,,,,nrlirr.J. 



INDIA-WHAT MUST BE DONE 

Rajani Palme Dutt 

It is from the standpoint of this urgent world .v1t11ation that we 
need to judge the present grave cns1.\' in India. At the moment 
of the s11preme Axis attack throughout the world. when the fortunes 
of the United Nations are swaying m the balance. a nation of 
four hundred millions. one-flflh of humanity. hm been treated 
as an enemy for the crime of dcmandmg to be an allJ~ This 1.,. 
the fantastic but unfortunately tn1e epitome of the Indian .wt11at1011 
When all the charges and criticisms in the world have b~'ll laid 
against the CQDgrcss leadership and tactics. the fact remains that 
the Congress \\llS asking for the recognition of a free India as 
an ally of the United Nations~ and this demand. because it \\as 
accompanied "'.ith the threat of civil disobedience in the event of 
refusal, has been met with police cells, lathi charges. whipping 
ordinances and firing squads. To have reached such a position 
represents a bankruptcy of statesmanship on the part of the ruling 
Power which parallels the worst military fiascoes of the \\ar. We 
cannot be satisfied with such a position. The situation in India 
is serious, but not irreparable. But we need to act quickly if w~ 
are to remedy it in time. 
The war is indivisible, and the front in India cannot be separated 
from the front in Europe-or the abst.11cc of tha front in Europe. 
While no Second Front has yet been established jn Europe, a new 
type of front has been established by our mler5'-not an Europe. 
but in India. Not against Fascism, but again~ the enemies of 
Fascism. The anns that have not been used aJt.ainst the Fascist 
enemy have been used against unanned popubd crowds in India 
who were demanding the right of their nation to be recognised 
as an equal ally of the United Nations for the war against Fascism. 
The same authorities who have been so lax and lenient with pro-
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Fascist ng1tato~ m Butam ha'e been swift to mcarccrate anti
fascist agitators m India With one hand the) arc refoasmg datl~ 
more Fascists and Mosle) 1t1.."S from the pnson~ m Bntam. \\Jth 
the other the) arc thrO\\tng ant1-Fasc1sts. tm:d and smcere leaders 
of the mtcmatmnal ant1-Fasc1st fight hkc Nehru. mto prison 10 

India llus tlll an mtolcrablc s1tuat1on. too closelv recalling the 
pohc1cs of a Da.lad1cr. \\h1ch led to C\d consequences m France 

Onco agam rcact1onaT\ pohc) p1c1) s straight mto the hand of 
Fascism The l\\O bah cs of rcactionan pohc). m respect of Europe 
and m respect of India. fit one another hkc the l\\o hands of a 
pair of glO\ cs It is prcc1sch. the react1ona~ opponents of the 
Second front and their prc\S organi; "ho .ire the most vocal to 
applaud and gloJ.t O\cr the ··shong hand m India. and they \\tll 

"'' ·'<'uht be dchghtcd to UC\C the anmmcnt of the conflict m India 
as a farther dcmon\trat1on of the 1mposs1b1ht) of the Second front 
m Europe It cannot fail to be obscn cd th.1t the 'CT\ sudden pre 
c1p1tat10n of th'- <"onfl1ct m India (taking complctcl) b) surprise 
the Congress. \\luch had no pla.1s re.1dy and \\as preparing to 
negotiate) comc1dcJ \\1th the Mosco\\ Conference.ma \\ay \\hach 
nught be c\.pcctcd to ha\c .m unfa\ourabl~ bcanng on these crucial 
m .. -gotiat1om. \V1th the later months of the ~car the threat of Japan 
\\Ill reach its sharpest pomt In this cnt1ca1 s1tuat1on. \\1th the 
resourc..:s of thl· Umtcd Nat10ns strained 1s C\ 1'f\ sphere. \\1th the 
need of evcT) all~. to thrust a\\a) the offer of co-operation of 
the great popular national forces of lnd1.i ana tum them to hostJ.bty. 
is not stratcg). but madness Or. rather. tf lt is stratcID. 1t IS the 
stratcg~ of the \\aT of reaction ag.imst the popular movemen~ and 
not of the \\at of the peoples agamst fa~c1sm 
The opemng of cns1s and conflict m Indm 1s equivalent to a major 
m1btaT)' defoat for the Urutt.-d Nations and a ' 1ctory for the A.xis 
With Fascism at the gates of India. threatt."nmg directly to conquer 
lncha and to ut1bse India for its aims of \\orld donunation, we 
arc faced \\Ith a s1tuatlon 1n wluch there 1s mtemal crisis and 
conflict m India, dI\ltSlon bcm.cen rulers and ruled. arrests of the 
principal and best kno\\n popular leaders. sporadic disorder and 
police firing-a conflict that must be watchcrl \\lth gnm satJsfaction 
b) the Japanese generals on the frontiers or the A~is propaganchsts 
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in Berlin. It is to-day universally admitted by all observers that 
the loss of Hong Kong, Malaya. Singapore, Java. Borneo and the 
speedy advance of the Japanese in these regions was above all 
due to the lack of c°"'°peration between the Govemrm.-nts and the 
peoples. Must this experience be repeated on a yet vaster canvas 
in India, with deadly consequences for the whole world tight against 
Fascism? This is what we must strain every nerve to prevent. 
We cannot afford to thrust aside four hundred million potential 
allies and tum them into enemies. We cannot afford to provoke 
a needless conflict in India for the benefit of Fascism. 

For this conflict in India 1s needless. 11njusnfiable. indefensible. 
It ts a conflict between opponents of Favcism, between two naflons 
who are equally opposed to Fascism. This is the heart of the 
problem of the present Indian situation. The Manchester Guardian 
justly commented in its leader on the morrow of the arrests on 
August 10:-

1/ both sides have the same sincere mtenhons with regard to 
India s freedom and to her due place as an active combatant 
against the aggtessor, it is ridiculous that we .. vhould be facmg 
a conflict in which the common aims of India and the Allle.i; "1/1 
be more and lf'IOre forgotten. 
Significant also was the comment of The 1ime.Y editorial on 
August 12 :-

The political situation will not remam static and present Indian 
support for Government policy i.v combined with the demand for 
more active Indian participation zn the conduct of ~ffe11r" 7'hu 
is a reasonable, constructive and welcome demand The neet.I\ 
of war, no less than the interests of uml): demand u closmg c>f 

the ranks among all who are prepared to wotk act1vely 111 

partnership for the defence of India. for the causio.f the United 
Nanons, tMd for the fall attamment of natronal s _'(-government. 
while standing resolute again.vi a policy ~f d1smrler nd d1sn1pl1on. 
But to imptement such a policy. political realism will require 
negotiations with the National Congress. no less than with other 
political sections and leaders. 
The Indian people are no allies of Fascism. They passionately 
desire national fi'eedom and have stnsggled for it for decades with 
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signal self sacrifice. heroism and solidarity, in the course of which 
they have built up through their National Congress a popular 
movement of millions without parallel in the world-the greatest 
national movement in the world next to the Chinese, and our 
natural ally in the fight against Fascism. Precisely because they 
stand for freedom, they are opposed to Fascism. With the exception 
of an insignificant minority represented by Bose in Berlin, they 
no less passionately hate Fascism; their sympathies are with the 
Soviet people, with the Chinese people, and therefore with the 
cause of the United Nations. Their leaders have understood and 
proclaimed, and have consistently taught their followers, with 
breadth of international outlook rare in a purel) national movement, 
that the cause of Indian freedom is bound up with world freedom 
~rub~ith world victory over Fascism. For the past ten years they 
have played their part in the vanguard of the international anti
Fascist front, for China. for Abyssinia. for Spain, at a time when 
many of those who to-day in the places of power in Britain dare 
to denounce them for failing to join up in the fight against Fascism 
were themselves praising and helping Fascism and betraying China, 
Abyssinia and Spain. India is far more deeply and sincerely anti
Fascist than many National Government Ministers in Britain. 
Nor is the demand of the Indian National Congress to-day an 
impossibilist or extremist demand, striving to take advantage of 
the dilemmas of British imperialism for a secnonal national gain 
without regard to world issues or consequences. Theirs is no •'Sillll 
Fein" ('"Ourselves Alone") policy. They know very well that such 
exclusive national blindness would be equivalent to national suicide 
in the present world situation, when the fate of every nation is 
thrown on to the an\il of the world battle. On the contrary, it 
is precisely because they wish to play their full part in the world 
battle against Fascism, with the unleashed strength of a confident 
and rising nation, that they strain against the outworn bureaucratic 
shackles of a system which is not only anti-national and anti
democratic, but also singularly anti-quated and incompetent (the 
days of the Mesopotamia Commission are not over, but rather 
intensified, only there are to-day no Commissions), and under 
which they feel no possibility of the nation playing a worthy part 
in the struggle. 
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'" .1t1rn1\ 
(Ju( tft On1f (0 fU(fi{ (/tel( /Jill( IR t/Jat Struggle b' mob1IN11~ th~ 
fu\\ strength of the Indian nar1on. 1rs man-poncr. and rc,l,ourc~\ 
on a scale far e~a.-edmg an} 1hmg Jt pn:scnr att< .. '1Uptc:d and as onh 
a popul.ir Go\. cmrncnt enJO) mg the confidence of the nation can 
do Therefore th~ find mfimatmg the tcp1d Cnpps1an d1Scuss1ontt 
and blilnd patronismg .. offers· of h~ pothctlcal post-\\ ar 
constJtut1ons, \\hen their heart and soul is m the present stnaggle 
nhach they know "di det'-'nmne the fate of India and the \\orld 
and "hen the on)~ demand '' h1ch matters to-day, the demand fo1 
a National Government to mob1hsc India's part1c1pat1on an th~ 
present struggle. 1s steadfastl) r~fuscd Not to underst.ind that th1' 
profoundl~ mtemataonal and anti-Fascist outlook md1ssolubl' hnkL'll 
''1th Indian national patr1ot1sm. 1s the bummg impulse'' h1ch dm c' 
such leaders as Nehru (ho\\e\er much \\C ma~ d1!iagrcc \\tth thl· 

desperate e'\.pedtcnt of civil d1sobcd1encc as a \\capon to attam 
these ~'Jld~) 1s not to understand the b~gmnmg of the Indian prob km 
The demand of the Indian Nation.ii Congr.g~ to-da' 1~ fo1 th\! 
rccogrutaon of a free India as an all\ of the Umtcd N&1t1on& to 
mobd1se the armed res1stmice of thcar pt.-oplc agamst Fa~c1!l.t 

aggression under a popular Go\emment of their O\\D leaders m 
\\hom the) have confidence, but fully accepting the supreme mdrtal"\ 
leadership and command of the Umtcd Nations What smccre 
democrat or supporter of victory O\er Fascism could oppose such 
a demand' 
Yet. \\1th all the cards stacked agam~t Fasc111m an India and on 
the side of the United Nations, \\1th runety p.:tccnt of articulate 
poht1cal opnuon eager to fight on the &1dc of~· e Umted Nations. 
the policy of the Bnt1sh Government m India has succeeded m 
pcrformtng the bnlhant feat of runnmg the bu of this popular 
movement and feelang mto bitter hostibt} or cv • active resistance 
What are \\e to dunk of a pobcy which pro4uces such fruits) 

" The most outstanding mJlrtary faascos of the war can hardly compare 
with such a polmcal fiasco. What circ "e to think of a pohc) 
by which a Nehlll, a symbol of mtemabonal antl·fasc1sm find~ 
lumself agmnst lus will thrust into a pos1t1on m wluch he appears 
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lined up in a front of struggle objectively hindering the war effort 
of the United Nations against Fascism and opposed to the front 
of the United Nations as represented by the British Government 
m India. How has this tragic s1tuat1on come about? 
The sigruficance of the transfonnat10n of the war in June. I 941. 
was well understood by the lnJ1an national movement The release 
of the principal Congress leaders opened the poss1bihty of a new 
orientation and the advance to a basis of co-operation The Bardoh 
rcsolut10n of the National C ongrcc;s m December. 1941. declared 
for the principle of armed resistance to the A."{IS as an ally of 
the United Nations. pro\'ldcd India could mob•lisc• under a National 
Government. Gandhi passed out of the leadership because of his 
disagreement with this resolutmn and th!! abandonment of non
"iolc:nce 'fhc Times of lnd1a Commcnt~d "The reH1lut10n (of 

. Congress) reopens the door to a~reemcnt 'M uh the Bntl\'h 
Government. rhert!b)' ~1vmg a ~·aluah/e lc:ad Khtch ltt: hope will 
h,• rec1procat,·d .. The \\a~ \\a::.. op\.!n. gl\cn onl~ a mm1mum of 
statesmanship and fa\•ourable response from the side of Bntain. 
This favourable opcnmg \\as further assisted by the visit m 
Fcbrual). 1942. of Marshal Chiang Ka1-Shck to India. \\Ith his 
simultaneous public appeal to India and to BriL'lin To India he 
said .-

The pre.vent mternatwnctl s1tuatw11 d1wde.\· the warld into two 
c;,1mps qf aggres.mm and ant1-c1ggre.,·.\um All .. 'iou1 who oppo.,·e 
aggrcs.mm and arc strn111g.fnr the fn:edom uf thezr country and 
manli.md sha11/d 10111 arlw t11111-ag~rf!llWl1 camp 

There 1s no nuddlc course 
To Bntain he said .-

/ smcere(v hope and I <.W?fidently believe th"I cmr ally Great 
Hrlfam. without ltWtmg for any dt.mmnds on the p.1rt of the 
people oj India. will as speedily a.\ /" .v1hle give them n!al pol1tic'al 
power, :m that tl1cy may be m a pos1t10n (r1rther to develop their 
material and sp1rztual .'ttrength and thus re'11ise that thezr 
partwtpation 111 the war 1s not men•{\' and au/ to the ant1-aggre.vs1on 
nati<m.v .fbr the .Yec11nng qf v1ctc>ry. h111 also a t11rnrng-point rn 
their stn1gglc .ftJr India~· freedom. From an oh1ect1ve point of 
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view J am convin,Y!d that this would he the wlseJ'I polic;: wh1,.h 
will redound to the G·redit tif th~ Brtish Empire. 

It will be noted that he wged •·reaJ political power., for the 
Indian people to enable them to strengthen their participation in 
the war, 1 .. e .. as a war measure, not as a post-war promise. This 
viewpoint corresponds to that of the Indian national movement, 
and is the crux of the present controversy. 
Similarly, the Australian Minister for External Affairs expressed 
the same viewpoint in Febnwy, 1942, urging self-government for 
India now during the war in order to strengthen Indian participation 
in the war :-

We sympathise with the aspirations of the Indian people to 
become one of the se(f-goveming nations. and as such to take 
part in the defence of the Allied cause in Asia. 
(Dr. H.V. Evatt, Autralian Commonwealth Minister for External 
Affairs, speech in the Australian Parliament. February 27. 1942.) 

There iS reason to believe that American offical channels also 
made represeotations to the British Government, urging the 
application of the Atlantic Charter to lndir. It is important to 
recognise ~ role of American-Autstralian-Chinese pressure in 
order to understand the context of the Indian national demand and 
the relative isolation within the United Natiom of the British official 
viewpoint which still refuses to consider a reponsible National 
Government in India during the war. By the spring of 1942 a 
favourable situation had thus been created. The ball was at Britain ·s 
feet. If there was still reluctance and resistance from British official 
quarters, the arrival of the Japanese at Rangoon in March helped 
to supply the necessary impetus. . 

' 
The Cripps Mission in April Wlfortunately des~:tr:this favourable 
position.. It is vital to understand this crucial turning-point in 
recent political development in India. since the atulatory haze 
of self-deception with which official propaganct& in this country 
bas endeavoured to cover up the failure has fostered illusions here. 
both as to the supposed magnanimity of the offer, or the beneficial 
effects of the C9Jltacl. which are not helpful. The brutal tnath needs 
to be faced that in relation to Indian opinion the Cripps Mission 
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did inuneasurable bann; and all the worsening of the political 
situation and exacerbation of relations dates from it. 
The Crips Mission failed not primarily because pf the highly 
dubious character of the post-war plan which it offered, not because 
of the political divisions in India which were only subsequently 
brought forward as a reason for failure. It failed because, under 
cover of the dubious post-war plan, it rejected out of hand and 
ruled out the one issue that mattered-the establishment of a 
responsible National Govenunent now with effective powers for 
Indian participation in the war. This rejection, it was made clear, 
was independent of the agrreement or disagreement of the various 
sections of Indian political opinion. The elaborate hypothetical 
post-war plan was only the window-dressing to cover the rejection 
of ftA. ""c real present issue. This rejection ran counter to the 
entire range of Indian opinion, including the most moderate opinion. 
Not only the Congress, but every important Indian organisation 
turned down the Cripps propsals. 
In the negotiations the Congress "cmt to considerable lengths of 
concessions in the hope of reaching a positive settlement, offering 
to serve under a British Viceroy. provided they had real responsibility 
and powers, and to accept a British Commander-in Chief, not only 
for the control of military operations but as .l member of the 
Cabinet. In vain. They were told that British poY.er must remain 
absolute and dictatorial, that an Indian Minister of Defence might 
at the most control canteens and stationery. When they tried to 
negotiate, in order to narrow the margin of disagreement, they 
were told, "Take it or leave it" This ·1a1ce it or leave it" attitude 
gave the impression that there was no real intention to negotiate, 
but rather to prepare the grounds for a future conflict. This 
impression was strengthened by the unfortunate speech of Lord 
Halifax on April 7, while the negotiations were still in progress, 
already anticipating failure an"! declaring that the British 
Govenunent would in that event maintain power alone and that 
the Cripps Mission would have served its purpose in establishing 
an unanswerable case against future critics of British power in 
India. 
Deterioration in the political situation rapidly followed. The British 
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GO\-emment ck.-clared that nothing more could be done The National 
Congress. frustrated in its desire to co-operate. after a pcnod of 
hesitancy and dl\'1ded counsels.slid do\\n tht: mch~d plane tO\\ard~ 
nonooe:o-operation Lcadcrshtp passed back mto the hands of Gandhi. 
the pacifist evil gcmus of lncban poht1cs Scnous a11t1-Fasc1st 
leaders and advocates of co-operation \\1th the Umtcd Nations. 
bke Nehru and Azad. passed mto the "akc of Gandhi and lus 
dangerous proposals for a non-co-opcr.lt1on campaign 
Unscrupulous reactionary propaganda at once seized on the 
charactenst1c utterances of Gandhi. ad\·ocatmg pacifism and 
appeasement to smear the \\hole nat1011al 010\etncnt as 
cap1tulattomst and read~ to make peace \\1th J.ip.m. c\'cn though 

. the personal \ 1cwpomts of Gandhi m respect of non-\ 1olcnce and 
appeasement had been expbc1tJy repud1.ited by c\Cr) official 
Congress statement and resolution The bombshell pubhcatlon of 
documents sci.zed m a pohce ratd m order to e'\.pose facts already 
\\ell kno\\n from Gandlu "s pubhc articles 1llustr.1tcd this tc"bmquc 
of prt.-parat1on 
The Congress resolution <.ln non-cooperatm~ \\:l'i put out m Jul~ 
and finally adopted on August 7 (agamst an oppos1t1on \ ot~ of 
13, led b~ the lnd1an Communist Part}. \\hose restoration of legal 
rights \\DS a rccogmtton of their gro\\mg influence .md stn..-ngth) 
This resolution rcaffinned s~ mpathy for the Umtcd Nations and 
the demand for rccogn1t1on of India as a free .di~ under a National 
Government for anncd resistance to F asc1sm m co-operation with 
the umted Nations. but added the threat of c1v1l d1sob"-d1cncc 111 

the event of refusal Reaction abo"e had produC\:d reaction belo\\ 
To the fatal pohcy of the Bntsh Govcnmcnt \las TIO\\ added the 
fatal pohcy of the Congress. both lead mg to ~" 1S1on 111 the face 
of the common enemy 
The anu-Fasc1st \\Orkmg-class sections of the +at1onal 010\ emcnt 
represented by the Indian Comrnumst Pa~ h•d from the outsc..1 
put forward a clear and consistent hnc m ~latmn to the war of 

' "liberation of the umted pcopl~s and the path forward of the 
Indian national mo\cment to hbcration through a po~1t1\e 
response to the tasks and respons1b1ht1es raised by the \\ar 
This fmc \\di be fou11d set out m the booklet ·•fomard to Fn:cdom:· 
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by P.C. Joshi. Secreatry of the Indian Communist party, 
published in India in February. 1942. and shortly to be reprinted 
in this country. They now set out their positive alternative 
proposals to non-co-operation in the present critical situation : 
to build up the united national front in India. including the 
unity of the Congress, the Moslem League and aJI other political 
sections on a common platfonn of n:s1stancc to Fascism ; on this 
basis to press the demand for a settlement and for a National 
Oovennent for India; while pressing the just political demand, to 
co-operate wholeheartredly in the war effon and the mobilisation 
of the people~ resolute resistance to all policies of non-co-operation 
as fatal to the interests of the Indian people. But with the existing 
embitterment of national feelling. and the reactionary refusal by 
Btirish ruling circles of the dt."111and for a National Gm·emment. 
thi& · P,ltcy was not yet able to wm the support of the bulk of 
the national movement 
No fighter for anti-Fascist unity could support a policy of non
co-operation. whatever the prvocat10n. in the \\ar of the Umted 
Nations against Fascism. since this means di\'ision of the forces 
opposed to Fascism and could factlitatc Fascist victory But it 
1s essential for sympathetic Bnt1sh opimon to understand hO\\ 
sincere Indian patriots and anti-Fascists. goaded and provoked by 
the refusal of their resonablc demands and unable to see the 
possibility of the positive alternative policy \.\hich the Indian 
Communist Party advocated. fell into the fatal trap of adopting 
the policy of non-co-operation. beliC\1ng it to be their only weapon 
and their only way to the free mobilisat1on of the people for the 
establishment of a National Go\'emm'-'llt and effective defence 
against Fascism-although. in fact. it could only mean division 
before Fascism, suicidal to the interests of Indian freedom. While 
we must deplore this failure of leadership. Wl' cannot but recognise 
that the heaviest responsibility rests with the reactionary policy 
which retbsed India ·s just dcmam~ and thus pro,•oked such an 
outcome. 
At the last the Congres.111 showed every desire to reach a settlement 
and to negotiate. The resolution \\as revised to stress the desire 
for a prattica1 settlement and for co-operation in amted resistance 
to Fascism. The final speeches of Gandhi and Nehru stressed. the 

Vnl·iY-·52 
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desire to negotiate. Nehru stated in his final reply to the debate: 
.. The resolution is not a threat; it is an invitation and an explanation; 
it is an offer of co-operation··. Gandhi ·s subsequently published 
letter to Marshal Chiang Kai-Shek in July made clear that he '"will 
take no hasty action, and whatever action is taken will be governed 
by the consideration that it should not injure China or encourage 
Japanese aggression in India or China : I am straining every nerve 
to avoid a conflict with British authority." It was explained that 
the first step would be a letter to the Viceroy proposing negotiations 
before there would be any question of launching any action. The 
letter was begun immediately after the close of the Congress 
Committee, but was apparently never allowed to be fmished. Within 
a few hours the wholesale arrests followed, which in tum provoked 
civil conflict and some sporadic disorders. disowned by the 
Congress. and met by active repression with widespread police 
and military action. 
The arrests precipitated the open conflict and disorders, and in 
this way fulfilled the role of a direct provocation. almost as if 
to prevent the offered negotiations. It is difficult to see how this 
deliberate decision for a policy of repression in preference to 
negotiations can be regarded as justifie(l by the situation Once 
the disorders began, it was inevitable that the Government should 
take action against them. But it was the arrests which provoked 
the disorders, not the disorders which provoked the arrests. At 
the moment of the arrests, at the close of the Congress Committee 
session, there was no such immediate urgency to Justify the argument 
of the supposed imperative necessity to precipitate the conflict. 
No order for civil disobedience had been given. There were obviously 
no plans of action ready. The aim of the Congress was manifestly 
to negotiate. The disorders which we=pro ked by the arrests. 
were clisowned by the Congress and by the Congress 
press. It is not easy to escape the impression t the precipitation 
of the conflict in this way was dictated by 'reactionary interests 
in rulq circles which were more concerned to utilise a favourable 
tactical opportunity for crushing the Congress and the popular 
movement in India than in winning Indian co--operation against 
Japan. 
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We need now to do all in our power to remedy tlus dangerous 
situation. What must be done is clear. We must press for the 
immediate reopemng of negotiations, equally "ith the Congress 
and with all political sections and leaders m India. With a view 
to the speediest establishment of a provisional popular Government 
in India, representative of all political sccbons and leaders willing 
to co-operate in the common task of armed resistance to Fascist 
aggression as an ally of the United Nations. This is the plain 
common-sense response to the present urgent situation. and the 
indispensable basis on which we must strive to end the crisis and 
establish that co-operation which is equally essenttal in the interests 

of India, of Britain and of all the United Na11ons 
The argument that such a coaht1on National Government is 
unptJ,~ltle to establish because of the divisions of the chfferent 
political sections and groupings in India ignores the fact that the 
attempt has not been made. This negative prediction of failure 
as a justification for not making the attempt perpetuates the very 
obstacle it professes to deplore. For present purposes we need 
not concern ourselves with the representative of unrepresentative 
character of the various minonty and sphnter groupings and 
organisations. without figures of membership or electoral support, 
which have been inflated and publicised to an aruficial importance 
by the conditions of foreign rule and special encouragement and 
protection of their anti-national sectionalism ('"To emphasise the 
essential importance of Hindu-Moslem agreement does not imply. 
as Nationalists assert, that the British are pursuing a policy of 
diV1de and rule. The divisions exist, and Bntish rule is certain 
as long as they do"'-The Times, January 31. 1940. In the present 
national crisis the national mo\'ement must be prepared to make 
far-reaching concessions for the sake of national unity: and the 
Congress leaders have shown understanding of this. just as the 
most serious and responsible repres.:ntatives of other sections have 
sho\\'n similar understanding. 
But so long as a National Government is refused. and British 
absolute power in maintained, then inevitably the maximum 
intransigence of every sectional and splinter grouping and 
organisation is encouraged, because every such organisation looks 
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to the paramount Power to protect its sectional claims, and finds 
in these. instead of an consideration for the well-being of India, 
the sole reason for its political existence. As soon as this artificial 
sustaining prop is removed, normal political considerations hold 
sway as in other countries, and common danger, common national 
need and common emergency becomes the cement which binds 
together national unity. So long as the threat of civil disobedience 
by the National Congress is met with instant drastic repression 
by the Government, while the parallel threat of '"revolt" made 
officially by the leader of the Moslem League in February if their 
claims are not conceded and sustained is met with instant 
declarations from official quarters that in that case no course must 
be pursued which would provoke such a menacing revolt and 
possibility of civil war, it is obvious that this method of rule 
is perpetuating division. But if once the finn policy of the 
establishment of a responsible National Government is defmitively 
adopted, with invitation to participate to every political section 
and leadership willing to co-operate in the common effort, but 
with no riglit to any grouping to hold up !he scheme by its veto, 
if it chooses voluntarily to exclude itself, the imagined 
insurmountable obstacles will be possible to overcome, and a 
Government of representative men of good will from all political 
sections can be established with the enthusiastic support of the 
Indian Nation. This is the path of statesmanship and of serious 
mobilisation of India against Fascism. 
There is reason to believe that such a solution bas been strongly 
ulJCCI from official quarters on behalf of tbe American, Chinese 
and Australian Governments. We have alraady noted the explicit 
declarations of the Australian Minister f~rL ~x.temal Affairs and 
of Marshal Chiang Kai-sbek. The 1fmes WQhington correspondent 
reports :-
Of the anxiety which the events in Inbia have aroused (in 
Washington) there can be no question, and the visit to India of 
General Stilwell, who commands the American forces in China, 
India and Bunna, and of Mr. Lauchlin Currie, the President's 
special envoy to Cbungking. has undoubted significance ... 
Sugestians looJ.ing towards a settlement have been advanced here 
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from tune to tune One wluch 1s bebevcd to have approval m 
Washington, Canberra and Chungkmg. was the proclarnatmn of 
a nommal common"ealth with a Prov1s10nal Government 
representing all parties (The Tlmel August 11 1942 ) 

The Chmese Government ne\\spaper. Central !>ml) New\ 
wntes -

We receive the nC\\S of the arrest of Gand1u Nehru and Azad 
wtth the deepest regret The arrests. 1rrcspect1' e of nght and 
wrong, would mevttably affect Indians· confidence m the Uruted 
Nations. and furnish Axis propaganda Gandhi. Nehru and the 
others had the support of a ma1ontv of f nd1an't and their arrest 
would not solve the problem If the conflict , .. ere allo"ed to contmue. 
it would affect the entire \\ar 

1Jf~ New York correspondent of the Sunday Timer reported 
on August 16 -

Events m India arc getting more pubhc1t). than an~ other c"ents 
from overseas, and so far the bulk of this pubhctt} has been hostile 
to the Government of India 

The Econom1~t \ American correspondent noted on August 
15 -

It would be a mistake to count on unqualified support from 
Amencan opm1on tf no further attempts are made to \\Ork out 
a solution 

Important section of democratic opwon m this country are also 
pressing for such a solution It 1s unfortunate that the declaratton 
offi.c1ally issued on behalf of the Labour Party and Trad.cs Uruon 
Congress on August 12 has continued the bad record of offi.cial 
Labour on India. camed fomard from the Simon Comm1ss1on, 
the Meernt Trial and the Mac Donald Government's arrest of 
scores of thousands By swmging completel~ behmd the reactionary 
pohcy pursued and directing rts cntlcISm only agamst the Congress. 
this declaration has failed to respoi1J to the urgency of the s1tuat1on 
and 1s only calculated to deepen the gulf between the peoples of 
the two countnes The demand that Congress must cease civil 
disobedience before negotiations can be opened, overlooks the fact 
that Congress had not yet launched rts civil cbsobechence campatgn 
when the arrests provoked the conflict. that the disorders have 
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been officially deplored as contrary to the wishes and interests 
of the Congress by such official Congress newspapers as have 
still been able to appear, and that the Congress was officially 
asking for negotiations before launching civil disobedience. In this 
context such a demand becomes an obstructionist demand to hinder 
negotiations, when it is only the opening of negotiations that cnn 
remove the obstacles to agreement. The present urgent situation 
1s no time for standing on punctilio, but demands the instant and 
unconditional opening of negotiations with a view to finding the 
conunon basis for agreement in the imperative interest of both 
nations. 

But it can be confidently stated that this obstructionist outlook 
is not representative of the general body of labour and democratic 
opinion. Such press organs as the Manchester C,uardian, New.Y
Chronicle, Evening Standard, and also the Daily Herald (until 
the official Labour declaration compelled it to perform a scmersault 
and reverse its policy) have taken a critical line on the arrests 
and urged immediate negotiations. The Miners· Federation National 
Conference on August l. reprcsenting~balf a million miners. 
unanimously adopted a resolution for the reapening of negotiations 
on the bAsis of the recognition of India ·s claim to independence 
Trial ballots in big factories have shown a ten to one vote for 
Indian independence. The campaign of the fifty thousand members 
of the Communist Party has followed the lines of the National 
Conference resolution adopted on May 25, 1942, which declared·-

To win the co-operation ~l the 400 millions of India in the 
common struggle, we must recognise the independence of India 
as an equal partner in the alliance of the United Nations, and 
reopen negotiations with the Nationaf Congress for t~e 
establishment of a National Government wifhfall powers, subject 
only to such restrictions as the Indian .,ople are willing to 
accept in the lnte'fests of lndiQ and of the co1fmon struggle against 
the Axis Powers. 
- This demand has won cnth111iaslic CIMbscment at crowded 
mass demonatrati• all over tho country. · 

There is no doutJt daat die intluaacc of world opinion, and 
especially of the 9tbor chief partnen of the alliance of the United 
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Nations. will make itself felt in relation to the present Indian crisis. 
which is of urgent concern to an. illld assist in reaching such a 
solution. But the primary pohtical responsibility rests here m Britain. 
and it 1s the Labour and democratic movement of this country 
which must play the foremost part m fulfilling this rcspons1bility 
We must exert our endeavours to overcome the present crisis 
and find a base for the free and honourable co-operation of the 
great Indian nation in the alliance of the United Nations for the 
defeat of Fascism and the freedom of all nations, including India 
We must exert our pressure on the Government to reverse its 
present policy and pursue a pohcy which will make such a settlement 
possible. We have here a duty to perfonn, tqually in our 0\\11 

interests, m the interests of the Indian people. illld m the interests 
cf lli1.. ~ommon cause of victory over Fascism 
August 20. 1942. R P.D 



INDIA MUST BE FREED 

Ben Bradley 

India"s crisis is Britain"s crisis. In face of this urgent situation 
the demand increases both in this country and m India for steps 
to be taken to end the deadlock and to win India as a free ally in 
the fight against Fascism. 

The Announcement that Mr. Churchill was to make a statement 
in the House of Commons to be followed by a debate aroused 
considerable interest in Indian political circles, but no great hope 
that either the statement or debate would produce anything or 
bridge the political impasse; a serious matter because indicative of 
a widespread opinion in India that nothing can be expected from 
this side. Mr. Churchill's speech can only have had the effect of 
strengthening this opinion: for so far from making use of a great 
opportunity tO allay this mistrust and to win qpt only the confidence 
of the Indian people but a new and great ally in the fight against 
Fascis~ his speech, like that of Mr. Amery. Secretary of State for 

· India, showed that reaction was still in the saddle. The speeches 
were an expression of complacency that repressive measures had 
held in check the reactions to arrests of Congress leaders; and their 
aggressive and belligerent tone has had a serious effect in India. 
as shown by comments of responsible Indian politicians and 
newspapers, resulting in further deterioration in the political situation. 

The Civil and Military Gazette. a JK.•ws er in no way pro-
Congress, ironically comments on Mr. Ch ·u·s efforts to be-
little the COogress that he had forgottm to add 2 ,000,000 politically 
unawakened Indians to his total of non-Cong elements, whereby 
he could have proved, doubtless to the satis of himself and 
his audience, that the Conaress party's following is precisely minus 
45,000,000. This newspaper's summing-up of the speech is that 
India had asked for bread and had been given a stone. The Tribune 
ofLahor, amodemtcnc:wspapa:. speaks ofMr. Qmrchill's "'amazing 

"Lilbotlr Monthly", Oc1o1Mr 1942 
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and wholly inexcusable·· ignorance of the representative character 
of the Congress : ··Mr. Churchill. ·· adds the newspaper, ·'had 
made many blunders in his time and this one easily tops the list 
and will prove the most disastrous of all in 1ts consequences.'' "The 
Hindu' of Madras declares that Mr. Churclull packed into 400 
words more venom and mischievous half-truths than he gave to the 
house of Commons during the whole of the weary progress of the 
India Bill. Nationalist and Liberal newspapers generally stated that 
after negotiating with the National Congress so long and so often 
1t is a bit late in the day for the British Government to begin 
challenging the representative character of the Congress. 

In this country the speech was received by \\ide sections with 
dismay and disappointment The Nt.-ws-Chromcle said : '"This 
atlltudt. " a complete bankruptcy of statesmanship·· while the 
Manchester Guardian stated ·"There can be no going back on the 
offer of independence made to India. But is there to be no further 
effort to go forward'?'" As R. Palme Dutt said in his last notes of 
the month : ''Important sections of democratic opinion in this 
country are also pressmg for a solution.·· It 1s disastrous that this 
found no expression in the Premier's speech 

On the same day that Mr. Churchill was makmg his statement 
m the house of Commons. a statement was issu~ in India urging 
him to declare India· s independence fortl'twith to enable 
representatives of the ma1or political parties to form a truly 
representative National Government. The signatories included the 
Moslem Premiers of Bengal and Sind. the Nawab of Dacca. the 
President of the Momin Conference, and the Hindu Mahasabha 
leaders. Dr. Mookcrjee. President of the Hindu Mahsabha, is 
confident that many other parties and interests will actively support 
the statement and emphasised that Mr. Churchill did not realise how 
strong anti-British feeling was. The Viceroy has. however, refused 
permission for Dr. Mookerjee to Vll)tt the Congress leaders in prison 
to discuss his proposals. 

In Calcutta a meeting of Europeans adopted unanimously a 
resolution declaring that the British Government should forth.with 
announce hs readiness to transfer full power to a National 
Government in India and provide immediate facilities for its 
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fonnation. Mr. Rajagopalachari who has been working for unity. 
warmly endorsed this action of this section of Calcutta Europeam. 

Immediate efforts to form an Indian National Government 
were urged in a statement issued by the leader of the Indian 
Liberal Federation, Sir Tej Babadur Sapru and Mr. Jayakar. 
the representative of the Indian non-party group They declared 
that the recent speeches by Mr. Churchill and Mr. Amery "will 
in no way help the worsening situation.•• The demand for 
independence and for a responsible National Government comes 
from all sides and is overwhelming. In the Legislative Assembly, 
when it met in Delhi on September 16. infonnation was given by 
the Home Member of the Cost (658 killed) up to the present 
moment. 

On the resumption of the debate in the Legislative Asscmbl)
on the present situation, Mr. N.M. Joshi. Labour representative 
(General Secretary, All-Indian Trades Union Congress) voiced a 
strong demand for a move by the Government to solve the deadlock. 
lndependenc~ was a national demand. he said. not made by Congress 
alone. The British did not yet appreciate the atlvantage of a National 
Government. They could have an Indian Army many times over 
a million fiom an independent India. Production and the war effort 
in general would be increased ten-fold if the Congress demand for 
an independent National Government was granted. Mr. Joshi was 
followed by Maulana Zafar Ali Khan of the Moslem League, who 
said that Gandhi and Nehru should be released. Sardar Sant Singh 
made the same plea and drew the lessons from Burma and Malaya 
which had proved that Britain could not fight both external and 
internal enemies. . . 

From every side the call comes for a way ·, for national unity .. 
for independence so that India's mighty can be thro"'n 
into the "fight against the world's greatest Fascism. On 
behalf of the Communist Party of India. P. . Joshi, its General 
Secretuy, states : ''This stalanate cannot last. It is the last desperate 
stand of reaction. The only problem is : Are we to leave it to the 
Japanese to break the stalemate, or will the Indian people, in 
alliance with the British people, break it?'· The Communist party 
of India is working might and main to secure national unity 
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and to mobilise India's millions and material for the war against 
Fascism. 

1be immediate situation is c..-xtrcmely serious and threatning. 
The Japanese may attack at any moment. A set-back m India is 
not merely a victory against the Jndaan people but a victory of the 
Axis against the people of this country. the Soviet Union and all 
peoples fighting against Fascism. The present Government policy 
on India Cannot remain unchanged for a moment longer. The 
question is urgent. The policy of self-satisfaction and complacency
' 'India is returning to normal'"-mcans continuous repression. and 
a refusal to acknowledge that in every village and hamlet, in every 
town and city, the people of India call out for that freedom which 
we are fighting to defend against Fascism. 

\ve must increase our pressure a thousand-fold through out 
Trade Union organisations, workshops and factories everywhere 
and demand that the Go\'emment immediately declare India 
mdependent and reopen discussions \\1th the representatives of 
Indian opinion 

The C P. of Incba in their call to the people of India states : 
·'Not Fascism. but the people "di emerge ,·ictonous out of this 
war. This is the guarantee of lnma·s hberation 

We in this country have the power to make this possible to
day. And we must-and thus win India as a fr~ ally in the fight 
against Fascism. 



PAKISTAN AND 
NATIONAL UNITY 

G. Adbikari 

The Question of national unity, of Hindu-Muslim unity, has 
always been before our country and therefore only if we see its 
evolution side by side with that of our national movement. can 
we understand it properly in its present phase. The Question itself 
bas gone through different phases of development alongside with 
the different phases through which our national movement itself has 
gone. However, only such an historical dynamic treatment of the 
problem can enable us to understand its significance to-day. in to
day's phase of our national movement. Old ways of looking at the 
problem, old solutions, still persist in our ..cterstandang, and quite 
naturally so. These tendencies, these outmoded ways of thinking. 
which reaiJy form the deviations of to-day, have to be brought out 
and nailed down sharply, not only in terms of principles4 but also 
in terms of historical evolution, otherwise they cannot be rooted 
out. Comrades raise several doubts, several questions. Where do 
these arise ftom? From nowhere else except our own former approach 
to the problem before the outbreak of the war. That is why a 
historical-political review is necessary, a review of how the question 
of Hindu-Muslim Unity is developed througll the three different 
phases of our national movement. Only in thi~scan we understand 
the significance of Pakistan and of the for the self-
detcnnination of nationalities; only in this can we understand 
exactly why these demands have arisen now at this time and not 
before. 

"LabOIU" Monthly", Marr:la 1943 
[Bair dre ,,.0. (con.si"""'1ly abridged) on "",,.,_., nalk»ull pe.ditnis 

in bu/la ot an &lorzed Costral C°"""tttn of IM Conurt11111.tl Party of India. 

1Mltl 1n S.••. 1Hz-&1. LM.J 
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If we look back and examine the evolution of the problem we find 
three distinct approaches to the problem in three distinct periods, 
each one corresponding to a particular phase of our national 
movement. 

In the first and earliest period. it was the fundamental axiom 
of the national movement (which was itself in its earliest period) 
that India is one nation; the difference between the Hindus and the 
Muslims is only one of religion; the stronger the national urge 
among the masses of both religions grows, the sooner this difference 
will go off and Hindus and Muslims will grow together as one. At 
this period, propaganda for unity on the basis of nationalism against 
imperialism was considered adequate solution of the problem. Such 
propaganda was carried on by the Liberals in the earliest period 
of tlw national movement and the Liberals at that period were the 
leaders of the incipient national movement. The liberals, who were 
the earliest nationalists, just argued : '"What is needed to solve the 
problem is nationalist consciousness.· "This period lasted till about 
1921, when it reached its culmination in the Khilafat-Congress 
unity. 

The second period lasts from 1921 up to about 1936. In this 
period, with the further development of the Nationalist movement, 
comes a further development of the problem of Hindu-Muslim unity 
too, side by side with the former. in fact as an integral part of the 
fonner. In this period, the nationalist bourgeoisie grows, gets 

consolidated as leaders of the nationalist movement. Alongside with 
this growth, we fmd clashes and conflicts between the bourgeoisie 
of the two sections, arising side by side with this. as the other side 
of tbe very same process, the class movements of the workers and 
kisans grow up. Thus, '"-e have two simultaneous aspects : one, 
clashes and conflicts among the vested interests , the other, growing 
unity among the rising movement of the kisans and the working 
class. The problem of Hindu-Muslim unity was, therefore, posed 
in this period thus : "The whole conflict between the two sections 
is confined to the bourgeoisie and the \'ested interests; the masses 
of either section have nothing to do with this conflict. Unite the 
masses of both sections on economic issues, on common struggles 
for economic danands, and the problem will be solved.,. 
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The third period begins from 1937, from the time of the Congress 
ministers, This is the period of the developing offensive of Fascism 
on a world scale. On a world scale. the question of forging national 
unity for fighting against Fascism begins to come to the forefront. 
the United National Front policy comes into her foreground. the 
problem of Hindu-Muslim unity comes on the agenda. 

On the other hand, with the sharpening of the war-crisis, the 
question of power comes to the forefront. It is this, the rapid 
sharpening of the war-crisis and of the crisis of imperialism, which 
makes the Hindu-Muslim problem assume a new fonn. At this time. 
the demand of the day becomes no more one of constitutional 
concessions, no more one conununal versus joint electorates, but 
one of power. The war-crisis poses sharply before the Indian people 
the problem of winning power. It is at this time that the Muslim 
League. comes out with its demand for a separate state or states 
for Muslims. This is the new form in which the Hindu-Muslim 
question appears now, the denwid of the Muslims for their own 
state. 1be agitation of the Muslims as ·•oppressed conununitlcs • • 
is brought more and more into political contr9versies. The outbreak 
of war brings the problem of unity of the Indian nation for wining 
power urgently on the agenda. simultaneously develops the 
controversy of "Pakistan versus the Independence of India'·. 

It is when we see the problem in such a historical-political 
perspective that we are able to distinguish three approaches to the 
problem and there corresponding aspects of it. Thus only can we 
see how each of three approaches arises from, and fits,· a particular 
phase of developement of our national movement. We are able to 
see the new development of the present period and the corresponding 
necessity for the proletariat to make a new appipach to the problem 
to suit this particular development. ....... . 

It \fu in our party letter of May 1941 thltt we really took a 
basic advance step in this direction. Formerlytin 1938 we used to 
assert that India was a homogeneity, a homogeneou.Y piece. Our 
ranks looked at the problem in a static, non-historical manner. The 
Marxian theory of development of a nation. tliat nationalities c..-mcrgc 
and srow in the procas of historical evolution-this theory had 

DO( entendtlieircmsciousness. Oldamtudes. outmOdc4 approaches, 
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stall persisted in their consciousness. That 1s whv some of our own 
comrades started quoting R. P D.'s India Today against our Party 
Letter of May 1941 Palme Dutt had \\ritten these parts of his book 
as early as 1937 or so. He was describing the development of that 
time. he was not attempting to go beyond those problems. His 
object was to show the unity and one-ness of India as against Bntish 
Imperialism, lus object was not to go beyond this scope and to 
attempt a histoncal charting out of the future developments m the 
national sphere. 

It is a static non-historical conception of a nation that lies behind 
most of the misconceptions and doubts regardmg this problem 
w1thm our own Party ranks. A nation 1s a hutorical product of 
hourgeo1s development and evloullon-tlus 1s the basic starting 
po1l1t' "ith which Stalin begtDS his classic article on the National 
Question. The idea that India has always been a nation-such an 
idea is non-Marxian and has no basts m readily Such an idea \\as 
qwte all nght for the earliest nataonal1sts. at a penod \\hen the 
nationalist movement was tn its mfancy But to-day. to persist in 
such an understandmg. is to forget all the mten·enmg years of 
historical development~ 1s to be completely blind to the reabttcs of 
the present situation. 

In fact: Marx himself went to the root of the Indian problem 
when he wrote: ··The foundation for the unification of India in a 
modem sense was laid by the British conquest.·· This foundation 
was laid by exploitation. It is this unification. unification in a 
relative and historical sense, that is taken by people as a fact 
existing irrespective of history and of historical de\-elopment. In 
this sense, however. the controversy. whether India 1s a nation or 
not. is wrong, and irrelevant The unity of the national movement 
is asserted and stressed by the fight against 1mpenabsm-it is this 
which has given the impress of national unity to India. It is this 
aspect which R. P. D. stresses in his India Today. This aspect is 
the aspect of governing the struggle of the Indian people as a whole 
against British Imperialism. It is an aspect of governing a particular 
relative sphere. It has nothing to do with assertions like ""India is 
a nation 'like England, Germany. etc .• ·' not in this sense. 

A nation Is not a static concept. Naliom· have evolved in history 
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oil/ of h1stoncal development, as bm1rgeo1~ development nse~· and 
grows. 1be fonnation of nations. in the modem sense of the term 
(~ith their distinct characteristics. as outlined by Stalin). is a 
product of the epoch of the bourgeo1s-democratac revolution, by the 
epoch of feudalism breaking do\"n and capitalist develolpement 
rising. It is the spreading economy of capitalist development which 
creates the ··national'' consciousness and gives rise to the formation 
of nations as distinct entities. The spreading of commodity 
production, the gro\\th of the world market and of moni..~ economy
it is these which necessitate the formation of nations as entities that 
can develop best in the capitalist economy, flower best under this 
economy and carry forward economic progress beyond this stage 

This national development grows 1n different forms in different 
countries, according to the historical peculiarities of development 
of each country. There are cases where different tribes are welded 
into a nation by bourgeois development. The class1cal examples of 
such cases are England and Germany-where there 1s a national 
homogeneity on the basis of one language. one race. etc But besides 
this type. there is also a second hastoracal type. where national -development takes a different form. In this type. the groupmg 
together of various tribes by bourgeois development takes a multi
national shape. Examples of this are the Tsarist Empire. the old 
Austro-Hungarian Empire. etc. In tins type of development. a 
dominant nation, with a high degree of bourgeois development 
unites within its state boundaries various other nations. nations 
which have not yet grown to full nationhood, but which \\tth 

increasing bourgeois development. find their national development 
thwarted and suppressed by the domanant nation and its ccntrabs~ 
state. /u the bouigeois development gocf on. ms1dc such a 
'"multinational .. state, conflicts grow up.3 vanous nat1onabt1cs 
begia to acquire national consciousness th Ives and this growmg 
national consc10USness begins to assert itself i the urge for "-'Paratc 
political and economic existence. 

Such was the picture ofT sarist Russia in dtc 1911-1912 period. 
the period when the national question comes up in sharp fonn 
before the R.S.D.L.P. It could not be said at that tune that all the 
various elements inside Russia had grown to full nationhood. But 
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this process was clearly visible. we find this process clearly described 
in Stalin's book. Each growing border nationality was pitching its 
own separate tent, was making its own separate camp. The national 
movement was rising up fast. We see in this period in Russia a 
classical example of the effects of bourgeois development inside 
multinational states of new nationalities arising and radically 
revolutionising the entire political scene. The Mensheviks saw in 
this, of course, only one aspect of it-the so-called "'disintergrating" 
aspect. The Bolsheviks 'Yf-ere quick to see the 'progressive aspect" 
and to use this to develop the revloutionary unity and activity of 
the masses of all the nationalities to a higher level. 

We can thus see that within a multinational sate, historical 
development constantly brings into the forefront ever new nationalist 
urge!1 ·~new cases of nationalist consciousness. Nationalities lie 
dormant within the womb of historical development, at a particular 
stage they acquire sufficient strength to assert themeselves, and then 
seemingly "new" problems crop up ...... To have a static conception 
of a nation is to be blind to all such development, is to be blind 
to historical development and reality. Let us take the case of our 
own country. There have been different nationalities, not yet grown 
to full nationhood, lying donnant within it. Actually it was the 
foreign power, by its conquest and consequent sh3ttering of all the 
old fotms of economy, which actually started rhe process of 
··national·' development. Before this foreign conquest, India was 
mainly of a feudal-village economy and theretOre could not be 
called a ''nation'' in the modem bourgeois sense of the tenn. Before 
the British conquest of India, there was no part of India which can 
be described as a nation in the bourgeois sense. How then does this 
··national'' development begin under. the British in a typically 
uneven way? Such an uneven development had already set in even 
under a pre-capitalist economy, due to various historical and 
geographical causes. But this unev..:n development is accentuated 
by imperialism. This accentuated uneven ~lopment, imposed by 
imperialist exploitation and by the imperialist imposed distorted 
thwarted forms of capitalist development, gives rise in course of 
time to vanous problems. In certain parts, bourgeois development 
comes earliem; these parts naturally lead~ national anti-imperialist 

i-·ol-iv--53 
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movement and at that stage we ourselves were not conscious that 
we are actually a multi-aattonal state. As bourgeois development 
goes on spreading and as the masses of the people and specially 
the peasantry in all parts of India wake up to political consciousness. 
then it is that individual national movements begin to arise within 
the framework of the all-Indian national movement against 
imperialism. 

It was this unrest of the border nationalities, their democratic 
movement for self-expression within the broad framework of the 
struggle against Tsarism, that characterises the Russia of 1912-14. 
Bourgeois separatist movements arise in the border nationalities. 
seeking to take advantage of, and exploit, this democratic sentiment 
of the masses. As against this, the labour movement in the border 
regions led by the Bolsheviks seeks to combat this separatist tendenc) 
and to unite all the nationalities for struggle against Tsansm 11us 
is the crux of the national problem that came up before the Bolshevtk 
Party in 1912. The Bolsheviks realised that only by recognising 
the essentially democratic and progressive character of this strivmg 
of the natj.onalities for self-determination. only by conceding tlus 
as a right, could they fight the bourgeois separatist tendencies 
successfully and forge unbreakable all-in unity against the Tsanst 
autocraey. The Bolsheviks demarcated clearly between two things 
I) the awakening to national consciousness of new nationalities. 
an awakening which was historically progressive and found its 
expression in the demand for self-determination; 2) the way in 
which the bourgeoisie within these nationalities were seeking to 
take advantage of this essentially democratic urge of the masses 
and lead it into their own separatist class channels. They reahsed 
that to grant the first is the only way to defeat the second and to 
forge a greater revolutionary unrty of all ~the masses than ever 
before. 

Similarly, here too in our own country, die" problem of unifying 
the diffenmt ~ons of our peopel against ubperialism. for the war 
of liberation against Fascism arises at a time when the spread of 
the national movement has aroused various dormant nationalities 
of our land to life, when new ··national'' urges are beginning to 
appear under this impact. Unless we recognise this fact, we cannot 
find the key to unity to-day. 
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It is when we cxamme the present period that the fuJJ force of 
Stalm's remark comes out before us .. In the case of India, too, 
it will probably be found that innumerable nationalities. till then 
lying dormant, would come to hfe \\ith the further course of 
bourgeois development · · 

We Communists recogruse. and explain clearly to the people two 
things: I) The problem of natlonaht1es can only be sloved m a finn 
and lasting manner under Socialism when the disuniting factor of 
the bourgeoisie disappears. 2) But at the same tune, a partial 
solution is also possible under capitalism. but only under conditions 
of complete and full democracy The solution which the C.P.S.U 
put forward in 1917 was one of attaming complete democracy, of 
a radical complete democratic revolution. 

T\ais is the crux of the problem \\ h1ch the bourgeo1s-refonnists 
entirely pass over The problem to-day IS not a constltution
mongering problem of remaking boundaries The question of 
communal unity must be seen as a revolutionary question of forging 
revolutionary unity of all sections of our people to break imperialist
feudal rule The breaking of this rule 1s the precondition to the 
people being able to remake boundanes ma democratic way. 

This is where the Commumst solution is a rt.'VOlutlonary solution 
and is sharply demarcated from all constttution-mongenng of the 
Liberals and the bourgeois-refomusts To try to wander off into 
enthnographic pastimes and boundary-making fonnula is to stray 
from the revolutionary path mto the path of refomusm The problem 
before us to-day 1s not one of drawing maps and making boundaries, 
but one of forging the revolutionary umty of action of all sections 
of our people, to "m the common \\ar of hberatton and to secure 
the conunon freedom of all 

11us is what is stressed in paragraph l of our Resolution That 
our solution is not a const1tut1onal solution. that the cornerstone 
of our policy is the unity of the masses as the vanguard of the 
nallonal movement. 

Our policy with respect to the Hindu-Moslem problem fits into 
this general framework. This policy has to be sharply and clearly 
demarcated from I) the stand of J mnah and the separatists: 2) the 



stand of the National Congress leadersllip: J) die stand of the 
Akhanda Hindustan"'allas ..... 

It 1s necessary, in closing, to stress once again one importaJ1t 
point-that is the crux of Communist policy. The question of the 
self-detennination of nationalities is to be looked upon as a political 
revolutionary question, not a constitutional question. 

It is the constitutionalist whose first question is: .. Whether to 
separate or not.'' But Communists say: When we grant the right 
of self-detennination as an unconditional right. then this right 
becomes the hall-mark of sovereignty. of equality. The way in 
which we should pose the question of nationalities is: how shall 
we define the nationalities so as to create conditions where there 
will be the fullest and freest flowering and development of national 
characteristics? We keep two aspects in nund,. two aspects which 
cannot be separated: 1) Right of separation; 2) Object of undicatJ.on 
Our solution itself is no static solution. In the Soviet Union. for 
example, after the Revolution itself, a number of nationalities 
attained full-fledged nationhood in course of time. Hence. we steadily 
keep befor.e ourselves the two criteria: I) the grant of the right of 
separation dispels distrust and creates un'l\y here and now: 2) We 
should so demarcate the nationalities that in a free and democratic -India, the nationalities will grow and flower. will develop towards 
Socialism. 



FAMINE IN INDIA 
V. K. Krishna Menon 

The resolution on India passed by the Trades Union Congress at 
Southport voices the grave and growing concern of the British 
labour movement about the disastrous political and economic 
situation in India. The ending of the deadlock. steps to relieve the 
famine, the release of the prisoners a national government now
t~ese are the demands set forth in the decision of the Trade Unions. 

TJ.tese same demands have been made by Indian leaders. Liberals, 
Communasts, non-party men and by Hindu. Moslem and Christian 
associations. They see India heavily endangered by political conflict 
and dreadful famine conditions. The restoration of national leadership 
to the people is proclanned by them as a necessity for India's 
survival and for the reinforcement of the strength and for the cause 
of the United Nations. 

The famine in India is inadequately recogmsoo abroad-it is 
the worst in her history. Early this year. when great parts of India 
had become famine-stricken. Mr. Amery stated that there was no 
famine in India. The situation was allow~ to cfnft from bad to 
worse 

This grave situation is at its wurst m the provmces of Bengal, 
Orissa, Bihar and Assam, nearest to the India-Japan front. 

The British owned Statesman (of Calcutta) characterises the 
situation as 'an all India disgrace· and says ·-
"Thoughtful Britons in India realise that as long as the British 
Parliament and secretary of State retain responsibility of India· s 
welfare the blame unavoidably rests on them.' 

'' 127 p•ople /rave ban /oflnd in a state .J collapse in the sll'e•ts of Calcutta 
All wnw mnoved to hwpital, when 12 dird. The call# of collap• is said to 
hr .starwJlion or sit:llll•u · ~ Die Tilna, A•psl 19, lHJ 

Meanrwa haw hem taken fur IM quick mncwal of corps.s front the dreets. 
t111d /or Ille prompt lnatmait ;,, hospital of mm found in a sta~ of co/lap• 
through starvation or stcltnas.--l&uter Alea.rap frOltl Calcutta, .August 22. 
1943. 

"1'1te Labour M011da/y". Octob,,. 19-13 
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Food Prices in India have risen by 300 to 1,200 per cent. At 
controlled prices, which are between three and sev'-"11 times above 
the pre-war level. food 1s unobtainable for the common people 
Rice, the cheapest grain. is available to the bulk of the people in 
Malabar or Bengal only to the extent often of one-tenth or even 
me twentieth of pre-war quantities Food queus are a normal 
feature in many parts of India. 

What are the causees ? 
The muddle and callousness of transport policy to some extent 

prevents the mobility or food stocks, but the main factor is the 
inefficiency of the administration and the incapacity of the Central 
Govenunent to function as an all India Government Nowhere more 
than here is the necessity of a truly National Government proclaimed 
so forcefully by grim economic conditions. The only time that the 
Linlithgow government functioned as an All-India power, acted 
with earnestness and a sense of urgency, swept ay.,ay red tape and 
disregarded provincialisms and punctilio. was when it rounded up 
its political opponents and forged the present deadlock It continues 
to use these powers for maintaining the dead-lock. When it comes 
to feeding the people, it is. in fact, incapabk: of action Its provincial 
agents (British) do not respond. Here is the plaintive cry of an 
Indian member of the Viceroy's Council. Sir Aziz Huq, who recently 
had to hand over his Food portfolio to Sir J. Strivasta, a big 
landlord and millowner from the United Provinces. Reporting the 
Central Legislative Assembly, the observer correspondent cabled 
(August 21) from K.alimpong ; -

1be Indian problem is rapidly assuming a concentrated form 
expressible in the four letters Food, Debates in the Central legislature 
are considered to have revealed a breakdown of authority and 
initiative. 

He goes on to say that Sir Aziz "~!p ned to the Assembly 
how governments of provinces successfully tagc arrangements 
for their surpluses to the starving pro · in Eastern India.·' 

These Provinces as the same corres t points out, are. in 
the main, administered by British Governors, all of whom are 
supposed to be actively promoting the war effort in hannony 
with the Central Govermnent. The correspondent adds that 
public opinion in the provinces, including European opinion 
exprpscd by European groups in the legislatures and the Statesman. 
blames the CentnJ Government, which is ''accused of lack of 
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foresight followed by weakness.·· These critics sav that 
·'constitutional propriety·· towards the Provinces is made the "excuse 
for failure to exercise control and do no more than ·"denounce 
boarders and call incessantly for public support, wluch it has not 
got; .and .that cons~io~ of its action against Congress having 
·strained its populanty . the Central Governments is "anxious• to 
show itself conciliatory in other directions··. These '"directions'' 
happen to be those of vested mtercsts, reacttonanes. sycophants. 
and other antisocial elements. 

Food is exported from India even today. The demand for its 
stoppage is now more than a year old At the same time. not only 
ts there little increase in production. but the l.ffer and prospects 
of large imports is disregarded 

It is ridiculous to argue that there is plenty of food. and there 
1s too'mw;b money in the hands of the people (as the Government 
does) and that this is the reason for the famine t Yet Bengal. it is 
now officially admitted. has a deficiency of one and a half million 
tons of rice. If there is a slight All lnd1a increase in food production 
today O\'er the previous decade. there 1s an mcrease of population 
by fifty millions. vast distress through flood and cyclone. and 
mroads into the national granary by war needs 

Hoarding cannot be checked by shootmg a fey.· ·'looters·· at 
sight. as the magistrate ofNas1k "as authorised to do "Looters'' 
are. at any rate. not the hoarders Nor are the homders that really 
cause panic and famine the small petty shopkeepers. nor the small 
peasant or householder. The Government refuse; to operate against 
the combines and the landlords. 

Hoarding by consumers can only be stopped when there is 
national leadership in the Government. The most potent check on 
hoarding is public confidence. If provmcial govcnuru:nts, as indicated 
by the Observer's correspondents. are themselves parochial and 
capable of •'sabotage,·· it is not surprising that small men should 
think ot the next meal, or even of making some profit The unity 
committoes, set up largely under the. mspiration of the Communist. 
Trade Unionists and Congressmen who are free, have broken down 
all political bamers and pointed out the way to a National 
Government. 

The latest performance of the Gmrernment is the announcement 
that the present rise in prices is due to lack of saVJng. to too much 
money, that conditions \\ill be worse if the peasants do not save. 
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So it proposes to launch through its officials and nan-official 
supporters a campaign to collect in savings alone some 200 crores 
of rupees from the Indian peasant out of his augmented income for 
war savings. This is just an exaction and will be accompained by 
the usual cruelty and corruption of officials in India. It is a cruel 
remedy to pose before a starving population. 

These and other causes have created a condition where people 
in some parts, as a Daily Express correspondent pointed out, are 
eating locusts and leaves, and there is a total of 125 million starving 
people in India. In Malabar in some areas people arc reduced to 
eating young grass. A Conservative member of Parliament Mr. 
Necholsontold Mr. Amery (IS August) in the House of Commons 
that in Bengal thousands of people were eating off garbage heaps. 
There are tens of thousands of destitutes in every city, homeless, 
foodless and almost unclothed. Against them the Government is 
increasingly operating the vagrancy laws. 

This situation must end. There must be a stoppage of Indian 
exports, control of stocks, vigorous action against hoarders British 
or Indian. More shipping must be made available for India's food 
supplies at once and there must be state purchases internally 
and externally. The policy of imposing greater burdens on 
the peasantry by forced loans and exactions must stop. War 
expenditUre and supplies must be augmented and reinforced, not 
by the present policy of plunder and loot, but by national organisation 
and popular support. This, and not grandiose schemes on paper, 
which can hardly become operative, is the way to remedy famine 
in India. 

The deadlock is thus not only a political issue; its ending is an 
urgent necessity to rescue the people of India ftom hunger and 
death, to buil,S up Indian resistance, to ~the decay of morale 
and defeatism. The restoration to the lndian~e of their leaders 
by the release of the political prisoners, the of the present 
policy by opening of negotiations, the ab once and for 
all of plunder policies in India's economy the honest pursuit 
of ways and means to establish national do-operation must be 
demanded by the people of Britain. 

The T.U.C. resolution makes these demands. They must 
become effective immediately. For they are urgent and imperative 
ncccssities. '' 



DISSOLUTION OF THE 
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 

IN 1943 

("Hey! Listen !'-"Whaf '!-'The Comintem's been dissolved.' 
This convenation took place at comintern headquarters. in the 
office occupied by the Spanish section of the ECCi. 'The speakers 
obtained the information from the Soviet press. The Communist 
ln.tortlJltional ceased publication. Shorty afternards a new periodical, 
in Russian and other languages appeared entitled 'The war and the 
working class · (after the war its title was changed to New times'). 
On their return to Moscow after the dissolution, a large proportion 
of the comintem staff was d1stnbuted among the 'national 
committees', the foreign-languages broadcasting service, and various 
propaganda, press, and publication departments of the CPSU. 
Interviewed on the dissolution by Reuter" s chief Moscow 
correspondent, Stalin Said · 

The dissolution of the Communist Intematioauil is proper and 
bmely because it facilitates the orgamsatton of the commm onslaught 
of all freedom-loving nations against the common enemy Hitlerism. 
The dissolution of the communist International is proper because : 

(a) h exposes the lie of the Hitlerites to the effect 1hat ·'Moscow" 
allegedly intends to intervene in the life of other nations and to 
"Bolshevise'' them. An end is now being put to this lie. 

(b) It exposes the calumny of the adversaries of Communism 
within the Labour movement to the effect that Communist Parties 

((Thu dWolulion tool plar:1 in th• midst of World War, 11. k"'Pts from 
lh1 Com,,,,,,,i.st lntmrational (1919-1943), 

Docatent.r 1929-1943, Compiled by die O~ Univn'sity Prm. V"""
No. J, Paa- 521 to JJJ.)} 

Raolvtion of J1w ECCi Pruidium &r:Ollllllatding tlr• Dissohdion of IM 
c,,,.,,,.111 lnlmtt11ional 

IS May /HJ World N.w and Piew.r :<Xl/1. 21, P 169, 29 May 1943. 
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in various countries are allegedly. acting not in the interests of their 
people but on orders from outside. And end is now being put to 
this calumny too. 

(c) It facilitates the work of patriots of all countries for uniting 
the progressive forces of their respective countries. regardless of 
party of religious faith, into a single camp of national Jibcration 
-for unfolding the struggle against Fascism. 

(d) It facilitates the work of patriots of all countries for uniting 
all fteedom-loving peoples into a single international camp for the 
fight against the menace of world domination by Hitlerism, thus 
clearing the way to the future organisation of a companionship 
of nations based up on their equality. 

I think that all these circumstances taken together \\ill result 
in a further strengthening of the United Front of the Allies and other 
united nations in their fight for victory over Hitlerite tyranny. I feel 
that the dissolution of the Communist International is perfectly 
timely-because it is exactly now, when the Fascist beast is exerting 
its last strength, that it is necessary to org~ the common onslaught 
of freedom-loving countries to finish off this beast and to deli\•er 
the people from Facist oppression.) 

The historic role of the Communist International. which \\as 
founded in 1919 as a result of the political union of the great 
majority of old, pre-war working class parties, consisted in upholding 
the principles of Marxism from wlgarization and distortion by the 
opportunist elements in the working-class movement, in helping to 
promote the consolidation in a number of countries of the vanguard 
of the foremost workers in real working-class parties, and in helping 
them to mobiliz.e the workers for the defence bf their economic and 
political interests and for the struggle against fascism and the war 
the latter was preparing and for support of tJl= Soviet Union as the 
chief bulwark against fascism. 

The Conununist International from the 6rst exposed the real 
meaning of the 'Anti-Comintem Pact,· as a weapon for the 
preparation of war by the Hitlerites. Long before the war, it 
ceaselessly and tirelessly exposed the vicious, subversive work of 
the Hitleritcs who masked it by their screams about the so-called 
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mterference of the Communist International in the internal affairs 
of these States. 
But long before the war 1t became more and more clear 
that, with the increasing compbcations 1n the internal and inter
national relations of the vanous countncs, any sort of international 
centre would encounter insuperable obstacles in solvmg the 
problems facing the movement m each separate country. The deep 
differences of the historic paths of development of various countries, 
the differences in their character and even contradictions in their 
social orders, the differences m the level and tempo of their 
economic and political development, the diffen.11ces, finally, in the 
degree of consciousness and organizabon of the workers. conditioned 
the«\ifferent problems facmg the working class of the various 
countries. 

The whole development of C\'cnts m the last quarter of century. 
and the experience accumulated by the Communist International 
convincingly showed that the organizational fonn of uniting the 
workers chosen by the first Congress of the Communist International 
answered the conditions of the first stages of the working-class 
movement but has been outgro\\TI by the growth of this movement 
and by the complications of its problems in separate countries, and 
has even become a drag on the further strengthenmg of the national 
working-class parties. 

The World War that the H1tlentcs have let loose has still further 
sharpened the differences in the situation of the separate countries, 
and has placed a deep dividing hne between those countries which 
fell under the Hitlerite tyranny and those freedom-loving peoples 
who have united in a powerful antt-Hitlerite coalition. 

In the Countries of the Hitlerite bloc the fundamental task of 
the working class. the toilers. and all honest people consists in 
giving all help for the defeat of this bloc. by sabotage of the 
Hitlerite military machine from \\ithin. and by helping to overthrow 
the Government who are guilty of the war. In the Countries of the 
anti-Hitlerite coalition, the sacred duty of the widest masses of the 
people, and in the first place of the foremost workers, consists in 
aiding by every means the military efforts of the Governments of 
these countries aimed at the speediest defeat of the Hitlerite bloc 
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and the assurance of the friendship of nations based on their 
equality. 

At the same time the fact must not be lost sight of that separate 
countries which are members of the anti-Hitlerite coalition have 
their own particular problems. For example. in countries occupied 
by the Hitlerites which have lost their State independence the basic 
task of the foremost workers and of the wide masses of the people 
consists in promoting anned struggle, developing into a national 
war of liberation against Hitlerite Germany. At the same time. the 
war ofliberation of the freedom-loving peoples against the Hitlerite 
tyranny, which has brought into movement the masses of the 
people, uniting them without difference of party or religion in the 
ranks of a powerful anti-Hitlerite coalition. has demonstrated with 
still greater clearness that the general national upsurge and 
mobiliz.ation of the people for the speediest victory over the enemy 
can be best of all and most fruitfully carried out by the vanguard 
of the working class movement of each separate country, working 
within the· framework of its own counll'J'. 

Already the seventh congress of the Communist lnternat1onal. 
meeting ih 1935, taking into account the change (s) that had taken 
place both in the international situation and in the working-class 
movements that demand great flexibility and independence of its 
section in deciding the problems confronting them, emphasized the 
necessity for the Executive committee of the Communist 
lnt.emational, in deciding all questians of the working-class movement 
arising fum the concrete conditions and peculiarities of each country. 
to make a rule of avoiding interference in the U.emal organizational 
affairs of the Communist Parties. These same '*1nsiderations guided 
the Communist International in cosideraing fie resolution of the 
Conununist party of the USA of November 19.0, on its withdrawal 
from the ranks of the Communist lntematioeal. 

Guided by the judgement of the founders of Marxism-Leninism 
communists have never been supporters of the conservation of 
organiational fonns that have outlived themselves. The have always 
subordinated fonns or organization of the working-class movement 
and1hemethods of wodcing of sum orprrizaticm, to the fundamental 
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political interest of the working-class movement as a whole. to the 
peculiarities of the concrete historical situation and to the problems 
immediately resqlting from thlS situation. They remember the 
example of the great Marx. who united the foremost workers in 
the ranks of the Working Men· s International Associa~ion, 
and. when the First International had fulfilled its historical task 

' laying the foundations for the development of the working-class 
parties in the countries of EuF<Jpc and America, and, as a result 
of the matured situation creating mass National Working-class 
parties, dissolved the first International inasmuch as this fonn of 
organization already no longer corresponded to the demands 
confronting 1t. 

In Consideration of the above. and taking into account 
d11,. 'g.towth and political maturity of the communist parties and 
their leading cadres in the separate countries, and also having 
in view the fact that during the present y,ar some sections 
have raised the question of the dissolution of the Communist 
International as the directing centre of the International working
class movement. 

The presidium of the Execullve Committee of the Communist 
International, in the circumstances of the world War not being able 
to convene a congress of the Conunun1St International, puts forward 
the following proposal for ratification by the sections of the 
Communist International. 

The Communist International. as the directing centre of the 
International working-class mo\'ement, is to be dissolved. thus 
freeing the Sections of the Communist International from their 
obligations arising from the statutes and resolutions of the Congresses 
of the Conununist International. 

The presidium of the E.~tive Committee of the Communist 
International calls on all supporters of the Communist International 
to concentrate their energies on whole-hearted support of and 
active participation in the war of liberation of the peoples and states 
of the anti-Hitleritc coalition for the speediest defeat of the deadly 
enemy of the working class and toilers-Gel'JlWl fascism and its 
associates and vassals. 
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The presidium of the Executive Committee of the Communist 
International (Signed) : 

G. DIMITROV 0. KUUSINEN 
M. ERCOLI 
W. FLORIN 
K.GOTIWALD 
V.KOLAROV 
J. KOPLENIG 

D MANUILSKY 
A MAR1Y 
W. PIECK 
M. THOREZ 
A. ZHDANOV 

The following representatives of communist parties also append 
their signatures to the present resolution : 

BIANCO (Italy) 

DOLORES IBARRURI (Spain) 

LEKHTININ (Finland) 
ANNA PAUKER (Rumania) 
MATIHIAS RAKOSI (Hungary) 
(lbe Central Committee of the CPGB adopted unanimously a 

resolution.endorsing the proposal. which "would reinforce national 
and international Unity.· The Czechoslo\'lk central committee said 
dissoluti~ was in the interests of the broader unity of all forces 
both domestic and international in the decisive battle against 
Hitlerism; the Spanish central committee welcomed and approved 
the proposal. 'The dissolution of the International. which frees us 
ftom the obligations arising from its statutes and decisions, will 
still further reinforce the national character of the Spanish Cmununist 
Party and facilitate the unification of all Spanish patriots both 
within Spain and in emigration and so stinmlate the devclopmt."'llt 
of all national forces in the struggle to recapture the freedom and 
independence of Spain.' The KPD said the Clecision would cut the 
grouad from under the feet of the German fa$:ists, who alleged that 
Moscow interfered in the affairs of other S'4tes; the Italian central 
conunittee said the dissolution would removetbe misundentandings 

Mo.scow JS May 1941 
Slat.IWlll of llw ,,._,;t1;u,,, of the ECCi on IM di.uolu1UJ11 nf drs wmmunl.\t 

Int.motional 
8 June 1943, Wqrld Ncw6 and Vletla XX/II, 2S P. 197, 19 Jun' 19.,J 
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and difficulties which still existed among the workers and make it 
easier for them to unite The Chint.-se CP Central comnuttee expressed 
its full agreement: the Comintem had fulfilled 1ts historical mission 
in protecting Marxism from distortion, m helping progressive forces 
to unite. in supporting the Soviet Union and fighting fascism, and 
it had done all in its power to bring about co-operation between 
the KMT and the CCP. in its organizational fonn it had now 
outlived itself. The CCP had received much help from the Comintem 
in its revolutionary struggle. but the Chmese communists had now 
for a long time been free to decide independently on its policy and 
put it into effect.) 

At its last meeting on 8 June 1943. the Presidium of the Executive 
col1)mittee of the Communist International cosidered the decisions 
received from its Sections in connection with its proposals of 15 
May I 943. on the dissolution of the Communist International. and 
decided the followmg : 

l That the proposal on the d1ssolut1on of the Communist 
International has been approved by . 

The Communist party of Australia. Communist Party of Austria. 
Communist Party of the Argentine. Commumst Party of Belgium, 
Communist Party of Bulgaria, Communist Part) l'f Great Britain, 
Communist Party of Hungary. Communist Pa1 t. of Germany. 
Communist Party oflrcland, Communist Party of Spain. Communist 
Party of Italy. Communist Party of Canada. the United Socialist 
party of Catalonia. the Commumst Party of China. the Communist 
Party of Colombia. the Re\'olut1onary Communist Union of Cuba, 
the Communist P.artv of Mexico. the Workers· Party of Poland, 
the Commumst pari;. of Romania. the Communist Party of Syria, 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. the Communist Party 
of Uruguay, the Communist Party of Finland. the Comrnimist Party 
of France, the Communist Party of Lmcboslovakia. the Communist 
Party of Chile. the Communist Party of S\\itzerland. the Communist 
Party of Sweden, the Communist Party of Yugoslavia. the 
Communist Party of the Umon of South Africa, the Communist 
International of Youth ( Which is incorporated in the Cqmmunist 
International with the full rights of a Section). 
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2. That not one of the exi&ting sections of the Communist 
International sent in any objection to the proposal of the Presidium 
of the EC. 

In view of all this the presidium of the Executive Committee 
of the Communist International declares : 

I. ·That the proposal for the dissolution of the Communist 
International has been unanimously approved by all Sections 
able to send in their decisions, including all the most important 
Sections. 

2. It considers that as from the 10th of June, 1943, the Executive 
Committee of the Communist International, the Presidium and 
Secretariat of the Executive Committee, as well as the International 
Control Conunission, have been dissolved. 

3. ltentruststoacommitteecomposedofDimitrov(asChainnan), 
Manuilsky, Ercoli, and Pieck to carry out the actual winding up 
ot the affairs of the organs, apparatus, and property of the 
Co1Dmunist International. 

(Signe4) on behalf of the Presidium of the ECCi 
DIMITROV 



Dis.,o/ution of The Communist International 

CEMENTING THE UNITY OF 
FREEDOM-LOVING PEOPLES 

To Destroy Fa.•cist-/mperialism 

P. C. Joshi 

THE Statement (see full text of Premier Stalin on the dissolution 
ot the Communist Intemabonal 1s an h1stonc event. In the annals 
of mankind's freedom movement 1t will rank \\1th that memorable 
call which Lenin as the Prenuer of the ne\\·bom Soviet Uruon gave 
to the freedom-lovmg peoples of th~ world askmg them to Join m 
the common endeavour for making peace based on the annulment 
of all conquests and the freedom and equality of all nations 

To-day at an equally dec1s1\'C turning pomt 10 the destmy of 
mankind, Stalm's call comes clear and sharp to th• patnots in every 
county in the anu-fasc1st coa11t1on. to the freedOl'l· lo\ing peoples 
of the world. 

To unite in an unbreakable front of national liberation in"their 
respective countries. to JOtn 111 one mvmc1ble united front of the 
peoples to deal the final death-blow to fasc1st-1mpenahsm m the 
cntlcal battles that are at hand and to wm a world of freedom and 
equality of peoples. 

The dissolution of the Communist International, as Stalin points 
out. is perfectly timely. It comes when the Communist Parties in 
every country have grown in strength and stature. as patriotle 
parties rooted in the working class and peoples of their own land, 
thanks to the theoretical and practical guidance gl\'en by the Leninist· 
Stalinist International during the past 24 years. Today. the 

hblilh«I iii "P•oplr's War" fUnr 6, 1943 
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Commumst Parties m even count') are a po\\ erfuJ force bulldmg 
that all-an nat1onaJ un1~ m their O\\n countries, and \\orlmg for 
that closest colJabor cltton ben' L."CD the peoples of the Umt(..-d Nation~ 
and ''1th the peoples of the fascist-enslaved countries. "1thout 
\\h1ch v1ctocy O\lcr fascism m the final battles cannot be \\ion and 
the freedom of the peoples secured 

Today the existence of the Commtem as a world centre. gu1dmg 
the Commumst movement 1s no longer necessary The Commtm1st 
Parties m C\C.Q count[) know their JOb and are domg 1t vel) \\ell 
indeed On the other hand. the formal existence of the C'ommtcm 
m Mosco\\ only served as an e~cuse to those dlsruptors \\ho seek 
to spoil that JOb by crcatmg bad blood bctv.t.-en th~ members of 
the Uruted Nations and the So\.1et Umon. or b\ slandering the 
Commumst Parties as agents of Mosco'" 

The chssolut1on of the C ommtcm and the state1m.-nt of Sta.Im 
strengthens the pos1t1on of the Commumst Part} of India and its 
endea\lour to achieve the umt) of all the patnot1c parties and of 
the people of lndaa for national defence 8) exposing the m\1h of 
the ··eolshc\ik boge} ·· and b~ g1"mg ftae be to the slander and 
susp1C10!1 that the Indian Communists take their orders from Mosco\\ 
thJS great step \\di enable us to reach out to cvel) section of the 
patnobc masses and bnng them together m one po\\erful umtL.-d 
national front for the defence of the Motherland. for v. mnmg the 
freedom of our country shoulder to shoulder v. 1th the Soviet Umon 
and the other Umted Nations 

The Commun1St Party of India dedicates itself to this task. so 
that our people may play a \\orthy role m the upsurge of mtcmat1onal 
umty and action \\htch will no doubt be relea:;cd b\' Stalm's h1stonc 
call and wtll ensure victory of the final onsla,ght agamst the fasc1i.t 

gangsters to '" m the freedom of all the pe'1>1es 



STALIN'S LEAD 

To All Patriots 

The following i.\' Sta/m's striking letter to Renter's chief 
correspondent m the Soviet Unum. Mr. Harold Kmg . .:oncerning 
the disso/utwn of the Commtern m rep(v to the latter's enquiry 
C?.f authoritative Soviet opm1on in regard to '' Stalin .mccintly 
givc.v the reasons. 

\(·.:.c.stion : British comment on the decision to wind up 
the Comintern has been \·cry favourable. What is the Soviet 
\'iew of this matter and of its bearing on future international 
relations'? 

Answer : The dissolution of th~ Communist International is 
proper and timely because it facilitates the organisation of the 
common onslaught of all freedom-loving nations against the common 
enemy-Hitlerism. The dissolution of the Communist International 
is proper because 

a) It exposes the lie of the Hitlerites to the effec~ that .. Moscow·' 
allegedly intends to intcn·ene in the life of other nations and to 
·'Bolshcvise .. them. An end is now being put to this lie. 

b) It exposes the calumny of the adversaries of Communism 
within the Labour Movement to the effect that Communist Parties 
m vanous countncs arc allcg<..-dly acting not in tht> interests of their 
people but on orders from outside. An end 1s now being put to this 
calumny too. 

c) It facilitates the work of patriots in fre\..-dom-lovirig countries 
for uniting progressive forces of the11 respective countries, regardless 
of Party or religious faith. into a single camp of national liberation 
for the unfolding struggle against Fascism. 

d) It facilitates the work of patriots of all countries for uniting 

Published in 'Pet>pl~ 's H'ar" j11n~ 6. 1943 
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all freedom-loving peoples into a single international camp for the 
fight against the menace of world domination by Hitlerism. thus 
clearing the way to future organisation of a companionship of 
nations based upon their equality 

I think that all these circumstances taken together. will result 
in further strengthening of the united front of the Allies and other 
nations in their fight for victory over Hitlerite tyranny. 

I feel that the dissolution of the Communist International 
is perfectly timely because it is exactly now when the fascist 
beast is exerting its last strength that it is necessary to 
organise the common onslaught of freedom-loving countries 
to finish off this beast and to deliver the people from fascist 
oppression. 

With respect, 

Sd I J Stalin 



@!] 
AFTER OFFICE ACCEPTANCE 

E. M. S. Namboodiripad 

I. The Congress-league relation 

We have noted earhcr that the Muslims were represented in the 
elections not by a single political party. but by a number of 
organizations. parties and mdlv1duals Tht. general picture of 
Muslim politics that presented itself during the elections consisted 
of·~rveral organizations and individuals among whom some were 
close to the Congress and others opposed to it and receiving 
assistance from the British government for that reason. This situation 
continued even when the formation of ministries became a live 
issue. In the Mushm ma1ority provmces \\here the Congress met 
with a number of electoral reverses. there was no single political 
party of the Mushms capable of fonnmg mmistries It was not the 
Muslim League but the Krishak Pra1a Party and the Unionist Part~ 
formed mm1strics m Bengal and Punjab. respectively. with support 
of other groups m the legislatures The Leagu"' had contested only 
a few seats becuse it lacked the confidence ofwiJhung the elections 
So, the question ofleaders of the Muslim League formmg ministries 
did not arise. 

However, the attitude of the Congress towards forming ministries 
and the discussions held between the Congress and certain Muslim 
organizations which were regarded nationalist brought about a 
change in this situation. A situation began to develop in which the 
Muslim League which was only one of the pnrttes of the Muslims 
claimed itself to be the sole representative of the Muslims. It was 
later alleged and repeated in the ,t1osthumously published memoirs 
ofMaulana Azad that what led to the growth of the Muslim League 
was the '"rigid nttitude • • ndopted by the Congress in general and 
its president Nehru in particular in regard to the formation of 
ministries. 

&trpt.r from • I I A HISTORY OF INDIAN FREEDOM ~TRUGGLE •. 
wrltta by E. Al S. Namboodripad 
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Jn order to understand th~ truth of the matter. 1t 1s neccssal') to 
look back to the Mushm poht1cs at the time of the elections. The 
capacity of the Congress to approach the Mushm \'Oters \\as 
limited. Among the Muslim majority provinces. the Congress \\as 
strong onl} in the: NWF Province. In many areas there \\ere a 
number of Muslim leaders \\ho wanted to maintain good relations 
with the Congress. Jama1t-ul-Ulema \\as the powerful orgamzat1on 
of such leaders. 81.."Sidcs, the leaders of the Muslim organizations 
including the Muslim League were fonncrly the active workers of 
the Congress. Like Jinnah, these leaders also were organizing 
Muslims on the basis of moderate politics and \\ere in agreement 
with the Congress on all issues except on the question of Mushm 
representation in the new constitution 

There were also certain other Muslim parties almost in all 
provinces representing the big landlords among the Muslims With 
the assistance of the British they \\ere striving to mobilize the 
Muslim masses agamst the Congress as well as agamst the Mushm 
parties like the League. the Janwt-ul-Ulcma. etc Conscqucntl~. 

many Muslim parties mcludmg the League had reached some kmd 
of informal understanding with the Congress. It was partly as a 
result of this that the Congress decided to contest only a few scats 
reserved for the Muslims. This was mainly in the NWF Province 

Even at this stage there were frictions between the moderate 
Muslim leaders lake Jinnah and the Congress leaders like Nehru 
It was but natural that the general Congress pohcy of fighting the 
landlords and other reactionary forces in order to wipe out hunger 
and poverty and the Congress election manifesto were allergic to 
the moderate Muslim politicians. Moreover. N~hru had repeatedly 
stressed during the election campaign that the caste-communal 
politics was a product of the reactionary social forces and that the 
demand of communal representation in which hie common people 
of all castes and religions had no interest at all Was of benefit only 
to a handful of bigwigs among them. Jinnah could not but contest 
these arguments. 

Thus, even Jinnah who, as compared to many other Muslim 
leaders, had been al>le to reconcile with Congress raised voice 
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against the approach of the anti-1mpenalist front representt.."Cl by 
Nehru in his election campaign 

The situation became more complicated after the ck.-ctions. In 
the United Provinces where the Muslims constituted a considerable 
force. the Muslim League was led by a former Congress worker. 
Choudhury Khabquzzman who held political negotiations with the 
Congress leaders Govind Ballabh Pant and Rafi Ahmed Kidwai 
As a result of these negotiations, Khaliquazzman rejected the offer 
of joining the minority 'mterim · government of the loyalists in the 
province. The informal understanding reached berncen the Congress 
and the Muslim League was that the League would be a partner 
in the government when the Congress formed its ministry after 
imd.ing the deadlock in connection with office acceptance. 

However. this raised a controversy in the Congress leadership. 
Many prominent Congress leaders including Nehru and Azad were 
opposed to the mderstanding with the League Following discussions 
held with the Congress leadership. it \\as finally decided to take 
ministers from the League under certain conditions. These conditions 
were as follo\\tS 

1. The Muslim League m the U. P. Assembly should not 
function as a separate group. Their members should join the 
Congress Parliamentary Party. Like othermembe1s ofthe Congress 
Parliamentary Party. tht.-y should function subject to the discipline 
of the Congress 

2. The Parliamentary Board of the League in U .P. should be 
dissolved and the League members should work for the success of 
the Congress candidates in the future by elections. 

3. In case the Congress decides to resign from the ministry or 
legislature, the League members should follow suit. 

These conditions were not acceptable to the League. They meant 
that the members of the League should become Congressmen. Not 
only did the attempts to fonn a coalition government in U. P. fail. 
but the League leaders charged the Congress. leaders \\ith trying 
to foist Congress domination over the Muslims. 

Its repercussions were not confined to U. P. alone. A country
wide campaign was conducted that the •·Hindu Congress·· was 
trying to thrust its domination on Muslims and other minorities. 
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The case ofU. P, was cited as an example to show that the Congress 
was trying to establish its single party rule without allowing the 
true representatives of the Muslim community to participate in the 
ministry. even after it became clear that the Congress lacked the 
support of the Muslims The Muslim leaders. including Jinnah. 
created the feeling among the Muslim community that its political 
organizations should unite to defeat the Congress design to establish 
Hindu domination. 

As a direct consequence of this, the Muslim leaders belonging 
to different organizations till then decided to join the League. The 
Unionist Party leader Sikander Hyat Khan. the Krishak Praja Party 
leader Fazlul Huq. Muhammad Saadulla of Assam and others 
called upon their partymen to join the League. All these were done 
in deference to the call given by Jinnah to the Muslims to organize 
themselves against the Hindu domination of t11J= Congress and to 
regard the League the organization of their own. They resisted what 
they considered to be "anti-Muslim'" actions taken by the Congress 
ministries in the different provinces and organized the Muslim -masses against them. 

These activities that continued for three years from 193 7 raised 
the Muslim League to a new status. Like the Congress which 
entered into negotiations with the government and other political 
parties claiming itself to be the sole representative of the Indian 
people, the League now started negotiating with the Congress as 
the party representing the Indian Muslims. In order to bring 
pressure to bear on these negotiations, the League also organized 
various struggles. This ultimately led the Leape in 1940 to adopt 
the ''Pakistan resolution'' at Lahore. 

There are some who hold that this situatic+i could have been 
avoided had the Congress not taken such an ac14mant attitude with 
regard to the formation of the ministry in U. ~. and evaluate the 
subsequent political events accordingly. The developments with 
regard to the origin and growth of the Congress and the Muslim 
League, and the conflicts and compromises between them as 
explained in the earlier chapters would show that this is incorrect. 
It may be recalled tbat the bourgeois section among the Muslims 
formed its own political organization (the Muslim League) when 
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the Congress (bourgeois) leadership gathered enough strength to 
demand Swaraj as its political objective. Then the question was 
what share the Muslim bourgeoisie would get in the Swaraj. When 
the Indian bourgeoisie began to fight adopting different means to 
achieve its objective, the Muslim bourgeoisie, a part of Indian 
bourgeoisie. began to do the same. This was basic to the CongressM 
League relations which took different forms at different stages. 

The CongressMLeague conflict in the initial period (1906-1916); 
the Lucknow Pact between them in 1916 ; the Khilafat movement 
which grew as part of Gandhi's non-cooperation movement: the 
conflict between them followmg the failure of the movement; the 
cooperation among the Jinnah group. the moderates and the Congress 
in· the Central legislature; the Congress-League split on the question 
of Gandhi's civil disobedience movement and the Round Table 
Conference; cooperation between the Congress and the League 
once again, to a lesser extent though, following the adoption of 
parliamentary programme by the Congress-these constitute the 
general picture of the CongressMLcague relation. 

In other words, a particular section of the bourgeoisie belonging 
to the Muslim commuruty was getting strengthened as part of the 
Indian bourgeoisie politically as well as socially and economically. 
This was a conflict between two sections of the bourgeoisie which 
were equally interested in acquiring power from the British, a 
conflict on the question of sharing political power. 

The elections to the provincaal legislatures held in 193 7 ; constitute 
an evidence to show the extent to which the Indian bourgeoisie in 
general and its component Muslim bourgeoisie in particular had 
been able to make progress. The Indian bourgeoisie as a whole had 
been engaged in the task of deriving m:iximum benefit out of the 
provincial autonomy contained in the provisions of the new 
administrative reforms and gaining political power at the Centre. 
The Muslim bourgeoisie. on the other hand, had been trying to 
maximize their share of power. It was this effort that appeared in 
the form of the urgent demand of forming a Congress-League 
coalition Government in 1937. It was the same that led the Muslim 
league to raite the slogan of Pakistan in the sense of dividing 
India into 0 Hindu India" and '"Muslim India'" and dividing power 
between the bourgeoisie in the respective sectors. 
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It is meaningful that the need for a unrficd all-lnd1a leadership for 
the Muslims \\as felt \\hen it became clenr that the majority 
everywhere except an the Muslun majonty regions and consequently 
the political power m the provances passed mto the Congress The 
proposal for a Congress-League coaht1on "as an expression of this 
desire. A more general fonn of the same appeared later m the 
demand for Pakistan. Just as the Congress asked the Bnt1sh to 
accept ats claim to represent the Indian people. so the Mushm 
leadership demanded the Congress and the government to accept 
its claim to represent the Mushm commumty 

This was a challenge to the claim made by the Congress that 
it represented the entire Indian people. S1mdarly. the support 
received by the Congress in regions lake the NWF Provance and 
the programme of ··mass contact·· with Mushms adopt"'-d by the 
Congress to extend this support to other regions constituted a 
challenge to the claim made by the Lenguc 

The stand taken by the League leaders ''as that the Congress 
and the League were the orgamzat1ons oft\19 Hmdus and Mushms. 
respectively. and that they together should setth: accounts \\1th the 
British anti acquire the nghts of the lndtan bourgeo1s1c lftbts \\ere 
conceded. then Congress would cease to exist pobt1cally That \\as 
why the Congress demanded d1SSolut1on of the Leauge Parhamcntar\ 
Party in return to the mduct1on of League members m the m1mstl) 
If this demand was accepted, then the League \\ould cease to exist 
That was why the League leaders rejected 1t In other words. basic 
to the rise of the Musltm League dunng 1937-1940 was the spht 
and mutual competition withm the Indian baurgco1s1c 

II. The New Popular Upsurae 

The formation of Congress nunistnes in ~en provmces first 
and coalition ministnes with Congress partnet'slnp later in Assam 
and NWFP gave rise to optimism among the people throghout the 
country. People belived that, the new government would bnng 
measures against vested interests as envisaged in the Karach1-
Faizpur Congress resolutions and the Congress election manifesto 
However, the mihisters and the Congress leaders did not act m 
accordance with the aspirations of the people and even went agamst 
them. They, in &ct, took a number of actions against ordinary 
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Congressmen and other political workers as well as their supporters. 
Most ministries functioned in a manner in which the ministers came 
to tcnns with the Governors. British civilian official and the vested 
interests. 

Nehru expresses protest and opposition to this state of affairs, 
but with no effect. Gandhi who had ceased to be even a four-anna 
member of the Congress was standing firmly behind the ministers 
and other right-wing Congress leaders. Nehru was not prepared to 
raise his voice against Gandhi. Nehru's biographer stated: 

On the whole, the record of the Congres.'i ministrie.v was. as 
Jawaharla/ Nehn1 realized .\·oon enough. static if not counter
revolutionary. The worst cases were Bombay and Madras. There 
was' no question now of taking o..tfice to combat the new Act: the 
ministers worked in close cooperation with the Governors. and 
in carrying out minor refor1f!.'i forgot the major issues. Soon after 
they took o,(fice . .Jawaharlal, as Congress president. directed them 
to release all political prisoners. Govind Ballabh Pant's fir.vi act 
on taking charge in the U.P. was to sit down at his office table 
to write the order.for their discharge. But K. M. Munshi. the Home 
Minister of Bombay. 'if anything more royalist than the king· 
ignored his directive. Keen to detain communist and left wing 
leaders. he asked a surprised Viceroy to p11t the C.J.D. to deal 
with communists in and around Bombay. When .Jawahar/al rebuked 
Munshi for hil' zeal in this matter-you have already become a 
police officer· '-Munshi appealed to the higher mtlhority of 
Gandhi and continued as before. Jawaharlal protested in the 
Working Committee that the Congress ministers appeared more 
concerned about the e.ffect their actions would have upon the 
British Government than upon their own people,· but his arguments 
had no e.ffect. 1 

S. Gopal also re.fers to B. G. Kher and C. Rajagopalachari, 
the Chief Ministers of Bombay and Madras, respectively. Lord 
Linlithgow, the Viceroy, had advised the Bombay Govemor Lord 
Braboume tn a latter: ''My advice to you for. what it is worth, 
would be, heN and elsewhere, to play for time and to miss no 

I. SatWpa/ly Gopal. Ja'Waharlal N•hnl-A Biopaphy. J'ol. I, Bombay, 
07/ortJ Uniwrslty Press. 1976. pp. 226-230. 
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chance of impressing Kher and hil' colleagues with a sense of the tr 

own importance and of the necessity for standing on their own 
legs. '' Cropal further q11otes what Lord Erskine. the Governor of 
Madras. ''a diehard Tory himse~f" ', recorded aho11t 
Rajagopalachari: ''Infect, he is even too much of a 1'oryfor me. 
for though I may not go back twenty years. he wtshes to go hack 
two thousand and to nm India as ii was nm in the time of Kmg 
Asoka. ''1 

1be first issue on which the Congress ministries and the left 
movement clashed was the release of political prisoners and keeping 
in abeyance the repressive laws. In many provinces. including 
Bombay and Madras, repressive actions against political workers 
were revived. Without inhibition the Congress governments resorted 
to such measures as suppression of leftist newspapers and printing 
presses which was the order of the day under the Bntish. Instead 
of releasing political prisoners. the Congress governments put more 
inside jails. 

Not only· the activists of the left partie-.and the Congress but 
also Congress committees (including leaders like Nehru and Bose) 
raised their voice against these actions. But that did not make any 
effect. The Congress ministers continued to act according to their 
whims with the open support of Gandhi. Nehru acquiesced in it 
in the name of 'Congress discipline'. ''We cannot agitate against 
ourselves", he said. 

But facing these and other repressive actions, the agitations and 
struggles of workers, peasants and students were advancing 
Communists and socialists were ceaselessly working to give these 
struggles an organized form, thereby st~ing the anti
imperialist front. Many Congress committee~ too participated in 
these activities. 

The strike launched by the worlcers of a 8ritish-owned textile 
mill in Kanpur in July 1937 for increased wages and for recognition 
of their union was a brilliant example of such struggles. Although 
the Communists and Socialists were in the forefront organizing and 
guiding the strike, the local Congress Conunittee played an active 

2. 16itl. pp. 230.231. 
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role in it. Consequently. it developed into a general strike of all 
workers in and around Kanpur Under its pressure, the U.P. 
Government appointed an enquiry committee with Rajendra Prasad 
as Chainnan to go into the demands of the workers. The report 
it submitted conceded many demands of the workers. 

The Kanpur strike became a model for workers' actions 
throughout the country. It also helped to make anti-imperialists all 
over India aware of the outcome if canununists, socialists and 
ordinary Congressmen stood united in serving and helping the 
workers. Following this. there was a wave of strike struggles all 
over the country under the pressure of which Congress governments 
in many states appointed committees to enquire into workers' 
problems and demands. Feeling the wind of change, many capitalists 
wnceded the demands of the workers to avoid strikes. There were 
others who were not prepared to follow this path. In those industries 
workers struck work which was supported by all political parties 
including the Congress, compelling the Congress governments to 
take action to make the capitalists concede the workers' damands. 
More than 50 percent of the strikes in 1937-39 were partly or' fully 
successful. 

These strikes were reflected in the number as well as in the 
membership of trade unions which showed a big increase. The 
number of unions went up from 241 in 1936 to 562 in 1939 and 
the membership from 268,000 to 390,000. The increase was mainly 
in Bengal, Madras Punjab and U.P. Among the trade unions it was 
the AITUC under the leftist leadership that took great strides. Its 
71 affiliated unions with 51,600 members m May 1936 rose to 198 
unions with 348.000 members by February 1940. On the other 
hand, the National Trade Union Federation and its affiliated unions 
led by the moderate were weakened. Fearing isolation ftom the 
working class its leadership decided in January 1938 tu merge their 
organimtions with the AITUC. 

This advance of the working class flabbergasted the Congress 
ministers and other right-wing leaders. In order to stop this advance, 
they started taking repressive actions, which was at its worst in 
Bombay. Apart from lathi-charges and other acts of rep~ 
they prepared a bill incorporating most undemocratic provisions 
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with regard to recognition of trade unions. Strikes against this 
··black Act"' and in dc..*rlce of the immediate demands of the 
workers became widespread. The impact of these actions was felt 
in the Congress as well. Not only the ordinary Congress workers 
and local Congress committees but aJso the provincial committc..-cs 
came out against the approach of the Congress ministers. 

This was also a period of peasant agitations and struggles. The 
elections to the provincial legislatures were held within a year of 
the formation of All-India Kisan Sabha. As a result of the acthitics 
of the Kisan Sabha. and also because of the declarations made by 
the Congress, thousands of activists had entered in the midst of the 
peasants. Even from among the ranks of the peasantry thousands 
of militant workers had started rising. Mass meetings. demonstrations 
and marches were held all over the country demanding the Congress 
ministries to reduce rent, scale do\\n debt burdens and stop evictions 
as assured in the Congress election manifesto and in the Faizpur 
resolution. The Kisan Sabha membership rose from 600.000 111 

Mav 1938 to 800,000 in 1939. . . 
It must be noted that there was fundamental difference between 

this new peasant upsurge and the one witnessed earlier und~r 
Gandhi's leidership. It was as part of the national movc..-mcnt under 
the bourgeois leadership that peasants went into action when 
Gandhi gave a call. It was true that there were tens of thousands 
of militant workers among them. But Gandhi was not prepared to 
fan their fighting spirit into a revolutionary fire. On the contrary. 
the Gandhian method of struggle in those days which was anchor"-d 
on '·non-violence·'. was an attempt to tic down the peasantry to 
the confines of bourgeois nationalism. In c:cMtrast to this. an 
independent organization (the Kisan Sabha)~f a revolutionary 
class had emerged now, which though cooperatin with the bourgeois 
national movement, was functioning indc..-pend of it and making 
its own contributions to the anti-imperialist mbvemcnt. Like the 
working class, the peasantry had adopted as their own the red flag. 
May Day, etc., which are the symbols of socialist revolution. On 
such matters they showed no hesitation in coming into clash with 
the bourgeois leadenhip of the Congress. As a matter of fact. the 
growth of the Kisan Sabha in the provinces where the Congress 
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ministries were in office and the role played by ordinary Congressmen 
and the Congress committees at the lower level in its growth had 
disturbed the Congress m1mstcrs and the right-wing Congress 
leaders. So. the higher Congress committees mounted a political 
attack on the Kisan Sabha. They directed that Congressmen should 
not participate in the activities of the Kisan Sabha. They asserted 
that the leadership bemg given by the Kisan Sabha and its activists 
m organizing resistance to the violence ·1et loose by the Zminda.rs 
or the big landlords \\as ··against the creed of non-\iolence of the 
Congress··. Not satisfied" ith this pobtical attack. they unhesitatingly 
took actions against the activists of the Kisan Sabha using the 
provisions of existing repressive la\\S. 

However. they realized that this alone could not contain the 
p~t movement. Therefore th«!}' tried to placate the peasants by 
conceding some of their demands and makmg preparations for 
legislations to this effect. \\ h1ch w..:nt in parallel to the repressive 
actions. Thus m many pro,·mccs the Congress go,cmments appointed 
committees to enquir~ and report on legislative measures to be 
mtroduced with a v1e\\' to ending Zamindan and other lando\\nersbip 
systems. 

The reports of most of these committees were ex1rcmcly moderate 
m content. Moreover the Second World War brolre out and the 
Congress ministries resigned before initiating legislative work 
based on these reports. Thus, these reports did not benefit the 
peasantry in any way. Howe\'cr. it became clear that the peasants. 
hke the working class. could form their O\\n organi7.atlons and 
agitate and fight under the banner of these organizations compelling 
the Congress ministries to take actions favourable to them. This 
brought out another important face of the anti-imperialist front. 

The All-India Students Federation which was founded in 1936 
under the leadership of Communist and Congress Socialists also 
made similar progress in the year following the fonnation of 
Congress ministries in the provinces. For examples. its membership 
increased from 40,000 in 1938 to 100,000 in 1939. This progress 
of the students movem"-"llt-yet another face of the anti-imperialist 
front-was achieved against the \\ishes of the right-\\ing Congress 
leadership and in spite of its opposition. 
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Ill. Ministries and the People 
The existence of the Congress ministries which took office in 

July 1937 and the non-Congress ministries in the Congress minority 
provinces and also the "interim· ministries which were in power 
in the Congress majority provinces before the Congress decided to 
accept office enabled the people to compare the Congress and non
Congress ministries. These non-Congress ministries functioned 
more or less the same way the Congress ministers functioned as 
in charge of certain departments allocated to them in the provinces 
in accordance in with the 1919 refonns Act. Thd 'interim· ministries 
in the Congress majority provinces which were in power for a few 
weeks were also of the same type. Therefore. the coming into power 
of the Congress ministries in Congress majority provinces in July 
and its spread to other provinces subsequently had been generally 
considered as the begiming of a new stage in the history of Indian 
politics. 

For about 18 years after Gandhi took over the leadership, the 
Congress had been functioning as an organized opposition to the 
British government. With the emergence ef the Swaraj Party. the 
Congress decided to extend its role of opposition to the legislature 
In 1930 it gave up the parliamentary programme and became an 
opposition party functioning only outside the legislature. A party 
which had been thus functioning continuously as an opposition now 
in the legislature, now outside the legislature, had now taken office . . 
m some provmces. 

On a number of counts there were differences between the 
Congress ministers and other ministers who bad taken office now. 
Some of these differences were conspicuous. For example, the 

Canpas decidod that its ministers ~mt chaw a salary 
~r«ding Rs. 500 in deference to the ution adopted at the 
Karachi session. This was less than the am drawn by the non-
Congress ministers in other provinces and die interim ministen in 
the Congress majority provinces. Further, tbe Congress ministers 
bad followed the Canpas discipline and Gandhian way of life 
including habitually wearing Khacli. This made than distinct from 
other minist.ers and created the impression that they took office 
representing the darldra narayans (poor). 
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A more basic change that had come about was that it was made 
clear that though each ministry was functioning to conduct the 
administration in a particular province. it had to function as part 
of an all-India organization and subject to its leadership and 
direction. The Congress ministries had a common perspective u,d 
a common programme giving clear and concrete directions in their 
day-to-day functioning. There was a central organizational leadership 
to supervise their functioning and to rectify the mistakes they might 
comnut in their fimctionmg. This central organizational leadership 
had the authority and capability to reprimand and even to dismiss 
any ministry or minister who disobeyed its directives. No non
congress ministry now in po\\er or an earlier ministry was subject 
ts ~ucli a control. 

Parties opposed to the Congress as \\ell as the British newspapers 
strongly criticized the functioning of the provincial ministries under 
such a centralized political leadership. They contended that it was 
undemocratic for an individual or organization outside a province 
to be \'CSted with powers to interfere in the affairs of a ministry 
in that province. The Congress leaders replied that the main 
political question before India \\las that of the administration of the 
whole country and not that how each province had to be administered. 
The real question was how the administration of the whole country 
including that at the Centre should be transferred from the British 
to the Indians and how to effectively carry on the struggle for the 
transfer of administration. The Congress had taken over power in 
those provinces where it had commanded a majority in the legislature 
only as part of the process of organizing the people as a whole for 
the purpose. 

'The non-Congress ministries in other provinces had no such 
perspectives and no such central leadership to control and guide 
than. As distinct from them. the mmisters of the Congress who had 
adopted the political objective of unifying the whole organization, 
perspective and method of struggle must submit themselves to a 
centrallzed discipline. 

The Conpess which decided to exercise full control over its 
ministries evolved a form of organization suited for this purpose. 
Before the elections it had Conned a Parliamentary Board to 

Yol-i.-,j5 
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nominate the candidates to contest elections and to carry on the 
organimional work in connection with the elections. After the 
elections it fonned a Parliamentary Sub-committee consisting of 
Vallabhbhai Patel, Rajendra Prasad and Abul Kalam A7.aCI to 
control the ministries and to give them guidance in their activities. 

The very constitution of the Parliamentary Sub-committee with 
Patel as chairman and with Rajendra Prasad, a well-known right
wing leader, as a member, needs special mention. It was during 
the presidency of Nehru, a known leftist, that the Parliamentary 
Board was fonncd with a rightist majority and with no place for 
1'1ehru in it. This Board was to control the functioning of the 
ministries. This was a clear evidence to show the correlation of 
forces inside the Congress. Nehro to attract the masses and secure 
their votes, and Patel to control the ministries after winning the 
elections-such was the division of labour inside the Congress. 

Although Nehru was not a member of the Parliamentary Board, 
he was a force to be reckoned with in the formation of the ministries 
and in their functioning. Durga Das describes how the choice of 
the Chief Minister was made in U.P., the home province of Nehru. 

(Pandit} Pant told me one day of how his Ministry came to 
be formed. Purushottamdas Tandon was senior to Pant but was 
dedicated to the cause of Indian Sanskriti (culture) which appeared 
to Nehru and Rafi a reactionary outlook. Tandon was senior to 
Nehru too, and in fact was among the few who called htm by his 
first name. Rafi manoeuvred to get Tandon to accept the Speakership 
of the U.P. Assembly and thus cleared the way for Pant ..... to take 
over as Chief Minister. Raft, on his part, told me how he had 
helped to insulate the Pant Ministry against ''Ifie irritable crittcism 
and Interference of the unpredictable Nehru'·· Pant and he waited 
on Nehru at his residence tn .Allahabad andi"ght his blessings 
(Dr tht Induction of Mrs Jl'ijayala/cshmi Pa 't in the Ministry. 
Nehru, who doted on his younger sister, rea agreed This plan 
did succeed to a very great e¥tent, but still Nehru could not help 
an occasional outburst.) 

With 1he formation of ministries Nehru began to drift away from 

J. Dwp Dtu, India: Fl'Olll Cunort to N.., ond AJt-r, London, 
Collbu, 1969, p.184 
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his colleagues. He was not able to reconcile himself with the 
functioning of the ministries controlled by Patel and other right
wing leaders. Sometimes he publicly expressed his sentiments in 
this regard. For example, Durga Das has recorded an incident in 
which Nehru got infuriated at a meeting when Pant's peon entered 
clad in his official unifonn. He was restive of many omissions and 
commissions of the Congress ministries. He had noted a tendency 
in the Congress ministers to be on good terms with the British civil 
officials rather than considering the ministry as an instrument in 
the struggle again the administrative system imposed by the British. 
Nehru's fury at the official uniform of Pant's peon was symbolic 
of .h;is opposition to this tendency. 

If this was the plight of Nehru. it 1s needless to mention that 
of the ordinary Congressmen. People had great expectations from 
the Congress leaders after they assumed ministership as the 
spokesmen and representatives of the daridra narayans. 

The expectaflons of the populace were pitched ma high key. 
When Zemmdars (big landlords) were almost all defeated in the 
elections, a big revolution which had already been m full swing. 
received an added impetus m the Zemmdars ,l'or the rewsion of 
old tenures and taxes. Agranan relief. sea/mg du"' n debts, removal 
of mtermed1ar1es m cult1vaf1on, restnctwn of the extent of lands 
possessed by abl·entee landlords, ab.ilit1on of 11/egal 
exactions ...... these were the batch of Reforms which the popular 
ministers had to address themselvel' to. 4 

In other words, the people bad expected that many of the 
demands raised by the peasantry before and after the fonnation of 
the Kisan Sabha could be realized with the emergence of the 
Congress ministries. 

The Conununist Party. Cong1 .. ss Socialist Party and the left· 
wing Congressmen tried to give an organized form to these 
expectations that arose among the peasants. workers and other 
labouring masses. Attempts were made to make the Congress 
implement a programme for social tranSformation. They consciously 
utilized the freed.om of activities which became available with the 

4. Pot111b/1i Sitart1111ayya, op. cit, pp. 54-55. A number of ile"'6 sucl1 as total 
prohibition in the list of S1taNmaY,YG liaw hem lrfl out hrre. 
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formation of the Congress ministries to organize mass agitations 
and to form trade unions and peasant organizations. They 
transfonned the very existence of the ministries under the command 
of Sardar Patel into conditions for the growth of left movement. 
They came forward to raise the demand that the promises made 
to the people in the election manifesto and other official documents 
of the congress must be fulfilled. 

This led to serious clashes. The leftist and the ordinary 
Congressmen had started feeling that the Congres~· leaders who 
had now become ministers were not fanctioning in a'"COrdance 
with the promises formally given by the Congress. From the 
incident narrated by Durga Das it must be understood that even 
Nehru had shared this feeling. S. Gopal stated that having 
understood that he would not be able to reconcile himself with 
the political atmosphere arising out oftheformahon a/Congress 
ministries, Nehru ''virtually opted out of the day-to-day activities 
of the domestic politics '' and engaged himself in developments 
outside lridia. 5 

The Congress governments freely used the provisions of those 
very reph:ssive laws which the British government had been using 
against the Congress earlier, against the activists of mass 
organizations. Protests against these actions came not only from 
the ranb of the Congress but also from certain Congress committees 
in the different provinces. 

In sum, the formation of the Congress ministries at one and the 
same time helped the growth of the bourgeois as well as of the left 

revolutionary forces fighting against the ffiisie. It also helped 
each oftbem to fonnulate their respective for anti-imperialist 
stnigles. For the first time in the history o the Congress and of 
Indian politics, there emerged a bourgeois tegy of bargaining 
with the imperialists both by making use llf' the administrative 
machinery to·an extent and rallying the people under a well trained 
centraliz.ed leadership as well as a leadership (Patel and others) to 
put this strategy into practice. On 1he other side, a leftist political 
force basing itself on the strategy of revolutionary struglcs against 

5. S. GoptJJ op.ell. p.132 
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the Congress strategy of bargain began to emerge. Nehru who 
aspired to mnain on the side of these revolutionary forces but kept 
himself away from the conflicts between these two forces for want 
of mental strength was used by Patel and his cohorts as an ornament 
that could be placed at the top of their organization. The left forces 
which were uncompromisingly opposing the right-wing strategy of 
bargain with the British imperialists found another prominent leftist 
leader-Subhas Bose-to stand with them at least for the time 
being. It was in the background of an impending clash between the 
left forces with Nehru and Bose on their side, and the right-wing 
leadership under Patel and Rajendra Prasad that the next annual 
session of the Congress was held in Haripura. 

IV. Towards Crisis 

The Hanpura session of the Congress was held in February 
1938 in the shadow of a political crisis that arose from the 
resignation of Bihar Chief Minister Srikrishna Sinha and U.P. 
Chief Minister Govind Ballabh Pant. The resignation was a sequel 
to the refusal of the Governors to concur with the decisions of 
the cabinets of Bihar and U.P. to release political prisoners. The 
question arose before the delegates to the session whether this 
political crisis would remain confined to the~ provinces. Doubts 
were expressed whether the assessment of the political situation 
made by the Congress at the time of formation of the ministries 
following the political-legal controversy that lasted for three months 
was correct, whether the Governors were not interfering with the 
functioning of the ministries. as feared earlier and if they )Nere, 
whether it was not proper for the Congress leadership to direct other 
Congress Chief Ministers also to resign and lead a country-wide 
struggle. 

A situation was developing all over the countr), which might 
tum this into a crucial politica11ssue. In Bengal, well-known for 
the valour and sacrifice displayed in the anti-imperialist strugles, 
thousands of political workers were behind the bars. The government 
there did not take any action to release them.Instead, it was 
resorting to fresh repressive measures. Similarly, a considerable 
number of political prisoners from Bengal and other provinces had 
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been banished to the Andaman Islands. The Central government 
did not even consider the question of releasing them. This naturally 
created deep discontmt and unrest among the people throughout 
the country. It was in this context that the Congress governments 
of Bihar and U.P. decided to release the political prisoners under 
their jurisdiction. The interference of the Governors drew a stonn 
of protest from the people. 

However, neither the Congress nor the Congress Chief Ministers 
wanted to bring the matters to a bead.On the contrary, they adopted 
an attitude which would facilitate a compromise. Durga Das, who 
was the Lucknow correspondent of the Statesman, has put it on 
record that the U .P. Chief Mimster Pant bad drafted his resignation 
letter ''CIY carefully making sure that it did not impire his relationship 
with the Governor and that he (Durga Das) helped Pant to soften 
the tone and contents of the draft. 

The resolution adopted by the Hanpura session of the Congress 
had made reference to an incident which drew objections from the 
Governor of U.P. In order to bring out the attitude of the Congress 
leadership towards the issue involved. tbQ relevant part of the 
resolution is given below. 

On beHalf of the U.P. Governor rt has been stated that the 
demonstration organised to welcome the Kakori prisoners and the 
apeeches delivered by some of them had interfered with the polrcy 
of grad11al release of political prisoners. The Congres.v has always 
discouraged unseemly demonstrations and other ob1ectlonable 
achwttes. The demonstrahons and speeche.v referred to by the U.P. 
Governor were strongly disapproved by Mahatma Gandhi. Pandit 
Jawaharlal Neh"', President of the Congress, had similarly taken 
immediate nohce of the indiscipline which w~thus betrayed Nor 
were they ignored by the Ministers. As a resu of these correchve 
steps p11blic opinion rapidly changed a even the persons 
concerned came to realise their mistake. 6 

The resolution was an open admission that'the objctions raised 
by the Governor were not entirely baseless as well as an expression 
of the readiness on the part of the Congress leadership to cany on 

6. Zaidi and Zt11di, op. cit, p. 437 
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matters accordiilg to the wishes of the Governors. The conciliatory 
attitude expressed in the resolution was in fact an appeal to the 
Governors not to interfere with the functioning of the ministers. 
Furthennore, this conciliatory attitude would not be limited to the 
question of the release of political prisoners . As we have repeatedly 
pointed out earlier, the Congress leadel:ship was striving at a 
compromise with the British authorities on all the issues including 
the Federal system at the Centre iii such a way as to protect 
maximally its own class interests. 

However, the British authorities were aware of the fact that a 
considerable section within the Coniiress.was working 
uncompromisingly against this conciliatory attitude. The actions 
~by the Govemnots of Bibar and U.P.were designed to test the 
strength of this section as well as the willingness of the leadership 
to resist it and continue this conciliatory attitude. The n::solution 
adopted at the Haripura session had, moreover, shown that the 
leadership was prepared for compromise disregarding the leftists. 
The resolution had specdically stated that the ''Congress Ministers 
have more than once declared their determination to take adequate 
action in the matter of violent crime." 

Consequendy. soon after the Haripura session ministerial crises 
in Bihar and U.P. were brought to an end. The ministers who had 
resigned resumed office and statements and counter-statements 
were exchanged between the ministersand the Governors for this 
purpose. But the Haripura session marked the beginning of an 
intense struggle whithin the Congress on several issues including 
the question of the release of political prisoners. 

The commotion.r and the convulsions in national thought 
during the two preceding )'ears were largely conditioned by the 
concepts of Socialism and Communism which travelled afresh into 
the country. the conflicts that flrose In 1938 must largely be put 
down as the off-shoots of the earlier antagonisms that had been 
raging Indeed for some years past in the Congress annals. Here 
was Gandhi who though not a member of the Congress was still 
the power behind the throne. the fountain spring of all ideas of 
constructtw nationalism and the architect of that mighty barrage 
which helped to stem successfally the tide of Violence. There were 
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the younger folks who felt impatient over the slow progre.ts of the 
ideas rooted tn non-violence and were hard put to discover short 
cuts to vertical heights or make long jumps over impassable gulfs. 
The formation of Ministries in particular did not achieve that 
millennium nor did the popular governments help to hasten 
the advent of that far off divine event, the emancipation of the 
Kisans. 8 

The growth of the Kisan Sabha became an issue of heated 
controversy in the Haripura session. The fact that its leadership was 
not with the Congress but with the Communists and Socialists 
agitated the right-wing Congress leaders. They launched a heavy 
attack on the Kisan Sabha for it was functioning independent of 
the Congress discipline and was hoisting red flag in its meeting and 
demonstrations. The resolution adopted at the Hanpura session 
stated: 

In view of the difficulties that have arisen in regard to the Kisan 
Sabhas and other organizations in .wme parts of Indra. the 
Congress d_esires to clanfy the position and state its attitude m 
regard to them. The Congress has already fully recognized the 
right of K11ans to organize them.Ttlves rn peasant llnions 
Neverthefess it must be remembered that the Congreu Itself is in 

the main a Kisan organization and a.v contacts with the mas~·es 
have increased, vast number o/K1sans have joined it and influenced 
its policy. The Congress must, and has in fact, stood for these 
Ktsan masses and championed their c/aim.f, and has worked for 
the independence of India which mu.ft be based on the freedom 
from exploitation of all our people.... While fully recognizing the 
right of the Kisans to organize Kisan Sahhas. the Congress cannot 
associate itself with any achvitres which are i~compatihle with the. 
basic principles of the Congress and will no1countenance any of 
tM acttvities of those Congressmen who as mbers of the Kisan 
Sabhas help in creating an atmosphere ostile to Congress 
principles and policy. 'fhe Congress, th1refore, calls upon 
provincial Congress Committees to bear the above in mind and 
tn pursuance of ft take suitable action wherever call for. 9 

8. Pouabl,. S•~. op. cit, p12 
9. Zaidi "1ltl ?.aidl, up. di, pp. 438-439. 
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It becomes obvious from the resolution that the conflict between 
the left and right wings of the Congress was getting intense and 
that the problem of the relationship between the Kisan Sabha and 
the Congress arose as a symbol of this conflict. The complaint of 
the right-wing was that the leftists were going.ahead with 
programmes, which ware not to their liking, of propagating the 
idgeologies of Socialism and Communism among the people and 
organizing peasants in organi7.ations independent of the Congress 
based on these ideologies. The resolution was adopted after a heated 
debate with a majority of votes. 

Ki~an Sabhas had been organi~ed under the leadership of the 
leftists in all provinces where the Congress ministries were in 
pqwer. The agitations, struggles and demonstrations conducted by 
tbein under the red flag were a source of annoyance not only to 
the big landlord and the BritJ.sh rulers but also to the Congress 
ministers. It had become such a strong movement that it could 
march ahead even if it was opposed by all the right-wing Congress 
leaders including Gandhi. llus was the case not only with the Kisan 
Sabha but also of the trade unions and students organizations. The 
message of socialism and communism had spread extensively in 
these movements.The Commumst and S0C1alist parties had been 
growing in strength capable of leading them. l'blizing the freedom 
of speech and press and other civil liberties in tlw: provinces where 
the Congress ministries were in power, the 1eft parties were also 
engaged in publishing newspapers and journals and oipnizing 
meetings and demonstrations. 

Changes were taking place in the old revolutionaries giving a 
fresh impetus to these developments. A considerable section of the 
prisoners in the different jails in India, including in the Andaman 
Islands, were those who believed in the politics of bomb. 
Acquaintance with the comm1D1ist and socialist literature and world 
political developments including the rapid progress achieved by~ 
Soviet Union made them rethink politically. They began to realize 
that the kind of revolution that had taken place in llussia and f0t 
which .many other countries were preparing, would take place in 
India only by organizing the ditferen.t sections of the people and 
making them politically conscious, rather than by physically 
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eliminating the enemies of the people. Many who lator became 
prominent Communist leaders were those who had adopted the 
ideology of communism at this stage. 

The statement signed by the fonner bomb politicians renouncing 
the bomb Politics was interpreted by the right-wing Congress 
leadership as evidence to the increasing influence of the Gandhian 
philosophy of non-violence. It was, in fact, a victory of socialism 
and conununism because it showed that the revolutionary forces 
inside and outside the Congress had begun adopting the perspective 
of working on the basis of organized revolutionary strength of the 
working class, peasantry and other toiling people. 

It was as part of the approach of the right-wing leadership to 
stem the upswing of the left forces that they decided to install the 
leftist Subhas Bose as the president of the Congress at the Haripura 
session. We have seen that the right-wing leadership was able to 
implement their own policies under the shadow of Nehru who had 
been placed as an ornament at the top of the Congress continuously 
for two years. They hoped that they would be able to perform the 
same feat under the presidentship of 8"se as \\ell. And this 
calculation was not an entirely misplaced one. Bose did not cause 
any 'b'ouble" to the right-wing leadership during his presidency. 

But by the time of the next session, the Congress was once again 
heading towards a split. The fierce controversy that raged in the 
Haripura session on the question of the relationship between the 
K.isan Sabha and the Congress was the first indication of the stonn 
that was gathering. 

V. Princely States and the Conaress 
' 

Another important issue which came toffthotly debated 1n the 
Haripura session was the attitude of the ss towards the 
struggles for democracy in the princely . As in the case of 
many other issues, the left stood finnly the attitude of the 
right-wing leadership on this issue. But unlibon most other issues, 
certain non-left sections also expressed disatisfaction over the stand 
taken by the right-wing on this matter. 

As we have noted earlier. the official position of the Congress 
was that it wmld not participate in the popular strugles for 
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democracy in the princely states. The contention of those who 
fonnulated this policy was that since the princes were sympathetic 
to the struggle against the British rulers, the Congress should not 
function in a manner that disconcerted them. But with the 
development of the bourgeoisie an the princely states as it did in 
British India, activities for establishing the democratic principles 
and values which were upheld by the Congress began to take place 
in these states at least on a low key. Just like the Congress demanded 
transfer of power from the Bntish rulers to Indian bourgeoisie, 
so the demand came frorm the princely states that the autocratic 
rule be ended and bourgeois democratic system introduced. 

Basically, the bourgeois leadership of the Congress should have 
b~ sympathetic to this demand. But considering the consequmces 
of JOuuug hands with dem&ratic movements in the princely states, 
the Coogiess turned its back and adopted the policy of '"non
interference in the internal affairs of the princely states". 

A change came about in this m the Round Table Conferences 
and in the years follO\\ing the Conferences. It became clear that 
the princes constituted one of the main forces to support the British 
rejecting the national demand raised by the Congress. Undoubtedly, 
those who would 'represent" the autocratic princely states in the 
Federation would be the hen~n of the rulc1 s of these states. 
Therefore, in order for the Congress to achieve its objective, it was 
essential that there must be a basic change •n the administrative 
set-up in the princely states. So, the Indian bourgeoise bad to raise 
the slogan of responsible governments in the states along with the 
demand of full independence for India. 

It was in these circwnstances that democratic organizations
Praja Mandals-working for the establishment of democracy in the 
princely states emerged. An all India conference was convened in 
July 1936 at Karachi with a viC''.' to providing the \ Mious Praja 
Mandals scattered all over the country a uniform perspective.An 
alJ..lndia 011ani:zation of the states ·organizations was formed at 
the coaference. The leaders of that organizations appealed to the 
Congress for moral and practical assistance to the struggles being 
conducted in the states since they looked upon the Congress as an 
organi7.ation which represented their aspirations. 
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., lhe dDmocradc lllOl'cmlfS ia die Princely states Mere 

uad« the leadership of the bourgroi1ie. IM apprmcll "!the leaders 
of these movements was different tiom that of bourgeois leadership 
of the Congress towards the autocratic rules in the srates. They 
believed that they deserwd full support ftom a movement like the 
Consress. On the contrary, the risht-wing leadership of the Congress 
ftand that if they antagonized the mien of the states by giving 
direct support to democratic struggles in the states, that would 
weaken the national ftont against the British rulers. 

'This c:li1FeJmce in approach was found reflected in the top 
leadership of the Congress. Not only Nehru and Bose but also those 
right-wing Congress leaders who had at least a remote relation with 
the princely states were of the opinion that the Congress should 
reconsicler its attitude towards the struggles in the princely states 
As a result, the AICC meeting held in Calcutta in October 193 7 
adopted a resolution declaring support to the struggles of the people 
of Mysore against repression. 
H~, this was severely criticized by Gandhi who maintamed 

that although the struggles of the people-r»f the princely states for 
responsible govennents were just, the direct participation of the 
Congress would do hann to these struggles. The Communists. 
Socialists and other leftists showed that Gandhi's argument in fact 
amounted to cmceding the contention of the autocrats in the states 
that the Congress was an "outsider" to their states. They also 
pointed out that since it had become clear that the British were 
trying to weaken the country-wide fteeckm struggle by dift'erentiating 
between "British India" and "Indian India", responsible governments 
in the princely states should also be brouglt within tl)e definition 
of Puma Swaraj. 

At least on this issue a section of the right+m& leadership joined 
hands with the left. They joined the left q,rccs to raise protest 
against the draft resolution pfCIJ811CI by tW Working Committee 
to be placed before the Subjects Committde of the Congress at 
Haripura. The draft bad prohibited formation and tbnctioning of 
Congress Committees in the states. Finally a "compromise" 
resolution was adopted at the Haripura session which included the 
following paragraph. 
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The Congress therefore directs that, for the present, Congress 
Committees in the states shall function under the direction and 
control of the Congress Working Committee and shall not engage 
in parliamentary activity or launch on direct action in the name 
and under the auspices of the Congress. Internal struggles of the 
people of the states must not be undertaken rn the name of 
Congress. For this purpose independent organizations should be 
started and conllnued where they exist already within the state. 10 

That this 'compromtise'resolution did not have an iota of 
compromise would be clear to any one who had read it. Open 
struggle and parliamentary work are two facets of political work. 
Tkc, compromise here was that the right-wing leadership had no 
objection to fonmng Congress committees sans these two facets of 
political work. This meant that no ·'outsider' should mterfere with 
the internal affairs of the princely states, that Congress Committees 
are "outside" organizations for the pnncely states and that they 
should keep aloof from the conflicts between the subjects and rulers 
ofthese states. Thus, under the veil of'compronuse' the Haripura 
resolution re-affairmed the attrtude of the nght-wing leadership 
towards the struggles of the people m the pnncely states. 

It was but natural that there was a powerfu) :cection among the 
delegates to the Haripura session winch was opposed to this 
resolution. Whereas the Kisan Sabha Congress relation was an 
issue on which the left and right cunfronted each other, on the 
question. of the princely states a section of the right-wing leadership 
together with the left raised a challenge to the approach of Gandhi 
and his associates. However, the resolution mtroduced by the right
wing leadership was adopted with a majority of votes. 

In the months that followed the movements for responsible 
government foapl ahead in ~ny states. In Mysore, Cochin, 
Travancore, Kashmir and in the states in Orissa, Gujarat and other 
regions the slogan of responsible government reverberated and the 
strugle for it assumed different fonns. For the first time since the 
fimnaticm of the Conpss various princely states became the scene 
of fi&ht apimt autocratic rule and for responsible government. 

10. Zaidi and Zaidi, op. cit. p 4J4 
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1\vo distinct approaches emerged within and outside the Congress 
on how to handle the new situation. 

As in the case with the struggle against the British. the right
wing leadership adopted the policy of mobilizing the people and 
utilizing the force thus gained to bargain with the autocratic rulers 
in the states. As distinct fonn this, the leftists started working with 
the perspective of leading the people of the states along the path 
of revolutionary struggles against autocratic rule. Depending on the 
corrdation of forces of the right and the left, ·either of the paths 
was adopted in each state 

The State of Travancore was a brilliant example of the 
revolutionary path. There an organized working class movement 
and left parties based on it were growing for more than decade 
These left movements had close links with similar movements in 
the neighbouring state of Cochin and the Malabar region of British 
India. Further, there was a state Pra1a movement led by rightists 
but in which leftist actively participated. Following the Haripura 
session of the Congress, a bourgeois dedl'ocratic movement called 
the 'State Congress' came to exist there. Demands were raised for 
the establishment of a fully responsible government in the state 
The organiml working class in the state actively participated m 
the struggles waged to realize this danand. The agitations mpnizcd 
by the State Congress in 1938 for responsible government and the 
political strike launched by the working .class as an independent 
class as part of this agitation were important events in the political 
history of Travancore. The agitation for responsible government 
transformed itself into a democratic struggle•in which the working 
class led by the left parties played a significant role. 

The struggle conducted in the stat.e of ~kot in Gujarat under 
the direct leadership of Sardar Patel with thl blessings of Gandhi 
was quite distinct from this. Neither an of9Ulized working class 
nor a leftist movement was dKri in that state and consequently the 
movement was completely in the bands of the rightists. The ruler 
of the state and Sardar Patel struck a compromise which was 
thrown to the wind by the ruler before the ink was dry on the 
document forcing Gandhi to launch a fast in protest against this. 

The situation in Kashmir was different from both these cases. 
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Although bereft of any working class or left movement, there was 
a bourgeois leadership wluch had imbibed, to an extent the left 
ideology, which later became well-known as the National 
Conference. Although leaders of the National C~ence shared 
the thinking of the poor and middle classes in the towns and 
country side, they were not able to organize the people on a 
revolutionary basis with a working class"outlook. All the weaknesses 
emanating from this could be found reflected in the activities of 
the National Conference and its leaders like Sheikh Abdullah. But 
they did not try to bargain with the ruler in the state and gain their 
political objectives as did the Gandhian leadership in Raikot. They 
adopted the path of organizing massive struggles of the people 
whlCb also found reflected in the later day politics in the state. 

Struggles for responsible government broke out in DWly more 
states. But the Congress was incapable of giving a centrali7.ed 
leadership to these struggles. The resolution adopted at the Haripura 
session to the effect that the Congress was an 'outside' organization 
to the princely states and that Congress committees should not 
interfere with the internal affairs of the states cast shadow over 
the democratic movements in the states. 

Despite this. a section of the right-wing h .. adership of the 
Congress was forced by tircumstances to remain in the forefront 
of the Praia movement. What forced them to take this stand was 
the realization on the part of the Indian boul!eoisie that it was 
essential to end the autocratic rule in the princely states to defeat 
the game of the British rulers and also the desire of the bourgeoisie 
in each state to ·share power in their respective states. 

VI. Ministries and the Rivals 

The risht-wing bourgeois leadership of the Congress used the 
ministries in such a way as to make use of the growing anti
imperialist trend to serve its own class interests. The ministries 
tried to implement the main slogans of the anti-imperialist front, 
viz., release of political prisoners, withdrawl of the repressive 
laws, ind legisJation against the interests of big landlords. In tho 
Process they often came in conflict with the Governors. In addition, 
they also initiated steps towards introducing educational refmms, 
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transformation of Indian economy through industrialization and 
prohibition of intoxicating drinks. The fonnuJation of an educational 
system linking education with physical labour and the formation of 
the National Planning Committee to introduce economic planning 
in post-independence India deserve special mention. These were the 
initial efforts made to tell the people the shape of things to come 
in the administration as well as in economic and educational fields 
in independent India. 

However, the Congress did not have an undisputed all-lndaa 
representation as claimed by it; it was a minority in five out of eleven 
provinces. Of these five provinces, only in Assam and the NWF 
Province could it form ministries with the support of certain other 
political groups and .individuals. In Sind, the Allah Baksh mirustry 
which was formed after the fall of the ministry headed by Oulam 
Hussain Hidayatullah had the indirect suport of the Congress 
Therefore it introduced certain items of the Congress programmne 
The governments of the remaming two provinces of Punjab and 
Bengal were hostile to the Congress 

These two non-Congress ministries chd not command a maJonty 
in the·legislatures. The Unionist Party of Silcandar Hyat Khan m 
Punjab and the Krishak Praja party of Fazlul Huq in Bengal were 
in power in these two provinces with the support of certain other 
parties. Since both of them were Muslim majority provinces. Jumah 
made an attempt to bring the governments and the ruling parties 
under the influence of the Muslim League. But none of them yielded 
to Jinnah. Fazlul Huq even tried to get the.support of the Congress 
Although the Bengal Pradesh Ccmgress wps in favour of it, it had 
to reject it because the national leadersbJp of the Congress \\as 
opposed to it. lnspite of the fact that thei Congress moved to the 
opposition, Huq did not go to the League. l~imilarly, the Hyat Khah 
ministry remained independent of both the ~ongress and the League 

The situation in India as a whole was dumging rapicDy. As we 
have indicated earlier, efforts made to form a Congress-League 
ministry in U.P. failed. The rejection ofHuq's request for support 
by the Congress created serious repercussions in the League 
leadership. Huq's appeal to Jinnah to come to termS with the 
~oearess wu turned down. Jinnah said that he too desired a 
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settlement with Congress. but that 1t becnme impossible because 
the Congress was trying to compel the British to accept its demand 
and leave the Muslims ID the lurch. 11 

The political developments in India during and after the el1.."Ctlons 
of 1937 prepared the ground for the rise of the Muslim League 
which was one of the several parties of the Muslims. as the sole 
n..)-w,esentative of the Muslun community. FollOY.ing the refusal of 
the l ongress to give a share to the Muslims in the U.P. ministry 
and to cooperate with the Hu'l ministry in Bengal, the Muslim 
League led by Jinnah started a powerful campaign agamst the ·anti
Muslim attitude of the Congress·. The report of the Committe 
headed by the Nawab of Pirpur. appointed by the League to 
ttlt}Yire into the .. anti-Muslim measures taken by the Congress 
government in U.P:· prov1dt.-d considerable motivauon to the 
Muslims to rally behind the Mushm League. The "Pirpur Report" 
was widely discussed by the Muslims all o'er India. 

This was only the begmning.1 he alleged ··anti-muslim policy·· . 
being followed by the Congress governments m other provinces 
created commotions among the Mushm masses. Propaganda was 
extensively conducted that if the national democratic set up as 
demanded by the Congress came to exist, thw \1uslims would be 
physically eliminated and that 1f that situation ta.id to be avoided, 
the Muslims must set aside the differences among themselves and 
strengthen the League. Th~ mtention of those v. ho let loose this 
propaganda was to raise the League to the position of a party of 
the Muslims as opposed to the ·Hindu political party·. the Congress. 

With this anti-Congress propaganda of the League, communal 
clashes between Hindus and Muslims and between the Sikhs and 
Muslims began to erupt. These communal clashes became the 
worst in 1940-1941 by which the Congress bad left rhe provincial 
govenuneots. The Muslim Lengue had adopted a resolution in its 
Lahore session in March 1940 demanding an independent state of 
Pakistan incorporatmg Muslim majority provinces in India. 

Another event which took place in the same period which needs 
particular mention was the anti-Hindi agitation in the Madras 

IJ. R. CouplONI. quo1'd 111 R. C. .Majumdar ("IJ, History and Cultute of 
th. Indian People, JOI, II. B1nnba_l~ Bl1arol(l'O Jidya Bhtwan, 19S9. p. 541. 

Vol·ill-56 
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province where a Congress ministry was in offlc4:. The fJt'Ople ncr 

agitated orer the decision of the ministry· t~ teach compulsorily,,, 
the schools Hindi which the Congress co11s1dcred as the. ··s}'mbol 
of Indian nationalism.,_ The justice Party which was defcat<.-d m 
the J 93 7 elections tried to fan the anti-Hindi sentiments of the 
people Md tum it against the Congress. The message o~ anti-Hmd1 
agitation reached the people who were already agitated over 
Prohibition and the newly introducecf sales tax to make good the 
deficit caused by it. This was the beginnmg of the anti-North India 
slogan raised by the Dravida Kazhakam and the Dravida Munnetra 
Kazhakam later on. 

The emergence of the Muslim League as an all-India force and 
the beginning of anti-Hindi agitation in Madras were pointers to 
the growth of certain new forces in Indian politics. Along with 
these, an anti-Congress wave was rising among the Sikhs. Christians. 
the depressed castes and others. Each of these sections was raising 
challenge in its own way to the claim made by the Congress that 
it \\'"85 the sole representative of Indian people. -None of these parties and groups was against the declared 
objecti_ve of the Congress, viz .. national independence and a 
democratic set-up in India. What turned sections of the people 
belonging to various religions and castes against the right-\\ing 
leadership of the Congress was the rights they were to enjoy in an 
independent democratic India. Therefore, it would be absurd to 
characterize any of them as "lakeys of the British rulers"and 
enemies of national independence. That the British rulers succeeded 
in turning them individually and collectivety against the Congress 
and in their own favour was beside the po~t. The division of the 
country into India and Pakistan in l 947t' d the accompanying 
communal riots were the culmination of e British moves. · 

The origin of this was in the years 193 -1939. As power was 
transferred to the bourgeoisie, though ii was confined to the 
provinces. dispute arose among the bourgeoisie belonging to 
different nationalities of the question of sharing the power thus 
transfered. It was this dispute and the communal riots that arose 
out of it and that finally led to the slogan of Pakistan and the direct 
action based on it. 
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There is another side of the picture Here we are referring to the 
left political forces \\hich had been supporting the objectives 
declared by the Congress and challengmg its right-\\ing leadership 
while engaged themselves in practical activities for the realization 
of these objectives. We have already described the advance made 
by the left forces including the Communists and Soc1absts, its 
impact in the country. and the important position gained by the left 
outlook in the election mamfesto &llld other official documents of 
the Congress. What follows are some instances which showed the 
natural results of these trends 

As we have mentioned earlier. the Communist Party of India 
wh~ch was reorganized in 1933-1934 \\as declared illegal in this 
period. A change in this situation came about when the Congress 
ministries came to pm\er m the provmces Since the Party was 
declared illegal by the Central go,·cmment. the Congress governments 
in the provinces had no authori~ to hft the ban on 1t However, 
they were able to release pobt1cal prisoners including commumsts 
and Communist S)mpathizers and to pro\'lde them facilities to 
conduct meetings and pubhsh De\\spapcrs and Journals. This 
enabled known communists to work openly in the trade unions, 
Kisan Sabhas and other mass orgamzations .i.od also to Join the 
Congress and contest elections These facilities were offered by the 
Congress govenmcnts in the pro\1nces 

Using these facilities. the Communists began the publication of 
National .Front. a weekly from Bombay and Ne-w Age. a monthly 
from Madras. The National Front was run by an editonal boa.rd 
consisting of the General Secretary and members of the Polit 
Bureau of the Partv. The office of the journal became the legal 
office of the illepl Part~. Prominent communist leaders could 
participate in the AICC mcc:tings as delcgat~ and as press 
correspondents. Thus. the ban on the Party remained only on paper. 

Leaders of the Congress Socialist Party ''hich was not banned, 
openly conducted their political activities. They published their 
Journal The Congress Socialist from Bombay. On the basis of an 
understanding reached between these two parties they cooperated 
with each other in working in the Congress, AITUC, Kisan Sabha. 
Students Federation and other organizations. 
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It was true that differences also arose between them in the process 
of these activities. It was also true that these differences led to 
a split bemeen them later on. But they were workmg together even 
at that stage on the basis of left uruty 

Before and immediately after the elections, the right-wing 
Congress leadership did not prevent the growth of these left forces 
in any way: they even helped them. But the situation had begun 
to change after the electtons. We have referred earlier to the attack 
launched by the right-wing leadership against the activities of the 
Jeftists in the Kisan Sabha. However. the leadership at the time 
was not prepared to take things to an open spbt ID the Congress 
nor to take disciplinary actions against the leftists. On the contrary. 
they kept leftists Nehru and Bose at the presidency of the Congress 
continuously for three year. Things were moving, however, to a 
situation in which an open conflict between the left and right wings 
appeared inevttable. And the conflict did burst out at the Tnpun 
session of the Congress. 

1be developments that took place before and after the Tr1pur1 
session will be dealt with m the followmg chapter. It is necessal) 
to point out here that parties of the ruling classes like the Musbm 
League on the one side and the left forces under the leadership of 
communists and socialists on the other, had started challcngmg the 
right-wing leadership of the Congress The dispute between the 
former and the right-wing leadership of the Congress was over 
sbanng the power in the future administrative set up and not over 
the form of the set up and the method of shaping it. The latter. on 
the other, opposed the right-Wing leadersbfp on the question of the 
method to be adopted to achieve indepen~ce as well as the social 
content of it. 



THE 1942 STRUGGLE 
E. M. S. Namhoodiripad 

I. The Cripps Mission 

The fact that the Soviet Union and Britain were fighting together 
on one side in the war did not bring about any change in the British 
attitude towards India. As e\·cr before. the British rulers were 
adamant in their stand of not conceding lncha · s demand. 

~ 

In this context, Prime Minister Churchill"s speech in the British 
parliament in September 1941 needs special mention .here. F.arlier. 
the United States and Britain had jointly published a document, 
called the Atlantic Charter. It en\isaged freedom for all peoples 
of the world to choose their O\\n mode of govcmanc~ and for those 
who had lost sovereignty to restore it. But Churchill stated that the 
Atlantic Charter would not apply to India. What enboldened him 
to take such a stand was his belief that there were senous differences 
of opinion among the different groups within the Congress as well 
as between the Congress and oth~r political ua ~lnisations in India. 
And this belief was not altogether baseless. for instance. it was 
well known that there were differences between the Congress and 
the colleagues of Subhas Bose and between these two on the one 
hand and the Communist and Socialist parties on the other. Further, 
there were differences within the Communist Party on the change 
that the nature of the war had undergone and \•,ithin the Congress 
on the evaluation of the development that took place following the 
individual satyagraha movement Added to these were the differences 
that existed between the Congress and the Muslim League and 
between them on the one hand aud the liberal leaders on the other. 
The British government decided to cleverly utilise these differences. 

The difference of opinion that existed among the Congress 
leaders need special mention. As we have seen earlier, twice after 

1. &tr,&s,frOlll: "A HTSTORI' OF IND/AN FEEDOM STRUGGLE'" 6y 
B.M.S. N""'boodirlp•d. 
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the outbreak of the war the Congress had taken certain steps which 
were at vanance with those taken by Gandhi. What created this 
gulf between Gandhi and the Congress leaders was the differences 
in the outlook of Gandhi who was holding fast the ·'means of 
unadulterated nonviolence·· and those of the ··practical politicians·· 
like Nehru. Rajagopalachari, Patel and others in the Congress. 

The Congress decided to launch individual l'atyagraha and to 
assign its leadership to Gandhi only because Britain refused to 
concede the demands raised by it even after a majority of the leaders 
adopted an attitude of \\illingness to cooperate with the British in 
their war efforts despite Gandhi• s opposition. 

The first year of individual l'atyagraha was coming to a close 
Rajagopalachari and some other leaders demanded a review of the 
year·sexperience. Although about. 2.000 sal)"agrah1swerearrcsted, 
the movement did not yield any sigmficant result. Moreover. 
opportunities were coming forth for fresh negotiations \\1th tbc 
British rulers in the new situation created by the entry of the So\'ict 
Union in. the war Accordingly. on the initiative of Rajagopalchar1. 
the Congress Working Committee adoiftcd a resolution during the 
Christmas of 1941 expressing readiness to cooperate with the 
British· in its war efforts. 

Certain helpful moves came from the British also. Thus many 
top ranking Congress leaders includmg Nehru were released from 
prison. The situation of war once again changed basically \\ith the 
Japanese attack on the United State's Pearl Harbour in December 
1941. 

Although the United States had taken an attltude openl} in 

favour of Britain and France, it was not "?participant in the \\ar 
till December 1941. With the American~ in the war, the war 
now became one with the governments of e U. S., Britain and. 
the Soviet Union along with the liberation m ements of the German 
occupied countries in Europe on the one side fighting against the: 
German and Italian Fascism and the japanesc militarism. 

The surrender of the France to Hitler, Japan's occupation of 
Inda-China :is a gift from France and the occupation of other Asian 
countries following tilt: declaration of war in December 1941 would 
have made it eal'J for Japan to enter India. It was the interest of 
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the United States also to create a political situation that would 
prevent such an eventuality. It occurred to the American rulers that 
the Churchill government's attitude towards India might tum out 
to be dangerous to the Allies, including America. ThC) made this 
known to the rulers of Britain. They impressed upon the British 
that is was in the interest of the Allies to liberate those Asian 
countries which had fallen to Japan and also to prevent India from 
falling to it. By this, they "ere. m fact tl)ing to replace the 
crumbling Dutch-f rench-English imperialism by their own 
imperialist domination in a De\\ form. 

But whatever their intention. the U. S move helped the bourgeois 
Congress leadership. America ·s generous political support. the 
a)Ubii...ity received through the American DC\\Spapers. the powerful 
anti-imperialist stand taken by the Soviet Umon. and the sympathies 
of the neighbouring countnes hke China \\Cre all considered valuable 
assets by the Congress leaders 

It was in this situation that the Chinese President Chiang Kai
shek and Madame Chiang visited India. China was then fighting 
Japan. Because of their political weakru."Ss. thL·y could not exert 
much pressure either on Bntain or on the Indian government. But 
their visit with an open expression of sympatl1~ to India· s national 
demand gave a boost to the Congress policy "'r bargain. 

This could not but leave an impact on the Bntish rulers. They 
were disturbed and anxious over the fate of the India following the 
Japanese occupation of Singapore. This also reinforced the pressure 
being exerted by president Roose,•clt on the British Prime Minister 
Churchill. All in all. Britain was forced to t:il..~ some action to 
change the Indian public opinion. It was in this background that 
the British government sent to India Sir Stafford Cripps, a member 
of the war-time Cabinet and a 5'111pathiser to the Indian national 
movement. The announcement in this regard created the impression 
that the British authorities were trying to renounce their hardline 
attitude towards India and to satisfy the Congress and other political 
parties in India. Such was the publicity the Cripps Mission received 
in the Indian and foreign press. 

Even before Cripps set off to India a draft declaration bad been 
Prepared by the British government on India ·s future constitutional 
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set-up and on the changes that were to be introduced in the existing 
system dunng the war time. This draft document was kept a secret 
until Cripps reached India and held talks with the lcack.'fS of the 
different political parties. On behalf of the British government. 
Cripps claimed that he was trying to bring a settlement between 
the govermnent and the representatives of the Indian people. 

The declaration had been prepared in such a way as to make 
it appear progressive as compared to all the earlier declarations 
made by the government It had been stated that the government 
would tBke steps to create ''a new Indian Union which will have 
the full status of a Dominion'' The objective was stated to be to 
enable India to achieve the .. earliest possible realisation of self
govemment". The declaration specifically stated that m order to 
realise the objective, a constitution making body would be set up 
·'immediately upon the cessation of hostilities''. 

Considering the pohcy declarations that the Congress had hitherto 
been ~ng. tlus draft declaration should have been acceptable to 
1t. But there were two important cond1twms mcludcd in the draft 
declaration One of the conditions \\as that if one or more provinces 
were not prepared to join the Indian Union. such provmcc or 
provinces would be free to frame a separate const1tubon and would 
have the same status as the Indian Union. The rulers of the princely 
states also would have the same nght. The second condition \\as 
concerned with the minorities The new constitution of the Indian 
Union and other provinces and states staying out of if would 
guarantee the assurances given earber by the government to the 
Muslims, Christians. Parsis. Europeans, Abglo-Indians and other 
conununities. 

All these were relating to the constitut. Equally important 
was the problem of what was going to be ne immediately The 
British government desired and urged the etfectivc participation of 
the different sections (parties and organisation) representing the 
interests of the Indian people on the functions of the governments 
of their own country, the British Commonwealth and the emergent 
United nations. Cripps claimed that what was being visualised was 
an Indian national government with Dominion Status at least 
nominally. 
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The Cripps Mission was a big gain to the Muslim League. for 
most of the demands raised by the leaders of the League with regard 
to Pakistan had been accepted. Not only that all the guarantees 
given to the rehg1ous mmoritics had been honoured the Muslim . . , 
maJontr provinces were no\\ given the freedom the stay away from 
the Indian Umon and to fonn a separate nation by themselves. 
Furthennorc. if the League would have a share in the Central 
government which was going to be formed m accordance with the 
Cripps proposals, it could strengthen itself utilising the new position 
in the government. 

As for the Congress, the proposals seemed attractive in the 
beginning, but as discussions progressed it realised the underl}ing 
dat1g-crs The provision contained m the proposal giving the right 
to the provinces and the princely states to stay a\\ay from the Indian 
Union disturbed them. But Rajagopalachari. Nehru. Patel and certain 
others were ready to accept the Cnpps proposal even ignoring 
Gandhi's opposition to 1t lThis \\JS exactly \Vhat happened after 
the termination of the \\ar ) What was really unacceptable to them 
was the proposal relabng to the change to be introduced immediately 
in the central govemm\.'llt. Had the authorities been prepared to 
constitute immediately a national government at the Centre \\ith 
the status of a Dominion along \\1th the pro\"is1c111 gi\'ing the right 
to the provinces to stay away form the Indian Union. the Cripps 
proposal would ha\'e been accepted in toto by all the Congress 
leaders except Gandhi 

The talks that took place at the different lc\"cls-b\.1Wecn the 
Congress leaders and Cripps. among Cripps. the Viceroy and the 
Commander-in-Chief. among President Roosevelt· s personal 
representative and the Indian and British leaders-revealed what 
exactly were the differences between the British government and 
the Congress. The latter insismd on its demand that the Viceroy's 
Executive Council should immediately start functioning as the 
national government with the status of a Dominion. But the Viceroy 
and the Commander-in-Chief would not budge an inch insofar as 
sharing their authority with.others. Although Cripps and the~: S. 
representatives tried their best to make them accept the pos1t1on, 
the Viceroy and the Commander-in-chief. ,-.,ho had the support of 
CbruchiU, remained adamant. 
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Thus failed the efforts to enlist the support of the Indian people 
in the war against the Fascist forces with the cooperation oflndlan · s 
popular leaders. Cripps returned to England empty handed. 

II. 'Ouit India' 

Even while Cripps· talks with Indian leaders were on, the 
situation in India· s eastern borders was causing alarm to the Allied 
Powers and to the people. The Japanese forces were steadily 
advancing along the India-Burma road, conquering on their way 
the British possessions of Singapore, Bunna, Malaya and the 
Andaman Islands. There were Japanese naval attacks in the Bay 
of Bengal. The eastern port cities ofVishakhapatnam and Kalanada 
came under Japanese bombardment. The government themselves 
had ordered destruction of certain establishments in Madras feanng 
Japanese invasion. In brief. there was an increasmg probability of 
India coming under the attack of Japanese, like other Asian countries. 

The Congress maintained that in order to be able to meet this 
threat a mere declaration about India· s future was not enough and -demanded immediate transfer of power, an whatever fonn. including 
that of the defence department to the representatives of the Indian 
people. The British rulers, on the other hand, held adamantly that 
they would not part with the control of such crucial departments 
as defence and home. Consequently, the Delhi talks broke off. 
which, in tum, caused great resentment and anger among the 
people. There was practically no one an India who was not mfunated 
by the stand taken by the Bntish rulers, who were leading an army 
which were fleeing from the Japanese attadcs,that they would not 
hand over the country to her own people, po matter even if they 
had to surrender it to Japan. 

It may be recalled that it was also thel time when one of the · 
topmost national leaders, Subhas Bose, "'1o had left India. had 
been raising the Indian National Anny (INA) with Indians in the 
territories held by Japan to liberate India with the assistance of 
Japan. The Contempt towards the British army which were facing 
defeat after defeat together with the impression created in India that 
the INA led by Subhas Bose were planning to launch an offens1'\'e 
apinst the British rule in India aroused national emotions among 
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the people. It seemed to them that the opportunity was at band to 
liberate themselves from the British rule. 

This emotions were, in fact,contrary to the policies the Congress 
and other anti-imperialist organisations had been pursuing. They 
had been ceaselessly speaking to the Indian people for about a 
decade against the Fascist forces ofltaly and Gennany and Japanese 
militarism. They had been maintaining all along that an advance 
of the Fascist and the militarist forces would not set free the 
dependent countries; it would lead only independent countries to 
lose their freedom. They never entertained the illusion that India 
could be liberated with the assistance of Jaj,an. On the contrary, 
they knew that a victory of Japan meant changing from one master 
to •Mother. That was why they demanded that the British should 
transfer power to the Indian people and resist Japan with their 
support. 

But the experience of the leaders who expressed readmess to 
lead the Indian people to fight Japan even at the cost of the creed 
of Gandhian non-violence posed the question before all the political 
parties, excepting Bose and his colleagues.What is to be done next? 
Different Congress leaders ansv•cred this qucstlon differently. 

Gandhi had left Delhi right in midst of the discussions with 
Cripps. The proposals put forward by Cripps dtd not at all seem 
to him attractive. Referring to Britain's defeat in Malaya and 
Burma and their indifference to enbstmg the support of the people 
which was an presently conditon for avoiding the repetition of 
the defeat in India. Gandhi descnbed the Cripps proposal as a 
.. postdated cheque on a crashing bank··. He regarded it an urgent 
task to take a strong action against the British rulers who were 
adamantly refusing to hand over India to her people. Accordingly, 
Gandhi drafted a resolution and sent it to the Working Committee 
which was to be met towards the end of April. He expressed the 
opinion that though the victory of the A.xis Powers in the war 
appeared certain, Japan would leave India alone. In case an 
invasiop took place, he expected ''the people to offer complete non
violent non-co-operation to the in\'ading forces and not to render 
any assistance to them··. 

Many members of the Working Committee, including Nehru and 
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Azad were not in agreement with Gandhi's ideas. They considered 
the idea of ejecting the British with the assistance of Japan absurd 
and thought it posstbl~ to get the adamant attitude of ~e British 
relaxed with the assistance of the world leaders like President 
Roosevelt since an anti-Fascist front includmg China. the Soviet 
Union and the United States which were sympathetic to India bad 
now been fonned. Later a resolution to this effect was adopted 
by the AICC replacing the draft resolution submitted by Gandhi. 

However, this hope was soon shattered It became clear that 
neither Roosevelt nor other word leaders could intervene in the 
Indian affairs. Nor did they come forward to exert pressure on 
the British, si~ they were convinced that a transfer of the defence 
department to the Indians in the midst of the war would ad"Versely 
affect the effecient conduct of the war. Hence. most leaders including 
Nehru and Azad had to fall in lme with Gandhi. How agonizing 
this change was had been stated by Azad. 
I reached Wardha on 5th July and Gandh1j1 spoke to me for the 
first time about the Quit India Movement.]. could not easily adjust 
my mind to this new idea ... / felt that we must refrain from any 
won.I or ai;t1on which could offer encouragement to the Japanese 
It seemed to me that the only thing we could do was to wait upon 
the course of events and watch how the war situation developed. 
Gandh1JI did not agree. He insisted .. that the British must leave 
India. If the British agreed, we could then tell the Japanese that 
they should not advance any farther. qm spite of this they advanced, 
11 would be an attack on India and not on the BrrtJsh. If such a 
situation developed we must oppose Japan with all our might. 
I have already smd that I had been in favour ~(organized opposition 
to the British at the outbreak of the war. G!ndh1j1 had not then 
agref!I/ with me. NUM- that he had changed, I found mys•lf In a 
peculiar positron. I could not bebeve that wit enemy on the Inchon 
frontier, the British would tolerate an organized movement of 
resistance. Gandhlji seemed to have a ~·trange belief that they 
would He held that the British would allow him to develop his 
movement in his own way. When 1 pres.red him to tell U.f what 
exactly would be llze programme of resistance, he had lfO clear 

I 

idea. Ths only thtng he •ntioned during our discussions was that 
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unl1u prrv1ous occa.Y1ons, this llme the people would not court 
impnronment voluntanly They Yhould re.o;1st arre.'it and ~11bm11 
to the government only 1/ phyl1e-ally forced to do lo 

Gandh1J1 held that the Bntzsh wo11ld regard his move for an 
orga111zed masl movement ar a warnmg and not take any precipitate 
action He would therefore have time to work out the details oj 
the movement and develop 1tr tempo according to his plam I wal 
convtnced that this would not be the ca~·e 
Gandhi.Ji s idea reemed to be that rmce the war was on the Indian 
fronher, the British would come to terms wrth the Congress al 
,·oon ar the movement was launched Even if th1.r dzd not take 
plpce, he believed that the Bntzsh would hesitate to take any 
drasnc steps wzth the Japanese kno<,/ang at India s doors He 
thought that this would give the Congress the time and opportunity 
to organize an effetive movement My own reading was completely 
different 
Our dlscuu1ons started on 5th July conllmted for several days 
We began to ducusi in greater detail the vanoiu elements of the 
proposed movement Gandhyi made 11 clear that like other 
movements. this would also be on the basis of non-violence All 
methods short of violence would however be perm1ss1ble During 
the discussions, Jawaharlal said that what Gandhyz had in wew
was rnfact an open rebellion. even if the rebellion was non-violent 
GandhlJi /riced the phrase and spoke of an open non-violent 
revolution several times 1 

This rather long passage 1s quoted here to shoYf the depth of 
the cns11 of tlunkmg the Congress \\'as caught 1n before the Quit 
lncha resolution was adopted The stratc8) of Nehru and Azad of 
bnngmg pressure on Bntam "11th the assistance of the U S and 
China had ·failed If, m place of1 rt. Gandlu 's strategy was to be 
adopted, it would create an atmosphere for the successful advance 
of the hatred Fascist Axis forces On one side, the adamant atbtude 
of the Btritlsh and. on the other, the popular urge to force the British 
to quit· India even with the assistance of the Fascist A~ forces. 
Bose and his colleagues in between the two trymg to enter India 

J Ahl Ko/Ollf Aud, India Wrn.r FN•dom. Oneirt Lungm011, l 9S9, pp. 7.3-74 
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along with the Japanese anny-howto face all these simulmneously? 
Finaly Nehru and Azad surrendered to Gandhi. 

There was another prominent Congress leader. Rajagopalachan 
who, as indicated earlier. had deviated from the Gandhian path 
more than once and trodden his own. Once again he came out with 
bis own views and proposed that the Congress should be courageous 
enough to concede the Muslim League's demand (for Pakistan) and 
revive the Congress ministries in the provinces got two resolutions 
mcorporating his proposals adopted by the Congress Legislature 
Party of Madras Presidency. He also presented One of these 
resolutions before the AICC, which was, however rejected with a 
large majority of votes. Not only that the AICC adopted a countcr
resolution declaring that "any proposal to disintegrate India by 
giving liberty to any component state or territorial unit to secede 
from Indian Union or Federation will be highly detnmental to the 
best interests of the different States and Provmces and the country 
as a whole, and the Congress, therefore, cannot agree to any such 
proposal". 

As soon as the result of the voting on the resolution was made 
known, Rajagopalachari announced that he would camapaign for 
his views in his province (Madras). He resigned from the prunary 
membership of the Congress, as well as lus membership 1n the 
Madras Legislative Assembly following the directive of the 
Parliamentary Party. (He had already resigned from the Working 
Commmittee earlier.) 

Rajagopalachari's actions failed to create any impact either in 
his province or in the Congress. Although he 'f'a5 occupying a high 
Position in the Congress, he was swimmingr= the current of 
Popular sentiments. The masses were ang over the series of 
defeats inflicted on Britain and other Allied wers in Europe and 
over Britain's obsticancy in holding on to poWel' in India even in 
the humiliating conditions created by these defeats. Bose and Gandhi 
were giving shape to this popular anger in two distinct paths. 
Although Nehru and Azad did not agree with their policies, they 
had to take accoum of the popular sentiments and adopt the "Quit 
India" resolution. They were constrained to launch a mass to 
strugle which might, perhaps, lead to the victory of Japan and 
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other Fascist forces in the war-a step hard to digest for them from 
the very beginning. 

The passage quoted from Azad makes it obvious that however 
forcefully and detenninedly Gandhi was talking about the 'Quit 
India• struggle, he was, in fact, gropping in darkness. For µistance, 
he did not know where to stop the struggle which he was going 
to launch. Although he was talking enthusiastically about a mass 
struggle, he had made no arrangement to carry it out in an organized 
way. He was operating with a child-like confidence that enough 
time and facilities would be available and that the rulers would not 
go in heavily to suppress the struggle. It is doubtful if the world 
h8.! ever witnessed a mass revolution which has been led so unplanned 
a &Way. This is the basic character of the '·Quit India·· struggle 
which has been subsequently eulogized so highly. A mass struggle 
of such a magmtude that has never taken place in Gandhi's entire 
political life in a political background devoid of a programme of 
struggle and of an organization to carry it out-this ·was "'Quit 
India" 

This may sound strange But there is nothing strange in it for 
the present struggle. like all the earlier ones, to be launched by 
Gandhi was not designed to overthrow the BritJsh rule relying on 
the revolutionary potentials of the people, but to create a political 
atmosphere necessary for reaching a compromise with the rulers. 
Gandhi had made it clear to Nehru and Azad that he was 
contemplating to launch Quit India struggle on the calculation that 
the rulers would be compelled to seek a compromise not long after 
the launching of the struggle. 

III. The "Auaust Revolution" 

On July 14,1942 the Congress Working Comnuttee met at 
Wardha and adopted a resolution which subsequently became well 
known as thc'Quit India Resolution·. The Working Conunittee also 
decided to convene a meeting of the AICC at Bombay on 7th and 
8th August to take a final decision on the resolution. 

Nehru and Ar.act bad abandoned their stand and come round to 
Gandhi's way of thinking even before the Working Conumttcc met. 
This, however, does not mean that their doubts about the desirability 
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and consequences of the struggle had been removed. Rather. they 
came round because there \\as no alternative left before them m 
the face of the adamant attitude of the British rulers and also the 
helplessness of the world leaders. So they simply c:ast aside aJI 
the doubts and joined hands with Gandhi. 

Interestingly it was Nehru himself who presented the Quit India 
resolution at the AICC meeting Again, 1t was he wh'o answered 
the Communists who introduced amendments to the resolution 
Gandhi was thus able to rally all sections in the AICC behind 
himself and get the resolution passed almost unanimously (excepting 
opposition from Communists). 

The AICC adopted the Quit India resolution on 8th August and 
before dawn of the next day, all Congress leaders who were present 
in Bombay were arrested and put behind the bars. Simultaneousl}. 
Congressmen at the different levels were arrested similarly all over 
the country. It became evident that the government had a well 
designed plan to suppress the Quit India struggle launched by the 
Congress without a plan. 

There were indications to show which way the government \\as 
moving. Immediately after the Working Comnuttee meeting Gandhi 
made an attempt to open negotiation which was .. part and parcel 
ofhis method of struggle··. He sent one of his close disciples, Miss 
Slade alias Mira Ben to the Viceroy to explain to him the resolution 
of the Working Conunittee and the fonn of struggle envisaged 
therein. But the Viceroy refused her permission to meet makmg 
clear that ''the government would not tolerate any rebellion dunng 
the war, whether it was violent or non-violent" and that it was not 
prepared 'lo meet or discuss with any i representatives of an 
oiganiz.ation which spoke in such tenns". 

Besides, on 17th July (three days ~r the meeting of the' 
Working Committee), Gandhi had obtained a copy of the circular 

I 

sent by the Seorewy of the Publicity Depardnent of the Government 
of India to the provincial goemments, to which Gandhi had referred 
in his speech at the Bombay AICC meeting. Thus, the Congress 
bad received the warning that the government was getting ready 
to face the strugle it was going to launch. Since the Publicity 
Department bad issued such a circular, it could well be imagined 
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that other departments also must have made similar arrangements 
to face the situation. But as against it. there was absolutely no 
preparedness on the part of the Congress. Gandhi never bothered 
either to save at least a section of the leadership from mass arrest 
or to create an underground organization functioning continously 
in the background of such mass arrest as any party in the world 
would do while organizing mass revolts against a Govennent. What 
is more, he even made it clear in his speech before the Bombay 
AICC that he was opposed to any such venture and maintained that 
since the struggle he was visualizing was an · open mass revolt", 
there was no room for underground activities and so on and those 
who indulged in secret activities would land themselves in danger 
and So forth. 

It may be argued that there was nothing strange in it since 
Gandhi was always opposed to secret activities. He had always 
maintained that secrete activities were negations of the satyagraha 
programme he had formulated. But as distinct from the struggles 
conducted under his leadership earlier he now left the participants 
free without placing any restriction on them. He was not bothered 
about ''violent tendencies"of which he was afraid in each struggle 
he undertook to lead since 1921. Now his central slogan was "do 
or die'. Gandhi gave the direction that in case he and other Congress 
leaders were arrested, Congressmen at the diff\o!rent levels and the 
people should take their own initiative to carry on the struggle in 
whichever way they considered right. 

This idea was, in fact, contained in the AICC resolution which 
stated: "A time may come when it may not be possible to issue 
instructions or for instructions to reach our people, and when no 
Congress committee can function. When this happens. every man 
and woman who is participating in this movement must function 
for himself or herself within the four comers of the general 
instructions issued. Every Indian who desires freedom and strives 
for it must be bis own guide urging him on along the hard road 
where 1bere is no resting place and which leads ultimately to the 
indepeodence and deliverance of India. ''l 

2. Pt111t1bhi 'Sittll'tlnlayya, op. ciL, Vol. n. p 346. 

Vol·iY-S7 
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Gandhi had laid down the condition earlier that every one who 
participates in the struggle should ongage oneself in the 
implementation of his constructive programme of spinning and 
weaving Khadi. He also used to avoid struggle whenever there was 
a semblance of "violent tendency" and call off the struggle when 
there was a minor incident of violence. None of these principles 
bad been adhered to now. He gave unconditional and unlimited 
freedom to everyone to engage onself in anti-government activities 
in whichever way one considered appropriate. That was why 
Nehru told that what had come from Gandhi now was a call for 
an "open rebellion", a statement of which Gandhi himself approved. 

Nevertheless, the Quit India struggle contained most of the 
features of the Gandhian method of struggle. As in the case of 
the earlier struggles, in the present one also large-scale mobilization 
of the people was designed to solve the problem through negotiations 
(bargaining) with the authorities. That was why immediately after 
the meeting of the Working Committee which adopted the Quit 
India resolution, Gandhi sent Mira Ben to get in touch with the 
Viceroy. What is more, both the resOlutions of the Working 
Committee adopted on 14th July and the Quit India resolution in 
August had left the door open for negotiations. 

As we have seen, on many an occasion after the outbreak of 
the war, Gandhi had differed from the majority of the Working 
Committee on the question whether the Congress should participate 
in Britain's war efforts-actions which are quite at variance with the 
Gandhian principle of non-violence. On this issue also Gandhi had 
gone back on his earlier positon. For C¥.ample, the Working 
Committee resolution made it clear that the Cbngress was agreeable 
to the stationing of the anned forces of~e lies in India, should 
they so desired, in order to ward off and ist Japanese or other 
aggression, and to protect and help C · and that the interim 
national aovemment would have no obj · in participating in 
such activities, because the Congress was as much interested as 
Britain and the Allied Powers in driving out the Japanese aggressors 
and rescuing China. It must be specifically noted that 1eference to 
this was made b) way of explaining the background of launching 
the Quit India straggle in the resoluticn drafted with the approval 
of Gandhi. 
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The Quit India resolution \\as an appeal to the radical sections in 
Britain as also the Allied Powers of the U.S. Soviet Union and 
China. The line of argument \\as that the Congress was launching 
upon the struggle reluctantly since the Bnt1sh was not prepared to 
gi\'e up its adamant attitude towards granting India its rightwhich 
would prepare the ground for the Congress to mobilize the whole 
people of India in the \\ar in which these foreign friends were 
interested Clearly. this was an approach designed to prepare the 
ground for negotiations 

The Congress approach was such that it "as likely to appear 
1ustitiablc to any impartial observer m relation to there lationship 
bct\~'CCI\ the British rulers and their allies and also between the 
Congress and other political panics and organizations. Gandhi and 
Azad cmphancally stated that the Congress \\as not demanding the 
British to leave for the sake of the Congress but for the whole 
country and that if the Bnt1sh \\ere making use of the claims made 
by the Muslim League as a trump. they would not mind even if 
power was transferred to 1t 

The resolution stated that \\hat \\as aimed at \\as .. a provisional 
government fanned by the cooperation of the pr•nc1pal parties and 
groups in the country·· and ··a constttut1on of t'1~ governance of 
India acceptable to all sections of the people". Thus. the present 
struggle was also looked upon as a mt.."i111S to \\in the demands 
through bargain. 

But as distinct from the earlier struggles. \\hat was contemplated 
now was a massive struggle by releasing the pcopl~ to do \\hat they 
liked. '"Leave India in God's hands"', Gandhi told the British 
authorities, 'in modenn parlance to anarchy. .. The Congress leaders 
realized that nothing short of a massi\'e unrestrained struggle ·which 
Gandhi did not hesitate to call ill\ open rebellion .. would create 
conditions for effectively bargaining with the British. 

1be Congress leaders were aware of the fact that it was dangerous 
to launch a struggle at a time when the war had reached a critical 
juncture: And this was specifically mentioned in the AICC resolution. 
But they gave the call for a struggle facing any possible eventuality 
that might arise in the circumstances in which Britain had been 
facing one defeat after another in the war. According to their 
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calculation, the popular support they might gain through such a 
strugle would help them to bargain with the authorities at least 
in the future. They felt that if they surrendered before the adamant 
attitude of the nilers they would lose whatever popular support they 
bad been able to gain through struggles for several decades. 

The British rulers, too, bad realiRCI their own weakness. They 
knew that they would not be able to remain in India for long even 
if they succeeded in suppressing the Congress for the time being. 
A notins made by the King of England, George VI, in bis diary 
in July 1942 throws light on this. Quotirig Churchill's statement 
that his colleagues and all parties in the British Parliament were 
ready to band over India to the Indians after the war, he wrote that 
things appeared as if Cripps, the newspapers and the American 
public opinion together bad impressed upon these parties that the 
c.ontinuance of their rule in India was wrong. Thus, neither the 
British rulers nor the Congress leaders had any doubt that the 
British would have to leave India handing over power to the Indians 
not long after the war. The former maintained that their rule should 
continue without any significant change druing the war in order to 
prosecute the war efrectively, while the Congress held that in order 
to realize the same objective, Indians themselves should weild 
power in India. This was the difference between the two sides. Each 
side began to operate on its own stand-point. 

The AICC sesson terminated at night on 8th August 1942 after 
adopting the Quit India resolution. The slogans like "Freedom or 
Death" and "Do or Die" reverberated throqghout the country. On 
the same night the government struck hard at the Congress which 

f 

cnunbled as never before. This was what tbeP>ngress and Socialists 
praised as the "August revolution". Was it Wy a revolution? Let 
us examine. 

There were protest demonstrations following the mass arrests 
that took place throughout the country and there were police latbi· 
dJarps and firing at danonstrati.ons. In many places where such 
actions took place, the people wmt into counter-actions against the 
police and the military. These were what was known as the "August 
Revolution". c....-smm and Socialists are in the habit of 
proclaiming proudly that they were the OipDi1.el's aad paJticipants 
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:>fthat "revolution". They used to denounce the Conununists for 
llaving refused to participate in it and fo.r opposing it. 

But what acutally took place during August and September 
1942 was not a revolution as they claim; it was only a demonstration 
>f protest against the repression let loose by the government. 
~either Gandhi nor other Congress leaders had ever tried to give 
m organized fonn to the anti-impenalist feelings spontaneously 
iisplayed by the people On the other hand, the government had 
l predetennined plan to suppress the struggle within a matter of 
Jays. 

Thus, the government was able to sweep at one stroke and throw 
nto prison the leaders who were repeating the words "revolution" 
wa · · upen rebellion., without domg an) thing necessuy to organize 
hat 'revolution'. The advocates of "August Revolution" are, in 
~ characteriZ1ng this attack of the rulers on the Congress and 
:he national movement as revolutionary attack of the Indian people 
>n the British rulers! 

l'V. Sta1es and Or1anizers of 'Ouit India' 
The movement variously called the'Quit India struggle'and the 

'August revolution' began with mass arresis at took place before 
:he dawn of 9th August. As we have seen in the preceding section, 
teither Gandhi nor other Congress leaders had any idea as to how 
:o 011anize and lead the struggle. In the words of Nehru: ''Neither 
.n public nor in private at the meetings of the Congress Working 
Committee did he (Gandhi) hint at the nature of action he had in 
nind, except a one-day general strike So neither he nor the Congress 
Working Committee issued any kind of directions, public or private, 
:xcept that people should be prepared for all developments and 
mould in any event adhere to the policy of peaceful and nonviolent 
lCtion.", But as distinct ftom. earlier struggles in which severe 
retrictions were imposed on the participants, the general instruction 
liven in the AICC resolution and respeated by Gandhi in his 
speeches and statements was that "every Indian who desires freedom 
ilDd striws for it must be his own guide'' in the fight against the 
British rule. People were given a free hand in deciding the mode 
3f the struggle and in forming the fighting organimions.Gandhi 
md other leaders never knew, nor did they want to know, how the 
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people would act and against whom they \\ould tum in carrying 
out the task set before them. they merely declared that "hat they 
intended was an ··open r~bdlion ·· that might folio\\ the release of 
the fighting spirit of the people. 

It was in the background in which this idea had run deep into 
the people that th~ mass arrests took place before the dawn of 9th 
August in a manner that enraged the people. And they expressed 
their protest against this action by holdmg huge demonstrations. 

It must be noted that the demonstrations held on 9th and l 0th 
August were relatively peaceful. But \\hen these peaceful protest 
actions by the people were brutally attacked by the government. 
the people came out to sabotage the railway lines and the post and 
telegraph services in order to prcvt.'llt the movement of the police 
and military forces which were bcmg used to attack the people 

Viewed from the tradition of the Gandhian struggle. this had 
created a situation which was sufficient for the \\ 1thdrawl of the 
struggle. However, neither Gnndh1 nor the other leaders of Congress 
deprecated these acts of \'lolence. On tb.c contrary. they attnbutcd 
the violence on the part of the people to the use of force committed 
by the .authorities on peaceful and non-violent demonstrations 
From the pnson Gandhi had sent a lc..1ter to the Viccro} to this 
effect. 

The government charged that the forms of struggle adopted at 
the second stage, as d1stmct from those of the days immccbatcl~ 
following the miass arrests, \\ere the result of a plannoo programme. 
for which they put the blame on Gandhi and other leaders. In 
support ofth1s the rulers pointed out that the nature of the subotagc . . 
that took place at several places samuseously "as the same 
1bey also pointed out that these acts of s botage were such diat 
they could be executed only by those who the necessary expertise · 
in using specialized equipments. 

But there was no evidence whatever to .suggest that Gandlu or 
any other member of the Congress Working Committee had ever 
giYCB any instruction for carrying out sabotage. On the contrary, 
there was enouzh evidence to show that they gave the call for this 

J. Qritstl In R.C. Majumda, Hi6tory and Cul111n of drr Indian JHOple. r·n/ 
11, Baetbay, Bllarottya Vldya Bhavan, 1969, p. 656 
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·mass rebellion' without giving any clear instruction on the conduct 
of the struggle and without creating an organiz.ation for that purpose. 
This, however. does not mean that the Congress leaders were free 
from the responsibilities for the fonns of struggle employed foJlowing 
the incidents that took place on 9th August, including the acts of 
subotage. For they bad openly given the general direction to the 
people to express their discontent and anguish towards the British 
rule by adopting any means which each one of them considered 
appropriate. What happened throughout the country after the mass 
arrests was that they carried out this direction in its literal sense. 
The people consideredit their duty to paralyze the oppressive rule 
which unleashed cruel repression on the peaceful protest 
~m\lJ1Strations in the initial stage of the struggle. 

Among the people who were thus agitated, there were also 
experts in technical matters. They dedicated their expertise to the 
Quit India struggle and trained others in such acts as removing 
railway tracks, damaging bridges. destroying government office 
buildings, post and telegraph services, and so on. Thus acts of 
subotage of different kinds and forms took place extensively as part 
of the expression of their protest without any specific direction from 
above. 

A certain development took place in the meblltime which gave 
these unorganized activities an organized character. There were 
some leaders at the provincial level and below who had escaped 
arrest on 9th August. They and certain others like Jayaprakash 
Narayan who having escaped from prison formed a secret 
organization of the Congress and started sending circulars to 
provincial Congress committees as .. AICC directives., .Similar secret 
organizations came into being in many provinces. Illegal printing 
presses and publications. short time radio broadcasting stations, 
etc., also began to function. Collecting fire arms, teaching and 
leamina bomb making, conducting subotagc making use of explosives 
and such other activities started in an organized manner. With all 
this, the; "Quit India struggle·· acquired an organized character with 
an underground leadership centralized at least at the provincial and 
local levels. 

As a result of these activities, the government macbinery became 
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completely paralyzed at least in some areas and secret mass 
movements which can rightly be called '"arallel · gcMmments'" 
emerged. Such parallel governments were formed and started 
functioning in Ballia in U.P., Bhaplpur and other places in Bihar, 
Midnapore in Bengal and in Satara in Maharashtra. Although these 
movements were shattered before long in the. face of attacks by the 
authorities, they constituted an important development that took 
place as part of the Quit India struggle in the different parts of the 
country. 

Both the British rulers and the liberal politicians blamed the top 
leaders of the Congress and Gandhi for this situation. That this 
cbaige was unfounded is clear from the unplanned character of the 
struggle visualized by the Congress. For, the Congress leadership 
bad never sent out any directive with regard to the struggle. Besides, 
it would be clear to anyone that if the Congress had really intended 
to carry out such programmes as sabotage and setting up parallel 
governments, they could have organized them in much wider a scale 
than what had happened in the weeks fo]owing 9th August. The 
fact that these were confined to a few places and lasted for a short 
duratim)ll&kes it evident that the organizers of the activities enjoyed 
much less organized popular support than the central Congress 
leadership. 

However, it is significant to note that neither Gandhi nor other 
Congress leaders came forward to deplore the sabotage, parallel 
governments and other activities organized in the name of the Quit 
India struggle. On the contrary,they characterized the organizers 
of the struggle who adopted the means whic• were COJ\traly to the 
Gandhian non-violence as patriots who ~out the call given 
by than. Furthermore, they sought to justify Quit India struggle 
which, in eft'ect, was violent and to own it ·rely to themselves 
on the pretext that it was the British rulers forced the agitators 
to adopt the means unacceptable to the co.Ogress. 

It still remains a riddle as to what Oandbi and other Congress 
leaders would have done, had they not been arrested en masse 
before the dawn of 9th August. Suppose that the Congress leaders 
and the peoplo in ctrtain places adopted means of strugles deviating 
from the Gandhian creed of non-violence which was reiterated in 
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the Quit India resolution.Would Gandhi have disowned such means 
of struggle? If the answer is in the positive, would lt not be arc 
pudiation of the quit India resolution and the statements be had 
made earlier? If the answer is in the negative, would it not give 
room for the interpretation that he led a mass struggle throwing 
overboard his own method of non-violence for the first time in bis 
long life? 

Fortunately for Gandhi and other Congress leaders there was 
no occasion for these questions to be raised. They became ti= 
ftom the responsibility of deciding the fonn of the struggle which 
they themselves called for. They could easily maintain that the 
incidmt of violence developed because they were behind the bars. 
·At. tbc same time, since there were leaders outside the jail who had 
the capacity as well as the willingness to carry out the struggle in 
an organized way, the progranune of struggle which caused emeaue 
difficulties to the government were carried out under their leadership. 
This provided opportunity to Gandhi and other Congress leaders 
both to shrug off the responsibility for the consequences of the 
actions organiml by this group of leaders and to own to themselves 
the gain of the 'August revolution• at the same time. As we shall 
see in the later chapters, they did utilize this opportunity effectively 
during the years 1945-46. 

Prominent among those who organized the 1mderground activities 
and gave the Quit India struggle an organized character after the 
first stage of the struggle were Jayaprakash Narayan, 
RanunanoharLohia and Arona Asaf Ali. Although they functioned 
on behalf of the Congress, they were socialists. The declared that 
they stood for a people's armed revolt, rather than adhering to the 
principle of nonviolence contained in the Quit India resolution. 
They sharply critici7.ed the Congress leaders for gi\•mg a call for 
a country-wide popular revolt without chalking out a programme 
of action or creating an mpoization for that purpose. These leaders 
who a:eated the impression that they were effectively carrying out 
the stmgle through undelJfound organizations,were in a sense 
organizing the rank and file of the Congress against the leadership. 

This enhanced the popularity of the socialists. People felt that 
altho...., Gandhi and the Ccmgress leaders had called fortl1C struglc, 
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it was the socialists who were carrying out the struggle in practice. 
Jay a prakash, Lohia and Mrs Asaf Ali came to be revered by the 
people. 

However, this impression did not last long. The people knew 
that although it was the socialists who created the necessary 
organi7.ation for the struggle and gave leadership to it the actual 
call for the struggle came from Gandhi and other leaders of the 
Congress and that the former only helped to carry out the call given 
by the latter. Their level of consciousness was such that they 
thought that it was perhaps a minor error on the part of the 
Congress leadership, which, of course. could be corrected and that 
the leaders of the struggle, at any rate, were the top Congress 
leaders including Gandhi. In other words, the feelmg they had 
towards Jayapralcash, Lohia, Aruna and other leac:k.rs were secondary 
to their reverance to Gandhi and other Congress leaders. 
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